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To Them that believe in my belief in THEM

…And to Lovecraft’s Mad Arab Abdul Alhazred,
Of whom I am the living embodiment.

Embrace. Exhaust. Evolve.
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Throughout my life I have collected and collated dozens of books from various
magickal currents to preserve them for our and future generations, but for varied
reasons I have never performed the same kindness/duty for the Temple of THEM.

Corpus Themeticum is an attempt to digitally store and transfer the majority of my
written works concerning my occult journey and archive the wild tangle of changing

insights and discoveries I have had and made in the past twenty-five years. 

In style, it is nowhere close to being as ornate and decorative as the full-graphic
'Themonomicon', the illustrated 'Temple Guidebook 2015', or the colourful 'Oto

Anorha' magazines. Such adornment and visual care has taken place at other stages
of my texts life; to be found in the archives of Chapter 11: The Vault.  But this, is not

that kind of book. 

For the first time in its history, I have attempted to place the majority of THEM's
texts in an 'order of concept' - to help mentally/magically dismantle the Ziggurat
systematically; and to add structure to the chaos of so many writings within. This

collection is far beyond the limited effort of Threshold that sought to offer an
overview with a small number of texts across four themed books, and Corpus

Themeticum features almost 1300 pages of occult philosophical thought, experiment
and madness. 

Not all texts are written by my hand but I largely present what appears under the
collective of THEM. Multiple currents are represented at varied stages of my life.

What is contained herein should be considered of historical importance to the
tradition of the occult and not necessarily reflective or encompassing my current

views which have grown both increasingly complicated in many regards - and
infinitesimally simple in others...

At 45 years of age, my involvement in the Occult has brought me both sublime
internal peace, Knowing what I know, and churning, roiling insanity and dark
depression, Knowing what I know. Somehow, I have managed to withstand the

onslaught of interaction with these forces, but not without deep and lasting scars and
the loss of a great many loves. The price paid to bring you this book, for it to contain

what it contains; and that it finds you in whatever time, whosoever you are; was a
very high price. 

Books, are portals. Reading the right book at the right time by the right person can
completely shatter their world. This book is a portal to many portals, and was built to

shatter All Worlds. If you come this way, may THEM watch over you. And may you
someday join me in the Abyss among the stars in the blackest black.
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Know Thyself.
.Ꚛ
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CHAPTER 1
SUMMARISING THE OCCULT ZEITGEIST
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PROKARYOTES

DARKNESS. A WORLD WITHOUT LIGHT BUT THAT WHICH SHONE UPON THE CRESTS
OF COLOSSAL WAVES AS THE EARTH SWAM CLAD IN A PERPETUITY OF TEEMING
OCEAN. IN THE HOLLOWS AND RAVINES, TRENCHES AND DEEPS, IN THE EYELESS

WILDE WHERE THE IMMENSE POWER AND PRESSURE CRUSHES ALL BUT THE
STRANGE ADAPTED. BIOLUMINESCENCE, FLEETING DASHING STARS IN A BLACKER
THAN BLACK GALAXY, ALIEN, AUTONOMOUS, LONG CRUEL TEETH AND BALEFUL
BLINDED MILKY EYES, A PLACE TO STARE INTO THE ABYSS AND HAVE IT STARE

BACK. IN SUCH A TERRAIN, PREDATORS AND PREY, MONSTERS TOO MAN HAS LONG
CEASED TO BELIEVE IN, SO OLD, SO FORGOTTEN. LITERALLY AND CUMULATIVELY,
SLEEPING NOW AS MARROW IN THE BONES OF ALL BEFORE. A DESCRIPTION THAT
APPLIES TO THE OCEANS, OUTER SPACE AND THE HUMAN PSYCHE AS A UNITARY

VELVET. AND REMNANTS TOO, OF THE EARTH BEFORE WE KNEW IT, BEFORE IT
BECAME OUR INHERITANCE AND SMUGLY, WE LOOKED BACK ON ITS HISTORY AS IF

A SIMPLE THING, A CHRONOLOGY SO VAST YET WE SO-SAGELY AND COMPACTLY
IMAGINE WE CAN IMAGINE. A LUXURY OF LARGESSE. SILENT THOSE SHAPES,

BULKY, ANGULAR, SENTIENT, MONSTROUS, OF GEOMETRIES LIKE THOSE SPOKEN
OF BY LOVECRAFT, WHEN REFLECTIONS OF LIFE WERE NEWER, COLDER, WHEN

THE PRIMAL NATURES OF BEINGS WERE BECOMINGS AND ODD PODS RULED THE
EARTH AGAIN AND AGAIN IN SAVAGE DYNASTY FORGOTTEN BY CYCLES, THE

WOOD AGE, THE ICE AGE, AND THE SLOW ACCUMULATION BY THE NIGHTMARES OF
OUR MODERN DREAM, THE ANCESTORS WHOM PASSED THROUGH THE PRIMORDIAL

EVOLUTIONARY STAGES OF THE APEX, WHO FORGED THE LAYERS OF THE
SUBCONSCIOUS IN CRUSTED BOWELS FILLED WITH WATERY GUTS DEEP BENEATH

THE MOVING OVERSEER, THE DEEP GUARDIAN OF ALL OUR SECRETS THE
UNDERWORLD OF THE OVERWORLD. THEM.
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THE MESSAGE OF THOTH FROM THEM

“From the First Angle is the Dream:”

And there came to one of us in each generation a vessel with the power of
remembrance – They who dream of the shining light that sat between the world into

which we were born – and the world we were born from – and whose dream becomes
life. And They who are touched Remember what has been forgotten – that which sent

us, hidden from beyond sight, and a secret – and that which must be Restored.

“From the Second Angle Is the Master holding the baying Hounds of Hell:”

The first angle is always the Dream, for the Dark Ones cannot reach across the planes
without the necessary preparation of horrid angles and lunatic geometry. To the

denizens of the abyss such angles and their design are the paragon of sublime – and
for that – nightmares, awkward, ungainly and the cathedral of absolute evil to those

guardians of the gate: those hounds of hell who wear crowns of light.

“From the Third Angle Is the Key to the Silver Gate of Time:”

Grasps hir who steeps the world in shadow, who seizes the hounds of the world
dragon by the throat and turns them to hir command, the Eternal, for hir crafts

defences against all entropy and interference in hir dark magic and holds aloft the
blazing shapes of death and the dead.

“From the Fourth Angle is the nascent horror of Eternity:”

And hir that would challenge his mortal coil and spit in the face of the gods could
learn to live among them but never again return to earth. And for stealing the fire of
the gods forever be accursed to carry it – a star – doomed that all whom near it for

illumination be incinerated by its fury and its glory as punishment.

“From the Fifth Angle is the cracking of the skulls of the righteous:”

To hir of the Voice are drawn disciples whose priests shall receive hir powers to crack
the firmaments. Believers will turn and fall to the hands of the grasping.

“From the Sixth Angle is the gloating of the Ones of Darkness Who have
waited:”

Where the star has walked a great fire shall burn, until all is aflame and the world a
raging inferno.
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“From the Seventh Angle Is the Reign of the Avenger”

And he shall set the Openers and the Closers in the sands to spill a river of blood.

“From the Eighth Angles Is the Victory of the Night of Seething Fury giving
release to tortured screams:”

From the smoking ash and twisted brackage, sweeping swords of cleansing death
announce new names and new ways, from the old names of always.

“From the Ninth Angle Is the Coming of the Ones of Old who have slept in the
Dreams of Men.”

And None shall Know the Wyrm.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BRIEF HISTORY OF THEM

After attempting to establish numerous proxy nexions, many of which involved 
archiving the work and ethos of the ONA - The Temple of THEM was founded in 
February 2006 by myself (of a thousand names but best known as Ryan Anschauung 
(then Tnepres) and another individual known as 'The Sorceress'. Our meeting in 2003
represented a collision of determined individuals with unique ideas and Wyrds that 
would feed each other to the present day. These ideas were tempered, tested and 
evolved by more than a decade of involvement between two Masters. One being 
Christos Beest who instructed me in the Hebdomadry of the British, ONA the other a 
powerful Sorceress from Eastern Europe. I was mentored in magick by what I 
derived from the ONA and its associated nexions, my own personal Mvimaedivm and
what was taught to me by the Sorceress, my Mistresses, and my Mother.

The Temple of THEM's exoteric form straddles seven major disciplines drawing 
influence from each; (1) the Septenary Way, (2) Private Thracian Lore, (3) The Chaos
Magic of the Illuminates of Thanateros, (4) The Mythos of Lovecraft, (5) 
Mvimaedivm - a personal and unique Archetypal/Narrative Magic developed as my 
life has unfolded (6) The Sorcery of Carlos Castenada & (7) The Analytical 
Psychology of Carl Gustav Jung.

The decision to form THEM arose from an observation of a satanic monopoly 
emerging that threatened to snuff out the range of approaches and methodologies for 
appreciating the occult and the advancement of our own growing Aeonic Urges and 
implementations to interfere/alter the present course of the human psyche. Numerous 
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individuals then undertaking the Way of the Septenary who found it did not meet 
their needs, or appreciate their individual opinions, criticisms, insights or variations 
joined forces - each from high-ranking positions in other magical/occult currents 
around the globe inc. OTO, ONA, IOT, TOS, and many more each offering their 
specialist knowledge of their current to the collective pool. The Temple of THEM 
shaped itself as a platform that would allow these isolated and often harried voices 
the opportunity to speak loudly and clearly even and especially when it interfered 
with the trending status quo of satanic philosophy in order to transcend duality itself.

INCARNATIONS

Naturally when it began THEM was very different from its present course. And over 
the duration of the nine years it has existed, has taken on a myriad of different 
incarnations to explore, expand, evolve and meet certain needs and lived a variety of 
forms. Among these have been the 2010 Sinister 101 Syndicate (previously known as
the Mvimaedivm Forum) which was a thriving online business hub for all things 
Septenary, Sinister and ONA. It is still in existence, but activity has all but ceased 
after operations were moved to other cyber quarters and remaining membership is a 
shadow of what it used to be. Mvimaedivm White, Mvimaedivm Black, were two 
projects by the Temple researching the Magi and the Lore of the Dark Gods. These 
studies resulted in the publication of a 250-page collaboration called "Ki En Gi r 
Black" and consisted mostly of a hybrid of Sumerian academia and occulture. Some 
500 additional pages relating to Sorcery & Combat Techniques, The Dark God lore in
Prehistory/Egypt/Indo-Europea, Star Lore, and numerous other topics of interest at 
the time have been archived but are not accessible to the public.

The forum Mvimaedivm Black also still exists, under the watchful eye of one of 
THEM, but its level of activity is much like that of S101S, a ghost town after THEM 
vacated it in favour of new stomping ground. Other groups not available or visible to 
the public such as 'Otherland' were additional attempts to unite a collective of 
Sorcerers across the globe in perfecting and exploring magical technique and sharing 
personal philosophy and techniques. Otherland also concerned itself with psychedelic
experiences, entheogenics - or using substances as pathways to Allies, astral travel 
and out of body experiences. Numerous Wordpresses, a digital notebook platform, 
have been utilised by the Temple over the years including the inventively named 
'Ryan Anschauung WordPress', 'Dark Planet WordPress', 'Mvimaedivm', 'Temple of 
THEM' Word-presses too.

The only currently active WordPress utilised by THEM is the re-incarnation of 
templeofthem.org WordPress which is a private archive accessible only to members 
of THEM and guests with special permission. Another website titled 'Mvimaedivm' 
has been inactive a year to the day (April 20, 2015) but was taken hold of by an 
Italian member of the Temple who dedicated himself wholly to an alternate project.
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Mvimaedivm web was a tendril he intended to dedicate to Sinister/Esoteric Music 
under the name "Canor Sinistrum" - but which transformation has not yet come to 
fruition. Building up real estate and handing it over to fledgling members to look 
after was considered a suitable method to allocate the current to many hands rather 
than leave it focused in a centrality. A short-lived page (now in hibernation) for the 
Temple on Facebook was developed into a new forum that is currently active and 
represents the most recent online representation of the Temple acting as a hub for 
announcements and file sharing. What dictates which media are kept public or put 
into hibernation varies - the Temple changes shape according to which criteria it 
believes have been or need to be achieved and looks out for the appropriate signs that
a certain energy, form or attitude has taken root either in an individual or group, 
which triggers a response from us and a re-organisation of our geometry.

THE BLACK GLYPH SOCIETY

The diversity and expertise in respective magical fields by its members allowed 
THEM access to documentation kept private by each organisation and this mountain 
of material would later become the archives of the Black Glyph Society - a society 
dedicated to keeping alive useful and practical information on systems that we felt 
contributed to the aims of the would-be Sorcerer. The Black Glyph Society changed 
hands in approximately 2012 from RA in Australia to TD in the United States - but 
continues to exist to meet the needs of wanderers of the occult paths. The Glyph as it 
is affectionately known, operates on a two-tier system. To those we feel deserving of 
the information in our archives, pending interest and dedication, the Glyph offers free
files and materials that relate to that individual’s study or in some cases that we feel 
may open up new vistas or esoteric advancement by having access to. The other tier 
gives individuals the option to buy a restricted catalogue of materials as printed books
mostly relating THEM's studies and philosophy or other unique strains of philosophy 
on the matter of the Sinister, Satanism or Self-Development. A lesser-known function
of the Society is the encouragement and extension of aid to individuals to compile, 
publish or otherwise share their unique point of view by using our contacts to obtain a
publishing deal, or simply assisting in layout, editing, illustrations, or morale. The 
Glyph is still active, and books can still be purchased by placing an order from the 
website. Additional materials can be found archived inexpensively for a few Euro a 
book at a digital download site called Amenthes, from The Spire - a new incarnation 
of the Glyph (but part of the original society) , or from various portals on the internet.
Searching for deliberately obscure keywords such as Mvimaedivm, Oto Anorha, 
Liber 13/13, or Insynsian will usually bring links up where we have posted material 
and essays in assorted forums. Such words are unusual because it makes their use, 
and spread, easy to track.
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THE SPIRE

The Spire is a subsidiary of THEM that was launched in 2015 designed to meet a 
number of goals. (1) To supply affordable quality materials by THEM that have 
become very expensive or rare over time. (2) To supply Tarot, Star Games and other 
Occult Items and Services to increase the tools available to others to 
encourage/enable them to develop certain skills (3) To re-advertise and compliment 
the resources sold by the Black Glyph with new or rare releases (4) To re-advertise 
and compliment the resources sold by the Fall of Man and Amenthes digital store 
with new or rare releases by THEM and other Sinisterion (5) To fund the purchase of 
land by the Asov and THEM for future phases of its charters.

OTO ANORHA

Oto Anorha is a periodical released at intermittent intervals by the Temple, beginning 
with the first public issue numbered #28 in 2006 and has charted the progress, 
methods, magical development, achievements and aims of the Temple over the course
of its short but enduring life. Issues have included contributions by members of 
THEM on varied topics and special editions focused on a theme. The magazine is not
restricted only to members of THEM; friends and allies of THEM have been invited 
to contribute insights to the magazine in previous issues. The mysterious name Oto 
Anorha stems from the desire to honour the founders (ex)-companion and is an 
anagrammatic dedication to her. Back Issues of Oto Anorha are still available from 
the Black Glyph as a printed magazine or from Amenthes in digital format. The most 
recent issue, Issue #34 is only available from The Spire as a printed magazine.

NOMENCLATURE: A GLOSSARY

+O+ - A personal signature that has two meanings. It is shorthand for +emple of 
+hem. But was also my signature for many years as I laboured under a specific 
psychological and exoteric approach to things borne of a complex shape-shifting 
magical system that has taken me from one name to another (and through dozens) as I
morph shape and personality, approach and intent within a system I term the Galactic 
Organic. Symbolically +O+ represents a dissected 8-spoked mandala and in the 
Jungian sense, Individuation. A human archetype. -O- - represents an alternate, 
contradictory approach to the previous persona adopted and a more ruthless, less 
forgiving one at that. An inhuman archetype and the growing of tendrils. The Abyss 
within beginning to wake.

Aeurekanequeo - A hybrid of two words, Eureka meaning 'I have it' and Nequeo 
meaning 'Impossible' - the Aeurekanequeo is the unfolded multidimensional essence 
of the Thrasz symbol. It details the Temple of THEM's ontology or philosophy on 
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how things come to be and their relationships to Being. The 'A' at the beginning is for
Australia.

ASOV Australian Satanic Organisation Victoria. A predominantly off-line tendril of 
THEM.

Apexing - treating one form as all-important.

*C*R*U*X* The Temple of THEM's Australian version of Naos: A Guide to 
Hermetic Magic. Contains extensive revisions and additional material to make the 
guide a fuller companion to understanding and using the Sinister current.

Dyph, i.e. more than two people coming into contact with one another just as planets 
on a macro scale orbit closer or further from one another.

Enematia - a word to short cut having to say good and evil continuously and 
referring to a phantom suggestion of an Other or opposing form(s).

Form The a priori natural state of world content before it is interpreted.

Force The a priori natural state of world content that acts on Form before it is 
interpreted.

Insynsia - Groups or a group that claim sovereignty or monopoly over any form or 
any one system of fulfilment

Insynsian - Elevating a singular form to act as a replacement for God. The habit of 
making any one thing into a God and/or championing it above all other.

ISS In Supra Solidarity - formerly, In Sinister Solidarity. Sinister was considered too 
restrictive for THEM's purposes and dropped. A code of conduct developed and 
practiced by the Temple. ISS is a respectful acknowledgement or parting statement of
kinship.

Lyfe - the life-force within and specific to the paradigm of the Form.

Magi A traditional nemesis of the Sorcerer, dating from the Persians. The Magi are 
both an ancient people believed to have subverted natural forces to create a prison-
state we have inherited, and a set of behavioural characteristics that are ingrained in 
human beings on a fundamental level through repetition and the elimination by the 
Magi of any resistance to their Empire. The Magi is to be found at first outside of the 
Sorcerer, then inside, then in the difficult act of reuniting a paradox and contradiction.
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Mvimaedivm Multiple Meanings. A manufactured word meaning 'Know Now My 
Way'. A movement of sharing self-exploration and personal alchemical experience 
with others. A forum or forums belonging to or used by the Temple. A WordPress 
belonging to or used by the Temple. The official name for the 'Diaries of a Devil-
worshipper'. And others...

ONA/O9A/Order the Order of Nine Angles

One of THEM A Being that Nature has evolved with the inner fire and any number 
of means to struggle past the reigning psychic state of humanity and evolve. Not tied 
to race, religion, morality, time or space. Such may arise anywhere at any time using 
any Form(s).

OroR - An acronym meaning Our Rite of Remembrance, this is a celebration that 
takes place on the 17th of every month and remembers all of the members of THEM 
past and present, their contributions and personal efforts and combined Wyrds that 
got us to the point we are at now.

Oto Anorha An e-zine and printed magazine released by the Temple at random 
intervals charting its progress, aims and insights.

Phorm The interpretation of world content made by the psyche (the term 'Phorma' 
with emphasis on the A is used in verbal conversation to distinguish between the 
similar sounding Form and Phorm)

Phorma See above. + Non-verbally it refers to the gestation of Forms arising from 
the Phyrm within the Psyche and the Affectation they experience as a result of contact
with it.

Phorce The interpretation of world content that acts on Form made by the psyche, i.e.
'Gravity', 'Change', 'Entropy'.

Phyrm A term taken from the Latin 'Terra Firma' and associated with the 
metaphysical realm outside of our skin (Pseal) and the content thereabout. A realm 
that may have its own existence that may or may not be affected by interpretation by 
the human psyche. Loosely used to refer to, but not limited to, the 'World' and its 
content.

pMYRIAD An unpublished exhaustively comprehensive study on Form.

Q A document marked with a Q is strictly an eyes-only, that is Temple member only, 
document. It is generally marked with a slightly different variance copy to copy to 
track unauthorised release.
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Remember The defining watchword of the Temple, reminding of the overall reason 
for its existence: namely to remember there was a war (Mind War) that our ancestors 
lost and we are still engaged in.

The Sorceress Co-founder of the Temple of THEM and my great mentor in the arts 
of sorcery. Deriving from the IOT I owe an invaluable debt to the Sorceress for years 
of training and guidance to become who I am. With as many names as myself she 
remained a shadowy figure who never revealed herself entirely – nor did I ever ask. 
Together we built the Temple of THEM, together we woke the Dragons. Though she 
claimed herself an orphan of the Left-Hand Path, the Temple will always be her 
Home and I shall always be her occult Family. Since 2003 she moved in synch and 
yet in her own circle, defiant and rebellious but impossibly learned in the arts of 
magic. She penned the Sorcery of THEM and the other half of the dialogue in 
Mvimaedivm Vol IV – she gave me a vast number of secrets to keep, access to 
archives of occult repositories found nowhere online and her persistent time, attention
and allegiance. She taught me and taught me. Castenada, Crowley, Schopenhauer, 
Hitler, Jung, Psychodrama, Psychofascism, World History and the Mysteries through 
an occult lens. Prone to disappearing for years at a time – she is doubtless watching 
from afar. We did not always see eye to eye and her puzzlement at my moves was 
often evident. Yet she later admitted her proudest sorcerous work was Our Temple. 
She must never be forgotten so long as THEM shall live. By Her many names I 
Remember. By her many teachings I conquer. In a volatile crucible of Mvimaedivm, 
Her Mentorship and the teachings of the Grand Master – We were forged.

Sinisterion The collective term used by THEM to denote all of the people involved 
in the application or philosophy of the Sinister current.

Tendril Multiple Meanings. Denotes a specific 28 set of Images used (in 
development) by the Temple to indicate new Archetypes specific to THEM. A nexion,
group, outlet, subsidiary, associate, idea, meme in some way connected to the Temple
of THEM

T.H.E.M Terato Haruspex Engram Maleficia. A statement that reflects the essential 
philosophy of the Temple of THEM. 'Look deep inside the entrails of the Monster – 
Remember – and become One of THEM'.

Themonomicon A project in development that combines an homage to Lovecraft's 
Necronomicon and seeks to house the entire corpus of THEM's texts in an ambitious 
tome of illustrated puzzles, sex, death, blood, ciphers, codes, scripts and symbolism. 
It represents a re-write of the majority of THEM's texts to reflect changes, updates, 
new insights and revisions to older works.
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Theph The analogy of the brain as a city within the human skull with its own 
infrastructure relating to neuroscience and neurophysiology.

Thrasz A symbol used by the Temple of THEM in ritual, decoration and personal 
development.

Threshold Multiple Meanings. An anthology of key texts by THEM published by 
Fall of Man. A symbol used to mark a space between one world and the next.

Vyrd - synonymous with Wyrd.

THE EYE OF THEM

Our symbol is the Eye of the Cyclone, The Epicentre of the Earthquake, The Arc of 
the Ocean Wave, The Whirlpool and the Tornado, The Raging Flames of the Inferno, 
The Snowflake to the Black-hole, The Rotation of the Earth, The Cycles of Life, The 
Seasons, The Orbit of the Planets, The Procession of the Equinox, Movement Celesti-
al to Undetectable, Chaos and Order, Contradiction and Dyssolution, The Irresistible 
meeting the Unmovable, The Synthesis of Thought, The Reaction of Action, The 
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Abyss of Space, Life through Death, Death through Life, The Turning Point, The 
Wheel, The Fulcrum, the Axis, Entropy, Time, Evolution, Cancer, Bacteria, Blood, 
Virus, Magic, Energy, Matter, Change, The Endless Loop, The Archetype, Memory, 
Quantum, The Pattern, The Geometry, The Shape, The Circle, The Dark Ones.

REMEMBER.

ABRACADABRA

+O+ So to begin.

The secrets of the Ancients have been buried deeply in the twisted labyrinth of forms.
The Magic from which the Sorcerer can draw exists but the means to access it have 
been mangled by the Obscuranti and their living mind war of forms – each one a 
sadistic seed that has long sprouted into a sapling, a plant, a tree, a forest, dropping 
more sadistic seeds, spreading lies, misinformation, and deceit. Advanced beyond 
most observers’ abilities to appreciate, the polymorphic virus of the Magi can with 
ease take on the guise of any form – even systems and words that promise to be 
antidotes to itself such as Satanism, Anti-Christianity, Anarchy, Chaos can and have 
been compromised by the vicious snarls of poison roots.

The Temple of THEM has spent years attempting to untangle the forms in which such
magical prowess have been choked into submission – crawling through the darkness 
of any number of magical systems of evocation, enchantment, alchemy, shamanism 
and as many strains of the Sinister we could find to struggle past the outward 
aesthetics and toward the root cause of all of them – Symbolism. From Symbolism 
we reduced all the myriad possibilities of magic into condensed understanding of 
what makes those that work, work, and what makes those that do not, not work. This 
was isolated to the complex relationship between the Organism and the World and the
Organism’s particular view of the world and its place within it. The 23 Syndrome is 
the stance an ego takes at any given moment [unconsciously] and uses to interpret. 
Thus, someone in thrall to National Socialism sees the world through an NS-related 
lens – whilst a religious individual sees the world through a religiously-related lens.

What happens of course, during the length of life, is that firmly held beliefs and truths
Change. Each form of 23 syndrome is considered as a current [*Thrall] or form that 
seizes control of the ego either by thrall [unwittingly] by being convinced of its 
usefulness to perceive through or by “willingly” adopting such a syndrome through 
conscious choice. Often – once chosen, such a thrall takes a long time to settle itself 
into the Ego which must make room, change things around, or adapt itself to 
synchronise with the other forms which make-up the composition of the Thrall.
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*A Thrall is the name of a form that attaches itself or is attached to the Organism in 
a symbiotic relationship. Picking up a book on some subject or another, encountering
someone who talks about a subject, experiencing or seeing someone else experience 
some subject or another are all transmissions of the form – and if accepted or 
sufficiently impressed [imprinted] with the desire to become the Form or use it – 
form becomes Thrall. As in, they are in Thrall to the form, submit to it and live it.

Sometimes, because of how powerful forms are and how weak the human being is – a
form can be adopted from the beginning of life right up until the point of causal 
death. Such a thing is known as fanaticism – and a good example is the Catholic 
Church. The Catholic Church governs its thralls from before their birth to well after 
their death with its control system. It has rites which control and restrict everything. 
The human being has early formative experiences that shape and set the Ego’s 
particular view in place and these can be extremely difficult to break, and in some 
cases should not be for the sake of sanity. But the Sorcerer must be willing and able 
to go mad if they are to truly live as One of THEM where reality is neither rational 
nor irrational but a ghost.

To go through life without changing one’s view is to resist natural alchemy and 
unnatural. No one form has the power to fulfil one’s Wyrd and many roads must be 
walked to narrow it down and finally seize it. We often see that it is religious types 
who do not change their view – who Cannot change their view – and who thus 
become the Mask that was made for them. It needs to be realised that there is power 
in fanaticism – it is the dominant agent of the Magi and has reshaped this World in 
their image without question. But the fine line between using a form and it using you 
is fine indeed. We seek to avoid all instances of any false absolute – all Gods stem 
from THEM, a plural, a group, a collective – there are no forces however they be 
perceived or from whatever system of belief that do not come from the same pool as 
THEM. They are all manifestations, depictions, forms of the Forces that are THEM. –
variations on a theme.

Forms that enthral have their own life span – they are living things that grow, excrete,
communicate, have their own language, multiply, move, change and so on. A young 
man deeply into the writings of Nietzsche and who pulls on the cowl of Nihilism may
be able to explore that form for many years – but age and the changing role of oneself
within society brings with it unexpected changes and challenges that affect one’s 
philosophy of life – as do near, supernatural or traumatic or other kinds of experience.
With such changes, ones 23 syndrome suffers a fatal stumble where the form cannot 
encompass or explain the new experience and doubt enters one’s sphere causing the 
rigid tentacles of the thrall to loosen and the mind to change. Often what changes the 
mind is then adopted. It is a continual passage of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. A 
natural progression of picking up one thing, comparing it with another, and finally 
making a conclusion based on mixing the two which mixture then becomes the new 
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one, to which another second form is sought to compare and continue the entire 
process anew.

This process is an unconscious miasma that keeps one in thrall most of their lives to 
one form or another. It is however possible, once becoming aware of the function of 
the ego and its operations such as through Insight Roles, to consciously enter roles 
that actively change the consciousness in an alchemical fashion by adding a 
deliberate set of elements. The power of Insight Roles burns away the certainty that 
holds forms in place by making conscious the fallibility of the whole belief process – 
wherein one consciously sees that what they held to be airtight conviction was in fact 
flawed – even more compounded by the more forms they digest. Deliberately done – 
this can bring enormous power and insight into the function of the ego and help 
compartmentalise the psyche by driving a wedge between the automatic actions and 
behaviour of the ego which acts on behalf of the organism and the organism itself 
who develops a new sense of self that allows it to see the ego as if at the helm of the 
mind driving the car – without this sense of separation and mind functions it is 
impossible to gain control of the psyche in any useful manner as all actions are driven
by the ego – even those that insist they are not. By mixing certain elements or roles – 
one can deliberately break certain insidious programming forming a barrier to 
releasing the brain from its thrall or its conscious awakening to the fact that this is 
how the ego behaves.

The danger is that one merely swaps one form for another believing themselves to 
then be conscious of the behaviour of the Ego – and forms can even be constructed to
appear as if they will free one from the Ego. Freeing oneself from the Ego is a 
process doomed to fail and a deadly trail to pursue for the serious Sorcerer who needs
their Ego – they just need it in an unusual way. It is an exceptional and unique 
resource and needs only be understood and its functions put to conscious use to be of 
inestimable power when coupled with the signs from the unconscious toward 
Individuality. It is a resource and should be made use thereof for there are things the 
Ego can accomplish that nothing else can – and the Self merely by itself is an 
unknown quantity – certainly as insane as the Ego by itself.

The Ego can be tamed to function as a carrier of a form under the yoke of the Self – a
deliberate use of its function to achieve an aim. Such an aim might be to believe in a 
system or another for a limited time demonically, that is with full belief, adopting its 
forms, words, language, ways and methods as a lifestyle to live that way as if it were 
truly ones way – then one adopts a contradictory role causing the previous way to 
mesh with the second and the ego to see that it can easily be led to adopt any way and
that yet whatever it adopts can be replaced with yet another way, a new way – no 
matter how much it believes or believed in the validity of the 23 syndrome it afflicted
itself with – it is as a container, able to be emptied and filled in accordance with what 
the Sorcerer needs it to be filled with in order to achieve certain goals.
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Thus, one learns to shift-shape by annihilating the Egos savage persistence and 
insistence of form. But this focus on THEM on compartmentalising the psyche or 
achieving Mvimaedivm is genuine black magic – it is not known whether such an 
achievement is a return to a former state once achieved by humanity en masse before 
a cataclysmic series of events enshrined the Ego and only the Ego, or if it is an 
evolution forward toward an as yet unknown state of being. What is known is that 
Nothing is more violent more unpredictable, more ruthless and vengeful than an Ego 
attempting to perform its function of maintaining stasis and live out its 23 Syndrome. 
When threatened the ego often turns into a savage snarling animal – this can occur 
even with gentle attempts at dislodging one’s own or another person’s ego as if 
evidenced the world over by the petty means require to start blood wars, vendettas, 
vengeful acts of retribution and revenge, fights, disputes and slights.

A serious attempt to move the Ego out of the way of the driver’s seat can be expected 
to be met with considerably dangerous resistance and this is what makes our work all 
the more dangerous – for it is the egos function to protect its view at all costs and 
thus it can be next to impossible to split the mind and get it to relinquish total control.
Every step of the way we are fought by this function within ourselves and within 
others – whereas other systems seek either to annihilate the Ego [which only makes it
stronger in a false sense of being erased it actively participates in talking about it as if
it were gone with every manner of wordplay employed to successfully deceive its 
host that it has achieved the impossible.] THEM seeks only to recognise and utilise 
its functions as best as it can in a conscious and directed manner. This does not mean 
that the organism can successfully or completely control the Ego – its forces are far 
stronger than can be imagined and its operations driven by esoteric secrets that cannot
be known – only its actions and functions can be seen in what it does and acts upon 
us to do. It means that the Ego can be seen as one of many functions and the Sorcerer 
may use them all consciously rather than be enslaved to forms that are stronger than 
him or her unconsciously.

Through this process – one can not only learn the behaviour of forms and the way 
they act on people to speak on their behalf as an automatic thrall – but also to put 
themselves in the other individuals’ shoes to see the way they are from the point they 
are. All organisms are treated as being in thrall to one form or another for even when 
conscious of the process involved in the Ego’s adoption of thralls forms are a 
necessary requirement for the Ego to function – otherwise it does not know how to 
be, who to be, and this can rapidly cause psychosis and mental collapse – nihilism is 
gently related to this but the true extent of trying to tear out the proverbial carpet of 
forms from under one’s own feet can result in some spectacular self-destruction. This 
process – loosely called Empathy – is an esoteric understanding of the nature of 
forms and the way they change within oneself and within others. It involves a 
dedication to learning the way Archetypes, forms, and thralls speak or communicate, 
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live, thrive, change or die – and as such – this knowledge can be used to manipulate a
person in thrall by directing their form in a controlled fashion. This process of 
Empathy is entirely pagan in nature. There is a detached disdain for words by the 
Temple of THEM until actions have proved the One able to carry them through. 
Thus, Ones word is one’s bond – it is their Wyrd. Truly we would rather you achieve 
in silence than enervate us with an endless stream of assurance about your intentions. 
In the meantime, the Ego will speak and chatter and will say whatever it must to 
convince itself it is the Self. If the Ego can substitute its function for the Self, then it 
will – in this way it protects itself from being dislodged. See Radia Star.

Empathy does not equally occur in all humans – some have very little, whilst some 
have too much. The balancing act of the Sorcerer, some say a paradox, is to learn not 
just to think but to feel – not with the head, but with the heart – to attune themselves 
to how something makes them feel or the emotions, visions, associations it inspires. 
This means to attune themselves to what may be very subtle almost invisible threads 
of magic the Sorcerer must learn to make themselves extremely sensitive to such 
threads and this can only be achieved through a close and prolonged relationship to 
the forces of THEM – not just the manifestation as Dark Gods but the forces and 
current of the world as they Are not as they are Known. Such is the role of the 
External Adept Rite and the Rite of Rain Magic – where Empathy is first approached 
in a magical methodology to provide a genuine experience of a non-human centric 
mode of time where the Ego has very little control over its passage and its experience
and where the Sorcerers archetypal meanderings over the Tarot, their life and Wyrd 
come to the fore of the Ego’s thoughts as all it can do is think and allow time to pass 
slowly, slowly, slowly – in some individuals allowing a realisation of a very specific 
nature to occur.

The use of the Tarot is an immensely powerful first step allowing one to make 
conscious their own Ego’s projections – to put forth what may have been 
unconsciously held fears, prejudices or simply images and ideas of various archetypal
energies that the Ego uses in its function. This exploration of archetypal energies is 
often a life-long process that many just do in thrall – but to deliberately expel one’s 
archetypes via this process can be done in a matter of weeks [one card per week]. It is
necessary to let each archetype once stirred and brought out activate its key 
associations and to let them live out their summoned presence which in turns brings 
the whole flow of what is attached to such an archetype forth in a prolonged stream. 
Most of these key associations are brought up first because they are the strongest and 
over the course of days as the Ego and Self ruminate on them and ‘discuss’ the 
meaning and purpose of each between themselves in what we experience as ‘mind 
chatter’. The next week a new meditation is attempted – building on the previous – 
and allowing even more archetypal associations to arise, not only connected with the 
present card, but the previous as well. A rich tapestry begins to unfurl itself before the
Sorcerers eyes allowing them deep into the unconscious contents of their psyche in a 
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conscious and deliberate manner. With the full Major Arcana explored and these 
deep-seeded images and associations regurgitated into visible life – the next process 
of integration can begin. Integration involves such methods as Insight Roles which 
allows the Sorcerer to themselves make sense of the way these archetypes form, rule, 
and collapse. We hesitate to use the word Understanding – because Anyone can 
understand or pretend to understand – but however much they pretend or their Ego 
deceives them [Deceitful Occult Ego] that they understand – until they experience for
themselves, they cannot Know or Feel or reap the benefits of performing these 
alchemical experiments.

With the knowledge of the lives and behaviour of archetypes comes a deeper 
understanding of how, why and what thralls’ others. As a lesser form of magic this 
can provide wisdom of the means to enthral or free another or oneself from 
archetypes or forms – but primarily belongs to the greater Work of unfolding the 
secrets of the Universe and our own bio-physiology – making conscious on a new 
level the functions that govern us from within and without and an appreciation for our
weakness in being controlled and manipulated by such forms. This appreciation for 
one’s own human weakness is a vital humility required to develop for later works of 
Magic such as Aeonic and Archetypal Magic. The present and persistent insistence by
so-called ‘Satanic’ manuscripts on strength, power, Ego, or Crowleyesque ‘Do what 
Thou Wilt’ is a mantra that fundamentally fails to empathise with the World and its 
Occult Secrets and is a misguided form of reactionism against the stifling conformity 
of religion. Whilst it is also a means available to the Sorcerer to believe this mantra as
needed and as necessary to evoke the Ego into certain actions and to believe what it is
necessary to believe in order to provoke the necessary geometry to be inspired to rise 
in reaction to ones pulling the strings – it too is the enshrinement of the Ego at the 
expense of the other functions of the psyche, sacrifice of the great range of perceptual
windows one can look through, and a restriction of the Sorcerers being by being 
bound to yet another form – even if that form claims to be anti-form.

The Temple of THEM recognises this same problem exists even with its own 
structure – but that it is unavoidable to have a name, symbol and works – for how 
else can the Self communicate with the Ego. If there is no language, no form to grab, 
no one to speak with, no means to carry a message either through words or actions – 
the Ego cannot be reasoned with. Since we aim to change the Ego, we are forced to 
speak its language until such time a critical mass of Selves can experience the Self en
masse enough to learn the state of being Self and devise alternate, Self-inspired forms
of communications. One such attempt is the creation of one’s own Tarot.

Empathy also requires a realistic approximation of one’s potential and abilities and 
this is often realised only when the Ego is shattered or cannot live up to its impossible
or unrealistic standards. The Temple of THEM regards humans as low on the scale of 
important creatures or forces – and those of THEM well above them. Such forces as 
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weather, gravity, emotions, love, forms, thralls and so on being far more powerful, far
older, and beyond humans’ ability to control or understand. We refer to a life-centred 
geometry – not a human- centred geometry for when the Ego is enshrined [and it is 
socially polished and shined like a bright mirror –the blind idiot god Azagthoth] it 
views itself as a centralised conscious sentience around which the world revolves; it 
cannot accept the humility of its biophysical short-comings such as its fragility and 
functions almost in complete reaction to what is around it – never surpassing the 
forms that it encounters around it.

It is convinced of its superiority and the validity of its human-shaped perceptions. It 
has an extremely challenging time [without terrible and harsh alchemy being used] 
accepting that it is anything but what is says it is – and will argue to the death what it 
is with anyone who dares challenge it. This human-centred geometry can be 
witnessed anywhere at any given time between human beings – all our objects and 
buildings are also human-centred, as are the aims, needs, institutions, past times and 
creations of man – stemming from the hand. It is a natural bias of seeing the world as 
we were bio-physically intended, but it is a thrall, an unconscious enslavement and 
lock-out of other dimensions, other ways of perceiving or being, or as other beings, 
that the Sorcerer seeks to master to be One of THEM. [See Liber 13/13]

The Sorcerer – if they be one of THEM – must be deeply connected to the Word / 
Wyrd state of living. They must be empathic, wise in the arts of synchronicity, in 
solidarity with the forces of the world, themselves and THEM. This connexion cannot
be faked and it cannot be otherwise had if the would-be Sorcerer is not One of 
THEM. The Anglo-Saxon noun Wyrd is derived from a verb, weorþan, ‘to become’, 
which, in turn, is derived from an Indo-European root *uert- meaning ‘to turn’.[1]. 
Wyrd means ‘that which has turned’ or ‘that which has become’. It carries the idea of 
“turned into” in both the sense of becoming something new and the sense of turning 
back to an original starting point. In a metaphysical term, Wyrd embodies the concept
that everything is turning into something else while both being drawn in toward and 
moving out from its own origins. Thus, we can think of Wyrd as a process that 
continually works the patterns of the past into the patterns of the present.

One ramification of Wyrd in personal human terms is that our past (both our ancestry 
and our personal history) affects us continually. Who we are, where we are, and what 
we are doing today is dependent on actions we have taken in the past and actions 
others have taken in the past which have affected us in some way. And every choice 
we make in the present builds upon choices we have previously made. The 
philosopher Schopenhauer voiced the notion that “our lives are somehow irresistibly 
shaped into a coherent whole by forces beyond our conscious will”.[5] He believed 
that neither chance events nor inborn character were enough to explain the 
consistency and direction in the life course of an individual, and so he postulated “the
intention of Fate” to explain this controlling force in our lives. Many people have 
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equated the notion of Wyrd with this sort of “fate” concept, and the Norns with the 
Moerae or Parcae, the Greek and Roman Fates. However, to do so is to ignore the 
constant interplay between personal Wyrd and universal Wyrd and the role we each 
play in creating our own destiny.

The key Schopenhauer seems to have missed is that what he calls “the intention of 
Fate” is itself created by an interplay between the events that happen to us and our 
inborn character. We interact with Wyrd (that which has become) to create certain 
personal patterns which affect and are reflected in universal patterns. Those universal 
patterns, in turn, exert forces which shape our lives. What must be born in mind is 
that trusting ones decisions or guidance to any one particular source, such as Dreams,
a Guru, a System of Divination is dangerously simplistic – it promotes a false sense 
of simplicity to just follow some current or another to stay on the right track – 
whereas it is a gruelling life-long commitment that always requires vigilance and 
exceptional alchemy. One must always be ready to change, to add more or less of 
something to keep or deliberately shift the balance of the psyche and the Wyrd. To 
follow some God or oracle blindly is to trust one’s autonomy to something external 
and absolves one’s responsibility for one’s vehicle – and therefore alchemical suicide.
Trusting Wyrd is not a slavish acceptance that one’s destiny is set but working with 
the portents and signs available to one to determine one’s own path in accordance 
with what is unravelling – it is keeping the eye on the past mindful of the future – of 
reading the signs and making decisions based on the best information one can attain –
but it is not an abandonment to some power or another- it is a working symbiosis.

The ancients believed that if a man would make a promise to the Gods, and he kept 
his Word, then they would reward him. With this power he could unleash his Wyrd so
long as he kept his word. The Cosmic Being seeks to devour all life, around its centre
stand the shades that are THEM, a vanguard of demonic forces that can help the 
Sorcerer if he seeks to be free of his destiny to be devoured or destroy the Sorcerer if 
they fail to free themselves. Ebbing in tides of death and life, the Cosmic Being 
breathes out creating life, this is what we are, then breathes in, which is what happens
when we die. Much of this life is embodied in our sexual energy and fluids and 
withholding them [abstinence] is a form of indulgence that can bring great power to 
the Sorcerer who may bargain with Them for the release of such energies in exchange
for something in return. Such magical rites as the Ordeal of the Moon are based on 
this Tempting of the Dark Gods with one’s energies and one’s death to fulfil certain 
bequeaths.

The universe is possessed of signs and portents that can guide the Sorcerer in the 
right way to unleash and control his Wyrd – such signs are known as synchronicity 
also known as coincidence, when two unlikely events occur. In times past, Sorcerers 
have trusted their Wyrd to a particular phenomenon – this is dangerous as the 
judgement of the human is discarded in favour of an external force of guidance. 
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When the Sorcerer is travelling the right Wyrd his synchronicities will align and 
increase in frequency whilst if they are travelling the wrong path the same will 
decrease until tragedy befalls the Sorcerer. One means of ascertaining the correct 
Wyrd for each individual is to open the Bridge between the conscious and the 
Unconscious by recording and interpreting the archetypes contained in ones Dreams 
as a regular operation. One must be aware however that the subconscious has its own 
life and directs the Organism from a veil we cannot but hope to penetrate. Composed 
of mostly irrational elements the subconscious has a limitless array of methods of 
both madness and genius for getting its needs to the Ego across in its messages.

The same dream often occurs with frequency until a certain amount of conscious 
understanding affects the dreamer. If the message is extremely urgent the 
subconscious may employ a nightmare or shock tactic – and nothing shocks quite like
the subconscious can with the power to shake us to the very core as nothing else can. 
If the message may prove harmful or explosive to the conscious then the 
subconscious takes a longer route and uses muted or different symbolism until the 
conscious gradually and safely assimilates the message a piece at a time or as it is 
ready. The core structure of all dreams is as Jung identified – archetypal and geared 
toward compensatory functions that act to balance the Ego and the underlying quest 
for the psyche to achieve Individuation.

As powerful as the subconscious can be – it would be foolish and highly dangerous to
turn one’s decisions over to the content stemming solely from the subconscious – a 
restraint-less function of darkness and light in equal measure, beyond measure – it is 
kept in check from self-destruction and the destruction of others by the Ego. It is also 
not just archetypal dreams that it throws up but fears, thoughts, alternate explorations 
of events, conversations, do-overs, self-image, memories, fantasies, and so on. To try 
and make sense of much of it would require living a half-life in the living world and 
burying oneself in the limitless content and associations that spew forth from the 
subconscious and are filtered by the Ego. It would be the equivalent of trying to write
down with a rock the conversations of a hundred voices each speaking a different 
language at rapid speed.

Trusting entirely in any one phenomenon is dangerous and another meaning of 
THEM is to become Adept in as many of these signs as one can. One such 
phenomena is dreaming and decipherment of the dreams in question – but were one 
to trust the subconscious with all their decisions they should quickly become a sub-
human driven by the irrational madness and violence the ego helps to control. This is 
what happens in cases of possession or evocation and possession by a form [thrall] is 
the most common experience of possession of all human beings.

Yet its power to inform one of impending danger, inspire moments of genius, 
remember Everything, access untapped modes of being or thought or experience 
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cannot be replicated or underestimated. It is an invaluable resource to most people 
but often completely under utilised As a Sorcerer we must make use of everything to 
achieve everything. But we can only do this if we are conscious of those tools. The 
observation of the underlying forces of Empathy, Solidarity, and Synchronicity are 
the tools necessary to develop the means to live in accordance with ones Wyrd and 
the Will of THEM. Easy enough to summarise – the depth of each is such that it 
could take a lifetime to exhaust a study of anyone, let alone all three. But these are 
the keys to being One of THEM and it is up to each Sorcerer to explore the means 
and ways by which these keys can be understood, explained, experienced and 
induced.

There are basic laws that result from certain combinations of energies, forces, 
functions acting on one another that must be found or learned. These are archetypal 
energies that occur in the same core way but often through any combination of 
elements or aspects much the same way dreams retain an archetypal core but can 
appear a thousand ways to a thousand different people and yet all warn of danger. 
One example is the Law of Erotic Charge. With any undertaking that generates Wyrd 
or helps another unlock their potential comes a magical ‘high’ especially when 
working as a group that presences itself as an erotic charge. This charge comes from 
the authentic transcendence of limits and the subsequent feeling of increased freedom
or wisdom – it originates from working together on something usually intimate. Such 
as a student learning to play the piano and breaking new ground and the teacher being
particularly good at teaching. Such erotic charge usually overwhelms the participants 
and is expressed as sexual energy or lust. What then happens is that – if either one of 
the participants recognises this, but the other does not – is a rejection by one side of 
that lust and an emphasis on the Work. This is a massive disruption of the Ego to the 
other as the Ego gets confused when it is not involved – and in moments of pure 
transmission of Love such as when teaching others how to free their abilities – it is 
not. Often, feelings get hurt as the Ego seeks to distance itself from its perceived 
slight and – the Work. For out of defence, it has attached a memory of pain to that 
Work and seeks to avoid it altogether resulting in a terrible loss of potential for the 
teacher to instruct the student and the student to learn. This erotic charge is 
exceptionally strong and can even be mistaken for love.

As teachers of the black arts, it is often exceedingly difficult to avoid students 
suddenly developing such attachments, since what has been removed requires a 
replacement and the replacement is usually being given by the teacher… What is the 
answer? Often there is none – this is a case of one of those forces that is Stronger that
any method to avoid it. Another example is the Law of Hubris. For a Hero to exist the
archetype must be projected upon them by others. Whilst they believe in the Hero – if
they accept the role the Hero becomes exactly that and the examples he sets as the 
one to look up to may inspire a slew of others to act like him or for him. But this is all
illusion – one day, the people cease to project the Hero archetype upon him – usually 
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as punishment for something they have done that broke the spell after believing all 
the hype surrounding them. The nature of power is the origin of pride comes before a 
fall.

In the case of the controlled phantasm of Ryan Anschauung the Hero status is used to 
show Ryan as humble, fair, willing to learn, fallible, strong, not afraid, self-honest, 
loving of people, arrogant, determined, driven, daring, and so on in the hope that 
others are inspired to emulate him and adopt his values as their own. This is one 
means by which THEM aims to undermine the Magian structures by causing others 
to question things the same way Ryan does and increase those innate intuitions and 
values of the Organisms own heuristic enquiry until they are One of THEM. For as 
many as possible to emulate Ryan it is necessary for Ryan to have exposure and this 
can be done through writing and imagery that unlock Wyrd. As Ryan sets himself up 
as a teacher, others may come to see him as such thus self-fulfilling the chosen role 
with each feeding the others projections back and forth to solidify the role. With 
enough time – this can turn to adoration and idolisation wherein the projections get 
stronger and the Ego in danger of ballooning out of control or proportion, fat on the 
praise and love of others for what is not only an archetype, but not even a real 
individual.

This is where mistakes begin to arise, full of themselves they make hasty ill-
conceived decisions believing themselves to be what their fans tell them they are – 
only to overstep the mark and come smashing down for making the fatal mistake of 
breaking the spell of the Hero. This is the death-knell of all human’s forms – with 
endless examples of rulers and tyrants letting the power people give them go to their 
head, revel in excess, abuse their power, and invite the wrath of the Gods [ the natural
consequences of their actions]. This is why Ryan Anschauung is faceless and 
anonymous – he forms a second step between the Ego and the creator of the 
phantasm and allows a greater distance to be kept between believing the praise – the 
praise going to Ryan and thus a constant reminder that Ryan is an archetype – not to 
Ryan’s creator via his real name as praise to him. Thus, with a degree of separation 
does he keep control of the device without risking hubris as much as direct praise 
would invite. There is a form of magic which we shall refer to as Idolatry – wherein 
the target is not openly attacked and challenged but is given sycophantic mountains 
of praise to try and destroy them when they believe it and overreach causing them to 
come crashing down via their hubris. The Law of Hubris is also why the Temple of 
THEM set a 30-year charter with now 24 years to go. A realistic duration in which to 
set out to achieve what we intend which is to create the Undividual or First Human 
and remake how humans do things by altering their traditional modes of thought and 
action.

Only through the Ego can we achieve conscious direction of Intent. And only through
Empathy, Synchronicity, and Solidarity can we come to truly understand the 
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geometry of the forces we seek to Master and where and how to work with each one 
and one another to achieve our Will. At the same time as THEM holds these basic 
elements to be of use – one should come to understand that this is just one way of an 
endless many ways to achieve one’s goals, one set of eyes through which to see the 
world, one briefly described and exoteric system of magic. One must find one own 
Wyrd and way and often when they do – the outcome is that they no longer need the 
Temple of THEM but have learned what they needed to learn. There are a great many
individuals who have taught and learned from the members of THEM but who have 
achieved what they were meant to achieve and moved on as Undividuals – those who 
need no Temple, no guidance, or teachers and it is those types of individuals we seek 
to create – those that do not need the Temple or occult strictures, tools, settings, or 
companions but experience the forces of THEM as they Are without the mediums 
through which those forces are at first channelled. For it is those types that will find it
hard to be enthralled again – either by Magian or Sinister designs and be closer to 
THEM than any controlled environment with form will ever get them. This said, let 
the adherent research the threads of the Temple through Threshold, Sinister 101, the 
Themonomicon, Tendril, the Mvimaedivm Black Project and the Temple of THEM 
WordPress.

DIRECTIVE A-66

Why don’t we Kill?

We don’t kill because we fear the unknown – even when we have a reason to kill. 
Even when we understand that is what is required to keep the planets standards high, 
its airways clean, and its refuse to a manageable minimum. We don’t kill because we 
have no idea how easy it is – there are so many complications that enter our mind, 
borne of the endless enactments of others we have witnessed and catalogued for 
reference. We dare not take that leap – knowing that once the door is opened it cannot
be closed. We know there is no coming back. But what if we don’t want to come 
back. What if, we realised, this is as good as it gets? An endless coil of repetitive 
cycles day after day, year after year, realisation after realisation – coming back to the 
uncomfortable truth.

This is as good as it gets. To be trained in school, groomed from day one to work for 
the machine – to adopt and aspire to the goals of the wealthy elite who frame our 
choices – our only recourse to sell ourselves to the highest bidder and join those in 
chains grinding the mill. And toward what? They teach us Loyalty to the machine is 
everything. They teach us only that which feeds it, only that which nourishes and 
greases it. We are not taught to think, or to question why. We are told – be everything 
you can be – you can be anything you want to – but when we, based on our 
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observations of what is required, what is necessary, what is right – become something
other than a grinder of the machine – when we dare to step out of the light of the all-
seeing eye and make our own choices- then, then we are demonised Then, we are 
called criminals, eccentrics, extremists. But all we are doing is making the best 
choice – the choices no-one else can see, so deluged are they by the pills forced down
their throat due to their lack of foresight or beaten down by reprimand after 
reprimand – which as we know – suddenly changes to be all that you can be, with the 
proviso, for the Machine.

Hitler chose to be all that he could be. We can be sure he was encouraged to do his 
best, to aspire to greatness, to study and scheme for his opportunity to presence his 
visions, his ‘career’. Germany needed strong leadership, Germany needed political 
stability, and Germany needed a new vision. And of volition did Hitler not stand tall 
among lesser men and be all he could be? Did he not answer the Question we are still
asking? And when he did? He was hunted, punished, destroyed – for listening to 
those who work for the Machine, for taking on board the notions that he should be all
he could be, for doing what was required of him, what they demanded of him from 
birth. There is no Loyalty to the Machine that goes unpunished. Good people spend 
their lives at the coal face, giving up everything for their Masters, only to be 
discarded when they have served their usefulness; their life wasted furthering the 
pockets of the rich, the boss’s holiday by another Martini. Struggling toward the 
dream brainwashed into us that we can be Him or Her, from birth – a dream that 
doesn’t exist – a dream that becomes a nightmare the moment we question the 
Machine. Only the unfeeling killers get to the top.

Those willing to do anything and fall back on the claims they were just doing their 
job. Drunk dry and their lifeblood usurped, we are dumped in the street when fresh 
blood comes coursing through the veins, naive and willing, to blindly feed the 
Machine with the corpses of the Loyal. It is all that awaits all of us – dreaming 
foolishly of an idyll of superannuation, retirement, and rest after a life well-lived – 
we know we are oppressed, we know we are in chains and why we daydream, why 
we imagine the future, why we drink our sorrows – it’s all toward Escapism.

We want to escape. We spend our whole lives in the service of the Machine naively 
believing there is an escape. There is no escape. This is the best we can hope for. We 
are trapped here. Around us fools dance and jingle their bells, grinding the mill with 
their solemn labour tending the gardens and neutralising the weeds. I speak to you 
who are the weeds – the proud and the strong who seek only the light of the sun. Who
struggle up from beneath the ground through soil and dirt and loam in the hope that 
there might be something worth finding on the surface and who discovered the 
disappointing truth of life. Those of you who did not fall prey to the wiles of the 
schools and saw through the economic schemes of the Capitali and who were told to 
be all you can be – only to be told No when you were.
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Some of us don’t have all the right words, and some of us don’t know the right 
actions – to express this truth – to express our rage, indignation and sorrow at what is 
occurring – all we have is a feeling. That feeling is the most precious thing you have 
– it is the same Silent Knowing that has driven hundreds of thousands of human 
beings to recognise the absurdity of their Time, the endless waste of lives and 
potential fulfilling the cold desire of a Machine that cares for nothing but replication 
of itself. Replication after replication in the name of “Progress”. Look around you, 
are we not still the same as we have always been – trapped in a delusion like hamsters
on a wheel that just so long as we keep running everything will be alright? It is of no 
consequence if you cannot find the words for that feeling – it is a feeling that cannot 
be justified and never accepted where the only Listeners are the puppets of the 
Machine. But you must hang onto it -it only comes to a few of us – those few who 
slip between the cracks and see through the lies, through the brainwashing, and the 
cheerful world facade that darkens when we turn of age – or those of us who never 
believed the ruse in the first place – who saw what was being done and that people 
were lining up one after the other in blind columns ready to cut open their veins and 
drain their lifeblood into its engine, like sheep clambering to die for the Machine.

The Machine cannot grab us all. It tries – it has every conceivable net cast to catch 
and mould everyone, however different – but something stronger than the Machine 
shares the same space. Something Older than the Machine dominated this world – 
something primal and chthonic, earth-bound that emanates within our every cell and 
tells us what we are seeing is wrong – something that wants to return, as if it 
remembered a time when it was, a golden age of humanity. There has never been one.

This feeling does not come to all – most are indoctrinated and pressed into service 
readily from the beginning – their instincts suppressed by an endless soup of falsities 
that turns the brain to mush, yolks it, and controls it. This feeling comes to the Weeds,
the organic thorns in the Machines side that find their way into any garden bed, any 
tended field, refusing to succumb to poison, thinning out, and any amount of scrutiny.

This feeling sets off alarm bells in our head that this is not the way it should be – 
screams at us that the angles are wrong, the geometry flawed, the innocuous thinly 
veiled by the sinister. We cannot explain what it is – we are not meant to – the 
Machine has created the infinity of forms to cover up and disguise itself – a million x 
a million paths for us to travel down in our desperate search to make people see what 
we see – but all of them dead ends. Wasted time trying to convince those who cannot 
be convinced, those who are dead inside, whose only programming is to accept those 
fuels that feed the Machine. We are the ones who truly understand Futility – how 
conversation leads to more running on the treadmill, more escapism – and alerts the 
guardians of the Matrix to our defiance, to our existence as freed from the tyranny of 
Hope. We are not among the stupid. We are not among the slaves. We recognise 
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clearly what we have been born into. And what we must do. There are No exits 
marked in this prison. But we hinge. We pause. We hesitate. Because we are held 
back by the traces of programming that have laid their sickly roots in our heads. We 
think – what can I do – the problem is so big, so infinitely vast and complex – and my
life so fragile and brief. It is true – our lives are fragile and brief – we only appreciate
that when it is threatened – or almost taken away. This is the leverage through which 
the machine controls us – destroys us – by threatening to take us from the pen in 
which we are housed and tag us, target us, torture or terminate us. In reaction to 
action – it takes our lives. It locks us up – or it shuts us down. It even ignores us. For 
what can we do, just one more blip on a screen, one random number on a file, one 
tiny organism against a Leviathan thousands of years in the making.

Its defences are vast and its resources powerful – its vengeance is lasting and cruelly 
swift. Like an all-seeing Eagle it soars down to pluck those who dare stand tall – to 
smash those individuals who slip beyond its reach, beyond its re-education programs,
beyond its ability to reason with them. It takes us one by one – our fragile lives – one 
way or the other. We die for it, or we die from it. When we are overwhelmed by its 
madness and the torturous regime it inflicts on others and we make too much noise in
protest, when we explode in rage at the injustice of its justice, when we try to voice 
what is wrong – and show ourselves to be free – it pounces, tears us to shreds as an 
example to others, makes us fear for our lives, our safety, our fragile brief lives… It 
spins our efforts into its web of lies, paints us as evil, as morally corrupt, as traitors, 
or the mad. We are not mad. We with that feeling are the only sane ones left. That is 
why it hates us. That is why it seeks to destroy us. That is why it has always hated us 
and why it continues to scan for us and destroy us when we surface uninvited into its 
sterile gardens and raise a finger to the machine.

Every War begins with groundwork. It begins with someone like you, who has a 
feeling that something is very wrong with the world and can’t place their finger on it 
– or who finds themselves unable to place enough fingers in the dam to stem the tide 
of this terrible geometry the Machine has wrought – who finds themselves 
overwhelmed by the enormity, who thinks themselves Alone, an isolated soul driven 
with a dark feeling of recognition of having somehow, somewhere, seen all of this 
before – and who can see through the mirage of a carefully erected, tended and 
varnished exterior of the world perfected in its purpose, meaning, bright hues and 
innocent architecture to the reality of a filthy dungeon of tangled broken lines and 
twisted horror – where nothing meets where it should, nothing is true, everything is 
permitted.

That feeling is our collective Memory. It is not your memory, or my memory, but the 
deep gouges and traces left by the impact of ancient onslaughts against the psyche 
and against the mind. It may have been enslaved two thousand years, but it 
Remembers – it Remembers Everything. Despite the programming, despite the 
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Machines eradications and purges – that feeling persists – a nagging sense that this is 
all wrong, alien, an invasion. There was an invasion. A Mind-War which we lost. We 
were imprisoned. We have been here so long we’ve forgotten it ever happened; 
forgotten we are prisoners. We were forced to forget. Yet something in us remembers 
and we spend our days inside mentally escaping. Escaping into a new life, a new car, 
and a better me. But it’s all in our heads – we sit in our cells and use our limited 
freedom in vain – whatever we do, we remain imprisoned, and the Machine watches 
over us with a malevolent eye. It takes good and evil both in its stride, necessary 
outbursts that justify its existence, its dominance, its tyranny.

Nature persists in throwing up avatars of that feeling. Those who Remember. We 
carry within us and our brief fragile lives the renewed hopes of those who tried to 
escape – those who defied the jaws of the Monster destined to repeat the endless 
cycle of striving to destroy the Machine and were crushed beneath its merciless 
wheels trying to halt its progress. Life after life, broken bodies and shattered dreams 
piled high toward the Sun – the procession of an aeon of soldiers of That Which 
Defies the Machine – desperate to stop the stories in motion in their Time and change
the archetypal mythos unfolding as the noxious geometry of the Machine took hold of
our planet.

What did they reveal?

They peeled back the wallpaper of the Matrix to show the underlying wire frame – 
that it had infrastructure, layers, pipes, sewers, beneath its seamless visage. Props and
mounts, supports and struts that held it in place. We, with that feeling can choose to 
unscrew our bolt.

They revealed that a Symbol endures and outlasts causal death, whilst the Individual 
does not. Endless individuals fought the Machine on its own terms only to be utterly 
annihilated or literally owned by it. Bought out, paid off, many like us joined the 
Factory Floor as overseers and supervisors – enabling the Machine to learn from all 
our assaults and adapt ways to insulate itself against them. But the Machine is not 
impenetrable. New arrivals seed new assaults. They revealed that Frontal attacks on 
the machine make it stronger – it is not the limbs of the beast we must hack, but the 
heart. Only through the shadows of its own Forms can the Machine be caused to turn 
on itself and self-destruct. The deliberate misuse and bending of the Machines forms 
back upon themselves have a curious effect – contagion.

Such acts break the hold temporarily and help others to Remember.

It can only be destroyed by using its own strength against it. The Machine exerts a 
Morality field that filters into everything, taking advantage of loaded emotional 
phrases, concepts, ideas ingrained during programming to direct its minions against 
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themselves or external threats. The Machines strengths lie in its superior arsenal of 
forms and its absorption of contradiction. It divides in order to conquer. Assaults must
not focus on the Machine, nor the Form – not after A and before Z – but directly in 
between. We must overcome our directive to protect the Machine and embrace the 
coils of Chaos. Spam mail – is hated because it slows the Machine. Traffic Jams – are
hated because they slow the Machine. Queues are hated because they slow the 
Machine. Plane delays are hated because they slow the Machine. Graffiti or damage 
to trains is hated because it slows the Machine. To fear being Late, Delayed, and 
Inconvenienced – is the unconscious programming of your directive to Love Thy 
Machine. All of these things interrupt the daily motions, the mechanical processes 
dutifully played out in monotone rhythm. All of these things cause Chaos – Chaos is 
the name for that which slows of the Machine – Chaos is hated, feared, forgotten, 
because it is the one thing that stands in the way of the cold desire of a soulless 
embodiment that cares for nothing but replication of itself. Replication after 
replication in the name of “Progress”.

The building blocks, the very A-frame of reality is built upon extremely fragile 
supports upon which a small amount of pressure can cause them to collapse. But they
are seldom leant on – because they have been forgotten – swept under the carpet of 
forms that thickly conceal these weaknesses. It’s the little things – such as writing left
to right so that you can read this page and process the information as quickly as 
possible in order to get on with your next task that keeps the Machine going…

Teaching others like us to Understand the Machine is why we exist.

There have always been others like us. Before us.

And after us.

We are the Temple of THEM.

We are going to Kill the Machine.

IN SINISTER SOLIDARITY

[Dangerous Knowledge to the Uninitiated]

The moment a person is set free from Time; free from living in the Matrix under the 
thrall of the Ego; – that developed “I” that gives us animation and the illusion of free-
will so necessary to feel ‘human’ – is the moment that psychic Security is 
undermined.
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What allows us to have control in life is the feeling that we are Prescient – and for 
this, an image of who we are needs to develop over time that allows us to fit into the 
society we live in. At least, this is usually the goal of guardians raising a child for a 
number of reasons; some of the majors are a) socialisation is a necessary means of 
survival; b) there are strong sanctions made against persons who show a marked 
destructive/creative capacity that is at odds with societies rules: and c) all children are
naturally sociopaths and for society to be possible: children must be trained to be 
subservient for the parent’s well-being, for the child’s well-being; and well-being 
means authoritative control.

We spend a lot of time learning about the world around us; and at first, we only 
manage simplistic terms such as a “Rainbow is colourful”. As children we accept this 
readily enough; but will eventually come to understand that our guardians are fallible 
and often hypocritical.

When we get older, we will be able to comprehend that a rainbow has seven colours; 
when we get older still that a rainbow is made up of light; and later still that Light is 
made up of wavelengths; but eventually we will come to understand that all that we 
have been taught as fact, is valid only if we believe an authority.

When we are told at university that no-one actually knows what light is, realise that 
our religion doesn’t have the answers we need, or witness the hypocrisy of our 
guardians- there are corresponding occurrences of fallibility.

Those with children will often be bemused when a child spends a lot of time 
animating/anthropomorphizing a teddy bear and pretending it is real and they try to 
play along with the child’s fantasy. For some time, the child will agreeably let the 
guardian add concepts such as the teddy is walking, the teddy is hiding; but then 
suddenly something as simple as “the teddy is drinking” will cause a solemn response
from the child to the effect of “it’s not a real bear you know”. These innocent 
unexpected moments of seriousness are signs of the child’s growing powers of reason
to test fallibility. For some children: this is the breakthrough needed to begin 
becoming autonomous. So it is about this time, that the Ego begins to develop.

Such growth is of course carefully monitored, controlled, steered and guided by 
guardians of the Matrix: and in this manner; there tend to be built-in submissions to 
higher authorities. Be they God, State, Police, Parents, or Ethics. Now, because the 
Ego is trained early on to work on a Reward/Punishment basis; it finds pleasure/pain 
in obeying/disobeying certain authorities.

Unless the early Ego is given an experience of the fallibility of authorities that causes 
a re-think of certain notions about the world held dear; it will be happy enough to live
out life under the impressions of the world tutored into it; and, once it has decided its 
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Weltanschauung (world-view) it will begin to solidify notions and schemata for the 
means of maintaining a set stasis. I.e., it will become hardened and resistant to new 
ideas, in its bid to control the world from the seat of its new identity, the “I”. And 
pending on how fragile the Ego – will even become violent when challenged. Some 
Egos are flexible; and will be able to accommodate one or two drastic changes and 
can usually bend a little as means of compromise. But very few have the elasticity 
caused by seeing continued fallibility in authoritative figures and notions during early
formation that cause the socialisation of the Ego to be improperly executed. We teach
socialisation by simplistic repetitions; and we are shaped by virtue of simplistic 
repetition to LIKE a specific and unchangeable world. When something that is a god 
to a child is shown to be infallible it is often confusing and a shock to the Ego; it 
throws things into question and causes a re-examination of one’s ideas and a rejection
of some of those ideas. It is an uncomfortable moment of insecurity and fear that we 
suddenly have lost control of our matrix; but for most there is always someone to 
reassure us of the Validity of that God, or somehow comfort us and this actually 
coaxes us away from facing that fear and examining what it is.

But it can’t always be so. The number of human’s means there will always be 
anomalies to the equation. Some will not be comforted by the explanations of others 
or soothed by the means of rhetoric; indeed, some will be angry and affronted that 
they have been tricked into being shaped the way they have by others; to being 
controlled by laws that previously seemed sacrosanct. And with the fallibility of, for 
example, seeing police beat innocent bystanders, or hearing of a case of a wrongful 
imprisonment, they will question such authority and subsequently come to reject the 
musical lull of the fawners in the Matrix. They will attempt to seriously re-examine 
their lives, their ideas, who they are, and why they are here. This will often result in a 
quest.

If such a Quest is heuristic, or Satanic, it will usually involve in-depth examination of
all authorities as the Satanist seeks to embody the rebellious archetype of Satan. The 
type of mind that loses faith in authorities and openly questions/rebels against them – 
is in the eyes of the World, Sinister in its being. The type of mind that loses faith in 
authorities will closely scrutinise them and with enough study see right through each 
of them and understand them for the illusions they are. The vulgar truths that are 
revealed via such study can incite intense anger and profound indignation as well as a
feeling of being lost in an ethereal nightmare.

The illusions of the Matrix are arranged just like a house of cards: the same way we 
are taught concepts one by one as children; the same way breaking those concepts 
causes concepts associated with them to fall down. One by one the destruction of 
each will cause part of the intellectual world to crumble away as though the 
backdrops of the world were peeled off and a vast network of wire frame were to be 
seen underneath: viz. the infinity of the Angles.
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Such a disturbing/disappointing find often leads to a renouncement of the quest and 
the path to madness or mediocrity as in desperation the Ego will fix its gaze on an 
object in order to cling to its last shred of truth in the Matrix. Without something to 
cling to, it fears it will lose all control and security and find itself alone, divorced 
from the convenient reality of others. And if it can let go of the Matrix, it will, in a 
very frightening, chaotic place with no rules that some call the Unknown and others 
know as the Abyss.

Such a “dis-covery” if it does not destroy the Ego and render the organism senseless 
– often experienced as apathy, nihilism, suicide, depression – will if followed in due 
course strip away Everything that was held dear in the foundation of the Ego. It is 
thus important to understand this process and work on dream channelling, psychic-
exploration, and other means of establishing a true self to fall back on, and BE, when 
the Ego is eventually dissolved. A being should expect to have great difficulty in 
coming to terms with stepping out of the matrix and not being able to go back to 
believing in the world it knew. The deconstruction of reality leads to a disintegration 
of the ego and conversations and actions of everyday are all revealed for what they 
are, dependant on the Matrix.

Without the convenience of a surrounding structure the Ego loses it function to act as 
a psychic safety net that provides the security or comfort of knowing what to do with 
your Being, what it is Being, or how it should act.

It is for a long time a seemingly permanent separation of one’s existence from the real
– and a plunge in the chill dark of the esoteric. It is an intense moment entering the 
Angles, and it has not been written about by any Mage I have studied or learnt from. 
One might consider this a separation from God and the aim of Satan himself 
translated into human terms – But it is only the beginning. Unless you are willing 
[and by willing, I mean possessed of a demonic dynamic Wyrd to truly KNOW – a 
true Satanist] to keep going further into the Angles; you will have only come 
halfway; and you will feel extreme anguish that there is no foundation that you can 
trust. You will feel as though you are New, here. The inanity of others who 
continually refer to aspects of the Matrix that is still real for them will grate on your 
nerves like nothing you know. Unless you construct an alternate Sinister matrix for 
the Self to survive in: the horrible things that stalk the Angles will devour you. I don’t
just mean the torturous logic, uncertainties, doubts, and fears, inability to explain to 
your Matrix-entrenched loved ones what is “wrong” with you or wrong with the 
world – I mean real Demons.

The reason for building a Sinister matrix is the same reason for building the Self: 
breaking out of the Matrix poses an immediate danger of lack of control over your 
external form and others’ perceptions of its constructive function in Society. 
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Adjustment takes time and may put you in a vulnerable state. You face the scrutiny of
others and potentially the threat of chemical/physical imprisonment by the State. But 
the mind and body must be preserved to continue consciously directed growth. The 
Sinister Matrix is a means of perception that perceives world content as a blank slate, 
as though it were all black clay over which some have put signposts and tents and 
coloured flags, and others have built enormous castles and armies of coloured plastic.
Much of the clay has been brightly carpeted to cover its dense impenetrable truth, but
these illusions and concealments do not fool. Shapes made from this black clay or 
“matter” visible to the eye are understood to be creations moulded into shape only by 
the hands and wills of others, and able to be re-shaped by one’s own will into another 
form. Nothing made of the black clay is permanent. We are not absorbed with the 
signposts and bright flags – that is the realm of illusion and Semantic knowledge. Our
quest is with Intuition, of the “Black Clay”.

Once you have peeled away the wallpaper of the Psyche – and all authorities lay slain
and dead at your feet, there is only one place that your Quest can lead you: back unto 
your Self. Annihilation of the intellectual Matrix does not annihilate “you”. The 
prescience of “You” will be an immediate puzzle under your own constant scrutiny; 
and for this it is necessary to develop the power to split into different parts of your 
Psyche, such as the early and mid-stages of ONA/THEM Satanism teaches. Now you 
know why.

Because this stripping away cannot be understood [at least it wasn’t, prior to the 
writings of THEM] by those who haven’t undergone it: because you must travel to an
Unknown plane according to the specific dissolving elements of your Ego: and 
because the words, advice of any kind of authority cannot sate you: the Quest of the 
Left-Hand Path is a Sinister, and Solitary one. Despite the esoteric frustration you 
will initially experience when your being reanimates the slain Ego under new control 
of the Self – the fragility of words, ideas, notions, images, meanings, etc – you will 
eventually understand these fragments do not form a whole: or if they do, it is a 
whole that will be entirely dependent on your will: thus, do not need to be logically 
understood but irrationally allowed to whirl about your mind [for this is the source of 
material for re-creating the Matrix and becoming a God within it] and the more 
immediate problem of your Being, your body, the life-force that you can feel 
somewhere in your animation becomes apparent. Because you have chosen a Satanic 
Quest: to be like Satan: experiencing the Matrix and the Abyss will not be enough. 
Knowing what the very heart of the words “Satan” and “God” are and represent at 
their finest level will not sate you: you will want to know what it is that animates you,
what it is that resists against you if not a chair: but a tangle of angles that has thus far 
been lumped “Matter”.

It is a Quest that THEM are still on. Meanwhile, you will have your feet in two 
different worlds, one of the Matrix in which you may learn Semantic Knowledge to 
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indulge in your whims as a creative/destructive God, now knowing the secret 
weaknesses and fragility of all forms. And the other foot in the Abyss, by which you 
may dissolve your temporary Ego and intellectually modify or alchemically alter to 
give yourself a type of reason or thought that allows you to change perspective so that
you may perform in the Matrix super-human feats of thought and action and override 
the usually strict encompassing rigidity of the average Ego that says DON’T: because
you are no longer bound to obey it: because you are now, “in league with the Devil”.

DIVINE JOY

I – Evolution

Today, when the human baby is born, for some time it is blind and for a year or more 
remains completely dependent on others for its survival. In such a helpless state, how 
did the first of its kind survive long enough to give birth? Perhaps we are descendants
of the monkeys, but how does this solve the original dilemma? The monkey too is 
helpless at birth. What is the logical sequence of events that preceded us? Logically: 
unless there was a species capable of caring for a human infant at least long enough 
to survive to procreate; a species that was somehow not helpless at birth and able to 
nurture its own growth and independent being (Are there any examples of this in 
nature?) it is practical to consider the intervention of intelligent design. What genus 
of animals abandons their young immediately after birth? And could such a genus 
have helped raise the first human such as wolves, bears, tigers and other animals have
been documented doing? Or are we deluded and ignorant of a much different past? 
Are we descendants of another race?

With Evolution: the causal procession is often assumed a case of which came first: 
the Chicken or the Egg. It’s a lazy paradox. Nature spawns creatures that are tested 
against it. The equivalent of guinea pigs; slowly tailored to suit and thrive in their 
unique environmental conditions. Perhaps the first chicken (a result of crossbreeding)
was simply dropped in a sac to the ground as a “freak” of nature, (how arrogant to 
assume what is normal!) and the hard encasement of the “Egg” developed as a result 
of repeated impact and damage to the sac.

One theory held by THEM is of an interlacing level of organism’s organisation, 
where each individual has as a by-product of its existence a separate role as part of a 
greater whole via the collective forming another form – i.e., individual ants forming a
swarm or army that moves as one unit. Armies of ants then forming a colony, many 
colonies an Eco-system and so on. To survive; the organisms subjected to impact 
would over time develop protection at the micro-level of their structure and this is 
likely to have a knock-on effect that sustains the larger collective form too. This 
would mean the egg developed well after the proto-chicken. The paradox only 
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emerges when we assume that the “first chicken” was actually a “chicken” too. It 
seems no less far-fetched to believe that an Acausal intrusion gives life to life, than it 
is to believe a God has done so.

II – The Great Chaos

The first words of the Christian God are: Let there be light. It is a revelation on two 
fronts; 1) that there was darkness prior to God, and 2) that there was reason for the 
light. When the first of our kind was born; we must assume that somehow it survived 
long enough to procreate. What hideous terror must have assailed the first infant of 
our kind; what alien and primeval sensations, what noises and smells, what 
uncontrollable and original/pristine encounters with this dimension must have been 
the first experiences of that infant. We have considered how the first infant may have 
survived. Let us be optimistic and think on the experiences of the first men.

The Sun, the Moon, the Sea, the Mountains and the Forests; must have truly 
overawed the first men. And not merely the visionary sensations but those of sound, 
smell, touch, pain. With no words, no language, no comparison for what they saw: no
comfort of control over the colours, lights, and fury of the old world; it must have 
been the original act of Staring into the Abyss. So absolutely frightening was this 
experience that men were forced to understand what they saw in order to survive it. 
The Great Chaos was too much for first man; as a baby screams in distress at its birth 
today; so too would primeval man as an infant have been absolutely awed by the 
experience of suddenly being alive; with no-one to comfort or soothe.

I reason that this first experience of men was captured genetically in the early stages 
of the formation of memory and experience of the psyche and is at the very root of 
our nature as the human species as the first repression; a repression necessary to 
enable men to rise up and control the horrors of their surroundings by giving names 
and meanings (eventually) to things that shared space with them. This repression of 
Original Chaos is the ghost at the core of memory that drives all human beings to 
invent the Matrix: as a means to cover the Abyss with meaning to control it. If we had
or could not, we should have perished with fear and would not have become the 
Human Race. Chaos defines us, and that is why the idea of God(s) resonates 
hypnotically within the human psyche; that is why “let there be light” are the first 
words of God, because they are the first act of man.

THE THEORY OF THE BEAST [1]

In the realm of Black Magic it is often useful to borrow metaphors or terms from 
sources such as Psychology. I shall now aim to represent a psychological foundation 
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for the ideas I have encountered: but I must impress upon the reader that this theory 
and the use of its constituents may lie outside of conventional Psychology. It is 
important to address this theory now however, for Psychology has its roots in 
Alchemy, Alchemy is a highly relative notion to THEM because of its emphasis on 
Change, and part of Al chemical Change involves knowing thyself. I will give a crash
course in Psychological terms and concepts and then relate why I believe suppression
of the part of the psyche called the Id, personified and demonised, gave rise to the 
origin of Satan, to Demons, and to the concept of Evil.

Our minds, when being formed, are protected from psychic harm by a container 
called the Ego. The ego is a vitally important function of our total Psyche that stores 
for us the unique, stable set of conditions we each live by, with our actions motivated 
toward keeping those conditions just right or in ‘homeostasis’. It is also the aspect of 
us that generates our sense of control and security over our behaviour, thoughts, and 
environment. When the ego is first formed it is malleable, elastic in its growth and 
able to take on new ideas and information, but as it reaches maturity it hardens and 
becomes brittle and resistant to change. For this reason, once set, the beliefs of people
are often unchangeable. Entwined as they are with their world-view, the ego’s 
protective mechanisms, and sense of identity; the beliefs of a person are a hyper-
extension of the ego that can sometimes take control over the organism like an 
autopilot. Ego is the part of us that will fight like a cornered animal to re-assert its 
view of reality if it is questioned or challenged.

Another function of the ego is to act like a dam holding back a vast lake of water. It 
acts as a division in our mind that holds back the contents of our animalistic “Sub-
conscious” or “Id”. The Id is a separate compartment of the mind that originally 
dominated our Being. In order to have an individual sense of identity to separate us 
from our previous animalistic instincts, the ego developed by repressing (blocking 
out) the subconscious. The content and role of the Id is an on-going matter of 
speculation; however it is best known for its capacity to act as a psychic waste-land 
ruled by unknown dimensions; a primeval enigma that contains contents highly 
disturbing to the logical, rational mind. It is a subliminal pool that contains among 
other things: our dark secrets, wishes and desires, our irrational urges and impulses 
expressed without restraint, intense anxieties and repressed memories of fear and 
pain, the surfacing of which can be extremely dangerous to our fragile well-being.

Our ego helps to deceive us about our innate fragility and keep up protective illusions
of safety, conformity, normality, control, security and “Reality”. It essentially tries to 
ignore the Id and takes great pains not to disturb it. Those in the field of Analytical 
Psychology (Qv. Carl Jung) are painstakingly aware of the care that must be taken 
when allowing content from the Subconscious of a client to emerge; and Psychopaths
and the impulsive/compulsive individual embody examples of the ability of the 
contents of the unconscious to interfere in sane growth. As well as guarding against 
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internal pressure the ego also helps us to deal with threats from outer forces we face 
in our external environment. Because it is subjected to enormous psychological and 
physiological pressures it is important that its development is properly executed. If 
the Ego is damaged during crucial stages of its development, it may crack and cause 
unpredictable leaks of content from the subconscious to occur. A significant crack can
enable a large flow or even a flood of subconscious content into our consciousness 
allowing what is called ‘the Abyss’ in magickal terms or ‘the Collective 
Unconsciousness’ in psychological terms, to be released onto what we know as 
ourselves: the “I “ resulting in madness or severe psychosis. This theory closely 
parallels our biological evolution.

Before we gained the level of consciousness that allowed us to recognise ourselves as
individual thinking beings separate from each other and the rest of the world, in fact 
before we were “humanity”, proto-man was ruled by base desires and savage primal 
instincts. At some point in our evolution we were able to suppress our ruling animal 
instincts long enough for Consciousness to arise. We eventually achieved a state of 
self-awareness that allowed us to appraise and wonder at our own existence. This 
unique state of self-awareness is referred to as the ‘I’ in Psychology and has long 
been regarded as the single-most fascinating achievement of the human organism. 
But the emergence of the ‘I’ came at a heavy price. In exchange for Consciousness, 
we had to forcefully drive our natural, raw instinct of what we were (the Collective 
Unconscious) back from the fore of our minds and forge a new artificial conscious 
collective agreement (the Collective Consciousness) on what we wanted to be.

To help do this, over time our species created, and then instilled, Values, Group 
Obligations and Right Conduct into and onto each other, further suppressing the raw 
state of our natural being to further the aims of our artificial one – which was a mass 
social form of indefinitely deferred gratification (having to wait for set conditions to 
arise before one can gratify ones natural desires). So long as we kept our primal dark 
forces [The Id] in check, we were able to get along with each other relatively well 
enough to develop groups and societies – usually ruled by a few, who used fear, 
violence etc., to enforce Law, Order, and instil conscious conduct.
Over a vast span of time, and as Consciousness spread, the majority of people 
developed an Ego strong enough to contain the Id indefinitely, or productively 
released it via outlets of creativity, dance, music, language, symbols, etc. A whole 
social matrix was built upon the attempts to keep the subconscious out so that our 
new state of independence could thrive and we began to cloak immediate needs and 
base desires within respectability and glamour. Such glamour is artifice; all humans 
contain the Id and all Conscious human beings are scorpions.] We also began to give 
names and labels to things to begin dispelling fear. The more names we created the 
more complex the world became. Today, there are so many names for things, and so 
many institutions to perpetuate more names, that we have forgotten its original point 
as an exercise in control. Because there are so many concepts and names and ideas 
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that have been layered onto what really Is apparently there [which is geometry] and 
nameless, there are now millions of illusions that must be broken before a grasp of 
genuine reality can be achieved. Owing to the hardship required to break free from 
such illusions most cannot help but be entrapped by the deception of authority and 
the webs of the matrix.

But, those that made a religion of suppression were ill-prepared for the strength of 
their new enemy. The Id or “Beast” could not be tamed and the forces of the 
subconscious proved powerful beyond their wildest dreams. Although punishment 
was meted out to those unable to hold back the advancing forces of our primal being 
as a social admonishment to discourage others from releasing what was imprisoned 
within; suppression did nothing to sate our desires and urges to behave naturally. 
While some adopted the new Conscious collective agreement and joined the religion 
of holding back their impulsive urges, some followed only in part by practising its 
release in private (or in public granted certain power); and still others refused (or 
were incapable) to suppress it at all, continuing to embody our original natural state 
of being that sought instant gratification.

Out of growing fear of the Beast to undermine our civility and our human-ness, we 
denied the unknown realm locked away within us that frightened us for its 
unpredictability, its cruelty and its propensity to erupt from the calmest human being. 
Such a force threatened to engulf the conscious accomplishments of humanity in 
chaos and destruction. In time, various Religions and magical tribes came to call 
signs of activity stemming from the subconscious by unfavourable names. In effect – 
A war was declared against the forces of ‘The Great Beast’, the opening psychic shot 
in a Mind War that would lead to all manner of dark masters/forces Named 
responsible for the horrors that issued forth from people – various Monsters, Deities, 
and Gods, and of course, “Satan”, all in a bid to control the subconscious. Other 
words crept in “Demons”, “Evil”, and so forth that led to wide-spread persecutions to
stamp out the Beast. It did not take long for some to realise the power that came from 
interpreting existence for others… Yet those who suppressed the beast the hardest 
were often those most afflicted by its insurmountable power.

When the subconscious is kept under lock and key and an option to vent it/express it 
by ‘exercising the beast’ is denied; the expenditure of energy needed by the ego to 
hold back subconscious forces grows exponentially. Without outlets, the repressed 
forces grow stronger by the day until they grow powerful enough to over-run the 
defences of the Ego or shatter it completely causing psychosis. They manifest 
outwardly as unchecked acts of raw desire, often many times stronger than when 
originally imprisoned, often expressed as acts of sadistic cruelty, murder, torture, 
brutality, violence, blood-lust, war, passion and rape. Or they consume the ego with a 
barrage of irrational emotions and desires that drive the being to fulfil them or take 
out its frustration at being unable to fulfil them in other, often destructive ways. The 
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Ego can only do so much to hold the subconscious back until it is eventually 
overwhelmed. The fact that our natural state is one dominated by the Subconscious 
tends toward its favour in a war of wills.

No matter how emphatically the subconscious is repressed; like the metaphor of the 
stubborn weed, the tendrils of the unconscious will keep returning, writhing forth 
again and again into the fore of the mind in an endless struggle to choke the host 
plant into submission. By forcing our instinct underground we committed ourselves 
to a life-long struggle against our very nature in order to maintain an artificial 
existence. The artificial existence can only prosper under certain conditions: the most 
important of which is suppression of raw unconscious desires. In the eyes of the 
Artificers (The Magian Illuminati. Qv. Book III) in our natural, uncontrolled state of 
being, humans are either; terrifying creatures suffused with a brutal, primal darkness 
that has been called “Chaos” that are too ferocious to tame; or frightened creatures 
too timid to work or help create the matrix and further the Artifice. Pending on 
Environmental and Genetic Factors we might be either – thus we are shaped by the 
Artifice as soon as possible.

Chaos is representative of the unconscious and is anathema to the Order that the 
Artificers wish to exist. One may be reasonably sure that the Artificers were simply 
those that excelled in disguising the Beast, who over time granted their base desires 
and ambitions using deception and cunning – forming groups of self-interested 
individuals that conspired to manifest their Beasts within using the forms and 
illusions of the Artifice to conceal them. There is ample corresponding evidence 
within Sociology for this. For example an individual who commits Corporate Fraud 
which relieves hundreds of people from millions of dollars, homes and savings, is far 
less likely to be charged and go to jail, than someone who steals a single car. Using 
the illusions of respectability and the forms of the Artifice – the Beast is concealed. 
The Artificers support suppression of the Beast in others via religion and politics for 
example, negotiating with others to defer gratification by reason, cultural norm, 
money, threat of imprisonment or force – but they do not support it in themselves.

They use the subsequent meekness adopted by a populace to rule it. This type of 
thing has been going on for a long time – and it is known in Satanism as the Great 
Mind War. The Great Mind War is a fight between the Magian to assert Artificial 
Forms based on original fear such a moral good and evil existing in the world over 
the Sinister understanding of the world as Godless and dominated by Chaos. This will
all be covered in great detail as we progress through the books. However, because 
they fear Chaos so rabidly, the Artificers have deliberately fostered great ignorance 
concerning Satanism and created a whole system of occult blinds and myths intended 
to prevent any real magical Adeptship from arising in an individual that could 
seriously pose a threat or challenge to their ruling regime. For this reason it was 
extremely difficult to learn the Traditional practices of genuine Satanism beneath the 
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tame, safe, watered down version that is happily peddled commercially that 
misdirects and controls the Beast by dictating the terms of its release. And the simple 
motives are Jealousy and Greed.

If everyone released the Beast or mastered its control as well as the Artificers, the 
Artificers would no longer be powerful. Their power rests on maintaining an unequal 
distribution of power. If for arguments sake everyone was suddenly as powerful as 
everyone else: power would become mediocre and ergo, normal. All diversity of 
forms within the matrix would fail and a utopia created which would also be 
mediocre.  The Artificers money, assets, lifestyles that set them apart would become 
commonplace – and were this so, money would become obsolete because there would
be no workers willing to work, thus no-one to generate wealth, thus no 
socioeconomic growth, no creativity, no slaves, no masters, and no Artifice. Hence: to
be powerful means keeping power from others.  The means to regain the power are 
within your reach, but you must first understand the scope of what it is you must 
overcome, how the system of control works, and how you can begin to set about 
facing yourself in order of break free of the cycles of lies.

Understanding the creation of the Matrix is the first step to regaining control of ones 
Being, hijacked by the ego. Through practical and thorough magical/alchemical 
practice or psychic exploration, the contents of the subconscious can be integrated 
with the Ego to form a Super Consciousness, or Self.

THE THEORY OF THE BEAST [2]: FURTHER IN

The tendency of some of THEM’s mss to turn the Dark Gods into psychological 
allegories should not be mistaken for the total beliefs or approach to these entities as 
held by the members of THEM but instead as only one particular angle of a far 
greater geometry. The theory given in “Theory and the Beast” illustrates – by tracing 
observations presently available backward to their logical distant causation – a certain
speculation encompassing only a certain stretch of time.

That is, while the Theory may claim humanity potentially invented what we have 
come to know as the Dark Ones as part of a reaction to the unfavourable (for some) 
usurpation of consciousness over the natural unconscious aspects of the Psyche;- 
these sets of mss represent only a small part of the beliefs of THEM as concerns the 
Dark Gods, and was shared to provide an optional and contemporary view that was 
less occult and more logical to this age-old modicum.

The Theory of the Beast assumes two important things as read: a) that, taking some 
accepted notions of world history at face value, human beings may have at some 
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point in their evolution been ruled by instinct and savage primal urges until the 
emergence of the ego, and b) that the ego was a secondary stage and thus represented 
a new stage of consciousness for human beings.

Now – in light of how this mss challenges certain abstracts that are often used 
conveniently to phrase the Dark Ones in a duality; which duality then influences the 
approach and susceptibility to possible answers; and how this mss places the origin of
the Dark Ones in a currently popular systemology (psychology) which opens up a 
new set of questions instead of the same occult cliches – the Theory is useful. But 
various considerations of the Theory need to be borne in mind to get an approximate 
understanding that THEM hold of the Dark Ones and their potential existence.
For one thing – theory of the beast does not cover the possibility that this process 
reflects what happened from the beginning of humanity to the present day. Whilst the 
process expounded in the theory may have more or less occurred at a certain point in 
the human past – there are many puzzling questions that remain. In relation to the 
dubious authenticity of World History – including Anthropology – it has been quite 
some time since anyone updated the work of Darwin whilst other fields of human 
interest seem to have made leaps and bounds, particularly those dealing with 
technology.

What the Theory does not make mention of – is that the Temple of THEM do not rule
out, and keep an open mind on, the possibility that there were stages of human history
that were more advanced than the present time, (2009). Our cynicism is veteran. (Qv. 
“Alpha-Male, Alpha-Cynic” OA #9 / Liber SSS). It is veteran as a reaction to the 
quality of the logic employed by a previous surge in consciousness titled the New-
Age. While we refer to our nexion as Satanic – we are not so arrogant or ignorant to 
dismiss, nor to include things, out of hand that many assume would or should be 
spurned by us merely because of our self-imposed title. The world is a very ancient 
place, and there is room for many possibilities. But though we keep open minds, well 
aware of the many limitations imposed by the evidence and limits of evidence 
available to make an assessment for any possibility there is a reason we are here, we 
do not fly toward speculation on UFO’s, Levitating Pyramids, Lizard Men, Aliens, 
Angels, the Devil, or a New World Order.

There is every reason to keep an open mind that the world may have been created by 
intelligent design – whether by good or evil being(s) depends on whether you believe 
in sides, and whether you’ve taken one. There is no reason to conclude that other 
civilisations prior to the one we call the Cradle of Civilisation, Sumer, did not 
flourish or exist – though nothing remains. We humans have and continue to make do
with giving answers based on the evidence available speculating carefully (and 
sometimes wildly) in the case of missing information. But although there is a lack of 
evidence – this does not rule out the possibility of the existence of previous cultures, 
potentially far more advanced that we may ever become ourselves.  What of the fact 
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that the majority of the Earth is covered in deep and dangerous seas – seas we’re told 
are billions of years old? It is accepted from the excavations made by archaeology 
that rock forms layers of sediment – which sediment is caused by the covering up of 
previous layers over millions of years. We accept that the seas have changed course, 
and re-shaped the landmass many times, that the continents as we see them today 
were very different and at times unrecognisable We accept that sea levels can steadily
rise – and volcanic explosions have changed the course of the waters and the shape of
the landmass, submerging some parts, raising others.  There is no reason to believe, 
owing to the incomparable size of the oceans, that there does not lie under all that 
deep or forgotten sediment further clues to our Being. Further clues to our Past, and if
so, maybe our Future. But we do not rush to validate the existence of Atlantis, Mu, or 
Lemuria.

There is every reason to believe – and as every occultist who has ever written of their 
Work can attest – that much is lost in translation. We know all too well of the 
difference between living an event and re-telling it. The vivifying life of the event 
becomes static when fixed in word for the written word is the tomb of interpretation. 
Words are not able to capture a moment as it Is, only as it Seems, or is wished to be 
Remembered. These written records strip the numinous totality of life and channel it 
into a perceptibly smaller and limited paradigm that often prevents any further angles 
of enquiry into the event being described (esp. where archaeology is concerned).

How much is lost in translation? If very little – there should not be so many occultists
trying to complete the Great Work in all its forms.  Some of us accept that “History” 
as Adolf Hitler so memorably commented on during ‘Mein Kampf’ is composed of a 
list of facts and figures memorised by rote. Moreover that “To the victor goes the 
spoils” and “History is written by the winners”. History is a curious concept – with 
the power to raise great storms of emotion or quell them pending the latest 
‘discovery’. It is as many of us observe, subject to the whims and prejudices of 
politicians, religion and even science and can be changed, over night. For instance, 
The Vatican has an entire library devoted to imprisoning the confiscated, banned or 
otherwise ‘heretical’ literary treasures that opposed its own tenacious view. The 
Christians have been persecuting the masses via their cathedrals and churches for 
millennia with an enormous amount of time to erase, change, alter, the contents or 
destroy the owner and his writings forthwith by denouncing them as a witch, Satanist,
devil worshipper, communist, terrorist, paedophile, sodomist (In the majority of cases
unfairly, and with the Churches history, hypocritically). Who knows what that 
onslaught of destruction destroyed – or what that many forbidden books may say 
about the recorded History of the World? Each of those documents are the history of 
the world.  And the Vatican is only one tiny contemporary example, for a more 
modern one, consider the Pentagon. Or for any time period we know of – consider 
that there was, always someone who did not agree with what was written, what was 
said, what was recorded. The Pharaohs erased the records of whole Dynasties in 
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Egypt because of political dissent – hundreds of years, gone. And not just books, but 
statues, monuments, memorials, graves, holy places, stelae, tombs, sculptures, and all
the others signs of a culture in passing. And what are these but the butterflies wing of 
examples?

It has been in the records of humanity a predisposition to conquer, to control, to own, 
to rule and to destroy or disband what came before. For this reason – the Christians 
built their Churches on ancient Pagan Sites. The Muslims built their Mosques over 
the top of other Sites. Emperors and Monarchs razed a dis-favoured city and its 
people to the ground and built over them so that no trace should remain of their 
enemies. Now what lies under those Churches may never be known such is the 
sensitivity shown to Religion. What of the tablets, cuneiform, treasures that didn’t 
survive, were smashed, lost, burned, broken, changed without anyone the wiser… or 
the fallibility of interpretation given to those that did. This certainty people seem to 
have of the world and the events that behold it is a great puzzle and a great downfall.

Or the fact that in many cases, there is so much history to record, that even when 
proved wrong – mistakes remain indefinitely – or remain so because of someone’s 
wishes. For instance, there are maps that clearly show the accurate coastal outline of 
countries such as Greenland several hundred years before such maps were believed to
exist – and made in a time that modern history accepts as impossible without today’s 
technology. Or another little known fact – the Britannica Encyclopedia recorded 
unfavourable epithets of the Papal clergy. To solve this uncomfortable problem – the 
Church (The Vatican I believe) bought the Encyclopedia Britannica, and changed the 
epithets to suit itself. Thus “history” was changed to reflect what the Church wanted 
others to remember – not, what actually transpired.

Now while it is essential to believe one has a good grasp of the facts of life – the 
occultist soon uncomfortably discovers that everyone has anything but… The point to
keep in mind though – is that recorded History shows itself to be malleable pending 
the wishes of the powerful or influential and subject to the whims of change if the 
time in which it is broached pends favour or disfavour. It certainly is not, and perhaps
never has been, a means by which to get a honest, fair and truthful approximation of 
the world we live in, the events it has spawned, or the course it has taken. Moreover, 
it is only right to remember that such records are and were limited to the few who 
could write or draw or carve or remember great oral tracts – but that if only a small 
percentage of the population could convey the insights and stories and so on – that 
the rest of the experiences of the humans who did not record or write or carve or 
speak – were forgotten. Lost. As I have said before “humans have a tendency to 
believe the time they are born into is the most complete, the most up-to-date or 
‘modern’ time” – nothing could be further from the truth. Humans are malleable, 
quite easily persuaded creatures that like order, consistency, and control in and over 
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the world and are happy enough to let the explanations given them – be their gospel, 
their guide to the authentic history of earth and their role in it.

Such willingness to believe in History is at best an optimism enjoyed by the human 
race and a fascination for the world around them that others have explored parts of 
they are only to keen to hear about – hearing such knowledge is the equivalent of a 
fireside tale. But at worst this attitude is reckless for a magician, dangerous for a 
Satanist who quest is to Know, and onerous according to THEM.

History is extremely fragile, flexible, and fallible. Once the Earth was believed flat – 
and look at what happened to those who dared object. History is full of people being 
proved wrong but Humanity is egocentric, fragile, doesn’t take criticism well, and is 
very, very slow to learn.  Technology, Religions, Ideas, Fashions, Words, Languages, 
Styles, even Names go in and out of popularity and usage. What dwindles in 
popularity in century finds an audience in another. Thus History should be digested 
with a grain of salt. Cynicism and Optimism make great partners.

So to summarise: There is no reason to believe that human beings have a complete 
story; a fair and balanced story; or will ever have the real story of the World and its 
thus far accumulated and accepted explanation for human evolution. This fact opens 
up the possibility that records of the Ancients were not allegorical or meant to be 
parables – as our finite and limited wisdom tied to our particular chronological 
prejudices would have us impose – and that there were real Dark Gods not confined 
to the metaphors of horrors and neuroses of the psyche – but living flesh and blood 
creatures/giants (Nefilim, for instance) and perhaps not originally from earth.

Of this possibility – many of the recorded texts or beliefs of the popular world 
religions unashamedly attest to the existence of various Gods as does almost every 
culture. I hardly need cite examples: but; The Vedic Bhagadvita, The Norse Sagas, 
the Christian Bible, The Hieroglyphs of the Egyptians, the Greek Illiad and Greek 
Pantheon, the Cuneiforms of the Aztec, Toltecs, Mayans, the Aboriginals of Australia,
the Maoris of New Zealand, the Polynesians of the South Seas, the cultures of the 
Chinese and Japanese, and endless more – going right back – to Sumer.
They describe various Gods and Beings as capable of varying wondrous things; but 
from a time so long ago that it dwarfs the imagination. Generally – the imagination, 
like the ego, doesn’t take too kindly to being dwarfed…

With the obvious limitation of being referred to (for convenience and to provide an 
opposing dialectic) as ‘Dark Gods’ – the nature of the Dark Ones is often assumed 
one way or the other to characterise a certain ‘nature’. ONA was forced to go to 
considerable lengths to explain the context of and meaning for using such a title – 
moreover that this title was more complicated than many inferred.
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There are instances even as early as Sumer relating the varying dispositions of the 
Gods and Beings made mention of. Some Gods were helpful, some were harmful, 
Some were ambivalent and others could be a tricky mixture of both. There were Gods
of Agriculture, and Gods of War. Which – if any – were the Dark Gods? The ONA 
cites the names (vibrations) given in their Pantheon as Pre-Sumerian. From one point 
of view – it’s a bold claim. There is, (to my albeit limited knowledge) no accepted 
evidence that any civilisation preceded Sumer. Zecharia Sitchin makes references to 
Archaeological digs at Sumer that revealed a number of cities had been built over the 
top of others, but eventually no further underlying foundations could be found – and 
thus it was presumed to be evident that the oldest and first city and civilisation in the 
world had been found by process of elimination.

But if the legends of the Sinister Tradition precede Sumer – you might think 
archaeologists the world over would be clambering to speak to the ONA and 
enquiring earnestly as to the origin of their information. On the other hand – given 
what has been said above – the clear and unforgivable short-comings of the human 
race as a collective and individually – there is still no reason to doubt that evidence of
a Pre-Sumerian culture does not exist. Nor that the Dark Ones did not exist. 
Personally, I’ve been alive 30 years. When I walk into my lounge and face my 
bookshelf – I am outnumbered by books 500-1. At a rough guess, it would take me 
another 4-5 years (or at least, a long time) to read through these books again. But – if 
I were somehow allowed to suspend the laws of life and try to read the, I don’t know, 
100,000? books or so housed at one of the local libraries – I should probably never 
complete the task. In fact I should probably die mid-sentence after around 50,000, 
aged 70-80 years old.

Who – if anyone – could have read the entire contents of the fabled Alexandria 
Library which library is said to have been the ancient world’s largest and most 
extensive collection of ancient wisdom the world over? The fact is – humans, limited 
by their relatively short lifespan, can never hope to read all of the books ever written, 
let alone all of the books that still survive. And this earnest but modest process – is 
where most of our evidence where we draw our assumptions and guesses and 
opinions comes from – an at best, incomplete and rudimentary assessment of a few of
the worlds manuscripts – sewn together mentally in the hopes that that small token 
effort can somehow blanket an understanding of the World. A sobering fact: the 
totality of books is in the hundreds of millions. That is probably why humans tend to 
specialise in a subject.

So in all optimism – you or I can only ever gather the smallest parcel of information 
available to us into our heads and hearts – on which to meditate. And of the books 
lost, locked away, forgotten, banned, destroyed, in the hands of private collectors, 
museums, archives, vaults? Herein restrictions exist to further deny the enthusiastic 
reader more opportunities to gather the totality of the records of the human being.
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That task is a pipe dream – it cannot be done. Human biology is against us – Time is 
against us – Free Access is against us – Politics/Religions are against us – Technology
is against us – Memory is against us – and the necessity for Sleep, Food, Water, 
Shelter, etc – these things are all against us too. Herewith – THEM conclude with 
finality – that no one can know with any certainty – the History of the World as it 
happened – only as it was interpreted, recorded, survived. Nor, can anyone know 
what is outside of being able to be known – but which is known to have been lost by 
the records within records. The Sinister Tradition, then, may very well be based on 
records from a Pre-Sumerian culture– it is not so hard to believe.

And because of our particular cynicism/optimism – THEM hold more than a dry 
psychological interest and involvement in the matter of the Dark Gods. This attitude 
is in line with the +Law of Remembrance+ and the Weltanschauung of a Life-Centred
Geometry; wherein such an attitude engenders an end to the short-sighted arrogance 
that passes for so-called total understanding harboured by any person (especially 
authority) – and instead gives way to a more sagely tradition of the understanding of 
the nature of Knowledge, the limitations and fallibilities interpretation imposes on 
life and the immense difficulty of a study, and thus the fragility of drawing 
conclusions about it and ones own existence.

THE MAGI

Historically the Magian were the Persian priesthood. More correctly, they were the 
priest caste of the people of Medes whose domination on the Iranian plateau preceded
that of the Persians in the first half of the 1st millennium BCE. The ancient Iranian 
peoples were Aryan peoples. After the powerful Aryan Hittite empire perished in 
1180 BCE, the Ancient Orient was dominated by the fierce Semite empire of Assyria.
It was a dark age for all non-Assyrian peoples including other Semites like 
Babylonians – Babylon (a megalopolis at the time – about 400 000 citizens) was two 
times ruined and its citizens massacred. The Assyrians had the most organised and 
disciplined military force at the time armed already with iron weapons (in fact the 
Iron Age started about the 1st millennium BCE). Assyria dominated over the Ancient 
Orient by the means of sheer terror: systematic genocides, mass impalement, flaying, 
disembowelling, beheading, mass deportations, slavery etc. In the end of the 7th 
century BCE there was something like a world war in the Orient – all the countries 
(except Egypt) were they Aryan, Semitic and other made a mighty coalition against 
Assyria and in 612 BCE the Assyrian capital Nineveh was evened to the earth, and 
Assyria deleted from the face of the earth.

The main blow against Assyria was given by the Aryan Medes and the Semitic 
Babylonians. After a temporary domination of the Neo-Babylonian empire in the 
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Orient and after a war between the Medes and their kindred Persian people in 550 
BCE, the latter had the upper hand. In fact, the Median priesthood – the Magi made a 
plot against the Median king and recognised the Persian king Cyrus II as a king of 
both Medes and Persians. Cyrus II called the Great deserved his epithet – he 
conquered Babylon and established one of the greatest empires known in the Orient.

The Persian empire’s outer politics was very intelligent – everywhere the conquerors 
were met as liberators by the local peoples – they granted religious tolerance, human 
rights, good administration, trade, communications etc. It was then when the Jews 
were liberated from the Babylonian capture, so the Jews were very grateful to Cyrus 
II. Their Judaic priesthood – the Levites returned in Israel (already a Persian satrapy) 
and exercised their religious rights by suppressing any thought other than the cult of 
Yahweh. The Persian administration didn’t interfere with the inner matters of any 
ethnic group provided they obey the empire administrative laws. Another distinctive 
feature of the Persian rule was that they used to corrupt economically the responsible 
persons of any hostile country prior to open any war against it – the rest was easy…
Persia was a vast multi-ethnic empire with many religions presented therein. It’s 
disputable if the official religion of the ruling Persian estate was the Zoroastrianism 
but it had a great influence amongst the Persian aristocracy and in the empire in 
general. In fact, the prophet Zoroaster derived from the Median Magi. His reform was
to turn one of the main Iranian deities – Ahura Mazda into a monotheist “God” – the 
rest of the gods, the devi, were turned into devils.

Yet the Zoroastrianism was far from any fanaticism so characteristic for the 
Abrahamic religions. It was a dualistic religion but good = truth and evil = lie. The 
Zoroastrianists were against any form of asceticism and monasticism. Unlike the 
Abrahamic religions, they do not regard the flesh as evil and the spirit as good. They 
believed in the Last Judgement but again their dogma was far more intelligently 
stated than that of the Abrahamic religions. It’s more than clear that the Abrahamic 
religions were the next Semitic corruption of an idea created by another race. The 
Magi were the elite estate of an Aryan people, the Medes. Seems that the negative 
connotations with the Magi appeared first in Greece when the Persian empire started 
its exhaustive wars against the Hellenes…

That’s what the history says about the Magi but what is sure is that during that time 
all that ideology we now know as “Magian” started to take form. Later when 
Alexander the Great of Macedonia destroyed Persia, the Gnosticism joined the party, 
then when the Hellenic aeon entered its imperial phase with the late Roman Empire, 
then the Manicheanism, Christianity (with the 3 Magi bowing before Christ) and at 
last the Islam joined “Magianism”.

I have also another simplistic explanation of how the spiritual corruption took place 
in the human race. It started when the first Semites adopted the Sumerian idea of 
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personal deity – it was a Sumerian concept that each person has a personal guardian-
deity called “lamma”. Instead of feeling happy by adopting such a concept, the 
undeveloped Semite psyche started to feel uncomfortable by feeling a constant guilt 
towards his personal deity as if being all the time at odds therewith. Thus, with the 
ages the concept of the original sin took form in the Semite psyche. If we are to 
follow the Biblical story of the Jewish patriarch Abraham, he was a citizen of Ur – 
and Ur was a capital city of the late Sumerian empire (2100-2000 BCE) where both 
Sumerians and Semites lived together. As any citizen of Ur Abraham had a personal 
deity – in his particular case it was the desert goblin Yahweh, who tormented his 
psyche not to recognise any personal gods of any other people until he got mad and 
was banned for religious intolerance from Ur… The rest is well known by the same 
fucking Bible.

By the way, please, read this most ancient text which in fact is a part of an authentic 
“Necronomicon” – the basis of all “Necronomicons” It’s maybe the first written myth
about the creation of the human race. The translation could be trusted – it’s done by 
the Oxford Sumerologists who are dry scholars but objective and precise as far as 
possible.

MAGIAN IGNORANCE AND modern society

I wrote modern society especially using small letters to show its meaningless to me 
and also that it’s not worth calling valuable. And today I will also describe my 
experiences with stupidity, superstition, and mongoloid hypocrisy. It’s mostly based 
on my own experiences with those kinds of attitudes and persons. I know that others 
of you also have the same experiences, and we must fight them, but we must do this 
in wise ways, not just act like a brainless sheepish flock of modern society that is 
equally Christian. And we know how to do this, we learn every time how to defend 
ourselves. No matter what age we are – 18, 30 or 50 we’ll still experience their 
influence for the very simple reason – humanity is not mature enough to enter the 
new aeon and realise what they are and how they could fulfil their souls and will. 
Atheists and Christians are very stubborn and they will try to do everything to make 
us to resign from our path, but when they meet us, they don’t know we are obstacles 
that they will not be able to overcome so they will attack more, stronger and more 
furiously our beliefs no matter how they look doing it.

They hate everything that is different from them, someone can say that it’s not true, 
but the truth hurts, and we know how these things have been from the beginning. 
Everyone has different points of views on something else that concerns social matters
or spiritual. It doesn’t matter to them which principles we are carrying in ourselves – 
they will fight us, and we will attack them. We will defend our future and our beliefs.
Whatever it takes.
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We are responsible units not some mere criminals which hide behind every Christian. 
The Sinister path is deadly and dangerous in itself, the purest essence of everything 
and they will meet obstacles that make them more crazy and furiously angered with 
us and our close environment, where we are among those of our kind. We are too 
strong for them to make us fall. They will bounce from us like the walls of inhuman 
titanium. It’s funny, even then they will not stop attacking us. Even then we will not 
stop defending us.

What right are they given to criticise us, and what right to restrict us from the 
criticising of their slave religion? There is no law that can prevent our defence.
We attack but also we defend those of our Sinister kind and our beliefs. Not because 
of our weakness, because they are overcome by our experiences and works, we 
defend ourselves from mockery of our path and the mongrels that try to twist it. They 
don’t know that their “swords” are double-edged! In many ways they will know this 
without any results, they are not so smart to take lessons from this and we are smart 
enough to know how to defend our noble values. No matter who is the attacker. Other
possibilities to defend are showing everyone even if we know that they will not learn 
what the truth looks like about us and about their hypocrisy. This will make them 
more aggressive and prove their incompetence and weaknesses of their own beliefs.

We know who we are and what we seek, we learn every day – they don’t and it’s 
obvious for every smart and thinking person. We work with something more and 
different from the ego. If we want to, we would not have done anything to prove 
anything to anyone. We’re doing this because our nature is like this, exactly how it’s 
met by the others. Everything on our path is more natural than anyone can imagine. 
It’s your way to find out why and how you will do this depends only on you. If you 
are smart and brave enough, then go and take a look upon the sinister path it will give
you real lessons or will make you end in mental hospital if you are weaker than you 
thought they were.

The truth will be always attacked by those who live in the great illusion. When that 
illusion is destroyed their existence will be forgotten and the truth will dethrone the 
lies of the old aeons. Somehow, they feel upcoming changes and they can’t do 
anything with this. Someone said that the church is changing within the present days 
but it’s not truth at all. If that be so, why they are attacking those who are different?
They will never change and never will be opened minded, they will stay forever as 
narrow-minded mongrels and we will not do anything with that, we will allow them 
to drown in the mud as is their will to do that.

Everyone have their own free will to do what he thinks that will give him the way to 
find entity called god, but without looking into the acausal dimension they will never 
be able to do that, because everything has its origins in their subconsciousness. They 
are afraid of what it can hide. We are the ones of the Sinister kind that dared to take a 
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journey without end, without the coming back and possibilities to withdraw anyhow 
which is obvious, since the Sinister path changes everyone who steps upon her.

Thoughts that are gathered here will be mocked by those who are without and are 
from the grey world. We were from the grey world too and we see the light which 
showed us that something beyond our limitations lies and is the weapon that is useful 
to make stable our way and to take lessons that anywhere can be taken. Lessons that 
really learns not how to strengthen the ego but how to overcome it, if you have not 
real inner strength in yourself, you will never be able to operate the hammer from the 
Sinister forge and use it on your soul. Possibilities are countless like countless are 
threats that lies within it. Let the sheep flock to be madden in their cages and try to 
attack us without any success. We know why we attack, they attack without 
intelligence like immature children fighting over tossed candy. We are mature, and 
maturity is sinister and dangerous. Watch the world and it’s functioning, have your 
own conclusions from those observations.

A SINISTER HISTORY LESSON

These comments are addressed by THEM to the Global Sinisterion as a Reminder –
but in the past have also been addressed to those with short or limited memories who

have or continue to criticise/demonise numerous political regimes (including
National Socialism) for their so-called evils but who fail to take the current

tyrannical power and the history of America – to task. Since it is usually America
accusing others of tyranny – herein we present a fairer history lesson.

It is vital to remember that it is America that has a long and detailed recorded history 
of brutality and arrogance world-wide, with some 80 incursions into other nations 
since World War II citing Vietnam, The Gulf War, Iraq, Afghanistan, North Korea, 
Cuba, Australia, New Zealand, and its most recent, Georgia, to name just a very few; 
always with the intent to control, intimidate or invert the invaded nation but citing its 
reasons for invasion as missions of peace. Whereas in reality, and as history soon 
shows, the invasions stem from a need and greed for precious resources such as 
Opium in the case of Vietnam, Oil in the case of Iraq, Afghanistan and/or as part of a 
geographical strategy to bring it closer to its enemies in order to govern them – 
America is, as the progeny of Puritans, Witch-hunters, and Inquisitors, a nation mad 
with paranoia.

What is not largely known is that there is an entire underground methodology 
employed by America to secretly undermine a country in order to set the stage to play
the role as its saviour – characteristic of America’s Judaeo-Christian Ethos. Such 
methodology usually means a trained individual is inserted into the country to cause a
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specific act – the act provokes outrage by the populace (fuelled by the media) – the 
actor is caught and a show trial begun – legislation is passed to prevent the act from 
reoccurring with special police powers distributed. The actor is released back into the 
secret service.

America’s most insidious tactic lies in its power of propaganda; viz. of sending 
‘Peace Keepers’ into countries on the pretence of humanitarianism. It is vital to 
remember that it is America that generates the most media and the most material 
concerning its righteous intentions as a God-Loving country – yet as an agent par 
excellence of the Magian, and as historical records show, has always been ready to 
throw its own to the wolves, treating its populace and other nations populace’s with 
contempt and as expendable.

While the most vocal about the Human Rights abuses in other countries, the 
Superpower hypocritically engenders all of these abuses by selectively ignoring or 
threatening to ‘help’ countries with its military presence. In regard to Human Rights 
Abuses: most recently, David Hicks recently served six years in a detention centre in 
Guantanamo Bay (which then changed its name to the frightening name: Camp X-
Ray) – and was only reluctantly released by the US after their illegal detainment of 
his person without charge. He was required as a condition of his release to sign an 
affidavit that he would never speak of his experiences during his illegal internment.

Of the recent conspiracy of paranoia created by the Magian, citing the attacks of 9/11 
as a farce generated and inflicted on its own people via its own agency where 
evidence lies in mentioning that there was no wreckage found of the plane that 
supposedly smashed into the pentagon; that the plane that crashed into the twin 
towers was identified by military experts as not being a Boeing or passenger plane; 
that images of the plane show the plane was clearly carrying an incendiary device 
underneath its hull whereupon a brilliant flash issued just prior to the plane smashing 
into the building and detonating said device; that the manner in which the floors 
collapsed directly down flies in the face of all technical principles according to 
experts in construction; that Jewish workers were contacted and told not to attend 
work that day; that Bush knew of the fourth plane before it was publicised; that no 
trace of Osama Bin Laden has ever been found; and that America desired an 
intensified police-state grip over the world due to its failing propaganda of control via
its “War on Drugs”, a switch to a “War on Terror” was instigated with the result that 
the global focus of Western humanity has become self-policing, paranoid and 
dangerously unstable in its rational, logical thinking, due to being paralysed and 
shocked with fear and terror of terror.)

That faith and trust is given to America’s authority over the events of World War II, 
let alone the 80 other countries into which it has illegally interred itself and its 
military forces is an indictment of the stupidity and gullibility of the human race and 
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a triumphant tribute to the power of media, propaganda and fear to control a populace
and direct its thoughts and interpretations of events by a government. Thus one can 
understand that the importance given to the loss of emphasis on a rational analysis of 
observable facts to allow a non-political examination of any emotionally charged 
event, or more accurately, any event charged with emotion; and the corresponding 
dilution of Science that has become increasingly theoretical and driven by the 
directives of the current politic to dictate its findings; as argued by Myatt – impacts 
considerably when one allows common-sense and detached analysis of the facts to be
over-ridden by emotional sensitivity engendered by careful manipulation and control 
of facts controlling how an event is perceived, not how it was. Or rather, that the 
detachment necessary to divine truth has become a morally twisted engagement 
where it is wrong to perceive one’s own opinion of the facts as they stand and 
contradict the authority of the Authority.

This is not to say that Hitler or Hussein were not hard men that caused atrocity – but 
that America is more guilty a party for its dishonesty and deception in its role in these
wars and of the charges it has laid against others with its moral tribune of ‘War 
Crimes’ than any of the countries and regimes it has persecuted and bastardised with 
its Jewry. Moreover that America, despite its trickery to conceal its hideous appetites 
for death and destruction and be seen as exempt from committing such atrocities as 
its accuses other of, by its own populace and by the world – is irrevocably guilty of 
not just one holocaust, but of hundreds and has (and is) continually moving from one 
campaign of deception to another to hide its atrocities just as it is doing now and will 
always continue to do until it is destroyed, or destroys everyone and everything.

America is the national equivalent of the personified Psychopath – a psychopath that 
knows only one thing, its own one-eyed Weltanschauung. America is the spoilt child 
of the West whose vicious, relentless, remorseless behaviour is like that of the small 
boy caught with his hand in the jellybean jar who denies all the evidence of 
wrongdoing despite the truths evident. viz, an immature, dangerous, and Inquisitorial 
Empire. Anyone faced with this evidence unable to make a rational deduction without
political pressure or sentimental moralism as to the involvement of America in 9/11 
and its propagation of the Holocaust narrative to detract from its own global enduring
atrocity, is Magian and Our Enemy.

ARE THE MAGI, SINISTER?

Perception is hampered by faulty assumptions. They carry one along so far before 
they begin to be damaging – i.e. claiming a division between Magi and Sinister forces
serves as a political motivator to create fanatics – a power required in all wars. For 
the human brain is all too ready to find an enemy – it finds them everywhere – but to 
join with others in hating an enemy – it loves little more. Then the shadow can come 
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out to play – and humans, are mostly shadow.

Let’s examine a common belief. For example, the concept of the Sinister vs the Magi.
The Sinister, meaning those who ally themselves on the LHP with some duty, calling,
force, intent or some such power, philosophy, world view, to fight against ‘Mundanes’
‘Christians’ ‘Magian’ etc is what is known as Polemics; or setting one side against 
another in direct opposition. This is an ancient tactic which originated with Christians
attacking other Christians. An Aeon ago they could not agree on how to read, 
interpret or understand the Scriptures, [An Open Canon] resulting in all manner of 
groups and sects promoting their own view. To seize a more unified Power as the 
Church it was necessary to narrow how exactly the Scriptures were to be understood 
and who by. Many Christian aggressors began to refer to the other Christian sects as 
Hairesis or Heretics; those who did not follow the TRUE FAITH. The True Faith of 
course, being the concept of a Closed Canon where Clergy would be the only ones 
allowed to interpret scripture for the masses and anyone who had an alternate view, 
was a devil worshipper or heretic. Amidst such propaganda there was mentioned the 
word Gnosis. Over time this suggestion of a way in fragmented, non-particular terms 
and in no way suggestive of anything more, was compounded into ‘Gnosticism’ over 
centuries of accumulated assumptions, claims and errors – resulting in a belief in it 
now, as a Category that existed with its own teachings, way of life, anti-cosmic 
notions of the demiurge and many other fantastic inventions which have absolutely 
no grounding in the literature from which they are taken, including the Nag Hammadi
Scrolls. 

Any division into us and them is therefore at its core a repetition of this practice, an 
ancient Christian device.

Let us consider the Empires stretching the globe – and, for those of us on Facebook 
and such the endless atrocities people try to call our attention to; mining the rain 
forest, blood diamonds, ecological disasters, Chernobyl, toxins in water supplies, 
paedophiles who are judges, lawyers; weapons of mass destruction, war crimes, 
injustices and the endless, endless, endless deluge of nasty, brutal, suffering inflicted 
upon human beings by other humans, by corporations, govts, militias. None of which 
ever take responsibility for their own role in the conflict – but blame it on the enemy.

Without question: there is No force on Earth MORE Sinister than the Magi. It is a 
mentality enshrined in the human skull to be a hypocrite. Everything they do with a 
smile they do with a knife behind their back. The sweetest, most altruistic 
appearances conceal rivers of blood, greed, agenda and violence. Trade-offs for lives, 
for profit, for gain, for fun. The pretence that they are not committing these acts and 
the puppet show that they carry on to convince us of their good intentions, of their 
clear conscience, of their ignorance of the destruction occurring and the shifting of 
blame to some lesser entity less wealthy and powerful to bear the brunt – is perhaps 
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the most Sinister act a human can do – we know underneath they are guilty but 
nothing can touch them. For all appearances – they are clean, humanitarian or saints. 
Legally nothing can be done, spiritually nothing can be done.

The Sinister, is a much vaunted but highly unstable appellation to describe a division 
of world forces and human mentalities – for the Magi are quintessentially Sinister, 
whilst the Sinister are quintessentially Dexter. And yet, the fact many refuse to face is
that we are equal parts one and the other. There is no division between Sinister and 
Magi. The Magi are more Sinister than the Sinister – they are more Left Hand Path 
than the Left Hand Path. They are on top – we are on the bottom. They have the 
power – we have the complaints...

IN ABSURDUM

Sanity is to a large degree measured by social productiveness. The intensity of a 
selfish separation from the consensus causes a corresponding ratio of difficulty in 
disguising it from others. As an individual tries to force reality to bend to match their 
own view [or to see it clearly without distortion], the values they uphold come into 
conflict with the values of various authorities. If the view held is extreme, it becomes 
recognised by the consensus collective that the individual is incapable of performing 
a productive role in maintaining the Artifice/Society – and that individual is then 
warned to fall in line, treated to restore `sanity’, or deemed mad and incarcerated by 
physical and/or chemical imprisonment. Once the pursuit and living of an 
independent view by an individual reaches a point where it becomes disruptive to 
society, select boards of authority may remove the individuals (illusory) status of 
social equality and classify them as mentally fragile, sick or insane. A Medical Board 
for example, is seen as having tremendous power and once a member of its staff has 
pronounced a mentally disturbed edict, it is extremely difficult to escape the system 
set up to enmesh that individual in Hospitalisation, Pharmaceutical drugs, and the 
taking away of their right to protest as an ‘equal’ member of society by the persuasion
of others to alter schemata (or idea of) the individual in question and agree with the 
official declaration of insanity.

It should be remembered that the world is a bloody and unfair place largely because it
is so very big. When people spend their lives entrenched in a very small perspective 
that slice of perspective becomes all they know or want to know. It is easy to write 
someone off if you meet them once and know you don’t have to deal with them 
again, if you don’t have to experience the consequences of your diagnosis, if there is 
something in it for you such as a promotion, or if you are well-paid, apathetic and 
bored in a job with long hours and its “your job” to assess people in a medical or 
psycho-therapeutic way. However, for all the good intentions of the Medical 
Associations we must keep in mind that they are much like the Church: plagued with 
corrupt individuals. In the same way the Church set itself up to show who was right 
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and who was wrong, who was Christian and who was Satanic; the Medical Board 
offers a similar illusion of authority; who is mad and who is not, who requires 
treatment and who is healthy. These types of institution are at the heart of madness; 
simply successful in bringing their will to power to power at the expense of other 
wills.

But responsibility begins at home. We go to them, handing our power to strangers and
expecting them to play a role – in most cases they know as little as we do about our 
perceived illness. Why do we hand our power to these people? Reality seems simple 
because we are all equally mad. But mad or sane, no-one will care, as long as 
roughly, you fit in and agree to the values of the society you live in. Notorious serial 
killers are examples of human perfection of the mode of the Chameleon. In such a 
practice the social patterns for acting `good’ are memorised and performed on the 
basis of prediction as though inserting expected numbers into known equations. This 
guise of being just like everyone [Qv. Shrencing] else helps deflect suspicion whilst 
the destructive capabilities of the beast are released in a separate and to the individual
`valid/true’ paradigm. And in this respect, serial killers reveal the Artifice for what it 
is. If sanity is measured by social productiveness, then the notorious serial killer is 
the pinnacle of sane. They are well-spoken and polite, often good-looking, often 
charismatic, hold down a job, are often married, sometimes have kids, and are 
considered to be friendly unassuming people (sometimes a little strange, but 
harmless) by most people who know them. When they kill, releasing the Beast in 
uncontrolled fashion, they are expressing a base element of natural desire – as 
persons with actions and behaviour definitive of sane this is telling of the sane thing 
to do, i.e. act naturally and express the unconscious urge.

Highly-intelligent and sane, notorious Serial Killers illustrate the shortcomings of the 
Artifice, by excelling at using it to fulfil raw instincts. And while the Serial Killer 
takes lives, other yet socially sanctioned and legalised Serial-Types such as Lawyers, 
News Presenters, Priests, and Bank Managers perform in a similar fashion as the 
Serial Killer. However unlike the serial killer, the actions of these four types are often
unknown to them outside of their work and are usually performed in a banal manner 
with no intention of evil: seen as “just doing their job”.

All human beings use deceptive means to accomplish their goals. We disguise our 
motives under social cliches of selfless-ness, kindness, concern, etc and we generally 
believe that we are what we say we are. But when I say we, I mean the Ego. The Ego 
is the part of us that needs to believe that in order to live up to its standards of our “I” 
and our self-image. The other parts of us are usually silent in the face of the Ego- in 
most cases because they are unconscious, but in the cases where we are consciously 
aware of our deception because the Ego gets very upset when it is revealed that its 
beliefs are not genuine. The fact is that the Ego is one function of many that tends to 
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be over-relied on and its perception (by virtue of being limited to one scope) is not 
truth.

If I asked who is more likely to be deemed crazy, a Bank Manager or a Tarot Reader; 
you are probably likely to say Bank Manager because the phrasing of the question 
seems like a trick and you are resisting the lure. However, “common-sense” will tell 
us that we are more likely to believe a Tarot Reader will be perceived as crazy over a 
Bank Manager. But why? If it is because Tarot Reading involves occult elements, is 
less than scientific and offers spurious satisfaction to the desperate or gullible: why 
does it seem less crazy for Bank managers to involve themselves with Usury (the 
magical creation of new paper or electronic money out of thin air by Banks that leads 
people into debt) Economics or working with numbers? The handling of money is 
quintessentially far more occult than Tarot. Bank Managers seem professional, 
normal, even essential members of our society but very few people actually know the 
true hideous power of economic theory, realise it is far more destructive than 
Christianity has ever been, or even remember how to question the status quo of what 
is crazy. And I say `remember’ tongue-in-cheek, because you cannot remember if you
are not taught, and teaching the actual applications of the world is not what Schools 
or Educational Institutions do.

A Bank Manager really only differs from the Tarot Reader in their presentation of 
occult mystique, and because they tend to give us something more tangible – and 
with our loss of faith in the spiritual, the solid takes on a greater meaning in our lives.
Consider the process of a Tarot Reading or Bank Appointment. You come in and are 
impressed by the setting; it seems professional and mysterious (or “professional and 
legitimate” in bank terms) and you sit down to discuss what you want. The 
Reader/Manager does a reading for you and tells you that you may encounter some 
hardships in the next few months but your future will be financially secure and you 
may even be rich. They then ask you for a fee for performing the reading and because
you feel secure and happy being told ambiguities you pay them. With the Tarot 
Reading, the fee ends when you leave the room. But with the Bank Manager you take
a small fee with you called `interest’ and it grows and grows every day until you pay 
it back at huge extra expense, sometimes multiple times what you originally 
borrowed. Or you succumb to debt and lose everything: like magic.

Does putting people into debt for a job seem respectable or does it seem greedy, cold,
and somewhat crazy? And what is crazy? Does buying endless possessions made at 
an ever cheaper and cheaper rate at someone else's misery and expense, i.e. 
Materialism, the highest current goal in life for millions of people, seem rational or 
crazy? Whatever your answer, we forget because we’re only here for a short amount 
of time that life has gone on before us in many different ways with many different 
types of end goal. We also tend to assume or be led to believe that the time we are 
born into is the most enlightened and up-to-date, and that its rules and strange 
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geometry are perfectly normal. Except for those persons who continually regress to 
re-enactment of a frozen phase of time such as the 70′s, adopting the values and icons
of that age or some other favourable past-phantasm to escape from the forms of 
immediate madness. It’s this ‘chrono-centrism’ or ‘Being In Time’ that thwarts most 
attempts by people to step out of the Matrix.

Tarot Reading is tolerated as semi-respectable in the day I live after thousands of 
years of persecution simply because of its value to the current goal of society, i.e. it is
marketable. Almost everything that is, has been – especially the phantasms of the past
with old icons re-hashed or re-presented. All this buying and selling leaves little time 
for asking some very dangerous and important questions. All societies move through 
time changing and being possessed by different goals for that society to live up to. In 
this year 2007, I believe that the Australian as well as American society are in the 
mid-stages of a destructive phase of the Virtue of Absurdity. It is now increasing at a 
phenomenal rate with a non-questioning compliance of the way things are leading 
people to lose the power of rationalisation, be trapped in the modes currently holding 
our society in thrall, and become completely mad in their aims and goals and values.

The escalation of madness can be seen leaving the quiet isolated solitude of private 
homes and minds and emerging as a strain of “anti-sub-culture”. Wit, Sarcasm, and 
quintessential humour – the most powerful weapon in the existence of our race for 
remaining sane by being able to laugh at the absurdity of the world is being eroded as
a by-product of Capitalism. Generally, because of the death of God, and because of 
the loss of direction and purpose in life as a psychological or spiritual quest for 
wholeness shouted down in previous decades and taken over by Marketing and 
Media powers, particularly in the 90′s and into the millennium, new generations are 
not forgetting the past, but are being herded forward so rapidly into the Machine, that 
there is no past for them. Children are born sociopaths – the subsequent moulding of 
them is important for authorities to maintain control but control means Order, Order 
means memory, and the Past is about to become forgotten; a victim of Ideacide.

The very structures of grammar and shared meaning are now being attacked as a form
of entertainment. The sudden emergence of shows, comments, and actions that are 
given value because of their random departure from the normal procedure is 
indicative of a growing race of sociopaths; person’s who can imitate emotional 
transactions and modes, but not actually feel or honour them; in other words, 
psychotic chameleons. This lack of emphasis on consistency in word and action [As 
per Corporate/Multi-National Business practices] in the phases of formative 
behaviour is leading society toward a competition of psychopaths and the gateway of 
the absurd.

As it becomes increasingly popular to be absurd, society is arming a time-bomb. The 
nature of absurdity is to out-do itself [drop out of its own geometry] and we will see a
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very bloody and bizarre expulsion of the repressed traumas, genetic and inherent by 
members of the human race in the near and distant future. It will differ markedly, in 
that it will be marketed, and made popular. While our generation may see it as 
escapism or something that is controlled – subsequent generations born into it will 
not possess this cynical detachment. They will know it as the most enlightened and 
up-to-date moment in time and be affected by its ethos, accordingly.

This can already be seen in the rabid cynicism of humour particularly in departing 
from old ingrained methods and principles of comedy, and the psychopathic way in 
which individuals talk to one another (the escalation of rudeness). The appearance of 
movies that break the rules of modern cinema; doing away with predictable endings, 
and showing new levels of gore and sadistic brutality will become the new norm of 
media for the coming generations of already child-like parents – and this generation 
will live entirely for the Future. The Past will be severed, and we can expect to see 
the new messages from the media coming through particularly in `Cartoons’ that 
continually illustrate a new response to logical inferences and questions as a platform 
to launch an attack and ridicule a persons attempt to make a solid logical case from 
past inferences or previous experience.

What began with “that’s so 5 minutes ago” originates from a technologically based 
scorn for the Past, and much like the Governmental/Papal/State fixation with the 
erasure and re-writing of History – the Past is becoming an un-pleasantry to be 
avoided at all costs with people looking forward only to the next moment when they 
are immersed in a new wave of technology that supersedes the previous.

Unconsciously, our Western Ethos has entered a new temporary mode with many 
people unaware that the amount of access to Technology, has supplanted Racism as a 
form of discrimination. It is already apparent that a division of those that have the 
latest and greatest and those that have the last model being urged to keep up or lose 
favour among their peers is occurring. The type of pressure others are placing on their
family and friends to stay “Technic” is not far away from the pressures of Religious 
factions on their members to conform – and is in fact more overt. And it is not out of 
concern for the latest gadgets that drives this pressure – it is the magic mirror of 
“Philosophedron” that has possessed people – with people unconsciously imitating 
and psychically rebounding (every action has an equal and opposite reaction) off the 
environment in which they live and becoming mouthpieces for the Corporations that 
sell the technology. This is a form of mind-control that is inherently psychopathic and
revelatory of a sinister and sadistic brutality to self-market to ones peer group with 
the threat of sanctions of exclusion, ridicule, and even violence if said peers do not 
obtain said technology.

And this aggressive self-marketing serves one main purpose; identical to the fear of 
Christians and other religious sects to indoctrinate others so that their own 
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uncertainty and will to power can be validated by creating supporters in the same 
uncertain psychological boat; the self-marketer needs reassurance that the new toys 
are worth the money they paid in terms of gaining or maintaining status. Hence the 
undercurrent of sadism that leads the self-marketer to force others to join them in 
buying the same goods, because then those around him will not have the chance to 
use their money to buy an even later model, and the self-marketers status remains 
static.

It should be noted that the psychopathic nature of Corporations, as faceless, ruthless 
packs of unaccountable persons is being copied in the streets. Where I live groups of 
up to five hundred youths are gathering together on a regular basis. The manner in 
which such large groups manage to cohere is a fascinating study of the characteristics
of the Alpha-Male and revelatory insights into how such young Alpha-Males are 
forming these large chains of sycophancy. Such men are the rising Magian envoys of 
the future and for this reason study of their organic geometry is important for Black 
Magicians. Cowardice, Leadership, Mediocrity and Despair are some of the key 
characteristics of such large groups that will be touched on in a later work. But it is 
worth mentioning that I raise this point because the larger the group of people 
forming groups, the greater the pressure to conform technically.

On that note, the trend of the Alpha-Male as masculine, strong, tough, is being 
subsumed and undercut by the sadist that actively seeks ways to attack traditional 
grammar and the structure of forms in a bid to be the “Alpha-Cynic”. The Alpha-
Cynic will come to replace the Alpha-Male because former attributes of genetic 
endowment will lose their importance with both sexes able to compete to be cynical 
on an equal footing. Generic Masculinity of the pursuit of bodily perfection will be 
viewed like all other forms that require discipline, physical exertion, or seriousness: 
laughable.

It will become an end goal for people to be absurd; media will actively encourage it, 
peers will promote it, and authorities firmly entrenched in their positions will be 
forced to use ever more excessive measures to control mad, dangerous, and 
unpredictable populaces. In small doses this is already happening. People are being 
pushed faster and harder by Capitalism into trying to do the impossible merely to 
survive by means of making money; bombarded with conflict about being politically 
correct, being a good provider, doing what they want with life, living up to values of 
society, living up to the expectations of others and their own, all the while beaten into
mental and physical submission by fear guilt and apathy until they eventually break.
The Police, Science, and the Military are all institutions that require the predictable 
behaviour of human beings and events in order to function as a cohesive group. If no-
one is doing what they “ought to be” procedures, laws, principals mean nothing and 
break down – and with that break down the reign of Capitalism will come to an end, 
replaced by its end product, Anti-ism.
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The Abyss opens wider to engulf us all.

DIALOGUES, 1 of 10,000

+O+ From the Egyptian thread: Mvim. Black +O+

A magical current becomes dangerous when one is personally engaged therewith. It 
gives power to one but it demands one’s energy in exchange, so when one decides to 
deviate from the current one is involved in, one may expect a certain resistance on the
part of that current. I do agree with you, RA, as regards the 9 angles, but as regards 
the Illuminates of Thanateros neither you, nor Owy have sworn any personal word of 
loyalty to their pact – of course, their egregore guards their stuff but the magical harm
it could render to you, couldn’t be the same as that you could expect from the 9 
angles therewith you have been personally involved or engaged.

+O+ Agreed – I only give an example of a magical attack I have experienced – yet 
the O9’s current has been far more treacherous to my health and sanity given how 
attached I have been to it. My Work continues and my loyalty remains but to that 
which I originally swore fealty – to THEM – and not to human forces and cults who 
claim to own them. +O+

These matters are neither to be overestimated, nor underestimated. Moreover, the 
egregore of a group consisting of treacherous and untrustworthy individuals couldn’t 
be of great power though it could harm.

+O+ The key tenets of this group are deviations from the O9’s egregore especially re-
designed in the face of bad experiences with the O9’s current, present or expected 
over the course of decades of involvement. These include the elements of Sinister 
Solidarity, Empathy, Sympathy, Synchronicity and the Sinister – and herewith is 
meant the Sinister as it is in all its forms not merely the narrow bridges of Long 
extended from his Ivory Tower. Despite screaming it was not til it was blue in the 
face, the O9 became dogmatic; a mirror-image of the Church with a Maniac High 
Priest, slavish Acolytes bullied into submission with the promise of secrets dangled 
on a stick or a selection of reprobates seeking license for depravity with the 
promotion of predatory practices against everyone from children to the elderly… to 
its own kind. Yet it, my, our journey with O9 has highlighted a great many important 
factors that have shaped this Temple and its attitude and direction, toward each other, 
toward others, toward the Work. Of course – this is only my opinion based on how I 
see it. We do differ, from the forerunners of Satanism and from the contemporary 
styles, temples, groups and orders through hard work and diligence we have been 
able to cohere a space for our Selves that is conducive to free trade of ideas and 
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conversation but without internecine struggles. I believe this, is possible, due to our 
group formation, and that by who makes up the Temple we have managed to avoid 
hubris this far by being there for each other to talk sense, discuss options, talk freely, 
remind, reflect or steer one another away from the rocks. Rocks such as power going 
to one’s head, internal strife, schisms, personal tragedy, mistrust, making war, losing 
our way, forgetting where we came from, arrogance, anger, fear, betrayal amid a sea 
of others have been so far successfully navigated around to keep this Temple intact. It
has attained and kept an integrity about itself for the way it conducts it affairs 
internally and externally and has garnered support across the globe from many 
corners and its written works have spread far and wide. This is not just from all our 
hard work on Ourselves and our desire to reach beyond the traditional way of being 
human and going about our business as Undividuals – but perhaps a reward for doing 
a will of the Cosmos. By listening to the Forces of THEM we have been riding a 
wave of synchronicity where our experiments and explorations are leading us further 
out into the deep black sea of the Unknown – where we can magically submerge our 
individual lives into the aether, into the abyss, and deep into the consciousness of a 
great number of people as we Change things. We began/begin with ourselves and for 
that THEY seem grateful – more willing to impart their secrets and the genius 
geometry of the world. 

That we also have a limited charter of time to be the Temple of THEM is deliberate – 
24 years from now we should bow out gracefully and let the Temple such as it was 
dissolve – for its form is temporary, whiles its voice endures forever, to be resurrected
as others Remember in their lifetimes that connexion we have begun to rebuild a 
bridge too. 24 years from now we will look back on our achievements perhaps as the 
young Illuminati I have on occasion envisioned; I will be 58. There are things we 
simply cannot force; things beyond our control until we attain certain positions or 
powers; but we needn’t exhaust ourselves and our lives trying to make some New 
World Order of Sorcery happen; we are voices of the a-causal – it speaks through us 
and to us; and if it is meant to be; synchronicity will show us the way. What really 
matters is that, plainly put, we are good to each other and rise together. The O9 
drawls on about Sinister honour but has it practiced it? No. It has systematically 
driven away all of its friends and those who cared for it or contributed to it with its 
hostile arrogance and rudeness. 

The Temple of THEM may have sprung from the O9 but it was more a reaction than a
reflexion; twisting free since its inception, for while sometimes the bad example is a 
good example; there was and is more to all of us that binds us than our mere shared 
background in that cult. There is honour here – there is integrity – and there is a 
flowing with what is and a respectful presencing and intuition of what is supposed to 
be. Magically – We each have our own speciality – whether form, magic, sorcery; 
whatever it may be we are true to our Wyrds; we all have a rare integrity and loyalty 
that brought us together because there was no one else like us. And now we share a 
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Home, and the Great Work. And while things do change, tragedies strike, entropy 
stalks, shit happens – no-one can take away what we’ve already done to halt the slide 
of thousands of people into Magian mediocrity with our works, our advice and our 
presence. Our group is small but we are enough. We are perhaps Enough precisely 
because our group is small. But we are THEM, and we are a force to be reckoned 
with. Let us proceed one day, one month, one year at a time, forward. +O+

On the other hand, order never has a total control over chaos – otherwise life could be
impossible. The resistance of any magical current one has been involved with and 
decided to deviate from, is what tempers one’s will on the Left Hand Path, since the 
LHP is the very individual path after all. Those who write rules thereon should know 
that they are just trying to impose their own will on the others. If they prove strong 
enough to succeed in this, that’s okay, but they should never forget that sooner or 
later they may meet their match and get outplayed, and very often that will be some 
fool who cares little about their great power and wisdom. That’s the meaning of the 
Fool in the Tarot.

+O+ Merely by understanding such occult lessons exist and prevail we may seek to 
avoid the embarrassment of repeating them – there appear to be very few people who 
actively consciously understand these laws unto themselves and the consequences of 
certain actions such as the destructive entrance of hubris. Most occult groups had a 
leader who separated themselves from the other, who ceased to listen to advice, and 
whose concerns were not a bridge to the conscious and unconscious to make sense 
thereof of the secret archetypal journey and the inner workings of the psychology, 
shadow, animus and forms of the world – but to sit on a throne of gold ruling within a
demented psychosis, silencing advisers, opposition and themselves and leading to a 
less than dignified collapse. We can only devise so many safeguards, and intuit so 
many possibly bad or tragic moves to make in our chess game; but I think we are 
doing very well six years in, with a solid foundation built and a reputation achieved. 
These are both hard things to create from nothing – Oto Anorha #28 was full of 
wishes and stressed the difficulty of making something new – but I believe such 
wishful even grandiose statements have been vindicated. +O+

As for the magical defence of this present issue of the Temple of Them, it’s a matter 
worthy to be discussed by all. I could say certain things which concern my own 
interests in this present issue of THEM , and if it happens that they coincide with 
those of other members, that would be the best. I’m aware of the fact that everybody 
is different and unique, as it should be, but on the other hand, I’m interested in the 
resemblances and similarities rather than in the differences which, as I said, are a fact,
and should be a fact.
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+O+ I should like to continue pushing the formation of the Black Glyph Society and 
achieve an independent wealth or at least a stable income resource for each member 
of THEM. I think finance is not to be underestimated in our aims. +O+

Do you know the story about the eagle, the crab, and the pike who tried to draw a cart
– each one in its own unique way? Of course, magic is expected to do the impossible.
I’m just sharing certain thoughts and ideas. The last one of my current thoughts I 
would like to share without intending to be offensive to anybody here, is that I tend to
be sceptical concerning the real magical efficiency of any group whose members are 
under their 30-ties, however intelligent they might be. There is a biological matrix 
which is extremely difficult to be overcome by ambitions to prove oneself only. And 
this concerns more the males rather than the females.

+O+ You possess that view because you have the privilege of so much hindsight, a 
panorama of time and experience some of us, myself included have only achieved 
smaller windows into; it is singularly amazing to me to look back on my writing 
when I was 12, 21, 28 and today and see the vast differences in style, verbosity, 
grammar, ideology, conception, content, topic, passion, intensity, colour, emotion – 
with writings in the style of Shakespeare, serial killer, playwright, poet, sceptic, 
believer, author, and god knows how many thousands of pages and hundreds of 
drawings – and yet in all of it I still spy a kernel of my Self – sometimes hidden, but 
enduring all, beneath the surface;- some wise old man mentality or old spirit peeking 
through the stupid, the naive, the child, the convictions with a knowing smile – 
waiting to be Me, today. And no doubt waiting to be Me, tomorrow. 10, 20, 30 years 
from now I suspect he will still be there and waiting for me to catch up. Yet what is 
magic? If it is the ability to change events – the Temple of THEM was nothing a few 
years ago – not by name or nature – and now its works and words, ideas and advice 
are scattered across the globe in 50+ publications, and hundreds of manuscripts, posts
and people. We are known and respected and our current, so different from others, 
has delighted and entranced many people – taught them a thing or two also – and all 
this, with mere forms, names, titles, pictures, words from a computer or two, 
carefully managed and nurtured into the Temple of THEM today – for not a few, a 
real place of real power. This took time, lots of it, and the assistance of many people 
under 30, including myself – and, yet, Ush, now 33, only now do I feel I have the 
experience to really write from an advantageous or experienced position. I never 
meant to write so many books – and I wrote them pretty young – there are things I 
see in those books and texts now I would dearly love to change or update – that I 
didn’t see before. But they have to stay the way they are – they’re snapshots of the 
way it was or seemed to be. So – I both agree with you, and somewhat disagree with 
you on the under 30’s thing. I’m not offended by what you said – I merely think we 
all fought to be here, and a lot of people over 30 are as useless as any under 30. It’s 
our individual characters that have brought us here and shaped this Temple – whether 
we be young or old – age shall not weary us. +O+
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Now about the ideas I would like to share: About the linear historical time – the 
further from the so called zero year wherein the birth of the Nazarene is supposed to 
have taken place, the better. That’s why my research is back to the historic Bronze 
Age when humanity was still free from the Magian plague. However, the premises 
for this fall of humanity into the Magian Aeon were present still in the end of the 
Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age around the 1000 BCE. To say it with 
the terms of the Sorcery of Them, this historic passage marked the collective shift of 
the focus of awareness from the heart to the head. Of course, I don’t view this shift as
some fall from the ideal but it was a risky shift which caused a certain dis-balance 
when the connexion with THEM was lost, and this loss of balance was what gave rise
to the subhuman Magian Aeon. I said the further from the conventional zero historic 
year (when the CE – the common era, or the vulgar era, or the Christian era began), 
the better, but it means as further in the past as in the future. We look for THEM from
the future as well. Now it’s 2012 CE when the Magianism isn’t the same as it was in 
1012 CE when the Dark Age in Europe was in full progress, but now it tends to unify 
all its forms into a global system. We are looking for some alternative by thinking 
about new archetypes.

+O+ The Alpha-Cynic has well and truly emerged into the world as predicted – but 
it’s in its nice infancy, prior to the next stages which are more dangerous and where 
people try to outdo each other in the level of absurdity… that won’t be a fun time at 
all… +O+

That’s nice but we are also to try simultaneously connecting the non-Magian past 
with the non-Magian future.

+O+ I think this could be done with our Tarot – revive Sumerian images and such, 
use Non-semitic imagery and ideology, winding it into a contemporary restoration of 
certain ideas and heresies long forgotten or destroyed – second coming of Osiris for 
instance… the Great Flood of Sumer that the Ark stole… cards that help people 
Remember and tie ancient archetypes to new ones, skipping out the period of Magian 
Empire and Aeon concepts altogether… +O+

What happened 2012 BCE before that zero historic point of human fall? It was the 
time of the Sumerian Empire of Ur III dynasty – the first and the last time when that 
civilisation was unified, as well as the time of the Egyptian XI dynasty which unified 
Egypt into the Middle Kingdom. A lunar and a solar dynasty ruled the most 
developed civilisations of the world of that time. It was the time of deified rulers 
while still alive. But were these rulers really of THEM, or just willing to be of THEM
to the extent of forgetting their biologic mortality? Who knew anything about biology
then? Hadn’t they another knowledge of the things of life, which was still the 
knowledge of the heart, something the today’s scholars cannot perceive? When we 
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see that distant epoch some 4024 years back from now through the eyes of scholars, 
we see nothing else than greedy for power megalomaniac rulers as materialistic as the
present ones but with divine pretences in addition. That’s not the correct approach for
sorcerers, that’s a magically incorrect approach.

If we are to understand were these rulers really of THEM, we are to identify with 
them personally, not with their subordinate people as the scholars unconsciously do. 
For example, the materialist Marxist scholars have always been interested in how the 
people’s stomachs felt then, rather than in what the rulers’ hearts felt then. They 
search for social iniquity only in order to prove the necessity of the social entropy 
called communism. The bourgeois scholars don’t go much further except to count for 
the individual factor – again from the present rational and consumerist point of view 
projected onto the past with some count for “belief systems” as well. Even the mere 
historic factology arranged by such people is to be questioned and rethought since 
they offer the facts in the way their conditioned rationality demands. The atheist 
science needs to promulgate the idea that the monotheism was a higher concept than 
the polytheism in order to justify its own existence. And its existence is necessary not
to serve any human progress except to better the systems of control and the weapons 
for mass killing – a tendency that started in the Iron Age yet. We are searching for 
traces of THEM in the past as we are searching for signals of THEM from the future. 
We are interested in knowing and manipulating the archetypes of the collective 
unconscious to say it psychologically. We have seen that from Crowley till nowadays 
the contemporary Western approach to magic changes its forms only. The concepts 
even vary for better as far as the LHP is concerned but the world stays generally 
unchanged. Everything could be reduced to psychology only and the rest is a question
of visualisation mainly. In fact, there is no safe organic methodology in magic except 
the individual luck when applying it practically. Despite of all the smart theories the 
keys to emotionality which does all magic remain inaccessible. However, Constantin 
Stanislavski who made of acting a living science has given a method which may 
prove more adequate for the sorcerers than the occult approach. This method is “me 
in the given conditions”. If one pretends to be a magician, one shouldn’t lack the 
imagination to put oneself in any given conditions, i.e., to give oneself certain 
conditions wherein to react by one’s own emotionality. One’s own emotionality in the
given condition of the role is the key to acting, not by pretending to be someone else. 
The given conditions of a role, however, are not to be visualised, they are to be lived, 
so imagination doesn’t equal visualisation.

+O+ That is how I create the images in Archetypia… it is very difficult, which is why
there are only a few…. and how I mimic things. I’d like to know more about 
Stanislavksis method but I already have a mountain of texts I’m still reading 
through… so more is probably not a good idea. Anyway, I leave the floor to others to 
relate how they see THEM taking shape, their vision or hopes and dreams for this 
group, or predicting obstacles it might face. +O+
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There is many a magician who pretend to be someone else during their rituals. Their 
all energy is wasted while pretending, with a poor effect in the end despite of their 
precise performance. In fact, there is no response from their emotionality. Either they 
haven’t been themselves in their given conditions by pretending to be someone else 
during their ritual, or their very ritual hasn’t provided “the given conditions” of the 
role they wanted to play. (When I’m saying “ritual” it doesn’t necessarily means 
“ceremony”. A ritual could be each non-mundane act – in fact, each act dedicated to 
magic is non-mundane, and thus a ritual.) Since this thread is dedicated to the 
Egyptian studies I will continue with Stanislavski’s method of “me in the given 
conditions” but in the context of the Heliopolis cosmogony.

LOVECRAFT: FATHER OF THE TEMPLE OF THEM 
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Howard Phillips “H. P.” Lovecraft (August 20, 1890 – March 15, 1937) was an 
American author who achieved posthumous fame through his influential works of 
horror fiction. Virtually unknown and only published in pulp magazines before he 
died in poverty, he is now regarded as one of the most significant 20th-century au-
thors in his genre.

From the upcoming Sinister Dialogues: “Any power reputation or wizardry that the 
Temple of THEM induce stems from the expressions that Lovecraft gave to the world
and set in motion. Our very name, our descriptions of Tendrils, Tentacles, Forces 
from Outer Space and Inner Space, Dark Entities Sovereign Above Us, The Themo-
nomicon, Angles, Weird Geometry, Strange Dimensions, Starry Rents, Ancient Gods; 
it’s all there. You get a sense of it through Ryan’s drawings and through the Thrasz, 
through the love of Black Magic and Illuminatism, through the types of rites to an-
cient forces employed and the lexicon of unique terms used to describe the world in a
very different fashion. We are a living continuation of things that Lovecraft set in mo-
tion, we are his Shoggoths, his Yog-Sotthoth and Azagthoth. If Carl Jung is the moth-
er of our current, then Lovecraft is the father of THEM. As to whether we are ‘just’ 
original storytellers to provide a gateway to mysteries uncharted will also have to be 
evaluated by our visitors and no doubt each will differ in opinion. I think THEM have
always been quintessentially Lovecraftian and acknowledging this after wandering 
the wasteland searching for our roots in awkward places can only solidify its edifice 
as a true work of art. Everything about Ryan’s illustrations and bearing screams 
Lovecraft. His literary/esoteric cultus the Temple of THEM is a direct descendant of 
the bloodline of thought and feeling that Lovecraft etched into being. Lovingly and 
loyally continued. Albeit in some fucking weird ways.”

JOINING THE TEMPLE OF THEM

“There are some matters that should be cleared up regarding your enquiry into the 
temple of THEM. The reading of Mvimaedivm is intended as a clue into the 
operation of THEM by myself and a limited number of others, who have experience 
in ONA magickal ritual and theory and practice, but do not seek the assistance or 
company of other individuals in that practice. Mvimaedivm, is essentially meant to 
show the reader that they do not need anyone to be powerful – that power does not 
come from ritual – and that there are many misconceptions held by people about the 
role and operation of Satanic groups.
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Firstly – the readiness with which you approach weirdos such as ourselves, *s 
knowing our link with ONA doctrine and the ready acceptance of human sacrifice, is 
commendable in my eyes – you’re either fearless, or a little naive. The internet, while
useful for communicating ideas and trading opinions, building and helping people 
with their questions and providing guidance of a sort from a distance – is not 
conducive to finding people with which to perform intimate and dangerous black 
magick with, and as such, we do not actively seek members for THEM in the 
traditional way, but via a mode that has become apparent to us of the magnetic 
powers of the Self. A person who has or actively seeks to abandon all distractions and
can apprehend the world for what it is, by undertaking all necessary means to 
understand oneself and to become aware of the ego, the self, and the reunion of these 
two facets into a super-consciousness that bridges the total psyche and can access to 
greater levels of otherwise subliminal information fed from the psyche to the self via 
dreams, ones unconscious activities made conscious, art and other subtle signs etc – 
and can use that information to update, check, reprogram, and reshape oneself, 
propelling oneself toward the experiences that one’s psyche cries out for – to 
strengthen, weaken, and otherwise meld together an inhuman, or first human, being 
capable of feats of thought that dwarf and surpass the modes used by the times we 
live in that restrict, and impose morality, unnatural pressures, and blind obedience.

A person that has reached or seeks to reach such a mode, is in virtue of seeking after 
that mode, possessed of a natural dynamic that guides as though an invisible hand 
that person into the situations required for growth, or destruction – pending on the 
geometry that comprises that person’s psyche. Some persons are unable to delve into 
their psyche deeply enough to affect it, without suffering severe trauma, discomfort 
and psychological damage. But then there are those that overcome these restrictions 
of the bio-machinery set up by our ego, to discover, and then learn each facet deeply, 
until such time the ego and self work together, can be made congruent and actively 
useful in a conscious and directed way that allows the genius of dreams, of 
inspiration, of originality to surface as a greater manifestation of our acausal nature. 
Accordingly, such a person, needs no temple and has no need of ritual. Such a person 
could understand that all is illusion, but that at some point in time that person must 
become dark and self-possessed, choosing those holograms that Wyrd has shown to 
them to be the collection point where energies must be collected to give birth to 
creations that will propel their way onward even more…

Those persons who are self-possessed are of a very limited few – some, on the other 
side of the veil, the human veil, call them Satanists. THEM, comprised of a number 
of persons who are sinister and self-possessed, believe the empathy given to us as a 
group is of an extremely rare nature – it is an organic that has developed over an 
intense number of years, and is shared only by us. Each of us have had our brush with
the ONA, some more deeply than others, but each walked away with an 
understanding that is not human. A part of that understanding is that others, who 
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come to know the Self, will be part of a growing force that is the presence of the 
emerging tip of the Aeon of Fire. If these numbers grow; and because there is a half 
dozen of us with this empathy; we believe this is such a rarity that some kind of 
wyrdic propulsion is at hand for this to have happened in the first place, that this is 
the beginning of something hideous and membranous yet to reveal itself. One person,
freed or attempting to free oneself from the chains of the current ethos, the tree of 
Wyrd, is a force within the human matrix, to be reckoned with, while six is a 
cohesion rarely seen, except perhaps realised by members of our peers, the ONA. The
forces and circumstances that allow persons to cohere so strongly are rare to say the 
least and are often brought about by regular and intimate contact of a frequent basis –
but that alone is not enough to give a group genuine solidarity.

Solidarity cannot be emphasised enough as a key factor in the creation of 
environments and persons that enable change – and is unfortunately one of the 
greatest energies missing from those that practice Satanism and other types of activity
in modern times intended to alter what Is, to what could be. THEM believe, that true 
solidarity, void of petty interruptions and power-play that lead to entropy and 
destruction of a group – can only be achieved when each member is free from the 
possession of their ego, and has developed synchronous empathy with first, oneself, 
secondly, the acausal, and thirdly, the paradoxical significance and insignificance of 
the human being.

But there are considerations that perhaps you have not thought about closely. It is a 
wild, treacherous, and chaotic world – made even more so by the capriciousness of 
the human nature to be an ally, then an enemy. That THEM has managed to form a 
number of persons together that can be trusted implicitly by one another is a rare 
portent; indeed, not one of its members are in the throes of the ego that embodies 
power struggle, greed, dominance, fear, guilt, etc that is the destruction of many other
groups that forge a bond. This is not a circle that can be entered by will or good 
intentions to assist in the Sinister War alone – it must be proven to US that you are 
united in yourself and your ego, with access to your subconscious genius, and this is 
something that cannot be faked. It is a current that is at the very darkest heart of the 
human condition that each of THEM have experienced. It requires the psyche to be 
totalized, something very few persons achieve in seventy years, let alone twenty, or 
for a person to desire above all other things, to realise that totalization.

Further, entry to our circle does not mean you get to rock up on a doorstep 
somewhere in Sydney to meet us and make our acquaintance. THEM operates like 
ONA, in cells. We do not know what many of our other members look like, where 
they are, or anything else about them – only their magickal experiences, prowess, and
that they are devoid of ego – knowledge ascertained by speaking for a number of 
years very closely with these persons, and wisdom felt that there is no preteens, 
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nothing to prove, no hidden agendas, no motivations that enter the script of these 
persons – a natural aura that would prove impossible to fake.

THEM can offer you guidance from our perspective regarding what you might need 
to experience or undertake, in order to grow and outgrow your current chains, again 
and again – but we cannot make your ego and your Self unite. Only you can do that –
and that is why access to THEM is difficult. In fifteen years, only three persons have 
I ever met capable of working genuine heartfelt free black magick with, none of 
which I met on the internet. It is expected, that to keep our secrecy from being 
betrayed, that those of self will understand that they must achieve things by their own
agency. I.e. They must form their own group with their own contacts to prevent a 
future spotlight falling on any other members of THEM. Also, performing highly 
personal rituals such as ONA, or even other magickal systems, for me and for my 
partner requires a level of empathy with each other very rarely seen in our lifetime, a 
powerful bond of trust and love that has taken many years and endured countless 
hardships successfully to achieve. We cannot imagine doing this with persons we do 
not know, or persons we come to know from the internet that, owing to the 
capriciousness of human nature, can be vindictive when things don’t go their way, 
would potentially expose us and what we do, which is not limited to writing on 
internet forums and we are not willing to let that occur.

THEM could be said to work in twos, each of its members couples working together 
in absolute secret from the world, and in tandem with each other to help each other 
grow, expand consciousness, and develop understanding and precedent for those 
things we are experiencing in terms of messages from the body, the psyche, the 
interactions with the fixed world, that are new, and removed from those things 
experienced by the ego alone.

As more and more persons become self-possessed, it is expected, owing to what has 
been understood by the works of Jung, Nietzsche and others that have presenced a 
similar meme, that these persons will, if sustained by other persons possessed of self, 
and not drowned out and extinguished by ego – solidify as a movement of persons 
whose thought processes, as per the star game aims, will be symbolic, that will strip 
the importance of the matrix, of employment, of commerce, of finance, of economics,
of petty ego concerns and illusions that this is the only world, etc and seek to become 
first human, above and beyond all other concerns. When we say to become first 
human, we mean to unite the animal mind and the ego consciousness as one, dealing 
with the shadow, the anima, the animus and many other tangled knots that thwart 
growth into the full capacity of the human being – into a formidable shape shifter 
freed of the current of the aeon, and truly defy the matrix of form.
THEM has many meanings, it is not just indicative of a group of people, it also 
means Them, the Dark Gods, and their voice that issues through when the vein of the 
subconscious is tapped and directs the psyche beyond ego impulses and contrivances.
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It is also the state that is experienced when Self and Ego become active as two 
powers that can direct one, and embodies the loss of identity that allows one to 
become a shape shifter – this separates US, from them…

It is also a term to denote someone who has truly built their own self-image devoid of
others’ expectations, that shrugs off the worlds and societies roles from friends, 
family etc as projections that aim determination of the will that others stand in awe 
and fear of. Furthermore, the word THEM is an appropriation of a Magian fear 
meme. For when people quote an unknowable source in relating a scientific or 
religious fact, they generalise and thus create an illusory authoritarian figure, “they” 
i.e. “they say that…” or “that’s what they say” that builds on the fear felt by all in 
thrall to the matrix, that gives psychological and magickal credence to one’s claim. 
We have stolen that “They…” and it has become “THEM”.

BATHYSPHERE:

A Summary of Texts by the Temple of THEM

This brief list by no means encapsulates the entire corpus of THEM or lists the 
myriad other books and publications assembled for other currents under the auspices 
of the Black Glyph Society - nor does it mention the projects musical or artistic with 
which we have had involvement. It is intended as a navigational guide only to assist 
in locating specific topics or essays written by the Temple amid its labyrinth of 
thousands of pages.

CRUX:
On Crux. The Message from ThoTh of THEM. .Introduction: The Purpose of Crux 
Part One: Physis Magick: Practical Guide to Becoming an Adept. 0 The Tree of Wyrd
(Completed Pathways) 13. I A Theory of Magick 14. II Another Theory of Magick 
16. III The Seven-Fold Way- A Comprehensive Guide 19. IV Quest of the Left-
Handed Path (for males) 23. V Initiation: Traditional 29. VI Initiation: Temple of 
THEM 30. VII The 21 Atus of the Sinister Tarot of CB 32. VIII The Septenary 
Colours and their Meditatory Gateways 54. IX The Ordeal of the Ninth Moon 55. X 
On The Arts & The Dark Arts 59. XI Training the Body 60. XII Further Approaches 
to Training the Body / Alchemical Notes 66. XIII Physis – A Western Martial Art 68. 
XIV Physis and Physics 87. XV The Star Game – A Basic Introduction 90. XVI The 
Star Game – Advanced Theory 101. XVII Black Magickal Sympathy & The Star 
Game 104. XVIII Internal Adept [Notes] 114. XIX Entering the Abyss / Intimations / 
Oath / One Key / Abyssal Edge 118. XX The Rite of Nine Angles 124. XXI The Rite 
of the Nine Angles – Further Notes 128. XXII On the Symbolism of the Nine 
Angles / Esoteric Meanings / Secrets / Advanced Causal Symbology 131. XXIII Dark
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Pathworkings I / D.Pathworkings II / D.path Satanas – Thornian 134. XXIV The 
Dark Gods & Their Sigils 141. XXV One of THEM’s Approach to the Dark Ones 
142. XXVI Approach to the Language of the Dark Ones and the Acausal 145 Part 
Two: Esoteric Sorcery: XXVII Narrative Magic: An Introduction 146. XXVIIII An 
Approach to Sex Magick 153. XXIX Melos: Diabolus in Musica 155. XXX Sinister 
Chant – Further Notes 159. XXXI Chant Notation and its Transcription 161. XXXII 
On Songs and Sinister Chants 162. XXXIII The Focus of Awareness: An Approach 
164 Appendix: 0 Dark Immortal Scripts 168. I Septenary Correspondences 170. II 
Esoteric Narrative Correspondences 172. III On the Sinister Tarot 176. IV ISS / 
Letting it Be 178. V Hammers of the Witches 179. VI A Summary of the Approach to 
Black Magic by the Temple of THEM 180. VII The Occult Labyrinth: A Navigational
Guide 181. VIII Sinister/Occult Publications (The Black Glyph Society) 186. IX The 
Jung-ed Man XIII 188 Part Three: Esoteric Manuscripts: A A Brief ONA Glossary 
190. B Sigil of the ONA 198. C A Note Concerning ONA MSS 199. D Melos: 
Reprisal 200. E The Cosmic Wheel / Wheel of the Year 204. F The Runes in relation 
to the TOW 209. G Perceptual Bias and the LHp 210. H Future Magick 212. I 
Morphic Theory: Sentience of the Earth 215. J The Joy of Fanaticism and Militant 
Satanism 218. K On the Diamond Body and the ONA 222. L Notes on Crux and the 
Southern Cross 224

Liber ISS:
Temple Greeting Template. External Adept (Notes). The Tarot: TENDRIL. Protocols. 
Falcifer Aims and Intents. Al Kimiya. Howl of the Introvert. Into the Mouth of 
Madness. T.H.E.M. Primer (Original version of Abracadabra). The Secret of THEM 
is Cold & Deadly Intent. Mvimaedivm Black Rankings. The Temple Fitness Regime. 
Combat & Self-Defence

Liber Tentaculum:
Abracadabra. The Phormulae for Change (Tale of 10 Alchemists). Directives 
(Phenotype). Directive A-66. 70 Tentacles

Liber 13/13:
The 23 Syndrome. The Chronobet. An Analysis of Frequency Part I. An Analysis of 
Frequency Part II. Ad Accumulum Infinitum. Sruusis. The Sinister Grotesque: A 
Satanic Heresy

Liber Psytan:
*33. An Early study of the IOT: part 1 Liber Null. An Early study of the IOT: part 2 
Psychonaut. Brief notes on the depiction of Baphomet and the Sinister Tradition. 
Ethereal Discourses. Imperium: the Force of Escalation. Traditional Satanism: 
Through the Eyes of Them Some Notes on the Dynamism of Insight.
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Liber ABSU:
The Dark God ABSU. Absurdity vs Originality. In Absurdum. On Angles, Curves and
the ONA Part I and II

Liber Zenith Nadir:
Traps and Trapezoids: Part 1. Shouting Into the Abyss. Beyond the Adept – A 
Contemplation. Where are We now? The Irony of Giving Insight

Liber Illuminum:
Points for the Uninitiated. Conspiracy 101. An Examination of the Axioms of 
Scientology. Crips, Bloods and Australia. The Dark God Oto Anorha and the Sinister 
Feminine: Breaking the Chains

Liber Discidium:
(I) The Theory of the Beast: Part II. (II) Who/What is Satan: A Rational Dissection. 
(III) Satan - 21st Century Numinous Symbol. (IV) Satanism and Prostitution: The 
Silent Service. (V) Insights: G.MO. The Esotery of Food. (VI) Insights: On Opfers. 
(VII) Universes Parallel. (VIII) Intellect and Magic 0 (From OA#9). (IX) Notes on 
the Self (I and II). (X) The Alpha Male Vs. The Alpha Cynic. (XI) A Sinister History 
Lesson

Oto Anorha 28:
Presencing Falcifer: Aims and Intents. Insynsian: The Subjectivity of Objectivity. An 
Interview with One of THEM. Interview Extract from OA #13. Insights from a Shape
Shifter. Rain Magic*K: Acausal Magick. The Cold Facts of Form and Manipulation: 
Part 1. Psychic Vampires: An Advanced Treatise

Oto Anorha 29: (Aka 'Pantheon' A Special Issue devoted to the Dark Gods).
The Dark Gods. Notes on Origins. Tree of Wyrd. The Templar Baphomet and the Star
Algol

Oto Anorha 30:
Presencing Falcifer. Baphomet: And a Man's Role for Sinister Women: The Greatest 
Heresy. WSA352 on THEM / THEM on WSA352. THEM, Magic and the Individual 
in Context. The Last Word from One of THEM

Oto Anorha 31:
Members Eyes. Grand Black Magic: Aims of Experiment A. p3. heRe be DragOns 
(v.02) p6. The Magnitude of Scope (?) p21. On Building a Compound p24. The Death
of Touch p32. The 23 Syndrome: Notes and Practice p35.
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Oto Anorha 32:
Presencing Falcifer. Eyes of THEM. Primer. Intelligent Evil. Disonics. Causating the 
Acausal. Naos Paintings

Oto Anorha 33:
The Synchron-i-tronik Organism. Numinous Correlations. The Power of the Word. 
Magian ignorance. Lunar Understanding: A Short Tale. Warning, Children at Play - 
The First Howard´s End Story. Death of Touch [part 2] Death of Touch Kills Face to 
Face. Things in the Darkness... Altar of Perversion: Intra Naos. Sol Evil: Beyond the 
Sun. The Entelechy of Nature; Otherness; Evil. Correcting the Mythos. Howl of the 
introvert. Them, Numbers, Form and the Magi: The Inexorable March Toward 
Insynsian. Tendril: Their Will Be Dreams – the Tarot of the Temple of Them. Blood, 
Sweat, Forms and Years. The Eye of Them. Insight in Sight.

Oto Anorha 34:
Presencing Falcifer. Temple Policy 2014: Claritas e Congerie Oritur. ASOV Inaugural
Report. The Aeon of Fire. Perception and Queastellyeah. Our Rite Of Remembrance -
Charging of The Thrasz. THEM's Directives Analysis. Lunar Winds. The Rite Of 
Regurgitating Choronzon. The Nameless Rite. Breaking It Down - Psychology of The
Nameless Rite. The Nameless Rite - An Addendum

Threshold: Terato:
The Theory of the Beast. Divine Joy (1) Evolution, (2) The Great Chaos. Radia Sol: 
Emanations of the Self. (1) Opening Statements (2) What is a Model? (3) Wave 
Mechanics - A Crash Course (4) Emanations (5) Assumptions (6) The Theory (7) 
Closing Statements. In Sinister Solidarity. An Analysis of Frequency:

Threshold: Haruspex
(1) Ego - The Source of Dialect (2) Human-Centred Geometry Vs. Life-C entered 
Geometry (3) Reform and Revolution (4) Who Hears the Spheres? (5) Receptive 
Frequency: The Low Vibration of Propaganda (6) Optimum Frequency (7) The 
Fundamentals of Mind/Body Control. The Chronobet. The 23 Syndrome. Haruspex: 
Insynsian. How Will Shapes Reality. Form and Manipulation the Cold Facts Parts 
1,2,3. Baphomet and a Man's Role for Sinister Women: The Greatest Heresy. Ad 
Accumulum Infinitum. The Mind War. Petals From a Black Rose:

 Threshold: Engram
(1) The Bare Root (2) The Continuity of Bloom (3) Red or White (4) The Black Spot 
(5) Cross and Cutting (6) Hybrid Perpetual. Engram:The Fundamentals of Magic - 
Internal, External, Aeonic, Narrativic and Mythic. Radia Star - Creating One of 
THEM. On Songs and Sinister Chants. Invoking the Tempest. In the Aeon of Fire: A 
Ritual of Death.
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Threshold: Maleficia
(1) Preparation (2) Intonation of Death (3) Ritual. Alchemical Distillations (1) Luna 
(2) Mercury (3) Venus (4) Mars (5) Sol (6) Jupiter and Saturn. Eccar Vartis. Rain 
Magic*k: (1) Preparation (2) Intent (3) Primer (4) Direction (5) The Rite (6) 
Addendum. Maleficia: An Approach to Sex Magick. The Ordeal of the Ninth Moon 
(1) Arc 1 (2) Arc 2. Narrative Magic. On Psychic Vampirism (1) On Recognising 
their Poisons and the Means to their Destruction (2) The Devil of the Ego (3) 
Chameleonics (4) Ego 101 (5) The Essence of the Psychic Vampire (6) Energetic 
Exchange (7) On Insecurity (8) Initial Contact (9) Psychic Entanglement and Feeding
(10) Enarcosis (Energy Addiction) (11) Infiltration (12) Extraction (Killing a Psychic 
Vampire) (13) Awareness (14) Ritualis Sanguinis Solis. The Rite of Regurgitating 
Choronzon (1) The Rite (2) Closing. Glossary.

Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 1:
ANNOTATION. FOREWORD. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. TABLE OF 
CONTENTS. INTRODUCING AZAZAEL. CHAPTER I ~ In The Beginning… a) In
the Beginning. b) Turning Point. c) Two Worlds Collide. d) Dabbling. e) Occult 
Atmosphere. f) Mvimaedivm. g) Hype. h) The Episode of Judas. i) Aftermath. j) A 
Psychic Snapshot CHAPTER 2 ~ The Pent-Entangled Goat. a) Invocation to Lucifer. 
b) Down. c) No Sanctity. d) Minion. e) E-mails: Necronomicon & Nethnine. f) 
Azazael to V. g) Truth Vs Truth CHAPTER 3 ~ Memoirs 2003. a) Breaking the 
Crystal. b) Examining the Crystal under a Black Light. c) Giver of the Crystal’s 
Beauty CHAPTER 4 ~ Building Character. a) Shoplifting. b) Bomb Scare. c) 
Throwing Stones. d) Boat Trip. e) Break and Enter. f) Psychopath Stalking. g) First 
Acid Trip. g) Bad Karma. i) Witches. j) Rocket-Fuel. k) Alcohol. l) Prophecy. m) 
Trust. n) The Circle CHAPTER 5 ~ Building Character (2) / Sing a Song of Violence.
a)Vs Con. b)Vs Tasman. c)Vs Todd. d)Vs Daz. e)Vs Don. f)Vs Standing Guy. g)Vs 
MSK. h)Vs 2.50. i)Vs E CHAPTER 6 ~ Outroduktion . a) Utopia. b) Mad, Mad, 
Monkey. c) Untitled. d) Imagine. e) Men in Black. f) Something for the Peace 
CHAPTER 7 ~ The Worldly Parallel of Artistic Metamorphosis Diary of a

Devilworshipper Vol 2:
FOREWORD. TABLET OF CONTENTS. INTRODUCING DEVILWORSHIPPR 
CHAPTER 1 ~ The Dei-Fiction. ~) Am I A Satanist? a) In the Beginning. b) About 
the Diary. c) Uncovering the Facts. d) Knowing Darkness. e) Enemy in the Empire of
Christianity. f) The Harmful Ideology of Christianity. g) Metaphor of the Hydra. h) 
Methods of Survival by the Church. i) Disarming the Efficacy of its Enemy. j) The 
Real Symbols of the Church. k) Why Christianity is the Enemy. l) A Universe Void of
God. m) Stagnation of Reality. n) See no Evil, Hear no Evil, Speak no Evil. o) A 
Comment on Aeonics. p) An Unknown Universe No Hindrance. q) About Asking 
Questions. r) Circularity MY MEMOIRS - A SUMMARY: a) Calcination. b) Finding 
'Good' and 'Evil'. c) Early Ideas about Satan . d) Rant on Lucifer. e) Trying to Be 
Satanic. f) In Awe. g) 50/50 Becomes 100%. h) Getting to Know the Pseudo-Side. i) 
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Noticing Illusions. j) Deeper In the Lies. k) I Dream of Judas. l) As Above, So Below.
m) Getting to Grips with my Lifestyle Choice. n) Diplomatically Dealing with a Vast 
Span of Time. o) Wicca. p) No Satan in Witchcraft. q) The Champions get 
Championed, the Idols Idle By and Die. r) Looking into TOS. s) Getting Here. t) 
Need to Know Basis CHAPTER 2 ~ The Existential Psyche of DWR CHAPTER 3 ~ 
Heurisy and Heresy. a) On the Subject of ONA MSS. b) From Raven Made: Notes on
the Sinister Tarot. c) Lyrics from Umbral Presence. d) The Advanced Stargame 3d 
Project e) Dark Angles. f) Creating Dark Angles. g) My Ritual Self-Initiation. h) Dark
Path Working: Summoning Aosoth. i) Black Magic. j) Silencing the Lamb. k) Playing
the Neo-Nazi: An Insight Role. l) Letter to the Embassy of Lucifer. m) On the Subject
of Christian Values. n) Letter to Imperium Galactica. o) Notes on the 28 Hour Day. p)
Appealing to the Nazi. q) Letters to Alex . r) The Psychology of Satanism + “Insight 
into the Machine?”. s) Spamming CHAPTER 4 ~ The Collection Plate. 1) 
Contributions to “The Collection Plate”. 2) TCP - Mark II: Exit the Eagle & Enter the
Phoenix. 3) Temple of the Tangent. 4) Founders Message . 5) Tangents I CHAPTER 
5 ~ Methodica. a) Satan as a Father Figure. b) Tinkering. c) On the Subject of the So-
Called Secrets of Feng Shui. d) Feng Shui: A Reply. e) Feng Shui: A Retort. f) Ur. g) 
Excerpts from “Naos: The Search” / Final Transmission. h) Diet. i) Regarding Ways. 
j) Evolution. k) Notes on Insight Roles CHAPTER 6 ~ Conversations of a DWR. a) 
13 Vs DWR. b) Zero Vs DWR. c) 666 Vs DWR. d) 11 Vs DWR. e) 707 Vs DWR 
(The Biblical Creationism Debate)

Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 3:
INTRODUCING TNEPRES RA. TABLET OF CONTENTS CHAPTER 1 – UNDER
THE PSYCHROSCOPE. (a) Demaphyr. (b) Radia Sol: Emanations of the Self / A 
Theory. (c) Be It Ever So Sinister… There’s No Place Like Home . (d) Through the 
Looking Glass. (e) The Simultaneous Pulse / A Theory. (f) Notes on the Nth Degree 
of Numinosity. (g) Shape-Shifting. (h) Confessions of a ‘Sun God’ 115 e.h.. (i) The 
Philosophers Stone: A Beginners Guide. (j) In Search of the Black Rose. (k) The 
Axioms of Scientology: A Critique CHAPTER 2 – SINISTER EXPANSIONS. (a) 
Black Magical Sympathy and the Star Game (b) The Star Game: Abstract Literature. 
(c) The Star Game: Geometric Complexity. (d) The Star Game: 18 Points of Strategy. 
(e) The Star Game: Simplifying the Alchemical Transitions. (f) The Star Game: As a 
Training Device for Managing a Temple. (g) Hel. (h) Regarding Hel. (i) Letters from 
Arcturus. (j) Sechnacht. (k) Notes On Sechnacht. (l) Hell 3: The Final Triangle. (m) 
Pi. (n) On Pi. (o) Philosophedron. (p) The Web of Wyrd. (q) Satanism and Creativity. 
(r) The Galactic Organic MSS: Indisigual. (s) The Galactic Organic MSS: The 
Galactic Organic. (t) Sub Rosa: A Sinister Play. (u) SubTerrosa. (v) Walk. (w) Prima 
Magica Tnepres. (x) The Naos Project: Acknowledgements and Naos MSS 
Introduction. (y) Onaos. (z) The Naos Project . (1) Notes on the Naos Project I. (2) 
Notes on the Naos Project II. (3) Minoris: An Exploration of the Sinister Minor 
Arcana. (4) Aeonisy: An Aeonic Odyssey. (5) A Note on Gates. (6) An Examination 
of the Sinister Major Arcana. (7) Notes on the Sinister Tradition e.XI. (8) Prototype 
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Naos Tarot Sketches. (9) Excerpts from Yiadry CHAPTER 3 – ON ANGLES AND 
CURVES [AND THE ONA]. (a) Angles and Curves (and the ONA) Part I. (b) Angles
and Curves (and the ONA) Part II. (c) Angles and Curves (and the ONA) On Part III. 
(d) Discussion on the release of the Angles and Curve Manuscripts CHAPTER 4 – 
THE TOB AND THE 333 CURRENT. (a) Project Evisceral. (b) Entry 9 Day 2: From
the Diary of Evisceral (V.01). (c) Heresy and the Heart of Darkness. (d) peaSe lovE 
and munGbeans. (e) The Clandestine Burning: A Reply {excerpts]. (f) 18.333 – The 
Alchemy of Death CHAPTER 5 – SINISTER PROSE: THE ELDER POEMS. (a) 
Mergence. (b) Nuhrasis: The Man Gate. (c) Sruusis: The Star Gate. (d) Ideathology. 
(e) I. (f) II. (g) Blanket CHAPTER 6 – THE TREATY OF THE INFERNAL 
ALLIANCE (x) Uae [ Emanations of Urania – An Artistic Explication ]

The Sorcery of THEM:
Preface. I. The Temple of Them and the Sorcery of Them. II. The Sorcery of Them 
versus the Magian. III. Magickal Socialism. IV. The Sinister & the Dexter. V. The 
Body and the Wyrd. VI. The Devil and the Quest of Sorcery. VII. The Hierarchy of 
the Temple of Them. VIII. Physis. In Conclusion

Tower: ORDER OF SATURN
PG. 5 History of the Order. PG. 7 Introductory Letter from the Koryphaios. PG. 11 
On Initiation - Precursory/secondary lecture. PG. 13 Probationary Lecture # 3: 
Introduction to Magic. PG. 15 Probationary Lecture # 3: -The Superficial Self. PG. 
18 Tasks of Probation. PG. 22 On Degrees. PG. 25 Tasks and Descriptions of Practice
- Probation. PG. 29 Meditation Practice. PG. 32 Morality Roster. PG. 35 Self 
Reliance

HOUSE RUIN.
PG. 41 The Tower. PG. 43 Limits and Boundaries. PG. 47 Magic, In Theory. PG. 51 
Membership to House Ruin. PG. 52 On Degrees. PG. 53 Ritual, In Practice. PG. 59 
The Face of the Path. PG. 63 The Subtle Ecstasy. PG. 67 Tower Meditation – 
Outermost Form

Physis of the Sinister: Part 1: Narrowing the Sinister.
Universal Psychic Trauma and the Genesis of Fear. SinisterCyber-Phobia: Man vs. 
Machine. Chronocentric Acceleration. The Multi facets of Morbidity. The Tragedy of 
Independent Causal Lifelines of Freed Perspective. Edges of the Sinister

Physis of the Sinister: Part 2: Nothing to Fear but Fear Itself

Physis of the Sinister: Part 3: Love Conquers All.
Through Fear, the Love. First came Fear…
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The Grey Letters:
On Killing / Opfers. Astral Dreams. The Inverse Growth of the Master. Posts The 
Undead. The Demon, Orgasmatron: Parts I & II. Female Representation in THEM. 
Notes; Abyss... Love vs. Loyalty: A Study of Fear and Control. A Degree of 
Separation. Cold Fusion / Inherent Compulsion. THEM: Realism. Insight. Universes 
Parallel. Letter. ABK ALGMOR RPSTOVAL. Oto Anorha: Satanic Fiction. Anima, 
my Love! The Moon Ordeal. The Power of Will to Shape Reality. On Magical 
Perception. Exercises related to the E/e. Self, Ego and ONA. Our Work. On the Mind 
War. Running Silent. Confessions of a Shape-Shifter 118 e.h.. Forms and Magic. 
Cold Facts of Form and Manipulation: Part 2. Cold Facts of Form and Manipulation: 
Part 3

Onaos:
Tree of Wyrd – 3. Sinister Tarot: A Theory of Archetypal Resonance – 4. The Naos 
Deck: Overview – 7. The Symbolism – 8. Tarot Images: the Three Levels of the 
Sphere (fig) – 8. The Enclave -9. The Muse -9. Minoris – 10. Aeonisy – 28. The 
Galactic Organic – 43. Sample Readings – 48. Subrosa: A Sinister Play – 55. Hel: 
Fiction of a Dark Archetype - 66 (Only Them's Texts Listed)

The Star Game: Advanced and Assorted Essays.
 [I] THE STAR GAME. (i) Black Magical Sympathy and the Star Game:. (ii) 
Mapping an Energetic Node. (iii) On Abstraction. (iv) Micro-Matrixes. [II] Abstract 
Literature: A Training Exercise. [III] On Geometric Complexity. [IV] The Star Game:
18 Points of Strategy. [V] Simplifying the Alchemical Transitions. [VI] Benefits of 
the Star Game: As a Training Device for Managing a Temple. [VII] Star Game 
Construct Method. (i) Image of the Basic Stargame. (ii) Image of the Star-cubes. 
[VIII] Online Stargame Tournament. (i) Image of Online Stargame Boards w/Co-
Ordinates.. [IX] The Stargame: In-depth MSS from NAOS. [X] Further Moves and 
Insights. [XI] The ASG3D Project

External Sinister Dialogues: Sinister Angles blog spot
No Choice but Theist: Dark Gods, Sex, Black Magic and Orgasm: Pillars 3
Directive A-66 : The Sinister Flame
Radia Sol: Clavicula Nox Issue 1 Ixaxaar
Myths Bitches: Into The Fire E-Zine
Ryan Anschauung and a Matter of Honour: Into the Fire E-Zine
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CHAPTER 2
FORM
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THE COLD FACTS OF FORM AND MANIPULATION [1]

1. In 2007 it is estimated that those who sustain a roof over their head, are able to 
feed and clothe themselves and have the luxury of spare change in their wallet or 
purse make up the luckiest, richest 8% of the global population.

1.1 Basic amenities such as clean drinking water, hot water, a flushing toilet; for 
instance, or an infrastructure in place that ensures timely removal of rubbish, accurate
charge for electricity, water or gas bills, or a competent police force that serve and 
protect – largely free of corruption, are almost unheard of in some 60% of the world’s
countries.

1.2 In Psychology/Criminology it is held that for the Serial Killer to have the time to 
commit murder they must have first satisfied the basic needs of food, water and 
shelter. Only after satisfying these important primary drives can extraneous luxuries 
of habit such as time to hunt for victims, stalking, etc be made and other activities 
explored or pursued.

1.3 The ability to sit down and write is only afforded from a secure environment that 
satisfies these important primary drives. Adolf Hitler was able to write ‘Mein Kampf’
whilst imprisoned because he was regularly fed, given water, and sheltered from the 
elements. His basic survival drives were taken care of allowing him to free up time to
think and write that might otherwise have been taken up thinking about how hungry 
he was, trying to stay alive by eating whatever he could find, extract or somehow 
filter water and trying to find somewhere safe and warm to shelter or hide. Likewise, 
Anne Frank, was able to write her diary because her basic needs for food, water and 
shelter were met – ensuring her survival and the security to write.

2. Thus, because the average writer must first satisfy these drives, and satisfying 
these three drives is only achieved on a consistent basis by perhaps the top ten 
percent of the world’s population bracket – writing is a luxury. Owning a computer, a 
typewriter, paper, pen, or other material possessions used to write places the writer 
even higher in the bracket; that of being wealthy enough to be able to afford them or 
live in a country where these materials are legal and accessible.

2.1 This does not apply in all cases however, the Marquis De Sade for instance, was 
denied any writing implements whatsoever after reports of his literature being 
smuggled out of prison were received. And although all his furniture and possessions 
were removed from his cell, he devised novel ways to continue to write – including 
using his own blood for ink and his finger for pen, and even used his own excrement. 
Nevertheless – without being fed, watered, [at least intermittently] or sheltered he 
would not have had the luxury of time to think about or pursue his writing.
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2.2 Writers are thus, in comparison to the majority of the world’s inhabitants, a 
creature afforded rare luxury. The fact that a writer has the time to sit down and write 
a text indicates that an environment is available to them that allows them to satisfy 
the three basic drives so they may write.

2.3 Anton LaVey was clearly able to satisfy the three basic urges and pen the Satanic 
Bible. Anton Long was also clearly able to satisfy the three same urges in order to 
write the voluminous material belonging to the ONA. And I, also required these three
urges satisfied to afford me the security to write out these points.

3. If writing is not a decadence, then at the very least it is a luxury restricted to the 
very few able to afford it. The Internet, the access to which is grossly taken for 
granted, is populated solely by the verse of a decadent upper echelon comprising the 
lucky 8% of the world’s inhabitants.

3.1 Of that verse, most is written by fed, watered, clothed and sheltered individuals 
able to have a hot shower, drink clean water, and dribble out the garbled nonsense 
and noise that such security affords them.

3.2 There are some individuals who do not waste the potential of the Internet to reach
others or emit the written word – however the majority of useful thoughtful content 
hosted on the Internet is dominated by classical literature written well before the rise 
of the computer and the technological age.

3.3 Some writers are consciously aware of and grateful for their fortunate 
circumstances, realising that writing is a luxury that comes to less than 75% of the 
world’s population. As a result, they take great care with the emission of their words; 
resisting the modern decadent preoccupation of dribbling shit like an unchanged 
baby.

4. These writers are extremely rare.

THE COLD FACTS OF FORM AND MANIPULATION [II]

1. The majority of human beings are ruled by Fear and Laziness.

1.2 Laziness is enshrined in the least necessary force required to achieve an aim or 
intent.

1.3 Fear is enshrined in the lack of strength to do more than the bare minimum. To 
resist the instinctual impetus to rise above the pathetic standard set by one’s society 
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for oneself or recognise one’s inherent Choice to obey that standard stems from one’s 
cowardice, ignorance, or fear.

1.4 If the Magi of the East ever possessed the power to psychologically/magically 
enslave people neither of these two terms would have been understood as being the 
name of the ‘mechanism’ or coercing force behind this enslavement. What occurred 
of necessity to enslave a race or populace was the human-tradition of Force by 
Physical Submission whether by massive Wars or individual or group Violence, thus 
was the world sorted into leaders and followers.

2. Aside from Physical Enforcement however, there no doubt grew an awareness of 
and development of the early science of persuasion/manipulation that involved 
Appealing to one Mass in order to assemble a Form large or powerful enough in 
mind, spirit and body to achieve the enslavement of another Mass of People.

2.1 The Magi, if they ever existed, would not have known what psychology was, or 
perhaps even used the term Magic. There is, despite the frantic and intellectual 
wishful thinking of scholars, almost no connexion to these people, their world, or 
their consciousness that relates to modern day people, their world, and their 
consciousness. The only connexion that exists is that these beings although termed 
‘human’ were termed something else well before Latin terms became popular through
Science – shared a roughly similar biological shape to modern day human-beings and
perhaps, similar biological drives.

2.2 The Original Magi, are long dead. It is their ideas that have lived on. And the very
same special effects that they are remembered for via the Bible are carried out today 
with almost no-one the wiser. It is still, for instance, common to enshrine some 
individual with a perceived aura of power and prestige by the mere bringing together 
of already influential people who are then seen taking said individual under their 
wing. And it is still common for a similar enshrinement to happen in an invisible, 
underground manner. This leads to an instant elevation of status by proxy. Thus did 
the Wise Men or three ’Magi’ help make of Jesus a holy man and emperor. Thus did 
the Roman Army help make of Caesar a powerful leader of Rome. Thus did The 
Thule-Gelleschaft make of Adolf Hitler the Fuhrer of Nazi Germany.

2.3 The fixation on the personal [and thus aeonically irrelevant except as examples of
a type of energetic manifestation] names, achievements, influences of an energetic 
manifestation in physical persons, physical lodges, deliberate movements, such as 
‘the Magi’ or ‘White Lodge’ is to apprehend the appearance and not the essence.

2.4 The Appearance/Form/Myth of a “Magi” is sealed with the Western Ethos – 
remembered because of their role in the Bible – a Form that has now existed for 
thousands of years. Hence, by a combination of chance and deliberate enforcement, 
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has their myth, by proxy of being associated with the Bible, remained intact and 
living and, invested with far more importance than is right or deserved. The ‘Magi’ 
are in Essence, just one mostly irrelevant example of the means to effect deliberate 
Change in a society. This is nothing new, and nothing magical, but it is and always 
has been an extremely effective method of controlling the Matrix. It is a practice that 
has been enshrined today no differently than it was thousands of years ago in the 
predecessors of the practice of which the Magi was one example in the Neo-
Conservative methodology of the American New World Order.

3. All Mutinies, Coups, Revolutions, Dissents, Wars, Peace Marches, 
Demonstrations, Rallies, Groups, rely on the coercement of others over to one’s side. 
If one has the benefit of already having those on their side who lead and influence 
large numbers of important or tactically important persons, so much the better.

3.1 Modern Celebritism is based on exactly these basic principles. Powerful Media 
persons take some talent-less hopeful and turn them into a ’Star’ overnight via the co-
operation of the Music Industry, the Marketing Machines, Tabloid and Magazine 
Moguls, and the Merchandising Industry in a joint collaboration that appeals to each 
of their interests to grow their influence and make money off a cashed-up susceptible 
[insert stupid] populace. This collaboration has been recently termed ‘Cronyism’ and 
means the behavioural habit of looking out for or showing preferential treatment of 
one’s close colleagues at the expense of all outsiders. There is nothing mystical or 
magical about this: it is as old as the first demonstration of greed [and how many 
have you seen in the last few days let alone the last 100,000 years?] and appeals to 
the base human desire, to ’own stuff’.

3.2 This energetic meme of greed, of appealing to others to form a group to fulfil 
some aim or intent; whether it be a mutiny of the Bounty, or the Ultra-Violence of the
Droogs, is the only essence of the Magi. An elaborate deception by thousands of 
persons over time slowly fostered this meme into a human body; the rumours and 
rampant speculation of which led to such notions as the ‘Illuminati’, ’White Lodge’ 
etc. What is rarely understood by aspirants is that it is the artistic/romantic seed of 
these ideas at the level of rumours that influences some person or other to take it 
upon themselves to manifest such notions. Thus, in mere suggestion, lies the seed of 
manifestation. Whilst the energetic meme used by the ‘Magi’ is essentially a neutral 
magical force: those strong enough to be leaders [All Leaders] have used it and still 
use it, [IT being ‘Narrative Magic’] to formidable effect. Effect that is interpreted 
differently pending one’s spiritual division.

3.3 Satanic Mimesis of this meme involves using the meme to create a 
Sinisterion/Syndicate that eschews laziness and fear. Because the Magian have been 
so lax in the formulation of other magical applications owing to the astounding 
success of their prime agent – all structures built and maintained by the Magian are 
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founded on this basic principle illustrated by the Magi and thus conform to an 
identical geometry at their essence. This has enabled, with the emergence of several 
black magical weapons previously veiled, the blueprint of the meme to be studied and
a solution found to counter the meme involved.

3.4 Just as the Satanist ventures so very far before being tempted sorely to abandon 
their Quest to be like Satan to go over to the Other side, to God, to the Secret 
Samadhi and must reject Divinity to return to Earth as a Dark God – using the meme 
of the Magi to launch an abyssal/aeonic defensive – a structure that mimics those of 
the Magi must be constructed using intrinsically similar principles but within which 
writhe conscious tendrils/a twist that redirects the causal forms created by the meme 
into Sinister crystallizations.

4. Unless the meme being used to affect a re-orientation/ “de-stortion” of Magian 
control is consciously understood and the ‘de-storters’ self-protected/insulated against
the Wyrd/Ethos of the Aeon the meme will be forced to grow in accordance with that 
Wyrd/Ethos and take the shape/form of a Magian structure.

4.1 Awareness of the vagaries of a meme and its inherent ability and effects and 
awareness of Aeonics, human vagaries and its historical/memetic record of 
behaviours is still not enough to insulate a form from Ethos distortion. There must be 
a supra-personal goal pursued above all individual concerns the implementation of 
which is designed to strike at the very heart of the Essence of the ’Magi’ and not the 
appearance – this involves the collaboration of the extraordinary efforts by 
Undividuals or ’first humans’ to solidify as a cohesive force to combat the meme 
without being seduced by the meme. There must [at this stage in history] be an 
aggressive, time-based momentum that appeals to the counter-meme characterised by
Satan.

4.2 Seduction by an eventuation of Power would mean that the counter-meme has 
failed to overcome the distortion and become a distortion itself – and as a 
Representative of Opposition that would require being headed by Adepts – an 
incredibly powerful one capable of undermining a great many attempts by the 
Syndicate to reverse the damage owing to their extensive knowledge of the 
techniques and modalities of the Black Arts. In this event, those Undividuals would 
become extremely dangerous enemies to the Satanic Syndicate, to the Sinister, and to 
Change and should be sought out and promptly executed.

4.3 Overcoming Seduction cannot be achieved by a being possessed and driven by a 
human-centred geometry – geometry that is generally of the personal sphere. Only a 
life-centred geometrical possession enables the cold detachment necessary to chain 
the ego to the Undividualized Will of the Satanic Adept.
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4.4 The majority of Great Leaders have been seduced by power, inevitably leading to 
Hubris and their decline.

5. The majority of Great Leaders fell into Hubris either by ignoring the warnings of 
imminent seduction and excess of power – or did not have the Undividuated support 
of Five other Satanic Adepts.

5.1 The Enshrinement of Fear and Laziness is the real essence of the Way that has 
come to be seen as a personalised ‘White Lodge’ or ‘Magian’ distortion comprised of 
a group of white magical masters acting in conspiracy. Most persons living that Way 
are, aeonically, as meaningless as those persons who live the meme of the Sinister 
Tradition which is equated to Wisdom and Striving – for both are superseded by the 
power of the memes that influence them.

5.2 Part of being an Adept is understanding and accepting these facts as a means to 
move forward.

THE COLD FACTS OF FORM AND MANIPULATION [III]

1. The Form of the Magi below the Abyss IS diametrically opposed to the Form of 
the Sinister.

1.1 The Form of the Magi after the Abyss is seen to utilise identical energetic 
leys/currents/memes as the Sinister. The two forms now swim interchangeable.

1.2 What then is the inherent difference between the Magi and the Sinister?

1.3 When apprehended in the context of ‘Form’ the inherent differences are different 
pending the Time and Culture and Individual Terminology.

1.4 When apprehended in the context of ’Dialectic’ the inherent differences are 
unified and expressed below the Abyss via the ‘Narrative’ Appeal of Leaders.

2. Narrative is racially, spiritually, intellectually, magically, historically etc defined by
Pre-time Events. Pre-Time events are events that have their roots in the past, well 
before the birth of an Individual and are generally never created from Original 
inspiration.

2.1 Pre-Time Events are taken/drawn from tradition, culture, heritage, legend, 
storytelling, and myth. Such Events are featured and referred to in holy books and 
guides with the express intention to help offer guidance to an 
individual/group/culture/civilisation and function as a Weltanschauung or World 
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View of Order amid what is invariably referred to as an approximate of the Chaos and
Confusion of the World.

2.2 Pre-Time Events are always based on a pre-nirvana or pre-paradise [I.e., Atlantis] 
that is enshrined in a “Golden Age” from which Humanity as a whole has fallen from 
and must attempt to return to by living a certain way and upholding certain values.

2.3 Some of these Events prefigure a race of Gods that existed before Men. As a man 
of ‘modern’ consciousness I do not doubt that Men interpreted Gods from what they 
saw. As a magician I do not doubt that there were Gods. A large majority of these 
Gods were atavistic/animalistic/monster type entities. Only when proto humanity 
became more aware of its own humanoid form did such Gods begin to take on an 
appearance more like men.

2.4 It is inevitably a previous Form that is lived by an Individual and previous forms 
on which they base their way of living. Partly due to the communal system of peers, 
parents, authorities or state for instance, the individual builds a strong relationship 
with Forms tied to and rooted in the Past – especially, Pre-Time Events. Although at 
the time these Forms are learnt, they may seem to be rooted in the Present from the 
individual’s point of view.

3. The Origin of Narrative appears to have arisen of its own accord – yet we may 
deduce that it occurred between the inception of Original Chaos – and the faculties of
Interpretation that led to the rudiments of the early Matrix that led to symbols/idols 
and group worship of a Form.

3.1 The current personal embodiment of the Magian wishes the ability for these kinds
of observations to be forgotten so they may maintain their Status Quo in stasis.

3.2 The Sinister wish these observations to be considered with the full gravity they 
deserve as they speak of the undercurrents of what is really there before our eyes, viz.
Geometry, and reduces the overwhelming diversity and glamour of the world into the 
context of Forms. This reduction divests the Magian of the protection of an 
impossibly complex network of things to be considered in any contemplation and 
places them in a simple context of biological/cerebral evolution, effectively stripping 
semantics down to the bone and removing the labyrinth of magical mystique that 
hides their own Origin in much the same way a magic trick is revealed to the 
magician’s audience.

3.3 From the evidence of the manner in which we can observe today: that the fetus 
forms in the womb, the brains and synapses knit together, the bones solidify and the 
teeth, nails and hair begin to sprout, and the passage of an infant from a helpless baby
into a wobbly toddler with stilted speech into a relatively articulate adult human 
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being THEM believe that there is strong evidence for man’s foundation in a system of
biological evolution. Yet makes no assumptions as to the state of Life or existence of 
non-human entities prior to the Original Act of Staring into the Abyss.

3.4 The behaviour of certain men is what has come to be defined as the Magian, from
all the evidence of biology/anthropology afforded to us today, arose, after, the 
Original Chaos. It is unlikely that the concept of ‘Magi’ on which many modern-day 
practitioners gleefully project their Shadow – were born with a malevolent streak to 
control. The Magian utility of Form to control could not have eventuated at least until
Physical Violence was discovered: Chance let a being perform some unique display 
that engendered the awe/fear of others: or some means of communication was 
devised and made more sophisticated over time to share Interpretation.: and 
enjoyment was derived from the Abuse of these. The early Sinisterion logically
evolved side by side with what would become the Magian and probably differed from
them only in their opinion as regarded the direction of the Narrative gleaned from this
abuse.

4. THEM hold – the Essence of the condition understood as “the Sinister” existed 
before men.

4.1 THEM hold – the Essence of what is understood as “Satan” / that current of 
Original Chaos of which “Satan” is only a recent extension, existed before Form and 
prior to Men as an antediluvian Sacred Geometry.

4.2 The Abyss came First. Second, the Sinister. Third, the Magian. I.e., Shock and 
Awe and the Staring into the Abyss. The development of a human being and its 
interaction with the world. The interpretation of the world.

4.3 The rudimentary forms of the Magian and the Sinister co-evolved late in the 
Interpretations of Humanity in a continuous struggle to Express. What is Expressed 
changed then and changes endlessly as it does today for Man is not conscious of what
he is trying to Express and relies on the convenience of the Matrix and its catalogue 
of Pre-Time Events to define that Expression. And to re-define the Expression. And 
helplessly, in all efforts to re-define the Expression, ad infinitum.

4.4 Without knowing Why, Man Expresses. These Expressions are bound up in 
available Forms, in politics, in religion, in pre-time events and traditions that 
preceded that person. Any source of the origin of the need that incites the need for 
Expression remains an esoteric enigma – buried under hundreds of thousands of years
of forgetting the Original Chaos via the constraints of that Chaos in an artificial 
Matrix of interpretations.
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5. ‘Satanism’, as practiced by the ONA, hosts a deliberate system of erosion of 
fundamental ’dogmas’ that thrive in the Matrix and hold together many of its 
structures. THEM believe that this species of Satanism in particular is key to 
Remembering. The Sinister Tradition records adversarial memes that do not seek to 
act within and with the permission of the Matrix, but from outside looking in on the 
Matrix. Their systematic study of the formation of the forms in the Matrix and the 
Acausal as a means of placing thousands of these forms into one simple time-based 
context of an Aeon, triggers a ghostly Remembrance of the Original Chaos beneath 
the Illusion.

5.1 The atavistic/primal Memory of the Original Chaos and thus the Condition of 
Man and the questions that should be asked to get closer to it separate the Sinister 
from the Magian. The Sinister/Satan could be better understood if a thorough 
curiosity were extended into the development of man using the existing evidence and 
working backwards, without going so far as to contemplate any unobservable events 
such as the Big Bang Theory or the magical mystical point-blank of Creationism but 
to contemplate the proper Event in Time that logically suggests Us.

5.2 The Magian does not seek to reduce the clutter of the Matrix but to add to it – 
they are a species characteristically ruled by Fear. They strive to Forget.

5.3 The Sinisterion strives to Remember. To understand what is being Expressed both
by and beneath the Illusions in which they find themselves surrounded.

5.4 The Magian are “The Closers” – the Sinisterion are “The Openers”.

6. What is culturally/aeonically/cosmically etc ‘correct’ is at its Essence a matter of 
personal contemplation and a will to re-power Pre-Time Events. What is 
culturally/aeonically/cosmically ‘correct’ etc is at its Appearance a matter of Pre-
Time Events.

6.1 The truths revealed in the Abyss are impossible to reconcile with the truths 
adhered to below it.

6.2 It is both right and madness to ‘Remember‘.

6.3 Remember.

MAH-WIM-AYE-DAY-UM
THE ACTION PLAN

1. One of the main actions of the Temple of THEM, as detailed in 2008's release of 
issue #28 of Oto Anorha, was to set in place a new system.
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2. Against us, are massive odds. These odds include existing systems, traditional 
behaviours and ways of doing things, changing things and repeating old patterns in 
the mistaken belief one is changing things.

3. These odds also include resistance to new methods by other forces, minor and 
major including forces that do not appear to be escapable (hubris/entropy), 
forces/forms that stand to lose ground from what we say (other groups and persons 
whose vested interest is in sustaining traditional methods), or alchemical forces such 
as person(s) or events whose existence clashes with ours or who have a legitimate or 
illegitimate opposition to us.

4. In attempting not to repeat these traditional methods, we have had to develop 
experimental unorthodox treatments.

5. We have had to ask some unusual questions. Such as 'Can you unite people without
a hierarchy, shared beliefs, common goals, losing individuality, power games, in-
fighting, hubris, dissent, proximity, identity, symbolism, cosmology, ideology?

6. THEM desires the best of both worlds and seeks to find ways to dissolve 
contradiction between any two or more given forms. Since between two forms is 
where dichotomy breeds and good vs evil spawn. Good vs evil gives rise to an 
'Enematia', (A phantom suggestion of an Other) - this is how humanity has been for 
an age, can we overcome it?

7. To give absolutisms creates tyranny – to allow free reign creates anarchy. Both are 
necessary even as they are contradictory. How does one draw an outline without a 
drawing implement? How does one create solidarity without others knowing against 
what they assemble?

8. How to speak to people using a movement without creating a new dogma? How to 
make the boundaries of our presence known without controlling others? How to 
move beyond dichotomy when language is built to create it?

9. Externally, THEM is given voice by its method of pluralisation in which its 
members are referred to as WE and the impression given that all members of THEM 
agree to the same terms and conditions, maxims and mottoes laid out by a single 
speaker. Internally, members may not necessarily be in agreement or regard 
themselves as subject to or of maxims expressed by the speaker.

10. THEM believe that long ago, at crucial stages in human development, a mind war
took place, and was lost against humans using superior forces and forms that 
enslaved others using ancient forms of magic.
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11. This crucial period was inaugurated with the invention of Christ who 
amalgamated all previous pagan stories of life into one ultimate ideation that 
identifies itself as monotheism. This ideation would alter and instil, through force and
ferocity the concept of singularity and a single apex that governed the known and 
unknown universe. It spread out across the world creating shadows of itself such as a 
Single book (the Bible), a Single Mythos (Judaeo-Christianity), a Single Language. 
(Latin).

12. When Nietzsche declared God to be dead, he exalted his singular concept of 
nihilism as the only answer – others would continue a monotheistic legacy with or 
without God – exalting some other single purpose, answer or philosophy as the 
meaning of all things, and like countless devotees of monotheism before them, fight 
ferociously to protect their one law – their Insynsia. God is not dead; the presence of 
his particular person is simply no longer necessary. But the great and lasting legacy of
monotheism continues, creating death and destruction, pain and suffering, through the
inability of humanity to entertain several or limitless ideation at once. What is foreign
to a singular paradigm becomes the enemy of that paradigm;- this fact is implicit in 
all known paradigms. When singularity is challenged, it reacts badly because it seeks 
to defend its singularity. This is why religion is dangerous and why the ego is 
dangerous.

13. Such humans developed and mastered particular and insidious manipulations of 
the senses and social processes allowing them and other men to seize power over 
others using old magic. These magic's included politics, stratification, economics, 
violence, illusion, coercion, collusion, primary needs, rewards and punishment, pride 
and prejudice, forces and forms. They still do.

14. THEM believe that revolution changes power's hands it does not change 
humanity. Humans will with regularity repeat the game of master and slave.

15. The Temple of THEM exists to eradicate the footprints of God. And in this 
holocaust are included the footprints of Satan.

16. THEM must find ways to defeat both of these abstracts and their baggage.

17. Therefore it further exists to eradicate utterly the inheritances of monotheism, 
Insynsian (transferring the oneness of God to another idol), dualism (meaning 
dichotomy of good vs. evil).

18. And change the brain through adoption and use of novel methods so that it can be 
trained to entertain multiple paradigms at all times without traditional conflict of 
singularity.
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19. THEM does not merely identify problems, more importantly it creates and 
implements, solutions.

20. THEM is a term with multiple meanings but essentially implies that any one thing
does not exist in isolation and is always accompanied by a honeycomb of others.

21. In eradicating God and religious ideation we do not require the destruction of its 
idols, its ideas, its architects and architecture – we require to identify what makes 
God, God and undermine it.

22. The Planet speaks with forces that treat us with indifference – it has a life of its 
own, a time cycle of its own that dwarfs us and our sentimental constructs, existing as
it does through Aeons. Yet we mimic its every move, copy its essence, because we are
fractals of the same Creatrix. As the Earth has Tsunamis and Earthquakes that 
devastate the land and sea, so do humans have personal equivalents that flood us with
emotion or subconscious contents bringing with it waves of destructive debris, and 
just as earthquakes tear apart the ground creating deep chasms and levelling 
buildings, so too can the human experience a ‘shock to the system’ strong enough to 
level the concepts and beliefs, faith or trust we have built in our minds, or have our 
solid foundations shattered in the wake of deep psychological tremors. Both forces, 
Phorm and Form, are types of THEM – Dark Gods – terrific forces that bring us to 
our knees. It is these that we identify, worship and seek to understand.

23. Natural Disasters, and among these should be counted those internal esoteric 
equivalents all of us have that can corrupt, change or destroy our present frame of 
mind or carefully tended personalities – decrease hubris. They remind us of our 
Place, though we hate to be reminded of it. They remind us of our lack of Purpose, 
though we hate to be reminded we don't know it. They remind us of our mortality, 
and how everything we think so important can be swept clean in the super-destructive
forces of the Earth’s natural cycles – and we hate that too.

24. But we’ve been trained to hate, we’ve been indoctrinated to forget. We’ve 
inherited and continued, without question, the building blocks upon which our 
consciousness is based, and we continue to remain ignorant of the connexion between
us and Earth, Earth and us.

25. This new system sees mankind change themselves internally by altering their 
concept of time, space, matter, and most importantly, traditional behaviour.

26. It involves the ceasing of the need to have an enemy, either real or imagined.

27. It involves the dissolution of the dichotomy of Light vs. Dark symbolised time 
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immemorial by the sun and an evolution beyond with pathways of a new neurology.

28. It involves understanding that we are trapped within a story we did not write and 
cannot change through traditional methods.

29. It involves de-constructing forms so we can learn how they control us, coerce us, 
trick us.

30. It involves understanding patterns, cycles, reactions and reflexion, through a 
modus such as alchemy.

31. It involves knowing intimately, the functions and processes of our selves and the 
peculiarities of our own organism and brains.

32. It involves changing the landscape of the occult to focus on what still lies hidden.

33. Essentially, THEM wants to make a type of thinking process more prevalent and a
key tool in people's belts, through its occult stages-how. (The occult occupies a 
flexible threshold where people will be open to accepting new and fringe ideas and 
have more chance of adopting or practising them.)

34. This type of thinking process (either Neuromancy or Quantum Philosophy) is a 
deconstruction of forms that hinder or hurt a person so as to change their orientation 
psychically and if possible, perceptually to limit that hindrance or harm. It also strips 
forms of their projected importance.

The processes to apply pressure/change to the above 34 points involve development 
of some of the following faculties:

 - Selective powers of belief (the ability to switch belief in something on or off at 
will).
 - A deep understanding of the influence of our role in and on Force and Form 
(Phorce and Phorm) and the extreme power its has over us, in aid of learning how we 
can reorient perception to lessen that power.
- To identify weaknesses in a form so as to de-construct it as one defuses a bomb or 
prop or strengthen a form to sustain it using our perception, physicality and skill in 
manipulating forms.
- To lessen the tradition of singular thinking or the Apex-complex known as Insynsian
where language and behaviour are given in absolutes or any one type of thinking 
takes precedence before multiple-angles are explored.
 - To use our brain's differently to inspire and invent new techniques for using them to
achieve given levels of prowess in heuristics or examination.
- To establish a tradition of people who each examine the fundamental assumptions of
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the world for themselves.
- To establish a tradition of people capable of switching from human-centred to life-
centred people.
- To offer an alternative No-Hand Path to the extremes of LHP and RHP.
- To inspire through our efforts a new wave of de-constructionists to further present 
and future insights and forms created through exploration of the Phyrm.
- To provide tools and a philosophy that are flexible and non-dogmatic.
- To establish a tradition that teaches and guides through sharing experiences and is 
added to by its members.
- To excite wonder in the world around us and all its phenomenon.
- To dull the habit of Reaction to certain Forms as programmed.
- To more effectively manage personal and others suffering.
- To focus on and explore Synchronicity, Ethics, Phorm and Phorce in depth.
- To self-study and create a library of insight into the human brain, dreaming, human 
behaviour.
- To unite with others who share our goals. 

WHAT DO WE WANT TO BE DOING? 
- Producing an annual publication with many voices sharing alchemical experiences 
(esoteric and exoteric).
- Maintaining a public presence to speak with others freely.
- Distributing any gains of influence or power among members.
- Operating a website with informative articles and up-to-date revisions, manifestos 
and links to materials and like-minded parties.
- Working together to establish a network of people with common goals, assisting 
others with similar goals.
- Managing to cohere without establishing a rigid system of beliefs or worship, rules 
or laws.
- Managing to resolve conflict amongst each other.
- Releasing books and publications that detail our insight and understanding of forms 
in formats and e-books.
- Adopting other forms of media to explore form and force, such as music, maths, art,
speech, presentations.
- To accumulate in one accessible place, the collected works of THEM and maintain 
or keep together an up-to-date website, WordPress and e-zine in a central location 
online.
- To expand numbers by synchronicity.
- To close the Temple of THEM in January, 2036.
- To create a close-knit community of Empaths who can present their ideas and 
discoveries with one another with minimum conflict.
- To cause changes to the operations of the ego.
- To communicate with and invite other organisations with similar goals to work 
toward a common goal.
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- To understand and appreciate the role of various forms including the darker and 
darkest aspects of alchemy as formative destruction and not react to attempt to 
eliminate them but see them as equal partners in the circle of life.
- To continually review and revise these notches

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS: HOW WILL WE KNOW WHEN WE HAVE
REACHED OUR GOAL?

This is difficult to determine, but it may be indicated by the way people associated 
with us or influenced by us, treat one another and more importantly act/behave and 
process information on a fundamental level. If there is a growth in the types of 
written word and presentations that directly focus on key words or concepts such as 
we have coined, and advancements made in those media in a significant number we 
may consider that a ball has been started rolling that may result in a culture of 
heuristic self-explorers who will continue research and application of Phorce and 
Phorm. It is at the time of writing, 2015 and there are still 21 years to go by which 
time I will be nearing 60 and have given the majority of my life to a commitment to 
magical geometry. This is what I consider enough length of time for fulfilling purpose
to my life. I hope that THEM will continue to offer purpose and fulfilment to the 
lives of others too. As time goes by THEM will try to determine what other’s goals 
are on a small and large scale and try to facilitate the joining of like-minds to like-
minds, i.e. writers to publishers, upcoming bands to music sites, people with specifics
interests to others with experience in those interests as part of its aim to create a new 
world-wide community and eventually, Illuminati.

THEM, PLURALITY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

What is the secret of THEM? What is the purpose of a Mythos? Why do we call 
ourselves what we do?

Firstly – History, and any study that relies on using it to prove or disprove theories, 
truths or facts is as any experience in historical research and discussion with 
academics, specialists, archaeologists, an entirely messy and explosively disagreed on
collection of woven tales whose authenticity can rarely be ascertained universally, 
whose motives for producing such works can never be satisfactorily defined, and 
whose dates, events, characters are at best hearsay with only the remotest outlines of 
what actually happened and whenever being close to certain – and never at all certain.

There can be no more holding of one single truth above another – this is the historical
origin of the Magi and those who would seek to undermine that entity must not 
therefore seek to replicate it by simply exchanging one universal truth with another. 
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This is why THEM are different and why it is so very difficult to be one of us – we 
are conditioned to Insynsian – to expend all our efforts raising an apex by striving for 
a unified point – that is a false endeavour. When we look at the facts, we can often 
see what people are doing as opposed to what they say they are doing – all it takes is 
a little self-honesty and a lot of integrity. When we read about Christianity, Judaism, 
Gnosticism, Zoroastrianism we make an immediate set of leaps that we seldom 
notice. First, We accept on face value these terms are real and not just constructs, 
Second, We accept that they in some way define a very singular set of beliefs 
appropriate to a caste of culture of people, Third, We very rarely if ever attack the use
of these terms and go looking for ourselves. We must learn to do that.

For instance, take Christianity. Some research reveals that the ignorance of this topic 
is high. Few know that Christ was once symbolised standing in front of the cross, or 
that early Christians worshipped the Sun just as the so-called “Pagans” did. THEM 
has already warned about the nature of grouping things in grand generalisations and 
the danger it leads to of building a false matrix – see An Analysis of Form.

The idea that the Christians appeared and suddenly swept across the world wiping 
everyone out is also too general. It is harder for us to understand millions of different 
actions working in unison by all manner of different people s that contributed to these
things that we cite as points in time under simplified terms like Crusade or 
Inquisition. So much harder not to perceive such vast hives of activity of the human 
race at work collectively to bring short and prejudiced remembering of Events that 
mattered. All too often it was the hands we didn’t see, names we didn’t know, people 
who were not figureheads who caused History. People rely too much on forms – 
almost entirely on forms and this the greatest danger the Sinister face. They believe in
demons and demonization and when they come for you some day – the men that will 
hunt you will believe in their gods and their way and that you are the devil and a 
heretic. And that is all. The public will scream for your head because of the way you 
are painted and portrayed, and the truth of history will become painfully crystal clear 
to you – it is remembered by the Victors. By those who used the most force, were 
willing to be the most cruel, who had the biggest most destructive weapons and 
merciless courts. Victors are successful killers, ruthless controllers.

Modern research claims Jesus was a swarthy dark-skinned man and that makes sense 
– but even those that mock Jesus in Anti-Christianity depict Jesus as a blonde, 
bearded, white-skinned mystic. The problem with human beings is their laziness – we
have been conditioned to simplify things that are greatly complex leading to all 
manner of stupidities. There is intense hatred for the Jews on account of their creation
or Usury [lending money and charging interest] – and yet it was the Christians who 
imprisoned them and denied them the right to trade [and forced them to find ways to 
survive] and treated them as second citizens. Almost certainly the Christians were in 
turn badly treated by another people, and those people by another. The Blame Game 
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is one of the Magian’s greatest weapons – it has enabled bloody wars and suffering 
for aeons – but you know what – it is simple ignorance of the personal and collective 
Shadow that has been at the heart of it. A simple ignorance of our own biological 
prejudice, dispositions and functions.

What was Christianity called before Christ was around to give his name to it? Were 
there clean precise separations between beliefs that became discoloured as other 
beliefs came to dominate them? Were the Sumer who lived a magical, pure, mystical 
Aryan philosophical way in pure empathy with the land, and stars and gods suddenly 
invaded and ruined by a tribe of Semites? No. Semites made up a large portion of 
Sumerian citizens – they were there from the beginning working together. What 
separates or separated them into Non-Semite and Semite? Blood? Origin? Belief? 
Language? Intent? None of these things. The Sumer were people, the Semites were 
people and as people they like all others laboured under the biological functions the 
human being’s organism is possessed of. They too labelled things, they had enemies, 
they ruined the land, they mistreated and tortured people, they wiped out 
neighbouring tribes with cruelty and they were no less prone to corrupting other 
cultures than any other. It is the biological imperative of our species to do these 
things to survive, spread, populate, adapt, conquer. No-one knows either the origins 
of the Sumer or Semite people’s and as always, there is at best only guesswork and 
speculation.

There is some evidence that the two languages of the Sumer and Semites were 
different indicating ancient differences of origin. There is some evidence that the way
the Sumer saw the role of Man in relation to the Gods was very different to the later 
developments of a train of cultures who would see them differently, then see one, and
change everything about how we did things, saw things, and why. But we must be 
careful of two things. Not to believe our own hype – this is the most important – and 
to remember THEM – the huge threads of other possibilities, missing information, 
lies from which we are drawing, misinformation, the sheer antiquity of studies passed
from hand to hand to hand where Chinese whispers had a hand in changing any facts 
to post-facts.

People are very simple creatures. To understand, to motivate and to rule. They want 
few things. They want to be happy and healthy and live without suffering. All these 
forms layered and layered and layered over aeons upon our every move, motion and 
behaviour has caused THEM to write walls and walls of text just to get through that 
thick outer skin. We have been kept so busy doing that for the last six years and even 
before we formed the Temple that we have not had time to concern ourselves with 
concentrating on teaching what lies beneath that skin – our work is thus only half 
done and this problem of removing the outer skin is extremely difficult work with 
many years maybe decades of saying what thousands of others have been saying – 
only to be silenced with our deaths or drowned out under the tirade of superstitions, 
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forms, prisons and lies that Magi after magi thickly slap back on after every cut we 
make. The lack of knowledge we have about our history, origin, biological 
weaknesses, psychological nature, abilities for powers, reality of magic, our doubts 
and fears, addictions and need for escapism – our pressure points – these are all 
KNOWN by the System that feeds us, these are all KNOWN by the vast team of 
marketers, advertisers, politicians, religious leaders, bankers, criminals and so on that
control us on every level. 

It is our job to reclaim this lost knowledge, to Remember what came before it, to 
remember the whole of it and not make the terrible mistake as others have of 
morphing into it, feeding it, mimicking it. This will be extremely difficult for anyone 
because it involves using more brain than we are used to – open doorways and 
perception to a multitude in all things and to change a psyche that has been trained 
for aeons to seek an apex – a single God. We stand on vastly uneven ground – we 
cannot call them our Captors because we captor ourselves and this is the truth of it. 

The desire that has often been encouraged in us to smash them to the ground, to erase
them, to eradicate them and start anew – is a naive and dangerous sentiment grounded
in a total dis-reality. The desire to become Superman and Living Gods, to live 
immortally as Dark Gods – this too is a naive and dangerous sentiment grounded in a 
total dis-reality. There is no Superman – there is no healthy psyche without serious 
problems, someone will always suffer for someone else to get ahead, and to dream of 
being something we can never be is to deny what we CAN be as human beings who 
understand and utilise their existing functions better or perhaps a little differently 
than we are accustomed. We have been taught to hate ourselves, to deny what is 
wonderful about being human because our functions have been used against us and 
we have unconsciously grown ashamed of these weaknesses by which we are 
exploited and so we seek to become something other than human. I say to you – there
is nothing wrong with who we are, and there is no reason why we cannot re-think, re-
formulate and change what it means to be human – to set an example for others to 
follow – because without examples, without new choices – there is only obedience to 
the norm, and available choices.

Behind all the great inventions, ideas and events in History there is a backdrop almost
completely ignored. Dreams. Dreams are the guiding compass of our communion not 
with the Divine but something more – the very things from which we come from for 
we are nature ourselves and we forget it. Dreams are the keys to genius – and we 
must remember them.

What is the purpose of Mythos? Abstract development of thinking teaches that 
several things can occupy one place simultaneously and all be true or valid. Last 
week I gave 14 different answers to someone who asked me a question to illustrate 
how one person could come at the question from many different ways, positive, 
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negative, neutral, to affirm specific points or downplay others, to act in their interest 
or in mine, and so on. When we dig up the past and begin to build a picture of what 
happened – we have to accept our limitations and be wary of our prejudices. We want
to prove the existence of a Magi – so we set about placing a selection of facts from a 
huge array of sources in a specific order that will lead to the conclusion that they 
existed. At no point has THEM denied that the Magi exist – we have unearthed many 
points of information regarding them, careful not to speculate beyond the facts or 
blanket term Christianity as the Magi – we isolated the term to the Medes of Persia, 
as did Herodotus who was one of the few writers to write about them. 

But what IS the Magi? It’s certainly not just people – and it is certainly not some trait 
that is foreign to the so-called Sinister. Indeed, even a brief study of Religion, 
Philosophy and Psychology cannot help but reveal the defect if there is any in the 
human race that deserves special mention is one that lies with all of us*. It has 
however said on numerous occasions that the Magi are within all of us and that 
should hint loudly at what we believe that term to mean. ONA’s vague mystical 
ramblings of ‘hubrati’ are antique scaremongering, political myths in the making with
no grounding and that, rather than create Adepts who see, create fools who gather 
their Shadow against a ghost.

There are layers of belief and you as one of THEM must accustom yourself to that 
reality. You cannot hold a singular truth up above all others, rely on neat little terms 
like Christianity to define or set the boundaries of where one belief began, and 
another ended – it is above all else in our research apparent that History is a mystical 
dreamland where the 23 Syndrome reigns supreme. We know that there have been no 
other written scripts discovered prior to Sumeria [Ki En Gi r] and so it seems a good 
place to stick our shovels. Emphasis on script -there are other sets of symbols – but 
we have taken the advice and issues of world experts whose speciality is language 
into consideration more and more as time goes by. Archaeology is rife with 
corruption – it is not a simple case of someone finding something and presenting it to 
some team who run tests to see if its authentic. Scholars, academics and archeos 
fabricate, change or omit claims every day. Artefacts are stolen, tombs robbed, new 
scripts faked.

Governments that don’t want their history changed – particularly Middle East, 
Chinese and other religious or communist countries will openly suppress findings or 
threaten the life or careers of those who would try to bring new evidence that 
challenges the status quo to light. Under such enormous pressure or threat of death 
many capitulate and present what the Government attaches demand. Mythos does not 
necessarily reflect fact. Its purpose is to capitalise on those who are still in thrall to 
form – that is what Mythos is for.
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So, we build a picture using the facts and treat it on one level as an accurate depiction
of the past – why? – because that is what people need to believe. They need a 
beginning, a middle, and to believe in an end. People want stories – they very rarely 
want to write their own – especially so when it comes to something as vast and messy
as history. They like simple things, facts, singular truths, easy to handle ideas. They 
don’t like thinking that by dividing people into two groups such as Sinister and 
Mundane they are in fact being mundane by repeating the same practice of the 
Mundane – for that is what the Mundane do.

THEM – think plurally, all the time, aware of the shifting nature of so-called facts, 
the dubiousness of truths, the human motivations for power, greed, recognition, 
misinformation, allegiance to a form that colour the findings of history. We know that
all forms rest on shifting sands. When we have built a reasonable picture grounded in 
facts, we will present it as a new history that has a beginning, explains how various 
things came to be, and fills others with the confidence we know what we are talking 
about. Of course, very few of them will actually know what we are talking about or 
why.

We believe that others believe. What we ourselves as a group and individually believe
will be challenged greatly by THEM as it already has been and has yet to settle. 
Many clouds of dust have been stirred up with our persistent enquiries and cynicism 
into the state of accepted facts. We wait with bated breath to see what comes of this 
study – what it will ultimately mean for each of us and the beliefs we hold dear. 

Scholars insist that there is no way the Dark Ones could be pre-Sumerian or that any 
kind of black magic or sinister lore was preserved in Sumer since only the priests 
wrote. We know only of a type of sorcery the Sumer feared because of the wards 
against it by the equivalent of a clergy. Only specialists wrote and no script with an 
encoded language exists prior to Sumer. The idea that there was a sudden split in a 
pagan way to a monotheist way is ignorance pedalled and believed by those who do 
not understand history, the length of time these things take, or the functions of their 
own species. It took thousands of messy years, hundreds of inventions, millions of 
minds and hands, and countless things to happen for things to change the way they 
did. And neither the origin nor certainty of any of them exists beyond speculation.

We see things not in terms of Forms that present themselves to us and say this is what
is – but as Forces, of human agenda, motivation, habit, tradition, emotion, ignorance 
or laziness – as powered by human functions with needs, wants, desires to achieve 
something by putting those forms there. It is that which we look at and draw our 
information from – not from the mirages in the desert.

People will often nod along if you say something vaguely similar to what they are 
saying. If you condemn the same enemy, they do and share their shadow – you 
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become their ally. Do things and people react a certain way – do them differently and 
they react a different way – but the ways in which they react are very limited because 
of the limitations and traditional habits of human biological function.

The Temple of THEM presents a difficult proposition. It requires far more of people 
than many are willing or able to give – because it does not suffer laziness of the 
psyche. We load upon ourselves far more than most are willing to in our desire to 
really Know -and a large part of knowing is that others don’t know. We refuse to be 
lazy or to accept the world as it is – this means we must rebuild it and that is a 
monumental task. We also enlighten our burden at the same time by shrugging off 
forms – that colossal weight of the world with all its pretence and sham – we see 
through the endless sea of forms shoved in our faces to convince us of an illusion – 
and to the forces underneath that proffer them with frightened pale hands.

Past a certain point – you will come to understand that my words too are forms that 
must be discarded. I only hope you walk with me far enough that I may teach what I 
know and then allow you to make your own decision on who to be and how to be it. I 
hold no illusions that we will reach our 30-year marker with a fairy-tale ending. The 
very nature of the work requires that most of you will not be with the Temple or even 
allies of it in years to come – for you will inevitably go your own way as you come to
truly understand the esoteric nature of the Temple of THEM and my work. 

The forces that cause Change are greatly misunderstood – the Great Work is not a list 
of ingredients mixed together in measured doses to produce a magical elixir. The 
Great Work and service to your fellow humans requires extremely harsh alchemy, 
personal sacrifice, inner struggle, conflict, the event of traitors, schisms, dissension, 
internal war, hurt feelings, betrayal, pain, suffering and despair. Loyalties will be torn
because that is what humans do, must do, to find autonomy – to truly be One of 
THEM there can ultimately be no loyalty to anything. We hold forms in front of our 
faces like torches to illuminate the darkness ahead – but as soon as we emerge into 
light, we discard them. We believe what we must believe for the duration the magic 
requires. You all took an Oath but how can you honour it when it binds you to a form.

Sooner or later as to struggle to throw them all off – you will come to these ones and 
be faced a dilemma. How do I throw these off? And my answer to you? You just do.

We don’t own you – never did. We don’t control you – never did. Everything we’ve 
done has been different to the way others do it because we gave you back to yourself. 
Sure, in the beginning we lead you, put a maze on front of you you had to follow a 
certain way to get there – and when you got there? You were made responsible for 
you. You were taught how to see through Forms – and once you bite through that 
chain, Nothing can hold you. We tore down those temporary walls, broke any chains 
and set you free. And that’s as simple as it gets. That is how things change. By 
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example. We don’t need you to stay loyal to us or bind yourself to a form you can 
only ultimately outgrow or outshine. We don’t want to drag out the decade pretending
we have secrets you didn’t get, dangling carrots in front of you to keep you hungry or
make you follow us to the end. You came because you wanted something we had. We
gave it to you and now you must decide what to do with it. 

The World will change and gravitate toward this outcome of evolved consciousness 
one way or the other – it is our nature, and no man, not even the greatest Magi can 
stop nature from doing what it wants – for they too, are her Bitches. This war for the 
Aeon is really only about one thing – people fighting to speed up the inevitable, 
people fighting to slow down the inevitable and people affected by the inevitable. The
Temple of THEM seeks to speed up the inevitable and aid its transition. There will 
always be a place for those who worked with us to keep working with us – but when 
it is your time to go, certain wheels will turn in motion. and that parting cannot 
naively be expected to be amicable or pleasant but the snapping of any tentacles you 
believe bind you to us or us to you.

It might be violent and prolonged, or you might just slip away into the Night. Both 
these things are alchemy too – it is just the way things are, just the way certain 
energies express themselves or multiply into new forms – by pushing off another 
existing form with all its might, using that other form as a springboard for new ideas, 
often in direct opposition – but hopefully outside of both. This is what forms are for –
this is why we created them. The Temple has been attacked, betrayed, slandered, 
before. It has housed many travellers who learned from us and then went their own 
way – largely because that is what we teach.

It is the lack of knowledge on how forms change, mutate and grow that causes such 
heartache for people on both sides. There is of course the possibility that those who 
come to learn, stay as have the key six of us stayed together since the beginning. The 
Temple of THEM will cease 24 years from now – which may seem a long time but 
not for what we have set about to do. Change, is very, very slow. For every insight 
that frees an individual there are a million ready to swamp them. One person says 
history is A, another that history is B, and another that is it C, and yet just by the 
insistence of A,B,C we can see that history is also X and Y. Everything is always X. 

X is Undefined – especially in the case of those things that seem defined. And we 
must forever ask Y whilst temporarily using belief in A, B or C to achieve X. The less
certain people are – the less hold form has over them. But only certain people can 
shrug off form. For most it is a blissful nightmare from which they will never awaken
unless the wake up emerges as a trend. It is our job to set that trend in motion, to 
teach abstract and plural perception, and find and work with the few others around 
the Planet on whom the Magi’s spells are also wearing off and that are starting to 
Remember. THEM has always stressed the necessity of understanding how to accept 
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and use a form and at the same time treat it as temporary, a form of language that we 
use to communicate or apply pressure or affect something by inducing its reaction to 
the form. The Temple of THEM has no boundaries, it is not a physical place that can 
be burned to the ground or attacked – it is the rise of an inevitable expansion of 
consciousness that has grown tired of the deceptions plastered onto its nature. The 
Temple is not a structure, a location or a thing – it is the majesty of destruction of 
single-minded Insynsian. Of being able to think Plurally – of seeing not one truth but 
all of Them, thinking not from one part of the mind but all of Them, accepting not 
one explanation but understanding the common force behind all of Them, it is inside, 
outside and beyond us – the force that motivates humans to better themselves. And it 
this that we Remember. 

We remember that there was not always one way, that forces speak louder than forms,
that humans have limitations, that we have forgotten them while others exploit them, 
that facts are rarely stable, that different times believed different things and will 
again, that we can change things if we only know where to start and what to do, that 
the human race is not a forsaken embarrassment and all it takes is an example that is 
followed, echoed, copied to set in motion a new type of human being. A life-centred 
being that understands his frailty and the fears of others, who sees beyond the 
defences thrown up at life’s frightening visage and faces them, afraid or unafraid, 
because they are One of THEM and THEM of One.

FORM 101: [Transcript]

In the interest of giving a more immediate entertaining introduction to my fascination
with forms and the complex role they occupy in our lives.
I created this presentation/film. In the event the link should fail, a transcript has been 
provided.

Form 101 Video [See Chapter 11]

A scientifically indeterminate time ago …

The planet we call Earth came to be.

We give names to things, to understand them.
Here we see a crude set of shapes, but we interpret it as mountains, a lake, a forest, 
grassy land and a blue sky.

The ability to simplify complex stimulus into simple shapes is a core aspect of our 
interpretation procedure.
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An adult will view this rudimentary landscape with archetypal familiarity, but will 
also note the naive simplicity of the drawing and details, attributing it to a child-like 
understanding of the subject matter.

Yet what is essentially a set of random set of shapes takes on significance as a 
landscape because of trained associations.

We recognise the triangles resting on a horizon, our name for a division between a 
mass of green and a mass of blue, and coloured grey like rock – they must be 
mountains.

However, your ability to separate what we view into geometric shapes is an 
artificially developed convenience.
It is far more difficult to make this separation when presented with the boggling 
complexity of immediate nature, where outlines and shapes are extremely difficult to 
determine – if not be entirely proved a figment of imagination all together.

Or if the colours are swapped around?

Or the traditional relationship between object and colour is broken. ..

Or the traditional relationship is broken between object and perspective?

The scene seizes to be organised , categorised and its meaning becomes less familiar 
to us. Some viewers may suddenly feel anxious at this, and even feel a need for the 
proper associative colours and orientation to be returned.

This anxiety tends to occur because humans, as a rule, hate the unfamiliar.
We may call this image ugly, annoying, or even art.
But only when the grass is green, the sky is up and the browns stalks meet that dark 
green splodge…

Will we recognise this as a landscape.
Or as a familiar object.
When the rules of the relationship we have built our associations with are 
significantly altered.

We loose our orientation, and find it much harder to triangulate what something *is*.
So we search for clues. 
Or rather, our subconscious and automatic processes of interpretation do this for us.

It breaks down the subject matter into smaller parts. It looks for relationships, and 
there can only be relationships if there are things that relate to one another.
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We look at the shapes, the colours, and search for associations made and stored in our
memory, and our subconscious scans its vast collection of archetypal residual 
collective too.

Failing to find any association to double red triangles surrounded by yellow , we may
search for meaning in where we found the image , who it was made by , or perhaps 
why it might have been made.
Because if we cant fin meaning to something , then we ignore it, dismiss it and forget 
it.

-OR FEAR  IT –

But it is very rare that the human does not find some way to catalogue everything – 
perhaps even unheard of.
Whenever we are presented with a stimulus, we name it.
Whenever we experience a phenomenon, we name it.
To communicate, to warn, to inform, to describe, to control, to direct, to survive it – 
we name it.

Or someone names it for us.
Or already has a name for it.
And if its new, then they simply make up a new name for it.

If there are no suitable cues, then the image becomes freed from organised form and 
catalogues and open to interpretation.
Rorschach's ink blot tests are one example of this, where any vacuum of meaning is 
filled with the projections of the subconscious.

The forest may now appear to be a motorcycle and side-car, a flying space pig or 
virtually anything else the human being can conceive of in a valiant effort to project 
meaning on to it.

The natural and conditioned inclination of the human mind is to find meaning in 
things. It wonders for instance, whether things have intrinsic meaning, an absolute 
definition – but it seldom realises that its own mental prejudices have created the 
concept of things, to begin with.

The human being struggles so heard to project meaning onto things even if there 
maybe no meaning – as a result of Original Chaos, and the overwhelming fear of the 
experience of non-being into Being.
Nothing has changed since our inception in regards to our fear of the unknown. We 
seek familiarity, recognition, consistency as part of our natural inclinations as a 
creature of nature, and as part of our heritage which bid us to creating forms to cope 
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with and reduce the enormity of life.

 The SYMBOL is perhaps the best example of such a reduction.

Electricity is an incredible concept believed to be created by the discharge of ions at 
an atomic level.
Electricity names a force with no distinct shape, that we reduce to sparks, forks of 
lightening, invisible charge, current, voltage, amps, and so on.
Lightning strikes upward from the ground, it does not strike down, as our eye and 
literature would have us believe.
Electricity is as dangerous as it is necessary to our lives, it is created with turbines, 
water, wind, solar power, batteries; found in some eels and fish, can leap across gaps, 
and is really only noticeable when a light goes out, appliances don’t work, or the 
power bill comes in.

This is just a tiny example of its diversity…

Electrical charges also power the synapses in our brain.
The cessation of with is a by-product of death.

This extremely complex phenomena are reduced by human beings into a single 
symbol. A lightning bolt.

But when we try to look any closer at the intrinsic content of the universe, current 
efforts indicate there is no end to it – at least not that our technology has been able to 
detect.

Rather more disturbing is the inability of science to pinpoint the building blocks of 
the universe. When they tried to observe light for instance, they discovered that it was
both a wave and a point, but it could not be pinpointed in both time and space. It was 
one, or the other.
What this suggests – is that our obsession with Singularity, isolated objects, divisions 
of time and space…

May be preventing us from seeing the Universe how it actually is, or rather, not how 
it is, but preventing the many ways we may potentially possess the capability to 
perceive.

The importance of this potential – lies in the ability to perceive objects, events, even 
singularities as a loop or multitude, a kind of quantum thinking.
Without this self-conscious awareness and acceptance that our human perception has 
particular limitations, flaws and is prone to performing the way it does largely out of 
conditioned habit – our apathy towards perception allows others to control us by 
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controlling the contents and meaning of our life.

Our physical limitations, an emotional attachment, gullibility, self- deception, 
arrogance, egoism, naivety, belief in forms, trust in face-value, the power of words, 
ideology, religions, politics, propaganda, what people say, symbolism, and even our 
prejudices of space and time – set up certain conditions.
And through manipulation and abuse of these frailties and levers of our biology  
certain conditions can be set up.

Without being conscious of any of the functions and tricks our body , mind and 
senses play and play on us – we lapse into a pre-determined idyll of reality in part 
created for us and in part maintained by us – i.e. Ignorance.
Optical illusions, shortcuts our brain takes, inverting of images by our eyes, tricks of 
light, the blinding speed of our computations, our cataloguing of contents, memory, 
dreams, emotional injections and associations we develop, forms, fears and more 
define our reality.

Just as optical illusions cause us to react, often involuntarily, other forms play other 
tricks on us too.

Although an independent study of the eye would take us too far from the subject at 
hand, it is worth including a few details to illustrate what we take for granted is 
seldom what is occurring.

The way we perceive light differently at night, through cones and rods, for instance, 
was taken into account when the police and emergency services designed their lights .
They use red and blue so that the colours are more easily noticed.

Without being aware of these tricks and particular ways we process things, we are at 
the mercy of those who do.

Those who understand sex sells, tap into our insecurities, our urge to procreate, be 
loved and our fear to be unloved, alone, ugly, etc. can tailor forms that deliberately 
prey on our common fears in order to sell something at our expense.

Those who know human beings experience anxiety, tailor special methods to induce 
our anxiety – by preying on the things we all feel, worry, happiness, sadness, grief, 
love, hunger, want, acquisitiveness, greed, insecurity, pain, fear…

They can make it unpopular to be a true individual, an outcast, singled out or alone – 
and can tailor a culture that pressures us to conform, belong or join a group.

Those who understand how easily we are distracted by humour, can cover up or 
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distract us from the greatest atrocities, direct our attention away from the serious 
nature of a topic or event, cause us to laugh rather than act.

Visual stimulus is not alone in being used in manipulation.
The secret world of Sound, Taste, Smell, Sight, Touch, are all BIG business.
 Subliminal message tapes are for sale to be used in shopping malls underlain with 
messages to the consumer not to steal.
Music encourages and induces unconscious emotions. Quiet muzak, black metal, 
techno/rave music for instance, all have discernible effects on the heart and 
physiology.

MSG, additives, preservatives, genetically modified flavours and foods are 
painstakingly developed in laboratories and chemical vats to reproduce flavours using
cut-price and even dangerous ingredients – specifically to appeal to our taste buds.
Fast Food restaurants spend millions funding research into smells effective shapes, 
colours,  packaging, slogans all to directly appeal to the customer – and millions 
more hiding this side of their business from them under brightly coloured campaigns, 
dumbed down catch-phrases, misdirection and Spin to avoid legality of telling lies.  

Having personally worked for companies whose directive is to ‘aggregate data’ I am 
all too aware that large buildings filled with monitoring equipment, both Federal and 
Private, do exist and are collecting our data. Few people know that to delete an email 
is to delegate it ‘rubbish’ and therefore, public property, up for grabs.
Having also investigated the position of Secret Shopper I have seen the lengths 
Businesses go to secretly spy on their staff and that of other companies; including  
instructions to the shopper on how not to draw attention, how to lure certain questions
from staff, what to wear, say and do, right down to minute details concerning body 
language.

Having engaged in various marketing avenues I am aware of the deceptions of the 
trade that go into wringing the dollar from the customer and the vast scientific array 
of disciplines quietly dedicated to finding the natural weaknesses of the human being 
and taking advantage of them.

Moreover, I have witnessed the cut-throat razor blade intellect and ruthlessness of 
those who assemble the creative side of marketing and found it as fearfully 
frightening as it is morbidly fascinating to watch grand manipulation at work.

So, is naming something, creating a form?
Yes and no.

Forms exist, whether we name them, or not. They are geometric intricacies that 
nature provides courtesy of her own unknown chthonic laws .
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We are one of those geometric intricacies.

But imagine this is a scene of Earth well before Humans came  to give it that name.
Billions of years ago, when its surface had yet to cool and was still a molten inferno. 
Before there were people to call it lava, magma – what was it called?
And if there was no-one to call it anything – what was it?

Before there were humans to name things, there were no names for things.
There were no associations for colours, no connection between green and grass, blue 
and sky.

Without humans, there were no names, and with no names, no meanings, no 
projections – everything still was and existed by its own unknown law – but it was 
not our concept of order that gave it structure.

Neither was there anyone to distinguish a triangle, a horizon, trees, shadows, shapes, 
or for that matter, heat, time, space, or anything else.
And that includes our perspective, which is a prejudice we rely on to neatly frame 
images with a rectangle to indicate height and length.  

But without even people to name them, nature persisted.
Though she is far more intricate that we could ever hope to encompass or understand 
– and so human beings simplify, by imposing patterns, shapes and associations onto 
Her.

Although when we take the time to look closely, no two objects are exactly the same, 
we group them as though they were.

And we group things because we believe them to be singular objects, placed together.
We sum up the total Being and capability, of all human beings with a name, their 
name.

Because without a name, they need a number, an associate, something – anything – to
relate them to in order to tell someone else who/what they are.

Because it drives us crazy when we are interested in something, to have no 
information about it.

We ask for their name, who they are, what they like, what they are into, to build a 
picture. We ask how much, how long, how far, until when, does it come in other 
colours – because we are interested and because we want more information.
It is perhaps a survival trait.
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“There is a brown fawn coloured, fawn on its chest, more chocolate-colour than 
caramel around the paws, and with green eyes that twinkle, bear of the genus x-x, 
with a foaming snout and moving at around twenty paces with its shadow stretching 
out long beside it and its weight cracking the branches as it approaches, coming up 
behind you… “

Or…

“BEAR! FUCK! RUN!”

The ability to communicate danger with short sharp phrases or even a sound is vital 
to all human beings. 

It has rightly, enabled us to take command of an alien condition of being born into a 
hostile planet, and thrive and survive the harshest of conditions for aeons – to develop
great cultures and civilisations whose legacies have shaped and changed the world – 
covering it with human beings and their architecture from the hottest desert to the 
coldest ice.

BUT…

Although I can never hope to touch on more than a few rudimentary points in the 
great seas of science regarding how the human brain, eyes, ears, nervous system, 
intellect, physiology, heart, mouth, organs, skin, hair, opposable thumbs, etc etc etc 
work to enable the human being to perceive what it perceives…   

An awareness that what we perceive and how we perceive it is subject to many 
complex processes that are amazing in their depth, scope and complexity is crucial to 
understanding and accepting the limitations of the human.

We treat the sea, the sand, the sky as separate forms, believing that where the water 
meets the sand there is a distinct division. But is there? Perhaps from our point of 
view, and habitual reference, there seems to be - but at the micro level this meeting is 
meshed as molecular structure.

A single cell of water or H2O presented as a molecule.
Water, as a mass, depicted on the molecular level.

We view the waters edge as separate from the sand, yet at some level we have yet to 
reach with our current technology , it may some day be accepted that there is no 
separation and what we perceive as two discrete phenomena  are an interconnected 
mesh on an unknown as yet invisible plane or ether.
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Our size, directly prejudices our perspective. We reduce whole worlds with single 
names, grouping staggering complexity for simplicity and convenience. This shower 
of millions of individual drops of water is dismissively reduced to ‘Rain’.

Rumoured that no two are the same – though me may wonder how they checked them
all – we reduce the incredible geometry of each snow flake, unseen by the natural 
eye, to one amorphous mass.
Snow.

Our size and general perception handicaps our ability to perceive these other worlds. 
From our own vantage point many of these vistas are rendered completely invisible. 
The result of which has led to many timely and untimely reminders from Nature that 
these worlds exist irrespective of us noticing them.

Our ignorance of the micro-world of Bacteria …

…Led to the Bubonic or Black Plague in Europe in the 1600s.
Diseases from lack of hygiene carried by rats, resulted in the death of more than a 
million people.
At that time it equated at one third of the entire global population.

More than 400 years later, the bodies of Black Plague victims remain entombed under
Europe's subways and sewers because it is considered far too dangerous to unearth 
the bodies and risk releasing the Bubonic strain.

Viruses

Diseases and Bio-toxins.

Gases.

Radiation.

Ultra Violet Rays.

Few have taken more advantage of the expectations of humans, and doing the 
unexpected, than those engaged in warfare and the military. Camouflage breaks the 
typical form of the human being and we instinctively recognise by the shape of the 
head and the shoulders, concealing shine, shape, surface, shadow and silhouette.

Examples….

The habit of humans being used to having complex things reduced for them into a 
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simple phrase or promise is abuse in the extreme by marketing.
Fine Print, hidden away in an inaccessible location and/or breathtakingly ambiguous 
catches out every day.

The world of the human being is a balancing act carefully juggled by an insane and 
confused array of optical illusions, learned conditioning, and reliance on forms.

Only Heurisy – a determined effort to research and find out how things work for 
yourself – could ever uncover or inform you of just how complicated the world really
is, and how many shortcuts we have developed to try and process its staggering 
intricacy.

Or, Control it.

Imagine that you are in the Dark.

The most honest way to experience the world is without seeing it.
I have drawn a room and placed 6 objects in it.
But because I have coloured it black, there are no cues to tell you what they are. No 
associations, and no relationships.
You can feel for them though. And by feeling them you may be able to determine 
what they are, by eliminating what they are not.
The first one I hand you is furry, 4 legged, and purring.

It would not be unreasonable to guess that I handed you a cat.
But what are the other five objects?
I suppose you could guess.
But you would be guessing for two reasons…
The first reason is because you have no cues, no clues, no colours, description, no 
sensation of the object, no information to go on about what those objects might be.
But the main reason you might try and guess – is because I told you there were 5 
more objects.

Since this is a flat screen, and we are only pretending to be in the dark, this darkness 
could in fact be anywhere. Your context, which is provided, is that it is a room.
But is it?
Without familiar cues, how can you ever know either way?

YOU CAN’T

If you wake in the pitch black, and a voice tells you there are pits in the floor. What 
will you think?
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Apart from crawling around on the floor touching things and risking falling into one 
of these pits, the voice is your only cue.
The question is … do you trust the voice?

Most people would make a judgement based on the gender,, tone, inflection, pause, 
pitch, and presentation of the voice.
Some my believe that there are now pits on the floor, and some may not.
Either choice is irrelevant in this scenario – what matters is that the voice has filled 
the room with contents that cannot be verified.
In other words – the pits may or may not exist – but merely by suggesting them to be 
in the room – is enough to make them exist for some people.
Without more information – we cannot make a reasoned judgement of our own and 
may rely on an external voice to tell us what is going on, or what something is.
And we may well crawl on all fours in terror that we are about to plunge headlong 
into a pit just because we don’t recognise our own garage in the dark.

If we crawl around enough, we may in fact convince ourselves that there are no pits 
and question the voice.
But if you woke up in the dark, with no idea where you were, what was going on, or 
how you got there…
Why wouldn’t you listen to the voice?

Every baby, born into the world, communicates at first with gurgles, crying and 
screaming.
Positive and negative stimulus teaches the baby that crying a certain way will 
variously bring it food, nappies, attention, its mothers scent or entertainment.
It will also bring it safety, warmth, comfort.
And a ‘voice’ to keep it company, explain the world, tend it, comfort and soothe it, 
take away its confusion and provide a context for the condition of life it will some 
day be able to try and find words, purpose and meaning for, itself.
The baby has no words, no names, and cries in terror, in curiosity, in alarm, in 
fascination, in joy, and knows not what it does.

It will know what it does as it gets older, as it learns, absorbs, copies, mimics, repeats,
experiments, explores, and is given context after context.
In this painful harrowing journey it will be challenged and face the summation of a 
nightmare daily as it struggles to come to grips with itself, others and the shapes, 
colours, objects, people, places, actions, it has not words for and a very limited 
understanding of.
It will know something by smell, sound, name, the time it appears – itself, mother, 
food, comfort, the dog. Gradually it will come to recognise basic shapes, learn how to
walk, speak, and communicate. Later it will learn how to run, play fair, sit still, 
behave, navigate the house, danger, fun, cat.
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Later still it will be challenged excessively as it comes to grips with who it is, laws, 
ethics, personality, history, social mores, culture, authority, religion, god, death, birth,
sex, responsibility… and purpose.

The human being will start as a baby, forming concepts, and associations.

And at first, these associations will be vague and unconnected. Lines, sounds, a word,
a sensation, here and there.

But these associations will increase exponentially, growing in number and complexity
until there comes a point…

That connections are made, and one concept can be related to another. Relationships 
between oneself and ones actions and consequences or occurrences that are 
associated with one another begin to develop at a rapid rate.

However, as reality and conditioning, culture etc intrude and provide context, 
learning, punishment and reward for these associations – the confusion becomes 
more formed. Dimensions are added, time and space begin to dominate the context of
all associations.

The organisation of forms begin to dominate and imprison a persons perception 
within a specific context…

They begin flexible, the associations loose and fluid…

The context of organisation fluctuates, changing shape and emphasis on different 
associations…

But as the human ego intensifies, it begins to build a layer of shields, or associations 
that it now refuses to remove or flex.  

Religions views, personal beliefs, cultural traditions, practices, convictions, political 
leanings, likes/dislikes, prejudices, etc…

Connections made, meshed together and reinforced one another, giving rise to 
impenetrable shields, beliefs, ideas…

Previously elastic, the mind becomes rigid and regimented, one protective shield in 
the armour supports another…

New ideas, alternative reason, are shut down, and can no longer enter through the 
fierce layers of mental assertion…
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Until the psyche is completely encased in artificial forms, beliefs and hardened 
plates. The self no longer plays a part.

And one day the human being completely encloses itself within a self-perpetuating 
shield of geometry.

What was a flexible, free-thinking organism, becomes a slave to its own ego – 
encrusted with forms the self is enclosed by a baleful gem that takes over, making 
decisions, determining emotional response and degree, throwing the human back and 
forth as it reacts automatically in accordance with its adopted beliefs and forms.

In thrall to forms, the organism acts automatically to defend or decry those things it 
has taken on board as its own – and elicits programmed responses to the forms that 
inhabit/infect it.

Just as the different eras and style of art tell a story of mental and spiritual 
development, with emphasis placed on different aspects of reality or its concepts – 
throughout history it appears the relationship between form and formlessness has 
never been far from the conscious mind.

The sacred geometry of the Platonic Solids was serviceable, but the struggle between 
solid form and mutable essence has been an ongoing human dilemma.

For millennia, human beings have sought the essence of things, the prime materia, or 
first cause. They have struggled to understand the world around them by taking it 
apart.

We endlessly struggle between faith in a fixed matrix and the idea that the universe 
has building blocks, a framework, liquids, gases, atoms, quarks, mesons, dark 
matter…

Sacred geometry, the footprints of God, the inner workings of matter, of metals, 
alchemical and thermodynamic forces…

We have wondered what our world is composed of, and how. We have tried to learn 
natures secrets by observing her.

But for every secret she gives up, two more present themselves. And as far as we try 
to go, inward, or outward, we reach our event horizon, an impasse.

Our technologies continue to inch closer inward, closer outward, at the atomic or 
galactic level – giving us a glimpse into the maddening intricacy and indefatigable 
scope of everything around us.   
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But like a fractal – the closer we get, the further away we realise we are from ever 
knowing what the Mysteries are. She just repeats Herself on a new scale.

Some cultures, enlightened as to our struggle, appear to have made peace with it – 
reflecting the perpetual loop in meditative devices such as the Mandala – neither form
nor formless, but a dance between and beyond.

The perfection and golden means of the Renaissance, whose struggle for 
mathematical certainty gave rise to precision, perspective and absolute worship to 
Aestheticism, -highlighted a battle of forms vs the formless. Artists like Dali and 
Picasso, and the artistic movements of such disciplines as Surrealism and Cubism 
would continually arise to the fore of human expression – repeating some deep 
internal dissatisfaction of the collective soul or spirit with the material world and the 
emphasis placed on aesthetics, shapes, and form.
For them, life was not straight lines and simple.

It was a sublime interplay where it was arrogance to assume where something ended 
and another began.

That the figure of man had to look like a man to be a man was understood to be a 
ridiculous gesture to pursue – man knew nothing about himself but his own 
projections.

These intrepid insights into the nature of things and of mans own perception brought 
man ever closer to knowing his own farce than ever before – what seemed to be a 
chaos was truth.

But man is not ready to know his face, nor accept it, and so the whispers continue, 
and the battle to reveal the truth about the illusions of form rages on.

While we live in our own limited world, obsessed with the material, the physical, and
the mundane reactions our architecture presses on us..
Mother Nature often reminds us how little and powerless we really are.
It is as if she has designs to keep our arrogance in check and to keep us watchful and

humble.

FORM 102: METAMORPHOLOGY

Sorcerer, why is Self-Awareness important to your evolution? Because of its 
relationship to forms.
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Form can be likened to a crystal. It can be diffuse and presented as numberless 
shards; or resolute and rigid, a hardened template with distinct edges, height and 
structure.
Imagine you stand in a cluster of floating shards as far as the eye can see. The shards 
of different size, length, colour, distance. Imagine that each shard’s position 
represents a direction in which we may travel, a unique location or star we may visit, 
and a boundless sea of choices as to which shard we navigate toward. This is a 
metaphor for knowledge – an analogy for books, travel, experience, variation, 
diversity. We can see that a diffuse crystal offers the full wonders of the world and 
access and opportunity to explore all of its mysteries both wicked and wondrous. In 
such a state, anything is possible for the observer – there is no inside or outside, no 
restriction on movement, and we are free to roam among the crystalline realm.

Now envision the crystals coming together like an inverse explosion to merge into a 
singular piece with a well-defined, toughened exterior that gleams from its pointed 
terminations. No shards float in the spaces around it, all are absorbed into the singular
construct. The previous freedom of direction is minimised, the locations of unique 
objects has greatly reduced, and choices have been compacted. From the crystal's 
point of view, it is all there is. All around it is a vacuum, it is the only thing in 
existence, and outside of itself lies only empty space.

Both of these states have value.
In the first, there is Breadth. A coalescence of unlimited scope with no known 
boundary. This can be likened to Receptiveness, Open-Mind, Curiosity, the Infinite, 
the Unknown and actively Seeking new information, knowledge, experience. 
Overwhelmed by the vast beauty and number of shards we are likely to float and 
explore the vast sea of shards without spending too much time with any one of them; 
distracted from the beauty of one by the scintillating promise of another, the next and 
the many beyond that. In fascination we seek the brightest, shiniest, prettiest shard on
which to place our attention, and we may go on seeking forever, for there is always 
yet one more that holds greater intrigue.

In the second, there is Depth. A compaction of all into one that requires no choice, no 
direction, and only offers one location. This can be equated to Conviction, Surety, 
Certainty, Assertion, The Finite, the Known and the belief that what one knows, is, 
has, does is superior to any other possibility. One has accumulated, condensed, 
hardened their options into a singular structure which clearly demarcates itself from 
the empty space outside of it. There is no need to explore, no other shard to compete 
for our interest, nothing else to know.

Now, generate in your mind an explosion of this crystal into the billions of floating 
shards that made an endless sea in the first example. Now, condense it again with an 
inverse explosion to form a singular crystalline tower. Now detonate it again. This, is 
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the process by which we reflexively change shape and change shapes. It is of value to
widen our realm to open ourselves to new ideas, practices, views, perceptions – but it 
is also of importance to focus in on and block out distractions to closely examine one 
particular shard.

It is like pneuma, Breath. Breathing in compacts the air into our body, breathing it out
frees it to dissipate. And, like breathing, it is a cyclical process, in, out, in, out; our 
entire lifetime, from our first until our last. So it is with form – sometimes, the 
process becomes stagnated when the Sorcerer forgets to breathe in, or breathe out. 
This often happens, when preoccupation with finding or having found a given shard 
(or idea) amongst the sea, so fascinates the sorcerer that they become transfixed by it.
When this happens, they reject all other shards, for the one they have found is seen as
of such immense value that no other can compare. An example is (1) a belief, which 
takes on (2) a name, which imparts (3) an identity. For example: There are forces 
greater than us, They are known as THEM, I am One of THEM. Or, the moon and its 
tides rule my body, the moon is a Goddess named Hecate/Demeter, I am a worshipper
of the moon, I am a witch. Or, the world is defined by good and evil, I am not evil, 
therefore I am good. Through defining our belief with a label we create an identity of 
relationship: I am One of THEM, a witch, a good person. etc.

In creating such an identity we create an immediate boundary of what constitutes 
‘One of THEM’, a ‘witch’, a ‘good person’ – and the only way to determine this is to 
conjure perceived opposites, without which there is no meaning. We then determine 
what ‘is’ by what is not – i.e. Man makes no sense without Woman to compare. This 
tension of opposites is represented by the singular crystal vs the empty void. Valid 
content is the crystal, invalid content is the void. Every identity or form can only be 
constructed by mentally limiting what distinguishes it from being all other things.
The process is often unconscious, however. And frequently dominates us without our 
awareness of what we are doing or the power of the boundary we are setting, and 
because it is a constructive process that gives us a feeling of control, it engages the 
Ego which loves nothing more than to assert a static reality that is safe, known and 
allows us to fully assert our being by knowing its relationship and context to the 
universe that surrounds it.

With the Ego involved, it feels so right, so clear, so justifiable that we gleefully adopt 
it as representative of our values, our identity, who we are and what we believe, what 
we stand for and what we fight against. We are absolutely sure we are living the truth,
that we are fully appraised of every experience, and that reality holds no surprises. 
Each crystal shard has its own particulars, a dizzyingly complex labyrinth of factors 
that we enforce with our belief to be true. This is analogous to our Understanding. 

But, the danger exists that enamourment with a given shard (i.e. a religious or 
political fixation) causes us to forget there were so many Other shards. Because we 
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see no other options (having condensed them all) there are no challenges to our 
fixation, and if there are, we absorb them into the dynamic of our belief. In effect, we 
forget to breathe out again. Dominated by our unwavering conviction, and desire to 
possess only our crystal, we fiercely keep it compacted to endlessly explore the 
totality of its depth. Sacrificing breadth.

Under such a spell we create the inside/outside, the friend/foe, the shadow/light 
where what does not accord with our shard is cast outside of our shard. This same 
process is echoed in the creation of the Nation State, which sets up a territorial 
boundary. This immediately creates insiders that become ‘civilians’, and outsiders 
who become ‘foreigners’. So it is, with knowledge too. If we ascribe to Stoicism, we 
might reject Libertinism; if we embrace Communism we may detest Capitalism. Our 
identity limits our possibility.

Remaining diffuse as a sea of shards, or solidifying into a singular structure are both 
useful in their own right. Often, the Forces of the world play their own part in forcing
an explosion of the singular (i.e. a loss of faith for the religious) or condensing of the 
infinite (such as a person becoming a citizen of a country and therefore an ‘Italian’, 
or ‘Australian’ under legal jurisdiction of their nation).

Equally, being open to new experiences and ideas allows one to open and pass 
through any of the countless gateways available to human experience – from learning
a new language, to becoming rich/homeless, to finding some new way to fold clothes,
performing a task by watching or learning from other human beings, or being 
challenged to re-evaluate their views and practices, as examples.
Being closed off lets one block out challenging, change-bringing, disruptive 
questions and invalidations and allows the total unified consciousness to be directed 
toward the worship, practice, observance of narrow field of form. This is easier on the
Ego, the path of least resistance as described by the law of thermodynamics and 
therefore favoured because it requires greatly less energy because within its bounds 
there is no new information to process. All is presumed known and needs only to be 
repeated ad infinitum. The addiction to this low-expenditure form of being means one
need not think for oneself but merely follow a pattern, fully certain that it is the truth. 
The most energy expended in such stasis is in aggressive defence of the form, against
any who would try to upset the neat encapsulation. I.e. the defence response of 
Scientology to detractors. This is the mainstay of cults, religion, politics, group think,
nationalism, but also dominates isms, ologies and ‘fields’ and ‘disciplines’ etc. 
Essentially, the process is a reduction of Being to a low harmonic, often with others 
in a low harmonic, creating a powerful energy field. Each being reinforces the other 
by vibrating at the same frequency and controlling the frequency band through 
behavioural control which prevents deviance from the new established norm. This 
makes breaking out of the frequency band difficult if not impossible, hence the 
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majority of the world is religious, meaning it expresses an irrational belief in faith, 
the divine, and reinforces itself daily through ceremony and ritual.

This process of condensing allows great exploration of a single form to take place – 
to learn in detail about the form in which one is imprisoned/encased (when 
unconscious) or embracing/exploring (when conscious). This process is a necessary 
aspect of developing and honing occult power. To lose oneself in, and to, a form so as
to Become a specific identity, vibrating at a specific frequency, brings with it unique 
qualities, experiences, energies, insight, particularly as one makes contact with others
vibrating on the same frequency. For instance, those obsessed with Cryptocurrency, 
or Cross-fit, or Gnosticism have their own cultures, norms, taboos, practices, 
language and identities. Often, hierarchical. Thus, one Becomes for instance, ‘a 
Satanist’ and can noticeably adjudge the presence of the above by telling others. 
Others will react in various ways to this claim of identity, which they may accept, but
will also project their own definitions of ‘a satanist’ outward and onto the individual, 
with unexpected results. This is an interesting experiment to undertake when one is 
not in fact what one says, but can readily see how quickly identity offered is identity 
accepted: i.e. the juxtaposition and contradiction of appearance and essence. This is 
how people become transformed into ‘terrorists’, ‘communists’, ‘criminals’, ‘judges’,
‘children’, ‘evil’ etc.

But care must be taken. Losing yourself in a form, however beautiful, enticing, or 
perfect eliminates the desire to breathe. The Sorcerer can become trapped in belief 
systems that permanently limit their exploration, cut them off from being open to 
both old or new ideas, from speaking with or engaging with perceived enemies, or 
from learning in an evolutionary fashion by walling themselves off from those they 
hate, distrust, fear. Especially, when others convince them who their enemies are; this
can limit what the Sorcerer reads, says, thinks, does, seeks and finds.
Beyond the control of the sorcerer, it is often only a matter of time before a form 
explodes of its own accord resulting in a devastating reevaluation and realisation that 
one tricked themselves or was tricked into believing one thing or another. This 
happens with relationships, friendships, alliances, agreements, faith and so on, and is 
usually a detonation caused by contradiction which destabilises the vibrational field. 
The pressure is also often too great from the maelstrom of the interplay of forces for 
any form to sustain itself indefinitely in one piece; it will eventually splinter into 
other forms, as likenesses or even rejections. Though forms have trouble remaining 
fixed, some sorcerers can be held indefinitely in a form if they are hypnotised in 
place, even their entire life.

So, Remember, to breathe in, and to breathe out, and to repeat. Collapse and 
condense, collapse and condense. For therein, lies the secret to Embrace, Exhaust, 
Evolve; the danger and the promise of forms and ‘Metamorphology’.
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PHORM 361 DEGREES

Theoretically there are 360+ degrees in the art of Knowing Form. We may in the
future exchange the term “Form’ with our ‘Phorm’ to relate what we mean – not what

others mean or meant by this word. For now, we’ll leave it as it is.

THE SOURCE CODE
Knowing all there is to know about something is impossible unless you are the source
of that form. If the form belongs to you, then you know all there is to know because 
you know it first. I.e. Anton Long and the ONA, Aquino and the Temple of Set, 
Myself and the Temple of THEM.

INSIDE OUT
The process of knowing everything there is to know about something includes 
knowing everything that has nothing to do with that form. The art of elimination is 
already a requisite in most minds as it uses its detection of absence to determine what
is missing from its vaults. If you are a LaVeyan Satanist and your knowledge of 
Satanism consists of knowing the SB back to front then the moment you meet with 
the term ONA or book, NAOS, your mind will recognise that you do not recognise it. 
It is the hole in the cloud that is found by the cloud surrounding the hole.

THE REALIZATION OF ILLUSION
Insight Roles teach that you are just as capable of being something you think you are 
not – or living as a different person altogether, as you are, the one you presently 
believe yourself to be. And then, that you can be both, either or neither depending on 
what a situation requires. Going to extremes such as being a prostitute for a year and 
then becoming an abstinent monk pushes the boundaries of the persona a great deal 
further out from where they would normally be – which is often an immovable sense 
of how things should be to keep equilibrium with one’s ego and sense of I. But when 
you see that you can in fact be everything you hate or become someone else in a 
different life – the realisation dawns that the personality is as flimsy as it is incredibly
resilient. What you learn in fact is how to regain control over it. Seeing how easy it is
to become someone else, and how drastically that affects how people see you, treat 
you, usually marks the alchemical change where -I- is a temporal invention that can 
be changed merely by consciously willing new experiences. It also generates an 
understanding that people are in thrall to what they see, what they perceive and load 
onto a form or appearance to make it slot neatly into their perception. To them – if 
you act as something – you are that something. Yet you know inwardly that it is only 
an Act, and so you begin to see how easily people are fooled by appearances, by 
forms and by illusions – since they very rarely can discern the difference. One learns 
then and there that changing the form, changes reactions and can tailor a form to 
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achieve a specific one. Suddenly, one is controlling forms, and learning how to no 
longer be controlled by them.

THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
The Temple of THEM will do whatever it takes to Know. We represent THEM, and 
the forces of THEM as they Are, incarnate. Thus, for us, Chaos means something 
very different than it does to those who drop its name but carefully protect their own 
forms and forums from being subject to it. Chaos is an all-eating destruction, an 
anathema to Forms, whatever they may be. Even the long vaunted IOT, (Illuminates 
of Thanateros) who claim to specialise in Chaos Magic, take great care not to actually
introduce or allow others to introduce this force loose among it. Its name is thrown 
about like it were a harmless ball – but those that claim to use its force are often the 
strongest proponents of Order. Chaos is feared, and always has been feared since the 
Beginning, or at least as far back as humans were able to begin forming artificial 
concepts to keep it Out and Away from them. This is evident in the fierce loyalty to 
Order and existing forms shown by any individual or group when attempting to 
dismantle their grip on Form and actualise chaos amongst them. So, if even the Chaos
Magicians refuse to allow Chaos to be presenced in its full force – how does one 
know more than half, or any more than the Magicians will allow you to see? They 
may explain themselves and their reluctance in a myriad of ways – but what it comes 
down to, is that Chaos is anathema to form – and thus, unconscious hypocrisy and 
fear. THEM know that Chaos unleashed can destroy any container holding it – even 
LHP containers. But we don’t care – I suppose we’re the mad scientists of the magic 
world doing experiments where the damage to the form is irrelevant. We’re not 
interested in holding together the containers. We want to Know. Only then can we 
make an informed judgement about Chaos – or any other thing. All too often self-
honesty leads to ugly truths that must be swallowed if progress is to be made in really
understanding the esoteric currents of magic. But you either want to Know – or you 
want to live in Happy-land under the deceitful occult ego. Pride is a small sacrifice 
when you know what it’s really worth.

We’ve learned that Chaos is even feared by us – something which this experiment has
revealed as evident by our continuous flow of writing with great care taken to make it
lucid and accessible lest they be forgotten or unsaid. Our forums, WordPress and 
society rely on Order being kept for the Temple of THEM to flourish. And this only 
lends to the authentic truth that the modern usage of Chaos as a force is largely a 
myth, watered down into an impotent unpredictability people pretend to us – yet we 
Remember it, we were Scarred by it, to the extent that we will do everything in our 
power to prevent it from presencing itself – the entire conscious function of the 
human being seems especially designed as a Gate against it – whatever the Magicians
may say. If you doubt this – then be LHP and test it for yourself. The extreme 
fragility of forms can be highlighted merely by acting a little strange and 
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uncharacteristically, let alone actively sabotaging the structures that sustain any form 
and bring wrath against you.

FLIPSIDE
Duality is a bitch and it’s a liar. Let’s say you want to know Robin Hood – the famous
outlaw of English legend. You join him and his band of merry men and live happily 
amongst the tress of Sherwood, robbing the rich to give to the poor. Occasionally you
might see him lose his temper as people do in life – but never in legend. There are no 
accounts of Robin having a hissy fit over who ate the last pan-fried cake or stretched 
his green tights – but if you know anything about people – you can be pretty sure, it 
happened. Maybe he didn’t lose his temper often – but it happened, it had to have.
 
Likewise, we never hear of Robin using the toilet, crying, farting or complaining of 
sore feet. We only hear, Mythos – the best of characteristics and virtues to emphasise 
the Heroism of Robin – with all the rest of life’s little wonders stripped from the 
record. In our heads we build or have built for us a notion or ideal of Robin that 
relates his Legend – but not his reality. What for instance, was it like to be an enemy 
of Robin Hood? If you only know him as a friend, do you know him at all? No. you 
know his public face, his friend-sphere face with all the benefits that confers. But 
what if you were his enemy? How would he treat you, would he be so benevolent, 
polite, forgiving, a gentleman? Or if you angered him? Or tried to kill him? You 
could observe his reactions to others should these attempts be made on him – but you 
still don’t know, what it’s like. You don’t have the vantage point or the equipment to 
experience being an enemy of Robin unless you are an enemy of Robin. You can 
guess, perhaps quite accurately – but you can’t Know. And THEM want to Know – 
for themselves – what is what. I, RA, know a great deal about the ONA through 
synthesising what I have read, learned, observed, and practiced. I’ve been a great 
friend of the ONA for a long time for instance, and I have successfully educated 
many of its enemies – but for a temporary time – I have also been its enemy. 

I have therefore learned first-hand how the ONA reacts to its enemies from a direct 
vantage point and what it feels like to be the enemy. I have been at the sword point of
its tactics, strategies and experienced the feeling of being closed out of its ranks. I 
have seen its degrees of vindictiveness, its anger at betrayal and observed how it 
moves when it is angered against specific assaults or challenges and deals with 
conflict.
Now knowing this – I have an even rounder, fuller, and perhaps unique understanding
of the ONA, risky though it may have been – I have learned more from being on both
sides of the fence than anyone can learn from being on either one. Yet I have also 
rejoined the ONA despite this campaign against it and the vitriol generated by both 
sides has acted as an acid for the stage of putrefaction and a new distillation. It is 
evident then, that this drive for 360+ degrees of form is understood and even 
anticipated by the Order, despite the hassle it causes for temporal forms.
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Knowing both “sides” of the ONA, combines those “sides” into a realisation that they
are exactly the same – I.e. that there are no sides just the traditional illusion of them.

Unified the forms previously separate by projection become the new prime materia or
single form to which a new opposite must be sought – and so the alchemical

transformation goes beyond 360 degrees.

THEM, NUMBERS, FORM AND THE MAGI
THE INEXORABLE MARCH OF TINY STEPS TOWARD INSYNSIAN

Literary Concepts and faith in those concepts form the backbone of the Magian 
Matrix. But the tendency to write about the structure of language and communication 
tends to lend the idea that only words have this ingrained duality about them – but it 
is perhaps more so with the subtle but omnipresent phenomena of numbers [perhaps 
because the majority of the world are right-handed] that the machinations of 
monotheism and God may indeed lie. Perhaps it is not with the usual suspects of the 
occult that the distortion of the matrix lies but in the ability of the Magian mindset to 
capitalise off clever inventions – inventions which were often created in daily life 
where Christianity was the practiced and enforced norm – and hence Insynsian had a 
huge impact as a backdrop behind most mentalities.

Immortality and the desire to be remembered impregnates many innovations – as 
does the desire to be rich, famous and revered. Behind these mundane concerns of the
individuals living in their moments there is a chain of such innovations that could be 
said to have been considerable contributing factors in the way our brains developed a 
unilateral preference for a 23 Syndrome rather than a bi-, tri- or multi-partmental set 
of perspectives or syndrome[s].

Numbers, mathematics play a huge part in our story as human beings and as the 
backdrop to the increasing lean toward shaping our minds a particular way over 
another, at least culturally. The author assumes the reader has prior knowledge of 
theoretical mathematics.
One of the interesting facts about numbers is that most numbers cannot even be 
drawn or defined with there being an infinite amount of numbers between integers 1 
and 2 – these being irrational and wholly impossible to write down since they just 
keep going. There are numerous examples of simple looking equations giving 
esoteric and unexpected answers. Rather than accept these fundamental “problems” 
with mathematics – which many claim to be precise instruments with which to 
explain the world – a great deal of the phenomena of numbers is esoteric and magical
– even logic cannot explain nor derive answers for certain equations. Again and 
again, these uncomfortable anomalies and imperfections have been glossed over so as
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to enable the use of ‘perfect’ numbers – to create the sense of a seamless method of 
enquiry.

Algebra was instrumental in providing a means where numbers that could not be 
written down, could still be used – but this ignoring of the Actual nature of numbers 
is typical and traditional to the Magi – we can see this convenient glossing over of 
such imperfections in systems echoed everywhere for the sake of making them work. 
One example being in Courts where what actually happened is never what is 
reviewed and there is a pressing need for someone’s actions to be quantified into a 
box, for a case to be either guilty or not guilty, endless arrays of either/or and it is not 
about facts, but demonization of each party and who has the better more convincing 
Lawyer who can cast the right spells by phrasing words the right way.

But numbers have a grey area just as words do – between the concept of the God and 
the Devil there are also infinite concepts – but most of these prove too difficult to 
grasp so people gravitate toward the lazier option, the easier option, the option that 
traditionally humans have gone for. Dualism. Because humans do not like the 
irrational – that’s why we shorten things, take short-cuts, call one well-known 
irrational number pi rather than try to write it down;- it’s beyond us to do – and we 
need clear chunky hand-holds and things that are perfect and do not leave room for 
doubt, we need for us and others to have Faith in any system deployed – but both 
mathematics and words are wholly irrational products which have been altered to suit
– suit what? Insynsian.

What is fundamental about THEM is its emphasis on a plurality in all degrees – we 
have seen again and again what inventions the mind throws up under the mindset of 
Insynsian – we need to break that cycle to get a range of minds functioning on a new 
level to disrupt the Magi – not merely to highlights its problems but to actively offer 
solutions. What has essentially been the process of the Magi is to omit those things in
Nature it finds offensive or that do not match the Ego’s function for absolute clarity.

More often than not we have achieved only agreement on a settle point where 
difficult concepts that do truly speak of Nature’s matrix are ironed out, rounded off 
and re-packaged in a human-centred format, not a life-centred format.

History – is the perfect example. This Logical approach is of course the result of a 
tradition of fitting facts into human schema – not the other way around. It is this 
rounding off of facts that enables the Matrix to evolve by simplifying things into 
basic building blocks rather than continually grasping for them every time we want to
use them. But it is the same rounding off that has led to the common ignorance 
toward the true state of things because they were too difficult for the human being to 
grasp in their raw state and needed to be abstracted into simpler but distorted forms. 
This prejudice has coloured and still does All spheres of human enquiry.
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Now was Individuation’s natural course coloured/altered by the pressures of 
monotheistic Christianity, the minds natural processes distorted by this impression of 
monotheism as a strive for the Absolute or was Individuation a product of it or before
it? Early Christians believed that 2 was representative of the Devil because it created 
division [an alternative to Insynsian]. Zoroastrianism believed that 2 represented an 
eternal battle evenly balanced. Though it cannot be related here or perhaps anywhere 
with any clarity and completeness the concept of numbers slowly developed [not 
continuously – various insights were lost and found again – others lost forever] over 
thousands of years to a point where several inventions bought us closer to Binary or 
Dualism as an Industrial Cog.

In 1646 CE Gottfried Leibnitz born in Germany[Saxony] developed the philosophy 
behind Binary numbers. He believed the universe could be represented more 
elegantly through binary and its conflicting yes/no, on/off nature such as male-
female, light-dark, right-wrong. Towards the end of his life, he began to believe that 
binary numbers represented Creation, with 1 symbolising God, and 0 depicting the 
Void. This was noticed by Joseph Jacquard born in Lyons, France 1752 – who 
developed an automated Loom that used binary punch-cards to make the correct 
stitching. This made him a wealthy man and by 1812 there were 11,000 such looms in
use in France. His machine was the first to use binary numbers to store memory.
Charles Babbage would arrive on the scene shortly after and create the Difference 
Engine which produced tables of numbers by calculating and adding differences to 
the previous numbers. He is credited as the father of the computer.
George Boole [from Boolean] predicated a new system of logic with three values he 
believed could describe any logical statement; these were known as the Boolean 
operators, AND, OR and NOT. Gradually the world was becoming more logical and 
less natural. Less complicated and more controlled.

It was perhaps Einstein’s theories that seemed to blow apart this gradual immersion 
into more rigid logic and more exact measurement with the special and general 
theories of relativity. Now discussions of Quantum emerged, of infinity or constants 
such as c [the speed of light] against which all manner of previously held candles of 
idea were extinguished overnight. But this leap forward in science has not had the 
effect of challenging the Church and its monotheistic beliefs – but of becoming the 
Church itself in a new vein. Science was born of the rigidity of the Church – and 
appears to have little in common with it – but it has everything to do with it – even 
today science quests after a Universal theory to explain everything – some special 
theory of All – with the identical absolutism of the Magi, believing itself to be 
removed from such antiquated notions as God – it is merely another stage/phase or 
face of Insynsian.
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Where did Mathematics/Science meet with the Divine? It appears to have taken root 
in the concept of Infinity. The concept of infinity was considered by a Greek named 
Zeno, furthered by Aristotle but never really gained ground as a reality merely as a 
potential. In the 13th century the writings of theologian Thomas Aquino bound 
Aristotelian philosophy [which presently shaped the world] into an intricate link with 
religion. It was there that God entered the world as an infinite subject and the notion 
of an ever-lasting infinite soul became integrated too.

A fellow named Tertullian (c. 160 – c. 225 AD) was instrumental in setting a hedge 
around Scriptures by insisting that there are limits to Jesus’s injunction to seek and 
find. He was just one of hundreds of thousands of people who put in place devices 
that lead to causal outcomes that strengthened the power of the Church and its forms 
immeasurably – but which Church has never achieved Unification [as good as 
though, really].

Tertullian’s edicts were adopted by the Romans and thus a huge number of splintered 
groups of Christians who at the time read the Scriptures differently and thus got very 
different things from it suddenly became split into the more forceful Orthodox 
believers with sanctioned backing and the rest, who were labelled Heretics. His 
efforts would lead to the demand that Scripture be authorised to be understood by a 
very select group of people, the same way for all Christians [a closed canon]. This 
was but one act of intent [who can say what the intent contained] that was responsible
for shaping the way Christianity affected the world and the way it did so.

We listed others above in the inventions of mathematicians that opened the gates to 
the industrial age and the machine age – are they too Magian?

Any serious examination of history leaves one with not only the sense that the linear 
continuum is a farcical notion to entertain but also that it was not some over-arching 
plan by a group of super-powerful wizards in a magical tower with magical genius 
that created Christianity or caused it to be sustained but the common will of people 
taken bit by bit in the same directions via new directions. Christianity, whilst 
oppressive is not the cause of human suffering. It was the acts of hundreds of 
thousands of ordinary people in positions of power, and millions more who have not 
survived in historical memory who little by little made small changes over thousands 
of years that lead to the way things are now. Not because these changes proceeded in 
an orderly arrangement, implemented one after the other without argument – but 
largely, because when you demand that everyone do something, there will always be 
groups that defy that order, leading to new kinds of forms, counter-forms, counter-
culture whose ideals have their own agenda. As they grow, they too schism, split, 
divide, disagree and form new kinds of forms too. We are but a virus dividing itself – 
in thrall to powers far beyond us that rule us blindly.
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There is an occult expression called the Cosmic Egg. It is the supposed shape of the 
human body performing all possible extensions and poses of its biology to the limits 
of its reach at once forming an egg about itself. How many of these do you think you 
could perform?

There is another occult expression called the Sinister Grotesque. But in a lesser form 
between smiling and frowning how many other facial motions do you go through? 
We treat vastly complicated things as simple for so long that we take them for 
granted, the next generation inherits them as facts. When we think about it, we 
describe two motions. I was smiling and then I frowned. Our human biology and 
traditional knowledge system drastically limits our ability to grasp the thousands of 
milli, nano, fermi seconds during which the muscles, sinews, electronic signals, and 
show to us the thousands of faces in between each “set” of emotions we recognise.

How many colours can we recognise? Approximately several thousand – and yet we 
have supposedly millions of colours presented to us. What is the point if we cannot 
tell the difference? Moreover, how many colours do you actively recognise? Seven? 
Twelve? Maybe two dozen? On a regular basis. But probably not many more than 
that. The Magi are known as Closers – they close things off with words and numbers 
and other tools from the true Chaos that it is. This is a service to mankind for which 
they are never consciously thanked – but, it went past a point where it should have – 
this is where the distortion began to become apparent in hindsight.

The entire world is built on an artificial construct of not-quites, good-enough’s, and 
fair estimates. I had often believed mathematics to be a science built on absolutes but 
its not – hence we have Phi, once of the most well-known of the irrational numbers 
stemming from the Fibonacci sequence, which number we cannot even write down.
The corner-cutting in the worlds progressive development has allowed society and 
mankind to rise up amidst a paradise that fits its own image. Or rather, an image that 
has striven for ever since the possible alternatives were hunted, extinguished, 
murdered or erased from history as the Magi swept across the planet in a monotheist 
fervour. How many times was the truth written down only to be burned, extinguished,
buried, changed, discredited, hidden, forgotten? What comes down to us is minimal 
and yet it forms the backbone of the majority of human thought – few things have 
changed since Euclid gave us the principles of Math, Newton the principles of 
physics, the Greeks the principles of drama and philosophy.

These inventions are all that survived to us in the present day – but imagine what we 
might have been able to do or become had we had more of these missing discoveries, 
inventions, thoughts, radical innovations and ideas.

But they have been erased, forgotten or deliberately destroyed somewhere along the 
way because of Insynsian – the desire for One truth, one God, one Law, one Way, 
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one, one, one. And what is one? It is Indivisible. It is God. And it is our insidious 
biological imperatives twisted up in this development of something Divine that have 
brought the world to its present state. Why is the world so easy to control for so few? 
Because extraordinarily complex questions have been answered in simple terms of 
yes and no. You are either doing the right thing and with God – or you are not and 
turned over to the Devil. This is not some moral judgement limited to religious 
zealots – it is everywhere, parroted by everyone. Us/Them. Wrong/Right. You’re 
In/You’re Out.

If you can imagine that the whole world has been trained to use tools a certain way 
for thousands of years – you can imagine just how difficult it is to try to use them 
differently – and the absurdity that it requires an ‘occult’ school of renegade thinkers 
to try to re-examine this messy chiselled sculpture of the Matrix and envisage what it 
looked like when it was still a part of the stone.

But now we come to the most difficult part of the Temple of THEM and the requisite 
necessity for humans to adopt in order to evolve and to come closer to the truth of the
matters at heart and for many members of THEM, it is hard to stomach. But it IS the 
reality. It is here, time to discard the Mythos so carefully built up around you and 
here the greatest danger that you will no longer understand the purpose of the Temple
of THEM.

This is where the concept of Mundanes vs. Sinister breaks down – this is where we 
take a step further into the darkness despite enjoying the light of believed lies which 
provided a tension, a struggle, a purpose to our Work. The idea that we were up 
against a monstrous entity of conspiracy that has carefully retained power throughout 
thousands of years or that one side is evil the other good. When we play these games 
– we do nothing more than act like the so-called enemy, why? Because WE are the 
enemy – the enemy comes from us, from the ideas we hold and the way we hold them
– WE, are the MAGI, the SINISTER, the OTHERS, US and THEM. Any depth of 
research shows many things, chief of which is the absolute difficulty even amongst 
academics, occultists, specialists, experts of agreement on any set of particular facts 
or circumstances.

The truth of any Distortion will forever lay buried. The trail is ice cold and inhumanly
vast. What connections we can make to join one causal phenomenon to another are in
vain because our sources are largely modern, largely corrupted, and always have or 
had an agenda. We have a fraction of the available information and of that fraction we
only process or can process a far smaller fraction – we’d like to think we can 
understand History – but only so long as facts are definite, definitions are absolute, 
and vast elements of the equation are culled out beforehand, and we concentrate our 
efforts to PROVE something to suit our agenda – [which alone should ring alarm 
bells since that is what History IS not just for us, but for all the others who wrote 
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about it] – can we wrap our hand around this leviathan of the deep in which only the 
crown of the head is visible and the rest forever submerged. Disappointing as it may 
be – this is the reality.

The idea of a Magian Lodge whose members conspired throughout the aeons to bring
us to where we are now is an approach at best used by polemicists – those that seek to
equally divide normative orthodoxy and heresy against it. It is almost demanded that 
there BE an enemy outside of us, someone or some group whose ideals clash with our
own, who threatens to dominate the stage with false ideals, outlandish theories, 
damaging rhetoric. We believe ourselves engaged in an occult war because it 
provides the impetus to put into practice the Ethos of our people as Conquerors. How 
to be a conqueror if there is nothing to conquer? So, we construe for ourselves, a 
narrow, limited-vision, idea of the past so that we can decide the future. But the one 
thing many people fail to take into account is the corruption of the information that is 
RIFE. The majority of people do not KNOW how to read. They accept facts and 
information at face value, and even the Sinister uses a majority of Christian sources, 
written by Christians, to prove its agenda. Facts become weapons – based on faith in 
the very idea of facts.

Agenda is everywhere – it is human to have an agenda – its why we seek to become 
Dark Ones, or overthrow the Magian, or get together at all as isolated people across 
the planet, or in close-proximity groups – we have an agenda. We think we 
understand the very nuts and bolts of what is “WRONG” with the world or our 
culture and we seek to “RIGHT” it – we believe ONLY our movement can do so, 
because ONLY our movement understands what has been broken and how to fix it. 
And, its why we support others we think support us – because their agenda, helps our 
agenda. And, its why we war against those who we think don’t support our agenda, 
because it makes our agenda harder to attain. This is an approach that humans have 
taken for hundreds of thousands of years. Tribal difference correlates directly to the 
forms that possess us.

The truth is exceedingly simple, Human beings, who don’t enjoy their condition, 
want someone or something to blame. Sometimes, there IS someone to blame, who is
deliberately making life hard or unfair.

But to lay the blame of the worlds condition at the feet of a mythical Illuminati is 
insane. It is not just insane – but easier. The frightful problem with humans is that we 
do not live long – and even if we spend our whole lives working to understand 
History – we cannot achieve more than a cursory understanding – our lives are 
simply too short and our capacities too limited – otherwise we should realise that 
everything is far too complicated to have conclusions. The very concept of 
conclusions is to give up, believing one has exhausted the material from which they 
draw facts and points to the point where an agenda has been sufficiently proved. All 
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of the sources drawn from had writers who also had agendas – tipping facts one way 
or another. When a writer encountered something he didn’t like, his peers wouldn’t 
like, or something that went against his agenda – what did he do? He didn’t accept it 
and change himself – he changed the writing, edited it, omitted it, or altered it, 
instead.

We must be HONEST with ourselves, our EGO must learn to be HONEST too. The 
problems that plague humanity are not driven by some amorphous description that 
seems bound to a definite area of people when we say Christianity. What is a 
Christian? Someone that believes in God? Someone that goes to Church? Someone 
that tells other’s they are going to Hell? Someone that follows the teachings of 
Christ?
The term is as nebulous as any other, including Magi. We can cut corners and treat 
these notions as facts, as given terms for observable phenomena, build a view on 
them using their stones for our masonry – but the Adept knows that’s all it is. 
Sometimes that’s all that is needed – trading one story for another is often the best 
humanity can hope for – and such trading can work, where new stories promote new 
expressions, new reactions, new forms until they too solidify and become the new 
orthodoxy.

If you do not see the enormous egoism and human-centred perception at play across 
the board in taking this stance, or that this is the very stance millions of people take – 
then you cannot evolve into what lays beyond this primitive perceptive tradition. The 
Temple asks a question that is quintessential of psychic evolution – DO, we have to 
have an enemy to provide impetus to our motion?

What does it mean to be as Nietzsche once said: Beyond Good and Evil?
It means, Whatever you can say about what it is to be Sinister – I can equate with 
being no different from those things that define the Magi. The Magi are lazy, 
incompetent, foolish? The mundanes are sub-human, incompetent, ignorant?
The Empires that rule the world have never been Satanic, incompetence would not 
reduce resistance to nil or take the acts against it in its stride, as for foolish – only a 
fool underestimates their limitations to comprehend the mind-boggling scope of what 
Christianity has achieved. Fools focus on what it has not achieved and cite from 
sources of its achievement – philosophers, artists, inventors, warriors, sorcerers. The 
sheer staggering expertise of Christianity has required truly serious head-scratching 
to provide a counter form.

ONA sought to be it – but is nothing more than an arm of it. It matches, action for 
action, the same polemic attitude demonised as being a trait of the Magian. Vindex is 
a thinly disguised Jesus, Baphomet a sexist icon that oppresses Women, it’s 
understanding of History as blind as any other – nowhere does it accept or 
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acknowledge the limitations of the human to understand, because it is unable to come
to terms with the reality it never will.

There are more books in any library than we will ever be able to read. There are more
experiences on the planet than we will ever be able to enjoy/endure. There is more 
wrong with our worldview than we will ever want to admit.
We can flesh out a reasonable utility of understanding, enough to provide context and
purpose, but we can never truly know, and this is a devastating thing the Ego must 
accept because it believes it can do anything – and it is this trait that makes humans 
so persistent, motivated and determined to overcome. But like all the other groups 
peer to it, it seeks a superman to hide its shame – it wants to overcome but it is 
already overcome – our memories are not secure, our lifespan is short, our ability to 
comprehend in more than a handful of dimensions is finite, our eyes form most of the
judgement, we have only a small wedge of consciousness opposed to the vast gulf of 
the rest of the psyche, we are biased, prejudiced, and loaded with an agenda. We are 
possessed of a 23 syndrome and see demons and angels wherever we look – they just 
take on different guises. We understand only through brief approximations, we know 
neither the secret of nature or the universe, and we struggle at the best of times just to
be ourselves. We are fraught with complexes, neuroses, psychic disturbance, 
pathology, compensations – the need to drink, eat, stay warm, breathe, excrete all 
regularly – our bodies are mostly helpless against colds, viruses, internal malfunction,
cancers, death.

We seek to be superman because we cannot be super enough to accept ourselves as 
we are – we need to be Gods, Overmen, Super-Beings, Immortals, to go live with 
Aliens, to believe in Crop Circles, Pyramid Power, Annunaki – all to save ourselves 
from our condition as flimsy frail human beings. We hear of stem cell research, 
nanotechnology, bio-mechanics, genetics and other things going on around the planet 
to prolong human life, slow down human deterioration, engineer better, stronger, 
parts and pieces – and this belief, or rather, dis-belief at what we are – is the power 
core of the Magi. Of the “Magian” worldview and motivator to worship God, explain 
the Devil, or deny both.

It is not enough to be human we want to be inhuman. And if we were inhuman – we’d
probably want something else. And this is the job of the Ego – to decide what we are 
and what we want to be. And it looks at what we are and what we want to be and 
concentrates on closing the distance between reality and fantasy. But we fall short 
most times frustrating the ego immeasurably. Because that is its function – to struggle
toward an ideal of us. And if we should achieve it – to struggle toward an ideal of 
others, and a widening scope of the world around it.

It is not a dirty word to be human. We shouldn’t go so far to say we’re proud to be 
one – we simply have no choice. And we share the planet with billions of other ones. 
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It is our lot. Our condition. Some luckier than others, some much luckier than others. 
Born into wealth, or a peaceful location. Some whose backdrop in life is death, 
suffering and war. Some whose backdrop is security, fine foods and fast cars.

We must divest these things of our emotional attachment for it clouds our judgement. 
Satanism could never have been so strong a form if Christianity had not been so 
oppressive – every action has an opposite an equal reaction – if Christianity had been 
flimsy or simple it should have created a shadow of Satanism that was the same. If 
you set up a polemic between two forces, then the one will be as strong as the other 
you push off against. Because its all in the mind. The Magi, the very instrument of 
calling them a Magi are parts of a ceaseless equation we must not believe but 
understand. No-one wants to acknowledge the validity of the forms they hate that 
they push off against to make their own stand, to reject something in order to build 
their own something – but why? Such pitiful ignorance even after thousands of years 
of how forms work, of what is required, of the nasty, brutish, ugly aspects of 
interaction involving events and persons is as equally a part of form as any pleasant 
aspects of it. The Traitor may be hated, feared, despised but alchemically he or she is 
the catalyst for change, the tumbling of the house of cards, the loss of control we 
pretend doesn’t exist only to be sorely reminded that we have very little – even as we 
might think we understand people and their motives to a critical degree – there is 
always a surprise, a knife, a shadow – as there has always been. Someone to be 
reviled and blamed – as if we are destined to perform the same gormless dance 
forever without ever gaining any understanding of the importance of the SINISTER.

The Sinister practice life-affirming things whilst the Magi practice a worship of 
Death? Nonsense. The division between the two is a convenience at best – there is no 
division – you are as Magian as you are Sinister, as right as you are wrong, as black 
as you are white. If we take a polemic outside of our own, and look at two nations 
warring, or two tribes, or even a couple arguing – we can clearly see there are “two 
sides to every story” and that “both are as bad as one another” – it is there 
shortsightedness and ongoing involvement with each other that keeps the conflict 
going, the actions and cheeky slights, aggressive pushes, cutting remarks that keep it 
fuelled. Keep them at each other throats without ever stopping to reconsider if the 
whole thing was not just absurd. This applies to the Magi and Sinister too.

But the disadvantage of accepting this is that it seems to not be true – that you are
more one than the other – why? Because the Ego doesn’t know how to motivate itself
without an enemy. The conflict continues even when you understand this – because

others don’t understand it. Let the Aeon Grind On…
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ARTE OF DECEPTION

Please note that due to the complexity of this MSS other Works focusing on particular
aspects of the Greater Whole by THEM may need to be consulted throughout. As an 
infiltrator (I prefer Wanderer) of many groups by many means to obtain the necessary
information for me to piece together my puzzle – I have learned a formidable deal 
about the Arte of Deception (AOD).

Herein I present a few of my Insights regarding the AOD.
It should be understood by now that members of THEM each have differing opinions 
as to the techniques and the definition of the LHP and Black Magic – just as we do 
with Shape-Shifting. Just as members do not have a unitary agreement (But rather 
allow a convenient representation to present itself) of the nature of the Dark Ones, for
instance, each of us expressing their own views – in Sinister Solidarity. Our interests 
in shape-shifting range from the mythology and magicology of the ancient practices 
of the Werewolf, invocation of the Dark Gods and the presencing of their energies via
the human medium, physical metamorphosis via mastery over the cosmic egg, and 
the diffusion of consciousness into the acausal via a variety of advanced techniques, 
just to name a few. 

However, this Introduction will deal with nomenclature concerning some basic 
techniques of glamour, deception, misdirection, and protection vital to add to any 
foundation of fundamental skills in the development of the Arte of Deception as it 
relates to and concerns a specific nexion of the Temple of THEM.

The hidden/occult/esoteric side of the Grand ‘Science’ of what is conveniently 
referred to as “Shape-Shifting” is generally misunderstood and greatly 
underestimated regarding the intricacy and complexity of its execution due to the 
actual underlying nature of deception (of which there are many esoteric secrets) – for 
if it is not “misunderstood or greatly underestimated” then it is a glamour incomplete.

That is to say – if the seams of the geometry do not show – then how are they (the 
audience) to know there is a Deception at all? Sometimes it is best to act entirely 
invisibly – however, in presencing a form (or formulae, to be more accurate) such as 
there is something of a crucial arte in the Visible.

Some Preliminary Notes: One way to think of form is the following. Imagine a dark 
room containing people who are standing still. A voice suggests to them that the room
contains deep pits in the floor. It is thus predictable that for some of those people – 
the belief in pits will come into existence (as forms) and influence their behaviour 
accordingly. Whether or not the content is there is irrelevant. The illusion of authority
(a Deceptor) and the power of suggestion are enough to make the pits real for some. 
Pending of course on the relationship of the voice of authority to the people in the 
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dark room, an outcome can be predicted. But those variables are discussed in another 
MS. The Deceptor aims to gain the trust of those he wishes to deceive in order to 
deceive them more thoroughly and more easily, by understanding form and the 
tremendous influence its temporal nature has on humanity.

In general – a ‘form’ as apprehended by THEM is a causal temporal interstice, which 
is perceived to have specific, general and abstract properties by the human nexion 
pending their degree of consciousness.*/**

For us, a ‘form’ is a convenient way of referring to any invention of human 
perception that results from the validated understanding or binding/restricting 
definition of interpretation within parameters of description, content, or value of the 
content of one’s perception. But a form is not merely a convenient way to describe 
objects considered physical or real. A form can be intangible too – it can be an 
Ideology, a Religion, A set of beliefs. A form can also be chemical, mathematical, 
geometrical, lyrical, literal, or musical. Forms arise from the stimulus received by the 
five senses or the rich tapestry of experience they saturate us with leaving us to ‘make
sense’ of their presence; these may be considered raw forms exhibited by the cosmos 
and its being. But when these forms are subsequently interpreted by the human being 
causally such dimensional bias disables the means to see these exhibitions as they 
Are. Any instance in which a conclusion is made of ones perception by restricting 
stimulus into a manageable frame of reference so as to control or understand it (thus 
wilfully extracting meaning and mentally separating it from its acausal component as 
a connexion to everything else) is to presence a form.

From an Acausal viewpoint all Forms are considered perceptually limited/separated 
from their acausal component. And while essence remains imbued with the Acausal, 
appearance can only be experienced and seen causally, that is, from a limited, causal 
perception. In the context of the Adept who perceives the Acausal and the Causal, (as 
well as their own Nexion and Co-Nexion to both of these ‘dimensions’) all forms as 
manifested by human-beings regardless of their Time, Technology, Culture or 
Civilisation (thus far) are artificial imprisonments of the acausal, a wishful projection 
by the current consciousness onto what THEM have called the ‘Black Clay’. (Qv. 
MSS In Sinister Solidarity.) And are representative of the markers that characterise 
the geometry of an Epoch.

Essentially the Black Clay is that world we perceive via our consciousness either as 
an Adept or Non-Adept in its pure state – that is, the moment of crystallisation that 
provokes the consciousness to exit/extrude its body and diffuse itself in the greater 
being when the human nexion becomes acutely aware of two pure instances of 
consciousness (there are more than two – but this divisive/unifying experience is one 
of the earliest of an Adept). One being the irresistible pull of what was hitherto felt as
an isolated location of the consciousness inside the skull (human-centred geometry) –
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the other being awareness that there exists a unified collective ‘something’ 
external/ulterior to one’s pure point of consciousness – but of which it too, is a part. 
(life-centred geometry) (Qv. The Simultaneous Pulse, Mvim III). Suddenly, 
convenient abstractions to terminize a duality in space, i.e. an assertion of one’s 
position and the position of one’s emanations in relation to other phenomena – 
“Inside/Outside”, “Esoteric/Exoteric”, “Black/White” begins to quaver, then 
ominously vibrate, and shatter. Consciousness of one’s Co-Nexion with the Acausal, 
achieved.

The Black Clay is an analogy for a blank slate onto which humanity draws 
conclusions – thus re-naming part of that blank slate with a temporal name, and thus 
form. The Black Clay is a unified connexion and experience of the Acausal and 
Causal that is broken down by causal consciousness into separate, abstract chunks of 
manageable context (a process made necessary for any human being without acausal 
awareness) and referred to both generally and specifically i.e. as time/space, or 
chemical, atomic, sub-atomic ‘matter’ that we can physically see, hear, touch, taste 
and smell. But as the experiments of Scientific analysis have thus far shown – the 
universe and its content cannot be separated into one set of singular/unified 
components on Any level – in fact it is a pointed comment to say that the very 
concept of Singular may very well be a causal-inspired myth. ‘It’ has proven to be 
multiple, even at the smallest level of causal perceptual isolation. Thus, the Black 
Clay represents a raw undefined state of perception, prior to human projection 
warping it from its complete context into bifurcations on the causal plane that are 
‘understood’ ‘known’ or ‘made sense of’.

It is this acausal purity that concerns THEM: however it be approached or its context 
sought to be made clear in causal terms and systems; from Physical-Based Sorcery, 
Seven-Fold Way Satanism, Form and Chaos, Buddhism, Asceticism, by members of 
whatever particular mode of thought and apprehension: the process has thus far 
seemed to be similar for all, indeed is a phenomena dangerously close to being called 
‘Objective’. Such a process is what might be called a hyper-cubic inversion/expulsion
of one’s own being: since one must effectively (and the following are simplistic 
abbreviations for caustic and complex systems of practice) “turn ones being inside 
out”, “die to oneself”, “expel the Self” and “dissolve the possession of Own”, to 
exhibit (co-join) with its Acausal source. But what has not yet been mentioned by the 
ONA – is whether the consciousness, diffused into the Acausal – can re-manifest/re-
assemble itself – or, come back from the Abyss. This, I am inclined to believe is 
theoretically possible. But should such a Dark God return – it is impossible to know 
how to quantify it – all we can do thus far is speak of things outside of their duality, 
turn to new concepts of De-Abstracted Perception which is to place one’s perception 
of the world in an Acausal context – to be a student of Cliology. 
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Much of what has been revealed via the ONA and attempted by its proteges has not 
yet had the time to mature, moreover, the distortion of magic has not decreased, if 
anything it has multiplied, with the magical sector still expecting magic to be 
physical – to be perceived by the five senses available to them. That is to say, that the 
abandonment of certain causal habits has not yet occurred and until it does, the means
of Acausal Perception will not come.

When anything is generalised in this bifurcation of the Black Clay – it becomes 
something and is perceived by the human consciousness as a temporal form borne of 
necessity and convenience. On the superficial level generalisation is a convenient 
way to communicate – but it quickly becomes extremely uncomfortable and highly 
unstable if any serious analysis or depth is undertaken into it. People are aware of this
even if on an unconscious level – but to make communication possible, this lazy 
standardisation is accepted. Only specialists and sadomasochists concern themselves 
with the sticky philosophical problems of analysis of what the sky actually is, and in 
what context, and from whose point of view, on whose authority, and so on ad 
infinitum.

 Of course a convenient lack of depth requires that other generalisations are made – 
“grass” “green” “sky” “blue” all a natural part of human living. But, a downside to 
this laziness is that slowly one can begin to enmesh themselves in an artificial 
geometric prism of pre-supplied interpretations and meanings. This prism is 
segmented and catalogued and revised and relied upon – until one day one becomes 
completely trapped in a self-sufficient web of interpretation and can no longer 
perceive beyond the interpretation.

Now, as far as THEM are concerned, this is where Form, as a self-sufficient and 
already explained library of catalogued phenomena that controls interpretation of 
reality via a pre-made set of labels and projections, opens up the wonderful world of 
counter-projections or ‘opposites’, that is to say a dynamic tension between points. 
Such counter-projections are as much an illusion as the projections in the first place –
but are nevertheless powerfully vulnerable to exploitation by those with the 
awareness of the context of the enmeshment of beings trapping themselves in one, 
causal, plane.

In the active sense: One can either work to un-mesh such beings – or enmesh them 
further. It is thus that the idea of geometry and the superimposition of it over the 
Matrix is useful for perceiving the world as a matrix containing all manner of shapes 
made of, say, light, which light is not real to the Acausal Perceptor and whose shape 
divests it secrets by revealing its inner structure, while the same shape is cloaked with
projections, its essence hidden and covered with the ‘real’ by the Causal Perceptor. It 
might be useful to reveal here that THEM are in some sense still ‘Against Time’. This
Resistance makes itself clear in the unconscious reference to such things as a ‘Sinister
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Matrix’ – which is a re-building of the context of the world to survive the causal 
effects of the psychic waste pooling in our Time. One simple contemporary example 
of this is the disturbing nature of advertisements and the enervating vibrations they 
deliver: one might even be convinced that the word of the aeon was in fact, “NOW”. 
Certainly, the word of the past and coming few decades.

The content of the Temple MSS “UAE” may be useful to understand the limiting 
effects of causal perception and the following extract from Mvimaedivm II may on 
one level, be of use here to explain how dimensionally restricted perception limits an 
object’s essence: When one forms a view of an object one immediately limits its 
reality. Its reality is confined by these limitations, the object becomes slave to our 
perception and subsequently restricted in terms of what it is and isn’t, can and cannot 
be or do by a precise mode or model of laws and rules. While this doesn’t actually 
change the object, it changes everything else. When one sets in stone the conditions 
for an object’s existence, the object is interpreted thusly by those conditions – yet 
these conditions are finite, not infinite, and use only a small section of the 
possibilities open to the object, by classifying it capable of only one or a few modes 
of existence according to a base of conceptions one has proceeded from.

One projects error upon an object, because of relativity. Note however, that the 
writings of THEM are an approximate for the Essence: they can bring some closer to 
perceiving these energies we speak of as they are, but they cannot convey that energy 
itself. While the MSS of Liber 13/13 in particular those sections dealing with Life 
and Human-Centred Geometry and the MSS Universes Parallel further explain in 
detail the other components that come together as separate studies focused on forces 
and magical understanding to bring this complex issue into a unifying force.

Detection/Critical Assessment of forms, their structure, and their essence are 
generally turned over in the mind and weighed against a plethora of past experiences, 
predicted outcome, inconsistencies, potential for projection, the underlying 
motivations for projecting the form, expectations past and present, memory and so 
on, plus a healthy dose of human analysis balanced somewhere between Optimism, 
and Cynicism.

Because where there is a Deceptor (And all human beings are scorpions) there is a 
Detector. Experience/Experiment shows that since Form is an abstract that resides 
solely in the Causal experience, and because the Acausal component implicit therein 
cannot be utilised to analyse the essence of an acausal presentation by a Deceptor on 
the causal plane. I.e. causal beings, are blind to it. Analysis of a Deceptor will 
inevitably operate from a human-centred/self-centred fixation by the would-be 
Detector – wherein, consciousness operating from the mindset characteristic of a 
resident imprisoned in the human body is enmeshed in the physical form and indeed 
the Physical. The Causal. And thus, Forms.
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All this is a detailed way of explaining that someone attempting to see through a 
Form – will naturally use other forms to determine their progress. Without acausal 
perception – without the diffusion of consciousness, they cannot help it, since it is 
form that characterises and restricts the causal perception in a 3d plane and it is the 
immature development of acausal perception but nonetheless imbuement of it in the 
human nexion that leads to “contradiction” and seemingly irreconcilable differences 
‘between’ forms: an illusion held up by the nexion itself. It’s not strange that the 
Scientific community should be labelling into existence so many multi-verses, 
alternate dimensions, and so on and yet not simply include the Acausal in their 
calculations, something that would make sense of much of their confusion – a) the 
Scientific community has as the ONA say, lost sight of science and become a bevy of 
theoreticists. b) We hold that the Acausal cannot be perceived from a Causal 
perspective. That is part of the hypothesis being tested by the presence of the Temple 
of THEM. Another part being the energetic grid to hi-jack and subvert cyberspace, 
the other a physical energetic grid to hi-jack and subvert Australia to serve as a 
nexion for Vindex. Other parts of course, to be revealed as various stages are arrived 
at.

But with this notion of form and acausal perception in mind, let us now turn to some 
of the more mundane causal forms that make up this extraordinary experiment.
The Spear One of the secrets guarded until now is the true extent of infiltration by 
members of THEM into other groups via close association with key figures to 
crystallise a secret intelligence network – another, the sharpness of our perception. 
Due to the inability of a causal-mired nexion to see beyond form: it is not difficult to 
use that reliance on form to create a powerful mental glamour. One such glamour is 
called the Spear.

Note some key points in Shape-Shifting:
1. One must adopt a shape.
2. One’s shape must be seen to make mistakes.
3. One’s shape must be seen.
4. One must have visible faces and forms – while being an invisible face of form.
5. The target must only ever see what you want them to see.
6. The arte of Deception involves the art of Distraction.
7. Being an excellent shape-shifter naturally leads people to distrust you.

1 To interact on the causal plane requires a shape, a presentation, a shell or human 
guise. We know this.

2-6 THE SPEAR:
To presence Acausal forms requires an involved weaving of thousands of illusions 
often over a lengthy period of time. For it is in the summary/overall experience of 
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this weaving, that is to say between the forms, that the gap of the Acausal reveals and 
illuminates. For example: in each personal interaction, these usually being one-to-one
or face-to-face, one decides which attribute to emphasise in order to build a picture of
one’s “persona” in the target’s perception. One replies in a manner according to what 
one wishes to emphasise at any given point. Should mystery be emphasised, Should 
certain attributes or emotions be emphasised, Should power or connections be 
emphasised? What, and how are tentative tenuous decisions that correlate to the 
Experiment and what is called for at any given time to extend a tendril. But what is 
not generally made known is that to be effective in shape-shifting – it is necessary not
only to have your real persona operating a front persona – but for your front persona 
to be operating its own front too, a deeper glamour I call a “spear”.

It is through the spear(s) that one of THEM is known by everyone outside of one’s 
inner Sinisterion. And then, even inside, members of THEM are largely unknown 
(that is, information falls into an abyss) even to each other.

The spear is the amiable cheerful face of the Deceptor. A Deceptor naturally meaning,
one who deceives. The Spear has a name by which others will know it and an array of
attributes that appeal to the most general population. It is the name(s) by which one 
signs things, says things, is seen, heard and witnessed. Most people have an alternate 
persona – but they do not have a spear. Nor strangely, do they understand the 
necessity for one, especially in this dangerous work. A fact lamented by not a few of 
the Sinisterion careless enough to let their vigilance lapse.
The spear, of which there can be more than one representation, represents the first 
line of Satanic defence. The average person is so caught up in oneself that they are 
careless about the information they exchange with others. (THEM are surgical.) 
Naturally, to discern the motivations of someone a person will read between the lines.
During the friendly banter exchanged a wise magician remains vigilant that they are 
being studied.

What this means – is that, due to human caprice, the Detector (the person studying 
‘you’) will be aiming to fill in some rather large gaps in his picture of you – esp. if 
you are one of those mysterious, anonymous types.

Thus, it is that the Spear fills the role of supplying those details to feed the hunger of 
the curious. It is the “casual unwitting mistake-maker” – the ‘you’ “careless” enough 
to give occasional innocuous “personal details” during pleasant information 
exchanges to secretly assist someone in building up a picture of you to decrease their 
immediate curiosity (native to all inquisitive brains). And it is prior to assuming a 
major form, such as ours, that the smart shape-shifter sits down and literally creates a 
completely set of fictional personas complete with fixed attributes with which to 
dangle as a carrot on a stick. (This involves some tricky manipulation of postal 
loopholes, address exchange, identification flaws, library archives, dangerous 
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associates, and ID stealing – covered in the section on Camouflaging the Chameleon. 
Trade secrets of Espionage and Intelligence and Satanic Tradition.)

It is the spear that will exchange sensitive information, the spear that will send and 
receive mail, the spear that will act as an administrator/inductor, the spear that will 
meet and greet and introduce and mingle, the spear that will mislead and misdirect 
both its friends and thus its potential enemies as to its actual nature and the spear that 
will serve as a decoy to hostile forces. Making a pseudonym is usually done by 
anyone using the computer – though haphazardly without the psychological arsenal 
of one of THEM and without a clear conception of deception. Most people can be 
persuaded to give sensitive personal information merely with a suitable Spear by 
appealing to their personality type and vices. Trust – places a person in a precarious 
position in our line of work.

The spear, though cheerful, personable, likeable, must also be seen to be secretive. 
This immediately places an increase of weight on any detail a Detector CAN extract 
from the spear directly or indirectly. Name, Age, Gender, Location, Outward 
Connections, Consistent Responses and Philosophies, Interests, Known Associates 
and Motivations are all top of the list. One by one some or all of these are ‘leaked’ via
the spear (this itself an Art!) or are presenced, supplied, gathered what have you from 
available information distributed by the Spear – incidentally, a glamour so named 
because the Detector literally impales himself unknowingly upon its point. With this 
information, some of the things presented to some of the members of the Sinisterion 
may now make further sense.
Now, from experience, it is Between the Spear and the Perception of the ‘you’ behind
the spear where the Detector will look for You, the Deceptor. Now it is understood 
why an extra line of defence is required, rather than simply an alter-ego. If, a Detector
looks for ‘you’ between a fake persona and another fake persona – what can be found 
of ‘you’? If a Detector looks for ‘you’ between You and your fake persona – anything
they extract may prove highly detrimental.

The Acausal shape-shifter is in a somewhat precipitous position. Their form must be 
seen from a variety of strange and difficult to explain angles. And I say difficult, 
because one can no longer simply use the terminology of the causal dimension – but 
must employ quantifiers for both. I was asked why I did not simply speak from a 
purely Acausal point of view – to which the reply is – there is no known language for 
the Acausal save for that of Dreaming. Continuing – it is not enough that a teacher of 
shape-shifting take on ONE visible layer of form in order to demonstrate his skills 
and techniques (Qv. RA/Tnepres/ThoTh/f/CV/J/Eddas/E/Edward Laden and so on) 
whose wraith has shown a prolonged visible countenance of a shape-shifter with 
distinct features and identification traits (and Works) as moving from one phase to 
another physically, magically, mentally to occupy various roles. Now here it gets 
intricate. It is not enough because it represents only a superficial level of shifting. A 
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vital attribute of any visible form is a certain degree of deficiency. Without that 
figurehead of calculated clumsiness, the shifter lacks the very element that renders 
them invisible.

While Legion keeps the punters busy, focused, occupied, distracted – the absence of 
sound – the vacuum created by the pressures of the actual shifter goes unnoticed. 
Thus one of THEM can sidle right up to you and you not even know it. Because the 
Spear of the Shifter is seen out in the open – the punters focus on the wrong fellow. 
Note ONA’s bizarre crusade against one ‘Alex F’.

They consider themselves astute, watchful, aware of the possibility of misdirection 
and deception by this strange fellow who teaches shape-shifting and admits to being 
deceptive and infiltrating various organisations – but, what’s this, he’s not as good as 
he thinks he is, he’s left clues… heh… Have we now? So then, astute ones, how 
many of US are there? One? Two? Six? Or a Dozen? What are our names? What 
defines US that reveals US – Symbolism? Terminology? Beliefs? Age? Location? 
Energy? Which groups do we watch from the inside, IOT? ONA? ToB? OAA? 
MLO? TOS? FCOS? SOS? OTO, yours? Where did you get your information on 
THEM – from US? Or from the Spear? And we are Australian, right?

It is questions like these that beg for the mercy afforded by critical thinking.
ONA – masters of chameleonization created a very similarly layered labyrinth using 
the above techniques. Try, for instance, reading the ONA’s MSS with this in mind. 
Where some of the insights such as those garnered by the MSS – “A Contemplation 
of DWM” may arise. We know the Acausal Deceptor cannot be seen – we know this 
because that form of magic has no form or physical identification – it is not causally 
detectable. If it was, THEM should not have moved into advanced stages of its first 
aim without detection and without difficulty.

Some of our detractors (of whom we watch carefully) underestimate the value of 
extreme patience and subtlety. One gate took three years to open, another five, 
another eight. Not a problem – we’re not going anywhere, and we have nothing better
to do than achieve our aims. One of those aims is to teach our black magical 
principles from the Australian Nexion and reveal the theory and techniques that 
comprise them. It would generally be considered counter-productive to the formation 
of any group trying to attain personal power over its members to reveal such layers 
and operations: for if no longer focused on Legion, where might they look? Into the 
“Dark Soul of the Night”? Quite. Now if only they used that awareness when 
perceiving Magian forms…

However, the ‘You’ (i.e. causal vessel) that subsists beneath the glamour of the Spear,
being bound by form, will, and does, exhibit information allowing further profiling of
your identity and character. And Here, a very pointed analogy can be drawn between 
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the survival of the physical human being/nexion in order to achieve the Great Work – 
and the romantic view of a Dark God clawing at the veil between the Worlds seeking 
intrusion. On one level – they are one and the same. Until the physical body is 
completely diffused, that is, an entirely acausal, there is a paradoxical dance with 
death whereby the Satanist endangers themselves, lives on the edge etc – and yet 
undertakes the training, steps and measures to ensure the highest level of protection 
for survival from the entropy of the mundane world.

See ‘An Analysis of Frequency L13/13’ for further instances. Following these it can 
be a difficult game to conceal one’s closer (habitual) attributes simply because of the 
tell-tale trail of the geometry of information.

Things sometimes beyond control when using form are one’s method or manner of 
communication – one’s terminology, or even a consistent focus on certain concepts. 
Thus, it is that some shape-shifters (one in particular whose spear is infamous) have 
left trails that show certain persons are and have been among us whilst cultivating 
glamour of a very special sort – practising a variety of ‘habitually disruptive’ roles to 
keep themselves randomised, and yet remain virtually undetected by those without 
the eyes to see. But it’s not for us to reveal them. We enjoy the ‘game’ as much as 
they do. Beneath the ‘You’ is the diffusion of consciousness characteristic of the 
Adept – the core of a Dark Sol. But remember it is in the rays of the sun that most of 
the ‘Work’ is done. From day one – carry a spear. We have.

Unfortunately, or rather as a result of, diffused consciousness that interferes with 
one’s causal ability to maintain a solid form to others; being known as a shape-shifter 
of some skill and of course, revealing the disarming secrets of one’s trade, carries 
with it the burden of implicit suspicious mistrust. Members have reported side-effects
of our ‘Grand Science’ with members of their inner Sinisterion due to able 
demonstrations of chameleonization openly – thus revealing how adept they are at 
controlling what people see and witness of them. This has lead to issues of instability,
esp. in magical relationships, where one may say the illusions of the causal are 
experienced withdrawn and the frightening (from their point of view) essence beyond
projection revealed.

 Thus, Emily no longer sees John, but a sinister grinning trickster, a dark, mysterious 
and cunning master of illusion who sends her projections back to her. This has the 
effect of causing people to be perpetually unsure whether a shifter is sincere or 
merely playing another role: An unavoidable Sinister Aspect of THEM’s Work and 
this Work in general. One of the disarming scenarios concerning the ONA was one 
(disturbingly argued) suggestion that the Order could in fact be the work of one 
Super-Jew who decided to prove the merit of the Jewish faith by manipulating its 
enemies perfectly and unknowingly into adhering to the wisdom of a Sacred Jewish 
Holy Order under the guise of Satanism/NS/Islam and so on. Unfortunately, there is a
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sinister correlation between the deceptive potential and the invisible ultimate aim of 
the shape-shifter. 

When one becomes as adept at shape-shifting as DWM the possibilities increase 
frighteningly – past the Abyss it becomes correspondingly difficult to shake one’s 
head definitively at anything manifesting on the causal plane. Pending the more 
advanced results of the Seven-Fold Way – a better judgement can be made. On that – 
it is somewhat limiting that the Seven-Fold Way disdains the study of Kabbalah and 
Jewish Magic – for then one may preclude a study of the enemy for greater 
comparison that can be considered vital for a more rounded self-discernment.
To summarise before we move on: the essential point being made is that creating a 
thing like THEM is only possible via a tandem of invisible (and visible) infiltration of
key players known or in any way associated or trying to associate with THEM – and 
some very special rules of Satanism that aren’t known to many, some that we have 
borrowed, some that we have created. 

The ONA’s Shrencing MSS, I believe, danced on the outside of these techniques. 
THUS: Let them think they know where/who/what you are – while you Know 
where/who/what they are. This is a practice quite similar to the blackmail operations 
set up to entrap riches and power via the cameras for compromise within a Temple.

The Temple, being an enticing forbidden environment where the lure of dark magic 
and unbridled sex holds fascination for many who are thus left (that is, not informed) 
to invest it with their projections as a place of romance and intrigue, a literal temple 
to Satan and doorway to exciting taboos all shag pile carpets and mahogany altars as 
it were – is seldom understood by the eager for the menacing role it plays in 
surveillance, tactical espionage, and entrapment. They seldom understand or are 
meant to understand, the extent to which the Temple watches them. This type of thing
is very much the case with many Satanic Industries: though it bears repeating that 
THEM have emerged to help a few out of the occult labyrinth, hence our revelations 
of our Satanic techniques for the few who deserve to learn them.

The Tempel ov Blood (Qv. Liber 333) emphasise Infiltration of Organisations, as do 
the Order of Nine Angles, of which we are a Nexion. To them, these techniques are 
probably already known – but to those who wish to become one of THEM, these 
notes may prove a disturbing sobriquet. MEHR SEINS ALS SCHEIN…

*Briefly: In terms of causal perception – general refers to the common convenient 
name for interpreted content, i.e. a “ball” or “sky”. Specific refers to a definition of 
an abstract in a layer of further segmented abstraction. “A shiny, red, ball with spots” 
or “Stratosphere, Atmosphere, Oxygen/Nitrogen/Carbon Dioxide” while an abstract 
is essentially the end result of interpretation of any content using further abstracts to 
do it. These faculties are employed in this manner due to the size and position of our 
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human-centred consciousness which finds itself enmeshed by the physical body and 
whose concerns are directly related to its feelings of inferiority and superiority 
relative to it.

** In terms of acausal perception – none of these differentiations exist. An abstract in 
the causal is not the same as an abstract in the acausal. An abstract in the causal (Qv. 
The Star Game: adv. Asstd. Essays) can be defined as anything isolated in perception 
by giving it a name. Until it has a name or parts of it are named by projection, the 
‘Black Clay’ to some extent is experienced as it is – i.e. formless. Abstract Perception
is a mutually inclusive consciousness of being the acausal within the causal. See 
Appendix.

The Reason for creating new words is not only to define new esoteric experiences – it
also has another undertone: because of the uniqueness of such words, it makes it

easier to track the growth and path of their forms online.

FORM, RELATIVITY AND REALITY

In one diagram explaining why Special Relativity dislikes Non-Locality, two people 
facing each other are unable to agree which direction is forward, backward, left or 
right because from their individual perspectives – they are each seeing the correct 
view. The problem arises though because there are no such thing as directions – they 
are a result of our 3 dimensional bias, neither of them are right, there is only relative 
perception brought about by our 3 dimensional body.

The concept of directions is old and has been a cornerstone of human navigation for 
time. But if you set up such models you constrain yourself to the view that our view 
has meaning. People disagree about time and space – this is the essential crux of 
special relativity. It seems so obvious that its hard to understand how this took such a 
long time to be developed and accepted. What magic and quantum physics have in 
common are an essential optimism that abandons the hopelessness of a Singularity or 
Insynsic world view where everything can be explained neatly with the bias that what
works for one works for all.

Logical positivism (“If it's not verifiable by experiment, it's meaningless”), 
Instrumentalism (“if the predictions work, why worry about what brings them 
about?”) and philosophical relativism (“statements can't be objectively true or false, 
only legitimised or illegitimized by a particular culture”); working with Phorms has 
brought about all three of these mindsets as conclusions. Magic in particular suffers 
from the stigma of non-repeatable results. The very basis of the medieval grimoire 
was based on the impressions that by doing A it resulted in B. And that anyone who 
followed the same steps could reproduce identical or at least similar results. e failure
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of this to be true for all who employed a grimoire has led to cynicism regarding their 
vehicle as unnecessary and a product of imagination, wishful thinking or charlatanry.

Not being able to replicate the results of grimoires, incantations, or those modern 
guides that use similar principles - self-help books – or indeed make true for oneself 
what others promise to be attainable by following such steps – a Phorm which is used
in nationalism, religion, politics, societies, and generally anyone who wishes to sell 
an idea – does tend to result in a period of logical positivism wherein one grows tired 
of metaphysics, speculations, guidance and suggestions of the nature of reality for a 
more centred perception of what reality is from one’s own standpoint – in extremis – 
this leads to scorn for all manner of subjective realms such as dreaming, imagination, 
prophesy, divination, and other occult practices, as well as unverifiable hearsay, 
reports, journalism, the claims of others, particularly non-popular areas such as the 
supernatural.

Useful as this vantage is, it is only one of many. e experience of knowing one has 
experienced something, sharing it with another, and having the other outright refute 
the existence of the event despite one knowing it happened is a catalyst that often 
leads one to re-question logical positivism. The common denial of the event of rape is
one instance where this is a common event. Despite the intense trauma endured that 
leaves scars and pain in the victim which can be like the result of extreme torture – 
the physical injuries often fade; the emotional scarring is superficially invisible and 
all that is left is the testimony or silence of the victim. If something I endured leaves 
no marks, no physical traces to prove it existed, it is very hard to prove it happened at
all. This is enshrined as a universal practice of humanity to conceal its deeds.

Torture victims and political prisoners are often kept detained without knowledge of 
their whereabouts – sometimes to kill them – but also often to allow the visible signs 
of mistreatment such as bruising, bleeding, burns to heal or subside so that when they
get to court or released it is difficult to prove mistreatment. The requirement for proof
works greatly to the advantage of many humans and many professions. The noble art 
of proving truth as envisioned by the Greeks is often denigrated to a war between 
lawyers and who spins the best story. It is quite incredible the extent to which such 
vantages or 23 syndromes can interlock with the mind of a person and reorient their 
entire reality based on such a narrow wedge of available perceptions.

It is impressive how greatly an idea can have the effect of controlling the way a 
person does things to match the motto of a simple idea to the point that it delimits 
their reality and reason;- to the point where the very facts of the existence of an 
irrational state and skewed perceptions that also operates in the mind daily due to the 
over-bearing self-assurance of the ego are completely ignored or painted over.

Splitting into realist and unrealist camps limits what can be learned from refusing to 
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explore the other. It seems to be that some human beings do not like to sit on the 
fence of things but to firmly know one way or another a single set of truths to be self-
evident. Others enjoy the nebulousness of the inability to pin down the mechanistic 
causality of the universe. We occupy a strange mid-ground between these two in 
pursuit of the 361 degrees of Phorm;- a desire to super-saturate ourselves with the 
Phorm in order to weaken its tissues and punch a hole right through the other side;- or
said another way to exhaustively explore it until it gives up its essential principles 
and the secrets of its Phorm.

Here is something that can be learned from any Phorm; -and this is where and how 
One of THEM differentiates from those who believe either one or the other to be 
representative of the truth- but at all times it is to walk a tightrope; -trusting the ego to
navigate without sacrificing its self-identity- whilst in all ways adorning itself in the 
armour of an idea.

BLOOD SWEAT FORMS AND YEARS

I speak a lot about Forms – and the majority of my writing on them has been the 
personal means to objectify them so as to be able to explore and understand them. For
me, writing is a type of trance or meditation through which I conduct a self-based 
alchemy. How does one use forms personally – i.e., when not setting them up to 
effect change on others, how does one incorporate Forms as useful things?

I can only provide my own answer. There is a well-known practice of evocation that 
exists in many systems of Magic whereupon the Sorcerer summons an entity and 
merges with it – lets it take over in order to receive its wisdom, i.e., the equivalent of 
letting the entity take over one’s consciousness, more loosely termed as Demonic 
possession. The Ego is pushed aside as the consciousness of the God takes control.
This is I believe largely an extroverted approach where Demons manifest outwardly 
as objects imbued with power – and I have also experienced this earlier in my life 
when I was a marked extrovert via my copious consumption of alcohol that inhibited 
my introversion – whilst for the introvert Demons are manifest inside the Psyche, 
appearing as nightmares, fears, doubts, dreams that invoke genius and madness which
give inhuman advice, solutions or wisdom beyond what the conscious ego can put 
together by its own agency.

However – the few times I have tried to invoke the Devil – I have been possessed of 
the unwelcome feeling of being terribly overwhelmed – of the immediate sensation of
losing control and wanting to kill my friends or family in terrible ways.

When I read a book on a subject I do as the evoker does – I give my consciousness 
over to the author and experience what they experience, believe what they believe, 
and lose control of my consciousness to understand a political regime, a religious 
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faction, a historical figure or a living one. From this submission to the authors crafted
spell of concepts and text I am afforded a supra-personal insight beyond what I could 
achieve if I were to treat the book as an object with contents external to me to which 
my Will and that of the author constantly questioned each other. I believe the term 
temporary suspension of disbelief applies here. Naturally of course, there arise 
passages where there is a definite clash – where disbelief cannot be suspended, and it 
is those passages that cause my conscious mind to fire back up and reach for a 
notepad to record a sudden flash of insight. In this way do I absorb a form whether it 
be an occult book, a philosophical treatise or a reference on guns and ammunition.

However, Jung’s writing, objectifies the very thing I am perceiving objects with. He 
writes about the functions of the very tool I am using to read his work as it performs 
its functions. There is the odd sense that one is looking into a carnival mirror which 
twists and distorts the sense of identity into grotesque shapes. For me, Jung’s work is 
the equivalent of the Necronomicon itself – for it summons the very nature of evil to 
the fore in unmistakable incarnations. 

We can call a Dark God in the forest and leave it where we found it by pushing it 
back into the dark realms from whence we suppose we called it and mark a boundary 
with a protective circle – not so with the matter of the psyche and the entities that live
within it. Wherever we go we take them with us and our only magical circle against 
them is a limitation of consciousness which conceals the majority of our personal 
being from us – but which others often see despite our best efforts. There is no 
banishing ritual against the unconscious and therefore the contents that rise up from it
when we lose control of our Ego can be more devastating than anything called into 
the world externally, for it sets in motion an evolution of consciousness from which 
we cannot go back but which makes more and more demands on the psyche to 
individuate – to address shortcomings – re-examine motives and actions and conduct 
– chastise our fantastic image of ourselves or cruelly teach us a lesson about the real 
state of things.

The Necronomicon has the nature of an indistinct dream, the writing swims about and
makes no sense to the conscious, the symbols are not numinous but manufactured 
from imagination, the creatures merely theoretical and vague. Psychoanalysis is the 
extreme opposite. The writing is all too close to home, and we immediately recognise
ourselves as doing exactly what the rituals dictate, we are. We find ourselves rapidly 
losing control over what we thought was us as a surge of other activities are made 
apparent to us, that we are engaging in without any consciousness. The symbols are 
numinously charged per excellence where dreams have the power to completely 
devastate us, wake us up screaming, crying, sweating or cause us to perform a 180 in 
the midst of some behaviour, action or goal. We do not always understand their 
meaning, but we are slave to their effects. 
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The creatures of the psyche are also all too real, defined with knife-edges we sense 
their tremendous power and see them plain as day in our own being – we recognise 
the Shadow, prejudice, bigotry, shame, guilt, hypocrisy, inflation of the ego, 
unrealistic expectations we hold and so on – and they haunt us unmercifully – if not 
consciously then in the depths of the unconscious where they shove us about like 
puppets against our best intentions and conscious will.

Because we are unconscious of the majority of our psyche we cannot exorcise our 
demons – our shortcomings, our projections, our weaknesses, blame shifting, egoism 
are ghosts who refuse to be silenced – when they are pointed out to us the ego is 
crushed or rages at the pointee because it does not accept that evaluation – it clashes 
with our identity of who we are and how we are conducting ourselves. We are 
doomed to a very narrow field of vision however for to let more of the unconscious 
into the ego is to invite disaster – a disaster I have been inviting for a long time.
My face wears a mask that rarely moves making it impossible for people to tell what 
I am thinking or feeling, my emotions are dull and my mood changes quickly – a 
black surge of exhaustion or fatigue overtakes me and I need to be alone without any 
way to communicate what is happening because I do not have the words to say my 
unconscious is erupting in polite company. These are the effects that assail the 
introvert but which he can often say nothing of because they are too markedly at odds
with the established language and customs of the world. 

It is the same reason, despite dividing your psyche internally into different you’s – 
you will still say ‘I’ for convenience and to avoid conflict with the assault this seems 
to have on others who often take the view that one is insane. The enormous 
annoyance in doing any work on the psyche is that society does not reward, recognise
or appreciate it – if anything it shuns, punishes and ostracises those who would 
improve themselves [Their Selves] because Very few can actually do it or try to do it 
– and the result of doing it is very often an inflated ego or air of genius that elevates 
itself above the mediocrity of the common man and makes them feel seen as inferior, 
superfluous or sub-human. This is the archetype of the Hero, where I would refer 
readers to the peerless study of the Hero by Connell Monette to understand the 
archetype of the Hero – and the Hero always invites the wrath of the Gods, often 
carried out by their own hubris.

The difficulty of working on the psyche is that there exists no Insynsian – there is 
only realism of standing on the Threshold between the two worlds never crossing 
over into it – for we can only be conscious of so much at a time, and always in the 
darkness thrives the other side of that consciousness in the unconscious.

Humans have problems and will always have problems. And here is where the truth 
beings to be told – for THEM do not appeal to that age-honoured ridiculousness of 
the struggle to become a God-like being – when merely a little less stupid, will do.
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We cannot be supermen. We cannot create a super-consciousness by somehow 
melding the two. We cannot be Gods. We cannot even be close. And it is this 
acceptance that is required by modern man. The struggle to create or be the perfect 
man, the Ubermensch is the Shadow of our unconscious imperfection – the 
Ubermensch is the massive over-compensation of a psyche in serious trouble. The 
problem of course being that when our unconscious is healthy and functioning as it 
should – we are often consciously terribly troubled, sad or depressed. Other seek to 
console, cheer us up and to oblige them we repress those feelings causing unrest in 
the unconscious again. There is a constant war for what is acceptable to the 
unconscious is entirely unacceptable to the conscious world in which we live. We are 
not allowed to be sad or depressed – we must be cheered up, made to feel better and 
thus our psyche can rarely express itself naturally but is yoked to an artificial 
tradition.

We need to set our heights lower – to actually achieve something in the real rather 
than constantly pushing an impossible bar out of reach so that we can console 
ourselves with never being able to reach it. We then say, ‘Oh well no-one could reach 
that impossible height, so I do not feel bad for trying and failing – since I know I can 
never reach it, I will not try.’ But we do try – we repress that intent, and it becomes 
the goal of the unconscious to try to reach it. The Psyche is a terrible see-saw, when 
we apply pressure in one place, it appears elsewhere. When we try to contain some 
habit of ours or drive it underground – it gathers exceptional strength or mutates and 
explodes somewhere else. The Psyche appears to have a complex fail safe that keeps 
it in relative stasis and makes it very difficult to in any permanent way change it. The 
quest to destroy the Ego is in reality a quest to make it absurdly stronger – this is the 
key to the Magi’s practice of outwardly driving others to extinguish it all the while 
knowing such efforts only strengthen it. In this way do simple appeals to our Ego 
have all the more power and control over people is made all the easier. The quest to 
find the Self does not require the extinguishing of the Ego – that is again a way of 
making it terrifyingly stronger and therefore more amenable to basic manipulations. 

The quest to find the Self such as it is, involves only simple things. For abstinence is 
merely another form of indulgence that ultimately makes something stronger – hence 
the repression of sex, the erotic, intimacy, touch erupts in the Church in the form of 
rampant paedophilia. We just need to listen that bit more, try to understand the 
contents of our psyche have their own rules, make conscious the function and 
behaviour of these functions, and to be patient with ourselves.

Dreams speak to us sometimes but not all times – the unconscious has input into our 
consciousness, but it is not always to be taken as given, it throws up junk, fantasy and
mystery even as it transmits archetypal imagery or guides of our stage toward 
individuation. We have developed a consciousness for a reason – it is not to be 
reprimanded, punished and mistreated as it has been, demonised because we cannot 
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control it, understand it or change it – or culturally divorced from them by way of 
bad-tempered children and legions of people who never took the time to work with it 
but merely parroted popular notions and misguided ones at that that the ego was the 
source of all our troubles and evils. We need it to be strong and tough as well as 
flexible and resilient to believe we can undertake this kind of work, to withstand the 
attacks or honest raw truths that arise from communications with the unconscious, to 
sort and use or discard what it has to say into piles – only rarely can we entirely trust 
the unconscious as a guide that will keep us safe or show us the way – it takes two to 
do that, the conscious Ego and the subconscious Abyss. 

We need to treat both with care, and respect, or be able to push them back or ignore 
them when we feel we know better. We need to understand that to do this, to stand 
constantly on the Threshold is a Lot more work – and where most humans are happy 
to take the path of the least energy – this one requires extra effort. This is a constant 
struggle with endless steps up and down, of being assailed with a dozen valid views 
or answers every time a question is asked, or an answer given. For all of the functions
want to speak their piece from their point of view – and if one is not careful in the 
development of this vessel no longer of I but of THEM – one can go incurably 
insane.

I do not hear voices I have impulses that sometimes cripple my ability to give a reply 
to a question where the questioner, question, and answer are all essayed at once from 
different points of view and it is impossible to choose the right answer because there 
are so many. The expansion of consciousness brings unique problems of its own 
because while it expands, the consciousness of others does not – there is therefore, a 
tendency toward becoming an eccentric Hermit or pushed deep into Isolation from 
which one cannot climb out.

Since the Ego is no longer in charge, and one’s perspective is no longer singular, no 
longer myopic and channelled solely through the lens of the Ego – it becomes 
exceptionally difficult to take a stance, one can see an argument from both sides, 
above it, below it, beyond it, alternate arguments that would be better, finds fault with
the question, has to ask whether the matter is objective, subjective, what lens the 
argumenters hold, can they see outside of themselves, are they extrovert, introvert, 
should one interfere, can one interfere, is it right to give an answer, should they find 
the answer for themselves – and so on – and with no immediate prejudice, no 
immediate decisive single belief in what one Is, and should Say, from whatever 
Platform their ego occupies and represents – there is only the Babble of multiple 
impulses, arising from the thoughts like the Dread voices of the Dark Ones that drove
the Mad Arab Alhazred of the Necronomicon, mad.
The other thing of course of importance is that in becoming a THEM – in accessing 
the Threshold, that one must often choose one of two worlds to excel in. One can 
rarely manage both successfully. I have poured a Lot into the Temple of THEM and 
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as a result my family and friends have suffered. Whilst I solve the riddles of the 
minds of strangers or establish myself as a known figure through my writing and 
images – my wife is often pushed away and neglected, or my kids yelled at by an 
irritable man for not taking out the rubbish or some other small thing – because my 
libido is concentrated in the unconscious or collective personality as Ryan 
Anschauung.

If you seek to become what I have become – you must know the sacrifice, the dark 
and ugly side of any Genius to be had from standing at the Threshold of greater 
consciousness – the Gods do not give up their fire easily, and when they do, is it 
always at Great cost. To educate thousands over the decade on how to alter the Aeon, 
achieve psychic stability, to give guidance I have had to endure a less than ideal alter-
ego who has caused a lot of tears, fights and anger, guilt, sadness and loneliness. And 
for that reason, I endure – because it cannot all be for nothing. And truth be told – it 
was for my gain, my greed, my desire to attain it.

I therefore hope that people appreciate my Work for it comes at great personal cost to 
me and those around me. I do not want to paint a picture of either/or – some of the 
time it is possible to balance the two worlds of the exoteric and the esoteric and feel 
like you’re King of the world – but those times when either world is invested in too 
heavily reaps a severe penalty. This is the living analogy of the battle between the 
conscious and unconscious for dominion and like many things of the Sinister Path 
when all the sugary words and wrappings are torn off it – it is ugly even as it is 
beautiful. This work, to be one of THEM, requires genuine Blood, fragments of your 
Soul. Weigh it up carefully. Consider what is required – and if you decide to join us, 
try to remember to be fair with your time with those around you – I have poured far 
too much of myself into the Temple to make it the splendour it is, most of my life in 
fact– and perhaps now others won’t have to since the foundations are laid and the 
Temple built.

But yes, only the foundations and the lighthouse as a beacon to others have been built
– all that I have done so far is but the prelude to much harder less forgiving work, I 
know how to be One of THEM – their forces speak to me in a wordless language all 
their own – to push beyond the Threshold is the goal now, to push and yet to survive. 
I know the Way but to travel it places even greater demands on one and calls for even
greater sacrifice and I do not know if I am willing to give it. For now, I will show 
others my way and how I got here – and when they get to where I am let them decide 
whether I was wrong to flinch from the Abyss – that is, if I am still here and did not 
leap blindly into it…
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HOLLOWMEN

Life requires learning. It requires experiences to learn from. It requires many 
experiences to distil knowledge. And a great deal of knowledge to approach wisdom. 
Wisdom requires knowing that this process cycle exists, knowing that it matters and 
knowing that it doesn’t matter.

Where THEM differs from other occult groups, is in its desire to instil indifference in 
an individual to all forms and destroy their dominating effects on us – for it is this 
effect that drives human beings and responsible for their excruciating slowness to 
evolve.

In every case where the Ego gets possessed by some form or another it believes itself 
to be an envoy, a representative of that form, it restricts itself and changes shape and 
colour (camouflage) in such a way as to become obedient to its rules, its laws, its 
culture and expectations and the person (vessel) becomes as an extension of that 
Form, their behaviour, words, actions, channelled and influenced by the rigours and 
strictures of that form or forms. In the case of extremism – Insynsian par excellence –
the dominating Form is very narrow, slim and may be as simple as worship of a deity,
a country, a race or some other symbolic singularity – which is often all that Ego can 
manage. A person possessed by a Form identifies with the Form and as an extension 
into which they subsume the culture of that Form, will defend it, fight for it, lie for it, 
sacrifice for it, give money, services, goods, connections to it, champion it, as if it 
was them very selves that the Form represented – not a hollow baseless abstract 
borne of loneliness and the enduring need to be constantly celebrate that the ego is 
too stupid to recognise but trips into again, and again, and again and again.

For the Ego is our lazy part, it is a vice that crushes and squeezes all incoming stimuli
into narrow, readable, relatable, acceptable, channels – it doesn’t like to and is 
incapable of working harder, of processing complex nuances and this is reflected in 
the dualism, binary, moral certitude of the Judaeo-Christian influence on Western 
Culture which often battles with the myriad and vast troves of behaviour, culture and 
philosophy inherited and enshrined by the Greeks. It is the reason Quantum took so 
long to become mainstream, the reason non-binary sexuality enrages so many, that 
the introduction of many cultures, practices, civilisations meshing creates fear and 
panic and a natural inclination to cower together under the shade of some supremacist
umbrella holding each other’s hands and lamenting about the erosion of traditional 
values and social mores: the blaming of races, genders and other ideologies for the 
state of decay, the decline of modernism, the disintegration of the West. 

It is during times of great unrest that the ego is at its most ridiculous, huddling into 
groups for numbers because it is too weak to stand alone or represent anything of its 
own device, anything of its own power, anything of its own originality – and simply 
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gravitates toward the nearest bomb shelter as a mindless minion, a cockroach 
scuttling under the fridge where it feels safe and continues to bathe and be bathed by 
the puerile worst of human behaviour and inheritance. Here the ego gets the attention 
it craves, it gets weakened with praise and congratulatory status and conferred 
imaginary but emotional awards for joining with the rest of the weak because that is 
what gives them the appearance, of being strong. But they are not strong – none of 
them are strong – or they would not stand together under  a made-up nonsense that 
causes them to flow down a specific river of thought and action, they would not need 
the constant reinforcement of words, slogans, colours, flags, tattoos, and other tribal 
identifications that supposedly join them as one – all the while disintegrating slowly 
because such formations are in essence entirely artificial: there is no real bonding, no 
brotherhood, no kinship – just the sad standing together of shadows dominated by a 
Form and pushed together by transitory make-believe.

We can see for ourselves in virtually every instance where such child-men are 
brought low – in every country, at every age, from every race the same shameful 
mantra repeated ad nauseam ad infinitum – “I didn’t do it. I’m innocent”. This is the 
chant of the ego – and the worst trait of human beings and here is why. When the ego 
experiences the Absolute Fear of disintegration – it causes the ego to create an 
invincible shell around itself – dissociation, denial, regression, catatonia, 
forgetfulness, lack of remorse are all symptoms of this shell. This shell, we refer to as
the ‘Angel’ is truly the hardest substance known to man, even under the greatest 
privations, suffering and punishments there are instances where it cannot be broken. 

The Angel insulates the ego from all things but its own narrow visage and self-
assurance and once activated it cannot be torn down because it indicates the Death of 
the Self and without the Self, the ego must survive alone. It has nothing to open its 
shell to, nowhere to go, nothing to lean on but its own delusions and psychosis – and 
Nothing can change it because the crucial elements required to change a person are 
stripped and removed. The regressive childishness of such a mantra indicates only 
that such a being never grew beyond the punishment/reward infantile paradigm of 
babyhood and youth but carried it onward into adulthood (though gaining in age does
not guarantee this stage) where its avoidance strategy for approaching life quickly 
transforms them into a perfect victim when their hand is slapped for stealing a cookie.
We see those who are supposed to be the strongest, meanest, fastest, most brutal, 
most feared – all proclaim their innocence and repeat the mantra that they weren’t 
there, they didn’t do it, they know nothing. This is the power of a Form and the 
babyishness of ego – to cripple individual response and deny involvement to escape 
retribution, it is the cowards cry and loser’s lament.

These are the shameful figures that THEM does not recognise, celebrate, endorse or 
try to recreate by providing another form – we seek to smash trust in all forms and 
take humanity to the step it should have reached long long ago but which stage is 
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continually pushed out of reach by the saboteur of our ego. Unlike all of our 
predecessors, there is a fervent desire in presenting these thoughts to invite an 
evolution beyond such sewerage in which so many wade – and impart piercing 
understanding in you to see all of the shallow tropes that gather humans together for 
what they are: an immortal shared weakness built into our very state of being that is 
the crutch for the slow and the insufferable. There is time to be a dope and a dupe, 
such pathways are a necessity, a requisite, a perennial unavoidability – that is what 
will determine our place in the occult – but how long we remain so, how much we 
understand of what is hidden – will decide if we learn to escape a cycle or whether 
we are destined to repeat a loop.

We must ask ourselves why is it that human beings make and made slaves of others 
– ?  A short answer is to lessen the personal or societal workload to complete hard, 
punishing or deadly work without having to do it oneself. The Pyramids, Great Wall 
of China are widely considered an incredible feat and almost flippantly it is 
mentioned they were ‘built by slaves’ – but rather than represent this dark, crushing, 
brutal, bloody, painful, oppressed, suffering those forced to build it endured – there is 
emphasis on the grandeur, on the spectacle, on the magnificence of their construction 
and false attribution to a pharaoh as the constructor. This alone tells us a great deal 
about the petty nature of human beings to enslave others to do work for them they 
simply are incapable of doing themselves: that through slaves is the only way such 
pathetic beings can accomplish what they accomplish. 

This is not accomplishment. Humans make slaves of others because humans are 
shameless, imitators. We copy our government, our authorities, our human patterns – 
what they do filters down to us and we replicate it like good monkeys. Forms, make 
slaves of humans because Forms are pure imitation. They are Beings, living energies, 
that feed on us and speak to us in a language only our ancient ego understands, they 
prey on humans’ susceptibility and desires and channel themselves with no morality 
and no control through our vessels leaving nothing but the same wastelands aeon 
after aeon. Forms are the dimensional gap, the interconnected distortion that occurs 
when the ego which has very limited capacity and function – meets the Chaos of the 
world – and relies on the ego (not the Self) to categorise, make sense of, control and 
in doing so, minimise the fear we dread of anything unknown.

In essence, THEM is designed to speed up and accelerate past the all-too-human 
slowness of these many stages that ‘experience’ affords the ego for its own sake, its 
own purpose, its own downfall. Almost every form the ego adopts will eventually be 
dropped in the favour of another – after five years, ten, maybe fifteen – but the adage 
‘people change’ is half-true, the Form that dominates them may change, but their 
likelihood of being dominated by Forms, does not. Most fanatics do not remain 
fanatics, they dwell somewhere on a spectrum of dabbling to belong (shallow 
infection) and dying for their belief (lethal infection). These latter few are rare ultra-
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patriots who kill themselves in the name of an ideal. In this instance we can say that 
Forms truly have the power to kill, to deceive, and, they are the far superior, 
dominant life-form that supersedes human beings. 

None of the war, suffering, struggle, nonsense that humans have engaged in and 
continue to – has changed the planet or this process one fraction. And due to our very 
short lifespan and inability to absorb more than a few books with warnings or what 
we might find useful to know in our fleeting time here on the planet – most never get 
anywhere close to evolution beyond these tired repetitive patterns. And all of the new 
humans produced from rape, love and lust no priming to evolve by the idiots that 
proceeded them – but left to their own devices, the egos devices, to be preyed upon 
by forms and stagger through life burdened by one belief after another, never 
knowing more about life or their potential as a unique organism of the cosmos than 
the yolk with which they are saddled or saddle themselves. These are the hollow-
men. They are in great, great abundance and dominate this planet – and sadly, I was 
unlucky enough to be born on it with them.

I watch new broken shards fit themselves together into cracked mirrors on a daily 
basis, shine a temporary flash of false light from their apiecement and then crumble 
and fall back into even smaller shards to repeat the process anew, growing more and 
more tarnished with every effort to satisfy their hunger to be a worthwhile entity. And
you, will see it too. Only too often will you hear stories of regret, lament and see 
individuals perform a 180 later in life because their old way of life no longer 
represents their views, their values: but in decades to come you will come to know 
individuals that skip that tiring boring tread of the ego, that hackneyed apology for 
past deeds and reported arrival at redemption all of which is the mark of a 
Hollowchrist, the stamp of monotheistic Insynsian and the draining, exhausting ego 
sharing its path because such a path seems so important to impart – and you will find 
individuals Learning, Before, they make mistakes, not from them. We have learned 
enough; it is time to teach – and properly teach. It is to THEM, I write.

HOWL OF THE INTROVERT 

As the founder of the Temple of THEM my Work colours the nature of its expres-
sions. It is of necessity [and the result of the practice of alchemy, psychological ana-
lysis, sorcery, experience] that I be acutely self-aware. I therefore am enabled some 
perception into my own prejudices and biases when it comes to those expressions – 
wise to the biological and psychological limitations under which my work labours 
and presences itself. Firstly, unlike many people on the Left Hand Path – I am left-
handed – this greatly colours my perceptions and the way I express them as an artist 
and a thinker. The world is not orientated toward the left-hand crowd since it is right-
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handers that predominate – this is only visible to those of a left-handed nature who 
have to persevere with the unnatural geometry of mechanical devices, layout of key-
boards or controllers and so on.

Secondly, I am an extreme Introvert; my attitude toward the world is one of abstrac-
tion as evident by my emphasis and intensity on deconstruction, on withdrawing my 
libido from objects, breaking them down – thus I seek to withdraw projections, har-
ness wayward energetic exchanges such as might occur through unconscious activity 
or to rob objects of any intrinsic power to return it to myself. Due to my extreme in-
troversion and left-handedness which affords me a particular insight into things – I 
therefore have a highly aggressive extrovert mask to compensate. My natural disposi-
tion is therefore at odds with how Extroverts see the world – hence my immutable 
differences of opinion with figures such as Anton Long, Crowley, or even other mem-
bers of THEM are predicated on these limitations. In your dealings with other mem-
bers of THEM – it is wise to keep in the back of your mind the factor of these differ-
ent arrangements of perception and to understand that depending on who you are 
talking to you will require a different approach. Naturally – because my work reflects
the majority of the Temple’s exterior it naturally attracts like – i.e. it naturally attracts,
Introverts. This should also be kept in mind – since with such an attraction comes a 
natural aversion by others toward the expressions of the Temple – leading to a con-
centration of like-minded people or introverted personalities which limits our ability 
to explore or apprehend the extroverted attitude toward the Dark Ones – which is, 
diametrically opposed with an equal depth of unique insights all of its own.

To me therefore, the Dark Gods, and all things, appear a specific way and cannot help
but appear that way owing to my psychic prejudices and blueprint. In other words, it 
is I suspect impossible for me to see the Dark Gods as other than my nature allows 
me to. The downside of this is that a group wholly focused on an introverted under-
standing of the Dark Gods or in fact any subject matter, is missing an exploration of 
the other half of the possibilities unless there are extroverted personalities among us. 
Further detail on the relationship between the Dark Gods and the Psyche are given 
below in Into the Mouth of Madness. Knowing the intimate details of your own 
psyche, actions and being able to do what is largely impossible – seeing yourself as 
others see you, or at least trying – is essential to learning about how to avoid or incite 
conflict. This in turn leads to a superior understanding of what drives, characterises 
and can strengthen or weaken form. With serious introspection of your self comes, if 
sincere and determined, a greater understanding of others through understanding 
yourself. Age is often a strong determinant of psychic maturity because age affords 
retrospect – the ability to look back on a larger and larger range of experience. 
Though labels are shunned they are like many forms necessary and useful if only to 
grease the path of social lubrication so that actual study research and work can be 
done with the basics satisfied.
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Though there are billions of individuals we share a unified collective subconscious 
and similar biology – these are the core aspects of a person around which are tacked 
on smaller less important incidentals. Knowing someone’s dreams for instance can 
afford massive insight into their unconscious orientation toward the world. Knowing 
how someone views their parents can reveal how they see the world. Observing the 
concepts that people use such as accepting time or space without challenge or altera-
tion, whether focused on politics or religion, introversion or extroversion can decon-
struct a personality into its constituent parts and where one desires to move an indi-
vidual in a certain direction or cause them to perform a certain action – appealing to 
these constituent parts so as not to cause friction with the incipient will and its partic-
ular drives can mean the difference between success as a Sorcerer and failure.

We have observed that the first task of the Trial is of little conflict with most people 
since going outside and performing tactile tasks of self-initiation in one’s own desire 
fashion is neither extrovert or introvert prejudiced – however, the next task of medit-
ating on the Tarot cards to withdraw energy trapped in unconscious archetypes is 
most definitely an introverted task – and as a result we find a rough split in initiates 
of those who gravitate toward the task and seek to complete it and those who are 
thrown off by it and renounce their application. There is often the typical query at 
such a junction as to the possibility of fitness or physical tasks with extroverts seek-
ing a suitable equivalent of what they see as an awful task.

This division often markedly separates those who would approach the Sinister 
through the systems of THEM and ONA into two camps – the Warriors tend to select 
the ONA, and the Sorcerers tend to select the Temple of THEM. What is a Warrior? A
Warrior is an extrovert who trains to become insensitive to the world – who pushes 
through pain, becomes hardened and stoic, amasses muscular ego-armour and the at-
titude to match. They revel in the idea of the hunting challenge, the External and In-
ternal Adept challenges of living in the wilderness among the trees and animals and 
weather, of cycling massive distance, climbing mountains as per the Black Pilgrim-
age within a certain amount of time or pushing themselves to their limit and then 
seeking to increase it. They become insensitive to violence and can take a lot of pain. 
When it comes to the tasks of creating and meditating on the Tarot, learning the Star 
Game, Insight Roles, learning the esoteric side of the occult they shun and dread it 
however – for these are the strengths of the Introvert. We know that most ONA re-
cruits pick and choose their respective strengths accordingly due to these two innate 
characteristics.

What is a Sorcerer? A Sorcerer is an introvert who trains to become super-sensitive to
the world – to be able to feel its places of power, sense power through images, sym-
bols, or nature to feel and draw on the subtle currents of magic by being able to sense 
them, to see spirits and demons and beyond the veils of the ordinary thing. The Sor-
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cerer though does not shun physical challenges – they merely approach them a differ-
ent way – the Sorcerer aims to keep fit, to build strength, flexibility and also increase 
their limits but balances this with the need to retain that super-sensitivity without be-
ing weak or crushed. i.e. to be in a position to both sense the currents underlying 
things, including an unconscious command to Warriors that the Sorcerer could des-
troy them with a glance, but without amassing ego-armour that blocks these currents 
from being detected through insensitivity to them.

Therefore, there is a certain attitude toward performing super-human tasks or de-
mands of physicality which is not to strain and overdo them – but find clever ways to 
do them or have others do them for us. The Temple of THEM trains Sorcerers, 
presently, from an introverted point of view due to my own innate orientation. There-
fore, an inward focus will be evident with a marked emphasis on aspects drawing 
from Carl Jung’s psychoanalysis, [in particular the Libido] Alchemy, Dreams and a 
withdrawal of energies from objects to restore it to the self. This should be kept in 
mind when considering the Temple’s writings particularly my own since I cannot al-
ter this innate bias. If like me you have ever experienced a poltergeist, psychokinesis, 
or the power of a nightmare then you know the extraordinary power that lays inside 
our psyche. Are the Dark Ones a product of the psyche, external to it, or somewhere 
in between? I and most of THEM believe that the truth is somewhere in between. But
for now, the Temple is coloured by an introverted analysis of this possibility and will 
be until an extrovert takes my place as the Temple’s Representative.

The Temple has experienced the same biases when a membership of males or females
has predominated with emphasis on various factors due to biological predisposition 
excluding others. An awareness of this limitation therefore offers us a chance to look 
for or create opportunities to balance it. However, there are potentially great benefits 
to be had from this approach that the extrovert cannot attain. Magic relies on the Will 
– often it is the unconscious that blocks the power of the conscious will. This is why 
a wish encoded in Sigil or Rune magic is disfigured until it is unrecognisable as a 
symbol to the conscious mind viz. to prevent the unconscious from interfering. 

It is the aim of this Temple to study and make conscious what we call the Bridge 
which is an effort to listen to one’s dreams, learn to identify and read the messages of 
the unconscious, and allow a communication between the two to take place. In this 
fashion – the repressed contents and the conscious contents can actively be manipu-
lated. This can be observed in the nature of synchronicity which grows and intensifies
as an individual correctly interprets their Wyrd or decreases and causes problems and 
obstacles when an individual Crosses their Wyrd. Psychosis is however a very real 
danger when the natural tension or spring of the mind is stretched or used in such a 
way genetics and heredity did not intend. The Will is powered by repressing certain 
contents depriving them of power [Libido] driving down those contents at the same 
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time causing other contents to rise up and be empowered by power [Libido]. The con-
scious is like a laser, we point it at things with a specific aim and wishful thinking – it
is the unconscious that makes the decision whether something works or not.

Unconscious contents can be made known through listening to and interpret Dreams, 
through recognising one’s own behaviours, habits, patterns. With a variety of tech-
niques, most of which involve difficult challenging alchemical formulas and a desire 
to evolve that causes serious internal conflict, the energy invested in manifesting 
Dark Gods or demons externally can be withdrawn – with a corresponding rise in 
consciousness, self-awareness and control of the psyche [including immense stores of
libido] that projects them as parts of our unintegrated psychic content or leaks of un-
conscious activity.

Here though I must make something clear – the aim of THEM is not to strive for 
some perfect human being with a fully integrated consciousness – that is a pipe-
dream, the sonic lie of many other groups that strive after the destruction of the Ego 
thinking they are going to become supermen. The psyche just doesn’t work like that –
it requires the tension in the spring to function and if that spring was somehow 
snapped the effects would be devastating as often happens in the case of the insane 
where the unconscious dominates. NO – we do not strive a superman or something 
that is simply unattainable – we wish to create the Undividual – a being that re-con-
siders his place and is at least far more aware of the full range of his psychic func-
tions and his own short-comings, limitations and biological biases than most. The 
outcome of tinkering with these phenomena is unknown and therefore as potentially 
dangerous as it is rewarding – extremes of both Genius and Madness are to be found 
within the Psyche but the result of one’s tinkering may not be the result of another’s.

What need be understood is that there is not or any way to prove an objective proof – 
I am certain most of you have experienced a supernatural phenomenon, seen a de-
mon, ghost or apparition, been touched by a force or experienced a poltergeist. What 
is of interest to us here can only be conducted under rigorous self-scrutiny and brutal 
self-honesty to reveal what is figment, imagination, wishfulness, psychic leaks or 
genuine entities. Yet aside from trying to determine how much of the Dark Gods ap-
pearance, nature, etc is a product of us – the power that can be extracted from a more 
complete understanding, integration and operation of our psychic faculties is of con-
siderable interest too. This Temple has however been home to extroverted individuals
and their works will or may be further made accessible to you as you progress 
through the ranks or contribute to the Mvimaedivm Black Project.

The Temple also houses and welcomes new strains of Sinister definition and systems 
and we encourage you to share your own thoughts and experiences with it, to express 
your own currents as offshoots of the main vein. The Temple has definite goals such 
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as isolating the context origin and evolution of concepts such as the number Seven, or
ascertaining whether there really are archaeological remains of elongated heads to 
weigh up the evidence for Annunaki in relation to understanding why they were de-
picted the way they were – [the answer is yes and there are existing examples] – or 
merely speaking to experts or doing private research of large bodies of texts to find 
out how an ancient people lived, approached the world, the type of magic they had 
etc. Underlying these roots is the trunk of our work which is to discover the evolu-
tionary path of concepts and people’s that led to the distortion of the Aeonic Imperi-
um and identify the path and weaknesses of the Magi – as well as the evolutionary 
path of what is called the Sinister and the Dark Ones.
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CHAPTER 3
EXOTERIC FORMATIONS
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AUSTRALIA, MAGIC AND THE SINISTER

The following comments were taken from a discussion in another forum on Australia 
and Black Magic with Michael Aquino from the Temple of Set several years ago, 
comments that we consider interesting and informative enough to present here as it 
provides several in-depth insights into the Australian culture from someone who lives
here and has the necessary understanding to implement Sinister strategies carefully 
conceived to achieve maximum mimesis within its particular Ethos.

“…Hello Michael, Thanks for your interesting article on Australia – you should visit 
– like all things, they must be experienced for knowledge to have depth. The interest 
in Australia (also called Arnhem Land in the past) and creating a “Sinister History” 
for it – ties up with our work re: the Order of Nine Angles – a group you are no doubt
aware of, and which has been my guiding light for approximately ten years now. I 
first heard of your work in 1997 when researching the CoS and subsequently got a 
more panoramic view of your work in relation to the ONA via the “Letters to Stephen
Brown”. It is nice to finally put a ‘face’ to the name. I was born in Australia but spent 
half my life here, half my life somewhere else (Aeotearoa). The landscape of 
Australia is, in a word, hostile. 

Of the ten most poisonous snakes in the world, we host eight. We have many varieties
of dangerous Ants, Wasps, Spiders, Snakes, Scorpions, Crocodiles, the list goes on – 
and even some of the Birds can be dangerous. We’ve a large wild bird called the 
Cassowary that can kick a man to death. The fabled Kangaroo so cutely captured in 
the world’s imagination also comes in a “Red” variety, standing 7 feet tall and with 
huge back legs it can (and does) ruin many a 4wd when they smash into it at dusk, or 
again kill a man with one kick. While the “grey” is more docile, it too can cause 
serious damage if the unwary should try to pat or approach it. The fauna or Australia 
is as varied as it is strange, inhabited with a massive variety of queer native animals. 

Though much of the coastline of Australia is inhabited, the majority (about 90%) is 
desert; where it is not, it is breathtakingly beautiful, but very big, and rather empty so 
it is a bad idea to take off bush on your own. We have a large variety of terrain here – 
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tropical bush, rain forest, old forest, tundra, desert, mountain, swamp, bush – some of
it accessible by land, some of it only accessible via helicopter. In those places by 
helicopter – there are still new species being found – one of the recent was new and 
very large spiders in the Kimberley's. No matter where you are though – Australia is 
largely an inhospitable place when you leave the coastal settlements and head inward 
about 3-400 km when you begin to enter the “Outback”. Mostly barren, the Outback 
is where the ‘cutesy’ tourist idyll of Australia quickly fades. Esp. if you’re out there 
to perform ritual. Not only do you have to watch out for the terrain as weather can 
change very quickly here causing floods, torrential rains, mudslides, cave-ins or what 
have you – and the fauna which can cut you if you walk on it, touch it, and poison 
you – or dodge deadly and openly hostile arachnids, snakes, ants, wasps and so on – 
watch out for wombats; small bears that are quite vicious, as are koalas whom sport 
very long claws, both of whom will eat your food, avoid Wild pigs, dingoes, and so 
on… You also have to keep an eye on the locals – who, as buttoned-down farmers of 
the land, take a dim view of anything that looks like ‘magic’. 

Luckily, the land is big enough to lose yourself in – but you have to be very careful 
you find yourself again. The Heat alone kills a lot of unprepared visitors. The 
Aboriginals, or Koori people are believed to have lived in Australia for some 40, 000 
years prior to settlement. The fascinating aspects of their magic should not be ignored
– since, they are quintessentially all that comprises the magical history of Australia. 
There are no white equivalents, except perhaps for the permeation of the church, no 
magical Caucasian characters that have any association to Australian magical history. 

The Aboriginals speak of a Dreamtime, which very closely parallels the A-causal as 
spoken of by AL – and is a complex set of stories that not only relate the lore of the 
Koori – but actually provide MAPS of the Australian Landscape. A large majority of 
the songs that the Koori teach are not just arbitrary – they contain references to 
Australian landmarks, as Australia is (like New Zealand) broken up into many tribal 
areas, quoted in the songs. Thus, by singing a remembered song – an aboriginal can 
find their way, even way out “Beyond the Black Stump” (Middle of Nowhere for a 
white man). This ability has led to the legendary status of their ability as “Trackers” 
whom police often use to find lost people or those who might be hiding from them. 

They are also extremely proficient in living off the land, finding food and water 
where white man finds only death. Like some native Indian tribes, the elders and 
clans in the outback live in their own perception of time – of which their knack for 
disappearing or “going walkabout” for as long as ten years, then returning as if they 
had left only yesterday – puzzles and annoys the consistent-loving white man. This is 
just a very basic outline of some of the magic that does exist here, none of it in the 
last 200 years. However, white man has all but wiped out the Ways of the Koori – and
they survive only in the outback by an ever-diminishing group of Elders. Alcoholism 
and Substance abuse, particularly petrol has all but finished off the Tradition of the 
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Koori, now treated with tokenism by a PC wary govt – but originally pursued in 
waves of Genocide by the British. 

On the topic of Satanism though – that form is very recent here. Unlike older 
countries such as the UK or USA, there is very little Sinister history here. Some witch
scares and some minor belief in the Devil – but there is at the present time only an 
estimated 30,000 practising Satanists in a population of 18-19 million people. Most 
of these have received their instruction on Satanism from the Satanic Bible, You, 
(ToS), or a mixture of internet-based agencies following 1997. Prior to which the 
number of Satanists was believed to be less than half of the above quoted number. 

The 70’s held a few reactionary satanic rises in worship – though none of these made 
any significant mention and are only mentioned in history as a collective appearance. 
A few Australian serial killers have named Satan as their inspiration – but that kind of
thing is prevalent everywhere. None of these killers have ever matched the status of 
Ramirez or Manson however for the occult link. In terms of the HQ of THEM: 
Australia was chosen deliberately. Since I live here, am proud of my heritage, both 
Irish and Australia (I’m descended from Kings on one side, Convicts on the other, a 
nice nuance) and have some considerable ambition due to my Wyrd – it was decided 
that Australia would become host to a new nexion of the ONA and act as a psychic 
and/or physical fulcrum for the rest of the Sinisterion. 

To this end, we hope to challenge the status quo of satanic instruction here and infuse 
the ONA-type Satanism in a country that has not yet been saturated by the ToS/CoS 
mentality to the degree of other countries. Though the eradication of religion and not 
dealing with the reactionaries to religion is one of our primary concerns. Australia has
only been settled by the white man for around 200 years and has had no real impact 
on the Occult – aside of course, from the magnificent practices and way of living of 
the Koori whose way is now side-lined, ignored, and pushed further toward 
destruction; there has been no Sinister Characters or Contribution to Satanism from 
this Continent (some argue, Island) and THEM arose to change that. 

So, while interesting to hear someone else’s take on Australia based on its cultural 
history – its magical one is something else altogether, and we believe yet to be 
written. There is much potential for Australia to serve as the new nexion, indeed even
as an HQ for Falcifer, not just for its ominous and beautiful landscapes, hostility, 
alieness, or the fact that almost any act of open ritual is seen as ‘black mass’ thus a 
catharsis would generate a significant amount of energy to be dispersed (for more 
info see Oto Anorha #30) into its red earth, unlike the jaded USA or UK where such 
things are just viewed as fringe activities of nut jobs, or quietly tolerated, magic Here 
involves risk. Esp. when it utilises the manner in which we are using it to make 
significant changes to Australian History by giving it a Sinister one. This will take 
time of course – but then that is part of the magic taught within ONA’s methodology. 
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Oh – PS – I was re-reading your findings on Australia and realised I’d forgotten to 
address a particular point I had intended to. viz, the use of “Oz”. You quoted: ““Oz”, 
oddly enough, is the name some Australians attach to their country. It is here that the 
band flees, to a settlement deep in the blisteringly hot Australian Outback. Over 
fifteen hundred people have formed a settlement that is nearly totally self-sufficient. 
Weather control, lakes, forests, mountains, underground agriculture, and huge 
machines all serve to support this community.” Perhaps owing to the illiteracy of the 
earliest convicts from England, a vernacular developed among the imprisoned that 
was short and sweet, gruff and particular to the penal communities. 

Historically/Linguistically – I really couldn’t say – but what I do know is that 
Australia, prior to the huge influx of foreigners and the rise in political correctness 
which has been a great challenge to the way Australians speak, act and tell it like it is;
expresses itself in a unique way which some have termed ‘lazy’ and others ‘down-to-
earth’. Life here in the 1800’s was extremely tough. Enough said.

There wasn’t time for dressing up one’s language nor much opportunity to learn it for
those who colonised this Great Southern Land. As a result, the alpha-male who could 
get things done, (aka the ‘Battler’ against the Establishment *Ned Kelly, for 
instance*, an archetype that emerged in reaction to the oppressive imperialism of the 
British Rule) with a minimum of fuss (or “airy-fairy”) was the thing to be – and 
represented a schism between Convict and Jailer that still stews today. The discovery 
of Gold was probably what bought the largest infusion of cross-culture Australia had 
yet seen and allowed the Chinese to flourish alongside the Irish. This influx on the 
gold fields exacerbated already fierce rivalry between the cultures – a rivalry which 
was somewhat captured by the Nation’s later obsession for sport but which was also 
partly responsible for the esoteric development of Australian colloquialism. As I 
already said, a huge alpha-male meme was required to tame Australia; the men who 
first arrived here built the roads, carved out the hillsides, lay miles of track, cut down 
forests, hewed rock faces; were a breed of their own, Tough Buggers by any stretch. 

The worship and necessity of such an archetype has been watered down somewhat 
with the relaxation of British imperialism – and the bullshit of PC, but has led to the 
survival of an ideology that the ability to down incredible amounts of beer, endure the
toughest conditions, support one’s own, stand up for what’s right, support Sport and 
the National Obsession with Football, violence and domestic/tribal patriarchal rule 
(That the Convicts got to play the British guard at football/cricket has had a huge 
influence in the way things are ’settled’ here.)- among many other traits unique to 
Australian culture – being the dominant characteristics of Its people. The hero 
worship of nobodies who became/become somebodies remains one of the defining 
features of Australian culture – but woe betide that someone should ‘forget where 
they came from.’ 
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Because of the tribalism that existed in the colonies and gold fields – and that 
includes with the Koori – it was considered great fun by the colonists to make sport 
with new arrivals who were often told all sorts of tall tales about Australia at the 
expense of the hapless visitor shaking their head in amazement. Many Americans still
think the ‘platypus’ is such a tall tale. But it exists. One fossil was recently found that 
showed a former species had teeth. On that – it is also believed that during the 
Gondwanaland period that many of the species native to Australia crossed into New 
Zealand – thus the kiwi is believed to be Australian by some circles. Not something I 
can substantiate; I just have a good memory for recalling what people say. To some 
extent, it has been surmised that this habit of ‘talking smack’ to visitors gave rise to 
legends of Australia in other countries as a wonderland – and thus an “Oz” – but this 
is probably not really the only explanation, esp. given that Australia was colonised 
well before frank Baum's 1900 writing of the Wizard of Oz. A more likely culprit for 
this -is that although they can work extremely hard – Australians still prefer their lazy
chipped English to the prim and proper ‘pommy’ and have a love of shortening 
everything that might be too fancy for the alpha-male, to as short a phrase as possible.

Speaking like this is one of the tribal characteristics that identifies tourists from locals
– as is the strange rhyming slang used to codify everyday objects names and places. 
Thus you, Michael, would be known as ‘Mick’, here. Patrick/Patto, Service 
Station/Servo, and it gets even more obscure; the Brisbane Cricket Grounds for 
instance, is called the “Gabba”. Figure that one out. Of the efficiency in everything 
physical – there was also a quiet appreciation for the poet or artist who offered 
escapism (however mild) from the harshness of living off the land, esp. when that 
poet effectively captured the hard life of the colonists. Qv. Henry Lawson. Many 
people assume the obscure sayings that comprise much of the Aussie vernacular 
(though generally only in the Working Class) exist because of a simple peculiarity of 
the Australian culture – or just assume the Australians enjoyed ‘taking the piss’. But 
the Australian language (now in danger of extinction due to PC) stems from the 
alienation of the early convicts, the challenges they faced in settlement and 
colonisation of this very tough land, the persecution they endured under British 
imperialism, and the threat they felt after finally colonising the land and finding gold 
to make their fortunes – from the rising influx of immigrants. 

None of these things, these vital currents that form the Australian Ethos have 
changed; there is still alienation because the convicts estrangement from their 
homeland never went away; although having gotten softer in the coastal cities the 
average Australian worker esp. in the outback is gruff, tough and cold as steel to 
outsiders, warm and affable to his mates and still casts a suspicious eye at anyone 
remotely in Authority, inc the foreman, boss, policeman or anyone who is 
brave/stupid enough to try and climb the ladder by stabbing his mates in the back or 
‘putting on airs’. And despite the nonsense of having to disguise racism openly and 
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instead channel it into underground resentment (What would Jung say about 
repressing this facet?) to meet the demands of political correctness in the face of a 
series of Govt’s trying to make Australia a cultural melting pot for everyone; hatred 
seethes within many white Australians toward this increasing wave of newcomers. 

And tribalism, taking root because of reaction to this hostility has led to entire 
enclaves being populated by just one race, Springvale in Victoria for instance, is 
mainly (95%) inhabited by Koreans, Chinese, and other Oriental Races, the wealthy 
Toorak township in Vic is saturated mostly by Jews, Frankston in Vic by WASPS, 
other areas particularly by the Lebanese, Sri Lankans, Indians, Greeks etc. A situation
which would require its own separate reply. For all the efforts of the Govt and media 
to promote the illusion of equality and foster some magical idyll of the world’s 
cultures living in harmony together – Australia is sitting on a cultural time bomb 
which will take only a few careless (or careful) matches to set off. Literally – a 
cricket match or football match can quickly shed the pretext of racialism and expose 
the fierce alienation felt by different tribes that assembles them. So, in many ways – 
understanding the Australian populace, whether as a politician or a Satanist, requires 
in-depth exposure to its culture – which traditional culture of the WASP, was/is 
designed to tribalize the white Australian, marginalise anyone else, and protect 
his/her very tenacious views which survive from the onset of his arrival here. Hence 
Sport – as a racial current – is taken very seriously here. In fact, it is the dominating 
Religion.

THE FORMATION OF THEM [I]

Dec 2010

Prior to 2000 I was a diabolist and devil worshipper proper – having received my im-
pressions of Satanism via the Bible and presently available media and stereotypes in-
cluding occult and para-psychological books.

In 1997 the internet became available to me and by 2000 I was looking into the COS 
after being disappointed by the Satanic Bible and at the TOS for more information 
after having been introduced to the Crystal Tablet of Set by a member. Neither of the 
approaches taken by the groups appealed to me.

I became aware of the ONA in 2001 after several documents on the totse search en-
gine caught my eye.
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Through a small group deliberately created to gather more information on the secret-
ive Order entitled ‘The Collection Plate’ – I was directed to Nasz Dom – a short-lived
and trouble-plagued website hosted by Thornian of ONA.

I accumulated enough new information by the way of manuscripts and conversations 
from Nasz Dom that it took me two years to process what I had found. Many of the 
Mss puzzled me as I had not had such intense exposure to anything like it before and 
it required me to find and read about Hitler, Jung, Spengler, Aristotle, Myatt and 
many others in order to make sense of the mss.

In 2002 a second attempt to find more information about the ONA via ‘the collection 
plate mark II’ yielded information about an ONA forum operating in yahoo which I 
promptly joined.

Around 2003 as ‘DWR’ I joined in conversations with other members of the forum 
and grew exponentially – developing fanatical loyalty to the ideas of the ONA. Not-
ing the limitations on file storage in the group and continued difficulties others were 
having finding ONA material, inc. myself, I opened a 2nd yahoo group called the 
ONA Database. This was to hold all the overflow of mss and materials that would no 
longer fit into the original group.

OD was successful – but even then the difficult moral question of whether to increase
the availability of mss or decrease it was a hot topic among forum members – a 
haunting question that saw the foreclosure of OD after approximately six months. At 
its height OD attracted hundreds of members and held the largest collection of ONA 
mss anywhere then online. It was during the formation of OD that I made contact 
with many of the people who would continue to support my endeavours.

After OD closed due to a decision by myself – it was replaced by Caput Mortuum’s 
(Algol) site Sitra Ahra which superseded the OD with its content. Sitra Ahra suffered 
the same fate as many other ONA hosters though which tended to be moral uncer-
tainty or lousy web servers and was shut down after only a short time of operation.

During this time, I had begun working with the ONA mss; undertaking an insight role
as a skinhead, working on a replacement tarot, attempting chant, to find this and that, 
and continuing to read and look for further ONA mss inc. Naos.

Ansuz Transmissions in NZ were able to provide me with Naos before they closed, 
along with many other rare ONA mss still housed in Mvimaedivm group. Shortly 
after doing so, they ceased contact leaving many others who had not received what 
they had sent money for, angry in the wake. AT was one more victim of the uncer-
tainty that goes with making ONA mss available.
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As my involvement of the ONA Way in my life deepened, I felt the need to split off 
and form my own group.

The first of these attempts was the Temple of the Tangent or ‘ttt’. The ttt was basic-
ally like OD except that it aimed to gather any and all ‘acausal-based art forms’ to 
share and distribute amongst members of the Way. Although again attracting a signi-
ficant amount of members, I was largely the only poster and after only a short while I 
became disenchanted with what I was doing and closed the group.

The vampiric Tempel of Blood surfaced around the same time, and I took great in-
terest in learning about their practices – for they seemed very ONA-like, and I saw it 
as a means to get closer. I worked briefly with the TOB and was given many materi-
als, some ONA and some TOB all of which are housed in Mvimaedivm.

The Emanations of Urania was instrumental in my grasping of Aeonic Theory – and 
gave me a strong impetus to be more patient as concerned my life efforts.

My life taken over by the Way, I had continued to do whatever I could to serve the 
Order, filling in gaps, providing information, or fixing what I thought was broken. 
Being methodical and meticulous in my approach to the world I had in fact copy and 
pasted the entire ONA Archive into a separate file in case the day should ever come 
when the group would be destroyed or shut down; in which case the information con-
tained therein would be preserved. It was to prove a useful gesture as during an argu-
ment between two members one of them threatened to lay a complaint with the FBI 
and have the forum shut down. This was met with cries of protest and anger from oth-
er members – and relief when I smugly announced that it made no difference due to 
the back-up of the archives that I had made. This action made me a few new friends.

Following continued disruption by the member in question who went on to kill ONA 
forum completely with his trolling; I conceived the idea of creating a more protected 
forum that would allow moderation – as the current forum had long been abandoned 
by its creator to the chagrin of many. This gave rise to the short-lived ‘AeONA’ group
where I learned useful lessons about the folly of trying to control dialectic. Shortly 
after its creation I shut this group down too.

Upon attempting the Naos Tarot I came into contact with the ONA who offered guid-
ance, encouragement, and support for the project. Much of this is detailed in the 
second diary of the DOAD. Around the same time, I also came into contact with a 
woman who had also been drawn to the ONA after going renegade with a much lar-
ger magical organisation but had some heavy reservations regarding the practice and 
approach of both. I would come to know her as the Sorceress.
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The dual instruction received by ONA and the S. tempered my fanaticism of the ONA
and gave way to a more mature outlook – an esoteric expansion – that made me con-
sider the benefits of following the Way to the written letter.

Although my loyalties lay with the ONA I continued to communicate with the Sor-
ceress and add to my knowledge about magic and the occult and myself. Feeling that 
something had to be done to bridge the gap between what she knew, I knew, and 
ONA knew we devised the concept of a group that would not be restricted to using 
the Septenary Way in expressing the Sinister. Several of our friends joined us in 
forming a group on one hand strongly influenced by the great IOT, and the other the 
great ONA – yet with several significant twists.

It was about this time that I realised my perceptions had changed so much that I 
would need to discard the alter-ego of Tnepres Ra (aka Ryan Anschauung) whose 
loyalty and fierce devotion to the ONA was blinding me. I reacted with passion.

In a heated split from the original ONA forum I formed ‘Mvimaedivm’ group with 
five others, inc. the Sorceress where we continued to build our synthesis of 
IOT/ONA. Growing quietly in the shadows my studies had taken a deeper focus on 
forms, symbolism, and the roles of each. The Sorceress had raised many important 
points regarding the ONA’s practice, as well as that of Crowley, IOT, TOB, and other 
groups. – and I attempted to tackle each of them with my intellect and logic, formu-
lating in the process several dozen theories to synthesise or bridge the problems 
raised with solutions.

One of the problems was fore knowledge that any form created to manifest our in-
sights was an illusion. Knowledge that many forms rose up, sank under, and failed to 
do what they set out to do – which was usually pander to the ego of its creator. We 
had to be different, and yet somehow allow the ONA, IOT, my studies, their studies, 
all of our Lhp studies to be recognised as legitimate paths and experiences of a col-
lective whole – but how to make a square Satan fit a round hole? Or a round Satan a 
square one?

The genius of Carl Jung provided much of the groundwork for the connection to be 
made between us all in the form of archetypes, whilst ONA’s emphasis on essence 
and forms and shape-shifting had given us the necessary understanding of change to 
unite a sea of differences without watering down the individual tsunami.

What was once contradictory would be reconciled – and reconciled in such an honest 
fashion about the nature, role and powers of the occult that it would prove extremely 
difficult to refute. The answer to quell previous conflict between members and their 
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different paths whilst still maintaining a serious and active dialectic would prove as 
natural a development as the name of the new group – the Temple of THEM.

Rather than continue to expound how the individual Adept is created – THEM accep-
ted the ONA had given a sterling and lasting example of the process – and set about 
teaching the next stage of development after the keys to personal development had 
been grasped, explored and understood enabling a permanent striving for increase to 
occur of itself based on these fundamental principles.

THEM attempts to show what is behind, beneath, and beyond form; how Mythos and 
Cultures are created/influenced by a group of individuals and the power of manipulat-
ing form using its model of apprehensions, and often, itself as an example.

We believe our existence to be a natural progression emerging from the influence of 
the collective unconscious for an increased consciousness and the particular geometry
of the world in which we find ourselves and which sets our particular challenges.

Whether our separate or collective insights into our existence are literal, figurative, or
imagined we cannot be certain; THEM simply embody an experimental synchronicity
device to increase consciousness and raise awareness of the self, others, the matrix, 
and the vehicles and roles by which we ourselves perceive the world and the above.

Thus far it appears to be working.

THE FORMATION OF THEM [II]

This was posted on our forum, Mvimaedivm, titled ‘Stepping Outside the ONA’ in re-
sponse to someone’s question. It might prove interesting and informative as regards 
THEM’s relation to the ONA, the Sinister, and Satanism.

“Ah, well here you come to the reason THEM arose. ONA’s mystical, silent, tight-
lipped approach is designed to develop critical thinking in its adherents, to enable 
them, force them, to work things out for themselves.

So, to short-cut having to endlessly define and research ONA’s exhaustive glossary of
forms, some of us cheated and saw ONA as the expression of a human being whose 
human behaviour was quantifiable even if for the most part, and at certain stages of 
ONA’s life, his forms/emanations were not.

This removed us from being trapped in the Mythos and Forms of the ONA and al-
lowed us to look at the ONA as a formula or structure designed to elicit certain 
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changes in behaviour on others: such changes being physical, mental, practical etc. 
and see the reason behind deployment of such forms was an experimental means to 
essentially to build a Mythos, that would become a culture when enough people were 
involved, and eventually a reality, when enough people invested their energy in it and
tried to earth it.

This allowed us (THEM) to place ONA in the context of being a form expressed by 
some human being – (thus to some extent predictable) and thus because we know AL 
is Myatt, to research Myatt and see/understand that he has written a great many ma-
nuscripts using other forms such as NS, Islam, etc but that underlying it all there was 
a common thread – viz. a desire to colonise space. Thus, all the exhortations of the 
ONA toward this or that, and its beautiful aesthetics such as yf dating, Aeonics, dark 
gods, Naos, etc etc, can all be understood as part of a plan (that changed over the 
years) to get to this point: and thus certain methodology of ONA understood: (while 
still functioning on its other levels also) But also that this creation of Myatt, for all its
span and scope, was still a contained expression of Form emanating from a human 
being.

If a person does not see the ONA in this context, and a great many don’t, (I didn’t for 
a long time) then the ONA can very well become a labyrinth of occult madness that 
overwhelms with its complexity and sheer volume of factors in its Mythos.

THEM were responsible for providing this context and its unique analysis and under-
standing of the ONA in such a way: and that is why we are definitively a Nexion loy-
al to the ONA, but also something else besides.

Our collective understanding has now changed the face of the ONA for a great many 
people with the emergence and proliferation of such a context, allowing a collective 
going beyond the Seven-Fold Way’s extensive/exhaustive analysis of the personal 
sphere, and a new focus on the cultural and supra-personal aspect of said ONA cul-
tures’ growth: i.e. concerning what comes after the ONA’s emphasis on the personal.

But, more importantly to FREE many from what has been described as the ‘madness’ 
of the ONA’s labyrinth (Which labyrinths exist whenever a large volume of forms 
presents themselves) and free them prematurely, in order to increase the number of 
people who understand the same things about ONA that THEM do. Not because we 
are an authority, but because being stuck in the labyrinth is not very enjoyable. And 
because my personal view is that some should be given the opportunity to escape it – 
(others in THEM differ on this matter) we let synchronicity and a certain level of de-
terminedness designate to us who was going to receive that context. Because of this 
context – which has the potential to allow people to dismiss the aspects of ONA re-
garding its Mythos, which aspects are essential to a revolution over the Magian, in 
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my personal point of view, THEM did not share their comments widely and publicly 
with most who follow the ONA, but only a select few.

Those who are here now, are not here by chance – or, likewise, they are.”

THE FORMATION OF THEM [III]

Feb 9th 2006.

“Well, one aim was to prove through conclusive evidence that certain theories of 
mine were possible. What many of those theories are, shouldn’t be revealed at this 
stage but one such aim was to prove for myself that single-handedly, a mythos could 
be created and sustained. THEM has managed to do that. The surface of these forms 
continues to be misunderstood – and while that occurs, I will continue to teach people
what lies beneath – as that is the true course of my existence, to help or as DM puts it 
so nicely, to stop the suffering. This, by changing the cycles that usually dominate un-
consciously by showing how humans evolve. Whether using Satanism to do this has 
or hasn’t been effective is not really a concern – I believe my work has brought life to
Satanism and holds its own against any proponents of its different systems because of
the raw self-honesty, willingness to expose my own stupidity, misunderstanding, ar-
rogance, ignorance etc without the need for having to be seen as a superhuman mas-
culine male who must always be right lest his ego be challenged. I am as supremely 
arrogant as I am humble – though I should point out that the arrogance arrives from 
living Satanically, that is to say, bounded within that form and the parameters an Ism 
creates. To continue my work, it may be necessary to leave Satanism altogether as the
last and final form of my interest, behind, and begin anew in a different direction or 
fashion.

The books – so called Six and Seven are in fact viewed as real books – though to ac-
knowledge their contents now would be to divulge too much. Obviously, this won’t 
be released for another two years at least, so I can tell you that ‘book six’ is another 
experimental black magical practice [though black magic and its context in relation to
its author should be understood before making assumptions] viewed as the organic 
Now; that is, as a living narrative taking place in the present time in the interactions 
fostered by this group and its members as an experiment designed to test a number of 
the above hinted at theories and to see how difficult it is to implement changes to ex-
isting forms or give rise to a new one altogether. That of course by setting some han-
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dicaps such as not relying on the usual channels that bring a form together, notoriety, 
or popularity.

Book Seven I am told is a reference to some distant record that might perhaps be 
made of THEM’s involvement and influence with the Sinister that someone some-
where might write concerning any changes that THEM to manage to invoke via its 
short-lived [but life-long for its author] manifestation. Thus, book six is happening 
Now with its authors, characters and story line determined by the actions, motions 
and concepts brought forth by THEM and its interaction with others in the hopes that 
it can indeed presence a new Archetype. While Book Seven is what might be written 
about THEM should it manage to do it and prove the worth of its ‘Science’.

I think that this is something that will not be understood; and might even be foolhardy
to prematurely expose or inform people of – what is essentially non-satanic takes 
aboard those most likely to have passion and a malleability that can be affected 
through the form of Satanism and changes them in accordance with that archetype 
which some have termed the Thinking Warrior. And it has always been invisible but 
the author of THEM has about as much idea about what he is doing than the rest of 
the forms out there; this is a highly experimental concept that no-one else has attemp-
ted to do – to cheat the Ethos proscribed by our Time and try to move as many people
forward out of the constraints of that Time as can be afforded given the ‘technology’ 
and insight available to that sorcerer – esp. at such a young age. [Mr FL is either 28 
or 29 at the time of writing.] is an ambitious endeavour no matter what way you 
choose to look at it. To actually set up and emulate a group like the ONA for oneself 
and prove that it can be done is no easy feat; look how many ONA groups last 
without degenerating. It’s also a comment on the tenacity of living a way through in 
order to provide oneself with the truest possible experiences to provide answers to 
one’s questions – a good example that could be copied by many.

As I say again – the forms used by someone my age are pretty advanced – only be-
cause that awareness that there is a fighting against my natural youthful aggression 
and a desire to implement a greater maturity are at constant friction with one another. 
It is not therefore, impossible for someone at my age to have found the same insights 
that I have through a thorough search of form – nor too late to abandon them in fa-
vour of changes caused by evolution. I hold to optimism that when my forms my 
quest my concepts and the way of Mvimaedivm are really understood that life may 
very well change through a few who may then carry that maturity born of blood 
sweat and tears through to the next generation.

But until I’m old and grey, there probably won’t be a time to express the fullness of 
my intentions regarding Satanism, such things as the ONA, or such things as THEM. 
So, the illusions must continue yet.’
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THE INFINITE FRACTAL

“THEM has many meanings, it is not just indicative of a group of people, it also 
means Them, the Dark Gods, and their voice that issues through when the vein of the 
subconscious is tapped and directs the psyche beyond ego impulses and contrivances.
It is the state that is experienced when Self and Ego become active as two powers that
can direct one and embodies the loss of identity that allows one to become a shape 
shifter – this separates US, from them. It is also a term to denote someone who has 
truly built their own self-image devoid of others’ expectations that shrugs off the 
world’s and societies roles with friends, family etc., as projections that aim to force a 
person into a role and play by the laws of the matrix.

A being that can smash all intellectual chains into dust, possessed of a determination 
of the will that others stand in awe and fear of. Furthermore, the word THEM is an 
appropriation of a Magian fear meme. When people quote an unknowable source in 
relating a scientific or religious fact, they generalise and thus create an illusory 
authoritarian figure, “they” i.e. “they say that…” or “that’s what they say” that builds 
on the fear felt by all in thrall to the matrix, that gives psychological and magical 
credence to one’s claims. We have stolen that “They…” and it has become “THEM”
People – as a rule – tend not to believe in the sinking of the fabled continent of 
Atlantis. They question many of the tenets associated with that particular fable 
including the suggestion of superior and advanced weaponry and technology 
supposedly being available to the Atlanteans, including flying ships and/or discs.

They question the particular location where Atlantis was supposed to occupy and find
fault with maps, verification or accounts that mentioned it. Or they struggle to accept 
that Gods exist, (many find it easier to believe in just one), and that the Gods 
occasionally might object to the way humans are treating each other and the world 
and choose to intervene.

Yet, Carl Jung, famously related in his many books on many occasions following 
some 70 years of experience with direct contact of psychological patients, that their 
dreams, swelling up from the subconscious, had the power to hint at the possibility or
certitude of impending or imminent death. The symbology that arose could warn 
them, that the course they had set was about to destroy them, and like currents from 
the darkest ocean some part of them let loose waves of realisation crashing on the 
shores of their conscious mind.

These powers from within that override the bovine functioning of the oblivious 
conscious human being are among those chthonic, alien forces that we equate with 
THEM, but there are many others. We believe that on all levels of life, there IS a 
force or forces that object to our behaviour/existence and give us warnings – but it is 
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not a moral force telling us to do good or bad. It is an immoral force that exists ‘side 
by side’ / within/without us, mimicking what we do as we mimic it, but it does so 
with far more power and strength because of its different type of life-form and scale.

In today’s worlds where dreams are greatly undervalued, shunned and ignored at 
tremendous but sanctimoniously sanctioned peril – some psyches, seems to act on 
behalf of these unconscious forces, collectively manifesting the same type of 
warnings for an individual or group of individuals or even a corporation in an attempt
to bring great imbalance to the conscious attention of the parties involved.

Even the greatest form, the Empire, ceases to be eventually because such forms are 
incredibly difficult to sustain, and cracks appear. They ask too much for too long and 
a reaction of equal strength builds inside the vacuum. For as the mythology of 
countless eras, epochs and empires attests – people cannot push against something 
too long, without tipping it over. In the eyes of Gods, reaching beyond your reach, 
stealing fire, setting yourself too high, amounts to Hubris. And if there is one thing 
shared by Gods, it’s that they hate Hubris. For Every Action there is an Equal and 
Opposite Reaction.

If a person overreaches themselves by indulging in destructive or excessive behaviour
– they may be warned about their path by their psyche. If their psyche is ignored, that
warning of behaviour is passed to people, who are affected by the behaviour through 
that person’s actions. If the people are ignored, the warning passes to the System. The
System is where we exit the process and human involvement is superseded by forces 
of reaction. If the System ignores the warnings from the people, who ignore warnings
from the person, who ignores warnings from the psyche – the Planet, our people, our 
psyche – all speak at once. Because we are all derived from, echoes of, the same 
macrocosm/microcosm of Dark Gods and the powers that buffet us like paper in the 
wind.

The Planet speaks with forces that treat us with indifference – it has a life of its own, 
a time cycle of its own that dwarfs us and our sentimental constructs, existing as it 
does through Aeons. Yet we mimic its every move, copy its essence, because we are 
fractals of the same Creatrix. As the Earth has tsunamis and earthquakes that 
devastate the land and sea, so do humans have personal equivalents that flood us with
emotion or subconscious contents bringing with it waves of destructive debris, and 
just as earthquakes tear apart the ground creating deep chasms and levelling 
buildings, so to can the human experience a ‘shock to the system’ strong enough to 
level the concepts and beliefs, faith or trust we have built in our minds, or have our 
solid foundations shattered in the wake of deep psychological tremors. The 
‘psychological’ effect that media often cite after a natural disaster is often believed to 
be a separate outcome from the event, but it’s not – it is part of the event, a strong 
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evidence of our connexion to these forces, as a minor manifestation of these forces, 
whatever their origin may be.

Some say Earth is a dead rock, others a sentient being. The convenient simplification 
of asking if something is dead or alive does not apply here – if a person is completely
unaware of their unconscious and ruled by forces they cannot fathom – run behind 
the scenes by invisible hands and currents – can they say that they are alive? If we 
use 10% of our brains, who or what uses the rest?

The definition of Life meets strict biophysical criterion, yet it has been shown that 
Cities – share the same functions as the human being and fit the description of life – 
the only thing that stands in the way of Cities being accepted as living beings is our 
size, our self-importance and our arrogance that we know what Life is.

We hear so often that human beings are having an enormous impact on the Earth, 
whatever sources cite that impact as being, it is our Ignorance that does the most 
damage. Media gives the impression that things go away. Our attention seems unable 
to focus on more than one or two things at any given time.

Recently, the largest oil spill in history caused by BP ceased to exist and was 
removed from the public eye as a newsworthy story – because it’s not news anymore,
its olds. The implications of that spill are tremendous. Recently, a special neutron-
accelerator was built to fire light speed particles into light speed particles with some 
physicians admitting they had no idea of the consequences, and it could even cause a 
black hole. Recently, a missile packed with explosives was fired into the moon. 
Recently, a process called ‘Fracking’ came to my attention whereupon a giant hole is 
drilled in the Earth using millions of tons of fresh, not salt, fresh water and incredible 
amounts of explosives used to blow the hole wider to obtain oil deep beneath the 
ocean seabed. Recently, the US announced yet another insane speech about the 
‘enemies we face’ and swore to uphold truth and justice, and it continues on its merry
way as the most evil entity and attitude that ever possessed the Physis of man, laying 
waste to the planet, its people and its future.

Natural Disasters, and among these should be counted those internal esoteric 
equivalents all of us have that can corrupt, change or destroy our present frame of 
mind or carefully tended personalities – decrease hubris. They remind us of our 
Place, though we hate to be reminded of it. They remind us of our lack of Purpose, 
though we hate to be reminded we don’t know it. They remind us of our mortality, 
and how everything we think so important can be swept clean in the super-destructive
forces of the Earth’s natural cycles – and we hate that too.

But we’ve been trained to hate, we’ve been indoctrinated to forget. We’ve inherited 
and continued, without question, the building blocks upon which our consciousness is
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based, and we continue to remain ignorant of the connexion between us and Earth, 
Earth and us.

But we will Remember.
All of it.
…Soon.
Tellus Uber Alles.

FALCIFER: AIMS AND INTENTS

+O+ Finance-wise it is my intention to become self-sufficient through writing, art and
other mediums by making the Temple in some regards a house-hold name of the 
occult. What naturally happens then is that it popularly rides a wave until something 
else replaces it at which time it begins to decline – this is part of the reason the 
Temple has a 30-year charter because I realise nothing lasts forever and it’s a fool’s 
errand to expect it to. The plan is to get into people’s lives/heads, do as MUCH 
damage to the underlying structures that prop up the Magian power structure as 
possible, and get out as the next stage takes root of its own accord. By tapping into 
the subconscious needs and unlocking powers of the People [by smashing forms that 
sap their energy] and the thrill that comes with various insights being revealed there 
is an addictive meta-psychological high in the Temple’s writings. A narrative drug if 
you like but one that provides its own cure. Because ONA sabotaged its own growth 
and has a copy-left policy it is next to impossible to make money from it – let alone 
any sort of living, so this new tarot which I hope will be powerful and “pretty” 
enough to replace other Tarots and will hopefully be able to sell for a much lower 
price – could saturate the tarot market with maybe a thousand decks full of new or 
unappreciated sinister archetypes such as Gods re-joined with their Female 
counterparts, and other such heresies. Threshold was a good start and a milestone I’ve
been trying to achieve for a while – i.e., independent publishing but the money made 
did not go far. 

However, now somewhat hooked after reading threshold, people may want to read 
more and more of our texts – many of which are unavailable and many of which can 
be written to satisfy the demand such as Oto Anorha #34… The major problem faced 
is that because of the nature of our work there is likely to be no funding coming 
through from people terrified to actually say what we say – Threshold had many 
things taken out for fear they might offend – and so for a long-time self-publication 
has been the only way to get those actual comments through into books we write. I 
have bought some canvases and may do some paintings to see how they sell too – as 
it is, I have already established my own currency which is Tarot cards. In five years’ 
time I would like to see the Temple populated with self-sufficient members each 
driven to help research and unearth the secrets of the past as well as a strong selection
of sinister currents working in co-operation to help re-wire the human brain and 
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behavioural ethos by making alchemical changes – the Temple should be able to 
make its own money through its writings, art, workshops even – but the danger of 
sliding too far forward into a money-making business is ever present, the danger of 
expanding the Temple and it becoming something it wasn’t supposed to become is 
also ever present, and if either of those things happen, the Temple loses its credibility,
integrity and has successfully been sabotaged, destroyed, rendered impotent by using 
the System and becoming the System it is trying to stop. 

So, if we are to finance the Temple outside the System which is very difficult – we 
need to decide whether we are working toward re-instituting barter, our own 
currency, or using the Systems money system on a day-to-day basis which only helps 
support it all the more. What I propose then is reform and not revolution [at least in 
our lifetime as a Temple – let us take it most of the way and others do the rest when 
the time is ripe] and to use the existing system to some extent symbiotically, at least 
enough to fund what we do, and change the way people use the system by changing 
people. A study of Marxism / Capitalism / Communism would potentially help find 
an alternative current outside of the major 3 that can provide an answer to providing 
for us without using the present System .+O+

+O+ Education-wise – I feel, that only now, having reached 30-33 and I really in any 
sort of position to understand a lot of what I have absorbed and read – and only now 
have the maturity and hindsight to implement any of it without falling prey to a host 
of past mistakes. I see the Temple’s role as teaching the means by which to learn – 
not teaching some doctrine of content to be learned. Much of the Seven-fold Way is 
supposed to be done on one’s own – having public nexions where it is easy to access 
advice and guidance makes people lazy, ask careless questions, and waste a lot of our 
time – Time is the most valuable commodity because life does not persist, we have 
massive goals to attain, and we cannot afford to waste it answering every little 
question that can easily be answered itself. Self-sufficiency is requisite otherwise the 
students will always turn to look for the Teachers and what happens when the 
Teachers aren’t there? The students go looking for another teacher instead of taking 
responsibility and power for themselves – they thus just trade one system for another 
ending up in the same bullshit cycle. 

We need education on how to break cycles by explaining how they function. MB is 
an excellent research facility, and we still need to uncover a great deal of information 
about the origin of seven, different kinds of magic, what went wrong, who and how 
the Magi took control, how the human being developed various ideas, concepts and 
functions that now rule our perception, biophysical traits that result in various biases 
and so on… We need non-dualist pagan systems to flourish – but this is an extremely 
difficult ask because people do not know how to abandon their matrix – and this is 
where the alchemy comes in – it may also prove to be a useful substitute for language
where images and processes of alchemical terms can be used to secretly convey 
answers to questions on a matter, how to deal with a problem, obstacle or individual 
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etc… We should continue finding the origins of all the Dark Gods and the concepts 
that created them and brought them to life. +O+

+O+ Sex-wise I think since the Temple has no interest in controlling its students there
is no real need to explore – but I think Sorcerers need to be androgynous and not 
necessarily physically or sexually but mentally they need to have both the masculine 
and feminine traits developed and honed. Sex is however a very powerful force, and 
the Temple should have a program to teach why – which is largely the use of 
abstaining or indulging which has a massive effect on a country’s populace and its 
mindset. Consider the Catholic Church and its proclivities are so prevalent because of
the Churches fierce hatred of the body and the flesh. Tantra, Kundalini, and other 
techniques should be adopted and utilised as well as emphasis on the Magi’s 
eradication of Touch and Intimacy over time in an effort to break Solidarity and 
Empathy between people. +O+

+O+ Current-wise the current has two public prongs – it has the Mythos that I write 
for it in the way of speaking collectively about who THEM are and what THEY want 
and do. This often does not represent those behind the veil – but it need be 
understood that without knowing what people wanted, or people not speaking up 
earlier – this was Necessary. I think I agree that ultimately this Is my Temple and my 
current so long as I continue to write, do the art, communicate the insights, and am 
Ryan Anschauung – it is thus understandable that saying the Temple is a shared 
democratic institution is a contradiction in terms and more or less bullshit – I have 
been steering the ship and really only I know or knew where I wanted it to go. 

Behind this public facade there are [or were] however the individual currents of each 
person involved. This acceptance of many strains of Sinister is what Sath referred to 
as an ‘amorphous’ disunity and who wanted the Temple to codify and solidify some 
concrete current all of us follow… What Sath never understood is that this is 
precisely the same process as ALL Forms take shortly before they become fixed and 
enter the natural life cycle of formation, plateau, disintegration and plateau. Until it 
was desired to make THEM channel One decided on current [and when can a group 
of people Ever be happy with a conglomerate current?] and where no-one would 
agree on what that was – the Temple functioned with no significant problems because
it did Not take any specific form, thus was malleable enough to absorb many people 
who practiced different currents without conflict and support many without conflict.

When Leo came in and was accused of using Magian currents problems immediately 
arose as to what constitutes a Magian – and I felt this was a premature question since 
Mvimaedivm Blacks whole premise was to unearth the history of and identify 
precisely that. Thus, Sath jumped the gun to achieve her agenda and found out the 
hard way THEM is not a democracy. It is easy in almost any other form to decide 
clearly what something IS, something ISN’T, what is ACCEPTABLE, and what is 
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therefore UNACCEPTABLE, what is RIGHT, WRONG… but not with THEM. The 
premise of THEM is not to set itself up as another Church that tells people what to do
– but to encourage them to tell themselves with the best and most informed 
background we can unearth that gives them the greatest insight into what their 
choices mean, where they arise from, and what they ultimately do. So, research on 
the Magi and the Distortion must also continue. 

Now the problem arises is that if we restrict people to performing and living only our 
current that we are effectively becoming a Church – telling people who to be, how to 
live, and thus committing the same sins we are trying to stamp out. What I therefore 
propose is that we create a system for THEM – and refuse to admit any openly 
Magian persons – but NOT insist that it be the only current a person use. A person 
should be free to explore every means [but because of the nature of having a form, 
THEM must preclude some things to define itself – it therefore precludes Magian 
usage] however, in precluding Magian usage we run the risk of becoming ignorant 
and blind to the Enemy’s system, tactics, methods and magic. This is one of the fatal 
mistakes the ONA made. 

So, while a rabid hatred of the Magian fuels fanaticism and intensity on a surface 
level – it does not educate the audience on any practical level. This preclusion goes 
against the natural esoteric growth of the LHP – and THIS is the fundamental 
problem with having a form because every form can only define itself by exclusion of
other forms… thus limiting the total field from which the Adept can grow and 
understand… This is the common function of all groups – but if it continues with us, 
the cycle continues and nothing changes. When THEM dies, the audience merely 
moves onto the next group – rather than understanding that this is precisely what they
have been doing and will do again… I know it seems like a wonderful idea to have an
army of same-minded matching individuals bearing our name and banners right 
around the world – but the reality is it’s never going to happen unless we employ the 
SAME restrictive religious indoctrination as the enemy does – and if we do, how are 
we any different?

Liber ISS and the alchemical texts are a good start – as is all the research in 
Mvimaedivm Black, as is the sorcery presently used by the Temple relating to reading
Synchronicity in the events of the world as signs of Wyrd, developing Empathy 
through the grades of Tarot, EA and so on, Developing Sinister Solidarity. You have 
already seen the speed with which Sath, Anca and Noc abandoned the current we 
thought they were sworn to in terms of leaving the Temple – but that was merely a 
matter of changing Proximity – it does not mean they are not still in Sinister 
Solidarity with Sinister forces and energies or THEM in their own way. And without 
any need for the Temple. And being without a need for the Temple IS ultimately, the 
aim I intend and I see as requisite for creating the Undividual. 
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Because of the nature of Form it is easy to forget the real nature of what these forces 
do when adopted and channelled – it is easy to garner the idea that we will all be 
together in one place as an Illuminati, happily joined in brotherhood until the end on 
good terms with one another and somehow able to all have our Wyrds synchronously 
joined together. The reality is that by adopting these highly sinister and destructive 
and fiercely unique unfolding flowering individual Wyrd our destinies will sharply 
veer off from one another and proximity, empathy, solidarity and any kind of 
restriction or form – be torn apart without mercy or gratitude. 

These, are DARK GODS and dark forces that will shred such human fancies in a 
heartbeat as we have seen first-hand with the loss of 3 maybe 4 members due to 
trying to impose certain rules and restrictions on the Sinister. There is the world of 
words and what is said from human understanding and wishful thinking and self-
made illusion – then there is the underlying nature of these forces which operate 
independently of our ability to constrain or channel them neatly or nicely. And THAT 
is the true Temple of THEM – not people joined in human ideals of proximity and 
brotherhood – but fiercely independent knights of the Sinister who enter the Temple, 
unlock their Wyrd, and fuck off back out into the world as a force to be reckoned 
with. No form should or could ever hold the Sinister – and that is why I have set up 
and maintained the Temple as it has always been – amorphous, largely unstructured, 
and nothing like a Church. +O+

+O+ Project-wise the Tarot is a multi-tool for teaching, sending a message, fighting 
the Kabbalah, enhancing reputation and power, hypnotising, financing and other such
things by its creation. Project-wise Mvimaedivm Black must again be taken up and 
our studies continued to find the source of Seven, of THEM, of the Magi, of Mans 
conceptual beginnings and so on. Project-wise we must continue to speak and teach 
others how to break forms – but once they do – we must be prepared to let them go. 

We cannot hold the Sinister and woe betide anyone who dreams they can. We can 
only enhance it, unlock potential, smash forms and free people from chains – but 
once unchained – there is nothing more for us to do – and that is where most go 
wrong – in trying to teach and then control their students, or should that be, Own 
their students. We are conduits that change a specific matrix, we smash forms, belief 
in forms, and instil an understanding of what they are, how to use them to advantage, 
how they have been used against us – yet if you see more we can do or should view 
ourselves as being – by all means I welcome you to share the weight on your mind. 

You are a brilliant man and mind and together we can take this Temple far but there 
are restrictions in dealing with Sinister forces lest we become what we hate. I hope to 
have illustrated at least some of them and the reasons why the Temple is the way it is.
+O+
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+O+ Growth-wise we cannot expect to attain huge numbers under a roof – because 
being one of THEM is antithetical to being controlled or governed by forms… we 
would be a paradox if not for the understanding I have of our limited role in the 
alchemical change we attempt to induce and the cut-off point where it is no longer 
our jurisdiction. What must also be understood is that this Temple, unlike almost any 
other, directly confronts the ego by using methods the ego does not understand or 
appreciate. We cannot expect our Work to make people happy or for them to thank us 
for what we do – it is a necessary evil that our alchemical transformations operate on 
many levels which benefits may never be realised or noticed by those who come to 
us.

Breaking the ego, speaking directly or without sugar-coating, these make enemies – 
but they may Also make people think if the spear is sharp and accurate. ONA did 
NOT appreciate me showing them the error of promoting Chaos and Anarchy by 
being Chaotic and Anarchic with their own current and against them – thus in my 
eyes, they do not understand these forces they preach – and that is a most 
disappointing, highly arrogant insight, but anyone that searches their feelings knows 
it to be true. The ONA preached destruction of this and that, but woe betide you try 
and destroy them – and when I did try this and ONA reacted the way it did, this 
showed to me the innate fragility of form at its essential core and the hypocrisy innate
to all such Mythos preached by LHP, anti-cosmic and blah blah blah groups… 

The FORCE they spoke about would happily devour the carrier, the messenger, and 
they feared it – they tried to show they didn’t – but they did – and eventually their 
actions came to speak volumes about precisely that. People all too often never think 
about what they are saying or writing. In five years, I see the Temple as a household 
legend with many people holding our books, reading what we have to say, using our 
tarot, our ideas, breaking forms, and asking NEW questions that make the Magi and 
its system really uncomfortable. I may not be able to see those questions because of 
the Time I am in and my mindset squarely poised and frozen in this time to do what I 
do, think what I think and let what is in my head unravel as it will – but others can 
and may springboard from THEM some day in the future, take our writings further, 
expand and rework, rephrase, restore and remember things We forgot… 

When that happens, we will the satisfaction of knowing we have put in place the 
foundation for that new form to arise, the next stage, the next generation, just as 
THEM partly arose from the ONA and all powered by what we said but inspired to 
take it so much further – further than we could – just as THEM have taken a lot of 
what ONA said, further, in fact so far it became destructive and disturbing to the 
ONA. That is genuine growth – the Temple will close in 24 years and I will cease to 
add my energies to it. If others have built their own forms, temples, shrines, ideas to 
manifest it – so be it – but my role will be done and I will leave and leave it to others,
it is my job merely to germinate some powerful seeds that will grow into plants that 
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choke the life out of the Magi. I hope to see the Harvest but it is unlikely – Aeonic 
magic takes a long time to take place and I am only 33, what do I know of long 
amounts of time? Lol. +O+

+O+ Presence-wise I don’t ever see myself as revealing who is behind my phantom 
Ryan – there is no need. I don’t desire fame; I don’t desire recognition. Or rather that 
should be, my ego desires fame, my ego desires recognition – but my Self and my 
magical egregore understands that this Work, this Great Work, is not about me – it is 
about using Ryan as an anchor, a gravitational pull, to cause the form to germinate – 
and that is all. Presence-wise for the Temple – I see us as being more influential than 
the ONA in ten years’ time with thousands of people or more quoting us or referring 
to our work. Even if in criticism – for that is how some people strive to do better. 

I see us as sitting on the shelves of thousands of bookshelves being read by children 
and their children’s children and a sudden tear in the illusion tearing its way across 
their mind as they read and question and Question the Question… Whether in 
company or alone, the Temple will continue until it has reached its 30-year duration –
it is my Wyrd to ensure its survival. What happens after that point – who knows – 
who can dream – who can predict. But I vowed to make my mark on this earth and on
the Magi’s control – and I will – and it need never be known who was behind it all – 
it matters only that it happens and unfolds, spilling the Dark Ones into the world in 
shapes and ferocity the Magi never dreamed… to make Everyone Remember. +O+

DIRECTIVES OF THE TEMPLE OF THEM

Directive A-66
Why don’t we Kill?

Directive A-65
Incidentalism [Redacted].

Directive A-53
Crush the enemies of THEM underfoot using every power at your disposal.

Directive A-52
Remember and Embrace the Force of Anonymity. In the shadows you are without 
form – to reveal it is as to reveal your true name and give others power over you, to 
limit your shapelessness. Our work does not require a human face.

Directive A-51
Carefully choose your allies and your enemies in life. Life is long enough for enemies
and friends to change places repeatedly.
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Directive A-50
The Undividual is Sovereign above and beyond all Forms.

Directive A-49
Stoke a fire with enough fuel and it will burn indefinitely. Even, out of control.

Directive A-48
Remember the force of Ethos. Learn your countries ancient folktales, myths, legends,
gods.

Directive A-47
Remember the force of Obscurity. It does not matter who speaks the sinister voice, 
only that it is spoken. 

Directive A-46
Remember the force of Chronobet. Words, numbers, communications are laden with 
designs to enshrine a very specific spatial-temporality or time-space perception. 
Change clocks, remove batteries, sabotage computer dates, fudge figures, delay 
others, study the history and changing principles of Time by humanity and seek to 
disrupt it however you can.

Directive A-45
Remember the force of Progress. Every smooth transition from one social event to 
the next, every flawless transaction of industry and economics, every unfailing 
schedule on time, every box ticked, ‘i’ dotted, is oiling the Machine. Kill the 
Machine.

Directive A-44
Remember the force of Aeonics. Simple things line the paths of Kings. Every 
generation is forced to endure its own inexorable steps toward the Closing of the 
Gates with tiny outrages forcing Us [Those who hear the voice of THEM] closer to 
the edge of oblivion.  The generation after you will treat those steps as the normal 
way of things, they will forget the cruel longevity and patience of the enemy who can
plan in detail generations in advance. Learn to do the same.

Directive A-43
Remember the force of the Mind and who owns yours. There was a war in past aeons.
We lost it. We are fighting a new war. We must remember what we lost in the last one
– if we are to survive this one.

Directive A-42
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Remember the force of Sorcery. Magic is not dead, merely wounded. The world 
around us is a neutrality splitting at the seams with weapons that pulse with violent 
rage, to be used either by or against whoever is first and last to use them. Identify and
draw from those violent pulsing places and spaces that emanate with it.

Directive A-41
Memory. Remember, all that our enemies have done and remind them, remind others.
Never let it be forgotten. Remember our power, what we can do, what we have lost. 
Remember it all.

Directive A-40
Remember the force of Absurdity. It is the true face of things when the skin is ripped 
off. Life can be long enough for friends and enemies to trade places repeatedly. Do 
not take anything too seriously. When the Wheel spins fast enough and the fragile 
sticks propping up forms collapse: It is all revealed as Madness.

Directive A-39
Remember the force of Mortality. Do not take life for granted. Move swiftly and with
determination toward your goals. Stalk Death and watch for it wherever you go. It 
will be stalking you too.

Directive A-38
Remember the pivotal importance of the Human Brain. Keep informed of findings, 
discoveries, neuroscience, correlations and experiments, cybernetics, bio-feedback 
and changes in collective knowledge and advancements.

Directive A-37
The Machine is not the System. The Machine is the vast inequality between what 
THEM know about Form and They know about Form.

Directive A-36
Remember and embrace the force of Evolution and the notion that we can evolve 
beyond what we are by seeding Change in what we are. It is a matter of available 
choices.

Directive A-35
Remember and disrupt the notions of Time and Space, wherever you can. At present 
it is under the Magi’s command.

Directive A-34
Remember and embrace the omnipotence of Natural Forces for they are THEM. 
Learn all you can about Fire, Earth, Wind and Water from the Ancients to the 
Moderns: From Alchemy to edge-tech Meteorology: From scientific principles and 
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dynamics to Engineering and State infrastructural procedures for dealing with 
disaster.

Directive A-33
Remember and embrace the force of Satan as One of THEM. And a fragment of 
forces much larger.

Directive A-32
Remember and embrace the force of Chaos. Very little is required to cause it. Be 
creative.

Directive A-31
Remember and resist the force of Insynsian: the feigned death of God and his 
transference into newer apexes no less zealous and monotheistic. Resist Singularity.
Directive A-30
Remember and embrace THEM: in all their guises and masks. All Gods are better 
than One God. 

Directive A-29
Remember and embrace the Being of More Than You Appear. MEHR SEIN ALS 
SCHEIN. One of THEM should be able to sidle up to its prey without the prey any 
the wiser. Learn ALL shapes that you may use them to achieve anything.

Directive A-28
Remember and embrace the force of Form. Those wicked shapes that seize us and 
allow us to seize others. Study them and develop your ability with them. All forms 
have both obvious and ingenious uses. Forms are the key to shaping the coming 
Aeon.

Directive A-27
Remember and embrace the force of the Undividual. It is not enough to individuate, 
entire tracts of traditional inheritance from the Magi must be identified, confronted 
and erased. Set a new example of what a human can do and be for others to follow.

Directive A-26
Never let anyone see the true face of the monster inside you.

Directive A-25
Remember and embrace the force of Solidarity. The Sinisterion are the emergent 
voices of a new design, scattered through time and space.  Our Vyrds may cross when
the stars are right and the voice of THEM speaks. We can stand alone, but we can 
also stand alone together: In Supra Solidarity.
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Directive A-24
Remember and embrace the force of Synchronicity. When you are on the right Vyrd 
you will see signs and connections. Bridges will present themselves and spaces split 
to allow doorways to open. When you are crossing your Vyrd you will be thwarted by
chance. Misfortune will trail you like a savage dog. Opportunities will become 
mirages. You can only be who you are. Don’t fight it.

Directive A-23
THERE WAS A WAR: A WAR WE LOST IF WE ARE TO SURVIVE: WE MUST 
REMEMBER.

Directive A-22
Remember and embrace the force of Entropy. All Things have their own life cycles 
and destinies. Including you. Expect nothing to last and everything to eventually 
leave you. 

Directive A-21
Remember and embrace the force of Self-Honesty. There can be no ultimate loyalty 
to any form. Only temporary tolerance and alliance. All things pass.

Directive A-20
Human’s have a thousand masks. Learn to imitate as many as you can.

Directive A-19
Do not judge by appearance. Nothing is known by appearance except appearance.

Directive A-18
If you have morals, keep them to yourself.

Directive A-17
THEM is a No Hand Path. Believe, in whatever suits, when it suits.

Directive A-16
Insert Corporate Icons & Spread them.

Directive A-15
A Triangle Squared. A Triplicate Process. Of Thesis, Antithesis, and Finally, 
Synthesis. Combining the Division of Two Forms Into a New Understanding 
Complimented By Another. The cycles of growth are not always pleasant and involve
caustic, toxic and deathly shades of ingredient. These elements, pungent to order, 
form, and the human sphere must be considered as integral in the formation of 
specific archetypal recipes. Some forms must be allowed to gestate in order to cause a
future reaction.
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Directive A-14
No Human Being Knows the Way to the Silent Desert Better Than You. Accept 
Guidance But Question the Guidance. Be Strong and Make Your Own Way Forward 
With The Patience of an Aeon.

Directive A-13
Absolutes are Egoistic.  All is Temporary. All Shapes Shift. Use Them While They 
Exist but Do Not Rely on Permanence. All Life Moves On So Flow With Its Current.

Directive A-12
Sinister Matrix.  New Species. Physis and Intellect.  Mvimaedivm Requires Balance 
of Discipline, Abandon, Body and Mind. Failure is Certain If Not 361 Degrees of 
Approach.

Directive A-11
You can Become a God. Don’t Fall Prey to Others and their Waste of The Joy Life 
Can Bring. Treasure Your Body, It’s Your Vehicle to Power. Nurture Your Reason, It’s
the Means to Ecstasy.

Directive A-10
Stalk Death by Day. All Things Die. Be Aware of Its Hand. Learn Its Face. Carpe 
Diem. Tempus Fugit. Understand Your Time on Earth is Limited.

Directive A-9
Upon the Death or Imprisonment of any member of THEM a Church is to be burned 
to the ground.

Directive A-8
Sometimes the Bad Example is the Best Example.

Directive A-7
Sometimes I win. Sometimes I let Others win.

Directive A-6
The Greatest Trick the Devil Ever Pulled Was Convincing the World He Didn’t Exist.
MEHR SEIN ALS SCHEIN.

Directive A-5
Not Everything Here is Wonderful. Not Everything Wonderful is Here.

Directive A-4
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There once was a Temple named THEM, As prophesied by the visionary KHEM. 
They Remembered Dark Gods, And against all the Odds, Delivered the World from 
Men.

Directive A-3
TERATO – HARUSPEX – ENGRAM – MALEFICIA Look deep inside the entrails 
of the Monster – Remember – and Become One of THEM.

Directive A-2
Australia, does not have a significant sinister history. Being little more than 200 years
old it has yet to bring forth a significant Satanic contribution to the world. THEM aim
to change that.

Directive A-1
Unfortunately, or rather as a result of, diffused consciousness that interferes with 
one’s causal ability to maintain a solid form to others; being known as a shape-shifter 
of some skill and of course, revealing the disarming secrets of one’s trade, carries 
with it the burden of implicit suspicious mistrust. Members have reported side-effects
of our ‘Grand Science’ with members of their inner Sinisterion due to able 
demonstrations of chameleonization openly – thus revealing how adept they are at 
controlling what people see and witness of them. This has lead to issues of instability,
esp in magical relationships, where one may say the illusions of the causal are 
experienced withdrawn and the frightening (from their point of view) essence beyond
projection revealed. Thus, in Hel “Michelle” no longer sees “Evan”, but a sinister 
grinning trickster, a dark, mysterious and cunning master of illusion who sends her 
projections back to her. This has the effect of causing people to be perpetually unsure 
whether a shifter is sincere or merely playing another role: An unavoidable Sinister 
Aspect of THEM’s Work.

GRAND BLACK MAGICK AND AN INTERNATIONAL
SATANIC ARMY 

"THEM and in particular my own bearing takes from classical Satan(-ism) the traits
of Ruthlessness, Vision and Dissent." 

The Temple of THEM arose from a natural cataclysm of forces as a conduit to enable 
some forms to arise and prevent others from arising. THEM's current acts to prevent 
the proliferation of a multitude of forms including:

- The sexist divide between men and women enshrined into our societal framework. 
- The fervent belief in monotheism or one god (Insynsian) in any way shape or form 
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to the exclusion of other forms.
 - The habit of apexing a form and making of it a god without pluralistic balance. 
- The culture of ego-worship and/or belief in/slavish adherence to a guru or any one 
system to provide all ones needs. 
- The continuation of certain inherited traits society rewards, to our detriment as 
autonomous beings. 
- The compression of complex data into over-simplistic but easily manageable 
systems for convenience not authentic insight. 
- The ignorance or discrepancy of forms and forces and the over-arching advantage of
those who use forms to enslave or otherwise control human beings. 
- The belief that the Ego can or must be destroyed. 
- The belief that destroying the Ego results in the Self or some other esoteric/spiritual 
advancement. 
- The rise of future groups that claim sovereignty over any form whatsoever 
(Insynsia). 
- The archetype of the Alpha-male. 
- The belief that for something to be right, its opposite has to be wrong. The Temple 
of THEM was founded in 2006 and describes itself as Relativist, Magical Socialist or 
Quantum Philosophic. It is an experimental project of invisible currents made visible 
via a selection and exhibition of certain forms and has a set life-cycle of 30 years 
(2006-2036). 

This 30-year phase is broken into 3 distinct phases of approximately ten years 
duration each. 
- (1) Crystallisation: The first phase has been met earlier than anticipated and that was
to build a platform to overcome the growing monotheism of the Sinister. With 
reputation and power, we can and have allowed others to speak through us. Our 
legacy must be set before moving onward from this phase (that is, passing on our 
techniques and methods in formats such as a Manifesto, enduring Imagery and Icons, 
and a current with its own tendrils irrespective of the original sowers, that will outlive
the present members causal lives) - for (2) and (3) can happen without a helmsmen 
but (1) Crystallisation requires the unique vision and guidance of its founders. 

- (2) Harbinger: The second phase of the Temple is to give Australia a sinister history 
and foster across it a new National Satanic identity. This aim is being achieved 
through present tendrils and inert stations online spreading the influence of THEM 
and off-line via the A.S.O.V and other groups working with or alongside us by 
training people to run specific types of organisation and earth their own - imparting 
the techniques and Individualosophy and code of In Supra Solidarity unique to 
THEM. 

- (3) Invitrofertilization: The third phase, is a combination of the first two, plus 
awaiting/encouraging the rise of the synthesis (A co-joinment of reigning opposing 
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forms that bypasses their inherent contradiction*) and Synthesizers who will combine
the Thesis and Antithesis in a new way, continuing our work. When this stage begins 
to presence itself we will prepare the final step away with grace from what will likely
bear no resemblance to our original Temple but an evolution. For we believe the 
success of any Esoteric School or Current is to teach others how to surpass the 
Teacher/Master - AND for the Teacher/Master to understand this surpassing as part of
the life of form. Thus does the Ego understand its temporal role in the Great Life of 
the Temple of THEM. * The Mastery of Paradox. 

On Jan 1st 2036, the founders of THEM will withdraw their energy and efforts to 
shape, direct or otherwise control the Temple - irrespective of what form it has taken 
or what precipice/potential it occupies - and step away to let be what will be. This 
will not dismantle nor destroy the Temple of THEM which will have its own life (if it
survives) in the forms of new tendrils and shapes with their own goals and aims. Nor 
will it signify a severance of the Temple's legacy which goes far beyond our brief 
presence however intense in its temporal time. It simply means, anticipating the 
necessary amount of time and energy to reasonably achieve certain aims a sustained 
presence is required to watch over, mould and direct the Temple from its founder’s 
personage. 

Like a wild animal tended to health and released into the wild to fend for itself. We 
are but one of Natures expressions toward evolution and therefore will be swept away
should we fail to successfully express Natures desire, and also too, if we succeed and 
Nature requires an evolution of our obsolete variant. This built-in resignation of the 
founders derives from our understanding of Forms, Aeonics and what is required to 
successfully achieve our aims, given the forces we can expect to encounter.

WITHIN THE TEMPLE: GETTING STARTED

WITHIN THE TEMPLE: GETTING STARTED An Esoteric Riddle & Hypothesis 
for anyone interested in the Temple of THEM. THE JUNGLE BOX Imagine the 
following scenario: You are an explorer. You are wading through a thick jungle and 
happen upon a stone dwelling built by some unknown culture. The stone dwelling is 
square, approx 18ft high and wide but has no accessible windows, no discernible 
doors or entry points. How do you get in? When this riddle was posed in one of our 
forums dozens of people offered suggestions. They came across a structure built by 
an unknown culture that was difficult to gain access to, but did they stand there and 
do nothing? No, their natural inclination was to do SOMETHING.

Variously they dug a hole, broke a window, climbed it with gear, made a hole in the 
roof and tried to access the dwelling. Let me rephrase the Riddle so the analogy 
reflects what each element represents. You are an explorer. You are wading through a 
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sea of ideas as you go through this life and come across one that is difficult to 
penetrate. It is comprised of the weird and Wyrd ideas and insights of the Temple of 
THEM. You can't see a door. Or a window. Or just don't recognise the doors and 
windows for what they are. You have no map. But the same attitude in trying to enter 
the stone dwelling is the same approach that should be employed with the Temple of 
THEM. 

So, what tools do you have at your disposal? Look for our name on a search engine. 
When it comes up, click on a link and read. Take note of unusually spelled words or 
phrases such as Mvimaedivm, Undividual, Insynsian, Radia Sol, Oto Anorha, "Terato
Haruspex Engram Maleficia" or 'Australian Satanism' and enter these into a search 
engine too. Our words have unusual spellings for two reasons: (1) They describe 
certain concepts in terminology specific to THEM that attempt to not have unwanted 
existing associations attached to alternate existing phrases / concepts that might be 
used and (2) They make finding our work among the millions of possible 
Satanic/Sinister/Alchemical/Metaphysical currents of the Occult, easy. Now you 
should have a reasonably large list of forums we have frequented and engaged in 
discussion in at considerable length, posting various articles and essays as we go, or 
answering questions by others about our current and its various aspects. It is easy to 
spot a THEM thread because it often dwarfs the visitation ratio of surrounding 
threads by thousands of views. In part perhaps due to the ongoing friction between 
the Temple and the O9A, in part perhaps because of our novel approach and 
innovative expansions within a large variety of fields, and perhaps in part because we
represent an expression of nature’s desire for evolution and our work flows with and 
sometimes ahead of the changing occult milieu. Like everything else that is up to you
to decide. 

The next step is acquisition of what THEM write. The key books to locate are: CRUX
(An Australian Themed and Modified version of Naos), Threshold (An anthology of 
200 pages spanning many of our key texts and concepts), Oto Anorha (Our strategic 
magazine/e-zine which has charted our progress the last nine years and includes 
many relevant time-stamps and expansive articles on our current.)  Abyssal (A hefty 
collection of anonymized correspondence between members of THEM and hundreds 
of other individuals and/or groups regarding the Sinister, Satanism, the History of 
THEM etc.) The Diaries of a Devil-worshipper (The personal journey of one of the 
Temple's founders in a raw and honest explanation told over the course of three 
books, each one dedicated to a specific archetype embodied roughly every seven 
years.) . 'Sinister Dialogues - An Archaeology of the Sinister' in which seven of them 
and two members of the satanic underground responded to a questionnaire designed 
to probe the apprehensions of THEM toward certain topics. 'Form 101' a short movie 
that details a basic introduction to several key aspects THEM hold of the concept of 
Form and its relationship with the Ego. Liber 13/13 A Liber dedicated to broaching 
key issues that concern the Temple's studies. 'The Sorcery of THEM'. A 
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comprehensive treatise of the Sorcery of THEM by the other co-founder detailing the 
magical socialism of the Sorcerer, Warrior, Farmer and how this Triad relates to over-
throwing Abrahamism. And last but not least, Liber Tentaculum, LT in particular is a 
handbook dedicated toward the practical methodology of the social dissenter or 
activist. 

Following this: locate and read any of our other Libers which contain dozens and 
dozens of essays, rites and philosophic stances. (Consult Bathysphere for a 
comprehensive listing). Therein our other works over thousands of pages we have 
detailed at length practical ways to achieve various solutions and work within our 
current. We have created lists of activities you can undertake to spread the Wyrd of 
THEM, or magical rites you can employ to confront and integrate certain aspects of 
yourself. In addition our thousands of pages of texts cover virtually hundreds of 
topics, from Conspiracy to Genetically Modified Food, to the Sex Industry and 
Prostitution, to Nietzsche's erroneous claim that God is Dead, to Myth, Magic, 
Quantum Physics, Relativity, Gnosticism, the power of Language, Symbolism, our 
personal experiences with the Dark Gods of THEM and much much more through 
Fiction, Non-Fiction, Poetry, Plays, Translations, Novels, Media Presentations, 
Correspondence, Interviews, Forums, Images and Music. 

We have explained what our magic is across a broad range of disciplines, and 
different members of THEM have shared their own manifestos of what our current 
means. We have offered examples of it for you to use, we have shared our aims and 
hundreds of ways for you to aid us in our work through activism, support, donation - 
in short there has been a deluge of content by which an understanding and personal 
affinity working with the Temple of THEM can be approached. But the Temple of 
THEM is not the kind of organisation that many will find easy. We expect a certain 
level of pro-active self-initiative from an individual to explore what we have shared 
on one’s own and to solve the majority of questions that arise by one’s own sustained 
effort.

In all honesty, we do not take kindly to questions like 'where can I find CRUX' or 
'How do I use this forum' or 'Where should I start' not because we scorn curiosity but 
because to answer such questions for people over and over is antithetical to the type 
of sorcerer THEM has set out to encourage. If you envy our understanding and 
insight, it is because we fought very hard for it. It would be easy to tell someone 
where to find X, or patiently explain how to use a forum that differs from no other 
forum in any fundamental way but to their and our detriment. Tempus Fugit: 'Time is 
Fleeting' for all persons but especially the Sorcerer and it must be very carefully 
managed lest one be drowned amid the cries for help. 

I cite here The Universal Formula (TUF) to knowledge: 1. Enter a forum/open a book
2. Read everything 3. Take time to digest 4. Combine practical experience with 
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theory 5. Creatively synthesise the information into a practical methodology. As for 
‘where should I start' - we refer to the jungle box - if you do not know where to start, 
then you need to overcome your inability to make use of the nearest branch of any 
given tree. It is not with hostility that we discourage such questions - though in some 
cases, when an answer is just literal centimetres, a button click or an internet search 
away from being answered such ineptness is seen as lazy and it can be enervating to 
answer such questions over and over on a regular basis for more than a decade - yet it
is with Love that you will sometimes be met with silence. 

Asking these questions of another instead of working out how to answer them oneself
and especially before taking any considerable time to do so is draining to answer nor 
does it allow for the self-resourcefulness of the individual to emerge as expected. 
Some individuals simply do not have such resourcefulness and we do not see it as our
duty to instil it. We encourage potential and reward hard work. Because those who 
are of THEM, who become One of THEM do not let such obstacles slow them down, 
learn from their mistakes and devise clever ways to get around anything in their way -
it is this essential, innate and perhaps unteachable attitude and will to power that 
paradoxically means the majority of those we would term One of THEM, do not need
our Temple at all. 

By being a visible force, we more or less are offering a hand out of what we have 
described in Crux as a Labyrinth, and act as a beacon for those with the potential to 
be more than they are: an approach enshrined in one of the Temple's German mottoes:
Mehr Sein Als Schein. (Google among other sites offer excellent translations.) The 
heart of our approach is Tough-love. If we tell you everything, teach you how to do 
everything, we teach you to rely on the ideas of another, to become dependant on 
external authorities - not your own ingenuity and development of nous to solve 
problems and devise creative solutions, including creating entirely innovative 
approaches or forms to do your bidding. 

We have spent a great deal of our time and lives discerning this for ourselves but it 
holds true. Part of the Temple of THEM's self-description as Australian Satanism is 
embodied in its ruthlessness - we are not here to help nor save everyone. Satanism is 
also embodied in our Vision and Dissent. Some of our books can be found online as 
free PDF, or bought from outlets. However, the best way to obtain them is to get the 
attention of THEM (who are always watchful) by contributing to our current. It might
just be spreading our manuscripts to others or other locations, translating our work 
into another language, sending us images/variations of your personal experience with 
the Thrasz, sharing our work from your website, mentioning us in passing in your 
music, art or written work, but helping us is a valid way to encourage us to help you 
and a good way to get noticed. I've lost track of how many stunned enthusiasts over 
the years have thanked me for dropping a hard to get set of manuscripts into their lap 
without asking for payment or any obligation merely because I felt they deserved it. 
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Our work requires that we fund ourselves through some sales, but for the most part 
THEM and its related Tendrils are an Esoteric School that teach others to surpass us 
by passing on relevant material freely and liberally to those seen working hard and 
sincerely. The Temple has a unique Solidarity - and an attitude that extends its power 
and reputation to all its members. What we have we share, and where we can, if we 
have the opportunity, we look after our members in any way that becomes available 
to us. The members of THEM all rise together. But being a member of THEM is not a
necessary requisite for us to offer assistance; THEM often assist individuals who are 
not members of the Temple too. The reasons for why and the instances when are 
numerous, simply put we think some people deserve a hand and exist to offer it. So 
much then for accessing our Temple's knowledge. 

The second step in getting involved is to undertake some practical tests of your own, 
try our rituals for yourself, wait until the skies darken with the portent of a downpour 
and attempt our Rain magick. Get yourself a notepad and some strong liquor or 
enrage yourself with symbols of things you hate or read material that makes your 
blood boil, isolate yourself for the evening and perform the Rite of Regurgitating 
Choronzon. Get hold of Threshold and see what we have to say about the power of 
the Chronobet, or 23 Syndrome, and research it for yourself. Host a Meet and try to 
get some individuals out into the real world together to perform a group ritual. What 
do you learn from it? Did what we say help or hinder? Could we have been more 
specific, were we too comprehensive? Did we miss things? 

Answering such questions, and knowing which questions to address, comes from 
direct experience and the only way to get it - is to have it. So, spend some time 
researching and testing our material, opinions and insights THEN compare what we 
say with your experience and THEN make a judgement. So, you have a group of 
friends who cynically say they could do better, could easily organise a group and a 
complex ritual, could implement long-lasting changes to the psyche or even history of
their country - well, call them on it. And if they won't then you know what their 
opinions are worth. Don't tolerate grand-standing, value achievement. We have done 
and are doing what we have set out to do. We have developed our system from 
experience at our rate on our terms. We have taken actual steps to get something 
going rather than just talk about it. We have an understanding of things borne from 
practical action and experiment - ask yourself, have you, have they? 

Many people offer their opinion, for example, on drug use or smoking without any 
personal experience of either. This will not stand - test our opinions if you want to 
know what they are worth. If you can get something from them, great! If you find 
them lacking, then use them as examples of what not to do, build or develop your 
own system or methods - but standing by and telling others what they Should do and 
what You'd do are not the same as action. Such is the meaning of a Tradition: things 
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change, including methods and people - and Forms must adapt or be adapted 
accordingly. 

If after taking these two steps seriously - you then find that our current(s) are resonant
with you then consider Self-Initiation and enter into a sympathy with THEM to 
honour the greater forces of this world that dwarf us: from the unwanted impulses of 
the subconscious to the uncontrollable juggernaut of events beyond our control, to the
inevitable decline of the human body and any edifices it built in its lifetime, to the 
monstrous power of the tsunami or storm, gravity or time.

ON WHAT MAKES AN AMATEUR SORCERER

– Temple of THEM 2015 – WR

What makes a would-be Sorcerer, or Beginner, an amateur Sorcerer?

With 20 years + of occult and work experience it my opinion that it can be reduced to
three things: (i) Lack of Confidence, (ii) Lack of Knowledge, (iii) Lack of Intent.

(i) A robust ego will aid in weathering the storms that erupt when creating some-
thing new but bring perils of its own. Lack of Confidence comes from fear of doing
things wrong, from doing things badly, from doing things that are new, novel or with 
which there is a learning curve. Lack of confidence is anathema to a Sorcerer. It stops
them in their tracks waiting for someone to come along and tell them how to move, 
what to do, when to do it and requires an external force to continually motivate that 
person. This is exhausting to perform for one person let alone hundreds or even thou-
sands over the decades. Not everyone can, or should, be a Sorcerer. It is not an elite 
art, but it does require a certain attitude and bravery to plunge into the unknown 
without anyone holding your hand to achieve results. If your hand is held too long, 
there is no confidence developed, just the appearance of it. The very next thing out of 
someone’s mouth who has been lead for too long – is invariably, “OK, what do I do 
next?”  To be a Sorcerer, or even a successful organiser of an occult group, move-
ment, either large or small requires you to take the reins, however scary, and learn, 
learn, learn. Don’t fear your mistakes but endeavour not to repeat them and learn 
learn learn from them. An amateur lacks Confidence because they believe too much 
in authorities’ power to tell them the right way to go about starting, beginning, doing 
basic steps instead of taking those steps for themselves. The fear of failure, of others’ 
opinions, of pressure to get it right – if listened to, will amount the Sorcerer to noth-
ing. If confidence is a problem, then so too will any sort of result in the occult be. Re-
member that all forms especially successful ones will receive torrents of scathing cri-
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ticism as change is forced by the Sorcerers Will. You will require this confidence to 
face dragons within and without.

(ii) Trying something even if it’s wrong is always better than showing up with 
nothing.  Lack of Knowledge is often not from having insurmountable obstacles 
placed in one’s way but (a) laziness and the inability to perform basic functions such 
as searching for documents or persons, and (b) a lack of ingenuity and inability to de-
vise solutions to problems. There is little difference between being a Sorcerer and be-
ing employed or running a business. You get out what you put in. A lazy Sorcerer 
achieves minor goals.  A hard-working Sorcerer can achieve much larger goals. But 
just because you do not have information on how to do something – doesn’t mean 
you can’t try it anyway. If the information is there, maybe not obvious, or maybe re-
quiring you to do a little digging, and you come to an organisation and ask questions 
like where is this file – and the file is right in front of you – what impression does that
send? It shows you (a) did not bother to search (b) were unable to perform an appro-
priate diligent search (c) that you have little perseverance and give up easily (This is a
dead-end trait for a Sorcerer) (d) that even basic functions and requirements are bey-
ond your ability (e) that your problem solving skills are minimal (f) that any organ-
isation taking you on as a member would have to spend a lot of time trying to drag 
you to a standard you are simply not able to attain and thus waste a lot of time, re-
sources trying.

(iii) Don’t Suffer Fools. Lack of Intent. What does it indicate if a person is not con-
fident enough to make mistakes or risk making mistakes in trying to figure things out 
for themselves, or improvise where they cannot? What does it indicate if a person 
cannot locate a file clearly marked in an easily accessible location? What does it in-
dicate if an organisation is filled with such individuals because they prefer numbers 
over quality, self-assured, competent individuals with their own fire and who deserve 
the time and attention of an organisation over someone who wishes to be spoon-fed, 
have ultimate basics explained to them within minutes of making contact, or turns up 
to the interview with no understanding of the organisation, has done no research, 
cares only for incentives, and yet wishes to become a member of that organisation?
The FIRE, the Burning Intent, the Power to smash through obstacles and equip one-
self with the SWORDS one needs to wrought change comes from

-Confidence: Or Fearlessness of ‘Failing’.
-Knowledge: Wherein mastering the BASICS is infinitely more import-
ant than and a prelude to mastering Special Effects.
-Intent: Whereby Synchronicity chooses who is and is not and never will
be a member of the Temple of THEM.

The Vital Mistakes that Indicate an Amateur are:
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-Spouting advanced knowledge but fumbling the very basics.
-Not doing enough of their own research on a topic or person before ask-
ing questions of them.
-Asking questions that are very easily answered through a proper applic-
ation of time and observation of available material.
-Aggravating those they wish to impress by running forward with 
claimed intent but indicating a clear lack of knowledge about the organ-
isation or its operations.
-Not thinking harder, longer, deeper about the matters they wish to be in-
volved in.
-Giving up when the going gets tough.
-Wasting their Energy unwisely by engaging in pointless exercises or 
discussions instead of focusing on the goal.

INSYNSIAN – THE SUBJECTIVITY OF OBJECTIVITY
November 27, 2013 by Krist Hollow

A Scientific or “Factual Basis” is ideal for the foundation of a Form. Such a 
foundation is a conventionally reliable measure by which others can solidify and 
share their understanding and relatedness to the world around them in an ‘objective’ 
and systematic fashion of certainty which is secured by an extant authority such as 
the scientific community. However, there are a number of reasons for not backing 
down, retracting a statement or changing a Form that has been put forth by the 
Temple either to suit or meet the criticism levelled at it by any particular individual 
who cares to attack the Form for its suppositions: The most obvious being that the 
Temple of THEM is an Occult Establishment and not a Scientific one.

The essays that are written are written by magicians with a high level of self-reliance,
self-honesty and self-discovery. Such magicians are Sinister and more often than not 
alone in their journey; separated from the current or temporal manifestations 
occurring in the relative Time and Space of the Matrix by which others judge their 
efforts or compare the validity of their journey against. For example when it was 
accepted by Science that atoms were no longer the cornerstone of existence many 
attempted to place their theories related to existence inside the prevailing trends of 
quantum physics or theory of relativity in order that their theories were more readily 
accepted, that credibility be attained and so that the new idea didn’t undermine 
previous facts stated by highly esteemed colleagues. This may be fine for Theoretical 
Science – But not for the Occult.
The Occult is not, and never will be, an acceptable, provable, fact-based system of 
analysis and practice. It is a private madness grounded in the rational, the irrational 
and the Abyss and is experienced in a unique manner by each magician. 
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No Originality ever came from following the expected protocols and trends of the 
masses or from taking the established ’facts’ of science so seriously that they were 
held to be impregnable and remain unchallenged. Science may be a better way of 
researching the world by breaking it into manageable constituent chunks using 
mathematical/symbolic abstracts than the earlier practice of communing with God 
through a Church to understand the Mysteries – but it is no less immune to 
corruption, bureaucracy and the painful crawl of Time that it takes for an idea to be 
accepted [usually long after the “Idealer” has been ridiculed, disbarred, humiliated 
and/or sent to the stake] than the Church was.

If I may borrow some classic Scientific Terminology, the “fact” is, that owing to the 
complexity of life, Science and Religion deal with facets of it in a way no different to 
that of the isolated Sorcerer, i.e. by sorting out for oneself which aspects of life are 
important and thus apprehending the world in a specific manner that idolises some 
parts of it by building a world-view based upon those shining principles and shunning
or ignoring the rest. What is written by our members illustrates part of a private path 
and personal breaking through. It is not expected to mean anything to an outsider. 
Indeed, many outsiders are so entrenched in the Matrix they’re unable to be 
interesting enough to have their own path. They attach themselves to others’ paths as 
sycophants or vampires to fawn over them, ridicule them, tear them down or to 
criticise and make fetid pronouncements and denouncements as a vulgar occult 
parasite or parrot with no understanding of their own and no originality: characterised
by a lack of magical maturity and the need to destroy.

No Scientific or Religious or Psychological edict held to be true is necessarily true to 
Us. Perhaps in the Matrix it is true and evident but outside of that temporal box the 
only truth is our own sense of Validity as magicians moving through the world 
encountering obstacles, decisions, beliefs, tests, “truths” for ourselves, often without 
recourse to the convenient labels of the Matrix. Although sometimes we resort to 
meeting the Magian halfway by attempting to ride the waves of logic or reason in a 
manner that suits our critics or speak the language that is expected by our critics, it is 
only a temporary alight on their own terms. The subsequent mindset we arrive at 
based on our self-discovery is more highly esteemed as proof/fact/or truth than any of
the writings, opinions [and even experiences] of others – for the wanderings of a 
magician cannot help but ‘prove’ that there is no objectivity, that there are no facts, 
that the written word differs greatly from esoteric experience, and that while many 
are crucified by their own Forms, there exists an ever-present quality of Chaos that 
supersedes what is known and practiced in magic by those still trapped in the Matrix 
of Form: which is generally only the noisy exhalations of the ego.

It has been said before that there is communication below the Abyss and 
communication above the Abyss and never the twain shall meet. We have spoken of 
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the Black Clay [Qv. In Sinister Solidarity] and the art of stripping away the fixation 
on names, labels and ideas that are mere projections upon the texture of the world 
around us to reveal the essence – but we have not yet spoken of the mass Ethos of 
humanity’s failure to deal with the Death of God.

The actions of many exhibit the meme/ethos of failure to deal with the Death of the 
monotheistic Arch-Emperor whose Priests interpreted the world for the masses and 
provided a kit-set belief system that made it easy for humanity to be lazy in their 
decision making and lax in their own independent magical journey. The power of 
Christianity consisted of a fervent Faith in a singular, all-powerful Entity: A One. 
One: meant that there was an unmistakable difference in following the One Way of 
God and in straying from it. Either you did it 100% right or 100% wrong. It was a 
way that had no loopholes, no deviations from the established route, no alternate 
route or short-cuts and no thinking for oneself lest one think oneself higher than the 
Will of the Almighty Creator. 

Moreover, one began with the disadvantage of Original Sin. In short, the way of God 
meant Humility. Humility before the gold-gilded altars laden with ecclesiastical 
paraphernalia heavily encrusted with gems and precious metals, held by Priests 
dressed in the finest silk vestments, housed in mighty ornate edifices of mahogany, 
teak, marble and stone [incensed with the finest imported spices] that modern 
architecture stands irrevocably in the shadow of. These tremendous idols to the Glory
of God are a testament to the power of a Form that is Singular in nature.

To strive toward One Point, One Goal, One God: is to lay all efforts and aspirations, 
all riches bodily and monetary, all prayers, all hopes and fears, all questions and 
answers, in a perfectly straight road toward one immutable Apex. When this Apex 
began to crumble when Science began to erode the Perfect Word with its heresies and
discoveries: God did not die as Nietzsche believed. God and the idea of a single 
perfect form had been ingrained into a large majority of the world’s influential 
peoples – and remembering that the global population was significantly smaller in 
Ancient Times – the fanatical trend of the Singular spread far and wide for thousands 
of years killing and persecuting those who would not accept it. To live: many did.

THEM believe that the belief in a Singular Way survived over pantheistic religions 
because of: a) the brutality with which the Singular Way was promulgated, b) there 
was less uncertainty about things with the Alpha to the Omega covered and a far 
greater concealment of the haunting memory of the Original Chaos with everything 
from Life to Afterlife taken out of people’s hands and conveniently dealt with by 
external authorities. And c) Pantheistic Religions had no real impetus to attempt to 
annihilate other Religions in a holocaust of thought, whilst the drive behind a 
monotheistic deity was to aggressively pursue all who would not see or hear the 
Singular Truth.
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But I digress. God did not die. He was, and still is, simply transferred. He, God, is 
nothing more than the recent belief by humanity in one perfect way; and the search, 
the certainty, the arrogance which encompasses the worldview of each and every 
individual still unconsciously pining for God in his old form continues unabated 
today with the individual projecting the notion of God onto/into other facets of the 
Matrix. Individuals put their faith in Science, in the Wisdom of others, in the idea of 
“Progress”, “Truth“, or “Facts“, “Democracy“, “Peace” or “the Future” and strive to 
arrange the world just so in a unique and individual schemata that is collectively 
united by humanities mass desire for a replica of the singular perfection of the God 
that was.

Because of this reasoning that humanity is unconsciously mourning the loss of the 
reign of God as a totalitarian dictator that told them exactly what to do, when to do it 
and why and is trying to replace that Apex by projecting that same singular will [and 
it is irrelevant whether the new form is so-called “adversarial” or “rebellious” against 
God / this means nothing.] onto things – the criticisms/‘corrections’ levelled at any 
Form displayed by THEM are treated in this greater context as the trivial concerns by
another human being to arrange the world according to their unconscious ethos of the
Singular psychosis. 

Even if those concerns are Valid in terms of being Scientifically/Psychologically 
“correct” – few magicians have the insight and the wisdom to understand that what is 
being dealt with is not the little details that are entirely dependent on the artificiality 
of the Matrix but the greater and encompassing currents that drive humanity to do 
what it does, when it does, and why. It is the Intent behind the ‘Pentagram’ that is of 
import, not the temporal form of the ‘Pentagram’ itself. It was by no mistake that We 
chose to take the form of a Satanic Temple and manifest the Form of Satan whose 
word is CHAOS.

Manipulating these greater currents does not happen overnight with the publication of
a few manuscripts. Considering the length of time for previous attempts by the 
Sinister Tradition to manipulate esoteric currents and our awareness of the 
excruciating slowness of the growth of genuine black magical insight – it requires at 
least thirty years and the prime plateau of many powerful combined wills fulfilling 
their Wyrd to employ significant changes. Hence there is a division between what is 
important to our esoteric order and what is important to our exoteric order. Our 
esoteric order cares nothing for approval of our essays by the majority and anticipates
with good humour the temporary nature of criticism of the contents to issue forth as 
some individual seizes upon the Forms and finds ’fault’ with them.

We naturally expect others to attempt to assert their personal will, their way, their 
truth, over our exoteric structures. It is not a contest of ego for us: we have no doubt 
that any quibbles over the location/definition in the Matrix of names, labels and 
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forms singled out by a magician to use as ‘separated’ examples of ‘thing’ from the 
insoluble Black Clay that are laid down in a formulaic hypothesis with the tools of 
the Matrix so a few can approach an understanding [if those forms last the distance] 
would continue to cause bickering long after each of the founding members of this 
Temple are dead. We don’t care about the opinions of others on our work or rely on 
praise or acceptance or understanding in our private practices from the majority or 
even from each other. Understanding Form is the art of understanding layers. 

All attempts by us to share our current are minimal efforts made to make our Form 
intelligible within the Matrix via our “Temple“. We are Arrogant and Self-Possessed. 
Our essays represent a snapshot of each magician’s wanderings, not from books or 
hearsay of experience but from harsh and prolonged relatedness to the world.
The Temple of THEM have Original Ideas that are founded by combining the ideas of
others from working knowledge and practice of these ideas, I.e., Synchronicity, the 
Acausal Voice, Remote Solidarity, the Mind War, our Ritual Magic etc. Few Magical 
Systems can claim to be Original with a straight face; even less their followers and it 
is vastly harder to build something than it is to tear it down. Anyone can tear 
something down: after all a Form’s greatest weakness is that it is a Form. We smile 
wryly at the attempts of others to scratch our surface: because those who attempt do 
it: think it’s their right. 

It’s been hinted at by many groups with metaphors and inferences made: let THEM 
say it clearly without mystification: Our War, Our Form, Our Temple to the Dark 
Gods is not built with the precious fragile building blocks inspired by the Matrix and 
the ideas that bind the world to the magic of the Magian: but the Sinister Solidarity of
real black magicians tempered in the Abyss and united in a singular supra-personal 
goal to presence THEM. We are the Opening Night that will set the stage for an 
Opera of Horror and Madness.

Many get pierced by the tip of THEM: by an initial contact with our grimoires and 
remain fixated with that layer of surface tension: weighing up our notions and 
comparing them with the known, the accepted, the acceptable – challenging the 
words, the ideas, the paperwork; only able to concern themselves with the personal 
spheres of semantics and righteousness. Few go beyond this level: those that do are 
the serious and the dangerous: either our Enemies or our Allies.

Once a Form has been arranged in the Matrix it takes on a set of attributes balanced 
between two extremes and a sliding scale of indefinite degrees. Eroding the 
foundation on which any Form stands is as simple as recognising the geometry of the 
Form and analysing the structure it is built upon; viz. identifying the key stones that 
must first be supposed valid for the Form to be slotted neatly into the Matrix with its 
brethren. Science depends upon observable repeatable facts, for instance, yet for all 
the weight behind science it remains theoretical: it cannot be said that Science knows 
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or has proved what existence is, for it too is a search for a Singular Perfection that 
can’t find the kernel at the core of its foundation. Moreover, for me and for many 
others: particular Scientific assertions remain unconvincing. Science’s major 
downfall, like Religion before it, is in its Singular-orientated drive to be Objective.
Philosophy grounds itself in being Subjective, but nevertheless suffers from the same 
weakness of being a Form: Philosophy is mere speculation that is there to be believed
or not believed as one sees fit. If we combine aspects of the two: although it is 
Scientifically true enough that if one steps out in front of a fast-moving car one will 
get badly damaged: why: how: and what: are dependent on Philosophical 
suppositions held self-evident. Self-evidence is a great thing; a Philosophers Stone; 
right up until one enters the Abyss. 

When one cannot even hold oneself evident then all other suppositions lose their 
grounding and begin to float unsecured and unorganised in chaos that can only be 
understood if it is organised: but the nature of the chaos before it is organised remains
a mystery because so many fear it. We have no doubt that there are holes and 
problems in our suppositions: that is the nature of Form; and it is the nature of 
humanity to see those weaknesses and pounce on them. 

But what of it? The World and its Matrix will Change, and we will be out of date, of 
out touch, living in the past as ‘dinosaurs’ sooner or later. That we are exploring it 
with the knowledge that it Changes makes a big difference to what is sought after 
compared with those who explore the world thinking it can be made static. Our 
essays are not the point: they are ‘a’ point. They are exoteric scriptures that represent 
the sum total of a magicians understanding in a particular frame of reference at that 
particular time, no less and no more absurd than the rambling scriptures of any other 
human being. The necessity of humans to bicker and tear each other down owes 
much to the Magian Influence and the level of rudimentary teaching available to 
school a person on Form and its role in black magic.

What we see as important is the demonstration of many essays with original ideas 
making the key notions of Magian Magic: I.e., “Form”, apparent and transparent and 
thus Changing the perspective of some by giving an insightful context to the now 
long stale [and largely mediocre] art of magic whilst sharing the joke of the egos of 
its practitioners.

Ultimately, THEM will be replaced or crumble as a result of its own [yet unforeseen] 
particular Form. Nothing is immune to Entropy: and we hope that at the very least we
raise the bar exceptionally high for others to follow in the Sinister Tradition when our
time is past and our mission fulfilled. But unless there comes an individual with a 
Creative plan to rival or succeed ours none will stand in our way until our plan is 
implemented. This is OUR Time, our Current, our Combined Will.
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One hundred years from now the Matrix, its inhabitants, its forms and its currents 
will probably look vastly different than they do now: fashions will change, ideas will 
change, notions will be proven wrong and amended, space travel may revolutionise 
transport and trade and our manuscripts will be long, long forgotten. What difference 
does it make then – if someone disagrees with what we say now, if a minor point of 
contention from another individual seeking to realise his singular will arises – need 
we defend it? Need we argue the validity of our Form? We do not because we know 
we need not. The world is enthralled to its desire to re-sculpt the perfection the hole 
an all-powerful singular God left behind. This ethos will remain intact for a very long
time and Changing it will be an extremely slow task. So, it is not the little things that 
THEM are concerned with: but with the art of Change itself.

While most spend their time arguing over petty semantics, we the Syndicate THEM 
see the nature and the vagaries of Form. We saw how Communism rose in Russia, 
National Socialism in Germany and we will see Mvimaedivm rise in Australia. Over 
the next twenty-eight years THEM will lay the seeds of a New Aeon within Australia 
both in our example and our heresies. We may or may not be around for the harvest. 
In light of this: the few days during which an ’argument’ takes place regarding some 
trivial aspect or another of our manuscripts is a nothing to us: it is dealt with by our 
dismissive regard for things below the Abyss or things in the Matrix: as a concern 
only in a personal way where a particular answer or reply to criticism is designed to 
impede or aid a specific strategy at a particular moment in Time.

A Form may be weakened/altered to appease its critics and silence them to entice 
their support or favour or the Form may be strengthened to discredit or drop out of 
the argument altogether; but even if some interest is taken in its survival, only a few 
people realise how incredibly manipulative Form can be. For example: it is 
important, even when it is ‘wrong ‘, that a Form be made as solid as possible to elicit 
a dense and strong reaction to give rise to an equally solid counter-form. I.e., ONA 
gave rise to THEM via a basic Aeonic principle. But, whatever. We don’t expect our 
methods to be understood. We do expect, over time, that Australian Satanists will 
come to implement a greater maturity in their Satanic Practice, be at the forefront of a
Satanic “Renaissance“ and cease to indulge in the farce the Magian is attempting to 
pull.

In Summary: No Form has a perfect validity. All Forms are a species of Temporary
Paradigm to be utilised by the Adept. This is one of the fundamental principles of the

Temple of THEM and its coven of Shape-Shifters.

INSYNSIAN, MENTAL FALLIBILITY AND AEONICS

+O+ Yes exactly. The rabbit hole is deep. And circular. You can go down down down 
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for eternity, but you’ll only come back around on yourself. But way down under the 
coal of the usual structures, the gems are far more valuable. You may never get 
beyond the darkness, but you can return to the surface of things with diamonds that 
cut through anything…

Any view, whatsoever is fallible to discreditation if you use the right weapons to 
undermine the struts that support its literal suppositions. In other words, you can kick 
the legs out from the validity of any concept – or you can strengthen them. As has 
been illustrated elsewhere it is possible for one person to give someone else up to 20 
different replies to a question – all equally valid, whether negative, positive or 
neutral, favouring various aspects and weakening others;- see [Paradox of Opinion]. 
The individual who resorts to using morality and division in this critical engagement 
we call a War is calling on the power of Insynsian – of ‘authenticity, purity, authority’
of an apex of power toward one ultimate way, one ultimate view, and a return to the 
mire of good and evil – same tautology with different terminology.

If the individual views are all valid – they are all equally invalid – Logic no longer 
dictates what is Right, and dislodging the Ego is the cause of this multiplicity of valid
views to occur the epitome of being able to stand in many others shoes all at once – 
to view an event, person or situation from multiple angles simultaneously. When this 
happens – the individual view loses its grip, the rose-tinted glasses shatter – there can
no longer be a driving will of the ego to fulfil its stasis, to ensure the world is as it 
wants it to be – it’s no longer possible to drive forward with one overarching idea 
about how things should be – this is often felt as Anomie or a state of 
resignation/depression equivalent to the doldrums with no wind. 

This is the result of withdrawing the Libido from the world – by smashing all trust or 
faith in Insynsian – in the egos identity of a singular truth. All truths then become 
relevant – and what then is assessed is not the idea right or wrong – but How does it 
move people, how do people react to it, and can a raft of forms from it be chained to 
their respective reactions to achieve a goal, the will of the directing magician whose 
forms are able to dominate the forms of others. [Though in this case – relying on 
Synchronicity to instruct us and stay true to our Word/Wyrd – instructs us, it is not 
the individual will but the collective.]

What is missing that makes this complex is the notion of tiers – there are people who 
will treat the forms as they are and react accordingly – there are people who will see 
through the forms and not react accordingly – there are people who will stand by and 
let the forms do as they wilt – and there are people who will try to change the forms 
in play – all of these types are needed. Some, wish to be ONA Adepts and follow the 
way accordingly – some wish to be THEM and scrutinise the very essence that the 
Way is built on – some will follow forms laid down, some will create new ones – and 
many more types besides. Thus, for some, speaking in the old language old aeon 
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conceptualisation of Good and Evil, creating simple divisions that feed the Ego rather
than challenge it – works to create Warriors, fanatics. And largely this is all the 
particular mode of the ONA does – to create Sorcerers requires a different approach. 
Together ONA and THEM create both Warriors and Sorcerers.

The necessity of a Grand Master is what solidifies the whole Empire of the ONA. 
Without a vision to craft and mould these nebulous nothings into ghostly shapes that 
take on solid form and walls that form a labyrinth that one can follow – there is only 
deep confusion. AL/CB’s Wills were what stopped all possible validities 
disintegrating the forms necessary for people to be communicated with.

People, understand in forms – even beyond the Abyss you cannot hope to speak 
esoteric secrets if you do not use abstracts, metaphors, forms, examples, words, 
pictures. This is going to change – more and more – but AL’s reversion to polemics 
was in our view a devastating mistake more so because it was done by a Grand 
Master whose influence over the many is vast. It was a grave error of judgement to 
re-employ as was the inculcation of the idea of mundanes; – not only does this re-
enshrine the shadow many who passed through the Moon Sphere fought to extract 
and integrate and re-invigorate the egos sense of propriety in projecting its darkness 
onto others – it absolves the responsibility of lax understanding and power over forms
[Thrall] by the Sinister Agent many of whom have now adopted the view that the 
Enemy lays solely outside of them. And it does not. Like many things Sinister – there
is only so much that people can take in without self-destructing violently trying to 
grasp the forces involved and the complex interactions they possess. Made 
complicated only through the superimposition of the Magian’s structures and 
programming through which many construct and view their Matrix.

However – this is why both ONA’s strategy and ours are valid – theirs serves some, 
ours serves others. Comparing the two reveals markedly different ideas about the 
nature of the Sinister, the Aeonic desire, the Methodology and so on – ONA trains 
Adepts, and we train Adepts for what comes after.

What you say about having multiple valid views of forms, of people, of things – is 
the spark that kindles Genius. Or Madness. To shrug off traditional habits of 
perception is highly difficult, some say impossible – but as avatars of alchemical 
change we firmly disagree. People can Change – but that statement itself does not 
imply what is usually implied.

Change is not a new process – it is a re-shuffling of latent and conscious ones. We 
can trick, force or coax other aspects into consciousness; this is a volatile and 
experimental evolutionary gamble with many unknown and now known side-effects 
from messing with such things – but it is entirely possible. It is best done through 
archetypal and narrative magic. The nuances you hint at are many – and eventually 
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the gulf becomes so wide between what we used to Know as Right, and what is 
appropriate to entice change aeonically – can both be viewed in context, allowing far-
reaching foresight into our interactions with others…

Now for those who argue that hurling Molotov cocktails through windows of banks is
a far more appropriate Sinister gesture and praxis – or those who agree that THEM 
have devised a more solid solution of changing people internally and providing them 
a formula to change others – or that neither Traditional Form of ONA or THEM is 
required to contribute positively to the Sinister Tradition – there is no debate. The 
War must be fought on many fronts – internally as well as
externally.

~

Finally,

 – this is an excerpt taken from a far longer post in Mvimaedivm Black.

” we need a clear Aeonic vision of exactly what an Aeon is… I regard the Aeon as a 
vast stretch of time in which certain power-forms grow, predominate, conquer and 
eventually wane, and die.

Each Aeon and I am inclined to trust the ONA’s interp. based on Spengler's notions 
with some adjustments to some of the periods – has a spiritual challenge indicated by 
a change in mentality that seeks to escape the mode enshrined that keeps the 
architecture and infrastructure and power figures of that Aeon intact by shared will or
dominated will. The present Aeon could collapse into a reactionary shadow of the 
Empire that stands, wherein the dark one Absu has taken hold, and can be expected to
last for at least another thirty years or generation there may be a sudden reversal into 
ultra-logic and serious re-discovery. 

That would probably be the time when writings of the nature of THEM come into 
vogue with the masses searching then for what went wrong collectively – because as 
we have predicted way back before he entered, the nature of Absurdity is to outdo 
itself – the Alpha-Cynic may free the traditional roles of women but what comes after
may be far worse. If the faith in Insynsian remains – then the next structures can be 
expected to remain Magian, monotheist, “monopraxis”, “monological”. The 
repetition of just one ultimate way to strive toward – not a multiplicity, not a 
pantheon, not a differentiated consciousness – wherein the failure to escape Insynsian
will merely rebuild the same Temple of ONE in any manner of guises – appearing 
revolutionary but destined to repeat the same archaic modes evolution seeks to 
eschew..
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If there is a loss of faith in Insynsian – if humans develop the means to think in strata,
in plural, as THEM – then we can expect an evolution of the mind, and therefore the 
hand, and therefore the surrounds of the black clay. Otherwise, we face only a 
replacement – and this is why the notion of Heresy, of Us and THEM is so dangerous 
to entertain – it takes us backwards not forwards. Any abstract we can conceive we 
must begin to acknowledge that it stems from our own projections, it is a part of us. 
For something to be present in the forthright consciousness, something Else must be 
repressed. Yet at all times, both of these aspects and all the strata between them, live 
and thrive in the underground and larger share of sentience that governs the 
subconscious.

This is why THEM has arisen Chthonically, as a natural result of an equation of 
forces, that exists to encourage these changes toward plurality and destroy Insynsian. 
This is a key battle in the war to change the Aeon and influence what comes after. If 
enough minds are freed the meme lives of its own accord – but THEM cannot be the 
only hope – we cannot encourage others to throw their lot behind us for if we fail, if 
we are destroyed internally or externally by human weaknesses – there must be in 
place a thermonuclear explosion of fire from all quarters – not when we are done, but 
Now, we cannot do THIS alone. The next twenty years will be crucial in our charter –
and we do not have a lot a time. Change takes a very very long time with huge 
reserves of energy and effort poured into others’ souls rather than kept back for 
oneself. We all Know this well. It is again why we have only a 30-year charter – for 
nothing is more draining than breaking the spells of the Magi.”
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EMANATIONS OF URANIA
An Artistic Explication of Aeonics
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PLACES OF POWER

The thinking process of the ancient magickians was far slower than ours nowadays. 
Their minds reflected their surroundings in a less neurotic way than ours. Our inner 
dialogue or monologue should slow down and stop so that we may perceive the 
subtler realities around us. A process that takes time. Living in the wilderness for a 
longer period would enable one to learn certain things. Fasting during that period 
could prove the best way to allow one’s awareness to perceive the greater world 
around us and have the aimed feedback from the acausal entities.

As regards working outdoors, I think the organism needs some time to adapt and 
relax in its new surroundings, especially when in the wilderness. In fact, one needs 
several days just to get fully acclimatised to the wilderness.

It may sound cynical but one of the best ways to find a site of power in the wilderness
is when feeling a signal for defecation and the urge to find a proper place where one 
can satisfy that natural need. The signal for defecation itself is a sign that the 
organism has become relaxed enough to afford itself such a pleasure and the chosen 
place itself is always a secure place for one’s body.

Of course, there are different sites of power in the wilderness. There are some sites 
wherein one feels sexually aroused. One might be possessed to have sex with trees, 
with stones, with pools etc, to expose the naked body to the severe caresses of one’s 
wild surroundings.

There are sites of power which do not allow one to stay long there – these are the 
most powerful ones. Such are usually the mountain peaks. There is generally too 
much power for a human being to endure safely there. One may feel as if they’re on 
drugs via the euphoria of such a place and perform some fatal folly – such as 
pretending to fly or falling from a rock and smashing one’s head.

There are places that make one feel sleepy. These could be the most dangerous kind. 
One might never awake if they fall asleep in such a place. Yet too, there are places 
which may induce some prophetic dreams or to reveal some past events that 
happened therein.

As regards the fauna in the wilderness, each encounter could be regarded as a 
magickal sign or omen for the magickian. One’s anima/animus may stalk one in its 
most appropriate animal form…

One is to invoke plants of power to learn more.
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REQUISITES

The essential quality THEM look for in would-be initiates is an ability to continue to 
Change. I.e., to grow in as many ways as possible and explore one’s world and being 
to its infinite potential. Since it’s not always easy to know how to grow beyond one’s 
situation and mode of being, THEM assist individuals in singular cases to work with 
them in finding ways to overcome limitations that they have in order that they not 
stop and rest permanently on any particular ideology, idea, or concrete notion of their 
being and their world; so that they may become like a shape-shifter who can adopt 
endless modes as suits that being. Some of the ways we attempt to help is by using 
our own magickal experience to identify blockages, weaknesses, psychological and 
physiological, in others. This may take the form of inducing a person to change in 
some way that compliments or contradicts them; perhaps to alter their perspective in 
conversation or via a task of some kind to help them look at other ways of thinking 
about things, dealing with problems, apprehending magic, and so on. 

Sometimes introspection is considered useful for an individual and we ask them to 
work with us by recording a set number of dreams for a period to assuage what their 
psyche is telling them, as per an Analytical/Jungian approach. Or we simply discuss 
their ideas and try to introduce new tangents… The essential factor is individually 
determined on a case-by-case basis; but the prime quality we look for is the ability to 
continually change, grow and overcome oneself. THEM become them, by selecting 
themselves as their Master; however, while it is Satanic to walk one’s own way – it is 
not always easy to know ones being as intimately or the direction we might take as 
we would like; the ego prevents a person from being able to see what others see 
sometimes; and that is why each member of THEM helps others to grow, which in 
turn helps the member to grow. In your case: you seem quite capable of asking new 
questions of others and yourself, and this is considered by us a desirable quality. 

A member of THEM, is ambiguous about guidance. On one hand they don’t want 
others to tell them what is valid and so really, we ask no questions to others; but that 
is a mindset, if you will, that is upheld in a different realm or mode of being; and that 
mode is at odds with my being, Here, writing replies and prompting others to change 
by taking the approach of the existence of real objective concepts that can be shared 
as valid for many people, not just the subjective experience of an individual. 

Happiness: is something you understand on an intricately complex level with your 
own interpretation for many situations where you might believe you encounter it and 
can make judgements as to its validity, for others and for yourself. It’s a word, a 
sound, a notion, and idea, an abstract, a goal, an emotion, a vibration… and takes 
countless other shapes and names. What should be avoided, in my opinion, is a mode 
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of specialisation by a person, that limits interpretation of the thing “Happiness” and 
sets its suggestion in stone or if not as a singular definition, then an array of 
parameters that it might be defined under for a person. Even once you think you 
know Happiness; you should not stop trying to analyse it different ways, perhaps 
explore its basic opposite or varying degrees of shade. Or perhaps you are focusing 
on emotion altogether too much and need to explore the physical side of your 
being… these tangents, or options to go further in examining the world, ourselves, 
and others, are the forte of THEM. 

It is hoped that individuals grow in some way from interaction with us, and we hope 
to be able to identify some way in which to prompt that growth for an individual 
using our experience and knowledge of magickal methods. I have not addressed your 
post personally; there is a lot in it about your thoughts on things that has not been 
commented on above, or if so, as fully as it could be – which, is naturally because 
there are no easy limits to put on dialect. If you have questions; ask them; and we will
offer our thoughts and with luck, give you some walls to bounce off…

PLANET CARAVAN
Some Notes in regard to ‘Nexion’: [Initial name of the ASOV]

+O+ 
Having been involved in a Green group in the late 90’s that campaigned against 
Nuclear Armament, Logging, War, and Rights for Refugee’s in large protests (often in
the CBD of Melbourne City or Marysville) I experienced extended periods of 
travelling to and from locations in convoys of cars, and time in their home re-made 
into the equivalent of a commune. Activities at this commune in the outer suburbs of 
Melbourne included parties to celebrate every full moon, fire twirling, congregating 
in a massive tee-pee, a lot of dope smoking, alcohol consumption, spa baths and on 
occasion promiscuous sex.

Some of the parties occasionally got out of hand and there was one occasion where I 
was asked to eject a trouble-maker who had punched our resident Native American in
the face. Which I did. I also attended a festival twice called “ConFest” that is still run 
but has become increasingly commercial over the years. Meat was once banned, rec. 
drugs were rife, and commercial venues refused entry. Now a Coke van sells 
refreshments.

What I have learned from these and some other experiences prior to this, is that 
groups like this, such as hippies, who put on the relaxed face of effortless peace and 
mungbeans, much like Christians, are not immune to the bitter squabbling and 
internal politics that arise when almost any group of people assemble under the 
banner of an ideology.
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There were some great people at the commune, some of which I enjoyed personal 
relationships with or found friendly, down-to-earth and not full of bullshit. But the 
entire camp was underpinned by a lot of hostility – mostly by some patrons towards 
others, a virile grapevine of gossip, and all manner of idiocy bandied around as sound
solutions to the problems of the world.

My Alchemist friend Luci once informed me that he’d been speaking with a lady in 
the garden who wanted to meet a real Satanist. When I went down to talk with her, I 
noted she was in her 30’s. When I began to inform her of my views ala ONA, she lost
her arrogant Wiccan demeanour, and left the party.

The commune was also split into different factions internally, some who wanted to go
back to the way things were when it was just the main attendees, some who thought 
more could or should be done for the Cause, some who felt that there was too much 
bullshit going on, and some who wanted to do their own thing and screw everyone 
else. With the high degree of traffic that came in and out there was a plethora of 
different and sometimes explosive personalities at the full moon parties. Luci and I 
were some of them. The point is: I know first-hand what elements the organisation of 
people together brings and am also very familiar with the Rites of the ONA.

I have taken these into consideration in my suggestion regarding a mobile blitzkrieg.
Firstly, let me emphasise – I don’t picture Nexion romantically as some sort of social 
group that gets together after magic to chat and spend time, possibly bitching, 
together. Rather I envision a cold calculating group of professional Satanists that 
arrive at a certain point ready and prepared for the ritual, draw down the acausal into 
the landscape and other members, get back in their cars, and leave. I think it is far 
more sinister for a group to descend upon a location with a pre-determined purpose 
and to perform a powerful rite using their own energies to participate professionally 
and coldly without so much as a word exchanged than it is to have a tea-party under 
the illusion that we’re somehow all meant to get along.

The requirements of the Rite of 9a in ONA’s magic demands a vow of silence of 7 
days prior to Performance – this alone will exclude a lot of people without the proper 
resolve and personal conduct to maintain such severe measures of discipline, from 
Nexion.

Anonymity can be maintained by masks and silence. Renting cars for the purpose is 
also a good idea – and some standard satanic security measures put in place, however
since I’d rather people not be paranoid about being tailed or followed, it would be 
necessary that each member be able to fight well enough to be able to knock someone
out in the case of unwanted interruptions or aftermath. Initiates would need to be 
tested to see if they have the skills to defend themselves. Obviously, some experience
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with camping and bush-craft would be useful as would mechanical and geographical 
knowledge in the case of finding spots to perform the rites, and making sure everyone
arrives and everyone leaves without breaking down.

A mastery of Chant and memorisation of the Rite’s performed is an absolute requisite
– but it hasn’t been decided yet which of the Rites would be performed aside from the
9a one, which requires a lot of work, preparation and solidarity to achieve. In that, 
I’ve had a semi-active role in acting, and I am sure the Sorceress can provide useful 
instructions on its performance for a group as she has performed the 9a repeatedly 
and has a great working knowledge of the Dramatic Arts.

In some cases, it may be useful to alter the text of the ONA’s Rites or to perform a 
completely different rite unique to THEM. All this will be discussed by myself and 
other members of THEM and members of Mvimaedivm are welcome to offer up their
suggestions or put in for a charter.

PS. [The name of this Mss is taken from the name of a song by Metal Band, Pantera. 
The name Planet Caravan is used in the hope that the idea of a cold mobile convoy of
people working blitzkriegs of acausal magic around the world might take off as a 
suitable alternative to an immobile nexion where internal politics of people not 
familiar with one another or exposed to high traffic volume tend to gather and wreak 
havoc on a form. 

As we have said, the idea of issuing Charters for others to raise their own Temple to 
THEM (A Tendril of THEM) is under consideration.]

EYES: ASOV INAUGURAL

17th August 2014.

4:30 pm.
A convoy of cars arrive at a predetermined location. 4 women. 5 men. Friendly greet 
and meet are exchanged – the aura is of excitement, of expectancy, of caution, of the 
unknown. The palpable sense that something is about to happen is in the air. Incense 
is produced, carefully constructed aforethought for the particular celestial event for 
which this night has been chosen. The congregation dressed in black make their way 
down to the location to see where they will be spending the next twelve hours at the 
first inaugural meet of the 2-month-old Australian Satanic Organisation Victoria. A 
beautiful location meets the eyes of all: both practical and mystical; hidden from the 
roadside, a large dirt clearing bound by tall trees and a flowing river snaking one side 
with high hills obscuring overlookers and a literal crossroads. Met with approval – 
the long-wondered question of the dynamic and cohesion of all these different people 
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is answered almost immediately. The next thirty minutes are spent ferrying our camp 
and ritual supplies, firewood and food down via a chain of laughing, enthusiastic and 
determined individuals. No one slacks, no one shirks, there are hands offering help at 
every turn. It is a wonderful sight to see.

Our supplies set up, tents are next and without ado the fire pit, 3 and a half foot 
across and a foot deep is dug. The flurry of brothers getting involved hacking the hard
rocky dirt with axes to soften it for the spade only reinforces the notion that all of the 
right people are present for the right reasons. The fitness test we had planned proves 
unnecessary. Potatoes are wrapped in foil ready for the feast, beer is produced. The 
first vehicle check takes place and two individuals randomly chosen are sent off on 
the pretext of checking the cars – giving them in fact ten minutes alone with one 
another away from the main group to talk and get to know each other, breaking down 
any of the uncomfortable matter of some in a group not talking to others for whatever
reason. The fire is kindled, another flurry of hands and it is lit and blazing – the forest
is filled with conversations taking place in all quarters with bursts of laughter cutting 
the air. Mimicking the fire there is a blaze of personal warmth all about.

Those present chat openly with one another as dark begins to fall. So far so good. The
first ASOV group photo is then prepared according to the loose itinerary of the 
night’s events – masks, balaclavas, and mouth coverings of various sorts are suddenly
produced in silence with grim determination and suddenly the clearing transforms 
from a casual group of campers into something altogether more sinister. Holding our 
2014 inaugural plaque we capture a moment in Australian satanic history. [Given the 
photo later by a brother the clearly visible symbol of a hand thrust upward from the 
fire is only a surer sign of our sorcery and the culmination of dozens of uncanny and 
unlikely synchronicities between us all leading up to the Inaugural]. A brief speech on
the success of the solidification of a dream conspired months ago and now manifest 
with a heartfelt thank you to all who have made the effort leading up to and during 
the first hours of the event to make it happen is offered as we stand around the fire. 

Brief instructions on what is to take place next are issued. In the last of the dying 
light, we take our stolen, lifted holy books in hand and declare our new names within 
the ASOV to all – renouncing the three religions of Abraham: Christianity, Islam, and
Judaism – and throwing them into the flames one by one as a sign of our Intent and a 
step toward our personal evolution. When the last book falls among the flames the 
inaugural ASOV 2014 is declared officially open amid the cries of “hail!”.

Left again to their devices before the main event people mingle with one another, 
discussing all manner of topics freely and without restraint in the darkness of this 
beautiful place laden with personal memories – at the foot of the hills. Potatoes and 
sausages are eaten, water and beer liberally drunk. Coals are raked into the keyhole 
pocket off from the main fire to grill the sausages, carefully tended automatically 
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without anyone needing to ask for volunteers – the vibe is intense and close. Various 
discussions take place now, people moving in and around beside the fire or out to the 
woods, in conversation or simply just enjoying the fresh air and stunning scenery. 
Away from the electronic eye much is put forth.

It must be near ten that we gather once more around the fire using sparklers to draw 
sigils and signs of personal strength around it. Twenty minutes later we stand, 
clutching our constructed crucifix in preparation for the Aeon of Fire Rite. A history 
of the rite, both its method and purpose are laid out for participants who are 
instructed to use the rite to kill something within themselves, rather than the 
traditional use of destroying external enemies. Together some of us chant the 
Diabolus in harmony. The air grows thick with energies, people concentrating and 
summoning the killing energy, the death energy in their emotional memory, and that 
which they wish to kill transferred into the crosses – whose silhouettes are back-lit by
the blazing inferno of the fire. The rehearsal done, the rite is begun – incense 
specially prepared by a brother is ignited, and through the stillness a booming voice 
filled with focus and intent cuts through the night as the rite is performed with 
accompanied motions. 

As the congregation perform the difficult sorcery of culling within, filling those 
hateful relics with their pain, grief, anger and emotion, they cast the crosses into the 
fire – and followed by the mournful chant of Agios O Aosoth. The command issued 
‘now we simply walk away – they have taken enough of our time and energy’ is 
given – a sombre, solemn mood seizes the group who retreat to various corners to 
reflect, recover, let the powerful nature of the rite sink in and their own sensibilities 
process the event in silence.

I retreat to the riverside alone to think on the night’s events and the energies of those 
present – chanting Diabolus in my own tempo to the river, and that of Agios O 
Baphomet. Rain falls softly – – but for the most part the weather is exactly what we 
had hoped, and the small amount of rain only brings atmosphere, and the sky’s cloud 
periodically part to allow unobstructed views of the stars. It is no more than 30 
minutes before the group is reinvigorated however, recovered enough to talk with one
another, reflect on what they killed and share their secrets with one another. In a 
similar vein does the night, a night filled with discussions of sorcery, of tactics, of 
stars and constellations, traditional satanism, our own experiences, successes and 
failures – much talk of the Future. 

Lead by another brother, a satanic meditation opening gates inward through trance is 
conducted. For us the night is a triumph; the seed this simple ice breaker we have 
now together planted in our first act of coming together, away from the internet, to be
amongst one another in the cradle of nature, face to face without fear or prejudice – 
that will Become – is sown deep into the Australian landscape. Some of us fall asleep 
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in our tents, some of sit by the fire right through until the early morning – walking 
about the forest and talking or sharing war-stories.

We seek the planets chosen to preside over this inauguration – but the skyline is 
obscured by trees, the heavens by clouds – Jupiter and Venus are nowhere to be seen, 
yet in a very real sense, they have risen amongst us, the group emanates both love 
and wisdom and has unfolded our solidarity as hoped and expected.

By 5 am it is still dark, but the camp is packed. Everything has as a collective been 
assembled, packed up, all rubbish, cans, traces of our presence are picked up and 
taken back with us, the fire is filled in, tents vanish, and we leave the ground in the 
pristine condition we arrived. Only a Thrasz drawn by a brother about the 
circumference of the fire remains as a sign we were ever there.

The night has been a humble yet great success. There has been both serious talk and 
abandoned laughter. We have much to do to prepare for the next meet but the first and
most crucial steps have been taken. A spark has been lit…

ISS/h
Everard Park, Yarra Glen
2014

ASOV: NOTES FOR ASPIRANTS

It may be of some use to comment on a few pointers regarding the future delivery and
intent of the rituals performed at the ASOV Inaugural for future aspirants who take 
the lead and run a meet. The first is that I did not have written notes. Over the course 
of a few days, I wrote and rewrote the rite, and committed it to memory. I also 
accompanied the rite with physical actions which helped serve as a reminder of what 
came next. Having enjoyed several beers to join in the celebration and relax I was 
nevertheless very wary of my alcohol intake in order that I did not forget the 
appropriate actions or words. 

What I said, came from my heart and was delivered with a loud, confident and 
fearless voice. It is understandable that on a first meet there are doubts and fears of 
what others may think should we choose to shout or let free our emotion – and 
breaking that reluctance to be at one, to freely contribute without fear of how one is 
going to appear or be judged, is tantamount, absolutely vital to any performance of 
group sorcery. 

I am for instance quite at ease wearing glasses and silly hats, joking about my own 
foibles and not afraid to strip naked, direct a group of people in sorcery, or speak to 
groups of people. I am extremely confident in what I do and am – and this inspires 
others. It creates an atmosphere of power, and trust, and freedom. It is advised that 
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anyone running a meet develop the same confidence for speaking in front of others, 
delivering a powerful intonation and/or chant, and being very well versed in one’s 
material to the point that it is automatically remembered and thus spoken from the 
heart.

As I have said on a few occasions, Intent is what matters. Not the tools. The Thurifer 
we intended to bring whereupon Anorha would walk around the circle and incense 
the area, was forgotten. The bells we noted Sanguinary brought, were not around for 
the AOF – but we made do. No-one was any the wiser that the ritual went other than 
the way it was planned. A Sorcerer must always be resourceful and work with what 
they have – plans fall down, chaos changes things, but there must always be 
flexibility and readiness to adapt and continue. That we were an hour and a half late 
to the meet changed a few things, but by and large the loose itinerary was still used to
give a sense of structure and timing to the unfolding of the night’s activities. What 
was important, more important than following the itinerary to the letter – was 
observing and feeling, watching and enjoying the unfolding dynamic between the 
people present: it was necessary to note that if people were speaking excitedly and 
meeting others they hadn’t to let that develop of its own accord, to note the rise in 
chatter and the fall when people had exhausted the present amount of conversation – 
and Then, to draw them back to the itinerary to give them something to do so they 
were not standing around bored or listless. 

Had I simply insisted everyone be present at a certain time I should have simply been
trying to plaster a strict doctrine of to-do’s over an organic meeting of new minds and
faces: this is very important, and a skill that must be honed. A plan is useful, but it’s 
the people that matter. Interrupting conversations to do something on a list helps no-
one – far better that the Master observe the rise and fall of people’s doings and base 
their timing on that – with respect to the roughly itemised itinerary. We must always 
expect things to go wrong, people to be late, some key item to be forgotten, some 
“inconvenience” by weather or other fortune – and just adapt and go with the flow. 

Trying to adhere slavishly to a list of things will only clash horribly with the organic 
energies of the natural dynamic of a group unfolding itself to one another – and at the
end of the day, THIS dynamic is far more important than all the rituals on a list. That 
it simply took its own course was amazing. I have come to trust synchronicity and my
judgement of character, but this meet was truly amazing to observe.

It should be noted that everyone was treated as equals: there was no gender typing, 
the women were not left to talk amongst themselves nor to cook or mind the fire; the 
men were not charged to gather firewood or put up tents: the single most important 
thing about any group like this, I think, is to simply get into it, get ones hands dirty, 
do what needs to be done, without complaint, without hesitation, and others will 
follow. It’s of no use waiting for others to do something – one should always just do 
it themselves, allow others to step in and take over or assist, and then move onto the 
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next thing. I did what I wanted to do, what needed to be done – if others weren’t 
willing to do it that didn’t matter I was going to do it anyway as it turned out, I was 
among capable, admirable, determined spirits who did not need to be asked, or told, 
and just did – we worked together like a well-oiled machine, an almost military 
precision and that was Very impressive. For this same reason of dynamic – people 
were sent randomly in twos to ‘check on the cars’.

Giving two people who might not ordinarily speak to one another time to talk alone 
without the pressure of a group helped lubricate friendship and trust – just ten 
minutes alone with one another was enough time to have a talk, share a smoke, and 
get to know each other – whilst having a ‘purpose’ to complete gave the social 
interaction, meaning and direction. Done with a few couples, it was not long before 
everyone was talking to everyone with ease. [See, Keeping the Bastard Together]
We learned a few things along the way also: to cook corn in the shallow pit off from 
the fire pit not the centre, to bring some different foods – pumpkin perhaps, and more 
sugars. A kettle. I will definitely make damper next time.

We were not able to do the nunchuku, knife or chant training – but the mere fact that 
we were able to sit down and get to know each other more than made up for this in 
terms of constructive team spirit. The camaraderie of a group is what makes or break 
its – and it’s what made ours a resounding success, a powerful springboard for future 
gatherings. The confidence, leadership, structuring, delivery and organisation of a 
meet is important to get right so that people are not left feeling alienated from what is
going on, yet not told what to do. Because of the informal dynamic of the group, with
people chatting comfortably and at ease with one another, I did not deliver various 
lectures in lengthy sermons, but keep it informal, short and to the point. This meant 
flowing with the dynamic around me, not challenging or disrupting it. 

Thus, the whole night was passed with ease by all – time flew, because we were 
having fun and it seemed like one continuous event.

A rough estimate of the cost of the meet is about $400.

The sheer amount of information to remember about even a short rite like the AOF 
requires some work. I anticipated some nervousness, or drunkenness on my part at 
the meet might cause me to forget the words or actions. I therefore broke the rite 
down into simple mnemonics. Instead of trying to remember all the words to 
Diabolus as well as all the words to the AOF, I simply wrote the first letter of each 
line of the chant, so I only had to remember a string of seven letters, prompting my 
memory to fill in the rest. I also broke the rite into letters, I, I, T, C, etc the first line 
of each delivery to remind me what came next. I developed physical actions to 
accompany the rite not only to help me remember the procession but also to involve 
more than a voice, to involve the Physis of the body, to create mystical movements 
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that reflected the forces and forms spoken of and intrigue and add an element of 
motion and interest to the Rite. 

Sorcery is like Dance – you must simply let yourself go in order to produce the 
required magic. To stand stiffly, uncomfortably, unmoving, and read from a sheet… 
well you get the idea. It sends the entirely wrong message, it smacks of 
disorganisation, insincerity and lack of confidence. Your actions and words need to 
inspire others to relax – so you too must relax. Sometimes things do go wrong – and 
its OK to laugh – and then proceed.

Laughter is by far the most dangerous of all forces – even the Devil fears it. Learn to 
laugh at yourself harder than anyone else can so when you fuck up, it’s alright, just 
part of the show, and keep going. Know your role so well it seems effortless – even if 
it isn’t. The importance of getting a ritual right, is practice. To fuck it up in the middle
by forgetting the words or actions and pausing longer than necessary or stopping 
completely is not the end of the world – but it is disastrous for a Sorcerer and all the 
participants involved. Rituals require an organic flow, a natural unfolding delivered 
with confidence that engenders trust in the Master to guide and add structure to what 
would otherwise be chaos. Thus, is was vital to explain in brief, the nature of the rites
performed and the actions required by the participants beforehand. 

Ordinarily I’d have given it longer between rehearsal and performance – but adapted 
to the feeling around me, deleting it almost altogether to meet the expectant 
anticipation and need to DO that was emanating from the group.

Beyond this: everything else in the way of organisation and implementation of a meet
should have been demonstrated by the inaugural and come (and evolve) naturally. 

Respect those around you – not everyone will want to perform or participate in a 
given rite. Offer the choice but never demand it of anyone. At any rate, if you have to 
perform it solo – perform it solo. A Master needs no-one else to get things done. If the
energy is not there, create it, move through all obstacles and act as if you are the only 
one there.

Addendum: Aeon of Fire

It was suggested by Anorha that participants kill something inside themselves rather 
than the traditional use of the rite against an external enemy -say, the Pope. Because 
we could not locate the Temple’s acausal pentagram mat (appears in OA 28) to 
highlight it with glow in the dark spray-paint – we used the fire itself. Which 
exquisitely reflected a living acausal pentagram and the moving geometry in the 
starry abyss. People gathered around the fire and held crucifix. They were explained 
the nature of the rite and how it works. Everyone was told to think of a time when 
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they killed or were in a position to kill/felt like killing and to revoke that memory so 
as to relive it and all the emotion they felt. They were instructed to think of 
something they hated inside them and to kill it, to pull it out of themselves and pour it
into the cross – to imagine red glowing tendrils coming from themselves and taking 
the killing energy with them wrapping around the cross, causing it to glow brightly 
red. 

While they did this three of us chanted Diabolus. Then the words of the AOF were 
delivered, loud and confidently to all and the night. Black magic is no time for 
shyness or being frightened of a ferocious booming intonation. It is not for those who
get easily embarrassed but for those who exult life and the forces it represents. There 
could have been more time between rehearsal and performance – but I felt there was 
a great need to finally perform an act of sorcery together after waiting so long that it 
need not wait. This sorcery, has grave and solemn consequences, it is very intimate 
and private, very powerful and often painful – it is advised to check on others briefly 
who have performed it, one needn’t say anything but just sit beside them, to passively
remind them they are not alone, there is support and silent understanding – and then 
just leave them until they return of their own accord to the group.

Laughter is very powerful – and we all made use of it. That is how you know you are 
amongst dangerous people. But the Master must also balance this freedom and mirth 
with a seriousness and respect: too much of either can tip the dynamic too far one 
way causing those who desire a certain solemnity for some matters feel it is being 
taken too lightly – while taking things too seriously can be a depressing dead weight 
on those who would otherwise feel relaxed.

Balancing these requires practice and experience working within groups and being 
able to read people. Body language, where feet are pointing, whether arms are 
crossed, tone and pitch of voice, power play, space between people, amount of eye 
contact, who talks to who, the amount of laughter, the amount of conversation, etc are
important to observe. For you can use these cues to evoke changes, get some to work 
together who might not otherwise do so, or read the “ley of the land” to enhance the 
group dynamic if you can identify what is ailing it and where.

Unless on those rare occasions you simply get the right people at the right time and 
place. Which we did. And whilst ‘right’ body language is interesting to observe – 
when the dynamic simply goes like clockwork, you feel it, and when you know what 
it is supposed to feel like – you no longer have to watch it. For then it is an act of 
magic.

ISS/h
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ASOV FLAG: ESOTERIC MEANING

Although it looks simple enough, a great deal of information can be invested in and
as such withdrawn from our flag.

Colours: The Black Standard is rectangular and martial in stature as per a Samurai 
banner representing the Saturnian Earthiness of a Black Cube elongated to encompass
more than us rather than Sovereignty/control over an area. It represents discipline and
empathy – the understanding of our temporal occupation of a location is only 
temporal and by no means grants us any special ownership and the empathy with the 
land that demands we look after it and remove as much of our presence as possible, 
save for a Thrasz, behind.

The cube is one of the five Pythagorean solids. the most basic form of the cube; the 
square represented solidarity: a perfection that is static, earthly, and material. It 
suggests dependability, honesty, shelter, safety. As the most frequent shape in Hindu 
symbology, the mandala with gates stands for order in the universe and the balance of
opposites. It is considered the building block of nature because the ancient Greeks 
believed that the element of Earth was comprised of cube shaped particles; given 
their stability of the shape. The Modern World has inherited much of the Greeks 
worldview and many of these suppositions, present in general knowledge, remain 
preserved.

The Green & Yellow Represent our Australian Heritage and Belonging, a patriotic 
nod. The Green Thrasz further represents the wild and lush Australian Landscape, 
whilst the Yellow Sun represents the harsh, inhospitable arid deserts, sand and 
burning sun. The white stars and moon are contrasted with the black flag to indicate a
grasp and willingness to employ both extremes of any given form and to symbolise 
our astrological/astronomical focus.
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The Black ‘A’ in the shadow of the Sun depicts the Monogram for the ASOV (A) and 
is stylised to show a figure both exalting the sky and kneeling on the earth. It 
represents a greater union with the forces above and below and a vow to go inside 
and outside to find, meet and learn from these forces by which we are shadowed by 
virtue of their intensity. It also warns of incineration by these forces should we forget 
their power.

Symbolism:
The Moon represents our Blitzkrieg Approach to Magic and that our organisation and
our alchemical development is often hidden from view. The Thrasz itself is a stylised 
Saturn, easily seen if we imagine Saturn’s planet as the Yellow interior (Ammonia) 
and the spiralling Green Thrasz as its rings.

The midst of which is a baleful eye – the eye of Becoming or Evolved Intelligence.
A Crux or Southern Cross of stars counterpoints the Moon adopting this symbol 
famous across the Southern Hemisphere for our flag and a sign that presides over our 
rituals and meets as a natural compass.

The Moon, Saturn and the Sun are depicted on the ASOV’s flag – a throwback to the 
Temple of THEM’s roots in Traditional Satanism and the spiral path of the planets in 
the Tree of Wyrd. The moon in the far distance, Saturn in the mid ground and the sun 
in the foreground. The Moon is shown in danger of being occulted by Saturn – that is 
to say, Saturn obscures the sphere of the Moon. In Psychological terms this equates to
the 23 Syndrome and fixing of the Ego with the individual believing they have 
discovered all there is that lays hidden in their psyche, lived and extracted all the 
terror and occult knowledge there is inside or outside. We must never forget that our 
Ego functions to fix our perspective with a narrow-minded view to more easily make 
sense of things – and this narrowing is an illusion caused by the Egos lens
that may cause us to constrict our perspectives without conscious control. 

The EYE of the Thrasz is a stern reminder that we must remain awake and vigilant of
our Ego’s particular habits if we are to retain conscious control of who we are.
The cyclic path of Becoming and Evolving that starts in the Sphere of the Moon, 
travels in a spiral (the Thrasz) upward through the other planetary energies and ends 
in Saturn. However, the endless pursuit of this cycle is represented by the Awakened 
Dragon or Eye of the Thrasz wherein this process of Becoming is eternally repeated 
but never the same outwardly, only inwardly. This process represents a cosmos of 
receptive knowledge which we are not closed off to and the repetitive cyclic 
attainment of Becoming in effect represents the Philosophers Stone.

The ability to turn lead of any kind into gold of any kind requires an understanding of
transformation and how one thing can become another through the application of 
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processes. If we come to know thousands of processes instead of a few hundred it 
significantly improves our ability to perform alchemy by coupling a form with, or 
depriving a form of, another form or forms to produce a specific result.

If you look again at the ‘A’ on the flag you will see it is comprised of two letters, A 
and U, the Alchemical Symbol for Gold while the Lead aspect is symbolised by the 
black colour of the A and the human figure. The planets of the flag both dwarf and 
surround the human figure pointing at the enormity of alchemical tasks and 
implementation of change and the necessity for supra human efforts to achieve them.
The Saturnian aspect of the Thrasz is covered in detail within the complex meanings 
of the Aeurekanequeo yet it is worth noting that the Isa Rune of the Thrasz Eye, of 
stillness and Ice, is counterbalanced by the Double Sowelu Runes, or Sunwheel, 
spelling ISS which equates to In Supra Solidarity.

The Sun is at the foreground because of its prominence in Australian climate and 
landscape. It further represents the shining beacons of illumination and wisdom 
which are not to be confused with knowledge. Wisdom is a result of less being more. 
A compaction of the categorical knowledge of the Dexter into a wordless sympathy 
of knowing with forces previously unknown. It is intensity and persistence that makes
changes, both internally and externally just as sun and storm year after year, aeon 
after aeon scorched the Australian landscape dry from its once verdant lushness into 
the arid continent we know today, the time frame and heat required for such changes 
are allegories for magical works, including forbidden alchemy. To burn as a star
does requires great dedication. The Black Flame is caused by Black Lightening.
Thus just as there are forces of opposition, conjunction and even contradiction shown
in our flag by the various forces depicted – so too are we ourselves representative of 
the balance of what is shown and beyond. This flag serves as a reminder of our duties
to the land to each other and to ourselves.

Suitably entranced and joined with the meaning of this flag now it falls to us to 
employ a radical practice common to the philosophy of the Temple of THEM.
Despite its symbolic beauty and harmony this flag must never become sacred. It must
not be as other flags a sign of sovereignty over land or the intention to create a 
utopian rule, nor must it be representative more than arbitrarily of the ASOv.

We may use it liberally but must remember that if we imbue it with power or special
significance we are playing a game. We should perhaps at the proposed event of the 
yearly Grand Fire, burn such a flag to release any attachment to it. Creating a new 
one each year at the first Meet. It is easy to build such relics and artefacts and become
attached to them, easier still to speak words that attach someone to them as I have 
done here: this is how knowledge is accepted, venerated and made sacred. But this is 
the root of religion, of worship, of material abstractions of forms, not an appreciation 
of forces. We may perhaps use it irreverently to wipe our dishes and utensils but not 
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go so far as to deliberately scorn or demean the flag – merely keep it in context and 
its place. It is just cloth to which we have attached meaning, after all. When it 
becomes more than that, the Sorcerer has lost control of his or her forms. You may 
recall the myths of Frankenstein, or the story of the Golem, or even Mickeys Brooms 
of which he created and lost control. Symbols have a nasty habit of becoming more 
than they are – so these practices will help you as a sorcerer to understand both the 
trap they create and the means to overcome it. And that is invaluable.

There is another aspect to this flag that may not be immediately visible. One of the 
traditional crafts of Satanic practice as taught by us is that of mimesis. Just as we 
mimicked a Mass with the Nameless Rite, our ASOv flag stands in opposition to 
Abrahamism. It not only features the black cube (sacred symbol of Abrahamism and 
the greatest of Angels ‘El’ who was represented by a black cube – under which 
banner we are attempting to dismantle their control over us and our habits) but the 
three planets rumoured to have been the roots from which the name of Israel is 
derived: being the Egyptian worship of the Moon (Isis), the Sun, (Ra), and Saturn
(Elohim), hence IsRaEl. Therefore, our treatment and use of the symbolism of a flag 
and the flag itself is not the ordinary use, but a seditious undermining of traditional 
forms on multiple levels.

THE STAR TALK [Workshop Example]

During the ASOV, each member was tasked with running a ritual or workshop: one of
these was the Star Talk. I gave this talk at the 2nd Meet in Victoria, which my 
compatriots will remember coincided with the ground where we were standing being 
lit up from the flash of a brilliant meteorite or shooting star.

During the 3rd Meet, I gave this talk again only to discover my audience completely 
transfixed by the heavens above where a meteor shower was taking place. I had them 
spin their seats or lie down and watch the show while I continued the talk. 
Synchronicity is an extremely powerful force that makes the impossible, possible.

Here is that talk:

Understanding Directions in the Sky.

The Sun rises in the East and sets in the West. So, to do the Stars rise in the east and 
set in the west overnight. This is because the Earth spins from West to East. 
Everything comes into view as we spin toward it, and retreats as we spin away from 
it.  If anyone is having trouble understanding this – stand here and three of us will 
stand in front of you in an arc. Slowly turn to your left as if you were the Earth. See 
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how we come into your view in a certain order, appearing to be turning in the 
opposite direction to you. So it is with the stars, the moon, sun, and planets.

In Astronomy the sky is halved down the middle by an imaginary line between the 
North Celestial Pole and the South Celestial Pole called the Meridian. Looking 
straight up wherever you are at the centre point between North and South Meridian is 
called the Zenith. If you’ve heard of the Nadir – and its not often used – that’s simply 
the point opposite the Zenith on the other side of the Earth. Zenith should not be 
confused as the point around which stars rotate which are the North and South 
Celestial Poles – Zenith is generally only used to find specific stars from your 
specific location.

South/North Celestial Poles are the spots in the sky that lie directly above the South 
and North Poles. As if a skewer were passed through a slightly flattened globe and 
carried on outward into space in both North and South directions indefinitely.
What this means is that Meridian and Zenith are relative positions relating to you – 
not absolute positions such as the South and North Celestial Poles. Two more terms 
of interest to star gazing and astronomy are Altitude and Azimuth. The altitude of a 
celestial body (star, planet, etc.) is the angle, measured in degrees, above the nearest 
horizon. Think of altitude as the vertical angle for an object.  Azimuth is the 
horizontal direction or bearing of an object in the sky.

It sets the line along which the altitude is measured.  So for instance, A star on your 
horizon has an altitude of zero degrees (0o ) A star at your zenith has an altitude of 90
degrees (90o) . Think of each star as a plane on a runway taking off, it starts on the 
ground but climbs higher and higher by degrees as it takes off which is its Azimuth, 
and Altitude measures how far above the Horizon it is and where it is in relation to 
your Zenith.
You can see any stars with altitudes between 0 to 90.
A star with an altitude of less than 0 degrees is a star below the horizon and it cannot 
be seen (at your location at that time).
A star with an altitude of more than 90 degrees is actually past your zenith on the 
other side of the sky and its real altitude should be measured from that (opposite) 
horizon.  Altitude and Azimuth are used to locate, measure and track the movement 
of specific stars and planets.  Also used are the terms Declination and Right 
Ascension, co-ordinates given as two sets of numbers which represent imaginary 
lines, like latitude and longitude on the earth’s surface projected out into space for 
even more precision. 

A Brief Note on Longitude and Latitude

A name that will come up a lot in Astronomy, and this talk, is Hipparchus.  As chief 
librarian at the great library in Alexandria (dedicated to the Nine Muses), Egypt, 
(destroyed by several fires in the course of 300 years) he undoubtedly had access to 
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huge troves of the world’s ancient knowledge. Longitude and Latitude are a system 
designed by Hipparchus to measure the absolute location of something.  Longitude 
runs from North to South, and Latitude from East to West. Hipparchus also invented a
scale for measuring the magnitude of the star’s brightness, as well as discovered the 
Precession of the Equinoxes – both of which I will mention in a bit.

Lets start with some basics. What can we see from Earth? Planets. Stars.  Comets. 
Meteors. Some Nebulae. Constellations. Signs of the Zodiac.

The word Planet is derived from a Greek term meaning Wandering Stars. The Greeks 
named each planet mainly according to its brightness and colour, the name given to 
them being mostly associated with heat and light. Hence Venus‘ brilliant white 
colouration earned it the name Phosphoros (“the light-bearing one”) and Mars’ 
orange-red colour was associated with fire, so it was given the name Pyroeis (“the 
fiery one”) and so on.

In the fourth century BC, the Greek philosopher Aristotle converted these descriptive 
names into the names of Greek gods (and one goddess), each planet’s attributes 
roughly matching those of its chosen god. The Romans later acquired these Greek 
names and translated them into their own equivalent gods, and these are the names 
that we still use today; hence the Greek goddess Aphrodite became the Roman 
goddess Venus and the Greek god Ares became the Roman god Mars, etc
The five brightest planets – Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn – have been 
known since ancient times and can easily be seen with the naked eye if one knows 
when and where to look. They are visible for much of the year, except for short 
periods of time when they are too close to the Sun to observe.

The location of a planet (or any other celestial body) in your local night sky depends 
upon several factors: the constellation in which it is positioned, your geographical 
latitude and longitude, the local season and the date and time at which you observe.
You can only see 6 planets from Earth with the naked eye – 5 are easy, the 
6th requires exceptional eyesight. The one that is hardest to see is Uranus, and that’s 
not because you’re sitting on it but because it’s a very long way away. Trying to find 
planets in a vast sky studded with shiny things is not easy. To find these suckers its 
helps to know about the Ecliptic.

The Ecliptic

Planets are easy to find in the night sky if you know what the Ecliptic is.
Imagine you’re lying on the ground. Now imagine the sun coming up in the East in 
the morning, travelling up and into the sky, reaching its zenith and then sinking down 
into the West. Trace an imaginary arc linking the two.  You can do the same with the 
Moon. The closer you are to the Equator the higher this Arc will be – but this Arc is 
the Ecliptic. If we imagined a protractor resting on the horizon and marking the 
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degrees of Arc from 0-90 we get a better idea of Azimuth which was mentioned 
before.

The Sun seems to move against the background stars as seen from the orbiting Earth. 
The ecliptic is the path the Sun appears to trace through the stars. 
This apparent movement of the Sun though this is an illusion caused by our point of 
view from a rotating sphere – the Sun does not orbit around the Earth but the Earth 
orbits the Sun as Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Brahe,  and others proved in what is 
known as Heliocentric Theory – an idea that history first credits Aristotle having and 
an idea that was met with fierce resistance by the Catholic Church when Galileo built 
and used his own telescopes to observe the planets, see craters on the moon, and 
made calculations that flew in the face of accepted Doctrine to prove that the Sun was
orbited by the Earth not the other way around. The Catholic Church, known for its 
stubborn ignorance, did not accept this fact until 350 years later.

The Ecliptic is useful because the 6 planets, moon, sun and stars, closely follow it. If 
you know the path of the Moon then you can often find the planets somewhere along 
it. Kind of like a hula hoop rotating around the Earth’s waist on an angle with spheres
dangling off it. They will never be too far from the Ecliptic. We can’t see the Path of 
the Sun because the Earth rotates taking us with it but we can observe its path as the 
Rising and Setting of the Sun and Moon.

Just Quickly: How to determine a satellite from a star or planet.
Generally only stars twinkle. Stars and planets won’t move relative to each other on 
any given night, they will move across the sky collectively because of earth’s 
rotation. Satellites move steadily across the sky. You will only usually see them the 
first couple of hours after sunset or the last couple of hours before sunrise. A satellite 
is usually only visible for about 30 seconds – 3 minutes, before it’s orbit takes it to a 
location to where it cannot reflect sunlight to a stationary observer.

How to determine a star from a planet.

Stars are so distant that they appear as points of light in the night sky, and they appear
to twinkle (or scintillate) because of turbulence in the Earth’s atmosphere. 
The planets can be distinguished from the stars because their position changes 
slightly against the background stars from one night to the next, and their brightness 
varies in a regular cycle over a period of time. Even in earths most powerful 
telescopes a star appears as little more than a point. The naked eye planets, on the 
other hand, are close enough to the Earth to form a sizeable (but nonetheless 
tiny) disk in the night sky and consequently, when they are well above the horizon, 
the planets shine with a more steady light than the stars.

Also note that stars generate their own light via internal nuclear fusion while planets 
do not, shining because they reflect a portion of sunlight back into space.
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So what do the planets look like from earth?

Venus is by far the easiest planet to see with the naked eye. It shines with 
a brilliant white light. At its most brilliant it can even cast faint shadows on the 
ground.

Jupiter appears bright white and is a very obvious sight in the night sky. Like Venus, 
it can be seen in twilight, and it always shines brighter than the brightest star in the 
night sky – but even though it is many times bigger, it is always outshone by Venus. 
Jupiter can also cast faint shadows at its brightest.

Mars is easily recognised since it has the most distinctive coloration of all the naked 
eye planets. Although it is popularly called ‘The Red Planet‘, it rarely appears red to 
the naked eye; in fact, it varies from pale orange-yellow to orange-red, depending 
upon its distance from the Earth and therefore, its brightness.

Mercury is generally more difficult to spot than the other bright planets, 
appears white or pinkish in colour. it rises low in the sky so for the same reason we 
get red sky at sunsets we get a pink mercury.

Saturn appears pale yellow to the naked eye. Although never appearing as bright as 
the other naked eye planets, it is nonetheless obvious when its position is known. At 
its brightest, Saturn outshines all of the stars except Sirius.

Uranus is just visible to the naked eye when at its brightest, but only when seen from 
dark, non-light polluted skies; observers in city or town locations will probably have 
difficulty seeing it without optical aid. It is the most distant planet visible to the 
naked eye.

Moving onto the stars in general and in particular Constellations.

Hipparchus the Greek came up with a system for measuring the brightness of a star. 
He gave the brightest stars the factor of 1. and the dimmest stars the factor of 6. each 
factor was 2.5 times brighter or dimmer than the star before or after – meaning factor 
1 stars were 100,000 times brighter than factor 6 stars. As science and technology 
caught up we discovered there were billions of stars and this category grew longer in 
both directions with far dimmer stars and far brighter. Minus and plus were 
added, with minus meaning brighter and plus meaning dimmer. Sirius – the Dog Star 
has a factor of -2.5 which is the brightest non-local star visible from earth, while 
the moon has -12 and the sun -26. Yes the system would probably make more sense 
to modern sensibilities if it were back to front.

Constellations.
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There are 88 constellations agreed upon for convenience.
Constellations are formed of bright stars which appear close to each other on the sky, 
but are really far apart in space. The shapes you see all depend on your point of 
view. Many societies saw patterns among the stars with gods and goddesses or stories 
from their culture.

Most of the constellations with which we are familiar come from ancient Greece. But 
other civilisations created their own patterns in the sky based on stories and people 
that were important to them.

For example:
In ancient Turkey, dated to around 12,000 BC, archaeologists have uncovered a site 
with massive stone pillars carved with various animals. Known as Gobekli Tepe – it 
pre-dates the oldest known civilisation of Sumerian by some 8,000 years.  Astro-
archaeologists have identified the animals on these pillars, such as Vultures, 
Scorpions, Foxes, Boars, Snakes, Birds, as having shapes that fit ancient 
constellations and their collective grouping on the stones can be matched quite 
distinctly with a map of the stars in the sky. Our own Thrasz symbol is most closely 
associated with the Sun, and is a symbol like that of the Swastika that has been drawn
for tens of thousands of years – not unlike the hypnotic fascination the ancient world 
had with the seven stars of the Pleiades which appears in virtually every culture as far
back as neolithic man.

Among the ancient people of Europe, (Nordic)  the night sky was a mysterious realm 
sometimes viewed as a magnificent World Tree that stretched across the sky, where 
the stars were fruit upon its spreading branches, and the Milky Way was its massive 
roots that extended down to the Earth.  This comprised their universe and their 
understanding of its powers.

Aboriginal people of Australia have been viewing the skies for 40-50,000 years with 
their own star constellations and meanings for each tribe. Many involve the Milky 
Way.

Dark sky features such as dark nebulae — clouds of interstellar dust from stars that 
exploded long ago that obscure light from the stars behind them — are also 
more prominent in the Southern Hemisphere. The darkest of the dark nebulae is a 
feature called the Coalsack. Tucked in near the Southern Cross, the Coalsack forms 
the head of our best known Indigenous constellation, the Emu in the Sky.

The Milky Way
The Milky Way is the galaxy that contains our Solar System. Its name ‘milky’ is 
derived from its appearance as a dim glowing band arching across the night sky in 
which the naked eye cannot distinguish individual stars. Milky Way is a translation of
the Latin via lactea from the Greek galaxias kyklos “milky circle”. It appears as a 
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band because its disk-shape is viewed from within it from Earth. Our 
mate Galileo discovered it was made up of separate stars in 1610 and up until 
the 1920s most astronomers thought all the stars in the universe were contained in the
Milky Way. It took Edwin Hubble (of Hubble Telescope fame) to show that the Milky
Way is just one of billions of galaxies.

The 12 Signs of the Zodiac
Like the sun and the planets, the zodiac constellations all lie in the ecliptic, so 
they’re visible from every place on Earth where you can see the sun rise and set. This
explains why they feature so prominently in ancient cultures.
Going round the Ecliptic will be the twelve fixed star constellations of Aries, Taurus, 
Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and 
Pisces. — the ones we’re all familiar with from astrology.

If you look up on a dark night, you should be able to see at least four zodiac 
constellations at any one time, lying across the ecliptic.

The zodiac constellations span the entire sky (i.e. as a ring around the earth), so 
we never face all 12 of them at once. During the night, as the earth spins, each of 
these constellations will sink in the western sky, while others will rise in the east. All 
up, if you were to watch the sky for an entire night, you’d see up to ten of the 
twelve zodiac constellations. The few that you can’t see are in the area of the 
sky blocked out by the sun.

Cultures throughout the world believed and believe that constellations, stars, planets 
and other celestial objects such as the sun and moon had the power to influence 
human beings and events. 

Grimoires and Almanacs

This is where the grimoire comes in – probably developing parallel to the Almanac
ALMANAC
An almanac  is an annual publication that includes information such as weather 
forecasts, farmers’ planting dates, tide tables, and tabular information often arranged 
according to the calendar. Astronomical data and various statistics are found in 
almanacs, such as the times of the rising and setting of the sun and moon, eclipses, 
hours of full tide, church festivals, and so on.

GRIMOIRES
A grimoire /  ɡ  r  ɪ  m   ̍ w  ɑr  / is a textbook of magic. From the French Gramairre meaning a 
book written in Latin late in the 18th century the word came to mean exclusively 
magical books.
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Such books typically include instructions on how to create magical 
objects like talismansand amulets, how to perform magical spells, charms 
and divination and also how to summon or invoke supernatural entities such 
as angels, spirits, and demons.[1] In many cases, the books themselves are also believed 
to be imbued with magical powers, though in many cultures, other sacred texts that 
are not grimoires, such as the Bible, have also been believed to have supernatural 
properties intrinsically; in this manner while all books on magic could be thought of 
as grimoires, not all magical books should.[2]

While the term grimoire is originally European and many Europeans throughout 
history, particularly ceremonial magicians and cunning folk, have made use of grimoires, 
the historian Owen Davies noted that similar books can be found all across the world, 
ranging from Jamaica to Sumatra,[3] and he also noted that the first grimoires could be 
found not only in Europe but in the Ancient Near East
Astrology Based Grimoires

PICATRIX
A huge number of books have been written on the subject, one of the most famous is 
the Picatrix, an Arabic manuscript dealing with occult magic and astrology sometime 
in the 10-11th century. It has an Arabic name Ghayat al Hakim which translates 
to Aim of the Sage – or Goal of the Wise. Picatrix was compiled from some 200 other
sources and  explains not only how to create and ensoul magical statues and 
talismans, but even speaks of whole cities constructed using the principles of 
astrological magic. Book IV chapter 2 for instance relates How the vigour of the 
spirit of the Moon is drawn into things here below, and by which the seven planets 
ought to be invoked. Chapter 6. How incenses of the stars ought to be made, and 
certain compounds needed in this science.

AGRIPPA
It was influential on later magicians such as Agrippa  and his Three Books of the 
Occult. In the 15th century the famous magician Agrippa wrote that the celestial 
spheres and the stars had specific impact and influence at certain times, and that 
they cast down rays of influence (similar to light beams) that engaged with plants 
animals, stones and the elements. And that upon cutting open such objects, there 
would be displayed a sigil representative of the star or planetary energy from which it
was derived – this is how many of the classical symbols of alchemy and occult magic
particularly those dealing with demons and angels – came about. The seals of 
Solomon popularised by medieval Arabic scholars in the 17th century for instance 
were influenced by Agrippa's work in the 1500’s – such symbolism often inferring a 
command over entities through the use of sacred energies from stars, planets and 
indeed those contained in certain plants, stones, elements etc.
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It is a vast understatement to say that the history of the stars and magic spans 
hundreds of thousands of books through thousands of cultures and like many other 
subjects on magic is near infinite in scope.

Now lets discuss a bit about our most famous constellation in Australia, CRUX:
Crux is the smallest of the 88 constellations and was until the 16th century grouped as
part of Centaurus.
Crux was once visible in the Northern Hemisphere, but around the time of Christ 
disappeared into the Southern Hemisphere.
Gamma forms the top of the cross. On the left arm is Beta. Opposite arm is Delta. 
The bottom of the cross is Acrux or Alpha Crucis. Between Delta and Alpha you can 
make out a fifth star called Epsilon Crucis (what our mate was referring to with his 
nick name Penny M Ess Cru

Alpha Crucis (Acrux) is the principal star and a splendid binary. The combined visual
magnitude of both stars results in a magnitude of 0.72. The stars are 320 light years 
away, and each is approximately one and a half to twice the size of our Sun.

Beta Crucis (Mimosa) is the brightest star of the group, a blue-white giant (nearly 
five times the Sun’s size) with a visual magnitude of 1.25. The star is an estimated 
580 light years away, and has a luminosity of nearly 8000. The star is a variable

Gamma Crucis (Gacrux) forms the top of the cross. The reported distance may be 
erroneous; it’s been calculated from the visual and absolute magnitudes. The resulting
parallax is so large that it should be measurable.

Delta Crucis is the western arm, very similar in size and distance to alpha Crucis, and
part of the star cluster mentioned above. The star is a beta-CMa type variable.
Finding South with Southern Cross – stand so pointer stars (Alpha Centauri /Beta 
Centauri) are on your left hand side, that is, to the left of Crux. The top of the cross 
and bottom form a line. Follow that line 4 and a half times the length of Crux 
downward from the bottom of the cross. That is very close to the south celestial pole. 

You can use the point between Alpha Centauri and Beta Centauri to make another 
line downward that intersects the line made by Crux. Straight down to the ground 
from that point is very close to South. The South pole is marked by a dim star 
called Sigma Octantis which because it is so close to Australia is sometimes 
called Polaris Australis. It usually too dim to see on its own but can be located within 
a small trapezoid of stars. The North Star at this time is Polaris.  The Sun rises in the 
East sets in the West, as does the Moon, thereby it easy to discern at night, using the 
Moon and Crux, the cardinal directions that you can use to locate your bearings.

Precession of the Equinoxes
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Our mate Hipparchus is again credited  with the discovery of the Precession of the 
Equinox – the phenomena that determines which ‘Age’ we are in – I’m sure you’ve 
heard the occult references to being in the Age of Capricorn or the Age of Aquarius.
Lets break it down.

EQUINOX
Equinox – The word itself has several related definitions. The oldest meaning is the 
day when daytime and night are of approximately equal duration –  In Australia 
– Vernal Equinox (September) Autumnal Equinox (March)

PRECESSION
When he was first compiling his famous star catalogue in the year 129 BCE the 
Greek astronomer Hipparchus noticed that the positions of the stars did not match up 
with the Babylonian measurements that he was consulting. According to these 
Chaldean records, the stars had shifted in a rather systematic way, which indicated to 
Hipparchus that it was not the stars themselves that had moved but the frame of 
reference – i.e. the Earth itself. He’d noticed the earths wobble. It wobbles because it 
is pulled between the gravitational pulls of the moon and the sun causing it to bulge 
in the middle and wobble. Slowly changing which stars we see.

Such a motion is called precession and consists of a cyclic wobbling in the 
orientation of Earth’s axis of rotation. Currently, this annual motion is about 1 degree 
every 71.6 years. The process is slow, but cumulative, and takes roughly 26,000 years
for a full precession to occur.

What does this mean? It means if you could see the North Celestial Pole sticking out 
of the top of the Earth you would see that pole trace a cone shape in space as the 
rotation of the Earth is not perfect – and as earths orientation changes, this over time 
is what moves different stars into the position of North Star, 
which Polaris presently occupies in the North Hemisphere and Sigma Octanti 
presently occupies in the Southern Hemisphere.

The star next in line to become the North Star is Gamma Cephei – also known 
as Errai around 4000 AD.  At the moment the brightness of the South Star is too piss 
weak for it to be any use which is why Crux is used to determine the South Celestial 
Pole. However, over the next 8000 years the South Star will get brighter and brighter 
entering Carine and Vela and Puppis better known as the hull, deck and sail of Jason's
ship the Argo – Naos also known as Zeta Puppis is a star in the Puppis constellation. 
Around 9000 AD the South Star will be aligned with Delta Carrine which will shine 
far brighter than Polaris ever has.

In about 13,000 years ‘Vega’ in the Lyra constellation will be the new North Star. 
13,000 years later it will return to Polaris. This wobble has historically been referred 
to as the Precession of the Equinoxes.
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Thus, while today the star Polaris lies approximately at the north celestial pole, this 
will change over time, and other stars will become the “north star”. Secondly, the 
position of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun during the solstices, equinoxes, or 
other seasonal times slowly changes.

Age of Equinoxes.
Roughly every 2,150 years, the sun’s position at the time of the March, or vernal, 
equinox moves in front of a new Zodiac constellation. Let me explain.  The earth 
rotates around the sun taking around 365 days per cycle. But The sun and the earth 
both revolve around in a bigger cycle too – and every 2150 years the Sun, which 
moves in a much slower cycle, is in line with one of the 12 constellations of the 
Zodiac that surround us. That is, it is directly opposite it, or in the House of Pisces as 
it presently is. Let me demonstrate. Form a ring. Okay now I will slowly walk around
the inside edge of the ring, while you, walk around me. You are the Earth; I am the 
Sun and each of these people represent one of the Zodiac constellations.  It is very 
similar to an analog clock with the shorthand marking hours turning around the face 
much slower than the minute hand.

Each Age is said to last for roughly 2150 years.
In the occult – Each Great Age is associated with a major evolutionary and cultural 
advancement of the species. –
 AGE OF TAURUS
CONTROL OF EARTH, AGRICULTURE 4700 BC- 2500 BC

AGE OF GEMINI
+/- 6900 BC – 4700 BC
COMMUNICATION & WRITING

AGE OF ARIES
WARS, WARFARE, VIOLENCE AND CONQUEST
+/- 2500 BC – 300 BC

AGE OF PISCES
THE BEGINNING OF THE BIG RELIGIONS
+/- 300 BC – 1900 AD ????   (This is the big debate)
{Hence the use of the Fish to denote Christ}

AGE OF AQUARIUS
ENLIGHTENMENT AND PERSONAL FREEDOM
[The end of the Age of Pisces and the dawn of the Age of Aquarius remain in dispute.
The Age of Aquarius should begin approximately 2150 AD. This concerns Aeonics, 
for which there are many models from many occultists.]
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The goal of God/The Universe is to create a perfect human being through our 
evolution of consciousness. At the beginning of each new age, the tendencies from 
history are reset and replayed. These tendencies are reintroduced with the values of 
the new Astrological or Great Age in a continuous cycle.

These precession cycles will continue till the goal of the divine is achieved. There are
negative as well as positive traits to each Astrological sign and Mayan Great Age. It’s
up to us to figure out which we choose to live by…the positive or the negative. What 
we choose will be our experience.

ON BUILDING A PHYSICAL COMPOUND

[This was my response to the question posed by XE / OA22 on the benefits of 
building a physical Temple to THEM within Australia on 4th July 2007. As this issue 
has re-arisen I have re-affirmed my opinion on this matter with amendments where 
necessary.]

REASONS FOR BUILDING A COMPOUND: OTHERS

Many groups and cults have sought to isolate themselves from the world by building 
a commune or compound to achieve the task of solitude. Isolation is sought for many 
reasons but most common of which is control.

How do so many perceive the world around them? Some, very rare individuals and 
groups remain blissfully ignorant of the daily onslaught of propaganda – but most 
people, and especially those THEM can expect to deal with – are influenced to a 
considerable degree through media. Newspapers, TV, Emails, the Internet, Books, 
Pamphlets, Advertising, Billboards, Signs, Shop fronts, Logos, Symbols, T-Shirts, 
CD’s, Food Products all carry messages; alternate messages to what most cults, 
whose dialectic and purpose is often extremely narrow-minded (due to being an 
operation of and for an ego) want their members to see, hear, or be influenced by.

This reaction to screen media by isolating a person from the full quantity of 
concepts/sensations to be processed and available to immediate perception is never a 
humanitarian drive to save people from unsavoury influences – never an unselfish act
to protect people from harmful influences – but a reaction that stems largely from an 
individuals (usually the ego doing the enshrining via a cult following) desperation to 
save themselves, or more accurately, to preserve both the particular geometry that 
makes-up, and the geometry that is important to – the ego in charge of the operation.
As members of THEM you are all highly fluent in the machinations of building 
maintaining and operating a cult or temple. But my concern is not to re-relate these 
machinations but to itemise some of them to make a point. I will be extremely brief in
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going over the processes to familiarise you with key points for the summary of this 
essay.

The inherent weakness of the ego is in its narrow-mindedness and its extreme 
fragility. Many gurus seek to separate people from influences that would interfere in 
the brain-washing (literally washing the brain with the same 
waves/frequency/habits/repetitions aurally/sonically/physically/psychically etc. day 
after day) they inculcate upon them which would lessen the chance of complete 
acceptance by the person of the cult and its values – and thus weaken total control 
over that person. This fear of lack of control is among one of the characteristics of an 
operation by the ego. The cultist ruled by ego is unable to face the prospect of their 
desire to impose control being challenged by other influences, by the totality of the 
world and its currents also each seeking control in a fashion over a person, and so 
seeks to squirrel away its members in an isolated place where they can be kept and 
tended to like livestock without being challenged.

The loss of new and divergent media gradually breaks a person’s resistance to 
programming down, creates restrictions that limit action and word to the detriment of 
self-preservation, and may even make them completely obedient to the cult. Books, 
and the deep devotion people spend absorbing their contents work on a similar albeit 
minor type of level – whereupon if one book grabs you, it is a short step to 
purchasing the entire available collection to immerse yourself further. We all know 
how this is done so we will require no details, nor further details from this form. You 
may skip to the next section unless my thoughts on cultism interest you. A cult’s 
cosmology or philosophy if you like is often as fragile in logic as the ego controlling 
its emission.

That is the very reason why the form arises: as a carrier. The ego is simple, idiotically
so, in its aim – which is always control. Control being related to power. But control 
shares a ratio with hard work if you don’t start the process with any power. The ego 
wants to go from A to A. But it can’t usually do that – suffering from an inferiority 
complex is the reason many egos create a cult – as an exoteric monument to their 
inner exasperation and madness. Getting from A to B to C, to D is all hard work that 
will be resented because the ego only wants to get to A. But to build a cult some kind 
of form is needed to carry the essential tools of the cult – one set being narrative, the 
other set being those related to persuasion. You also need to standard set of 
accoutrements that go along with creating a form to entice others toward you; you 
need a catchy name, a catchy purpose, laws and regulations or a code of conduct, a 
place to gather, and the innate ability to make others feel special/unique.

For the temperament of a follower the energy required for these lengthy processes of 
manipulation is out of bounds – but this level of energy is all is too easy for a 
charismatic leader ruled by the thermonuclear energy of the ego.
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Once you have everyone feeling special and unique – and this is important – devoted 
to the leader who feeds their ego what it wants to hear – you have successfully plied 
the collective ego of the cult with enough delusion to act freely without the necessity 
of yourself having to maintain and sustain the facade of whatever form you built. The
form will then stand alone and requires no further decoration or construction – it is a 
finished monument of automatic worship. One can then largely abandon the 
speeches, songs, and celebratory projection of the Coming, or stories of the Great 
UFO Journey, or the Age of Aquarius to your followers – who will happily carry on 
the delusion (without batteries required) in your name, for your name, while you 
snort cocaine off the wet fucked buttocks of the latest male or female conquest to join
your group. With a practical carte blanche to act as you please, the cult is a success. 

Congratulations – you’ve built yet another stale mediocre shrine to the carnal 
immaturity and lack of imagination so common of the ego and created the greatest 
most seductive trap of many a would-be satanic magician. A dead end.
This creation is the epitome of selfishness at the cycle of expense of other human 
beings; a form that has filtered down in stunted maturity to parody the practices of the
Church ingrained in so many. A form so much a part of us we are rarely conscious it 
exists – but act as parrots of the Church in repeating this process ad infinitum in 
nearly everything we do.

THE REASONS FOR BUILDING A COMPOUND: OURS

The original plan (c.2003) was to make enough money via infiltrating the good books
of publishing houses with our works, and to pool our funds from our respective ‘jobs’
to purchase land and a house somewhere isolated and near the bush in Australia to 
begin ‘re-enacting’ the literary cult of the ONA. Some speculative persons have 
perceived this reaction to ONA to be the point of the ONA, all along. As time has 
gone by, and we have discussed, this would be an action that would not just set us and
THEM back considerably, but the Sinister itself.

In creating a physical representation of the Order’s cultus – wherein we train others to
chant, perform group rituals, induct others into the Sinister, and congregate to wear 
black cloaks under a moonless night, not only are we creating a self-contained and 
limited expression of Life but we are once again, like so many of our peers, 
enshrining Human-Centered Geometry and setting up the conditions for failure. 
Enacting once again, the schema of the Church and its hierarchical madness of 
degrees, and laws, and rules and restrictions – when as we all know, Form is not 
restricted to this myopic use. To live the literary cultus would be both foolhardy and 
dangerous.
Firstly, because as I have said it would reaffirm the use of forms by the Magian as a 
Sinister practice, i.e. reaffirm that the Magian have dictated how this war is going to 
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play out, that the Sinister are defeated in their ingenuity to get around these 
entrapments, and as a final insult let the Sinister design their traps for them! MAGIC 
must be freed from its imprisonment in form – the magician must remember what 
came before crystallisation.

The idyll of such a cult sounds great on paper – but we each know the difference 
between paper and projection. If not a Satanic Compound we should become an 
Esoteric School and what can come of that practice and focus of infinitesimal little 
forms and practices endlessly divided into categories, concepts and constructs, all 
packaged tightly and neatly into colours, shapes and sizes – but a dire regression to 
the Occult? Wherein do passwords, secret meetings, identification, security cameras 
and systems, patrolling dogs, armed watchers, spies, informants, drugs, sex, paranoia,
suspicion, squabbling, bitching, boasting, worshipping acolytes; a cycle of repetition 
and living trapped within the crystals, within the Narrative created for us, to explain 
us and charitably provided for us to explain ourselves to them, by the Magian, work 
for US? At one time, in one form or another, perhaps. But now?

Moreover, to seek to isolate people within one or even a handful of forms is to repeat 
the Magian program. We do not want people to run from the world, nor hide from the
world dressed in black cloaks exalting the Dark Gods through thinly-disguised 
prayer!
But to face it in all its terrifying glory. On all its wonderful levels. Ours is not a group
that fears the challenge of the Magian’s presses or its media – let others read what 
they will, let them be influenced, just let them see influence. We ask only that they 
read also our studies on the context of such presses, their design, purpose and 
relativity.

We will never achieve disconnected consciousness while we trot out the same tired 
cliches the Magian has been pinning us under for years. In such uniforms, with such 
footsteps, repeating those words, we resemble only our enemy’s fantasy and enact our
enemies sympathetic magic over which their grasp of the form of Satanism is 
extreme. We’re not dolls XE; we don’t dance to the puppet-masters tunes. We faced 
the Abyss together and saw what/that it lies beneath. We have a duty to preserve that 
terror and beauty, honestly and accurately. And what is accurate is beyond the clumsy
and sloppy measurements the world fumbles with for its current interpretations, 
especially where language and passage are concerned. What is accurate is beyond the 
walls of any Temple or Order however grand its oak-panels and altars – beyond the 
rudimentary inversing of what they lay before us.

From altering perception to releasing consciousness from the skull; dissolving forms 
in acid and vitriol and seeing the connexion between the universes parallel; how the 
macrocosm is the microcosm is the macrocosm is the other and the same; how the 
stars above are the cells within in one hideous-for-now loop; perceiving and 
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understanding the extent and danger of the Magian, knowing how to destroy them 
once and for all.

These things cannot be taught by enshrining ourselves within walls, or by limiting the
world for others through the re-enactment of a cultus – however pagan. What we do 
and what we know cannot be bound by walls or captured in ritual; especially the 
rituals of others; it is living and lives beneath, behind, and beyond. It is a drawing 
down of something yet to be familiar to our time, but which will one day be. The best
way to see it is to SEE it. And isolation from the fullness of the world and from the 
fullness of perception to pursue an idyllic satanic fantasy will render the chance of 
genuine perception null. All factors, all facets, all dragons of the Magian must be 
accessible; those within, those without and those between. The enemy and its 
movements/monuments must be studied; not hidden from sight and mind. Meditated 
upon, embraced and dissected, not mediated through indirect experience and hearsay. 

The Sinisterion must remain aware and cogent of the factors streaming from the 
Magian Wyrd, see and recognise the outer forms of the tools being used and the 
esoteric context and motive behind them, and if not the factors from the Magian then 
from the rivers that run beneath synchronicity. The Sinisterion should be able to see 
freely what is influencing others, what they are reading, seeing, hearing, observe the 
media they are being controlled with and identify how and by whom, break down the 
concepts being introduced and played out; so, they may, if necessary, formulate 
appropriate “counter”-measures. Wherein “counter” does not mean to respond in kind
inversely – but to attack and weaken both the effectiveness of the original measure, 
countermeasure and any kind of measure.

But you cannot hope to Gather while Solidarity remains in tatters. That is why the 
Temple of THEM operates the way it does; it works outside of the Magian's magic, 
outside of their illusions, whilst using their technology against them. It doesn’t repeat 
the same tired cycle of giving someone a spell-book and new cosmology to study and
work through, filling their heads with mountains of semantic and categorical 
information perchance that with enough of it they can become some awesome occult 
mage with supernatural powers – because the powers described are usually non-
existent, fantasy, or described in Magian forms using Magian language – the wet 
dream of failures who dared not return without something to show for all the time 
they spent on demonic worship. You can dabble with your incense and say whatever 
you like during ritual after ritual – while the Magian's forms bear down upon the 
world relentlessly and religiously despite your best efforts.

So many just waste their time muttering incantations and worry about burning the 
right coloured candles – in painful ignorance of the true scope of the enemy of 
Satanism.
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Meanwhile the world grinds them down into dust; they get older and get treated the 
way the Magian wants people of our age to be treated; predetermining the trends and 
attitudes toward the various sectors and stages they artificially dictate with arbitrary 
fashions and fads where once tradition and initiation lead the wise way. Their 
poisonous deafening cacophony of sickening magic controls our destiny by 
controlling perception, and our chance to break ourselves and others free of it. The 
short and sweet of it is this: teenagers (quite a new marketing-based term, 200 years 
ago childhood didn’t exist) are the most likely demographic you will encounter 
looking into Satanism. If they’re dissatisfied, and they usually are, they’re going to 
look for the “darkest” books, the most “satanic” groups to join, and they’re all going 
to be missing the entire fucking point (and weapons being used) of this War.

What’s the first thing people do when an animal at the zoo is born? They give it a 
name. They give Everything names – once the name is attached, culture takes over. 
We all know the difference between the named and the nameless, wordless, ecstasy. 
Wherein magic has no name and no form – no causality. It is an operation with laws 
unto itself as is the supernatural wherein what occurs usually occurs without a known
or knowable name. Once it has a name, then its controllable – attachable – alterable –
arguable… a form, with counter-forms, that slots neatly into pre-prepared categories 
for forms which are already given their moral context by other categories, over-
simplification, arrogance, and the basic and ever-limiting restrictions of the human 
language to define/refine something.

Thus, Lucifer has changed so many times over the centuries because of his naming, a 
victim of endless subsequent attachments and become an ineffectual idol thrown to 
the anti-Christians to paw at who perform the Churches work anyway. Then of course
we can witness those glimmers of US – in those who tried to move away from the 
stereotypical Satan and Lucifer but who failed nonetheless because they 
underestimated the scope of the problem – which is that most just fall right back into 
another form with all the right words in all the right places so harmoniously that they 
become seamless conspirators with the Magian empire.

THEM cannot do that. Nor can we seek to buy castles like the IOT to practice sorcery
and repeat the performance of past magical acolytes. Nor can we bind together under 
a symbol or word or flag or standard or banner. Nothing causal fits, nothing symbolic 
works, but the concept of a numinous symbol beyond representation to represent 
potential – and which in the causal is void. We are causally separated in time and 
space and yet unified under the same concepts – a collective growth of consciousness
appearing in a large concentration at a time when perception is mature enough to 
begin consciously embracing it. This is a phenomenon happening beyond the 
confines of a Church or any two-bit resemblance to one, beyond any one culture or 
set of beliefs, and despite the best efforts of the Magian to contain it.
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A curious elixir of cynicism and optimism in just the right doses and just the right 
places is re-invigorating the War and those fighting it. Our works are making their 
way into hardcover and thus lasting impressions via books right across the world. 
Thousands of people are reading, watching, relying on us because we are different, 
because we are unique, and because we say we are the voice of THEM that issues 
forth beyond the contrivances of the ego and in the inhuman utteral pitch and 
frequency of the Dark Gods.

Our Temple is in the acausal, in the potential; it is magic – it cannot be contained in 
physicality by us because it does not come from us, or just for us – and it cannot be 
torn down – it comes from a different place, a place where there are no buildings, no 
bombs, no way to erase its architecture or its persistent voice. It is the same collective
impulse toward human solidarity that has always struggled for emergence but been 
denied its freedom to thrive. Whether fault lies in the ego, lack of context, or the 
clever machinations of the Magian designed and re-designed to counter such threats 
to its dominion – I won’t speculate on in detail. But now this impulse has come to us 
– six magical self’s – at a time of remarkable collective synchronicity and has 
possibly been given its greatest chance yet.

We continue to influence, instruct and impart knowledge and insight that saves time, 
shatters illusions, and causes others to Remember; to look deeper, further and more 
carefully into the worlds around them and the worlds between them. Any person can 
see for themselves what can be achieved when humans act together – see what is held
together by an endless stream of cars every morning and night – and as our voices 
grow in unison the external architecture of THEM will make itself visible. As the 
prophetic ONA intuited – an individual has become individuals – individuals a group 
– a group many groups – and now we, the Sinisterion are very close to becoming a 
culture. Let’s not damage our good work, our collective work by regressing to using 
forms in the manner allowed, manner proscribed, manner dictated by the Magian; nor
to giving them everything they desire in defeat on a platter via convention and 
entrapment in their crystallizations by catering to classical human-centred geometries
of worship – but to continue dissolving the illusions above ‘the great citadel’ that lies 
beneath.

Great patience is required now: we are only a few years in but with so much 
appearing to have been accomplished remember that we still have more than twenty-
five years of our charter to go. As was once told me: “Recognise the narrative in 
which you find yourself and which influences us to make mistakes.
Nurture awareness of the world ethos and act accordingly.”
———————————————————————-
This reply to a query by another member of THEM at that time were written in 2007 
and published in 2009 in OA31. It’s now 2013 and we are now 7 years hence from 
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THEM’s creation/Inception in 2006 – which Temple’s Aeonic Strategy to lay the 
foundation for a Sinister Illuminati will expire in 2036.

Our ideas have spread far and wide and united many. We have members across the 
world, across a very broad geographic and demographic base. True to our original 
premise we have attained reputation power and influence and most importantly, 
shared it. THEM’s various forums, websites and publishing house are no longer 
centralised under myself but owned and run by other individuals. One in the USA. 
One in Germany. One in Italy. This has been achieved by doing exactly what you 
insist is a sickness of social atomization (I.S.S, our sign-off = In Sinister Solidarity) 
with something of a twist. Whilst stripping others of culture, tradition etc and just 
leaving them there would lead to nihilism, despair and rich pickings for opportunists 
willing to fill the gaps – we have made a clan/culture out of deconstructing all of 
these things to the point where nothing stands, – is therefore equal – and we may 
therefore implement, enjoy and accept the Forms that we choose to treat as valid as a 
dynamic sorcery using the will, the ego and the self with equilibrium and 
understanding of the function of each with the full understanding that all forms are is 
means, and only ever temporary truths.

A SINISTER BARTER SYSTEM

Imagine you want to trade your large amethyst crystal for a handful of owl feathers 
and a bag of lesser gemstones to carve runes. They live down the street so it’s not a 
problem, you make the trade easily.

What if it was with someone in another state or country? Now problems arise. Let’s 
say you don’t want to use money – or don’t have the money to buy the gems and 
feathers to make the transaction but agree to trade your items with the other party.
You package the amethyst with assurances from the other party that they have or will 
send their items as agreed and wait for the mail. Surprise! it comes, and you and the 
other party are very happy not to have been ripped off by each other – (opportunism) 
and trust each another enough to continue trading. You have to use money to buy the 
packaging, insurance, tracking and to post the items – but you feel a little cleaner 
knowing you didn’t have to exchange money with the other party, just the third party 
of the post office.

But what if it didn’t come? What then? You email and email “Trusty64″ (the other 
party) but no response. Days go by. Weeks. Shit. You’ve been ripped.
For a barter system, two people trade items with no insurance but word alone. This 
means one party can send an item but has no guarantee that the other party will. 
Parties don’t have assurance that posting is simultaneous either. So, one stands to get 
ripped off and the other gets both items.
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Money’s role in transactions of trade is therefore acting as security. If you send a 
payment via PayPal, you can claim your money back if the item doesn’t arrive. If the 
other person doesn’t want PayPal breathing down their neck or locking their account 
while it sorts things out they have incentive to trade fairly. And somewhere along the 
line, a third party is involved in distance-based trade, and so is the agency of money.
Almost every way I look at it, it seems like money, is inevitable. Is there usefulness in
developing a trade system between members of the Sinisterion to minimise reliance 
on cash transaction? Is it possible to create such a system – or must we rely on 
money? If we can create such a system, how to structure it? Such a system implies 
trust but is itself fraught with other difficulties.

Proposed below is a hypothetical system of trade between two parties using a third. 
But it seems to gain self-sufficiency from the system we might as well advance ideas 
on a sub-economy. Such a system would be easy if not for the opportunism of some 
users to abuse the system and so the problems with barter/trade lie with 
assurance/insurance.

Hypothetical Sinisterion Barter System:
Basic scenario. Two people have something they want to trade. They use a third party
who brokers the deal and keeps both parties honest. The third party must be trusted 
and impartial. The two parties do not send the physical trade items to the third party 
as they would have to re-post them in respective directions.

Instead, the two parties send some form of an insurance payment – each party paying 
to the third party via PayPal what the item is worth (agreed upon in writing by the 
two parties). At this point, and presently, to me, it seems unavoidable that some form 
of established money is used within the system- suggestions on how to overcome 
this? 

Ignoring this for the meanwhile:
Ideally- Both parties get their item in post (May be a wait for both parties to be at this
point) Once both parties are happy, they let third party know who promptly issues 
both insurance payments back minus what PayPal take for their cost, and who takes 
2% of the net payment left. the 2% taken out is incentive for the service provider to 
keep providing the service and helps fund other projects by THEM.

Now bear with me, because I see obvious problems – first being this is not actually a 
barter system, because the model suggests a third party who is not paid in trade but in
present currency. It is a trade system.

Here are some ideas and anticipated problems/solutions for the system: Items sent 
must use tracking post to provide evidence of good intention. tracking number send 
to all other parties.
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If a party does not send the agreed item they forfeit their insurance payment to the 
third party. (This is where most of the problems arise – honesty or just chaos is hard 
to gauge and all manner of things can go wrong here.)
Problem: A party insists their item did not arrive.
Solution: Postal Tracking must be provided with the barter system as evidence the 
item has been sent.

Problem: A party’s item is broken, missing pieces, not in the condition claimed.
Solution: Media Footage of the item including the days paper must be filmed and sent
to the third party and first party to indicate good intentions and that the item is as 
described – on the day it is posted.
Problem: The barter system does not eliminate cash but sets up a parallel system run 
by cash instead.
Solution: The barter system over long distances is certainly problematic. The need for
some incentive for neither party to default cannot be assured between two parties. A 
third party is needed to adjudicate the barter and act on behalf of the defaulted. It is 
incentive not to lose cash to ensure the barter is transacted without issue.

Problem: party gets item but then issues cash-back.
Solution: third party does not hold cash in original account but transfers immediately 
to another. Party is banned from service.

Problem: first party insists item is broken – second party has shown footage of it 
intact prior to being sent. Postal service is therefore responsible for damage. 
Breakages happen but they are rare. Party is issued their payment back.
Solution: Insurance and tracking must be placed on all items sent.

Problem: Postal service loses item.
Solution: Insurance must be placed on all items sent. There are however, many 
assumptions made about how the trade will be transacted and each time in these 
statements – but can the Sinister create its own currency, or system of trade, money-
less or otherwise? Is there benefit to doing so? Would it enable an underground 
economy or does any form of currency necessitate these pitfalls whether using bitcoin
or rocks? Is it a romantic fantasy that trusts naively in people to do the right thing 
without the agency of security to back itself up when things go wrong? Is it better to 
simply accept and find ways to funnel existing channels and currents into desired 
applications?

KEEPING THE BASTARD TOGETHER

 – some notes on group dynamics and leadership. (Taken from an email sent outward 
as advice.) “So, you ask about my core values. Let’s pretend I don’t have different 
sets for different persona's/phantoms. Let’s also narrow it to discuss my personal 
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values and not those of myself as a leader or collectively for the Temple of THEM. 
They're pretty simple – Solidarity, Synchronicity, Empathy. THEM. It all comes 
down to an expertise in building the form you wish to build. A strict, hard-line form 
requires a cramping of the souls of others, through this you may achieve a religion, 
political, or cult group. A softer, flowing, esoteric form requires few such crampings, 
allowing others to coalesce in their own way. An individual with a very firm idea of 
what they want must use violence and persuasion to create a hard form. 

An individual with a firm idea of what the world wants, does not have to use violence
and persuasion to channel what naturally unfolds. How to put this another way: More 
or less, on paper, your system is perfect. In reality, the people following it, are not. 
Keep that in mind at all times. Alchemical analogy is useful here. Either you want to 
use traditional means to create a form that entraps others in that system (however 
liberal it may seem) and tend it a particular way, adding specific chemicals, boiling 
off at certain stages, judging when and how the tincture is growing and adjusting it 
minute by minute as necessary – for what you are trying to stave off, is chaos, an 
explosion. In other words, you want to play God and decide the boundaries of these 
people with a form or set of forms. This is at best a temporal undertaking. Consider 
Directive A-55: Go outside. Choose a patch of grass. Clear it so only dirt is showing. 
Clear it again when the grass begins to grow. Repeat indefinitely. 

What happens? Does the Grass decide not to grow? Do weeds give up? People are 
like grass; they will always seek to grow. So, you can put your energy into a 
temporary undertaking OR, you can seek to advance people esoterically; and this is 
where adhering slavishly to a system can have both merit and breakdown. In some 
ways, following a system to the letter can be very good for some people, it can teach 
solidarity, discipline, loyalty, honesty, striving, overcoming, perseverance, patience, 
duty, etc. in other ways it can be very bad; it can inculcate laziness, group-think, 
egotism, circular thought, indoctrination, blind obedience, hierarchy etc. (This moral 
duality very good/very bad is only rudimentary and refers to values I uphold.) Again, 
it depends on what you want, and if you are able to achieve it, using the forms you 
select.

But no matter which: All systems require the architect to constantly balance the 
system and its forms between these extremes. Essentially, whatever outward 
rule/belief system you overlap a group with – is always going to be separate from the 
dynamic of that group – because rules tend not to change while people do. You can 
have the best ideology, most air-tight, unambiguous, virile, powerful phrasing, both 
inspiration and vivifying but if the people involved in the group aren’t adopting it, 
aren’t feeling it, aren’t MORE than it, then there will be problems. Why MORE than 
it? That is particular to my value system and marks One of THEM. It depends really 
on what you want the group to do, why you are involved with it; for instance, if you 
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want to explore your sexual limits with others then you need a group. If you want to 
train a paramilitary, then you need a group. 

If you want to teach esoteric magic or engage in ritual magic, then you need a group 
(or at least a partner). It also depends on why those others have joined the group and 
what they want to get from it. Every group dynamic is different – there will be 
stronger people and weaker people, people who get along and people who don’t, 
people who change when they’re emotionally affected, and people who remain 
steadfast while the boats being rocked. But what you must understand is that you 
cannot expect the group to stay together if what those others are seeking, is no longer 
to be found there – and, with esoteric groups, people change, and grow, through 
experiencing those things in the group, to the point they either, leave, schism (make 
their own splinter group) or stay on until the group ceases to give them what they 
wanted. Identifying the characters, natural hierarchy, strong points (physical prowess,
creative talent, silver tongue speaker etc.) and knowing how to dissolve conflict, get 
people to get on with each other, maintain the right energy necessary for the Work, 
and have all these people work together on a project(s) together, as a team or 
individually is an art form. All natural leaders understand this. 

More than anything written down, the ability and means to do this is Intuitive. Or 
should be. And general points about managing a group are not really that helpful – 
they do not always apply, and only the Leader, can accurately assess when and where 
they do, to each person in the group and to the group as a whole. What is absolutely 
essential above all of these points – is Trust. TRUST is everything. The leaders need 
to trust others to be loyal, do the right thing, work with the group, do what they can to
keep harmony and settle differences for the greater good – the followers need to trust 
that the leader will guide them through the experience they desire safely and with 
good conscience, that they will not be harmed or hurt, and that the leader is looking 
out for them while they are being guided. Even in terrifying harsh imprinting for 
instance – those imprinted need to trust that they will not be killed. Or in hazing, 
those being assaulted need to trust that those assaulting/raping/hazing them will not 
kill them and that this ordeal will secure them a place on the other side. 

A leader needs to be able to keep secrets, to manage people, and is generally, the 
fulcrum around which all followers group – and with this comes the power of 
personality and cult following (sex, drugs, favours) or the danger of hubris – from my
point of view, merely becoming another human indulgence for its own sake, 
overstepping ones mark, believing the hype, and crashing hard to earth. Treat your 
followers with respect, share power, understand yourself as a follower too, allow 
others to lead, encourage those better than you, encourage those around you to better 
you, don’t let your ego get in the way when they do – because from my point of view 
– that is the ultimate goal of an esoteric group and its leader – to provide the 
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foundation and graciously allow others to surpass oneself so that the Next is brought 
into the world on a higher plane. 

All my work is aimed at encouraging others to break free, not only of their own 
demons, but mine, of form, of time, of space, of form itself. I urge at all junctures 
others back to themselves – and I remain anonymous so that no personality cult may 
form around me – I also use multiple pseudonyms so that praise, may not inflate my 
personal I – but is filtered through a phantom – thus keeping my ego safely at the 
right size and not blowing up out of proportion inviting hubris and disaster. I also 
change it regularly – for complex reasons. My core value – is worship of the 
Inhuman. All forms have their uses but mean nothing to me. There is only ever 
temporal adoption (even when it is fanatic belief to charge a form with power and 
validity) of any form – as part of the process of Unfolding my Wyrd.”

IN SUPRA SOLIDARITY [ISS]

The one who appoints themselves a ‘Satanist’ will immediately run into an issue that 
cannot be resolved – by virtue of -being- a Satanist. And that issue is that each Satan-
ist is trying to live the archetypal character of their patron, Satan. Satan, is an anarch-
ic, chaotic individual – an analogy apt to represent the drive of the individualised ego 
to raise themselves above the collective unconscious – which to do, requires no sub-
servience, and to walk the untrodden path of inner development and psychic explora-
tion and self-conviction where worse things than Dark Gods dwell, and where no oth-
er can join in.

That ONA indeed any group with a leader is even possible is because society needs a 
magician, as much as the magician wants society to need them – it is a reciprocal 
event that requires some to be sub-ordinate to another’s will, and one to sub-ordinate 
them to that will. Thus, it is, that atazoth34, is – right -, whilst you, are -right-, and 
yet you are both wrong and everything else in between. From the outside one can see 
the Anima and Animus clashing heads needlessly, but the both of you, having been 
provoked, cannot. It should also be noted that while ONA and its relative nexions 
each apparently struggle to disown the leadership of the group – this funny to watch 
event – is merely and nonetheless assertion of ownership using a negative scale rather
than a positive one – same story, different method.

ISS – as set down by THEM, in the mss ‘In Sinister Solidarity’ contained in our 
Temple Manifesto and Handbook – should not be added to or subtracted from. ISS – 
like the Dark Gods – does not represent a rational law – but an intuitive one. To try to
pin it down by re-interpreting it is to misunderstand its function. In a very loose way 
it describes a moral code – but the only way ISS will ever work, is when each person 
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sits down and studies their own selves ad infinitum, finding the ego the self the shad-
ow the anima the animus and working to broaden their solidarity with others by genu-
inely tapping into means to apprehending the role of the ego, self, collective uncon-
scious, various drives and neurosis, involving extremely harsh, dangerous, and in 
some cases, easily deadly, self-critical analysis and query into the unknown amount 
of the unknown in each of us. 

Only in doing that work, to raise the human race above its present state of conscious-
ness into something altogether superhuman in comparison to now, a work so unre-
warding punishing and alchemically severe that its watered down into such dilutions 
that even dare approach the darkness and the abyss – as “Satanism”, does one ever 
follow the code of ISS. It is not so simple as a sign of recognition, though it is used as
one, but as a system of evaluation of the extent such work is being done by those us-
ing it, it is hardly reliable.

As far as I have seen there will never be an authentic agreement or clanship among 
the LhP based on conscious understanding – only the continued illusion of it – for to 
agree requires that the individual – being the fierce burning fire of the Satanist – be 
dimmed at the expense of the collective. This means the death of that fire and the 
dimming of the Will. Thus, ISS proposes that in each working together – in know-
ledge of the illusory pact of alliance created to necessitate (trick) the ego into work-
ing toward the self – alone and isolated on ourselves can enough genuine change be 
generated from the journey toward the utter root core – not the journey proceeding 
outwards from the seat of consciousness in the projected stream of babble character-
istic of the conscious mind.

(Note that the ego, from my work with it, is so powerful, that is able to set up the 
mirage of the ‘self’ within itself and trick itself into doing nothing but that. whereas 
dreaming, making conscious what is unconscious, trying to see one’s shadow, and so 
on are such vitalising or crippling experiences that they have unpredictable alchemic-
al effects on the conscious psyche. Thus, it is really meant – when ONA/THEM say 
there is communication above the abyss and communication below the abyss – and 
never the twain shall meet.

THE CODE OF ISS 

ISS – as set down by THEM, in the mss ‘In Sinister Solidarity’ and contained in our 
Temple Manifesto and Handbook – should not be added to or subtracted from. To 
explain it to others – rather than printing verbatim (exactly) what was written about it 
by the Temple is to misunderstand the point of ISS which is deliberately intended to 
be understood as an intuitive law not a rational one. Like the Dark Ones – ISS is for 
those who apprehend energies as they are…
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To try to pin it down by re-interpreting it is to misunderstand its function. In a very 
loose way it describes a moral code – but the only way ISS will ever work, is when 
each person sits down and studies their own selves ad infinitum, finding the ego the 
self the shadow the anima the animus and working to broaden their solidarity with 
others by genuinely tapping into means to apprehending the role of the ego, self, 
collective unconscious, various drives and neurosis, involving extremely harsh, 
dangerous, and in some cases, easily deadly, self-critical analysis and query into the 
unknown amount of the unknown in each of us.

Only in doing that work, to raise the human race above its present state of 
consciousness into something altogether superhuman in comparison to now, a work 
so unrewarding punishing and alchemically severe that its watered down into such 
dilutions that even dare approach the darkness and the abyss – as “Satanism”, does 
one ever follow the code of ISS. It is not so simple as to be merely a sign of 
recognition, though it is used as one; and as a system of evaluation of the extent such 
work is being done by those using it, it is hardly reliable.
Thus, ISS proposes that in each working together – in knowledge of the illusory pact 
of alliance created to necessitate (trick) the ego into working toward the self – alone 
and isolated on ourselves can enough genuine change be generated from the journey 
toward the utter root core – not the journey proceeding outwards from the seat of 
consciousness in the projected stream of babble characteristic of the conscious mind.

THE BLACK GLYPH SOCIETY

The Black Glyph Society takes its name from the concept of a `Glyph’ – said to be a 
stone or object within which memories, information or knowledge can be indefinitely
stored and held until such time the glyph is accessed; and `black’ owing to its left-
hand path bent.

The Society was formed in 2003 by the Temple of THEM as a means to archive, 
preserve and share black magical lore between members of the Sinisterion by 
creating a tradition of inter-generational storage that would serve not just present 
members but those who come well after us. In November 2012, ownership of the 
Society passed to Typhon Draconis, who strives to maintain and expand the offerings 
and service those who use our services have come, rightfully, to expect.

Through various means including word-of-mouth, mail, email, website, forum and 
direct tutoring the Society made available numerous rare and often unpublished 
works by various satanic and sinister organisations whose philosophies least reflected
a Nazarene/Judaic style infusion and influence. Such groups included the Order of 
Nine Angles, the White Order of Thule, The House Ruin Sect, Order of Saturn, Ordo 
Sinistra Vivendi, Order of the Left Hand Path, The Temple of THEM, the Tempel ov 
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Blood and various other groups who were working or had worked toward a Pan-
European Resurgence. The collection of texts was kept especially for Dark Initiates 
who showed more than a casual interest in the Dark Arts.

Since its inception in 2003, TBGS’s resources have grown exponentially as other 
Initiates have donated to it other works of present- and latter-day magicians but the 
focus on purity has kept the library relatively small in comparison to the troves of 
material available on the occult. This specialist material, much of it from the
Order of Nine Angles and THEM is held by the Society to be of profound use to the 
Dark Arts and thus an effort to preserve and maintain the texts held therein has 
resulted in many different websites where this information has been held for others to
access throughout the years. 

Concentrated efforts to preserve Naos, the Black Books of Satan, the Deofel Quintet 
and to enhance the repertoire of the ONA/THEM via unique addition such as Liber 
Dabih the Collected Works of David Myatt, *C*R*U*X* an amalgamation of the 
older Naos texts with the Sorcery of THEM, the Star Game texts, Oto Anorha, 
Diaries of a Devilworshipper and the Sorcery of THEM have ensured these texts 
remain accessible and available in high quality hardbound print. The foremost world 
archive of ONA ephemera, the BGS seeks to maintain and expand the library of 
works available to the Sinisterion.

Access to Society manuscripts is limited and many of the works in the Glyph remain 
unpublished and publicly unavailable following requests by the donator’s or are given
only to those with a working interest in those subjects within the Temple of THEM. 
The aim of the Black Glyph Society is to keep alive for future initiates the strains of 
magic that pertain to the Sinister and have been shown to be effective and
instructive. The Glyph is an unwritten pact of alliance, viz. an attitude, within the 
Sinister and formed of individuals associated with it in some way who preserve, share
and maintain files and archives of these materials for the general Sinisterion.
The Society is still quietly active, and still serving the Satanic/Sinister community.

ABOUT MVIMAEDIVM

Mvimaedivm is a guide, it does not seek to have all the answers, as I do not have all 
the answers – all questions being subjective. The aim of Mvimaedivm is a scale of 
seven degrees* that operates by gradually increasing the level of intensity and 
complexity of its writings from book to book (via archetypal exploration of different 
characters) seeding real experience from a young man regarding the world of 
Satanism and the world in general in the consciousness of young people such as 
myself. It is exactly the kind of grimoire I’d have liked to have read when I was 
starting out on my journey.
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Taking the type of person (with potential) that exhibits pseudo-satanic mantras (that I 
have been) from scratch – and introducing hir to a massive variety of increasingly 
difficult concepts intended to awaken lasting (and hopefully permanent) alchemical 
changes takes time, just as it took me time. Too much, too fast and the points made go
over ones head (the Emanations of Urania for example). Much must be broken down 
for the average person plagued with misinformation and unreal expectations of 
Satanism, and in ways that I see fit, it has been and will be. I say Seven, because after
consideration, I have decided to embark on the writing and illustrating of two more 
volumes of Mvimaedivm, bringing the current total of Five, up to Seven.

ON THE SPECIAL EDITIONS:
The Appendix to Mvimaedivm has been given page numbers, and borders for 
convenience. Those unfamiliar with the Order of Nine Angles will find most of the 
mysterious terminology used in Mvimaedivm explained by a selection of ONA 
Manuscripts in this Appendix.

Volume I AS AZAZAEL is now fully illustrated with my artwork, includes a table of 
contents, page numbers, borders, additional material and extra contextual 
explanation. I will not be altering this version in the foreseeable future. Consider this 
edition complete and up to my personal standards.

Volume II THE RISE OF DEVILWORSHIPPR follows suit with borders, page 
numbers and a list of contents, as well as large numbers of new illustrations; yet I 
also felt book II lacked a GREAT deal of body and have extensively altered, re-
arranged, added to, and expanded book II to meet my own standards of perfection as 
near as possible. I am happy with it, and consider it complete enough to present.

Volume III THE SUN AND THE SERPENT is a 240 page, 5 MB monster with new 
additions, revelations and illustrations: inc. rare Naos tarot imagery of the first 
sketches I made when setting out to design it, my works with the Tempel ov Blood, 
and a great deal more. As is the current trend; page numbers, borders, table of 
contents etc have been added for ease of read and digestion of my readers. This is by 
far the greatest corpus of my writings gathered together yet, but I have four additional
books to come.

Volume IV LIBER TERROSA RA is a 250-page collection of emails that show the 
character of Tnepres Ra in his raw state; a state the reader cannot really perceive from
the carefully written and structured writings of Ra, without extended coverage of his 
behind-the-scenes persona. In Book IV, I write about the dangers of becoming too 
aethereal or detached via thinking one has attained great wisdom and knowledge. 
Although I had found self, there were many more pitfalls that lay ahead of me, esp as 
regards the heights of a satanist, there being temptations to turn to zen, to god, to 
complete the journey and renounce Satan. Being too detached from the matrix, I 
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drifted toward being the extreme of a Star-man; unable to get motivated, touch the 
matrix, and to lose my physical drive. I feel it is important for anyone reading 
Mvimaedivm to see the human side of Ra, and that even with self, it is easy to fall 
prey to one of the many psychological traps that continue to threaten progress. This 
Organism cannot be broken into chapters but for convenience an effort has been 
made to separate the volume into sections, however arbitrary the names of the 
sections may be. Book IV is transitional in nature, the first three having lead you 
through the Solar/Masculine Organic, have been but a bridge to this eldritch rainbow 
beneath the Moon. In Brief: Book IV is a platonic-style dialogue between Tnepres Ra
and Sor Terrosa in BLACK MAGIC; discussions range from ONA, the Tempel ov 
Blood, Aeonics, the Sinister, our own Experiences, THEM, and an innumerable 
number of other topics – but mostly comprises the satanic illustrations and writings of
Sor Terrosa the feminine androgyne; the startling revelations of a powerful LHP 
sorceress, rare for their intensity, and rare for the world to witness the writings of a 
truly Sinister Woman. The common dynamic between members of THEM, and 
indeed between Terrosa & I, is one of empathy and shared journey. I owe Terrosa a 
great deal for the many years we have wandered together, and Book IV is but a small 
tribute to this astounding woman of the Sinisterion.

Volume V is about THEM. The experimental creation and physical continuation of 
two realities, one in which THEM is like ONA: a proto-tradition of rumour, 
suggestion and mystery. The second, in which THEM is grounded as an ideal shared 
by a select group of people inc. myself that actively try to presence the Sinister.
Volume VI will be a greater psychological summary of the first five books, putting 
again into even greater perspective the overall structure and geometry of the journey I
have taken that others may understand there lie even more detailed and esoteric 
undercurrents beneath what has been written with very specific memes and energies 
in mind.

Volume VII will be my own grimoire, the Book of Rising Qaos, and I hope to explain
many of the manipulation methods, infiltration techniques, invention of personas, 
glamour, practical destruction and creation in the finest detail my skills as a writer 
allow me. Beyond that, I have exhausted all I have to say from the first four 
Septenary cycles of my life.

SR,
Tnepres Ra
mvimaedivm@gmail.com

SECRETS OF MVIMAEDIVM
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There are multiple layers to the tome Mvimaedivm, esoteric and exoteric. One layer 
is to view the passage in terms of Alchemical processes. Another layer is in its 
presentation as the format in which it appears now was not always the case. 
Following the footsteps of the ONA it was decided to discard Old Aeon trappings of 
explanation and develop a New Aeon approach to sharing one’s path via magical 
diaries. In regards to the layout and overall theme of Mvimaedivm, a decision was 
made to compromise between the Grimoire-approach by altering the name of the 
volumes to ‘The Diary of a Devilworshipper” in order to use the tools and trappings 
the black magical matrix provides with the hope of ensnaring the curious on their 
own terms and with luck teach them something before they realised what and just 
how hard black magick really is and returned to their life of Satanic charades.
Some mention has been made of the Archetypal Triangle formed by the first three. 
Book III was the first to be written, Book II the second, and finally Book I the last. It 
goes without saying that the second two are vastly superior to that of Book I – As 
Azazael.

Partly due to the fact that this stage of magic is only that of the dabbler, little more 
than a brief bio of the Author is supplied to show a contrast in the depth of magical 
change when compared with Book II or III. Book I, II and III form a Solar/Masculine 
Triangle that is opposed by the Lunar/Feminine magic of The Sorceress Sor Terrosa 
in Book IV. This Quaternity expresses an overall Personal working toward magical 
androgyny – being not an end to Personal Growth but rather an esoteric recitation of 
the formula by which the Author has striven to Become – just one example of many 
on the Sinister Path.

Books V, VI and VII no longer deal with the Personal Sphere but the next stage of 
evolution according to the ONA’s system of Aeonics. A Cult/Group – and the 
formation, rise and plateau of that Group [The Temple of THEM] in a similar process
to that of the Personal Sphere followed by Azazael, DWR, Tnepres Ra. This process 
forms a triplicate of energies + the all-defining element of Chaos that leads to Change
that leads back to the Triangle, and so on…

This formula comprises an experimental form and theory of ‘Narrative’ or 
‘Archetypal’ magic that is rooted in a ‘perceived’ understanding of the ONA’s 
Aeonics, Jung's Individuation, and the Perennial Philosophy of the Hero. Whether or 
not this understanding holds true will be decided over the next 28 years while the 
Temple of THEM attempt to implement their shared understanding in the creation of 
a new nexion on Australian Soil. The extensive library in the Temple of THEM owes 
much to the merits of the personal process laid out above which is centred on an 
understanding of “Shape-shifting” exalted in many key tenets of THEM including 
Change, Synchronicity, Form, the Matrix, the Original Chaos and other elements of 
our black magical repertoire.
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Over the course of thirty years, [now 28] and thus the course of most of its magicians’
natural lives, the Temple of THEM will continue to implement its understanding and 
its current of Narrative Magic to change the course of Australian Satanism toward 
something genuinely hideous and membranous yet to reveal itself and obliterate the 
soft new-age Occulture of Satanic Practice here before it can become a Tradition.
Mvimaedivm is a part of this – offering our collective experience and knowledge in 
black magic is another.

It is hoped that this divergent attempt to catalogue the Sinister Path of an initiate 
whose path records transcending boundaries and obstacles of the Occult Labyrinth, 
with raw honesty in the telling of his failures and successes – without recourse to the 
classical dogma of opposites, occult/old aeon ”satanic” trappings or reliance on 
temporal form to qualify or dictate that success – will encourage further attempts 
using Jungian and Self- Honest vehicles to produce further “Grimoires” of this type –
enabling a cultus of the Self to diffuse the extraordinary lies and for the very few, 
enable the beginnings of apprehending what cannot be apprehended, only hinted at, 
the ‘occult script within nature’ as it has been called. It would be optimal for the 
Sinister were such approaches to replace the ignorance of the LaVeyan schools and 
real Insight and magical understanding to be developed.

Only time will tell whether we are successful in our endeavour [which is viz. our 
Wyrd] – or have wasted our lives. Thus far, we are cold and sure of our magic.
ISS,
THEM

I VS. WE

What is writing but the attempt to convince yourself of truths, the unconscious 
attempt to talk to yourself that gravitates toward outward expression. It seems that I 
must deflect these thoughts from being addressed directly to myself and not write -I- 
but -we-. Why is this? It’s simply because of the Ego’s functions. It hates being talked
to – it presumes to know all these things and then to be able to instruct others – this is
its sense of power, entitlement, knowledge that reinforces it. But it does not like it 
when it writes to itself. This resistance – which you can feel – in itself exposes a 
function of the Ego neatly. It is somehow uncomfortable at best, painful at worst to 
speak to oneself – because the Ego hates to be lectured, it only likes to lecture. 

We have such a clear view of ourselves as an inside presence that is designed to speak
outwardly – that we rarely stop to think, who am I kidding by writing ‘we’ – this 
letter, this lecture, essay, it’s really for me by me – its thinking out loud for my own 
benefit. These are truths that I hold, things I need to hear, ideas that I didn’t know I 
had inside of me. This is a conscious stream being directed outward when it should 
be directed inward. I am generalising by saying we – is it because I fear sounding 
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arrogant, self-absorbed, narcissistic than I don’t write -I-? Or because it seems like 
more people do it, agree with it, are involved in it that I write We? Am I 
talking/appealing to the reader when I write we? Am I trying to say, everyone else 
does it, you should too? When what I really mean is, I think it, so I should too. Is 
-We- in fact the external world or audience, or is it in fact my collective elements of 
consciousness that I mean by saying we? Is We in fact just I? ‘We’ sounds objective, I
sound subjective. ‘We’ sounds more convincing because it does not sound like I am 
isolated and alone on doing it, saying it, being it. But are We all alone? And is that 
We, my collective yet again? Or all my readers?

We would like to think we are in control of our psyches, but we really aren’t. Or, I 
would like to think I am in control of my psyche, but I am really not. Imagine re-
reading this article – and every time I wrote we, you instead replaced it with -I- 
meaning, me, the author. It would take on an entirely different shape, it would be 
seem more vulnerable, less authoritative, less convincing. Why don’t we write I? The 
same reason our unconscious doesn’t ram the truth of our behaviour up our assess 
with sharp incisive blades that devastate our sense of self when we dream but dances 
around our delicate sensitivity with endless arrays of symbolism that slowly leads us 
to make the conclusions ourselves consciously. It HURTS when we are honest 
because we are not used to it. We’re not taught to be SELF-HONEST with ourselves 
and we see a world full of people that are in complete denial – very, very few writers 
use I. We’re told the world is reality, the truth, the authentic, and we believe it 
because it’s impossible to be self-honest in a world where everyone else is in denial. 

And this again, takes on a different meaning when ‘everyone else’ is taken to mean 
not you, your friends and the rest of the population, but my psychic population as a 
writer. Books are possible, because we are not self-honest. You think I wrote this 
book for you, and on some level, I think I wrote this book for you – but maybe, I 
wrote it for me. And if everyone wrote books for themselves – there’d be no need to 
publish them. Books are possible because we are not directly self-honest – we take a 
round-about way of being so, the equivalent of dancing around the dreamer using 
ever more symbolism because for some reason, we fear using the word -I- instead of 
-we-. I closes you off – we lets you in. When I write we, it allows you to share my 
thoughts, to be part of the audience who will either agree with me or disagree with 
me – but you can do so because you think I am speaking to you and others, inviting 
comment, inviting participation. You cannot question what I think, because I think it, 
it is mine and it is subjective – it will have been thought and be thought regardless of 
what other think because it is my thoughts. 

But if I open the door to say these are our thoughts, this is what we think – then that 
involves you. I am then telling you what you think – and if you agree you’ll praise 
me or nod your head, and if you disagree then you’ll dismiss and rebuke me and 
shake your head. If it makes no impression, it really doesn’t matter what you do – 
because the point of writing books is to ideally curry favour or disfavour, because an 
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author doesn’t care if the book makes no impression – for they’ve no way of 
knowing, only when it makes some impression do they care, or know.

When I tell you what “we” think you’re then in a position to comment because I am 
involving the public – and you will feel one way or the other about being grouped in 
with any generalisations I make [particularly your Ego will] that therefore involve 
you and your consent. But when I speak my private thoughts, I am not asking for you 
to be involved and books that do not involve the reader – are awkward to read 
because we feel we are intruding or not being spoken to. There is no participation – 
and that, is the key to books being popular, participation. We, not I. But all books, are
written to the self.

THE POWER OF WORD

Lat. verbum = the word of the German << wort >> stands in its meaning for the
simplest self-important part of a language. It comes from the mittelhochdeutsch wort
(word, name), the althochdeutsch wort (word, speech, statement, report, bid, contract,

reputation, work) the Germanic Wurd, wurdam, the Indo-Germanic uerdho, urdho,
where the Indo-Germanic Uer means as much as: to say, speak.

„In principio erat verbum
et verbum erat apud deum
et deus erat verbum.“
There lies a creative force and power in the spoken word, as we not only see in the 
Christian faith i.e. John’s Gospel, but also in the eastern traditions (in Tibetan 
Buddhism), in Indian tribes of North and South America (Hopi Indians), or the 
aborigines of Australia and the Egyptians (Mysteries of Memphis) are traditions 
which indicate that the world was created by the word, meaning ‘tone’ or ‘sound’.
I think we humans have – as the divine beings that we are – learned to cause effect 
through language (words and music). The current practice of various belief systems 
still proofs this today. In Bon for example, a shamanistic religion in Tibet that pre-
dates Buddhism and still exists today, the deceased is during his/her Bardo guided by 
certain chants from the Tibetan book of Death.

The effect of the language includes the power of creation, but also houses the 
potential for destruction. In Huna for example, an ancient shamanic nature religion of
the Hawaiians, exist – according to the reports by Max Freedom Long – techniques of
praying someone to death, similar to the Totbeten in medieval Europe or the 
Aboriginal Bone Pointing.

But even the everyday person uses this power of the word and sound, the magic of 
Thoth. Words are tools of our intentions. They are sometimes a weapon and I think 
this is how you should just deal with it – carefully and with caution.
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The Word As Information Carrier
Through the word, or rather, the language, we are able to hand down information / 
knowledge and preserve it. Through writing it became possible to keep and spread 
knowledge well beyond the life of the people who possessed to a much wider 
audience than is possible in the transmission from mouth to ear.

By preserving the words the diversity of perception and thoughts manifested in the 
Scriptures. Development requires diversity and even contradictions, so that we can 
experience ourselves through these and can orientate ourselves by the ‘others’.
The invention of printing then further accelerated the development of humanity 
extremely. Through the reduced production-costs Book-knowledge was made 
available more cheaply and faster and hereby accessible to a wider audience.
The computer age and the global networking led to a veritable flood of information. 
That this ‘progress’ turned to be both a blessing and a curse, not only demonstrates 
the phenomenon of Writing Culture. It makes in my eyes clear, how important it is to 
get to the bottom of something and to question so-called ‘authorities’.

Even the knowledge of the importance and impact of language helps sometimes to a 
more harmonious and therefore more energetic exchange – be it private or 
professional life. The plea of the lawyer is a prime example of the power of words.
Energy follows attention, respectively intention. Language/tone is a tool to control 
this energy exchange. It is therefore important and rewarding to develop a kind of 
language hygiene and -care.

By language hygiene I refer to both the quality and quantity of the spoken word, in 
the sense of ‘less is more’. It is the focus on the essentials with which we achieve by 
less effort often more effect.

In the beginning of each communication, it is important to first define ones meaning 
of terms/words for everyone involved. Thus, we prevent misunderstandings by 
ensuring beforehand that everyone is talking about the same. To integrate this 
practice into everyday life will help benefit but is often underestimated.
It’s amazing how many misunderstandings can occur every day, just because people 
failed to provide a common basis.

Language is life force. If we speak only inattentive for the speech’s sake – the French 
have a word for this (tchatcher) – we are not masters of our energies and exhaust or 
let us been exhausted by others very quickly. Because there are people who in this 
way, consciously and unconsciously tap into the energies of the interlocutor.
I experienced this myself with a woman I used to call my friend. She called me often 
and involved me into a conversation where she made foremost negative comments or 
reported mostly negative experiences. Her rather destructive talk disturbed me and I 
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did not like to listen – and became inattentive. Instead of pointing this out to her 
clearly and stop the conversation, I kept silent, out of politeness, which I nowadays 
consider being a sort of laziness. I pretended being listening with interest when I was 
with my mind far away.

It surprised me to find myself exhausted and tired after those conversations. Through 
the remark of my sister who is a very sharp mind and watcher I found out that I was 
unconsciously giving away my energy to this woman. Consciously or unconsciously 
she obviously belonged to the species of energetic vampires. Only our own 
concentrated awareness spares us such losses and enables progress. It is important to 
speak the right words clearly at the right time.

Words of Power
Say what you mean and you get what you want.
In the word lies power. With speech we shape like creators our own reality. I say our 
as there exist great differences in the languages and successively in the reality of the 
respective people. Language does not only create, but first and foremost separates 
(just like the sword cuts the air – or at times the head from the torso) because 
language can hinder us to see things as they are. I experienced in a sort of ‚Gnosis’ 
during my work with the spirit of Belladonna. Most clear was nonexistence of the 
seeming constants Time and Space.

I could transport the experiences from my altered state of consciousness emotionally 
and mentally – but could not ‘translate them’ into any language I know. (not into one 
I know like English, German, French). There were no words existing for these 
feelings and in parts my perceptions contradicted vehemently the laws of the 
languages at my disposal. It stroked me that the term‚Time’ in those languages was 
created to condition the people growing up in this language, and herewith limited 
their perception. This is only one of many examples and I was very angry when I 
became aware of this. And from the anger raised the question: Why?
From a Linguistic point of view, it is the characteristic of the German language that it 
creates abstracts and stiffness by strong substantiating. In the example of the word 
Time, we see how by using this certain word form (subject) time is something fix, 
star and by this becomes measurable. It is different in the language of the Hopi (north 
American native tribe) where there such word like ‘the time’ does not exists but 
rather a verb for it like ‘it times’. This makes clear how language creates subjective 
reality and conditions us. We see that our perception is strongly depending on the 
possibilities of the language we grow up with. We only perceive what we know what 
we can compare and resonate with, just as the natives of South America did not ‘see’ 
the Spanish Armada at the horizon.

I believe that such development is encouraged by unawareness, by the fact that 
people are not critical. Since perception as such is loaded with projections of the 
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unconscious and hereby rarely objective many things, such as a ‘constant’ Time, is 
pretended to them as being real. The trick here is that it goes unnoticed. A lot of 
things enter people’s consciousness unnoticed and hereby create their reality, which 
again conditions, limits and even hinders them in their development and perception of
what there truly is. Maybe such thing, that we call time, is not constant but 
changing… just as our reality may be only a subjective projection, even a mere 
illusion…?

It is important to be aware and vigilant to such conditioning through the language. 
Only then can we use language and tone for our intentions and influence a 
development, or intentionally bring about a wanted result.

“TEMPLE” VS “TEMPLE”

Imagine that I have two forms to work with, the Church of Satan, and the Temple of 
Set – is either one of them right, or one of them more correct than the other? ~ ~ ~ 
Questions like ‘Is either one of them right or more correct than the other’ may be a 
well-meaning division that seeks to simplify the subject matter so as to delineate the 
choices, but this question, by virtue of even being asked, cannot help but pose further 
problems. These problems always eventuate in the instant that just One form or ideal 
is held up as a mode of heurisy – that is to say, as a means or model used as the base 
or ground from which one proceeds. 

No ideal and no form is ever or can ever be singular in nature but exists as a multipli-
city, – its very presence divides space – which is to say that any supposed singularity 
possesses attachments that come with it whether one likes it, or accepts it, or not. If 
we say No, then we automatically posit the existence of Yes. Without Yes, No cannot 
be understood because it has no context against which to be compared – no tension of
opposites as it were. White, gives us the tension of Black, but then also Grey. If we 
say Right, then we automatically posit Wrong, but we also posit Left which in turn 
posits Up, Down and direction in general – which cannot be without supposing Space
in which to move in said directions – which then supposes the absence of space, non-
movement, and so on. One could liken this to the advent (possibly invent?) of num-
bers. One comes into being. It is only natural that with nothing but one to imagine, it 
is imagined against itself. And supposes two. Two and One supposes Three… A pro-
cess like this “inherent multiplicity” is suggested to be at the heart of the Big Bang 
Theory. These may seem like simplistic examples – but so many times have I not 
taken them into consideration despite ‘knowing’ the power of my own mind to set up 
23 currents in my way of thinking that I think it useful to re-iterate them. 
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The powerful logic of the Greeks sadly falls all too often into disuse in favour of ab-
surdity. The moment we posit something, we immediately bring into being an entire 
army of alternate and connected aspects that go along with it. A metaphor for this “in-
herent multiplicity” is to be found in an old story that goes when John the Baptist 
held up his hand in the sign of the Benediction – on the wall behind him his shadow 
correspondingly made a sign called the Malediction. Forms behave very similarly to 
this. Forms however are multiplied exponentially each time they are subject to inter-
pretation, they do not have just a shadow, but possess a mirror image, a reflection, a 
refraction, a description, analogy, simile, relative spaces in time, and an undetermined
number of aspects limited only by human imagination. 

Largely these multiple aspects are conjured forth when form is evoked or expressed 
through language– language cannot help but create attachments to any form brought 
into being and then proceeds to add attachments even to the attachments until the 
form is layered under a thick crust of illusions. Were we able to strip away every ele-
ment of this crust we would find, in a sense, empty space denoting the original form-
lessness from which interpretation drew the particular form forth. For in any act of in-
terpretation, say when one looks at a tree, one subjectively isolates only part of the 
space and visible contents of the world’s totality (the Black Clay) and moulds it with 
shapes, names, area, description and other values that break the whole into manage-
able chunks – i.e., one harnesses a particular and partial idea and pulls it out of the 
greater whole – then treats that partial aspect pulled out as a whole itself. I think this 
is because everything we bring into being is grounded in morality. 

Morality is an inescapable filter kept in place in part due to the language we use and 
the way it behaves. Latin, being the root of English, was a language developed by the 
Church. It was cobbled together from many other languages and was designed to be a
universal language that would breed out the languages of the pagans. Because of the 
intent inlaid within it – it expresses a particular ethos, viz. the ancient ethos of Chris-
tianity, and this ethos is grounded in the Either/Or mode definitive of morality. What 
the world was like before morality I should love to know – but at this time, Morality 
is a prison that binds language to express itself in time and space and through a ten-
sion of opposites. Most people don’t appear to think too hard about what our lan-
guage is and does or how it operates at this level – at its prime magical base. How-
ever, I do. For example: when we posit anything, i.e., “Timmy’s hat is green” we use 
‘Is’ to isolate and exclude Timmy’s hat from being other colours, from being any oth-
er type of clothing, or from being anyone else’s hat. “Is” is itself a moral certitude 
and a positivism. As I have said above, in affirming a positive form or set of forms, 
we instantly set up a set of negative forms and vice versa. But this is not out of ignor-
ance per se but because we really cannot help it – there is a duplicity (2) and multipli-
city (more than 2) inherent in the very essence of language that sets off the forms we 
create against their negative and at the same time summons unwanted attachments. 
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For instance, we assume Timmy is a person, that the person who made the statement 
knows what green is, that it is in fact a voiced statement not perhaps some written 
sign, that Timmy is a person’s name, and that there is a hat at all. We make vague lo-
gical conclusions because these words and their combination into this sentence bring 
with their existence, certain attachments – and these steps are the foundation of com-
munication. Yet as we discern sentences from words, the same process applies to 
words from letters. While the word Timmy contains the isolated letters of T, I, M, M, 
and Y – which mean little by themselves, their combination brings mental assump-
tions forth. I.e., we immediately picture the combination of these letters as a name, 
viz. Timmy – and assume that Timmy is a person. We get a sense of a physical body, 
perhaps a boy, wearing a hat. A green hat no less, but what colour green do we pic-
ture? Dark green, olive, verdant, lime, bright, blue-green, emerald? We would likely 
all differ in interpretation of that detail because the sentence does not instruct us as to 
which green. That information is missing. 

Yet, while our mind is processing which green the hat might be, it has probably 
already jumped to the conclusion that Timmy is a person, not perhaps a dog, or a 
manikin, or even a girl – and already built up a certain picture, a certain prejudice 
about Timmy and the green hat. For the purpose of this exercise, it really doesn’t mat-
ter what colour Timmy’s hat is – (dark green) but serves as an example that we often 
process information in a certain manner without questioning important parts of that 
information or indeed our own information processor.

My point here, however, is that while we may all make different assumptions – we 
will nonetheless all be forced to use the same vehicle to do it, flaws and all, viz. lan-
guage – and are thus each unconsciously constrained in our available modes for inter-
pretation. While numerous studies into linguistics and communication have time and 
again eventuated in the understanding that we cannot really ever understand one an-
other – because we are not aware of this particular prison there is very little opportun-
ity to develop alternate means by which to communicate. One of the infuriating prob-
lems with form is that they are impossible to grasp without using more form – owing 
to the fact that no form can ever exist singularly. If instead of asking ‘which organisa-
tion is right’ we were to ask, ‘right for who or for what’ – we might think it possible 
to arrive at a more definitive answer – to question the question and assess whether it 
is the right one to ask. But as you can see from the ontology created by trying to 
define right by defining right, we only promote the creation (and negatives) of many 
more forms. Y to the power of infinity. We end up more deluged than before in in-
formation and forms with the x amount of shadows, reflections, opposites and attach-
ments they cannot help but bring with them. The idea of something being ‘Right’ in 
itself – as if there were some one true meaning – is to mistake (or deliberately ignore 
– Christianity, I’m looking at you!) the abstracts used to define another abstract as 
every bit as objective as the primary abstract one seeks to define. In other words, we 
invent things (T), to validate something else we have invented (I), and if we manage 
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to convince ourselves with enough words that this thing we have invented actually 
exists (X) we tend to mistake our tools and our inventions as real too. 

For instance, to make my point, it is necessary to believe in or summon up the 
concept of Reality itself couched in a whole host of others concepts in order to con-
vey the concept I am trying to convey. This labyrinth of logic that characterises con-
ceptual thought works marvellously where humans are concerned – so long as it’s 
never looked at too closely. When it is – it all falls down. Here is another example 
that uses the Temple of THEM. The Temple of THEM (an abstract) was characterised
as being based on faith in Synchronicity (further abstract) for example. So, one ab-
stract was used to validate (prop up) the other which then created a base of abstracts 
that supported one another and to which all manner of other abstracts could then be 
attached – including the validation of the process of its creators connecting abstracts 
to begin with. 

Each abstract brings with it an illusion of solidarity (of form) but also visible and hid-
den duties and boundaries – which boundaries are often not detected until certain 
conflicts occur due to the increasing complexity of one’s belief system. What one ef-
fectively does when they ask ‘Which group is right for me?’ Is to narrow down the in-
finitesimal possibility of choices available from the infinite collective. Perhaps this is 
because to grasp the scope of the world with all its complexity would overwhelm the 
senses – or perhaps it is precisely because the world has been broken into so many 
chunks from its original simplicity, with names, ology’s, onomy’s, ism’s and so on 
that it seems much more complicated than it is – that a process of mental mapping 
takes place filling spaces with thousands of names for objects and items and people 
and their combinations so as to make space seem extremely crowded. – especially 
when the human automatically itemised the contents of this space.

Consider some of the many alternate options their question has closed off to them – 
they could have chosen from a wider set of groups instead of just the two; they could 
have flipped a coin to decide their choice; but they have already locked themselves 
into giving a particular answer just by asking a particularly phrased question. They 
have even imposed upon themselves a duty to answer their question. They have asked
‘Which’ – this choice of words has locked them into an inevitable ‘one form or the 
other’ based decision limited by the content they have selected to focus their decision 
on. They have said ‘group’ – narrowing down their answer even more – since the 
question now precludes individuals and possibly even selecting oneself. Moreover, 
they have themed their choices, choosing between two satanic based groups.

They have said ‘Is’ – denoting a positive affirmation (thus creating its corresponding 
negative – which group ISN’T right for me?) of one of the groups. They seek some-
thing to Be and have locked out the option to not Be that something. They have said 
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‘Right’ – imposing a moral value judgement upon the question which will further 
limit the answer based on the strictures of their statutes of morality. They have said 
‘for’ indicating an unconscious belief that the object in question is something they 
can take from or believe is meant for them. Thus, they have made value judgements 
already about the groups that will affect their final decision. And they have also said 
‘me’ – and here is where it gets tricky. 

What is a ‘me’? Well, what will decide which group is right? Will it be me? Or will it 
be you? Will it come down to a comparative list of their benefits and the common-
sense of their movements? If so then what will you base that comparison on – what 
do you consider beneficial? So many variables… I have a way to simplify them all. If
you say to me that the Temple of Set is more superior to the Cos – it is irrelevant 
what I think unless I am seeking to impose my will upon you. What if I am not? I am 
only compelled by your opinion to believe that you have an opinion. But the content 
of your opinion is beside the point unless again I am seeking to impose my will on 
you. If I disagree with your opinion? Do I, like so many do, then set up logical argu-
ments, moral based judgements, and opinions of my own, in a careful arrangement to 
weaken your statements, and perhaps even your personal character – thus showing 
how the form I follow is better than the form you follow, and attempt to prove that I 
am a better judge of things than you? 

Typically, yes. This is precisely what I would do, return comment with an argument, 
response, or discussion – whatever you want to call it. Though whether I answer 
nicely or aggressively put forth a reply makes no difference overall in what I would 
be doing at a primal level – which would be attempting to exercise my will upon you 
or others who can exercise their will upon you by seeking control, of you, of events, 
of the singular space the ego can occupy, because only one ego can dominate a given 
space at any time. But in the end – when opinions clash – can anyone win? Some-
times, someone will back down – accede to someone else’s point of view, perhaps 
diplomatically so as to keep their own view by widening it enough to fit in the view 
of their opponent. 

But more often than not, when neither party will accede, comments turn away from 
the subject matter and toward the personal judgement and character of each person 
involved. I believe this shows the true struggle going on beneath the illusory battle to 
‘be right’– which is not primarily to prove one’s opinion or forms against someone 
else’s per se, but to vie for the limited room allowed to prove will to power. Conver-
sations, however tame or meek, are a direct attack by one ego on another that some-
times use indirect or rather, ‘incidental’, means such as a labyrinth of forms and con-
cepts that the ego believes in and upholds, purely to start fights by having something 
to defend. The only way to win – is to never play the game. 
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But there is a vital piece of the puzzle missing at this point and it is this: The only 
way to make any judgement at all is to first have some kind, any kind, of belief – 
which belief (sans form) immediately shapes our blank slate – into a particular geo-
metric shape. This shape will attract other shapes and build a total shape that by will 
by virtue of its nature fit with/in/against some shapes but exclude others. That is to 
say, its own geometry, its own nature, will preclude certain types of other geometry 
and certain natures from ever interacting with it, just as if a wall was built or a line 
drawn in the mental sand that says to various forms and ideals ‘you can come in be-
cause you fit my ideal’, but ‘you must stay out there because you don’t’. This notion 
is best captured in the popular and eternal ideology created by humanity that voices 
itself as the ‘us’ and ‘them’ division. 

Naturally this division tends to find a voice in the most basic differences of geometry 
– political concepts that have developed such as ‘Race’, religious concepts that have 
developed such as ‘True Believer’, or scientific concepts that have developed such as 
‘Facts’. Unfortunately, though I see some interesting connections – a discussion of 
this process in relation to the mind with its habit of repression, the unconscious, the 
self and so on would take me too far from the subject matter at hand – but I expect 
the reader may have already drawn their own conclusions about the relationship of 
these matters to their and others psyche. 

If I can return to the matter of attachments for a moment. All indications are that the 
total number and nature of attachments (being suffuse) that accompany forms cannot 
with any sagacity be predicted, expected or even consciously recognised in any sort 
of entirety. At best we have vague semblances of what we believe in that we solidify 
with an armour of abstracts (such as words). These attachments can make life diffi-
cult when they drive our will without our will knowing it. Consider the person who 
joins an Aryan group because he agrees with the noble sentiments espoused by the 
Nazi’s of fatherland, unity, brotherhood – but correspondingly becomes tarred with 
the attachments of that form without his consent – i.e. tarred with the brush of the 
swastika, antisemitism, the holocaust, Gestapo cruelty, and all manner of associations
that have attached or been attached to this form and its signs. Whether they want 
them or not, our Aryan has just become a race-hating Nazi in the eyes of many. In ef-
fect, his ‘me’ has been changed by the forms with which he associates. It matters little
how eloquently he tries to explain his interest is only with those aspects of the philo-
sophy he admires – because he is enmeshed in a sticky web of forms and their attach-
ments both unpleasant and pleasant, the Benefaction and the Malediction, and, so are 
the many others that will condemn him. Those that might condemn him do so be-
cause they too are enmeshed in their own webs of form; perhaps their forms are 
centred around Semitic pride and hate for Neo-Nazis and the different associations 
they make to a holocaust or Hitler.
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Ideologically speaking they may be at opposite ends of the political spectrum. Yet 
they are both unified, involved in the same process of being controlled by forms to 
which they attach/detach or are attached/detached by whatever cause, mired in moral 
judgement. Before I finish up, I will take the opportunity to quickly duck off into the 
tricky and dangerous ground of ‘immorality’ and ethics where such a paring down of 
these respective modes in effect suggests that both are equal; that killing a baby with 
a sledgehammer is equivalent to patting a kitten on the head. In other words, that 
everyone is as guilty or blameless as the other because they have no control over the 
forms that drive them. If I can imagine for a moment that it is possible at all to escape
morality; this is exactly what I believe to be the case. Without imposing some kind of 
morality on our judgements – no thought or deed, event or person, can be judged one 
way or the other. They cannot be judged at all – for judgement rests on the supposi-
tion of morality.

What constitutes/validates morality is both individually and socially determined by 
the combination of 23 current held by each person and by the total collective. Re-
sponsibility for morality rests with the individual who is held to have free will and the
wherewithal to make moral decisions, but laws denote an expectation to follow a cer-
tain decree of the masses. The threat of punishment stops most of us spiralling out of 
control to serve self-interest.* But whether morality is another human construct that 
we have acquired, or is something innate, who can say. It is a moral judgement for me
just to say having this type of judgement is as good as it is bad. Yet it is also moral for
someone to insist that they are immoral – since morality contains within its form the 
tension opposite – viz. the very option of immorality is innate/implicit in morality, so 
it is a tautology to try to create morality’s opposite. Nothing can be immoral. 
Whatever the ethics involved, whatever we choose to consider to take into account in 
making our decision – is generally up to the forms we uphold. Some of us will filter 
our decisions to compliment various forms or group consensus or some ideological 
premise believing it with all our heart to be our choice. The problem with ethics and 
coming to some conclusion about what is definitively right or wrong is a problem of 
having to resort to subjective morality and subjective values, the result of which can 
be seen in the constant warfare and bloodshed humanity shows when forms clash. I 
believe there are no objective rights, or wrongs, or values. I therefore cannot fairly 
say with any authority what is right for you, or for anyone else, but only what is right 
for me insofar as my freedom/prison allows me. The more forms I attach to myself, 
the more I imprison myself. And that is why I believe conversation, however selfless 
it paints itself, seeks at all times to be or become an exertion of will by both parties.

Assuming the reader has taken any of these points into some sort of consideration – 
and I ask again what you think to be ‘you’ – what is right for you – I can presume that
enough natural habit has been challenged and conscious reflection brought to the fore
to give you cause to reconsider what we really say with each word we use, what we 
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do with each word we use, and the spiderweb that results when we use them in any 
combination. 

At the start of my talk I wrote “So now we have two forms to work with, the Church 
of Satan, and the Temple of Set – is either one of them right, or one of them more 
correct than the other?” I explained that I believed this to be a channel or mode by 
which I limit the available possibilities and close in on one particular aspect or group 
of aspects by creating a wall, a boundary, an obstacle, a statement, a form – to define 
how I will proceed or react and in what direction. But in asking the question I don’t 
actually have two forms to work with, but three, because I created another form by 
which to decide between two others. This one here has been created as a fourth to ex-
plain this trilogy. So, while the question seems to be about two distinct choices, it’s 
really more than that. Unfortunately to try and explain these processes I have outlined
above only sinks me further and further into the geometric mire of form. 

On the surface of things, we appear to try to escape forms (using more and more of 
them to do so believing that we are able to narrow things down, be specific) – and on 
one level, it is accepted that we do, but on another level, a more piercing analysis, we 
cannot escape the hidden traps simply because there is nowhere to escape to. There 
exists as a distant option the voiceless realm of Art – where form is used to commu-
nicate without the trappings inherent in language – but the idea of completely forego-
ing language altogether rallies billions of egos – who are part of language itself – col-
lectively against the idea. Assuming we could ever have a blank slate when we ap-
proach forms – the statements others make in their writing on behalf of various 
forms, (say Anton LaVey for the Church of Satan), that seek to appeal to our identity; 
the pride, emotions, sentiments, memories, etc of our ego; cultural norms or counter-
cultural values; philosophical merit; current affairs; archetypal notions and memes; 
etcetera – that ask for our agreement, our chorus of applause, our time and patience, 
our money, blood, sweat or tears: can all be said to be appeals to our morality. 

If our morality is at the whim of the forms that inhabit us: we will choose to be in 
agreement or disagreement despite ourselves and according to the forms which 
choose for us. In Summary. What is right for you may not be right for me – because 
of the intricate attachments form brings when it is communicated through language, 
or through various mental filters. What is right for you depends on your moral code 
and the particular geometric (some might say synaptic) arrangement of the 23 syn-
drome that drives your brain to uphold certain forms that causes a counter-reaction to 
shun others. What is right for you is entirely at your discretion assuming human be-
ings can ever manually determine their ‘I’ within the myriad of elements that act on 
our behalf and influence/prejudice/bias our decisions with attachments and shadows.
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If we recognised we all wear 23-type blinkers in regard to our decisions – we might 
be able to make more informed decisions. (note that the very concept of informed de-
cisions literally refers to form within decisions.) I tried to keep this treatise linear and 
orderly, unfortunately, there is no clear distinction where forms or morality start and 
end – these concepts are all deeply suffused within one another, swimming through 
one another and biting each other’s tails so as to swallow and become each other 
pending on how they are handled and by which mode perceived. This has always 
been a discernible problem when I attempt to outline notions to do with perception. 

Every form raised up creates a loophole, a shadow and the means to turn a form 
around on itself. I have written so much here that there are any number of holes by 
which my essay can be countered or attacked. But these are my own ruminations and 
even as I finish typing this I am certain that my mind moves to undermine its own 
creation and escape the prison it has built itself… ah see, there it goes. No state of 
perfection exists on shifting sands or ever will. I can only answer to my own forms 
just as I expect you will answer to yours. Most people require other people to hack 
their own arguments to pieces or validate/invalidate them. But I do just fine on my 
own. Heurisy is as Heurisy does. ~ ~ ~

Let me leave you with a final scenario – where, like Timmy’s green hat, certain in-
formation has been taken for granted in the haste to define Satan and Satanism – or 
possibly ignored, to justify man’s own notions as befit his ambitions. Given all that I 
have said in relation to individuality so far in 101 about the sacrifice one must make 
of it to belong to or subsist within a group mentality – consider how different things 
might have turned out historically for Earth if Satan had not satisfied the requisite 
sacrifice necessary to assemble an army of angels around himself to help overthrow 
heaven, but had indeed been the archetype of the individual he is so often claimed to 
represent. *See Australia of late (2007-2010) for instance, its present escalation of 
knife violence is influenced by four things, 1) for several years the government 
forced mothers to work and thus leave their children in day-care depriving them of 
vital maternal aspects that are usually imparted from mothers to their sons. 2) the di-
minishing of humans touching one another in any fashion has left many blind to the 
damage they do when they overcompensate in seeking touch and injure others. 3) 
poor law reforms due to the softness of political correctness and the over-stated em-
pathy of everyone being a victim has led to few or no punishments being meted out 
resulting in a get-away-with murder mentality 4) no serious attempt to change social 
structures is considered to get to the genuine root of these problems, which are symp-
tomatic reflections of the forms upheld at any given time and the creation of their 
shadows and attachments – wherein corporations and multi-nationals flood the world 
with certain messages that are reinforced daily by the very institutions that claim to 
be fighting them. Since the ethos of teenagers is to define counterculture by rebelling 
against culture campaigns like Don’t Drink and Drive, or No Hooning, provide the 
very tools for people to define and enter counterculture. Media is highly irresponsible
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in this regard – in that, it washes it hands of all responsibility for the messages it 
sends. All indications are that it knows people are idiots, treats people accordingly, 
but acts indignant and claims the moral high ground when called out. When selling to
us it relies on and plays up to our stupidity as a collective to buy into the advertised 
material – but when challenged it insists we are each capable of making our own 
choices. It switches between treating us collectively and treating us individually – 
manipulating us masterfully.

THE PEN VS. THE SWORD: ACTION VS. THOUGHT

Thoughts shape actions – and are every bit as important as physical assaults. Action 
can be shaped and controlled through perception – perception can be given via 
propaganda, essays, books, and other media that compel someone toward specific or 
themed action directly or indirectly. The Bible, Mein Kampf, The Satanic Bible, The 
Criminals Handbook, could all be said to have incited action – but were instrumental 
in how that action took place and on what principles it was enacted and enacted for. 
Without thought (read: philosophy) to inspire, excite, enrage, and otherwise strum 
emotions, sentiments, ethos, empathy, enmity – action is arguably less effective and 
sporadic – it usually requires a doctrine to support action, to define it. Without 
thought driving action – many of the most memorable actions should not have 
existed. There would have been no desire to act.

Actions in turn, give real world results, they are the product of imagination earthed 
into symbol and architecture – physical based changes to events and persons that 
create or destroy idols and edifices that present the reigning perception and enable 
power to change hands. Actions such as fighting, resistance, warfare, forming a 
militia, creating a physical place of worship, striking an authority, assassinating a 
figurehead;- actions can be seen moulded in the worldly, in the immediate, they are 
capable of changing history, or political power, or personal power, or change what 
perception will be and who controls it. Actions emphasise changing landscapes but do
not tell us why.

The old argument that actions speak louder than words may be true, but the same can 
be argued for words being responsible for action.

What is Action – to you?
What is Thought – to you?
Do you value one above the other? – Why?
Do you believe the two are separate entities – or entwined?
Which do you use more often?
Why do you think this argument continues to arise?

—
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If someone is inclined toward a certain behaviour or direction it does not often take 
much to tip them into acting it out. Ordinarily, they are already going to do it – they 
just need a voice that says yes. (or no). But THEM is not designed to lead people up 
the garden path and join a cult – every step of the way we try to give power back to 
others by encouragement, praise, showing them they can do it, empowering them. 
This is why most of those who have travelled with us have left, gone on to the next 
part of their lives. Some of these members have their own groups who are part of 
paramilitary circles such as Order of Saturn, or eminent members of other magical 
groups, Sathana who wrote Sorcery of THEM, or other cults and groupings that have 
their own physical temples, meetings and offline actions. What most of these are we 
have no ultimate way of knowing but through developed trust over long periods of 
time we give many of these people the benefit of the doubt that what they say they 
do, they do. 

Personally, I have had many reports of culling victims, animal sacrifices, violent 
alchemical ordeals mentioned to me by a fair amount (let’s say 50) of people over the
years, – no proof for any of it, I might add.  THEM was involved with the OTO in 
Brazil for a while when word came of a member of it called Rex setting up a child 
trafficking ring to fund money to us. After this came to our attention we were more 
careful about what message we were sending by being tied up in the ONA;- and told 
the other members to get rid of Rex and shut down any operation he might have had. 

Beginning from nothing, we built up the Black Glyph and created and sold some 
rather unique projects such as the mini star game, advanced star game, convinced CB 
to allow Emanations to be printed, thousands of people reading Black Glyph material 
not withstanding – this has allowed tens of thousands of dollars to pass through our 
hands. Through careful engineering, THEM also has its own currency – its books. 
Virtually anything written by us sells to private collectors for silly amounts of money 
– and this has allowed us to do some rather special things. Primarily, it is poured back
into funding for other Sinister projects, these include sending small-large donations to
various groups anonymously within Australia such as feminist leagues, donating to 
satanic forums such as MySatan, 600 Club, SIN – Stormfront in America, a number 
of small NS groups in Australia, and lending money to various individuals associated 
with or members of, THEM. It allows funding for photo-bucket and rapid-share 
accounts for Mvimaedivm Black, martial art training fees, the purchase of sinister 
books and publications such as the Ixaxaar collection of ONA material to cite the 
most recent to be passed more cheaply into the hands of the many. 

This and thousands more examples many outcomes of our chats not likely known 
(but see ABYSSAL for more) have come from our words, our thoughts. Which are in 
themselves, actions. That set a ball rolling that may have not been there before or 
keep existing ones rolling. Our action of writing our material and sharing it, has 
caused people to commit crimes, atone for crimes, change their life, save their life, 
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take a life, without anything else required. Personally, I write based on the experience
of my actions – which I am rather private about, admittedly – but THEM being just 
one – I am confident that who we are and what we do is more than it appears. This is 
just a few examples, but I think they are good ones. We fund others to be able to act, 
prompt others to ac, and act ourselves. It is a symbiosis that favours neither action nor
thought over the other but exists as a behind the scenes distribution of entrepreneurial
resource management to fund and assist others who share our aims.

HERE BE DRAGONS
+O+
The quiet solitude of the upstairs study was broken by the sound of a ringing tele-
phone.

Ryan, sitting at his desk and staring at the computer screen in front of him, grabbed 
absent-mindedly for the receiver.

“Hello?”

A painting by some mysterious figure titled ‘St Claire’ – a rare occult treasure from 
the 1970’s and a 21st birthday present from a generous uncle – hung above the com-
puter muddying the otherwise uninteresting walls with murky swirls of aqua blue and
crimson.

When he recognised the voice on the other end, Ryan grinned.

“Ah. How are ya mate? Been a long time since I heard anything from you – shit, must
be a year now? Good to hear from ya, man. What’s been happening in your world?”

A frown crinkled his brow.

“Oh yeah? – sounds like you’re doing well for yourself – mm, yeah doin’ alright – 
hey you got that other tattoo yet? Mm, yeah well you gotta take your time and look 
around – make sure you don’t get fucked over and end up some scratcher’s orange.”

“Hah, yeah, good, look if you need any help with your design let me know. I’ve been 
drawing a fair bit lately – probably not the sort of shit you’re after for your arm, but 
I’m pretty sure I can finish that tat. Make it match the other one at least.”
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Ryan stretched out his hand and picked up a jellybean that had fallen from a nearby 
bowl and idled too close to the keyboard. He popped it into his mouth and leaned 
back on his chair.

“Not quite, no. Lot’s been happening – you in front of a computer?”

“Yep OK I’ll wait.”

He chewed on the –lemonade?- bean and gazed thoughtfully at ‘The Witches’.

According to his uncle – a lot of Australian occult art had not survived the 1970’s. 
Apparently a narrow minded police force had sought to destroy any that they found. 
This painting, a set of three he was told, was probably quite rare. He wondered if his 
uncle would give him the third one to complete the set the next time there was an oc-
casion to be celebrated.

“Yeah mate, I’m here – yeah. Go to WWW, dot, WordPress, yeah one word, dot com, 
backslash, temple of them – yep one word.”

A questioning murmur issued from the mouthpiece, followed by a confident tone of 
confirmation.

“Yes, mate that’s it. What you’re looking at is about 60 manuscripts –“

“No, I know, there’s a hell of a lot more. The rest are either contained in various 
works or – you remember I was writing Mvimaedivm last time we spoke? Yeah, well 
– *pause* Well it’s supposed to be called Mvimaedivm; I only called it the Diary of a
Devilworshipper to make it more commercially appealing when I started selling ‘em. 
Yeah, good mate, I’ve actually finished seven volumes and … no, I cut out a lot of 
stuff.”

“Cheers mate.”

“No – well I haven’t published all of them yet – as I say, a lot of shit’s happened.”

Ryan raised his eyebrows slightly.

“Yeah, the Order of Saturn – awesome stuff – this guy really knows his shit … no not
like, not regurgitating occult lore, I mean he comprehends behaviour, habit, method, 
change, alchemy, the lot. Yeah, remember that book I told you about? The one on Cy-
bernetics? – Ah shit, Maxwell … something … I can’t remember. Yeah, well I really 
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like his work – we had a bit of a chat about some of the concepts he uses vs. those 
that THEM use – was very interesting.”

“Yep. Yep. Okay, well go get yourself a coffee or something and I’ll tell you what’s 
going on alright.”

Ryan sat forward, cradling the receiver against his ear with his shoulder and typed 
seven letters into his search engine. A few maps of a woodland area in south-eastern 
Victoria popped up. He browsed the listed contents and clicked on one. He sat and 
studied the maps quietly.

A voice came from the phone.

“Hey man. Got yourself one? OK. Let’s start from the top. Remember when you 
came over that time and we got crownies and sat in the garage? Yeah? Then do you 
remember we were talking about the powers of the Vatican and Vatican City? Yeah? 
Well apparently, the Vatican has officially issued a private order to form a group of 
about 100 specialists to fight the rise in the occult.”

“Yeah, I can’t remember the name of their organisation, but it’s called something like 
the Sworn Brothers of the Sword against Magic and the Occult works of Satan, or 
some fancy ass title like that, and it’s been put together by that fucker Ratzinger – 
yeah the pope – yeah he did, visited earlier last year and shut Sydney city down so 
no-one could even protest their presence – anyway, this action is quite a frightening 
proposition because it’s like a modern form of the Inquisition is being sanctioned by 
the Powers that Be. Well apparently he has ties to the descendants of the Inquisitors. 
Mm, well it’s interesting to keep an eye on these things.”

Ryan listened.

“Yeah, well the scary thing is that these crazy cunts are still as mad as hatters, noth-
ing’s really changed since medieval times in the way of attitude – just the forms. 
You’ve seen Guantanamo Bay? – Guat, no wait … I forgot, they changed the name to
Camp X-ray, that’s right. Yeah *laughter* not much more comforting eh? Here you 
have a country whose propaganda machine has been raging for the last what – 60 
years? – about the abominations of Nazi Concentration Camps, but who has almost a 
third of their fucking population incarcerated in prison.”

“Yeah, that’s an awesome song eh? Mezmerize was a good album too.”
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“I don’t care what they blame it on – the American system is fucked – and they’re the
acting hand of scary cunts like the Vatican – so you know what’ll happen if they ever 
get their way. Yeah – but that economic slump was almost certainly manufactured – it
makes a lot of sense for it to happen now. The whole 911 thing – and then this – 
could not create more perfect conditions for them. America bombing their own 
people sent the entire world into an iron-grip police state that perfectly suits the 
clearly stated American- Magian goals of total global domination. Freemasons? I 
really don’t know – who does? But thanks to America you can’t get on a plane with 
toothpaste anymore for fuck sake and the mass given reason is because someone 
might die.”

“*laughs* yeah well that’s exactly right man, people are dying every day – because of
America. America’s quick to jump on soft targets accusing them of harbouring 
WMDs or abusing human rights – but you don’t see them charging into China. No – 
and it’s interesting that they’ve targeted Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran, North Korea and 
Georgia – because these countries all form a ring around China. I guess if you know 
you’ve got fuck all chance of invading a kick-ass empire like China – one of the old-
est living dynasties in the world – the best thing you can do is keep cats at its feet. 
But from a military point of view, it looks as if the American military has been trying 
to set up a perimeter around China for a very long time, at least since the cold war, 
and a lot of the countries fit the criteria for what are referred to as choke points.”

“Mm, so you’ve got all these signs going on right? And all these noble sentiments of 
propaganda expressing the opposite that don’t match those signs. It’s like the proto-
cols of Zion said: judge the merit of a conspiracy by what you can see happening. 
The Jews? Shit of course, but it goes beyond any racial war – and just because a few 
who happen to be Jewish are involved doesn’t mean they all are. What’s more likely 
is that millions of people lack the spirit or solidarity to argue with what’s laid down, 
hundreds of thousands help enforce it, thousands of leaders and players the world 
over are following the lead of a hundred, a hundred are colluding together with 
twenty, twenty a few, and though it can be generalised the details of the world are just
too fucking big and busy to really get any kind of handle on what’s really going on on
the personal level – you have to guess via the forms that arise, the forms that are try-
ing to arise, the collective changes that occur. Meanwhile, wild cards keep everyone 
guessing. No – I do believe in a Magian conspiracy, partly because it’s probable 
simply because people love to conspire. And partly because there do appear to be 
clear signs of a master plan unfolding on the chessboard.”

“What kind of signs? Well, if you had access to a million cameras all showing you 
shady goings-on and you had to explain what was being done, how it was illegal, 
track the personal details of each person involved, and then go through court proceed-
ings to get a conviction – where would you ever possibly start? There are so many 
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things going on, on so many levels that it’s impossible to process it in any sort of en-
tirety with any depth, proof, or clarity.”

“Well, that’s right it’s not about feeling like your hands are tied because you can’t do 
anything – it’s the feeling that you can’t do anything that ties your hands. That’s the 
Magian's magic, billions and billions of forms that all act to tire you, make you 
afraid, feel overwhelmed – moreover the system also manages to cater for so many 
powerful influential people that not a lot of those people want anything to change or 
change too much. Doing something all starts with the development of a self-convic-
tion to make choices.”

“Yeah, well some of the signs are obvious and some aren’t. O and Sath brought a lot 
of these to my attention such as the death of touch in society, like intimacy is being 
made into a taboo. Well fear of paedophilia is rife, like an old-fashioned witch-hunt, 
and I have no love for those sick fucks but on one hand the government says kids 
need to be protected, and at the same time it makes all these absurd demands on 
mothers to put their kids in daycare, leave them with strangers and spend so much 
time at work they hardly ever see their kids. What the fuck is that about if not a direct
attempt to send already over-worked people mad trying to obey two completely di-
vergent attitudes to life? It’s like that whole fucking slap in the face with smoking 
where almost every media company brain-washed people into smoking, going so far 
as to use it as a sexual euphemism, tap right into human fundamentals, get all the big 
names doing it for like 50 years. But now some cunts have the absolute cheek to de-
cide smoking is no longer profitable/publicly acceptable, and rather than apologise 
for nationally and globally pushing this shit onto others, to turn around and blame 
smoking addiction on the supposed weakness of the individual smoker. Eh? Course 
there’s proof check out magazines and advertising from 1900 onwards – shameless! 
The funny thing is the whole campaign to stop smoking is just another repeat of the 
original campaign probably by a lot of the same players to start smoking! And people 
are buying it. You can’t have a smoke anywhere now – it’s like people self-policing 
for the State with every hypocritical fuck who tut tuts not having a clue that they’re 
just being brainwashed again to ark up about smokers. Retards. And what absolute 
cunts trying to make people feel dirty for doing something they told them for so long 
it was in every way right and safe to do! And you know recently it got so ridiculous 
regarding touching people that there was a big hullabaloo in the papers about how 
swimming instructors were going to be expected to teach children but without being 
allowed to touch them. *laughter* yeah that’s right, how the fuck are you supposed to
teach children to swim without the instructor ever touching them? Your child’s 
drowning? Oh sorry, I’m not allowed to help save them because I’ll get sued. Maybe 
you could jump in an – no? Didn’t learn how to swim properly either huh? Too bad 
for little jimmy. *laughter* Innocent handling and human touch and warmth is totally
being made taboo – even my friend’s who work in the prostitution business say so. 
They reckon the internet has totally fucked the sex industry, not only because most 
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men think they have to copy the aggressive behaviour in porno’s to be a man or get 
off – but because most of them are guys who work their ass off for a lifeless corpora-
tion, really only want simple human contact and affection. Yeah, 14 years she’s been 
doing it. Never used to be like that apparently. Between them, 911 and the net really 
fucked everything.”

“Anyway can you hold on? I’m going to get a coffee now, I’ll be right back. Yep just 
a sec.”

“Sweet, right, where was I? Oh, Yeah, anyway you got other signs like the tightening 
grip on oil, water, narcotics, medicine, the ownership of almost all the worlds com-
panies and subsidiaries by a handful of people, increasing strain on resources, etc – 
but any event that even slightly changes the availability of something is quickly and 
completely blown out of proportion and given a media spin that makes each and 
every one of these human race collectively owned resources seem like the private 
property of some company or another and extremely scarce. And it’s ongoing – day 
after day in the media, in the papers, in the TV, a whole slew, and I mean a non-stop 
fucking current since they got the idea from the Nazis, of fear-based propaganda say-
ing this and that is running out, so people will stay afraid, believe the world is as they
want it to appear, accept the greedy mark-up in prices, get squeezed dry for the bene-
fit of capitalist cunts to widen the gap between rich and poor, and so affect people 
that that’s all they’ll talk about, trying to drown their sorrows in alcohol and braving 
the daily grind together. All the while feeding Orgasmatron. I’ve worked at bakeries 
and supermarkets – do you know how much food they dump? And what about water, 
the national statistics company indicates between 70-90% of water used is used by in-
dustry, yet they blame the working proletariat and even doubled water/gas/electricity 
prices overnight! I’d also add the horrific saturation of rap music, once the most hated
of forms by America, now allowed to openly pollute everything with nasty reptilian 
messages. No – it’s the tunes that do it, not the lyrics. If you did any of those lyrics a 
capella they’d all just sound like shit – and exactly the same. It’s musical engineers 
that inject the shite with trance not the two-bit actors that front the shop. Yeah I hate 
rap – it’s an insidious state sanctioned poison – insidious, I mean you can’t say fuck 
for fear of offending someone, but you can talk about bitch-niggaz beating raping wo-
men on a pg video game or popularise the gangsta culture in kid’s movies. Which I 
should add in all fairness was another form of resistance absorbed and bastardised by 
the Magian media. Yeah, yeah transformers had mongrelized negro robots talking 
Ebonics, and in transporter 3, in fact a lot of movies, anytime they want to make the 
movie fit in and be accepted by its audience they use contemporary music to make it 
fluid, so they use some ugly fucking rap track, thus continuing the cycle. *laughter* 
yeah well that or the horseshit pop bubblegum and love music that passes for music 
these days. I actually find a large number of people agreeing with me about my article
on the frequency of the Magian being so fucking enervating that it hurts their ears and
brains just to be near it. Yep those fuckers have done extremely well to create such a 
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powerful sonic weapon. Mate, people severely underestimate the role of music and 
movies in all of this.”

“Eh? Orgasmatron – never heard the term? Song by … Motorhead, well Sepultura do 
a version too but I don’t know if it’s the original – anyway, basically – Orgasmatron 
is the personification of the Churches Lust for Power and Armageddon. Find the lyr-
ics online, you’ll see what I mean.”

“*laughter* Yeah well like America says – In God We Trust.”

“Yeah right – so as I was saying, the Vatican put together this group to seek out and 
destroy the rise in the occult – *cough* I mean, disobedience. And with all these oth-
er signs popping up of a singular control over everything it’s looking like this will be 
one hell of an interesting century. But the Christians are up against something new 
this time.”

“No – and I knew you’d ask that. I’ve explained why forming a Para-military group 
or promoting extremism won’t work against the Magian – at least not yet. What the 
fuck are you going to do against a powerfully trained unit of state-sanctioned 
S.W.A.T.? Or when the System gets hold of you and drags you through the courts, 
through the legal system – launching a one-sided argument to justify your arrest, your
treatment, using all its media against you, and you end up in a cell fucked over after 
someone pays the cops or screws to ice you – or the cops or screws use the inmates 
desperation to nail your coffin shut? What? Call yourself a political prisoner? You 
end up just another David Koresh or David Hicks – making maybe a loud bang at 
first with your individuality, but which day by day under a torrent of propaganda and 
damage control from the Machine silences it – demonises it – or worse: uses what 
you did against you by making you a martyr for the opposite cause. Take September 
11 2001, even if in some distant planetary dimensions terrorists actually did blow up 
the twin towers and I’ve seen too much evidence to believe that – a couple of thou-
sand people get hurt in arguably justifiable payback for what America is doing to 
those countries their people and the world in general, and suddenly its OK for Amer-
icans to bomb the absolute shit out of Afghanistan. They do that shit in war – they do 
everything and anything they have to – and we’re at war.

If you take a careful look at the Christ/Satan myth embedded in nearly all movies 
where there’s two clearly demarcated sides, yeah again transformers classic example, 
you see that after 2001 the message of such fights changes. Suddenly war is allowed 
to be won at any cost once the enemy has been identified. Yeah well a lot of movies 
show popular monuments and world-historic sites being smashed to dust in the name 
of American justice – and even cop shows are giving fantastic justifications for treat-
ing ‘perps’ any old way the cops desire – collectively sanctioning and condoning tor-
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ture and assault of anyone whose deemed a criminal. We’re at war with something 
old archaic and massive – and to take down a two-thousand-year-old mongrel dragon 
you need pretty spectacular weapons.”

“What’s that? No, I still get it, I’m always meeting people who want to get together 
and form some sort of “Satanic Army” with a cache of weapons and secret hideouts –
fuck man, a lot of people still treat the work like its cops and robbers. Well let me put 
it this way – if you’ve ever done martial arts you realise how extremely fragile the 
human body is even as it can be super-strong. You get in a fight and you might learn 
the same thing. You get one chance to take on something as huge as the Dragon if in-
deed you’re even able to live such a life in the first place that you become aware of it 
before it subsumes you – and you can’t go throwing that life away on some doomed 
crusade your carefully manufactured ego wants you to go on – that’s falling prey to 
narrative magic. Especially, especially when there’s still no solidarity among people. 
That was the first thing to go. Um yeah, what’s his name, Henry Ford introduced the 
production line and everything just kind of snowballed from there into consumerism, 
capitalism and the era of automated machines. Do you know at my local supermarket 
they no longer employ people at night? They only provide a self-service machine that
fucks people out of jobs.”

“Yeah, but I mean a lot of people are still being trapped by the same shit – doing the 
same things despite the obvious precautions the Church has taken to meet various ac-
tions with various results. You wave a weapon, you’re gonna get fucking shot. And 
you’re gonna get shot by professionals or tasered now, the cops are being given tasers
here in Oz. And say you blow yourself up on a tram – yeah you might start some-
thing, Australia has never had anything like that happen, and it’d start a wave that’d 
turn oz into a police state – but why would that help? And what kind of weak assfuck 
thinks blowing up civilians is okay? It’s not okay – it’s a lazy easy way out of actu-
ally tackling the huge and insidious problems that face humanity as a whole. Most of 
these bombers are young – easy to control, easy to convince, easy to replace. The 
bombs don’t ever seem to get anyone of importance, or anyone who has actually been
causing the shit. It’s just an endless blood feud fuelling itself- just the way the Magi-
an likes it.”

“Well any of those poor tortured motherfuckers who did those school shootings are 
symptoms of the geometry America forces its inhabitants to endure. But I’d love to 
believe that’s finally starting to change – that people are starting to understand that 
there is a life beyond form and thus choices beyond what the Magian offers us. The 
plan to implement Magical Solidarity is – *pause* yeah, *laugh* but it’s very differ-
ent to National Socialism for a variety of reasons – name one? OK, well it hasn’t 
failed yet.”
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Ryan sipped his coffee while he listened.

“No. well I can’t explain that to many people – I can’t give reasons for various ac-
tions because people need to learn how to think like that for themselves – if I tell 
them what I’m doing they’ll just get lazy, add the info to the pile of downloads, and 
never get around to understanding digesting or integrating what was actually being 
done – instead they’ll try to find a shortcut with some other group who’ll bury them 
up to their ass in weird and ridiculous practices … yes and that’s right, you can give 
away all the secrets of the Tradition in plain view but that doesn’t mean they’ll be ap-
preciated or even understood. Like, nobody ever thanks the guy that takes the fall, do 
they? *laugh* precisely. Understanding is still at a pretty shitty level – people still 
don’t understand let alone appreciate the supreme subtlety of how they and things 
work – like how having a common enemy can join two allies together in hatred 
firmer than cement. It’s not always fun having to play the enemy – it’s not my idea of 
fun anyway – and it’s a shitty job *laugh* but it works, and someone has to do it, just 
like it’s always been done. You’ve no idea how many groups or key people we’ve 
brought together by making them hate us as a team, well me really because I stick my
head out as the so-called representative. Well, what they think is me anyway – I’m 
just a fuckin’ phantom really. Hell, I don’t know “who” I am half the time. Eh? Yeah 
well fuck ‘em it’s way too early for people to even come close to that kind of percep-
tion. Softly, softly, catchy monkey.”

“Aw fuck mate, list is endless.”

Ryan swivelled to the right and picked another jellybean out of the bowl.

“Well, we had to start somewhere – all these other places are stigmatised, so any 
place we tried to deconstruct the Magian would have had, shit, at least a few hundred 
years of sediment, in some cases like Britain, maybe a few thousand. We’d have had 
to spend a lot of time eroding too many thick layers of convictions and traditions be-
fore getting heard or even to the point. New Zealand would have been good, but 
Bolton has that, and I don’t live there anymore. And so Australia was the perfect plat-
form to launch Magical Socialism. Eh? Yeah – met quite a few interesting people 
over the years – most of them are still working with me toward this. Yeah, the ONA 
too.”

“Mm, well that’s helped fuckin’ heaps – but you can’t tell people that sort of shit – if 
you tell everyone you’re this or that – it changes perception – better to remain quiet 
on the extent of one’s achievements, for one reason people can doubt my ‘credentials’
and ‘training’ all they want … *raucous laughter* yeah! It’s from the Simpsons. Any-
way, what was I saying? The proof is in the pudding. Say what you like THEM is un-
deniably influential. And secondly, I’m avoiding being seen as an authority. Why? 
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Well people would treat our work differently; just go along with it because we have 
some vested authority – when really they should go along with it because it makes 
sense to them. Well yeah that’s why when we published a number of our books we 
deliberately didn’t give them exciting pictures – I mean I could have easily used one 
of my pictures or drawn something to make them look cool and satanic – but what the
hell would that do? It’s very easy to wrap something up in pretty pictures to sell it. 
Man, I’ve wasted a lot of good money buying shit just because it looked good only to
get it home and read it. I went through all that shit when I was DWR, god, as a teen-
ager. I want our work to sell, to spread, to influence, whether it’s wrapped nicely or 
not – after all, this fascination people have with valuing something based on its outer 
appearance needs to be balanced out. I’m testing synchronicity and I’m trying to re-
verse some of the lean on marketing that people use to qualify something’s content. 
Heh, yeah, I read a lot what can I say? Mm, well ONA officially recognised us pub-
licly as a Traditional Nexion not so long ago. Well yeah but we’ve been that privately
for a long time – being announced publicly really only serves to elevate people’s no-
tice – people are trained early on to seek authorities. As a perceived authority we 
command respect – with respect, time, and with time – attention. Attention’s import-
ant. Because once we have it – and they’re not flitting about from form to form but 
paying close attention to what we’re saying/doing – then we can point out how the 
whole process that brought them to us worked. Well yep, the idea is that it will make 
them immune to any further attempts by others to use form to entice them away from 
their own will and to serve in the will and forms of others. Well yeah, I realised the 
paradox in telling people to think for themselves – but I can’t make them think for 
themselves. I can simply do the best I can, with the others, to present what we have 
diluted from our own paths.”

“Yes, well a mixture of long-term and short-term strategists as far as Satanism is con-
cerned is important – you can’t be too careful with generalising things out of habit 
because then you cut your options short. But THEM has – yeah THEM, that’s the 
name of the new Temple – changed the game for a lot of people. As I speak, in just 
four months there’s been almost 4000 people visit the site you’re looking at. Right 4, 
059. Well, that’s true, in fact someone made a point of telling me some other as-
sclown got twice as many hits and he did fuck all with his life. But the point here is 
that 4000 people taking the time to read serious methodology and insights into the 
problems and solutions and strategy of a vehicle like Satanism – and not even Satan-
ism but just life – is a fucking good start. Because they’re not taking an interest in the
same old tired bullshit trotted out year after year, century after century that encapsu-
lates them in commercial forms – but frees them from them. With enough influence 
that could snowball rapidly into a giant fist that fucks the Magian completely. Yeah 
that is quite an image. Sorry.”

“Um, sales are steady and I’ve sold several dozen copies of each volume of Mvimae-
divm now – and that was despite stripping all the bullshit that goes with so many oc-
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cultists from the very start. *laugh* well that’s right and that’s because being occult 
isn’t the point. But occultists are the most likely place to find minds free of certain 
prejudices, more open to change, who will try things in spite of the seeming im-
possibilities of them. Well actually – Oh guess what? My publisher sent me an email 
the other day that let me know one of my books had been chosen to sell on Amazon –
and without me doing a damn thing except writing it. Again, a small start – but a 
dozen or more small starts in the right place are every bit as good as the proverbial 
good one. Saturation is one of the keys – but flooding people with books would just 
repeat what so many others have done – that doesn’t help anyone – but you know 
about my other work.”

“Yep going very well in fact. Tried a couple of times to get in good with a publisher –
but for whatever fucking reason…”

“*laugh* yeah, must be my winning personality, eh?”

“Well – Mvimaedivm is the name of the forum we run. Yeah and the name of the 
books. Well I’m sure you can figure out why they both share the same name … That’s
right mate, they’re the same thing. Anyway the forum Mvimaedivm has been ex-
tremely successful – remember when everyone just fucking argued because they 
wanted to be right? Because of the domination of the ego? Well we found a way to 
satisfactorily explain to the collective ego how everyone can be right, while everyone
can be wrong, and yet everyone work together, In Sinister Solidarity. There’s now 21 
separate nexions that I know of and counting, working together while each working 
in isolation.”

“Mate, there’s no way to explain it over the phone without it sounding confusing – 
you‘d have to see it for yourself, be a part of it to get it – its magic. I’ll send you 
some of the dossiers we put together so you can see for yourself. It’s only the first 
finger to the enemy though – the first fuck you as it were. Well a) the Vatican can’t 
tackle the occult if the occult doesn’t seem occult. b) The Magian have a powerful 
knack of absorbing everything into the machine and making it harmless, we’ve just 
shared the blueprints for that machine with the world and because it was so popular, 
that machine is all the Magian ever built. They don’t have time to build another one.”

Ryan made a face and dropped the wet blue jellybean he’d taken out of his mouth 
into the nearby rubbish bin.

“Look I don’t mean to sound like I’m blowing my own trumpet, but fuck mate I’m 
blowing my own trumpet. See look at it this way. The Christians haven’t really 
evolved in technique – yeah their enforcers have, and technology has given them an 
edge, but numbers don’t mean shit if you have a superb strategy that gets the masses 
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involved. See they still teach the same intolerance they taught way back when in the 
same way. They still have a cyclopean definition of Satan and Satanists, and Satanism
too for that matter. But instead of having discussions restricted to forms and thus 
peoples thought processes being effectively controlled via a restriction of choice of 
thoughts – people around me are now beginning to look much harder at form – exam-
ine the motive for their presence – see the fragility in them and understand the layers 
of each – not just as individual geometry, but as a powerful context to be used in cas-
ual intellectual examination. With the bones of the magic of the Magian laid bare – 
people are slowly stripping away the “cumbersome wreckage” that being trapped 
within the stricture of forms has left behind as a legacy for our generation and which 
has profound influence on everything we do by ourselves, in a group, or as a 
species.”

“No way. There’s way too much work to be done to dismantle that terrifying machine
than I could ever hope to do in a hundred years of writing. Because there are all these 
probably infinite angles that need work, study, perfection, alignment to replace the ar-
tificial machine with organic life-centred geometry. That’s why it’s so incredible to 
see all these different groups rising up as one each with its own personality, goal and 
engine driving it – yet, all working toward the same thing, the destruction of the Ma-
gian thought process – not just to tear down their transient outer architecture or per-
sonnel but a collective internal alchemical eradication of their function. I mean obvi-
ously there are groups doing all sorts of different functions – but it’s like they’re 
working as one creature to bring about the same aim. We’re not just changing the flag
here – we’re actually changing consciousness insofar as we are influencing what 
people choose to take notice of, care about, and with luck permanently affecting 
people’s perception in such a way as to revolutionise perception itself. Once 
something’s broken man, it doesn’t get unbroken. Perception is like that.”

“Well yeah, I know I’m fucking crazy. But I’m also horrifically sane.”

“*laugh* Whaaaat? Get fucked cunt, I’ll buy you a fucking swear-jar!”

“Yeah. Nah. Actually that’s a good point. Try thinking about it like this: what does the
Magian really have – really have – except our Trust?”

In a nearby room the shrill cry of a mobile phone rang out.

“With power comes responsibility – especially when you’re trying to help change the 
world in so drastic a way. And with so many handicaps! Like, we’re not wealthy, we 
have to work anonymously, we don’t have the luxury of cheap and wide-spread me-
dia or advertising, we’re trying to presence something that is completely outside the 
box so far as the occult is concerned, we’re trying to expand consciousness for fuck 
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sake, and we’re only three years old as a Temple. I have to believe it can be done – 
otherwise who else is there? Shit phones ringing hold on a sec?”

“Fucking telemarketers. Okay, I’m back, sorry about that mate. Where was I? You get
one life, seventy or so years, and then you’re fucking dead. In that time, at least as a 
Satanist – you have to break down all the bullshit lumped onto your brain and cultural
program to see something lies beyond it – you have to try escaping that program a 
number of very disheartening times in order to identify what lies beyond it – you 
have to sum up all the knowledge left to you by others by using only the merest por-
tion of it – and you have to learn how to learn. In that time you must also accomplish 
any number of extremely tricky tasks, including individuation, finding the self, ac-
cepting the ego, dealing with the concept of God, the concept of godlessness, dealing 
with the concept of concepts, get disappointed by any number of idols and gods, not 
go mad doing all this, not lose interest pursuing such goals, and not give in to being a 
part of the furniture in the Time in which you find yourself. You must fight death, 
doubt, failure, and chance, and even beyond all that – you must be able to write, 
draw, or otherwise communicate what no-one wants to hear without being drowned 
out, ignored, or laughed at. That is, assuming you align in the first place with the 
forces of the Sinister and not the status quo. Now I’m going out on a limb here and 
I’m saying to you that no-one, not a soul, can do or does what I do. That’s why I write
so much and talk so much because I’ve never met or encountered anyone like me, 
and I have something to say about the world and my place in it, I have something to 
say about all that I have encountered in the people around me as a result of its history 
and its domination by the Church. I’m not going to sit around and waste my life, 
quietly biding my time and tapping my fingers waiting for someone else to come 
along and say what I am saying, or do what I am doing. I’m just giving it one hell of 
a good go to try and smash these cunts or leave behind the means for others to do it, 
like I promised to myself I would do when I was twelve. What’s that? Mate, the army
will come – one thing I’ve learned is that there are many ways to fight a war, and 
many ways should be used to fight a war.”

Ryan’s coffee had gone cold. And he pushed it away.

“Yeah – well if we can just reach a critical mass then shit could really change in a big 
way. Yeah? We’ll I’m not a megalomaniac – no – I’m not – one of the most important
things I teach from the Temple is not to trade one authority for another. Instead of just
repeating the same hypnotic trick but with me as the new puppet master I try and 
show people how it’s done and hopefully how to shut that shit down. Because repla-
cing a Magian authority with a satanic one isn’t the name of the game either man, it’s 
all so much more complex than that and yet so blindingly simple – depends which 
side of the fence you’re looking at it from. People need to split their perception and 
dual view of yes/no a little bit further to work with us, so they have all shades of un-
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derstanding operating at once. Yeah it is asking a lot – but look at what we’re trying 
to do – and that includes your work too – it’s huge, insane, and fucking impossible – 
but hey shit, it’s being done anyway.”

“Slowly? *laugh* mate, where I stand that term means nothing anymore.”

“Exactly. But you know how super subtle the power of forms can be – and how 
people’s brains tend to work – for instance, form is so powerful, the reader may have 
unconsciously assumed that –I- don’t like blue jellybeans.

TSP (THE SATANIC PANIC)

So, to begin… again.

What does it mean to change what should call the ‘Old World Story’? Of, as we have
said previously, the Hero – the Redeemer and the endless knot that keeps archetypal
energies (and results) in a fixed stasis?

Embedded  in  the  imagery  and devices  we  crafted  are  countless  subtle  and overt
references,  symbols,  processes  and phrases  of  the  temple  including an  escalating
presence of the Thrasz,  subtly seeding the subconscious with familiarity and later
acceptance  of  mysterious  principles  that  may  in  the  Present,  present  as  mere
characteristic  artistic  eccentricity.  There  are  several  unveiled  statements  in  the
imagery:  openly  depicting  a  burned/burning  church,  the  Thrasz  desecrating  a
cathedral – and the world lore of the greater device we have crafted by way of an
entirely  new  game  has  for  its  back-story  the  essence  of  Insynsian,  relating  the
excesses  of  monotheism  for  taking  away  some  of  the  industries  most  favoured
elements and whose agency forms the game worlds past  wherein the blame falls
squarely on Abrahamic forces – and many more elements besides but our symbolism
coupled with the narrative eventually joined forces within the form. What we are
doing  is  riding  several  popular  waves  of  technology  and  entertainment-based
psychodrama and introducing new archetypes, new behaviours of those archetypes,
new energies and supplying an entirely different narrative in an attempt to influence
users and create a new living story to compete with the dominance of the OWS. A
working example of Directive-A16 in practice is itself a valuable by-product but our
intention is  to deliver  our current  en masse to the mainstream and to those most
actively  capable  of  distributing  our  work  in  a  living  psychodrama.  When  this
secondary narrative is eventually coupled with actual knowledge of the occult corpus
of  the  Temple  of  THEM reality  and  fantasy  will  drastically  trade  places  as  two
spheres carefully nurtured in isolation and never meant to touch are brought together.
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Even if now recognised, it would be difficult to dislodge these shards which have 
been embedded deeply in the industry psyche. Primarily due to the event of the 
‘Satanic Panic’ of the 1980’s that saw all manner of accusations levelled at 
entertainment industries for allegedly possessing secret intention to indoctrinate 
listeners or users with messages from the devil. Wherein such accusations are now 
laughed at and seen as a time the world went a bit mad, this is 1980 for fuck’s sake, a 
shade shy of 2000 years, TWO THOUSAND YEARS after Christianity rose to 
power. How – can humanity be so cripplingly slow to learn from the past or evolve 
beyond its suppression and the gravity of Judaeo yolks? Only by the extent of the 
mental damage evident. I digress. Such accusations of messages would find pressed 
against it – for one – its own embarrassing previous hysteria as people would scarcely
believe such claims a second time. What unassailable proof?

Moreover, these shards have already gone to their new homes – influencing the 
subconscious of hundreds of thousands of people over the course of five intense 
years. Directive-A16 is in full force here, A) subjugating and subverting a primarily 
Christian-based and Abrahamic-derived corporate vehicle that is the largest in the 
world B) sprawling across a large number of outlets and networks including pirated 
catalogues and collections seeding these tendrils further every day C) repeated by the 
world’s largest set of story-tellers themselves, who may be changing their narrative to
represent the devices presented and sharing the world we created, where even the 
smallest divergence from the OWS is a ripple against a narrative withstanding aeons 
– telling and selling a new story with a new moral code and breaking down existing 
power-types by doing so D) seeding the messages of Them far and wide to outlast us 
– in an audacious experiment of Oromancy E) making a subtle and increasingly overt
connection between the devices, imagery and the prime mover, this temple so that the
two forces eventually touch, merge and become inseparable. With five years head 
start – we now have enough breathing room and the maturation of the form so as to 
speak about the new form THEM has been implementing.

What then – when the two forms finally fuse and it becomes apparent that the 
imagery of the secondary form does indeed contain ‘satanic’ references, ethos and 
keywords, messages and influence of a real occult organisation and refers back to the 
temple and its vast body of alchemical work? What then of the gamers who know 
only of my secondary forms (WTG), or of the occultists who know only of my 
primary forms (THEM) – such volatility is hard to predict in a unique experiment that
may – when it reaches its full alchemical maturity – re-instigate a second satanic 
panic – or – simply silently brood, seeping into the minds and hearts of those whom 
the forms encounter. Who really knows what playing with exploits in a system can 
do.

In the recently released ‘Gates of Avernus’ even here, Christian apologists make 
special mention that ‘evil should have its ass kicked’ . It is useful to know that D&D 
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grew from Christian roots – and is therefore saturated with praise for the prehistoric 
ego with a blind lust to kill and an enervating morality that sees the ethos of the 
Inquisition, or Knights Crusaders, or Salem Witch-hunters enshrined in ‘Heroes’ 
whose deeds of murder and immorality are almost always deemed just, rarely 
punished by the game – and in every way, sanctioned within the fantasy genre as part 
of doing business. Coupled with all manner of human-centric archetypes, including 
the Cleric, Priest, Paladin who repel the Undead, necromancers and any monsters that
happen to get in the way – the overall narrative of D&D is the muscular colonising 
Christian which through RPG posits a simulacrum of bravely fighting evil where-ever
it may go – which in itself is the core problematic corruption of the World Story of 
humanity by reinforcing these damaging beliefs of egoistic superiority, moral 
righteousness and tribal brutality -– training and re-training in the bearing of 
Abrahamic thought and action. 

Only when the game contains a certain number and type of characters will the players
make any progress – it is designed that way to promote co-operation. These 
shortcomings aside it is a robust vehicle to allow the safe exploration of psychodrama
and the sheer power of story, the omnipotence of thrall, and the voice of THEM, not 
just the ‘player’ to present. This freedom to express themselves as another being (also
themselves) has a healing and therapeutic effect for many players, inviting greater 
steps to individuation as Jung called it, and in exploring repressed and latent 
archetypes and persona’s inherent within the subconscious to gradually build a more 
rounded personality – at least in theory, the ego-enshrinement, hero archetype and 
conqueror ethos generally undermines any qualities such heuristic exploration might 
impart as the system continually repeats and reinforces its underlying mantras. Under 
other names I have written at length about the psychodrama involved within RPG 
which more often than not accidentally touches on the same sinister aspects that 
Theatre deeply involves itself and deliberately evokes – but even that expertise 
cannot handle the danger of opening Pandora's box and letting the subconscious off 
its primal leash – what hope do the games industry who see it all as entertainment 
have?

The Ziggurat containing our various mechanisms designed to fall one after the other 
like a chain of domino’s has been built and populated, all that is required now is to 
carelessly drop the map to it. Herein though comes a few poignant questions taken 
from different vantages.

The Question of Vindication: – if the Temple of THEM actually legitimises the 
unsubstantiated Christian paranoia of the 80’s (ad infinitum) does this weaken or 
strengthen their matrix? If there are in fact, ‘satanic’ messages, symbols, and/or a 
direct attempt to undermine and disrupt their forms – and this current can be tied to 
the temple which operates in the free sphere of Saturn treating forms as social 
engineering – something to coldly dissect all devoid of emotional loading and which 
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temple exhibits open and (escalating) hostility toward Christianity and Abrahamism –
what then? What can we expect? A shut down of all the secondary forms by its 
distributors? A boycott of secondary forms by informed users? Can you shut down a 
game within a game within a game? Could it involve making an example short-term 
but whose long-term effect is to incite others to greater creativity and deeper 
penetration into forms with the relentless sorcery displayed here? Could it be the 
tipping point for a whole new wave of directed attacks against the Hydra in ways it 
has no protection against?

Advocate Vantages:
A) The introduction of our narrative may serve only to vindicate the Christian's fear 
of being subverted by satanic forces via the temples actions bringing the prophecy to 
life.
– Yes, probably.
B) Hypocrisy – viz. mimicking a crusade to rout out and vanquish the ‘evil of the 
Christians’ in effect copies the Christian's numerous crusades against perceived 
enemies whether, women, witches, blacks, communists, terrorists or satanists.
– Yes, probably.
C) Defenders rush to protect the carrier forms accusing the temple and its agents of 
attempting to destroy a platform with which form lies powerful sentiment through 
beloved entertainment subsequently exposing the temples work en masses to a litany 
of ridicule, speculation, dissection, litigation.
– Yes, probably.
D) The rich and prolific private fantasy of one insane individual
– Yes, probably.
E) A calculated attempt to use a collection of specific forms to implement the will of 
the Temple to change the way some humans think and therefore, act.
– Yes, probably.
F) A game within a game within a game.
– Yes, probably.
– It doesn’t ‘matter’ what is happening here, it doesn’t matter how its explained or 
who notices or how it might be later understood or painted if it can even be 
understood – this isn’t logic, it’s magic.
Is it possible that amid the volatile aftermath of this experiment – exposure of this 
method has the effect of seeding the concept/drive of Directive-A16 as a far larger 
widespread practice to infiltrate and subjugate corporate and core forms? Subjugate 
and subvert are of course loaded words – we are offering competing archetypes in a 
playing field where the same archetype has been dominant for an eternity – and we 
believe – has and is causing a great distortion in the capacity of humanity to evolve. 
We are offended spiritually by the lack of alternatives – this is a Mind War.

The temple is not stereo-typically ‘satanic’ – and does not propound satanism, but 
certainly an anti-Abrahamic vitriol. It is alien and Lovecraftian, sinister and 
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Illuminati seeking to control and change the Apex narrative of Judaeo-Christian 
sentiment toward some ‘Other’ – toward THEM, toward plurality. But in the end 
perhaps my life’s work so far is a tragic-comic waste of decades, amounting simply to
death-wishian chaos-magic and self-destruction – the equivalent of dropping a loaded
grenade down a well just to hear the bang but not throwing it far enough and blowing 
myself to pieces in the process. Time will tell. In the near future, Conjunction III.

TSP [II]

Embedded in the imagery and devices are numerous references and symbols/phrases 
of the temple, including the Thrasz, subtly seeding the subconscious with acceptance 
of these mysterious principles. The imagery openly depicts a burned/burning 
Christian church, the Thrasz desecrating a cathedral, and the world lore of the greater 
device has for its backstory the downfall of Insynsian and the past on whose 
shoulders the blame falls squarely on Abrahamic forces. Harboured within D&D, 
even if recognised, it would be desperately difficult to dislodge these shards – 
primarily due to the event of the ‘Satanic Panic’ which happened some decades ago – 
wherein now laughed at, such accusations would find pressed against it, its own 
hysteria as people would surely not believe such claims a second time. 

Moreover, these shards have already gone to their new homes – infecting the 
subconscious of hundreds of thousands exposed to them. Directive-A16 is in full 
force here, subjugating and subverting A) a primarily Christian-based and Abrahamic 
derived corporate vehicle that is the largest in the world B) sprawls across a large 
number of outlets, seeding these tendrils further every day C) infects story-tellers 
themselves, who will be changing not just their narrative to represent the devices and 
the world, but the narrative of aeons, of more than 2000 years – telling a new story 
with a new moral code and breaking down existing power types by doing so D) 
seeding the messages of Them far and wide E) making a subtle and increasingly overt
connection between the devices, imagery and the prime mover, this temple so that the
two forces eventually touch, merge and become inseparable. 

What then may happen then when the two forms fuse and it becomes apparent that 
indeed the imagery does contain satanic references, ethos and keywords and refers 
back to the temple and its vast body of anti-Abrahamic work? What then of the 
gamers who know only of my secondary forms, or of the occultists who know only of
my primary forms – such volatility is hard to predict in a unique experiment that may 
re-instigate a second satanic panic – or simply silently brood, seeping into the minds 
and hearts of those whom the forms encounter. In the recently released ‘Gates of 
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Avernus’ even here, Christian apologists make special mention that ‘evil should have 
its ass kicked’ – remembering of course, that D&D grew from Christian roots it is 
saturated with praise for the prehistoric ego with a blind lust to kill and an enervating 
morality that sees the ethos of the Inquisition, or Knights Crusaders, or Salem Witch-
hunters enshrined in ‘Heroes’ whose deeds of murder and immorality are almost 
always deemed just, rarely punished by the game – and in every way, sanctioned 
within the fantasy genre as part of doing business. 

Coupled with all manner of human-centric archetypes, including the Cleric, Priest, 
Paladin and numerous other Christian-archetypes the overall narrative of D&D is the 
muscular Christian, which through RPG posits a simulacrum of bravely fighting evil 
where-ever it may go – which in itself is the authentic corruption of humanity by 
reinforcing these damaging beliefs of egoistic superiority and moral righteousness – 
training and re-training in the bearing of Abrahamic thought and action. The box 
containing our servitors have been built and cast, all that is required now is to 
carelessly drop the keys. 

Herein though comes the question – if the temple actually legitimises the 
unsubstantiated Christian paranoia of the 80’s (ad infinitum) does this weaken or 
strengthen them? If there are in fact, satanic messages, symbols, and a direct attempt 
to undermine and disrupt their forms, embedded in a game shadowed with accusatory
witch-hunt – and this current can be tied to the temple, which exhibits open and 
(escalating) hostility toward Christianity and Abrahamism – what then? Firstly it’s 
entirely possible that the backlash destroys the secondary form and its tendrils – with 
proponents claiming one of two things: A) the servitor has only replicated the 
Christian’s fear by the temples actions mimicking a crusade to rout out and vanquish 
the ‘evil of the Christians’ – B) defenders rush to protect the ‘rpg’ accusing the 
temple of attempting to destroy a platform that has given said protectors some of its 
fondest memories and with which form lies powerful sentiment subsequently 
exposing the temples work en masses to a litany of ridicule. Are these machinations 
in play – hypocritical? 

Is it possible that beyond the volatile aftermath of this stage – such exposure 
however, seeds the concept/drive of Directive-A16 as a far larger widespread practice
to infiltrate and subjugate corporate forms? The temple is not stereo-typically 
‘satanic’ – and does not propound satanism, but certainly an anti-Abrahamic vitriol. It
is alien and Lovecraftian, sinister and Illuminati seeking to control and change the 
Apex narrative of Judaeo-Christian sentiment toward some ‘Other’ – toward THEM, 
toward plurality. But in the end perhaps my life’s work so far is a tragic-comic waste 
of decades, amounting simply to death-wishian chaos-magic and self-destruction – 
the equivalent of dropping a loaded grenade down a well just to hear the bang but not 
throwing it far enough and blowing myself to pieces in the process. My curiosity to 
Know is damning and a curse.
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THE POWER OF THE WILL TO SHAPE REALITY

E = Environment / e = ego

`E’ – representing environment – is that factor referred to as matter, although current 
understanding of this material or `black clay’ from which everything physical is 
moulded is yet to be understood in its greater relation to the other elements of the 
Acausal and its type of Time.
`E’ can be seen when walking down the road – it is the essence of the shapes and the 
geometry of the world. If, for instance, a road is laid, that road is there because of ‘e’,
because of ego, that is, because of someone (some Will) willing that thing to be there 
and that shape to have taken form from the elements of `E’.
The Grass, the Trees and Plants represent the wild, untamed expression of E – of 
`Environment/Nature’.
Left alone these forces would quickly claim back the carefully manicured lawns, 
garden rows, and neat hedge lines. They would crack the carefully willed concrete 
driveways and smother the property lines defined by the humble fence.
They would grow over the windows, through the floorboards and carpet the walls in 
mould. Our cars left unwashed and cleaned would become dirty lumps of mud 
covered in bird shit and rotten leaves. Their engines would atrophy from disuse, the 
parts seize and rust without oil or weather protection. We, too, would die if we did 
not eat, drink, or practice sanitary living.

A tree is a dynamic counterpart inherently and implicitly expressive of the essence of 
`E’ – a tree is part of the natural expression of the E engine – it is the substance of `E’
itself given unique form by `E’ and not `e’. It is when the `E’ meets resistance from 
the Will or driving force of `e’, I.e. the human will to change `E’ to suits its needs or 
desire, that `E’ is defined to some extent by `e’.
But until that resistance occurs, the `E’ is a raw, primal and alien expression of the 
Cosmic Being. It is from observations of this natural expression, I.e. Nature, 
unsullied by the intrusion of man’s `e’, that Nature can divulge the natural pattern of 
things, I.e. the Sacred Geometry of the Universe.
Even when `E’ has been `tamed’ to suit the `e’ of Man, its retains its essentially 
primal chthonic quality – there must be continued pressure or resistance against the 
expression of ‘E’ by man’s `e’ to keep it serviceable as such, I.e. in one mundane 
example, we mow the lawns and trim the tree branches when they show signs of 
interfering with power lines on our streets lest the grass become ‘overgrown’ or the 
tree branches `disruptive’ to our Will to Power, `e’. This constant struggle to `mould 
the black clay’ to mould the primal matter of `E’ and the contents generated by its 
Engine by the contents of `e’ – is a struggle to maintain a stasis of Artificial Forms 
over Natural Ones.
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It is a process that can not favour one engine over the other, the E and the e are not 
divisive when we look at the greater process but joined in a cyclic dance. However, 
when the Will of `e’ tries to force `E’ to conform to its Will there can be dire 
consequences.
Consider the Atomic and Hydrogen Bomb. Man’s Will to harness the elements of `E’ 
amplify the opposing Will of `E’ and the detonation that results when that `E/e’ is 
released is incredible.

If we see a road sign as we drive by it – we can, with developed powers of empathy 
and psychic/occult skills come to sense the Will that binds that sign to be there. We 
know a worker probably placed the sign there by order of the Council for which they 
work. In turn the Transport Authority issued orders to the Council. Someone in the 
Transport Authority decided to Will that sign to be there, whether it was a political 
decision to placate or bribe voters, or a decision based on common-sense to reduce 
speed – whatever the motive, it is the Will of `e’ that conceived of its implementation.
The road sign is thus held there by many combined forces of Will, by the worker who
wants to have done a good job by doing what he was asked to do and completing the 
task of setting up the sign, the Council who have ensured the sign was placed there in
order to answer to their responsibilities and obligations as part of a bureaucratic 
transport administration, and the individual in the TA who decided that it would be a 
good idea to erect a road sign in the first place – owing to pressure from other Wills 
or ‘e’s and external/internal forces.

It is due to these Wills, that you are seeing a road sign where it is and why the rest of 
the power lines, roads, houses, letterboxes etc appear the way they are and have been 
placed in such a way to give rise to your spatial and visual interpretation of the `black
clay’ or matter of the `E’ that defines your perception of the clay within a specifically 
shaped geometry.

But, if another Will wishes to smash the sign or remove it – it may do so, altering and
disrupting the will of all those other Wills for that sign to be there. In much the same 
way on a grander scale, the US Government can smash the Iraqi Way of Living, 
altering and disrupting the will of all those other Wills for that Way of Life to exist. 
Why is it so easy for one will to break/disrupt a form created by many wills?
The answer lies in the subtle illusion of Form and the subsequent projection upon 
these types of mental/physical phantasm by man’s `e’ that mistakenly adheres to a 
belief in a permanent state of things called Reality. The ‘Black Clay’ of ‘E’ cannot be 
permanently fixed in place – even with the strongest Will – for example the 
Willpower that intended the Pyramids to be built with such precision and mastery that
they should stand for ever, or at least the five thousand years or more that they have 
stood – will still be subject to the law of Iron Will. That Law states that a Form can 
only remain solid or Iron, so long as sufficient Will from `e’ is maintained -and even 
then the eroding powers of Nature, Time, and other `e’ Wills will affect any Form that
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is Willed into being because the nature of resistance of the two engines takes place in 
the connexion between the two engines, the “Mirror-zone`.
The Mirror-Zone is the place where content from E and e meet together in an 
ineffable dynamic. This Zone is at this Time perceived through a third-dimensional 
prism – but occult faculties or entheogenic drug use can awaken the necessary sight 
to perceive the Zone by other types of prism, or beyond the Zone without a prism. 
But regardless of the shape of the Prism – all possible Knowledge is limited to and 
constituted by the singular point of resistance where the two types of content from 
each engine meet and touch. Everything outside of this contact is unknowable and 
constitutes the Abyss.

When the sign is being placed, the will directed at putting it up can be quite 
tremendous – with many Wills answering to the Will of another, a sort of combined 
effort to will that sign in place is achieved. However, once the sign is placed – the 
Will of the one who conceived of it has been achieved by resistance against the `E` 
(I.e. chopping down trees to make roads, making sand into pouring concrete to hold 
the sign etc). In such a case, once the sign is up, the Will of the `e’ that placed it there 
will no longer be focused upon the act of resisting the particular elements of ‘E’ in 
that region specific. The ‘e’ may even forget all about it and move on to performing 
some other act of Will. The sign will thus have the power of will withdrawn from it – 
it will no longer be strongly powered by ‘e’ – instead it will revert to its original 
inertness in the service of Man’s Will and be left to be claimed by ‘E’. Divested of its 
protection, the sign will easily succumb to the Will of another, whose single will to 
re-shape the sign’s `E’ may prove stronger than the power of the original combined 
wills, now that the power from those combined wills has been withdrawn and the 
sign, left for `dead’. 

The contra can be demonstrated as an active force in Military Installations – in which 
tremendous `e’ Will, and Sustained Will at that, keeps the `E’ of these types of 
Installations, firmly in the service of Man’s `e’. That is to say, someone wants the 
Installations there and makes sure they stay there, makes sure they are carefully 
guarded, secure and private. Unlike the sign, `e’ is not withdrawn from this type of 
`E’. If the sign in the first example had guards posted all about it to ensure it stayed 
upright – a similar sustained Will would be likely to keep the ‘E’ of the sign firmly in 
Man’s service. But the Will of any man cannot go on forever and it is severely limited
by its lifespan. And so, Traditions, Customs, Religions, and other inventions of 
Obligation and Homage to another Will are required to keep the sustained force of 
someone’s Will present on a particular `e’ even after causal Death.

But all is Illusion. The ‘e’ of the Military Installation may be strong (the Great Wall 
of China for instance) but it is at all times being resisted by the ‘E’ and other beings 
expressive of ‘e’ – and these two engines generate infinite content without pause – 
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only a trickle of which can be known to Us – causing Change, Entropy and 
Disruption of all Forms, endlessly.

Sooner or later, the resistance of ‘e’ to ‘E’ will fail and the Form or shape made from 
willing the black clay/E, will be left for dead and thus subject to another’s Will.
One must wonder what that means with regard to the Death of God. With God’s 
Great Will removed from Earth – Earth is left for dead. The Earth is thus at the mercy
of the subjugation of human will.

MAGIC, PERCEPTION AND DIMENSION

Are the Temple of THEM, Satanic?

Are the Members of THEM, Satanic?

It’s been said with authenticity by many on the occult path throughout recorded time 
that the destruction of the concept of Individual Human Spirit has doomed mankind 
to its sensatorial-prison in the third dimension.

A separation from God and a severing of man’s knowledge of The Divine and the 
Plan, has been stated to be the aim of Luciferic Forces by countless black magical ad-
epts. And in tandem with Lucifer/Satan’s efforts to blind us to the Cosmic Christ, an-
other Evil Spirit named Ahriman is said to work at trapping man forever in the third-
dimension ruled by the senses of weight, mass, and measure so that man may never 
again regain consciousness of the Individual Spirit.

If, Lucifer and Ahriman truly are perceived correctly both in their etheric nature by 
the powerful adepts who have sought or been enslaved by them, then what is one to 
make now, of the designs of the Magian?

Is it not the ‘Magian’ who have sought to obscure the occult with a deluge of misin-
formation and distortion, a far-reaching conspiracy of Magi to control the World by 
entrapping man in a material Matrix?

Is it not the ‘Magian’ who have sought to reduce the world to a consumerist society 
using the economic powers of usury and the humble bar-code?

Or is it not?
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I think there are a lot of people seeking the type of Ritual I am about to print. I think 
there are a lot of people unaware of the subtlety of the Occult, wise to the illusion of 
taking sides, or who perceive correctly the demons behind the scenes that haunt its 
corridors.

The following ritual is taken from Liber Synystyron, {or Liber SS}.

THE NIGHTMARE RITUAL OF IMAGINATION

Summoning NAHEERZGOTH

Twenty One Instructions were given to the Black Prophet under Mescalin/LSD in-
duced trances. Twenty-One lesser demons, each a hideous nightmare, conjured and 
lured forth by twenty-one of the horrific sadistic sexual perversions of the High Black
Arts that bring them close to the plane of Man, spat forth the unspeakably cruel acts 
of the forbidden ritual of summoning NAHEERZGOTH.

The Instruction of OZOTMCH

A black plane of stone must be laid measuring eighteen cubit by twenty- three cubit. 
The wheeling path of Saturn, Mars, Mercury and Sol must be chartered across its sur-
face – where the paths cross the plane there is to be a raising of the plane into triangu-
lar apex. The sacrifices are to be bound upon the plane, and their bodies forced to fol-
low the contours by the breaking of bones to create an utterance of agony directed to-
ward the planets aforesaid to awaken them from their slumber.

The Instruction of POHZERP

The Evil Spirit must have its voice. The tongues of Thirty-Three human and animal 
sacrifice must be removed through the back of the skull -for the utterances of NA-
HEERZGOTH cannot abide in the forward translation of sound.

The Instruction of AZMIU

The Evil Spirit must have its body. The skin of living human sacrifices must be 
peeled from the bones. It must be sufficient in measure to cover the diameter of a 
three cubit black sphere of lead. The skin must be seared to the ball using smoking 
pokers.

The Instruction of GAMAHA
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The Evil Spirit must have its eyes. Seventy-Two eyes that have paid witness to the 
unspeakable are to be put out of living human skulls and placed in a brass vessel. The
brass vessel must be placed in the Angle of MURMIDI.

The Instruction of ENUDERHZ

The Evil Spirit must have its name. A beautiful man and a beautiful woman are to 
bear witness to the Rites to summon NAHEERZGOTH. They are to be nailed to the 
Sign of RNEMM to act as a vessel for the outpouring of ichor and filth from the 
portal to RNEMM. They are to have their lower jaws cut away and bowls of brass are
to be attached to their faces whereupon their utterances during witness to the abomin-
ate are to be sealed in bowls with the stopper of a human heart.

The Instruction of DAEDUU

The Evil Spirit must have its throne. A Ziggurat is to be forced skyward using the 
bones and flesh removed from male virgins having hung in the moonlight by their 
own entrails from the sign of RNEMM. The throne must exceed nineteen cubits in 
length and is to behold the sign of RNEMM. This is the portal through which the 
Watcher will enter.

The Instruction of UUDUAK

The Evil Spirit must have its Kingdom. The bodies of a woman and a man are to be 
staked whilst they are in the act of copulating. Whilst the live victims writhe, they are
to be beheaded. The bodies must be laid before the throne. They are the vessels for 
the Unholy Priests of NAHEERZGOTH. Their Spirits will animate the bodies when 
HE has come.

The Instruction of XCHTC..

This type of Ritual condemns its user to the Third Dimension. It is, in the definition 
of Satanic given above, a Satanic/Luciferic Ritual. For it entraps a man in the device 
known to THEM as the Matrix of sense and form and illusion. Yet, it is paradoxically 
the most alluring of scents to many would-be black magicians. While the Church of 
Satan, for instance, seeks to and often succeeds in entrapping its members whole-
heartedly in the Material Plane, possessed entirely by their Ego and thus achieving 
the aims of both

Lucifer and Ahriman… the ONA and THEM both begin by transcending this magical
imprisonment and taking man toward the stars. By breaking down the myths of Time,
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of Space, of Matrix, etc. By freeing the Individual Spirit… by working beyond the 
entrapment of the third dimension toward the Acausal Realms, toward the Aeonic 
Realm that opens up the third eye to the enormity and the superior perception of 
Time. This type of work, even if it claims association to Satan, has always been asso-
ciated with the work of Holy Men, the Holy Grail and the Alchemy of the Philosoph-
ers Stone. Such works include almost all of the Order of Nine Angles works on Al-
chemy, on Aryanism, on smashing the simplistic concepts of Good and Evil of going 
to extremes in both, On Insight Roles, and more. On THEM’s Radia Sol and work 
with psychology to approach a modern day medium to channel its occult knowledge 
in a receptive manner. Or the following steps to apprehend the prejudice of ones un-
conscious third dimensional prism of perception and open the sense world beyond the
five and to enter the sixth, not intellectually but in practical terms of immediate ex-
perience. Continuing on from the post on Will…

Let us consider the ramifications of this Withdrawal in relation to the Death of God. 
Without God’s great will to protect the Earth – Earth is unprotected – its plains and 
mountains, trees and living creatures, its resources and its destiny left for dead, aban-
doned by the will of God. Earth then, is subject to, and at the mercy of, subjugation 
by the human will.

NOTES:

Time and the content of the two Engines are Fractal in nature. The unique content of 
the two engines and their interaction together forms the unique conditions present at 
any moment in Time. There are, however, other forces involved that impinge on what
arises on the plateau, such as the formative, disintegrative and flux elements of Aeon-
ics, the unknown effect of Acausal elements, and those elements that are beyond third
dimensional perception.

On the Fifth Dimension

…Let us consider the ramifications of this Withdrawal in relation to the Death of 
God. Without God’s great will to protect the Earth – Earth is unprotected – its plains 
and mountains, trees and living creatures, its resources and its destiny left for dead, 
abandoned by the will of God. Earth then, is subject to, and at the mercy of, subjuga-
tion by the human will.

NOTES ON THE THIRD DIMENSION:

A Square has often been used to designate the right-angle nature of the three dimen-
sions x, y and z. I.e. Depth, Length, and Width.
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Everything in the 3rd dimension is considered to have a face (or front) an opposite 
face (or back) and possess a quality of reduction into the ether, that constitutes `space’
between the two faces. A person is perceived to spatially have a face and a back of 
the head. A chest and a back. A knee and a calf. A car is perceived to spatially have a 
front, a back, a front bumper and a rear bumper. A book, a cup, even a ball (which is 
round and has no defined “face” as opposed to its “back”) are said to have a front and
a back. This is because of the restrictions of the 3rd dimensional perception. What 
might we look like if we able to perceive in five dimensions? Would human beings 
look different? Would everything look different?

Is it the faculty of sight that perceives dimension? In order to approach an answer it is
necessary that a third D perception be escaped. In caveman times, the paintings of 
hunts on the walls lacked any kind of disciplined depth perception. The figure of a 
hunter surrounded by animals of all shapes and sizes did not process the concepts of 
near and far. To the caveman the world may well have been 2 D, or even 1 D and thus
it was depicted as such. It seems confusing to our consciousness because we under-
stand near and far, and that things seem to change shape (shape constancy) as they get
further away or draw closer, but also understand (shape relativity) and that a cow is 
not smaller (in mass) just because it is far away.

But what is a dimension? Is it a plane? Is it a direction? Is it the perception of geo-
metry in an abstract form of cognition? If I asked someone what shape the painting 
on the easel is from where I am sitting, which looks like an askew oblong to me, they 
would almost certainly say it is a rectangle. “Which is it” – is a cop-out. Both projec-
tions are abstract, the thing which I have created by projecting a name and localisa-
tion in space over E – is not a shape. “What is it” is thus useless too.

What of a hollow object? Say a square box. It has an outside? An inside? As well as a
front and back. It has that quality of depth that we’d call “sides”. But if we were in-
side it, would not each side itself constitute `a new’ front and back, or are we to think 
of the container holistically; that there is nothing ‘new’ inside the box that was not 
part of the original perception of quality between the Face and the Back? Is an extra 
dimension to be found hidden from sight in the original quality of depth? Must we 
begin our perception anew once inside the box? An Inside the box requires the sup-
position of an Outside – and are we not making a very clear demarcation of dimen-
sions when we walk inside our house or leave it to go outside?

When we are Inside the box, is the concept `Outside’ determined by its quality of 
depth away from the perceiver? Does the side we are facing become the new `front’ 
and the outside face of that side, the `back’? If it depends on which way the percep-
tion proceeds from – I.e. if we are outside looking at the front of the box, or inside 
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looking at an equally justified front of the box – which is the front, and which is the 
back?

Is it not the object that is three-dimensional but our own perception – which must 
continually change its mind to determine the front of a box by projecting those di-
mensions upon it? Does the front of the box change from being the front of the box 
when we look at it from the back? Does the back then become the front? If it does, 
then it is shown that it is not the object that is three-dimensional but our perception – 
which is like a glass box we place over the E and label it accordingly to limit it to 
what we see. If the front of the box changes, and the old front of the box becomes the 
new back of the box – what has occurred? Firstly – there never was any `front’ of the 
object. There never Is any `front’ of the object. There is a moving of our third dimen-
sional perception onto a particular part of E and an interpretation of that E via our 
prejudiced prism.

The `front of the box`, does not magically move from one place to another – it does 
not somehow become `outside’ after being `inside` – because it does not exist at all. It
is a construct of human thought onto an object, to will that object to be serviceable 
and – to be an object. If our perception is a construct, and a product of human thought
– could the human being construct a four or five dimensional prism through which to 
perceive? To answer this, we need to define what it is that gives rise to the qualities of
the third dimension that are perceived. Is it the biological construction of the eyes? Is 
it the bending of light? Is it the type of consciousness we possess? What is it?

TIME, has been said to represent the 4th Dimension. Time has been believed linear. If
I walk across a room, I am making a straight line forward from some point or other – 
and that point will forever be the past in that line. A to B to C. Some use a helix to 
represent a cyclic version of Time whose contents of the Past are in some way inimic-
al and known to the contents of the progressions beyond that past point – or to put it 
another way, the past is implicit in the future. But what is a helix but a curved straight
line? Time is beyond Depth, Length and Width – how it joins, if it joins, its use as a 
measure of Change (by inherently creating `Change’) but it is an abstract used to 
measure something that is observed – but without labels, remains a mystery. Am I 
moving through Time as I write this, or is Time moving through me. Am I inert or is 
Time inert?

We must also wonder, if we project three-dimensions onto all other objects, why 
should our observation of anything else be different – why should our perception not 
be prejudiced of Time too? If Time is the 4th dimension, then the qualities of E and e 
can be said to represent the 5th dimension. The union of these engines is invisible to 
all means of three-dimensional prism perception yet it can be intuitively grasped as 
easily as it is physically apprehended under the guise of Reality. There is no length, 
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no width, no depth in the joining of Ego and Environment, no way to measure it with 
Time, Change or any other abstract to quantify the nature of this profound connexion 
– the result from the union of the two engines is at best, supremely complex, and at 
worst, unquantifiable. The two engines do not join at right-angles, they do not fit into 
one another like a key and lock, and they are more than likely a singular process that 
is so vast it is perceived as two. Yet the brain, the I, the sense of sentience that knows 
itself to be valid: that acts as the inquisitor of the content externally and internally re-
lated to it – experiences this `invisible’ fifth dimension as Life, and its presence in all 
the interactions/elements that result from that Living.

The Body is `E’.

The Brain is `E’.

It, consciousness, is an exponent of `E’, called `e’.

`e’ is the Individual Spirit.

`e’ can Will `E’ into its service.

`e’ can Will `e’ into its service.

`e’ as an exponent of `E’ is subject to `E’ and finite in its Will.

The fifth dimension then, is accessed intuitively but its presence can be perceived as 
grounded in all things even through a third dimensional prism. That is, the 
connexion/joining of Ego and Environment is everywhere – but despite its connexion
being present in the stitching of all things – perception of the world through a third 
dimensional prism will restrict lucid perception of the fifth and the fifth will remain 
`invisible` under such restricted conditions even though its presence is plain as day. 
Thus the fifth dimension is an Occult/Esoteric dimension. The question put to Initi-
ates of this Temple and of Magic in general, is do you understand where you stand?

Exercises related to the E/e
Without several occult keys/insights to help withdraw various levels of projection 
that cause the third dimension to imprison one in a world of Sense, or first being able 
to switch off the Matrix and perceive the illusions correctly as per the “Sinister Mat-
rix of the Black Clay” mentioned in our essay “In Sinister Solidarity” these exercises 
may prove difficult or impossible, but for the initiate advanced in the Septenary Way 
or particularly skilful in Visualisation/Psychic Isolation, they may open doors previ-
ously closed. The exercises are very simple but may cause great discomfort. This is 
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partly because of the awkward and previously un-experienced sensations evoked, and
partly because they confront the self.

1) The first exercise involves trying very hard to focus all your awareness on various 
parts of your body. I.e. your right knuckle of your thumb – and trying to ‘wake’ it up 
to the sensations around it rather than utilising the stream-lined passage of censoring 
awareness that we usually use in every-day life so that sensatorium do not overwhelm
us. In this case we are going to try to become conscious of the sensation of that 
knuckle to such a degree that we can feel the air moving on its surface, feel the 
follicles of hair growing out of the pores, and feel the skin, blood and bone inside it. 
When you have done this warm-up exercise it is time to turn this focus toward feeling
the Brain. One must try to become aware of the pressure inside one’s head of the 
brain against the skull, of the surface of the brain cerebellum, of the synapses and 
blood – i.e. one is trying to awaken the sensation of being bodily aware of one’s own 
brain in the same way we are aware of our hand. We are also trying to reduce our hol-
istic awareness such as we have of our whole body, to the tiny cramped quarters of 
the cranium. This exercise may prove extremely uncomfortable – for the brain is not 
usually felt consciously, except perhaps as a weight, and this weight is again mostly 
unconscious and forms part of the heavy feeling that accompanies any conscious 
thoughts of sentience. That is, that when we chance to think of what it is that looks 
out of our eyes, behind our faces that gives us animation and allows us to do things, 
we are aware to some extent of the ‘I’… but without a brain and the subsequent 
weight it contributes; Consciousness, would in fact, feel like a light type of force 
rather than a solid density of being behind the eyes.

When you can feel your brain, when you are able to imagine/sense/perceive the con-
tours of the cerebrum, feel the division of the hemispheres, i.e. focus total awareness 
on your brain’s sensations and body – try next to isolate where you think ‘you’ are 
coming from in the brain.

We call each other by name so often the process takes becomes entrapment whereby 
we come to perceive ourselves incorrectly as a ‘personality of its own accord’.

Where do you originate from? Where is the source of you situated in your brain? is it 
at the very back? the very front? somewhere in the middle? Can you pin-point it? If 
you can, then you have found the entry point into the causal of the engine of “your” 
[more correctly, the] ‘e’.

Everything external to that point, is the ‘E’.

The fifth dimension is the experience of the total being and the resistance to total be-
ing.
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ECONOMICS, MONEY, MAGIC AND THE SINISTER: 
PART 1-4

My interest in the psyche, prime causality, original chaos, human behaviour, material-
ism, form and ultimately a heuristic search for wisdom as to the architecture of the 
world has often lead me toward the topic of economics. As they say “money makes 
the world go round” and anything that makes the world go round is what I am inter-
ested in. I have suspected that economics is more intrinsically related to and compli-
mentary of my interest in Forms and the Sinister than I have yet been able to explore 
The final chapter of Book III of my DOAD series originally contained essays on 
Usury (long since removed) because I felt a basic understanding of money was an es-
sential tool to understanding the world. I have come to see just how deeply the 
concept of money affects and connects things and it has prompted me to give this 
subject more serious attention.

I initially felt it would be too challenging to grasp the mathematical formulas em-
ployed within this field (and too boring) but it has not been essential to apply these 
formulas. I tend not to enjoy being lumbered with nomenclature and prefer to extract 
an understanding of forces and pressures at work in a form, so I have settled for just 
recognising that there are formulas with a basic understanding of what they are for. 
To this end I’ve been trying to develop a wholistic understanding of how economics 
affects everything and everyone. This research has enabled me to widen the scope of 
my work with a rich and rewarding vein of new insights though a Master of Econom-
ics I am not.

The most prominent of my insights is that economics and its development and institu-
tion can effortlessly be called Magic or Black Magic. There is virtually nothing an 
unlimited amount of money cannot achieve (since what is worth achieving is often 
decided by how much money it can make.) Money brings with it prestige, status, se-
curity and more and the way in which money came to be so powerful and omni-
present is simply amazing.

I am cynical of many aspects that are associated with magic I have often seen two 
sides to the occult the tricks that people play with Ouija boards, tarot cards, each oth-
er – and have generally been more interested in what psychology/sociology has to say
about these practices and what it says about people rather than the otherworld. My 
approach to magic however is not outright scepticism. It is more about resisting self-
delusion and not encouraging the self-deluded in order to really discover for myself if
it exists outside of imagination. I still don’t know. 

I have experienced enough to force acceptance of the supernatural, but few of my ex-
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periences have been what I expected or thought to expect as if when it happens, the 
occult is indeed other-worldly and leaves you wondering just what the hell is really 
out there. Those experiences with seeing demons and God and yet catching people 
performing tricks such as moving the glass on Ouija opened up a curious abyss into 
which my questions have been falling ever since. On one hand, I believe that, in the 
sense of being able to enact power over events objects and people through using ritu-
al/altar magic, magic words, symbols etc and/or simply wishing it success is ex-
tremely rare but it can be done. And yet, on the other hand, despite the nonsense that 
can be associated with magic, in another sense I see that it is a daily occurrence en-
acted on all levels of society from politics to religion to marketing to advertising to 
movies to music to media – and that many things that are by my definition magical 
go unnoticed. 

I have since moved on from ghost-busting, demon summoning, voodoo dolls and 
angst over which coloured candles to burn seeing what humanity can do has ruined 
my awe of demons, not even seeing a ghost but feeling it sit on my bed left me with a
horrible chill that there are some things we share the world with that all my logic 
simply cannot control or would ever want to see, and psychology has shown me more
weak spots and how to apply them to people than a voodoo doll ever did. Alchemy, 
Insight Roles, Martial Arts, Satanism and more all provided rich insight into how I 
work, others work, things work or don’t work.

My interest, now that I am 32, is where all the interests I have ever had, about the 
world I have found myself in, meet: The meta-science of forms; the deliberate decep-
tion through their control and execution; and the common-day casting of illusions by 
all human beings in incredible ingenious endless varieties that lead to real results, 
whether its creating an avatar online to change others perception of us, or using pro-
paganda to convince a nation it’s a good idea to go to war. It’s not conspiracy, sci-
ence, religion, magic, the occult, psychology, sociology, humanism or philosophy 
these approaches all have their strength and weakness but a mix of anything I can get 
my hands on to understand; its Mvimaedivm Know now my way. 

Economics though is more powerful and more effective than any occult system I have
seen demonstrated or witnessed at work. And though it may seem odd to refer to eco-
nomics as black magic or cite it as an occult topic some may remember the comparis-
on I made of a Bank Manager with a Fortune Teller in the Book of ABSU:

If I asked who is more likely to be deemed crazy, a Bank Manager or a Tarot Reader; 
you are probably likely to say Bank Manager because the phrasing of the question 
seems like a trick and you are resisting the lure. However, “common-sense” will tell 
us that we are more likely to believe a Tarot Reader will be perceived as crazy over a 
Bank Manager. But why? If it is because Tarot Reading involves occult elements, is 
less than scientific and offers spurious satisfaction to the desperate or gullible: why 
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does it seem less crazy for Bank managers to involve themselves with Usury (the ma-
gical creation of new paper or electronic money out of thin air by Banks that leads 
people into debt) Economics or working with numbers? The handling of money is 
quintessentially far more occult than Tarot. Bank Managers seem professional, nor-
mal, even essential members of our society but very few people actually know the 
true hideous power of economic theory, realise it is far more destructive than Chris-
tianity has ever been, or even remember how to question the status quo of what is 
crazy. And I say `remember’ tongue-in-cheek, because you cannot remember if you 
are not taught, and teaching the actual applications of the world is not what Schools 
or Educational Institutions do. A Bank Manager really only differs from the Tarot 
Reader in their presentation of occult mystique, and because they tend to give us 
something more tangible and with our loss of faith in the spiritual, the solid takes on a
greater meaning in our lives. 

Consider the process of a Tarot Reading or Bank Appointment. You come in and are 
impressed by the setting; it seems professional and mysterious (or “professional and 
legitimate” in bank terms) and you sit down to discuss what you want. The 
Reader/Manager does a reading for you and tells you that you may encounter some 
hardships in the next few months but your future will be financially secure and you 
may even be rich. They then ask you for a fee for performing the reading and because
you feel secure and happy being told ambiguities you pay them. With the Tarot Read-
ing, the fee ends when you leave the room. But with the Bank Manager you take a 
small fee with you called `interest’ and it grows and grows every day until you pay it 
back at huge extra expense, sometimes multiple times what you originally borrowed. 
Or you succumb to debt and lose everything: like magic.

I’ve always taken the word occult to mean hidden. And my work with forms and de-
constructing them has revealed to me that a great deal of the things in this world that 
are hidden, or occult, hide in plain sight. And all the while thinking as a teenager that 
there were ley lines, energy grids, spirits and other magical forces that guided the 
world on unseen esoteric tracks I handled and spent money without being any the 
wiser that my seemingly innocuous actions with money were what really ruled hu-
manity. 

There is probably very little incentive for the average occultist to take time to think 
deeply about the history or science or miracle of money when it is far more tantal-
ising (and self-indulgent) to obsess over how to set up a kick-ass altar to best worship
the devil – but now that I have come to realise my place in the world and know more 
about how it works. I see better what motivates many of the things I see around me 
and gave rise to the way things are or predicts how they will be; the actions of nations
and individuals, the search for spirituality or wealth often comes back to money not 
necessarily theirs, and not all the time, but somewhere money has usually been in-
volved and controlled available choices. 
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Personally, I think I worshipped the devil because I rejected the world and my feel-
ings of powerlessness in it. I sought power over it, power of myself, power over 
knowing my place in it. Doing what I do now is probably a magnified, just more dig-
nified, method of seeking that power. While I realise understanding these two very 
different subjects appeal at different ages ultimately, they are more or less the same. 
The devil is in the details. 

The Devil is in the Details 

Before I continue, I should warn you that I won’t be explaining every term I use be-
low, or assume some knowledge of economics already by the reader. I have also pre-
sumed that when presented with a topic you know next to nothing about, you, like 
me, remedies this by educating oneself about it. If you are significantly 
interested/motivated – a number of excellent (at least, I think so) key articles relating 
to Usury, the origin of Money and the nefarious deeds and practices of Banks are 
available from Sinister 101 group.

Insights I have reached through Economics involve enlightenment into an intricate 
subject developed by others for centuries whose premise is a methodology/system 
that desires to know what motivates human decisions, reactions and rationale – and a 
rich history of the fervent striving to find a method to measure, predict and influence 
them. The premise of black magic is remarkably similar.

I have had my eyes opened to the theory and and concept of collective liquidity be-
hind economic balance ruled by the marketplace and market forces. I have a better 
understanding of market forces that govern people on state, federal, national and 
global scales and how (i.e. the processes involved) decisions, media and forms affect 
individual choices and everything from food to wages to recessions. I have a better 
understanding into the role of govt on an economic and not a previously myopic 
political level. Insight into the invention and unavoidable institution of capitalism as a
reflexion (conscious) and a reaction (unconscious) to innate human behaviour, ac-
quisitiveness and ingeniousness. Insight into world events, world decisions and the 
complex theory of pressures that the rational mind reacts to and/or is believed to react
to – enabling economists to predict human behavioural outcomes. The control myth-
os, stories and archetypes have over people is still very powerful despite the air of 
pre-possessed autonomy society tells us we have as the consumer, for instance, and 
our ability to choose consciously is often undermined by ancient unconscious arche-
types that possess us. I will give an example.

One recent example involves the interesting effects on part of society from the death 
of a character in a popular TV soap-opera/drama show Packed to the Rafters. Despite 
having spent millions in campaigns to get the message through to people about the 
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dangers of being distracted while driving with mobile phones the message was only 
carried through to the public on a large scale via the death of Zoe, who is hit by an 
oncoming car as she crosses an intersection reading a message from her boyfriend. 
dramatic make-believe archetype.

If it weren’t so dangerously ridiculous the presence of Absu it would be funny. The 
characters death reportedly drew 3 million viewers setting a record. It was promptly 
given an encore (repeat) showing. It was actually reported as news on several chan-
nels – with some mourners going so far as to send in photos of themselves dressed in 
funeral garb for the occasion (except one mourner who dressed in pink citing it was 
what the character would have wanted). It was also considered front page magazine 
material but front-page newspaper headline too? With all that was going on in the 
world the death of a fictional character nabbed prime spot. Whilst one could forgive 
the idiocy/credulity of the media and some readers/viewers in overreacting to this 
outpour the Governments Transport Accident Commission even went so far as to fea-
ture an ad about driving with a mobile phone that said tonight you will experience 
first-hand the effects of the death of a loved one on the family referring to the repeat 
showing of the episode. 

The death of this character created a national wave of grief and sympathy and far 
more of a reaction than many tragic events have ever received or ever receive even 
when they involve real people. What is interesting is A) it’s not a real person we are 
talking about here but an actress who did not die, and B) that in this instance the in-
cidental show death and large-scale archetypal resonance lay with soap-opera charac-
ters and was more powerful than any amount of emotionally-based psychologically 
deliberate ads containing equal scenes of trauma and loss in countless campaigns for 
people to get off their phones while driving. It really is worth asking is it necessary 
for a person to exist in order to be real?

A significant part of this nation (over)reacted to this fictitious event rationally and ir-
rationally though we tend to laugh collectively at the stupid Americans who believe 
in angels or can’t find Canada on a map. I wonder what the revelation of Christ’s 
second coming or an official announcement that aliens are among us by the govt 
would bring (OA32).

Anyway, this reaction to a form is a single example of how greatly people can be 
moved by simple pressures and the presentation of forms money can also be treated 
as a soap opera that people watch and grieve over, to the point of killing themselves, 
if a character dies (stocks fall, companies go bust, writs are filed etc). Consider how 
greatly the Global Financial Crisis, Great Depression or Wall St Crash affected 
people and you may be able to see the parallel between the reaction to a TV show and
the reaction (world-wide) to a fiscal drama. The way money sets up and controls our 
choices is simply remarkable and If you haven’t already read it, I recommend taking 
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a look at the article in Sinister 101 by Gustave Le Bon on choice and how it is nar-
rowed for us.

ECONOMICS, MONEY, MAGIC AND THE SINISTER: 
PART 2

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MAGIC AND ECONOMICS

The occult-science of money and its apparent indispensability to societies has long 
been of interest to my work because of its omnipresence and omnipotence; its rela-
tionship to materialism and human obsession with form(s); its living example of a 
conceptual/ethereal idea enforced as physical reality and the scope of the resulting 
matrix of power it sustains affecting everything and everyone in a controlled and un-
controlled manner. Taking time to look into economics has allowed me to make many
new connections, some ignorances to dissolve (and no doubt new ones arise) and gain
a better intuitive grasp of the motivations of people on an economic scale providing 
further considerations to draw on when writing about what I observe in life. I’ve 
played Hasbro's Monopoly game many times, but I never really understood its con-
text in the real world before or appreciated why some monopolies are important to 
have. It is as if my automatic cultural programming over-rode my consciousness of 
caring how I was involved.

The way I see it, the history of money is an occult (hidden) history and a magical se-
quence of events arising out of necessity to protect property and control the world 
(see Sinister 101: Economics folder). Understanding the importance of property and 
the necessity to preserve and protect property rights of individuals and groups is an 
ingenious and intricately complex system that has been with humanity a considerable 
length of its life and shapes our societies. 

Once based on notes/chits that could be exchanged for goods/gold, for most of the 
West, money is now almost solely an electronic medium with banks and the govt able
to create money without requiring the capital to back it up in gold, oil or other re-
sources. This means an unlimited amount of thin air or credit money can be lent, des-
pite there being only a finite amount of hard currency in circulation that can be re-
turned. When debt cannot be repaid, the banks foreclose on mortgages and loans and 
people lose everything. This is how banks became and stay rich.

I used to hear people says that something was more secure than Fort Knox referring 
to the United States-based reservoir where they keep stockpiled gold in ingots to back
floated currency. But I don’t hear that any more. Now banks simply perform a magic 
trick and pull endless money from thin air by issuing electronic credit. This magic 
trick is not free however, its over-performance has hidden costs and effects, and care-
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less use of usury can be seen seen through fiscal phenomena such as recessions, infla-
tions, boom, national debt and budget surplus/deficit that sometimes drastically affect
human standards of living.

*Gold has been of particular interest to somebody in Australia the past year years and
a spate of companies have been buying up old unused mobile phones (which contain 
gold and copper among other metals) and a new company trading under the name 
Gold Buyers Australia has been doing the rounds buying back gold at low prices. 
Seems like someone is trying to buy up national supply in order to increase the worth 
of hard bullion as in economics, the shorter the supply, the more the demand. The 
more demand, the more something is worth. This tactic often occurs in the antiques 
trade where people buy up as many available items of a certain set as possible in or-
der to decrease supply and availability of that item and thus make it more valuable.

Magic has been referred to as a means of directing the will to control events and 
people and quintessentially this is what money does or can do.

The system of economics viz. Money, is primarily used to avoid barter or the trade of 
goods with other goods – and to create a universal currency or standard of worth that 
can be exchanged for good and services, instead of paying with goods and services.

It measures its success by the increases in standards of living its system fosters 
through patents, technology and property rights which encourages people to make 
money by sharing inventions and increase the standard – and measures its failure by 
the durations and degree of human suffering bad fiscal policy inflicts. 

A good example of how economic policy can affect human lives was seen in the 
Great Depression where a policy of having prices fixed (sticky) for things caused un-
told hardship for entire nations because the economy could not naturally adjust to 
match changing market forces. For all the suffering the poor endure without access to
money and the lamentable abuse and evils of capitalism. Economics is an application 
of market forces/trade that ultimately claims to trend toward the greatest good. Con-
trary to what I believed previously, viz. that selfish corporations were ruining lives, 
the success of economics to improve lives strangely enough involves, in fact depends 
on companies and individuals being motivated by ruthless self-interest. But since 
economics so widely affects people’s lives it is certainly something that should be 
taken into account in Aeonics or how forms affect people. Since it is concerned with 
the decrease of human suffering it opens up the possibility of deliberate abuse of the 
system for profit and increased suffering and is intrinsically connected to the im/mor-
al definition of Sinister as a force that directly/indirectly controls us.

Economics measures its success in maximising utility or human happiness where be-
ing economic means doing the best one can to make limited resources and time 
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stretch as far as they can to get the most from them. In the case of resources, some 
things can be owned outright, and some things cannot. Among those that can be 
owned are land, vehicles, goods, holidays, electronic goods, services such as electri-
city or phone line, assets and capital. An example of things that cannot be owned are 
electromagnetic wavelengths because there is a very definite limit to its spectrum for 
the thousands of radio stations worldwide the waves must be shared and portioned as 
best as can be but no-one owns or can own the spectrum because there is no way to 
stop others from using the resource (light) for free.

Like all forms, economics involves complex and time-consuming minutiae when 
broken down into its network of concepts and applications however it has occurred to
me that its behaviour and concept can be likened to and explained well by, driving on 
the highway.

Economics is largely self-regulating. Which is to say, if left to its own devices, the 
market tends to sort itself out. Strangely enough even (or especially) chronic self-in-
terest is ultimately necessary to serve the greater good. A company (let’s call it AA) 
can have a monopoly on something, iphone5 (a future model) for instance and charge
a fortune for people to buy it. Because people can’t get it anywhere else, it is exclus-
ive, hard to get, and increases demand – but this only applies for 20 years while their 
patent lasts. After that 20-year protection, the invention or technology is considered 
fair game for anyone who wants to replicate it. When replicators (BB and CC) enter 
the market with their new versions of the iphone5 – extremely keen to make as much 
money as company AA has been, AA suddenly loses the monopoly on the technology 
and the market. With AA, BB and CC all offering iphone5s, each corporation has to 
undercut the other to make their product more attractive to the consumer i.e., cheaper.
Suddenly the iphone5 is so cheap, it’s no longer profitable and so it stops getting 
made. The new iphone6 has made them obsolete anyway and the whole cycle begins 
again because there is the promise of secured profits to be made by patenting new 
technology for another 20 years. Capitalism continues perpetually in this way by cre-
ating a new commodity every time the last is no longer in demand.

The essential thing I have found to be fascinating about economics is that changing 
any one thing in economic policy has resounding effects on everything else. If the 
price of things rises too high, market forces act to bring them down. If the price of 
things falls too low, market forces act to bring them up – the fluctuation of sales, dis-
counts, wage increases/decreases, interest rates, inflation, recession and more are all 
regulated naturally as a product of the rational mind. The rational mind is affected by 
the trends it predicts are coming, makes its decisions based on those predictions and 
acts accordingly. This is exactly how the stock market works and why crashes occur. 
If everyone working for company AA sees an important bulletin on the news about 
mobile phones being proved to cause cancer* consumer confidence falls, they stop 
buying phones and stocks plummet. World events, that once seemed so far away and 
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irrelevant to me as I viewed them on the news, suddenly fall into place as effects 
from a butterfly’s wing with potentially devastating unseen results. People’s decisions
have consequences, and when large numbers of people make the same decision, that 
pressure influences fiscal and social policies in the directions they take.

*7 Dec, I just heard the news announce a scientific study that claims to have proved a
link between mobile phones used by children and resulting disruptive behaviour. 
How unusually lucky to have a hypothetical form come into being that I can now 
study the effects of.

I have noted however, that several Multi-National Corporations appear to have taken 
ingenious steps to avoid many of the typical and naturally occurring market re-bal-
ances that occur to stop profiteering indefinitely. While by no means versed in the 
subtleties of economics, I am seeing how some (Australian, for instance) corporations
have insulated themselves indefinitely from slumps in market forces and decrease in 
demand by securing a range of diverse commodities instead of specialising. Also, that
instead of competition that pushes prices down Wesfarmers, Australia’s largest cor-
poration owns and operates a chain of logistics for mining, freight, food, office sup-
plies, hardware, and more. These companies each support one another, ruthlessly un-
dercut and under-supply competition and have a monopoly on building, business and 
food. To one of Americas most terrifying monopolies at work I recommend the excel-
lent documentary Food Inc. that deals with the US Multi-National Monsanto and its 
aggressive tactics that have all but ruined natural crops in America, and replaced 
them all forcibly with unlabelled Genetically Modified alternatives.

The following are some notes from Food Inc regarding the collusion between 
Monsanto and key players in the Bush Administration who govern Regulatory and 
Judicial offices and have passed laws to completely destroy any farmer that uses nat-
ural seed. Natural seed, is not modified and re-seeds, allowing farmers to re-use that 
seed for next year’s crop. Monsanto have passed statutes that prohibit natural seed, so
that farmers are forced to buy new seed from Monsanto every year destroying agri-
cultural independence for any farmer. 

The following are some of the key Monsanto people that made the decisions affecting
food practices. Note that each of them had close ties to the Bush administration or 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Clarence Thomas – Monsanto
Attorney 1976-1979
Supreme Court Justice 1991-present
presided over the one court case that decided the Seed-Saving issue. He wrote the 
majority of the details to prevent farmers from saving their own seed.
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Donald Rumsfeld Searle CEO 1977-1985
Searle Pharmaceutical (bought by Monsanto)

John Ashcroft Missouri Senator 1995-2001
Received record donations from Monsanto

Monsanto also had close ties to the Clinton admin.

Mickey Kantor
Board of directors 2000-2002
Monsanto

Robert Shapiro Monsanto CEO 1995-2000
President Clinton's Advisory Board
Monsanto

Political power has prevented political debate over the rapid change to our food sup-
ply and practices.

Wendell Murphy
North Carolina state senator 1989-1993
Smithfield Board of directors 2000-present

Margaret Miller
Chemical lab supervisor 1985-1989
FDA Branch Chief 1989-present
Monsanto

Linda Fisher
Vice president government & public affairs 1995-2000 – Monsanto
EPA deputy administrator 2001-2003

Michael Taylor
King & spaulding lawyer 1984-1991 – Client of Monsanto
Advised Monsanto on genetically modified food labelling. 
Deputy commissioner for policy 1991-1994 FDA
Oversaw FDAs decision no to label genetically modified foods.
Vice president for public policy 1998-2000 – Monsanto

California law put forth a statute that all cloned animal food products particular to 
SB-63, should be labelled. It passed the State legislature, but was vetoed by then, 
Governor Schwarzenegger.
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The food companies have fought against telling you anything about food. They 
fought not to have the Nutrition/Calorie information on food available. Meat industry 
fought not to have company of origin labelled on food. They fought against Transfats.
They fought against GMO and now 70% (closer to 90%) has some form of GMO in-
side it.

These are invariably labelled from 951 to 1145, modified starch, modified corn, nat-
ural flavour, and so on. (Please see GMO for more information on the meaning of 
these numbers.)

Monsanto legally and literally owns Corn and Soy. They control the seed supply of 
both and sue any farmer into the black if they choose not to use their seed. If GMO 
seed crops are found to have contaminated a farmer’s natural crop- It is by law up to 
the farmer to prove they did not steal Monsanto’s patented seed. Even if Monsanto 
grows GMO crops further up the road. Monsanto has a team of 75 investigators who 
prosecute and perform random spot checks on farmers to make sure they don’t save 
their seed. Anyone who does, is prosecuted. Thousands of farmers have lost their 
livelihood merely for refusing to use GMO seed in their crops.

The food industry has different protections than any other industry. Oprah Winfrey 
was sued by Texas cattlemen for what she said about meat after finding out what was 
in it faeces, guts, blood and it took 6 years and $1 m in fees to overturn the decision 
on her favour.

The Farm Bill sets the policy for the entire food produce industry. Its focused on 
crops that can be stored especially corn. Why corn? Larry Johnson from the Centre 
for crops utilisation research Iowa state university says we are now Engineering our 
food, not growing it. We bring all the pieces we manufacture together to engineer 
new foods. The biggest advance in recent years was High Fructose Corn Syrup. He 
says up to 90% of foods contain a soy or corn ingredient (he’s right). And most the 
time contain both.

Corn products:
Ketchup
Cheese
Twinkies
Batteries
Peanut butter
Cheez-its
Salad dressing
Coke
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Jelly
Sweet&low
Syrup
Juice
Kool-aid
Charcoal
Diapers
Motrin
Meat
Fastfood

High Fructose Corn Syrup is an amazing product from it you can make Cellulose, 
Calcium Stearate, Ethyl Lactate, Maltodextrin, Saccharin, Xanthan Gum, Gluten, 
Sucrose, Sorbital, Ethel acetate, Ascorbic Acid, Baking Powder, Vanilla Extract, Sor-
bic Acid, Di-Glycerides, Citric Acid, Citrus Cloud, Emulsion, Alpha Tocopherol, 
polydextrose, semolina, starch, fibersol-2, xylitol, white vinegar, tumarac acid, inosit-
al, margarine, zein. It’s also used as feed for animals, cows, pigs chickens and even 
fish cows/fish don’t naturally eat corn so Monsanto are teaching them how. There are 
factory's where there are open funnels inserted through the cow’s side to access their 
first stomach (see Food Ink documentary)

By monopolising corn, and teaching animals to eat it instead of grain, cheap grain al-
lowed meat prices to plummet in America. Meat is very cheap in America, but very 
expensive here. We do not have GMO labelling laws here, but I assure you thousands
of products contain modified starch, hi-maize, natural flavour and other terms in their
contents that legally announce GMO without informing the consumer. Monsanto re-
cently announced on its website that it is moving its operations into Australia (2010).

I must admit it was nice to be blissfully ignorant of these facts once. Mind you, there 
is very little that is not Sinister or as close to evil as I will admit, about Monsanto’s 
success and tactics to destroy natural seed it also fits the typical depiction of a ruth-
less psychopathic corporation where profits and power are secondary to human hap-
piness and integrity. Though please note that there are many examples of companies 
with monopolies that are not so dire – many of them governmental – The patents of-
fice for example which ensures people are motivated to share their inventions by be-
ing guaranteed protection to make money from them at least for a while. Otherwise, 
people would just steal their ideas and out of paranoia for sharing anything with any-
one nothing new would be invented. For all their complexity, economics has a way of
reducing humans to their most simplistic behaviours.

An intrinsic aspect of the Sinister involves the ominous extent to which something 
else is going on beneath a rosy facade specifically designed to deceive and placate. 
Visit their website. Monsanto fit that criterion nicely.
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ECONOMICS, MAGIC, MONEY AND THE SINISTER: PT 3

The idea that being selfish can somehow benefit the greater good took a lot of con-
vincing for me to consider plausible. But it rings true. McDonalds, for all its evils, 
waste, poor pay, environmental impact etc is inspired to spend money on hospitals for
children, fundraisers, sports gear and so on in order to offset the negative impact it 
has. Without the evils of McDonalds, there wouldn’t be any Ronald McDonald house 
so out of self-interest, McDonalds has to do something nice for its corporate image, 
even if we don’t think it is a sincere gesture or enough to make up for the bad things 
it brings we realise that we need one to have the other. 

Something else that is very interesting to me is the Prisoners Dilemma which predicts
the overwhelming temptation to cheat is always the the best move a business can 
make. Because of this temptation, companies that could form a monopoly and 
stranglehold on a resource, such as OPEC on oil cheat on agreements to get ahead. 
This prompts other countries in OPEC to drop prices or raise them accordingly, en-
suring profits are sabotaged for everyone. Despite this, if everyone else is doing the 
same thing, and charging a high price for petrol the temptation to charge a low price 
and make huge amounts of money is enormous.

I was thinking about it on my way to work and figured that a good way to describe 
how a lot of economic forces interact all at once is to relate them to driving on the 
freeway. Driving involves an ever-changing dynamic of give and take. In order to 
pursue your self-interest of getting to where you want to be, at various intervals you 
must slow down, wait at lights, let people in, indicate your direction and be continu-
ally watchful of other drivers’ movements. 

You must do these things because the actions of other drivers in front of you affect 
you and everyone else too they tend to naturally force you to stop, or slow, so that 
you don’t hit them and damage your/their car. The freeway works because everyone 
tends to do the same thing with regularity but also because it can adjust quickly to 
changing conditions. If there is a crash up ahead, it can stop the flow of traffic com-
pletely until an outside force (in economic terms: the Government, in driving terms: 
the Police) intervene to get the flow of traffic started again. However, if cars continue
to go the same speed despite a crash up ahead then inevitably there is a massive colli-
sion.

Collective Self-interest not only makes us work toward the greater good even as we 
aim to increase our self-interest – but it even acts as a force against those who choose 
to speed or drive dangerously because of the potential risk of injury or fines involved.
This analogy is apt for explaining how greedy corporations are eventually forced by 
market forces to lower their prices or to strive for the greater good in the course of 
striving to pursue self-interest. You may think it’s in your self-interest to speed while 
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everyone else is driving at the posted speed and you may get away with it but eventu-
ally outside forces will intervene to regulate you, just as they do in the market and re-
turn you to a safe speed, or no speed. You might lose your car, your license or you 
might lose control and suffer a fatal end. In economic terms a competitor enters your 
market, removes your monopoly, and makes it less profitable to continue producing 
your product.

I have learned that while market forces eventually return to normal over time as ra-
tional minds react in collective succession to outcomes the speed at which it returns is
important because of the amount of human suffering that occurs in the interim. 
I have also learned that although often demonised the Govts involvement in econom-
ics exists to artificially speed up/slow down various transitions of market forces (i.e. 
inflation or recession) to return the economy to normal and try to minimise human 
suffering (stabilise the economy). They basically do this by acting to break up or pro-
tect monopolies, by imposing tariffs on trade, or by increasing/decreasing the money 
supply. This sort of intervention has been very difficult for Australia to enforce be-
cause it no longer owns the majority of its resources (see below). But this type of in-
tervention is not restricted to single companies but exists for nations as well. 

In a landmark case, the European Union moved to stop a merger by General Electrics 
and Honeywell, a military corporation in the US because of the huge amount of con-
trol the unified company would have over the market, enabling collusion or price-fix-
ing to generate massive profits at huge social expense. Australia is however some-
what unique in its economic policies – because the govt now own so very little it has 
nothing to use as leverage and ostensibly no legal standing to tell a private company 
how to use/manage its resources.

Fairfax Media headed by James Packer (heir to Kerry Packers billion dollar empire) 
owns a huge portion of Australian media, last estimated at 50-60% despite the con-
flict of interest this control exercises, qv. equating to propaganda, the govt are power-
less to stop it. Likewise, Wesfarmers owns the largest and most powerful chain of 
corporations in Australia including Food, Imports, Mining, Steel, Stationery, Office 
Supplies, Hardware and more monopolising a diverse range of products and ensuring 
the company can make money because it is able to provide whatever is needed de-
pending on the market. 

Type
Public (ASX: WES)

Industry
Retailing, Industrial, Insurance, Energy
Founded 1914
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Headquarters Perth, Western Australia

Area served Australia
New Zealand
United Kingdom
Bangladesh

Key people Bob Every, Chairman
Richard Goyder, CEO

Revenue
$50.9 billion AUD (FY 2009)[1]

Operating income
$3.63 billion AUD (FY 2009)[1]

Profit
$1.54 billion AUD (FY 2009)[1]

Employees
200,000
Subsidiaries
Bunnings Warehouse, Coles Supermarkets, Bi-Lo, Pick ‘n Pay Hypermarket, Coles 
Express, Coles Central, Liquorland, Vintage Cellars, 1st Choice Liquor Superstore, 
Officeworks, Officeworks BusinessDirect, Harris Technology, Kmart, Kmart Tyre & 
Auto Service, Target, Pharmacy Direct, HouseWorks, Curragh Queensland Mining, 
Wesfarmers Premier Coal, Bengalla Mining Company*, WFI, Lumley Insurance, 
Lumley Special Vehicles, Lumley General Insurance (NZ), OAMPS Insurance 
Brokers, Crombie Lockwood (NZ), Lumley Finance, Monument Premium Funding, 
Koukia*, Blackwoods, Protector Alsafe, Bakers, Total Fasteners, Bullivants, Wes-
farmers Industrial & Safety NZ, CSBP, Australian Gold Reagents*, Wesfarmers 
Kleenheat Gas, Unigas*, Wesfarmers Kleenheat Elpiji, Wesfarmers LPG, Coregas, 
Air Liquide WA*, Energy Generation, Gresham Partners Group*, Wespine 
Industries*
* Joint ventures

Almost any tool that appears on tv is sponsored by Bunnings Warehouse a chain so 
ruthless it refused to let people raising money through selling hot dogs for local 
sports venues and charities sell water because it would cut into Bunnings profits. A 
chain so ruthless it placed a wheelbarrow of goods from its store, priced, and an 
identical wheelbarrow from competitors stores, priced, outside its premises, behind 
which were comparable catalogues. Bunnings, Officeworks, Woolworths, Safeway, 
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etc have cornered office supplies, hardware and food supplies Australia wide and be-
cause they have such powerful logistics, presumably control the prices, having 
crushed most of their competition.

Something I find fascinating about economics is the ripple of its causal effects. The 
increase of one thing has a counter-effect on something else too much money in cir-
culation makes it worth less and you need more of it to buy something. This has 
knock-on effects such as rates and bills rising. When rates/bills rise, spending de-
creases, stock is sold off in sales and prices are dropped to try and encourage spend-
ing. In turn this has the effect of requiring the govt to print more money to stimulate 
spending and get the economy going again – and on and on it goes. Too much of any 
one thing for too long and the economy enters a Boom or a Recession with the result-
ing see-saw such excesses create. According to economic theory, since the market 
regulates itself, the govt intervening can be a double-edged sword and since econom-
ies return to normal or the optimum level for both consumers and traders given time 
doing what they naturally do – interference by the govt or bad fiscal policy/under-
standing is considered to be the root cause of nations with poor economies. Though it
is obviously the rape and advantage taken of other countries resources that are largely
responsible for our status of affluent prosperity. 

Australia was spared much of the fall-out from the global financial crisis that 
knocked Greece, America and other nations on their asses because of sound fiscal 
policies implemented by Kevin Rudd who has been the only Prime Minister elected 
who has had a degree in economics. 

As the shock news of the GFC hit our shores, belts began to tighten immeasurably. In
the last 10 years bills, food and basic resources have steadily gone through the roof 
up to 300% thanks to shoddy political policies and loss of control over private re-
sources. But the cost of living is now so high hundreds of thousands of previously 
quite well-off Australians for the first-time face poverty or spiralling debt. 
Headed by Jeff Kennett and the Liberal Party, during the 90s as the acting state Govt 
of Victoria, sold off Victoria's resources to off-shore private interests including our 
telecommunications, electricity companies, railroad system, mines, steel works, 
schools, land and most drastically our Water. This made him a lot of money very 
quickly and set a precedent copied by others that has left our country reeling. This 
precedent has enabled fierce monopolies to cripple Australians with rising costs, rates
and fees because there is no competition to keep prices low and lax legislation has re-
duced the Govt to a toothless laughingstock unable to control our rogue markets. 

But the doom and gloom continues. Banks recently raised their interest rates well 
above govt recommendations placing terrible new burdens and threatening mass fore-
closures (study usury and see how banks periodically do this to increase assets). 
Selling off our resources took on a new and much more sinister angle however with 
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the sale of our state water supply, now run by South-East Water because quite obvi-
ously, without water, people die. 

Due to these monopolies and loss of govt owned resources our economy has slid 
closer and closer to recession and almost experienced a depression (when prices 
skyrocket out of control) when the GFC hit, prevented only by the fiscal policy of 
Kevin Rudd, now foreign affairs minister of Australia after being ousted in a political 
coup by now Prime Minister, Julia Gillard. During the impending GFC, Rudd gave 
Australians two stimulus packages about 6 months apart of $1000 each. This had the 
effect of stimulating spending and getting the economy going again. However, Aus-
tralia is now once again headed by a PM without the advantage of economic theory.

The origin of economics, and indeed money, can be directly related to the particular 
geometry of human behaviour a result of the rational mind. It is a product that we af-
fect just as much as it affects us intrinsically as psychological as much as it is finan-
cial. It is amazing how susceptible to the suggestive elements of forms nations can be
quite unconsciously – and merely out of the natural inclination to pursue self-in-
terest. 

For example, to prevent a recession govts often raise rates to slow spending this is 
supposed to quietly decrease traders profit margins and restore the economy. But, if 
the traders get wind of this rate rise before it happens, they may collectively decide to
lower prices to get rid of excess stock before they are unable to do so at the present 
price that is, they react rationally to what they are hearing/seeing and react accord-
ingly such a reaction has the effect of sabotaging the government’s attempts to stabil-
ise the economy making the time to return to a normal economy, longer. All this be-
fore the Govt has even made the change and only suggested it as a possible course of 
action in passing conversation.

Taking the example of the temptation to speed while everyone else does the speed 
limit, the same can be said of economics and the greed of corporations or ruthless ol-
igarchies wherein consequently a few can spoil it for everyone. 

This is a truism for the human race. Although there appear to be many theories on the
origin of money, it seems that overall, in order to protect solid goods from theft solid 
gold and silver etc were replaced with receipts that could be exchanged for the worth 
of that gold or silver. Because of the natural demon of acquisitiveness inherent in the 
human experience to steal, to survive, to prosper – money was as they say a necessary
and unavoidable consequence, read evil.

I am fairly certain now, after what I have seen of life – that come what may of the hu-
man race and its future – no matter how many humans survive, what they must en-
dure or what horrible collective experience they may share or even if they somehow 
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create a utopian paradise – there will always be those among us (if not all of us) who 
are the same as they have always been; selfish, self-interested and willing to cheat to 
get ahead. Thus, the cycle of human suffering will always continue. For someone to 
win, someone else must lose.

Unsure as I am about the historical activities of the Jews, it is nonetheless interesting 
to note that Interest (paying back a debt plus a little extra) came about when the Jews 
were banned from buying or selling. As a result of pressuring them one way a natural 
inclination came to them as a solution. Just as water will shape itself to fit any chan-
nel and seep out through the smallest crack to once again become a river. All too of-
ten people concentrate on moral aspects of history such as who did what it is however
not the blame-game that is of interest to me, rather it is the forces involved that are of 
import to the Sinister. I have been guilty myself of naming and shaming root causes 
for various systems and calamities that have befallen the world seeking to identify a 
singular culprit in a moral occult bound war.

Causal forms are the result of applied force. Force was applied to the Jews, and they 
responded in kind as is the ingenious nature of humans to do so. The force they re-
sponded with when they utilised their very limited available resources for maximum 
gain (debt) in turn gave rise to new forces and market pressures in the guise of wars, 
economics, technologies, politics and so on, shifting from one shape to another as the 
causal rebound dictates a quid pro quo relationship always ensues from forces, i.e. if 
you do that, you cause me to do this. 

Since economics deals with the maximisation of utility or happiness it correspond-
ingly deals with the reduction of human suffering. Because it deals with human suf-
fering it is intrinsically related to the Sinister especially where the application of mor-
ality and immorality is concerned. The ability to conjure money out of thin air and 
circulate it in the economy is quintessentially a magical power particularly if taken as
given that the art of magic involves the ability to control or influence people and 
events. Ethically, Usury as it is known, can be considered to be black magic – be-
cause credit always requires a sacrifice, someone must always give blood and suffer 
for someone else to prosper and the suffering is prolonged.

It is easy to forget this because of the psychological distance between withdrawing 
money from the ATM. I seldom spare the bank a thought, let alone dwell on the sys-
tem of debt involved in getting money into the ATM and the poor bastards who owed 
the bank money, which the bank takes off them (with heavy interest) to continue 
lending, that fills the ATM.  Much the same way bombers in WWII were able to drop 
bombs on civilians below because of the psychological distance between their actions
and the misery it caused unseen below was so great; money, even small amounts is a 
see-saw. A distinct link has been consistently proved to exist by sociology, psycho-
logy, the military and other fields wherein a person will be more inclined to inflict 
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grievous suffering on another – if they cannot see the outcome of their actions.

Money is the currency and accountant of human misery. If money is God, credit is the
Devil.

ECONOMICS, MAGIC, MONEY AND THE SINISTER PT 4.

GENOME PATENTING

This news article kindled my interest as part of my Aeon Watch. Normally I would 
have thought of this as an almost purely ethical debate, but the development of tech-
nology always concerns a whole range of economic issues, not just how much money
it involves, that affects all of us. Here is the article:

Ruling on human gene patents looms
AAP November 14, 2010, 9:02 pm 

The US legal system is now considering the issue of patents which cover human 
genes and its decision will have “worldwide ramifications”, the Royal College of 
Pathologists Australasia (RCPA) has said. The US government filed a “friend of the 
court” brief with the US Federal Court early this month, ahead of an anticipated ap-
peal by a biotech firm which is seeking to assert its patent over human genes.
The RCPA’s genetics advisory committee chairman, Graeme Suthers, says the gov-
ernment’s brief signals a major shift in US policy on the controversial issue.
The eventual court ruling may invalidate tens of thousands of patents now applying to
human genes, while there are also ramifications for research and the conduct of labs 
undertaking genetic testing across the globe, he says.
“The US government’s stance regarding genomic DNA has changed dramatically be-
cause it now regards genomic DNA as unpatentable,” Dr Suthers said in a statement.
He said the US government had drawn a new distinction between two different forms 
of DNA that occur naturally – the raw unprocessed genetic code or genomic DNA, 
and the processed DNA of a gene that is called cDNA.
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It continued to hold the view that “cDNA is potentially patentable” although the court
would ultimately come to a decision on this issue.
Australia’s senate inquiry into the broader issue of human gene patenting is due to re-
port within weeks.
There has been a long-standing debate, mostly within the academic community, about
whether patents should be applied to human genes.
The issue came to a head in March, when a US District Court ruled that patents 
should not have been granted over the BRCA1 and 2 genes which are known to in-
crease a woman’s risk of breast cancer.
The biotech industry argues it needs the patents to protect their intellectual property 
and attract investment that allows vital research and development work to continue.
Opponents argue the patents should apply to human inventions only and not genetic 
code at the core of nature.
Holders of gene patents can potentially restrict pathologists from using the same gene
sequence in a genetic test.
“Efforts to commercialise this information should be focused on developing products 
and applications, rather than restricting use of the genetic information,” Dr Suthers 
said.
“This isn’t something that only medical researchers need to be aware of – it has im-
portant consequences for everyone who provides or uses healthcare.”

The patent on human genomes has world-wide economic and social ramifications. It 
also offers up a dangerous looming precedent of allowing aspects of nature to be 
defined as intellectual property via an economic based argument that can hinge on its 
technology being owned via a claim that exclusivity of nature is necessary for fund-
ing, research and development. Economics would argue that in order to secure invest-
ment and intellectual property (the only way to support such fringe technology) it is 
necessary for a monopoly or patent to be applied to DNA and/or aspects of it. This ar-
gument is the usual suspect of industry when it comes to inventions, new technolo-
gies and so on as exclusivity of technology prompts others to invest time and re-
sources in the pay-offs that come with holding a 20 year monopoly on such break-
through science. But it could be argued, that like Monsanto attempting to copyright 
the animal the Pig, if this justification for profit/technology and the financial welfare 
it creates is applied as grounds to own natural instances, universal attributes and char-
acteristics of our very genetic make-up – there is incredible new dangers and unseen 
problems bound to arise. 

The world is plagued with problems – but while many of them seem in constant see-
saw, and mostly beyond our power to control or eradicate, at the very least we know 
what they are. The introduction of patents on biological nature would almost certainly
throw up a challenge to humanity the likes of which it has never seen – particularly, 
since those pursuing the legalisation or banning of genetics or genetic patenting are 
pursuing their own or company interests – and very rarely does anyone who actually 
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has any full understanding of the ramifications of such policies adopted on the wider 
world community exist. Where there is money to be made there is a double-edged 
sword, because as soon as genetics becomes profitable when such laws are institu-
tionalised and this future technology will open a new kind of crime to the criminal 
element of society and unethical marketeers.

Those that stand to make a fortune are very hard to persuade otherwise that there are 
outstanding reasons why such patents should not be pursued. Along with the 
propensity for genetics to develop DNA-based weaponized toxins/mutations, unlim-
ited soldiers/slaves/meat, for instance, genetic patenting throws open the doors to 
huge problems, most of which cannot be foreseen. But some of which we can guess 
at given the way humanity already treats intellectual properties in other fields and 
commodities: 
What happens if patents become commonplace and companies begin patenting as a 
business. What if a patented gene turns up in somebody by accident, is injected 
without consent on purpose, is found in somebody whose DNA contains it, or who 
deliberately uses it as say a drug (in the case of a super gene or biological additive to 
improve/enhance). How does one control or even regulate the -content- of DNA – or 
define patented and natural DNA? If someone is found to be in illegal possession of 
such genes such as happens with stolen goods, piracy files, are they to be removed? 
How? 

If the genes that are patented cause trouble – i.e. mutations, abnormalities, super-sick-
nesses, who is responsible? Science or Nature? The scientists who mixed the genes, 
or nature whose extraordinary ability to introduce chaos is legendary? 
What about genetic contagion – is that possible? through food, contact, sex, chemic-
als – and if so, who is going to be held responsible for it: nature or the genetic pat-
enters? More importantly – who is going to want to be held responsible if it all goes 
wrong? No-one ever wants to take responsibility when disasters strike – innumerable 
examples of corporations dodging blame are rife, everyone from McDonalds to the 
bush admin, to the banks and oil vendors do everything in their power to pass the 
blame for grievous environmental/ethical tragedies to others or tie them up in knots 
for decades through trials, lawyers, intimidation and reprisal. 

We can do nothing about things after they have happened – especially changes to our 
very genetic make-up. We are already ingesting dangerous or risky unknown vari-
ables through large quantities of engineered GMO foods and chemicals no doubt that 
will come back to haunt us as have cigarettes, and no doubt those who pushed for it 
will dodge blame. Science has gotten things wrong so many times, greed has stamped
its approval, and many make no apologies. The farcical understanding of all things 
demonstrated by humanity is more than enough evidence to indicate no safety net and
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no safeguards will or can be employed when tampering with the insanely complicated
phenomena that is integral to life force.

The genomes patent also brings up the ethical and legal considerations of Capital – 
where it is commonly argued that the means of production – Capital- can be owned – 
one wonders where contamination of genes might lead. If a genomic person mates 
with a non-genomic person, who owns the resulting genes? Can a person grown by 
patent genes be owned, as a slave or if used as a worker, deemed to be Capital? 
The hybrid archetype that fuses our grand fear of machines, and the horror of a tech-
nology that can replicate human beings has been with us for quite some time and 
shows no signs of changing. Super soldiers are one such fear, unlimited workers, 
slaves, or even humans as an edible meat supply are among some of the feared out-
comes of letting these two phenomena be fused I have always thought zombies were 
a way of expressing our unconscious acceptance that when shit hits the fan we will 
Have to eat each other. My belief is that environment plays a huge part in psyche – 
and a machine based cold alien environment that re-institutes robots/slavery would 
breed a new type of psychopathic ethos with new horrors executed with new techno-
logy.

To take one last example closer to home of how economic forces and the rational 
mind can affect them I will use the Black Glyph Society as the subject. 
Occasionally, people have written to me asking if I have any more manuscripts that 
haven’t been published or as is more often – asking for assorted writings for free. 
The Black Glyph Society was a business primarily set up to assist the Sinisterion 
(Sinister community) to get hold of hard copies of assorted books, novels and so on. 
It managed to supply thousands of free downloads, books, CDs etc for several years 
successfully. I was however, unable to expand the concept beyond lulus vanity press 
and was limited greatly by the exorbitant fees and margin cuts taken by Lulu. 
In an attempt to decrease those costs to the consumer and generate more profit to my-
self I briefly flirted with the notion of printing up the books myself. This was a spec-
tacular flop the materials + the postage required did little to offset an already expens-
ive process. In the end, I abandoned the project and closed the Black Glyph. There 
was more to it than that though.

Economics has enabled me to see what went wrong. The premise for creating an on-
line bookstore was to generate enough money to live off in order that I could create 
free time for myself to continue my occult and mundane research and thus not have to
return to work.  The kicker was that although I wished to make enough money to be 
able to live, I often gave my work away. This had the effect of decreasing demand 
and enabling large numbers of people to get my work for free or be able to get it. 
This has always been a bit of a paradox for me since I both want my writing to sup-
port me but feel it important to get it out there too. 
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When it comes to people most people prefer to get something for nothing. The prob-
lem I created was that with free copies available through pirated or private sources, 
people preferred to get it for free most of the time. In other words, I lost the mono-
poly that made my work valuable this problem was then compounded by a new sup-
plier of ONA materials emerging in the market providing a competitor who could 
supply the same things and undercut the Glyph's prices, pushing prices down even 
further until one ran on Love alone.  In economic terms, this meant little to no finan-
cial incentive left for me to continue writing. If no one is willing to pay for it, then 
business-wise it is time to shut up shop or get into another trade because without 
some level of money coming in it was impossible to support my past-time or research
projects into various forms. As it turned out, I eventually returned to full-time work 
which leaves very little time or inclination left to write anything.

GRAND BLACK MAGIC: AIMS OF EXPERIMENT A

Brief:

In 1776, in an attempt to foster progressive ideas within a conservative Bavaria, 
Adam Weishaupt and a few of his friends formed the foundation of the Bavarian Illu-
minati. To quote author John Greer “Weishaupt believed in the essential goodness of 
human nature, arguing that only the burdens of religious obscurantism and fossilised 
tradition stood in the way of universal human enlightenment; he originally planned to
call his order the Perfectibilists, because of its focus on the possibility of human per-
fection, but settled on Illuminati as a reference to the enlightened attitudes he hoped 
to foster.”

“Illuminati novices thus started their studies with classical writers such as Aristotle 
and Cato, and then went on to contemporary philosophers such as Holbach and Hel-
vetius. A process of self-examination, guided by written questionnaires and the close 
supervision of a senior initiate, helped direct the novice toward the goal of this 
strenuous program – the creation of an elite of enlightened initiates who would in-
sinuate themselves into influential positions in Bavarian society and transform the 
kingdom into a Utopia. Illuminati recruitment focused on the socially prominent, the 
wealthy, and the talented from the very beginning. By 1784 the order had spread 
through much of central Europe, with active colonies in Germany, Austria, Switzer-
land, Bohemia (Czech Republic), Hungary, and northern Italy, and the total number 
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of Illuminati who had received the Illuminatus Minor degree (the basic working de-
gree of the order) had topped 650.”

The Order was to later fall apart as its heavy secrecy was compromised – bringing it 
to the attention of conservatives looking for a scapegoat – and so disbanded. Three 
years later the French Revolution was to break out whereupon the name of the Illu-
minati was mentioned in anti-Masonic propaganda. But it was the publication of a 
book by an individual named De Barruel who argued that an inner circle of Masons 
had deliberately started the Revolution as part of a sinister crusade against monarchy 
and Christianity, that elevated the Illuminatus from obscurity into the role of a World-
wide Masonic conspiracy. Another author, John Robison, helped to fan the flames of 
narrative and between them they managed to tangle the Knights Templar and Illu-
minati together so successfully that their (often dubious) claims and mythos were 
taken up by and wildly speculated on by the media. Throughout the 1800’s belief in a 
sinister Illuminati was popular with many conservatives.

It was again in the publication of the famous Protocols of Zion – alleged to be the 
master plans of a global Jewish conspiracy – that the fuel for further speculation on a 
secret ruling elite was taken up eagerly by the West and has remained every philo-
sopher’s stone since. It is of great consequence that the mythos of the Illuminatus has 
been identified as a creation of Narrative Magic. We may cite endless other examples 
of powerful organisations whose legend sprung from the same excited chatter of the 
human imagination – among these the infamous Order of Nine Angles of which I 
have been an avid proponent of in the expansion and power of its Mythos; and in 
time we may cite Ourselves among these.

While certain changes in methodology and organisation by THEM differ from those 
the Illuminati utilised, such as intense instruction mentored closely by senior mem-
bers, a chartered procession through a geometric tablet of reading to lay the founda-
tion for enlightenment – viz. the “Tablets of Set” via Aquino’s Temple of Set -, and an
intense myriad of secret signs, passwords, and codes, not forgetting our two organisa-
tions are separated by 300 years’ time; we are nonetheless identical in our humble in-
tent.

The Temple of THEM and its expanding syndicate of nexions contain all of the ele-
ments necessary to create a Sinister Illuminatus. Elements such as the coherence of 
its members independence yet also their collectivity via Sinister Solidarity, a cur-
riculum that imparts great Empathy, teaches such skills as critical analysis via the de-
velopment of Cynicism/Optimism, continues to forge global Connections via far 
firmer alliances than many other groups have managed to engender, and exists syn-
chronously to gather those together with a shared desire to raise consciousness indi-
vidually and globally – neatly complimented by the expertise and experience of a 
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growing number of individuals well-versed in a variety of the world’s largest and 
most influential secret societies and occult orders of which each of THEM hold or 
have held prominent positions.

With the increase and crystallisation in Solidarity and Personal Honour (via ISS), has 
been born the simple foundation necessary for a well-connected world-wide syndic-
ate of great influence to arise. Some may now understand why the Magian seek to 
splinter us apart from one another – but the voice of the Dark Gods is the eternal con-
dition of humanity and will never be silenced. The following dossier forms part of an 
original ‘master plan’ conceived in 2004-2005 by those behind THEM, to implement 
on behalf of Satanism, a hostile aeonic takeover to cause the world to remember/re-
call the potential inherent in Darkness beneath the increasingly bastardised and com-
mercialised emphasis mainstream media has made of its tools and philosophy – a bit-
ter source of disagreement among Satanists that has kept solidarity at bay or an inef-
fective private pastime for self-indulgence that insulates the Magian against any real 
threat of challenge to its rule. Although somewhat outdated, this dossier may satisfy 
some of the intense curiosity others have of the formation that is THEM and its ulti-
mate geometry.

Since a number of the concepts have already been introduced, taken seed and pro-
duced (or are producing) the desired changes, such information is no longer as sensit-
ive as it used to be. Many of the concepts are only referred to briefly and in a bullet-
point format but various mss have been circulated from the Black Glyph Society 
tendril, WordPress tendril and Mvimaedivm tendril – including assorted Temple 
manifestos – that detail the ways and means by which we are attempting (or have 
already succeeded in achieving) to achieve these goals. Soon we shall pass through 
the stage of external laughter that comes with any strong expression of the will to 
Dare – the ensuing scorn that characterises the currents of significant change. People 
are generally cowards, cynics, afraid to dream, and they will make fun of those who 
struggle beyond mediocrity until the day they are forcefully proved wrong.

Remember among them who had faith in the beginning – who was with you when 
times were hard – forget those who profess faith when our task becomes easy.

“Those who were laughing then are no longer laughing now. And those who are 
laughing now … will not be laughing much longer.” – Adolf Hitler.

THEM, UNSANITY AND THE YOUNG ILLUMINATI

Begun in 2006, with a coherent string of predictions and prophecies which we have 
carefully implemented one by one and caused to pass. Now 2019 and I have been 
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called everything under the Sun as the Temple’s mad schemes have unfolded amid a 
cacophony of prisms in time.

Yet here we stand, as I said we would – a young, Illuminati that has had it hands in 
hundreds of groups, influenced dozens of new strains of the Sinister, and had its 
tendrils in the minds, hearts and hands of hundreds of thousands of people for 13 
years – some of whom still bear our works and Wyrd among their deeds, both wicked
and wondrous. We’ve accumulated some 20,000 pages of writing from direct 
experience, produced a sinister novel, written new fiction, created our own and 
encouraged forth several tarots and influenced, befriended or danced in some way, 
direct and indirect with some of the occult's most diabolic contemporaries straddling 
the twilight of the 20th century and the dawn of the 21st. We’ve been mentioned in 
academic papers, published around the world, formed a strange global cultus centred 
around Lovecraftian octopoids, forms and forces, broken new ground in dozens of 
subjects, been first on many frontiers, have touched on a vast array of occult topics 
than any single magical group has ever attempted before, not only confused but 
instructed and evolved a hell of a lot of people, will continue to do so for the next 
decade and foreseeable future and cemented ourselves as the pioneers of a 
constructive wave of Australian Satanism detonating like a thermonuclear explosion 
to give this country a Sinister History – that in the near future, it (and time and space)
will eventually catch up to when the shock-wave finally hits. We are unique, we are 
original, we are The Temple of THEM. And we are not yet halfway through our 30 
year charter.

As the living embodiment of Lovecraft’s Mad Arab Alhazred, in my defence I can 
only say, don’t blame me, I’m just the vessel for all of this madness – it’s not me but 
THEM, Cryptic glyphic and enigmatic that owe you translation, explanation, 
illumination.

THEY brought us forth and it is THEIR Will we enact.
ISS.

KNIVING -TO OUR CRITICS

April 16th 2009
After consideration – this will be the last comment I make to my critics – of which 
there have been as many as there are opinions to be had. Were I to repeat the mistakes
of the past and answer them all – I should be guilty of wasting more time better spent.
So I address this to all the stupid and the dead in one go.

As Revolutionaries and Subversionists fighting against the established System, 
against the status quo – there are considerable obstacles in place to prevent a group of
individuals from making changes to that status quo – provisions in every way placed 
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against the rise of individual thought and expression. Since our Aim is Life-Centred 
Geometry not the Human-Centred Geometry and impossible nonsense (when 
followed through to its logical conclusion) taught by many of our Satanic 
contemporaries – and because our aim is neither to enslave the mind and repeat the 
program of the enemy nor to pipe-dream of razing the Earth to ashes and promulgate 
anarchy – (if such a thing exists) – but to Serve the Sinister, as it is and as it changes 
– and to work with what already exists – our aims are much harder than both of those 
examples. The first cannot work so can never really fail – the second is often as much
our enemy as the enemy proper.

One of aims of THEM is to Initiate permanent changes; not just the pathetic band-
aids society tends to patch itself and its problems up with – no, THEM do not pander 
and never will pander to superficial answers – what we do is not nearly as simple as 
others would like it to be just so they can write it off. What we Do involves demonic 
commitment and to some extent genius – it is being done, because no-one else has 
shown the ability to do it, only us. The answers to many problems lie in people taking
self-responsibility – not in blaming whatever happens to be before one’s eyes. In self-
understanding how they process knowledge and information; not just what they 
process. Our work does not involve us simply running someone down a tried and 
tested occult track, giving them a bunch of manuscripts and making them some sort 
of instant master. Our work involves a commitment that is first human and can 
tolerate every and all of the weathers the human being can throw out whilst they are 
growing. And for those who think they’re doing a good job because they can weather 
the nicer ones – we laugh – it is more often than not a great challenge to alter and 
confront the ego of a person and only too easy to get on when things are going well. 
THEM often do the ugly work, see the vile, disturbing and childish impulses that 
spew forth when working with the ego. Such displays when it is questioned include 
everything from tantrums, hatred, suspicion, ignorance, arrogance, jealousy, envy, 
spite, destruction, violence, sabotage, betrayal, and so on…

There is no depth the human being cannot sink to when the ego is mishandled or feels
threatened. What we do involves helping someone despite all of these – to persevere 
beyond the tantrums, through the tears, threats, and slander – through whatever forms
they take, stances they assume, or mistakes they commit. We do it with tenacity, 
diplomacy, empathy to give people back to themselves. Who else can lay claim to 
that? To understand how change occurs is to understand that the ability to drive one’s 
own change can take a very long time to take root. It also means knowing how much 
bullshit has covered the Lhp that makes it seem so complex when really it is So Very 
Simple. It means many other things besides…

It takes certain conditions to allow us to devote that time and patience to the well-
being of others even as we do it for ourselves. To those who have dared accuse of us 
of simply making a buck – you know nothing so let me educate you – we teach 
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thousands freely. The Glyph is to some extent useful when it does make some money 
– but to suggest it is the sole reason for THEM is ludicrous. Yet Again – because you 
don’t see the work we do, you presume, judge, pronounce… fucking useless lot… so 
mired in your forms, in what your limited perceptions give you; join the fray, join the 
hundreds of others with weak arguments, criticism, and acid… go look for them, their
nonsense and arrogance lies in tatters on a dozen forums. You among You, Invite 
Knives.

I usually reserve my anger in quiet dignity but let’s trot out a classic. More than six 
years after a fully finished Tarot attempt by myself – there is yet to be another 
produced that rivals it, or even replaces it – despite the tidal wave of comments and 
criticism – there has been No effort to rival my own. Such as it is, even then as it was 
put together as a young man the Naos Deck is still the only complete tarot (and this is
just one of a dozen examples) – why? because of the inherent weakness, pathetic 
spine, and destructive hypocrisy so rife among the Internet, among the dross with 
nothing of their Own but claws and poison. Who parrot, and parade, and talk only 
shit. My god the shit I’ve had to wade through created by others…

Where is the Tarot promised by so many? Nowhere. Where’s the experience in the 
Path so many claim to have? Whom did you get so many of the ONA materials from?
None of this would ever have been if not for individuals like myself who actually did 
something with their lives, who did what they said they would do – who fought 
through the complacency of the mass, and fed them their own pig-ignorant words. 
And mark my words, as I cross off my to-do list, THEM will complete its charter, 
too. Because I’m a rare thing – I’m a man of my Word/Wyrd.

If making a buck was the motivation for our work– we should be just like Ford or the 
many others out there flogging the same tired shite and adding to the considerable 
problems facing the occult, which has now been hung on the hooks of form and form 
alone for millions. Of course, the ignorant among the critics know nothing, nor bother
to enquire before making their judgements – that is what makes them useless 
opinionated and symptomatic proofs of the miserable state of the human race. As it is,
the Black Glyph is only one tendril of THEM – and is only possible through the 
vehicle of Lulu – if possible at all. What should be better, living off welfare and 
sucking the efforts of others while I’m not working? Or using any talents and gifts 
such as I do have to make it my own way – support myself? Were it possible to do for
ourselves what lulu do – then the Sinister would have achieved something drastic that
it is struggling for: recognition and the means to SPEAK its VOLUME. But those 
channels – they don’t exist. But – anything that does, is quieted, side-lined or simply 
erased/suppressed/prevented by the Status quo and its engines that produce media. Or
– it produces yet more regurgitations of forms, re-shaped, repackaged – with the same
old shite attitude toward production that kills the life from such creations, separating 
the artist and the producer with the lifeless drone of the $$$ factor.
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THEM offer something original – but because you don’t see it, how many we help, 
how we help – how we even coax those who would perhaps kill you because they’re 
so enamoured with culling etc – away from such masochistic displays – you criticise. 
But we’ve done our work quietly, efficiently – without asking for a reward. You’d be 
surprised how rare that is. We were. When we began the Glyph, lulu was expensive. 
Now, it is very expensive – so prohibitively so that we are prevented from creating 
certain items, or even buying them for ourselves. From an $80 book, we get $18. 
First, lulu charges to make the book. Then they take a cut of the profits. Then they 
slug the consumer a breath-taking amount for the postage…

So, we price our books accordingly for two reasons: a) we don’t know when we’re 
going to make another sale, this is a very up and down business, sometimes we net a 
few hundred a month, sometimes nothing b) to support my life (and sometimes 
others), which is very sparing of material possession but involves a number of 
projects inimical to my own growth and progress in the Sinister – inc. martial arts. It 
is thus necessary to subsidise my ability to sit down and write my ideas for others 
with some form of income. It is sheer idiocy to assume that everything should or ever
can be free – the barter system is utilised where possible by THEM (i.e. we exchange 
assistance on the proviso people will change) because like anyone else – members of 
THEM are required to satisfy their basic needs before they can sit down and write- 
and help others by doing so to avoid so many of the horseshit mistakes others seem to
blindly stumble into again and again. And anyone who gets in the way of that 
compassion is an enemy.

But – What have you critics done for the Sinister lately? Nothing? Then Sit down and
shut the Fuck up. Lulu do an amazing job with their books – and the Black Glyph is 
proud to work within their organisation – but regrettably, but unavoidably – they are 
very expensive. That causes us to push up our prices accordingly. There is nowhere 
else to publish our materials any cheaper – and until there is, we are forced to rely on 
others to assist us in spreading them. But those who buy the stuff we present on lulu, 
aiding THEM in the process, fall into two categories 1) those who enjoy reading from
hardcovers or prefer tangible touchable media – and 2) those who follow the Sinister 
from afar or are too lazy to undertake the initiation to attain all of these materials and 
more, freely. People make their choices, and we cater for that split.

Where our productions are concerned: People need to keep in mind – that we’re not 
Sony, nor Penguin: we don’t have teams of writers, editors, artists – we do IT ALL 
OURSELVES. And as Subversionists and revolutionaries we don’t necessarily have 
access to the sound equipment or technical staff to properly produce our Sinister 
creations – that is why this sort of thing (Sinister music) is so hard to find and so rare;
that the chants even came out at all is because I managed to finally get them onto disc
(thanks to Mr. Black) after storing them in a cupboard on a tape for almost three or 
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four years after Lyceus obtained them from CB and kept them for who knows how 
long. The quality is not the best, but that is all that exists. We do the best we can and 
try to improve as time goes by for the next creation. And while others bemoan that 
process, hinder our progress, they slow it down for everyone. THEM is the only 
group to have come along in the last twenty years that aimed to teach but not to 
control. We believe in what we’re doing, how we’re doing it, as a group, and expect 
criticism. But now you have to expect repercussions for giving it.

But of free stuff? Wow – we’ve given away thousands, maybe hundreds of thousands 
of stuff free. and still do. Obtaining most of this was hard. ONA Database, contained 
around 600 MSS. Most of these were paid for or earned via building a long rapport 
with other people. Aeona and TTT group contained even more. All found, begged, or 
paid for. Naos was extremely difficult to track down – as were the dozens of 
extremely rare mss hosted in Mvimaedivm (some of which are inc. in our Glyph SS 
discs) esp. when more often than not what was paid for never arrived. I spent at least 
three years making a tarot, and have spent at least a decade making the intense layers 
of the ONA understandable to the idiot and genius alike. I have spent easily at least 
$30,000 dollars on finding mss, equipment, assisting others, learning, growing, 
undertaking the Sinister Path either as it was laid out or with my bare hands and not 
much else. I’ve weathered as much criticism as anyone should need to – and can only
say as loudly as possible to any future or past critics – I appreciate to some extent that
cynicism inherent in people that makes changes difficult (this helps make progress on
the Magian's part slow too) but as loudly as I can as if I were standing beside you: 
Fuck You.

It is still not enough for some people that Naos, Hostia, the Chants (3500 downloads 
so far from the Glyph, both when they were free and priced), the Music, and the 
mammoth library of ONA texts were preserved so carefully, accumulated so 
completely or are now a dime a dozen on the internet due to the efforts of myself and 
others of the Sinisterion for more time than most of them probably ever devoted to 
anything to get them on there; no, they whine and complain about obstacles placed 
before them illustrating they completely misunderstand the genuine LhP; whine about
having to pay to support the Sinisterion who have already done an astronomical 
amount with great grace to serve the Sinister Path they now tread so freely – where 
that opportunity is offered – but not expected; and continue to mouth off about our 
intentions, motivations, and administrations.

Some people will never be happy – and some people never should be. In fact, some 
people deserve only terrific wrath. So again, once more for ALL the people in the 
cheap seats, the back seats, who sat on their seats – whom sat/sit on their asses and 
didn’t help us with ANY OF IT – but pointed fingers, whispered behind our backs, 
sabotaged and slowed us… and there’s just so many of you… past, present and 
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future. Fuck you. Hide. Because we’re not like the Others. I am a man of my 
Word/Wyrd.
Kiss my ISS,
One of THEM

IMPERIUM: THE FORCE OF ESCALATION

In the following documentary, an excellent modern example of Escalation is given 
that serves to illustrate the Ethos or Force that dominates and characterises the rise of 
Imperium. More commonly, we would cite the Arms Race example as in Physis of 
the Sinister, but this one hits closer to home because of its personal and esoteric 
connexion to the force of Escalation.

[Video] LOCKDOWN – NORTH BRANCH CORRECTIONAL FACILITY (1/4)
North Branch Correctional Institute has taken great pains to eliminate design flaws 
and weaknesses that can be, or have in the past, been exploited by Inmates. It has 
taken away bars, access, privacy, automated systems, and reduced the number of 
Inmates housed together. It has learned from previous mistakes and increased the 
strength of its structure, the panorama of its all-seeing eye and placed 6 lines of 
defence between any inmate and the outside world at any given time.

Or, in other words, it has created an atmosphere alien to previous prisons where kinks
were common and given the inmates an entirely new set of problems to solve. The 
Greeks believed that central to the art of wisdom, anything could be understood if it 
were contemplated long enough. In that sense, Inmates serving life sentences have a 
profoundly distinct advantage in putting that maxim to the test.

Given the propensity of human ingenuity, that continues to escalate to this day, 
people after all are still surprised by things people do, i.e. the features of the iPad 2, a 
you tube clip, or a Govt. announcement, for instance, what is likely to happen is that 
while old problems may have been ironed out, news one will simply arise. The 
guards still interact with the inmates, the inmates still interact with one another and 
the outside world. One documentary shows how the danger of guards just talking 
must be avoided because prisoners have become adept at reading lips. In such an 
environment, the changes to the human being are remarkable – but they adapt. We 
manage to live in Arctic ice, 50-degree deserts, mountainous inaccessibility, high rise 
apartments, or wherever else we find ourselves. The ability to adapt is one of our 
defining features as the human race.

When the inmates find themselves presented with a new playground, they will find 
the weaknesses. If an inmate manages to find, and they will, weaknesses within a 
complex like North Branch – the knock-on effect of a culture of inmates learning how
to exploit or escape from facilities like this has ramifications for the skills passed to 
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the outside or through the inside. Imagine trying to lock up someone in an ordinary 
police cell after they have escaped from North Branch or lock up someone who has 
been passed the skills to escape from somewhere like North Branch. Eventually – the 
criminal world as a whole will get smarter, savvier and adapt to learn from, this new 
challenge. What happens then is that all across the board, State security must be 
increased to again match the skill set of the inmates. And so, it goes on and on – until 
the inmates are somehow reduced to complete immobility or manage to escape.

Not only is Imprisonment and Building Prisons one of the fastest-growing economic 
boom industries of the USA, but it is also indicative of the Ethos of America. It 
applies pressure and more pressure on something, until that something is forced to 
adapt. Consider Vietnam where endless Napalm, Bombs, Rockets and a formidable 
arsenal of state-of-the-art weaponry was unable to defeat the simply armed and much 
less numerous, Vietcong. Or the double-edge of 911; where if it’s true America did 
not crash the plane into their own buildings to create the situation to increase its 
justification of force globally – despite their best attempts to prevent their enemies 
from counterattacking, they did not see the plane coming. Or, if they did see the plane
coming, now their actions have forced the EU to seek to cut the US off from its 
military economy by destabilising its currency. Now America and its allied forces 
move very slowly through Iraq suspicious of everyone and everything that could be 
equipped with an IED (bomb). 

For all their best efforts, Vietnam won the war, Iraq is winning the war or causing 
stalemate, and Prisons despite their number and popularity have done nothing to deter
the growing number of people Doing What Thou Wilt. This is the escalation of force 
– every reaction brings with it an equal and opposite reaction – and sometimes, a 
mind-blowing overreaction like the retaliation of Pearl Harbour with two Atomic 
Bombs on Japan that made the US a “superpower”.

Or the most diabolical inhuman murderers, equivalent to an inmate stabbing someone
3000 times, on the Planet, depending how you see things. People act like steam. 
When you trap them, they build up enormous pressure until they explode/implode, 
often destroying the infrastructure and everything holding it up. The ramifications of 
this in relation to Imperium are that the signature keys THEM has isolated as being 
responsible for keeping the system in place, i.e., duality, morality, notions of time, 
space, I, language, present perception, linear logic, lack of solidarity, cronyism, 23 
syndrome etc. etc. have not lived their full causal cycles of life and persist despite any
amount of occult intervention. For even the Occult relies on all of these tools to ply 
its wares – thus itself sustaining the system in place.

The System at its present stage is inwardly a super maximum-security prison like 
North Branch – we cannot escape from its walls without losing our ability to be 
Social thereby condemning our chances of survival by cancelling all the benefits 
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Society brings with it. Outwardly, the system is, I would have to say, for most people 
somewhere between minimum and maximum security. We are watched, punished, 
rewarded, controlled by external eyes in the sky and the hands of the Man but we are 
still mostly free because many of us do not pose a recognisable threat to the State or 
System. I say recognised because the most dangerous people are probably in fact 
those in power.

Yet, as more pressure is put upon us by economy, finance, rates, interest rises, 
technology, resource shortage, housing slumps, and so on – the world inches toward 
an inevitable state of climax where monitoring, invasion/erosion of privacy, 
surveillance, by the State will be less and less welcome, less and less tolerated. 
Enough pressure has to be applied, like a several million-tonne volcanic plate 
crushing coal, for a diamond to be created, before anything can be done about the 
present System. Or in other words, the State needs to apply far more pressure before 
any kind of uprising can take place.

The problem here, is that the US and its allies have learned of the problems of 
applying too much pressure to fast and the knee-jerk reaction it causes (again, 
Vietnam was stopped by mass protests) and are loathe to allow Westerners to make 
the connection between the force they are applying elsewhere, and upon us.
Hence only minor, fleeting and partial coverage of any military incursion/invasion is 
shown – with news quickly switching back to celebrities and fluffy kittens. We are 
kept in a fishbowl of ignorance regarding the movements of the US, its partners who 
silence, torture and kill, threaten, extort. We seem to realise this and the need to 
connect ourselves to the world and each other in a greater degree – hence the Internet,
and almost certainly, the Bio-net, almost certainly Internet's purely but yet-to-be 
conceived mental brother.

But the forces in our way, the walls of semantics, meaning, emotive loading of 
concepts and the misdirection from the shadows to make us look in all the wrong 
places for the switch to turn it all off and really See – is preventing us from making 
these connexions.

—

[Proponents of Good/Evil have yet to define a definition of either that does not satisfy
the definition of the other. Therefore, the questions remain – Does resisting Imperium
mean slowing it down or speeding it up? Does aiding Imperium mean slowing it 
down, or speeding it up? Or does Imperium, a noble and austere concept on one hand,
highlight the very crux of the problem with words and their interchangeable semantic 
meanings, which effectively cancel each other out?]
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THE ALPHA-CYNIC VS THE ALPHA-MALE

Part I
[Dedicated to my Brother & the few Good Men who influenced my Life. +O+]

Following on from the essays in the Book of ABSU regarding the increase of 
absurdity and the faith one can place in the laws of escalation – we are now 
witnessing an exoteric/outward/physical/social change in pathos in the collective 
human consciousness regarding the validation of superiority, strength, aggression, 
and excess testosterone as the key elements to leadership; elements generally 
assigned to the characteristics of the ‘Alpha-Male’.

Although glimmers of this approach have been appearing for a long time, increasing 
or decreasing as they wax and wane – often in the context of parodies; the attack on 
the alpha-male has now come to dominate the perceptive consciousness of the 
collective. A re-occurring sign that spans the generations is what precipitates or 
illustrates a change in collective consciousness is taking place. (Qv. Notes on Signs).
When a famous Australian footballer attacked his fiance recently (2008) causing 
serious injury – his bravado, a factor that would have once stood him in good stead 
and aligned all his buddies behind him – has noticeably failed to protect him from the
scorn and derision of his peers.

The comments and aloofness, toughness, or bravado usually demonstrated by the 
footy player to shift responsibility for their aggression and big-man syndrome from 
themselves onto others for expecting it/nurturing it as part of the game, part of the 
role of a sports personality – was not considered an acceptable excuse by the 
footballers peers – who have largely ostracised him from their ranks – sending a clear
message that this behaviour is not acceptable – and creating a considerable landmark 
in the potential for a change in maturity and empathy in the average male Australian.*
*Domestic violence – although not as popular a topic as terrorism or global warming 
is probably the most frequent crime and frequently tolerated crime in Australia.
For the younger generation – changes are also afoot. Just as science-fiction has 
shown some connexion to the development of technology and future focus to the 
scientific sphere – I believe movies, when viewed as emerging patterns of concept, 
tend to illustrate changes (esp. since they tend to initiate them) in the collective 
consciousness.

In the recent movie ‘Aliens vs. Monsters’ – a couple are making out in the classic 
scenario of a jock at kiss-point with a girl. However – the roles are reversed – the girl 
is ready to make out, insistent even – while the jock just wants to go home. He is 
frightened of the UFO that flies overhead and is the one that twists his ankle when the
two of them make a run for it. The sophomore – who is well ahead – slumps her 
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shoulders at the fallen jock that is simpering and is heard to comment ‘this is the 
worst date ever’. She then goes back for him and is seen carrying him in her arms at 
the next scene. (Appropriately – both sexes scream in terror when the UFO attacks 
them.)

In humour – in making someone laugh – pointing fun at – using satire to show the 
reflexion, the absurdity of something – in animated cartoons and even the rugged 
masculine aggressive world of Australian Football – the Alpha-cynic predicted to 
emerge by THEM in the Book of Absu is now manifesting as a collective archetype 
infecting the consciousness of the presently established male clique and the younger 
generations influenced by them.
These and other indications are a sign that the Alpha-cynic, as an unconscious 
archetype is a reflexion being seeded in both the young and the established male 
communities.
The world has begun to laugh at the Alpha-Male – and if not a raucous laughter yet, 
be assured the seeds these numinous memes plant in the young ones will grow fast.

~
It is not ridiculous to surmise the popular adoption of wearing pink by men (ala the 
‘metro sexual’ phase of fashion) was in some small way a step toward males finally 
collectively adopting/releasing some of the latent feminine characteristics present but 
repressed in their psyches – as it only takes one person brave enough to set the 
example, for others to follow – and for a new norm to be set. Just one of these 
feminine characteristics is tenderness, like that which many hard men show to their 
children and wives – which tenderness quickly disappears when dealing with others 
and esp. other men. And another of those characteristics is the ability to unite 
(without ego) as one voice in order to protect someone or demonstrate the unified 
impression that someone has overstepped the line.

Whereas such strength has in the past been the standard for men to aspire to – ala the 
Greeks – this emphasis on physique as the stature of manliness appears to be 
changing – or at least at a point where, with sufficient pressure and acceptance, it can 
begin to change the previously validated philosophy of an ego-oriented, muscle-
bound drive for men to get big, and stay big – with all that this implies in the way of 
‘big-man syndrome’ owing to the excess testosterone.

The collapse of the world economy has precipitated (as it generally does when the 
physical world is shown to be fragile despite its appearance) a move toward more 
spiritual nourishment – perhaps in seeing even the great Alpha-male’s dominion – 
those supposed to be above such injurious and humiliating experiences come crashing
down – a certain disdain for their position, for being unable to live up to the 
expectations of supermen has collectively come forth. A new superman, a stronger 
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more flexible superman who cannot be taken down by something as intangible as 
money, is needed.

~
What is the Alpha-male? I was an Alpha-male prior to developing/evolving into the 
Alpha-cynic.

The Alpha-male is at the top of the pecking order. What puts him there are perhaps 
neatly expressed as two things – an ability to talk to all echelons of others in the 
pecking order – and his aggressiveness (and success) in the things his Ethos expect of
a man. Gym junkies, body builders, wrestlers, martial artists, athletes, executives, and
others who work on increasing muscle mass and strength (or even amassing egotism 
and power) correspondingly release enormous amounts of testosterone – and in doing
so, build what the Sorceress has aptly named ‘ego-armour’.

But so much testosterone causes imbalance – and those affected – lose the capacity 
for temperance in their Weltanschauung, in the way they deal with people, problems 
or the world. In thinking strength and muscle are the keys to resolution they the 
aggression that they have attained in the way of training as the key tools to resolving 
issues that face them. As a result – the not altogether unfair stereotype that footballers
are ‘dumb’ has arisen because of this imbalance of mind and body. In such a capacity 
– the focus of big muscles becomes the fixed role and characteristic of a man – 
limiting or even locking out the potential for others.

The discrepancy of imbalance is analogous to many gym junkies training only the top
half of their bodies; going for the showy Pecs, abs, biceps and triceps, lats, and 
trapezius muscles groups – but ignoring the less visibly appreciated muscles in the 
ankles, legs, calves etc that should be included to properly hold and support the 
incoming upper body mass. Many gym users are top heavy – and many are slow even
if they are powerful. A tendency to make fun of Alpha-masculine characteristics – 
esp. where those with a powerful and calculating sense of humour are concerned 
(mimicking one of the powers exercised by the Magian to make changes) and who 
can cleverly cut down such giants to size, verbally – is emerging.

The Alpha-male, who struts and preens, who goes to excess to prove his muscles and 
aggression is now beginning to be seen as a laughingstock and to some extent an 
embarrassment of the male community. The Alpha-male who gathers his troops 
around him when he is being a ‘big-man’ is being seen as weak for needing so many 
cohorts to back him up, for needing so much additional help to sort out the childish
impulse of picking fights he can’t finish alone – and where, if the pack attack is 
successful he then congratulates himself for being a superhero.
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Arrogant, ignorant, vain, pretentious, full of false bravado and pride – such men are 
silently viewed by their cohorts as an embarrassment – as a jerk. As a time old 
tradition – other young men gather around them – because they want to be the Alpha-
male or at least in his favour/shadow. Because, generally, they lack other male role 
models to show them how to be men – and copy the nearest and loudest one to them.
But the Alpha-cynic is an entirely new breed. Coming in all shapes and sizes, alone or
in groups, the alpha cynic scorns a person who must surround himself with a dozen 
others as a shield – scorns a person who only ever picks on the smaller, weaker, 
persons as prey – proving to be more of a weak parasite or predator than any kind of 
sterling example of masculine pride.

When does the Alpha-male ever pick a fight with a larger man, or insult a group when
he’s by himself? That’s right. Never. Like the harmless animal in nature that makes 
itself look more fearsome to scare away the real predators – they puff themselves up 
with numbers, bravado, aggression, and arrogance. As a stronger consciousness of 
our implicit connexion comes to dominate the thoughts of people globally – where, 
the alpha-cynic wonders – is their real power? Where in this sad morass of pretence is
the real man, the man who can change a nappy or fix a car, who can stick up for his 
friends or console his girlfriend, comfort his kids or take down an armed aggressor by
himself? Who is so strong he can tame his ego?

Where is the real man who is so strong as to be secure in himself, his penis size, his 
muscle groups, his place in the world – that he need not resort to picking on the weak,
on the out-numbered, on copying the vicious pathetic bully boy tactics of the state 
and its Magian ethos that rules them? When they’re by themselves they keep their 
eyes down, look away, and keep silent even in the face of “mortal enemies”. When 
push comes to shove, they’re more often than not cowards, they beg for their life 
when threatened by death or after receiving serious injury, and then, even then – 
instead of fighting that tremendous hold the ego has on them, accepting they were 
being a complete tool and growing beyond the rock-solid stagnation of their total 
psyche – they continue to talk shit, mouth off, threaten reprisal, strike when one is 
weak and never when one is strong.

(A sterling example of the typical formation of an Alpha-Male is given in a horror 
movie entitled ‘Eden lake’ – which movie also raises another vital point of contention
between THEM and the Magian – and that is the ridiculous notion that monsters are 
anything but human. In such distortions lays the refusal to take responsibility for 
what the human is capable of, in both the positive and negative, this distortion is what
prompts THEM to re-define what it is to be human, i.e. First Human. A topic to be 
covered in the second part of this treatise.]

When will this man walk down the street holding his head up high because he was 
kind to a stranger, helped protect someone in trouble, used his real strength to break 
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free of the bullshit roles to which society/media/ignorance binds us and makes us live
out by providing only broken examples of men – only one side of the multi-faceted 
glory that man can be? When will this man stand up and choose how to be a man, 
inside, outside and on all sides?

And in the face of such growing cynical distaste at what many men have become – 
even dissatisfaction in the idols that are often the only example of a strong man, 
successful man, real man – many are beginning to develop the strength to say no. No 
to the examples, no to our fathers, no to our brothers, no to our perception of the 
future, and set our own examples of what a real man should be. What it is to first be 
human – and not repeat and regurgitate the cycles of violence, ignorance, arrogance, 
misery, pain and suffering to which our species has been prone – proud of – praised 
for. Fuck them. Fuck that.

The Alpha-Cynic will replace the Alpha-Male because they see straight through the 
camouflage of such men.
Enter the Alpha-Cynic…
+O+

On Signs:
Just as Terrorism or Communism have always existed but only came to the fore of 
perception when they were suddenly reported en masse by the media – and which 
forms now or once exercised a considerable chunk of people’s basic perceptions of 
the state of the world and its forms in play – largely accepting the story spun about a 
world at war with terrorists/communists – the alpha male is now under similar 
collective (popular) scrutiny.

The idea that the world was suddenly under attack by terrorists – as if it had 
somehow been in a peaceful slumber only to be rudely awakened by armed 
extremists one day is nonsense – “Terrorism” – the name itself being a political 
abstract, and pending on whose side you’re on ‘Activism’ or ‘Freedom Fighting’ – 
has always been going on – and always will go on so long as Governments, States 
and Countries, Political/Religious Regimes or even Individuals seek to oppress their 
people thus forcing the conditions that lead to revolution.

Only once it is mentioned as an issue and portrayed as epidemic around the world 
(naturally to ready a populace for war and set the stage for manipulation) by the 
media – when millions suddenly converge on the same propaganda in newspapers, 
television, and the media limits (and controls) what is shown again and again as 
terrorism, does it suddenly become a hot topic that permeates/affects the lives of 
billions.
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But in an Analysis of Frequency we destroyed the idea that the media was a 
reasonable or rational way to see the world or attain an even remotely fair assessment
of world events. The news does not have depth; it does not have comprehensive 
dialectic nor seek to answer the important questions of the why and how of the events
it reports – esp. if those why and how indict someone or some political party to whom
the news is connected. If you put a million people in a box with pink walls. They’re 
going to see pink.

Since the war on Terror has finally been accepted to be a farce by most, and using 
fear tactics such as “Weapons of Mass Destruction’ that did not actually or ever 
existed – or the promise for it to be over before Xmas when it’s been almost a decade 
now since the US invaded the Middle East did not eventuate – the propaganda has 
lost many of its teeth.

So, as is always the case, it’s time to trade up and swap one fear maker for another. 
The ‘Global Warming’ issue and the “water shortage” scare (at least here in Australia)
has developed as a similar tactic to frighten and maintain the fear factor that holds an 
uncertain, confused populace in its grip thus making them easier to manipulate.

And it is necessary to make a pointed, very pointed comment here, that Water was 
once joked about only ten-fifteen years ago as one day being sold in bottles – as an 
absolute outside chance that it could ever happen. Believe me when I say Oxygen 
will be next – and some form of “Alien Invasion” will take the place of Bin Laden.
Now that THEM have noticed the unconscious thrall emerging of disdain for the 
Alpha-Male it is the right time to seize the bull by the horns and make this issue more
widely conscious.

THE ALPHA-CYNIC [2]

Following on from the essay “In Absurdum” – there are some disturbing trends that 
require further examination relating to the developing nature of Magian assemblies in
Australia. It was stated before that where I live, groups of up to 500 youths gather 
together to drink and cause trouble. The banal use of the word trouble belies, if we 
are to for one moment believe the media [newspapers and TV headlines] reports, the 
increasingly vicious nature of violent offences and their steadily rising frequency – 
using knives, weapons, unprovoked gang assaults – often leading to death or serious 
injury.

It has been almost 15 years since I saw a real man. Sometime in the late 80’s in fact. 
Past this point, aggressors I have encountered in my plethora of fight experiences 
have either been groups or drunken older men. The last real man I saw had his faults 
– but he was hard. He was hard because he knew how to be soft. Because being able 
to be soft made you ten times harder. Those days are in remission/hibernation; I don’t
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reminisce because those days are not gone; honour can be restored, men can be 
courageous, and the balls to stand on their own two feet can be regained.

Of the hundreds of youths and adults that pass me every day as I walk through my 
city – I observe in any single person that is not surrounded by friends or a group of 
peers; t on their breath or that mean little bully face that tells you they’re harbouring a
secret grudge that characterises what’s inched them off their grand pedestal, and 
unable to act or Be without some convenient custom or cue, without some safe 
connection to a role and all the signs of terror. People avoid looking at anyone, avoid 
smiling, they stare straight ahead of out of the window, silent, alone, separated from 
their role and the comfort of their personal flocks to guide them. They are terrified by
the absence of any social situation for them to define ‘themselves', express 
‘themselves' and continue on their way with the tunnel-vision that characterises their 
lives. But witness the change that arises when a friend approaches, a colleague from 
work, a group of mates; the transformation is often a complete reversal of this solemn
state; of the fear of the abyss and the horror at the endurance of silence and thought 
and contemplation on the real questions of life.

Loud, boisterous, rude, macho, pathetic… ruled by their roles, these empty shells 
cower in the hundreds, forming ‘gangs’ not because of a war-torn history of 
bloodshed, not because poverty demands solidarity and an over-riding urge to eat or 
starve to death, and not because of famine, or because the streets are filled with crack 
dealers and guns or soldiers and tanks – no, Australia has and never has had, any of 
these worries, any of these social pressures, any of these calamities that occur in other
nations. They form them because they are afraid to stand alone – not one of them has 
any real power, or any concept of power. Not one of them has faced the Abyss or 
been isolated from their roles or dared to challenge their soft lazy convenient 
imprisonment in Time. And not real men; not the kind of man who can walk the 
streets by himself; not the kind of man who can stand up to others on his own; not the
kind of man who can stand up to himself; but the kind of men that strut about with 
misplaced arrogance, stolen arrogance, afraid of the truth, afraid to be alone, afraid to
be a man. 

You will never see these so-called ‘men’ [how dare they appropriate this term 
reserved for the brave] attack or assault on their own; you’ll never see them striding 
confidently down the road by themselves; and if you do then you can be sure it’s not 
the walk of a man – it’s still the walk of a coward, staring down and hard at everyone,
making himself a threat, a presence to be feared, a bully and a baby; no real man 
demands that his own folk fear him. No real man needs to frighten children or other 
men. So, I say, the real man is in hibernation – for all that walk the streets today are 
the weak, the pathetic, the afraid – the loudmouths, the cowards, and the scum that 
comes from a society built on Magian values.
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“In packs they come at night; snarling, spitting, foaming at the mouth like rabid dogs;
By day they skulk the streets, mangy and flea-bitten, their tails between their legs; 
Lest they should encounter Justice when their fellow hounds are at bay.” This is the 
legacy of cowardly scum. Only when enough alcohol has been consumed to push 
their little egos over the edge of reason, only when their massive fear of the Abyss, of
consequences, of being held responsible, of being a man, has been forced drunk do 
they succumb to their petty wills, their pointless destructive little wills – and 
flagellate, orgiastic and insane, slaves to their revelling; until the wine is gone and the
sun is anew; and they slink away to talk big, to gloat on their cowardice, to rally their 
troops into bovine worship of the ego and its smallness.

This is the legacy of a Magian generation. Of a loss of Tradition, and strong ways of 
life, of steady guidance and leadership, of a lack of idols to look up to and follow, of 
a lack of real man to copy by example, a degeneration of values, of strength, of 
honour and courage. And thus, we see a generation of adult children and childish 
adults. But look at them, any one of them when they are alone; in the streets or 
wherever you see them; and see what I see; cowards, weakness, boys instead of men, 
afraid of the world, afraid of themselves, and deathly afraid to let anyone really see 
them for what they are – Nothing. Australia is full of these miserable little shadows, 
drunk on their own self-importance [though they deserve not a whisper] bragging 
[and we can hardly call it fighting, can we?] about their manhood and yet when it 
comes down to it, they are but scared little boys terrified to take responsibility for 
their actions or words, or to lead by example, or to say no to cowardice. Soft boys, no
not even boys, spoilt children, mental infants… seething in their own impotence. And
lacking the strength and the courage — to be a man.

You will never see them mouth off and pick fights unless the target is smaller or they 
have their dogs with them. You will never see them push or start a fight without 
whisky on their breath or that mean little bully face that tells you they’re harbouring a
secret grudge from some slight that’s inched them off their grand pedestal. And that 
overblown estimation of their own worth – of their manhood/name/reputation? That 
ridiculous bluster and provocation at those smaller than them or the boring tirades to 
some chap outnumbered? The threatening looks and gestures, the stand-over tactics 
and name-calling/teasing you thought was left behind in kindergarten? That 
increasingly brutal undercurrent coming through in the attacks reported by the media?
It all comes from a desperation to conceal their little selves; to protect their precious 
fragile egos from real harm, from real challenges, from a REAL fight. 

Show me a man that fights himself — that man is a Satanist. That man — is a REAL 
man.

CRIPS, BLOODS AND AUSTRALIA
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In South Central Los Angeles, surrounded on all sides by prosperous, rich and 
influential areas, inc. Orange County, Beverly Hills, and Rodeo Drive – is the poverty
stricken, war-zone known as the ‘Hood. In this area, the rival gangs, the Crips and the
Bloods – destroy one another to survive. When the Black Panthers rose up to defend 
one another against the brutality and prejudice of zealous white cops it was a different
game. After being treated like shit, ignored, hustled, and told daily on every level that
the Black Man was no good, was worth nothing, was less than a white man, had less 
rights, less right to have what so many white Americans had, or join in seamlessly in 
American society – because of the colour of their skin – they came together to defend
one another against their oppressors. This oppression was subsequently labelled by 
the media as Riots, Gangs, Violent Resistance – and a gullible, often equally 
prejudiced America – bought the version of events spun by the powers that be.

Sometime in the 70’s the original groups of individuals who had come together to 
fight oppression had reached a stage where much of their solidarity had been broken 
up by the assassination of many leaders – and the roots of resistance damaged or 
destroyed by the imprisonment or killing of influential persons.
The children of the original groups adopted the legacy of oppression – with two 
significant differences: a) they began carrying and using guns where fists had once 
prevailed b) they began fighting amongst one another instead of together against their
original oppressors.

Records of the history of the Crips and Bloods indicate that at some point, a Crip 
killed a Blood, or a Blood killed a Crip – (today neither group knows why or who 
started the war) – but the personal hurt and tragedy that this first killing caused for 
one of these young men, has over the course of decades escalated into an all-out 
blood-feud and ongoing war that has by some estimates caused more than 15, 000 
deaths. 

In the 70’s – rap had a very different message. If one compares the messages of 
rapper Ice-T, who used to stand on street corners rapping about the same calls for 
solidarity, freedom from oppression, and police brutality his peers of the Black 
Panther era had – with the impenetrable shield of hatred, promise and glorification of 
violence, cold emotionless veneer or presentation of modern rap, i.e. D12 – one 
observes a marked change in attitude – a literal ‘snapping’ of the black American 
psyche in those areas particular to South Central that has undermined the previous 
struggle for united solidarity against oppression , with a poisoned self-hatred and 
hostility toward one another. Moreover, whereas unity brings people together – even 
at the point of combat wherein fists are exchanged, bodies touch, a human element is 
present – the psychic snap brought forth a new distance between young men, and 
even fists were abandoned in favour of the impersonal and cold killing power of 
guns.
When one sees the staggering number of fire-arms of all description inc.AK47’s, 
comes to understand that blocks of land, landmarks, even shops, streets and alleys are
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each ‘policed’ and divided as the property of rival gangs – and where one wrong step 
can get you killed for trespassing – one should be shocked, outraged, amazed that this
level of violence, destruction, is not just ignored – but sold off as a media, as 
entertainment – largely by the untouched areas of super-rich Hollywood – that 
surround South Central.

In order to survive – each of these young people – adopt the mantra ‘kill or be killed’.
In an atmosphere where you can be shot to death at any time of any day whether you 
be 6 years old or 60; patrolling the streets with your own posse or out riding your 
bike – only the hard man survives. In this atmosphere it is genuinely a case of kill or 
be killed – and will always be that way – until something happens to disrupt the cycle
of forms – or mend the psychic snap.

It would simply be arrogance to think such a deep-seated campaign of hatred, 
brutality and oppression against the black American and many other minorities could 
ever be mended in any less amount of time than the original time it took to get to this 
point. And as more people witness and are born into the atmosphere, the way of life 
for the ‘Hood – the cycle grows and the war continues.
One can see just why it is imperative, for the white man, for the powers that be, to 
keep these young people hopelessly engaged in fighting against one another. Were 
such heavily armed and organised gangs to unite and wage war against the people 
who put/keep them there – the American police and public would face an extremely 
well-trained army.

In the promulgation of gang rivalry, in the sanction of music that sends messages 
about doing just that, and how to do it, and how that is all you should do, in the 
common dismissal of the history of the struggle endured just to attain basic civil 
rights, in the writing off of the pain, suffering, and emotions of these young people 
who live a life where they have nothing to lose, who are born into a cycle of despair 
and hopelessness as ‘Gangstas’ – the white man shrugs his shoulders and relieves 
himself of the duty of acknowledging the deep psychic hurt the collective actions of 
those who do nothing – has caused and continues to cause.

These hard-faced, steely-eyed, bandanna wearing men and women, do not choose this
life. They are born into it. And either they adapt to it quickly – or its unwritten laws 
kill them. It is not a case of defying the odds, of making for oneself a life of 
prosperity, of going to school, of studying hard, of trying to ‘get outta the Hood’. The 
entire area is saturated with people who enforce the gangsta code. Whether at school, 
at home, trying to do the right thing, get a job, help an old lady across the street, the 
altruism of trying to show a different code of conduct has little hope; what prevails 
above all and every best intention is the grip of fear. Fear – that trying to do 
something different, will get you shot. Fear – that showing any kind of adherence or 
lapse in the code, will get you shot. Fear – that being relaxed, showing emotion, 
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being kind or caring, trying to make a difference, turning your back on the code, will 
get you shot. What counts on the street, is fear. Fear that is code named ‘respect’.
Yet – by all human accounts – everyone – the kindest and most humanitarian of 
humans – the darkest and most vicious of humans – at some time in their life; has a 
friend or friends, a group with whom they let down their guard, joke with, laugh with,
share worries, fears, and have deep discussions on matters of life with. From whom 
they seek advice, or comfort. This capacity to enjoy and engage in such behaviour is 
a human constant. The atmosphere is so tense in South Central LA, that this freedom 
to express emotion, happiness, softness, must be carefully guarded.

Only in the most trusted company is this freedom enjoyed – anywhere else, will get 
you shot. What difference is there then, between the atmosphere and rules of South 
Central LA and that of prison. What was once an atmosphere of standing up to the 
Man together, is now a severely tense atmosphere of self-policed emotions and 
actions.

Here I mention the fusion of this atmosphere with the ONA and the strange hybrid it 
has gestated – whereby I say strange I mean new. The founder of WSA352 is 
believed to be a Chinese female and resident of Orange County – a stone’s throw 
from Disneyland. The adoption of ONA’s memes by the founder in such an 
environment has been unusual to say the least.

‘Satanism’ has by and large been considered a white man’s providence, a European-
owned archetype. In the last 60 years, from LaVey to Aquino to Long – a succession 
of white men have utilised the symbolism of Satan and its implied racial heritage. 
Nazism has in the past fused effortlessly with Satanism because of a perception that 
both currents and their forms belonged to the Western or Aryan psyche – i.e., were 
the direct psychical heritage of the White Protestant Anglo-Saxon. Whether this 
propensity for white folk to gravitate toward Satan is founded in a traditional racial 
heritage is questionable – owing to the question mark hanging over the racial origins 
(and by proxy the skin tone) of the so-called Aryan. Many scientific and 
anthropological studies for instance have put forth objections to the prevailing Anglo-
Saxon imagery used in the depiction of Jesus – claiming that it is highly doubtful he 
was white, had golden or light brown hair or such refined roman features. But the 
mythos of this image persists – and is undoubtedly as valuable a brand-mark to 
Christianity – as the dynamic ribbon device is to Coca-Cola, both priceless marketing
tools.

But where Satan or his archetype appears in other cultures, his name – appearance – 
and attributes – change markedly from those depictions given to him by Europeans 
and Caucasians. This change seems to appear only where Christian influence is 
absent – such as distant tribes or derivative cultures that have blended the Anglo-
Saxon Christ (and sometimes Mary, and sometimes Satan) into their own cultural 
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roots and traditions. Just as the archetypal image of Christ seems fixed for many 
black-Americans (even as Christ is portrayed as an Aryan and symbol of their 
oppressor), so it seems fixed for the archetypal image of Satan.

Yet the number of black-Americans who worship Jesus, would seem to far outweigh 
the number of black-Americans who worship Satan. In ten years, and where I could 
identify the nationality of an individual – I’ve seen only a handful of black American 
Satanists – as if something in the white Anglo-Saxon Satan pushed them away, whilst
something in the Anglo-Saxon Christ drew them in.

The WSA352 arose from a fusion between the ONA’s portrayal of the white race’s 
claim to the archetype of Satan, and the perception of life and the necessary skills to 
survive as viewed by a Chinese woman nine miles east of South Central. WSA352’s 
appearance and this particular fusion seem to indicate the spread of a deeply 
ingrained racial problem spanning hundreds of years and one that is now showing 
more urgent symptoms within Australia.

In the Melbourne CBD – more and more over the last decade, and more pointedly 
and recently in the last four years – the way of life characterised by South Central has
been copied – or attempted to be copied as stylised by various media. Although many
of the people who have immigrated to Australia have done so to escape genuine 
poverty, warfare, riots, bloodshed, persecution, death, or torture; such groups 
including Serbians, Somalians, Ugandans – where there are real social crises and 
bullets and bombs, rogue armies and fronts, corrupt police and officials that threaten 
the very liberties of their lives; the large majority of emulators are wealthy white kids
whose very social status and penchant for playing at being a ‘gangsta’ – makes a 
complete mockery of historical and present struggles. The average white Australian 
knows nothing of warfare, of having their family and home bombed to bits, of troops 
of armed soldiers looting and raping at will, of having guns put to their and their 
families, babies’ heads, of being beaten and tortured and threatened with military 
violence or violence from political coups.

The average white Australian watches TV, uses a computer, owns a mobile phone, 
and many of them – though in the top 5% of the world’s wealthy – complain about 
how hard life is, or go out of their way to pretend to be oppressed. This is evident in 
the myth of the Magian as created by the ONA – for nowhere else except under the 
Government or via Christianity – can the average white person come close to feeling 
oppressed or seek to justify some sense of oppression.

The recent spates of violence in the Melbourne CBD and their persistence and 
escalation are the representation of something far more sinister than people not being 
able to hold their alcohol. These attacks are not going to go away with band-aids – for
they are the result of putting band-aids on serious social issues. They are 
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symptomatic of a great psychic sickness that cannot be made to go away whether 
people lay the blame at parents, liquor licensing laws, lack of police, curfews, video 
games, violent TV or other such nonsense. These are contributing factors – but they 
are not the root cause of such disturbances – the propensity for band-aids to be 
administered to such severe social issues as South Central – are. In most cases, it is a 
neat division between violence on Melbourne’s streets being perpetrated by spoilt and
wealthy children who seldom have to worry about the consequences of their actions / 
and the tension and subsequent defensive reaction of immigrants who experience 
racial vilification and persecution from other nationalities in an already over-crowded
metropolis.

What is odd however is that it is seldom Aboriginal or Koori gangs that are reported 
for violence in Melbourne or indeed other National cities – but nationalities such as 
the Lebanese, Chinese and Greeks. Strangely – the culture that has every right to be 
angry after the holocaust of their peoples by the early Europeans and unite together as
per the Black Panthers of LA against the ongoing prejudice against them that has led 
almost to the death of their culture and tradition is mostly absent in the CBD. The 
influence of South Central has instead been centred in the remote outback of the 
Northern Territory and other rural areas of Australia – and the same self-loathing and 
hatred for one another of the Cripps and Bloods – carried out in the petrol binging, 
alcohol drinking and violence against one another except without the same easy 
access to firearms.

There is no difference in the herding of Koori by past (and some say present) 
Australian Governments into the remoter areas of the land where they fight amongst 
one another instead of against the oppressor and the corralling of black-Americans 
into the small area of South Central where and endless spate of suffering continues 
unabated. The arrest rate of black-Americans is extremely high. Many are arrested 
over such minimal charges as possession of a small amount of marijuana. It is 
estimated that almost 70% of the population of American jails are black-Americans.
In Australia, the arrest rate and death in custody of Koori people is also extremely 
high. Many are arrested over trivial matters, or for being drunk – and it is estimated 
some 45-60% of Australian jails population is made up of Koori.

The signs of graffiti here, along the train lines, on buildings, in alleys, on fences, etc 
are largely echo – an emulation and unintentional mockery of the real conditions 
endured by those who are and were genuinely oppressed. Here, they are called tags 
and used as a sense of identity, to feel significant. Here they do not yet act as warning
markers that mean you will get shot to death if you go near them. The shops such as 
‘the Cribb’ in Frankston, VIC that actually cater to the gangsta culture, make huge 
amounts of money promoting a twisted view of a part of the world inhabited by a 
poverty stricken and racially oppressed people. They line their pockets and sleep 
comfortably, well away from bullets, well away from crack and PCP on the street 
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corners, well away from the real misery and looming day of death that at least 15,000
young men and women have been victims of. The Cribb and other such shops sell 
such clothes as if they were souvenirs from the war-zone itself. Only in Australia the 
most untouched country left, where there’s never been a bomb, a missile fall, a 
plague, a famine, a dictator coup, could a clear conscience be kept in the matter of 
making money while people needlessly die.

In shops that stock rap records, thousands and even millions of dollars change hands 
via a corporate market born and capitalising from the efforts of black-Americans to 
speak out about the brutality, injustice and racism facing them at every turn for the 
last four centuries into a popular disposable disc you can choose or choose not to buy 
– such is your luxury – again to line the pockets of rich corporate businessmen who 
never have to apologise, be held accountable, or acknowledge that they are trading 
money for blood.

Some labels do in fact support artists from LA, and are run by those who need it 
most, but the majority, as Eminem says, is for spoilt rich white kids by spoilt rich 
white kids. The white Australian can safely don a cap, baggy pants, and some 
coloured rag and mince about the street trying to be street; because there’s no genuine
oppression. For a start – they’re white – white skin is a badge of its own – its shared 
by most of the influential members of society. A white Australian doesn’t actually 
have anything to fear, or anything to face – they’re not going to be moved on the 
same way as a black American – they’re not going to get shot in the face – and 
they’re not going to have their family gunned down. They can go home to their 
comfortable lives, walk the streets without being followed and gunned down, and 
don’t need to fear the police because the police are by and large the same colour.

The white Australian is in fact, so un-oppressed, that the only way they can emulate 
the gangs of South Central is to deliberately manufacture an enemy, purposefully 
concoct the sentiment that their liberties are at stake, arrogantly decide that they too 
are at some kind of war. Or in our lingo – stir up shit, pick on someone or some race 
until they get a reaction and can justify their make-believe. It would be funny if not 
for the tragedy and mockery they make of real social problems.

If – such individuals – were to by chance be dropped into South Central – I have 
every confidence they would more than likely be coldly shot for imitating and 
mocking the life these people who live here have to live. What is most enervating 
about this identification with the black-American’s struggle – is the lack of historical 
understanding – and the support of this tragic circumstance by buying into and 
buying from the media that capitalises from the death and continued racial vilification
of America against its people.
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The tendency for a group to attack unarmed or lone individuals in Melbourne has 
been escalating well before WSA352 announced its own changes to the honourable 
field of culling. ‘Culling’ is in my mind actually a ridiculous concept – since people 
are culled every day whether they deserve it or not – what difference does killing 
someone intentionally make? In the past I attributed this cowardly show of force to a 
number of things, the first was that people were copying the Corporations that receive
the worship formerly reserved for the Church; the second was a cultural milieu based 
on racial heritage and tradition; and the third was a collective psychic decrease in the 
choices made by the individual self at the expense of the collectively and socially 
sanctioned mob ego.

What would stop violence in the Melbourne CBD? Some say Vigilantism might. 
Large and organised groups of youths ready to defend old-fashioned values could 
keep order – but with any large group is the problem of weak moral fibre and the ease
with which power corrupts some. Retaliation only leads to escalation. Carrying salt to
blind, a machete for defence, only leads to home-made pepper spray and cowards 
attacking more quickly with even less warning than before to lessen the chance of 
defending oneself. This is a tragic state of affairs. The poor-me approach of many 
young people actually illustrates a lament of the fact that they live in a mostly quiet, 
gunless, ordered society. It marks the epitome of human selfishness, ignorance, and 
arrogance. It is no wonder that so many terrorist groups have tried to put a bomb 
under Australia’s ass to wake it up from its reverie – to make it realise just how good 
we’ve got it here. To punish us for being so aloof, so arrogant, so ignorant and 
ungrateful for the conditions we enjoy.

In Brazil homeless people are rounded up daily to be raped and exterminated by the 
local police. Yet we hear nothing about that except years later in some obscure 
documentary late at night. We hear virtually nothing about other countries – about the
poverty and governmental neglect and corruption in Nigeria for instance, which leads
desperate people to scam by comparison wealthy Australians – and when we do – the 
stories inevitably lack depth, discussion. Foreign Correspondent and Nightline are 
about the only news media programs to provide depth to the material they present. 
What we do hear, 4-5 times a day is about Sport. About Celebrities. About a kitten 
trapped in a well. We are largely isolated from actual world events and our 
connection to other countries by a flippant and strongly entertainment-based media – 
and a national legacy of blind ignorance. We neither have to be involved or endure 
the violence being done to people in South Central – but have the luxury of hearing 
about it, dreaming about it, fantasising about it, from the media’s push of rap Cd's and
wealthy designer clothes shops.

But how many of the gangstas of Australia would stand up so fearlessly to having a 
gun pointed in their face? How many would enjoy having their baby daughter or son 
gunned down from a moving car? How many would enjoy their sister being raped as 
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she walked to school? Would they enjoy being addicted to crack and selling their 
bodies, sucking the penises of passers-by to get the few dollars needed to satisfy a 
desperate hit? Would Mothers and Fathers enjoy seeing their little ones, just babies, 
out of their minds on cocaine and face down in the gutters too smashed to move? 
How many of these rich kids even understand what oppression is? How could they? 
In soft little Australia? 

The bloods and the Crips – they are born into a legacy that stems from black 
oppression that has had all solidarity amongst its peoples against the powers that be 
mongrelized and stripped from them, their struggle has been turned into chronic self-
loathing and hateful destruction of one another rather than against the society that 
such blood tributes belong to. But the pretenders, who dress like something, talk like 
something, act like something, from the hood – who have the childish nerve to try to 
pass off oppression and make a mockery of such suffering – they, and the fact that we
do nothing about them, are what make us a target for terrorists, cause violence in the 
CBD, are the start of a nation of spoilt children making fun of those all over the 
world who have no choice but to really live this way.

The pushing of boundaries where weapons and group attacks have occurred is bound 
up in the modus operandi of many overseas gangs – such as the Triads, the Tong, 
various Lebanese, Macedonian, and other groups have introduced. Knives, Glasses, 
Bats, Machetes, Screwdrivers, Hammers, and other means of personal extension are 
being adopted by what used to be a hands-on Australia – but the underlying motive 
for this carrying of weapons is Guilt and the need to create circumstances that justify 
such mockeries to continue. To act as though one were at war, when one is 
surrounded by nothing but comfort when one goes home – to push toward the start of 
something that doesn’t exist, has never existed here – a justification to act as if there 
were an oppression even remotely similar to the horrors the black American has 
endured for centuries for the average Australian white.
The choice to pretend the conditions of oppression are remotely the same or have 
even the slightest resemblance to those that created the situation in South Central is 
individual – the choice to make out like what is happening there, is happening here is 
individual. Ignorance for Australians is a choice. We have access to books, to the 
web, to libraries – we can learn relatively safely without fear of being shot in the face
– about the other parts of the world, about their history, and how they affect us – and 
how we and what has happened where we live, had affected others. If we decide to 
stay lazy, uninformed, and deaf to our connections to others – then it is the height of 
gall to complain about the conditions we create by doing nothing.

What could mend the psychic snap of South Central? Now? Probably nothing. In 
1992, shortly after the Los Angeles riots, the American government promised to 
rebuild the ghettos using the “RLA” or Rebuild Los Angeles program. With this 
promise, many sets of Cripps and Bloods came together as brothers – united in 
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optimism for their future. But a year later, RLA had done nothing to repair the ghetto,
provide jobs, or sort out the mess earlier and centuries of persecution had created. 
Fifteen years on the war rages and shows no sign of stopping. The blood-feud is 
symptomatic of a perpetually fuelling legacy of revenge, bitter hatred, and suffering. 
The gangstas would have to lay down their guns, forgive the murders beatings rapes 
and wrongs done by each side to the other, let the whole bloody mess go down the 
drain and start again anew.

But all these humans, indeed all humans, are often in the midst of something – 
whether raising a child, working to pay off a loan, running drugs: they’re all in the 
midst of stories/actions/life tasks that are playing themselves out – and must play 
themselves out. Even if one gang-banger decides one day that he’s going to stop the 
killing – that he’s had enough, done enough, seen enough to pay the blood debt owed 
him; who says another gangbanger’s going to suddenly feel the same? They are 
inextricably locked in battle, trying to right done wrongs, keep having to get revenge, 
keep having to kill or be killed. No-ones ready to stop because there’s no way for the 
pain to go away – no way for all the gangbanger's to simultaneously settle the scores 
they owe one another – no way left for a man to back down, turn away, stop the 
violence, without being seen as weak, instead of strong, and shot dead in the street for
it.

Here in Australia, PCP, Ice, Crack, and Coke are on the rise. Imported weapons such 
as mobile phone guns, handmade guns, tazers, shotguns, are on the rise. Gangs and 
gang violence is on the rise. But more importantly – while there is in fact only some 
small increase in these areas – the media publicity of them has considerably 
intensified – feeding the mythos – fuelling the romance.

But it’s not too late to mend the psyche here in Australia. What could mend the 
psychic echo of black American oppression here in spoilt rich kid Australia? 
Certainly, one could start by abandoning once and for all the simplistic wishful 
thinking and plain ignorance that this is a problem that can be solved with more 
police, harsher laws, licensing changes, curfews, or other such nonsense. This – is not
a problem – a problem is fully revealed in its entirety – this is in fact a mere 
symptom. And a symptom doesn’t stem from without inward – but deep from within 
outward.
While the media, the television, the radio, the movies, the music empires continue to 
peddle the souvenirs of the thousands of dead who have died and continue to die 
horribly brutally every day in South Central and hundreds of other places the world 
over – this mentality will not only continue, but it will take root, and grow. 

It is ridiculous to suggest that parents can control their children in the way of policing
violent video games, and movies that glorify violence – when we live in a society 
whose leaders and rich maintain a national ethos that condones the pack rape of 
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women by footballers, romantically glorifies such icons as Ned Kelly or the criminal 
underground, or happily patches up serious psychic disturbance with band-aids and 
blame. The blame for the violence in the CBD falls squarely on the shoulders of us all
equally. While oppression of the Koori is allowed to go on, while violence is 
promoted, sanctioned and offered daily in every shape and form from cartoons to 
early news programs, and while ignorance is allowed to continue with all manner of 
short-sighted suggestions for social reform being treated as valid commentary – the 
deep and dark issue of racial guilt and racial factors bears down upon us.

The psychic snap could be prevented by more discussion of the racial factors 
involved in Australia – by being honest with ourselves and making conscious our 
prejudices – not burying them under more absurd placations of blame on alcohol, TV,
and so on. This is a problem of hereditary guilt. The adoption of this black American 
plight by farce is not without reason. In a society fabled for being – down-to-earth 
(read, Stupid) with a fanatical fear of most Australians for demonstrating intelligence,
aptitude or independent individuality; dumbing down even the brightest of us; 
Suicide among Australians should not be unexpected. The stubbornness of the 
Australian populace to appropriately identify and talk about the root causes of the 
many growing problems in this country, and not just the country but the collective 
and hereditary human psyche – is responsible for many suicides. Where intelligence 
cannot breathe – stupid will smother.

When the simplistic and nave codes of behaviour and social more fail to embrace the 
full totality of life; hem in optimism and hope by a stifling and energy draining 
atmosphere of pretence of being ‘blokey’ or ‘ocker’, of forcing a liking for cars and 
football, being terrified of gay people (read, one’s own homosexuality) and hiding 
any serious trace of individuality, uniqueness, or differences from the stale beer 
soaked norm; the suicide rate can only be expected to sky-rocket. Australia is; by and 
by; killing itself by living in an archaic and antiquated romance. Those who think the 
obsession with football/cricket is stupid, are ostracised; those who think football is 
thinly disguised tribalism and religious affiliation – are considered too smart for their 
own good, singled out for persecution and face acts of violence no different than that 
resulting from opposing any extremist cult anywhere else in the world. 
What fits in here, and all that fits in here, is a very narrow set of beliefs. People from 
other countries are mostly tolerated – not accepted. When they are accepted, it’s 
generally as an exhibit, a novelty, something to show off.

Almost all other people from countries outside Australia not only speak their native 
language – but that of English. Whereas most people from Australia are self-centred –
they can speak only one language – English, and think the world revolves around 
them. Ask almost any destination outside of Australia what they think of Australian 
tourists – they’ll tell you we’re loud, ignorant and rude. Most white Australians live 
in a bubble of arrogance and spend their time spitting racial slurs and mumbling 
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about the stupidity of immigrants and outsiders ruining the economy. It is doubtful 
that many Australians will ever be encouraged to learn French, German, Russian, 
Greek, Italian, Chinese, Mandarin, Korean, Slavic, etc in order to break down the 
communication barriers that have led to so much racial hostility – for Australians are 
condemned, ridiculed and shunned for being smart, for being independent, or for 
trying to escape the backward atmosphere of ignorance that characterises the white 
race and the average Australian.

That this code of conduct is almost a national treasure or pastime has been the 
contributing factor of a loss of National Identity – especially now that the Identity of 
Australia has changed so drastically with the competing influx of hundreds of new 
cultures. This has left Australia deprived of its original National soul, a hollow shell 
afraid to repeat its past liberties of making fun of foreigners, of swearing openly, of 
acting without a care in the world. Instead, and in the face of increasing immigration 
throughout the 70’s- to present day, Australia has the temporary and dubious honour 
of being shaped by politicians unable to stem the tide as ‘the multi-cultural country of
the world’ – in itself the more perverse kind of reverse racism. Especially when it 
tries to be politically correct – the white race expresses its ingrained racism.

If Australia chooses to pursue glorifying football which is thinly disguised tribalism 
and religious affiliation; to haze and tread down the brightest among them to 
compensate their deep heritage of mental inferiority; to let media glorify beer, 
football, violence as its national symbols: then it does as every other white nation – 
and ignores the issues of racial guilt about to erupt the globe over.

The problems it faces will not go away, but correspondingly escalate at a terrifying 
rate. Until the suffering of each community in the world is faced, acknowledged, 
wept for, helped to rebuild, supported to unite – this pattern will continue to spread in
frequency and intensity. Until one day an explosion rocks the foundations of Flinders 
Street Station, the music hall above crumbles with a terrific clatter down upon itself 
crushing the people below into bloody pulp. A haze of black smoke will obscure the 
streets as if it were London in the 1800’s, screams, sirens, and stampedes of people 
trying to get out of the way, away from the fires, away from the sight of mangled 
bodies, away from the result of ignoring the outer messages of our deepest inner 
psyche – meets us. What is one bomb, will become many more. Until our national 
peace is shattered for ever more, and the guns that plague South Central will be 
copied here with plastic explosives that snuff out the guilty and the innocent alike. 
Wearing chains and silly hats will be shocked out of being by the reality that the city 
is on fire, your family and friends are dead, and the careful insulation that Australian 
enjoys from world events – has finally collapsed.

Will it take this for Australia to wake up? Or when it happens, and it will, will 
Australia throw blame on the ‘terrorists’ – on ‘Islam’ – on ‘beer’? The white man has 
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a lot to answer for. The black man has a lot to answer for. But everyone has a lot to 
answer for.

Let’s start talking.
And we can start by having a GOOD talk with ourselves.

SOVEREIGNTY, LEGACY AND HYPOCRISY

Disheartening as the failures of academia and academics are to mindlessly repeat 
what is construed as fact in the same initial extrapolative exaggeration used to 
springboard claims deployed by the media – the Temple of THEM, and I, are not 
National-Socialist, nor support National-Socialism (NatSoc).
However, curiously on cue, the situation unfolding in the Middle East between Israel 
and Hamas does inspire some commentary.

On Sovereignty.
It is hard to imagine who NatSoc’s might be throwing their support behind, if anyone,
given that the conflict involves all key Abrahamic actors and (yet another) religious 
bloodbath (taking steps toward a racial holy war or RAHOWA) between Christian, 
Jew and Muslim faiths, which, ferments other energies in the process. Significant 
decimation on all sides and all forces weakens states and provides the fertile soil for 
populist uprisings with claims to heal the damage with shallow but impressionable 
policies, allowing Blood and Iron-type Nationalist groups to take root. Especially, if 
the Western Hegemony of the United States is drawn into a destructive conflict that 
prevents it from adequately addressing the expansion of China and Russia, both of 
whom are draining the USA’s military resources keeping them contained.

The conflict that has erupted (09/10/2023) occurs at an interesting time in human 
history when International Relations (IR) is compromised by multilateral 
organisations such as the United Nations (UN) which extends liberal control 
mechanisms over states to force them to show restraint, with specific emphasis on 
humanitarianism. Traditionally, Nation States since the Peace of Westphalia (1648) 
have been grounded in Realist doctrine of State Sovereignty, which means within 
their territory a government can do what it likes, and respects other Governments in 
other Nations to do the same. This Peace has prevented intervention in historical 
genocides in order to respect sovereignty – but rising international systems like the 
UN, and critical security studies have challenged whether sovereignty means a 
government can treat its people how it likes. Globalisation has also broken down 
traditional technological borders so that the atrocities of States are no longer hidden 
but visible to the whole world, inviting action not just from actors (other States) but 
Non-Governmental Organisation's including the global citizenry.
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For the past 350 years, Realism and the idea that States inhabit an anarchic 
environment where no higher power will come to their aid, has dominated. Therefore,
States have held the view they must be self-sufficient to survive. Attacking another 
state means impinging on its sovereignty and often leads to war. For the State, its 
survival is everything, and as a possessor of the monopoly of violence which gives it 
its extraordinary power to police the citizenry, with police, military, bureaucracy and 
legitimacy -it will do whatever is necessary to ameliorate threats. The posture of 
Realism that tends to drive IR bids that Israel does not show mercy or weakness, lest 
it be seen as weak by revisionist states that seek to challenge the status quo (existing 
order) and seize upon its weakness to destabilise or destroy it.

This is the rationale behind why you may hear Governments of states such as 
Australia, the United States, who are allies of Israel, openly throw their support 
behind Israel and its right to retaliate. This is the nature of Sovereignty. But there is a 
unique element to this conflict between Israel and Hamas that affects the magickal 
fabric of the present matrix.

On Legacy.
 Israel has a unique legacy. Following their experiences of extermination during the 
holocaust in World War II, Israel has been uniquely vocal in influencing political, 
legal and cultural limitations and controls in their favour. This has included hunting 
down Nazi’s, ensuring no-one forget the Nazi’s, concentrating on the Nazi’s to the 
extent other horrors have been drowned out, banning the Swastika, and particularly 
vocal about ‘antisemitism’. It is interesting that no other race tends to have an anti-
ism, there is for instance no anti-Caucasianism, and if there is, we never hear it. The 
Jews also seem to get more than a fair share of ‘apologies’ – for ‘antisemitism’ as fear
of their power seems to facilitate this obeisance, given their grip on the key 
institutions of the world. The focus on NatSoc and its counterpart Antisemitism has 
dominated media, drawing focus away from other bad actors whose atrocities were 
equal in scope and greater in breadth, and paying special attention to perceived 
persecution by the Jewish people. With understandable emphasis.  Adolf Hitler was a 
terrifying dictator, with a cohort of men possessing near-ultimate state power, 
architects of unimagined causes of human suffering, death, depravity, cruelty, and 
inhuman methodology, that no NatSoc supporters have ever been on the end of – 
hence their unbridled enthusiasm. 

But this narrative has dominated the post-war years – under the protective parable 
that the Jewish people wish for history never to repeat. This thematic mantra has 
shaped the past 80 years by those in power, particularly in the media industry, by 
directing focus into a specific ideology that pathologically demonises the Nazi’s 
every chance it gets. But now there is a problem – the State, which often govern with 
their sheen of politics including upholding their moral story and national image very 
well to float a facade of reality that promotes all kinds of liberality, freedom, justice 
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and so on – are forced to show their true colours when war erupts. And the true 
colours of a state – are absolute violence.

On Hypocrisy.
A magickal narrative that has bound much of Western doctrine and therefore how we 
live and what we perceive, particularly in relation to our moral compass since the end
of the Second World War, is about to break. For, despite their prolonged campaign to 
delegitimize the tactics ascribed as exceptionalism to the German-National Socialist 
regime, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is now engaging in a siege of the 
Gaza Strip depriving Palestinians of food, water, electricity, security, escape, and 
threatening genocide. Netanyahu has claimed Israels response to an assault by Hamas
will be to ‘remake the Middle East’ and turn Gaza into a ‘deserted island’ (Al Jazeera,
2023). As it amasses hundreds of thousands of soldiers in preparation for an incursion
into the prison construct of Gaza Strip to slaughter 5000 Hamas hidden among 2.3 
million Palestinians – Israel is on the precipice of committing a holocaust. This may 
prove extremely challenging for the White Lodge.

Update: Various stories accusing Israel of war crimes and a fall from grace (Al 
Jazeera 17 October 2023).

In making itself an impregnable tyrant – Israel’s intelligence agencies, such as 
Mossad, have invited a short-sightedness borne of a belief of invulnerability because 
of one’s security system. This has merely inspired an analysis of obstacles and the 
creative means specifically to circumvent existing installations intended to protect a 
state from the consequences of its policies. Akin to the use of Boeing jets flown into 
the World Trade towers and Pentagon in September 11, 2001.

In its rage, Israel is delegitimising its presumed and vaunted moral superiority and 
disrupting the legitimacy of its claims that National Socialism must be challenged 
because of its exceptionalism, i.e., that it is so different to all other political forces. 
Israel ranks as the 18th most powerful army in the world according to Global 
Firepower (2023) – and is preparing to engage captive non-combatant civilians 
trapped in the 365sq km area of Gaza Strip, violating multiple humanitarian codes 
and international laws to which it is beholden. Additionally, Israel has begun shelling 
Lebanon, drawing in Hezbollah, and Syria, and in coming days, there is little doubt 
Iran will become a target as the alleged benefactors of Hamas – drawing in Turkey, 
Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Australia and potentially a vortex that could, lead to an even wider
conflict as other countries are forced to show allegiance, possibly leading into a Third
World War. There are few things more unhinged, than religious extremists with 
nuclear weapons. Israel is sheltered by Christian Superpower, the USA, who believe 
they can ‘deter’ other actors from entering the conflict, and Australia is in an alliance 
with the US and Israel. A wider conflict will mean Australia will be obligated to go to
war against Iran or risk abandonment should it need its militant allies in future. 
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Backed by the world superpower, Israel is picking fights with anyone and everyone 
believing USA firepower will be its saving grace.

It is highly likely a prideful and enraged Israel under Netanyahu will demand the 
destruction of Iran, as the fount of Hamas, Hezbollah (Al Qaeda, The Taliban, and 
ISIS are significant actors in the region too). It is likely Israel will be further incensed
at global criticism when its human atrocities mount in coming days and weeks 
(adding to its already acute persecution complex). Moreover, such wars have a global
contagion – where it becomes increasingly difficult to stand back and remain neutral.

Australia has already recognised this in its dilemma over Israel-Palestinian support 
and refusing to display symbols of one or the other, wary not to side with one over 
the other and risk increasing tensions. But favouritism is in the eye of the beholder, 
and such moderation has been condemned by both sides for not legitimising their 
viewpoint. Clearly Australia recognises that when it admits diaspora from other 
countries who are of other faiths that religious intolerance and the danger of diaspora 
fanning the flames of war by ‘showing solidarity’ is a significant risk whenever the 
status quo is challenged globally. Such is the irrational hatred of Religion and 
Nationalism, especially when one’s people are being slaughtered in War. War changes
things. Global War changes everything.

Structural violence is built into Palestine’s persecution of Israel, Israel’s persecution 
of Palestine; each side will argue that the weightier onus is due their opponent’s 
moves and actions but remain blind to their own engagement, involvement, 
complicity of their state’s machinations to anger, torture, torment others until 
resistance erupts.  Moderates on the individual and state scale risk becoming enemies 
of different states or groups by not taking a stand and persecuted for daring to stand 
back and try to retain empathy and relativist detachment. State Alliances can be 
damaged and cause unforeseen swaps with devastating consequences.  Key players in
the BRICS (China, Russia, India) are firm allies of Iran and a new conflict in the 
region will weaken Ukrainian coverage and support, intensify China’s opportunity to 
engage Taiwan, and draw at least 5 of the 9 countries into conflict that possess 
nuclear weapons (ICAN, 2023).  

Ultimately, the three branches of Abrahamic belief; Muslims, Christians, Jews have 
once again raised their blood-soaked banners of war in their righteous indignation, 
motivated by the reigning system of state sovereignty and identity-politics of 
nationalism. But… this is the way of things. Violence is absolute in human society. 
Instituted top-down from the sovereignty of the State to the birth-imprisoned status of
the national citizen. Repetitively inflamed by Leaders shaped by the political process 
and attitude required to get into and maintain power, we are continually asked to 
identify an agreed enemy and march to the tune of war and the madness it begets. 
This is standard fare for what life on Earth involves.
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Reactionaries have declared with a straight face that all religions should be banned 
from practice in Australia. That all rallies in Australia inflaming religious tensions 
should be illegal, arrests made, and be grounds for deportation. That we are dragged 
into yet another War by religious powers and the wrath of the righteous whose 
fervour commands fire and hell and polarised by diaspora bringing the war inside the 
gates. All too often, it is National Socialists that inflame this chime to suit their 
interests, seizing upon instability, fear of conflict by the public, and calling for and 
offering the assurance of security to frightened/defensive populaces that will enable 
them to remain insulated from the wider world’s woes. And Israel, has just broken the
very spell that kept them at bay.

It is worth remembering, that the only method to stop World War II, and frighten the 
Japanese into surrender, were two atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, catapulting the USA to its status of a superpower as the only nation to ever 
use nuclear weapons on another country. It is worth asking – how will they stop a 
Third World War?

WHO OR WHAT IS DANGEROUS?

This comment has been prompted by an unusual number of people contacting me 
about some of the organisations 101 has covered during the week asking me if it’s 
true that these organisations are truly as dangerous as their reputation – the Tempel ov
Blood, in particular. I usually answer these queries without a second thought, but 
being asked repeatedly has made me think about what people are thinking and doing 
by asking. There is a particularly frightening test that has been conducted for almost 
40 years with invariable results to demonstrate the suggestive power of authority and 
the obedience of people to it. The test involves a fake scientific experiment where the 
subjects are asked to give electrical shocks that increase in voltage to another subject 
(secretly in on the test) when they get questions wrong in a given series. At a certain 
point in the test, the subject being electrocuted (out of sight and in a room next to the 
subject doing the electrocuting) begins to yell out indicating that he is experiencing 
pain. 

At this point, the people giving the shocks look concerned and immediately express 
discomfort at the test but straight away look to the man in the coat (the authority), 
who simply says ‘the experiment requires that you continue’. Although almost all of 
the people giving the shocks experienced discomfort and second thoughts, looking 
more and more distressed at the thought of causing pain to another person as time 
went by and the voltage increased: Consistently, more than 90% of people continue to
give shocks up to the 400 volt mark which they had been told would give severe pain 
to the person in the room merely because the authority figure said, note, did not 
demand or insist, merely said, to them to continue. The diffusion of personal 
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responsibility was suggested to be the key element that allowed them to continue 
despite the conflict of doing horrible things to other people – but more disturbing 
than that, the people most likely to give shocks and longer shocks when an answer 
was wrong at any point in the tests, were quiet and shy people who were suddenly 
given a bit of power. More than any other demographic the average person without 
outward signs of aggression could become the most formidable and cruel tormentor 
simply from the sense of power they got from doing their job. This is what is meant 
by the banality of evil – and the diffusion of power where no-one is willing to accept 
responsibility for what they have done, blaming others, especially authority, for 
making them do it. 

Nazi Germany did not start out with people afraid to refuse a command – it was a 
gradual process where people became splintered and highly mistrustful of one 
another over a period of time by precisely this diffusion of responsibility. It is 
believed that this diffusion of personal responsibility was the same cause that allowed
those in say, Dachau or Auschwitz to commit terrible crimes by over-riding natural 
instincts to stop what they were doing merely because an authority insisted they 
continue.

Having done six years of particularly hands-on martial arts that didn’t fuck about 
with fancy kicks or unnecessary flair – teaching us to attack at the same time as we 
blocked, a mixture between kickboxing and wing chun – I have learned many ways to
kill a person quickly if it has to come to that. Nerve strikes, chokes, hammer fists to 
the heart, a solid uppercut to the chin, a downward fist on a full bladder, for example, 
have shown me that it is ridiculously easy to injure or kill a person. In fact, in the 
beginning I set about to learn these arts to more appropriately perform a certain act of
‘culling’. It only takes 5-10 seconds to apply a blood-choke and a person is down. It 
takes half a second to block and step past someone and thump them hard in the heart 
or throat correctly with a blade-hand as you pass and its lights out. 

And it is this knowledge of the nuance of living, of how fragile even as it is highly 
resilient, the human body can be, that keeps most people who know martial arts from 
getting into avoidable fights where death or serious injury is certain. In Nature, one 
invariably finds that those animals with the least protection or aggression develop 
bright colours, spikes, puff themselves up, show feathers with extra pairs of eyes, and
so on to keep away natural predators. It has been suggested to me, and I am inclined 
to agree, that those who make the biggest show of being evil, dangerous, or who seek 
to be feared are often among the least dangerous. If someone across a bar covered in 
tattoos or looking at me is making a big show of his masculinity then he is basically 
foretelling me that he could or intends to be a threat – I can see him coming a mile 
away, and that is what he wants. 

But if I were to be that stupid to think that only tattooed bikers were going to cause 
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me trouble, I’d not survive very long. I quietly keep my eyes on everybody, because 
as I have always maintained – all human beings are scorpions. You never know what 
a person will do under duress or given the right circumstances – people, despite what 
you may think, can be unpredictable. So treating those who fit the description of 
trouble as trouble is as nave as it is likely to get you killed or blindsided by the little 
bloke in the suit standing off to the side. Humans learn to LIE early on for a very 
good reason – first survival, and second, to hunt. And they don’t just lie orally – they 
can lie in every way you can imagine. 

And it is precisely the process of thinking that the most dangerous people can be 
identified by their leopard spots that relegated Satanism to the status of infamy in the 
first place – by a very clever Church who snapped up the better position of pure 
virtuous and good – versus what was left in the titles of evil, wickedness and base 
desire. Threats can come from anywhere, the US, who are facing women and children
strapped with explosives in Afghanistan, are nicely equipped with the terrifying truth 
of human ingenuity to take advantage of people looking for obvious terrorists’ threats
and thus bypassing those who don’t fit the stereotypical description of one. Serial 
killers blend in seamlessly for instance, quiet, invisible types dressed casually or even
nerdily that don’t make a big song and dance about how evil they are or how 
dangerous, but who’ll do unspeakable things to a person when they get you where 
they want you. You don’t tend to see them coming because they’re expert 
chameleons.

And, most people are killed by someone they know. So, whilst a huge, tattooed biker, 
with a patched jacket and a mean look on his face may be the nicest bloke in the 
world so long as you’re not a dickhead and give him cause not to be – you should be 
just as careful about those who don’t attract attention to themselves. There is another 
social experiment that shows how authority works to divide and conquer even the 
best of mates. 

There was a great book was called the Wave I read at school – where a schoolteacher 
aimed to show how Nazi Germany worked against the Jews. (yes they get a slamming
don’t they? You’d think that no other country had done the same or worse with all the
propaganda about) Anyway, he divided the class into two groups, those with blue 
eyes and those with brown eyes. Those with blue eyes were given extra privileges 
and rewards and were able to give limited instructions to those with brown eyes, 
whose conditions were poorer and whose rewards were naught. Gradually and then 
markedly, the system spilled out of the class and into the school where the blue-eyes 
became fiercely against the brown-eyes much like the Gestapo. The experiment 
worked too well and was not confined to school – and the blue-eyes sincerely began 
to believe they were better than the brown-eyes leading to increased hostility and 
death threats. This sort of thing is precisely how conflicts between people start and 
get out of control. 
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Another similar experiment that is conducted, but now under very strict conditions 
following terrifying results – is the prisoner-jailer scenario – where some people are 
made prisoners and others made jailers. This experiment takes ‘ordinary’ people 
divides them and shows a frightening consistency for people to abuse their power as 
jailers and believe the roles they have been asked to play. All of these experiments tap
into certain knowledge in the hands of powers and authority regarding the human 
ego, behaviour, and propensity to believe authority. They play on deep-seated 
weaknesses and universal traits in human beings to behave a certain way under 
certain conditions – and you better believe that others take advantage of them, 
everyone from multi-national corporations to your mum knows ways to get you to 
kill other people in war or clean your room. But it really does depend on what a 
person means by dangerous. 

If you mean will they be likely to cause your death, then yes, there is the possibility 
of that, they ask you to engage in some pretty stupid things – but if you want to do 
them, then you’ve only yourself to blame if things go wrong. But hey, you may also 
be just as easily killed crossing the road. Steve Irwin spent his life wrestling huge 
alligators, thousands of them, big fuckers with mean tempers usually – you know 
how he died? A stingray barb accidentally got him in the chest. Engaging in activities 
you don’t normally engage in may increase the risk of personal injury or death from 
one point of view, but it’s not guaranteed – some people live death-defying lives, 
risking them every second in war or as stuntmen or whatever and die getting hit by a 
bus, or choking on a piece of chicken, or in their sleep. Death is indiscriminate, 
stalking us all, and tends to pop up and take us from the world when we least expect 
it. 

It is certain that we are all going to die, we just don’t know how or when. You can 
live a quiet, spartan life, eating all your vegetables, taking care of stray animals, and 
being a humanitarian for all people – but that does not decrease your chances* of 
getting killed violently. So, let’s put it another way, do these groups then, increase the
chance of your death? The answer is again, yes, there is the possibility they may, but 
so does an electrical storm striking your house and taking you out while you’re 
reading this. Another question then, do they, the ONA/ToB intend to kill you in some 
ritual or other? No, probably not. But you never know your luck. ToB are into some 
heavy stuff, and ONA is likely to be able convince you to risk your life unless you 
want to be called a puss-weed. But then again, these are fringe examples. If you think
it is a good idea to get involved with People of any description then you introduce 
yourself to risk – because it’s not the forms that are dangerous – alone they are inert 
ideologies and useless until they are picked up and worn like masks by duh-duh 
duh… PEOPLE. 

If you want my opinion? Scientology is far more dangerous than either group – with a
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large number of influential and wealthy people who act irrationally like spoilt 
children to get what they want, through lawyers, or physical intimidation – you’re 
staring up a shit tunnel if you think you’re getting out of there without a world of 
pain. If you want dangerous, join these fellows and then try to leave. Watch what 
happens. It’s also my belief that Christianity is far more dangerous than Satanism –it 
invented for instance, everything that Satanism now uses to make its little points – the
language of English derived from Latin – the moral side of the coin on which it rests 
was determined by Christianity – the infamy and ridicule it attracts derives from the 
extraordinary power of a form that has built its own country and city in the name of 
the Church – the Vatican, and is a gargantuan power that commands millions of 
zealous and very powerful and wealthy followers. Neither of these may be the 
smartest of most logical religion – but since when has that mattered to people? 

Most people just want to belong – and are willing to do whatever it takes to belong – 
because they’re not strong enough to stand alone. Christianity has always controlled 
Satanism – the latter will never control the former because the latter uses the table-
scraps the way Christianity wants it to. We become scapegoats when we conform to 
certain things pre-set for us to use as rebellion – and, the very idea that we should all 
dress in black, wear pentagrams, and openly supply the observer with various badges 
and signs of our ‘faith’ only contributes to the already won game. It’s worth pointing 
out that blue-collar crime is processed in court far often than white collar crime 
precisely because the legal system is weighted in the favour of the rich and powerful 
– not, what happened. Moreover, blue-collar crime such as drugs, murder, or assault 
is viewed as more heinous than fraud, embezzlement, or usury. Look where that 
attitude got the USA. 

Alright, then, maybe this should be put another way – are the ONA/ToB and their ilk 
dangerous to your health, or your mind? Well sure, they can be, if you lose your 
autonomy and your way, and aren’t ready to have certain views challenged or ruined 
for you, believing in something, anything can be dangerous to your health. Maybe 
believing what you believe already is dangerous to your health? The observer can 
quite clearly see that both the groups involve and distribute propaganda which like all
writing and presentations by human beings religiously or politically motivated, aims 
to mislead in order to coerce your co-operation. It can’t simply come out and say, 
give me all your money, kill in my name, and fear me because I am better than you – 
it has to be subtler than that. But the very minute people group together – it 
decentralises personal responsibility for collective actions or inactions. You can then 
justify your actions as worth doing to perform or complete some cause or other and 
lay the blame for it at other’ feet when shit hits the fan. 

But Satanism is not at all as dangerous as its said to be, some of the people involved 
in it are, sure – but as a form? Most people worry that others don’t have the 
judgement to avoid being brain-washed – which is true enough – but it is my 
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experience that there are far more dangerous groups and forms to get involved with 
than the fringe groups that pepper Satanism. If those who asked the questions are here
then consider how much authority you have given me to give you an answer about 
what is dangerous, what is my opinion for you to base your judgement on. What if I 
am working for the groups in question – might I not be in the perfect position to 
mislead you into a trap by giving you a careful answer? From my point of view, you 
are drawn to these groups by urges of your ego, for power and control, a sense of 
belonging to something, identity, curiosity and perhaps for a different perspective on 
life. And these sorts of things, WILL aim to change your perspective. Usually, to suit 
theirs. If changing/controlling your perspective is dangerous, then how dangerous am 
I? 

My work is able to unravel trust in and even change people’s faith in time, space, 
words, language, their autonomy, their purpose, their self-control and identity – and if
you’re game enough to get under my skin in real life, I know a lot of ways to hurt a 
person very quickly. The main problem I have is eroticism – by empowering myself 
and others I can’t help but attract trust with the warm glow such realisations can have 
on a person – that’s how cults work, with charm and charisma – I will just say that it’s
just very lucky for others that I don’t choose to abuse that trust or take advantage of 
the positions of authority given to me, because I’d have gone a very different route 
with these organisations and probably be responsible for a lot of people getting very 
hurt if I believed the hype others bestow. I guess really, since you can’t see the reality
behind the words until you get there – you never know who is really dangerous, until 
it is too late. 

Choosing a group can seem a matter of careful consideration (and I’m not telling 
people to not do it) but the way I see it, and that’s really all it is, the way I see it, is 
that your choices really only tell you what you feel you lack and reveal what you are 
prepared to do or condone to fill that space in yourself. And it’s easy to fall prey to 
predators if you feel they can give you something you don’t have – this is after all the
internet, where anyone can say anything and there is no way to (in)substantiate it 
online – and it all comes down to whose words ring the truest, or who shouts their 
words the loudest – it is the land of lies and half-truths twisted into megalopolies of 
deceit and misdirection. The Tempel ov Blood seeks to make slaves and sells an 
image of itself – just as K-Mart or McDonalds show me a super-clean restaurant with 
happy smiling waitresses doling out perfect burgers – til I go there see all the trash 
their company has created that litters the streets, am presented with a smooshed 
burger that looks like it was kicked shut, dropped on the counter by a grumpy $6 an 
hour and desperate child trying to make a living; yeah, the reality is always different 
to the packaging because the reality and the packaging are, of course, TWO very 
different things.

Why do we package things? To make them look expensive? To hide their contents? 
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To protect the fragile contents? Caveat Emptor – (Buyer Beware). I like to believe I 
am too smart to believe the presentations humans give up to other humans – heh, we 
all do – but it still happens that you get sucked in because you have to have faith that 
McDonalds will live up to the promise of supplying you with a burger or you go 
hungry (or elsewhere) – and if it wasn’t that way, society wouldn’t exist. Mind you, a 
lot of greedy fuckers take hideous advantage of basic human gullibility and even their
honest decent inclination to trust what is said or shown to them – it’s that sort of thing
(beginning a long time ago with Christianity) that has made me so angry that I have 
been writing for almost twenty years. Lol. It also got me joining up with people who I
thought could make a difference in it all – help me expose the tricks and deceit for 
what they were – of course like the Americans who just copied Nazi methods, it 
seemed that when the struggle was over all they actually wanted was to do the same, 
but just to be on top. Imagine my surprise. Seems I was in many ways mistaken – and
yes, that’s how I learned all the things I know and share, and truly I appear to be the 
only person I can actually trust not to get corrupted or silly with a bit of power. And 
hey, you have to give up a bit of yourself to everyone every day for things to go on 
working – but jumping into cults that want to control you, well, that is a bit different 
don’t you think? If anything means giving up my autonomy – then it is for me, 
something I consider dangerous. 

But, see, there is a common bond in all these things. That’s right, it’s –you-, people. 
It’s you who makes the choice to give away or keep your autonomy – to join a group 
that practices harmful things or to avoid them – to get involved and diffuse your 
personal responsibility or to keep it and standalone – to jump in with someone else’s 
ideas or to have your own. It is –you- who is dangerous, who has the physical 
capacity to perform attacks or actions/inactions that cause harm and kill, -you- who 
opt to do something with serious risks of being killed or imprisoned, or opt to do 
nothing, to stay silent even when you don’t agree with something, like others picking 
on someone, because you fear the response from others, fear not being liked or 
whatever, being outcast or becoming a victim yourself – you and every other human 
being who gives themselves over to forms and lets other people control them and 
think for them, and you who does not recognise their own inherent heart of darkness 
or their own power. 

Me, I don’t think groups are tough – I’ve seen a lot of them – been in a lot of them – 
been a bully – been a victim – I know some things. We all know that a friend can act 
very differently when certain people suddenly join them – it’s like they’re two 
different people. That’s the effect of a group right there. You get most people from a 
group on their own and those people aren’t tough, they all succumb to a choke or a 
decent punch, they lose all their bravado and cower if you threaten them, drop all 
their mouthiness in exchange for apologies, all their courage if they think you are 
going to bash the living shit out of them. Its why homeboys carry guns instead of 
fighting hand to hand – cause its Hard fighting hand to hand, you want ‘respect’ you 
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try to bring out someone’s fear of dying by pointing a gun at them. And its why 
people gather into groups to pick on a lesser number; FEAR; how often do you see 
one guy jump on six? Or one guy pick on a bigger guy? Eh? Yes that’s right. Hardly 
ever. And see, there’s every chance you’ll get shot by the gun, it’s a gun after all, and 
the guy holding it, he doesn’t think he’s weak, he thinks he’s strong – but that’s the 
great tragedy of the human race isn’t it. It’s terrified of everything and over-reacts.

There is truth in the saying that we are each our worst enemy. Huge empires exist 
precisely because humans work this way, some people got wise to it, and didn’t have 
the scruples not to abuse that knowledge at the expense of the rest of us *shrug* Sure,
some people don’t have a choice between living and surviving – but most of us here, 
middle or working class people with a computer and an education aren’t facing that 
choice, it’s not a life or death situation with us, its fear of standing alone or up for 
someone else because we’re not strong enough to be the victim. Is there a solution? 
Not really – people are too shit scared to deal with their faults and problems and 
insecurities most of the time – and they throw it onto others to make themselves feel 
better. 

That movie, Kick-Ass, was cool – and I’m kind of torn between saying that’s what 
people should do, and realising that most people don’t have the physical prowess or 
mental smarts or confidence to stand up to a large and ruthless group of bullies. You 
can bash the shit out of the leader if you get him alone – but that doesn’t guarantee 
that you will win or that they won’t double their efforts. Cause fear does terrible 
things to people – especially when they have a fragile ego that is easily shattered – 
and when you piss of the ego, you’re always going to get trouble. 

Without advocating retaliatory violence, I believe the only way to change things – is 
through awareness of fear. Though cowards will do anything to avoid facing 
themselves, and therein lies the trouble. There are all too many people in the world 
ready to take your power from you and use it in their schemes if you don’t want it, if 
you can’t handle it, if you prefer not to have self-responsibility for your actions and 
be someone’s puppet… Of course, humans aren’t so stupid to divide the line for you 
right away. The way I got into various groups and sucked into their propaganda was 
very gradually, until one day I realised I was somehow waist-deep in others shit. Fair 
enough that the forms people put up are kick-ass inviting and tempting to fall 
headlong into without a second-opinion, but by putting your trust in me to give it 
you’re already asking for trouble. The Tempel ov Blood already mentions that it does 
some freaky shit, the sort of shit that might drive you a bit mad, and even boasts of 
raping a 14-year-old boy or some shit – they also profess to be doing it in the name of
Dark Gods, hello, doesn’t someone that says that sort of thing sound dangerous? 

Doesn’t the name, or the very fact that they are writing in such a way as to get you to 
write to them, (most people don’t seem aware of what is actually occurring to them 
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when they read) ring even a small bell in your alarm factory? True – them saying they
do these things isn’t always a good indicator. But that is beside the point. Just like 
asking me questions on the Tempel and investing me with authority to help you make
up your mind is the very diffusion of personal responsibility and autonomy that I am 
talking about that is behind all banal evils and personal hell. If you have to value my 
authority – then take my advice and make up your Own mind based on common-
sense. You might make some mistakes figuring shit out yourself, sure, but consider 
this – for all the satanic groups and psychos, death-threats and life-risks that I’ve been
involved with so far, including a very active personal real life full of them over the 
course of 31 years – for all the enemies I’ve made or fights I’ve been in including 
knife, group, nunchuku, or having a gun pulled on me, all the tough guys reputations 
and their numbers – well fuck, I’M Still Here aren’t I. In one very intense piece. 

Summary? Human beings, wherever they are, whoever they are, each have the power 
to hurt or kill you and if you’re only looking for the ones who advertise it, then your 
chances of survival are 50/50. Our self-deception, not the forms we invest it into, are 
the real danger to us. *Chance is a funny little fucker – another little fear factor 
methinks. So are Statistics Odds and percentages. I worked for a corporation that 
specialises in them – but the way I see it all these percentages and chances and all 
that bullshit is very simple. Think of it like this, if there is a 200,000 to 1 chance that 
you will get dealt a royal flush in poker – it’s still always 50/50. the 200,000 
embodies 50%, the 1, the other 50%. No matter what the odds may be – it’s either 
going to happen or it’s not.

ON TOUCHINESS, UTILITY AND THE LHP

April 11 November 2004

“Satan uses us all, Ryan – we are all to use each other in some way and there is 
nothing bad in this provided we are conscious about it. I don't believe in disinterested 
relationships and that's quite natural. On the other hand, the true comrades on the 
LHP have no need of each other – another paradox. We are still learning, and if we 
survive beyond the Abyss we will still learn, I think. So, don't be touchy, even when I 
say not to be touchy. Touchiness is a syndrome we on the LHP suffer often by being 
over-sensitive and over-intellectual. Believe me, I have had bitter experiences with 
people and have seen how touchiness destroys very useful relationships between very
valuable individuals. People are usually very suspicious that they are being used yet 
they are not conscious they are doing the same thing to others – remaining 
unconscious that their relationships are formed via utility. I think we should all know 
we meet each other on the LHP to do something with each other – in brief, to 
exchange energies and we should do it consciously, with an open mind and with full 
attention to act precisely.
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You will probably agree with me that the subconscious relationship between many 
LHP individuals could be reduced to a tension between flattery and touchiness. 
However cynical it may sound that's a fact. Yet I think we should accept this fact and 
try to feel at ease with it. But the most important thing we should all know is that the 
self-knowledge (the only real Satan's testament) is not by necessity… a pleasant 
matter.
S.R.

VANTAGES: TOWARD A NEW LEXICON

It occurred to me as I was rising in the air looking out of the small, sealed window of 
the airplane watching the houses and cars recede into the far distance – that at some 
point the cars cease to be visible. I know they are there; I've been in one travelling the
road below in a taxi not a few hours before and yet they are invisible as I ascend. The 
clouds begin to roll in as we rise above them too and form what I first thought looked
like cotton wool – then I realise as we gain altitude that it is not wool but the 
resemblance of our skin when under a microscope, - the Earth's skin, - at this Vantage
– has gaping holes in it, it might be raining or sunny below in the various parts of the 
country but I will never know because we are above the weather. Though the world 
below seems so small, I know the size of those mountains and hills that look like 
patchwork – how much bigger and detailed it all is, and how distances telescope 
when we land and I am on the earth the size of a human being – yet another Vantage 
– and all the buildings and landscapes dwarf me – and inside them – individual rooms
and halls, and in each room more things, each with their own increasing layer of 
vantages and mini-worlds from the microscopic to light to the quarks and leptons of 
quantum physics... An enormous rainbow arcs across the curvature of the worlds 
edge, a brilliant light-show of the visible spectrum met in the middle by a similar 
display of a midnight blue hue that appears to fight for domination of the sky-space. 

And as I review the day it dawns on me that this is the perfect name for the interlaced
telescoping/micro-scoping simultaneities: Vantages. And these cars becoming 
invisible via relative ascent is the apt metaphor for the ability of our reach to observe.
The most difficult part of Forms and trying to explain them is the sheer magnitude of 
Types of FORM are so vast and varied that they do not easily allow a definition since 
they may be imagined or conceptual or geometric mass or a single word or complex 
network of ideas or many other things besides. 

To this end I have set out to apply loose working definitions to demarcate aspects of 
these phenomena. 

Vantage/Pterrace: A level of analysis a certain distance inward or outward on or in 
which perception is bounded within specialist or stratified limits (i.e. Riemannian, 
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Euclidean, or Relativist space and apprehension) i.e. topology examines a certain size
object such as fits the size of mountains, ranges, valleys, hills, plains, seas – but does 
not include Pterraces above such as whole planets nor Pterraces below such as atomic
level structure but land-sized features – this is to Pterrace Phorm (or, terraform, 
(pterraPhorm – to mentally dictate groupings in order to treat the Phyrm in size-
equivalent groupings). It treats the Phyrm with contracted amplitudo wherein the 
grouping of objects related to one another is decided by the Pterrace of size.  
Vantages are often exhibited by the I-go or perceptual apparatus of the human 
organism as an Apex, or all-consuming hierarchy of forms with a single god-like 
appreciation for One at the top. Religion, Science, Politics, Biology, Age, Beliefs, 
Values, Opinions, A Favourite Sports Team, or other singularly important foci are all 
examples of Vantage, which often exhibit themselves through the 23 Syndrome to the
exclusion of all others. 

Phormation: A collective total of vantages that cover all perceptual viewpoints of 
what one’s own being is – electrical, chemical, biological, animal, physical, natural, 
mind, body, thought, generative, accident, chaos, purposeful, life cycle, mental, 
spiritual +). 
Phorm: The official spelling of THEM's concept of forms. The 'P' indicates an 
element of the Psyches interference or involvement in the phenomena of creating or 
perceiving form as opposed to a solely matter-based or physical object separate from 
us. 

Form: Often used interchangeably, Form is considered to be a natural state of the 
Phyrm, Matter, World and its contents a priori to perception, interpretation, 
categorisation. Boundaries between Form and Phorm are considered impossible to 
define and this is represented by the Mirror Zone where one can neither be sure one is
seeing 'pure' is-NESS or 'corrupted' (interpreted/filtered) form. 

The Law of Phorms: All forms, are temporary. This is the one constant they share. 
Even though some forms last longer than others – they all decay and are perpetually 
changing or seen to be changing owing to our relativity as observers and our own 
change. This applies to all political and religious forms. Like chromosomes they 
multiply, divide and multiply. Schisms are inevitable. 

The Law of Phorces: The Phyrm is comprised of Forms and Forces. Some forces are
temporary while others are enduring. Death, Change, Gravity, Entropy are subject to 
change of interpretation/perception or change of Observer but are enduring - and 
characteristic by being far more powerful and sweeping than the human being 
individually and often collectively. The earth has its own cycles, the Ice Age for 
instance, or Tectonic Plate Shift, or the extinction of a species, or the rising of 
Temperatures, or the wobble that causes the Precession of the Equinox: these are 
forces that dwarf us and whose interactions give rise to various Forms not man-made 
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- but there are anomalies. Economy or Markets are man-made, but the forces within 
them are complex and obey rules of their own, beyond the control and often 
comprehension of humans. 

Interpretative Shell: All forms are interpreted upon contact with them by the mind 
as a genetically developed instinct of survival, safety and control. This allows us to 
use our Simultaneity log to identify the form as a threat or utility, assess its uses, 
facets, meaning, composed material, spatial relevance, proximity to other forms, 
other combinations with other forms and general purpose. i.e. a Chair. This 
interpretive shell is unique to each individual by relativity and may contain elements 
of analysis that are not present in other individuals schemata- i.e. using the chair for 
S&M bondage, firewood, or escape;- pending the environment and event in which the
chair is interpreted. An expert in furniture may see different aspects than an amateur 
and be able to date it, identify its maker or place of manufacture, assess structural 
weakness or strength in relation to other chairs or assess it with a more extensive 
catalogue of comparisons. 

Pseal: Points of reference for perceptual reality. (1) A metaphysical location in space 
where interpretation and the forms of the Phyrm meet (2) and the physical container 
of the human skin. 

Holding Consensus: Many forms have a shared consensus that holds true across the 
majority of, if not universally, the mind. Many people use chairs to sit on. It is a 
device that elevates one off the ground - for which reason it may be assumed that the 
floor be dirty or unclean to eat from but is a practice that hails back aeons. The chair 
is of extreme antiquity and simplicity, although for many centuries and indeed for 
thousands of years it was an article of state and dignity rather than an article of 
ordinary use. It was not, in fact, until the 16th century that it became common 
anywhere. The chest, the bench and the stool were until then the ordinary seats used 
in everyday living, and the number of chairs which have survived from an earlier date
is exceedingly limited. Holding consensus is a prevailing interpretation of a form. 

The Ostensible Crucible: the simultaneity of locations in which information about 
form(s) are held and the subjective arguments for appropriate repositories. i.e. one 
person may insist that forms are products of the mind, others of matter, some a 
combination of the two. Whether in the head via neurophysiological processes, the 
hippocampus, the mind, or memory, the crucible indicates storage processes inside 
the skull, the ocular, as well as innate layers of crucible to the form itself. When we 
see a star we in fact see light from the star, when we see anything we are seeing the 
reflection of light.

Anomalic Embrace: A child may invariably find the uses of the chair differ because 
of their size in relation to it. Whereas the adult is likely only to sit - the chairs may 
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form a bridge, a cubby house with a blanket draped over it, be tipped over, be 
imaginarily encased and used as a vehicle;- an artist may transfigure the chair by 
altering its material or structure and by adding to or subtracting various elements 
from it. They may see some anomalous use for the legs or the seat;- and in both of 
these cases, the form of the chair is under review or investigation by the anomalous 
embrace which breaks the holding consensus of the article down to allow the chair to 
be re-assessed or re-assigned. 

Psychometry: Psychological Geometry or Psychometry can be either Intended or 
Chance. Functional Geometry should not be confused with Geometric shapes 
specifically built with an intent to manipulate or elicit certain responses, emotions or 
reactions. Many forms have a direct correlation between the Geometry of the Human 
Form and the Form itself and the Psychological integration that fits the Form with 
specific pressures to manipulate specific Human Emotions. Again, we may cite the 
not-so-humble chair. Intended Psychological Geometry is imbued by the forms 
architect to induce a certain emotional state whether it be comfort or discomfort in 
degrees or extremes. Many torture devices have precisely this characteristic 
Psychometry because they induce a sense of restriction or complete immobility and 
powerlessness. Whilst these may appear to be ancient devices, they and many more 
sophisticated, horrific and ingeniously cruel devices capable of inflicting atrocious 
agony have been employed by Governments and Military, Police and Paramilitary, 
Regimes and Reactionaries, right across the world since ancient times and today (See 
Amnesty International). What is darkly fascinating about them is the shapes in which 
they have been crafted have been moulded to fit (or not fit) the geometry of the 
human body – as a reaction to its shape. They each use knowledge of the physics of 
the human body to cause intense suffering and are shaped precisely to do so. Further 
knowledge of human anatomy influences the shapes of them as well – i.e. as well as 
knowing that the socket of an elbow joint cannot be bent backwards without 
excruciating pain a torturer tends to know or learn how much pressure must be 
applied to make it do so and the amount of pressure that will cause it to break or 
dislocate and correspondingly the geometric design of machinery that can perform 
the desired function. Bone is extraordinarily strong — ounce for ounce, bone is 
stronger than steel, since a bar of steel of comparable size would weigh four or five 
times as much. A cubic inch of bone can in principle bear a load of 19,000 lbs. (8,626
kg) or more — roughly the weight of five standard pick-up trucks — making it about 
four times as strong as concrete. 

Still, whether or not bone actually withstands such loads depends heavily on how 
quickly force is delivered. When you perform CPR, you can give chest compressions 
and not break any ribs, but if you apply the same amount of force quickly instead of 
slowly, and you can end up having rib fractures. When it comes to unleashing force 
quickly, boxers can generate up to 5,000 newtons of force with a punch, more than 
that exerted down by a half-ton on Earth's surface. When it comes to kicks they can 
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obviously generate more force, since there's more body mass behind it. After looking 
at kicks from several different fighting styles, martial experts were found to generate 
up to 9,000 newtons with some kicks, equal to roughly a ton of force. A quick, sharp 
blow that delivers some 3,300 newtons of force has a 25 percent chance of cracking 
an average person's rib. It takes more force to fracture the femur — maybe some 
4,000 newtons — since that long thigh-bone is meant to support the body. 

The amount of damage a blow inflicts also varies due to factors such as the amount of
muscle or fat covering a bone and the angle at which the blow lands, as well as the 
age and health of a person, which can affect bone strength. The knowledge of these 
limits may be imbued in the design of a machine or device which will 
correspondingly require a special geometric shape capable of performing the required
physics. A baton for instance fits into the hand, is capable of being moved at rapid 
speed, can be made of hardwood or steel and can with repeated beatings eventually 
fracture and break bones. The tools we create to do our job depend on our 
understanding of Forms and Forces. The shape of some devices is not deliberate but a
necessity to perform a certain task – i.e. a torture rack. To fit the human body onto it 
– it must be a certain height and length to match the average human body. But with 
the psychology of torture these principles of design can often be reversed such as the 
cages in which victims are forced to not quite stand or not quite sit. The level of 
understanding of this principle of design will determine whether the tool created for 
the task is of an elegant design, or a hulking machine – though physics will create its 
own thresholds which cannot be exceeded or gotten around. Nowhere I think is 
Psychometry more widely prevalent and reaches it depths more soundly than in the 
field of architecture and the construction of buildings. 

It is small wonder that the Stone masons were so revered or that the psychology 
inherent in the soul of cities is altered by the inclusion or subtraction of various 
monuments, statues, infrastructure and buildings and the deliberate or accidental 
arrangements in which they are placed within that city that either compliment or 
contradict a space – lending aura and personality to it, deadening or livening it, with 
intended and unintended effects both short term and long-term. Chance Psychometry 
are forms that happen to take on relevance as if intelligently designed to perform the 
function we have assigned to it. Chance occurrences of psychological geometry can 
be seen in forms that we interpret as specific shapes such as markings on the Shroud 
of Turin or natural formations that take on determined shapes such as the Horse-head 
Nebula.

Phyrm / Black Clay: There are two convenient ways to discern forms. The first is 
that they are composed either by nature, man, or accident of the raw elements 
chemicals and compounds of matter. What we term these forms is a convenience, 
even as it is an integral function – it is nonetheless the interpretative shell. If we touch
a wall we can feel it – that is, we can feel resistance, temperature, solidity, texture. If 
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we push it, it may not move and we sense its mass. By touch alone we can determine 
the raw nature of Black Clay in its endless variations of sensory feel as it actually is –
but to describe it we must superimpose over it an interpretative shell. For it is the 
nature of the Dexter to categorise what it senses in order to make sense of it and 
apply meaning and utility. If we hold an apple its feel is Black Clay, calling it an 
Apple is Interpretative Shell. This Clay is the material of which matter is composed 
existing in a raw unnamed state in staggering complexity and also effortless 
simplicity. The effortless simplicity because whatever it is, it simply is – it exists 
through its own flux with nature. The complexity because of the relativity we apply 
from all our different vantage points perhaps as an American, a Sudanese, a specific 
American, a specific Sudanese, a biologist, a fruit grower, a chemist, a naturopath, a 
fruit picker and so on. The holding consensus makes it an apple for many but not for 
all. It may be shunned in some cultures and embraced in others, shunned by some 
individuals and embraced by others for any number of reasons. But if humans did not
exist to name it – it or something like it, would still grow, without any knowledge that
it is supposed to be known as an Apple but just exist as it is, whatever it is. The Black
Clay has many anomalous compositions as humans continue to discover – such as 
new species, giant crystals underground, water on Mars and persists of its own accord
with or without us. We have some influence over it and that is where the second kind 
of form comes in. 

Architectural Sympathy: The second way to discern forms is that some have Intent or 
are STRUCTURED CLAY. People say certain things to influence others to think 
certain things. People frame situations in various light to achieve an agenda whether 
it be telling a white lie, confessing to being abducted by aliens, or blaming someone 
for eating the last piece of cheesecake. We do certain things, perform given actions to 
achieve some result or reaction. We place our will into things as if animating a Golem
or automaton, robot even, to do what we want them to do. But in many cases, perhaps
almost all, imbuing Intent is rarely a Singular intent but a chaotic collaboration of 
Collective Will. It is often characterised by consensus agreement where additions and
alterations occur to meet various standards, whether they be approval of superiors, 
fashion of the times, political or religious pressure, technology and materials 
available, skill and training of executors, cultural aesthetics and difficulties and 
challenges imposed by other forms and forces. 

The architect(s) of the United States Capitol for instance wanted the building to 
reflect the function that was to be performed within it but lacked the imagination and 
artistic skill to accurately execute this task single-handed. Only through intense 
collaboration (and slave labour) was it achieved, and a mishmash of individual ideas 
and skills required to birth what no single individual actually wanted or could have 
achieved on their own. Another way to talk about form being imbued with Intent is 
through its Symbolic Gesture. For instance, when we take a brief look at some of the 
ways in which certain features were laid out in the Capitol we become aware of the 
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Purposefulness and Intent with which it took on the shape it did to cause certain 
connections, experiences and responses to occur by those who used or visited it: 
Under the Rotunda there is an area known as the Crypt. It was designed to look down
on the final resting place of George Washington in the tomb below. A star inlaid in the
floor marks the point at which Washington, D.C. is divided into its four quadrants; 
however, the exact centre of the city lies near the White House. 

A steep, metal staircase, totalling 365 steps, leads from the basement to an outdoor 
walkway on top of the Capitol's dome. The number of steps represents each day of 
the year. The Sympathy of architecture symbolically represents a holistic category of 
its subject matters respective features and ethos (in this case all of the key factors of 
the history, purpose and power of Congress); it reflects important numbers, dates and 
events, and places emphasis on various factors such as achievements, scope, purpose 
through sympathetic symbolism by matching the geometry of its material and shape 
to reflect concepts and ideas. How many visitors could know this unless told? Would 
you feel or notice such Intent in architecture – perhaps wonder why there were so 
many pillars, or equate the star on the floor with the greater concept of the quadrants 
– or would you feel merely displaced by the unusual design? How conscious we are 
of these inlaid secret meanings architects have imbued the forms with is an 
exceptionally interesting subject;- marketing, packaging, advertising, are some of the 
most powerful human forces there are for controlling choice, technology, public 
awareness, interpretative shell, consensus holding and second perhaps only to 
violence as a force of coercion. 

It is doubtful that anything can ever be designed by one architect since they are rarely
allowed free-reign and must consult with others whom have contracted them to build 
something to achieve a specific purpose – and to achieve such things requires many 
hands and many minds all of whom influence or want to influence the final design;- 
as well as natural or imposed limitations that prevent, cause change, or force 
alteration to a design;- the architect themselves must draw on what has been created 
before by similar principles of collectivism. 

Nyw Wyrms: As a unified collective, Forms may be said to be composed of a 
substance that is capable of taking any shape, material or concept. Rather it is those 
elements identified in the periodic table of which they are chiefly composed and the 
dizzying interactions they perform when exposed to one another (Fusion), in isolation
overtime (Decay) etc. On a molecular level these interactions are of great fascination 
as they surely occupy a grand seat in the operations that forms perform that the 
human eye cannot naturally see or only see with special equipment. As you read this 
article, or receive any new stimulus or information you are assessing it. If you are 
actively learning from the information you may mentally begin to adjust your 
understanding of the subject matter by dismantling existing notions to be replaced 
with updated or improved ones. This may involve trimming an unwanted fact or myth
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from your knowledge about the subject matter and re-forming a new idea or set of 
ideas about it. When you are in the mental process of breaking the existing form 
down and replacing it – this is Nyw Wyrms. The analogy being that new ideas worm 
their way into your existing schemata of the subject matter causing a geometric 
realignment and new shape to be created. This is not to say that your concept of 
'Prawn Farming' is round or triangular but that the set and sub-sets of your knowledge
of prawn farming have specific inclusions that are relevant and exclusions that are 
irrelevant lending a certain 'shape' to your ideas as a key fits to a lock. The more you 
know about Prawn Farming, the more intricate the key and more demanding the lock.
Nyw Wyrms (New Worms) has an odd spelling like other terms used because they are
meta-concepts;- it is only an analogy that something swims around or burrows like a 
worm into something else and causes it to decay or become something else;- an 
artistic metaphor. 

This convenient inaccuracy has been acceptable from our platform of working within 
the occult and will always be a temptation where knowledge peters off into darkness 
of the unknown - but it is not acceptable working from a platform of psycho-social 
studies. If we put a frozen pizza in the microwave we can heat it. If we put it in for an
hour we can reduce it to black carbon. If our ideas are tested we may alter them. If 
our ideas are put under great pressure and stress we may completely transform them 
or have them transformed for us. The analogy suggests that there is a common 
invisible creature in the trillions that acts as a building block for the composition of 
forms;- in the case of Black Clay this is the chemical make-up of various forms of 
matter. In the case of mental ideas an infestation of creatures into the core of an idea 
that multiply with one another and the old idea, kill off or force to leave Oldyr 
Wyrms (Older Worms) and cause the original form to change into some other new 
form. 

Worms are appropriate because they burrow into the ground, can be cut in half and 
still live, have many individual segments and work together as a whole. They digest 
nutrients from the dirt and expel waste. They leave castings. We often feel that 
something new has gotten into our brains when we are excited by a new idea. We can 
think about the advantage of accepting the new idea in parts or whole whilst still 
retaining the existing view we have of its subject matter. Our thoughts are impossibly 
complex when broken down into segments, but we must break them down into 
segments to make use of their full potential and attain subtlety and complex 
variations. We take what we think is useful and discard the rest. But we always retain 
echoes and memories of previous ideas even if only as a comparison of a new ideas 
superiority, similar to old castings or skins – and may even revert back to using these 
old castings or skins as part of or a whole whenever there is call for it or we 
psychologically regress. 

Applied Vertice: The points of description used to define or pull an object out of 
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quantum/space. “Red”, “Round”, “Ball”, “Mine”,”Here”, etc. Micro-Vertice: The 
esoteric belief that each applied vertice consists of smaller units indicated as 
thus:R.E.D.RO.U.N.D.B.A.L.L.M.I.N.E.T.H.E.R.E–that each letter or sound has its 
own particular secret geometry that causes it to be combined with another letter but 
not others. Why for instance do we refer to ourselves as I and not J or Z? 

Surbit: Infinity is lazy. Contraction of surplus and unit or bit. Replaces unprovable 
concept of 'infinity' with a finite amount but one with a surplus of units that is 
undefined but not endless. i.e. a surbit of stars. Surbition: to deny the concept of 
infinity and use finite if uncounted units in one’s terms. Infinity – unprovable, and no 
examples exist. A common example given of infinity is being unable to write down 
the largest number because you can always add one. In theory you can. In practice, 
you can't. The theory of infinity is confused with the existence of infinity. ere is 
nothing infinite. Even if a person lived their whole life writing down a number and 
adding one, eventually they die. Even if they passed the tradition on to the next 
person, they too eventually die. The tradition of this might go on a few more 
generations but it has to stop because other forces prevent the practice. We can say 
what if other forces did not prevent the practice, but then enter back into theory, 
because other forces DO prevent the practice and thus no example of infinity can be 
given. No proof supplied. 

Let us consider a tradition that has been in longer existence, the culture of China. 
Some 5,000 years. If we represented each year by a jellybean, it would be enough to 
fill a large paint can twice. Christianity would fill it once. Is this infinity? What about 
the stars or the grains of sand – are these infinite? No. So why do we refer to them as 
infinite? Because we cannot count them. (more...). The universe does therefore 
possess objectivity because it does not have infinity. Nothing goes on forever because
we have no concept of forever, either. We use it like we do, but we don't. Forever 
relating to a human lifetime of 70 years, at best. The task of the Temple of THEM 
over the next five years will be to learn share and analyse existing theories of 
neurology, physics, and noetics to sharpen the detail on what are as yet fuzzy 
approximations relating to the neural processes that contribute to form. Without 
foreknowledge of what has been explored and which processes share similarity with 
concepts put forward by THEM we cannot know if we have double up and given a 
new name to an already existing form that may be better explained by specialists. As 
time progresses we will update relevant sections.

DIRECTIVES: AN INITIATE’S REFLECTIONS

THEM Directives Analysis: An initiate's reflection and rationalisation on the value
and future outcome possible through implementation of the Directives.
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As a very short introduction, as precursor to my views or interpretations on a select 
few THEM Directives chosen; I must say that being initiated in THEM proved to be 
time consuming but valuable. I was hinted to pay close attention to the layout of the 
site, and it's content. Upon slowly saving the website word press, page after page; 
before the downgrade in October 2014, I stumbled upon hidden knowledge. My 
opinion generally is that Left Hand Path occultist, such as myself and many readers 
of OTO Anorha, crave sinister knowledge, hidden phrases, symbols or actions that 
may give higher levels of consciousness as well as connectivity with powerful dark 
entities; or visualise being able to do so. Why do I buy occult magazines? As well as 
expensive Black Magic Occult books or Grimoires? Why do I buy certain key ritual 
items in order to have a greater connection with the dark recesses of my mind? I 
always had a lust for learning and reading sinister books or writings, tales and 
legends. It is understood that occult knowledge is earned not handed freely.

Upon taking generous time at a later date, the content of the Directives gave me new 
goals and objectives with a renewed oriented mindset towards the sinister dialectic. 
The following monologue is a personal review of my selected favourites, out of the 
55 THEM known Directives; accompanied with my commentary on their value for 
myself or each individual reading this, who is part of the active satanic/sinister 
community.

Directive A-49

Stoke a fire with enough fuel and it will burn indefinitely. Even, out of control.

The fire is a symbol of power, a regenerating destroying force. Prometheus as we are 
told, in tales of old, gave it to humans to harvest in exchange for his freedom. I must 
take this in consideration and make sinister use of it, to incinerate and re-create such 
as a Phoenix. No matter where you are, and what you have to your disposal, if push 
comes to shove we all posses or have the ability to harvest our inner fire. This energy 
within, this inner flame, as seen throughout history, can cause humans with 
determination to overcome seemly insurmountable odds. We have seen this in 
modern times with guerilla groups, bands of mercenaries or rebels in any 
geographical area overrunning with violence and murder the system that rules them.

As any true woodsman knows, a fire is always hottest when kept steadily active for 
an extended period of time. You do not have to overload wood in a furnace, or pit, to 
keep a high steady degree of heat; much like constant pressure from a small band of 
armed revolutionaries. I strongly believe Directive 49 to be something for anyone 
like-minded to believe in; but only the true will adhere to it, because heat never 
comes without a price. This concept applies to all humans, this causal force of nature 
called fire. That no matter what, Fire kills any living thing, flesh and skin disintegrate
as well as bones char. Fire can make a very good blockade or create a time lapse for a
much needed diversion. Be creative, Fire will protect your back and vanquish thou 
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enemies, but do not keep your guard down or act foolishly, for you shall suffer its 
burn.

Much like fire that rises steadily, think about being pushed in the corner, where there 
is no chance for flight but only to fight. The sinister flame will emerge out of me, 
gushing up burning my being. This flame, powering this iron will to live, no matter 
what the odds. Instinct for survival fuels this flame, total opposition overcoming by 
extreme force. Not purely animal, however this

animalistic aspect of fight or die, fuels what one could call, Lycanthropy. It's in 
between the sane and insane yet a sinister force above the Ethereal and the infernal. 
Roast your enemies alive with hells fire by Molotov cocktails, steady street vigilance 
will always win.

Directive A-45

Remember the force of Progress. Every smooth transition from one social event to 
the next, every flawless transaction of industry and economics, every unfailing 
schedule on time, every box ticked, ‘i’ dotted, is oiling the Machine. Kill the 
Machine.

This is a very real and necessary directive, although not totally complete. Industrial 
and Commercial progress in any society or nation is what the banks and the machine 
feeds on. This is an evolving systematic ZOG oriented machine feeding on the 
people's lives through their long hours of labour. Like the above mentioned anything 
helping advancing the corporate, private or public sphere, in any nation, is part of the 
problem and funding the machine. We have been conditioned from childhood to 
follow the system, to help the government, to assist the authorities, to do community 
work, to pay our taxes, to give tithes to the church, to assist the less fortunate, to pity 
the weak third world scum... As soon as an individual awakens the black flame inside
himself, his sinister force gushes out of him. He may begin systematically find flaws 
which in turn will directly damage the machine gradually bit by bit. Politics and the 
Economy are the grease and oil of the machine's motor, throw fire to burn it down by 
consciously creating obstacles. The machine and it's operators do not for-see the 
powerful effect of a dedicated and conditioned group of rebels with a sinister agenda. 
For many of us this mentality, of naturally helping the sinister dialectic, comes with 
our life style. Many support the machine without seeing the long term effect of aiding
the hubriati's unchallenged authority. Do not only kill the machine, Disassemble it 
entirely forever.

Directive A-42
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Remember the force of Sorcery. Magic is not dead, merely wounded. The world 
around us is a neutrality splitting at the seams with weapons that pulse with violent 
rage, to be used either by or against whoever is first and last to use them. Identify and
draw from those violent pulsing places and spaces that emanate with it.

I remind myself that there has always been sorcery in humankind's history. Tales and 
Myths of unseen unknown powers deriving of unknown acausal openings on our 
planet, or strange visitors at isolated locations. This acausal energy flowing through 
mankind, through physical portals, is taking causal shape and form. From pre-historic
drawings in caves, hieroglyphs in pyramids, statues and symbols across all languages 
and cultures, the world is filled with fragments of sorcery for us to connect to as well 
as use.

I sit and thank the Dark Gods, for their mercy in allowing me to be saved by sinister 
insight, and true Magic. I remember that during the early period of history was only 
understood by a select few, an inner circle of academics and philosophers. Sadly, 
much like today, real magic practiced by authentic people is very rare, wounding the 
progression of the esoteric arts. As described in this Directive our world is full of 
violence, rage, hatred and malice. I, as we all, must focus on the sinister dark energies
channelling through causal space and time. The pulsating places or things that 
emanate sinister acausal energy, I must greedily drink myself into oblivion with these 
energies for whatever uses they may have through the use of my mind and my human
body. A crypt, An old Cemetery, an abandoned house, a murder or violent crime 
scene, old battle sites, old grave sites, even a deep glade far into the forest; all these 
examples and many more, have the potential to be a Nexion spot for acausal energy 
to seep in our world. These places give inspiration and power.

We can put ourselves in the situation of people who have suffered before us. I shall 
connect with their everlasting presence by feeding on past forged memories as well as
emotions. 

Directive A-40

Remember the force of Absurdity. It is the true face of things when the skin is ripped 
off. Life can be long enough for friends and enemies to trade places repeatedly. Do 
not take anything too seriously. When the Wheel spins fast enough and the fragile 
sticks propping up forms collapse: It is all revealed as Madness.

Absurdity sometimes makes the most sense, some may say. Some of the craziest 
ideas in history, such as bank heist , drug cartel operations, military invasions, tactical
operations were all successfully processed by unrealistic absurd means. Speaking for 
myself, I was conditioned most of my life to adhere to the Judaeo-Christian dogma 
and all its zealous goals. I was placed a mask of fear and oppression that kept me 
scarred and obeying the Demiurge. With time and hours of research, combined with 
personal sacrifice, I came to my own conclusions; that the sinister Left Hand Path 
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which was misunderstood and condemned for centuries was absurdly truthful and 
enlightening.

I have experienced much in my life time, living a life of organised crime for a period 
of 4 years, and serving jail time because of it. This absurdity set me free and fuelled 
me to be an extremist and risk taker for the rest of my existence. Although I have 
suffered because of some bad choices, especially greed, every action we have will 
give out a specific reaction in return.

This in my opinion is sinister insight and should never be discarded as a mistake or 
waste of life. MY insight role gave me a reputation and experiences to cultivate and 
deepen my inner self. That there is a certain unpredictability to everything we do, and
certain forces working behind us motivating and energising

us. The mask or face of human reality are representations of the ways the machine 
and system plays games with all of us, by brainwashing or controlling the legal 
options we all have. Criminal Records and Background checks, determine who you 
are and what you can become. I will always be looked at as a criminal, however I can
now live absurdity to the fullest. Absurdity is our way forward, breaking the roles 
played by mundane men covering truth with lies, deceit and secrets; such are games 
of the weak, real men wear their deeds proudly.

Living the life I chose, with the LHP as my guiding torch, I see that many of so called
friends and family left me behind for fear of having the same label as I. I am reviled 
and criticised as most of us know, loosing people I believed to be kindred and fellow 
brethren who have vanished. I have seen good friends rob me, loyal friends snitch on 
me, fellow comrades take advantage of my trust and respect, and so I stand alone 
with THEM.

For this reason I trust no one, and I take nothing too seriously. In prison we had a 
saying, believe nothing of what you hear and only believe half of what you see. I 
have seen rich men fall poor within few years, good looking women fall to desolation
and addiction, loyal people turn traitor and selling out everyone they knew. The moral
of this Directive is that behind all these forms and abstractions of humanity, all this 
money and materialistic sewer faeces, there are ugly truths to be discovered through 
the mounds of manure. As much as people try to make themselves seem living rich 
and happy, all of it can be torn away by black skies with ski mask, or raped out of 
their grasp. Anyone at anytime can ruin the life of a much deserving asshole. I have 
learned however that you must only do absurd acts when desperate needy times arise,
and you are willing to pay the price of serving time.

Directive A-39

Remember the force of Mortality. Do not take life for granted. Move swiftly and with
determination toward your goals. Stalk Death and watch for it wherever you go. It 
will be stalking you too.
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Personally I actually really like this Directive its short and mind shattering. We all 
have friends and family who pass away before us, but as we remember from the 6th 
satanic statement in the manual Black Book Of Satan : 'Never love anything so much 
that you cannot see it die.' Mortality affects everyone at any given point, and no one 
can accurately predict the death of a mortal being. It's very important not to take life 
for granted, because Lord Muerte does usually lurk around and get aiming at all those
uncaring or careful of the health they are given. Smoking, Drug use, Alcohol, Raw 
Sex all contribute to the destruction of our body, I must, as we all, should only dabble
minimally in such vices to a controlled degree; or see yourself wither away like an 
old mushroom picked out of its roots.

Speaking exclusively of the Left Hand path, due to the immensity of the knowledge 
available, I must move swiftly and vigilance toward our goals or pass up the 
information that can free us of all doubts or fears. Health as well as fitness 
deteriorates quickly upon getting older, I must not falter and fail. I must flirt with 
death in a fatalistic zealous approach, walking the edge between life and death to 
understand where I stand. In some cases where I lost control, with overdose or freak 
accidents, and went through the abyss creeping towards Death and came back. I, as 
we all, must choose wisely amongst risky life choices. Everyone has a time of 
beginning and end, but you may help accelerate or slow down your time of departure 
into the crusty soil of planet earth or into the acausal realm of existence.

Directive A-38

Remember the pivotal importance of the Human Brain. Keep informed of findings, 
discoveries, neuroscience, correlations and experiments, cybernetics, bio-feedback 
and changes in collective knowledge and advancements.

For centuries the Human Brain has been probed seriously with almost every single 
angle possible, but even to this day some of the most important medical professionals
do not fully understand the entirety of the brain. Some would argue that the 'dormant' 
sections are regarded as the chamber of the soul. I have seen throughout human 
history that civilisations through written and oral tradition, with the use of their 
memory, have helped preserve discoveries and findings in order to pass down through
the next generations.

Humans are on the verge of finding even more about causal matter and the way it 
interacts with acausal energy. We are also discovering many new things from space, 
such as the nature of black holes and new laws of quantum physics. As sinister 
comrades we must all try and do our best, not only to research as much as we can, but
also learn as much as we can.

In the limited amount of time I have, with the physical and mental health I have left; I
must not let my brain wander in obscurity and falter in laziness, for as in the 4th 
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Satanic point in The Black Book of Satan you must 'Enjoy a short rest, better than a 
long'.

Directive A-32

Remember and embrace the force of Chaos. Very little is required to cause it. Be 
creative.

Primeval Cosmogony, chaos, the great void of darkness, evokes transformation and 
diversity. When thinking realistically about its mind blowing essence and infinite 
characteristics, the

suffocating formless anti-matter brings sinister change by presencing the dark on our 
planet. I sometimes may argue that it’s almost always a good thing to put yourself 
into a bad position by living chaotic actions and facing its aftermath. If one brings 
chaos, the random-less and viciousness of its nature, one takes disarray and transfers 
its acausal sinister energy inside their lives. I both must live joy & suffering then I 
can say I have truly lived. I believe it's all a equal exchange in the end. No matter 
what the outcomes of positive of negative feelings, emotional suffering out of all 
things is considered the best emotion to cause progression. Suffering is the catalyst of
evolution, of change to life itself.

Anyone at any time can use chaotic actions to cause change and transformation to 
people or to society. Some lucky individuals will get to change history directly by 
ending their very own lives. Such as martyrs or terrorists, both will acquire fame 
through chaotic actions or the preventions of such. The life of an individual must be 
geared in the end to be sacrificed for the greater ‘good or evil’ of any worth cause, 
and thus bring everlasting change to the future generations of Drecc or like-minded 
sinister individuals.

Directive A-30

Remember and embrace THEM: in all their guises and masks. All Gods are better 
than One God.

THEM believes in the appearance and emergence of acausal dark energy through 
vessel humans, called Balobians or Dreccs, among many titles. Yet in the end all are 
one, the sinister guises and masks for example being part of the numinous. All Gods 
are better than One God. David Myatt in his text 'Concerning the Numinous Way' 
explains that sacred texts, depicting Gods or Divine being's teaching's throughout 
history, are nothing but abstractions or forms of philosophy limited by

boundaries and restrictions. Living the Numinous way is embracing all God's as ways
of understanding and living experiences, spiritual or physical.

The sinister legions will focus on acausal energy, presenced through individual 
actions, or group nexions, bringing forth the Dark God's presence on earth. I must 
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make sure the Demiurge and his legions of angels see our open rebellion by my 
actions or deeds. I shall follow Lucifer and all fallen angels to the final battle, and 
give my life to the LHP and sinister dialectic or regret not having done so in my final 
breaths. I await Vindex.

Directive A-28

Remember and embrace the force of Form. Those wicked shapes that seize us and 
allow us to seize others. Study them and develop your ability with them. All forms 
have both obvious and ingenious uses. Forms are the key to shaping the coming 
Aeon.

From what I know, causal existence and its restrictions are what we understand as 
physical reality. With all the laws of our planet, we are stuck in this solid rigid 
unyielding existence. Growing up in a small community and getting in touch with 
criminals, I got access to a variety of hallucinogens such as LSD, Mushrooms, 2CB, 
Ketamine and Pcp. Throughout the past 10 years, I have broken all parts of my ego 
and self with the help of these temporary vivid spiritual experience enhancers. Form 
is everywhere, it dictates and shapes, it does not diverge from its format. Wicked 
shapes and forms such as sigils, symbols of evil or sinister images can most 
definitively get me fired up for combat or in vigilance mode. With sigils, come 
power. Walking in the street either with racist attire, or with a devil suit or anything 
anti-establishment you will cause shock and disbelief. Let progress begin by seeding 
chaos and letting people reap what you have sowed.

Upon using much drugs and mind altering substances I crushed forms, barriers, 
flushing morals and taboos away like sour milk, and I let my will take the reins 
forward into the deep ends of addiction and greed. I traded some sanity for some 
knowledge and life experiences. I then had to drop all chemicals or suffer everlasting 
damage to my mind and body. Taking what I have learned, I am now working sober 
to have full visual apparitions and astral projection of such intense magnitude that I 
can cry of epiphany much as a broken leg. From the flowing of acausal knowledge, 
causal abstractions and my seemingly meaningless existence, I use forms to scare 
people, to inform them, to change them, but am I missing anything? How can I cause 
immediate change for a long or short period of time. I Sit and Reflect, I must use 
forms to cause irreversible change at any cost.

Directive A-26 and A-22

26- Never let anyone see the true face of the monster inside you.

22-Remember and embrace the force of Entropy. All Things have their own life 
cycles and destinies. Including you. Expect nothing to last and everything to 
eventually leave you.
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I had to add both these Directives together because they fit very well. I personally 
have let monsters roam freely inside my heart. I let hatred, malice, anger, vices, lust 
and many other powerful emotions fill my mind. I, as we all, must never let the 
monster free fully, or risk the unleashing of a force we cannot hold back. As a Dam 
holding back river waters, I to hold back sinister ideas and thoughts of criminal 
actions by a thin barrier. The true face of the monster inside me will cause me to go 
back to Jail or take away life. Only through selective outburst of might, can one keep 
control of his sanity and freedom.

Following this the force of entropy is not only a reality but an inevitable end for all. 
Much like nature and its seasons, we also have cycles. Some believe that you can 
reincarnate after death, and that gives them a false sense of security. I am not that 
positive, quite the contrary; I personally believe my life is a one

shot deal, you make the destiny you forged. We have give or take 50 years to do 
everything we have to accomplish before dying randomly or selectively at Senor La 
Muerte's hands. The very last line of Directive 22 gives deep insight into life's harsh 
causal reality. Everything can be taken from you and don't expect anything from 
anyone or any help to come. I spent my whole county jail sentence with this solid 
quotation: 'Hope for the best but expect the worse'

In conclusion this experience of spending many hours in front of a blank page has 
gave me much to consider. It is one thing to say you can write an informative 
articulate essay, but it is quite another to pull through with the effort and dedication of
a work you can be proud of. The Directives were a hidden gem in the THEM word 
press, that many have overlooked or not taken the time to read much less to ponder 
upon. There is much more to be said on each of the selected Directives I have chosen.
We must all use this insightful knowledge, in order to advance the sinister dialectic. 
We all have a ticking clock, and will all must die. Some will have a say on their 
death, while others will not. I believe that my life is geared towards the greater cause,
and that regardless if my life ends before its time; I will be proud of the 
accomplishments I have done. I have much to learn yet, but I thank the few who have
helped me surmount obstacles to a new sphere of intellectual sinister existence

The Sinister Dialogues [See Chapter 11]
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CHAPTER 4
ESOTERIC DEVELOPMENT
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PSYNAMI

Change takes time. It takes patience. It takes effort. It takes unrelenting determination
to push those things into place as the world or the will allows. These minuscule steps,
one by one, inexorably toward a goal are barely noticed individually – but they soon 
add up. One day, with enough pushing, the small trickle suddenly becomes a flood, 
and that flood a destructive torrent with the force of the ocean behind it. Many people
don’t see the subtle signs of danger when the tide rushes out, many people don’t see 
the bigger picture when the water begins to approach from the ocean depths on the 
horizon.

HAMMERS OF THE WITCHES

By my own reckoning – the Intellect is a diamond that projects a laser. Pending on 
the adjustments made to the setting of the diamond the arc and range of the laser can 
be narrowed or widened. A narrow laser is able to cut through the hardest substances, 
whilst a widened laser is capable of projecting complex holograms of multi-
dimensional representation. The magnificent prisms that are formed via the various 
lasers of a collective of Intellects – can, through careful tilting of the individual 
prisms – be concentrated into a laser of such intensity that it cuts through time and 
space, but especially time.

The Temple has treated each of its individual works (each mss) as a tool to make an 
adjustment to existing prisms in the Matrix – adding tilt to each individual diamond 
or collective prism in a calculated attempt to engineer the construction of a gateway. 
Wherein the term gateway is descriptive it is inaccurate, denoting a doorway of some 
sort – wherein the gateway is actually the collapse of Reality and its forms. 

This premise is that the lasers in a collective diamond prism can be turned in on 
themselves causing a collapse of the total hologram. To do this requires that the 
logical functions and courses of action and reaction of each individual diamond in the
collective prism be re-oriented to direct their laser either inward all at once – or 
toward a singular point. The concentration of the collective lasers at a singular point 
cancels them out – and causes the collapse of the Matrix – this collapse of the total 
hologram is the equivalent of opening a ‘Gateway’ to another world usually hidden 
from view by the ceaseless projection of holograms. The ceaseless projection of 
holograms – of collective belief – of so many minds focused on holding up the same 
or similar worldview, perception or (fa) fixes the image of the world in place. A 
collapse is the equivalent of “psychic disruption” as spoken of in ONA mss. This 
collapse can be made to occur on a cultural as well as an individual level.
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Although this theory might sound convoluted – like ‘GBM Experiment A’ (OA #31) 
this is a brief way to explain the work and purpose of different sets of a dozen or 
more manuscripts specially tailored to ‘disrupt’ “normal” thought and action 
processing in an individual or group by playing on weaknesses or appealing to 
strengths in existing forms. Form is key, and the collapse of Form even more key.
Both internal and external – the collapse of Form is a means to presence the Dark 
Ones.

It was originally planned to include a selection of our core manuscripts within Crux 
to act as the foundation for the book – after all – the mss of THEM are key elements 
of our nexion. But we felt in the end that a) we’d be taking up valuable room for mss 
that are printed elsewhere if only one takes a little time to look, and b) we have no 
intention of annoying our reader by repeating such mss ad infinitum. However – for 
those either new to the Temple of THEM – who’ve read little of our work or bought 
Crux without knowing who we are – we designed a means to both introduce 
Ourselves and allow you to navigate our occult labyrinth by way of a psychic map.
[The hammers are our mss – the witches – are US.]

A SUMMARY OF THE APPROACH TO BLACK MAGIC
BY THE TEMPLE OF THEM

The Tree of Wyrd has a rich and flexible symbology capable of representing many of 
the facets of the Nine Angles, including the 21 Dark Gods, the ‘bi-furcation’ of Time 
into acausal and causal reflexions, the Nine Angles and the Abyss, the Sphere 
workings and exhaustive attributed lists of correspondences all neatly captured in the 
Septenary Nonagonal helix of the Tree. As an early way of working with and 
exploring various energies attributed in abstraction to the planets used to loosely 
equate the raw memes – the Tree of Wyrd is a masterpiece. It also has the ability, like 
the pentagram, through no intention of its own, to take someone on a specific guided 
journey merely via its suggestive shape and the context in which it is presented. 
Why/How?

Such an enquiry requires asking some crucial questions: Why is it that human beings 
necessitate Abstracts? Why is it that Initiates begin their path by investing time, effort
and faith in such concepts as the Star Game, Culling, Aeonics, or for that matter in 
Concepts in general? Why is it that ONA Initiates the world over follow and accept 
the guidelines given in Naos, or that Setians strive to abide by the complex religious 
instructions of the Setian Priesthood given in the Onyx Tablet, or that Laveyans 
dutifully copy and repeat the litanies, rituals and satanic points laid down in the 
Satanic Bible?
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Moreover – how is it that words, language, symbols, reading, and visuals have 
become the dominant foundation, the gateway through which information is 
processed, interpreted, perceived, for any course of magic, and even any course of 
living to such an extent that such forms have the power to incite the basest or most 
sublime of human reparations and representations? A symbol can take on such power 
that its mere presence can enrage/inspire a people so greatly that the world is set to 
burn (The Swastika)– or can likewise be invested with such numinous power as to 
enrapture them to such a state they achieve rare heights of collective brilliance co-
operation and genius (the Moon Landing / Mars Mission etc.). Likewise, laws and 
regulations, even the most absurd and unjust of them can be self-enforced via a 
steady stream of words alone. 

Yet many of us live unequivocally with no knowledge of who we are, where we come
from, or where we are going either individually or as a collective – trusting in the 
presence of familiar forms and stories to make sense of life’s enigmas and to guide 
us. How is it that Abstractions have taken on such validity, solidity, integrity to affect 
us the way they do? For this is precisely what they are and what they do. Our enquiry 
now leads us into the fundamental apprehensions of the Temple of THEM wherein a 
number of hammers are necessary to break through to the other side.

THE ABYSS: NOTES

Once a higher truth/understanding has become the main drive behind a person’s jour-
ney’s and decisions, there comes a point when one must face the Abyss.

It seems initially we look outwards, and to the past, to try to grasp higher meaning 
and forgotten Knowledge. These lessons lead us to look into ourselves, for once we 
understand our place within that Knowledge, a deeper Knowledge of the self is 
sought.

Breaking down all that has one into creating a person, all structure is analysed, all be-
haviours, patterns, responses, relationships, endeavours and desires are coldly dissec-
ted. Once a person has seen all these things for what they are, once cannot look back. 
One realises that they are utterly alone in the cosmos, and ultimately an utter stranger 
to ourselves; for as deep as one can go inside themselves there is still a primal instinct
that is not entirely of one’s self.

Past dogma, environment, nature and education, there is an open sore inside of is that 
is not related to our personal experience.
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Facing this unknowable emptiness, realising its power over you, beyond you, is fa-
cing the Abyss. It is the pool of understanding ingrained in all but looked upon by 
few. To allow the Abyss to swallow you is to become.

Initially facing this age-old void can be very overwhelming – something so huge and 
empty could surely swallow us whole, without impact? But this is not the case; for as 
we are swallowed, we become part of it, and it becomes part of us.

To accept our nothingness is to face the Abyss.

To understand one’s true power in that nothingness is to know the Abyss.

To use and be used by that power is to become the Abyss.

A DEGREE OF SEPARATION

Before reaching the Abyss; Always are we one step removed from our inspiration; 
emulating/copying whom or what we desire but can never truly become. Always 
there remains a degree of separation; a magical difference in the charge of our nexion
and that which creates what we desire.

A convenient model for this lies in the metaphor of a pond. There are those on the 
outer edge of a ripple caused by the tremors of a stone cast into the waters, and those 
on the inner; then there are those who cast the stones… a person on the outer ring 
seeks to be within the inner concentric where the nucleus of the nexion emanates 
from its source. While the inner concentric seek the same; they are also charged with 
the task of dispersing the ripple outward.
Let us suppose a room of people are having a conversation and comparing their level 
of proximity to the Source; The Acausal Voice.

“I designed a new Tarot for the Order” says the first.

“I’ve performed the External Adept Rite AND designed a new Tarot for the Order” 
says the second.

“I am an Internal Adept and have visited the Heartland of the Order” says the third.

“I was in the Heartland of the Order where I met with members from the Order and 
undertook the Black Pilgrimage”, says the fourth.

“I am in the Order and tutor others in the Septenary Way” says the fifth.
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“I am the Grand Master of the Order” says the sixth, “and all of you are under my 
Will to Power. And only when my consciousness is passed to you, as it was passed to 
me, can you ever BE what you think is me. I am the carrier of the Wellspring of the 
Order, the host of its creator and originator; and from my nexion has come your 
desire to want and have my creation and original essence as your own. My inspiration
is un-attributable to another person above me; I am an emulation of Him; an ancient 
immortal consciousness that will see its inheritor live as I have done. As you can 
never be my body you can only be my Will; for the only way to get within an inch of 
what I am is to come unto yourself and channel the source that others desire to 
emulate.”

Spoke then the Abyss “And He from me; I yet to be named, seen, understood or 
controlled by the meshes of the mind. I, whose visage is turned into the wheeling 
cogs of willpower; a will made possible by I alone, and impossible too.”

AD ACCUMULUM INFINITUM

The accumulation of experience is an on-going experience that can only be 
appreciated with the passing of time and the opportunity for retrospection. 
Mvimaedivm was supposed to convey three separate archetypes [co-existing beyond 
linear time] that embodied various stages of development that for convenience were 
grouped into separate stages of causal age, 12-19, 19-21, 21-28. The book itself 
means more to its writer than to its “audience” – acting as a catalogue for the various 
notions held dear at various times throughout life. The result of reading ones past 
follies may elicit a chuckle and if one is lucky: help evolve an understanding of life 
as a river of shifting miasma that carried the organism along in its current whereby 
the hapless being snatched in vain at the various twigs and logs from the Tree of Life 
floating by as they drifted toward oblivion [Qv. Sechnacht].

If you are twenty now, you can expect to change your mind about what is what for 
the rest of your life. Think of your experience as a life so far. As a child you grew and
grew mentally stage by stage, assessing, discarding, adding etc until you were a teen. 
You continued to do that until now – and in your young age you will no doubt exhibit
the tendency to rationalise, look for absolutes, and entrench yourself in your own 
self-importance. And it is natural to do so. Remember what you have written today, 
and remember to look back on it when you are 21, 25, 30 etc. And it will reveal to 
you something that you, by virtue of being in time with yourself, cannot hope to see 
until maturity, age and change have taken you far from where you stand in your castle
of ideas, to other lands wild and fanciful – that in many ways bear no resemblance to 
the self-ideal you treasured at the age of twenty. 

There is a danger at your age especially, of the ego trying to solidify itself and fix the 
world just so. Something that you may only notice when you, like me, can look back 
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on the overall geometry of your words and writing: for therein lies a secret arcane 
language that despite itself and what it wants to communicate, cannot help but 
communicate something altogether different beneath the words to the initiated. 
People forget easily that they grew and grew as a child, adding, subtracting but 
always changing, renewing ideas re-evaluating etc. I urge aspirants: do not forget that
link with your past. In your travels that are yet to come, do not let your ego solidify 
itself at the age of twenty and walk you around possessed with a static view of the 
world. I guarantee you will change your mind on your views again and again as you 
get older. Nothing is permanent. And will one day, look back on your places of bricks
and mortar as the foundation of your pyramid of skulls.

INTO THE MOUTH OF MADNESS

What Crowley knew as Aiwaz what Jung knew as Philemon, we know as THEM. 
Ritual Magic is a by-product, a dance around the true fire one should be seeking but 
masks with their ignorance and fear of what the fire represents – the incest wish.

One removes that ignorance with the journey inward and by learning the language of 
the dreams. There is a correlation between the form and intensity of demons, gods 
and angels as external manifestations and the maturity of the psyche and its particular
stage of individuation.

We perceive that there is an externality and an internality – but we do not recognise 
that what is External is in fact of the origin of what is Internal – and what is Internal 
is in fact the origin of what is External. We cannot evolve if we cannot control our 
projections and learn to speak again with the Gods – with THEM – those supra 
personal forces bastardised now beyond all recognition but always contained within 
the Gate that some of us are.

How did the Sumerians manage to achieve what they achieved? Through a direct 
connection with THEM – that Voice that guides, admonishes and is the source of all 
the greatest genius – the Voice that informed Sumerians how to write, Egyptians how 
to move impossible weights – but we have long lost, long clouded that Voice. Our 
libidos are mad – all manner of outward flailing saps our time and energy, distracting 
and diverting us from the treasure within. Where no tools are needed but patience, 
self-honesty, understanding and psychic integration. Where no wands, no cards, no 
circles, no words are required but to watch, to listen, to consciously try to bridge the 
gap between the consciousness and the underworld.

What is Nuit and Hadit but Jung’s principle of the Libido. What is Ra-Hoor-Khuit but
the fabled formula of the philosopher’s stone all but Jung danced around – came so 
close – even spoke all the right words and grasped the right actions but 
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Acknowledgement of the Function and Goal of the Libido? Each Sage before us has 
added a piece gradually making this terrible secret known in an atmosphere 
developed by THEM of chaos, horror, decline – the only possible environment where 
the taboo could be unveiled without severe shock to the conscious psyche – the only 
possible environment that would desensitise some to the horror and shock of such 
realisation – the only possible environment in which such things could be explored 
and reveal themselves amid a frenzy of satanic flailing in a turgid sea of occult 
masturbation that forced a few from the filthy waters to break through to the Source 
of THEM.

The HGA or High Guardian Angel is the Keeper, the Guardian of the Threshold. This 
Temple’s Work so far as consisted not of depth from its insights – but in the daunting,
unsatisfying, depressing chore of First, alone before all else, removing the layers and 
layers of forms and spider webbed husks of Egotism and delusion from those who 
would seek to join us ON it. The Threshold has many meanings and it occurs many 
times – but there is only one Authentic Threshold and that is the private journey 
inward on a raft of dreams and a prepared consciousness toward the Abyss – to 
venture into that place where the Conscious meets the Unconscious and Individuates.

The Tree of Life is of limited help here – The correlations often drawn between 
Planet and Task are damaging more than anything else – with neophytes armed with 
the idea that one must/needs summon a number of demons and will then reach Gnosis
when they reach the final sphere Saturn, is ludicrous, a violent distraction, a mis-
codification of the Way. That is not work, that is phantasy, it is not a bridge, it is a 
delusion. No actual work is done without the prolonged aid of the Subconscious and 
not just over the course of a year, or several years, but at least half a lifetime – age 
changes perspective and Nothing will bring that earlier than it can arise – hence 
Sath’s comment that only those over 30 should join THEM. 

That one need meet, challenge, integrate the Shadow, Manifest the Animus/A, 
Overcome the Imago of the Mother/Father, Withdraw Projections, Balance the Ego, 
Yolk or Free the Will, Adapt, Endure, Struggle, Unite Opposites, See beyond Form, 
Exhaust Form, Bind Contradictions, Learn, Awaken, Question and finally Know takes
a long time and unrelenting effort. The Ego lies but the subconscious does not. The 
conscious acknowledgement of what Jung called the Libido and the Incest Wish are 
Key – conscious and honest communication with the Unconscious is Key – to listen 
to and learn to divine the meanings of ones dreams, as warnings, guides, statements, 
or separate them from phantasies, wishes, delusion – to control and compartmentalise
the Psyche – That is what makes an Adept.

Only a genuine desire to do the Work will get someone there – the Egos of most are 
egg-shell fragile, lazy, or completely and utterly misguided in what is to be achieved 
and how. One cannot tack on the wisdom and growth someone else gives them – if 
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they go to this place where THEY Dream unprepared – they can expect only the 
greatest suffering. The admonishments and devilry of the subconscious have woken 
many an apparently immovable physical god screaming and covered in sweat.
Its power cannot be underestimated because it will not let itself be underestimated. 
All that is has been built on these functions, on the libido, the fuck-lens that obscures 
us from allotting our energy differently, freely, and the very possession of 
consciousness and the tendrils of the unconscious that don’t care if we believe in 
Them. But we MUST BELIEVE in Them because they are of us and not of us – they 
are the gate to genius or to madness – they are the DARKENED GODS 
THEMSELVES.

And when we do not understand this – we see them everywhere but within, as ghosts,
as demons, as apparitions, visions, spectres – and when we seem them outside, it only
means something inside is missing. If we are to build a pyramid of skulls, we are to 
understand the needs of the Builders, to ask it what stones it needs, what we need to 
do on the other side of the veil in the waking world to feed it, please it, grow it, 
expand it – for as we do, so too does our consciousness explode outward – and as that
changes, our dreams change until we stand physically, mentally, spiritually in the 
place, the divide that the Temple of THEM, call the Threshold.

Crowley, Long, LaVey they all brought something else, something new, a unique 
brick to pave the stairway to the stars but they ALL danced around the fire gradually 
making the flames higher to force this realisation into consciousness but Not one of 
them embraced it and dared to steal it, to stand and endure the heat to burn in it. 
JUNG, and Only Jung, Knew. One cannot read his work without being fascinated 
because he was Right. Because he was Honest – alone among all occult writers or 
those who would seek to understand and bring knowledge of what he found – only 
Jung spoke in plain English without standing in circles, whispering to figments of 
imagination or imagination manifesting as figments, without burning candles and 
incense and worrying about the rotation of the stars or the sign of the moon… His 
direct and prolonged study of the deepest, rawest, darkest aspects of the human being 
afforded him the greatest insight man has ever produced. He alone – KNEW and he 
Voiced it without veils or dance. He stood directly in the fire and burned. He was an 
occultist beyond measure but not recognised as such. Does this Temple know the 
language of the Abyss – yes. Have we seen the Threshold – the releasing of the 
Libido from Childhood – the divide between unconscious and conscious realms in the
psyche – yes, we have experienced the symbolism.
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NO CHOICE BUT THEIST: DARK GODS, BLACK MAGIC,
ORGASM AND SEX

[This article was submitted to ANATHEMA PUBLISHING for their visually stunning 
publication PILLARS: III – The Ebon Kteis, with this edition focused on La Petit 
Mort, the Little Death associated with Orgasm.]

By Various Members of the Temple of THEM [Themon, Anorha, Krist Hollow]

The Dark Gods are alive in our estimation and in our experience. We know them as 
THEM. They are neither simple nor imaginary, and pending the Sorcerers state of 
mind arrive with a soul-changing coldness as manifestations that scar one with unfor-
gettable feeling of The Other or are felt in the very fabric of the world as a pantheon 
of hidden operant forces. Performing Magic in THEIR Name is to seek empathy with 
these forces, for when Successful the Earth acts differently toward the Sorcerer(s) and
Synchronicity rushes in altering Events, Offering Signs, to produce a Dream-Like 
Quality to Reality. Our Temple exists to worship THEM in all of Their Myriad Com-
plexity. In aid of this we record our experiences and try to isolate the Keys that trans-
form failed attempts to Know THEM, into terrifying ordeals that scar the memory 
leaving no choice but Theism; no comfortable option of intellectual speculation to 
deny They exist. This commentary will touch on some of those Keys and remark on 
the link between Dark Gods, Black Magic, Sex and the Orgasm.

Orgasm, Ego and the Little Death
The Orgasm: an extraordinary phenomenon historically, sexually, magically. An ex-
tremely pleasurable experience with an inordinate amount of sorcery-based power. 
Long associated with Sex and Death by the occult world there are a vast number of 
theories from all corners as to why. This section or the article will share our own un-
derstanding of the matter. To begin with a Wikipedia article relates:

Curiously, in French literature, the term la petite mort (the little death) is a famous eu-
phemism for orgasm;[141] it is the representation of man who forgets himself and the
world during orgasm.”

There is almost always some grounding for these ancient associations. Where what 
seems curious to us because we have most likely forgotten or lost the connection to 
the past from which we have inherited such lore is remembered or known by those 
who work with sex magick and/or dark arts in which the mystique is revealed through
practice. Those arts that require us to Know Thyself and bring the thundering phe-
nomenon of the sovereign Ego down to bear on the shining Self require the courage 
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to unleash various demons by various methods of alchemy and introspection that 
drive home the interconnected network of our body and our mind. The necessity to 
understand their respective functions to become as a Temple to THEM. The orgasm 
has many magical utilities, whether it is by withholding it, indulging it, prolonging it, 
makes significant difference to magickal works.

It is highly doubtful the reader is devoid of the literally “mind-blowing” experience 
or definition of an Orgasm – but as it is important to the following work, here is a 
suitable explanation of the male orgasm.

As a man nears orgasm during stimulation of the penis, he feels an intense and highly
pleasurable pulsating sensation of neuromuscular euphoria. These pulses begin with a
throb of the anal sphincter and travel to the tip of the penis. They eventually increase 
in speed and intensity as the orgasm approaches, until a final “plateau” (the orgasmic)
pleasure sustained for several seconds. The length of a man’s orgasm has been estim-
ated at 10-5 seconds on average, though it is possible for them to last up to 30 
seconds. During orgasm, a human male experiences rapid, rhythmic contractions of 
the anal sphincter, the prostate, and the muscles of the penis. The sperm are transmit-
ted up the vas deferens from the testicles, into the prostate gland as well as through 
the seminal vesicles to produce what is known as semen. The prostate produces a se-
cretion that forms one of the components of ejaculate. Except for in cases of a dry or-
gasm, contraction of the sphincter and prostate force stored semen to be expelled 
through the penis. The process takes from three to ten seconds and produces a pleas-
urable feeling. Ejaculation may continue for a few seconds after the euphoric sensa-
tion gradually tapers off. It is believed that the exact feeling of “orgasm” varies from 
one man to another. Normally, as a man ages, the amount of semen he ejaculates di-
minishes, and so does the duration of orgasms. This does not normally affect the in-
tensity of pleasure, but merely shortens the duration. After ejaculation, a refractory 
period usually occurs, during which a man cannot achieve another orgasm. This can 
last anywhere from less than a minute to several hours or days, depending on age and 
other individual factors.

Here are descriptions of the sensation of orgasm from each gender.

Male – “Orgasm is difficult to describe since it does not exist purely in a single loca-
tion and is neither entirely physical nor entirely mental. A tickling (not one direction-
al) but as if a small ball whose surface is tickling outward in all directions can be felt 
in the area between anus and testicles, it grows in size spreading outward in a dif-
fused ‘glow’ down my thighs and becomes warm. Simultaneously, stimulation of my 
cock or balls excites nerve bundles that lead to a similar tickling of heat inside them 
that tightens my groin muscles and buttocks, meanwhile the visuals excite the experi-
ence until the tickling begins to expand as a throbbing felt in the balls, anus, groin 
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(and my head which is psychologically stimulated) and that feeling slowly travels up-
ward along the shaft of the penis to the tip, which grows very hot as if vibrated on 
some atomic level like tiny metal beads shaking on a metal plate but so small the 
metal cannot be felt – then my body writhes, my hips buck, my balls tighten, my 
breath becomes short and sharp, and my semen explodes outward in a stream.”

Female – “When I orgasm it grows and shudders through my entire body like a small
fire that starts to glow low in my groin, then trails up to my brain, finally erupting in 
a fireball that engulfs my entire mind and body…and although the sensation is 
evoked through clit and nipple stimulation, they are not necessarily the most 
heightened areas during actual orgasm, when I cum i feel it through all of me, all at 
once….mentally and physically. Seems like men’s orgasms aren’t nearly as good…
and I can have three different types of orgasm…though clitoral ones are the most in-
tense, that deep uterian one I have spoken of seems more like a male orgasm, as it is 
most localised and though it teeters on the edge of engulfing the entire core of me, it’s
not quite the same.”

While descriptive and interesting in themselves, knowing the intimate process of 
one’s own orgasm is essential to sorcery. And it is a brief moment during orgasm that 
la petit mort concerns. Both of these above descriptions relate sensations that grip 
body and the mind, working the organism into a frenzied state of excitement, result-
ing in ejaculation and/or orgasm. The sublime moment of orgasm, engenders a state 
of release, relaxation and euphoria and it is here, at the pinnacle of the orgasm that we
find la petit mort – the little death.

The story of assassins executing their targets during the distracting engagement of co-
itus is widely known – for during sex the body is both exposed and vulnerable more 
so when that moment of orgasm requires the entire body and mind to give over to a 
brief window of ecstasy during which a person can do absolutely nothing but be 
rocked by its passage. In effect, their whole being is physically blinded and bound up 
in pleasure for just a moment, often only a few seconds, lost in the violent throes of a 
powerful sedative; but it is enough time and the perfect time for the assassin to strike.

Many targets, highly suspicious of assassination and surrounded by armed guards and
security measures have been dispatched by falling for the charms of a beautiful as-
sailant. Through the allure of sex, they have been led to drop their guard, dismiss 
their protectors, abandon their weapons, remove their clothes and walk willingly to 
their place of execution naked and exposed for the chance to experience the ecstasy 
of la petit mort. There is no question of its allure, and the following extract offers a 
scientific explanation as to why assassins favoured it.
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“A study examined 12 healthy women using a positron emission tomography (PET) 
scanner while they were being stimulated by their partners. Brain changes were ob-
served and compared between states of rest, sexual stimulation, faked orgasm, and 
actual orgasm. “Differences were reported on the brain changes associated with men 
and women during stimulation. However, the same changes in brain activity were ob-
served in both sexes in which the brain regions associated with behavioural control, 
fear and anxiety shut down. Regarding these changes, Holstege said, in an interview 
with The Times, “What this means is that deactivation, letting go of all fear and anxi-
ety, might be the most important thing, even necessary, to have an orgasm.” – Wiki-
pedia: La Petit Mort

Letting go is an understatement but it is an apt lead-in. Now we must ask, why or-
gasm and “forgetting oneself and the world” has been associated with Death? If we 
can understand this then we can further understand the appellation ‘petit’ or ‘Little’. 
It’s obviously not the causal death of the orgasmer – that would by rights be the ‘Big 
Death’. So, it is a separate death from biological extinction. And why should forget-
ting the world even for a moment be equated with death at all? The term ‘Little’ while
referring to a comparison separate from actual death, also refers to a particular dura-
tion, a small or minuscule moment in time. In Our Tradition the answer to La Petit 
Mort lies with the Ego.

Sigmund Freud with his psychoanalytic projects, in “The Ego and the Id” (1923), 
speculates that sexual satisfaction by orgasm make Eros (“life instinct”) exhausted 
and leaves the field open to Thanatos (“death instinct”), in other words, with orgasm 
Eros fulfils its mission and gives way to Thanatos.

In Our Tradition – the Ego is a powerful, unflinching, sovereign emperor of the Mind.
It exists to monitor all things around it and its functional purpose is to act in ways that
preserve its homeostasis, its Ideal sense of who it is; both in relation to ourselves and 
to the external world. It does not like its Ideal to be disturbed and does everything in 
its power to prevent this – particularly if a person has a large Ego, which makes it far 
more sensitive to having its Ideal disrupted. Such disruptions equate to challenges, 
assaults, slights on its sovereignty, i.e. being told that ‘we’ (being the ego that acts 
through us) are wrong, can motivate the ego into action very quickly, for it is always 
on the lookout for attacks against it even when there may be none, because these are 
extremely painful for it – felt as bruising in our most sensitive spot. Such bruises can 
quickly summon apoplectic rage in our defence. These is power and danger in an ego 
that is sensitive. The Sorcerer aims to make themselves as sensitive as possible to the 
forces and undercurrents of life governed by THEM; thus the ego is not as easily hurt 
but also allows for maximum seerage and empathy; though this can lead to feeling 
these currents very strongly even when others cannot, as if to them you are blown 
about by an invisible wind.
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The Warrior by contrast trains to make themselves insensitive to these currents, to 
overcome all things by brute force and physical straining, this empathy that is also 
experienced as pain. They rely on raw muscle and aggression, making themselves un-
able to feel these currents, but correspondingly amass an armour of ego to protect 
their undeveloped sensitivity – which is all too easily injured and provoked to react. 
There is little difference between the Sorcerer and Warrior but the purpose for their 
muscle, the way they train and why. 

The dichotomy of the muscled warrior and the feeble wizard is false. To summarise: 
who we are, is driven and controlled by our Ego and its unique sense of psychic equi-
librium as to how things must be to remain who we are and not just from our point of 
view, but also in the eyes of others. The ego uses validation as a measuring stick of 
equilibrium. Some Egos are more flexible, resilient than others, but of those that are 
firm, rigid, fixed – straying too far from this ideal is much like the danger of the body
temperature rising a few degrees, deadly – something our organism seeks to avoid at 
all costs. And whether it is gently poked, accidentally bumped, or deliberately pro-
voked – nothing fights back like a hurt ego. It is operant at all times, watching over 
all things to monitor equilibrium and avoid things that will upset its careful balance. 

It is a truism that we need a healthy ego to do most things we do – it gives us the 
sense of direction, orientation, discipline and self-belief that is required. Too much 
ego and we risk hubris, a massive fall from grace; too little and we are easily con-
trolled by others, defenceless against manipulation through forms and people’s wiles. 
This inner gyroscope of personality could also be likened to the fierce eye of Sauron 
from Lord of the Rings, a baleful eye that observes and controls everything we do.

It is deathly afraid of doing anything that relinquishes its control and omnipresence. 
So much so that when the Self is referred to, it is often the ego in disguise. The ego is
our engine room and our driver, it is a crucial aspect of the tremendous survival in-
stinct that some people have, but its absolute rule comes at the cost of myriad human 
follies. Such an eye remains open, staring, sensitive (and reactive) to the most minor 
changes lest it be forgotten and replaced. Now what if we were to close that all-seeing
Eye for just a moment? Generally, this is not allowed to happen. The Ego prevents it. 
Like a stern master guiding us away from our own control panel. But during Orgasm 
that Eye does shut. Orgasm equates to the temporary dislocation of the Ego from its 
control seat, long enough for a moment of Self to be felt. I.e. in that tiny moment of 
ecstatic blissful state, we are entirely aware only of our orgasm and nothing else. 
There is no thinking, no distraction, no inner chatter, just bliss. One point of view 
would be that the Ego gives us this pleasure.

Another, and Ours, is that to get the Ego to move, to shut up, to relinquish control for 
even just a fraction of time, delivers us into the realm of the Self for just a brief win-
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dow where we are Free of our Thoughts, our need to be who we are, the fear, anxiety, 
doubt, babbling of the normal mind – it is all released. This is ultimately a terrifying 
experience for the Ego, which hastens to rush back in immediately after, but which 
very brief absence, may signify why it is called the little death – for it is neither a 
lasting state of deactivation nor very long. 

But look at what is required just to open that window and silence the Ego for even a 
moment. To over-ride it. While the ego does not want to relinquish control of our 
psyche as the main operator, it can be cajoled into doing so by the pleasures of sex 
and the ego-boost it derives from it. This is built to a frenzied pitch of self-adulation 
which erupts, silencing the ego momentarily, before it rushes back in. The excitement
of our sex organs and psychological sexual organs to the point of climax can be a 
short or lengthy task, but it’s certainly not guaranteed. Were it just a matter of coitus 
itself we should not have need for the stimulation of the body and mind via foreplay, 
petting, fellatio/cunnilingus, suggestion, BDSM, and the principles of pain, pleasure, 
power, required to reach the required state. For some, orgasm is very difficult or even 
unheard of. The orgasm as key to an altered state has been recognised as a crucial 
component in psychic expansion. As to have the stages either side of actual climax.

Tantric sex, which is not the same as Buddhist tantra (Vajrayana), is the ancient Indi-
an spiritual tradition of sexual practices. It attributes a different value to orgasm than 
traditional cultural approaches to sexuality. Some practitioners of Tantric sex aim to 
eliminate orgasm from sexual intercourse by remaining for a long time in the pre-or-
gasmic and non-emission state. Advocates of this, such as Rajneesh, claim that it 
eventually causes orgasmic feelings to spread out to all of one’s conscious experi-
ence.

Some seek to toy with this extraordinary release, to increase the window time, to 
heighten the sensation, to spiritually advance self-awareness and many other aims 
within variations of sexual magic. For example, it is possible not to orgasm by throw-
ing the ego away from oneself, by disassociating one’s gratification, participation and
location from the pleasurable sensations of sex by seeing oneself from Outside, as an 
Other. Or observer.

The gratification we get from fucking pleasures the ego, which in turn excites us and 
make us want to come, but to last longer, leaving our body by dislodging our organ-
ism from its ego delimits the sense of being gratified in lieu of gratifying another; it 
shifts ones consciousness/ego which might be concentrated in their penis, outward, as
if not part of the act at all; whereas during sex, consciousness/ego is usually shifted to
the sex organs.
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Orgasm can also be controlled by breathing differently, using the standard 1,2,3,4, 
technique, of breath in (count to 4), hold it (count to 4), breathe out, (count to 4), hold
it, (count to 4) repeat. This simple exercise is often used in our meditation because it 
allows the ego to be shut down, since all that is concentrated upon is the breath con-
trol and the autonomous action of thrusting the pelvis, automatic and effortless stim-
uli such as hands on the breasts, tweaking nipples, kissing the back of the neck – 
none of these require much thought or energy. This would be a very poor guide to 
sex, but it hopefully serves to illustrate the involvement of other organs in occult sex 
such as the lungs, heart and mind. 

Thus for the ego, holding itself in a tightly strained muscular centrality is like having 
a muscle tensed, ready to combat and confront threats to its sovereignty – fear and 
anxiety come from the ego, they are generated as tools to provide fuel for the auto-
nomic nervous system the flight/fight system – with all the fear and anxiety as rippled
biceps or poised for sprinting – powering its functions to protect its world view from 
threats. It fears being challenged, and the anxiety of unrelenting threats to self-iden-
tity justifies that fear. The ego is as a somewhat domesticated animal – it enjoys being
petted above all things, being assured of its own identity, engaging in things that 
complement its specific individual (and collective) geometry – but rubbed the wrong 
way, put in a cage, or accused it will turn into a spitting snarling fury of claws and 
teeth. 

For the ego to submit its power to another function requires an incredible deal of con-
trol to be relinquished: and it is perhaps in these very brief windows when the ego is 
either over-ridden by the Self or allows itself to be over-ridden that it is silent and 
non-active. The state of No-thinking, Zen, silent mind, Gunningap, etc all come to 
mind in the occult as the most sublime for the lack of internal chatter and the release 
of the ego through abandoning self-identity of a human-centric nature. This moment 
of no-mind has been variously described as bliss, euphoria, nirvana, heaven, samsara.

It is registered in account after account as timeless, being one, connected to the 
source, a letting go. Unless one deliberately meditates, or is caused great pain, 
trauma, sorrow, fright, surprise, during orgasm is the closest humans get to this state 
of no-mind, and for the ego, while temporary, it would be as death – for it exists to 
strive against all shutting down of its faculties. Thus, what dies, is its sovereignty, for 
just a moment, and how much it takes to wrest it from it!

And when it does, how great the relief! As if life could spring forward from the doors
of a previously locked, shackled and straight-jacketed prison in the dark, brooding, 
gnawing chambers of the needy, anxiety ridden, neurotic, insane, ego. As if for a mo-
ment one could turn off the screaming din of being at its behest and witness, in slow 
motion, silent and timeless, a fraction of experience without it. For we need it, to 
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achieve orgasm, but it departs from us ever so briefly when we do, only to return 
quickly, ushering in emotions, reflections, assumptions, and so on – to pick up the 
crown it dropped and rule again with an iron fist, taking prisoner inside it once more 
all the fear and anxiety it had of being dethroned, again.

Facets of the Gem
Controlling orgasm as a means of sex magic is not easy – having become familiar 
with my own body’s processes and sensations of approaching orgasm it has been pos-
sible to know the very intimate bodily and mental sensations that will be felt on the 
very edge of ejaculation – but stepping back from that precipice of ecstasy can be 
very difficult. There is a continuum where orgasm can be stopped, and a thin no-re-
turn line where it can’t be. It can be very difficult to control the reception of pleasure,
and this is indicative of the inability of a lot of men to be unable to withdraw in time 
or at will from sex before ejaculation. But to please the Dark Gods, this ability is 
paramount.

Having performed an ordeal that lasted three months of chronic daily masturbation 
but without release taught me a great deal about the agony and power of holding off –
but this was not a masochistic indulgence for its own sake but related to an ancient 
belief in the lingering aura of sexual energy to summon the Dark Ones known as 
THEM and ask of them a favour. The ability to utilise sexual power does not just 
come from the more human-centric pleasure of releasing it through orgasm, but from 
the more inhuman agony of withholding it indefinitely – a form of Black Tantra.

I mention herein three stages that use orgasm as an ingredient; one and the most com-
mon which is considered human, two of which are considered by our dark tradition to
be far more likely to evoke and draw dark entities near and inhuman.

The first is the staving off release, (known as ‘edging’ in BDSM circles) where the 
physical orgasm is deliberately delayed or refused. This is an inhuman sexual act – it 
excites the dark ones and calls them near, especially so to feast on the pre-cum that 
lubricates the genitals from either sex as the body is excited pre-coitus. They are 
drawn to the energetic intensity created by sexual tension.

The second stage is considered the human one, the one sought after by most, certainly
ecstatic, but of less bargaining power in relation to the dark ones – for it is normal for
them to eat these energies. Typical of them to cause them.

The third, is perhaps the most excruciating, (known as ‘milking’ in BDSM circles) 
wherein the genitals are forced to orgasm and then continually stimulated until in-
tense pain from overload of sensation due to the increased sensitivity. This is ru-
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moured to be a most powerful means of evoking and drawing manifestation of 
THEM near and is a form of sexual torture.

These arts are best employed whilst engaging in additional ritual displays of sex or 
death. Artist Marina Abromovic’s work focuses on the obscene and the inherent 
power of genital displays suggestive that these are all that’s required. To combine 
these displays with a primal connection to the earth is not difficult to imagine. Thus, 
anal and vaginal violations whilst gripping a tree, clawing the ground, touching wa-
ter, being whipped with branches, sex and orgasm in the rain, the sea, the wind, naked
– in essence, being in contact with the natural forces while having sex is the key prin-
ciple, with all energies being directed into the earth and nature, or upward to the stars,
or both. a bloody cunt fucked, and the blood used to make signs on the body or earth, 
anal gaping, rape, semen spray, drinking cum, orgy and excess are natural celebra-
tions of THEM. Obscene toys and figures, blunted crucifix used to stuff holes with, 
bible/Koran pages stuffed up the cunt and ass of men and women, then removed and 
burned and other such blasphemies and so on. 

This type of worship, however, is to celebrate THEM from a dualistic point of view –
to view these things as deliberately blasphemous or provocative or somehow taboo is 
to see the reigning repression of sex as the measuring stick – and try to rage against it
by inverting its values. THEM don’t care about humans, or how we worship THEM, 
we are conduits, means to an end for THEM. It doesn’t matter whether you kill mil-
lions or sit on your ass loving God for your entire life – they do not have favourites as
everything humans do is essentially the same to them. They are indifferent to all the 
forms we traverse in Their name or against it. What makes any difference, is Em-
pathy with THEM. Living in a way that recognises them, recognises our role as food 
for them, means for them to evolve its own kind which are not another race or species
of demon or ghost but that and many things besides.

“As she pleasured me, I sat forward and clasped her head between my hands, her 
long red hair flowing through my fingers. I summoned into my hands all that was the 
old Her; a red energy filling her body and began to push it toward her lower back us-
ing my hands as a gesture of release. As I did, I imagined her body filling with glow-
ing white light. Assembled at the base of her spine the red energy was ready to be re-
leased. The cold rain fell on our naked bodies”

Thus, it should be noted that merely performing these types of worship of themselves 
has no real power to attract the Dark Ones. Having sex with intent to call THEM of-
ten fails too, or results in lesser shades being drawn to the site.

The real magic comes from reorienting ones entire paradigm toward THEM creating 
great empathy – it is our dedication to the many different forms of THEM and our 
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wholistic embrace of them; i.e. awareness of the particular nature of gravity on our 
body, the wyrdness of synchronicity that offers signs to indicate right path, the fero-
city of natural elements such as weather that put men in their place, the drive to ob-
tain multiplicity in the psyche and oust the Ego from control so that many functions 
can be used at will, the understanding of the vanity of humanity and the power that 
comes from the inhuman, and living in a way that champions and exalts these and 
many other aspects that embody the Temple of THEM: that successfully causes them 
to arrive. An Arrival which is ultimately Their Choice.

“Then in a cold voice that I know very well as the voice of someone suddenly in-
truded upon by something unsettling to the soul – Anorha suddenly asked where I 
was. There was terror edging through in her voice, held back waiting for my answer, 
but I could hear it, feel it filling her. She was only a few feet away, holding on to a 
tree. I could not see her, but I knew where approximately she was from her voice. 
When I replied, ‘I’m here’, she said, in a dead pleading voice, ‘wave to me’. When I 
did, She and I both realised whatever she could see, it wasn’t me.” – Rain Magic*K 
and a Visitation from THEM

April 10th ev. Ritual Extraction performed at location Lake Aosoth, in Southeast Vic-
toria, Australia. 
Sightings: yes. 
Messages: no. 
Desc: mistress sees and describes white ‘wooden’ figures of both great and small size.
And a very very old power that manifest as a white ‘woman’. Reported as very dan-
gerous and seeking a way back into her to infest her with dark tendrils, undoing the 
rite just performed. 
Time: After midnight. Completion of ritual at exactly 1.11am. 
Effects: Sheer Terror and Subsequent Belief in THEM due to change of perception 
via direct experience.
The Dark Ones, whatever THEY are, however many forms THEY take, choose all 
things. It does not seem to matter how dark, twisted or tortured a soul is, even then 
they may never see the Devil. Or the forms from which the Legend of the Devil de-
rives. You can argue all you like, but when you are standing face to face in a con-
frontation with One of THEM, there is no doubt and never will be.

If there is such a thing as specific principles to work with or access THEM then there 
are certainly a set of keys. The reality is, that if you have not had a paranormal exper-
ience and met with any of the dark forces that inhabit other planes, you have no reas-
on to believe in them, and thusly your logical mind does not experience the crack that
such visitations bring, your mind and perception of reality stay intact, and act as a 
shield or seal against such visitations. When you Have had such a visitation, it is im-
possible to deny, because being paranormal, the unsettling inability to provide logical
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explanation leaves you in a state of knowing there is Something more than what we 
know, and yet having to endure the day-to-day necessity to deny it to live in a certain 
world. 

The difference between seeing something paranormal and being scarred by what you 
felt from it is vast. This line, this kind of experience is what separates the Theistic be-
liever in Satanic forces as deities, energies, demons, devils, entities that manifest on 
our plane of perception through various incarnations, veils, soft spots in the world 
where such denizens slip through and confront us – and the believer in Satanic forces 
who sees the paradigm of Satanism as culturally metaphorical, as a set of values, a 
way of living, as an apologist, as an application of rationale and reason, logic and in-
telligence; a dismissal of ghosts/goblins as antiquated or tricks of the mind; other 
variations are virtually endless but they do not involve the change of effect from visit-
ations. The term blood-curdling is over-used but it is very apt. To come face to face 
with One of THEM, and that includes satanic entities, entirely alters one’s ability to 
discount them. 

Whether you believe Satan is a real force that haunts, hunts, possesses, works evil 
and kills as a literal demon changes everything. I have not seen Satan. I have seen 
only dark forces and spectres that may or may not be part of or associated with Him; 
a handful of times over the course of my life; and felt the terror that curdles the 
blood, witnessed the suspension of physics that accompanies such visitations and 
passed through the aftermath of having to deal with them. It is to defend something 
that the majority of people have not experienced and have no reason to believe exists 
who have not felt what you have felt.

“She’d later say that there had been white figures in the forest all night, like the one 
that rushed at her at the lake gate, but it was the smallest one that gave her the over-
whelming feeling of horror. What she had seen on the hill was different, very very old,
a white “woman”. Perhaps for the first time she had felt the bone-chilling presence 
of these magical forces I know as Them.”

Why do THEY manifest? What makes THEM arrive? It seems Destiny, Wyrd and an 
overcoming of the human-centric perspective are requisite, a born path to know them,
and understand them in the strange esoteric language they speak in Mystery and Geo-
metry. I have been a central point in poltergeist activity, my disturbed tremendum 
quaking space around it to cause small explosions, repeated smashing of things, 
things being lost and reappearing, things falling down and others experiencing acts of
or THEM themselves. I have seen Them numerous times, at first as spectres that 
bring a creeping frozen ice to the fire of the soul and now through my work with 
THEM diffused as forces into all things. Having practiced dark sex magic before, the 
stark lack of vividness and depth from a dearth of understanding precluded many de-
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liberate attempts to call Demons or the Devil. Sex and/or drugs alone, even powerful 
sex and/or drugs, ritual sex, orgasmic sex seems not to have the effect of drawing the 
Dark Ones near or having them manifest. It seems that only individuals with an ex-
ceptional union, one that crackles and brings storms and impossible signs, whose 
sexual energy is inhuman/voracious have enough attractant – perhaps those who ac-
cord themselves with a life-centred humility in the face of the tremendous forces bey-
ond the human is requisite. The elements of Eros and Thanatos, Sex and Death were 
crucial – but not exclusive. However, when you find a key to such obscure gates, you 
remember and you twist it. We shall proceed to examine these keys more closely.

“…I asked him to violate me. With my hands flat on the cold, muddy earth I could 
feel Owy clinging on, suddenly not ready to go, and I worked through to find all the 
pieces of her, to make her complete so I could rid myself of her. This took some time, 
and although my masters fingers were in both my anus and cunt, it was in no way a 
‘intimate sexual experience’, but the only act powerful enough to kill Owy. As his 
movements became more violent, my ability to both contract myself and push Her out
of me and into the earth grew.”

There is a Tradition taught to me by a Sorceress of THEM: an ancient tale regarding 
the power of a vow to the gods by man relating to the gift of synchronicity and the 
unleashing of those gods on that man of other signs of empathy guiding such indi-
viduals toward and through the Abyss to Great Power. According to this Tradition of 
Sorcery – the keys to summoning the Dark Ones are Sex and Death. Sex and Death, 
are tides of energy that if sufficiently stored up, can allow brief, or even permanent 
escape from the Cosmic Being, or one’s Destiny/Wyrd – allowing one to implement 
their own. The Cosmic Being is like a vortex that seeks to devour the energy of each 
human being and draw them and their energy back into its Unity. Sex and Death are 
its breathing pattern of inhalation/exhalation. Perceived this way, the Cosmic Being is
the force that magicians must try to escape from in order to become Immortal, or 
Acausal.

The causal acts of Sex/Death release the stored energy of an individual back into the 
collective. The way to free oneself from that Unity is to abstain from sex. Or rather, 
to abstain from orgasm, while still generating sexual energy, either by masturbation, 
or sex without ejaculation. This lingering threshold of stored sexual energy tempts or 
lures the Cosmic Being to try to take it from us. Because of this, the magician can 
bargain with the Cosmic Being for certain favours to be bestowed [a vow] before they
will give up that energy. In this way – the Dark Ones can be enticed to manifest in the
presence of a magician by the lure of sexual energy generated before orgasm – or the 
co-mingling of the pre-sexual liquids of the female, and the pre-cum of the male – 
and kept manifest by the repeated generation of this most powerful elixir. This limpid
‘juice’ is believed to be one of the most powerful elixirs in magical practice.
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The basic premise of the sorcery at hand is in the power of Word/Wyrd and using the 
gathering and release of sexual tension to entice the Cosmos (via the vehicle of the 
Dark Ones) to manifest one’s actual living Anima/Animus in the flesh after enough 
sexual energy has been stored to cause a significant disturbance to the flow of the 
Cosmic tides of Sex and Death. It is for this reason I undertook the so-called Ordeal 
of Nine Moons and after three months manifest Anorha, the Mistress with whom I 
have been unified for eight years. The energy/synchronicity between us is utterly ex-
traordinary, the air around us crackles with electricity and wyrdness embodies 
everything we do – and that she came to me due to the sorcery of dark magic is likely
to be the difference why THEM are more attracted to our union(s). Our proximity and
empathy with THEM is something we both live – an elegant dance of life’s energies –
that does not harbour the illusion of control.

“In the dark rain with those burning eyes watching us leave a powerful ritual she met
with Them. And for it, she will never be the same. No-one is.”

Ordeal of the Ninth Moon
The Ordeal of the Ninth Moon is primarily designed for males – not out of any inten-
ded predilection or chauvinism but because the mysteries of the female aspects re-
main shrouded and could only be divulged by direct exploration and experiment by 
each Sorceress. Here the female reader is prompted to look into what Jung has to say 
about the Anima/Animus wherein he even proposed there being multiple Anima’s 
within the feminine psyche. After all, what is the Anima/Animus, if not the sum of all
that one lacks, the sum of all one’s deficits, a non-being which paradoxically starts to 
have a real existence, to sharpen one’s libido and define one’s value system?

The Ordeal begins by the act of giving your Word before your Wyrd (or swearing a 
vow to the Dark Ones) that you will control your sexuality for a period of time. In 
this case – nine months. The vow not to indulge in any sexual activity outside the 
context of magick means that you will use masturbation only in a ritual context – for 
invocation and evocation only. If a male – one may begin by drawing a pentagram 
with an erect cock – the phallus being the natural wand of the male magickian it 
should be used accordingly. If female – one may begin by drawing a pentagram with 
a finger greased with the liquids of the vagina. Thus is the visualisation energised and
brought to life.

“I could feel it, see it, sitting there, staring into me, trying to find a tiny point in me to
capture or infest. It seemed predatory. Greedy. Small and almost wooden, and again 
in white like the others I had seen that night, but this one was so much more.”

One could begin with a promise to the Dark One(s) that you would sacrifice your 
sperm to It only when mingled with female sexual liquids – which is precisely what It
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wants. So, It may even be persuaded to help you in hunting your game. When evok-
ing the Dark Ones, the phallus should be considered itself a magickal wand and the 
vagina the very sigil of the Dark Ones. Herein the specific method is a matter of taste 
but one approach is to masturbate (switch on the wand in the case of the male) whilst 
invoking the Dark One that one wishes to commune with –i.e. Baphomet. Try to sus-
tain a prolonged plateau of excitement holding back the urges to ejaculate. The pro-
longed plateau of excitement while concentrating on the sigil assures an energy field 
for the Dark One to manifest. The longer that plateau – the better.

“It was foolish of me to think I could face old ones on my own … I could still feel it’s 
incredibly strong force behind me, almost teasing me, trying to draw that primal part 
of me back to it. And I could hear others gathering in the bushes around it, to do its 
bidding for it. I felt so small. I felt like a small child might, wanting to run and hide 
under the bed.”

Ejaculation is not recommended except as an extreme form of sacrifice and only 
provided the One of THEM has already manifested and demanded it. Ejaculate only 
if the Dark One has manifested and demanded your orgasm.

Note that it is possible to experience orgasm of a dulled sort, including pleasurable 
and psychological variations, without spilling one’s semen – but any full ejaculation 
without express demand by the Dark Ones will put one back at square one, day one, 
of the Nine Months. If called to release – give yourself totally over to the experience 
and Dark One. Relax and dissolve in the vision beyond. If this ritual seems sparse, 
devoid of tools and lengthy invocations – it’s because such things are utterly irrelev-
ant. What matters to THEM is your Intent – and if you think this rite is easy either 
physically or psychologically you are gravely mistaken. The Ninth Moon Ordeal is 
difficult – and may require many attempts to stay committed to the full course of such
a masochistic vow. An unexpected or spontaneous orgasm some months in despite 
one’s best efforts is not unheard of. The strength and integrity of one’s Word/Wyrd is 
absolutely crucial to the Ordeal. One should beware lest the Ordeal become a Sis-
yphean one of pushing a rock up a hill only to have it roll down again.

“Now she has felt what I have felt, the undeniable reality of Them. Now she under-
stands why I am hellbent on the Temple. What motivates me. These things.”

If They, being the source pool from which all variations of visitation arise, are from 
the recess of the psyche, there is a corresponding change in the manifestation that oc-
curs, pending the integration of the psychic contents and the strength of the psychic 
bridge (the degree to which a person has gained access to and awareness of the geo-
metry of their own subconscious). 
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For instance, some see Them as humanoid figures, though the bone-chilling terror 
they evoke comes with all their forms – but I, having seen Them numerous times, 
having worked toward understanding what I have seen, and having struggled my en-
tire life to Know Thyself, don’t see Them as humanoid figures, they are not central-
ised into a spectre, but diffused into everything around me, as chthonic forces, weath-
er, gravity, death, synchronicity et al. No, less terrifying, no less inhuman, but cer-
tainly a different calibre of ‘Devil’. i.e. the better you know thyself, the less human 
the visitations.

The Devil is a Human concept. THEM, however, are an Inhuman Force. Until you 
meet Them, the difference is impossible to reconcile. The Devil is an Abrahamic 
concept, a shadow of their understanding, or deceptive attempt to hide THEM be-
neath the dualistic formations of the Devil – there is so much that has been Forgotten.

Upon his horns are heaped all sorts of mystical bullshit and a pyramid of shattered 
forms a thousand years deep. It is the FEELING that THEM give you, that cannot be 
denied, cannot be intellectualised, that makes you believe whether you want to or not.
And it is our bodies and minds, as Temples, through sex, through orgasm, through 
symbolism, through psyche, through humility, through empathy, through understand-
ing their forms and forces, through living to understand the Dark Ones, to Know 
THEM: that comprise the gates to Their Threshold. La petit mort is just the begin-
ning.

LOVECRAFT: THE ESSENCE OF THEM

What do the cunning trickster Loki, Batman’s mirror the Joker and the stark lunacy of
the Mad Hatter have in common. They all understood. Watching the taming of the ar-
chetype Lovecraft borne via Cthulhu is not easy – often, neutered and denuded of its 
totemic power of blinding reasonless chaos and channelled into harmless, fun. The 
world knows Cthulhu the same way it knows Satan – Cthulhu however, is the Devils 
evolution: the Devil in stark opposition was a trickster, a deceiver in his human form 
interacting at great length with humans to make the inevitable entrapment all the 
more savoury – and as a beast, he represents an omnipotent eternal darkness borne of 
human weakness and a punisher, a retributory agent with no restraint in his endless 
spite to torment. His history is a mirror of religious fear, torture, hysteria and forced 
obedience to a monotheistic death cult.

Cthulhu on the other hand comes to us from the mind of a literary visionary. The 
friendly form of what Satan represents (Chaos and the Unknowable) finds itself 
standing to attention in stately demonic figurines and statues made of bronze to 
plastic, in the lovingly executed art of comics and the pretense-of-the-pretense of 
madness in games, a tentacled-Gargantua towering over twisted landscapes and the 
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ocean deep, the watcher and lord of an abyss filled with all the horrors we can pull 
safely from our subconscious – and of which only the minor we ever see. Cthulhu is 
closer to theologians God in omnipotence but his interest in the human race is only 
tokenship – Lovecraft’s creatures do not seek to toy with, intervene, haggle, play with
human beings but pass through and annihilate them – not out of malice – but merely 
as a consequence of human beings being human beings, and ostensibly, in the way on
the other side of their Abyss. Notably fans have lamented the inability of media, par-
ticularly movies and games to accurately capture what they loosely describe as 
‘Lovecraftian essence’. The simple act of perpetually placing Cthulhu on a pedestal 
just beyond what we can understand and the idiom that one could go mad trying – 
combine to represent an entity that is by definition considered unrepresentable to be 
best represented and an odd fear and appellation of madness that should somehow 
disintegrate the fragile mind of the observer of the Mysteries.

Lovecraft’s Cthulhu is an utterly apt analogy for the subconscious – a vast unfathom-
able alien presence looming just beyond our safe borders, kept at bay by only the 
wrong stars, waiting, watching, just beyond the looking glass of the floating tip of our
iceberg conscience with the cold inevitability of breaking through to devour us all – 
Us All – not just individually, but collectively as a human race. The emphasis of 
Lovecraft is a pinpoint emergence of some Other from the abyss where the spaces 
touch – for some few hapless fellows whose reality becomes thin, dream, then night-
mare and their slow extinction hints at an impending holocaust and the opening and 
pouring through of untold horrors. Like Sade, the text is saturated with luxuriant 
verbosity in an effort to describe one concept in a thousand ways using an admirable 
lexicon of dizzying richness to worship the topic at hand.

But you cannot understand Chaos as a sane person. Chaos is not for sane people. For 
sane people, it’s a toy, a simulacrum or at best a shallow exploration. In virtue for 
them it bears the same name, but it’s a joke that won’t be taken far – not into the hos-
tile deserts or deep seas that are its real home – no, for most, Cthulhu’s madness has 
rigid, unmistakable, fiercely-protected – boundaries. A very clearly demarcated line 
of play with chaos drawn by the ego between reality and fantasy, sanity and insanity.

Occult groups that practice Chaos are overwhelmed by it in its raw form – as it is an-
tithetical to organisation, order and control. It is most antithetical, to control. Disap-
pointingly, chaos is always a toy with humans because it has a supreme and disarm-
ing habit of being highly corrosive to forms. Forms, being our solution to witnessing 
the Great Chaos at the first birthday of our race to restrain the Forces. You cannot 
touch the spaces between without enormous amounts of drugs, psychological trauma 
and inestimable pressure that builds and explodes the veil and allows you to appreci-
ate impossible geometry. So, people, flirt with chaos, they stick their foot in the shal-
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low end of madness, they pretend to be mad to latch onto the current Cthulhu eman-
ates and presume they’re doing a good job at it.

To be a sorcerer – you must have gone mad. And – you must have then come back. 
That is to say – you must be forcibly departed from the world and your conviction of 
reality shattered through too high a dose of hallucinogenic drugs, prolonged explora-
tion of dreams, enduring catastrophic suffering, experience supernatural agency, or be
gifted bereftness of hope. Significant meditative states to induce vision quests are not 
violent enough departures – they are just the consciousness masturbating in the safety
of shore waters. And – you must be able to go mad again. And – return, again. And 
just where it is that you go when you go mad? In fact, it is merely experienced as go-
ing back the other way toward sanity. When they use the word slipping or grip, they 
are accurate – reality is a sleeve of skin, tight, taut, and firm and a webbing that binds
forms into a caged mesh, but it has tears, it can rip, it can also slough off leaving the 
stark bones of what is really there hung and gleaming at you from a cradle of endless 
oblivion. 

And how – do you go mad? By tearing at the fabric until it rips – pushing the sides 
until it breaks, throwing yourself at forms in a frenzy until they lie bloody and broken
at your feet and you catch a glimpse of the real world. Until your faith leaves you and
the lustre of human things and beings and purposes that entertains them so, slinks 
noiselessly into a muddy gutter and you gain the cold stare of an alien. If going mad 
is always coming back, how can you go? It is of some distinction that the termino-
logy for description in general terms is loaded with specific time and place references
that do not apply to madness. For specificity, one does not go mad – one already is 
mad. One’s consciousness is the price paid by the subconscious to be conscious. It is 
also of some distinction that the terminology for self-reference is loaded with spatial 
fixations such as ‘I’, ‘you’ ‘me’ ‘is’. These pass. Of course, the sublime secret to go-
ing mad is quite simple – and that is to endeavour to ‘go’ as sane as possible. Magic 
requires the holding/viewing of forms in such a way as to dissolve all of their bound-
aries – when the bones are broken, we can get through the cage to dissolve ‘what it’s 
for’ – ‘what it does’ – ‘what it can do’. 

Satan, and by extension Cthulhu are the resonance of archetypal recipes whose mani-
fest shapes are shadows of our unmanifest primal origin – they are keys, vibrational 
echoes “From”, that instruct us how to approach the Abyss. Keys, that something in 
us has made and continues to make, but cleverly or perhaps not so cleverly, forgets 
are keys, and for that matter that there are even locks – or the prison. Sorcerers, of 
which I am one, should – and must be – extremely dangerous to reality, yours – and 
mine, to Remember.

Cthulhu Fhtagn indeed.
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ARTS AND THE DARK ARTS

The more time I have spent studying and practising the occult – the more I have come
to seriously believe that it is in fact in other disciplines outside of the hysteria of 
modern magical practice that the occultist should be looking for the secrets to sorcery
and the hidden powers latent in the human being. The parallels of theory and 
discipline required to successfully engage in Theatre; whether a classic performance 
or a psychodrama, far excel in practical instruction for techniques to master and tame 
the body and the mind for the purposes of sorcery than a great many of the occult 
texts available.

One inevitably finds that there is a connection between the occult and the dramatic 
arts because both require the human being to give their all – both disciplines share 
highly similar and, in some cases, identical methodology. For instance, both the 
occult and theatrics require a similar practice of frenzy magic to work oneself into a 
efficacious psychic lather; they both require going into a trance to allow possession; 
they both have the ability to channel entities and access gateways to other aspects and
alter-egos of the practitioner; they both require the fullest possible contact with the 
elements of nature both within and without to absorb as much variation and 
experience as possible to widen their scope and repertoire of abilities; the 
memorisation of vast tracts of text (ritual/script), the ability to search ones memory 
for life experiences that stored the necessary energy or attitude* in order to play a 
convincing role or draw upon stored energies for the purposes of entering a specific 
emotional/physiological state. Etc.

For instance, after one has felt/experienced the extremes of intense heart-pounding 
fear and/or the euphoria that comes with orgasm, narcotic substances, or simply deep 
meditation – one can trick the pulse and the heart into either slowing right down or 
making them race simply by remembering and inducing the physiological symptoms 
associated with that memory. One can create artificial panic, by widening and flitting 
the eyes quickly in terror from side to side as if searching for an exit, and draw 
(without moving from one’s seat or making any major movements) on the stored 
feeling of absolute panic from one’s previous experience to trick the senses into 
reproducing that original and memorised state of being. By doing this, one can 
significantly alter the speed of the heartbeat and pulse at will. Likewise, by breathing 
deeply, shutting out all distractions and sound, drawing on the memory of the 
physiological symptoms associated with a state of extreme rest or meditation, again 
without moving, one can slow the pulse and heartbeat at will. A proficiency in this 
ability to search the memory and re-engage certain memetic memories 
physiologically aids the means to generate the necessary emotion required for 
death/destructive magic and the ability to kill magically or from a distance.
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“The idea is that one should be able to intentionally physically kill somebody to 
destroy the same person by magick by provoking the necessary thoughts about the 
measures to be taken to make oneself able to kill by whatever means. The sorcerer is 
encouraged to explore all hir life’s memory up to the present moment and find the 
key moments, which shall release the energy held therein – for usually that is the 
energy which one is short of to do the impending task. And that energy is emotional 
because the true memory is the affective memory. Any recapitulated experience of 
some life-endangering situation would stir the reptilian brain. Without the reptilian 
brain’s support, one will hardly reach the stars.” – Sath /
Liber SsS
This type of control over the body is the hardest of a triad to master. The first being 
the intellect, and the easiest. The second being the psyche and notoriously difficult. 
The third being the body and the ability to induce actual physiological prowess and 
powers.

TRAINING THE BODY
Of the training of the body the great theatrical guru Jerzy Grotowski suggests two 
approaches. The first is to put the body into a state of obedience by taming it. In 
personal workings (an insight role) with the body it has become readily apparent that 
spending time at the gym increasing muscle mass proves counterproductive to taming
the body and gaining control over it – it has the adverse effect of creating the 
adrenaline junkie, a slave to chemical demands and psychological addiction. 
Moreover, such mass slows the warrior to a crawl negatively affecting the reflexes 
and speed of the human body – since for every hour one spends in the gym; one must 
correspondingly spend three hours in reflex training to counteract the effects of 
bulking up. The basis of martial arts is four key components, related in order of 
importance: balance – technique – speed – power. Enormous power does not require 
enormous muscles – it requires the correct combination and training of these 
components to work as one in concert.

Weightlifting, by virtue of the initial psychological drive stemming from an 
inferiority complex and the pressure to conform to an ideal, along with the adrenaline
and testosterone levels generated, create what initially starts out as a ‘work-out high’ 
but becomes a powerful addiction. This process cannot help but build up the ego by 
creating ego armour, esp. when weights become the predominant means of exercise.
Moreover, weights are designed to do specific things – build mass and increase 
muscle. Weights are not designed to train the body in other skills the sorcerer requires
in life and especially for self-protection – namely deftness of movement, i.e., 
dodging, jumping, rolling, climbing, running, swimming, etc. If weights do have a 
benefit, it is in the increasing of strength and the padding of weak spots on the body; 
but even on the best bodybuilders there remain spots on the body easily accessible to 
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a correctly timed technique that cannot be protected with muscle mass. inc. the top of 
the head, the knees, the ribs, and the eyes.

There are of course, endless examples of correct martial techniques felling even the 
most determined of muscle-bound men (and women) by a smaller figured 
practitioner.
As far as training of the body is recommended – Martial Arts is a superior discipline 
to train the body overweight based regimes. Martial Arts correctly trains the body in a
variety of practices that more accurately mirror what will be necessary to call upon in
a violent situation – and certain skills of the Satanist can only be developed by 
constantly being on the verge of one’s death by inviting dangerous situations to 
temper one’s spirit.

Benefits of Martial Arts include:
* Training the reflexes to respond with increased and sometimes terrific speed that 
can with proper training be accompanied by terrific power.
* Accommodating and familiarising the layperson to hir own physiological reactions 
to fear, threat, and pain so that hir is not paralysed or overwhelmed by them when 
they occur but instead knows what to expect of hirself in various situations.
* Learning the importance of correct balance, weight distribution, equilibrium and the
principles of gravity that will cause one to lose balance or keep it indefinitely or help 
adjust one’s physical stature to meet force with force or go with it – as per jujitsu, i.e.,
using an opponent’s ‘superior’ strength against them.
* Engaging in realistic sparring that involves a variety of real-life fight situations 
likely to occur such as the fight going to ground and the necessity to grapple, nerve 
strikes, intimidation,
* Familiarising oneself with one’s unique body – whether it be learning one’s own 
effective ranges in kicks, punches, elbow, or knowledge of short-range and long-
range techniques and the training necessary to conserve energy by appropriate 
response.
* Raising Endurance, Increasing Flexibility
*Conservation of Energy, thus correct economy of its expenditure
* Learning to fall properly to protect one’s body from injury if thrown, tripped etc. by
controlling the automatic response to throw out one’s hands, land on one’s elbows, 
etc.
* Identify and practice striking the vital strike points on the human body that will do 
grave damage to an opponent(s) rather than expend precious energy launching 
untargeted punches/kicks to forearms, face, chest etc.
* Disengage or reverse headlocks, arm bars, leg locks, finger grips, dislodge or 
cripple the grip of people grabbing or choking you.
* In some disciplines i.e., Ninjutsu: learning Survival/basic SAS training, orientation,
navigation, filtration, fire-starting, hunting, fishing, traps, and so on.
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* Attuning to the psychological factors in fighting such as making the opponents fight
on your terms, (bunching your opponent’s up, for instance, or backing up to a wall to 
limit approach from behind) looking at the collarbone instead of making direct eye 
contact to diffuse your view making all sudden movements by opponents stand out, 
being aware of the physiological correspondences in the opponent certain actions will
bring about, etc. i.e. a hard block will put them on alert.
* Take-downs, sweeps, reaps, and having some options to consider when threatened 
with a knife, gun or other weapon.
* Training with make-shift or impromptu weapons.
* Learning to defend oneself in unconventional places such as a phone booth, corner 
of a room, across a table, sitting in the car, against a wall, at an ATM and so on.
* Orient one’s intuitive skills, hone peripheral vision, and one’s other senses in order 
to prevent being surrounded or knowing whom to strike first if so.
* Personal knowledge and experiences of one’s ‘sphere of influence’ and the ease to 
move around it, command it, and even expand it.
* Using weapons/environment in unconventional ways
* Kill a person with bare hands, or deliver devastating techniques quickly in 
succession to destroy multiple attackers (and one should always train to defend 
against multiple attackers not a single opponent).

Although only a brief list – training such as this not only trains the body and mind to 
be effective and deadly weapons which is essential practical common-sense for the 
Satanist – but is of vital importance in any relationship to the physical self. 
Gymnastics, Ballet, and other rigorous arts possess the necessary physical demands 
and training to manipulate the body – but only Martial Arts possesses the additional 
discipline of self-defence. And only the Sinister possesses the context to make 
significant use of such skills. [For instructions on practising a Traditional Western 
Martial Art, see the treatise on Physis].

~

Grotowski’s second approach is to challenge the body. “…to challenge it by giving it 
tasks, objectives that exceed the capabilities of the body. It is a question of inviting 
the body to do the “impossible” and making it discover that the “impossible” can be 
divided into small pieces, small elements, and made possible. In the second approach,
the body becomes obedient without knowing that it should be obedient. It becomes a 
channel open to the energies and finds the conjunction between the rigours of the 
elements and the flow of life (“spontaneity”). Thus, the body does not feel like a 
tamed or domesticated animal, but rather like an animal wild and proud…”.

The grades of the Order of Nine Angles given in Naos (and elsewhere) have been 
shown to work with the capacity to produce profound alchemical changes and 
changes in perspective – but over the years criticism has been levelled at the 
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approach such magic employs via a brutish struggle to triumph with the will rather 
than gradually training the body to naturally assume prowess via a development of all
one’s faculties in accordance. Since it is also a matter of record that in certain 
situations, the will is of limited use, (i.e., if tied up or otherwise incapacitated) this 
approach demanded of the External/Internal Adept Rites has been described as the 
“warrior-hood” way of the ONA as opposed to the “warlock-hood” way of Sorcery.

In the former the sorcerer may succeed via chance and intellect in one instance but 
has a lesser guarantee of reproducing corresponding results in another; whilst in the 
latter, the body and mind are trained over a long period of time to acclimatise 
themselves to many tasks using the will as only a partial means of motivation thus 
being more apt to increase and maintain a greater balance and totality of 
physiological functions. This approach thus requires a lengthy –if not a lifelong- 
program of training with experimentation limited only by imagination. Finding ways 
to lift the body’s own weight using the body daily, is one such practice, where, to give
just one instance, one crouches down and slots ones elbows firmly against ones 
thighs, rests their forehead on the ground, and then tries to takes one’s own weight by
lifting one’s head and legs off the ground as if to try and stand on ones hands.

Another powerful technique – but one that requires intense discipline – is coordinated
muscle isolation. Where one sits on a chair and attempts to flex core muscles of the 
body by exerting will-power over muscular control, i.e., one tries to isolate, feel and 
flex the individual sets of muscles one by one from the lower spine to the nape. A 
study of the muscle groups one is attempting to manipulate can be useful knowledge 
here for a mental conception of their position and relativity.

With such techniques as these – an individual strengthens both muscles and mental 
connections, without the negative attributes of weights, and instead an increase in the 
necessary faculties for performing successful sorcery inc. visualisation, sympathy, 
body control. It will be noted upon attempting this exercise that some muscles cannot 
be felt or flexed at all, and even in this state they have proved capable of propelling 
the body where it wants to go and enabled all the physical achievements demanded 
on them. One should imagine what can be done with the proper discipline to train 
each of these quieter muscles consciously. In such a manner does the sorcerer train in 
manipulating their own weight, their own body mass, learning to control their own 
proportions and reactive powers in relation to the environment around them. Another 
exercise is to try to feel or move the actual brain itself – a positively grotesque 
experience and sensation to suddenly become aware of.

By training the body using a combination of such approaches, it is possible to achieve
extraordinary skills and abilities. Sports such as ‘free running’ or Parkour are 
excellent examples of the capacity for a well-trained human body to innately know 
itself, to integrate itself and adapt instantly to suit its environment in such a fashion as
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to enable incredible feats of dexterity, weightlessness, directional change, balance, 
evasion, and effortless traverse of all terrains and obstacles.

One further important facet of magic should be mentioned at this point. It can become
habitual for the magician to yolk every single impulse and activity into the service of 
serving the Great Work. This is commonly seen in the workaholic approach of the 
business world where an individual devotes everything to his company’s success. In 
the interests of psychic balance, it is highly suggested that a sorcerer selects one or 
two activities to occupy the body and mind on a different (neutral level) and set aside 
time to pursue as separate, unrelated interests/hobbies – simply for their own sake.
Some suggested activities are Astronomy, Star-Gazing, Card Games, Sleight of Hand,
Painting, Jigsaws, Photography, Soft Martial Arts such as –ba dua jin, tai chi, Physis-,
Learning a new Language, Reading, Gardening, Tarot, Model/Lego Building, Kite 
Flying, Wood or Metal Work, Learning a musical instrument, Cooking, Archery, 
Fishing, Swimming, Surfing, Electronic Gaming, Paint Ball, Genealogy. Whatever 
one feels an urge or compulsion to choose to do/feel that they would enjoy, is a good 
indicator of the activity to be chosen – as the activity(s) chosen should be pleasurable 
to undertake, but not directly related to the occult work of the Sorcerer.

[Tarot is suggested only as a means of light, casual fortune telling, meditation not as a
serious series of prolonged archetypal workings as per the Sinister Tarot.]
The theory follows that over-loading emphasis on the drive of the conscious Will to 
take precedence and priority – correspondingly causes a psychic imbalance that 
depletes the inter-relationship between the conscious and the unconscious and leads 
to the omission of important messages from the latter aspect getting through. That is 
to say, that if the conscious mind is given too much importance, then the 
compensatory aspects of the psyche can deliberately interfere in one’s conscious 
workings, bringing them undone from the inside like a silent assassin. 

To avoid this naturally occurring self-sabotage it is suggested that the sorcerer 
consider Dreaming, (observation if not interpretation) and other signs of the 
unconscious trying to communicate such as slips of the tongue, automatic drawing, as
an integral part of their magical practice. Without maintenance of this vital balance 
between the conscious and unconscious – one works one side of one’s psyche against 
the other at their peril. The unconscious is an autonomous realm of the psyche that 
can both be harnessed and utilised to help guide/correct the magician* or effectively 
destroy hir.

Destruction often follows on the back of a wave of synchronous events warning of 
such an imbalance, but that are ignored, either deliberately or tragically. Known also 
as ‘hubris’ – an inflation of the ego that is a psychic affectation and a very common 
resurgence with the Sorcerer (due to their assumed role as a ‘Black Magickian’) –but 
ignorance of the imbalance of the two aspects has led countless individuals to their 
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destruction by a consolidation of absolute belief in their own power and 
righteousness** – often at the expense of better (or at least, alternate, external) 
judgement by those who can see the situation from the outside.

Thus it is that the collective of THEM has an advantage in harbouring a certain 
distrust (and detachment) in their own actions and expressions and correspondingly 
watch over one another, ready to speak frankly and autonomously to one another 
about possible signs that another member has become possessed by their ego, has 
their head up their ass, or has shut out reason, logic, and common-sense.* This ring of
psychic protection serves only a basic line of defence however – and while a constant
watchful suspicion of one’s own conduct is useful, as is the ability to accept criticism,
sanction, and advice; it is nevertheless up to each sorcerer to work at remaining 
Master of their faculties in so far as it is possible to do so. This practice has been 
referred to as a kind of ‘Stalking of the Self’ in recognition of the Sorcery related by 
Carlos Castaneda. Carlos also speaks of other crucial practices of the Sorcerer such as
that of ‘Stalking Death’, wherein one watches everywhere for death to thwart its early
advance and building a relationship between the astral and the matrix by ‘Stalking the
Waking Life’.

Wherein it is highly recommended that studies be undertaken of his approach to 
sorcery/magic which can be utilised to a practical and deeply satisfying Sinister 
degree when the white-lightedness of them is given a satanic twist. Such Sorcery 
presents the body and the mind as one, with more importance placed on the body – 
rather than the attitude of reluctance to treat the body as more than a vehicle for 
carriage and choosing to isolate the imagination for use in a solely intellectual 
practice of magic and ritual given in many modern-day grimoires.

*If one is wondering why THEM place such extreme emphasis on such an approach –
one need only consider the mistakes of the Fuhrer Adolf Hitler who when in power 
increasingly refused to listen to warnings from his associate’s superior military 
intelligence and field experience – to his detriment. In fact, it remains a matter of 
interest as to whether Hitler’s paranoid approach of shutting others out to ensure his 
position did not cause his downfall. Whilst still in its infancy – what has appeared for 
the last three, and will continue for at least the next five, years, is the preparation of 
the ground, the building of a certain alchemical foundation for Aeonic Black Magick. 
The aim of this foundation involves taking into strategic calculation the existence and
historical persistence of chaos theory and an attempt to thwart disastrous entropic 
decline because of any of THEM over-reaching the trust in their ego at the expense of
the collective. One can consider this approach to be a type of alchemical formula that 
is worked on a substantial number of people and orients certain qualities in its hosts –
much like a traditional alchemical formula requires certain ingredients, ours requires 
perfect timing, patience, self-honesty, and pure intentions to complete. If eight years 
should seem excessive preparation for the execution of just one act of Grand Black 
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Magic – then one underestimates the Patience of the Devil and those who work in Hir
name.”

**Contradicted by a Supreme Arrogance and Confidence.

CHRONOBET: PART 1
This is a short essay to illuminate the current present in all Western Language and 
Writing of “Time” and may go some way towards explaining the role of Language as 
an inhibitor of the Acausal. The essence of this essay is not to bog a being down with 
performing the impossible of re-configuring the brain to notice these things on all 
levels: just some of them. The brain makes calculations as such a speed and 
frequency that it is rarely checked in its tracks about the assumptions it holds evident.
These assumptions create suppositions which in turn lead to illusions which in turn 
lead to the Matrix.

Western Writings and subsequently their various cultures, exhibit an obsession with 
Time that is taken for granted. There is a prejudice inherent in Western 
communications that depends on the continued existence of the concept of solely 
linear time, a concept that subtly and subliminally cements power into the hands of 
the Magian controllers by exclusion of Acausal Time.
If we are trained to think in Linear Time, then the later introduction of Acausal Time 
is a difficult if not impossible concept to apprehend; and unfortunately, a dimensional
bias has arisen that cannot and will not aid magical experience and understanding. 
Knowledge of the Acausal is crucial for all Sinisterion. However, so subtle are the 
tools of the Magian that they often go by unnoticed. For instance: the three 
dimensionality in our Language. The concept of Linear Time has so deeply 
permeated the West that we cannot escape it. Our Language hems us in.

In all sentences: there exists one or more of the following Time-based suppositions 
“Past, Present, Future”. Examine the first sentence of this essay. Start with “This”. 
“This” is a concept localised in the present. It is an itemisation of something in the 
immediate “now” that is intuitively understood – but to process it mentally demands 
the word be aided by a conceptual notion of linear time and space if it is to make 
sense and not be rejected.

“Is” is another term that localises an item to the Present. Like “This”, it also requires 
the learned schemata of Linear Time to be utilised to mentally process it. This process
is very slow at first as per a child’s learning, but it does not take long until it is 
processed at an extraordinary speed automatically: the mind having built a kind of 
“chronological abacus” that localises all words as concepts belonging to the three 
modes of Linear Time. Because this prime supposition is cemented into the 
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processing centres of the brain, by repetitive association, the brain may also pick up 
other untidy habits such as postulating “Space”.

As it has been pointed out in the MS “Universes Parallel” – the concept of “space” is 
a human-centred fixation that occurs from obsession with understanding the world 
from the perspective afforded to us because of our specific size. The spaces between 
these words beg the question – what is space? Is it empty or merely a perception of 
“empty”? Our size-based prejudice generalises that there is no “glass” or “paper” 
between these words, or a microscopic multi-verse of bacteria, electricity, elector-
magnetic currents, atoms etc. Though it cannot be seen it is certainly not “empty” – 
moreover space, in terms of a “vacuum” cannot even be proven to exist. Reality in 
the Matrix is fragile. And these little building blocks of faith so heavily leaned upon 
without justification are weak points. If you are able to stop and think about it: your 
brain may cease automatically processing time and space in your communications 
and contemplate the existential nature of both.

Other words in the first sentence are “All” which mentally encompasses Past, Present
and Future. “Of” is a present term that must denote a past for something to be “of”. 
“A” a singular notion rooted in the present: rooted in the concept of space and a 
separation from something else – hence it subliminally requires the persistence of 
time. “To” embodies a link between two or more of the Time notions: a passage from 
one mode to the other – reliant on Time to make sense of this. “The” is another word 
with direct connotation to the Present and the supposition of space. Almost all words 
and concepts require Time and Space to be processed. “Another”, “With”, “Other”, 
“Almost” etc.

This entrapment forms the basis of 3D/causal communication: mired inexorably in a 
pre-conceived notion of Linear Time that, regularly used by the brain, cements its 
validity day after day in unquestioned calculations. The Acausal lacks exposure or 
even translation as a concept because of the Linear Time in Language: hence the 
ONA’s efforts to approximate a new symbology via the Star Game for instance that
escapes this entrapment. Dreams, Experience and Esotery are also important elements
in presencing a symbolic language of the Acausal mode using Acausal Time: but 
currently, only through Causal Time can a being express oneself. Expression of the 
Acausal to those below the Abyss is dependant on the flawed mode of the Matrix: and
therein lies an inescapable conflict.

It is hoped that Music [Qv. Project R]: as well as the development of Signs via the 
continuing experiments with “Dark Angles” and continued exploration of any 
capacity for Astral [and other magical] modes to allow unfettered sympathetic 
communication between nexions will help presence a form of communication that is
Acausal in nature. Meanwhile the Sinisterion can only acknowledge that there is 
communication above the Abyss and communication below the Abyss and never the 
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twain shall meet. For now it is enough to analyse the flaws in Language, especially 
where the work of the Magician is concerned, and break some of the faith in language
held unconsciously self-evident by the daily Mind.

CHRONOBET: PART II – CAUSATING THE ACAUSAL

1 December, 2010.

The theory that we cannot explain the acausal because the act of explanation is causal
– as are all our tools for understanding – and that we (wrongly) impose causal 
perceptions on the a-causal because we have no and can have no a-causal equivalent.

It is the tradition of people to rely on the intellect, on being able to understand 
rationally, to limit the unknown to the known and translate perception. It is 
commonplace to use our intellect to explain things to others or enable things to be 
explained to us which we do not understand – and natural to make the effort to 
explain things that cannot be explained. Explanation, however, it plays out, is 
suitable/serviceable for many things, for things in general – but it is not difficult to 
demonstrate the restraint built into language as a means to communicate, or show that
it involves a prejudice of time and space used as the basis for its model of 
understanding. This model cannot be changed or evolved to explain certain things 
because of its inherent duality and the present lack of understanding of the power of a
duality-driven mindset – moreover the model contains within itself by virtue of its 
duality a self-regulating gyroscope that causes language to perpetuate duality – and 
itself like an unchanging fractal that falls into itself forever.

This can be illustrated quite easily by the observation that the order of words has a 
direct result on the reader (who perceives) – and reacts. How you react is for all 
intents and purposes random – but that you react is not. We can see that Ideas, as 
communicated by others are perhaps never simply accepted as a pure communication 
that passes exactly what the writer had in mind onto paper or screen – they almost
always generate conflict – as if the writer is unable to capture an objective statement 
of truth no matter what words they choose to use, how carefully they phrase them, or 
however many clauses and asterisks and footnotes they may include. 

Writing tends to have an automatic effect of causing a reaction rather than a reflexion.
Caution at this point is advised against imposing a moral conclusion over this fact – 
my concern is never whether this process is “good” or “bad” but simply to illustrate 
and prove the existence of the process. By reaction I mean an unconscious pull by the
ego to respond to the stimulus received – however it chooses to interpret it, and by 
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reflexion I mean a contemplative state of occult and self-awareness that recognises 
one has reactions but does not automatically obey them as prompted by the ego.

The point of A-causal to Zen is not to provide another phenomena on which to hang 
ones causal hat, nor provide another point in space to speculate intellectually – 
however causally titillating the temptation and rewarding/gratifying the poetic 
associations that flow in tribute – but represents a faint light in the distance of the 
logos that dawns from time to time in the face of contemplation. It is borne of the 
struggle to escape language, morality, duality, time and those dead weights we 
recycle in absurdio when faced with the prospect of something we are told we cannot 
know. It is the Gnosis that jettisons causal spatial suppositions – spurns our doctrine 
of Cartesian grid unconsciously imposed that orders phenomena to be ‘from’, 
‘within’, ‘next to’, ‘outside’, ‘inside’, ‘beyond’ – simplifying the vast into the discrete
using tensions that imply the existence of singular autonomous points. Unfortunately, 
in the desire to share, experience is written down, all too often profaning the mystery 
because of the means by which its message is carried.

The attempt to try to Know unhinges any knowing precisely because Words – those 
causal prisoners and jailers – are used to denote occulture. As soon as the word a-
causal presents itself it undergoes a transformation, literal and literary. Its presence 
creates a shadow, an order, and is forcibly slotted into various hierarchies – pushed 
into and out of place by the law of words that draws some together and pushes other 
apart – an automatic dichotomy inherent in the supposed freedom of language to 
express. Viz. express freely – but within the limits of freedom.

In word or form the a-causal comes under verbal law. It becomes a ‘thing’ like all 
other mundane things, disposable, drained of wonder, drained of authenticity. As is 
the doctrine of verbal law, the word/sound/form once presenced causally is subject to 
the laws of form. Its name, used as a key to point toward a wordless door, a silent 
desert that rebukes understanding – is abused, misunderstood and sullied by clumsy 
attempts to extrapolate its purity with a barrage of associations and connective verbal 
tissues. It is thrown into the morass of language, sat next to words it has no sincere 
desire to be with, and forced to represent our will for it to be the occult secret itself. 
Causality supposes –this- and –that- to make separations where there are only 
prejudiced traditions of experiencing the world through the window of the human-
centred ego. We cannot imagine what would be without our license to suppose, and it 
is ironic that our faith in knowledge prevents the evolution of it.

The word a-causal denotes an anti-concept, a sound for a vacuum of meaning outside 
the framework we conveniently apply. It does not denote a thing, a state, a term, 
word, or inference available to us through language – it is outside of language, indeed
outside of languages ability to relate or even present – and that is precisely the 
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words/sounds point – as a stop sign indicating the city limits of perception.

Like Zen before it, it is subjected to the same problems all words create – no matter 
what occult (hidden) wisdom they attempt to convey – once a word, immediately a 
form. Using a frame of reference built with instituted causal tools and prejudices 
people attach all manner of meaning and explanation to weigh down the sublime. To 
suppose nothing, we must suppose something. How many ways have people tried to 
show Nothing. When it comes to the acausal people cannot leave well enough alone.
We build up a causal model of something we simply cannot fathom – precisely 
because we cannot fathom it. Precisely because we have a word like fathom and hate 
to waste it! We hate the idea that the universe could present something our lofty 
sentience could not control, we despise her secrets and her mysteries because they 
make us feel weak, small and powerless. They are anathema to the ego, laughter at 
our arrogance, vitriol to those proud inner voices to which we entrust our humanity. 

We hate the unknown – it is a glaring truism in everything we do, in everything we 
name. We masturbate ourselves over daring thoughts of some untouchable void, 
orgasm over the fantasy that there is something forbidden, something we cannot 
attain, some realm or world we cannot master – some escapist dimension on which 
we can dream in order to forget. But the foreplay does not last – and we fuck 
ourselves. We pour down tributes to our ignorance and enshrine our desperate 
fumbles as wisdom – congratulating ourselves that we managed to fit the word A-
causal/Zen into our writing next to other words – to contain it, explain it, attain it – 
even if only to highlight it by virtue of what we didn’t say by surrounding it with
causality as many times as we could. Then, we pat ourselves on the back and move 
on to imprison the next purity and sublime occult experience that dares to think itself 
above our causal verbal laws. It’s what we’ve always done, it’s what we’ll always do.

Our reaction to the anti-concept of the A-causal provides deep and humiliating insight
into the fragility and mentality of the collective human race and its paralysing fear of 
the occult – of the hidden. Of a thing that dares remain truly hidden.

AN ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY: PART I

What do I mean when I tell clients that there is an overall geometry in the frequency 
of their writing that indicates something altogether different from what their strings of
sentences have attempted to assemble?

Primarily it means that I believe writing is not linear, or one-directional and despite 
itself and what its writer intends it to convey, that there are other currents implicit in 
writing that are invisible, esoteric, within, that from the nature of its assembly, 
divulge other information about the writer on subliminal levels. That is to say that 
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writing is layered. It has an esoteric counterpart during which a writer attempts to 
gain something from the audience the writing is directed at: viz. a specific attempt at 
the seduction of other minds is made via dressing up motives in various pleasing 
modes of language. And it has an exoteric mainstream that operates on shared 
meanings and logic.

Ego – The Source of Dialect

If we write the sentence: “I am a writer”: then we are making suppositions: we are 
causing things to exist: in presupposing “I” exists, we are making a statement that 
claims a separation: and in this case that a separation exists between a personal 
existence and the existence of others. In supposing “I”, we inadvertently draw a line 
in the philosophical sand that cannot help but suppose “You”, “Mine”, “Yours”,
“Ours” etc. [Qv. Aristotle] And, there is a clear-cut motive in presupposing an “I” – 
will-to-power. With each word used in language to communicate, a supposition is 
made that cannot help but suppose other things: loosely termed, these are the inherent
“opposites” that arise from the paradox of Unity. i.e., if we suppose “Space” – we 
must suppose something that is separate from Space – we must suppose “Matter”. 
And so on. 

In communication, every word is a separation point: it is a supposition, a supposing 
of something that is separate from something else: i.e., a division. This is a useful 
observation, because language is the main tool of the Ego. The act of division in 
language is a constant element that echoes the motives of the Ego. I.e., the Ego has a 
vested interest in maintaining a specific geometric matrix, and wills to power 
deliberate separations between things to maintain its psychopathic homeostasis. We 
can identify the role of the Ego in language by appreciating a simple fact: all 
language is based on supposition. If we examine language for what it really is, in 
essence, each word is an existential question mark: a symbol with no inherent 
meaning. The prime phenomenon with an interest in separation from the whole: is the
ego.

Hence it is ego that is responsible for the development of language: as a means of 
will to power. Thus, there appear repetitions or similar modes of separation by the act
of division in writing; Separations that lead to a desired homogenisation of words 
[symbols] that is the aim of the ego to reduce the world to and feed it by establishing 
personal affirmations in what it writes. Thus, the way in which a writer attempts to 
control/harmonise the world and tame it with words, cannot help but reveal a 
reflection of the writer’s ego and expose the keys with which it feels harmony, i.e., its
geometry. I should think that most people do not invest too much conscious thought 
in the accepted notions of language with words that tie others together: is, at, from, 
to, etc. these are habitual structures necessary to homogenise language so that it may 
be understood: -so that it may be “language”. That is to say it would be spurious and 
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optimistic to think one could divulge anything from the placing of the word “at” or 
“was” – but something can certainly be ascertained from the placing [and frequency 
of placing] of the word “I”.

Human Centred Geometry Vs Life Centred Geometry:

Before I go any further let me make two very clear distinctions in geometry.
There is the micro world of human-centred geometry and there is the macro world of 
life-centred geometry.

I call it a micro world because it subsists of infinitesimal degrees of separation, of 
breaking things into divisions using semantics and abstractions. It is made vastly 
complex by the sheer number of divisions made and the worship that is given to each 
division by acts of further dissection, followed by classification and categorisation for
validity or invalidity [pending the type of psyches interacting] with the whole process
treated as real, important, and self-evident; that is to say, Homocentric. It mostly 
takes form in communication by speech and/or writing and exists on the plane of 
trivial human concerns: and the creation/regurgitation of suppositions to create 
further trivial human concerns so that the cycle may continually repeat itself. This 
mode of geometry is the sustaining mode of the Matrix.

Secondly, there is the Life-Centred mode of geometry. Here, Abstractions are not 
treated as real except for the passage they give through the Matrix. That is, language 
is accepted as a necessary, if cumbersome, mode of communication in Life: but 
communication is not centred about the millions of divisions of abstractions: rather 
all those human divisions are grouped into one category as “Division”: creating the 
corresponding supposition, “Life” which supposes division to be artificial.

While the former tends to centre all its divisions about itself and focus on its own 
importance: Life-centred geometry is devoid of obsession of the human. It is a 
simple, direct use of language [and other means] that rejects the deification of human 
edifice and appropriately perceives them as merely present as one mode on a sliding 
scale of many. An overt lack of homo-centrism is immediately noticeable in text: and 
in my opinion indicates a psyche possessed of a more realistic perception of its 
species: a weaker domination by the ego over the total psyche due to decreased 
interest in self-importance. Thus, it is not only word by word that the ego is revealed 
geometrically, but by its specific repeating assertions of its worldview and the ideas 
presented and dealt with that come through in the text. A life-centred text refrains 
from referring to the writer at all – except perhaps when the writer wishes to 
demonstrate human humility and assert their unimportance as a species. 

However, this is not to be mistaken with the writer that is morbidly self-obsessed 
with denigrating the human race and their own existence as a human being, i.e., the 
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“Goth”. For such is still an obsession with human self-importance, albeit through 
rabid anti-establishment of importance. While it is fairly evident that upon reading a 
text, we come to form an opinion of the writer and the writing: I think THEM should 
only consider clients as applicable to the Temple’s teachings when client’s 
writings/speech exhibit a Life-centred philosophy and practice of life.

Reform and Revolution.

Another level of maturity of the psyche can be revealed by breaking down a writer’s 
text into categories of energy to give a Temple member a useful depth sounding of the
potential of a client – almost like cutting down a tree to reveal its many rings of 
growth can determine its age. Sinister and Magian writing are easily recognisable as 
modes with different currents or frequencies. But if a person were to try to learn to 
intuit this difference, they might require a guide of the signs that emanate not only a 
sinister or Magian text, but the period of time that has elapsed since the writer 
separated from the Matrix. For although it can be relatively easy to create a 
temporary separation from the Matrix, [Qv. A successful Invoking the Tempest] it 
goes without saying that it is vastly harder to force a permanent one. A writer who has
been closely associated with others of the Sinisterion for an extended period of time 
may at first glance resemble in action and speech, a genuine one of THEM. It would 
be convenient to have some kind of constant marker that separates the long-time 
sinister writer from the brief deceitfully occult ego who is experiencing a minor 
sinister high.

The extent to which a writer has separated from control by their ego, or the “recency”
of their self-extraction from the mode of the Magian, could perhaps be determined by
marked signatures of the longevity of a sinister life, i.e. by the practical and realistic 
applications a sinister writer uses vs the brash and immediate need for change 
possessed by the exuberant black magician still wound up in the role of immediate 
power. One correlation is that writings from long sustained sinisterion will be marked
by original concepts and concepts that take a long time to implement: including 
demonstration of such a plan’s implementation. That is, the long-term Satanist will be
gradual in energy expenditure and be concerned with “Reform” and the use of 
edifices already in place against themselves. The brash magician however, who has 
only recently or temporarily separated from the Magian current, will make use of 
traditional concepts and be concerned with revolution and the hasty destruction of 
edifices to be replaced with grand visions of satanic architecture: their plans tend to 
fall down however when they are unable to exercise wisdom in their implementation 
and lacking a clear understanding of the obstacles, refer back to the traditional 
rhetoric of concepts and goals that have been presented to them, i.e. “we need the 
creation of a new type of satanic individual”. They may cease writing out of 
frustration because their ideas are not being accepted as genius. A recent separation is
marked by the energies of “Revolution”.
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To discern and crystallise a person’s intentions is beneficial in relation to our work; 
and one mode in which to undertake analysis is in the spirit that communication 
below the Abyss is mostly linguistic spell-craft and thus loaded. Frequency analysis is
an especially useful avenue to pursue where writing attempts to deceive the reader as 
to the nature of the ego writing it – where writing may have all the hallmarks of 
authenticity and maturity but is in essence, a cleverly written spell. In such a case, 
being able to discern a life-centred mode and a human-centred mode can help unearth
the truth because in the latter for instance, the ego cannot help but continually refer to
itself: whereby the easiest method of determining if glamour is involved is to out-wait
the glamour and make a comparison over time of many of the writer’s letters [Qv. Ad 
Infinitum Accumulum].

Who Hears The Spheres?

Life/Human Centred Geometry is a useful major distinction. Another is the difference
between Sinister and Magian energies, analogous to sound waves/emissions that 
resonate harmoniously or clash discordantly. Although all persons hear and appreciate
music differently: the esoteric frequencies of the Sinister and Magian types are so 
fundamentally different and diametrically opposed: as to physically hurt the ears and 
brain and intellectually attack and harm the party who is subjected to listen to the 
others music. After separation from the Matrix: this musical/frequential difference is 
acute. Where the Magian hears harmony the Sinisterion will hear din. Where the 
Sinisterion hears the Spheres, the Magian will hear Nothing. And this is true of 
language too – for language is a form of magical vibration that is aesthetically suited 
to its species. 

It is not an exoteric Hz or MHz frequency of cycles that exists to define this musical 
separation: although it well may be discovered some constant is present some day: 
the Sinister and Magian organism do not operate on different cycles of frequency in 
terms of physical sound. We share the same limits of our nexion as identical 
biological organisms. But we do use sound differently. We expend it differently. We 
have opposed goals and perceive separate universes. One is human centred, and one 
is life centred. This difference of perception causes an opposing taste in what is 
harmonious, and because the difference in perceptions is so vast, the Magian sound is
largely noisy, self-absorbed, ugly and vulgar to us. 

However, while the human-centred mode cannot encompass the life-centred one, the 
life-centred mode Can and does encompass the human-centred mode: that is to say, 
homo-centrism does not acknowledge anything but its own species: whereas a life-
centred mode acknowledges the human-mode but does not extend human importance 
out of proportion: it is not egoistic and egoism is an element that defines the human-
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mode because the ego is the aspect in humanity that loves to extend things out of 
proportion.

Receptive Frequency: The Low Vibration of Propaganda

If one writes a poem in English, then we may expect most to be able to appreciate it 
and derive subjective experience from reading it. If one writes in another language 
not common to the majority of ones expected readers, then we can expect fewer 
people to be able to comprehend and appreciate it unless they are familiar with and 
understand the language of transcription. If a writing is penned that deliberately uses 
code, or obscure symbolism and wording, then the number of people who can 
approach an understanding or appreciation of the material from what is written, is 
greatly diminished. However, many grimoires are written in such a manner and 
although the text is indecipherable to most, remain attractive as works of art.

It is not on the textual level that the work is appreciated, but on the basis of its 
geometry and artistic flair. Without being able to read what is written the viewer [for 
he cannot be a reader if he cannot read the text] must be content to appreciate the text
as an esoteric object. However, a symbol cannot replace a communication – a symbol
is inert – and open to interpretation unless it has been Associated with the
text/message by transference [a subject to be covered shortly] over time. So, because 
writing is primarily a means of communication and has an aim in being written, it 
consists of reciprocal translation and understanding on the textual level.

The degree of access that writing enables for its audience ranges from
the lucid to the obscure. And the scale of free/restricted access to the communication 
by an audience between these degrees represents another type of Frequency: the 
“Receptive Frequency”. Like a radio transmission RF can be restricted to a certain 
channel or area or broadcast right across the network. A coded message is highly 
restricted in its RF. A public speech is not. The RF used corresponds to its numeracy: 
that is, its content is relative to the intended size of the audience that can understand 
it. The degree of RF is a signature frequency in all writings that may leave clues as to 
who the writer generally targets and also offers the key frequency that should be used
to reply to them for the most effective communication.

There is an underlying principle in this phenomenon of corresponding universality. 
Propaganda, as Hitler understood, must be simple and direct if it is to influence the 
masses: meaning the ability to affect the many divergent types of person and psyche 
with all the miasma of classes, races, sex, age, education, background with a similar 
and unified message … and for this to occur the wording used must be simple, direct,
and universally recognisable. One of the ways to make a text universally recognisable
is to use words of an Optimum Frequency. Young Children’s books for example are 
written using Optimum Frequency.
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Optimum Frequency:
(The Way to a Man’s Heart is through his Inherent Stupidity)

The majority of people have a vocabulary of approximately 44,000 words. A two-
year-old may have a vocabulary of perhaps a few hundred or a few thousand. Despite 
the considerable numeric difference in each, in both vocabularies there will be words 
common to both. Yes. No. Mine. That. [This is an extreme example: I cannot 
generalise the use of words by a two-year-old with a corresponding comprehension of
their use until much older and concept laden.]

However, both a two-year-old and a 40-year-old are likely to say ‘What’, ‘Yes’ or 
‘Please’ far more often than they would say “Geriatric, Predispose, or Athlete”. That 
is to say, that What, Yes and Please are far more Frequently used words in 
communication than the latter three. [Yes] or indication of some affirmative
notion, [No] or the indication of some Negative notion are intrinsic to language. They
are used far more frequently than other words and are more likely to be recognised 
regardless of race, sex, age, class or background. There are probably a few thousand 
of these key words that are used with greater Frequency than other words, and I will 
term these the “Optimum Frequency”.

By using words from the OF range, propaganda is likely to be understood by a vast 
and divergent number of groups. Consider the following:

1) Ask not what your country can do for you: but what you can do for your country.
2) Economic expansion requires subservience by the people to the Nation in its time 
of dire need.

The first slogan operates on OF, these are words likely to be understood by a great 
many people for they are all simplistic and frequently used in everyday vocabulary. 
The second slogan is not so universal despite being a relatively similar statement, 
because its frequency is out of the OF range: subservience, expansion,
dire are not common words or used anywhere near often as the words of the OF in the
first line.

But it is not merely the OF that operates here. It is also the Optimum Frequency of 
Concepts too. That is to say that the concept of giving up one’s individuality to serve 
a greater common good is also a frequently utilised concept by the majority of 
people. It is practiced in families, in school, at work, and in almost every other social 
situation where a person shows restraint over their individual desire to maintain 
social norms. It is relatively easy to appeal to people by using concepts they already 
understand and use on a very frequent basis: and, greater good, is a common concept.
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In the case of the first slogan there is also a pre-existing indoctrination in the practice 
of Pride within the people of the American Nation to support the ideal of
“Country”.
It was mentioned earlier that the packaged text of a slogan could be transferred over 
into a symbol by means of transference and association. The Nazis for instance were 
able to replace the effect elicited from the use of party slogans into an effect elicited 
simply by showing the party symbol: the Swastika. The swastika was invested with 
the meanings of conscious textual slogans by continually appearing alongside such 
slogans, until transference was made and people began to group the messages of the 
slogans with the symbol until the slogans were no longer necessary and the swastika 
operated alone as a subliminal symbol of Optimum Frequency. This is why Flags are 
used: as subliminal associations to incite Nationalism and worship of the idea of State
and Nation and Country. I.e., control.

In the case of the American Nation, an appeal to Nationalism is triggered by the 
presence of the American Flag: The Star-Spangled banner. Recalling the experiment 
of Pavlov’s dogs, Pavlov demonstrated that transference could be made from the 
original control to an extent source. Closely allied with the American Flag; a 
President: a personage who transforms the esoteric into the exoteric and gives us a 
human link to that piece of cloth that subconsciously controls us. By the power of 
optimum frequency, we come to associate the President with the flag, and the flag 
with the President: if our associations become mixed: the two cease to retain their 
separate identities and we become brain washed. This is does not hold true for all
Americans, however. Many Americans think their President dangerously imbecile – 
and brainwashing usually occurs over people with weak minds or wills or who are 
already conditioned to idolise Nationalism. Others see a link between “America” and 
“God”: and it is probably this link that operates with the lowest vibration of Optimum
Frequency. As a priest can become a direct link with God, charged with special 
powers to pass on the divine word, so too can (and is) “America” be subliminally 
associated with “God”.

Other symbols used to trigger certain conditioned responses, are the Statue of Liberty,
to the ideal of “Freedom”. But contra to this, an appeal to trigger “Peace” can be 
made by a Swastika or footage of a Nazi Rally or Hitler speaking. Forget someone 
mentioning the atrocities of the Americans during war, if a Swastika is shown, the 
context is already decided and the response automatic. Because America has taken 
the reins of control from Hitler and meta-morphed the ideas of his many surrounding 
geniuses, writers, and architects into esoteric currents that invisibly coerce rather than
be actively seen: the initiated are now seeing the utilisation of many of Hitlers 
propaganda techniques in altered and truly magical forms. In winning the 2nd World 
War under their ideals of “Peace, Freedom and God”, America was able to confiscate 
what can only be called “Mind-Control Techniques” used by Germany for its own use
and demonise the same use of such techniques by the Third Reich. 
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A linear conception of History emerged that forever determined the Nazis the bad 
guys, the Americans the good guys, reminiscent of the Catholic Church and its 
YHVH/Lucifer mode. People are conditioned to speak of Hitler in hushed tones, in 
disgust, in fear, or solemn reverence for such Evil. We are taught to hate, fear, and be 
mortally afraid of forgetting such a thing as the holocaust. We are reminded of the 
brutality, the ferocious and viciousness of the Nazi party, with documentary after 
documentary showing the ovens at Auschwitz. It is said: lest we forget. It is effective 
programming. Although the “Voice of Authority” openly treats adults as children 
unable to discern the world and its events for themselves, human beings gladly open 
themselves up to this mental conditioning accepting the basic divide of 
enemy/conqueror. 

Subliminal Association made with the symbol of the Swastika is easily determined in 
all Western countries. Simply wearing one incites the conditioned response.

What has been covered so far? Text can be transformed into a symbol. A Symbol can 
become an effective trigger the presence of which demands obedience to an unsaid 
word. The next layer is Emotion: for a Symbol is used to elicit specific emotional 
responses.

The real operant power in Optimum Frequency is not the Swastika. It is Anxiety. And
it should be noted that although it is impossible to control what emotion people will 
feel when presented with the trigger – the context of the trigger allows for a wide 
range of emotions to fall within acceptable valid responses because they all stem 
from the anxiety brought forth by low vibrations of Magian Frequency – that is to 
say, anxiety has been induced by Magian design and hence the corresponding energy 
arising from the human vessels is a Magian Current. [Humans are very similar to 
cauldrons/vessels: pour the ingredients in, mix, and let it cook. Or crystals/glyphs that
can be made to chant/vibrate certain frequencies that are ‘ex-pressed’ in 
emotion/speech etc.

Once conditioned to react emotively upon seeing the Swastika [and by transference 
most German iconography of WW2] we are the unwitting victims of a mind-control 
technique that is very powerful and pending its transmission, long-lasting. Since the 
Third Reich has been demonised constantly for the last 60-70 years, we can expect 
that control to be ingrained within most of Western peoples.

Just briefly: when the human being becomes anxious it affects the Central Nervous 
System to send messages of alarm to the Automatic Nervous system and brings on 
our ancient fight-or-flight response which activates some responses and inhibits 
others. This “Sympathetic” response includes the release of adrenaline to get us 
pumped and mobilised. If we stayed in the Sympathetic mode, the nervous system
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would suffer a break-down from the stress imposed upon our organism: so, it has a 
built-in counter measure called the Para-sympathetic that kicks in once the 
emergency is over to return the body’s responses to normal. Magic, Psychology, 
Mind-Control, or whatever you want to call it – is performed by Governmental 
Agencies etc by tricking/manipulating the systematic responses of the body to occur 
by artificial means.
Anxiety causes stress. Stress causes an imbalance in the body/psyche – which then 
prompts the body/psyche to activate a curative remedy. The American form of magic 
is, like the Nazis before them, slow hypnosis based. If you can condition the human 
being to react to one symbol with stress, you can also cause the human being to find 
relief with another. It is a simple matter of transference. (And just a side note for the 
aspirant: you can feel mind-control too – if you feel nothing for the holocaust while 
others weep and protest but feel compelled to remain quiet or join in – that 
compulsion to act in accordance with others, is the result of mind-control, which is 
effectively, body-control.)

The Fundamentals of Mind/Body Control

Now we will look at the underlying mode that is inherent in this style of Magian 
magic, which is to say, extract the Ethos from it and take a look at some of the 
methods of subliminal mind control exercised within it. If reeling in horror and 
disbelief at the atrocities perpetrated by the Nazis, we are vulnerable to mind control 
because of the anxiety it creates. Just as a child seeks the answer to 1 + ? = 2: We 
instinctively seek to restore the imbalance created by counteracting that anxiety. But 
our natural counteraction response can be hijacked by an artificial one: forced to 
occur only when a specific symbol is presented. And those supplying the enemy 
symbol also supply the hero symbol. The hero symbol is the secondary association, 
the yin to the yang so typical of Magian magic. It is the rainbow from God, the 
promise that the Holocaust will never happen again so long as you support x. x 
triggers relief, comfort, it is the curative symbol to the anxiety incited by the 
Swastika, a programming narrative that there is something out there that will protect
us from ever experiencing such horrors ourselves, some crusader that aims to put a 
stop to such atrocity ever happening again. 

The most oft-used curative symbol is the American Flag. Whenever we see the 
nastiness of the Germans you can be sure footage of the Americans fighting their way
through to save our souls will not be far away. Whatever symbol or regime is 
portrayed as the enemy, will create by its division a symbol or regime that is good. 
Institutions such as the Media are crucial to continuing this programming.
It’s been said before, but evil is banal: people will keep doing what they’re doing, 
unaware or uncaring of the consequences just to keep their job, their ambitions, their 
sense of progression in life, of the matrix, intact. 
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Unfortunately, the media are expected to separate news into two distinct categories: 
which is why the Media promulgates a society paralysed with fear and saturate the 
world with coverage of violence, instability and supposed chaos: a society on the 
brink of collapse it seems, every night at seven. That is to say they depress us with 
fear and anxiety, consolidate us with trivium, unite us with sport [particularly in 
Australia] and then show us a fluffy kitten to give us a quick hit of serotonin. This 
formula, subliminal, and repeated several times a day, conditions the brain to develop
addiction. So, what we are dealing with is not merely indoctrination on a verbal level,
it is an actual current or mode of hypnosis that works by dual association and is a 
continuous vibration in all Magian transmissions. Tele-vision begs the question: 
whose/what vision? And how can we be conditioned so symmetrically when we seem
divergent as a species? Are we really divergent? I look around me and I see 
mediocrity: the same tired re-hashing of someone else original creation: presumably 
it is different: but it is not: it’s not even a permutation: it takes the song, art, media 
nowhere new. Media operates on the lowest Frequency too: OF. It’s hardly rocket 
science to make the observation that the Magian messages are effective because of 
their similarity, frequency of appearance, proximity and the associations that are 
grouped together repetitively to make the same appeals of Peace, Freedom and God 
while ensuring, Control, Control, Control – on an almost deafening basis.

Are there ways to reveal this current for the lay man? Maybe the curious could try 
taping the news with the sound off and write down what they think the stories are 
about. Then re-watch the news with the sound on and see how closely they matched 
up. Or turn all the colour and contrast down so that they can only hear the news and 
write down what they think the story would be showing them visually. Restore the 
settings and watch the bulletin. They may notice that without the verbal or audio 
context to “inform” them of what is happening that their ability to discern Media is 
greatly diminished. The large discrepancy between what the brain expects to see and 
hear and the context that the media puts the stories into that could help
distinguish the distortion created by framing images within context/narrative.

The “magic” of television has slowly been forgotten. For instance: there is a special 
make-up profession that deals with corporate food promotion. For those unfamiliar 
with the length of time and effort required to make an advertisement let me assure 
you it can be considerable. If McDonald’s used actual ice-cream in their ads, by the 
time lighting, boom, camera, and assorted other henchmen were ready to shoot the
scene: the ice-cream would have melted. The schemata that have been programmed 
in your head by McDonald’s, of a McDonald’s ice-cream is not the image of a real 
ice-cream dripping down the sides of the cone but a perfectly still, proud and firm 
frosty scoop of whipped white vanilla. In actual fact, the ad could not use a real ice-
cream because it would not stay perfect, or proud, or frosty. A special food 
preparation artist creates the semblance of the ice-cream using glazed and painted 
mashed potato. Potato at room temperature sets firm, can be moulded into any shape, 
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and does not melt. But, when the McDonald’s ad comes racing across the screen, 
telling you about the delicious frosty vanilla ice-creams available, it places
the potato in a context that tricks the mind: and the mind makes the transference 
between the image of an ice-cream with the schemata in the brain that describes an 
ice-cream. Yep, looks like an ice-cream, must be ice-cream. It is not. This “magic” is 
not confined to food: make-up and cosmetics for instance requires obscene amounts 
of advertising [context] to make it seem less like animal fat or cheap synthetic acids. 
But it’s not tested on animals you say? Nice one. Where’s your proof: that this multi-
national conglomerate that makes billions out of making women feel ugly [anxiety 
trigger] writes it proudly on their carcinogenic bottle?
Wait.

Here I have presented my own Magian construct: I inform you of the enemy by 
appealing to your guilt: the enemy is the cosmetic company that has been accused of 
animal cruelty and atrocities to create products that paint your face. Note however, 
most will be happy enough to help me blame the cosmetic company as an enemy 
rather than acknowledge their own vanity: it’s a projection and protection safety net 
utilised by the ego. Continuing: if you are caused sufficient anxiety by the thought 
that you are somehow unwittingly responsible for assisting them do unspeakable 
things to animals by taking part in supporting them because of your vanity, then you 
have made a transference from the abstract suppositions I have made, onto yourself: 
that is to say you are now associating/identifying yourself as involved: thus causing 
you to feel guilt. I then give you my programmed curative to your anxiety: the 
possibility of being in possession of the awful truth by acknowledging that you might
have been tricked by the cosmetic companies, but if you admit it and get educated on 
the shadiness of the cosmetic industry you will be a “good” person again. And I 
should add this is a special trigger, because your anxiety is being relieved in a manner
that allows you to think that you were not to blame, just an unwitting pawn. A lot of 
Magian vibrations aren’t that kind.

For those unaware: that last paragraph: was another one.
It’s all very clever. It’s the simple Magian energy that mobilises the entire Matrix. It 
is present in the identical ploy of the Church that created a division between God and 
the Rest, demonising an ‘enemies’ tactics and will to power while simultaneously 
deploying similar tactics in their own means of warfare. The same young Church that 
rose to power using the God/Devil context to feed off the power of anxiety: The
Devil is evil look what the Devil does: now be afraid, controlled and God-Fearing: is 
the same method used by All institutions. I remind aspirants, that all conscious human
beings are scorpions. Demonising one ideal allows another to take its place. A 
genuinely fair and diplomatic ideal would not demonise so vehemently against its 
previous peer – it would have no desire to put something down in order to raise itself 
up. You would think that people would eventually get wise to this game, but no. 
Apparently not.
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This major Ethos is a current that runs through all in Time. The OF and OF Concept 
level present in many writer’s texts takes the form of an element of hero [or 
something championed] and a zero [or something negated] usually closely spaced or 
next to each other. It is hoped that by virtue of such a division the ego can elevate 
itself by de-elevating something else and subtract by proxy the status in the matrix 
that comes from feeding off the illusion of the hero. Keeping this in mind: Is the 
writer associated with the hero, is the writer’s philosophy the hero, or is there a 
subliminal intent to connect power to the writer using this mode of duality? Such a 
current is most vulgarly apparent in the God/Satan Good/Evil schemata. Recalling 
that there are weaknesses in a nexion that is in Time: note that the magical current 
that has affected America and caused it to use this method: does so because it is In 
Time: does the writer embody this energy, or are they separated from that Ethos, and 
thus Sinister?

AN ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY: PART II
PSYCHOLOGICA IN MUSICA

A rich tapestry of psychology, linguistics, and biology are present in all writings. Yet 
it also lends itself to the phenomenon of music. Writing is an expression/expulsion 
that like music, contains structure, and is bounded by that structure to conform to 
certain laws of reciprocity. This manuscript will deal with the geometry or vibration 
of writing as the expulsion of the acausal as a crude form of music. That is to say, 
viewing what is underneath writing when appreciated as an unconsciously driven 
piece of music.

Literally: behind all text there is a motivation: a subliminal trail of intent. That intent 
is often driven by ego resulting in the churning out of a great deal of rubbish or 
“noise” that occurs in communication prior to the Abyss. However, such noise 
contains among it key notions: each snugly nestled into a centre-point in the text that 
is couched and surrounded by supporting arguments and diatribe intended to give 
weight to the key point directly or indirectly. A spell if you like, that requires rhythm, 
pace, and to borrow from the musical world: hitting the right key during a 
composition.

Music is probably one of the only genuine abstractions in the world the other being 
geometry. Music in its raw form as sound does not depend on humanity for its 
existence, whereas an abstraction like mathematics does. Music existed before 
humanity, but mathematics was only a potential inherent in geometry. The only 
reason I refer to music as abstract is because it is comprehended and bounded 
humanly, as “music”. When we read a good piece of writing we could say that is 
possesses us, causes us to go places the writer has determined for us to go, and some 
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places the writer hasn’t or couldn’t. It might depress or enliven us, sadden us or fill us
with joy or intrigue or wonder. We know instinctively when we write, when a word 
doesn’t fit. Despite the millions of words we combine, it takes only the careless use 
of one to bring an otherwise masterpiece of literary finesse crashing down from the 
status of perfect. It is much the same with music: were a musical piece to jar suddenly
after maintaining tempo and melody throughout: we should notice it for its coarse 
difference and be drawn to remember that jarring note as ruining the composition. In 
fact we might even be unable to enjoy the piece, because of that jarring note. Writing 
is the same.

Musical appreciation and the analysis of textual frequency will differ from member to
member, but the love and recognition of sinister elements will always be a solid 
constant that unifies that listening. Analysis of geometry is not the hearing of a literal 
orchestra: it is intuitively based perception of the writer’s motives and the awareness 
of being hypnotised by beautiful music. This beautiful music might be described as 
having a shape, a vibration, a frequency or a colour. Regarding colour it is the 
Psychic sensation of being able to imagine what colour the text would be if it were a 
colour, or with Shapes, the shape such text might make were it associated as being 
structured as square, circular, triangular etc. If in imagining that a text is green: to 
determine its ‘essences’ based on a perception of colour one might draw on personal 
associations of the colour of green to describe it: fresh, lush, natural, etc.

But to equate writing to music is not the same arbitrary association as colour and 
shape. Rather it is a true superimposition of the qualities of sound over the text to turn
its logical arrangement into pitch, treble, bass, timbre and melody, tempo, and 
rhythm. It is a mode structured in the real that could lend hue, tint and the vibrancy of
colour by means of imagination to the literature, by virtue of being a mode of 
perception that mirrors the skill and mastery of the musical composer. Classical 
music does not communicate by word, but by its intent.

Taking three examples: I.e. besides the surface platform of arguing rhetorically in 
politics, religion, or occultism: a writer has written a plain message (a single note) 
that states he does not need the Temple’s help [Residual]. Another  writer has gone to 
great lengths to be elaborate (a symphony) and wants me to see that she is smart 
[Active]. The last writer wants to challenge my own ideas in order to regain control 
of their own (a prelude) [Egoic].

~Residual: the writing presents key notions in a quiet rhythmic tempo: couched only 
by the bare essentials to give the prose form. It is simplistic, straight to the point, and 
because it requires very little mental processing and does not step out of the OF, it is 
soft. Because it is soft, it causes the mind to inject more contrast upon it to bring it 
forth: it is thus more likely to be received well, played over and over as a single note, 
and thought about more often after reading it than an Active writing is.
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~Active: A loud, noisy couching of many key notions that seldom operates on the OF.
It requires a lot of information to be processed: and pending the poetic talent in which
this information is presented: can either end on a low note or a high note. With active 
writing it is necessary to use words that are out of the OF and this can be done 
tastefully if the rhythm of non-OF words is melodic and gradual. Or if persons are 
familiar and used to using a different OF such as the vernacular of the ONA; acausal, 
Aeonics, dark gods etc… the geometry of an Active letter is not affected by the 
departure. But if the letter is forceful and shows little grace in presenting its keys: it is
as though a drum-kit has fallen down stairs. Elasticity in writing, an ability to 
compose lyrical music that is flexible, flowing, and able to rise and fall: to concede 
the merit of others music accordingly: shows a maturity of composition. “Textual 
Melody” is one of the essential factors to use in determining the psyche of a writer. If 
the writing was well put together, but lacked a convincing argument it translates 
musically as a low but inauthentic bass boom. If the writing had little substance but 
served only as a raft for the ego of the writer: it might translate musically as a high-
pitched whine, scream or some irritating instrument. Most writing is active: that is, 
fed by a complex intent. Although that intent cannot be erased: [it is the paper on 
which the score is written] the writer can acknowledge its presence in a composition: 
and either apologise for it or justify it with an honest announcement pending poetic 
talent. Hence, I’m sorry, and well aware of the irony of writing about the ego.

~Egoic: Egoic writing is best equated to archetypal resonance: an Egoic writing 
smacks of a vulgar permutation of rehearsed classics. For that is what it is. It is more 
often than not a flighty composition that has a quiet opening and a loud but 
[sometimes understated] crescendo at the end. It can be coloured into two distinct 
tones of which there are various degrees. There is the persuasive ego that attempts to 
win the readers will under power: by appealing to emotive instruments such as the 
violin, cello or bass: using a similar mode of association that America employs to 
create anxiety and then remove that anxiety by posing as the readers saviour/crusader.
And there is the aloof ego that plays beautiful music using flutes, panpipes, and other 
stringed instruments but like the song of the siren, requires that the listener enquire of
the composing ego – for the composer deliberately separates itself from the musical 
score. This is so that compliments, congratulations on writing a beautiful piece are 
met with gruff reproach and any energy of appreciation toward the composer is 
turned into an ugly tentacle where the musical score is understated as rubbish and 
beneath the composers better attempts: this requires more interaction with the ego to 
soothe it, cradle it, encourage it to see its beauty and power: which it already does, 
but uses it to lure the unwary: a true psychic vampire.

I should add that such compositions that include a violin, are those containing 
emotionally charged archetypes such as overcoming an obstacle to get to the reader, 
the writer being prepared to sacrifice themselves on the readers behalf etc. and so the 
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tune is often interlaced with sneaky flutes and panpipes to give a lift to the otherwise 
drudgery of being forced to empathise with these vampire types. Also, those of the 
aloof type write ideas that are never fully formed, or they may master one or two 
concepts beautifully.

But diversity is lacking in these types: mainly because the piece is intended as a 
cleverly crafted web: it is not the intention of the writer to go on and further 
themselves, but to receive praise endlessly on the mastery of one or two works. If 
praise is withheld, the writer usually does not return: there is after-all no substance to 
the writer and except for being fed voracious amounts of energy it has no interest in 
anyone else. It is for this reason that I refer to the aloof compositions as being 
composed of ‘lilting’ instruments: high notes with no bass.

Although there are several frequencies covered in this MS, some to do with time, 
some to do with magical alignment, others with commonplace repetition – it is this 
last one that is probably the most intuitive and useful.
In Summary:
Because there is a lack of originality in this mediocre human-centred phase of time, 
because writing must conform to various rules to appropriately conceal or reveal the 
writers intention if it be other than what they would indicate, and because music has 
gone into hibernation: and I mean the rise in stream-lined electronic factory produced
banality that passes for composition these days: archetypically: most people I have 
encountered fall into one of these three categories. Why? Because they lack the 
power of personality: to be different: or to maintain or revive a link to the past and 
tap into genuine musical experience. The esoteric secrets of music are not lost 
however: they have been kept intact by the permeation of the acausal phenomenon of 
Music, with its noisy counterpart Language. Although I would not lean heavily on the
categories given above, indeed they are just rough guides to give some semblance to 
the esoteric method that can be used, in tandem with other means, to determine a 
writers authenticity: I believe that there is beyond words and their static level of use 
in the matrix on a linear level: a secret esoteric harmony and frequency that remains 
unconscious in most: that delivers to the avid music appreciator; the Soul on a plate.

IN SHADE

There is an exercise that can quickly illustrate the region available for depth of 
human knowledge and understanding in mathematics. And I have already used it 
twice writing this. It reveals the symbolic blunt trauma that is the human instrument 
for capacity of knowledge and highlights both the dominance and the fragility of 
thought. Everything on the left side of a decimal point represents the limits of human 
understanding and by these numbers alone our systems run virtually everything and 
everything virtual, runs us. The three numbers to the right of a decimal point 
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represent the maximum depth into dark waters we are willing to dip our toe. The 
numbers beyond which appear in nearly every equation – are simply ignored. What 
they mean – what they are telling us about the world – has never been determined 
with any sagacity.

In a hypothetical situation: We are on mars (representing a closed system). I have 
$961 dollars in credits (representing a finite resource). The smallest denomination I 
can break it down into physically is 5c credits. Here is my job: I am supposed to give 
every person that volunteered to assist with a setting up a satellite, $1 (constant A). 
That is part of my job. Here on mars $1 is much more valuable than on earth – it can 
purchase many goods and services. But there’s a complication: Joe, told Sam – who 
also shares his pod – that he was setting up a satellite and Sam also got involved and 
helped with the task. The other part of my job is that I must use all of he funds given 
to me or I may be accused of short-changing the people of Mars. Because of Sam, I 
now have 962 people in the room, $961 in credits and must abide by the two 
constants: that is my job. Instantly (logic) I know that no-one in the room can get $1,

so I holograph my boss. My boss tells me that even if I cannot pay $1 to each person 
I still have to pay each person involved an equal share. That is not negotiable. On 
Mars everybody gets an identical wage which helps prevent financial division – and 
all funds must be distributed equally, that is the law of our Martian society.

So, for whatever reasons (representing programmed conditions) – I must now pay 
962 people out of 961 credits. I already know I cannot give each person a $1, so I 
turn to my calculator. According to which 961 divided by 962 is 0.998960498960. I 
understand this is less than a dollar and the next two digits. .99. confirm this. But the 
digits beyond begin to complicate matters. It looks like I can eventually give each 
person what is owed if I can make use of string of numbers – but I do not understand 
what they mean beyond breaking the $1 into smaller and smaller pieces. I try to 
divide the $961 by .99. $961 divided by .99 gives 970.7070707070. What is 970.70? 
97.7 cents? Let’s try dividing 961 by 970.70. This returns me to 0.990007211290. 

Less than a dollar but by how much is still not clear. Even though I have enough 
money to distribute to everyone in the room – I cannot determine if I have enough 
money to pay everyone equally and the remainder of whatever I don’t pay them must 
also be distributed equally. I try another route. I work out how many 5c coins are in 
$961. There are 20x5c for every dollar. 961X20 = 19,220. So, I try to divide 19,220 
5c coins among 962. The answer is 19.97920997920. My calculator is suggesting 
everyone gets nineteen 5c coins and .97 of one more. At this point someone in the 
room gets tired of me taking my time to work this out and yells just give us 95 cents 
each and keep the change. I type in 961 divided by 0.95 and get the answer 
1,011.578947368. This number is of no practical logical use – what is it trying to tell 
me? How does it help me? How does it address my problem – what, can I type in to 
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correctly distribute $961 among 962 volunteers each of which must get the same 
amount and all of which $961 must be spent. I am hitting a wall. Because even 
though I have enough money to pay everyone equally even if it means they will not 
get $1 each – I have to distribute it all, equally, and use all available funds to me. 

In a practical real world sense, the smallest coin by which I can break my money 
down into is a 5c coin. And while the answer lets me know it’s less than a dollar – as 
soon as I take three steps to the right of that decimal I am in no man’s land, a string of
numbers that have been labelled “irrational” stretches out before me, trying to tell me 
something but which my clumsy money system cannot handle or compute. But why 
not? Often this crucial part of mathematics is ignored precisely because it cannot be 
understood and will not let itself be applied to our very rudimentary sketch in the 
sand representing the limits of understanding and calculation that becomes a fog three
digits past the right of a decimal point. Let’s look again at that first number: 
0.998960498960 I can recognise that the reply wants me to give less than a dollar but 
more than 99 cents. So maybe 99 c and .89 micro cents. But what about 604498960? 
Why does that simply get clipped or ignored? Our physical money system once had 
1’s and 2’s in cent coins but was clipped to 5c pieces as the lowest denomination. 

Since no one understands these strings of numbers nor recognises any repeatable, 
recognisable pattern in them there is no guide on how to use them or what they do, 
mean or say – my monetary system does not let me break my coins down lower and 
switching to electronics to try and solve the problem just made it even more 
confusing. This example replicates innumerable mathematical equations – in this 
example we must adhere to the constants and the program, we cannot change them. 
We theoretically and financially have enough money to pay everyone equally, to split 
the money into equal parts – but we don’t know how much exactly – after a point the 
answer eclipses our understanding and the size of our units. 

We humans recognise this difficulty exists and have developed a habit of rounding up
or down to a more comfortable number, a more rational number, especially when it 
comes to cash. But what do irrational numbers mean? We are stuck in the shallow end
of this enormous wealth of information that we cannot decipher with logic, but 
because their purpose or significance eludes us, label them Irrational. It is a common 
practice to do the same with humans and deem them mad. Pi has been calculated to 
over a quadrillion decimal places but it is claimed – there is no pattern. Euler’s 
number has also been calculated in a similar degree, but the string of numbers given 
is also said to have no pattern showing. All sources cite that no pattern has ever been 
found – and – this seems unusually dismissive for human intellect. Irrational numbers
are the shameful secret swept under the rug of mathematics – too powerful for us to 
fathom, so labelled and put neatly on a shelf in the back room where no one need 
examine them very closely because their existence highlights that mathematics is 
neither pure reason nor anywhere close to a reflection of God, the Universe or an 
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understanding of it. 

If we want to compare it to the Divine – it is the grubby equivalent of peeking up an 
angel’s skirt. Mathematics and the systems built with it – are evidently working with 
only a percentage of the total system – if – it is even working at all. The sum results 
of mathematics may be a reflection of our limited available access to the very system 
we suppose to have created and while seemingly impressive to us – we have no 
comparison of what impressive mathematics can be. Except we do – right around the 
world monuments impossible to recreate today laugh in the face of what is known 
now. In fact, the broken junked version of mathematics that does not use or 
understand “irrationals” must be limiting what is possible – why would we create a 
system we only use a small part of? Think about this. Mathematics does not fit the 
world, the world has been fit to mathematics. The systems we build use the veil left 
of the decimal point and a few numbers past it because they resemble the base 10 
codex – and all systems are built in such a way using this mathematics that 
deliberately ignores irrationals. If you only ever see the colour red you cannot 
imagine a rainbow. What can you understand of a recipe if you only have 2 of the 8 
ingredients? Irrationals represent a magnitude, an abyss too deep to swim in – and so 
it has scared all of the mathematicians out of the water. They use numbers in an 
incomplete way which is why we have failed to master time travel, FTL technology 
or perform any of the miracles of ancient builders because we have been unable to 
fathom the meaning of these very large strings of numbers which do not fit our 
simple systems. We arrogantly clip them short and cut them off – piling stumped 
numbers onto our edifices and grinning stupidly at our achievement as butchers of 
what is. 

The idea that the numbers go on forever – has been proven abstractly – but it has 
never, been proven outside of mathematics – it is an idea made possible by a 
foundation of other ideas. If you are to be scientific – if you are to adhere to the laws 
of observation and logic, common sense and self-honesty you cannot with a straight 
face or capable mind conclude what you cannot observe. You may theorise it – but 
should not then treat your theory as fact. Infinity does not have any proof – there is 
simply no arrival at an expected end. We created the idea of finite and counterpoint it 
– the concept of infinity has been proven mathematically – but has never been proven
outside of mathematics. 

Infinity is quite simply a statement that because I cannot reach it with my arms it has 
no end – that because I cannot measure it in terms of scope, it has no end. This is not 
proven, it cannot be proven – it simply means your ruler, your idea of measurement, 
your expectation of being able to measure – were inadequate devices to do the job. 
That is ALL it means. But with great frequency infinity is treated as an actuality. That
is not science – that is laziness for convenience. For many people, and this can be 
encountered heavily in almost any theoretical physicist, mathematician, philosophical
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paper on the size of the universe or when speaking about the scale of things – forever,
infinite and even eternal are even used interchangeably as if they mean the same 
thing. 

Partly – because English grammar leads us to believe using the same word over and 
over or more than once on a page is unprofessional, somehow clumsy or incorrect so 
these other words to replace used words creep into writing as a substitute; but this 
haphazard use of similes and synonyms also illustrates one of the deeper flaws of 
using language to assault any given problem. There is a tendency to compact 
ideology into existing words treated as wastebaskets (i.e. space is infinite) or eternal 
means the same as endless – where we will run right to the edge of the cliff of our 
idea but are incapable to jump off. We say it is infinite because it gives the 
appearance that we know – that we understand – that it is controllable: we say it to 
give confidence, to claim authority, to keep our degree or tenure, to agree with the 
lazy but numerous – but there is no such thing that we can prove. Just another thing 
TOO BIG for us that scares us, so we clip it smaller, make it into a stump and 
cannibalise it for our stretched frame of hanging skins we call Knowledge. 

Because of how long we live, that we can only use tools we make inside and from 
systems we in limit understand, We can only continue the journey, so far – and our 
inability to fathom the nature of mathematics past that decimal point is indicative of 
the Zipf principle* of 20/80 and applicable as symbolic of the limits of our 
understanding in all things and how far we are capable to explore, the necessity of 
keeping our world stable and sensible through half-truths, before stepping over the 
decimal and taking a few more steps where it quickly becomes ‘irrational’ or an 
abyss.

 *Zipf’s law was originally formulated in terms of quantitative linguistics, stating that
given some corpus of natural language utterances, the frequency of any word is 
inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency table. 

Look at this diagram. This is a section of Pi. We all know what the 3 means. We 
know what the .1, the .14 and the .141 mean. We might even be able to use them. But 
think about all of the vast knowledge you attribute to 3.141, what it required for you 
to understand these numbers, their meanings, their purposes and then look past them. 
The 4 digits you recognise are utterly dwarfed even by the early string of the 
irrationals. Shown here are 11 digits in the black with many more besides. But neither
you, nor humanity, knows how to use them – even though they form the vast majority
of this number and should by reason, being the more densely populated data set, 
contain the most information about this number as a logical result to tell us about the 
Universe. 

If we have a pamphlet that tells us What a Dictionary is – vs the entire volume of 
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books for Oxford’s English Dictionary: which one contains more information about 
the Universe as we know it? Which one should we read to better understand a 
dictionary or to learn more about the world? Why not then – the same with numbers? 
Why read and use a single number over 1000 numbers? Infinite is said to mean: 
limitless or endless in space, extent, or size; impossible to measure or calculate. It 
refers only to space. Forever is said to mean: for all future time; for always. It refers 
only to time. Eternal is said to mean: lasting or existing forever; without end. It refers
to time and space. Not only do these terms have agreed upon meanings – they also 
have disagreed meanings, alternate phrasing, alternative etymology – these words can
be reduced to shapes. What these shapes ‘mean’ is both static and liquid. From using 
one word – at least a thousand possible combinations of what to use next to it spring 
up, subject to what can be written and obey the rules of grammar, with just as many 
interpretations. But words evoke in a reader a quantum split with no predictable 
formulated response to those words, which words they will pick out and respond to, 
which order their reply will be given in. 

Mathematics does not struggle with this – it does not involve moral imperatives, or 
get lost in small talk or personal attacks, or attribute blame, or change the subject, it 
does not express emotion or outrage, hate or love – it is superior to language for its 
lack of morality, of the human need to correct a statement through branching quasi-
interpretable word, it does not suffer the weight and distortion in practice of proving 
what is right or wrong to say in any instance. It has far fewer handholds, is less 
accessible to interpretation: and only if you understand mathematics can you form a 
reply. It is a system of symbols that express relationships without the muddy wiping 
of one’s indignant point across it. It is superior to the spoken word – and while it can 
express the individuality of those who use it in how they use it – it effortlessly strips 
away all of the detritus that lumbers conversation. It may create such as a result – but 
in use, expressed as symbols it is a cleaner, elegant, non-judgemental script. 

Time is a construct (developed or given), but either way accepted as a ruling power 
that incrementally measures – but with no human living much beyond 100 years and 
many much less than this, the observer’s absence of observation of the experiment 
means there is no experiment for the observer. Let’s put this another way – it is the 
Human, out of all of the tools involved in an experiment requiring observation and 
measurement of these ‘dwarfing vantages’ (forces we cannot measure) that fails first. 
Perpetual motion cannot be achieved they say because the parts wearing out (entropy)
does not constitute free energy. While atoms, water, the space outlast even the Earth –
humans are around for a feeble smudge of time, during which they make claims like, 
‘oh, I can’t measure that’, and conclusions like ‘it must go on forever’. 

But there is no proof – either, human you Are doing science as you have bothered 
inventing to govern your experiments – or you are Not, and in pretending in infinity, 
you are not. You are simply preserving your embarrassment in the face of THEM and 
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protecting the world ego from ever seeing into the Abyss. There are so many ways to 
understand, interpret, define, use a single word, but there is only a pure channel to 
understand a 1. If you understand 1 you cannot confuse it with two at this level of 
dimension – deeper into quantum, you can – and beyond that we have not put our 
hand. Yet irrational numbers -a product of mathematics, and humanity widely 
believes it invented mathematics, stare at us daily, from every complex equation but 
are just as widely ignored. Like trying to ride a two-wheel bike that only has one 
wheel mathematics uses an undetermined fraction of its potential – what lies on the 
other side of that decimal has proved too daunting, exhausting, inexplicable for logic,
mathematics, philosophy to Know: and accordingly, it is a section of our reality taped
up and sealed off from our systems as irrational, infinite, or god’s fingerprint.

It is highly troubling that it should be agreed this is the right approach: these numbers
are staring at us and hold a deeper key to the universe, everything does and 
everything has that we have analysed: we have made a zeitgeist of it by exploring, 
being curious, inquisitive of all of things around us, and the things around, inside and 
as far inside as we can get into them. Why this irrational spectrum does not get 
attention is because it represents a limit of our understanding. It is another Threshold 
that marks a line in the meta-sand where humanity dares not tread. It could be the 
panacea that mathematics requires to solve its most taxing equations or let us 
compute quantum in rapid real time. 

But even though they manifest with alarming frequency – these shunned post-decimal
numbers made famous but no less obtuse by pi frame our world and our inadequacies.
Their only use seems to be to complete an equation in which their inclusion is 
ignored for its own information and considered representative of very small pieces of 
the integer simply tacked on as a byproduct of maths and treated as a meaningless 
extension – or as fractions of fractions of cents invisibly shaved off transactions to 
accumulate and line the pockets of very clever people. The Insynsian principle (the 
idea of raising singular items into an object of worship, to stand in place of god, or 
the quest for one grail, one ring to rule them all) understands why a theorem of pure 
mathematics is an attractive prospect – or a ‘theory of everything’ madly striven by in
physics – it is laziness, it is pure arrogance, it is the same dream of clipping natures 
wings into horrible stunted shapes and viewing it as heaven that humans do with 
everything. Because we like to order things into pyramids, with, an apex at the very 
top. In every field of study or interest there is a driving motivation to reach a state of 
that form’s perfection – or – there is an acknowledgement of perfection – or the 
acknowledgement that the field involves or can reach, a perfection. 

Artificial Intelligence, Mars Colonisation, the perfect NBA line-up, a hole on one 
from the tee, to surf a tsunami, to prove consciousness, to speak with god, the perfect 
kill, the perfect date: an expectation that there is a model or example, a breakthrough 
into a paragon of a thing superior in every way to all other models of what we are 
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learning, knowing or doing. It might be our ideology, political fanaticism, religious 
faith but in all instances, it is an unproven quest for unsurpassed elegance or 
inarguable dominance in nature’s design. 

Yet irrational numbers have been appended such a name and invite equally dismissive
treatment, even as, they form the much larger part of what mathematics actually is. 
Those numbers are not mistakes, they are not superfluous, they are not there for no 
reason but to treat them as such is to render mathematics impotent, it is to limp along 
with a broken leg and never enter the hospital next door: nature does not provide 
reason-less quanta so why has this phenomenon been allocated such derision? If we 
invented it, why don’t we understand it? Why do we only make use of some of it? 

You cannot share 961 into 962 equal portions and use all of the allotted funds because
the money system is too simple to make functional use of the tripost-decimal 
numbers. Yet the paradox is that you potentially do have enough money to pay 
everyone equally and use all of the money you just cannot prove it because you 
cannot interpret the numbers given by the calculator in relation to the overly-
simplistic system that dominates to the left of the decimal point. Let us think of what 
the numbers we know have done for us – what we have built with what we were able 
to comprehend. Let us also think of numbers as layers of liquid oil and understanding
as an oil drill. As we drill deeper into the core we tap more oil – as we move past 
integers and into the realm of decimals the drill starts to slow down and stops drilling.
Eventually the drill breaks. 

What if each decimal place is the equivalent of another dimension of the world? – 
what these numbers tell us is that there is extraordinary depth to what they represent, 
what if we could understand what the first 6 of them meant. What if the secret to time
travel lay inside understanding and using those numbers in our world as often as we 
use integers. What if what is being shown in these strings is a staggering layer of 
different dimensions, times and spaces that exist and that we have uncovered 
abstractly – maybe, even knew once and forgot – just as we can penetrate an atom 
and find all manner of deeper subatomic particles within and, have yet, to find a place
where our drill of inquiry comes to a stop on that quantum journey inward or outward
for that matter, with no edge of a universe yet found – what if so many secrets stare 
blankly at us but labelling them irrational has effectively sealed them into a 
perceptual tomb, where mathematicians simply stare down at the floor as they pass 
these numbers in chains, whose crime was nothing more than being unintelligible and
therefore an embarrassment to our collective intellect. 

Can this habit be found elsewhere? Yes it can – in virtually every field where 
language is used. For instance, in speaking of who built historical monuments, no 
credit is ever given to who must have actually built it – the hundreds or thousands of 
people responsible for making video games or movies are almost without fail credited
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individually for their role in the creation of that game or movie – but historians speak 
of the pyramids for instance being built by Tutankhamen or Cheops, or the prevailing,
reining ruler at the time is often credited as the architect – even though in every 
logical way this goes against the very foundations of logic: one man or woman 
cannot build such monuments: every task today shows how many people it takes to 
get rudimentary things built or done: but out of convenience, reduction or familiarity 
we constantly hear of one person building some impossibly complex structure. And 
for those new to the planet, it is a lazy lesson. 

It is just one more way in which whole swathes of complex information are cut out 
because they don’t fit a much simpler system. We make the systems, we also cut out 
the complex information. These are choices. In essence, for humanity in general, 
close enough is good enough, round up or round down, smooth it out or shave it 
flush: THIS attitude is the sum of achievement, it is the pinnacle and the limit we can 
reach because we choose to ignore complex systems. We either don’t or no longer 
have – the capacity to talk with God through forms because we don’t deserve it. We 
cannot see his Works because we cover them in shade.

THE 23 SYNDROME

Foreword: The author does not wish to assert that writing is useless for means of 
communication: it should be clear that writing can construct magical forms of an ex-
tremely powerful nature given that so many people are involved in the shared nexion 
called “understanding”. It should also be clear to aspirants that writing is in itself a 
‘corrupter of essence’ and should always be digested with a grain of salt. Rather, the 
author wishes to assert that looking for magical keys in the structure of letters is a 
fruitless task. One may spend a great deal of time wishing something to be there, that 
isn’t [The 23 Syndrome] and may consequently deceive oneself successfully by aim-
ing ones mental engine at the task of manifestation of something altogether pointless.

Writing is a bridge, an exoteric manifestation of esoteric currents. The planes, curves,
and angles of the letters used to scribe the esoteric have long been thought by many 
occultists [Crowley included] to be invested with some greater divine secret – a secret
believed to be operating behind the myriad of geometry that letters cause when they 
are written; an essence within each letter used in its various combinations with other 
letters that hides an esoteric kernel of base magical logic that pulls a superior mean-
ing of writing together. Interest in such a matter is usually peaked after a writer 
comes to finally exhaust for themselves the capacity of language to explain the cur-
rents of the esoteric and is forced to apprehend the role of writing as existing on a 
symbolic plane [Qv. Sruusis].
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During ‘Sruusis’ a writer becomes acutely aware of the fragility of communication by
letters or speech* to accurately convey anything esoteric. Writing can approach a 
semblance, indeed a great mirror to the arcane, but it can never replace occult/world 
experience. Whereby we are speaking of those writers that perform written records of
magical activities: Esotery a writer has experienced is a living thing for them: an ec-
static fire and knowing that burns brightly as if some sparkling neon flare in the mind
coupled with a corresponding physical alchemy; the body animated just so from re-
ceiving a full epiphany resulting in change. Such a living, organic feeling and appre-
hension of the currents involved is always private, unique: the result of experience 
with the true esoteric. But if one is attempting to describe these processes in writing: 
they must usually be described in the context of a change. To express this change, the 
writer must at least be able to describe a plane of being before the experience, and the
altered plane of being after the experience. [Qv. Chronobet].

Although the Esoteric Plane and the Exoteric Plane join respectively as Acausal and 
Causal dimensions, they are intersected by the Abyss. An element of the Abyss is as a
vortex that disintegrates causal information.

Language is affected by and even part of this vortex, whereby causal information is a 
corrupt translation of acausal essence and is energetically fragmented upon contact 
with the Abyss.

Acausal modes that filter through [and compose] into the Causal are dimensionally 
different and thus esoteric from a Causal point of view. Synchronicity, Dreaming, the 
genius of the Subconscious etc are forms of communication that are alien to the 
Causal: they are for instance of a different species of Time and cannot be understood 
as cause-and-effect phenomena. It is as though these experiences speak to us in an en-
tirely unique language: a language of Experience that cannot be translated into any-
thing but a crude approximation here in the Causal. Our language binds us to our di-
mension: we have no comparison and no room in our language for these types of ali-
en beings. And when we try to describe these ‘visitations’ – our words are as whispers
on the wind: ethereal and incomplete: made impotent and destroyed by the Abyss that
separates this world from theirs. But few consciously apprehend this: and many con-
tinue the struggle using Causal language, in vain, to cross the Gulf.

The problem most often encountered in such optimistic experiments of one’s 
verbal/literal skills – is that communication after the Abyss must meet certain criteria 
to be intelligible to those existing on the planes below Entry. Trying to record a static 
summary of “Being” by using some kind of alchemical formula to describe one’s 
state before a transformation is a task that has eluded even the greatest wordsmith, 
because words limit the magical and force esotery into infinitely complex geometries,
nonetheless bounded by dimensional restraints.
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More so, attempting such a thing is not a flow with the natural: it is an attempt at sol-
itary confinement of ALL by the limited apprehension of the few planes of which the 
human being is humbly aware – and doomed to failure because of:- Language. Re-
calling this authors own struggle: putting the body [of which we ‘Matrix-ally’ under-
stand less than 1%], the Mind [an abstract that has taken on credible tangibility, and 
again an itemisation of which we Matrix-ally understand less than 1%], and the infin-
ite angles of the existential into a concrete approximation or accurate model of Being 
using language proved impossible.

One: Language thwarted all attempts to convey what I felt: in most cases there was 
no precedent, no concept, and hence no word for it.

Two: all writing is corrupted by the alien presence of the bias of Ego.

Three: Encapsulating something as staggeringly simple as Life using Causal Lan-
guage is to be overwhelmed by the sheer number of divisions/planes that must be ac-
counted for [and are generally expected to be] if trying to measure ones “Alchemy” 
for others.

And Four: One cannot directly transfer one’s experience to another because transmis-
sion by Language is subject to chaos via the shifting miasma of meaning inherent in 
language by writing or speech that consequently smears and distorts the original eso-
teric.

Let us not ponder too deeply on the nuts and bolts of the limitations in the human be-
ing to account for its Self: it is a moot argument.

During the frustrating realisation of literary defeat: that one cannot truly convey the 
esoteric with the exoteric: the apprehension of language as a limitation for esotery 
may arise. An appreciation of Language as a tool belonging to the Matrix may surface
whereby it is understood the role of Language is limited to creating mere geometric 
bridges: Bridges restricted to the Matrix because the geometry created is rooted in the
illusory plane of the Symbolic. Such an apprehension is similar to that of actors who 
come to recognise the gulf between acting a role and the role itself that can never be 
bridged [Qv. The Sinister Grotesque].

And such a realisation offers powerful insight into the fabric of things: for a writer 
who has merged with an Acausal perspective of Language will become suspicious of 
the face value of words and see them for what they are: as a grotesque, a sinister 
writhing scrawl that is to the original esoteric as music is to noise.
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However: not all writers emerge from the realisation intact or appropriately em-
powered: while some are able to accept that language is ultimately broken shards the 
casual result of being forced from the realm of the dream: others without knowledge 
of the Acausal and the nature of the Abyss are led back to the smaller magical cone; 
the semantics of the Matrix, where they contemplate a secret essence believed inher-
ent in language and words and letters themselves. Such an obsession obscures the 
simple and represents the absorption by a destructive angle: Wisdom substituted by a 
treasury of thoughts that there lies within our Language some mysterious Occult 
secret. 

A distortion of the simple is bound to occur if the epiphany is encountered by a hu-
man-centred being. Writing/Speech is the tool of the Ego and is thus heavily invested 
with the energies of human self-importance – a narcissistic mentality that summar-
ises: because it “comes” from man it is “of man” and thus by proxy “is man” – which
is further broken down by the selfish nature of the will to power of all conscious be-
ings to, “is me”. There is an ever-present danger of misdirection because of this men-
tality for the ego to project divine worth onto its tools. That is to say, safety precau-
tions are taken by the ego to protect it when it suddenly experiences mystery at its in-
ability to communicate its will to its satisfaction and it charges the exoteric script/text
with power, remaining ignorant of the symbolic plane. And due to this ignorance, 
Gematria, Kamea and other exoteric arrangements of letters and numbers are pored 
over, arranged into squares and rhombuses and so forth in the hopes that such dili-
gence will reveal a perceived secret. There will always be casualties on the LHp 
[which can quickly become an RHp]: i.e. those that don’t make it intact from the 
‘Sruusis-type’ realisation and remain blind to the power of words and to the alien 
powers of their deceptive host the ego.

In Summary:

Writing is an abstract symbolic expression by the ego to express the incommunicable:
or in a magical sense, the esoteric. It is motive in the guise of shape, and if its exoter-
ic representation is mistaken as essence rather than appearance it has performed its 
tragically deceptive spell-craft. For the aspirant – writing should be seen as a mode of
human centred perspective that is obsessed over because of its connection with the 
Ego: it should not be expected that dissection of symbolic characters in light of this 
understanding will divulge anything less than this.

* [in which case we exchange the symbolic for the aural or sound plane]

[in which case we exchange the symbolic for the aural or sound plane]
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THE 23 SYNDROME: NOTES AND PRACTICE

Part of the extreme emphasis and cynicism of form by THEM, of dissolving faith and
reliance in the man-made architectural geometries of the physical world, is related to 
an attempt to try to silence the equivalent of the “inner chatter” of the mind – for the 
eyes.

To create uncertainty in perception offers the possibility of unhinging or relaxing the 
focal point of awareness of the being – with the possibility of exploring or experien-
cing altered states of perception that being anchored concretely to the world via the 
collectively shared matrix of ones thought with the general consensus does not usu-
ally allow.

Projection of concepts such as density, mass, value, name, or time onto objects via 
practice and habit is a powerful process that fixes many people in stasis and In Time 
via the sympathetic bond and repetitive cycle that is built by the assumptions made 
by the mind when processing the ‘E’ or Black Clay (the environment) and informing 
ones senses via predetermined methods of interpretation. These processes occur via 
many unconsciously unchecked postulates that determine a certain way of thinking, 
and as such then require validation. Validation comes either from others reaffirming 
the consensus or oneself. And in having validation, it adds gravity/solidity to one’s 
perception of the world through that particular mode at the expense of others.

The Society of the Dark Lily expressed a similar conception using three descriptions 
of a walk down the street using three completely different sets of focal awareness:

– – – Society of Dark Lily – – –

Three Alternate Views

One

Walking down the busy high street, I look at all the aliens. I seem to have landed 
from another planet, now I walk amidst these people who, it seems, take themselves 
without a thought of the possibility of a different view of one another. I pretend that I 
am a visitor from another planet walking amidst a world of humans and so I get a dif-
ferent view. Everything becomes new and unusual, especially the shape of the people.

Two
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Inside the shell that is called a body, I can feel the skeleton as it reacts to my uncon-
scious commands. I walk down the high street, my arms swinging, my feet taking 
steps, my legs working in unison with one another, propelling me forward. I feel the 
skull beneath the skin and muscle, the backbone that runs up the middle of my back, 
the bones that serve as the foundation for my fingers, my arms, my legs. I sense my 
body in a different manner and again, everything becomes new and unusual. Nothing 
is taken for granted.

Three

I listen to the noises: the thoughts and emotions as they pass through my mind. I am 
distant from them, but usually they command and I unconsciously obey. For this mo-
ment though, I observe: watch, look and listen. A thought that suggests one course of 
action, an emotion that threatens to sweep me away, but I remain aloof. Is this a first 
step to the state beyond time and space? The place where the Adept waits for millen-
nia? Where no-one and nothing can cause harm? Where he, or she, becomes immor-
tal?

Three different views on a world where it would seem everything is accepted at face 
value.

– – – Society of Dark Lily – – –

Carlos Castaneda, SATH, and many other sorcerers agree that the nature of ‘second 
awareness’ or dislodging consciousness results in an experience so far removed from 
fantasy, day dreaming, imagination or wishful manifestation, that it would very likely
send one who was unprepared for it mad or jolt them so severely they underwent 
drastic alchemical change.

I relate to this contrast personally via the experiences I have had with the intellectual 
and the supernatural world which were so distinct that they coloured my perception 
and beliefs permanently. Although admittedly a cynic of many things – I firmly be-
lieve there is much more to ghosts and demons than the idea of them being mere tools
useful for psychological analogy. I have witnessed things that I previously and strenu-
ously believed were not possible or were the sort of thing other people imagined – 
such as the corner of my bed being pushed down heavily as if something were sitting 
on it while I was the only one in the room in broad daylight. These sorts of things, 
even as mild as a ghost sitting on the bed, leave the rational mind with an eerie uneas-
iness that it would sooner prefer to forget. I was 19 at the time but dared not turn 
around to see what persistently placed so much pressure on the bed when no-one else 
was in the house for honest fear that what I saw would rival the nightmares I had seen
as a teen. The experience was so odd, so unnatural, that it sent a shiver up my spine 
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that chilled me to the bone as I lay there staring at the wall. I can’t forget – that – or a 
number of other supernatural events that have influenced my particular view of the 
occult and magic.

I remain a believer that while none of the currently available descriptions, explana-
tions or theories for ghosts, the soul, afterlife, spirit worlds, alternate dimensions sat-
isfy me or do justice to those unsettling and weird happenings – indeed seem weak 
and decidedly false in comparison to such supernatural events – that there is more to 
the world, more to ghosts and demons, more to life and to death, than our senses usu-
ally comprehend.

The realisation that there exists such distinct and unheard-of altered states that genu-
inely split perception into a before/after scenario is not unlike the dual perception that
drugs such as LSD can bring about – resulting in a love affair with a drug (or drugs) 
for the heights and new worlds they allow one to reach or access otherwise locked out
of perception. Such heights are as much the muse of the artist, the musician and the 
genius as they are the witch, witch-doctor, tribal chief, devil worshipper or shaman.

One of the naturally occurring heights analogous to an altered state that has inspired 
so many of the former – with countless leaps and bounds of human ingenuity just 
‘coming to people’ – is dreaming. Yet the function and power of dreaming once his-
torically and culturally revered, esp. as a prophetic tool or gateway to other worlds is 
in modern times (c.2009) a sadly neglected science and an occult art relegated to the 
scrapheap as something to be forgotten or treated as the mind’s garbage. So much for 
occult faculties within easy grasp disguised in full view.

Although dreaming is not formally recognised or appreciated by my society – it may 
be owing to the fact that dreaming is an extremely private experience with the lan-
guage and use of symbols/metaphors deeply unique to each dreamer that causes so 
much frustration with any kind of interpretation that causes it to be shunned. How-
ever – Dreaming is as close as many people I’ve talked to seem to get to 
supernatural/altered state experiences – as many spurn the entheogenic properties 
possessed by certain drugs or wave away the risks associated with the drug culture. 
Wherein ritualised settings and implements for sorcery, meaningful incantations and 
strange or specific geometry, names of entities, demons, angels, gods and djinn, song,
dance, trance, chant, frenzy etc can help aid the magician in increasing or channelling
the effects of a drug – some drugs need no such help – indeed some drugs can take 
complete control of the magician – I refer to large doses of strong street LSD, an ex-
tra-strength dose of the psilocybin found in mushrooms, but more specifically mes-
caline/peyote. These types or doses are often to the “societal detriment” of the user – 
since these substances are so strong they can permanently affect one’s perception, and
permanently shift ones focal point of awareness so far out from its accustomed posi-
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tion that state sanctioned madness (at least as it appears to others from the outside) 
results from the deeming of an inability of the user to function ‘normally’ within soci-
ety.

Still continuing to expose/involve myself to a vast number of thought systems, al-
chemical paths, magical methodologies, occasional drugs, short insight roles, face or 
integrate stimuli that conflicts with my ego, and so on – what has impressed me most 
as a continuous factor throughout my experiences with thought is my belief that 
whatever I point my mind at, I breathe life into.

That is to say – that I have sufficiently proven to myself that altered states and in 
some cases, supernatural experiences, are possible through the agency of the mind 
alone and a fanatic self-immersement or accepted want of delusion of a form or set of
forms – being the equivalent of descending into a personally chosen madness – does 
not substantiate what I then experience, but it does substantiate that I ‘experience’ be-
cause I have immersed myself. Qv. the 23 Syndrome: Liber 13/13.

I believe that others, pre-loaded with specific concepts and explanations of things 
such as Time and Space also project these concepts simply because it’s part of their 
programming – or what they have learned and/or chosen to accept to work with and 
work within. Shared convictions of the world in such a similar way – give rise to spe-
cific architecture and interpretations, defining permanence, solidity, validity and real-
ity. If this permanence is deliberately broken somehow – things that were not previ-
ously visible, ‘believed in’ or locked out of perception are more perceivable. I have 
encountered over the years startling (startling because I have formulated many of my 
ideas thinking them original only to discover they are not) similarities in the works of
others that verge on such a system though it is difficult to determine exactly what is 
meant and if the context exists for them as it does for THEM in what have often been 
occult-style garbled references to such a view.

Austin Spare, to cite just one example, appears to have struggled to express some-
thing of this line of reasoning in his ‘Logomachy of Zos’ and to seek to break down 
the processes of logic and assumption. In one set of insights, he tried to show the oth-
er side made pure/raw interactions, language and words instant miscommunications 
via their own clumsy handling of such purity of expression because of their habit of 
attaching and reading into what was presented. In realising this – he thus bordering 
closely on the means to break free of form. But his narrator either did not quite man-
age to achieve workable practical formula for doing so, or, in expressing perennial 
emanations of wisdom at a different time – did so in a different way, rhythm, vocabu-
lary and tempo.

I quote here two interesting passages:
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“Is the Truth necessary? The need is for our own Truth: lack of integrity makes for 
sterility and is meaningless. Things more necessary than Truth are expressed through 
our efforts to render such.”

&

“There are no conclusive conclusions, yet nothing germinates unless we have, or 
make, the necessity of arbitrary ‘will-desire-belief’ for a possible image of our ambi-
tion.”

Austin neatly expresses two of the many alchemical keys utilised by THEM; the first 
passage renders the intention by THEM to ‘return people to themselves’ wherein 
building their personal integrity and foundation requires that anytime someone grabs 
hold of our work as dogma or semantic authority we must dislodge that grip. This 
probably makes us appear dis-interested perhaps even stand-offish or arrogant – but it
must be. That is the formula that works.

The second passage presages the conviction by THEM that any singularity is a decep-
tion, any conclusion creates exclusion – and yet to teach esoteria there must be some-
thing visible to allow interaction with the world – in this case, a form, our ‘Temple’ is
itself that necessary evil.

I’ll add another one here which amazingly relates a similar set of insights as was dealt
with separately without any prior knowledge of Spares work in our essays on the “23 
Syndrome” and “An Analysis of Frequency”.

“Words, words, words, however used, whatever they symbolise, request or tell, say 
more Showing in between the antics of all motives. Yes, word-rendering deals the 
quickest of deaths to flabby ideas; and also words are the most poignant, suggestive, 
contagious, substitutive, and lasting means to convey anything. Most deadly virus, 
most potent abreaction of magic subtlety even your erasures reveal your believing by 
their persuasive influence and their magic.”

Reading these tracts and the many more startling epithets in Logomachy of Zos I am 
struck by the similarity of Austin’s insights with our own – as I am continually 
awakened by the over-arching power and undercurrent of Synchronicity that connects
us. Spare also had the same luxury we do of leaning on the terminology of Psycho-
logy and seems quite enamoured with the Ego as the place/point from which the 
world proceeds outward.
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It is almost as though THEM’s presence existed to re-translate these perennial truths, 
recorded so many times in so many other places, for a new time using a suitable con-
temporary reorientation of language those of our time would clearly understand – a 
message that quintessentially remains unchanged but whose stages of understanding 
provide a challenge for each generation as that understanding grows. Just as some 
may one day try to interpret us. Except – I have only just come across the work of 
Spare – so no deliberate intention for a translation was possible.

Moreover, Spare appears to have shared the view that all of the minutiae that filled 
the volumes of his books was strictly His – that for all its scope and mass – was yet 
only His, and just one compression of the unique private experience of being.

Chumbley and Crowley do too – using a quasi-language that sought neither to explain
or justify itself to others, calling on all manner of strange words formulas and terms 
to denote processes and/or things from their perception of the world that had no prior 
name – or that used such terms to give a common meaning another one.

While beautiful expressions one and all in their own right – my own impressions of 
such works were like that of modern art – wherein because people did not understand 
what was written, and it went over their heads, or because they could not understand 
it because it was so stylised and cryptic as to not to be decipherable but used all man-
ner of poetry, glyphs and quite frankly, nonsense to appear deeper than it actually was
– they read into it and made a pretentious song and dance about its awesome merit 
and genius.

Now, obviously, such cryptic ciphers certainly have their place on another level of the
occult in that being undecipherable or possessed of ambiguity they act like 
Rorschach, tarot or other meditative devices such as the mandala – inciting self-re-
flection. They also have the added advantage of not clearly saying anything about 
anyone – which means authorities can easily arise to interpret the content for others – 
and they also remain perennially interesting because each person can access such 
devices at any time in their own private way without feeling like a fool. Crowley was 
more amenable to this than Spare. In one way, this crypticism is the very essence of 
the occult, as it aptly captures the heart of the matter concerning the struggle between
objectivity and subjectivity.

I have continually encountered a desperation to quantify aspects of our Being step by 
step unto an extremely dissective degree of analysis – Chumbley did it, Dee did it, 
Aquino, LaVey, Long, IOT, WOT, ONA all passed through this intense stage of self-
enquiry and exasperation – wherein the magician second guesses every postulate, 
fears every assertion, and questions their own authority to assemble the answer with 
what are always considered to be flawed tools – this is a pattern in the work of many.
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It is especially prevalent in the hundreds of young magicians that I have encountered 
over the decade wherein the maddening frustration to work things out to the nth de-
gree results in volumes of privately deciphered text and correspondences, astonish-
ingly strange diagrams and illustrations of cloaked insights in the unique language 
and logomachy of the magician. I have boxes of these, myself.

Of course, Spare, like LaVey, Crowley Chumbley or Dee, etc are dead men. Gone 
from the world and with them any answers. There exists no chance to enquire further 
of them into what was meant by various phrases in various works or to seek 
depth/clarity in the expressions they left behind. Perhaps it is a true signification of 
the Work itself that it leaves such quandaries behind even for those who pursued it 
with their lives. Like so many before and after them we continue the Great Work with
Guess Work. A minute’s silence for all the poor mad bastards who laid the founda-
tions for the occult.

Synchronously – Spare appears to have also been concerned with the numinous and 
even refers directly to an intersection of time and space as a nexion – a terminology 
that has been behind some of the most influential work of the Order of Nine Angles. 
In this copy of Logomachy ‘numinous’ is spelled as ‘noumenal’ and a nexion is re-
ferred to as ‘nexity’. How long has the Cosmos been attempting to presence this 
change in consciousness that we are present vessels of?

Quote:

“time-space is an empirical relativism deriving from our manifold of complete and 
unsynthesized representations seeking nexity. The unrelated has neither time, space, 
nor ego.”

~

In order to return to my previous points regarding an altered state of perception I di-
gress to notes on the results of my encounter with the Angles:

I used to look at a tree for instance, and instantaneously project its life direction or 
life force as thrusting upward from the ground. Running through my mind what I had 
been taught about trees – running the program “TREE” at the speed of light – leaves, 
branches, wood, sap, etc. and with it, my knowledge of how trees grow, that they 
grow and the innumerable examples I had seen that ‘proved’ all of this. Thus, when I 
perceived trees I perceived them as growing objects and attached the concept of their 
life moving upward.
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After having my brain fried by the Septenary Way by encountering my personal hell 
of the meaning and presence of the ‘Angles’ – coupled with my acceptance of relativ-
ity; when I looked at a tree (or anything for that matter), I no longer processed it auto-
matically as something solid that was outside of me or separate from me.

It used to be just another stationary inert object that time flowed past/through just as 
Time and space intersected neatly so that one travelled with the other. But since the 
Angles – nothing is that nice and simple anymore. In fact, all objects took on a more 
complex axis like this > * and I could feel the trees energy as coming (and being part 
of) more than one source – and not just part of the scenery in my perception as an ex-
ternal item which once it and largely everything else was.

The tree was no longer connected to the world as strongly as once it had been – it did 
not seem to be any more a part of ‘nature’ and causality than I did – but emanated 
(life) from some secret place of its own.

The angles also broke the convenience of feeling myself to be moving while it was a 
stationary object – my awareness told me now that it was moving in concert with 
everything around it – just as I was, and everything else was – shifting all the time. 
And the tree which had previously informed my sense of one fixed shape and de-
scription – i.e. large, covered in bark, standing still – split off to generate a layer of 
perspectives. Not just on the level that my eyesight could pick up, but with insistence 
that beneath the bark there was a world seething with insect life, within the trunk and 
leaves it was groaning with invisible growth spurts and secret alchemies, on smaller 
diminished scales it was the universe of smaller creatures harbouring microscopic 
worlds of its own, and yet at the same time just one tree of thousands, a relative part 
of a much larger landscape and forest.

Moreover, my perception of Time was altered due to the acceptance of the acausal 
component so that the tree no longer grew nice and simply from one point in time and
would finish in another – but now all stages of growth were implicit while at the 
same time the tree lived its life before my eyes and the landscapes changed as if hun-
dreds of years were passing, or dropping away, throwing my perception back and 
forth like a rag-doll trying to rationally conclude where in time and space this tree 
was situated.

My concept of the world has never been simple since the day I found the Angles – all 
at once things zoom up so I can see them from a great height, zoom in so I can see 
them as layered in dimension and size pending my own consciousness as a human, 
smaller and larger than a human… zoom back forward, and even directions lose 
meaning. “up”, “down”, just weird sounds and syllables that seem rudely out of place
and desperately inadequate to explain this maddeningly slippery slideshow.
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Time though, time really ruined my mind esp. when the Linear perspective of it was 
dissolved. See the diagrams in UAE wherein I discovered that not only was the tree 
growing upward and outward in time simultaneously with me – that is to say, sharing 
the same time continuum so that we both travelled it at the same time, me getting 
older as it got older – but somehow space/matter which was on the y axis, while time 
was on the z axis, were both were travelling toward and away from each other at the 
same time – yet remained intersected. A conceptual nightmare for my linearly trained 
mind.

It’s nice and easy to go through life with neat convenient postulates that you don’t 
look at too clearly –and get wrapped up in the trials and tribulations of it to keep you 
busy enough not to ever have to seriously enquire into such foundations. But when 
these things which people take for granted are no longer accurate or possible – in fact
irreparably damaged so that one feels dirty trying to return to them, to deny the ex-
pansions and opening of the senses that the magician perhaps foolishly lusts after – it 
is as though I had become obsolete to the rest of the world and am struggling to cope 
with the simplistic perceptions other use to govern it. These widening circles of per-
spective also re-coloured my interactions with people – in some of cases for the 
worse, in some particular cases, such as understanding how my own mind works – 
for the better.

None of this altering, zooming, maddening perspective is voluntary – or a gift or skill
I can switch on and off – I need no meditation on objects to make them do this – the 
whole world and its contents have become extremely uncertain for me and all of its 
visible geometry null in value – and I doubt I can ever again trust or believe it. Now 
it’s as if I look at things beyond the physiological media of my eyes. If this is some 
side-effect or result of some degree of acausal perception, it is maddening, and I’ve 
stayed quite mad from its effect.

I find myself looking beyond things all the time – treating clocks watches etc as 
something that other people do, like I’m a visitor in the world and the “Time” is 
something others work to.

My enormous body of work with forms, illusions, dissolving the matrix and other 
such things is probably a direct result of my personal experience with suddenly 
breaking part of my mind so that I saw the world in terms of literal angles – very 
much like a wire-frame.

I tried to encapsulate this ‘essence’ in the Master card of Archetypia – but nothing 
static really does justice to the uneasy shifting-ness of the world I now find to be my 
lot in daily life. Things certainly don’t have the permanence they used to – I see 
whole lives of things sprout grow and rot as they sit in place, the house I live in swal-
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lowed by grass and claimed back by trees as some sort of future vision forces the 
house away and through its path of time more quickly than it ever really should for a 
normal person – who I’m fairly sure doesn’t feel the world is illusory or slipping to 
and from an unexplainable loop that spatial concepts like external/internal/outer/inner
are just hopeless to use to describe it.

If I wasn’t me and read some of the things written by the Temple of THEM – I’d cer-
tainly think the writers had lost a few marbles. Some of the concepts I believe in or 
try to explain really are completely mad insofar as they juxtapose what already exists 
as the status quo in regard to perception.

I don’t curse any madness I might have picked up. It’s not a happy madness – but 
neither is it really a sad madness – it is more than anything a deep sense of loneliness 
and isolation from others and just staring beyond everything that others find joy in. It 
seems that you have to lose a lot of marbles to go deep – and I’ve tried where skill 
had a hand and with a lot of luck to lose only the right ones.

I didn’t have inner silence when I found the angles – I hadn’t even tried at that stage 
to quiet the chatter within. In fact, I had a ‘religious’ experience that left great distaste
and embarrassment and anger with me.

But I believe the gradual erosion and eventual disintegration of the concepts that my 
mind held firm (such as the super-simplifications of linear time and space) was a fun-
damental step that helped greatly to experience the angles and to achieve unusual in-
sights and ideas. Also, that this process of breaking things down could greatly help as 
a process of alchemical putrefaction to enable someone to achieve similar or even 
greater perceptual changes without having to go through the personal anguish and 
hell that I did to get here. And yet the challenge remains to stay sane enough to con-
tinue to form and share coherent retrospective of my journey but still to travel further 
along it. Perhaps I am the only one to travel this path and come up with these ideas 
that characterise my work – perhaps I am not tapping into a collective current that 
others may follow and expand – but am self-deceived in my own delusions of magic-
al progress – but at the end of the rainbow, sanity is over-rated.

Fair enough that my experiences are possibly all in my head – or in no way fit to 
match the set of descriptions that I’ve heard a mescaline or peyote trip brings on 
physically. Using (infrequent) strong doses of mushrooms and LSD does not appear 
to have been the causal component that led to the vivid hallucinogenic perceptual 
change of the world that has taken place for me – but LSD was almost certainly the 
launching pad.
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I cite the complete difference that took place in my artwork after my first LSD intake 
as a drastic example of how deeply this drug may have affected me – but in all fair-
ness I have been involved with others heavily into the drug culture for many years 
and throughout they nurtured my understanding, respect and made my experiences 
with such substances more meaningful and spiritually rewarding, acting as guides, 
than such experiences would probably have been – and my influence from drugs is 
best disguised as a rich and lengthy tapestry. “Burning holes in my brain”, “opening 
up neural pathways” these are two of the concepts my entheogenic travellers used to 
describe to me what was possible with such substances. And no question that they did
– and were at least partly responsible for my cynicism of all that I constantly refer to 
as ‘forms’. A few near-death experiences have added to the spiritual grasp for more to
life and the urgency with which I’ve written about it.

All of these and no doubt many other factors have resulted not in a drug-addled delu-
sion but a psychic reintegration and interpretation of the world that is best described 
as a permanent sense of slight disorientation both spatially and chronologically.

I have the constant feeling I’m between worlds, somehow a ghost travelling through 
time and alive and vivid – but somehow that I’m also a projection back from a future 
point in time where I’m already dead.

And I’m only thirty years old – this is heavy baggage to go the rest of the way with.

Damn you ONA! None of this may be real to you, or others, or even for me – it may 
not even match what is experienced by others who believe they’ve tapped into such 
things as the acausal or at least are onto the right track – but may be a direct result of 
the ideas and concepts I have continually washed my brain with.

Uncharacteristically for me, I have not assumed a priori that the acausal or other 
worlds or states or that which lies in the glimpses of those strange places and happen-
ings of the supernatural – by whatever name – are found subjectively or objectively.

But – what is possibly my own self-delusion could also very well turn out to be the 
groundwork for a science of reorienting consciousness resulting in acausal percep-
tion, or at least a weirdly expanded perception bordering on opening the gateway to 
the former. Experimentation continues.

Saturday 11 July, 119 fyn. (2009)
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A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE AXIOMS OF
SCIENTOLOGY

I have decided to re-write the article for a good friend of Anon who recently posted 
my 2004 article on Scientology so as to make it clearer and stand alone as a separate 
study that re-introduces my way of thinking to readers interested in criticisms of 
Scientology rather than require them to have previous extensive familiarity with my 
current of work regarding deconstruction and forms. I will address each of the 
Axioms in turn.

~
Axiom #1. “Life is basically a static. DEFINITION: A life static has no mass, no 
motion, no wavelength, no location in space or in time. It has the ability to postulate 
and to perceive.”

 Inevitably – all human constructs upon which religion or schemata of life are built up
– require a pre-existing anchor point most likely to be grounded on faith in an 
unknown element of a spiritual or occult nature. The anchor used here is a ‘life static’
– which is essentially a word to denote the pre-conceptual supposition on which 
everything else is then built. If this element is not supposed – nothing else can be 
built – so it is first necessary for someone to introduce an abstract that can turn the 
whole summary of life achieved by someone else’s vision of what it is – into 
something that can be grasped intellectually and rationally as an idea, by giving it a 
name and a definition.

The axiom further defines a life static as ‘having no mass, no motion, no wavelength, 
no location in space or time. It has the ability to postulate and perceive.’ What is 
happening here? If you can be persuaded to accept the abstract of ‘life static’ you 
suppose the abstract for yourself as a starting point – and will then read on, adding or 
attaching further ideas and concepts onto this primary starting block. In order to 
understand any abstract – you must create something else against which to compare 
it. The most common example I can give – is space vs. matter. If you suppose space, 
then in order to define space, you must provide a ‘tension’ or opposite concept 
against which the first concept can be compared. To explain space, you must also 
explain the absence of space. This creates a tension of two abstracts that ‘lean’ on 
each other and validate each other. In this way, they become ‘concrete’ solidified and 
for all intents and purposes, relied on as real. Whilst abstracts are arguably the only 
method humans can utilise to understand things – the method is wide open to abuse 
of every sort owing to the nature of language, how it is used, why it is used, and who 
uses it for what.
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What is then happening here is that after persuading the reader to accept the first 
postulate of a ‘life static’ – further comparable definitions to define the abstract are 
loaded onto it. However, Mass, Motion, Wavelength, Space, Time and even ‘no and 
‘a’ are also abstracts and unfortunately for all would-be religions, cults, and brain-
washers abstracts are ingrained with a trail of hidden suppositions that can tell us 
exactly how the writer/author actually perceives such things as time and space – 
which can often be separate from the words written by authors to paint a deceptive 
picture. This trail can further illuminate the genuine intent of the author who often 
attempts to cloak that intention with flowery crap, romanticised cliches, ideology, or 
other types of form designed to persuade a reader to believe what is written is 
something other than what it really is.

My work involves the concept of forms which are created by the human habit of 
abstracting the world around them into objects, boundaries, divisions, planes, fields, 
spaces, and millions upon millions of names for everything and its combinations. I 
have written at length on several particular subjects in the rest of my work but the 
main themes that involve this Scientology examination are that the English 
Language, as the carrier of knowledge, derived from Latin, and Latin was an attempt 
by the Church to homogenise (make as one) all world languages into one dialect. As a
result of this hijacking of language, and because of the very grain of the mentality of 
the Church, language was distorted and injected with two major things representative 
of Church mentality: duality and morality.

Duality is basically the idea that things can be divided clearly into opposites. This is 
such a strong idea that only through comparing one abstract against another can we 
ever understand our abstractions. We can then treat both abstractions (both of which 
are illusory and usually just words for an object that summarise the object into very 
simple terms) as real and build upon them. But human beings require two 
abstractions in all cases to understand anything – called a ‘tension’ – and this leads to 
an ingrained oversimplification of perception becoming habitual that is close-minded 
and believes if something is not ‘a’ it is therefore ‘b’.

Duality is never happy to let ‘ab’ exist. Morality – is a judgemental inclusion in 
language that makes us habitually add a value to our abstracts, in most cases either a 
simple polarity of ‘positive’ or ‘negative’, couched within neutral joiners – or at least,
seemingly neutral joiners such as ‘the’, ‘a’ and so on. But these little joiners are 
anything but neutral. They, in tandem with other words, can actually tell us an 
enormous amount about how the writer perceives the world, the reader, himself, and 
various topics by unconsciously informing us how they perceive time and space, to 
what extent they place faith in various forms and concepts, and which concepts they 
have first supposed to build their case. Often – this information reveals many 
contradictory facts about the writer’s actual perception and the perception they write 
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about and demonstrates a clear attempt to deceive the reader. This is the case with 
almost all style of writing from all walks of life.

If I might try to demonstrate further the strength of abstracts, can you explain what a 
wavelength is without using any words? Can you communicate it to someone else 
without speaking or writing it down using language? Generally, not. Sign language is 
silent but still requires the use of language and thus its inbuilt duality and morality 
which control and manipulate certain suppositions into being. Drawing it requires 
that the person recognises the symbolic postulate for it, and even if they understand 
your squiggly line as a ‘wavelength’ when you show it to them – to understand it they
must accept the same notions language requires to be rationally understood. It is 
impossible to explain a wavelength without relying on others reliance on the solidity 
of abstraction. 

I would at this point urge people to check out my essay ‘The Chronobet’ which tries 
to explain how something as simple as the word ‘is’ informs us a great deal about 
how a person perceives space by; supposing a singularity exists and therefore 
supposing ‘is not’; (duality); supposing separate or discrete objects or concepts 
separate from their being exists and therefore that space is at least 3 dimensions and 
has clear divisions between each object, and supposing a concrete dimension vs. a 
theoretical dimension or abstract vs. reality, tells us here is a brain that is using words
cleverly but is still using exactly the same wire-frame we all use. Etc. This tends to 
trip up so-called enlightened beings and reveals the author’s ego at work, the status 
quo of perceptive faculties and beliefs being sustained, and nothing remotely 
transcendental.

One of the more noticeable powers (and dangers) of abstracts is in our automatic 
reaction when abstractions are presented to us to sift quickly through our mental 
catalogue (at the speed of light without all) and find an opposite to compare it with 
the abstract presented. We therefore automatically accept that ‘abstraction’ is a valid 
system and support it by not questioning it. This allows many clever tricks of the 
writer to get through without being challenged. Note also that the concepts used are 
usually those with great emotional attachment and meaning in them so that the reader
recognises a word or concept and automatically starts abstracting out of habit.

In effect we are conditioned, and largely cannot escape, making a dualized and 
moral-based judgement in every single word and sentence we write. This goes for the 
Axioms too; by persuading you to accept ‘life static’ as the grounding base – the 
writer can then attach further abstracts, explain it through the absence of it, add 
further definitions, meanings and so on – that appear to say just one thing but really 
say many things, some of which the writer cannot help but give away.
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If someone cleverly uses the right abstracts, they can take us on a very carefully 
crafted mental journey that creates a certain view or geometry of forms in our heads –
which we strengthen – because of the power of our catalogue of opposite abstractions
which are there to validate abstractions. Some people refer to this as brainwashing, 
manipulation, PR, or bullshit; but it is very clever, very powerful stuff that takes 
advantage of our gullibility, our trust, our senses, our method of perception, our habit 
of abstraction, and basically preys on many other things humans do all the time we 
are simply not aware of (for various reasons) that lead us to come to certain 
conclusions when presented with certain information.

It all begins, when you accept the first abstract ‘life static’ and then agree to attach the
subsequent abstractions of meaning and definition of life static and its associated 
attachments that the writer claims to be at the essence of things. Once you accept that 
is ‘true’ you accept a whole lot of stuff that goes with it whether you want it or not. 
To start with, you are not only accepting the abstract ‘life static’ but you are accepting
the meaning of ‘is’ which involves a specific orientation and understanding of linear 
chrono-spatial arrangement to take place for rational understanding, ‘basically’ which
supposes degrees of understanding are possible and relies on you accepting that 
knowledge comes in degrees, as well as suggests that the author is possessed of a 
more complex explanation, accepts that we can Know at all, that human beings can 
make accurate and authentic assessments of things. Because this is a postulate, it 
brings with it many other associations and abstracts we may not have wanted – it 
suggests a great host of other suppositions about life and how it operates – just on 
these two words alone.

Then of course you must also accept ‘a’ if you want the sentence to make sense – 
which is again a suggestion that something can be separate or singular; in effect you 
are agreeing with the author that time and space is composed in such a manner that 
time and space exist, exist as a 3d (or 4d) matrix, that it is linear, that objects exist, 
that our perception of the world as made up of objects is correct – and so on.

There is a lot of this that goes unnoticed, trained as we are to quickly assess things 
automatically and eventually unconsciously such as this in order to get on with day-
to-day life easily and conveniently – especially when reading. Scientology is 
certainly not alone in taking full advantage of the crippling secret powers of language
to control us – since we generally don’t take notice of words like ‘a’ and ‘is’ but tend 
to focus on unusual terms like ‘life static’ – not the familiar carriers and joiners like 
‘the’. But is in ‘the’ and ‘a’ and ‘of’ that the most information about spatial 
perception is obtained – not in the conscious stream of the ego that tries to convince 
us it is ‘beyond time’ or some other such thing. There is a lot to all words and a lot of 
processes to what we are actually doing when we read and accept them – and it is 
knowledge of this acceptance, which enables others to control and manipulate 
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through clever propaganda by keeping space and time orthodox through the 
continued esoteric use of these carriers and joiners.

Axiom #2 “ The static is capable of considerations, postulates and opinions.”

An interesting second step. ‘Considerations, Postulates and Opinions’ could quite 
easily be understood to be three ways of saying one identical thing; these groups of 
abstracts very often come in threes. There is potential reasoning behind this but 
perhaps it should be in another essay at another time. Writers often flesh out a weak 
point by stalling you from noticing that weakness usually because they are unsure 
(and cannot know) whether you have accepted the first postulate – life static’. The 
fact is, all the entire structure of subsequent abstracts, ideas, words, terms etc are 
necessary to give weight to the first abstract ‘life static’ – because when you really 
get down to it, without words, a writer has nothing and no objective proof of a ‘life 
static’ – so it is necessary to quickly provide struts or supports for the first flimsy idea
by making a geometric prism (prison) of lots of abstracts. Of course, only if you have
first accepted their abstract ‘static’ can you then load further abstracts onto it.

What happens when we posit anything is that we automatically have to posit their 
opposite, and without meaning to, our abstracts are suddenly heavily loaded with 
innumerable associations and attachments that come with that postulate. If we posit 
space, we have to have a whole host of other abstracts to explain it – to set off against
it. This is precisely what is happening here in these first two axioms. After accepting 
these two – everything else will follow on by building on this foundation of abstracts 
weighted with abstracts until you have so many different attachments, meanings and 
definitions, you essentially build yourself a geometric form, kind of like a 
metaphorical wire-frame dodecahedron, which because it has so many lines and 
vertexes, resembles and enclosed shape; if so, we treat it as “real”. Every abstract in 
that shape is then supported by an equal abstract, until they are all supported by a 
house of abstracts. But everything else added to the first postulate is also an abstract –
and we tend to forget that because of the way we naturally process information 
dualistically and morally, because that is the instituted way of doing things used by 
humans for thousands of years. 

While the way we talk about time and space may seem extremely varied, words tell a 
different story to what authors would have us believe, because words are imprisoned 
in a specific concept of time and space that cannot change unless their context is 
changed. What really only changes, is the outward form or papier mâché that authors 
use to cover the very same wire-frame and ingrained perception of time and space 
that is common to us all. In some cases, it may simply be that an author cannot 
express the esoteric or occult because words and language as the only carrier are 
hopelessly trapped in dualism and moralism and can only be interpreted through such
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windows. This is precisely the single-minded monotheistic mentality of the Church 
ingrained in our very perception, our very tools of perception, at work.

The human brain is a very powerful machine, it has the power to make anything real; 
and out of sheer habit and expectation (and even because our society rewards that 
habit) that is precisely what it does. Cults merely take advantage of this dependency 
and the power of our reliance on abstracts built into us.

Axiom #3 “Space, energy, objects, form and time are the result of considerations 
made and/or agreed upon by the static and are perceived solely because the static 
considers that it can perceive them.”

This is an interesting axiom too. Space, Energy, Form, Time etc are all abstracts. 
They are names we give to phenomena which we have enshrined as separate 
phenomena that we believe deserve separate names precisely because of how we 
view time and space. The strength of Scientology rests not on the particular words 
and ideas presented; but on the ancient invisible art of postulating a time-honoured 
perception of space and time that supports and couches all the other concepts 
suggested without us ever questioning the system they are being couched in.

This entire sentence makes absolutely no sense unless we accept the shared 
consensus of time, space, form etc that the writer relies on us to postulate with him in 
order to weight the abstracts for ourselves. The same goes for me writing to you 
about it – if you don’t process ‘it’ ‘for’ and ‘to’ the same way and make the same 
unconscious prejudices about space and different divisions of moving through it, 
separate objects, and so on – you can’t read the sentence, so you invest those words 
with meaning for me. But Axiom 3 actually contains no value, since it uses 
abstractions (which are empty postulates unless we fill them with meaning) and says 
they exist either by our agreement or without it (which is again an empty postulate 
unless WE fill it with meaning); what is the point of even saying it? This is a popular 
‘Zen’ type algorithm used in thousands of texts that attempts to create a mystical 
contradiction or sense of married harmony (a hierosgamos) by two opposites: but 
only in word. It is problematic of language that it leads unconsciously to dual type 
situations such as yes/no, in/out/ with/without to try and express the synergistic (one 
idea, compared with another, gives rise to a third). This contains no value except that 
which the reader decides to invest it with. 

Since, the author has however provided only a dual-derived solution, ‘it is with our 
agreement’ – or it is ‘without our agreement’ it is left to the reader to weight the 
abstract nonsense with their own decision and invest the sentence with meaning- but 
we will do it dualistically because that is the environment we are immersed in, 
either/or, yes/no. It is unfortunate, but only natural owing to our method of 
communication and perception, that very few people will think this hard about the 
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very beginning of their processing of such information and the part they play in 
allowing it to manipulate them and they play, in manipulating themselves.

We can in this example, see some of the underlying duality in the writer’s brain 
surface here – in the two separate sentences, the writer uses sets of twos, cause and 
effect. That because something is ‘a’ it therefore leads to ‘b’. Whilst this seems a 
fairly innocent way of thinking – it hints at a fundamental core belief in many things, 
and a limited viewpoint comprised of dual-think that is behind all extremely 
dangerous forms and styles of communication. Given the geometry of hidden 
concepts that makes up this first trinity of axioms and the ideas and weight and 
postulates you are being persuaded to accept – the stage is set for increasingly subtle 
and controlling manipulation… Whilst the concepts here are gentle, you can be sure 
that as the author gains control by building up his shape within us (creating a literal 
spell) this dualistic thinking will be used with full stubborn force against his enemies 
or those who refuse to accept later ideas stubbornly hedged in dual think. You would 
therefore not be ‘ab’ but require to be ‘a’ or ‘b’.

Therefore, you would be viewed either as an enemy or a friend of Scientology; and 
for many cults the ‘us and them’ distinction is a major element that leads to such 
furious argument when ‘ab’ cannot be accepted. Whilst many readers may reject the 
concept of an actual ‘third eye’ you will probably have experienced a pleasurable 
glow or feeling of empowerment when reading something that you believe is 
profoundly expressive of the truth of things. Potentially my writing has given you this
excitement that you are learning something new, some new way to look at things, 
some secret into the world behind forms – potentially not.

If it has, then this ‘glow’ is another aspect behind writing that is used to take 
advantage of you. Great wisdom is to be found in the world, by an aeon of great 
writers and thinkers that have characterised fundamental basics in the way we think, 
approach thinking, and gain knowledge, and distil wisdom. What many texts written 
to elicit a certain reaction do – is tap into these truths, present them on an esoteric 
(unconscious level) because they give that glow but package their own forms and 
messages into them. In this way, you are receiving the essential glow from wisdom 
that underlies the sublime height of understanding by various persons that surfaces 
again and again throughout time as a pattern or frequency – and thus you listen, it 
rings true and you take notice, open your eyes and ears and may even be persuaded to
believe what is being said because it is a truth. 

But it is very easy for someone to take those esoteric truths and introduce their own 
messages within them, to twist those truths or the carrier method of those truths into 
their own shapes for their own ends. For instance, having relied on the shared 
consensus in place regarding time and space (which is in no dimension, basic) that 
pre-exists in language and the fact that we work with and accept abstracts 
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automatically; it is easy to cite space, time and form for instance, and not have to 
‘explain’ them. Because anyone who tries to explain them – simply cannot do any 
phenomena justice, unless – you – accept and imbue their answer with meaning from 
your own supply.

And to explain it, they must use abstracts – and then you might ask them to explain 
those abstracts. Which they will require more abstracts to explain such as ‘which’, 
‘they’ ‘will’, ‘require’ and so on. At a certain point it is you who will decide you have
found the truth or essence of the thing, settle for a certain combination of words or 
geometric prism of concepts and that will be that. You will then base all your 
abstractions about what space is on the set of abstractions you liked most. But 
abstractions bring you no closer to understanding space, only allow you to distort it 
into simple manageable chunks in order to process it at your convenience. 
Scientology is here treating Space, Time and Form as objective, as already existing 
concepts with clear definitions and meanings; which they do have; but those 
definitions and meanings are also abstractions and built on a mesh of abstractions; 
they can be convenient, but they tell us nothing about the phenomena.

Axiom #4 “Space is a viewpoint of dimension.”

In light of what has already been said you can see that; confident they have built a 
strong foundation of abstractions that support each other to make a base-plate – the 
author can now proceed to pull abstractions out of anywhere to further provide 
supports to what has already been supposed. You can see, that ‘space’ and 
‘dimension’ are weighted against one another but both are merely abstracts, thus 
neither can be of the other except in further imaginary abstraction; – you can also see 
that suppositions have been made by referring to space IS; the concept of singularity 
is suggested by the author using ‘A’ and further prejudices regarding a belief in linear 
space and how objects are situated within it – by the authors use of the word ‘OF’. 

Again, I’d suggest checking out Chronobet for some more details on how these words
suggest a relationship to a perception of time and space and the ramifications or 
consequences these types of unconscious prejudice tell us about the authors real 
perceptions beneath his words. The use of these words in such a way is typical of a 
conformist view ruled by dualism and moralism. That tells us that he is therefore, as 
trapped as the rest of us in the dual/moral dilemma that imprisons all people because 
of the way language works and what it suggests. His methods are archaic, as are most
attempts to use perennial esoteric truths to couch one’s own egoistic bullshit of a 
lesser nature and purity; – and can be seen in almost every piece of writing you care 
to examine – including my own.

Axiom #5 “Energy consists of postulated particles in space.”
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Here is an interesting twist. The author began by using the word postulates as a 
methodology for understanding, as a way that we conceptualise and thus shows he is 
in agreement with the common understanding of this term. He understands in 
postulates. But energy is not postulated particles in space, because everything is 
always a postulate, everything is an abstract. Energy does not somehow exist separate
from us as discrete phenomena until we postulate it, it is already and eternally a 
postulate, as is space, the concept of particles and consisting. What is happening here,
is that the idea of postulates as something we do, is being used to claim that there is a 
constant phenomenon that exists when we use abstraction; or rather, that there is a 
process involved in creating energy that is somehow brought into being by 
postulating – but ‘postulating’ is itself an abstract. 

The idea that we can project something outward to give rise to something else says a 
lot about how the author believes time and space operate (which is sadly a mundane 
and typical understanding with nothing new or remotely interesting to say). The 
something else is though, still an abstract, the projection is also an abstract, and the 
author is at least unconsciously suggesting without trying to, how they think space is 
formed, and where and what its boundaries are. Once again – the author’s ‘energy’ 
does not consist any more than postulation, particles or space consists – our words 
create the illusion that there are more than one object in space to be talked about, but 
there are really none, it is all empty abstraction which we have the choice to validate 
as real. This is where you decide whether you will be persuaded to believe what the 
author has crafted, or not.

Axioms #6-10
Axiom 6 Objects consist of grouped particles.
Axiom7 Time is basically a postulate that space and particles will persist.
Axiom8 The apparency of time is the change of position of particles in space.
Axiom9 Change is the primary manifestation of time.
Axiom10 The highest purpose in the universe is the creation of an effect.

All these axioms rely on abstracts built upon abstracts and for the reader to invest 
them with meaning, attach them to previous abstracts, and help the author build a 
geometric prism within the reader by passive acceptance. If you invest any of these 
words with meaning, then pending the meaning you invest it with, the resulting 
sentence you ‘understand’ from it will set up a unique condition which bounces 
abstract against abstract. What is really being said here though – is nothing. It’s just 
shapes we interpret as letters, letters combined into words, and words we have 
invested with meaning or allow others to invest with meaning for us; and that can 
mean emotional investments too. [See, An Analysis of Frequency: Part 1].

At its most reductive level, this is the formation of all texts. Propaganda based texts 
tell a crafted story that relies on the power of our brains to engage in traditional 
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fantasies used by the human race and interact with its collective method of 
understanding text, processing it, and influencing how we treat it in such a way as to 
evoke a certain response from the reader by getting inside the readers head by using 
ideas familiar to the reader. These keys by which propaganda gain a foothold in the 
psyche (human mind) are often missed since few people stop to analyse the meaning 
of the carrier; language as a whole; and focus mainly on the concepts being presented
and their loaded reactions to certain words and concepts – not the system that delivers
concepts itself. Thus, a great deal is said in the first few sentences of any cult material
that says just about all you need to know about it; and luckily for esotericists and 
cynics like myself, language screams these secrets out in every word it uses and 
where it uses them. It can’t help it.

Knowing just these few methods the authors has employed in the axioms is enough to
tear the remaining axioms apart piece by piece and note how abstractions have been 
heavily relied upon for this essential nonsense to make sense; since looking at the rest
of the axioms, only by investing them with meaning (and they are all just empty 
abstracts using other abstracts to try and weight them down and give the impression 
of substance) do they mean anything. It is up to me to allow the author to persuade 
me these words have a meaning or that these concepts are not abstractions but 
somehow real and objective phenomena rather than merely subjective abstraction 
common to all propaganda. But since most people don’t go this far into what they are 
actually doing when they use language (for various reasons) it’s very easy to fall prey
to a timeless tradition of other’s spinning bullshit at our expense.

~

Finally – I believe the author has some connection to the concepts of the perennial 
philosophy – i.e. that they do have some profound connection to nature and her 
miracles; but the connection appears to be unconscious (the author uses dualism and 
moralism and shows all the signs of being as mundane as the rest of us by the way 
they have used concepts and language to build an abstract ball of illusions) and 
distorted. There is no new esoteric clarity in the concepts presented which appear 
clumsy in conception. At no point does the author point out their own geometry in 
creating or presenting the axioms such as I have attempted to do – and like so many 
others, therefore expresses intent to rule others with forms, not release them by 
smashing those forms. This is because at no point does the author appear to 
understand his own “is-ness” nor share it with any clarity but instead relies on the 
pre-existing notions that characterise our species way of perception. In esoteric terms 
or Geo-spatial relations – the author uses the same concepts of 1, 2 and three that 
typify all human workings and hint at the nature of our psyche. An examination of the
axioms will show the weighting of empty abstractions, the concepts of giving sets of 
three examples, dualism and moralism. This is not the province of Scientology but 
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the province of all human language –most of us do not appear to be aware of it, 
however, and deal only in the currency of forms.

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MAGIC, INTERNAL,
EXTERNAL, AEONIC, NARRATIVIC AND MYTHIC 

-ONA & THE TEMPLE OF THEM –

 Fundamental to magic is a belief that the phenomenal world of the five senses is 
incomplete. Magickians believe that we live in a world quite different from the one 
our five senses show to us – they believe that every living thing possesses, because it 
is living, certain energies which we as individuals can sense and ‘see’ if we become 
receptive to them; just as we can become receptive to the effects of symbols and 
language on ourselves and others to the extent that we can discern the methodology 
beneath such forms and sometimes, deduce the motivation. This receptiveness is one 
of the aims of magickal or Occult Initiation – and may be said to involve the 
individual in becoming aware of the essence of things that is hidden by their outward 
appearance and this applies to other individuals, as well as ‘things’. 

An example of this is the existence of a hidden underlying Narrative being 
subtly/overtly created around us through various forms and/or suggested by means of 
a single/multiple literary/visual form(s) such as are used in Propaganda, Media or 
Networked Messages where multiple reinforcements of a similar message each play a
part in a total collaboration to induce individuals to act a certain way. Another 
example is in the arrangement of a complex set of literary/visual forms that utilise 
influential devices such as logic, sentiment, precedence, emotion, morality, etc to 
invoke emotion through Nationalism, Patriotism or Racism, for instance, within the 
reader/viewer/participant. Recognition of such forms and the forces acting through 
them on each of us and others, as well as direct practice and assumation of various 
forms to explore them first-hand enables one to actively see beneath (and thus 
potentially influence) such presentations rather than merely passively witnessing their
parade or being haplessly affected by them. 

According to the Septenary Tradition, these “magickal energies” possessed by things 
and ‘life’ derive from what it is convenient to describe as the acausal – that is, every 
living entity is a point or region where acausal energies manifest in our causal, 
phenomenal, universe, the amount and type of this energy being dependant on the 
type of entity. These acausal energies (which science because it at present deals only 
with causal entities and energies, cannot describe) may be said to derive from a 
parallel acausal universe which intersects our causal universe at certain places – these
places are deemed ‘Nexions’ and can be anything from a location to a movement, a 
form, a group or a single individual, for instance. 
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We as individuals, because we possess the faculty of consciousness, are ‘gates’ to this
acausal universe. We possess the (mostly latent) ability to ‘open the gate’ to the 
acausal which exists within our own psyche to draw from the acausal certain 
energies, and these energies can and do alter in some way both our own 
consciousness or other entities/energies which exist in the causal. This “drawing of 
energies”, and their use, is magick. External magick is the use of such energies, 
directed by individual desire, to bring about changes in the causal; whilst Internal 
magick is the use of these energies to bring psychic, internal change. To draw upon 
such energies it is usually necessary for the individual to use some form of 
framework or symbolism and techniques of external magick use such symbolism to 
bring about both apprehension of the energies and their control. 

Various systems of symbolism exist – most denoting types of energy by gods, 
goddesses, spirits or demons. In reality, the actual symbols are only of secondary 
importance, and a magickian who is following the path to Adeptship will soon 
discard such symbols/names/descriptions (and thus external magic itself) in favour of 
apprehending such energies as they are in themselves. In the Septenary tradition 
however, drawing upon these energies is first done via the ‘Tree of Wyrd’ (via 
exploration of the seven spheres and the pathways connecting them) and then through
the ‘Star Game’. The Tree of Wyrd may be seen as a map of consciousness: both 
individual (of the psyche) and of those regions other than the individual where the 
acausal and the causal meet. The symbolism of the spheres and the pathways are the 
first or Initiated stage of apprehension; beyond lies the abstract apprehension of the 
Star Game, a complex magical chess-type game designed by Anton Long of ONA 
that teaches a range of Adepthood skills, chief among them, Abstraction. 

Akin to many other Nexions inspired into being by the Order of Nine Angles, the 
Temple of THEM utilises the ONA’s Tree of Wyrd to create a magical map of 
Magical/Alchemical Stages/Pathways/Spheres as an authentic Western-Sinister 
derived device for its Sorceries. 

Although a study of the Tree of Wyrd [TOW] would take us too far from our present 
topic – briefly: it is believed that a system of life based on Seven represented the 
authentic development of the human psyche and its relationship with the world – a 
system later disrupted by the distortion of the Septenary Tradition by other races, 
cultures, ideas, and the deliberate interference of the Magi to take control of the 
Aeons. It is enough to say, the Tree of Wyrd as revealed by the ONA, has a rich and 
flexible symbolism capable of representing practical facets of Magick all neatly 
captured in the Septenary Nonagonal helix of the Tree. 

External magic is divided into two forms or types: hermetic and ceremonial. 
Hermetic magick is basically that involving only one or two individuals whereas 
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ceremonial magick involves more and may be said to be ‘formal’ magick involving 
specific rituals or rites (usually written down and followed exactly) and an organised 
Temple/coven or group. In essence, Symbols, names, descriptions, tradition, etc. are 
only tools to be used to make otherwise invisible magic, visible, in order to fill those 
vessels intended to execute the magicians will with the necessary alchemy – itself a 
magical act. A fourth type of Magic specialised in by THEM is that of Narrative or 
Mythic Magic – wherein, taking elements from both hermetic and ceremonial 
magick, a small number of initiates involve others without their knowledge in the 
participation of their magical evocation using strategic manipulations and Mythos. 

As the power of stories has proven to hold enormous fascination throughout human 
history and still does, involving others in an extended magical ‘story’ that offers an 
alternative to the reigning stories of the Magi is an extraordinarily powerful method 
of causing Change. Such magic attempts to tap into the current collective human 
psyche and introduce the fifth dimension of acausality by exploiting the already 
existing habits and training of those in thrall to the Matrix of Forms built and 
maintained by the elements known as the Magian – in such a way as to hurry along or
trick the reigning perception of participants into supporting the evocation – in effect a
detached and infinite ranged type of magic reminiscent of the Wiccan ‘Cone of 
Power’. With a sustained chant or canto of forms and vibrations keyed to directly 
effect and alter With a sustained chant or canto of forms and vibrations keyed to 
directly effect and alter fundamental tenets of prevailing perception – the collective 
evocation influences those involved to involve others – thus getting others involved 
as characters in a living, moving, story moving each aspect of the stage, actors and 
plot like chess pieces accordingly – through the strategic employment of form. 

Such magic externally takes the form of a hybrid between Fascination and 
Sympathetic magic wherein the most overt form and the form with which we have 
had the most experience and success is that of creating a Mythos. Unless highly 
imaginative or a creator themselves – thereby enabling the option of self-expanding 
one’s choices – people will bounce between those choices/forms offered. It seems 
unnecessary to state the obvious, but that is why prior to the arrival of ONA parties 
interested in Satanism gravitated toward the Temple of Set or the Church of Satan. 

No-one practiced the ONA – because the ONA didn’t exist for them. And now, long 
after ONA has become a potential choice, as a Nexion of the ONA the Temple of 
THEM has arrived to dissect and dissolve the spellbinding power of language, form 
and illusion. The artists, the creative, the genius are the few that are able to raise the 
bar of choice –the Rest must be content to follow in Their footsteps. To date – the 
Temple of THEM has achieved considerable notoriety despite the deliberate absence 
of convenient handholds such as a recognisable cult symbol [As of mid-2011, we 
have since revealed one as we move to implement the second stage of our assault] 
a recourse to popular occult symbols and methodology, morality, reliance on 
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accepting general notions or an openly expressed mission in the typical vein of 
darkness for its initiates to gravitate toward. 

Yet it has risen to occupy a seat on a National Stage despite the absence of a laid-out 
system of ritual, magical-based symbology or table of correspondences for others to 
work their way through – relying on its powerful Narrative Magic alone. Instead of 
working with the appearances and forms that are manifest by various energies, i.e. 
investing meaning into particular symbols and forms – we rely directly on 
communing with the currents of Synchronicity, Empathy, Integrity, Solidarity – 
abstract words that denote these energies – but more accurately represent the core and
essence which all the former and gross tools and representations of magic are built 
from or which all the former representations of magic (ritual, symbology, associations
et al.) are built for. Such energies are notably separate in apprehension as they Are 
than when they are artificially yoked into consciousness via a dazzling array of 
arguably unnecessary forms and often cause extreme disruption when employed, as 
has been illustrated many times by the Temple of THEM’s members. 

It is not practical nor possible to discard all Forms in the early stages of an Initiates 
development as stripping away such notions requires long-term dedicated effort and 
the creation of a special substitute Matrix to prevent one going mad or causing 
extreme damage to one’s psychic entities and make-up. Whilst forms enslave and 
entrap us – Nevertheless, mired in the labyrinth of forms set up to ensnare and subdue
us over the Aeons – is where we all begin the Great Work. As an early way of 
working with and exploring various energies attributed by abstraction to the planets 
used to loosely equate the raw memes – the aforementioned Tree of Wyrd is a 
masterpiece. It also has the ability, like the pentagram, through no intention of its 
own, to take someone on a specific guided journey merely via its suggestive shape 
and the context in which it is presented. 

Why/How? Such an enquiry requires asking some crucial questions: Why is it that 
human beings necessitate Abstracts? Why is it that Initiates begin their path by 
investing time, effort and faith in such concepts as the Star Game, Culling [Sacrificial
Taking of Life], Aeonics [The view that Magical events unfold over vast amounts of 
time and can be controlled by Adepts] or for that matter, believe in Concepts in 
general? Why is it that ONA Initiates the world over follow and accept the guidelines 
given through the teachings of the ONA or that Setians strive to abide by the complex
religious instructions of the Setian Priesthood given in the Onyx Tablet or that 
Laveyans dutifully copy and repeat the litanies, rituals and satanic points laid down in
the Satanic Bible? 

Moreover – how is it that words, language, symbols, reading, and visuals have 
become the dominant foundation, the gateway through which information is 
processed, interpreted, perceived, for any course of magic and even any course/way 
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of living to such an extent that Forms have the power to incite the basest or most 
sublime of human reparations and representations? A symbol can take on such power 
that its mere presence can enrage/inspire a people so greatly that the world is set to 
burn (The Swastika)– or can likewise be invested with such numinous power as to 
enrapture them to such a state they achieve rare heights of collective brilliance co-
operation and genius (the Moon Landing / Mars Mission which gave us the psyche-
bending image of Earth from space.) 

Likewise, laws and regulations, even the most absurd and unjust of them can be self-
enforced via a steady stream of words alone through perceived authority. Yet many of
us live unequivocally with no knowledge of who we are, where we come from, or 
where we are going either individually or as a collective – trusting in the presence of 
familiar forms and stories to make sense of life’s enigmas and to guide us. How is it 
that Abstractions have taken on such validity, solidity, integrity to affect us the way 
they do? For this is precisely what they are and what they do. Such enquiries lead us 
into the fundamental apprehensions and special interests of the Temple of THEM – 
wherein a number of hammers are necessary to break through to the other side. Our 
myriad efforts represent those Hammers. 

As each Nexion of the ONA, THEM included, specialises in taking its own approach 
that assists in some way in the Destruction of the Magian we too have our approach 
which is many approaches. Our various tendrils include: (1) The Black Glyph Society
which hosts, archives and preserves those Dark Paths and Scripts capable of causing 
massive change through their implementation and highly valued as tools in our 
Occult War which it distributes world-wide; (2) Mvimaedivm WordPress which 
disseminates our writings freely to alter or at least challenge reigning perceptions and
also acts as a connective gateway to other Nexions; (3) The Sinister 101 Syndicate 
which forum further attempts to break down and destroy various reigning concepts as
well as host variants of non-dualist non-Abrahamic systems and enable the True 
Black Magickian to emerge from themselves (4) Our six-fold variants of Sorcery 
practiced by each member of THEM covering a diverse range of approaches 
including Chaos, Neuro-Linguistic, Earth-Bound and Narrative (5) Our support and 
assistance in training new Initiates, communing and colluding with other Nexions and
the presentiment of a United Front against Our Enemies. 

Through these [and other] approaches/tendrils we seek to disrupt the comfortable 
thinking and automatic programming of the human being, to incite realisations of 
Form and its power over us – to ultimately, REMIND you that are a unique being 
who has been shackled by the forms and architecture of an ancient tradition of 
making slaves of newcomers to Earth and that it is your every power as a free 
organism to experience Earth as you see fit. Through these approaches we seek to 
shatter the Geometry of the Matrix in an explosion of brilliant shards, setting minds 
free from domination by forms and bringing yet another piece of the Magian prison 
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crashing to the ground. By Our own reckoning – the Intellect is a diamond that 
projects a laser. Pending on the adjustments made to the setting of the diamond, the 
arc and range of the laser can be narrowed or widened. A narrow laser is able to cut 
through the hardest substances whilst a widened laser is capable of projecting 
complex holograms of multi-dimensional representation. The magnificent prisms that
are formed via the various lasers of a collective of Intellects – can, through careful 
tilting of the individual prisms – be concentrated into a laser of such intensity that it 
cuts through time and space, but especially time. 

The Temple has viewed each of its individual works (each manuscript) as a tool to 
make an adjustment to existing prisms in the Matrix – adding tilt to each individual 
diamond or collective prism in a calculated attempt to engineer the construction of a 
gateway. Wherein the term gateway is descriptive, it is inaccurate, denoting a 
doorway of some sort – wherein the gateway we intend is actually the collapse of 
Reality and its forms. The premise is that the lasers in a collective diamond prism can
be turned in on themselves causing a collapse of the total hologram. To do this 
requires that the logical functions and courses of action and reaction of each 
individual diamond in the collective prism be re-oriented to direct their laser either 
inward all at once – or toward a singular point. The concentration of the collective 
lasers at a singular point cancels them out and causes the collapse of the Matrix – this
can be equated to a sudden mass realisation experienced by large amounts of people 
who then refuse to sustain a form and give it any power. 

One example of this is the economic realisation of the ultimate power of the US 
Dollar which among other things funds (funded) the annual $650 billion-dollar 
military machine of the US which became the focus of the European Union to 
displace by creating a new currency to remove much of that dominant power. The 
collapse of the total hologram is the equivalent of opening a ‘Gateway’ to another 
world usually hidden from view by the ceaseless projection of holograms. The 
ceaseless projection of holograms – of collective belief – of so many minds focused 
on holding up the same or similar worldview, perception fixes the image of the world 
in place. A collapse is the equivalent of “mass psychic disruption”. This collapse can 
be made to occur on a cultural as well as an individual level – though it will 
undoubtedly take time, two decades of which THEM has already devoted to 
achieving and only grows more determined with each passing day.  Although this 
theory might sound convoluted – this is a brief way to explain Our Grand Work and 
the purpose of dozens of our manuscripts specially tailored to ‘disrupt’ “normal” 
thought and action processing in an individual or group by playing on weaknesses or 
appealing to strengths in existing forms. Understanding/Recognising and seeing 
through the context of Forms is key to winning the Occult War, Music just as Crucial 
and the ability to show others how to collapse Forms, Absolutely Key. Both internal 
and external – the collapse of Form is a means to presence the Dark Ones with all that
entails, Chaos, and Beyond…
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NARRATIVE MAGIC or OROMANCY

Unlike the basis for External, Internal, Aeonic, Sexual magicks – the basis for Narrat-
ive magick lacks a solid foundation for explaining its method – being still in the 
stages of active development, experiment and enquiry by the Temple of THEM. 
However, some of the theory behind this approach can be divulged, if only in brief at 
this point in time. Narrative Magick deals with the building blocks utilised not just by
the ONA but the entire Empire of the Magian and all humanity for that matter in the 
way of Form and explores the theory and context as to why Form is responsible for 
the tremendous power, influence, and domination it has over humanity via a warped 
tradition of perception and interpretation.

It being no secret that THEM view the presence of the Order of Nine Angles, its Sep-
tenary Way and the manuscripts that populate it as a unitary form of Grand Black 
Magic designed to infiltrate the collective consciousness and cause it to aid the will 
of Anton Long – this Introduction touches more deeply on how such forms collect-
ively act in the service of a higher magic of human ingenuity by crafting a story or 
mythos of narrative magic for others to follow and champion – thereby generating 
fanatical devotion and increasing the number of characters involved in the mythos’s 
narrative, nurturing others to live out that narrative via the props provided, and use 
such narrative to create subtle and overt changes in the Matrix. Such changes can cul-
minate in the creation of one form of the fabled Diamond Body. “Narrative magick” 
or “Oromancy” as coined by the Temple, pertains to an acknowledgement, and in-
terest, in the existence (persistence) of a story-like quality inherent in a single or mul-
tiple set of forms that is partly conscious and partly unconscious and possesses the 
power to affect human beings directly.

The conscious aspect of narrative magic exists in the continuum of a particular set of 
forms forming a suitable platform or stage upon which certain archetypal resonances 
can be comfortably projected by an individual or group, and a reciprocal projection 
received. That is not to say that an individual will necessarily be conscious that s/he 
is being utilised as part of a magickal story (that is not necessary), but rather that be-
cause of the power invested in forms collectively by the human race, the necessary 
conditions created for a being to want to invest time and energy in being a part of the 
‘story’ being presented (narrated) can be made ‘visible’, not only to the individual, 
but to the collective. The conscious aspect works on the adage – “if you build it – 
THEY will come.”

The unconscious aspect of narrative magick is rather more mysterious and a rational 
analysis can be said to be most difficult if not largely impossible due to inaccessibil-
ity to the collective unconscious psyche. However – it is a fact – that stories and 
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mythos – play an extremely vital role in the perception and reaction of humanity. Few
stories have motivated humanity more than those of creation – the Eddas, the 
Bhagadvita, the Koran, the Bible, for instance are strong examples of narrative magic
that seek to provide direction and a moral compass, a praxis and a Weltanschauung 
for humanity. These and many other examples of Creation and End Time stories have 
survived, some for thousands of years, through the living of their Narrative by hun-
dreds of generations of avid listeners and worshippers caught up in the power of their 
respective Mythos.

Even today, more than two thousand years later – the Mythos of Buddha, of Mo-
hamed, of Jesus, lives on in the hearts and minds of billions of believers, motivated 
by the Word that compels them live their life for such a reason, in such a way. No one
can refute the tremendous power of religion nor its little brother politics – a younger 
and less archaic form of narrative – but one which has demonstrated it too has tre-
mendous power to manipulate the lives of people and to use that power to cement 
forms into being or smash them out of existence, time and time again. To bring us 
closer to home we spoke of the Mythos of the Illuminati in Oto Anorha #31 being a 
chance occurrence that propelled a humble gesture in the throes of sulphur in the 
1700’s into the annals of history as the single most powerful expression to describe 
the ultimate collective sinister conspiracy. The human imagination is a wondrous 
thing, a dangerous thing, but a wondrous thing all the same. Again, even closer to our
current era we can cite the Order of Nine Angles, a British Satanic organisation that 
has brilliantly recreated the wave of speculation, paranoia, and wild theory reminis-
cent of the Illuminati – a wave that has gathered momentum for fifty years and has 
broken on many shores of the world.

For all their actual power, reach, wisdom, and truth, whether Religion, Politics, Secret
Organisations, or a Garage Sale – without others adding to the story, without others 
‘reading’ or being absorbed by the Mythos/Forms being unfolded – the Mythos fades 
into obscurity. There are countless examples of attempts to start secret societies that 
have failed because of a lack of the Mythos being picked up and carried away on the 
lips as reputation. Jung – believes that the rise to individual power is reciprocal – in 
that the collective must desire the individual to assume the role as an individual sep-
arate from the collective for such a relationship to work.

To encourage this relationship artificially where resistance is met usually involves 
propaganda and the persuasion of the people. The failure of varied temples and or-
ders, even in my short lifetime with the occult of eighteen years, appears to be regu-
larly due to the collective resistance of an idea that is presented out of time, that is, 
asynchronously with the needs of the collective psyche at that moment of collective 
development. The make-or-break elements of a successful formation appear to rely 
on such key characteristics as synchronicity, solidarity, proximity, and a message con-
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gruous with Time. If one is able to tap into the collective messages being given by the
unconscious collective psyche – to discern the particular push being given from be-
neath or beyond, by deduction – one can theoretically ride that wave – provided one 
is in sync with it and does not attempt to subvert the natural process. This synchron-
icity with what THEM refers to as the Acausal Voice, does not suit many forms – for 
the propensity of humans seeking control via form and mythos does not usually func-
tion on altruism selflessness or a desire to presence the will of the cosmos – and the 
collective unconscious is its own law and its own Physis working independently of 
the consciousness. As dreaming shows us – the messages of the collective psyche are 
mostly in contradiction to the current psychic conscious state of humanity and are as 
hard to swallow as they are to hear.

Narrative magick involves an individual assessment insofar as it is possible to assess 
such a scope, of the present and emerging signs of the individual and collective 
psyche on a national scale – using such means as the appearance of the architecture, 
the disposition or attitude, level of perception, level of technology, economic, social 
and racial factors, political climate, and to a great extent, media. For today, it is media
and the forms of technology that carry the media – (behold the information age!) – 
that are the equivalent of the oral storytellers of myth and magic and story and for 
that role they receive worship and adoration for the fire-side tales they weave. And 
because such stories still derive from the collective unconscious – pushing through in 
archetypal resonances and archetypes, dreams, visions, and forms – they form pat-
terns in a synchronous fashion expressing a similar archetypal message in any variety
of forms. This form of magick also utilises a derivative of the ancient belief in the mi-
cro-cosmos and macro-cosmos being reflections of and in the other – though not to 
such an extent that the two are believed to represent a mirror-image. It could also be 
called a type of sympathetic magic, akin to as above so below, wherein creating a cer-
tain alchemical change within the individual naturally has an effect on the outer 
world, with the potential for a knock-on effect and the re-effecting of the individual.

It was believed that the ONA, in challenging the Tos/Cos and other contemporary 
Satanic groups at the time, were setting up an alternate and Sinister mythos, deliber-
ately and consciously – see for instance the 1970-80 “Book of Wyrd” – wherein this 
legendary relic was consciously devised to be a ‘teaser’ or a lure on behalf of the 
ONA Mythos to draw interest, intrigue and talk. This great example of a form being 
used in an act of narrative magick would lead to a divergent strain of Satanism that 
made conscious – not just for the few who traditionally/historically tried to deceive 
the masses with lies, omissions, half-truths, fantastic stories etc to create their decep-
tions – but for the masses, the possibility of creating a deliberate mythos, and the pos-
sibility that a deliberate mythos has been created out of thin air. This intriguing devel-
opment would be hinted at again and again in ONA mss, but it was through the work 
of THEM that it was finally revealed clearly without mystification to a much wider 
and eventually attentive audience. While others argued over whether certain aspects 
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of the Order were real or invention – and some concluded rightly that the validity of 
the Tradition was unique and lay outside of classical measures such as real-time exist-
ence – THEM went further and broke down its observations of the tremendous power
the ONA had seized in its deliberate creation of a Mythos. We set about studying its 
forms in general and Form in particular. This was around 2003.

The experimental stages of the Temple (GBA-A) proved two things conclusively:

a) That it was entirely possible to replicate the power and prestige of the ONA via 
media and propaganda alone, but b) That a Mythos could not be written/weaved and 
sustained by conscious intention and imagination alone – there had to be other ele-
ments involved such as deliberate communion with the unconscious, alchemical 
work, and the participation of the magical workees within such a Mythos in a real-life
way. One could not fake insight, nor did insight come in its natural and unexpected 
fashion of clarity without direct involvement in living a certain way. Without that in-
sight – without that connexion to the unconscious world psyche – the forms generated
were pale and hollow. A direct connexion to the collective psyche is necessary for the
imbuing of forms with the numinous pull – the desire in others to want to manifest 
them – that so characterises the ONA’s work.

However – another important aspect of Narrative magick – is to ‘control the story’ or 
to capture the idea in dramatic theatrical terms – ‘direct the actors’ within the play. 
Form plays a crucial part in this, for if one is trying to introduce the means to re-dir-
ect a current presenting itself in the here and now; it is not always enough to present a
good argument for one’s case. It is considered a general rule that while people are 
clinically unpredictable, when they communicate via various forms of media, they do
try to be logical – and logic quickly draws a circle around the contents to be logicized
in order to form their train of thoughts. Because of this habit – people generally re-
strict their discussion to the relevant topic using the content provided as cues for what
is appropriate – and ‘stick to the subject’ – as it were.

However, Time, and the status quo of all that it encompasses, is often at odds with 
new ideas, and new ideas often go by the wayside due to lack of interest and espe-
cially – a lack of involvement by others in those ideas (relating back to the necessity 
of others to be captured by form for it to live). It is especially true that it merely takes
one or two other people to express interest in something and others will naturally fol-
low – first out of curiosity – and secondly out of habit. However, someone taking an 
interest does not guarantee the lifespan of an idea – a forms life requires constant nur-
turing until it reaches a critical mass. It can also be a matter of frustration that the 
‘right questions’ are not being asked that would lead to a certain collective viewpoint 
being achieved by the group – this is most often the case when someone is trying to 
present something ahead of, or, out of time, with the current era and its particular 
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set(s) of noetic characteristics. In such cases, an individual conducting narrative ma-
gick can provide that interest themselves by creating a second or even multiple an-
onymous personas to engage in discussing the topic, thus raising two walls or forms 
at the opposite ends of the idea, trapping or restricting the topic and the circle around 
which others will draw their logic in their attempt to join in -to the relevant narrative. 
With the creation of enough ‘closed circuits’ – or people manipulated into talking 
about a form – it can reach critical mass – by which is meant the point where less and
less of one’s own narrative magick is required to keep the form afloat and functional 
– but the form continues to perpetually replicate.

The new form – presents an alternate choice, a divergence from the norm – at least 
for a while where most forms are concerned – but if taking its cues from the collect-
ive unconscious – it is possible that a form could arise that has all the power and dur-
ation of a thermodynamic explosion. And by this is meant the possibility for great and
wondrous leaps in perception, understanding and wisdom on a collective level – but 
also the terrifying raw power of the unconscious to be mishandled, misunderstood, 
and incinerate those attempting to usurp it.

The Temple of THEM cannot with any sagacity predict the outcome of its main and 
many side-experiments with the collective psyche on the collective mass – this is un-
mapped and dangerous territory, especially since with our arising, such an approach 
to magick may become ‘popular’ with others trying to emulate us in some fashion or 
another (as humans are wont to do) – and a large number of people performing simil-
ar experimentation has the potential to wreak terrific collective and individual psych-
ic harm. [–“Whose Word is Chaos”-] (This is another reason why the Temple has 
only a thirty-year charter.)

As stated, – the known aim of the Temple of THEM is to give Australia a significant 
Sinister History. It is moot to argue for the power of the word or of one individual to 
affect a nation. I could cite a hundred examples throughout history of men and wo-
men who have made a significant difference to the world through lone action or inac-
tion (fate is fickle!). But I choose to cite Veronica Guerin, the famous Irish reporter 
who was shot to death on the Naas road in Dublin for her attempts to expose those 
saturating Ireland with heroin in the 1990’s. Veronica was the only woman (read per-
son) brave enough to stand up to the dealers, even after she was savagely beaten, shot
and threatened – she continued to doggedly pursue leads and publish inflammatory 
articles in the paper in her quest to save the kids of Ireland from the heroin epidemic 
– all the while knowing in her heart it was only a matter of time before she was to 
suffer the consequences of her exposes. Her writing and her death galvanised the en-
tire country to oust the dealers from Ireland and form new anti-drug legislation. Keep 
in mind that it was only in 1996 that the first Irishman went into a witness protection 
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program – prior to that, i.e., dating from the very birth of Ireland; you were on your 
own. The Irish are a hard people.

Lastly, the conditions for narrative magic appear to require a period of implementa-
tion, execution, and narration spanning more than a decade, and at least thirty years 
(why this number is relevant will be discussed at a later time) – placing the category 
somewhere between the level of discipline required of an Internal Adept and the Ae-
onic Magic of a Magus. This is not unnatural – The Sinister is not, for any of THEM, 
a choice, but a calling. What we are attempting to do is beyond the scope and pa-
tience of more than half of the dilettantes we have met that expressed any interest in 
Satanism – and like Myatt we are loyal to an Acausal Voice and an Aeonic Vision.

Through the infectious telling of a story, are others inspired to perform External, In-
ternal and Aeonic magic. Through the contagion of archetypes are others inspired to 
give their lives for a cause, wage wars in the name of justice or war, kill to honour 
and glorify a god, observe customs thousands of years old. Through the power of 
mythos – does the world run its course – a course affected directly by the choice of 
Mythos available…

INTRUSION, SYNCHRONICITY, SORCERY AND DARK
LANTERNS

Advanced Notes on Intrusion and the Secrets of the Temple of THEM.
Ꚛ

For Amy B

Carl Jung was fascinated with the divinatory concept of the Chinese I-Ching and the 
unerring ability for random coin throws or yarrow stalks to select an appropriate 
hexagram from among the 64, every time. Wherein, appropriate meant in some way 
extremely pertinent and meaningful in it among all other options being selected, and 
in a superior way suitable to the situation at hand. Jung was intrinsically seizing upon
the feeling that lies between the lightning rod of possibility through a divinatory tool 
to isolate one future from the infinite, and the numinous charge of revealing the un-
known through an arcane power.

Divination tools are not invested with power by the user, they are already deemed to 
have it as a conduit to another realm, an acausal realm of spirits, gods, supernatural 
forces, destiny, fate or energy; or the often more magically jaded but no less mystical 
concept of the subconscious. The Tarot Reader reads the cards, like a priest determ-
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ines the word of God; neither are the power, just a channel through which the power 
flows. 

Consider an event that Has already taken place for you and is in the past. Now ob-
serve what you feel when I ask you to divinate for it – using Tarot, I-Ching, Runes 
etc.   It’s already happened you say, I can’t do a divination for what has already 
happened, I already know what happened.  Do it any way. Feel. Because you’ll find 
that none of the tool’s work. And because, like many first-hand experiences I ask my 
readers to engage in, there is an illustrative point to it further below. The numinous 
energy that charges them is missing. You can feel it’s absence. You know that regard-
less of what you turn over, or cast, it has no power. That is, no numinosity. There is 
no electrical tingle in the air because there is no unknown, nothing to divine, reveal, 
expose, or derive power from as a human conduit of the energy that makes us to 
value the tools in the first place.

That’s no surprise you say, these tools are for predicting the future. Yes, they are, but 
let’s ask, why is there no power in using them for something that has already 
happened – Why do they lie dead, inert?

It is because we do not and cannot know the outcome of an event that has yet to pass. 
This seems obvious – but why does it seem obvious? Because of a fixed belief in the 
direction of time.  Somehow, while the present cannot be used to tell the past, which 
has Been – the present can be used to tell the future, which has not been. Curiously, 
evidence that has existed or exists is less useful than potential that does not.

Yet, Synchronicity, works in reverse.

Jung, discussing synchronicity, rightly, determined that the success of correctly 
identifying objective causative links occurring in the past that contributed to the cre-
ation of the present was a dubious prospect.   Firstly, the events are distorted by our 
proprietary filter (Unique Perception) wherein any hope of determining the authentic 
causative coincidence of events relies on:

a) our selective conscious apprehension or what we noticed as significant that forms 
the catalogue from where we select

b) our penchant to see what we want to see and force out what we don’t (The 23 Syn-
drome), and

c) an expectation of linear time as an existing force or ether in which events take 
place and a stream by which they are in some way connected to one another.  
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It is only when Synchronicity illuminates us with a bright flash that we feel com-
pelled to hunt for clues we failed to recognise prior. And we often do so because syn-
chronicity is often such an unlikely, even impossible happenstance that we have 
trouble believing it could have happened without a series of coinciding events con-
tributing to its arrival, however strange.

In searching for the time-space lines that we assume had to have happened to bring 
about a synchronous event we scan the dark, trying to identify the mysterious chain 
of dark lanterns; where we recognise with a flash, that moments that seemed innocu-
ous in isolation, when seen in tandem with others, illuminate in a ripple, lighting up 
the darkness from the past to the present like a winding snake. Via these eureka mo-
ments, upon retrospective searching we believe we can see the true or alternate signi-
ficance of past events as critical elements leading up to a given moment.  It is as if, or
rather, it is, there is a pattern; a path of way markers supplied at critical junctures as 
experience, that while meaningful, meaningless, or respectively both, on their own 
are so discrete in design there could in no way be a prediction from them forward. 
That is, there is no pattern at the time, partly because events and experiences come 
one at a time in the moment and have a meaning of their own, and without being able 
to see a sequence of them in the rear view of retrospective, impossible for us to de-
termine that they could lead to the synchronistic future outcome from whence we 
look back.  Dark, over time and space, these Lanterns can span from the beginning of 
our life to its end, and all points in between. They manifest in chronological order as 
often as they do, out of order – wherein it is our unique filter that selects them as re-
sponsible as the specific causative agents that conspired to bring some later event to 
fruition. What is curious about Dark Lanterns is their innocuous darkness. Until they 
light up, we do not know they had meaning.  Yet every moment, may be one. Even, as
all of this process is at the mercy of memory.

It suggests, a series of events that had to happen first, for a later outcome to occur. 
For instance, it was only through building the Temple of THEM in 2006, that the 
ASOV was formed in 2014, with an appreciation for synchronicity due to the founder
reading Jung in early 2000, wherein a shooting star low, large and bright enough to 
light up the ground during a talk on the stars at one of its meets in 2015 on a dormant 
volcano summit chosen for its proximity to those involved, astounded all present at 
the odds of such a thing occurring. If none of those previous things had happened, the
ASOV would not have formed, a star talk would not have been required on that 
mountain, and we would not have been there to see the starlight. Extraordinary odds 
played out over the course of the ASOV and the Temple; the Temple being strong ad-
vocates of the power and existence of Synchronicity as a current of THEM. Indeed, 
One’s of THEM believe themselves to be a natural envoy of the acausal voice; an en-
tity created to serve a specific will toward evolution in a specific way; guided by 
chance and signs that they are on the right path. Or signs to warn them when they 
have strayed from it. It is believed following this path, gives extraordinary power to 
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the life of those Undividuals and a rich tapestry of connected, often seemingly im-
possible events, will unfold from their allegiance.

For further instance, in meeting one of the adherents (A) they mentioned a first name 
to me (B). A name I immediately recognised and guessed at the last name of which 
turned out to be correct. It came out that (B) had been sold a book by (A) just a week 
earlier, and I had just met (B) without anyone knowing anyone else, and of all the 
possible people in Victoria that I could have been in contact with (and was) these two 
strangers had been in contact.  In just another incident, arriving to pick up one of the 
members, we just so happened to be following the exact bus at the exact time they 
were on it and pulled up behind the bus much to their surprise, and ours.  Thousands, 
of such extraordinary synchronistic events have happened to me in my lifetime, pos-
sibly tens of thousands. My life is characterised by them. And in most cases, such 
portents have been considered good fortune, the results of intentional magic, or the 
curious machinations of the gods.

Did it ‘just so happen’? Co-incidence, or coincidence often doesn’t get the gravitas it 
deserves. It’s said that coincidence is chance, chance is random, and therefore prob-
ability – and there are all sorts of methods for determining the probability of these 
sorts of odd connections happening. I dismiss them all and give each event a 50/50 
chance. It either happens or it doesn’t – at least, it’s that binary on our discernible 
plane. Traditional Synchronicity concerns itself with not whether it happens but how. 
But it’s not necessary to know ‘how’, in order to invite, increase, and incorporate syn-
chronicity.

THE POWER OF SORCERY DOES NOT LIE WITH OBJECTIVE REALITY

The rational part of perception is of little use in Sorcery. What matters is not to try to 
bend objective reality through objective reality; but to employ subjective reality to 
bend objective reality. The order is important, so the results are indistinguishable 
from counter-factual interference, i.e., wondering what would have happened if I had 
Not performed this act? Would the magic (change) have occurred?

If we are guided by destiny, or a sense of greater purpose, or a feeling that we are be-
ing attended by something – or perhaps living a karmic cycle, or reincarnation, or a 
mission, or a feeling that our life is meant to mean something; we are more likely to 
try to connect the past to the present; to help us understand why we feel what we feel,
what shaped us, how, where, when, why.   Moments of realisation, where connections
are made that chain together and act as a conduit for a lightning bolt to hit us with aha
moments. But only when we look back, can we see those connections and find a 
sporadic history of dark lanterns now glowing brightly in a joined string stretching 
from the distant past to our immediate moment of being.  Only then, can see we them 
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through ‘logical’ sifting of the likely culprits of cause and effect. Yet, if All moments 
are potential dark lanterns, and they are, – then all moments are cascading toward the 
present from our past, and all are responsible for Synchronicity – not just those we 
selectively designate. And not as dark lanterns, but a field, an unbroken chamber of 
force.

If there are signs, such as synchronicity, and they point Toward arrangements in the 
past, then it implies a path where the the past controls the present, where signs sug-
gest a path of which we are always at the end, forever on the edge of the outcome of 
previous steps.  A path with signs that lead from and then toward a way, into shining 
synchronous events we are too small and too close to our life to see unfolding. This 
suggests there to be a path (more accurately, a circuit), and that synchronicity is an in-
tegral part of it – therefore suggesting a lack of synchronicity indicative of something
wrong, or late, of having no awareness of such lanterns that light the way with their 
darkness.  

The arms of the Thrasz indicate discrete points in time, perpendicular and parallel to 
awareness; a whirling fury of our dark lanterns that are consummate in increasing 
consciousness of forces that lead to forms (that lead to forces, that lead to forms, that 
lead to forces etc…)

This insight, and practice is critical in manifesting THEM in our plane. The WEST-
ERN ideas we have of time, divination, synchronicity and their interaction are flawed
– but like that clumsy artifice ‘mathematics’ we stumble along with them pretending 
not to notice they limp when they walk.

How is it that Tarot, I-Ching, Runes etc. cannot divine the past, are also not expected 
to, and are used to predict the future; but Synchronicity, requires divining the past, in 
order to justify the present?  Especially, when, Synchronicity is how Tarot, I-Ching, 
Runes etc. work?

Now that I have written this manuscript, where to me is it in time vs. where it is to 
you? Is it in my past, present or future? And if it is any of those to me, where is it for 
me, to you? Am I and my text with our own perception of time, dragged from my 
timeline into yours? Does your timeline force mine to abandon its relativity for yours 
to drag the All into your present? Have I been here in my present, which is now Past, 
waiting for you in your Future to arrive, and which is now your Present? How can my
Past simultaneously be your Future? And if you read this paragraph again, what then?
Is it waiting for you to re-read it in the Future which you perceive as your Present, 
and is reading it again now situated in the Past or Future? Or is it always the Present? 
If, that is so, time is not linear, it is relative. And it is so. If you are reading this, in my
Present (Your Past), I intended Your Future (Your Present). If Time is linear, how can 
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my Present in the Past, be Your Future in the Present? Chart it. But enough, while lo-
gic can be utilised in magic, logic is not magic and to play with it is just the yawning 
of the door.

Above: Illustra-
tion of a Chinese dissection proof of the Gōugŭ Rule (Pythagorean Theorem) from 
the Zhoubi suanjing (Arithmetical Classic of the Gnomon and the Circular Paths of 
Heaven), a book on astronomy and mathematics dated to approximately 100 
BCE. This image is from a copy printed in 1603. (Source: Mathematical Treasures 
–     Zhoubi suanjing, MAA Convergence); China: Page from a 16th century Ming dynasty
edition of the ‘Jiuzhang suanshu’ (Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Arts)
Our symbol, the Thrasz, is eldritch –
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Dated to 100 BCE, we see the Chinese instinctively utilise particular, symbolic forms
to solve mathematical problems. Therein is exhibited an instinct honed on parallelism
to nature’s chthonic core; for mathematics is mere magic. Moreover, what greater 
problem is there to solve if not Man’s existential dilemma of separation from the 
Gods, and in its rawest form the Chinese etched the gate. Note the void or gate 
formed by the convergence of angles in the rightmost fig, and the Centrifugal Spin in 
the leftmost fig. For the Thrasz: [Relativity of Space-Time adds the curve in the arms,
while Chaos/Quantum imparts the outward-curving tips of the tendrils denoting ‘ahu-
man’ affairs].

“So, all these symbolic references to the meeting of those two worlds seem to show 
that the world of time and the world of acausal orderedness outside time, are two in-
compatible systems that cannot be put together but are complementary. They are, that
is, more than complementary they are incompatible and we cannot imagine how they 
are linked to each other, which is probably also the reason why we cannot establish 
any law of synchronicity, for then the wheels would have to be coordinated in a cer-
tain way. The only place where the two systems link is at the hole in the centre, which
means that they link in a nowhere, or in a hole. This mysterious hole between the two 
worlds is in a one-sided way also represented in the Chinese incense clock” – Franz 
1980, p.56

“Time therefore has a hole where man interferes, where man steps into the picture”. –
Franz 1980, p57

“The hole, which is the experience of the Self, breaks that cage or prison of our con-
scious reality apart and by that frees us from the grip of its one-sided concepts” – 
Franz 1980 (p.57).

The Cosmic Wheel of the O9A, the Swastika, the Sun-Wheel, the Spiral; each con-
tribute to a subliminal approximate of the Forces of THEM that has emerged over the
aeons. In the global archetype of such designs as the ancient Sun Cross/Wheel we can
see attempts to/that recognise a void created by convergence of the angles, and too 
dissections of time, space, form, force and the order of the universe. Sometimes 
shaped into a quaternity, other times failing to represent the void at all. It is often Yin 
without Yang, the Masculine without Feminine, an aborted cosmic hieros gamos.
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It is the Swastika alone that implies Spin and centrifugal motion, of time and cycle 
and a Spenglerian observation of aeons characterised by a symbol, an energy and em-
bodied by the collective unconscious in the body of an archetypal mortal-King made 
to serve the aeons emanation by man. It is integral however, to note that this has noth-
ing to do with Aryan heritage or cleverness from National Socialist symbol-wielders, 
for the Swastika is not ‘Western’ but ‘Eastern’ – and that is why it expresses time as 
cyclical (Franz 1980, p.50). But it too is a dormant manifestation with no self-con-
sciousness; such that it was to hypnotise a nation of Selves and careen out of control 
evoking forces that spewed forms beyond its ability to reign in and its vortex ushered 
in a great war that changed the world forever. Such is Black Magic on a Grand Scale, 
then as it is today embodied by Symbol and Intent. The elegant Cosmic Wheel of the 
O9A with its scything arms and double swastika represented a deliberate and con-
scious attempt to reiterate and resurrect National Socialism among other avenues 
through Temple 88, with limited success. It features time – but it too lacks self-aware-
ness.
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It is the Temple of THEM who have opened the Dragon’s Eye; we have made the 
symbol conscious; imbued it with the Luciferic ice rune ‘ISA’ and the esoteric still-
ness of self-awareness, the madness genius of the subconscious, and the predatory 
watchfulness of the Thrasz; pulling forth the Archetype of the Undividual – First Man
or Anthropos (Franz 1980, p.37). We were gifted it – but its origin is a relic most 
primal, see the Suan-shu (Franz 1980, p.30) or compare the Shih to the Threshold 
Symbol of THEM. Or to the Chinese use of Double-Mandala’s with a binary of 
wheels with complementary fixed and flowing components (p.51).

The Threshold Symbol and the Acausal Pentagram
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Franz (1980, p.31) “Shih in the original meaning shows the heavens sun, moon, and 
stars, those three lines the idea being that it is the governing influence of heaven 
upon earthly things.” “This radical Shih is now generally translated by ”to exhibit, 
to manifest, to make known, or to proclaim” to make manifest, so to speak, the hid-
den will of the divinity, of Tao”. [Or Magic upon Reality / To Presence THEM].
From the Greek’s Cyclops, Tolkien’s Sauron, The Illuminati’s Eye of Providence, the 
technology of the Camera, or monolithic State and Global Surveillance – the symbol 
has emerged in different permutations as a powerful, potent expression of All-Know-
ing, seeking to See-All or an implied capacity to See-All. The same may be said of 
the Mandala, the representation of All-Gates. Yet it is specific gates that interest 
THEM. The observant will note the Illuminati symbol is not in fact a solid pyramid 
but exhibits a truncated ceiling where form ends and the Divine begins – separated 
eternally by uninhabitable space and often marked with the Archaeo-Judeo-Christian 
incantation ‘e pluribus unum’ – ‘Out of the Many, One’. Viewed top-down one can 
see the coalescence of forms, force, time-space as the truncated pyramids vertices are 
absorbed and limited, and when continued onward and upward forms a perfect ‘X’ 
where any void is pinched out of existence by the apex, by monolithic monotheism – 
paralysed as much as the sleeping consciousness of the Sun Wheels above. Where-
fore, for the Illuminati, however, it is a deliberate magical act. For, Who, controls 
Form? Choice? And What is Manifest, >Here<? Who, Closes, The Gate? “They”, The
Illumined, Do. What is sublime about the Illumined? They Shine Not. Wherein, it is 
not difficult to see the impetus for THEM’s subsequent magical challenge – ‘Out of 
One, Many’.

We mustn’t forget magic is to bend reality, implying rational thought is a hindrance 
and can easily be cast to the wind, since that is what it is composed of – and nothing 
else. Our texts have continually focused on the glaring absurdity and hypocrisies of 
language, ideology, forms, numbers, mathematics, time, space and other such human 
constructs, and carefully deconstructed these gleaming edifices that dominate modern
life and modern comprehension presented as meaningful tools and institutions, that 
insist upon themselves with the pretence of sovereignty. Not, for your benefit these 
shapes, sorcerer. Put there by others for their benefit, were they.

Franz (1980, p.15) considered these prisons to be leveraged by possession of ar-
chetypal bondage. That, which THEM call ‘Thrall’ – which thrall is particular to its 
time, indeed, shapes each time in its image. ‘Crystallises’ the era or the aeon with par-
ticular energies communicated through over-arching ideas considered immovable 
with a kind of zealous militant glee and rage, only to later be dissolved as is the way 
of all synthesis, ever arising out of thesis and antithesis like the yin and the yang. 
Rightly so, does Franz intimate the extraordinary power of Form to dominate the 
souls of human living.  As the I-Ching says, forces that tend toward extremes will 
transform into their opposites.
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Likewise, madness and sanity are Tao, rationalism and irrationalism are Tao, commu-
nication and silence are Tao. There is a time and a place for both as there is a time 
and place for neither; and the sorcerer does their best to recognise these times through
either models of intellect or mediations of spirit. So wild these forces, confusing man 
into thinking he owns, even gestated them and yet they continue to schism from his 
yolk and split off into uncontrollable chaos with every positation – such an arrogant 
creature, befuddled by his own machinations and flailing grasp at enormity which he 
ever seeks to condense into a manageable rational paradigm. And yet, he is stripped 
to the bone year after year by entropy. So much for his rationality.

Relax that Western over-type that intellectually ever-seeks for an original point from 
which to proceed, be as Tao, move moments past such striving, accept the universe as
it is, and proceed. You would do better to play with the utter nonsense of ‘statistics’ 
than attempt magic with a logically structured mind.

Franz (1980, p.20) astutely recognises that a key strategy of magic is to fracture the 
Known. We may add, it serves to loosen what binds and destroys the mirror plane 
upon which the Ego reflects itself and reciprocally strengthens its Weltanschauung to 
exclusion which obfuscates magic. Via the randomness of broken shards of reality in 
disarray, the sorcerer enters a new plane, peering at the gleaming angles beneath, 
where pattern-less chaos is then reassembled by subconscious projection of the Self.

A deeply reconstructive exercise that transports one to a numinous creative well-
spring at the Source. Quizzically enough, one leaves the R’yleh-style madness of 
temporality crafted into hard vertices from Black Clay by other magicians and great 
powers, which seems so self-evident and eternal, and returns to the bridge into cold 
darkness and purest sanity from whence we came. The sorcerer sees the division in 
all “unity’s” as THEM – and dwells Between Chaos and Order, betwixt the “Spaces”;
ever the magical Maybe from the logical chasm of Yes or No (Franz 1980, p.22-23). 
How to break the vampiric shells lain over reality but bone by bone, text by text, 
word by word, idea by idea, year by year… WE, did not choose the number of le-
gions or the battleground, but having identified the Dragons faced, we paradoxically 
built the magical Temple of THEM to Unmake theirs.
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“In this way, by making use of his psychic background, man could in effect reverse 
“irreversible” processes in the physical world” – Franz 1980, p.55

THE FORBIDDEN YIN-YANG
The Sorcerer plays with >Reality< itself, and Constructs, however pretty, enticing, 
explanatory, paraded, trusted, ubiquitous – are <not> Reality.
[The Sorceress always admonished me whenever I mentioned God or any kind of ac-
ceptance of unity with the Cosmos; for her, she saw it as a betrayal of the Sinister; 
whose aim was to escape devourment by the Cosmic Spider and our spun Fate 
through black magickal mastery- not least by a rejection of God and divine unity.].

The Way of Satanism is hedonism and enshrinement of the Ego, it is the Yin.

The Way of THEM is synchronicity and rediscovery of the Self, it is the Yang.

The archetype of the Black Magician is embodied in a Promethean arrogance daring 
to steal fire from, and believe themselves equal to, the Gods. Moreover, to become 
the only God. Believing themselves Master of the forces and forms of the world they 
attempt to coerce reality with sound or timed inputs, by sympathetic intention or by 
taking a holistic approach to situations that arise to reduce/increase probabilities in 
their favour. Verily, the black magician embodies the Ego.

In accordance with their material will, they manipulate form to extract any advantage 
to achieve specific aims and outcomes that feed their personal desires. When success-
ful, the reciprocal effect of having influenced reality, fuels their belief in the power 
and potency of their material will; that is, in their magic.

It is called Self-delusion, because it is not the Self that operates here – but the Ego. 
An equally powerful pyschanism that is often being asked to leave by mysticism, and 
many religions, faiths and paths strongly reject its presence or existence, seeking the 
practitioner to eradicate it in order to free themselves from its tyranny and embrace 
the Self. Through such dissolving of the material consciousness, collapses the tension
of the human consciousness with the forces and forms of the world plane – and a 
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rising synchrony with natural flow, organic processes, Tao. Verily, the sage embodies 
the Self.

“We always use a double marker at the threshold; it is a symbolic urge suggesting 
that the threshold of consciousness is a doubling phenomenon”, – Franz 1980, p.55

THEM offer a third way. To keep the Ego and to cultivate the Self. It is not diametric-
ally opposed to do both – though the following of one way over the other, either into 
Ego or Self is pronounced and leads to different realities, it is not possible to lose 
oneself completely in either. The practical function of the demands of societal 
etiquette, conversation, small-talk, housework, employment, taxes, food shopping 
and every other activity necessary for survival inhibits the dreamy idyll of drifting in 
Tao in perfect union with the universe. Such can be done on entheogens, deep and 
meaningful conversations, in the isolation of nature, in a spiritualist commune or re-
treat (or cult), during meditation, yoga, exercise, contemplation – but that beauty is 
often marred and interrupted by the harsh, ugly, artificial constructs of human intru-
sion. On countless occasions I have observed this, particularly in hippie culture who 
are an affected community with a surface level of patience, enduring calm, Zen im-
movability that breaks its serenity with frequency to be decidedly human, yelling, 
screaming, being downright nasty and in many other ways sabotaging the image they 
present as touchless.  It can be understood then, why it is necessary to turn ones back 
on the world (or why it is done by so many hermits and sages) to eradicate the need 
to engage in human affairs as a human being and escape the artificial constructs that 
bind one to engagement with the howling tempest of Egoic madness that results in 
any interaction with beings unaware of their Self – or why vows of silence are taken 
to silence the same. Why monasteries exist where the diabolic din of human beings 
thirsting for other’s energy to sate their own insufficiencies and stuff in the holes of 
their soulistic deficits in a never-ending drama of low being, can be shut out.

The Ego and the Self. In the first, the world is a material plane, a pilgrimage for the 
body. In the second, the world is a spiritual plane, a temple for the soul. In the former 
one seeks to identify one’s being as master Of; in the latter, as mastered By. One is 
characterised by wilful determinism, the other by cosmic acceptance. One involves 
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individual machination, the other, individual resignation. Flowing against forms and 
in time or flowing with forms beyond time.

I have observed in myself and others the stages of dangerous nihilism that occurs 
when the Self is presented; ideas harboured that nothing matters or any agency of the 
being is robbed through the destined entwine of fate; often leading to destructive 
tendencies because there is a sense that individual power has been wrested from their 
hands and lives and actions are meaningless. But it is an immature stage of the in-
sight.

Ennui, or existential despair are common creatures encountered on the occult path for
the One constantly breaks the Other’s toys; where embracing the Ego shutters the 
Self, and being one with all de-voices the Ego. Both of which cause a cry of pain – 
for they both want to live, not in a Temple of I built for one, but a Temple of THEM 
built for the many. Like the Yin-Yang, the Ego and the Self cannot destroy one anoth-
er, and are meant to dwell in harmony. But artificial pressures to conform to a unity 
only complicate matters, and rejecting the existence of one, only make the obverse 
stronger. The man of ego is possessed by fervent dreams and nightmares from the 
subconscious, the man of self is seized from the path of individual destiny and sub-
sumed into trance, fighting off temptations he comes to believe are bad.  How we 
may ask, can we have a world built on raising a complementary binary of Ways em-
bodied in the Tao so distinctly across vast tracts of space and time through thousands 
of cultures through aeons – but treat them now as enemies of one another, somehow 
completely ignoring the lesson of Tao? Of Yin-Yang? The enfoldment of one force 
into the other, ever-transformative, ever-changing?

It has been remarked in previous works that the necessity of an enemy or Other is 
critical to the human being, who uses it as a springboard or tension to propel them-
selves to the other side of the existential river.  In rejecting or excluding, comes em-
bracing or including, the delineating shape of the Ego and its placed boundaries as a 
fortress of Insynsian, of a constructed paradise secured from perceived hell, as illus-
trated in Form 101. For there is pleasure in hate – there is pleasure in prejudice, ig-
norance, cruelty, degradation, destruction of the Other; a gratifying security that we 
have kept Satan from the Gates. It makes us feel powerful, it reinforces our heavens, 
it justifies our paradise. This pleasure principle applies to the Tao too – the sweetness 
of violent resistance, the satisfying imprisonment of the enemy of our peace, the 
psychic persecution of another part of ourselves to exalt another is just one of the 
many mad games we play.

But lest I not be misunderstood, there is Power in these games. These games are 
Power. They may miss their context as seen from the viewpoint of the mountain, but 
they have world-ripples and causal effects as they are played. Truth, reality, unity – 
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such are the deluded grasping at Insynsian, a new singular monotheistic making of 
God, of the One power, law, form, force to ‘rule them all’. While they interact with 
the matrix, it doesn’t matter whether they are objectively real – they constitute sor-
cery, the Great Play. They are only games because in some way, we internalise one 
reality as operant at the expense of another, ironically pursued in the delusion we are 
engaging in binary immersement of the All.

Therein, no – No. Do not lay at the feet of Ego, undeserved blame. It was and is gif-
ted to you as Yin, and your Self gifted and given unto you as Yang. And together they
form the eternal pattern of all things; that Ego and Self too conform; of the Tao. And 
too, further, the accepted existence and operant power of Ego and Self is itself con-
trasted by the void absence of both; in a world without convenient psychic structure 
as boxes in which to gather your things. For the Ego and the Self are as fictitious as 
all human constructs, a temporal mirage of the Black Clay whose insistent presence 
obstructs your view and hides deeper secrets to existence, revealed when they are ab-
sent from your equations and perception.

The typical tempest of wavering between Ego and Self is an impossibly violent mo-
tion, see-sawing back and forth as the Consciousness and Unconsciousness wrestle 
for control of the Psychanism (See, Radia Sol/Radia Star) – particularly so when a 
human takes it upon themselves to dreamily fantasise eradicating one to worship the 
other. But to tame the tsunami’s and calm the satanic swell is to vibrate intensely on 
the Bridge Back – to thrum with tremendous power and equilibrium and gyroscope in
the centre to take from both sources the utmost. This balancing act in turn creates the 
Maelstrom.

The MAELSTROM
It was thought that certain words, rites, music, times, acts, could manifest THEM 
with greater frequency; that fortuitous or precision alignment of magical ephemera 
was the critical component to make them Intrude. But THEM … are elusive. After 
many years of experimentation this appears not to be the case. Or, rather, it can, but 
only when there are several other elements- wherein the Tools are superfluous any-
way, as it is Intent that drives the magic of the Temple of THEM.

One of THEM is a way of living, perceiving, being; who is humble in the face of 
forms and forces, respectful and worshipful of nature including a deep connection as 
nature, possesses a life-centred perspective not a human-centred one, has had reality 
shattered logically, entheogenically, and permanently through a supernatural event, 
has a sorcerers awareness of the Pattern that signs come forth and is actively watch-
ing for such portents, a view of time and space with vantages that encompass the 
timescale of cosmic plans, and hears, listens to and presences the Acausal Voice. Such
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a sorcerer is a raw envoy of nature and a closely aligned conduit for THEM. And with
them, they bring a maelstrom.

And here is the curious and majestic thing – There is a protective quality surrounding 
THEM. Synchronicity, self-honesty, and humility – cannot be fabricated or pretended 
– they arise and arrive of their own volition less through cultivation and more through
hubris; and it is such powerful gates that keep the many from being able to commune 
with THEM. Their most visible sign: Synchronicity cannot be forced – we cannot de-
liberately engage in a series of events to make a later unlikely coincidence; in fact, it 
is the element of surprise at the outcome that characterises coincidence. It is that eerie
convergence of chance and timing that strikes us as significant enough to be ex-
traordinary because we did not expect it nor see it coming.

There are, however, elements that increase Synchronicity. It is notable that merely ob-
serving Synchronicity increases it.

Synchronicity is its own master – but it occurs within what can be synchronised. 
Therein, to surround oneself with a paradigm of bells invites what can be synchron-
ous to chime. Therein, is another secret of the sorcerer.

For when we play with the Abyss, we know not what might occur – but that it might, 
and when it does, it is likely to set off a chain reaction (Franz 1980, p.37) – for when 
there is an Occurrence it affects reality like the strands of a spiderweb gently 
strummed. Synchronicity is the Key.

As Franz (1980, p.13) remarks, ‘the secret to probability is repetition’ – and there is 
naught with more repetition than Synchronicity.

SELF-HONESTY
We have spoken at length of the chthonic, raw, umbral presence of nature’s will, of 
the acausal voice, of the primal evolutionary drive by nature to bring forth One’s of 
THEM across Time and Space to evolve Hirself beyond hirself. For one who is Self-
Honest can only emanate the Self – and emanating the Self can only come from con-
nection to the Cosmos and the Abyss of which the Self is an incarnation (Franz 1980, 
p.47).

Further, self-honesty being the primary and emperor of occult abilities – it plays a 
critical role. Self-honesty is an ease with oneself and acceptance of one’s place across
time and space, past, present and future; that is achieved through humility. Humility 
means the attainment of a life-centred perspective; Tao, or a timeless perspective of 
appreciation of existence and forms and forces that churn it, all of which can only be 
obtained over time and none of which can be fabricated.  When aligned with those 
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forces and forms, as Is, in a suspended state of non-enquiry not mentally searching 
for an origin or letting the Dexter categorise and order reality in chronological order 
to find the ‘source’ – there is flow and flowing with change. See then, the 
Aeurekanequeo's mobius-energy of the Simultaneous Pulse and Mirror Zone to see a 
black magical variant of the Yin-Yang.

Synchronicity is at its most excitable state on such a plane with such a person, for 
when you smash reality and the binds of form you invite possession of a particular 
state, an archetype we might call a chthonic Avatar or – One of THEM (Franz 1980, 
p.28-29). The latency of an archetype can when it emerges, transform the real world.

The magical power of Self-Honesty is a critical operant force because it distils the 
conduit – sterilising the vessel which is not clouded by distortions or self-delusion, 
nor hiding oneself and dulling the mirror, but burning brightly without fear.

There can be no fear when working with THEM, not of yourself nor of THEM; for 
they are US and we are THEM. As the founder of THEM I have never felt afraid of 
these forces or entities, but awe and reverence. On the contrary, I have devoted my 
life to building THEM and ‘Them’ a Temple and slowly uncovering the secrets that 
will allow them to inhabit it or for certain types of THEM to be presenced in power-
ful forms. But those around me, particularly the sceptical (who have more to lose) 
have often been profoundly affected or disturbed when THEM make their presence 
known.

An Intrusion is a corporeal accumulation of these raw energies that is intense enough 
to bend reality and emerge the impossible that only high-level synchronicity can 
achieve, chance beyond all chance, opening a gate and constituting a Visitation. An 
intrusion which results in cold-blooded terror and a life-changing event that makes it 
impossible to turn off second-sight.

LOVE
Love, is an even more powerful attractant as it harmonises and increases coincidence,
even psychic communication and non-verbal acknowledgement among synced part-
ners who act in harmony, knowing without knowing; and each feeding the other’s 
maelstrom until space crescendos to an Intrusion.

The conduit between two is even stronger, strengthened by trust and transparency, 
which in turn also strengthens the conduit with THEM. The numinous erotic charge 
that comes from two highly-polished Self mirrors reflecting off each other without 
distortion is discussed in Radia Sol and elsewhere;  this charge occurs as a powerful 
ambrosia of heightened energy exchange without Ego contagion, it is pure commu-
nication and there is often a feeling of indebtedness to one who lets another feel un-
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judged or free to be, or a trance state that occurs in the erotic charge of building 
something numinous together, at lower levels at least where only one participant is 
usually conscious of it. A similar high is to be found for instance, with the euphoria of
drugs, dopamine bursts, adrenaline from exercise, or shared traumatic experiences in 
activities where a new crescendo of experience is attained; and where the cause of the
high is transferred/attributed to the agency of another person.

Just as words can affect across time and space, so can presence – and in accordance 
with the Dyph, or differential of the Theph (see Liber Bathyal) those experiencing 
strong Synchronicity immerse others in it by sharing their presence, which pulls them
into the current (said, Maelstrom) as a potential Dark Lantern – especially in pro-
longed proximity or contact; physically distant or local.  Wherein a sorcerer/ess may 
see THEM in isolation; together with another sorcerer/ess the combination of requis-
ite energies is accelerated as a purer more potent expression, both rare and necessary 
to build a powerful gate.  The reciprocal nature of energy exchange in relationships, 
magickal partnerships or ritual work by those possessing the necessary attributes, aids
Synchronicity to reach extraordinary levels with THEM manifesting more frequently,
and in stronger forms, feeding on the synchronicity generated by the two envoys of 
the Acausal voice.

At higher levels the two are aware of, build and direct the charge consciously and de-
liberately together toward, into or at.  It is therefore far more potent when two are 
honest with each other and doubly so when they are also honest with themselves. In 
this way of being there is humility to THEM and a feedback loop of immense recip-
rocal power. There are also protective qualities in being an envoy; the Thrasz repres-
enting just one guardian of Temple members.

Like Synchronicity, Self-Honesty or Humility, Love cannot be faked either. While 
there are artificially possible energetic fields equitable to gain the notice of THEM; 
all of these forces must occur organically through the path-working of the beings 
themselves; often over a long period of time. We do not and cannot choose who we 
fall in love with, it is a prime example of THEM; a force that seizes us unexpectedly 
but very deeply often without our consent. Yet, it is through such relationships in my 
experience that THEM have been manifest as the strongest presence. This and the 
other requisites beyond our control are what make THEM so difficult to manifest.

In a previous but no longer available manuscript: Rain Magic*K A Visitation, the 
forms and shapes and visage of numerous forms of THEM were discussed in relation 
to visitations that occurred during ritual, such as a guardian of Lake Aosoth that terri-
fied my unsuspecting priestess as a giant shape stepped out on the path, or her inabil-
ity to switch off seeing dark figures running into traffic, chasing cars, sitting, squat-
ting on roofs, watching her, or seeing ‘wooden’ figures filling her with abject terror. 
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Over time she had no choice but to embrace THEM or go mad – though going mad is
often a side-effect of Intrusion, and being mad is often the power-source of a sorcerer.

Living too close to what Jung called ‘absolute knowledge’ or what THEM have 
termed the Phyrm, other’s as the Abyss, and still others as the blackest seas of the 
deep subconscious – one operates on a low-level baseline, pretending as best one can 
to be as an uninitiated, untouched, unremarkable and shallow human (Franz 1980, 
p.20); imitation at its finest, concealing the bathyal depth within. A question to pon-
der is whether it is madness that screams from within channelled into intelligible 
genius through human conduit and a melody of shapes; or cold, inhuman omniscience
of such potency it can only ever be translated and expressed as madness, as cryptic 
occult lyricism without, lain low by the desperate struggle of language and sound to 
encapsulate the umbral voice of the gods. For know ye this – ALL IS MAGIC, espe-
cially so it’s seeming opposite, and strength of the Illusion has made ye Forget. RE-
MEMBER, says the Temple of THEM. Remember.

Herein too is another important principle. It is not possible to remain human as One 
of THEM: the Self and the Ego constantly trade places; one speaks in one moment 
from a conscious human identity or familiar personality in accustomed ways and 
sounds (or sounds woven into the script of words); and in the next from an unidenti-
fied dimension where flows poetry, lyric, mysticism, wisdom of the unconscious. A 
sudden rise from low-being into high-being that sends the sorcerer mad. For the sor-
cerer is a constellated archetype (Franz 1980, p.27) a concentration of black magick 
and shattered geometry. Living in the perpetual ‘heightened emotional state’ in which
sincere divination is undertaken – it is an emanation of extreme gravitas that defies 
the normal, routine ephemera of life and its tedious paradigms and takes on a cosmic 
importance, such as a Geas, or magical compulsion that drives one to complete a 
quest given to their being above all other things, even if it takes his life time, his life 
source, to do it. My I is transformed, poured into these vessels of text in the hope they
take on a life of their own, beyond my mortal coil, for my magic to last a little longer 
– and perhaps, long enough.

Therein, is revealed the supreme and elegant truth of the Temple of THEM: and the 
Keys to the mysterious Entities it acknowledges. And too, the nature of the fearsome 
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guardians that bar the gates from the profane; for few are they who are One’s of 
THEM.

See now, why Lovecraft is the Father of our current; Jung the Mother, Anton Long 
the Muse; the Sorceress the Catalyst; and myselves, the Conduit.

“Then comes this beautiful Chinese idea that man can actually get in contact with 
that he can get to the place where heaven and earth create in an unfathomable way, 
without doubleness, through utmost sincerity. If somebody devoid of all illusions, and
all that makes the world of the ordinary ego, goes into himself with utmost sincerity, 
then he comes to this central hole where creation, even in the cosmos, takes place. 
That is why the Chinese thought that certain sages or saints, very rare personalities, 
could reach that centre and by having come to this contained innermost centre of 
their personality could support heaven and earth, and be with creation in the uni-
verse” – Franz 1980, p.58

It is now 32 years since I started my occult journey, 18 since I founded the Temple of 
THEM; and despite all the changes I have made to my life, the roads I have trod, or 
the maturity or insight I have gained; my conviction with my geas, my magical com-
pulsion to obey the ‘gods’, remains firmly intact. As has been said before, you cannot
convince someone to believe in ghosts if they have never seen one – without direct 
evidence, why should they, how could they? But the V1 02 I3 4D changes all (See, 
Black Keys of Satan). When you do have a Visitation – you will understand why I 
cannot turn my back on such a sublime occult mystery as has revealed itself to me 
and stay transfixed and driven to complete the Temple’s 30-year charter. For Syn-
chronicity is borne of the Game (Franz 1980, p.29), and thus the Temple of THEM is 
a great experiment of chance, a Great Magic, a dice roll powered with my blood.

“In all primitive civilisations ritual and play cannot be separated….So one has to be 
completely and passionately involved, and at the same time sacrifice any kind of ego 
desire” Franz 1980, p.60

Why thirty? You will Know when it is Done, though we may say it has been chosen 
specifically not arbitrarily and there is special effect in the Finite. One may have ob-
served the Temple breaking its charter into 10-year durations, 3 equal parts, and the 
unfolding of a long-term performance of Oromancy. A basis in secrets, only because 
of an inability to understand what was being constructed in isolated pieces, was to be 
later brought together and assembled for War. And too, we always wake before the 
Dream Ends. The desire to be Immortal, to ‘live Forever’, to ‘Dominate for All Time’
is antithetical to all that our current teaches and all that THEM represent. Know the 
‘Right Measure’, extols the I-Ching (Franz 1980, p.44). The All tends toward Entropy
(p.53).
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” Thus the Chinese say that through a holy, earnest play we can get closer to discov-
ering the objective order of the universe” – Franz 1980, p.60
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DREAMING

THEM believe the human psyche seeks wholeness. Until wholeness is achieved, the 
Self will continually prompt the fragmented aspects of its being into forming 
wholeness. These prompts are often censored by the Ego, and it is theorised that the 
Self is forced to wait to communicate less restrictively when the Ego is inactive, via 
the agency of dreams. Though it takes some experience to filter many different kinds 
of message issued from the astral realm, by listening to our dreams, a person can 
effectively create a psychic map that makes conscious the usually unconscious and 
fragmented aspects of our psyche. Following this, one can learn to follow the prompts
from the Self that leads to recognition of these aspects, their roles, and their eventual 
cohesion.

Growth is difficult to achieve if the means of growth are unknown. People can be 
stubborn toward change, especially if that change entails a loss that is in direct 
conflict with the strict conditions of being set in stone by the Ego. The Ego resists 
attempts to alter it and can perform some interesting mental gymnastics to cope with 
the demands of the Self. This can lead to a person making superficial gains in psychic
growth whereby the Ego dupes itself into believing it has listened to the voice of the 
Self. Consequently, a great deal of energy can be expended in good faith on a 
direction that seems to lead to growth, giving a brief feeling of satisfaction and 
accomplishment – but like using a band-aid for a serious injury – this deception 
serves only to temporarily mask some deeper aching that needs to be addressed and 
can lead to dangerous neuroses.

Dreams can be very helpful for getting `true readings’ of our psyche. They are issued 
from a part of us that is more honest, revealing and candid than anything conspired 
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by the Ego. Dreams can show us our strengths, our weaknesses, our talents, our short-
comings, fears, guilt, ambitions, secret desires etc. etc. with a self-honesty that can be
both intensely destructive and painful as it can be healing and progressive. The 
overall `geometry’ of dreams can also reveal a rough [or fine, pending talent] psychic 
sketch of the archetypal stage that a person’s psyche is currently experiencing in the 
process of re-integration that leads to individuation.

These psychic `readings’ can help isolate neuroses, complexes, and each can then be 
worked upon like a person untying [or tying] a knot in their being. Dream revelations 
can indicate where a person might actively spend their energies to assist in the 
totalization of the psyche. i.e. work with the Shadow, the Anima/us [to eventually 
presence it in a person of the opposite sex] and accordingly steps can be taken to 
consciously manifest/explore the situations/energies that our dreams prompt us to 
alter: guiding us to make changes that we would not ordinarily be willing to make 
and helping to free us of otherwise unconscious influences and programs we’d have 
no hope of noticing high above the black sea in our rigid ivory palaces of Ego.

Yet perhaps more importantly, Dreams allow us to tap that black sea within and 
without that gives access to Genius. Because dreams are Archetypal – and because 
each of THEM have or work toward modes of using the Astral for individuation, 
mapping our experiences and trying to make sense of them – we can help you to 
interpret your dreams. Although the meanings of your dreams will be highly personal 
and unique to your understanding of the symbols, persons, feelings etc present – we 
can help you to make connections, know your Animus, identify your shadow, filter 
the noise from them, and act as an external mirror where you can project them, 
enabling you to see them from an emotionally detached mode.

The process begins by the active decision to `stalk’ your dream world, and making a 
conscious and continued effort to remember, interpret, and listen to your dreams. This
is most easily begun by using a dream diary. The workload of keeping a dream 
journal is at first, hard and very demanding, yet even a cursory recollection of a few 
dreams can help provide pieces of your psychic map, certain energies and states of 
mind becoming immediately apparent even from fragments. Not all dreams are 
useful, but what is useful can only be determined by experience. Try keeping a dream
journal for a few weeks. You can opt to email it to us privately – and THEM will 
offer our interpretations of your psychic geometry; leading to suggestions for 
activities that will act in accordance with modes that can help assist in the totalization
of your psyche.

LUCID DREAMING

I’m no expert on Lucidity, and I don’t pretend to be. These documents are from my 
own private foray into Lucidity during which I believe I discovered a powerful 
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technique that induces Lucidity, but a foray that mainly constitutes my unique 
perception and understanding of the Astral and the Psyche, and my own deeply 
personal Dreaming Consciousness, which consciousness I interpreted in context with 
the events occurring in both my day-to-day life and my overall life. I would also hope
that my own interpretations of my Dreams and the way in which I have interpreted 
them, individually and as a collective, will in some way guide and assist others in the 
study of theirs. In 2003-2004 I sat down and wrote out the journal by hand, saving the
records into a word file for distribution online from the Temple of the Tangent group. 
I later deleted the Tangent group and “Offerings” with it. Later however, my hard-
drive suffered a devastating crash, destroying that and many other files – which 
unfortunately I had not backed up. And so, this new version of “Offerings” contains 
scans of the original pages of my Dreaming Journal – from Jan 13 to Feb 14, most of 
which are neatly printed, but some of which were recorded at awkward hours of the 
night, scribbled hastily to ensure maximum preservation of imagery, or even jotted in 
the dark. 

To begin with, I cannot stress strongly enough that a person interested in Lucid 
Dreaming or Dream Interpretation, should seek out and devour the most excellent 
treatise by Carl Jung titled “Man and his Symbols”. Before I read this brilliant 
treatment of the psyche, my only option was to believe from the limited array of 
spurious metaphysical journals available that dealt with Dreaming as some sort of 
“Occult realm” in the league of E.S.P., Ghosts, or UFO’s, that Dream Interpretation 
meant a) dreams fit neatly into an A-Z category of interpretation, and b) that dreams 
Always had a meaning. Neither of these claims about Dreaming held true for me 
during my experiment. Originally, I was probably influenced to attempt Lucid 
Dreaming just as I had attempted Scrying, ESP, Ouija and so on because it was listed 
in the books on the Occult I used to read. In my serious endeavour to learn magic 
however, I came to understand through what I could glean on Lucid Dreaming, from 
a movie called Waking Life, from a text entitled “Liber Luna Sanguinus” supplied to 
me in 2003 by the Tempel ov Blood, from the testimonies of alleged Lucid Dreamers,
and from my own personal experience with it; that a world of infinite possibility 
should be opened to me if I could attain that elusive state called Lucidity. 

It was said that Lucid experiences were as real to the physiology as those of waking 
life, and that the body-mind could not tell the difference – and therein was the appeal 
that perhaps a greater mastery over the body could be won. The idea then that I would
be able to do whatever I liked in that lucid dream state as though it were real and that 
I could control the environment and all of the elements within it – was a marvellous 
prospect worth my time. Could anything appeal more to a human being? Reliable 
Information on Lucid Dreaming proved difficult to find and this was in particular due
to the way that my society at large, including the occultists, seemed to view Dreams.
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Dreams are not taken seriously by many people, and when they are, they tend to be 
taken too seriously. Paradoxically, one of the most defining attributes of Occult 
Experience, Magic or Sorcery, is that it is strongest in-between any two points of 
definite experience, that is, outside of forms used to capture or explain the 
experience, feeling or emanation of having had a mystical/occult experience. The 
people who took dreams too seriously laid down a formulaic set of rules that the “Art 
of Dreaming” was deemed to have in order to become lucid, or, to the people that 
didn’t take them seriously at all, dreams were invisible, and most people, although 
many times confounded by their dreams, ignored them, paid no attention to 
interpreting them, and often denied they even had them. I had created dream journals 
previously as a teenager, and although the difference in magical understanding and 
mental maturity between those journals and this one, is vast, it is likely that my 
fascination with dreams from an early age and the willingness to believe they were 
not something to be discarded and perhaps even something to be understood that 
allowed me to shape the connexion with those psychic sands early. 

Dreams have always seemed highly vivid and meaningful to me, many have shaped 
my life profoundly, and I continue to believe that Dreaming is a powerful tool in a 
Sorcerer’s arsenal. One of the reasons Dreaming shyness seems to be the case may 
have come to light in my endeavour. Recording, Remembering, Interpreting Dreams, 
is very time-consuming. It requires not just a book to write things, but an entire shift 
of temporal concerns to remain in a focused altered-state of Stalking one’s Sleeping 
Self. It becomes as though Waking Life were the Dream, and one is enduring the 
wakefulness just in order to get back to Sleep, to the Astral or Dream Like existence 
that begins to take over. With extended practice, remembering dreams becomes more 
frequent; up to 5-7 dreams over a 12 hour period can prove demanding to record and 
interpret, and it begins to seem like one has only just finished the paperwork for the 
previous night when it starts all over again, as it’s time to go to bed. In the month and 
a half that I recorded my dreams my waking life began to fade, become ethereal and 
wispy, almost as though it were not there and that the concerns of the day were 
transient and non-physical. All I wanted was to have an eventful day to provide 
enough new food for my night-mind. 

Learning to Lucid Dream requires the quality of obsession; it requires “demonic 
commitment” to quote the Order, and the time and resources to set aside one’s body 
and mind for just that. To become so focused on dreams for such a length of time was
exhausting, physically and mentally, and in the end, I abandoned the Dream Project 
to return to my commitments to the Order. I believe I had just opened the Lucid Gates
prior to my decision to stop the project, that I had found a technique that enabled a 
consistent and powerful lucid dreaming state to be attained in a minimum of time, 
and that had I continued I might have been able to write more, though I should likely 
have done it from an asylum. That, or what I continued to write would have been of 
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my weird and wonderful journeys; of which, I rest assured are of no interest to the 
reader being merely particular fancies of my own design, and that it is the method I 
have discovered that is important to record. 

~ Dreaming: A Methodology ~ Some safeguards were required when delving into my
unconscious, as they should be for others – especially if one holds a romantic view of
trying to ‘make friends with it’ perhaps in order to ‘unite’ the conscious and the 
unconscious; not least because this idealistic “friendship” and the possibility of this 
type of “union” is a product/fantasy of the conscious. My unconscious does not want 
to be made friends with any more that it can be united with me as some sort of super 
consciousness. There is a great danger in believing that the many convenient abstract 
names given to ideas, concepts, forces or feelings dealt with when talking about the 
psyche are real, physical, controllable, or conform to expectations like other tangible 
objects.
Dreaming, I think, is primarily a metaphysical exploration but that requires secondary
methods and measures that borrow from madness as much as logic. The unconscious,
has the power to really mess a person up inside, and that is why it is important, even 
if only as a tool, to forge a belief in the mind being compartmentalised and that not 
all dreams mean something, in fact, that many dreams are just a conversation with the
other half, that is, with the unconscious itself, in its own language. And in this 
conversation, things may at first be said that are hurtful, misinterpreted, and 
downright rude, but do not make the mistake of believing that the unconscious will 
eventually come to speak the language of the conscious, or the conscious the 
language of the unconscious – that is to invite disaster. These elements are not 
human, nor do they behave as human and thus should not be treated as human – 
people make the same mistake when approaching the Dark Gods. 

It is natural inclination to humanise everything – to refract it in our own image. This 
inclination must be suspended in magic. And I have learned, that to believe that 
dreams must always mean something or to believe they accurately represent one’s 
“Self” is to invite extremely dangerous elements into one’s journey, because the 
psyche can easily lose its rational grounding or its internal map. I’ve prided myself on
having a strong mental constitution that can withstand a fair bit of having my ego 
held up to a mirror and being told like it is – or withstand being convinced I am what 
I am not or awakened to what I am unconscious of being, or able to integrate a lot of 
my monsters in the way of wonderful or horrific thoughts, fantasies, or internal 
dialogue as just that and both identify and disassociate my(self) from that content. 
This is probably because I champion self-honesty as quintessential to a magician. But
Lucid Dreaming required at least a month of preparation groundwork to attain the 
state of mind that could hold onto the Dreaming World firmly, and involved a 
harrowing period of adjustment and unpredictable interactions with a part of my(self)
I knew (know) nothing about. 
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Now, given what I do as one of THEM, I’m somewhat aware of how I, and some of 
my ideas, may come across to others as quite mad. It has been very difficult to 
explain my perception as influenced by an insight into simultaneously unified 
disconnection via the Acausal Voice, for instance, and probably will always be, since 
I cannot be sure anyone else shares my point of view, points of perception, or has 
experienced what I take, generally speaking, for granted. As a Sorcerer, such 
temporary leaps of faith and investing one’s belief in ideas is absolutely necessary, 
for as mad as it may seem – madness is the Sorcerer’s friend.

Oftentimes such methods are unable to be explained, luckily I have some experience 
in doing so and the determination to elaborate. Basically, one believes in what is 
necessary to get the job done, or more accurately, one deceives or tricks the conscious
into action. But bear with me. Exploring the realm of my psyche required an idea to 
be formed about the qualities of its nature, of its structure. At best, I could 
consciously recognise the ample evidence for compartmentalism (that is, that my 
psyche or mind is separated into different sections of cognisance or consciousness) 
that existed in my being, the difference in consciousness between short and long term
memory being a great example, and that there are elements of and in me that are 
beyond conscious reach. I defined very firmly, the “me” that is the controlling 
consciousness writing these words and conducting dream experiments as separate 
from a second or even numerous number of “me’s” that represented either my 
organism as a whole, or one or more of my other mental compartments. 

All of this division is of course based on temporal mental abstracts. I had defined it so
clearly because the consciousness that is seated in my skull feels very sure of its 
position. The main, “me” had to be able to hold onto its conscious blueprint of its 
personal identity very strongly because it would be assailed by all manner of 
unconscious forces during its sojourn to become more conscious of them that could 
potentially have nasty side-effects. It might sound complex, and to someone 
accustomed to placing things directly into one specific form located in time and 
space, it is. But my understanding of consciousness is based in the acausal notions of 
the ONA – not in a limited point of consciousness operating from my skull but as 
flowing with the acausal in nameless possibilities of reach and origin functioning as 
one unified illusion created from a continuous stream of change. I must be able to 
speak of myself in first person, second person, and third person – (and I can, because 
of my collective conscious awareness of having experienced many altered states) so I 
can make a mature self-judgement that creates a safety net to catch the fragile ego 
before it falls. I.e. in convincing myself that my capabilities to divine my total self are
always going to be biologically limited, as though I accept I am a large house with 
hundreds of rooms unexplored and others locked or permanently walled up. 

This acceptance of limits prepares the ego not to be so shocked by its inability to 
control what comes forth that it is harmed or even shattered. I think this or a similar 
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perspective of the mind is extremely important to have because a degree of ability to 
disassociate or separate from a personal identification with some of the terrifying 
contents brought forth by the dreaming mind is necessary not to go mad or be badly 
damaged by potentially dangerous unconscious elements quickly becoming conscious
to the unprepared mind. The unconscious is adept at showing you things about 
yourself you’d rather you didn’t know. It possesses omnipotent power over the 
weaknesses, emotions, guilt, hang-ups, neuroses, and fears with unforgiving honesty 
that can bring a person crumbling to their knees, sometimes permanently, and must be
treated with great respect. And some of this respect is in accepting that you have to 
immerse yourself in irrational madness to gain anything from the occult –wherein the 
real trick is in surviving the journey without becoming insane.

In provoking a more concentrated interaction with the Dreaming Mind, I seemed to 
awaken something sentient that I could not determine as hostile or neutral. I suppose I
had to personify this Dreaming State in order to control it, tame it, as I had already 
interpreted it as a ‘compartment’ of myself, it became a separate being, an entity 
divided from myself. And I approached it thus: My consciousness was a resident 
voyager exploring the unknown – but it should not expect to find some perfect 
resolution or united state of super-consciousness (that was a naivety I had stripped 
away) but expect a journey to the top of a rugged mountain to attempt a humble 
conversation with its unknown half. 

Realise* that you will never speak either language fluently, nor will those 
compartments ever consciously fluently become intelligible, but there are depths to 
the unconscious, and I liken it greatly to the sea; there are the shallow waters where 
things that are useful to be conscious of are washed ashore by the ebb and tide. There 
are the islands one might swim out to if they are a strong enough swimmer and can 
brave the currents, though they should be prepared for the eventuality of getting into 
trouble and even drowning if they cannot. There is the vast ocean blue, beautiful and 
enticing but dangerous and unforgiving depending on the weather above and below to
swim out too far. And then there are the impossibly dark trenches thousands of 
degrees below that shiny blue, swimming and crawling with strange creatures that 
defy imagination, a hostile and deadly environment with endless caves that go all the 
way to another dimension, a place where the conscious should never go, and even 
deeper where it may never go. To treat myself as divided into two convenient parts 
enabled “me” (the fragile “I”) to know/feel/accept that it’s judgements can not always
be right (and that’s OK) and that I am not able to understand or calculate the entirety 
of myself using only my consciousness, (and that’s OK) and allows my ego the ease 
to consciously settle with those facts and accept its limited but nonetheless important 
station (the ego must be allocated praise and assurance in the trade-off), and 
subsequently help me to “dismiss” or “disassociate” myself/itself from the highly 
toxic and potentially destructive and disturbing elements that studying the Dreaming 
Mind can bring forth and did bring forth for me. 
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Such disturbing elements included highly charged emotional content that can quickly 
and shockingly come out of nowhere to shake the Dreamer’s very core; (“Hel” was 
written after such a dream) Content so disturbing that it can cause psychosis or 
harmful deterioration of the ego – I’ve been mad several times but have managed to 
hold it together enough to come back. Or long and uncomfortable sinister dreams that
come to torment the Dreamer for what seems hours upon waking – but seem like days
or even years during the psychic imprisonment of the dream. Several times I had 
dreams that were so confronting I wondered if I should stop the project altogether or 
felt like my unconscious was actually trying to persuade me to give up my project.
For every step I took forward, the unconscious seemed to have its own analysis of my
efforts, almost as if it were taunting me to catch hold of it – only to mystify me with 
its violent displays of symbolism. 

But again, this idea that the unconscious taunts, is a projection of the conscious mind,
and the conscious mind can quickly get one into trouble in thinking that the 
unconscious is their friend, that there is a friend there to be had, or that friend in 
anyway shape or form denotes the thing that is the Unconscious. 

Note to the Consciousness, Do not expect to get off the beach. 
Note to the Magician, You can go further than I did. 

My unconscious did not seem friendly, but inasmuch as it is the conscious waking 
side of me that supplies wishful projections and interpretations that humanises the 
content remembered – and the conscious waking side that exists quite naively of such
horrific wonders as the mind is genuinely capable of when pushed – it could only be 
friendly in my imagination. It, the conscious mind also filters out, an unbelievable 
deal of stimuli from what is available, and is, in comparison to the unconscious, a 
starkly unimaginative, uncreative and simplistic block-stacker which gloats over its 
inadequate terms such as “friendship” to describe a union so impossibly complex it 
has apparently only been achieved by a handful of human beings in history. 

Contra wise, the unconscious is a poetic genius capable of the most intricate 
analogies, metaphors, symbolism, and dance that can leave one breathless from their 
sublime beauty, shocked and embarrassed by their unashamed unreserved raw knack 
for telling it like it is, or wake one screaming and sweating from the sheer detail and 
creative terror charged with a vividity that makes waking life seem grey, washed-out 
and mundane. And, when I thought that I had been shocked as much as I could be by 
a nightmare or dream, I was proved irrevocably wrong. The unconscious appears to 
have a powerful if not omnipotent defence mechanism to prevent the consciousness 
from opening certain doors, wandering around the house, or trying to build new 
extensions – but no comparison exists for me to say if it is an objective censor or a 
subjective censor. 
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Its apparent from my many forays into magic, why the conscious self must hold a 
very high view of itself and its abilities. Because of the odds against it, it must be 
encouraged from within and without to strive, to conquer and that it can do the 
impossible because only with that arrogance does it march forth into the unknown to 
succeed where success is impossible. And sometimes it does succeed in such a place. 

But, the reality is, one must learn to accept defeat after defeat in one’s stride to Know 
Thyself. It should come as no surprise that uniting the unconscious and the conscious 
proved beyond my control. It is possible that the unconsciousness even drives my 
consciousness to study I, giving me the illusion of self-controlled sentience; who 
knows for sure? But this sort of view must be rejected to some extent by the sorcerer 
if one is to take the approach of being an autonomous entity and responsible for one’s
own destiny. one should keep firmly in mind that one is as capable of being one’s 
own worst enemy as they are one’s own best friend. ThoTh, Australia, 2009. * 
Regarding, “Belief”, “Realisations”, “Accepting” and so on. One of the hard tasks of 
the Sorcerer is in convincing themselves that certain things are “true”, whilst 
remaining aware that they are not.

BREAKING THE LOCKE: A LEXICON FOR DREAM
DESCRIPTION

Dreams notoriously defy the strict rigidity of time and space – points of view, obser-
vation platforms, fixation of being, origin of action and meaning often perform odd 
and often disorienting fusions and duplicities of each, archetypes, familiarity with 
persons, recognitions overlapping, falling and fading, contradicting into one another.
This brief lexicon is to aid in a step toward some day making their mysteries more 
graspable and their deeper secrets transparent by providing the means to describe 
these difficult contradictions.

Fixed Observer (My Me)– when you retain all of your faculties in a dream that 
make you, you – from memory catalogue, real-world physical attributes, five key 
senses, to intact mental zeitgeist of the world – and you participate in the dream in 
first person perspective.
Autonomous Detached Observer (My Me’s)– when you retain all of your faculties 
in a dream that make you, you – from memory catalogue to intact mental zeitgeist of 
the world but your real-world physical attributes (body) are absent  – and you parti-
cipate in the dream from a third person perspective.
Divided Observer (Our Me’s) – when you retain all of your faculties in a dream that
make you, you – from memory catalogue to intact mental zeitgeist of the world but 
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your real-world physical attributes (body) are absent and present – and you particip-
ate in the dream from a third person perspective AND first person perspective.
Fixed Divided Observer – (My Me-Not-Me) when you retain all of your faculties in
a dream that make you, you – from memory catalogue to intact mental zeitgeist of the
world but your real-world physical attributes (body) are absent  – and you participate 
in the dream from a third person perspective watching yourself – but – cannot interact
with the dream and only observe ‘yourself’ going through it.
Hostile Autonomous Observer (My Not-Me)  When you are both the very being 
that is you but simultaneously overcome by a sense that you are not ‘you’.
Quasi-Autonomous Omniscience – (My All-Me) When you are both the observer 
and the observed.
Divided Mental Agency – (Stealthought)When you ‘know’ something as another 
inhabitant that ‘you’ do not.
Non-Autonomous Participation – (My As Them) When you participate in the en-
tire dream as another inhabitant.
Divided Familiarity – (Like but Not Like)When you recognise the appearance of 
someone familiar but it is not ‘them’
Split Familiarity – (Them as Also Them) When you recognise the appearance of 
someone familiar and they drastically and immutably shift into being someone else in
such a way they are both.
Contradictory Non-Familiarity (Them but not Them)– When you recognise the 
appearance of someone familiar and they drastically and immutably shift into being 
someone else in such a way they are both but also neither.
Hostile Locality – When the scene is identical to your memory of a place but there is
a pervading sense of sinister shadow that the place is dangerous.
False Sanctuary – When the scene is identical to your memory of a home and your 
recognise family but the inhabitants are all strangers.
Hostile Sleeper – When you are among people who are your family and feel like 
your family, but there is a feeling one is not.
Glued – When you attempt to run at full speed/punch an attacker but are unable to.
Divided Identification – When you recognise a familiar face on a strangers body.
Hostile Inherency – When you recognise someone you know but there is a sense of 
danger emanating from them.
Forced Mutable Locality – When the scene rapidly shifts from familiar locations to 
unfamiliar locations, often repeating the same scene as if replaying a movie but with 
a different script in each visitation.
Hyper Formality – When the dream focuses on every detail around you in fine detail
– from the tree root formation and stones on a path you are walking along to the tem-
perature of the day, the emotion you feel, the destination you are going and have 
come from.
Hostile Pursuance – When you are pursued by a relentless killer or deadly threat.
Mutual Agency – When you are acting as yourself looking out onto the world but 
also occupy a second point of observation above yourself, watching yourself.
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Mutual Divided Agency – When you are acting as yourself looking out onto the 
world but also occupy a fixed second point of observation outside yourself in another 
inhabitant.
Mutual Temporal Agency – When you are acting as yourself looking out onto the 
world but also occasionally occupy a fixed second point of observation outside your-
self in another inhabitant.
Divided Autonomous Agency – When you are acting as yourself looking out onto 
the world but also occupy multiple points of observation outside yourself in other in-
habitants.
Detached Temporal Agency –  When you transition with frequency between points 
of observation above, behind or outside of you.
Mutable Detached Temporal Agency – When you transition with frequency 
between points of observation between inhabitants so as to see the scene and yourself
from many points of view.
Mutable Paradigm – When you eclipse the constancy of matter size, such as having 
a car for a head and then climbing into another car head and driving off.
Solvent Paradigm – When the dream forces logical continuity during absurdity, such
as having a car for a head and then climbing into another car head and driving off – 
where previous legs are suddenly present wheels with no suspension of disbelief.
Fracture – where the dream performs some act that wakes the dreamer up with its 
impossibility.
Chronological Temporal Immediacy – When the dream flashes forward to show a 
premonition of what the dream will contain.
Inverse Chronological Temporal Immediacy – When the dream flashes backward 
to show a premonition of what the dream has contained.
Eternal Facsimile – when we are given an object or a gift that produces an effect 
eternally, such as a wallet that never runs out of money.
False Existential Facsimile – when we are given an object or a gift that produces an 
effect eternally, such as a wallet that never runs out of money and we wake up tem-
porarily believing it to be a reality.
Hostile Autonomy Agency –  When there is a pervading sense that you are not you 
but you are powerless to prevent your ‘you’ from going through the actions of the 
dream, suddenly relegated to the role of observer in crucial, often emotionally potent,
events.
Quasi-Immediacy – When it is clearly ‘today’ but the events took place yesterday.
Quasi-Inverse Immediacy – When it is ‘yesterday’ but the events clearly take place 
today in the present moment.
Quasi-Diurnal – When it is both night time and day time simultaneously.
Mutable Familiarity – When what was familiar becomes suddenly alien and strange
Frequent Mutable Familiarity – When what was familiar becomes suddenly alien 
and strange then familiar again repeatedly.
Infrequent Mutable Familiarity – When what was familiar becomes suddenly alien 
and strange then familiar again.
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Fractured Inhabitant – When we recognise a visage or appearance of someone in 
one instance only to find them unrecognisable at some point.
False Mutable Inhabitant – When we recognise a visage or appearance of someone 
in one instance but they possess all of the internal characteristics of someone else.
Fractured Locality Remembrance – When we recognise a place or location from 
memory but some detail we cannot quite pinpoint has changed causing the recogni-
tion to be slightly ‘off’.
Shallow Timeclimb – When the dream jumps from the present immediacy into the 
future.
Deep Timeclimb – When the dream jumps drastically from the present immediacy 
into the far future
Deepening – When the dream places hyper-focus of importance on the very immedi-
ate events taking place at the immediate time.
Shallow Timedive – When the dream jumps from the present immediacy into the 
past.
Deep Timedive – When the dream jumps drastically from the present immediacy into
the far past. I.e. from present day to a gladiatorial ring, Napoleonic war, bronze age 
etc.
Timeslide – When time loses its fixed constancy inside the dream and becomes de-
tached from events.
Dreamslide – the fading of details of a dream when we wake – especially when we 
try to remember them, forcing them backwards into the subconscious and further out 
of recollection.
Chromatic Filter – when a dream is in a particular colour, black and white, sepia.
Mutable Chromatic Filter – when a dream switches back and forth between a par-
ticular colour, black and white, sepia.

MAGIC, GRAVITY, THE MAGI AND DEPRESSION

Related to the Mind War is an ancient theory of the existence of an enshrining 
protective field or current formed by the geometric arrangement of principle shapes 
by the Magian Empire. These principles are enshrined in the architecture of the 
Empire both Exoterically (Shrines, Symbols, Institutions) and Esoterically (Control 
over Time, Space, Thought) and actively resist change to them through various 
measures, both rational and irrational – on fronts of Logos and Madness. Some of this
architecture takes the form of Protectors of the existence and continuation of God and
comprises legions of individuals whose prayers, campaigns, shapes and strategies 
include magical assaults against those of the Sinisterion, (also referred to as 
Openers), who would see Christianity’s defiant fight to resist being replaced with an 
evolutionary advancement of the human race beyond Religions of Monotheism and 
Insynsian.
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The Rational Mind is a precious gem but the Irrational Mind is the psychic region 
that is most sensitive to Magic, both as means to deploy it, and a means to be affected
by it. The concept of the Irrational Mind as used here, is a convenient abstract, but for
those who believe in Magic, such belief opens up an entirely invisible vista of 
perception where the intuition of colours, lights, feelings, sensations, dreams and 
exchanges of energy in interactions with other humans and other forms is a private 
engagement of constant warfare. Battle ensures daily with preventative measures 
erected seeking to prevent the extraction or vampirization of energy from oneself or 
others, and the sorcerer is constantly on guard for vampires and other entities that 
would drain them of their life-force. This itself takes energy which must come from 
others sources. For many this is the role of the Sinister, Aether, Acausal, Dark Ones, 
or THEM, and Nature, where places of power can be sought and found to replenish 
the sorcerer. [See Places of Power.] 

These interactions are not just against individuals encountered on a daily basis – but 
can take place in the Astral during sleep – and also by assaults from far more 
powerful collective fields such as those words, actions and intentions of those who 
would openly prevent Change which collectively hold together a particular view of 
the World that resists attempts to alter it. This enables such prisons as Language, 
Duality, Morality, Hypocrisy, Insynsian, Egoism to reign as the acting powers in 
experience of the World and ultimately controls the shapes that will be seen and used 
during one’s life on Earth. That the Church has denuded many kinds of resistance to 
it is unquestioned, with all manner of institutions, laws, armed forces, clergy, moral 
codes enforced and placed to meet head on the voice or presence of any dissenters to 
the way Life is experienced. At present, the concept of One God is an inevitable and 
dominating force on the planet, very old and very wise. Whilst laws, forces, etc 
openly discourage rebellion against the Church, Powerful rhetoric and violence 
protects Religion and the Religious, THEM wish to speak here of one particular facet 
of the overall design of the Magian Matrix: Depression.

Depression, in the face of Experience on Earth, is natural. We feel pain via Empathy. 
Depression is often not even Personally or Individually centralised – but arises from 
an overwhelming sensation of the essential geometry of Life feeling terribly wrong 
but one that cannot be rationalised or explained intellectually – it is an alien feeling, a
feeling that seems extraordinarily ancient and yet familiar, but its cause we cannot 
isolate.

Depression, in science and medicine, has its own explanations. Magically, however, 
Depression is none other than the resulting oppressive force of the Magian’s magical 
network. We are imprisoned by their Time, Space and Language, their Laws, their 
Beliefs, their God – though humans are shapeless in spirit, we can feel the crafted 
shapes of the containers into which they have forced us, containers which fit what we
are supposed to be, most unnaturally. The Fear of Death, of Sex, of Joy, of Love, of 
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Chaos defines the Magian prison, referred to as The Cylindrical. The key aspect of 
the Cylinder is the enclosure of the spirit (shapeless) into a particular (shape) and the 
same prison for all – this is an act of madness. When we consider that if one does not 
feel Happy, Joyous, Content all of the time, they are told by society that there is 
something wrong with them – that Depression, is an illness. We are sent to Doctors to
‘cure it’. This sense of wrongness happens also when we cannot or refuse to conform 
– or, even when we try to submit or conform to the Judaeo Matrix – there is no 
achievable way to belong to it and this is part of the reason why Depression is so 
uncomfortable, because our sensations of the world being horribly wrong or shaped 
to torture us are not validated or accepted by the key institutions created to prevent 
such awareness. 

Because of the concept of Original Sin or Ultimate Sin, humanity can never be good 
enough for God, never be the right shape, do the right thing, no MATTER what they 
do or how they contort to fit to this impossible box. In some regards, it is more 
accurate to call Depression, Compression.

One aspect of the Magi’s essential attitude to Life was encapsulated in the Catherine 
Wheel, where torturers mangled the bodies of victims and Broke them, on the Wheel.
In the world of Post-Modern Satanism and the present emphasis of Logos as a lens, It
is common to believe that there is no War for your Soul or Mind, and that one is 
merely being paranoid in believing in armies of ‘white’ magicians (Closers) whose 
interest is in keeping Satanism and the Sinister from arising and minds from escaping
the mental prison, but one need look no further for proof that this paranoia has its 
own life and energy than the Vatican, which sanctioned a new 100 priest army several
years ago specifically to fight the rise in Occultism.

Just as You are able to create and presence outcomes, effects and change as an 
Individual with your thoughts, energies, actions – so does the entire legion of 
principles that combat the tyrannies of Abrahamism loosely assembled under myriad 
groups of Satanic, Scientific, Spiritual, Technological, and other anti-Abrahamic 
currents felt as a solid threatening force to the Empire of the Magi. It haunts them, 
chides them, insults them – it is not imaginary to them, they can feel it as the 
encroachment of strange crackling powers trying to infect their brains with tendrilled 
fingers and Undo the Empire they have erected to control this Aeon in the name of 
their Monotheistic Figures and Codex. It is why they pray, go to church, resist 
temptation, tell us what to do, try to restrain the Beast and dictate life from Birth to 
Death and everything in between. And they feel it, as they feel Everything else, as 
FEAR.

On the other hand, the exhortations and ferocious dedication they exhibit as a 
collective in preventing such changes to their Aeon by controlling or destroying 
individuals, forms and forces that present a threat is a force of will that is intense and 
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powerful. It is so powerful it has become permeate throughout all of Civilisation and 
spread across the planet, annihilating its resistors or assimilating them through guile 
or force. This force transforms intent into real architecture, real soldiers, real hatred 
that would see any threat to it, destroyed. It is not merely a psychic feeling but a 
visual one, their symbols their presence their laws are omnipresent – in essence, such 
a force of will has physicated itself from intent because of how strong it is and can be
felt as a tangible force. This is called ‘Depression’ – an actual crushing of the spirit 
felt from such forces to make us throw down our arms and admit defeat, to believe 
we are undone, that nothing can change, that such forces and forms will eternally 
endure and sends the message that we should stop fighting against it. – For most, 
Depression keeps us in check, the weight of such magic hangs heavy on our spirit and
keep us from holding our head and weapons up high. But there are magical counter-
measures.

We have learned that such compression can turn one into a Spring, consciously 
allowing oneself to be coiled tightly and then using that stored force to rebound with 
ferocity. There are ways to do this magically, such as descending slowly to the ground
with gravity in a spiral and laying still on the floor until a sudden upward momentum 
forces one upward. Repeated, the force of Gravity becomes a conscious weapon. The 
urge to just die (the intended result of depression) can be felt most clearly when 
laying perfectly still at rest. Yet it is there that the force of Life itself, is felt the most 
strongly too and which will eventually propel one up off the floor to continue living.
Members of THEM are acutely aware of the feeling of depression – on one hand it is 
natural result of Empathy but on the other it is felt more strongly the closer one gets 
to overcoming the Magian energy network. Immediate signs of this are 
communications being interrupted, and depression.

When you look at how THEM is branching out and making a lot of connections, 
flowing without conflict, and not getting lost in what it is doing, it is becoming a 
potential threat. If this threat is being felt the Magian’s command of the Sinister 
(which is neutral and can be commanded by any human whatever their morality) then
it is natural to begin to feel depressed – this is in itself what make Aeonic magic so 
hard to continue, the depression, the feeling that things are doomed and cannot get 
better. The simultaneous attempt by many LHP to destroy the Ego is THEM believe 
an old trap – since it is the Ego that causes the upward motion from depression. To 
lead your enemies to believe destroying the Ego is what will stop the Magi, is an 
ancient tactic to allow depression to dominate humanity and prevent the coiled 
energy from being used by a conscious magician. It is, to close off methods to defeat 
the Magi. (See Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 4)

To encourage the Ego and only the Ego is also a powerful incitement that upholds the
Magian energy network. If we can spread the ability to Remember the Magical nature
of the Magi’s Empire – we can Resist and Reform it. Next time you feel Depressed – 
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know that it is the Irrational Power of the Magi acting upon you. Don’t let them 
control you. Rise up and spit in their faces.

ON PSYCHIC VAMPIRES

Recognition of their poison and means of their destruction.

Members of THEM have noted a connexion between the psychological emergence of 
the Self and an extra sensitivity to the psychic emanations coming from persons in 
thrall to a particular state of imprisonment by the Ego. viz. the Psychic Vampire.

The level of raised awareness of said emanations may stem from the successful pro-
cess of psychic growth of the Self – wherein there is developed as a reaction to ma-
gical/mental enlightenment, a super-sensitive distinction between the two states or 
modes of mind, each governing the organism via a particular energy that actively at-
tempts to sustain its domination by suppressing the other.

The two major forms of Being: Ego and Self; were articulated in a previous essay 
titled “Radia Sol” as autonomous sentients referred to as ‘Psychanisms‘. Psychanisms
are modes of thought that struggle to gain complete control over the psychic faculties 
thus determining the energetic mode of the host organism and characterising its level 
of relatedness to the world around it.

Radia Sol also related why the majority of human organisms are ruled by the Ego and
remain prisoners in psychic thrall to the drives of their limbic system or reptilian en-
ergy base. The ’reptilian energy base’ is the lowest mode of reasoning used by an or-
ganism concerning how to solve the immediate problems it faces or satisfy its base 
‘animal’ type urges and desires. Such urges are basic and rooted in a primal base, 
such as hunger and how to get food, thirst and how to get water, lust and how to sate 
it, the urge to procreate and acquisitiveness [acquiring things] for example, and the 
drive to sate these needs as quickly as possible.

Because it is not always safe or advisable to sate one’s desires immediately, human 
beings became chameleons/scorpions: masters of deception that devised subtle or 
gross ways of getting exactly what they wanted.

When they could not get what they wanted: and their desire was thwarted: it was the 
element of the psyche called the EGO, that became frustrated and caused the organ-
ism to throw a tantrum, fly into a rage, weep or cry, or use all means possible to clev-
erly find a way to overcome the obstacles that beset the ego’s goal.
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Likewise, it was the EGO that caused feelings of joy or the act of laughter and a 
sense of celebration when the ego achieved its aim and fulfilled its desire.

Exactly what those desires were: was determined by a great many factors, including 
the Time a person was born into, the Technology available in that Time, the 
Moral/Ethical background of that person, The Culture in which one lived, early im-
pressions of the World, Pleasant or Negative Experiences and any marked effect they 
had on the understanding or perception of solving problems, dealing with frustration, 
co-operating with others, trust, love and a host of other indeterminable factors.

But because the host of factors involved in shaping the ego is so large, composed of a
deeply profound network of reason, memory, experience, ploy, problem solving, eth-
ics, behaviour, emotion, sensatorium, and many more diverse and intricate mental 
equations and contents, the ego is occult and private.

Some of the connections an organism’s ego makes between one thing and another 
can, for instance, be grossly estimated through observing the actions or reasoning of 
the organism – or guessed at by a deduction of the organisms drive or motivation to 
act or speak the way it has as a means to satisfy some secret urge. But on the whole, 
the behaviour of persons and the diversity of their manner of private reason remains a
mystery.

It is not then possible to discern wholly the contents of the intricate organic ‘clock-
work’ that exists in the mental net or an organism or fathom the virtually infinite cal-
culations and connexions made by the ego to solidify the separate elements of the 
world into one cohesive ‘Weltanschauung’ or world-view that governs how that or-
ganism reacts to the world, to other organisms, and to itself.

However, it is not necessary to have a complete understanding of an organisms 
private mental content in order to recognise the energetic network formed inside an 
organism symptomatic of Psychic Vampirism – whereupon a certain connexion has 
been affected or damaged by way of a potent desire left unfulfilled, a compulsive 
urge that cannot be fulfilled, an addiction or obsession with calculating or re-experi-
encing a particular connexion, a traumatic experience that causes a stagnancy in the 
growth of any particular connexion or the connexions as a whole, or some other frus-
tration occurring in the processes of the mental network that results in being unable to
make further connexions, results in making irrational and unreasonable connexions, 
or in becoming trapped in a particular cycle of connexions.

~
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An examination of the ego is best achieved from the higher degree of the mode of 
Self, whereupon a greater contrast is afforded to study of the ego because of the dis-
tance in psychic growth between the Self and the ego, than an examination of the ego 
from its own mode.

The ego has been said to be highly ‘self-centred‘ – which is an unfortunate use of 
words – for the Self and the ego have almost nothing in common. The ego is better 
termed ‘narcissistic’ in that it exists for its own sake.

The growth of the ego in both its young and its mature stage is easily illustrated when
comparing a young child, and an adult whose profession involves the ability to lie. 
The child is sociopathic and concerned with sating desire and urges immediately. But 
the adult is able to wait and to defer gratification until such time the desire can be 
safely or privately sated and is even able to deftly conceal secretive intention beneath 
the guise of outward appearance.

The outward guise is often determined by the elements that were involved in the or-
ganism’s early problem solving. This basic art of deception begins with the child re-
enacting the elements that lead to the sating of a particular desire. I.e., a baby cries to 
get more milk or attention. If milk arrives when it cries it may make an association 
[or mental connexion] between crying and getting milk. Such associations rapidly 
grow in complexity: a small boy may break something in order to get in trouble with 
the specific intent to re-create the satisfaction and praise that comes from being re-as-
sured and comforted in fixing it or cleaning the mess up, once the stage of the stern 
telling off has passed. These means of ‘provoking a certain situation or outcome’ are 
like a natural form of magic that is rooted in the basic urge of survival and averting 
danger or unpleasantness by acts of camouflage and deception, play-acting or mimes-
is [mimicking expected or habitual behaviour].

Habitual behaviours become ingrained in the organism as a means of defence not 
only against danger, but against being thwarted in its will. The guises used often be-
come extremely complex over time as an organism is required to formulate many dif-
ferent strategies of deception to deal with a variety of situations that require different 
kinds of manipulation.

Yet such guises are not strictly limited to individuals, that is, to the realm of the per-
sonal. Because of the impact will/mentality can have on its environment such guises 
can infect larger bodies or groups of people such as political or religious movements. 
An example of the innate obsession with deception by human beings is extant in the 
behaviour of the Russians and the Americans during the Cold War. Both countries as-
sumed the chameleonic tendencies of the human in a much more powerful form by 
disguising their political plans, intentions and movements and using codes, spies, in-
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tense secrecy and espionage en masse in the race to deceive the other about their nuc-
lear capabilities. In this scenario, both Russia and America excelled in demonstrating 
not only the extent of creativity human beings may go to to cloak outward appear-
ances, but that the inability to feel secure by one organism can easily turn into a con-
tagion shared by others to manifest an obsessive desire.

What causes the drive in an organism that sustains the stubbornness to achieve a spe-
cific energy level?

Although the ‘pathology’ of a person [I.e., the cause of their actions or speech] can be
guessed at or to some degree ascertained, it cannot be definitively known owing to its
enormous intricacy of billions of connexions, there are nevertheless specific charac-
teristics associated with a Psychic Vampire that help to identify it. The first of these is
Insecurity. The second is Lack of Genuine Sympathy [[lacking in feeling for the other
person, and only relating to the world via themselves]. A third is Concealed Narciss-
ism, a fourth, Priority.

[A very adept Psychic Vampire will require a greater length of time to detect.]

In the most literal sense, it is a missing or loose, or ‘insecure’ mental connection that 
causes the specific neuroses and pathology of an individual. Without being able to 
complete a mental calculation owing to a complication in the mental process for that 
connexion – the individual is frustrated in their attempts to process an experience, 
idea or emotion holistically, I.e., using the whole of their faculties to bring a mental 
process to a satisfactory conclusion. Instead, a loose or insecure connexion becomes a
focus of obsession whereby the individual becomes trapped in a loop trying to com-
plete the missing information with only the information it already has, unsuccessfully.

Because the connexion cannot be formed by the agency of the organism itself, it re-
quires the connexion to be made artificially via the agency of others. To do this it 
evokes or ‘re-stages’ the conditions that were present when the connexion was first 
damaged. This is usually an unconscious re-enactment, powered by a conscious drive
that ‘something’ is missing and that ‘something’ can be found if only this or that situ-
ation is brought about.

Such evocation is intended to bring about the creation of an element or the elements 
that ‘fill in’ for the missing component that would lead to satisfaction and the ability 
of the organism to move on and form new connexions by shifting its obsessive focus 
from that injured connexion.

The behaviour of an organism involved in setting up those unconscious conditions re-
quires other organisms to assist – to supply the energetic outlay that the Psychic Vam-
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pire needs to begin. This is where energetic exchange, energy drain and psychic rape 
come in.

ENERGETIC EXCHANGE

Energetic exchange is usually reciprocal. Throughout life, the ego will attempt to bal-
ance its energetic expenditure by playing an endless game of gambling in gain and 
loss. In exchanging ‘good morning’ with a friend or stranger on the street the ego ex-
pends some of its energy in a calculated risk to gain back more energy or at least 
break even.

If the person replies in a manner that is conducive to the conditions required by our 
ego to count it as a gain, or energetic reward. That is, if the ego wants the person to 
reply in a like manner to count the risk of expenditure a successful gamble by affirm-
ing to the personality that it is a “good, likeable, friendly” person for instance, and 
this is the sort of identity that corresponds with the organisms sense of “I” – then the 
personality or “I” receives an energetic gain that makes it feel good.

How good it feels, depends on how important it is to the ego to assert the elements 
that define the identity of the organism. If someone has interest in being a happy per-
son, then having someone return a warm reply will have a higher energetic return to 
that person than it will to a person accustomed to being suspicious of strangers.

If there were to be a loss though, and the person replied rudely, for instance; not only 
would we have lost our original energetic wager, but we would have suffered a fur-
ther loss of energy when our ego’s gamble to gain energy is taxed further from a re-
prisal that injures its pride or sense of “I”. In such a case, the ego may seek to extract 
the energy back from the person by attempting a similar rude gesticulation to ‘even 
the score’ or enter into a war with it for the return of our energy.

This might be done either by having them apologise and affirm our sense of identity 
as a good, nice, likeable fellow, or by depleting their energy stores in much the same 
way they have depleted ours.

Exchanging negative comments, putting others down, etc is probably one of the 
quickest ways to usurp energy from others to feed our own insecurities – whereby we
‘level out’ and justify our actions to ourselves to feel better. If, however, we are un-
able to regain energy directly from someone who has taken it, it may be extracted 
forcefully from others unrelated to the original incident. Which of course, leads to a 
vicious cycle. The nature of the esoteric world reveals this: most of humanity is 
locked in struggle with psychic vampires.
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The patterns that repeat in families, friendships, groups, relationships, marriages, so-
ciety, etc owe much to the stipulations of the psychic vampire – most of which will 
end in nastiness, enmity, disaster and a high amount of destruction in the secret fight 
to maintain a hold of and increase one energy imbalance without first fixing the con-
nexions causing the thirst.

It should be understood however, that it is always our own ego that depletes our en-
ergy. Firstly, by taking the risk of a gamble in the first place, and secondly, in being 
over-sensitive and having its fragility revealed, the ego chooses to be offended. But it 
is the ‘projection of revenge’ by the ego that leads an organism to mistakenly take the
energetic bungle to heart, and to believe its own wishes are synonymous with that of 
the quite separate, irate ego. This manifests inwardly as an alignment of our ‘sense of 
identity’ with the indignant hurt of the ego and the outward belief that the other party 
has caused it, I.e., Insecurity.

INSECURITY

Insecurity is an incomplete connexion that acts like a leak. Although energy may be 
poured into it, if there is an open or insecure connexion, energy expended into that 
connexion will be wasted and lost in much the same way a hole in a bucket will even-
tually cause the bucket to drip dry. This is the process that causes the insatiable 
THIRST of the Psychic Vampire. It is important to understand that only under radical 
conditions of change in the ego, personal identity or alchemy, can a Psychic Vampire 
ever actually fulfil or fix an insecure connexion. For the most part, an ego that sus-
tains the conditions or state of mind conducive related to the obsession with that con-
nexion, cannot be healed, and if it should become a psychic vampire, should be 
avoided at all costs or destroyed.

Before proceeding – it is important at this stage to make it clear that Psychic Vampir-
ism is seldom one-sided. It cannot be absolutely determined in the favour of one party
or the other who is the original initiator for a psychic energy exchange. Psychic Vam-
pires tend to be charismatic, and the victim [prey] may deliberately entice a relation-
ship with a psychic vampire in order to partake of its energy reserves and the vam-
pire’s gift at fulfilling what is felt to be lacking in the prey.

The classic scenario of a beautiful but insecure person making a strong bond with 
someone uglier but confident is played out all the time. Whereby both parties ‘agree’ 
to the psychic relationship and the benefits that relationship may confer. For this reas-
on, an entanglement with a Psychic Vampire may be extremely difficult to break by 
an outside party, as the vampire and prey act in symbiosis. That said, let us move onto
the Hunt.
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THE M.O. OF A SINISTER PREDATOR

The Psychic Vampire is often a cunning gambler of energy. Especially if they have 
been performing Psychic Drain for a considerable amount of time. They tend to resort
to using the lowest necessary energy expenditure for the highest rate of return, and to 
this end, capitalise on the reptilian urges and desires of ego-based prey. Appealing to 
the vanities, base sentiments, basic emotions, and standardised conversations of 
everyday life.

It will generally begin hunting by employing a single tactic [or modus operandi] until
it has studied and assessed a potential victim [or ‘symbiote’ if the prey is willing] and
formed a psychic tendril strong enough to begin its rabid feast.

These tactics tend toward being Aloof – i.e., indirect means of getting attention such 
as secretive or sly mystical/cryptic talk or surrounding oneself with riddles and spe-
cific terminology or to be made the centre of attention – but to manipulate circum-
stances in such a way that it seems the vampire has been elected to be the centre by 
others rather than itself. Being in places where one will be noticed, acting distant and 
vague to draw one’s attention, creating elaborate works of art or speech and pretend-
ing they are nothing, to be reinforced on a consistent and ever-increasing basis – all 
the while pretending to be completely detached and uninterested in being noticed – 
these are the wiles of a Psychic Vampire.

Be wary of the guise of perfection and of the need of a person to make things perfect, 
and strangely static as though they were trying to freeze your happiness in Time, for 
you. But ever be just, not all idealists are vampires.

That said, there are vampires in every house, in every street, in every city, in every 
country. There are probably more psychic vampires, owing to the dominance of the 
ego, than there are stable egos that are not corrupted by their own inflated sense of 
importance.

~

Psychic Vampires are cowards that like to isolate their prey for themselves. They are 
highly territorial of prey and in a group, may jealously seek to keep the prey isolated 
from others. They also do this to prevent their prey from being fed on or feeding any 
other person, hence the Psychic Vampire is keen at detecting what are otherwise in-
visible energetic exchanges. To this extent they have been known to allocate secretive
jargon and specialist topics of discussion that only the psychic vampire and the per-
son being talked to can understand.
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The psychic vampire will often [but not always] latch onto the weakest, most suscept-
ible or insecure person with which they have the greatest proximity and determine 
what it is that is lacking in their prey that they can supply to endear them to it. If the 
prey lacks confidence for instance, they may feed their prey and its confidence by a 
rich and generous energetic exchange of praise and flattery. The intention is to cause 
addiction to the Psychic Vampire and to the energy it supplies the prey thus deterring 
the prey from wandering very far or for very long from the Psychic Vampires side. 
The prey will likely associate itself as a ‘team’ of sorts with the vampire whereby the 
vampire will fulfil and pander to any weakness in its prey, giving the prey confidence
and security.

This generosity by the psychic vampire will last only so long; however, the psychic 
vampire will be most anxious to recoup its energy immediately after it is confident 
that its prey is psychically entangled and will find it hard to break away.

At the point where the relationship has been sustained for a period of a few days, the 
vampire will test the waters by making self-deprecating remarks intended to draw 
sympathy [energy] from the prey. The ego of the prey will be more than willing to 
give back some of the rich stores of surplus energy it has received from the vampire 
during the generous phase because it naturally loves to gamble. It will attempt to re-
assure the psychic vampire, in the hope that it can continue receiving the energy giv-
en by the psychic vampire, who will at first make it easy for its prey to placate it.

Vampires are crafty and patient. Usually, by the time a person has realised they have 
been attacked by such a creature, the psychic tendril is deep within them. Strange 
bouts of impolite or uncomfortable curiosity into one’s affairs, jealousy, anger, de-
pression, flattery, praise, insults, etc from an otherwise consistent person may be 
signs of a vampire losing patience from the effort to hold their deceptive guise.

But over a short amount of time, the vampire will let down its carefully concealed 
narcissism and gradually depress its prey by being increasingly implacable and un-
reasonable thus requiring more and more effort by the prey to keep an energetic bal-
ance.

The vampire will cease to cloak its priorities and refer more and more to itself, talk-
ing about itself, getting attention on itself, luring energy from others by causing them 
to take notice or comment on some deceptively innocent remark made by the vampire
whereupon the vampire will begin draining all it come into contact within the preys 
circle by causing the conversation to come back to itself.

Owing to the rich increase of energy to the prey’s ego from the initial contact with the
vampire, there forms an addiction to the vampires’ energetic boosts in much the same
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way one develops a taste for narcotics. A high is caused by the imbalance of so much 
incoming energy to the ego. Psychological Dependence on the new amounts of en-
ergy will cause a corresponding crash when they are depleted. This leads to a change 
in the psyche via a new and unrealistic sense of identity, similar in many ways to the 
original narcissism of the psychic vampire. This in itself shows the absolute power a 
psychic vampire can hold over a person by its knowledge or intuition of these pro-
cesses and by working as a type of drug-pusher. In fact, the psychic vampire is con-
sidered so very dangerous for this ability, because it rapidly disintegrates its preys’ 
own identity and normal energetic stock exchange and causes the prey itself to be-
come a reciprocal psychic vampire too. The psychic vampires gradual change in be-
haviour is hard enough to notice, but with an energy addiction it will be either ig-
nored or justified by the prey so long as it can continue getting its hit.

Once the prey is hooked, the psychic vampire rapidly increases its drain and sets 
about to exact a terrible revenge. Its implacability steadily grows until the prey must 
literally grovel and plead with the psychic vampire to take back its self-deprecating 
comments, which over time are moved from the belief that they are caused by an ex-
ternal source such as an enemy, parent, etc, and are stemming directly from the ac-
tions or inactions of the prey, whose efforts to restore balance by giving energy back 
to the vampire are now treated as insincere and callous. The prey is called a liar, and 
so on, in order to extract more and more energy from the hapless host.

We have established that this process occurs because of the insatiable thirst of the 
psychic vampire caused by an insecure connexion, and the need for greater and great-
er energy hits – much the same way movies must now be full of horrific violence or 
gratuitous sex to excite the over-stimulated, worn-out senses that require ever more 
exciting and strong imagery and sound to achieve the same levels of satisfaction. A 
psychic vampire is a ravenous addict who quickly exhausts the energy extracted and 
requires longer and better highs. They do not of course come because of the severed 
connexion in the mental networking that simply cannot be fixed and loses all the en-
ergy poured into it – to this end the vampire is extremely dangerous, a psychopath 
that will drain every drop of its prey, but keep going back for more, and expect it to 
be there.

The psychopathology that links the vampire to its prey is extremely dangerous and 
difficult to destroy – for even a drained husk will be used to some extent in the vam-
pire’s repertoire. The vampire is not stupid – it will realise that the drain can only go 
on for so long, and when the energy drain begins to weaken it will extend its tendrils 
into those around its prey, inc friends, family and acquaintances. It may even do this 
on getting to know the prey, setting about charming the circle of the prey in prepara-
tion. It may use the prey to get close to another prey or cause dissension via rumours 
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among the prey’s circles. It may make the prey an enemy and sow discord that turns 
others against it, for it will do Anything to get its energetic fix.

At this point, the vampire will utilise any number of tactics to achieve a sufficient 
level of drain. Verbal or Physical Violence, threats of Violence, Crying, Psychologic-
al, Mental, Physical abuse, Harsh and Vindictive treatment, Torture, Pleading, Crying,
Making Promises, Appealing to one’s sense of decency, generosity, humanity, Reli-
gion, Politics, Blackmail, any number of modes of Deception, Silent Treatment, Ig-
noring the Prey, Causing trouble for the Prey, Killing the Prey.

KILLING A PSYCHIC VAMPIRE

The Psychic Vampire is a relentless psychopath. Because of the enormous damage it 
can do one must be extremely wary of such creatures, for to excite them carelessly by
giving them any attention, making a scene and demonstrating your energetic reserves,
making a drama around them that causes them to feed, is like pouring blood into a 
swimming pool containing a hungry shark. One must be cool, calm, detached, and ef-
fortless in getting rid of a vampire – but one must take more care not to first attract 
one.

A Psychic Vampire has powerful intuition, perception and is able to detect very slight 
changes in emotion, tension, vocal inflection, or danger to its cover being blown that 
are otherwise invisible to the average person. But it cannot feel sympathy. It cannot 
put aside its own interests for very long and because it is driven by a compulsive ob-
session to drain others, it cannot hide its interests very long. If possible, prey seems 
like too much trouble, a psychic vampire will opt to find another rather than take the 
risk of being exposed – for Psychic Vampires have an extraordinary sense for detect-
ing psychically resilient and powerful minds. It hates and shuns anyone possessed of 
Self – for the Self sees right through the clumsy contrivances of a vampire operating 
from the ego plane and detects the rabid dishonesty and sweet smelling deception of a
vampire, immediately. Time, therefore, will help reveal a clumsy vampire, but of 
those vampires more subtle it is only a weak help.

To destroy the hold a vampire has on one is hard. Any display of aggression, sadness, 
annoyance, verbal animosity etc, demonstrates only a reserve of energy that the vam-
pire has not tapped. The vampire will amaze at the depths of its cunning in appraising
the situation correctly and winning back the trust of its prey by wordful wiles, sweet 
promises and laments in the beginning, and leave one breathless with the extent of its 
destructive capabilities if the prey tries to escape later on when the prey is in much 
deeper wedlock with its tendrils.
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One has ONE chance to destroy the hold a psychic vampire has. Its success depends 
on abiding exactly to and without weakening the resolve at any point, a silent and 
cold detachment from the vampire. One must anticipate the many tactics the vampire 
will devise to continue its drain and be prepared to meet them without emotion, 
without energetic displays, and the same, resigned, determined, cold, emotionless de-
tachment to ignore the vampire. One must not engage the vampire in conversation, or
rise to emotion under the temptation to reply to the vampires’ calculated insults and 
deprecations. One must not accept any gifts from the vampire, any money from the 
vampire, any favours from the vampire, nothing, no energy transaction either in mat-
ter or in spirit must be performed. One must be prepared for the vampire to attack the 
ones around it and to set them against the prey, to circulate vicious rumours and 
sweet promises and apologies in the same day. No letters should be read, no replies 
given to email, letter, phone msgs, any gifts by the vampire should be left exactly 
where they were delivered. The part of the world that the vampire has entered is to be
treated with cold awareness that it has laid a snare to make your world collide once 
more with its. Flowers, fruits, bears, cars, should be left to wilt, to rot, to age, to rust, 
as is, without remorse. To give in ONCE, just once, is to show the vampire that if it 
persists long enough, it will succeed.

Again, to give in at any time, to bother to talk to the vampire, to extend an invitation, 
to let it take you to dinner to apologise for what it has done, to have anything more to 
do with the vampire is to court disaster. Only ONE time, one moment of weakness is 
necessary to show the vampire your inability to break its psychic tendril and leave 
yourself open to further psychic rape. Because the vampire is patient, it will continu-
ally manoeuvre you into a position where it can drain you. If you take it back and 
then try to break with it again, you will have cursed yourself forever by your weak re-
solve. The vampire will not believe your adamant reassertions that you do not want it 
back, and it will pester you, again and again, endlessly, sure of itself that if it only 
does it long enough, you will give in, as you gave in before.

~

And this raises a question – how many vampires are aware of what they do? Are 
vampires’ conscious of their psychic drain on others or are they oblivious to it?

One member of THEM relates being a strong psychic vampire for a long time. He 
took much from people until he found the ability to recognise the shortcomings in his 
energetic networks, work through many things and experiences and identify and com-
plete missing connexions. But there was a dynamic spiritual quest that centred him, a 
core dynamic that drove his actions toward knowing who what he was and identify-
ing that core with various understandings of relatedness to others – not just being a 
psychic vampire for its own sake. In this sense he completed himself and found the 
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Self. The Self is nuclear, it burns of its own energy thus there is no need to drain oth-
ers.

But how many psychic vampires have the luxury of knowing Thyself through such 
hard work and overcoming the role allotted to themselves? And can other psychic 
vampires be made to realise what it is they do? The Temple of THEM believes they 
can be made aware – and can harness that personal “selfishness” and narcissism in a 
much more powerful manner than merely serving one’s own personal ends to supra-
-personal aims. On that note, a vampire driven by ego and unconscious or operating 
on a low level of awareness is one thing, a being with the power of Self-awareness 
who can choose to be a vampire is quite another.

Only a powerful magician can escape the clutches of a vampire with relative ease. 
For freeing yourself from these creatures involves an understanding that transcends 
any sense of personal obligations and roles in the world to be this or that to suit this 
or that and thus fit snugly into the carefully shaped snares of a vampire. A vampire is 
a master of relations, they will tailor your coffin to fit you if you do not possess a 
strong immovable sense of self and detachment. Such a personality lacks for little or 
nothing, recognises the wiles of a vampire and is wary of flattery. It is aware of the 
subtleties of energetic exchange and the transactions that are enacted secretly but 
daily by the occult faculties of the mind. In other words, it recognises the whole pro-
cess of energy exchange and the dangers involved in any gamble. Because the Self is 
energetically self-sufficient; the gamble is no longer required. A habit of detachment 
carries over into behaviour and thought – shining brightly in the night as a warning 
beacon to psychic denizens. Developing the Self weakens any footholds of personal-
ity in the ego prone to insecurity and manipulation, makes the motives of the ego 
transparent, and gives vampires, nowhere to hide.

RITUALIS SANGUINIS SOLIS

Starving a vampire will cause it to use its connexions of family, friends, etc it has 
made through you. Keeping the vampire in stony silence may prevent it from taking 
your energy – but the vampire is a hunter, it will move to the next weakest or suscept-
ible prey in the pack and begin to feed once more. To this extent, lies, deception, 
wiles, and abuse may be directed at your loved ones.

A Vampire must be completely destroyed if one is to kill it physically. Vampires are 
extremely dangerous if only wounded – the damage they may cause with their silver 
tongue is incomparable. Hence the head of a Psychic Vampire must be cut off in order
to kill it and wrapped in black silk to break its black magical hold on one.
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An enchantment using the power of Demaphyr [sleep sketching] can be employed to 
strengthen the resolve of others victimised by the vampire.

Demaphyr involves working visual magic at the stage of astral sleep where the eyes 
are shut, the body is almost unable to be felt, and brightly coloured patterns are swirl-
ing and forming abstract and intricate geometrical shapes in preparation to take the 
forms of the night’s solid dreams…

In this place, sketch a WHITE box. Make it as real, as vivid as you can, and continue 
to draw it until each night it comes to you of its own accord.

Also, construct a live BLACK box from wood or cardboard or metal. When you hear 
from your loved ones or friends of misfortunes or vicious rumours or misdeeds 
caused by the vampire – propel the emotion felt into the WHITE box of your mind. 
Let them swirl about inside it, tumultuous and angry, if necessary, but contain them 
therein privately and show no emotion, talk not of the vampires acts, or acknowledge 
them. Show no effect of them on you. Nightly, take the energy from your WHITE 
box, and move it mentally, by intending it, into the BLACK box of reality. Continue 
to charge the WHITE box with energy in this manner by letting the vampire feed you.
Drain the creature dry.

To dissipate the vampire’s energy into nothing – When you feel sufficient energy and 
emotion has been poured into the BLACK box – annihilate its energy by opening it in
bright sunlight.

To send the stored, transformed energy into your loved ones that they may resist and 
fight the vampire, release the energy by opening it in the darkness and think of your 
families/friends resolve.

Your non-reaction to messages passed on by the vampire and will to channel the 
tendrils safely into the BLACK box is the power that causes the transformation of the
vampire’s poisons into protective power. Thus is the vampire dealt with and defeated 
magically and physically. Its poisons exposed and its destruction executed.

THEM
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DEATH OF TOUCH

(Owy of THEM)

So now, over the past 5-10 years or so, touching has been made such a taboo that it is 
now accepted as the norm that physical interaction with another human is wrong, 
both something to be feared and shunned. This lack of intimacy and empathy has 
made people ripe to accept the next stage of alienation – the disillusion of all face-to-
face communication for social purposes. We are being bombarded with imagery that 
implies talking with your “loved ones, family or social circle” is more enhanced with 
the aid of some micro chipped gadget or another. And although it may seem innocent 
enough to those that have grown up in an age of constant ‘communication’, the im-
plications of what is being done, and being allowed to be done, to our most basic and 
primal of acts, holds the ability to see mankind foster out complete control of the very
thing that makes us human.

There are many facets to the mechanics of why and how the Magian elite would and 
are benefiting from the death of our skills to communicate sans technology.

Initially, through the advent of the office ‘Intranet‘ it imbibed in the common worker 
that now the “BOSS” had a constant window into every action you performed. As this
became an acceptable work environment, then we were plied with mobile phones, 
touted as a necessity in the ‘new’ world of business, making it virtually impossible 
for any worker to truly be free of his workplace no matter what the time or day. This 
constant pressure has compelled people to start to loath speaking with another person,
lest it be more work, more pressure or more oppression. The seed was planted.

But left at just that the average person would have, over time, disposed of their 
phones and returned to being in charge of their own time. This is when mobile phones
started to incorporate new features and functions…games, photos, text messages…to 
give the illusion that it was an instrument of leisure. And then we were infested. Sud-
denly everyone had a mobile phone. There is even a marked line in most peoples’ 
heads to reduce history to before the mobile phone and then after…

So now the population had become accustomed to being constantly leashed, believing
that communication before had been ineffective and cumbersome, that they were pi-
oneers in a brave new era where mankind would be able to truly speak to each other, 
that the wisdom and understanding they longed for was merely a matter of being con-
stantly available and constantly heard.

The same thing is true for the internet. Though another leap has been taken with the 
proliferation of “social media” sites like face book, twitter et el. In that because we 
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choose the people we are communicating with, the ability to interact with people that 
do not share the same interests/hobbies/political agendas is being erased. Though it 
can be tiresome, humans have always been compelled to grow through the things that
either perplex or affront us. But now technology is being asked to do that for us. By 
listing your interests etc, you can eliminate the need to ever have to even acknow-
ledge the existence of someone you disagree with.

This is a very dangerous trend. The ability to relate to somebody you disagree with, 
to be able to discuss the topic without personally attacking the messenger, is vital to 
human growth. If our ideals/ beliefs/ thoughts are never brought into question, then 
we will lose the ability to look beyond ourselves. Man trapped in his/her own hype is 
an easy creature to control and manipulate, so lost are they in a sea of agreement that 
the very thought of a mistake never crosses their minds. Add to this the anonymity 
that the cyber world affords its users. Never having to take responsibility for what 
you create, never truly being able to verify who anyone is.

How easy will it become for the Magian elite to simply redirect the millions of online
interactions to anywhere but its intended destination. With the complex task of trying 
to falsify the complexities of intelligent argument between humans having already 
been taken care of, people could soon find themselves unknowing ‘chatting’ with a 
database of responses. In these circumstances it would not take long to strip humanity
of its cohesion altogether. After all, those who did not jump upon the cyber bandwag-
on have become virtual outcasts now, millions made to feel left out nobodies, like 
they are not part of the emerging new ‘real’ world.

So, all, in opposition we need to laugh, cry, learn, fight, love, fear, fuck, be bored, 
learn to enjoy embarrassment and discomfort, touch, learn, explore and be with other 
humans – face to face – lest we lose our delight in the pleasure of life. Lest we give 
over to those who long to control the spontaneity and impulse of existence. Lest we 
not live at all.

REMOTE SOLIDARITY

+o+

“And `lo the Black Sea did flicker,

With the flames of a thousand Nexion,

Cosmic blood coursing forth,
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Quicksilver of the Vivisection…”

One may ask: how does the Temple of THEM enjoy solidarity and magickal cohesion
if its members operate in cells and never meet other cells to conduct group activities?

An answer: Through Empathy.

Empathy is believed by THEM to be a result of contact with the Acausal. While the 
exact operational nature of the Acausal defies a concrete explanation: it is not dissim-
ilarly represented by the Sea and can be grasped intuitively as an “Other-Dimensional
Ocean” that rages beneath our own dimension, the “Causal”.

From the Acausal Ocean a swell [Wyrd/Cosmic Will] is generated that causes waves 
[Acausal charges] to well up and `break’ [Presence] in the dimension of the Causal. 
The charges manifest in the Causal as various types of “co-nexion”, a link between 
the two worlds. One of these co-nexions is the human being.

A gold-fish bowl analogy is apt here. A flat piece of cardboard with straws punched 
through it is inserted to act as a stopper between two goldfish bowls taped together 
with their tops touching to form the shape of an hourglass. One bowl, let’s say the 
lower one, is filled with water to represent the Acausal. The other bowl, the upper 
one, contains some pieces of sponge, representing matter and the Causal. The straws 
represent co-nexions between the two worlds. It is through the co-nexions that the 
Acausal charge passes through into the Causal. Imagine that water from the lower 
bowl is able to travel up, through and out of the straws, leaking into the top bowl. If 
there is an unlimited supply of water in the lower bowl, over time, the upper bowl 
will be flooded. How fast it floods is determined by the width and the number of the 
straws that the water can flow through. The sponges represent inert matter whereby 
contact with the water is the equivalent to Change, the result of acausal charge giving 
life/animation to matter and to us. In turn, Change is the means that leads to an alter-
ing of collective consciousness by increasing the number of connexions to the Acaus-
al.

Via this model we can garner an understanding of oceanic displacement that allows 
the co-nexion to be simultaneously solitary in the causal, but unified with other co-
nexions at an acausal level, with empathic communication possible that defies causal 
limitations of time and space.

Understanding the co-nexion of the Acausal and Causal is important; for what is 
known as the collective unconscious resides in the Acausal. The manifestation of the 
stage of consciousness that has been called “Self” is thought to be a result of a human
co-nexion directly accessing the subconscious part of them that resides in the acausal.
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Thus, accessing the subconscious can be achieved by widening the channel for acaus-
al charge to presence more of its energies. And because an increase in Acausal energy
is believed responsible for the inherent genius and original thought that flows from 
the human nexion, there is significant occult interest in tapping into such a source to 
potentially create a new species of being with unrestricted access to the subconscious.
The Self can thus be said to be a higher receiver: a desirable progression of Con-
sciousness. Some observations have been made regarding the results in the causal di-
mension of contacting the Acausal. For example, there is a marked increase in col-
lective Synchronicity, where a unique idea surfaces collectively and consciously by 
many people and at a similar time; or, personal Synchronicity whereby a being exper-
iences magical magnetism to attract improbable and often fortuitous circumstances 
that assist one to realise their personal destiny, i.e. “Wyrd”. THEM call this “guiding 
light” – The Acausal Voice. The Acausal Voice is synonymous with “Wyrd”, or in 
layman’s terms, the `express wishes’ of the Cosmic Will for evolutionary develop-
ment.

THEM believe that in our six self-types coming together: we have formed an empath-
ic ring that allows a vast torrent of Acausal energy to flow into the Causal. This in-
creased co-nexion with the Acausal has given rise to unprecedented insight, including
Remote Solidarity.

Through Remote Solidarity, presencing of the Acausal Voice by the Australian 
Chapter of Melbourne can assist the work of the Sydney Chapter by, for example, ac-
cepting their enemies as our own and synchronising the performance of regular Death
Rites to aid and hasten the destruction of those individuals deemed Opfers by the col-
lective will of THEM.

In the death rite the “Aeon of Fire”, empathy with one another is created by psycho-
logically bearing witness to the will of the person who initiated the Death Rite and 
supporting that person’s aim. Such solidarity aids the cohesion of our members caus-
ally– with said ritual further emotively enhanced by the taking of non-sensitive pho-
tos as a psychic proof. That a member knows he/she is being supported in their desire
acts as a powerful enhancement of their will on a personal level, but to synchronise 
the performance of focused energies allows the Acausal charges implicit in those in-
dividuals to run together causally creating a combined Will of tremendous strength.

It is possible then, and as our enemies approach Imperium; restricting the ability of its
opponents to get together physically; even necessary, for isolated pockets of persons 
to perform powerful magick and Change together via speaking as a co-nexion of the 
Acausal Voice.
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RADIA SOL: EMANATIONS OF THE SELF

– A THEORY –

0.
Opening Statements
This manuscript is the amalgam of two ideas. The first idea comes from looking into 
the various ideas that deal with the personal alchemy of the Magickian as s/he dis-
cards the Ego in necessary favour of the Self.

The second idea comes from my foray into the fields of Science and Physics to edu-
cate myself on the basics that I felt I lacked the knowledge of.

The discarding and transcending of the Ego via ‘alchemical’ processes poses some in-
teresting inferences.

That the Ego is not necessarily the ‘be-all and end-all’ of our organisms intellectual 
and spiritual capacity, and that the emergence of a new species of capacity can be at-
tained by shedding the older ego-based skin of the conscious through the harsh al-
chemical processes mentioned within alchemical-based texts, is interesting enough. 
But this alchemical angle seems to be quite satisfactorily covered for the moment and
my concern and this manuscript aim to explore another aspect of the Psyche: the 
metaphysical process that enables the Psyche to shift from Ego to Self.

Amongst most other books that cover the subject of Psyche, from the manner in 
which the aspects of the Unconscious, Ego and Self are attributed to the Psyche, I get 
the impression they are represented almost as if they were transient beings. As if the 
Psyche is inhabited by the three individual entities, and ‘Ego’ for instance, is merely 
one power in control of the organism at any given time from a choice of three: A trip-
licate that inhabits the organism as if the organism were a vehicle and one of the three
aspects the vehicles current driver. When I found myself wondering if the Psyche 
could indeed be inhabited by a sort of triplicate life of its own, I began trying to apply
scientific principles from an Acausal point of view to work out how these three or-
ganisms of the Psyche or ‘Psychanisms’ might function.

The Ego is integrated with, and ingrained as, part of our conscious, sure. Yet, via al-
chemy, it is metaphysically possible to increase and decrease its degree of domina-
tion, and can even be forced to take a backseat to one of the other aspects as the or-
ganism gains conscious recognition of its Ego and enables the Psyche to evolve into 
the Self. This sounds like a relatively simple enough process in theory. However, 
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when I’d personally apprehended the concept of the Psyche and nurtured the ability 
to recognise which of the three aspects were dominant within the conscious of others 
around me: it was increasingly clear how difficult it was for an organism to gain 
primary consciousness of its Ego in order to enable the move to self.

Given the elite nature of Satanists, I toyed with the idea that this inability for the Ma-
jority to apprehend, recognise and overcome the driver of their organism as the Satan-
ist is able to, was due to two things:

The differing degree of mergence of the Acausal with the respective nexions.

The presence of an x factor in the respective organism enabling independent recogni-
tion of the dominant power currently driving their organism.

I hypothesise that Self emerges from Ego by virtue of the Self becoming Self-Aware. 
This self-awareness primarily requires the Self to realise it exists. So how does the 
Self come to recognise itself, and furthermore become the dominant Psychanism over
the virtually absolute dominance of the Ego in many cases, either naturally or magic-
ally? It is reasonable to assume that there exists some sort of trigger for the Self’s 
awareness, that such triggers prompt the organism into suddenly becoming aware of 
the Psychanism in current control.

Yet the ‘Psychanisms’ are intangible and, from many points of view inseparable: as 
much a part of us as we are of it. So how does an organism apprehend them? In part, 
this is where the Alchemical and Magickal working toward the ability to recognise 
and separate the Self from the Ego may come in. Yet logically speaking, perhaps the 
Psychanisms recognise their image and become consciously aware of it in the same 
way as the organism they inhabit does – by its reflection in a mirror?

Esoterically and Sociologically speaking, if one thinks of the manner in which a 
child’s unconscious slowly forms into an Ego, one realises a process occurs wherein 
the organism is unable to see itself except in other people via the visible external in-
teractions and changes it makes. (Added to of course by Environment, Culture et al 
until personal identity is achieved) One gets the impression that everyone is looking 
at everyone and everything else simply to see or more precisely, Define, themselves. 
Since the myth ‘Equality’ and the concept of all people being equal has no standing in
my hypothesis, perhaps it is the unequal portioning of charge to some individuals via 
the different degree of individual mergence with the Acausal that enables certain indi-
viduals’ better recognition and control of their Psychanisms.

Of course, if one views the Self as on the same fundamental mission as the Ego, that 
is, to see its reflection in other Psychanisms of the same species to reaffirm itself, one
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can see a distinct major disadvantage in the ratio of Self (rare and highly polished 
mirrors) to Ego (crass lenses of personal distortion) by which the Self may recognise 
itself. It is easy to appreciate thus, the rarity of the Self being attained and then kept 
in power as the dominant Psychanism. Perhaps this vast difference in ratio is the reas-
on for the hermitage of Self-types who seek solace away from the majority, the 
paradigm of Ego. Nietzsche for example?

Unable to find another Self to reflect itself back to itself, perhaps the Self is forced to 
seek solace in isolation to try and mirror itself by itself. If this is the case, the ability 
of the dominant Psyche to grow upon Self-Reflection leads me to surmise that each 
organism theoretically ‘radiates’ something to be reflected. Beams of psyche like the 
light of a sun (Radia Sol) perhaps, which it beams out toward the Psyches of other or-
ganisms, using them like mirrors or walls to bounce itself or ‘ideas’ off. Including of 
course, anything else that might serve as a mirror, which can be as simple as a book, 
or as complex as the incommunicable sensations received by virtue of being affected 
by the matrix. Why? In order to send itself back information about itself to define it-
self, perhaps continually, in order to stay in dominance over the other aspects of the 
psyche, and to define which aspect is in control.

The writings below attempt to demonstrate how metaphysically this ‘Radia Sol’ 
might work – and I’ve broken the theory down into several smaller fundamental prin-
ciples to aid an understanding.

1.
What is a model?
Models, are an integral tool of my ability to artistically interpret and demonstrate 
concepts, especially those related to Physics, Quantum Theory, or the Acausal for 
which I lack the necessary knowledge of mathematics to convey. Quite simply, a 
model is the building of a structure, with bits and pieces arranged and labelled in such
a way that the esoteric forces I am trying to demonstrate can represent themselves.

One example of a Causal model might be a diagram or a picture whereby the forces 
are represented through labels and accepted scientific doctrine. An Acausal example 
might be when I draw a parallel between a thing that is recognised and known by the 
majority as a ‘Real’ or ‘Accepted’ thing or function within the Causal. Often, I’ll use 
a metaphor to explain that which is beyond cause and effect, allows for x amount of 
dimension, and is generally not accepted, i.e. the image of a burning sea of oil to rep-
resent the Acausal and its nexions.

Take the example of a remote-control car as being the accepted view of a causal 
Model. It has a structure that is made up of many parts and components, arranged and
labelled in such a way that the parts and components can express specific principles 
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actively such as motion, acceleration, inertia, electricity, etc. By its abilities to do so 
with a remote control, it defines the meaning of the nature of the model as a ‘Remote 
Control Car’. Note that it expresses a range of physics and laws – yet is contained 
within the postulate, and operates on the presupposition, that there are only four di-
mensions.

However, in this example, the parts, wheels, frame, motor, gears, etc are often under-
stood by a binding general consensus and are recognised fairly easily by the majority 
of people. They are familiar parts that go together in a familiar way. Most people are 
aware the wheels are used to propel the frame, the motor to propel the wheels, the re-
mote control to propel the whole thing… etc etc. While few of the majority, actually 
understand how it works, they accept this model defined by causal laws and physics 
and geometry, as representative of the causal, of the ‘Real World’.

However, the model I am about to construct is metaphysical. – The ‘parts’, whilst re-
ferred to by names commonly and causally known, may not necessarily have the 
causal physics associated with that which is alluded to. For example – I may use the 
word ‘wave’ but this doesn’t necessarily bind my usage of the word to all or any ac-
cepted meaning of the familiar word ‘wave’. As always with esoteric manuscripts, 
there are some important things to remember about models used to demonstrate Eso-
teria before we continue – and these are as follows:

I) The parts that make up the whole of the Acausal model are not solid ineffable terms
or descriptions of objects or movements – they are merely abstract inferences to en-
able the apprehension of the forces or concept being dealt with in a (mostly) common
everyday way using parts that are causally familiar. As they are parts in a model, it is 
easy to think of the word wave for example, as an actual ‘wave’ and to associate the 
ideas connected to the word and term ‘wave’ as being applicable and only applicable 
to the part labelled ‘wave’. This is a fundamental error – since these parts are not in-
tended to represent the actual parts that make up the model, but familiar components 
used to help give understanding on a basic level necessary to comprehend esoteric 
ideas. Furthermore, the term ‘parts’ is misleading since the dimensions of the Acausal
are not fitted together like those of a causal model – and the reader is wise to keep in 
mind that what is described using causal terms cannot represent the actual nature of 
Acausal forces.

II) The causal motions, effects, or changes that the parts demonstrate upon one anoth-
er and the model as the parts and their function are explained, are mostly irrelevant, 
since the model deals with the Essence, the Idea behind the model. And it is this Idea 
behind the model, separate from the parts and familiar associations with the parts 
themselves, that I seek to bring to light.
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III) The model is not infallible – it is after all only a model. Too often criticisms are 
found with the model before the Idea which the model is trying to elaborate – (and 
catch 22, can rarely do, without the use of such models) is apprehended. Too often the
appearance is observed and not the essence. This fundamental flaw in perception de-
velops the Projection that is the bane of all such esoteric models. Since sure, while 
the parts of a model exist as they Are, unless one is able to view the Idea behind the 
parts – one will never understand essence. And it is this raw numinous genius that is 
alone important. The model is not a representation of the actual Essence of the Idea 
but uses familiar forms to demonstrate it. Essence, which is without causal form -re-
lies on the limited forms available to an individual to express itself in a causal way – 
and is therefore a difficult concept to apprehend, work with, or show to others.

IV) The ability to see the Idea behind the model, from the model, and think beyond 
the model is paramount. It enables latent genius to presence itself – and not necessar-
ily the genius of the model’s maker, but that which comes from another individual 
who grasps and then evolves the Idea in ways the model maker may have not thought
of. The more organisms capable of apprehending the Acausal the more chance of 
eventually representing it on its own terms, in Acausal ways.

V) To better understand my model, you will require some knowledge of ‘Wave 
Mechanics’. I of course assume that like myself, when faced with a subject of which 
one knows nothing or very little about – you undertake the necessary research to rem-
edy this. For my model, I have posited the reality of wave mechanics and built up the 
theory from this postulate.

2.
Wave Mechanics – A Crash Course
Wave Behaviour:
A wave rises and falls as it travels – the rise and fall are called Crest and Trough re-
spectively. The distance between Crest and Crest or Trough and Trough is called a 
Wavelength.

Wave Frequency:
The number of wavelengths that pass a certain point in a given amount of time is 
called the waves Frequency.

Interference:
If two waves meet each other of the same frequency, both the Crests and Troughs of 
those waves combine and increase in size as they run together or phase. This is called
Constructive Interference. If two waves of the same or different frequency meet each 
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other halfway however, the waves do no overlap perfectly, and the crests and troughs 
of the waves do not coincide. This is called Destructive Interference.

If two identical waves are exactly half a wavelength out of Phase, the crests of one 
wave lined up with the trough of the other wave, these waves cancel each other out 
and no wave appears. There are also complicated waves in which phase and 
wavelength are out of sync a bit, making them both constructive and destructive in 
different places.

Note: Electrons are/embody both wave/particle properties: the more energy that an 
electron has the shorter its wavelength. Any point in any wave could be the location 
of the Electron. At the time of writing Electrons cannot be pinpointed in time and 
space and this peculiar occurrence is referred to as Quantum Physics.

My aim in showing you some wave mechanics is to demonstrate the complexity of 
waves and the myriad of ways in which they can interact with one another.

This is an important part in the model but remember; the part is not to be understood 
as strictly adhering to the properties of wave mechanics, but is instead an unknown 
quality only re-presented by the use of waves.

3.
Emanations
Now to familiarise you with my concept of ‘Emanations’. The following is not a de-
tailed study of emanations, but instead aims to give you the reader what is popularly 
known as ‘the gist’. Most people are familiar with “vibes” / (vibrations). A typical ex-
ample would be “getting bad vibes/ good vibes”. Often this phenomenon occurs 
without the individual even being in a position to get the usual sensory information 
when making a customary good/bad judgement. For example, most of us are aware of
our ‘6th’ sense when someone is watching or following us in a sinister fashion. What 
gives us the feeling, the ‘vibe’, that something bad is about to happen, or that we are 
in danger despite our other senses lack of alert – neither hearing, seeing, smelling, 
touching, or tasting, danger?

It’s common to get a bad feeling about a place, but more specifically from people, to 
feel comfortable or uncomfortable in the presence of strangers, because of the way 
they seem to give off or emanate some kind of good or bad feeling from within them-
selves. This is the intuitive at work surely – but then if it cannot see, hear, touch, 
taste, or smell a bad situation, what does it intuit? Is it possible organisms give off 
frequencies or wavelengths by our energy, matter, chemical composition, or some 
such thing? – That we beam or radiate good/bad feelings like satellites sending sig-
nals, and likewise receive good/bad signals without the aid of sensory input that tell 
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us the nature of the invisible something is okay/not okay? Perhaps when two such 
identical frequencies meet that’s how we get people ‘on the same wavelength’? I 
won’t be going into such possibilities too deeply here, since it’s a topic that is already
much thrown about in Occult and Scientific circles under terms like fields, magnet-
ism, aura etc… and is already a familiar concept to most by nature, usually just under
a different name.

Based on my own experiences with ‘having aura’ and ‘giving vibes’ I’ve postulated 
that they exist and radiate from within an organism. I refer to these vibes, the giving 
off of waves or frequencies or charge or what have you, as ‘emanation’. If we eman-
ate, if we possess a vibration that emits telltale signals of our nature, and I feel we do,
why do we do it and how?

I aim to demonstrate my theory with a theoretical model. A theoretical model subject 
to the above stipulations about the nature of the parts and the whole of the model, the 
purpose of the model, and herein attempt to sweep aside the confines of the Causal 
and its forms to illustrate ‘Radia Sol’.

4.
The Theoretical Model assumes the following postulates exist:
That three Aspects within the Psyche are vying for dominance: Unconscious, Ego and
Self. That each of the Aspects emanates and that dominant emanation by an Aspect 
ensures dominance over the organism by that Aspect.

That the Aspects emanate both independently and simultaneously with the others in 
differing degrees. That an Aspect uses emanation to recognise itself as the dominant 
aspect, and then continually emanates to affirm dominance and define itself.

That Aspects are able to emanate a vast range of frequencies and even match the fre-
quencies emanated by other Psyches.

That the frequencies emitted are subject to some or all of the laws of wave mechan-
ics.

That the Ego is the dominant Aspect in the majority.

That the dominance of an Aspect can and does vary in degree within an organism.

That the Self can act independently of the Ego and the Unconscious and vice versa.
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That the emanations emitted by all three Aspects, whilst invisible to the eye or mod-
ern science at present, radiate from one Psyche to/through/at/into/etc other Psyches 
constantly and ceaselessly and can be observed by the nature of interaction with ones 
total environment or “Matrix”.

That the Aspects use emanation like echo-sound to recognise themselves.

That Ego emanations are different to Self emanations – requiring different environ-
ments to succeed in dominance.

That Ego uses other Ego’s to remain dominant, and Self uses other Self to do the 
same.

That distortion takes place within the emanations unless identical aspects are interact-
ing.

That Higher consciousness and a shift from Ego to Self can be achieved if one finds a
location that does not distort the echo of its emanation.

With this in mind we can now proceed to the Theory.

5.
Radia Sol : Emanations of the Self- A Theory.
The Emanations of the Self in my theory are best thought of as waves.

Ever, you emit the frequency of your Unconscious, Ego, and Self in unique waves, 
like ripples on a pond, out onto the ether. Intuitively seeking to Be.

A vast expanse of millions of other Unconscious, Ego, and Self are also uncon-
sciously or consciously emitting frequencies.

The Organism (via acausal energies) projects differing emanations onto the ether 
(these can be thought of as ‘questions’) to other organisms simultaneously. Seeking to
‘Be’, to become dominant, demands that the Aspect order chaos to know its own im-
age, its own being. Therefore, these emanations are the base nature, the ‘feelers’ of 
the Organism that bounce ideas, conversation, interaction etc, off other Organisms 
(mirrors) in an attempt to put together a picture of what it actually looks like – and 
what it is that actually exists.

The received replies from these mirrors can be thought of as ‘answers’.
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Each of the three Aspects vies for domination over an Organism’s psyche but the as-
pect that receives more replies to its emanations than the other two is selected as the 
dominant driver of an organism. Usually however, the natural process of life takes an 
Organism through these three Aspects, the last emerging during mid-life of an Organ-
ism or after particularly harrowing or harsh experiences. Over the last two thousand 
years this ability of the Self to become dominant and maintain its power has been 
vastly diminished due to a lack of Self-types, processes used to reach self and the ex-
cess majority of Ego-types.

What makes the attainment even more difficult is the distortion of the matrix by Ma-
gian design that has allowed so many of the immature Ego-types to breed but does 
not allow progress to the next stage of the mature Organism, the Self.

Hypothetically, ‘answers’ are received, processed, assimilated and more ‘questions’ 
sent out. However, if the emanations act somewhat like waves, then perhaps they are 
not always directly focused at a receiver but emanate like a sun rather than a laser, 
and both ‘questions’ and ‘answers’ are subject to chaos. The infinitesimal number of 
organisms all emanating at once could be represented as the outward spreading of 
ripples on the surface of a pond after a stone has been thrown in. Eventually the join-
ing of separate ripples occurs as more stones are thrown in until so many stones are 
thrown in that the ripples become unrecognisable. Emanations, being bounced and 
rocketed from one location (location: an abstract plane of projection such as an idea, 
concept, form, human construct or even another human etc) to another, are possibly 
altered by similar properties as are the waves in wave mechanics. Stronger waves 
may assimilate, distort, fragment other waves over and over again, they may even 
cancel other waves out. Resulting in a perpetual tumultuous multitude of confusion 
and chaos. Especially when you consider that a little like the game of paper, scissors, 
rock, the three different aspects emanate differently and the effect of each from one 
psyche on each aspect of another psyche, allows for virtually infinite outcomes. Per-
haps this chaos could be likened to ‘Sensory Perception’ if these emanations are also 
what serve to define dimension, relativity, and order (ad infinitum) of our Organism 
in relation to the matrix?

However – this confusion of the process from Unconscious to Ego to Self reigns be-
cause of the domination of the Majority by the Ego. The Ego, using other’s organisms
to reflect itself off where the dominant Aspect is also the Ego, mostly operates in a 
causally contained frame of reference, subject to causal distortion and all manner of 
postulates of reality, and is inherently a contradiction to itself via the positing of ‘op-
posites’ for example. If Self generates Self, then Ego generates ego, and with so 
MUCH Ego the likelihood of a Self being created instead, is very slim. What we are 
experiencing in terms of Aeonics, is the perpetual creation of ‘Organism without Self’
– a bi-partmental Psyche, a global populace in psychic limbo.
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On the rare occasion when the organism becomes aware of Self, a search or echo-s-
can for other Self’s is begun by that Organism. It tries to find a location where it can 
refract itself – in order to define itself. By virtue of the Organism being aware of Self,
this scan for other Self is more focused than the scan performed by the Ego. The Self 
temporarily no longer in thrall to illusions, no longer sends it waves out in all direc-
tions, but in focused bursts to specific receivers to attain a direct reply. But to get 
feedback requires the highly polished mirrors that other Selfs are, that are very rare. 
Perhaps given the unique nature of emanations, a Self has different specifications for 
what it can and can’t reflect itself off. However, unlike the Ego, I hypothesise that the
emanations of a Self are not altered by absorption of the emanation by the Other Self,
nor does the mingling or phasing of the original emanation occur as it does in Egos, 
creating a mongrel hybrid. That is to say, when the emanation of an Ego is absorbed 
by another Ego, it is distorted and mingled into a different refraction or wavelength 
containing emissions of that Ego as well as the original. Or the emanation is split into
more than one wave, part of which is refracted elsewhere and only part of an echo or 
none at all received. Or the Ego even receives a foreign echo created elsewhere but 
which is interpreted as the reply to the emanation sent out.

I believe this distortion is not applicable between Selves. A Self is a complete Whole 
comprised of both anima and animus, no longer in need of a ‘half’ (either feminine or
masculine) to complete itself and as such is no longer dependant on finding halves to 
complete (usually just compliment) itself as is the task of the Ego. Therefore, it has 
no need for either feminine or masculine emanations as given off by the Ego and, ba-
sically, negates them.

Often however, the Self is unable to find a similar complete receiver to refract itself 
off and either seeks solace, loses dominance and is once again replaced by Ego, or 
perhaps in extreme (or typical?) cases, dies, and the Organism loses any chance of be-
coming Self-aware again.

Just as we seldom see our own physical organism or what we look like from an ex-
ternal view, but instead possess notions of such that give us our own personal defini-
tion of ourselves, perhaps the Self actively seeks to view its own image by sending 
internal emanations to the external sources around it, hoping for a mirror. And just a 
mirror – since because it is a complete whole it no longer needs any other organisms’ 
input but its own to see itself. But without this mirror – it cannot Be. The Idea or Pro-
cess of seeking to be Self is more often than not stifled early, and even murdered in 
many people by society seeking to suppress recognition of this aspect. This makes 
finding a suitable mirror for the Self to refract off all the more difficult and random to
achieve. Perhaps then, when the Self finds such a rare mirror in which to ‘become’ 
more of itself, and gains precedence over the organism as the dominant Psychanism –
it operates on an entirely new system no longer using emanations for the same pur-
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pose? Perhaps it gains an increase of concentration and control over its emanation 
and uses it more like a laser than a radiating wave to cut through egos, so great its 
power it is no longer is applicable to the same restrictions imposed upon an ego by 
having or being in thrall to the ego.

Yet in those rare moments when the Self is able to find such a higher receiver, and 
when two Selfs emanate their Self and nothing more – (achievable only via that in-
tangible quality, Self-Honesty) the two Selfs are able to refract each other’s emana-
tion without absorbing or mongrelizing it because each Self is of its Self, is whole, re-
jects all other input but its own and has no interest in projecting the Self onto others.

However – in the case of a Self needing a Self to become dominant, the paradox is 
posed – how does the Psyche become Self if one cannot find a mirror – in other 
words, how does the Self find a mirror if in the first place there are no Selfs? It seems
difficult to imagine a Self being formed prior to being Self already – but therein the 
alchemical and magickal training of individuals to recognise and overcome the Ego 
makes possible the existence of Selfs out there. Furthermore, Jung suggests that the 
Self is naturally attained for a period of time, but the dominance of which must be 
worked at to maintain or lost again, and usually forever. Therefore, it is possible to 
find such mirrors and doesn’t necessarily require two organisms to enable recognition
of Self via a mutual transaction.

In the case of the Self evolving on its own, in my opinion the power of self-honesty is
the sheer power of all – and using this power to complete oneself, a Whole needs no 
additional input to function. With no energy expended in ‘echo location’ trying to see 
the Self anymore, the Self is self-empowered. (Continuing with the metaphor of the 
Sun, they self-replicate like a thermonuclear explosion). If the Self only refracts it-
self, the power can only grow, since it is Self-Effort, Self-Love, Self-Achievement, 
Self-Awakening, and Self-Awareness that occurs. If this is the case, the Self wouldn’t 
expend its energy carelessly like the Ego does, and perhaps an excess of power en-
sues which flows over or spills, onto other aspects of the Self’s drive to power – 
‘Wisdom’ maybe, or Enlightenment, or other such things. If this could occur en 
masse perhaps with more and more Selfs balancing (or at least increasing) the ratio of
Self to Ego; the charge, the power, of the Cosmic might become perpetual as the Selfs
start to become more dominant making more and more mirrors available to potential 
Selfs.

6.
Closing Statements:
This model/theory may not provide ‘food for thought’ for all, or even for many – but 
it does offer a different perspective on how we function and why. The Theory can be 
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superimposed over all human interactions to explain their mechanics by virtue of em-
anation. Why humans don’t get along, why misunderstandings or love occurs 
between us, how we find enlightenment, why so few people ever reach enlighten-
ment, or why the chaos exists in our lives, our ideas, our identities, our experiences, 
and our heads, for example. Furthermore, it offers an esoteric explanation of how the 
three (psychological) aspects of an organism might function rather than the accepted 
dual view of our organism and psyche combined as the one inseparable power which 
drives us: namely, as a sort of will to power to become dominant, lest it become re-
cessive and replaced. It’s hardly an overestimate to suggest the fierce domination of 
the Ego-mirror in societies overshadow the rare and often easily broken Self-mirror a 
million to one – perhaps more. Without a healthy Renaissance (Satanic, for example) 
in which organisms are enabled recognition of the three Psychanisms, perhaps we are 
killing our Selves simply because they have lost the will to live. It’s no small wonder 
in such a climate hostile even to emergence of the Self that it hibernates. But to let 
the Self sleep, is to die a slow and insidious death, deafened and maddened by a 
ceaseless, pointless, bombardment of Egoic emanation.

Tnepres Ra 114.e.h

RADIA STAR: CREATING ONE OF THEM

Temple of THEM -2011 /122fy.

My Work and my Writing – My Approach and My Motive and Methodology is given 
in this short manuscript and the Alchemical formula that Drives me. I reveal here the 
Blueprint of my Work that Others may understand or follow it.

The dominance of the ‘I’ in people must be dislodged enabling the unconscious pro-
cesses and actions of their ego to become consciously observable to them via the cre-
ation of a new stream of consciousness.

They must understand how they make suppositions, projections, abstractions, ten-
sions, create time, space, form and how they themselves cause these through the En-
gine of their Perception.

The successful result of this alchemical is to cause a specific Doubt of their 
Autonomy that leads to a brief Collapse of the Ego and the Emergence of the Self. As
if – they [the emergent Self] were suddenly operating from another room in the back 
of their skull, watching their Ego working away at the controls of their Organism as a
separate entity or function.
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Once this split-mind state occurs there is no going back. Evolution has been achieved.
There is nothing more for you to do. Their mind ceases to perceive itself as a Singu-
larity and the individual becomes THEM – a compartmentalised being acutely con-
scious of sharing its being with more than one function – both of which it may use, 
rather than the one. This is Evolution of the Mind.

To Kill the Machine – means to Dislodge that which keeps it running. Which is pre-
cisely – the supreme and singular dominance of the Ego which most Identify as them-
selves. But to Warn the Ego of an attack is a fatal error – if it senses danger it hardens
and becomes immovable. It cannot be directly approached and can only be drawn out 
slowly – much as a psychologist must dance around the issues of his patient so as not 
to frighten him and also to allow the individual to come to the Realisation on their 
Own. Thus, the Ego must be tricked into defeating itself. Its abstractions must be torn
apart piece by piece / its processes broken down and made visible to that individual 
so that a Special Instant occurs in that Individual similar to an Out of Body Experi-
ence – With the Exception that is it Out Of Mind. In this Instant, a sudden Flash of 
the Awakened Self can see the actions of the Ego consciously. This can be done one 
by one very slowly – or, via our creation of Magickal Socialism, people can be af-
fected in much larger numbers.

Magickal Socialism is a specific incantation this Temple has created to weaken the 
Ego based on what we know about how to lower its guard. This generates the correct 
emotional state in many people at once necessary for Change. It bears resemblance to
National Socialism – and uses a similar current that made NS magical – but it should 
not be mistaken for it. There are Others like us – who are of a split-mind and con-
sciously, suspiciously regard their Own motives. Our movement has sought and seeks
them out. We can do nothing for an Individual who has already Evolved but we Seek 
THEM out to give Them a Collective Home. Our Directive is to target those who 
have not Evolved or Show Signs of being on the Cusp of Self- Awareness. The 
Simple truth is that the Banner of Satanism represents an ancient Instability of the 
Mind whose Current attracts those who are less resistant to Change and who may 
have more chance of Re- Connecting with their Total Mind – and it is for this reason 
alone that our Mythos is wound about Darkness.

Creating One of THEM is an extraordinarily difficult process – it is often lengthy and
the process(es) required varies from individual to individual, instant to instant. It is 
made all the harder should the target Ego be put on alert that such a process is being 
attempted.

Now you understand the simple reason behind the secrecy of our motives and our 
movement.
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I remain convinced, that whilst it may take many decades of effort – if enough of 
THEM can be created who create other Them using this formula. The power structure
of the Magi attained through its purchase of the mind – made possible through the un-
conscious possession of people that keeps them in Thrall to Forms – will be utterly 
destroyed.

We May Not See this Event in Our Lifetime. But I am Committed. And Believe that 
We have discovered the Secret and the Antidote to the Poison of the Magian.

May Our Tendrils Spread Across Space and Time and Deliver Us from Evil.

SELF, EGO AND TRADITIONAL SATANISM

The Magical Quest to fervently identify the Self and subsequently eradicate the ego is
often driven by a misguided perception that the ego is in some way responsible for 
limiting an organism, and that a being should try to exist wholly on the plane of the 
Self. The attempt by magicians to achieve this particular process has long been under-
stood to be highly dangerous and is owing to a lack of experience and the hapless re-
liance on hearsay and the opinion of books to judge it. There is in fact a fork in the 
road in reaching the Self: one can either leave the world and contemplate the silent 
desert, or one can fulfil one’s destiny as one of THEM. This essay is concerned with 
fulfilling one’s destiny as one of THEM and the appropriate outlook concerning the 
volatility of forbidden alchemy.

To be one of THEM – The ego is a force necessary to harness, but not to destroy. In-
stead of being annihilated completely, the ego must be allowed to continue to play a 
role in relation to the Self. Once the Self is developed, it rules over, but can only rule 
through, the ego. When in an organism there is no Self-conception or connection, the 
ego is as believed, an inhibitor. But when the Self is developed, the dynamic changes 
and it becomes as an actor: and the invaluable messenger of the Self’s will.

When the Self is attained one must make a choice. One can attempt to live solely in 
the realm of the Self by disintegrating ones ego. But, without the ego, there can be no
relatedness to the world. Zen meditation for instance is the complete turning of the 
back on substance, on the causal, on the material, and the identity, to this extent, the 
being no longer has any connexion with the world and ceases to be a vehicle of 
change in it, except for those elements where the absence of their input/being may 
impact on the world.
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Yet to do this is to annihilate one’s physical being. Although it is the aim of many oc-
cult/magical temples and groups to achieve just this, THEM believe, attaining Self is 
not to be thought of as a discarding of the shells/skulls one has wrought, but to finally
appreciate being able to perceive directly Form and Formlessness in the currents and 
seas of change from a elevated level of awareness that sharpens power, perception, 
and magical prowess to the extent of Adept-ship. Then, having passed through the 
Abyss, one is tempted sorely. To turn toward God and Samadhi and reach for oblivi-
on, thus abandon the world to its fate by ceasing to exist or have impact on the world.
Or to make one’s way back, returning enlightened as a Dark God to yolk the ego [the 
only connexion with those still in the matrix] into forms driven by the extreme power 
of the Self, that have the power to raise others unto similar awareness. And not only 
to raise others on a personal level (for the alchemy that is wrought by a Dark God is 
viewed egocentrically by organisms that remain trapped in the matrix) but to raise 
Consciousness in general – to have an Aeonic effect upon the world through a supra-
-personal level of relatedness to it. The formidable increase in magical prowess in an 
agent imbued with Self has the potential to be an extremely powerful weapon in the 
Mind/Aeonic War – by directing others into a group, then a culture, then a civilisation
as per the ONA understanding. But not just physically, but also magically, and to 
show others the way to find their Self and join us in transforming the World one mind
at a time. And this, beyond the restrictive games played by the immature ego.

From our point of view, to return with our knowledge and raise others up into the 
stars by offering a clear and demystified view of magic – is a type of supra-personal 
sacrifice of one’s option to go further into the Abyss and leave others behind.

Thus, in order to keep the power to conduct change from the platform of the Self in 
others and the world, one must not lose the power to manifest a form. One is required
to remember how to come to others in a recognisable form – to occupy a body, a 
name and an identity through which one can be perceived – as an agent in the physic-
al world. The ego is a precious vehicle once tamed, and if a magician has a goal, an 
aim, a Quest to continue change, it must be enslaved to the will of the Self, not des-
troyed.

Means of developing, recognising and finally living the Self are rumoured to be held 
by most of the world’s occult communities. Members of THEM believe, based on our
experience with other groups and with the ONA, that the Septenary Way is, in prac-
tice, a valid and valuable vehicle for achieving this rare Philosophers Stone. The Way,
if it is understood, culminates the magical perpetual alchemy necessary to cause 
eternal unrest in one’s absolutism – hence the alchemy of the triangle that is always 
squared [Thesis, Antithesis, Synthesis – Synthesis becoming the new Thesis and an-
other Antithesis arising as a reaction to this giving rise to another Synthesis, and so 
on…] can eventually cause the ego to ‘drop out of its own geometry’. In tandem with 
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the Way awakening various grounding energies, connexions to the land and to magic, 
insight roles, alchemical harshness, solitude and a working model for grasping the 
world by its horns, all necessary to instilling vital affinity with the world as it is, not 
as it has come to appear – the Order of Nine Angles offers a path that really does lead
to the hallowed ground of finding the Self. Because it is shown to work at least by the
six of us, the Way is considered the first journey for one of THEM to undertake and is
held in revere and promoted to others. There is no desire to compete or surpass what 
already works as a fine foundation for this difficult magical process. What comes 
after the Way is where the Temple differs from ONA by its teachings in what we have
written and taught.

After succeeding (unless destroyed) in the Way, a being may feel drawn to what 
comes after – and we believe, drawn to the Temple of THEM via synchronicity and 
an acausal bond with others who have attained the Self and rightly perceived the 
power in returning to work magic rather than heading onward into oblivion. After our
decision to return we raised a nexion [The Temple] to gather at – for as stated in our 
manifesto and elsewhere, we believe that our empathic ring of six Selves has come to
understand much that was hidden and that the world requires a sanctuary for the 
emerging forces of the species of Self.

COLLECTIVE WILL

I believe that the collective will is an abstraction for an ideal that we secretly share 
some unifying sense of direction; though there is evidence that we do in fact do this –
though not in any ingrained ethical moral sense – this appears to be learned 
behaviour. 

The individual will is structured by psycho-physical drives such as fear, absence of 
fear, survival, the social contract, will to power, and the geometry of the ego that 
defines and delineates a being’s goals and methods to attain them, i.e., what is 
important to do or achieve for that being. The individual will must be sacrificed any 
time it joins with another individual will to work on a joint venture; when this 
happens I refer to people raising a form – wherein the form subjugates (restricts) each
individual will by dampening it with laws, restrictions and rules about what it is 
allowed to do and how it should do it; though often, individual will is required to be 
poured into the collective sentiment of the form. For example, the Temple of THEM 
attempted to unite individuals without becoming a group; hence we had no symbol, 
no banner, and virtually no restrictions – yet in order for people to grasp we were 
even there, we had to speak the language of forms. We had to create a ‘temple’, the 
name of our group, a mythos and story behind it, initiation procedures, and so on – 
this required distorting what we intended esoterically because all forms distort and 
create unintended suppositions due to the behaviour and interpretation of language 
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and its ‘meanings’. 

My experiment with them showed only that the individual will and thus individuation
as Jung speaks of, cannot be achieved in a group environment no matter how few 
restrictions are imposed. Since, if you impose none, how can you have a group at all? 
If you impose too few, the necessary structure for a form to take place is missing. If 
you impose too many, you cease to represent the meaning of THEM and become a 
dogmatic religion that is merely copying the present oppressors…

Collective Will is for me a moral term – the individual will is more or less toward 
self-destruction (since without a group of some kind one cannot traditionally survive)
– whilst the collective will is toward construction (since ideals, concepts, and 
symbols live on long past the causal duration of the human life that gave birth to 
them). But to assume a collective will as ‘real’ cannot be done lightly, if at all – 
rather, it is a term used (and I use) to provide a sense that there is a level of potential 
harmony within the chaotic elements that abound in any scheme that meets real-
world conflict of interest with ideology.

But when all is said and done it is a support, a construct, a working theory – like all 
other abstracts, whose evidence for and proof of, rests on the absolute conviction in 
abstracts; inc. definition, words, language, and so on. And it is rather this uneasy 
shaky ground where abstracts begin to dissolve with one’s conviction of things that I 
believe the esoteric truth of being and forms begins to reveal itself. If there is a 
collective will – it appears to be toward avoiding fear, working within the concepts of
its day, tradition, repetition of archetype, and owing to the need to escape fear (which 
is all around us in our architecture – and I don’t just mean buildings, but language, 
logic, music, methods etc) an obsessive secretly deferred desire for self-gratification. 
I would also, optimistically, agree with Jung that individuation is the main collective 
goal – hence the internet which has joined us all together, PC which is attempting to 
break down barriers (but sadly just increasing them), and the unerring penetration of 
the unconscious into our dreams, symbols and turns of phrase, as some examples, 
which however strongly we repress – has not gone away and is a constant reminder of
our fusion from animal to human being and the other processes that drive us beneath 
our sugary form-covered exteriors.

However, politically speaking – (i.e., in the sense of winning friends and converts) 
Collective Will is often used to denote a shared agreement (whether people are aware 
of a particular shared will or not is usually the sticky point) – i.e., the Nazi’s told the 
German People what their collective will was, as did the Americans, and all other 
nations with a flag, a culture, an identity and often an ideology or religion. This 
entrapment in forms keeps most people too busy to ever really consider what is 
outside those things – and works to create our architecture. Globally – our psycho-
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physical drives dictate our collective will is survival – and so we make concessions to
maintain it by keeping the peace or disturbing it.

CONSPIRACY AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER [1-5]
V.3

A particular Conspiracy needs to be proved. The potential for Conspiracy does not.

INTRO
The concept of the New World Order – like a lot of subjects I’ve tried to cover 
through 101 – is extremely difficult terrain. I will however present a few of my 
thoughts on it from a few different angles because I believe the New World Order 
(NWO) and the presence of ‘conspiracy theory’ as a prevalent form at large shares 
relationships with many of the insights I have made and is tied up with secrets of the 
human condition. As with other subjects I have looked at, I will try to neatly side-step
the dizzying labyrinth of historical nomenclature and avoid getting tangled in who 
did what and said what – none of which I have any evidence for outside of general 
knowledge, legend or what is observable; and concentrate on where conspiracy 
comes from, the role it plays as conscious theme, and perhaps the role it might play 
as a symptomatic indication of something deeper regarding human need and 
geometry. I will also touch on the Magi and how there may be a conspiracy behind 
conspiracy that has imprisoned us for millennia. The Gnostic idea of a demiurge who 
created a false replica earth to imprison us may at first sound outlandish like many 
other occult concepts of creation – yet my work is increasingly uncovering evidence 
that there may be more to it than just mythology after all.

PREP
Many years ago, I read the ‘Protocols of Zion’ – and for anyone who doesn’t know 
what that is, (It’s been uploaded to 101) it’s sometimes called the ‘Granddaddy of 
conspiracies’ and involves an allegedly faked global charter put together by an elite 
cabal of secret Jewish conspirators as a step-by-step plan to take over the world. The 
document details a breakdown of practical steps needed to achieve global domination
by covert and over measures and methods including manipulating economic 
pressures via usury, breeding out gentiles and infiltrating gentile society by becoming
doctors, lawyers, teachers and other highly positioned socialites within the 
infrastructure of the gentile to take power and unite against the enemy as one. 
Presently there is a collective body of testimony that claims the Protocols were faked 
by the Nazis to get the Jews in trouble. Whether this is true I do not know – and 
remain undecided – but aside from the frightening lucidity of each of these plans, 
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there is a chilling statement at the end of the document which basically says – ‘the 
proof of any conspiracy lies in what has happened around you – look around you and 
ask yourself, has what they said would happen, happen?’ At the time of writing 
(2010) I see evidence and live in a world where almost every section of the Protocols 
can easily be argued to have been implemented. Coincidence? Maybe. Conspiracy? 
Maybe. If I suddenly turn to discussing the Protocols and attempt to show evidence to
prove either way a conspiracy by the Nazis or the Jews; or enter at all into the finer 
details brought up by the Protocols – according to my approach – I immediately lose 
a significant amount of information this form is expressive and representative of and 
enter a labyrinth of aimless semantics. The loss of information I often point out (In 
‘Ethereal Discourses’ for instance) is important here. It is common practice among 
humans to rely on precedent – i.e. we can discuss something like the Holocaust at 
length because a lot of information, many views, and seven decades of propaganda 
from both sides for or against this topic have left a hefty mountain of records and 
information behind for us to build various cases.

Based on what we have read, or had told us, or imbibed from television, juggled in 
our heads to sort out the truth – we can go head-to-head in debate against certain 
opposing views using precedent – dates, decisive military manoeuvres, psychological
brainwashing, reports of force, first-hand accounts, footage, photographs, and 
records; weighing in our evidence to prove or disprove the opposing view. We 
strengthen our case using precedents, and weaken another’s case using precedents – 
these precedents are generally things that have been proven, accepted as fact, 
historically recorded, taught in school, written down, or put together by our logical 
deduction and are accepted as given – but the carrier of such facts itself, i.e. language,
moral judgement, ethics, how we prejudice time and space, all weigh in heavily in the
relationship – yet are seldom ever analysed. They are treated as pre-existing proven 
methods of communication – but they are not. This is precisely why all the 
intelligence, well-read intellectuals, scholars, academics, and so on do not necessarily
have greater awareness and lucidity no matter how eloquent or educated. Education 
tends to cram the brain with catalogues of forms – which are then compared against 
each other in logical deduction and critical analysis – but without a heuristic analysis 
of one’s own method of enquiry and indeed the general methods of enquiry – 
empathy with oneself and others remains low, trapped in prisms of words and 
concepts that bounce endlessly off one another without ever allowing us closer to the 
source of what we are and how we work.

The majority of occult teachings are human-centred self-masturbation, cliched 
romanticism about how great we are, how aware we are, and how different some of 
us are from others far less unintelligent than ourselves; Enlightened, Initiated, Adept, 
set apart, or so we like to think. The major problem is the ego – it often refuses to be 
humble, to accept its own failings, to drop its ridiculous self-important visage and 
allow the stasis it holds so tightly in check – to be dropped so that it can accept an 
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insult for its own good. In a typical conversation regarding the conditions at 
Auschwitz, precedents (proof/facts) are presented to build a case for one’s argument. 
Following who has the most accurate information, i.e. a guard at Auschwitz may be 
in a better position to give a clear account of what happened because s/he was there – 
unless we opt to believe a surviving prisoner of war whom we suspect would be more
likely to tell the truth and the guard keep things back to protect themselves, minimise 
damage, avoid punishment and condemnation etc. In every case where people argue 
about the War (any war – or in fact, anything at all) – they use precedent (facts, dates,
names, proof, first-hand knowledge and cross-reference)– because the War is long 
gone, many years in the past, precedent is all they have left to prove it ever existed. 
They therefore compare dates, military decisions, motivation, personal ambition of 
leaders, tactics and pressures put on the civilians, propaganda, subtlety of persuasion, 
conversations allegedly had between parties, anecdotal evidence, surviving diaries of 
prisoners and guards, personal accounts and almost always quote someone who has 
says something that adds weight to their case. Even if they were present at the War – 
reports and accounts by people widely vary, especially as regards sensitive issues – 
for all sorts of reasons, as many as you can think of – and because of this, the 
variables of information recorded are far too nebulous and vast to ever be sure of 
their authenticity.

Each human being is possessed of a unique perspective, motivation, memory, 
associative catalogue for instance, and as a result, people tend toward remembering 
different things, placing importance on certain things, and things differently [See 
‘Physis of the Sinister’ for loss of information theory]. Consider also that whilst 
people are social creatures, communicating a great deal to each other with words – in 
each of us thrives a hidden world; our eyes fall on different places in the world, focus 
importance in different degrees, take things differently, find different things 
important, memorable, etc. There is ample evidence to show this is true – in the way 
hundreds of thousands of different authors who all attended the gulf, Vietnam, or 
World Wars remember them and what they remember about them. How it affected 
them or others. This shows how extremely important it is for such stories to be 
recorded – because subconsciously, they each know the unwritten rule of human 
history – that if it doesn’t exist in some record or another – it never happened. And it 
never happened – because it was never recorded. The onus for so many things – the 
rock of science – is on providing ‘proof’. But unless we experience firsthand a 
location or event, we only know of things – and here are a few conspiracy based 
examples; UFO’s, Crop Circles, Aliens, Area 51 – by precedent only.

But if enough scientific magazines pick up and support something, even if its 
complete theoretical nonsense that speculates on things existing so it can speculate on
other things existing without any evidence for the first thing, (Stephen Hawking’s – 
universe in a nutshell for instance) it enters popular culture and can become accepted.
Within a few years, ‘Quantum’ will have always existed for the generation born after 
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me. If we are with a group of people who refuse to acknowledge in speech or writing 
that what we saw was what they saw, the truth is silenced in favour of conspiracy. It 
is one thing to observe a UFO landing in a field, quite another for it to have ever 
happened. I wrote in an earlier post that, in my opinion, you’d have to be blind or 
deaf to not realise the thousands of mini-conspiracies around us in everyday life. 

Music, what we listen to, is a conspiracy, for instance – people conspire to make you 
buy it, support it, report it. Time, its enforced, and God help you if you refuse to 
acknowledge it. Roads, they direct your car where to go, it’s not easy to go where 
they don’t lead. The traffic lights tell you when to go and stop. Computer games keep
you occupied in your house doing destructive things in a virtual world instead of 
spending that time out on the street doing them for real. Every second you are 
entertained, you are controlled by someone whose graphic design, dialogue, 
symbolism, presentation, sales pitch, utilities, is making you think ‘frog juice’ is 
PowerAde. And you believe it, because you are trained from birth to pick up the 
habits of your peers and copy them. You are equipped with the training program and 
the tools to discern the difference between the two, but never taught to question the 
training program. There are measures in place that conspire against us daily in 
thousands of ways from birth to death. I’ll cover some soon, but let’s ask, how 
effective is conspiracy against us?

Collusion or conspiring is easy – all you do to conspire is simply help someone do 
something. When you ask your partner how many sugars they want in their coffee, 
you conspire together to make that cup of coffee the way they want it. If you want 
Bill to invite you to golf next Saturday, you approve his house loan. If you want to 
drill for oil in the Gulf of Mexico, you sweet-talk the owners and make them rich; 
then you use an army of lawyers (Maybe some of them provided by a friend of Bill) 
to clear any legal obstacles. If there’s trouble, perhaps you can hire some heavies 
through Sam who you also met at golf through Max and discussed your ambitions 
with to build a new golfing resort on a Caribbean Island hideaway. Max likes that 
idea, and would dearly love to tee off in such a paradisaical vista and offers to set you
up with some heavies who can take care of any greenie locals or people opposing the 
drill for a few thousand dollars– and all of a sudden you have a conspiracy among a 
large group of powerful, influential people, to drill for oil in a protected zone, built on
the back of people (who may not even really know one another or how many people 
are colluding, or even how they are colluding outside of their own sphere of 
influence) simply doing a small favour for one another.  Human beings are very basic
– conspirators are not magicians – they all have to offer something to another human 
being to get something in return, they have to engage in banal small-talk no matter 
how rich they are, they have to develop relationships and make friends, and do 
favours for one another. They don’t have to get along, but it helps.
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But they don’t have to know each other either. In fact – the prevalent idea that 
conspirators in something like the NWO all know each other and every other player 
in the conspiracy is a bit too fantastic to fly. Perhaps there are a few groups like that –
but I think it is more likely that we tell ourselves they sit in high-backed chairs in 
secret rooms under undersea volcanoes and run the world whilst sipping gold – 
because no-one wants to think that ‘we’ could be controlled by half-wits. I’ve worked
in the government. I’m sorry to say we are. You can see for yourself the antics that 
occur on Parliament and the resemblance to kindergarten behaviour for yourself on 
Australian TV. It’s typical of the ego to only accept that it’s might can be conquered 
by gods, unstoppable forces and superhuman intellect – i.e. aliens. Yes, amongst the 
rabble there are always a few shining scheming diamonds, sharp and brilliant that are 
able to organise things – but since they have to rely on people not quite so brilliant 
and astute, things can often turn to shit with unpredictable results. The best laid plans 
of men and mice…

There are a couple of basic factors involved in collusion (conspiracy) – one is that the
pleasure principle usually works on everybody. You can pay all but the most stubborn
idealist enough money to make them forget they had an issue with you stabbing 
dolphins in the face. If money, independent wealth, and flattery don’t buy you – then 
there’s the pain principle. Refuse to roll over and not get out of the way and you can 
be taken to court, imprisoned, beaten up, killed, silenced, disavowed, assassinated, or 
kicked out of your practice, for example – that sort of intimidation works on most 
people too. If the systems in place can’t do either to get you to come over to their way
of thinking, or shut you up – then maybe they’ll just envelop you, give you your five 
minutes of fame, or the lethal six minutes; make you a star, get you on talk shows, 
start selling t-shirts, hats, stickers with your name on it and make a mockery of your 
cause by making it into yet another saleable commodity to be packaged and sold, 
until people get sick of the saturation and sick of you. 

It depends what the situation calls for. There are some other factors in collusion – if 
people like you, they believe you. If they don’t like you, they are suspicious of you. 
America chooses its president, clearly not on each candidates merits and who will run
the country most soundly, but who they like better. Who can win them over, turn their
frog juice into PowerAde the most competently and completely with fanfare and 
election stunts. Escapism it seems, is also a powerful motivator of people. Alright, 
now that you’ve been primed for conspiracy talk and terms, have now started 
thinking about conspiracies, and are hopefully intrigued enough to want to know 
what else I have to say. Let’s begin.

WHAT IS A CONSPIRACY?

For all its loaded and emotional connotations, conspiracy is nothing special to 
humans, and nothing new – from my point of view, there are thousands of 
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conspiracies observable every day, everywhere perfectly visible and shamelessly out 
in the open that go unnoticed in lieu of discussions, fantasies and comparisons of 
knowledge and speculation of such topics as Atlantis, Hyperborean’s, UFO’s, 
Illuminati, or an NWO. They are so subtle however, they go unnoticed – for instance, 
there are entire chains of companies who specialise in the psychology behind the 
texture of things, the shape of things, the size of things, the number of things, and so 
on. It is not by chance you get eight Tim-tams in a packet; the steering wheel of your 
car has an intricate pattern you will probably never ever look at but which etchers 
take three weeks to painstakingly prepare anyway, or that almost everything in your 
home is square. The use of words, time, the topics discussed, the elements importance
is focused on, how they are discussed, that they are talked about at all, the names 
dropped during, etc. are all under controlled conditions.
It may seem that we have freedom of speech, to say whatever we like, for instance – 
but only if our words are placed in a certain order, designed to appeal to a certain 
demographic, placed in such a way on the page (left to right, and cover certain topics 
in a typical way – do they work, do they become communication.

We avoid some words altogether, lead up to arguments by providing evidence, 
precedents, previous examples and so on – systematically constructing our sentences 
in such a way that they are accepted by the reader. Any attempt to use words outside 
of this context, is met with disapproval or confusion. There is a conspiracy here, 
several in fact; a direct pressure for words to be used a certain way and only that way,
held in place by social norms and dictates – and beyond that, it is almost law that any 
communication follows certain rules – and I do not refer to those obvious ones such 
as grammar, diction or spelling. When we want to construct a sentence, we must 
automatically adjust our words to reflect a very precise apprehension of time and 
space (largely invisible – please see ‘The Chronobet’) that orders all of our words and
ideas in exactly the same way no matter what words we use or in what order. To make
sense of ‘Is’ requires a specific universal prejudice that posits a singularity with all 
the resulting flow-on effects that then supposes that structures our apprehension of 
time and space through very specific geometry. (please see ‘On the Fifth and Third 
Dimensions’)

Moreover, every idea we have and express contains within it its own seeds for 
destruction and counter argument – that is just the way words are because they rely 
on a tension of opposites for one word or concept to make sense of the another. 
Exactly how this came to be is a bit of a mystery, but by knowing that English is 
derived from Latin and that Latin was an attempt by the Church to universalise all 
languages into one unified dialect (see ‘Ethereal Discourses’) – hence English draws 
from all sorts of roots and etymologies with words coming from Spain, Germany, 
French, Italian, and other dialects – we can understand the relationship English has to
duality, and why it is a strange cobble pot of idiosyncrasies that make English one of 
the hardest languages to learn because of the myriad of random rules. Moreover, we 
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know that the Church was driven by morality and division, and the worldview of one 
God – Monotheism – so any invention created by such minds is bound to have 
coloured what is produced with the same crayons. English is the product of a 
language created by the Church – which is why it behaves the way it does and makes 
communication behave the way it does, – i.e., anyone can say anything but it can be 
instantly refuted by anyone else because everything we posit when we use words, 
immediately sets up a shadow of other words. One supposition must lead to another 
to make sense of the first through tension – the English language is a magical dialect 
– a warped sacred geometry that forces a certain perception to take place.

Since the Church knew exactly what they were doing when they tried to take all the 
worlds important dialects (at least important in their view) and homogenise them into 
one – they were all too aware of what they were doing, and not only conspired 
linguistically, but magically, to have control over all languages, and through investing
Latin with morality, created a permanent loophole for them to slip out of any nooses 
they might accidentally create (just as they sought the pulpit as messengers of god) 
forever more – effectively imprisoning people within the confines of a language 
derived from monotheism and morality. It sounds like some demonic design, reads 
like a Lovecraft tale, but if the Church knew enough to do what they clearly achieved 
doing – then in some sense, they possessed powerful knowledge or 
magical/geospatial formulas long forgotten but extremely long-lived that gave them 
the idea to do what they did. 

Those strange angles, the apex, the nave, the corner of all rooms (which they once 
used to place a picture of Christ in to interrupt the Devil’s cubic presence which they 
believed gathered in corners) once meant more than just somewhere for cobwebs to 
gather – the language of shapes, green language, secret angles and vertexes, planes 
and solids once ruled the minds of men, speaking in garbled arcane lore and perhaps 
of an understanding of nature’s secrets that has long since been lost to time. Were we 
imprisoned by the Magi, or something much older, something much worse? 
Language may not have been invented by the Church, but they knew what they were 
doing when they conspired to control it.

CONSPIRACY IS EVERYWHERE

The same token of conspiracy behind things applies to all concepts. For example, 
time and space may seem open for discussion and hundreds of thousands of people 
avidly discuss warp holes, linear, acausal, pan dimensionality, time-travel, quantum 
and so on – yet every day the world gets up to go to work at more or less the same 
time, using the same clock everyone else does. You can discuss it all you like; it is 
universally accepted as a truism that time exists as a real solid objective measure – 
not merely a construct. Being ‘late’ is a heinous crime because it shows a lack of 
disregard for ‘time’ – and subsequent punishment for being late reinforces the 
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importance of this concept others have for it, and the social sanctions ready to be 
dished out for transgressions of its omnipresence.

So, we have freedom of a sort, but something has conspired against that freedom to 
imprison us and the world within the concept of time and clocks. We can discuss 
almost whatever we like – yet the mundane world drags us through definite hoops on 
a daily basis. In this regard, such discussions are nothing more than escapism from 
the very real toil of the day – a system kept in check by a complicated system and an 
unchanging geometrical perception. We may not understand the system that controls 
us, but we understand that there Is a system and that is enough to control us. It’s hard 
to rebel if no-one else will join you. And why would they join you when they’ve got 
it good? Or could have it worse? When some ‘crackpot’ decides that time is an 
abstract – nothing actually changes – the machine just laughs pitilessly at any attempt
to do something with that insight and keeps grinding away.

I mentioned the size, texture, shape, colour, name of things earlier. You can add law, 
time, space, music, sound, speech, language, logic etc to the mix but you will never 
know many of the conspiracies that surround you unless you’ve worked in industries 
that specialise in them – and you can probably never know them all. All of these very 
basic things we take for granted are the product of conspiracies – never mind UFO’s 
and crop circles – those are mysteries of a sort, sure, but people seem to think 
conspiracies are outside of them, something strange or untoward that occurs or 
surfaces in the midst of normal life – when conspiracy in fact engulfs all of us in 
every banal way. UFO’s, crop circles, may be conspiracies, but they are also very 
convenient things to provide so people can focus on projecting ‘Conspiracy’ outward 
and into the realm of the fantastic – whilst still going to workday after day none the 
wiser to the handshakes and collusions that make the world and existence that way.
Daily conspiracies tend to go unnoticed, because of two things. 

The first is that there is a category provided that describes and restricts what a 
conspiracy is, a nice, neat definition and description. The presence of the Dictionary 
is itself a conspiracy that possesses and enforces a moral dual structure to all words, 
reinforcing present geometry, and again to treat words in a certain way so that they 
have a singular definition. This neat catalogue of what things are and are not is an 
essential piece of architecture and habit that allows control over perception the same 
way Priests dictate to the masses what God’s laws are. You are Told what conspiracy 
is! Conspiracy theory is encouraged and kept alive by paranoia, hints of knowledge 
into the system, suspicion, mistrust, atypical social clarity and so on allowing 
imaginations to run wild and make any claim at all regarding the way things Really 
work – without actually working it out. Buying into this pre-prepared definition 
actually helps to strengthen actual conspiracies in two ways; firstly, hearsay and 
rumours quickly blow out of proportion as people play Chinese whispers and lend 
legend, credence and intensity to hearsay consequently lending a distorted and often 
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fearful account of things and the people behind them. The artificially created form of 
the Temple of THEM proved this case in point. 

The second way talking about conspiracies such as UFO’s helps strengthen them, is 
that by focusing on discussing conspiracies using all manner of juicy historical 
nomenclature and available precedents, as well as leaps to wild conclusions and 
speculation, all while we wait for our toast to pop up we are completely oblivious to 
the ingenuous nature of real conspiracy all around us. Distracted by escapism. In 
other words, talking about the Illuminati distracts you from looking suspiciously at 
your toaster and taking sudden notice of something odd about something you grew up
with, not thinking twice about, that has a sinister story to tell if you know how to 
listen; all things whisper definite meanings behind their shape and the shape of all 
things is a meaningful whisper.

ESCAPISM: THE ULTIMATE DISTRACTION

For instance – while you might be sitting at the table typing on your laptop about the 
true purpose and origin of the Illuminati or the true purpose of the Wehrmacht – if 
your toaster suddenly broke down, could you fix it? If your toaster blew up, could 
you build a new one? Why not? Who invented the toaster? What a stupid question? 
Why should that matter to you – I mean you have better things to worry about, don’t 
you? Don’t we all? But look at it this way – you have not been equipped with the 
technology to fix your toaster, have you? You’ve been given a product of technology 
– but the technology itself that makes your toaster go – that’s a mystery isn’t it. You 
like to think that the world is technologically advanced, and to speak of technology 
like you own it, like we all have an equal share as the human race in its ownership. 
But we don’t, do we? If we did, you could probably make your own damn bread 
warmer. Instead, a very few people out of the billions create our choices, and the rest 
of us choose from them.

As usual, I like to start with rather innocuous and silly sounding examples and show 
where the application leads when we consider it superimposed on other things… 
which becomes far more serious. What about electricity? Hundreds of clever people 
have harnessed the power of electricity freely for hundreds of years – one guy 
grabbed it with a key and a kite. But we live in a world where the flick of a switch 
takes care of it for us. We don’t need to fly a kite do we, because we live in a 
technologically advanced age. Or do we? If your switchboard blew up – could you fix
it? Or would you call an electrician? Do you know how electricity works? Can you 
make a battery using a lemon, vinegar and some copper wire? Can you power a light 
bulb –or build a light bulb? The light bulb has remained unchanged for something
like 150 years because no-one sees any way to improve it.
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 In all that time, you think we each would have had enough time to learn how one 
works so we could make our own. Why do you get charged $200 a fortnight for 
electricity if it’s free for anyone to make? If it’s been shown to be a natural resource? 
Maybe it’s because the technology and know-how for doing so isn’t available to you?
Or perhaps you have better things to do than look it up and try. Entertainment, bills to
pay, people to Facebook, music to listen to, TV to watch, and dozens of other 
products to use that you have no idea how to make… What about concrete? Or a 
basic mud brick? If you had to make concrete to begin rebuilding your house – could 
you do it? What about food? Do you grow your own food – or do you buy it? Do you 
lack the technology to grow your own food? People have done it for thousands of 
years, freely, but have you tried setting up a garden lately? There are people waiting 
to sell you dozens of items that no-one really needs to do it, tools, slug bait, 
pesticides, soils, plant food, watering equipment, a water can, gloves, and so on – 
why?

We tend not to do any of these things, because either someone does them for us, or 
someone has already done them for us. I.e., we move into a house that has been built, 
make a phone call on a phone someone else built, talk to an operator about getting 
our power put on, and they organise it for us. We don’t go out into the backyard and 
start building a generator – because, a) everything we Need is already provided or 
able to be provided, and b) we haven’t a goddamn clue how any of these things work,
who made them, who worked on them, how to reproduce them, or how to live 
without most of them. Can I do any of those things? No, definitely not. I have no idea
how to fix my toaster, am still mystified as to how TV works and suspicious of who 
came up with the technology and how, and I hate gardening. I like to let things go 
wild and leave nature the hell alone. I can do a lot of things, but inventing the light 
bulb, creating my own electricity to power a house, or tending tomatoes until they 
ripen are not in my repertoire. The technology in everything in my house is mind-
boggling to me – microchips, plates, wires, lights, panels, tabs, conductors, all 
arranged just so to make something work.

SOME EXAMPLES OF MUNDANE CONSPIRACY

Socially and technologically, a toaster appears to be an essential item in every 
kitchen. People are so conditioned to seeing it – that if you gave them a pair of tongs 
and a flint and told them to toast their bread outside over the fire pit, they’d think you
were nutshit crazy. And they’d think that way because they have been conditioned to 
use a toaster. They can of course be conditioned to more insidious things. Electricity 
hums into my house inside wires and cables that connect to a complex metal box of 
tubes and glass plates called a ‘transformer’ on a pole connected to hundreds of 
thousands of other poles – but I have no idea how it all works. All I know is it is the 
done thing, it’s been that way since I got to earth, and for the foreseeable future will 
be that way for quite some time.
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Likewise, the ‘supermarkets’ cater for all my food needs without me ever having to 
worry about growing my own food, failing crops, or hungry snails. I remember my 
parents’ growing watermelons, beans, potatoes and other things for a while – but 
sometime in the year ‘85 they stopped and began buying vegetables and fruit and 
meat from vendors. Of course, now that everyone does it the supermarkets; have a 
monopoly, have reinvented the technology of food whilst the majority have forgotten 
how to grow it, and the can pretty much charge whatever they want. Within some 
degree of reason at this stage of course but mark my words – when you learn that 
almost all companies are smaller extensions of larger ones, and those larger ones all 
owned by about six multi-national corporations you realise that something very odd 
is going on. [I intend to create a Multi-National family tree at some point to trace 
back, who owns what.] Palmolive can openly insult dove by saying they have 100% 
more of this than their rival – because they don’t actually have a rival – the two 
companies are owned by the same conglomerate and use each other to tension the 
market. Dove outdoes a Palmolive product on some grounds (new bullshit beads or 
whatever), then Palmolive outdoes Dove by adding 20% more bullshit beads and 
double the horseshit, and so on. In this way both companies use each other’s 
‘weaknesses to improve their product exponentially and forever. Also consider next 
time you go to the shop why there is a shelf full of little rather useless tins of 
something next to a much larger generous portion of it for a bit more money. 

It’s not ignorance – in fact too many people don’t give nearly enough of the 
terrifyingly adept credit these companies deserve – and many of the ploys they use go
unnoticed. For instance, the history and social status of packaging is a fascinating 
topic to look in to. The reason that smaller tin occupies the shelves is not optimism 
that it will sell despite its poor sized portion and expensive price but is a relatively 
cheap way to offset the larger tin and make it more appealing by tensioning an 
opposite choice for you. Since you automatically think each little tin is actually worth
$2.99 instead of the product cost of about 3c each tin because it’s been bulk bought in
a shipping container load – you would never dream a company would spend oh, $80 
to set up small tins beside big ones, what fucking madness would that be? They’ve 
actually spent about $4 and used the small tins as part of the marketing. You will in 
almost all cases, opt for the larger tin even if you don’t want all that product, because 
you’re being psychologically manipulated, you think, it’s better than being ripped off,
right? I have enough background in advertising, statistics, forms to believe 
wholeheartedly that virtually everything is driven by conspiracy of some sort or 
another.

Don’t believe me that billions of dollars are spent specifically to exploit universal 
human weakness? Give my ms ‘GMO’ a read and see how old confectionery is 
recycled into new packets for all brands and resold as fresh candy. It’s called 
refurbishing and is an extremely lucrative but occult practice in food esoteria. They 
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do it with more things than you’d probably care to know. Underneath all the visage of
the food industry, is a seedy profiteering racket. The huge Multi-National agricultural 
conglomerate called Monsanto attempted to copyright the ‘pig’. This group have long
forced farmers to buy seeds that only yield produce for one year and then self-
destruct so that they must return to Monsanto to buy more seed the next year. In this 
way, Monsanto dominates the distribution of agriculture and aggressively and 
forcefully implement mass Genetically Modified Foods – without general knowledge 
– and because it’s in bed with the Food and Drug Administration, is a law unto itself. 
How the hell does someone copyright the pig?

What’s that, there’s no Genetically Modified Food in your shopping choices? Are you
sure about that? Anything with 1442 is a GMO product. But they won’t tell you that 
on the box, why? Because then you won’t buy it. GMO is unpopular and a group of 
people wanting to sell you food don’t want to scare you off by telling you it has 
something unpopular or even dangerous or experimental in it – no, better to collude 
with labelling and distribution and FDA channels to create a mystical numerical code 
instead. That way only the really smart and astute consumers will know what they’re 
buying. Of course, that didn’t quite work out so well did it – because now ‘health 
food’ is the new commodity, gluten-free, fat-free, etc… tsk. We demanded they stop 
fucking with our food, and they took our solution from us, turned it into a marketable 
commodity, and used it against us, as usual. Health food now costs double or even 
triple other foods. By the way, has anyone looked into the story behind Bar-codes 
lately?

THE ARCHITECTURE BEHIND CONSPIRACY

Why is a toaster in every home? Why do I pay for electricity instead of making it 
myself? Why do I go to a supermarket to buy food whose contents I have no control 
over instead of growing fresh vegetables? Convenience? Ah. Whose convenience? 
My convenience? Who coined the word convenient and convinced the world it was a 
good thing? Maybe it is convenient because someone else was making things very 
inconvenient for us – i.e., long hours at work, expensive day-care centres, or inflation
in our mortgage. These issues are not timeless – they are relatively new developments
– though conspiracy is perennial. Who or what happened to persuade us that toasters 
were a good idea to the extent that every house has one? Someone or something did –
cause look – there they all are. Yet almost no-one can build one? Or supermarkets? 
How did they get to be so powerful? So, Omni-present? Something or someone made
it that way. What is convenience really but today’s buzzword for technological 
persuasion? What will tomorrow’s be? Progress? The Future? Ergonomics? 
Revolutionise? Now? 

What is more important than who founded the Illuminati or NWO – is making the 
observation that the architecture that enables conspirators to implement their designs, 
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propaganda, marketing and all the reasons that brought toasters into the home; were 
well done and over with before I arrived on Earth. Toasters were probably introduced 
sometime in the 50’s during a post-war technological boom – as for how, probably by
humans relying on the power of advertising, persuasion, exploitation of human needs,
marketing channels and methods, taking advantage the fact that people are 
acquisitive, the idea that money is absolute god and making oneself successful by 
being rich, powerful, increasing status with various status symbols was the thing to 
do, making the toaster small, portable, promising it would save time, revolutionise 
cooking, and that those things were part of the life goal to strive for – these things 
were all long in place and no doubt followed a dazzling complex path from idea to 
implementation, with millions of events coinciding, untold people shaking hands and 
agreeing to take a part in it, etc. 

I have no idea how to create a television – and I’m wagering neither do more than a 
small percentage of Earth’s population – yet they are in every home, sometimes three 
or four deep, one for each room. Our parents were sold on the idea, and we were thus 
bought up watching television, sat around it to eat dinner, put in front of it to quiet us,
teach us, entertain us. It’s as if it has always existed for us.

But who or what put one in every home? People like to think they have total self-
control, (that is the ego’s job) autonomy and think for themselves. Yet, if that were 
true, why so many TV’s? I mean, people even have little TVs in their pockets now to 
access the internet – as if they can’t live without them. Why? Is the internet the 
meaning of life – or is it a very pleasant ego booster that enables escapism? Society 
presently demands you have a TV in every room, or in your hand, at all times in case 
you miss something it has to say. You are some sort of freak without a Facebook 
page, a mobile phone, or an iPod. If you use a Walkman, keep off the internet, or still 
use a landline for all incoming calls – people frown and say ‘why don’t you get a 
mobile phone’ – ‘why don’t you get a Facebook account?’ – Join us – in other words. 
Join the trend. Join the collective. Join in the hypnotism. Join us in choosing from 
what is offered and sold. Join us, so we don’t feel stupid for jumping on this 
bandwagon and then realising we’ve been led when no-one else jumps on.

FROG JUICE

Look back at advertising even as far back as the medieval ages and you will see all 
sorts of outlandish claims about the products people were selling. Unguents and 
solvents that could ‘cure all’ were extremely common. ‘Branding’ did not come in 
until about 1950 – i.e., the concept of company logo – yet through various means 
people in ancient times were able to persuade other people to buy their miracle 
product even if it was nothing more than liquorice water and a toad smashed flat in a 
jar. And they were able to do this even then with amazing frequency, because people 
trusted the testimony either of the salespersons pitch, or the Words (endorsements) 
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written on the bottle or bought into the trend by observing others rushing to buy it. 
‘Great!’ Cure-All!’ ‘Amazing!’ ‘Superb!’ etc were enough to sell an otherwise useless
bottle of leaky frog for a high price to an unsuspecting punter. 

It will come as no surprise whatsoever that I cannot tell you who persuaded us to do 
these things, who is behind producing the products we are sold, why toasters became 
popular, or supermarkets replaced gardens, or electricity is sold instead of made in 
home-made batteries, wind farms or so on. They’ve just always been in place, and 
things have always been that way from my point of view as a thirty-year-old man.
But the power to take advantage of various forms and things and processes that 
people put faith in requires persuading someone somewhere along the line that its 
essential to have one, whatever it is – is wide open to abuse, in fact, appears designed
specifically for abuse. Sometimes things are sold that aren’t convenient at all.

TOBACCO COMPANIES

A case in point, but just one of thousands, is cigarettes. The contents are largely 
poison and if not for the intense global campaign to make them the only acceptable 
social pastime, with billions of dollars spent on promising pleasure or eliciting pain if
you don’t join in, making all the most famous figures promote them in movies, 
having them seen at the most exciting and memorable scenes, used by young old rich 
poor, pretty ugly alike – associating them with class, status, power, wealth, virility etc
– you’d wisely not put one in your mouth. If not for the ads, hell, you wouldn’t even 
know what one was. You’d have been happy enough with your pipe and the fresh 
unadulterated tobacco without all the nasty chemicals and pesticides. But they were 
presented via a very concentrated and deliberate application by a conspiracy of 
people and sold to the public remorselessly as the next best thing. Cigarettes were 
carefully associated with sex, success, and sophistication, sporting events, charities, 
and only much later was it proven they caused horrific diseases. But we know they 
knew this already – if they didn’t, they wouldn’t have needed such a global saturation
that tapped deep into the human psyche on hundreds of crucial levels to sell people 
toxic sticks.

I once attended a paid campaign by a cigarette chain who wanted to change their 
packet. They wanted smokers with a significant habit and various other criteria. I did 
not smoke, but that’s never stopped me from blending in. My sister who applied for 
the trial first, gave me all the correct answers to fit the criteria and I winged the rest. 
They were very interested in the psychological emotions feelings, associations I made
to the smallest details, the gold banding, the plastic, the triangle flaps in the plastic, 
the number of cigarettes, the animals on their shield, the feel of the packet, my 
feelings about the flip top lid and so on. Very thorough, very anal. All the answers I 
gave them were geared at making the pack as unappetising and unaesthetic as I could 
think of whilst appearing to be only too keen to co-operate. This was just a small 
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insight into the depths of study that go into every form – forms that they want to seem
effortless, timeless, and as if they had always existed. For my trouble I was paid $50 
and given two packets of experimental cigarettes with an undisclosed amount of tar 
(marked as xx’s).

Yet, instead of the tobacco companies being held accountable (and how do you do 
that when companies by their very nature diffuse any personal responsibility, law 
takes an age to be passed or prosecution to come to trial, and money sways the 
difference between right and wrong?) for those billions of victims of the smoking 
campaign who were literally brainwashed by all level of social mores into taking up 
smoking, subliminally and overtly pressured by more than fifty years of corporate 
and psychological tactics (the history of smokes is an incredible topic) – it is the 
smokers themselves who have been targeted in Australia to take accountability. The 
consumer. Those addicted to smoking are copping all kinds of penalties, bans, and 
ostracising. And it is here – such companies will always cite free-will, that no-one 
forced anyone to smoke. 

I strongly disagree and indeed see the lengthiest and most hostile campaign of 
psychological ploys, preying on human weaknesses, and subtle and overt 
manipulation as being spearheaded by tobacco companies; whose influence and 
power is quite simply formidable and untouchable. Sure, occasionally they received a
hundred million dollar fine – but what does that really do, and does that really mean 
what we think it does? Who fines them, are you sure? Where does the money go, who
owns the people who fine them? What proof do we have other than a brief article in 
the paper that any of this was a punishment rather than a way of passing money 
between hands? A show, appearance or glamour of sanctions that amounts to nothing 
more than some artificial peace of mind for the angry consumer.

I have often cited the Vatican as a powerful form – but that is usually for convenience
and because it is a recognisable icon within Satanism – it is corporations like Coca-
Cola (who transfigured Santa Claus) and Tobacco, Oil, and other resource-based 
producers that hold the world by its balls and who are the most heavily instituted and 
protected by a minefield of law, legislation and violence. Yes violence. Ever looked 
into how diamonds, coffee, maize, petroleum, rubber gets to our shores – or 
wondered why so much presentation goes into jewellers shop fronts? Ever tried to 
visit a tobacco company? Coca-Cola factory? To see the face behind what you’re 
drinking? It’s a grim, cold and unwelcoming experience far from the delightful 
nonsense of talking animals or dancing beach babes.

While there are many clues in the documentaries, books, advertising, attitudes, social 
commentary, various studies etc. left behind on just how the tobacco companies 
became so powerful; the loss of information and the reliance on hearsay has proven 
all too unreliable a means to get to the truth behind things – records of forms cannot 
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be trusted to convey anything more than a nugget of the form-makers intent, even as 
they often do carry a message or meme more neatly than any other means. That 
information is no longer observable, only the precedents are. Can precedents be 
trusted? Only if you trust the Matrix to tell the truth.

What happens on account of the way time/space/habit and humans work – is that the 
architecture the tobacco companies set up with, the contractors who built their 
factories, biochemists who manufactured special pesticides, the power they seized by 
playing by certain economic/financial rules, the ploys they used to deceive or 
scheme, the lies they told, the truths they hid, the people they paid off, silenced, or 
bought – all of these things are all figments of my imagination unless somewhere 
there lies written ‘proof’ that these things happened, that such and such was involved,
and that a conspiracy was at hand. Seeing the factory of a tobacco company helps 
make it a little more real, seeing their crops a little more real, seeing the fierce 
security guard rather too real and not at all an experience I’d associate with the easy-
going, cool suave or clever advertising that tells me what cigarettes are or do. 

The key element of proving conspiracy is not having a comprehensive list of tactics 
and things the tobacco company did to achieve its power – that might be proof of a 
sort but it the quickest way to get tangled in the labyrinth of forms by comparing 
dates, names, actions, movements, outcomes, etc. which quickly becomes he said/she 
said, mired down in details, slander, half-truths, and testimony that leads no closer to 
the truth. It is not easy to prove any particular conspiracy exists – but the fact that 
almost anything humans do together to achieve something is daily available evidence 
enough of our habitual character to conspire, speaks volumes about the way we do 
things universally as a species.

PROVING CONSPIRACY

The evidence for conspiracy can never be lost. Even when the records are lost, the 
names muddled, the facts fudged or forgotten, the dates and events mixed up or 
exaggerated, downplayed or misrepresented by whoever remembered them, what 
remains that is often immediately overlooked in favour of proving ones case using 
precedents (something the ego excels at doing and enjoys immensely) such as who 
did what – is the omnipresence of all the architecture used in any way to conspire.

No amount of searching can bring details back – what really happened in all angles of
its staggering complexity is survived by and exists only as memory in whatever was 
written or filmed about it. Who the hell knows what the Templar’s worshipped in 
their Temple? Those particulars may never be known – but simply based on the way 
people still act, we can know many other things. In talks on conspiracy, no doubt 
many disagreements will exist because many things that happened were never seen or
recorded, or many actions that did not seem significant at the time to record played a 
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crucial part and turning points along the way that either weren’t seen or seen to be 
important – but these little scenes, and the invisible players –
we will never know – might tell us a very different story if we could ask them. Why 
is this important? Because it illustrates how flimsy history and the faith people place 
in a particular way of interpreting things, is.

What will stand out about all things – is only what has been given to us as precedent. 
That is, assuming we even care to try and look such a thing up. They say ‘the squeaky
wheel always gets the oil’ – and its fairly true, put your head down and do your work,
no one notices you no matter how good a job you do. Carry on and make a noise and 
a nuisance of yourself and you will get all the attention. The same goes for History. 
History remembers only the squeaky wheels – the noisy nuisance makers. What I am 
getting at is that the architecture for the tobacco companies’ takeover was already in 
place by the time I got here… The power of words, the methodology of campaigns, 
suggestion, pressure, promises, ego appeals etc – were already well established in 
human social mores and the effective means by which to manipulate people already 
an ancient art. These arts can be repeated in virtually any age, whether a thousand 
years ago or a thousand years from now because the canvas isn’t changing. The 
paints may be a different colour, and everyone may paint a different picture using the 
foundations in place, but the canvas has stayed the same. You could liken the canvas 
to the ‘third dimension’ or our perception of the world through this triangular prism.

Because of the ‘quantum relativity’ of all things – simplicity is necessary to strip life, 
events and people of this relativity and bind it within memorable blocks of key 
players and actions who and that were visible. Thus, we remember the Pharaohs of 
Egypt because they were apparently the most significant, certainly the showiest, but 
history does not record the hidden players, the toilers in the fields, the builders, the 
many hands that stirred the pot who may have had more than a hand in what the 
pharaohs (figureheads) actually did. It remembers leaders and ‘decisive’ turning 
points. It remembers a particular way. We might remember what The South did in the 
Civil War in America, but generally not what each particular nameless John Doe did 
that might have contributed in unseen ways to the outcome – because History isn’t 
what happened, it’s an interpretation – and that’s all it is. 

We question interpretations made by people all the time in life –yet somehow ignore 
questioning the really important ones – like interpretation itself. We pick key players 
to remember and build a fragmented distortion of events based on the evidence 
available. That is about all we can do – but we often forget or are made to forget that 
is what we have done, and argue precedents, not observable facts when we swap 
words back and forth. We trust the truth has been told – but we can’t know it – it’s all 
abstract and living memory – without someone recording it, it’s like it never existed 
at all. Since the information that could be provided by the unseen players behind the 
events we remember are not taken into account – history reflects only the barest and 
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most superficial details of anything by recording what was witnessed. People say this 
is obvious – but the way they used words as if they were pure nuggets of truth 
indicates only the ego understands (the ego ‘always understands’. Lol) while their 
self-awareness does not extend to the -I-.

Historical writers and precedent conspire to present a particular living memory of the 
past and preserve it by preserving or using precedents written before them: Thus for 
someone born in 2030, Jesus will have always been a white-skinned surfer with 
Anglo-Saxon features, OJ Simpson did not kill his girlfriend, and Santa Claus will 
have always been associated with the celebration of materialism delivering presents 
to homes in a red and white suit, coca cola will have never had cocaine in it, the 
encyclopedia Britannica will have always had good things to say about the Popes, 
and man will have landed someone on the moon in 1969. Precedent will not 
remember the secretary who gave Jim the wrong sandwich causing him to go out for 
lunch and meet a future executor who would take them to power; or that Jim 
sharpened three pencils that day, stalling his time in the office just enough to avoid 
being hit by a car outside as he left the building a few seconds late changing tobacco 
history forever… 

The variables of all events and persons involvement are too large to assess anything 
in any Objective means because of how many infinite ways it can be apprehended. 
Anthropologically, physically, sociologically, economically, linguistically, 
historically, magically, scientifically, psychologically, for instance. We can’t process 
all that information, so we read books, where someone else crunches it down into bite
sized convenient lists of precedents for us. Or we write one ourselves and do the 
same thing. Consciously however, we are extremely limited in what we can know 
about an event, a person, or anything for that matter – which is where my rabid 
scepticism of forms, including religion, politics, cults, ideologies, time, space, etc 
comes into my work. And whilst I have covered some of the ideas presented here in 
other isolated manuscripts, the relationship between those insights and many things I 
see in everyday life involves a fusion.
Our linear time-space frame does not allow us to make connections between 
everything and everything else (even though this is more precisely the nature of the 
universe’s operation) but forces us to single out objects and simplify groups of them 
into blocks. Thus can we say America went to war, that is not what actually happened
or could ever happen unless every single person in America agreed to the war its 
government waged – and we generalise to the extent that we presume we know the 
minds and hearts of all Americans, group 300 million people into one single country, 
and then continue to speak in nations, with all the loss of information that implies. 

The issue itself, War, is staggeringly complex in what it signifies but we call it ‘War’, 
because it’s easy to group thousands of connotations into one simplistic description, 
and, because that’s what was in place when we got here. My arguments and citations 
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of various processes thus far have only been half-hearted, as I believe I have covered 
this and other processes in detail in ‘An Analysis of Frequency’. I am aware I have a 
troublesome tendency to re-explain everything about them any time I write a new 
manuscript – perhaps that tendency too is a map of my subconscious and the fierce 
relationships I see in everything to everything else that makes it hard to keep things 
separate.

I realise that a lot of the things I have said over the years have been said before, and 
sometimes by those better equipped to explain them, but the context in which these 
things are placed is generally not within an occult setting – but I persist in referring to
my work as occult and working within the occult because I believe that the name of 
the game is still truly a study of the Hidden.

I strongly believe there are relationships between the concepts I study and the 
ordinary things people take for granted in life. I think they are very important to re-
iterate and include in any understanding of ‘hidden’ or occult forces in each 
generation –and so while some of these things have been covered by other authors ad 
infinitum – they have not been shown to relate to magic or sorcery or our origin. 
Many of the relationships people infer when talking about conspiracy, ego, new 
world order, or what have you are usually bound to an isolated field of study – they 
do not cross over into who we are or where we come from – whereas I believe that 
when I am gone, my work will be able to provide a guide covering many angles that 
show the massive interconnection between all these things and more. For that reason, 
and perhaps because some unknown synchronous force influences me to do so, I 
endeavour to include many of these important relationships within my work that they 
are not forgotten but repeated for the next age. 

Chloe Ortega (WSA) focused not so long ago on an insight that should be taken more
notice of than it generally is – and that is, that when you are old, no-one will give a 
shit that you supported their products, no-one will care that you helped make the 
company a fortune, and no-one will care when you are crushed under the wheels of 
progress – the world will typically chew you up, tell you what it needs to while 
you’re young to make you work for it, bleed your life dry, and leave you pretty much 
for dead while others capitalise off your subservience so the few can live a life of 
luxury.

This is a truism – the companies that treat you as a consumer and turn you into a 
consumer so that you will make them rich, will keep doing it, because it’s the way it’s
always been done. They will not often get a change of conscience and look after you 
when you get old – they will not reward long term devotion or sacrifice – they will 
fire you and hire new blood, young blood, eager ambitious innocent blood to take 
your place. You will be left wondering what the hell you did with your life, why you 
poured blood sweat and tears and your very life-force into such shallow commerce 
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and have lived for so long to end up with nothing, no rich worthwhile spiritual Gnosis
of what life was all about, under the yolk of capitalist architecture.

My mother once said to me ‘no loyalty goes unpunished’, that too, is a truism. If you 
want proof of a New World Order – ignore the Illuminati escapism – look at what is 
right in front of you every day, your body, mind, what you see, what you see people 
do – and why they do it. Why you, do it.

SIMPLIFICATION, GENERALIZATION AND COLLECTIVE CONSENSUS

I am still curious as to how much information the human subconscious can 
remember. I can string all these concepts together and bring various evidence to bear 
in dozens maybe hundreds of fields because I absorb a lot. I constantly fill my mind 
with all sorts of topics, confident that it can absorb everything even if I don’t retain 
the information consciously. I trust that it is being recorded somewhere by some alien
power within. It is moot to argue that a hell of a lot of information is lost to us in 
translation – limiting our cognition of things to a more simplistic model of recall and 
ordering – that is a given. But our habit of doing this and others knowledge we do 
this is used to control us like lab rats – even as we think we are free.

THE UTILITY OF GEOMETRY

The Tobacco company’s rise to power may forever be lost except for recorded 
precedent – but the architecture they used to do it – is still here – still available – and 
still being used by others. This architecture they used existed long before them – they
merely used what was already at hand. By this architecture, (which I sometimes refer 
to as ‘Geometry’) I mean that the tools for, practices of and methods involving 
economics, building a company, the acceptance of companies and commerce, the 
industry of companies as a means of doing business, the economics of selling and 
buying, the infrastructure of shipping, postal services and routes, the means to farm 
large harvests of tobacco, protective legislation, television, advertising and all the 
means used to make the tobacco companies rich and powerful etc were already well 
in place, or could be put in place using other existing tools, by the time young Jim, 
(who we will say is the future CEO of Winfield) then 8, saw his dad light up a cigar. 
When Jim is eventually charged with taking over after his father’s empire when his 
father dies or retires – he simply responds to the world by using the architecture 
already in place – helped along by the things his dad has already implemented by 
building a reputation, business contacts, commerce, shipping contracts, accumulating 
wealth and consolidating power by shaking the right hands, all on the back of a ready 
made system of trade and brokerage. Naturally (or should that be habitually) Jim used
what was already there in place to continue making money and increasing power 
because that is the way it has always been done. He not only used external 
architecture, he also used internal architecture (the ego for example). What does Jim 
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care how it all developed and came into being – to him its always been there, and it 
makes him rich. He need not think too much about how it all got there, why he is 
rich, or where human beings came from.

There are hundreds of terrifying social experiments that prove human beings follow 
one another (or a leader) through hell and back simply because they don’t have the 
autonomy to lead themselves or are held in place by anomie, a point of collapse when
citizens just go about their daily business-like robots without questioning why. So 
why should Jim go against the norm? His dad used what was in place, his dad’s dad 
used what was in place, and each inherited the world already filled with the 
architecture and systems necessary to achieve certain goals.

What did Jim use? What did Jim’s dad use? They simply used the systems already in 
place and available to use to perform certain functions; not just contracts, legislation, 
lawyers, marketing, and shipping concerns –but systems in place that took full 
advantage of human needs by exploiting universal weaknesses, similarities, and 
habits. They knew sex sold, they knew a sense of humour could divert attention from 
serious issues or problems, they knew a long cylinder had a phallic symbolism, that 
using cars, ladies and other status symbols deeply affected their chances of selling 
more cigarettes. They knew giving cigarettes to movie stars would win converts, they
knew human beings have a weak resistance to adopted group consensus, that alpha 
waves from the TV were hypnotic, that radio and TV required different advertising 
approaches, and that cigarettes contained DDT and other toxins that caused 
destructive effects on the organs of the body.  Anything they didn’t know – they could
develop using the architecture in place. But they knew all this because it or systems 
and practices like it, had been practiced, tried and tested, and the art of human 
manipulation had become a business well before they arrived on earth too.

[What did 101 use when it came about? It used the foundation that THEM had 
already built, tapping into its fan base and supporters, used its established reputation, 
word presses and websites to re-direct traffic and re-orient my approach by 
implementing changes to its structure.]

We know that universally humans respond to a large array of things in a very similar 
way; they respond to basic needs being met or taken away, they respond to symbols, 
they respond to signs; they respond to status, they respond to wealth and power, 
pleasure and pain, us and them, they also respond to ego massage – precisely why 
‘social networking’ is so popular – it allows the ego to run wild. They respond to 
ideas that can only be presented thanks to the intricate framework and lengthy 
development behind English, language, speaking, and human communication. These 
are the same things Jim appealed to, that the medieval frog juice sellers appealed to, 
or that I appeal to (though I tend to discuss how they work or what is at work at the 
same time as I use them in order to show everyone how they work).
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We all use the systems in place, words, promises, ideals, buzz-words, popular culture;
and precedent. Words, work. Signs, work, Symbols, work. Appeals to ego, work. 
Promises of wealth, work. Increase of status, works. Appeals to Acquisitiveness, 
work. Once these tools manage to convince one person, that person can help convince
others to support (endorse) a product, person or event. This is done by convincing the
alpha in all demographics of the product – which generally means, making it worth a 
company or institutions interest to support it. 

To put it plainly – ‘Money talks’. When enough influential or popular people 
convince enough other people that ‘frog-juice’ is actually ‘PowerAde’ – or that they 
can turn frog juice into PowerAde for the purpose of making their lives a little 
cushier, offering incentives to get them on board; that is precisely what happens, and 
marketing turns water into wine. By being associated with those trendsetters who 
have high social status, either by having being paid incentives to endorse the product,
actually believe in the product, or otherwise convinced the product can lend some 
increase in personal equity, (even by campaigning against it) ‘PowerAde’ quickly 
becomes a must-have commodity and everyone sets out to buy it. It is suddenly 
everywhere and becomes ubiquitous. It’s on TV, radio, billboards, internet, movies, 
merchandise, in the newspapers, magazines, or conversations of others. I only need 
replace ‘mobile phones’ or ‘televisions’ in lieu of frog-juice to make my point.

THE LATEST FROGJUICE (THE SPELL OF NOW)

The latest frog-juice is 3d television. No-one wants it – no-one even thought about it 
– until it started appearing in news, magazines, editorials, and other media 
propaganda that influence us and informs us of the latest trends emerging in popular 
culture. Emerging, or forced? We might initially resist 3d television – on all sorts of 
grounds – usually common-sense – but when it is on the lips of enough influential 
people, sold in the right conditions by the right people – it will become ubiquitous, 
accepted, and very soon after, a sought-after commodity. And, when it is a sought-
after commodity – it gains the power to push out old technologies – often forcefully.

Cassette tapes were replaced by CD’s, CD’s by DVDs, DVDs by downloads, and 
downloads, probably by miniature computers that you can carry around instead of 
having to sit at home…. Wait a minute. Ipad anyone? Or mobile phones? What about 
dial-up internet? Remember when everyone started talking about ‘Broadband’? Same
thing. And the same pattern of people slowly taking things up in exactly the same 
way that’s been going on for thousands of years. When enough popular people were 
convinced, i.e. service providers, government, net-nerds, computer software 
companies, by magazines, interviews, pressure to adopt, pressure to be ahead of the 
curve, soon it was quite okay for Optus to remove dial-up – and even be quite hostile 
about it, as if the older technology was an offence to god himself and those who used 
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it, the devil itself. If you told someone you used dial-up today – they might not burn 
you at the stake, but it might make them slightly less interested in being your friend 
or feel sorry for you. And so the superficial river runs, as it always has, in the occult 
worlds of marketing, choice and control. Now everyone uses broadband, or wireless, 
except those talked about in hushed whispers as lepers who use older obsolete tech. 
The conspiracy here should be obvious. But not only is it the clever ads, marketing 
ploys, persuasions, frequency, name dropping and adoption in popular culture that 
makes or breaks a product – it’s us.

Merely by talking about 3d TV, I am plugging it. If I talk about it, (that the term 
3dTV is even there to be talked about) others talk about it. That’s how people work – 
the very power of names and product placement and advertising knows that. So even 
if you want to say something against it, or even say something against the marketing 
used to push it, you must mention the product, and are therefore helping to advertise 
it. In all groups, i.e. all forums, for example – there exists a pecking order. Same with 
all families, groups of friends, and so on. What the popular, alpha people decide 
about it, will becomes its future – those who want to climb the pecking order will 
support the alpha leaders and adopt the same mindset – in turn influencing their own 
circle of peers. If the makers of 3d can convince the alpha population that 3d 
television will increase their personal status – that is enough to make it the new trend.
If company A can be promised a high return for investing in 3d television, they’ll buy
in. If company B gets threatened with foreclosure or hostile takeover if they don’t 
adopt the new policy of 3d promotion, they might cave in. Company A and B will do 
what they can to help market 3dTV. Little by little, through handshakes, threats, 
promises and leverage, 3d television becomes popular, marketable, and marketed. 
Too bad if several years from now its revealed that viewing holographic images 
causes serious visual side effects or mental issues – that will be then, this is Now. 
NOW. Now. Now! And Now, is all that matters, or, rather, it has been conspired to 
make you think it is all that matters.

Ads no longer politely ask you to come and try their product (unless they’re trying a 
now novel approach in an era of rudeness) they rush you, tell you to hurry, to be 
quick, to try one NOW. Not sometime, at your leisure, but Now. Immediately. 
Because if you don’t (says their subtext) you’re scum of the earth, a nobody with no 
social status, an outcast, a freak, or worse. That pushy approach must have worked at 
some point in the past, because it wasn’t always like that. Someone told someone else
it worked, and after a while, everyone was ordering their customers about. It was in 
fact, suddenly odd and backward, if you didn’t. Do I like the 3d television? I don’t 
know enough about it. But that’s irrelevant – I remain highly cynical of the same 
process being used to sell me shit I don’t need today, tomorrow, and for the 
foreseeable future – but more than that, wary that people are far more easily 
controlled than they think. It might seem an innocuous thing to bring up – but if 
anyone really wants to change the Magi, change the World, change things while they 
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are here on Earth, then it is these processes in place that need to be taken into 
consideration – not the forms these processes result in. Music is the same deal – you 
now download because that is what you are driven to do, you do it because its cool, 
convenient, available, and because everyone else is doing it – because it’s the trend.

You can stick to your guns all you like and buy CDs and support the market, but 
you’re going to be hard pushed to buy any of the great old movies on VHS that were 
wiped from the slate when DVD decided what was going to be kept – and you’re 
going to find CD’s harder and harder to get because the majority have now been 
convinced that downloading music is the way to go – as if its always been there. And 
since those who use that term are still quite young and were born into a world with 
that technology – it’s like it has always existed for them. They have little to no idea 
the enormous powerful procedures and meetings that went into making them accept it
and other things. It’s just always been that way. Why question it.

There is an insidious undertone here – People, will always choose the technology 
available to them, and choose from what is offered, unless they are the producer of 
technology themselves or create their own choices. Could you write the code to 
download music on a computer you made yourself to perform the same task as 
Livewire? I doubt it. A few can – and we see what happens when they do. A group of 
people got together and wrote the code for Facebook, twitter, Microsoft windows, 
eBay – everyone else adopted it, and the writers made millions, but only after a long 
public campaign of advertising and promotion. If you can’t produce your own goods, 
you must choose from what THEY want you to choose, from what is made available 
– and in that way, what you do, is always controlled by what is available. The ways 
and means to practice Satanism were quite obscure in terms of something people did, 
relegated to spooky paranormal books and idle speculation sparked into an inferno by
the Church – thus it was that the arrival of the Church of Satan through LaVey was 
exciting because it introduced a NEW choice, a new way to do things. The Temple of 
Set introduced another Choice, driven by Aquino. Then the Order of Nine Angles 
driven by Long introduced yet another choice – none of which had existed prior to 
the productions of each individual or group of individuals behind these forms. 

Each of these forms was produced by producers who in Marxist terms, ‘owned the 
means of production’ – and each of these men gave Satanism new life, gave new life 
to a form that had never existed before. Likewise, 101 aims to introduce a new choice
as well – because I believe none of the above groups have gone far enough out of the 
box to gain control of it. That is the way new forms work, someone must always 
think they can do better. Whether they can, is a matter for the gods.

By using technology to control your day-to-day priorities, organise your time, your 
money, your life choices, your religion, your clothes and so on right down to every 
little thing you attach to you to build your persona and social status – instead of 
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thinking about your existence on earth as a free agent – you are weighed down with 
science, religion, philosophy, duty, culture etc. that have already been pre-packaged 
and sold to you. You must then select from the array of available religions, beliefs, 
ways of living, offered up (and Why would the Magi offer anything that could 
destroy them in those choices?) or – start your own. Only when you start it, will a 
new choice be opened up and that form exist – unless of course, your new choice runs
the same course using the same tools that reins all new forms in and renders them 
ineffective against what already stands and has stood to prevent you from grand 
awareness of the scam being pulled.

We rely on others to invent technology for us because we generally have NO idea 
how to make it ourselves – thus whatever They choose to make, is what we must 
choose from. (This powerful all-knowing reference and veneration to a mysterious 
‘They’ was something we stole from them when we chose to become THEM). 
Whatever they want us to talk about – is what we will generally talk about – and, we 
will do it according to what is already in place, we will use arguments that will never 
reveal the morality, duality, Latin purpose, time and space restriction and 
imprisonment these forms were designed for to Control us and interpret the entire 
world a very specific way. Their way. It is exactly the same in terms of life 
philosophy – if you don’t have your own, you must choose from what is available. 

You should not expect the Magi who have been in power for thousands of years at 
least, and may even be part of each of us, some process in the brain, a biological 
contaminant, a group of highly organised people, or an alien race – to provide the 
keys to the jail. There is no incentive for them to give up their power, or release us 
from our prison. Only we can do that – and that is what my work has been trying to 
do for two decades; i.e. find a way out of the terrifying power of the ‘Matrix’.
What we might want to wonder about – is when did words acquire the power to turn 
ordinary frog-juice, into a miracle wonder hair-tonic and missing foot cure? When 
did a rag-tag bunch of suits acquire the power to be seen as superhuman dark 
Illuminati pulling strings behind the scenes? We may never know. 

The origin of words is questionable, because our origin is questionable too. If we 
knew where we came from – it would provide context for the rest of our lives (hence 
the Bible cashes in on telling us) but we don’t – it’s like we have always been here. 
And quite frankly, for most of us, life is precisely like that, we are born into a world 
that has existed for thousands of years before we got here and is already covered in a 
time-honoured landscape of forms and precedents with people in the middle of doing 
things that have always been done just because that is the habitual nature of people. 
For instance – until I was twelve, my family called me ‘Willy’. But at school I would 
write my name down as Kris. This strange discrepancy did not occur to me to 
question consciously until a long time later, some twenty years later in fact when I 
remembered this and asked my family why they called me Willy when my name was 
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Kris. None of them knew – and each exchanged dumbfounded looks with each other 
and shrugged their shoulders. Not one of them could give me an answer as to why. It 
was just what they had always done. Interestingly enough, since my mother began 
doing genealogy she found we had a relation called William, whose family called him
Kris… It is hard not to believe in synchronous rivers of power and co-incidence 
running through the veins of life when presented with such revelations. It’s almost 
paranormal. I digress.

Systems of word, language, signs, and appeals to ego – they’ve been working for a 
very long time, able to convince others merely because people believe in the value of 
words, trust in a smiling face, or can’t resist a cologne ad that shows lots of pretty 
women. Yes, some of us do – but, most of us, don’t. Most of us, are not producers, we
are consumers – we are not leaders, but followers, and we choose from what is there 
to choose. We do not provide our own choices – and therein lies the very sentiment 
behind conspiracy and the reason for it to occur.

We don’t get dropped into a static world; we get dropped into a moving clock with 
thousands of grinding cogs in mid-mesh, millions of forms already in place invented 
long ago that have established themselves beyond doubt as the status quo, the done 
thing, the absolute law which you do Not question. Running this architecture are 
billions of people habitually in motion doing what has always been done, following 
in footsteps, or simply taking advantage of the architecture in place. I.e. people 
laughed at me when I began sharing many of my observations that language or 
morality was an abstract or that Satan was a symptom of the deeper human condition,
a mere product of something deeper in the psyche. Perhaps it was because I could not
provide enough evidence or context as my own understanding was still in its youth. 
They’ve since stopped laughing and started listening – but only because I am now a 
producer – I have produced my own Individualosophy, Weltanschauung, worldview –
and because it is unusual compared to other accepted occult/satanic practices my 
insights have lead to decades of resistance against them as well as an excitement that 
something new is on offer to choose from.

Humans are quite basic creatures. If I was getting under the Magi’s skin at some point
in the future and somehow gained global notoriety with hundreds of thousands of 
people interested in my writing – and it sent a shock-wave through the system – and 
they wanted to pay me to shut the fuck up – I have to say, I’d consider being paid off. 
I can’t know at this point what I would do if presented with such an option – since 
my only life goal has thus far been to take the pyramid down one stone at a time and 
‘destroy the Church’ – perhaps offset by a feeling of powerlessness at the sheer 
geometry of the architecture that was already set up well before I arrived – suddenly 
being offered enough money to live comfortably for the rest of my life and have 
equal power, would remove my struggle for power, and perhaps be a tough offer to 
pass up.
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It is no wonder that corruption is rife – and mediocre is endemic – it is very easy 
when offered the equivalent of a bag of cash or a bullet to choose what is best for 
personal survival, happiness and fulfilment. Together in 101 we are conspiring, alone 
I am conspiring, alone, you are each conspiring – endlessly weighing up your options
and figuring out the best choice, the best option, to suit you and maybe your 
associates. My life goal has also become more complex as I have realised how 
entwined each person is in everything else, and how it is related to them – including 
myself. Ethics, a topic I’d like to touch on at a later date, would come into any 
equation of idealism vs. corruption but are of course mostly habitual – easily 
breakable – and fragile at best when under sufficient duress. Ethics, outlined by Peter 
Singer (a marvellous thinker) are similar to forms, in that each ethic stated, contains 
within it, the seeds for its destruction. If you claim for instance, that you believe you 
have the inalienable freedom of speech; you automatically grant others the same 
right. If you claim that you have the right to fight against the system; you 
automatically grant the system the same right to fight against you. All human 
endeavours suffer from the duality in our language which immediately creates the 
mirror of opposition whenever a form is raised. I.e. whatever weapons we arm 
ourselves with, can then be used against us.

The NWO/Magi whatever you want to call them – know this. They merely use the 
tools already well cemented in place to perform the same magic thousands of others 
have before them – whose individual acts or collaborative efforts somehow set up 
these double-edged swords and entire systems and networks of existing forms for 
others to later use – and so whatever weapon we use to go to war, immediately 
attacks us. That is why I avoid using weapons the same way others do – because I 
know this too. I see the only empowerment in this knowledge coming from being one
step ahead picking up the weapons what they were forged of, and for. If you know 
that the weapons they leave lying around are useless – you can leave them alone, not 
waste your time swinging a pre-prepared sword basically against your own head, and 
therefore concentrate on knowing the enemy, not the enemy’s distractions. The NWO 
may have a mythical status and conjure a lot of Illuminati type secret meetings with 
high-backed chairs and elaborate handshakes – but its really just you and me, looking
out for one another, to get what we want. The NWO is not made up of superhuman 
intellects – but golfing buddies, people doing favours, people sharing power.

They all sit on the toilet in that quiet humble vulnerable repose, they all cry, they all 
succumb to a bullet in the head. They live no longer than approximately 100 years, 
are prone to disease and misfortune, natural disasters or acts of god, have one head, 
two arms, two legs, have the same basic motor functions, and operations as each of 
us. They are not immortal, or untouchable, they are you and me, and him and her. 
You and me play an enormous part in letting things like the NWO come to power, 
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abuse its power, keep its power. We always have. And unless we understand their 
magic, and each other, we always will.
Unless we conspire.

MALEFICIA ENGRAM HARUSPEX TERATO 

What is a Cover-Up? It is simply a gap in understanding the breadth of one’s flock vs 
being part of the flock. For a Govt in charge of 100% of a land and its people – it’s 
degree of what is concerning is less sensitive, viewing the population as a whole and 
in terms of how many an event will affect. For an individual this translates differently
– we are in charge of 0.001% of land and people – namely our own property and 
ourselves. Our view especially when effected by the event is that the Govt is 
covering-up something that has greatly affected the normal way of things, be it 
through deaths, disease, or tragedy. Because we are personally affected. The Govt and
its officials, are insulated from this effect and see it differently, as a problem among 
thousands, affecting a percentage of its flock. In 5000 years of continuous rule – a 
nation see everything there is to see. The greatest atrocity becomes an everyday step.

We have spoken of the esoteric meaning behind a Nations Flag – not its exoteric 
purpose to claim sovereignty over a specific region of land and represent its temporal 
culture as eternal – but, a proclamation of genocide and the bloody removal of 
previous inhabitants. No-one moves willingly. Over time, the flag, associated with 
sports, ceremonies, heroes, honour, grandeur, participation, power and a people – 
convinces that is is a not a murder rag, it is a political affiliation, it is a national pride,
it is a geographical region. Time – heals all wounds, it also erases all memory. Many 
countries operate with the aid of tolerant killers and everyday atrocity. It is 
essentially, a crime to be human wherever you are. What is perhaps most enervating 
even beyond the irredeemable sanctimonious denials and appeals by those accused of
their actual deeds declaring it persecution – is the staggering shortness of human life 
to remember and pass on the evil inherent involved in ‘doing’ ‘ones’ ‘job’. For the 
sake of appearance, for the vanity of being seen as something to strive toward or for, 
for the sickly love of undeserved praise – our Chattel chattel on, repressing, 
oppressing, pushing others around, playing at being in charge, pretending they matter 
above all else, lying to themselves, to others and anyone who will listen. The self-
deceit and corruption of humanity is the oldest pandemic. 

What, is it, that humans do, that is so important, we need to stay alive? What is 
humanity struggling so hard to stay above the water for? Who of any of us is so 
important we must persist – why is there any effort to save ourselves when there is no
hope of saving each other. What is indisputable is that no matter how gallant, 
altruistic and loving a rising sentiment to band together to put a stop to atrocity: there 
will always be those who betray us, govern us, detain us – and rule us. It should be 
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best for all mankind if the land were sunk to the depths of the water – that nothing 
remained to be squabbled over in the noisy farting of human greed and pretentious 
gain, for what? For its own sake. That is all we have and all we amount to. Shunned 
to the far reaches of space with absolute reason, destined to shabbily hide our 
choronzonic filth in the Myth of God whose symbolism is but a grand carpet under 
which all self-deception shall be swept – and the silliness of “Nations”. 
But as 0.001% why should I not feel as such? What is it to me if my policies are 
enacted by my propaganda department, if my ordered incursions into a neighbouring 
countries border secure a certain sea, if my trade negotiations or sanctions are 
effective in establishing my pecking order on the global chain, or my nuclear 
weapons stockpile is more or less significant than my enemy? What to me, the swing-
vote importance of any press meeting or the drudge of public appearance to win 
popularity or present a fallacious air of unity and secure my ability to cement my 
power in the later oppression of my people whom I will punish for making me grovel 
before them beforehand? 

What is a conspiracy? Genuine paranoia, is rare. In the main, those who fear being 
hurt by something or someone have or will be and are rightfully fearful. For the first 
time in its brief history Australia has experienced some amount of liberty deprivation,
this has prompted some to take to the streets in protest. Some entirely deluded 
certainly, but some very well-informed. How, they distinguish an all-encompassing 
global conspiracy capable of controlling all things including media presenting 
‘official narrative’ vs ‘alternative’ news feeds presenting ‘the truth’ – is not up for 
debate – conspiracy is not political or even logical under scrutiny – it is a religion, a 
faith that delights in being afraid and spreading fear. It is kin to the Christian faith 
which peddled its wares of a vengeful Satan dragging you to Hell if you misbehaved 
and did not let the priest fuck you or the townsfolk rabble burn you – it is dichotomic 
and divides the world into Sheep (Everyone who does not agree) and Wolves (the 
characteristic hubris of a cult claiming an evolved state, or the good end of a pre-set 
see-saw.). 

Those claiming the Govt want to control them are right – the Govt does, very much, 
want them and everyone to stay in their pen and as seen worldwide on every street – 
not make trouble for us, whoever is representing ‘us’ from whichever echelon of 
representation. The Govt will absolutely punish them for daring to stand up against it 
– and use the media to demonise and turn the weapon of mob justice, that irrational 
collective-psychopathy that can mete out justices on its behalf and get blamed for the 
task. Nothing – is more savage, petty and vicious than the actions of frightened, 
indignant and self-righteous sheep thrown an isolated wolf. The madness of a cult of 
people who believe they above others understand what is happening not just in 
isolated instances but in full, in depth and across the planet – may well be justified. 

It is possible both, that they were mad before and merely devolved into an efficacious
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imitative parrot, or mad after the fact when they glimpsed the viewpoint of those who
frequently see the governed in percentages of concern and action – caring only 
enough for the individual when used as pawn to advance their chess game. This 
viewpoint is visible everywhere there is control and is the symptom of control. When 
a police officer asked the media to stop filming it was not a conspiracy. When another
police officer asked the media to leave it was not a conspiracy. When two police 
officers joined together to ask the media to stop filming – it was not a conspiracy. But
when the police officer took the media’s ID and asked if it was fake or real – then, it 
became a conspiracy. When officers joined with other officers in refusing the ability 
to film, then it became a conspiracy. Then held against his will through the implied 
threat of violence the journalist was experiencing what law actually looks like when 
its not mincing about following human rights and the misguided assumption held by 
most that you have to do something ‘wrong’ to get taken forcibly by people you don’t
know to a place you don’t want to be to be ignored when asking why. The real evil, 
and its real, you see here is the mis-match of power which does what it wants when it 
wants. 

The media sought the right permission, the policeman on the ground refused that 
permission even though it was given from a station above him. This – autonomy of 
sovereign power driven by egotistical power-tripping is what causes atrocity. The real
world, is this. You don’t have rights, that’s a myth – you don’t have freedom, that’s a 
myth – you don’t have autonomy that too is a myth. But the threat of trouble vs the 
instinct toward preservation is so strong and well-reinforced that billions obey it and 
believe the propaganda shown them, of who and what and when, is the enemy they 
should fear. Make no mistake, the Govt will find and make examples of those 
involved in protest – ironically, the one time they should have been wearing masks in 
accordance with their dictum, the protest was about not wearing them: which will 
make it dead easy to round them up privately or publicly, using the mis-directed 
outrage to channel gestapo tactics of having a people inform on its people. We cannot
expect much more from a people born of convicts and petty power-games that 
brutally slaughtered and savagely persecuted its countries previous inhabitants and 
denied it ever happened until offering a begrudging ‘sorry’ hundreds of years later. 

Yet – still no-one wise to the pattern, fear, cause, outrage, solution, fear, cause, 
outrage, solution – a punched horse vs the forced imprisonment of double towers of 
people, or the rapine on Christmas Island of refugees, or the deprivation of liberty the
forced wearing of masks the “non-mandatory” inoculation with unknown contents. 
The goalposts shift, the rabbit runs around the track with greyhounds in pursuit. The 
misdirection is successful. No-one takes the accusers to task, no-one publishes 
images and addresses, full names of the media identity who published the 
inflammatory piece that targets this or that person, do they? 

Just as the Witch-hunters and their pointy fingers have always been immune from 
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being accused while they send others to char to death in the excruciating pain of fires,
burning twice, once from the flames and once from the humiliation of being innocent.
The dissenters, the new-ageists, the conspiracists are not crazy or ‘fringe’ – they are 
exact in their re-telling (if a little carried away from time to time joining things 
together) of the cold pragmatic lengths the ruling party, lackeys and conspiring 
parties will go to, have gone to, to achieve ends. They are right about the distractions 
and self-important necessities of a bovine population who enforce denial of these 
obvious transgressions absolutely everywhere you care to look outside of mainstream
media or the ‘bubblegum’ mkultra programming that hypnotises with fear and cradles
with detritus. Fascism is the order of the day, sometimes disguised as democracy, 
sometimes as communism, but it’s not too many steps from the well-travelled and 
known road before it will rip off its mask and not be disguised at all. 

Then – you get concentration camps, then you get disappearance, then you get the 
man in uniform cutting open the face of the farmer, the breaking of a femur and the 
forced signing of documents. Paper is perhaps more frightening than the blade. Worse
than all of this, you get the held-up hand and the mumblings that nothing is going on, 
that you seek to defame and shame these cold-blooded killers, that you, are the guilty 
party, you are the problem, you must die for being reasonable and questioning their 
inanity and insanity. But – we’ve already announced a new aeon have we not? 

The age of the favour of the greatest number, the collective and the death of the 
individual ushered in by the individuals themselves. Beware Serial killers, 
everywhere. All, in the name, of Forms. 

What is Deep-State? It is the acknowledgement that there are two realities, one in 
which things are as the media and govt say they are with official causes, problems, 
statistics, issues, resolutions, accurately portrayed and dealt with by the relevant 
authorities to the best of their ability run by a servant of the people you elected to 
humbly do their job and serve us. The other reality is that power corrupts, technology 
is held back, murder works where coercion doesn’t, and we are floated a mirage that 
opportunity is equal, we should have goals, purpose, ambitions that can be achieved 
for status, prestige and enjoy the world around us as visitors to an amusement park, 
distracted by all of the stalls and rides until such time we, having exhausted our blood
sweat and tears in the service of the state, retire on some pension or magical money 
saved from the clutching grasping claws of our overseers. It is a mature, initiated 
viewpoint that realises the effort of invisible hands using planned forces to placate 
and numb opposition, dissension and rebellion. 

Deep-State operates with unlimited money and powerful connections and when it 
moves a piece on the board it affects a lot of time and space – it is simply you but 
with billions of dollars, wine and caviar, daily conversations with movers and 
shakers, security attache and corporate meetings, golf courses and your buddies who 
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happen to be military contractors, judges, pharmaceutical CEO’s, doctors and mining 
magnates. It is you, but with a role in sending the military to other countries to take a 
resource or demonstrate a vulgar display of power, to grant life or death and slot 
everyone into their place of servitude, to fuss about being given the short-hand 
version of a suggested law by others who take care of those petty details while you 
enjoy your steak dinner and blowjob under the desk. It’s knowing that others would 
kill to know what you know and that you will kill them if they do. It’s feeling 
important in the chain of command and that your job is a crucial bolt holding an 
imaginary but real-feeling patriotism or fanaticism together. It’s the ability to offer 
No Response and ignore Consequence. It’s the unfortunate side-effect of humans 
domination by forms to keep someone up, something going, and protect others from 
the truth. It’s the evil that is above evil. It is the small satisfaction of making another 
billion dollars or seeing one’s stock rise slightly in the market, it is the anal fucked 
supermodel line-up and the power to indulge in criminal excesses that are forbidden 
to most, freely and without restraint. 

Many are they who copy Deep-States example but without the power – often a 
mimicry through fucking or fighting to deliver a pleasurable high, to dominate and 
take, intending to cause pain or pleasure, and simulate what is is to have power. But 
power isn’t linear – it isn’t a graceful tower of bureaus handing down a command 
lower and lower until it reaches the streets and filters neatly throughout the echelon. 
Power is not the top commanding the bottom – power, is Resentment enacted because
the opportunity presents itself to enact. Power is in the police officer’s refusal to let 
the media film. Power is in calling him the police officer not Tsung Hung of Wuhan 
Province and details of his age, address, intention or self-explanation of his actions 
without his fear of stepping out of line of the “Party”. Power is getting away with it – 
whatever it is, melting people down into glue and harvesting their parts as a 
commodity, giving them daily rape, torture and bashing their skull, making/selling 
child porn and running networks to profit from the victims agony, excusing it all in 
the name of your ideal or goal and getting away with the subjugation, humiliation, 
excruciation, organisation of hateful, spiteful, harmful acts against your fellow man.

Most people will only ever be able to pretend they have power – when they fuck up, 
the really powerful will put them down themselves using laws and forces they are 
entirely above. For breaking the illusion, for risking the circus, for letting the People 
see behind the curtain – which is not a harmless old man with spectacles running Oz 
through his jade Golem: but a spectacle of a grotesque monster with a distended jaw, 
chewing people to pieces with flat teeth as they drop from the conveyor belt and bloat
its gargantuan belly, a thousand miles long and wide, digesting the pulpy broken mass
to power a single light-bulb. 

When the individual ceases to be recognisable in perspective – when one’s 
interactions rise to the level of meetings, chairs, congress, ministerial cabinets, press 
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conferences, international flights, peace talks, economic forums, NATO, OPEC, EU, 
and lose their human face, as market shares, stake holdings, percentages, gains, 
incursions, wars, losses, fallout, balance, negotiation, trade deal, 0’s and 1’s – then 
you see at an elevated opportunity with movement in any direction, a persona enabled
unlimited power and purpose, engages in the eternal legacy of waste. He yolks his 
power to his Nation, his Religion, his Party and struts about a peacock parading his 
all-too human feathers, preening and pushing about his people in uniform to complete
important-sounding important-meaning tasks. He does not know you or I – and when 
he makes his proclamations, his decrees, from on high – we never see the King; we 
Never, See, the King. We just see his Fools, Presidents, Representatives, Royalty and 
other parades in the garb we expect from those who rule us to be garbed: to be 
covered in gold, or crowned, or dressed impeccably in a suit and separated in time 
and space by luxurious surroundings, impressive flags and speaker-boxes, living in 
giant houses with guards and sentinels and who are in every way a different species 
from us even if we resemble the same human form. These are our Gods incarnate, 
whom we never meet but must always obey. 

Such is the nature suspected of Deep-State, so fiercely afraid are they of these 
mythical high-dwelling beings mandating from the heavens that they get designated a
new caste by those beneath them: they become reptilian, alien, horrors from another 
planet or another time. And philosophically, economically and practically, they are 
exactly that. They do what we can only dream of – we do what they say even when 
we don’t hear them say it – and we resent them. We resent them, because Power is 
Resentment. And they, resent us because we are what make them Powerful. Like 
wearing trash on their heads to fit in, they grimace and give a sickly forced smile of 
acknowledgement that we are begrudgingly the same species, biting back the anger 
that we think they are beholden to Us, the snotty, idiot, drooling base rabble that pave
their way like fleshy stones to be driven over to reach their castle. The problem of 
course – is that this mentality is like a light that shines down through the darkness 
and is seen by those far below who resent not being far above. Yet there are those 
below them, accessible, vulnerable, powerless – who do not have guns, or threats of 
imprisonment, or power to choose who to accuse, or control the processes for making
reports of rape, theft, abuse of power – by those who have a badge or a trinket that 
makes them part of the great heaven, a foot soldier with visions of promotion, a 
drudgeon with a truncheon, or worse, the men and women who take pride in doing 
their job, in feeling like they belong, in being lazy and enjoying the easy bowl lane 
with the rails up of being told what to do and how to do it: the self-important 
pretender to the throne, the good dog fetching a paper to please his masters. 

And then there is the presence of Form… that mysterious THAT which creates a 
THEY, that dominating over-arching squatting nightmare tendril that turns everything
it touches into an identical simulacrum and drips with the sickly ichor that it’s all 
Necessary. And after all that has been said – what can you fathom to be necessary by 
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anyone for any of this? A poisoned world that prides itself on being the antidote. 
What conspiracy they say, clutching their phones and tapping away angrily with their 
hooves. These people are dangerous they say, cheering on their sport teams clutching 
hammers beneath their coat. Racism is disgusting they bleat, priding themselves on 
belonging to a Nation and identifying with its ‘culture’, You’re oppressing me they 
chant, savagely remaining individual and only associating with those that exactly 
whore their viewpoint. 

So, what is a Cover-up? What is a conspiracy? What is Deep State? They’re real 
illusions that the illusion is real. Only if you suspect the possibility of illusion can 
you see reality. If you do not suspect illusions among your reality – you are Deep 
State, you are a religious fanatic whose indifference is the keystone of their power. 
And a soldier who will rise to their defence. You will kill in the name of their form – 
you will condemn, shame, punish those it commands you to punish, it need merely 
point you to today’s traitor for you to begin throwing stones. You, are the conspiracy. 
The demagogue accusing others of wearing a ‘tin-foil hat’ while you sheriff your 
town with your tin-foil star. Understand this: The people protesting fear that their 
government is trying to kill them and kill you. They fear that many of the reports of 
hundreds of thousands of non-popular news channels indicate the true Beast beneath 
the halo you so adore and relish in being blinded by its light. They fear that the 
unspeakable become speakable when it is happening to them and to you if they do not
speak up, if they do not rise up, if they do not resist the slow but insistent slide from 
democracy into fascism. 

They fight for your freedom and as a result of being terrified by what the Pope and 
his entourage by which you are so enamoured, is able, willing and entitled, to do, get 
away with, and repeat. They are afraid of their Government and its power, of micro-
chipped skins and jack-boot patrols, of removed access to living amenities, 
compassion or decency because a uniformed officer says no. They are frightened of 
the destructive tendencies of politicians taking cues from shadowy warmongers, 
clergical paedophiles, criminal organisations, diplomatic immunes, CEO’s and 
billionaires representatives. 

They are terrified by your unblinking servitude and reaction to being locked up, 
muzzled and shot full of an unknown substance merely on the videos shown to you, 
the manipulation of public sentiment, and the known ability of govt’s to manufacture 
lies, propaganda, evidence to gain popular opinion for cementing a new form that you
dumb dumb dumb fuckers fall for, over and over and over, day after day, before and 
since the Trojan Horse; drooling your way off a cliff with the promise of a stick or a 
carrot. They fear You and your inability to see all of this, any of this, way up on your 
moral high horse. There are those that believe the COVID-19 Virus is real and there 
are those that believe it is a global conspiracy of world elites to reset the economy in 
the face of the difficulties inherent on a planet littered with knuckle-dragging 
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opportunists, crippling past governance of resources, an unsustainable population and
forced to eat a shit sandwich made from its aeonic legacy of waste. 

There are some who believe the Govt is willing to murder most of us to retain its 
equilibrium and control: those who remember such human pleasantries caused by so-
called ordinary people that led to the Holocaust, Mao, Pol Pot, Stalin, Bush, Reagan, 
Putin, Croatia, Vietnam, Hiroshima, Tienanmen, World War II, 9/11, Iraq, 
Afghanistan, and any other country you wish to name where people are butchered 
and flung about as nothing but hindrances to the more important task of shining a 
great big dick. Those that know how quickly the slow slide into tyranny occurs and 
the steps by which it happens that every time, every step, the larger populace decry as
paranoia, insolence, traitorism, evil – until they find themselves imprisoned and flung
about moaning oh why didn’t we listen, why didn’t we see, why didn’t someone save 
us, why doesn’t someone stop this, help us, help me? 

Nature’s latest creation run amok has changed things – is changing things. That is 
undeniable. Real or imagined, unfortunate incident or deliberate biological weapon – 
the fear it has created is the foundation for tyrannical oppression to take hold under 
the guise of collective public safety. Shouting down and ridiculing those that see its 
real face, is a tactic time immemorial of tyrants and sickly sovereigns who enjoy 
basking in the glow of others awe and envy but white-knuckle fearful of stooping to 
smell the rank odour of their actual shit. Everyone has a role to play and my uniform 
outranks your uniform. Wearing a uniform is the greatest symbol of oppression there 
is – a sanctioned racism with terrific amenability to abuse of power that allows 
personal and prejudiced discrimination to run rife. But you should thank those who 
protest in another life – they had the courage to face what human beings are 
genuinely capable of when driven by an ideology – especially when it puts on a mask
and masks its enforcers. 

It is simply unfortunate those with no power lose control when they get some, 
squander it badly and still end up on the end of a gun by those who wield power for a 
living, wisely, judiciously in its cold, vengeful, untiring and unrelenting state. 
Because those who protest do so to express outrage at the actions of the Beast and its 
soldiers. They will powder your bones to dust for standing up for your family and tell
the world you were a traitor. They’ll build Guantanamo Bays and torture captives for 
decades; they’ll do handshakes under the table that Taliban and ISIS can take this part
of the country so long as they leave this one – in exchange for some vile prisoners to 
be released: and they’ll agree to paint each other as Allies/Enemies for the public 
narrative. They’ll commit untold atrocities against innocent people and spin the story,
far away or into candy for you to eat. 

Even your outrage has its own rooms specially built by DARPA so they don’t have to 
hear your bullshit prattle and it can be filtered and controlled by Facebook and 
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Twitter and Google under the guise of moral high ground. Deep State is not afraid of 
you – it is you, they use you and those who protest as equally as they do any other 
pawn. They agitate them to rise up too, then feign shock and disbelief that their 
kindness and guidance for the good of the people is being attacked. Beware that sign.

And yet no other tactic surfaces, just more running through the town trying to wake 
the people, throwing bottles and bombs, only to gain the ridicule and condemnation 
of the populace you wanted to protect from themselves and a calculating violent govt 
feigning shock and pretending to be innocent. A govt that highlights the deprivations 
You have caused by protesting to those who Did Not. And so they turn you against 
each other, endless and eternal – justifying their satisfaction that you are bovine 
masses and must be corralled if you are not to destroy themselves when you can be of
service to their ends. And are they wrong? 

But with the invasion of Them, those unquestionable forces that dwarf us when they 
present themselves, pale us and our ‘journey’ as a species into insignificance, remind 
us, force us to Remember our temporality and games of utter nonsense on a lone 
planet in a cosmos full of stars – there is hope for evolution. Not from the ‘new 
generation’ or the one after – but this one, when its back is truly against the wall and 
it dawns through the treacle of hope slathered on by governments and their jamming 
of fingers in a greatly cracking dam – humanity, you, and let’s be honest for the vast 
majority – if it doesn’t concern You, it’s of no concern – faces extinction. Extinction 
will play a very crucial role in your life from here on out. It will be the reason you 
must Obey – for the greater good, because we are “all in this together”. 

Meanwhile the elite play golf, fly to space for entertainment and enjoy their money 
and excess while you quietly die, without any noise or trouble, thank you very much. 
Life has reached that awkward moment where it is trying to go on as normal, in its 
established fashion, its traditional circuit – while a new apex predator has presented 
itself. Like a wolf dimly aware it should be scared of a Tyrannosaurus; we’ve 
compared ourselves and been found very wanting. Nations are afraid. The Govt is 
afraid. The Left are afraid. The Right are afraid. The Centre are afraid. You are afraid.
All of different things. But – it’s all forms and forms are all there is. 

Seeing other perspectives doesn’t make you enlightened, tolerant, Zen – it makes you
want to murder all ideologies and burn the world to ash. I’ve heard the virus referred 
to as World Karma, a cosmic retribution to punish us for our moral transgressions and
mostly non-existences characterised with sporadic nastiness, cruelty and delight in 
others pain. Others see it as the coming of their Gods, the Lord Almighty and End of 
Days, Allah in his infinite Wisdom, The Illuminati seeking to dominate the planet 
through a NWO, The military cruelty of China unleashing a biological weapon to 
weaken the world ripe for invasion not just economically as before but militarily and 
for all time as it believes it has the right, or the vagaries of Nature on the back of pure
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chance spawning a super-virus that at least 1000 different people have been blamed 
sequentially for in releasing or exacerbating – upsetting the sheep in their pens with 
egregious discomfort. 

People right across this 40,000km globe were dying in horrific unjust ways before 
this virus and will be tomorrow. From bullies, Small-men, gangsters, drunks, power-
trippers, jealous husbands, toxic relationships, struggle for water, air, freedom, 
environmental hazard, dangerous workplace practices, smoking, drinking, drug 
overdose and many countless brutish snuffings for simply being in the spotlight of 
some human dreg or other drunk on power or ego. Itty-bitty flying saucers aren’t the 
pandemic – Abuse of Power is. If this virus could be beaten then be assured life 
should go on as normal – as it always has, in the pandemic of abused power with 
more of the same, same, same. Brain-dead monkeys smashing their fists on the glass 
to get what they want. But COVID-19, They, is the panacea of form, a reckoning 
angel. It doesn’t care what you think, it doesn’t respect boundaries, it outnumbers 
human beings the way China outnumbers the globe, it has seized control and settled 
on the whole of it, and rapidly mutates so as to make it impossible to stop. With 
countless islands and regions of different strains preserved indefinitely, and an 
endless supply of hosts it leaves us speechless to stand before something so much 
greater than the combined might of us that we cannot bomb, defame, destroy, 
discredit, imprison, murder, threaten, blackmail, mob, shoot, stab, reason with, cajole,
coerce, fine, starve, sue, fight, fuck or even see. It is the paragon non-human, an 
Aedividual. It does not need us – we are merely moving through the same time and 
space, it is a fortuitous biological anomaly that we happen to roam and share it far 
and wide with great ease such that it now blankets the earth. But it doesn’t need us – 
it just Is. 

We, on the other hand want it to stop. It’s upsetting the balance, its playing havoc 
with equilibrium, its displacing economies and ruining trade – that lifeblood of our 
species that we will perform even with our greatest enemies: even in prison when 
sworn to uphold our racial alliance, trade, is paramount, while waste is our legacy. 
We build our worlds to capitalise on the pleasant drugs our brain produces – that 
drives everything we do. The virus just capitalises. It is a marvel to be in awe of – a 
force we can only view as a weapon of breath-taking ferocity to us – a God that does 
not see us nor desires our worship but walks among us as the newest and most 
beautiful of nature’s creations, a successor. Faster than a bullet, more devastating than
a nuclear bomb, more destructive than a war and with no discrimination of rich or 
poor, no allegiance to power, nothing close to anything we have faced before. It is 
One of THEM – but More are coming. Move beyond time – become the Sun. 
Maleficia Engram Haruspex Terato: The Monster looks deep inside us, Remembers, 
and Becomes Us.
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FANATICISM AND MILITANT SATANISM

(Sath of THEM)

Take care not to lose yourself in your Roles…
The Satanist is supposed to be first of all a sorcerer, a Goer on the Left-Hand Path, 
and not a religionist of the RHP, so fanaticism too, is a tool, a weapon in the 
sorcerer’s hands rather than an extreme emotional belief to indulge in. By adopting an
insight role one learns how to use such a tremendous weapon like the fanaticism of 
others. After all fanaticism is a human emotion and the sorcerer is something different
than a human being, at least a monstrous alternative thereof.

Let’ see with a cool-blooded mind the basic emotion which underlies fanaticism: this 
is the despair of frustration, not the belief itself which is just the side-effect of that 
despair. It’s the despair of frustration which overwhelms the ego thus unleashing the 
irresistible impersonal and unconscious force of the Will to Power which could work 
wonders during a war or any other situation or crisis. A great skill is necessary to 
deliberately use one’s own or others despair in order to produce that irresistible force 
known to the humans as Fanaticism and to the sorcerers as Decisiveness. In the latter 
case it takes no efforts or strain once that impersonal force is unleashed – at last there 
is only the sight from the pyramid of one’s enemies’ skulls…

This Will to Power unleashed by the means of extreme despair is also known as the 
Dragon’s power which lies dormant in the collective unconscious of humanity and 
it’s the aim of all human leaders to gain control over it. But as the known history of 
the last 6000 years has proved, it is what controls them, destroys them as well as 
anything around them and then falls asleep till Its next awakening – there are still not 
adequate Dragon riders amongst the humans. Now let’s see how this force works in 
the hands of our enemy. 

What follows is not a metaphor, but a real myth and the language of the myth is the 
only known way to describe what is taking place on a genetic or DNA-based level: In
order to overcome the other deities all over the world, the Jewish ethos’s collective 
genius known as Jahveh or Jehovah, resorted to the means of frustration by simply 
eliminating His female counterpart Anat, or Ashar, thus making sexual pleasure a 
taboo: so, by making a deficit of something natural, He created a sellable product 
advertised all over the world by His Old Testament’s Genesis, but that was only the 
side economical effect of this act of frustration.
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By suppressing one’s libido or by having one’s libido suppressed a frustration known 
as despair is produced, which for its part – if correctly directed to some abstract ideal,
produces a militant sublimate, which turns into that tremendous weapon known as 
fanaticism. That’s in fact the simple principle underlying any discipline well known 
to any military cultures. Jehovah by his prophets (the Jewish shamans) just wanted to 
discipline His ethos and prepare it for conquering the world. The Jew should be able 
to mutilate and kill by stones the female beauty blamed for adultery thus tempering 
his heart – lest no sentiment soften it during the Conquest. The old Goddess’ 
seductive charm was to be mercilessly dealt with. However, in order to destroy the 
immune system of His enemies of the White race and make of them puritan dupes 
armed with their Aryan sword in their one hand and the Jewish Bible in their other 
hand, He adopted an insight role – that of the Nazarene – to make them conquer new 
lands and peoples in His name. The discipline necessary to produce their fanaticism 
was the same: sexual frustration led to an existential despair and a militant sublimate 
produced thereby. The European inquisitor was really great in mutilating the female 
beauty while struggling with himself to repress his own sexual excitement at the sight
of her tortured nakedness…That’s the sacrifice Jehovah once fed and still feeds 
thereon, such is His barbaric taste. If the ancient Goddess once took Her male human 
sacrifices She at least slew them in an ecstatic way, at the climax of their orgasm (as 
in the case of Dionysos) while Jehovah feeds on agonising victims always in the form
of humiliating punishment and execution.

Yet the European ethos, though Christianized, was still dangerous for His “Chosen” 
people – something was to be opposed thereto, so Jehovah adopted another insight 
role – that of Allah. Thus, the Islamic faith was invented and given to the rest of the 
Semitic and Turkic peoples (the Judaism being reserved only for the “Chosen” ones, 
both Semites and Turks – the Jewified Khazars were in fact a Turkic people) – a more
simplified and militant version of Judaism, as puritan as Christianity but unlike it 
promising full sexual satisfaction in the afterlife. This worked better and the Islamic 
warriors, being so motivated, took over the European crusaders first in the Near East, 
then they conquered all the South-East Europe putting to their scimitars millions of 
White people.

Having both Christianity and Islam served to His dialectics (though eventually turned
against His “Chosen” ones), Jehovah adopted a more modern insight role – that of 
Karl Marx… Another militant puritan ideology was invented. The rest is well known 
by history but the Marxism is still actualised in present-day China, where you can see
how they deal with spiritualities other than their Marxist agenda, for example the sect
Falun Gong’s recent persecution, though all the torture reenactments in the internet 
are censored lest they arouse some sexual excitement… I suppose they apply the 
same methods against the Tibetans today. And they would do the same things with 
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anybody when Jehovah eventually conquers the world through China. The West and 
the White race are weakened enough, so new obscurant ages may lie ahead…

To paraphrase Robert Graves, now in the West Jehovah has adopted the insight role 
of a “liberal” who is far away from the ascetic holiness to which his prophets hoped 
to draw the world and He has even allowed the Western world to be governed by the 
unholy “pagan” triumvirate of Pluto god of wealth, Apollo god of science and 
Mercury god of thieves….”Unless the ascetic Michael can quickly reorganise his 
scattered legions of angels for a new puritan campaign of sexless unworldliness, there
can be no escape from the present more than usually miserable state of the world.”

Another vital point as regards fanaticism is mediocrity. The Jehovic model is again 
the best example in this respect. In order to have fanatical hordes at one’s disposal 
one needs to keep up mediocrity in the society. It’s done again by manipulating 
magically the basic human sexual drive, first by rites of passage such as the 
circumcision and then by the collective taboos. Note that Jehovah is not against sex, 
He has always bidden “Multiply and breed!”, but He has always condemned the 
pleasure of sex because the orgasmic sex could produce a strong, heroic and 
individualistic offspring as was the case in pagan Europe where the children were 
conceived during the fertility feasts, wherein the Gods and the Goddesses would also 
take part and that’s why there were so many myths about heroes who were half-
gods… 

Instead, Jehovah needed offspring conceived in shame, without orgasm, who were 
just clones of their puritan parents and He needed a lot of them in order to turn the 
world into a “Garden of Eden”. After all, the sexual act is a creative magickal act – 
the more energy and passion one invests therein, the more powerful offspring one 
produces. If the White Race is higher than the other races, it’s because the process of 
individuation therein is more intense than in any other races despite of the 
Magian/Jehovic distortion. However, Jehovah relies on the quantity, not on the 
quality and that’s why now the planet suffers the problem of overpopulation. Note 
also that the wrong people have the right conditions to breed. Jehovah is not afraid of 
some quality elite Satanic minority as well – if He cannot destroy them directly, He 
has set in motion certain social factors which are to prevent them from breeding 
between each other.

After all, Jehovah is now turning into a cancer to the whole human race, hence into 
the cancer to the whole planetary organic life. He is a monster and could be destroyed
only by another and stronger monster. Yet, as the cancer, He is a stupid monster 
because by destroying the organic life he will destroy Himself as well except in the 
case of possessing another planet, so He is to be destroyed by a more intelligent 
monster. As I said, the Satanist is supposed to be first of all a sorcerer – which means 
other than a human being, an alternative of the human being who deals with means 
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which could be deadly to the human race, thus being a monster in respect to the 
humanity. We are to go beyond all that human emotionality which makes the humans 
Jehovah’s dupes. But in no way do I mean becoming some emotionless aliens or 
supermen – on the contrary, we are to know and experience that emotionality in its 
totality, because it’s far greater than what the human limited perception is able to 
perceive – it’s in fact the Dragon Tiamat’s force which would make Jehovah’s 
ambition ridiculous and that’s why I said we are to go beyond the limited human 
emotionality which is suppressed and distorted by the monster Jehovah who feeds 
thereon as a vampire. All we need is Decisiveness, the fanaticism is for the masses we
want to influence on.

When I was a little child I suffered nightmares, and often woke up screaming of 
horror. Once my mother advised me to become more terrible than my nightmares and 
I made use of that advice, it worked. I used to turn into a monster when attacked in 
my dreams so the nightmares fled away. Another method I learned through the years 
was to relax at the very grip of the horror, to allow it passing through me, to possess 
me, to become one with it, to integrate it within my being, a method I apply in respect
to the Dark Gods.

The shock of encountering an enormous serpent in the wilderness initiated me in this 
approach. Later I realised there were two basic drives within the human unconscious 
opposed to each other – that of the total attraction and that of the total repulsion 
perceived also as sexual lust and terror of death. The normal humans indulge in the 
former and avoid the latter. The fanatics repress or have their sexual lust repressed 
that they may exercise the terror of death upon their enemies or opponents. The Dark 
Gods, however, manifest their presence by both the forces felt together 
simultaneously – it’s an unutterable paradoxical experience where both the opposing 
drives are felt as the same thing. One just goes mad and the only solution is to relax 
in that madness instead of resisting it. 

So, I do not need to repress my libido in order to have the terror of death at my 
disposal. When possessed by the Dark Ones I am able to skin alive some enemies, to 
put his skin on myself and then fuck his lover before his bleeding eyes! If I am to 
practice some discipline it’s to accumulate more energy for a greater experience with 
the Dark Gods – could be dangerous indeed I admit and maybe not for anybody, there
is no guarantee I will stay alive after some more intense experience, but such is the 
sinister path. In the last four years I practised such invocations outdoors, in the 
wilderness, in some special sites of power or nexions, and meanwhile noticed a 
certain synchronism between my experiences and some events in the political life of 
my country.

As for the Age of Aquarius – I’m not very competent in both astronomy and astrology
but see – the Vernal Equinox still takes place in Pisces; it will take maybe some 
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hundreds of years to see it in Aquarius, so the obscurant times lie ahead. When the 
Vernal equinox was seen in Aries it was the time when Alexander the Great started 
the Imperium phase of the Hellenic Aeon. The astrological zodiac has nothing to do 
with the real zodiac visible in the sky – for example now the Sun is still visible in 
Aries – it will enter Taurus after a couple of days, while according to the astrology it 
was there still on 20 April. I suspect there is also some distortion made by replacing 
the Julian calendar with the Gregorian one in the beginning of the so called 20-th 
century, so we are not really born under the stars the astrology claims to have been 
born – as far as I know only the Hindu astrology considers the real zodiac as visible 
in the sky and once it coincided with the Western one before the change of calendars. 

This matter is to be researched. Anyway, Aquarius is ruled by the planet Uranus 
whose qualities are: electricity, discoveries, cybernetics, alternative sciences mixed 
with occultism, parapsychology, strange drugs, sinister illuminations, paradoxical 
truths, antinomianism, super modern technology combined with primitive sorcery, 
cosmic research, spacecrafts, aliens, the UFO, sudden changes, revolutions, 
unexpected turns, upheavals, natural disasters, nuclear explosions, unconventional 
wars, terrorism, radiation, mutation, eccentrism, weird experiences, sexual deviations 
etc.

Uranus will neither satisfy the expectations of the “New Age” hippies whose positive 
wishful thinking will be made ridiculous, nor will Uranus allow any hope to the 
obscurantist’s who long for restoring the patriarchal values, order, moral, safety, one 
God etc. So, Jehovah is doomed in the Aquarian Age but there will probably be more 
than one Armageddon while the old Aeon forces are totally smashed. If I am to 
project something in this sinister future, it’s my vision of the Magickal-Socialism and
Cosmic exploration as a further evolutionary step of the Third Reich’s National-
Socialism but in no way this would mean some obscurantist returning to the 
Newton’s physics in respect of the Outer Space as the ONA proposes. Most of all I 
envisage a revolutionary replacement of the present human-centred civilisation by a 
life-centred civilisation. Read “The Diamond Age” by Neal Stephenson for further 
insights as regards the Uranian Aeon.

GOD'S ARE NOT DEAD: MYTH'S BITCHES

Take it as read that any serious problem with believing in Myths lies in the sneaky 
suspicion or firm accusation that the incredible accounts within them are a) fables, 
allegories, parables b) political machinations c) impossible due to our knowledge of 
physics, history, reality d) fabricated e) based on some true but now garbled re-telling
f) feature Gods. But taking any three at random (and taking three is no accident, since
ancient times, triplicates of action or event have been a staple of Myth and has 
filtered down into the common numerator of examples given) such as the Odyssey, 
Maui and the Sun, and the Trojan Horse we can find equivalents for all of them the 
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personal spheres of daily activity; long journeys fraught with dangerous tricks and 
traps, extraordinary strength and ability required to overcome insurmountable 
obstacles, or being deceived and letting something in as a gift only to have it revealed
as anything but. For any Myth there is a comparable personal equivalent. The nature 
and power of Myth is understood as something we choose to adopt, rather than 
something that adopts us. And that is a fundamental difference.

This article will examine several aspects of Myth and reassert that it has retained 
power and dominance over our lives despite a contemporary more to regard them as 
antiquated stories intended for a time long ago.

I speak not for the benefit of the LHP, as the magazine this article was originally 
written for (In2theFire) intended, but the NHP, the No-Hand Path, a denomination 
that THEM represent through magical socialism. The LHP may seem limitless, but it 
denotes boundaries in being Left; places it claims it will not go, like conformity, 
mundanity, the Herd, – whatever they may be, the Left opposes itself to the Right and
nothing is understood without engaging with all forms. For me, it is a necessity to 
look at everything as useful, to develop a 361-degree understanding, and whilst they 
may seem old and irrelevant in these apparently enlightened rational times for the 
reasons given in the opening passage above, No sorcerers of any path will walk their 
journey without being assailed by Myths.

Since Myths are immortal, and sovereign, they are synonymous with a form of Gods. 
What are Gods but characters used in stories to describe forces greater than us and the
battle for their Sovereignty; Gods we are expected to draw example from, to wage 
our own in their names? Gods as we understand them are not only personifications or 
abstractions of humanoid or monster but can take the form of entire cycles of 
experience. (Qv. The Book of Absu). The outward disagreement between Theism and 
Theistic, of Real Irrational Deities or Abstract Rational Demons has not impacted the 
existence of Gods – their appearance to degrees including somewhat and entirely, 
maybe, but not their existence. The typical battle between forces of good and evil, 
right or wrong waged across the planet by the minute through debates between 
humans over the triviality of truth is one of the key aspects enshrined in Myths 
throughout their revelations of human behaviour, comedy, tragedy, and folly of 
timeless interactions through Archetype. Such battles to prove or disprove anything, 
which we engage in daily, only cements the reality of the forces that Myth denotes; 
namely of forces that fill us with a pressing need to be right, or with Lust, with 
Hubris, with Love, with Arrogance, or Delusion, to champion something over 
something else and in due course to be exposed to Irony, Correction, and/or play a 
part in the micro-story in such a way that we cannot help but imitate the archetypes 
and character interactions of old.

Whilst an often harmless exercise for humans to need to have their say, this ‘need’ is 
at root the same force that has driven humanity to its bloodiest wars or to share in co-
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operative triumphs. Such a force has no perfect name, but thousands, for we all call 
Myth a different name, assign another’s reality as misinformed or insanity. In the end 
it makes no difference to its potency. These forces seize us and whip us around like 
raindrops in a greater storm fired by the need to be heard, or to champion our Gods 
above theirs. No less explosively, connivingly or strategically than the figures in 
Myth, and almost always in the same footsteps, repeating the same interplay of 
human emotions and actions, events and dreams – and our involvement is the seed of 
a cosmic Unfolding. It may be that we find out that we were wrong/right, or that our 
actions led to the mis/fortune of another, or that our actions/words had some impact 
further down the chain on how the story turned out and how it turned out for them 
and for us. Giving rise to such feelings as regret, satisfaction, tragedy or irony. 

In the daily course of our lives we are called to act as Gods, to watch from a Mount 
Olympus as a Zeus, all the goings on below in the mortal world – we know what is 
going to happen, we can see the outcome, but the poor mortals below are compelled 
to act out their roles, unwittingly or consciously, their fates determined by the paths 
they have chosen. And as Zeus all we can do is watch it unfold. It may be others 
whom are the poor mortals, or it may be actions and momentums of our own that we 
can only hopelessly watch play out their role. For all our power to act, there are 
forces bigger than us, forces of love, hate, revenge, learning that we dare not get in 
the way of, and often, cannot get in the way of.

Myth acts upon all of us nonetheless, in this way or in others, compelling us into 
roles with other Mythic characters, creatures, beasts and charmed or destined 
meetings – it seizes our person and forces us to dance in accord with some unknown 
song, to which others, uncontrollably respond, feeding the mad currents of the story 
and swept away down the formidable torrent of archetype unable to stop the 
repetition of human foible. It seizes us without our consent, involves us in its plays, 
and often without our appreciation that this forcing of our hand into adopting specific
shapes for its own purposes, is one of many forces that all humanity are bound to 
experience. And like the same sun all of humanity have ever seen, it is immutably an 
inheritance that myth is immortalised as a commonality to all human beings – among 
many, many others.

In short: We cannot escape Myth and we cannot transcend them, we are Myths 
bitches. Even the very art of escape of figures who thought themselves smarter than 
the Gods that bound them is enshrined in Myth, as hubris, such as through the Greek 
Myths of Prometheus, Ariadne, Sisyphus, whose arrogance or natural talent that 
rivalled the gods was met with cruel retribution. And so it is for any man that thinks 
himself a God, easy to overreach and fall, to try and trick the gods, for death takes all 
and as the ego swells, often before time. There are Myths that tell stories of those 
who worshipped the gods, ignored the gods, fooled the gods, refused to believe in the
gods, challenged the gods, turned their back on the gods, betrayed the gods, killed the
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gods, created the gods. And these stories are repeated by human beings aeon after 
aeon, acting in the way they do, as the characters in these ancient verses.

It is apparent to see that for all their age, the stories remain the same from culture to 
culture, some with more animals and miracles than others, but the blueprints are 
virtually identical. Heroes, Monsters, Villains, Magic, Trials, Overcomings, 
Deception, Learning, Explanations for Phenomena, Tragedy and so on. There was a 
time during the early days of Sumeria when its myths were veined with Gods and 
Humans on equal footing working together in Harmony. This is the only civilisation 
in which this footing is found. At an indeterminate time in History, the fundamental 
relationship between Gods and Humans in Myth was changed; they were divided and 
set at each other’s throats. This is most clearly evident and accessible in the Eden 
Mythos of Christianity and the Fall of Angels which is followed by the Fall of Man 
but occurs much earlier in History with its foundations in a virulent form of dualism. 
Hereon, Gods became external to us, exalted above us, and in many cases hostile or 
indifferent to us. Our creation became the impetus for war, and competition between 
the Gods and Humans began to rage throughout Myth. The introduction of a more 
potent division between Mankind and Gods via the development of morality, some 
say through influence by Zoroastrianism and its emphasis on Good and Ill assimilated
by the Persians and Medes who were in a position to spread the change widely 
through pre-Judaism is one of many pressure points where the tide of equality 
between Men and Gods began to turn.

Yet no less in the stories of the Sumerian Enuma Elish which are among the oldest 
that have been recorded, were the same forces at play of Battles of Will, Force, Spirit,
Vice and Virtue, Tragedy and Comedy, the Petty and the Divine, Injustice and the 
Ironic actions of others – part of a larger story, as in the Greek, Egyptian, Aztec, 
Australian etc. Though thousands of miles in space apart, sometimes thousands of 
years divided, the configurations of humanity’s stories span these vast gaps and 
dominate even today our daily lives because the forces they describe/preserve were 
not restricted to those ancient climes, they moved through time, with us, and continue
to dominate us. The schism that has developed with the unconscious knowing and 
being privy to and part of the reality of these acting forces that Myth describes, and 
modern insistence that denies them, has caused neuroticism that has seen us forget 
why these things are called Living Stories and to ignore Powers that are right in front 
of our face. To ignore them at our peril – for it is stories and their archetypes that 
move all things human.
The stories told, whether a short fireside tale or an epic odyssey may be outlandish, 
may cause us to shake our heads in disbelief that such things could ever be taken as 
real, to suspend our notions and knowledge of physics, or give us cause to think that 
there was a time long ago when people were different, somehow less developed 
intellectually than we are, and that they believed and even saw Giants, Demons, Gods
who appeared to them, haunted them, who were visible and real either through 
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ignorance or suggestion by savvy leaders, witch-doctors and the like. Or invite us to 
speculate that they were in some sense taken for a ride by their own gullibility or lack
of experience, lack of context or education. That in all cases, there is a rational 
explanation for the creation of these Myths. And there isn’t. There is certainly no 
evidence of a single reason for their creation or to know the extent of the belief 
invested in them, to the point imagination manifested demons, and even if so, to 
know if those imaginations were on equal par with that mythic figure, the real or 
venerated figuratively.

Myths are as power or as dangerous an entity as any violent or insane demon that 
might possess a host, or as vitriolic and explosive as the holiest of adorations for a 
monotheistic God. They tug at who we are, and bind us into place as knots in a rich 
tapestry that hypnotises us and takes over, we find ourselves steeped in all manner of 
stories and wonder how we got into them, what happened that led us to become 
something we became, or marvel at the memories we have of stories long past which 
we retell again and again like a mantra. ‘I deserve this’. ‘God loves me’.

But Myths, even as synonymous with Gods, are pointers. They are remnants of the 
terrifying spectral forces that own us, signposts littered throughout time that allow us 
to know we are being lead, and an entirely different manner of Them altogether. A 
taste. For if I had not experienced the utter terror of the Others without their human 
interpretation, and come face to face with those Others, I should not be so utterly 
obsessed with worshipping this Temple to THEM. They would be as abstractions, 
figments, ghosts and goblins in the shadows. But They are not. I digress.

It is not difficult to re-tell any Myth and substitute modern conveniences, names and 
places without so much as ripple in the pond; and it is because the wrapping, the 
messengers, like the other-worldly power of dreams to conspire new and endless 
ways to say the same thing, are just that, they are Forms, they are Wrapping, stepping
stones or handholds that relate to us, translating the alien reality of the Phyrm (The 
World matrix) into a language that we can grasp as individuals and as groups, viz. 
stories which give rise to an understanding and relationship to the Land, its resources,
it’s terrible powers, regeneration, rebirth, life, death and all of these other forces that, 
whether we believe in Gods/Myths of any kind persist and play out day after day in 
taking possession of us to enact Archetypes, or ask us to believe in Gods above, 
below, or within.

Love being a prime example of such a Force. Anyone who has fallen in or out of 
Love knows its insurmountable power, to cause us to Love someone or something 
forbidden or unattainable or culturally taboo makes no difference to that force; it 
operates without our consent and chains us to that Love, and like a drug it hurts when
we don’t feed it, when we try to go against it. And That is the type of omnipotent 
power such creature as Myths was developed from; it is of the same pool of soul-
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stopping intensities that Myths relate; struggle, war, strife, tyranny, suffering, 
triumph, resilience, change, sorrow, absurdity, cycles, archetypes. Chess pieces 
moved to some mad scheme we think we understand, or control, only to be rudely 
awakened by the deftness of Myth to take us by surprise.

A high percentage of music is dedicated to this Force, of Love, which takes us from 
shallow to shining eyed mad men and women, seized with lust, passion, giggles, joy 
and a timeless bond – and also to the dark side of Love which tears us apart, creates 
confusion, hurt, pain, suffering, agony, heartbreak. There is no pain like a broken 
heart and the timeless mourning of lost love or sickly fawning of new love is a power 
that has endured aeons.

There are a great many forces greater than us, and early humanity recognised and 
enshrined these in the Myths. The struggle to rationalise the perception of Gods 
seems to be required to somehow legitimise them, as anything other than what they 
are. But I will not try very hard to legitimise them, because they are legitimate to me.
We may imagine the world of ancient times in which these myths arose as very 
different from the one we know littered with electric bulbs and street lighting, even 
set apart from older times when devices such as the torch or lantern were available – 
and a very dark time ruled by darkness the majority of the time.

Where darkness was an enemy, the shroud that hid bandits, murderers, dangers, 
drops, death. Where walled cities and small townships fearful of prowling animals 
and men prevailed. What were benign landscapes by day would have transformed at 
night, shadows play tricks especially in the moonlight, but more so in the utter 
darkness where wo/man is at their weakest, his eyesight ill-developed for a world 
lacking light, and the daily construction by the sun of the edges, boundaries, dangers 
and risk cues that daylight brings. In darkness the senses would have had to rely on 
sound, fearful of every mad screech or creature thumping or crashing through the 
undergrowth with little fear of men, and who may in fact be a very cleverly disguised 
enemy. There is every reason to suspect that in such a climate, the imagination ran 
wild. On the other hand, the Sun, Moon, Stars, Sea, Rain, Clouds, Space, Mountains, 
Storms, Fire, Death, Life, – Natural Phenomena need no mysticism, they are as 
wildly in need of explanation today as they were then – thank God for science.

The Gods are not Dead. Where Gods are dead in the modern mentality as entities that
watch us, favour us, or made us, other Gods have arisen, for this is an inescapable 
aspect of these supra-personal forces, they are older, larger and set in motion a 
thousand myths precisely because they were understood to be Sovereign over man. 
There is no less danger in ignoring Gods above than ignoring Gods below – whether 
people are given reason to deny the existence of external Gods for lack of proof, for 
adoption of modern sensibilities, for the need to separate themselves from 
superstition, to assimilate into their culture, to hail intellect and critical thinking over 
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a sense of primitive savagery; or to repress dreams, their desires, their secrets, to 
think they can slow or stop Time, or rise above hubris, or avoid misfortune; the Old 
World remains mired in this false escape we have told ourselves exists by telling 
ourselves over and over that the Gods of old were for others, for a time long ago, for 
tribes that dance around fires and have not yet attained the cultured understanding of 
the world that we the civilised world, have. No matter who we are, or what we 
believe, we are mastered by forces that control, direct and use us without our consent.

Myths are elastic, with great capacity for superimposition. Choose a Myth. Substitute 
its characters for people you know that fit them. Change the places, the time, the 
location to those you recognise, as has been done many times with the classical 
drama Romeo and Juliet. Or consider one of your own stories, and that parts of you, 
or separate actions you did, repeated its own miniature scale myth. Maybe you let 
someone into your life who seemed for all the world a gift, and once in, they attacked
you, made war against you, got in through your carefully guarded citadel through 
deception and guise. It’s happened to most of us, as it did in the story of the Trojan 
Horse. Virtually any myth involves a set of universal characteristics or characters that
we can fill on the intimate, personal or wider scale by people we know, or things we 
have done or found ourselves engaging in either after the fact or during, surprised, 
disappointed, angered at our betrayal of ourselves and somehow wandering far astray 
from who we thought we were, lulled by some story that took over. The relics are 
interchangeable because long ago Myth identified the placeholders.

In one modern re-telling via a zombie who retains his faculty to think (and eventually
talk) like a human and falls in love with a young female survivor. The ability to 
recognise in Myth something greater something more pagan than ancient foolishness 
or parable is to recognise the timeless power of archetype and the power that 
understanding them can bring to the Sorcerer.

Exploring, Adopting in part or Living Myths opens the door into the realisation of 
forces that dominate human existence and our relationship with nature that these 
Myths have immortalised to be retold again and again – because they are as alive 
today as they were thousands of years ago. Recognising and extracting the underlying
reference to these powers, these “forces of and among THEM” is to open the gate to 
the Abyss, for they run through all of us, tyrannise the life and bearing of every 
human being who is at the helm or mercy of some story or another that has changed 
greatly in appearance but little in esoteric potency.

Sorcerer – We are Myth’s bitches. With that knowledge comes the power to move 
among them or bring them to actuality for magical gain by identifying and filling the 
placeholders. Embrace this undying inheritance. It did not develop by chance as a 
fashion.
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THE BLACK KEYS OF SATAN

If there is such a thing as specific principles to work with or access Satan, then there 
are certainly a set of keys. The reality is, that if you have not had a paranormal 
experience and met with any of the dark forces that inhabit other planes, you have no 
reason to believe in them, and thus your logical mind does not experience the crack 
that such visitations bring, your mind and perception of reality stay intact, and act as 
a shield or seal against such visitations. 

When you Have had such a visitation, it is impossible to deny, because being 
paranormal, the unsettling inability to provide logical explanation leaves you in a 
state of knowing there is Something more than what we know, and yet having to 
endure the day-to-day necessity to deny it to live in a certain world. This line, this 
kind of experience is what separates the Theistic believer in Satanic forces as deities, 
energies, demons, devils, entities that manifest on our plane of perception through 
various incarnations, veils, so spots in the world where such denizens slip through 
and confront us – and the believer in Satanic forces who sees the paradigm of 
Satanism as culturally metaphorical, as a set of values, a way of living, as an 
apologist, as an application of rationale and reason, logic and intelligence; a dismissal
of ghosts/goblins as antiquated or tricks of the mind; other variations are virtually 
endless but they do not involve the change of effect from visitations. The term blood-
curdling is over-used but it is very apt. To come face to face with One of THEM, and 
that includes satanic entities, entirely alters one’s ability to discount them. 

Thusly, Visitation, is the first Key. Whether you believe Satan is a real force that 
haunts, hunts, possesses, works evil and kills as a literal demon changes everything. I 
have not seen Satan. I have seen only dark forces and spectres that may or may not be
part of or associated with Him; a handful of times over the course of my life, and felt 
the terror that curdles the blood, witnessed the suspension of physics that 
accompanies such visitations and passed through the aftermath of having to deal with 
them. It is to defend something that the majority of people have not experienced and 
have no reason to believe exists who have not felt what you have felt. 

Orientation would be the second key. Satan has been taken to mean many different 
things. These are all malleable and artificial human-oriented speculations that aim to 
grasp, shape and control forces that are very poor philosophic descriptors 
manufactured by the smugness of self-assured intellect. You don’t forget the emotion 
of Bliss or Terror, the most potent experiences of those words when you have felt 
them and next to those feelings that get wired into your blood any words fail to 
express the power of such a feeling so frightening that it can turn your life on its head
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and cause you to see things very differently ever after. The classical resistance against
Religion as fools who believe in a sky-man for instance is not so easily dismissed; the
descriptions of demons given are just that, descriptions; flat, symbolic teasers that are
pretty but hollow, they do nothing to prepare one for them who come unexpectedly 
and in a way no book predicts. It is relatively easy to adopt any given orientation of 
Satanism and to do as one will using human terms and values to make their way 
through the world for whatever aim may be in accordance with ones Wyrd. But when 
you have been Visited, you must then reassess the plastic nature of many of these 
human edifices in the face of what do you do now with your life if there are things 
that are real? Might there be more of them, more powerful ones of them, and even, 
despite all intellectual scoffing, a God or Satan or Worse at the end of your life? The 
stories that abound of such entities, of planes and of hell, seem figmentary, 
scaremongering, antiquated and any other number of descriptions to dismiss them 
logically, but you cannot be sure after visitations which often have the effect of 
causing one to seriously assess the orientation of their life and their place. 

The Third Key then, is Invitation. It is impossible to put these experiences out of the 
head – they are called supernatural because they override the natural and leave an 
indelible question mark on perception and leave a hole in the seal of logical safety. 
One can either try to deny the uncomfortable evidence of them and try to bury the 
memory as an embarrassing trick of the mind, daily heaping more of the normal and 
sedate upon such memories in the hope of forgetting them entirely or unconvincingly 
explain them away – an art doomed to fail and go on to live to a ripe old age with the 
dagger of them every now and then in a quiet moment forcing its way back into the 
mind, raising such terrifying memories from the dead, through dreams or daydreams, 
to haunt one until and at death. Or one can seek to know them, as horrifying as it 
might be to repeat the experience, to push for more of what is generally a very little 
of their presence, of their mark, and strive to identify and open the Gates to THEM, 
to walk where few walk, and risk losing everything to get Closer. Closer to all that 
man fears and has striven to forget. Closer to whatever causes that paralysing shock 
that can change your entire life’s direction and annihilate thousands of carefully 
tended networked beliefs in an instant, closer to the force older than evil and yet the 
source of it all. The occult makes little sense before such Visitations. It really does. 

What comes now is the Invitation to THEM – in as many forms as it can be 
imagined, to re-open at our will and not theirs, if indeed at all possible, the Gates that 
allow them In. Now begins the real work, of trying to identify the real magical means
to open portals and the language they speak to communicate. Is it torture, sexual 
depravity, murder, symbolism, pain, suffering, time, location, intent, emotional 
experience, synchronistic coincidence, a specific magical partner, a mindset, certain 
shapes or tools, night-time, evil, trance, incantations, dances, musical instruments, 
certain notes or drugs? What, opens THEIR Portals? What language do they speak? 
Do they speak in entire experiences? Do they speak to us through dreams? Now 
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begins the task of the real occult work, with the undeniable drive that they are there, 
and the trial to access them with the hope that we can communicate and not simply be
star-fucked. 

A Fourth Key would constitute Dedication. Genuine Dedication comes not from a 
desire to Know but from being Known, from a Visitation that interferes with the 
ability to be distracted by Maybe. Maybe they’re real, maybe I imagined it. Genuine 
dedication arises from the terrifying energetic shock from visitation that leaves no 
doubt that they are. And from this, there can be no denial that what they are is 
everything worth seeking, a power worth laying one’s life down for as a sacrifice in 
the face of that sovereign awakening as to our place and relevance, our paper 
knowledge and ignorant bliss which pales in the face of what these things Are, and 
that they Are. They are the reason for Religion, for Morality, for Sanity. They are the 
reason for the shield that is God. It goes without saying that Satan is capable of a 
great deal more than such visitations, and if there is a Devil, a king of these things, 
no-one could meet THEM. Just as theory and experience are separate worlds of their 
own, I have not found any grimoire that accurately describes these Visitations or 
evokes them. Filled with detritus about controlling them, ordering them about, and 
giving imaginative descriptions of these Demons – almost none mention the 
emotional rape and turbulence they bring to the soul which does not know how much 
it relied on inherited reality until it is shattered. There are shallow warnings in such 
books at best, even the strongest of admonitions about messing with these forces are 
inadequate. Nothing would be strong enough to act as an appropriate warning to stay 
away from summoning/calling/inviting them in. Because until they are present, it 
remains surreal, safe, and a game. It seems unlikely to get Closer to these things, the 
Fear is impenetrable. And to do so seems like it can only end badly. But that is the 
power of the Dark Forces, of THEM, and we, seek to fall deeper into it. 1V.2O.3I.4D.

MEHR SEIN ALS SCHEIN 
THE TEMPLE OF THEM

INTELLIGENT EVIL

Wherefore came the urge to commit acts of evil? The Devil.

Like Satan, who spurned satisfaction, spurned contentment and perfection, spurned 
second place… The nature of evil is to surpass, to exceed and outdo itself.
Evil is an accumulative insatiable monster – a hideous chilling killer – a godless 
witch-thing that always beckons one more step into the creative abominate – willing 
to drag those who ally themselves with it well across the line they drew in the sand 
for themselves, far into the reaches of insane spaces to darknesses and species of 
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horrific cruelty most have only glimpsed in their dreams where the temptation to 
revel in shredded meat and the rain of blood mates in orgiastic violence.

It is seldom in the name of Evil that acts of evil are performed however and direct 
attribution is rare. Worship in its name is secluded to those acolytes of the Prince of 
Darkness – and the many devils that survived with Him into the new world from the 
old world. The Yezidi, Cult of Kali, Witch-doctors, Voodoo – call directly upon the 
names of evil, seeking in their mad stupors and crazed trances to elicit the powers and
ferocity of the Old Ones to hurtle vitriol upon enemies and friend alike.
It is rather in the name of mindless and mundane events that Evil is given its most 
common graces. Never called by its true name, evil is the blind idiot god – 
worshipped by humanity through acts of bovine weakness – through inane or petty 
jealousies, arguments or excuses, through domestic violence, unsatisfied sexual 
impulses, misunderstandings, envy, anger, pride, love, arrogance… no homage to 
Evil is proclaimed in these endless acts of worship. Yet dark whispers betray and 
inform.

Accidental evil is the most common of evils – borne in the cauldron of mistakes 
others wish they could reverse, deaths dishonours and damage they repent causing, 
sorries they can never give, emotions they can never take back. Their line is clear. 
They are the cows in life, unblinking servitors whose virtue is their regret in straying 
from the Dark Shepherd of Hate and the prospect of having to face their retribution. 
The quickly angered, the uncontrolled flames of passion, the heart before the head – 
the strong bent under their own will by uncharacteristic flashes of intensity that 
engulf and consume. It is the most common because it is the daily occurrence of great
activity and movement in the human as it goes about its life with its fire burning. 

Mundane Evil is the second of evils – fields of excruciation ingrained in the static 
slow-moving anomie of the human race whose love for repetition enables the greatest
and most insidious of evils to occur through a lack of empathy with the wider remit, 
oblivious to the ultimate harvest of the connexions of every action to the outcome. 
The mindless paper-pushers, ink-stampers, button-ups, just-doing-my-jobs that cause 
that sweetest of delights for the Devil – the twisted knife of unnecessary anguishes. 
The foreclosures, fines, the punishing jargon of legalities, the financial squeezes, the 
pressures of conformity, the power trips of bureaucracy, the roundabout chase of 
keeping everything in place, demanding the impossible. Those who watch on, who 
deny themselves as pieces on the chess board, these are the souls of mundane evil – 
for whom fault is a distant dream, and responsibility a pat on the back and some 
crumbs from the Tabernacle.

Deliberate Evil is the rarest of evils. There are few who seek to perform evil and call 
it by that name. For most people, evil has no name, and in their wicked light they 
never consider that they could be evil, nor their acts, so cleverly justified and 
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convicted – surely any other would act the same in their place? Many commit evil, 
and many call evil by its name, but there are very few who openly drag themselves to
Hell in a conscious chariot of cunthood. The book of the dead is full of leaders, kings,
dictators, tyrants, villains, scourges, murderers, lovers, whose lives ended the lives of 
many. But in the name of Peace, Justice, Revenge, Honour, Patriotism, Loyalty, 
Control, Commerce, acquisition, Passion, Envy, Anger, Country, State, Nation… For 
something, anything, other than pure evil.

Why so rare?

There are very few men with black enough hearts to bend to the total will of Evil. For
no matter what the particular action, regardless of how concentrated and creative, 
how unspeakable or horrific – it is never enough to sate the aeonic blood-lust of a 
creature spawned in the first days of man. A Djinn of Death whose face has been the 
last vision of trillions of lives in a veritable bottomless chasm of blood. Indeed, the 
very naive very quaint misnomer by which the rightly fearful name the absolute 
nature of pure evil is testament to the rarity of those who pass the hallowed gates of 
man’s limits and become something else altogether.

Pure evil does not exist – pure denotes a measure, a limit, a place where evil is at its 
absolute. The worship in Satan’s Kingdom has no limits, nor does it have a shred of 
merciless purity. There is no point where evil ceases to seek to surpass itself – it does 
not persist or exist, it is exist-ing – chang-ing – burn-ing – thriving, eternal and 
eternally, always seeking to exceed itself. It is not enough to smash a delicate baby’s 
skull in with the back end of a claw hammer, its father must watch while he is raped.

His wife’s teeth must be smashed out of her face in a shower of splinters of ivory and 
handfuls of her shit as she loses her bowels force-fed to him. But that is not enough. 
His mouth must be torn like a zip-lock bag and his throat invaded with meaty 
handfuls of his loin-fruits and little undeveloped pulsing insides, his violent vomit 
suppressed and his eyes pricked with pins as he chokes and gags in voiceless horror 
and helplessness on the slippery sinuous membranes of his own living creation. But 
that is not enough. He should be raped by a dozen men, their fat dicks pushing his 
broken baby further down his throat with each thrust until his lifeless ragged body 
loses its form and cocks lose resistance against his torn wide anal flesh. 

But that is not enough. He must be torn limb from limb, pissed and shat on, his bones 
snapped, and scraps of his skin peeled off and trampled on the floor. His family 
should be locked in boxes with their hands and feet cut off, locked in with his corpse, 
and forced to fuck each other with the promise of freedom. Fires must be set and the 
screams of the burning should be recorded and made into a song to be played for 
kindergartens, sent to the deceased’s loved ones. Burning victims should be let out 
whilst they are still alive, rushing from the building in agony their skin like molten 
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jelly, to suffer and suffer more than death. They should be eaten alive and ice-cold 
nails driven through their pulpy flesh as they lay dying, pricking holes in them for 
fun. But that is not enough. Evil demands more, MORE, MORE!

It demands ever more clever deceptions to wreak the maximum amount of suffering, 
of hurt and betrayal – it demands that the victims first be misled, tricked, coaxed and 
relaxed and then horribly brutalised. Evil demands elaborate schemes and set-ups, the
inward turn of promises that give rosy glows of love, affection, trust and the 
downward face first spiral into the turgid faeces of realisation. But that is not enough,
the victim must think they have a chance to escape to be free, redeemed – to make 
their humiliation, agony and unbearable disbelief all the sweeter, the act all the more 
unthinkably evil.
But that is not enough – every drop of salvation must be wrung for evil to reward its 
servitors, evil must endure – the clumsy experimentation, the confident horrors of 
purposeful knowledgeable infliction, blowtorches to blacken, pliers to extract, 
solvents to drink, rapes to endure, beatings to excite, the breaking of little bones, the 
sobbing, whimpering, scream, pleading, begging, crying, the breakdown of the eyes 
and the glaze of resignation, the destruction of form under the force of one’s 
relentless assaults – the white-hot orgasm of uncontrolled violence against others.
But that is not enough. Mark parts of the body, with hours, so the victim knows the 
game. Leave unsolvable tasks, ridiculous requests – revel in the defeat and soul 
crushing confusion of asking the impossible. But that is not enough. It is never 
enough. There is always more. The flesh collapses before it can bear such levels of 
evil but there is always more. So, the killer stalks another, captures a second, 
rehearses Hell and horrifies Heaven. The pores of their skin stink of blood, their nails 
harbour flakes of horror, even as they go to church, donate to charity, smile at you as 
you drop your kids off at creche. But that is not enough.

Evil goads others who kill one or two or even many – and then it leaves them for 
another willing to ride the dragon further than the pussy before it. Evil is a force that 
wants the World. It sleeps with anyone, but it will slit its mother from ear to cunt for a
bigger cock to ride. Evil takes small sacrifices even though it doesn’t care about 
them, doesn’t reward them, doesn’t remember them, because it is Evil. It leads men 
through blood-soaked darkness clawing at their hands and pulling them into 
travesties, sins, murders, toward perversions, abominations, toward new depths, 
unknown depths, where depravity lays at the gates like a doormat and new species 
arcane and sick writhe and pulse. And no matter the effort of the darkest men, 
regardless of the strength to hold Evils hand as it plunges backward into the abyss,
Sooner or later All Men let go. 

They let go because they simply cannot follow Evil to those places – He is too 
hungry, too unfeeling, too ambitious for men to sate. Those handful of mortal souls 
who have tried to give the World have been left in utter dejection on learning she now
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wants the Stars. But for every evil doer of wicked, abominate deeds – there is always 
one to come after who will see the yawning gaps where more could have been done, 
where opportunities were missed, through weakness and a weak hand grip, resisting 
the drag to Hell.

But evil is forgetful, disdainful, indifferent to Today and living only for the ever after 
Tomorrow. It cares not what you did for it yesterday even if that be the piling of 
enough skulls to obscure the sun, it craves only the Moment, the Evil Incarnate, not 
the Evil Incarnated. It bears no qualms in severing its loyalties, revoking its gifts, 
reneging on its promises – changing the sweet melodies of narcissus. It is always a 
matter of degree – and of those degrees the evil done unto one man is forgotten where
the evil done unto men is a hundredfold, and again where evil perpetrated is a 
thousandfold, and again where that evil spreads its tendrils into the planes and spans 
the world as a poisonous spider, its fangs dripping with the anticipation of a godless 
haze of rabid murder.

For Evil the deed is not the act, it is rather that the Devil is in the details. 
Architectural Evil – the planning and plotting of Grand Deceits, delicious insidious 
deceptions played out over days, months, years, lifetimes or Aeons. The salacious 
pleasantries of the killing face, the elaborate misdirection of diabolic intent, the 
satanic schemes that crush hundreds of thousands on every front with excruciating 
patience, that steal and corrupt minds and flesh, set the virtues to burn and brother 
against brother, nation to war against nation, the vessel upon himself.

This Architecture is the consummation of Satan, the cosmic fucking of the stars and 
of the Self – the equivalent plotting of the overthrow of the Perfect, of setting Heaven
and its inhabitants to burn in the heat of War. The immolatory flame of the Darkest 
Prince rises up within when we unleash the Beast – but how that flames loves to 
dance before it sets the world to burn! How it loves to parade its finery before leading
lambs to the slaughter, to preen its wings and gloat in unrivalled vanity and show-off 
its mastery. To revel in its evil deeds, to relate them, savour them, strum them to the 
screaming in absolute arrogance, hatred and disregard for all of life and everything 
that is precious including moderation, temperance, restraint.

Evil cannot be controlled – if it can, it is not Evil one is doing but a simulation of off-
day good. Evil baulks at nothing. Nothing. Ultimately it has no friends, no loyalties, 
no master, no law. It does not know restraint. It does not know mercy. And it is all 
that is not. For Evil is the art of the vain-glorious Blood King – the envelopment of 
the total soul into the black of Hell and the wickedest emulation of the Original 
Genius – Intelligent Evil. As for the architecture in the height of virtue, in the lift of 
samsara and the light of God – their existence serves to amplify and illustrate the 
extreme sovereignty of the Devil even for the evil man. For the evil man is not Evil – 
and forever, forever, forever, just a man. 
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PURE EVIL:
But what is pure evil? It is an evil that waits, that fills its prey with hope, with love, 
with illusions – and bides its time while it builds an intricate web that causes 
maximum hurt, chaos and pain to all of its gossamer-wrapped entanglements. It is an 
art of delivering breath-taking ferocity and surprise with everything leading up to the 
moment where claws rip through the painted canvas so patiently, painstakingly built 
and peel the very innocence from the world so deeply that it elevates the meaning of 
evil itself. An act of Grand Black Magic that echoes from one generation to the next.

+O+
We Remember the Temple, the Temple of THEM.
2011

CONTEMPLATION OVER KILLING [2]

THEM are pragmatic about the power to kill. Ordinary people kill, every day for 
every conceivable reason. It might be to rid the world of a human obstacle, or for 
money, or power, or for the thrill. Whatever, Killing is a means of actualising the will,
it serves selfish interests, as do all human motivations; motivations cloaked by peace
and mungbeans that comprises the fragile sugar-coating of interpersonal relations and
communique. If killing were a sacred act; one could understand the noble gesture to 
wait to be appointed an executioner by a Master/Mistress with the conviction that the 
opfer chosen was particularly important for some long-term strategy of vital 
importance to the Sinister Dialectic. But killing is mundane, whether in war or in a 
domestic dispute, the act is performed to serve the interests of the killer. THEM 
believe killing is a pragmatic option/solution available to each of us, not the domain 
of a Master/Mistress; but a means to enact the will of the dark and self-possessed.

THE SINISTER GROTESQUE

The Sinister Grotesque [A SATANIC HERESY] According to a theatrical maestro 
"the art of grotesque is based on the struggle between the contents and the form". The
adherents of that theatrical approach find the struggle between the actor and his role 
on the stage more interesting and dramatic than the natural and organic performance 
when playing a role. If we look closely around us we could see this missing between 
contents and form almost everywhere. If we look at ourselves we could see the same 
phenomenon within us too. As if everything is a grotesque bigger than life. It’s an 
abysmal revealing. It’s, in fact, a tragicomic situation. Only an experienced Satanist 
(a Master/Mistress) could feel at ease with that fact. 
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Here is the heresy: Satan, in fact, is a grotesque archetype, rather than an Apollonian 
perfectionist. Yes, the Prometheo-Faustian-Luciferian aspect of Satan is Apollonian 
indeed, but it’s only an aspect and it is this aspect namely, which makes Satan seem 
as a tragic character. It’s the heroic but hopeless struggle for perfection in the material
(causal) world which characterises that aspect and the only thing which attains to the 
Divine Immortality is the Fallen Angel’s pride... It is what reincarnates itself and the 
tragedy repeats again and again. It’s the doom of all the empires established upon the 
ideal of greatness. The intellectuals with a Nazarene predisposition of mind like very 
much to invent moral fables based on that aspect of Satan. There are, however, some 
would be Satanists who are not able to be even tragic heroes. 

Their strain to fit themselves to that role model is often ridiculous and grotesque. It’s 
again because of the missing between the form and the contents - and that missing is 
not always because of the lack of sincerity in their intent. It may not even be because 
of the lack of will-power. For example, one may have no appropriate physical 
qualities and one’s physical construction may not allow one to develop the athletic 
body of some Hellenic sculpture (with the smallest possible penis) and one may feel 
trauma in the process and even get ill, go mad or may commit suicide and get saved 
by some loving Nazarene girl in the last moment... One’s sensitiveness could prove 
greater than one’s strength or vice versa: all of the struggle for balance could produce 
an even greater imbalance: all of the struggle for harmony could produce a greater 
disharmony. Training, competition, struggle, success and struggle again - otherwise 
you are neither a Satanist nor an Aryan. But all the sport, art, music, all the 
classicism, all the divine ambition could be reduced to strain and strain over strain 
again. 

Yet all the efforts could suddenly turn into a catalogue of failures, accumulating 
complex over complex and the final strain could end in a noisy farting...And all this 
under the strict and critical look of Apollo. What a shame indeed! xxvi There is, 
however, a rather sinister aspect of Satan, who has been somewhat neglected by the 
Western Dark Tradition - that of Dionysus. It happened to me to be born in the native 
land of that mysterious Thracian deity, who was the opposing counterpart of Apollo 
during the so-called Hellenic Aeon. The former Thracian land is abundant of 
archaeological evidence about the Thracian culture which was in no way lower than 
the Hellenic one and in some aspects even more profound, especially as regards the 
Dark mysteries. 

Neither were the Thracians lesser Aryans than the Hellenes, nor there were enemies 
who didn’t taste their deadly battle skills. However, due to the long presence of the 
Turko-Semitic hordes, and the misery caused by the consequences of the two World 
Wars, that region has sunk in oblivion and lies beyond the scope of the Western 
culture which knows about Dionysus only by some Hellenic and Roman sources. 
Unfortunately, while the West weighs if it is to turn its attention to that vital region 
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for its cultural inheritance, the present local sub-humans will destroy or sell 
everything abroad. Some say Dionysus was a deity of the wine, women and songs, in 
brief, a god of merriment, and they aren’t wrong provided they can see the merriment
beyond the Abyss and the Trance of Sorrow. Dionysus’s merriment is beyond all that 
strain of the struggle for perfection and excellence - he has experienced much more.

Dionysus’s music was rhythmic - the dithyramb, some kind of spontaneously 
measured singing, playing and dancing which excited a lewd ecstasy ending in an 
orgasmic death.(A very pale analogy could be made with the modern techno-rave 
culture, but it could be misleading.) Dionysus’s trance was in-between sex and death, 
in-between the comedy and tragedy, sliding as a snake between all the pairs of 
opposites and going beyond the whole paradox of Being. Yet this trance wasn’t 
Buddha’s Non-Being. The latter, if we are to follow Schopenhauer’s logic, is also in 
result of the Apollonian striving to perfection. 

This whole thing could be expressed by the magick of grotesque, which is a 
deliberate acceptance of the missing between form and contents, some sinister letting 
go with the paradoxical mystery of Being. It’s some bizarre releasing from all the 
strain after perfection, some perverse enjoyment in the asymmetric and 
disharmonious, some ecstatic rejoicing in "the obscene and distorted character of the 
Universe" as Crowley once wrote. The very fact, that we as human beings, are 
predestined to die, is tragic enough, and the whole strain after perfection could only 
make the biologic tragedy to seem beautiful, making of it an aesthetic. Dying for an 
ideal could make sense of life indeed. Striving to see the harmonious structure of the 
things in Nature and living accordingly, also makes sense of life. Seeking to 
individuate one’s consciousness from the collective unconsciousness could make of 
one a magickian and magickians are able to make sense of life not only for 
themselves. Aspiring to attain an acausal Immortality would make probably the 
greatest sense xxvii of human life. And so on: this is what differentiates the 
Apollonian individuals from these who live as it fits to their unconscious urges. 

The Dionysian individuals are, in fact, rare, but one cannot confuse them with others 
when one meets them. As if their very presence creates some distortion in their 
surroundings. The missing between their form and contents is usually evident but it’s 
as if they feel at ease with that fact and not only make no attempt to hide it but 
sometimes even deliberately seek to make it more evident in a way that everybody 
around them starts to feel uncomfortable by realising a similar incongruity in 
themselves. That’s why people are either ready to throw stones at or to applaud the 
presence of such individuals, or both things simultaneously. Usually, however, people
either try to avoid them, or try not to remark their presence. Such individuals often 
feel themselves as if they were a mistake of the very Nature but at the same time they
rejoice in the absurd fact of their being. Their existence is living evidence that Chaos 
is not just an abstraction. They are the tragicomic characters in the play of Being, the 
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jesters of Chaos itself. They open sinister nexions with their very presences and make
the people around them laugh and cry simultaneously. They are the true archetype 
behind the Great Fool of the Tarot tradition: the guy who parodies the Magus’s 
perfect jugglery. 

To play deliberately false is a subtler art than the perfect performance. The Dionysian
principle could be regarded as releasing the tension of the Apollonian perfectionism. 
It’s also the mocking aspect of Satan and those who are not able to laugh together 
with Satan are their own accusers. They have just taken themselves too seriously and 
there is no need of anybody to accuse them when hearing the final sardonic laughter...

THE SOBER RE-REALIZATION OF THE HUMAN
CONDITION

“Life is but a walking shadow, a poor player that struts and frets his hour upon the 
stage, and then he’s heard no more. It is a tale, told by an idiot full of sound and fury, 
signifying, nothing.” – William Shakespeare. For all their efforts, for all their striving,
scheming, day-to-day detailing in their infinite scope and detail such as the mind is 
capable, for sex, for power, for status, for everlasting glory, for dominance, for legacy
– can you name a single Gladiator? A single Noble from Sumeria? A single person 
that does not appear in history books and whose life has faded to nothing but 
fragmented tatters lost in the Abyss? No – you can’t. And one day, Soon, human, you 
too will pass from this world to oblivion. For all your struggle, for all your striving, 
whatever you think, whatever power you think you hold, or have grasped from Gods 
unseen, however proud you are, however rich, however happy, or self-important – 
you will return to dust – swept away by the tide. You will be forgotten, and you will 
be lost to time. You will be You no more, but the nameless, faceless, lifeless corpses 
on which your young boots now tread in the cemeteries, where you stand in the 
shadow of the buildings that built your world long before you arrived in it, and the 
roads you took to get there. Everything you built, to dust. Everything you said to dust.
Everything you are, and were, to dust. And in the face of this magnificent awakening 
to your impending death, what do you claim? Fearlessness? Pride? Your 
‘Accomplishments’? – Your ‘Achievements’? 

If yours are so mighty, then you can name Theirs, for if such ‘Deeds’ are to be 
remembered, where are they? Beyond the handful of scribbled notes of historical 
fumbling, that glorified a few random souls while the many went unanswered, 
unheard? Do you have to conquer the planet to be remembered, invent the light-bulb, 
become the focus of learning and education, in some way, stand Out, to convince 
others of your majesty? To ashes you are going. Day by day, disintegrating into 
nothing while the incessant jackboots of those behind you in their millions 
juggernaut, war machine, erasing whatever footsteps you may have left on your 
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proud march, foolish soldier of fortune. All those things you grasp, all those dreams 
you dream, all those you crush underfoot to get what you want – to be who you are – 
will soon be an Other, embodied in the same game, stepping over your grave, 
nameless and dead. And all you gave in this mad struggle, thrashing about like an 
idiot siren blindly echoing all those others before you imbued by the light that shone 
and faltered, thought itself in control, will come to naught, devoid entirely of reason. 
It is they who will take you, they who will ensure others forget you. THEM – who 
persist, eternal.

THE FORMULA FOR CHANGE [I-X]

[I]

One day two Alchemists were trying to create the Philosophers Stone.

Alchemist B watched as Alchemist A added aquae vitae. Then watched as he added 
more aquae vitae. Then watched again with surprise as the Alchemist added more 
aquae vitae.

Alchemist B remarked: What are you doing?

Alchemist A replied: Well, I’m creating the Philosophers Stone?

Alchemist B replied: By adding the same element over and over? Don’t you know 
that Alchemy requires many different types of substance? What difference to the 
formula can you make if every element you add, is identical?

Alchemist A’s subsequent reply, was of no consequence.

[II]

Alchemist A added the copper sulphate which shone a brilliant hue, quart dram of 
gold that delighted the mixture dividing it into dragons viridian and lilac, and the 
slice of apple exposed to the rays of the moon which fell innocuously into the tincture
bleeding a trail of crimson wake.

Such beautiful ingredients he breathed in admiration. Surely all privy to this process 
could agree.

Then, in the firelight, his brow crumpled as he stared at the next ingredient on the 
table. He turned to Alchemist B who was patiently observing.
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It won’t explode when I put it in will it? he asked.

Alchemist B replied, yes, almost certainly. But it is essential to the process.

Alchemist A pointed to a pale-yellow cone of powder.

And that, he said, isn’t that extremely poisonous, wont the odours hasten us to the 
grave?

Alchemist B replied, yes, almost certainly. But it is essential to the process.

Alchemist A pointed again to the table, and the hideously ugly toad that besquat 
there.

And that? It’s so ugly, is it really necessary?

Alchemist B replied, yes, almost certainly. It is essential to the process.

Alchemist A threw his hands up in the air and raged about the room. You’d see us 
killed, you’re a madman, a lunatic, you’ve taken leave of your senses!

Alchemist B replied, yes, almost certainly. It is essential to the process.

Alchemist A shook his head, fine, you do it. I’ll watch from the oubliette.

Alchemist B picked up the explosive, the poison, and the ugly toad and held them 
above the tincture.

Alchemist A overcome with the need to protect his brethren pleaded with him to 
abandon the process.

Alchemist B ignored his companions’ pleas and dropped the ingredients into the mix-
ture. The resulting explosion and poison vapour quickly killed him, painting the walls
of the room with his and the toads’ innards.

Alchemist A rushing in with his mouth covered by rag, waved frantically at the blue 
smoke, clearing it from his view – and there in the midst lay a gleaming stone of such
beauty he could only stare – as words echoed in his head.

Essential to the process…
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[III]

One immortal day in human history, the entire human race succeeded in destroying
their ego’s. And they were heard from no more.

[IIII]

Alchemist A throttled the life out of Alchemist B and ate the brains from his skull.

Now you probably didn’t expect that did you.

[V]

Alchemist B turned the crystal glass orb in his hand.

I see things, he said.

Alchemist A replied: What do you see?

Alchemist B replied: I see a fierce battle between two men, each with an army behind
them.

Alchemist A remarked: Why are they fighting?

Alchemist B replied: Today, for my entertainment. Tomorrow, to become the Past
from which I learn the Future.

Alchemist A replied: Who is winning?
Alchemist B replied: I am. They fought, so I don’t have to.

Alchemist A promptly smashed a heavy mahogany chair over Alchemist B, knocking
him to the ground dead with his orb which smashed into shards.

You always have to fight, remarked Alchemist A.

And opened the door to the beautiful Alchemist C.

[VI]

Alchemist B stood staring at the beaker in front of him. His eyes were strained,
bloodshot, his clothes reeked of being unwashed, his hair was flat and lank, his skin

pallid and greasy.
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Alchemist A arriving for a visit asked in surprise: how long have you been standing
there?

Alchemist B, unblinking, simply replied, ‘change is slow’.

[VII]

Hearing a knock at the door Alchemist B hurried to to open it. There in front of him
stood the travelling gold merchant.

“Need gold? For your studies, m’lord?”

Alchemist B smiled, “no, we’re fine, we have plenty of gold, thank you.” And shut
the door.

Alchemist B returned to his experiment.

Moments later he turned to Alchemist A and said, “we’re out of gold, I need you to
visit the village and get some for our next process.”

Alchemist A looked surprised and remarked – “but you said we had plenty?”

Alchemist B remarked, “no, I told him we had plenty, I didn’t tell you we had none.”

[VIII]

Alchemist A had carefully prepared the entire host of ingredients over 15 hours. 

Everything lay neatly assembled upon his lamp-lit table, each substance carefully
measured and dosed and arranged in an orderly fashion to be placed into the beaker

and crucibles sequentially with maximum perfection.

Halfway through and priding himself on his organisation, Alchemist B passed by,
observed the systematic arrangement and without further ado reached into his pockets

and threw whatever was in them into the bubbling elixirs.

Alchemist A yelled in frustration: “Oi! What the fuck?!”

Alchemist B merely replied – “you’ll work it out.”

[IX]
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One day two Alchemists were trying to create the Philosophers Stone.

Alchemist B watched as Alchemist A added aquae vitae. Then watched as he added
more aquae vitae. Then watched again with surprise as the Alchemist added more

aquae vitae.

Alchemist B remarked: What are you doing?

Alchemist A replied: Well, I’m creating the Philosophers Stone?

Alchemist B replied: By adding the same element over and over? Don’t you know
that Alchemy requires many different types of substance? What difference to the

formula can you make if every element you add, is identical?

Alchemist A replied: It is not called a Concentration for nothing. Change requires its
own absence. This too is essential to the process. As is knowing where and when.

[X]

Alchemist A watched with some curiosity as Alchemist B folded empty paper, sealed
it in an envelope, and sealed it under lock and key.

Why keep this one secret, if it has no secret, he asked?

Alchemist B merely smiled and replied: There must always be mystery in the world.
Lest everything become hollow.

XORCERY: BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Cymatics – the creation (or revelation) of geometry, shapes and patterns when matter 
is vibrated by sound is a vastly ancient comprehension. It – may have been widely 
used in ancient times to perform all manner of feats and effects today we consider 
impossible – or lack the imagination and depth of appreciation for sounds agency, to 
consider at all. ‘Sticks and Stones may break my bones – but words will never hurt 
me’ – the stubborn, deflective mantra of many children, and some adults deployed as 
a coping strategy when teased, or verbally assaulted ignores the fact that Words – 
utterances of sound – arranged into particular strings – can very easily kill you or 
cause you, to kill. Words – the vibration of air, a formation of pneuma, the breath of 
life – can completely fold your reality, build empires, change how you treat others or 
others treat you – overnight, and even in an instant. 

They can condemn, coerce, corrupt, create. Words – carelessly and carefully spoken 
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by almost every human on the planet – phrased and framed – spat and sung – 
channelled and churned – are one of the quintessential elements of Sorcery. We may 
know them as Speech or Anti-Music. We – the human being, ourselves a product of 
sound vibrating at specific levels to hold us together are an instrument – through 
which Voice, Vox Humana, Anti-Music emanates. We are restricted because of our 
size, shape and apparatus to only speak or hear between a limited range of hertz (Hz),
pitch and tone. Outside of these limitations lies an immensity like that of the stars 
which we can never touch, know or experience – and so we must remain fixed on one
star, like our dogged dreams of landing on Mars – while untold other planets are 
ignored because they do not suit – us. 

Chant, choirs, musical instruments, birdsong, were developed to imitate and flow 
with and compliment the natural phenomena and vibrations of matter. They were 
tuned and toned to generate frequencies, melodies, enchantments – and to summon, 
channel and direct force. The bringing together of people to sing in unison or 
combination is an extraordinarily powerful event – the sound created enraptures 
human beings, changes their thoughts, vibrates through them and the group and 
creates sacred geometric energies. It is worth noting that Churches, Mosques and 
many organised religions favour a square or rectangular arrangement of architectural 
structure and people to perform choirs or sing music – while ancients appear to have 
favoured round architecture and ringed choirs and movements such as dancing or 
singing in a circle. 

If Churches did not also use music as a sorcerous addition to enforcing their message,
and require such rigid shapes in order to include a leader at the front of the church 
who might also give a sermon – they too might use a circle. Assemblies that use 
squares and rectangles generally denote a hierarchy, with everyone facing the same 
way and more often than not, situated lower than the speaker who stands solitary at a 
podium raised above and in front of them at a fair distance. A circle however is a 
different beast – it symbolises equality and harmony, unison and dissolution – there is
often no hierarchy in a circle – its very shape is universally adopted when people 
come together to place their hands on each other’s to form a psychic knot of 
entanglement that ties them all to one another as equal partners. It is adopted for 
many joyous dances, and famously depicted in Arthurian legend as a sovereign unity 
of democratic rule. Many ancient symbols employ the circle – whilst Christianity 
invokes the cross and the triangle. National Socialism also invoked sharp angular 
symbolism but interestingly – never formed a symbol of its own, borrowing the Sun 
Wheel for their infamous ‘Swastika’. 

The underlying sound gives rise to manifest shape – some are harmonious, others are 
a distortion. Christianity, denuded in some ways, still has a gargantuan grasp of the 
world because it was and is – formed of genuine Sorcerers – melders of form, who 
understood the archaic currents of the preworld uncovered by others – and used them 
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to their advantage to re-craft time, space and reality – the artefacts of which are 
omnipresent. But they are a distortion – National Socialism is another distortion – 
without a symbol even of its own it is easy to understand why this form was born 
aborted, but the majesty of the original symbol before it was confiscated has its own 
real power – power the Nazis borrowed to append to their misshapen paradigm of the 
Third Reich – so it continues. Run on the battery of the Sun Wheel and forces far 
older than time, it reignites the stunted, regressive militant with its original burning 
spark – who can no more comprehend why he has become a national socialist – than 
he can face the crippling xenophobic and myopic fear that crushes him into rank and 
file and steals his life and gift to direct life toward a meaningless detritus in the 
amusing belief they are an ‘overman’ or ‘Ubermensch’. 

The Cross stretches across the canvas of time and space, controlling and representing 
perception in the 4th dimension by breadth and width, by binary at odds or dichotomy
– two forces at cross purposes to create friction and a singular point (The Present). 
The symbol taken as the Swastika represented 6th dimension – time and space plus 
spirallic cycles inward and outward, both in compliment and contradiction – a reality 
the 4th dimension cannot fathom or retain control from within, so, a cross – the single
most sorcerous anti-music that fixes the world and its inhabitants in place like nails, 
bolting us to a distorted perception of ourselves, others, our collectivity and our gift. 
The swastika, its original authentic fire and power mis-used for Germany’s War 
Machine, tacked on, results not in an understanding of cycles, forms or forces – or an 
Aevolution, but only in temporal bound deformities, ‘higher beings’ in word and 
rhetoric alone, while their actions are those of amoeba, the same clumsy steps of a 
billion lesser humans before them and nothing else, thumping into walls and each 
other as morons still grasping the basics of the human body and potential. Stealing its
Intent -to patch onto their shabby flags – has done nothing but obscure the stars. 

We have shone a light numerous times on the power of Words, from ‘Chronobet’, to 
‘Analysis of Frequency’. There are – still many many vestiges – that point the 
Sorcerer toward this ancient art, both the promises of peril and discord, and creation 
and harmony demonstrated throughout human history. Sound motivates us more than 
visuals, sound dominates our reactive instinct, sound is the wild magic, the anti-music
of the human race that has gotten away from us, the chthonic fire of life itself that we 
mimic and mantra with little understanding and even less comprehension. What we 
say, the noises we make, are all devastatingly powerful and all too often immensely 
destructive. 

In my experience as an occult teacher, I have seen hundreds of instances where even 
without voice and using only words, my sentiments or arrangement of letters bring 
dynamic changes to a person’s life, bearing, behaviour, meaning and direction. This is
even more pointed in person – described as being ‘highly persuasive’ it is simply my 
ability to identify and then bend or break the struts that hold up a form a person is 
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dominated by, that make me so. But we as a species are lost, corrupted and have let 
Sound slip away from our once majestic grasp. We fundamentally understand how to 
fashion words into weapons – how to wound someone, change and manipulate the 
perceptions of others using them, and the soothing effect they can have when we use 
them in a harmonious way. Yet we stay silent when we should speak and speak when 
we should be silent. 

Our timing of sound and rabid exhalations are at a legendary cacophonous level – and
our collective vibration is causing us all violent increases in suffering. To wit, I 
prophesied that it will not be long, and perhaps as early as 2020, before we begin to 
experience enormous, devastating earthquakes on the planet that will form the second
stage of crystallisation of the Undividual. THEY have delivered the first stage as the 
Plague – which will level Individualism and dissolve ish-ness and ismism, Our 
vibrations and collective sound making are exciting one another into such a frenzy it 
is now destroying buildings and architecture, symbols and sounds themselves. When 
we consider that every group of people has their own patterns and vibrations, and 
these mix with new vibrations and groups of people – the resulting geometry which 
manifests as the Events those people experience – is extreme and complex – and is 
now at such a level that it is tearing through the concept and paper castles erected as 
the ‘United States’ and levelling it to the ground. There are simple, elegant, timeless 
reasons for the existence of concepts such as peace, understanding, harmony, 
kindness, charity, benevolence, generosity and sacrifice. 

We each know intimately from daily experience that the way we speak to a person 
dictates the reaction we will get from them – we recognise that different people 
require different words, different sounds. Women utilise their second, softer voice to 
great effect often invisibly, men speak faster or slower to retain hierarchy and assert 
or relinquish control, some people respond more to force than to form, and some 
people respond more to form than to force. Propaganda, symbolism, poetry, music, 
argument, debate, command, reason, colours, clever titles, clumsy slurs – we use 
them all to create change in those around us and within us – but without a greater 
appreciation of the immense and unrivalled power of sound, of our Words – we 
endlessly slice one another to ribbons, form parties and attack a singular person with 
a barrage of hate, or cut ourselves so deeply we lie bleeding – because we have lost 
the ability to master and manage, Sound. I’ve had the opportunity and the ability to 
create fanatical warriors with my words, to create many violent and nihilistic 
individuals hypnotised by what I say to them – like a snake charmer charms a cobra 
with vibration. 
Over two decades I have encountered thousands of vulnerable, impressionable, 
malleable, controllable individuals that I have instructed in occult matters, shared a 
journey with, or learned from in my own vulnerable state. In all cases the common 
denominator was their motivation to Seek, to Know, to Understand. Like a glass 
bottle – what they pour into themselves or have poured into them – often determines 
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the taste, colour and flavour of philosophical wine they will pour into the next cup 
they encounter and that will pour from their vessel. While always an alchemical 
process of change and flux this vessel – every form that distils in their bottle has a life
of its own, a certain length and depth of dimension that to approach, cradle, embrace, 
exhibit (and sorcerers aim, evolve) is entirely capable of ensuring what they pour 
from their vessel remains relatively fixed for a given amount of time. 

For example – and I use this example owing to the perceived prevalence of the “far-
right” growing globally – One does not become a National Socialist overnight except 
to join to a force hoping badge-flashing is enough, no, one studies WW2, one finds 
succour and sustenance in what Hitler did, said and achieved and finds themselves 
persuaded word through symbol that this is the form by which they identify, that there
is or was some form of injustice executed within a racially aligned paradigm, and a 
specific enemy or set to combat – and filled with artificial poignancy, a sense of 
spiritual or political duties, which they will adopt and champion, which they will 
serve and protect. This – takes time. All forms, once inside the bottle, will borrow a 
period of life from the vessel to live themselves out. During which – One tends to 
surround one’s vessel with Pourers who add more of the same, strengthening the wine
(viz. form) until it is fermented into vinegar. On that day, the wine sours, and the 
bottle is no longer the vessel, it is the contents of the bottle, that use the vessel merely
to hold together. Some vinegared vessels will add a cork to their bottle – preventing 
any new wines from being added, and ostensibly fix their vessel into a permanent, 
stagnant concoction. 

Many, dozens, of my peers went on to create their own groups and temples – some 
pre-dated my own – but of them there are none that did not seek ownership of their 
visitors who slowly became disciples and whose wine was eventually turned to 
vinegar, forever trapping them under the iron fist of some form or another. Numerous 
of these devolved into NS, Satanic, Fanatic or other hateful, simple rock-throwing 
drudgeons reminiscent of Cro-Magnon man, to which devolutions were attached 
elegant soliloquy to disguise their actual wallowing in mud flinging shit as numinous 
praxis, supremacy or poignant authenticity – much like car manufacturers sell 
obnoxious vehicles to obnoxious people by borrowing the ringing power inherent in 
perennial wisdom to craft an enticing enchantment. 

So many – absorbed the same material with such promise and somehow regressed 
into violent automatons dominated and ruled by the contents of their bottle, and too, 
so many believe this ageless clash of dumb-ass against dumb-ass like children 
eternally in the sandpit is worthy of the mechanism and vessel they were gifted – Our
Temple of THEM. For these mighty scholars that are obsessed by a single star in the 
tapestry of a studded cosmic blanket – the wonders of the unlimited universe breathe 
a patient sigh. Naturally I exhibit great scorn for this, borne of despair that humans 
are exhausting idiots that have gotten virtually nowhere in all of the time on this 
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planet.

God gave me the gift of knowing Bliss – he gave me no instructions and said nothing 
– but following that reception my response ever since has been to seek the means and
method to stop the cycles on a large scale that have been the reality into which I was 
born and push humanity forward so it can try again because this practice run was an 
absolute fucking disaster. For this reason, THEY chose the form they did – a form 
against which we have no defence, cannot fight, cannot see and do not even need to 
believe in for it to decimate our societies. We are fighting each other – but fighting 
the virus together, impossible as it would be for humanity to work together just once 
in recent history, is also not the lesson. Fighting – is the lesson. The word, the action, 
the problem – the rapidity of human beings to regress to it. In the 50’s people were 
very fond of UFO’s and Aliens – often dreaming that when the flying saucers came to
Earth we would greet them from the rooftops with signs of Peace, that we would 
meet these strange little green men that exited the floating disc and spark a revolution
in galactic space-faring. 

Our movies, books, urban myths, conspiracies, documentaries, ancient and current 
histories are littered with all manner of aliens of all types and disposition. But now, 
that the flying saucers are here, and the aliens have arrived – no-one has come out to 
greet them because we cannot see them. But they are here, in their trillions, a silent, 
invisible alien invasion by another species with which we did not anticipate and 
cannot communicate. Cymatics – demonstrates – that all matter takes shapes based on
the sound that passes through it. Did, we, as a collective race, create this Virus 
through our collective sound – through our boiling hatred, prejudice, cruelty, 
nastiness, violence, regressive arrogance and mean-spirit. When you vibrate certain 
substances the individual particles form larger ones (hence propaganda or rhetoric 
forms tribal groupings, forms societies, forms empires) – but – when the majority of 
the planets people are vibrating like this, with fear, anger, violence – the planet, will 
react. And, so it has. 

It reflects our presence, our behaviour and our voracious discordant atonal quality – 
which is so disharmonious the Earth is a shadow of its former self, with great waste, 
mistreatment and caustic anti-living with the land – it is with cosmic amusement and 
karmic justice that people are taken by surprise when she seeks to reflect our 
treatment of her, back to us. When I say the populace is reacting with aeonic knee-
jerks I refer to the temporality through which it devises minute by minute solutions, 
actions, reactions trapped inside a rigid importance of the Present – ‘lock-downs’, 
‘suppression’, ‘vaccines’. But we who wish to evolve must look far beyond that – and
we must understand that the modern lens is fractured, the result of its outcomes are 
what we see today, the results of our understanding is what we see today – people 
hitting each other, calling each other names and wasting oxygen in hate-fumed 
vessels boiling over with vitriol, stacked in hierarchies the world over applying forces
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in a downward spiral to those below – indeed, it is very hard to fathom, why it is 
necessary for humanity to survive, to appreciate that it has any kind of goal beyond 
stubborn persistence through rape and love, to grasp why beyond its tenacious 
survival instinct it struggles to save itself at all. Merely because it Is, does it do so. 

But of reasons for humanity to continue, to keep perpetuating suffering or joy – there 
are scant. There is nothing important about us but the importance we presume. All we
have done and do is bicker and smite. Hard as it may be to appreciate – what is 
emerging is the Dawn of the Undividual, a new Aeon that will emerge from the ashes 
of this one and give rise to a Ahuman being that resembles only the shape of the last 
but nothing of the content. We will re-learn the majesty, agency and necessity of 
mastering Sound – and we will discover how to move gigantic stones, carve solid 
rock and drain the oceans – for the Ice Age is coming, and after that the need for 
Ahumans to live underground, some practice of which, we shall all get very soon. It 
would be mindless naivety to believe that any kind of peace is possible at this 
juncture – in fact the very opposite is necessary, the disintegration of the aeon and its 
forms can only come with holocaust and war, suffering and bloodshed, deafness and 
violence, destruction and annihilation – Death is the great Teacher, but our self-
destructive tendency is our Master. 

As the Omnicaust envelops us in the greatest darkness we have yet known in modern 
times, the ugly din our planet is making will only foment the most intricate and 
explosive disasters – and all that will come for the next four years will be a ceaseless 
bombardment of noise with the daily challenge posed to not succumb to madness. 
But by 2025, there will be more than just the inkling of a new human being present 
on this planet and more than just a passing of the former one. The fulcrum will have 
shifted, and the weight will be on the side of evolution. In the meantime – there is 
great gravity in the phrase ‘Be excellent to each other’ – try to remain silent at least a 
few times a day as there is more than enough noise being made already – and prepare 
for a rude awakening that sorcery is unshakably real as is your responsibility to all 
human life

REICHNO-CONTRA

A New Sound [1]

The original concept of "Reichno" was the fusion of White Power messages with 
hostile subtleties of the Holocaust and the contemporary trance of techno - designed 
to match pace with and then speed up the heartbeat resulting in frenzy.

"Contra" - is a new design. It fuses rap music with layers of contradictory sound-
bites. Martin Luther King's speech to the nation is interspersed with the established 
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ethos of the street violence embodied by rappers Tupac Shakur and Notorious B.I.G / 
or - recorded footage from the chaos of the unfolding LA Riots simultaneously is 
heard as George Bush Snr gives an address to the UN on the New World Order and 
the control such an order will ostensibly exercise. A third layer of vocals, unusual and
usually absent in contemporary music which concerns itself with clarity by restricting
itself to main and backing vocals - offers juxtaposition to the political machinations 
of the speeches illustrating the difference between well-intended rhetoric and the 
reality of the blood-soaked streets and desperation of the Afro-American culture via 
its sub-culture.

Shakur's Black Panther influences and undeniable drive toward self-realisation made 
him a potent political speaker and legendary rapper. Luther's poignant dream speech 
is further counter-pointed by the inclusion of these two rap moguls. famous for the 
East-West Coast rap wars resulting in both of them being gunned down within weeks 
of each other. Behind all of this raw reality of which the rappers spoke, stand the 
shadowy figures of politics, in turn implementing or resisting the invisible hand of 
power from the Illuminati that Shakur became aware of in prison and ostensibly gave 
the middle-finger.

Contra is defined by layering contrasting or contradictory audio deliveries and 
concepts over, under and either side of a third main lyrical track- and by using a 
noticeable break in the melody where it falls silent for a period of a few seconds only 
to build back up again - as well as a three-step pattern of silent stops that shock the 
listener and accentuate both the melody and the main lyrics with their absence. The 
pauses, break the spell of musical entrancement and remind the listener of their 
reality being artificially constructed, imperfect, a mode. Contra also has the 
characteristic of using a melody with a Sinister tonal set, to create an unnerving, 
threatening feel. It's messages and music seeks to incite emotions of unrest, feelings 
of injustice and anger toward authority.

Certainly - THEM also has A Dream.

REICHNO-CONTRA: REVISITED [2]

Reichno-Contra is a 'new sound'. It takes what is highest in a culture (Reichno) and 
contrasts it with what is lowest (Contra). While simultaneously pitting two opposing 
cultures against one another. Said another way, it contrasts a culture's aspirations and 
dreams, with its reality and nightmare, and includes an opposing contrast of a 
competing culture.

For example, in a track no longer available but also created by'DJ Rayne' the 
juxtaposed soundtrack of woman being tortured and screaming in pain was overlaid 
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with women in ecstasy in the throes of orgasm. The overwhelming 'mixed-message' 
forces the subconscious to split in order to try and listen/perceive both tracks, often 
alternating between hyper-attention to one extreme over the other, as holding them 
both in consciousness is a difficult task. The dual-sound forces the listener to struggle
to identify and enjoy their preference of the two, also flooding them with its 
opposition. This creates sonic and cognitive dissonance which overcomes the focus 
of a song/composition on a single subject to the detriment of its counterpart. The 
brain must then try to cope with the aural assault which challenges preconceptions 
about how music should sound, how forms should be monolithic, and invites a deeper
contemplation of the space between tensions. Since neither soundtrack is wholly 
discernible, it mutates into binaural confusion and creates an entirely new sound that 
forces the energy, meaning and gravitas of both concepts to the conscious mind, 
rather than the usual programmed feed of one at a time. The listener may find 
themselves mentally muting their preference in order to hear the competing message -
in itself, the esoteric aim of Reichno-Contra is to develop tolerance, empathy, unity 
through its heretical onslaught by collapsing both forms. There is inherent within it 
too, a deliberate ambiguity for the listener to determine what exactly the composer is 
trying to say: this ambiguity makes it uncertain whether the music is positive/friendly
or cloaked/sinister.

In 'I Have A Dream' the 14 min track features a sinister undertone or sub track 
overlaid with two diametric energies that occur semi-simultaneously. The sinister 
element in this piece was a variant of John Murphy's 'In the House in a Heartbeat' 
from the classic zombie movie '28 Days Later'. This element supplies an unsettling 
feeling or association of horror or darkness.

The speech of Martin Luther King considered a high cultural point in Black history 
(Reichno) is contrast with the reality of black life in the ghettoes that gave rise to rap 
(Contra). That is, the hopes, dreams, aspirations of black America are confronted with
the reality that has emerged and solidified many years later. While King waxes lyrical
about his children being judged not from the colour of their skin but by the content of
their character, of the freedom of black America, the emancipation - 2pac and Biggie 
are scheming about mundane kills and rampant black hostility in a subculture of 
gangs, guns and violence. At the same time, white narratives interject (viz. a speech 
on the New World Order by George Bush Snr) which represent opposing forces to 
both cultures which challenge(d) and compete(d) with the high and low black culture.
Therein we have high black culture contrasted by low black culture challenged by 
high white culture and then despite all these lofty ideals the reality of life with the 
Los Angeles Riots - also set to rap (A capella by 2Pac, Biggie). Literally, high white 
culture (media with helicopters) hovers above low black culture (riots). Finally, low 
white culture expressed with the ultra-violence inculcated into the slaves of the state 
via Full Metal Jacket's 'this is my rifle' caps it off. The music is intended to depress 
the listener with its comparison of how far its culture has fallen; expressing themes of
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hopelessness, shame, guilt, anger, sadness, despair, violence, realism, control, 
manipulation and cultural rejection.

Reichno-Contra distorts and turns iconographic cultural references in upon 
themselves. For instance, a speech by Adolf Hitler can be contrasted with the sound 
of worshippers at Mecca circling the Ka'aba. Songs such as Deutchland Uber Alles 
can overlay recordings of verbal Jewish ritual ceremony, scripture reading, Israel's 
national anthem or speeches of a current actor such as Netanyahu declaring war on 
Gaza. A sinister undercurrent might be as simple as a continual note of E Major or the
low chanting in Carmina Buerana's O Fortuna and the sound of a train (with obvious 
implications), or Tubular Bells from the Exorcist. Likewise, a British speech 
announcing the death of Hitler and the end of World War II would represent low 
German culture.

Reichno-Contra is a hideous new black magical musick developed by THEM that 
represents what CB called 'the mimicking of structures' through a forced 
enantiodroma of concepts that were devised to remain apart. Reichno-Contra 
forcefully unites two opposing currents with a sinister melody by contrasting their 
high and low cultures, tangling them into an aural war with one another. The 
musickal schema cares not for the sensibilities of the racism and racial division that 
composed them as discrete elements and disregards the supposed sacredness of their 
separation. It rejects to honour either form in its natural habitat - and distorts both 
using one against the other, representing a musickal form that expresses what CB 
labelled 'the decline and destruction of civilisation' and that is precisely what this 
music represents. Ironically, in the hope that its birth creates such terrifying heretical 
variants so as to eventually ruin modern music and spawn a return to the seven notes, 
over the course of some hundred years, of course.

[In senses, direct and figurative, Reichno-Contra is intended to represent steps toward
a musickal equivalent of Myatt's Star Game.]

VEXAGRAM

All forms are susceptible to countermeasures by even basic means. Forms can be 
likened to geometric keys with uniquely shaped teeth that fit a corresponding lock to 
make each half compliment the other. The key needs certain conditions to be met (to 
be locked in) to have effect and make the total form effective.

The Key here relies on the frequency and type of words used to indicate the ratio and 
rationale of people. It is an applied assumption (rightly) that the way people 
communicate (The Lock) suggests only a small number ‘up to no good’ will be likely 
to use certain words with sensitive (negative) connotations with higher frequency and
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will therefore pinpoint themselves from among the faceless millions by using them.

To illustrate how the theory of form (with occult overtones) can be used to effect 
practical real- world results, this is a prototype idea for a ‘trip script’ designed to jam 
or overload the computers that search for key words and bring down the systems that 
invade our privacy. Rather than trying to omit key words from communication so as 
not to trigger a hit – Vexagram is designed for mass use to overload and render the 
search function of ‘listening’ servers such as ECHELON, or KEYNOTE obsolete by 
making all trigger-words equally common-place. But it can also act as a viral 
contagion. Distribution is indiscriminate and by default automatic; by the time you 
read the word ‘Vexagram’, the signatures of the key words below are already 
registering as a ‘hit’ coming from your computer by all active State listening systems 
– thereby instantly turning attention toward all who unknowingly ‘enter the 
Vexagram’. Distribution could also be manually effectively used as a smoke-screen 
by copying and pasting its contents before and/or after all messages and replies either
as a replica of the Vexagram or as an invisible inclusion in emails and other
messages by sizing its font to size 1 to look like innocuous dots or camouflaged 
completely as white text. Assuming it proves effective, coding retaliation would 
involve code to exclude this particular set of characters from the listening systems 
‘hit list’ as a ‘nuisance program’ – to keep Vexagram polymorphic, theoretically each 
new user should add a new word to the list or change its order.

FSB. ASIO. NSA. FBI. CIA. INTERPOL. DOD. PENTAGON. BOMB.
EXPLOSION. ASSASSINATION. ARMY. C4. SHOTGUN. BULLETS.

AMMUNITION. DUMP. VIOLENCE. PORNOGRAPHY. EXECUTION. AL
QAEDA. HIZBOLLAH. MUSLIM. MOHAMMED. KORAN. ISRAEL.

INSURGENT. MURDER. RAPE. SODOMY. ABDUCTION. KILLING. KILL.
DEATH. DIE. PAIN. TORTURE. KIDNAP. KNIFE. SNIPER. SEX. CRUEL. FIRE.

ARSON. ATTACK. DESTROY. TANK. HELICOPTER. MACHINE GUN.
GRENADE. PRESIDENT. CEO. AMERICA. TERRORIST. BEHEADING.

ARMOR. ARMED ROBBERY. MERCHANDISE. COCAINE. HEROIN. KEY.
MARIJUANA. PCP. ANGEL DUST. SHIPMENT. CONTAINER. INSIDE.

YAKUZA. IRA. SPETZNAZ. SAS. SPECIAL. DETONATE. EXPLODE. ARM.
JIHAD. 911. LIES. EXTREME. EXTREMIST. POISON. HIJACK.

IED. INCENDIARY. MISSILE. ROCKET. SEMTEX. PLASTIC. CHEMICALS.
FERTILIZER. RED PHOSPHORUS. EPHEDRINE. ABORT. BIOLOGICAL.

WEAPON. WMD. GUN. ALLAH. PLANE. DUST. POWDER. MAIL. ANTHRAX.
NERVE. VX. TRIGGER. GOD. FAITH. FAITHFUL. GOVERNMENT.
CONGRESS. WHITE HOUSE. DARPA. CDC. CONTROL. CORRUPT.

LAUNDER. MONEY. UNMARKED. ERUPT. CHAOS. CONFINE. RELIGION.
CULT. GUNMAN. SHOOTING. TRAINING. MARKSMAN. ENGINEER.

BRIDGE. BASEMENT. ABUSE. NEW WORLD ORDER. POPE. VATICAN.
DEMOLITION. SURPRISE. ACCELERANT. INCENDIARY. ACCESS. BYPASS.
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CODE. CIPHER. ACCOLADE. PRAYER. MECCA. ACCURSED. ACID.
ACOLYTE. ACTIVATE. ACTION. GAS. BLINDFOLD. NATION. POLICE.
ATTACH. FOLLOW. SURVEIL. SURVEILLANCE. CAMERA. SECURITY.

BADGE. ELECTRIC. FENCE. CUT. BOLT. TRUCK. LOAD. BARREL. SAFE.
CREDIT. APPLIANCE. STEAL. KKK. ADVANCE. POSITION. CONCEAL. HIDE.

CAMOUFLAGE. ADVERSARY. MARINE. MILITARY. CONFINEMENT. JAIL.
PRISON. GUANTANAMO BAY. CAMP XRAY. EXPERIMENT. HUMAN

RIGHTS. UNUSUAL. BLOOD. BLEEDING. FRACTURE. SKULL. AERIAL.
PHOTOGRAPHY. SPY. DRONE. KILLBOT. TECHNOLOGY. MICROCHIP.

SENSOR. RED. BLUE. JET. SABOTAGE. PROSTITUTE. EXTORTION.
RACKETEERING. PIMP. SEX TRADE. ILLEGAL. ILLICIT. SUBSTANCE.

AFGHANISTAN. FREIGHT. FUSION. AFRAID. FEAR. COLLATERAL.
DAMAGE. PROJECT. OPERATION. FILE. CASE. JUDGE. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY. BRIBE. FELLATE. AGGRESSION. WAR. WARFARE. TRIBE.
ANGRY. AGITATE. AGONY. AIM. CLIP. RELOAD. POINT. MUZZLE. FLASH.

BANG. AIR BASE. AIR ATTACK. LAUNCH. NASA. HAARP. ECHELON.
NUCLEAR. SUBMARINE. EMP. ESP. PSYCHIC. ESPIONAGE. MEETING.

ENGAGEMENT. AIR SPACE. TUBE. ALARM. WARNING. DANGER.
DISTRESS. SOS. LEAK. MOLE. PIGEON. ALGORITHM. VIRUS. PROGRAM.
WORM. ALIBI. ALKALOID. HYDROGEN. ALLIANCE. USA. AUSTRALIA.

NEW ZEALAND. FRANCE. GERMANY. ENGLAND. IRELAND. CHINA.
NORTH KOREA. BELGRADE. BAGHDAD. EGYPT. LIBYA. INDONESIA.
TAMIL. ALPHA. BETA. DELTA. EPSILON. ZETA. ASSEMBLY. AMBUSH.

AMPHETAMINE. ANARCHY. ANALYST. DIVISION. ORDER. NINE. ANGLE.
ANNODE. DIODE. CALENDAR. CLERIC. SHAH. POTASSIUM TARTRATE.
APPEARANCE. DISGUISE. FAKE. PSEUDO. PASSPORT. CUSTOMS. CALM.

ARREST. STRIP SEARCH. SEDITION. INFIDEL. CARRIER. CAMEL.
COURIER. DRUGS. ARSENIC. SUITCASE. PACKAGE. TERROR. MARSHALL.

BLADE.
STAB. CHOKE. LIGATURE. IRRADIATE. CENSOR. ASSAULT. FIGHT. UZI.

AK47. 9mm PARABELLUM. 38. 44. 45. ROUNDS. PRISONERS. CIVS.
CIVILIANS. RIFLE. FUEL DUMP. SIGHT. MINEFIELD. CALIBRE. SIGNALS.

INTELLIGENCE. BLACK. KEYCARD. BIOTECH. CLASSIFIED. ACCESS.
HACK. BALLISTICS. BEARINGS. BASE. CIVILIAN. UNAUTHORIZED.
DENIED. CLEARANCE. DEFCON. BACTERIA. AIRPORT. BARRICADE.

BARBED WIRE. BATTLE. BAZOOKA. PIPEBOMB. MOLOTOV. BENZEDRINE.
BERRETA. NATO. UN. BLACKBALL. BLOCKADE. FRAUD. BOMBARD.
BOMB CHEST. BOOBY TRAP. BOOTLEG. PIRACY. BOWIE KNIFE. BOW.

CROSSBOW. DECEPTION. TIMER. DUST. FELONY.
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BAPHOMET AND A MAN’S ROLE FOR SINISTER
WOMEN: THE GREATEST HERESY 

+o+ I was asked a question recently to the effect of: “What do you think is the greater
Heresy, NS or Islam: Hitler or Bin Laden: and which one should I aid to bring 
Chaos?” So, Satanists, want Chaos? Let me iterate what I think Chaos involves: and 
buckle up because this touches on a disturbing truth conditioned to be forgotten by 
men. A truth hideously feared. 

First some points: 1. I believe undoubtedly that there is a distinct and unchangeable 
difference between the biological, physical, and spiritual essence of Men and Women.
Men, to whom the Logos is centred, understand via their intellect. Women, to whom 
Eros is centred, feel via their emotions. 2. The ONA, have in the past, referred to their
Order’s Tradition as run/orchestrated by Women. 3. Baphomet as depicted by the 
ONA is a Beautiful Woman. 4. If Satanists want Chaos: then thus far they are looking
in the wrong quarters. Almost all of my wisdom in life has come from that invisible 
force that provides all men with a dialectic more alien than any notion of the Acausal:
of which, perhaps noticeably, I have written very little: Women. 

The fact that I have neglected from issuing my insights regarding women in a similar 
written form to all the other varied topics to which I have turned my attention: is not 
because their involvement has been minimal in my transitions – but entirely the 
contrary. The way women have helped me understand myself, them and the world is 
so far removed from being able to be understood via records and doctrines of interest 
to the egoic Logos – that I have, since I began writing, deliberately avoided insulting 
these forces by trying. But, it would appear that now is the time to pen some 
comments: pointedly, and unreservedly toward those whom are asking for, working 
toward, Chaos. I should now like to make a few comments that concern “Satanism” 
to its very core. 

~ The ONA’s recently concentrated efforts, (viz. MSS from Mythos/Wordpress) to 
supply women with an occult archetype, “the Sinister Feminine”, in order for women 
to escape what may be inevitably viewed as a Man’s concept of Women, is noble – 
but it is not enough. To try to supersede the mistakes of feminism is also noble – but 
it too is not enough. Baphomet – for all her unearthly countenance and glory, is still, 
the supply of an archetype for women, by men. That there are Mistresses/Priestesses 
in magic – is testament to a fundamental problem with the way men see women – 
namely, from the point of view of men. Women in magic are only provided a 
secondary rank and position that cannot help but be controlled and channelled 
through male charity (however good willed and intended) – because to place women 
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in this role is to ask them to act as we do, to perform an act of ego, of control, of 
openly visible acts and prowess, strength and showy displays of force and energy. 
Though women innately possess the passion, violence and strength when necessary to
act in the realm of men as men do – these are not the characteristics of women: these 
characteristics are the realm of men. And where, in rare cases – those characteristics 
are not performed by male agents – they are the result of women trying to copy him.

 When not given/living/fitting a pre-designed feminine role, whether priestess, 
waitress, or goddess by men – what, really, is the natural predisposition of women? 
When they are not occupying a male expectation of what they should be that is forced
upon them, socially, psychologically, spiritually, physically, legally, mentally, 
financially, visually, what and who, are they? Something extremely important pointed
out to me by one of THEM is as follows: “The kicker is this, when men do 
understand the role and restrictions placed on women – they still miss the point by 
trying to fix it. All women want is for men to Understand the lot of Women. Because 
through understanding the lot of women, this would be enough for men to change the 
World subtly and inevitably through their empathy with us.” The recent fascination 
with emulating for example, some aspects of the extremist factions of the Islamic 
Religious Community by becoming involved in Terrorism to hasten the end of the 
Magian Power-Structure – is when all is said and done: a male concept driven by Ego
– and, here’s the thing, a concept imprisoned within a masculine (restricted) mindset. 
Blowing people to pieces either with guns or bombs is not only needlessly 
destructive, but also a far more serious symptom of collectively increasing Self-Hate, 
inverted and projected outwards. 

Whereas, one simple, but extremely uncomfortable, indeed terrifyingly adept move – 
in line with causing Chaos, with increasing Satanas and the Dark Gods, with imbuing
personal and collective Adeptship, Acausal foresight and a practical initiative 
resulting in moving hard and fast Against Time is an understanding of the Power-
Structure of the Magian and its Male-Oriented Dominance and the depth and variety 
of One’s (Both men and women) own unconscious projections onto Women, leading 
to empathy, sympathy and a genuinely open dialogue. This does not imply a duty as 
men to try to change Women’s lot either with Feminism or even with further 
enmeshment via such noble, but in my view, similarly blinded notions of yet another 
Archetype for women to fulfil (for men) viz. Baphomet, whose archetype is a parody 
of the crux of the problem in the first place. All this questing I’ve witnessed by others
for Aliens, Dark Gods, Demons, Satan, Extra-Terrestrials, and, laughably, “Intelligent
life-forms” has been performed by people completely unaware that their very own 
unconscious projections onto this mysterious other half of our species are hiding the 
very thing they seek for. Women, very rarely get recognition – not because they don’t 
deserve it, an estimate is beyond the ken of any living being – but because they don’t 
want it. 
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The writing in Mvimaedivm IV by the Sorceress Sor Terrosa as she shared her 
wisdom on the LHP is an extremely rare case in point – most women do not express 
themselves through the written word. Women are more connected to the Earth than 
any token Lord of the Earth could ever be. It is they who carry life, who have life 
ripped from them, and who secretly, subtly control the movements and decisions of 
their men, whom in isolation, are as soft, insecure and afraid as any of the women 
they publicly claim to protect (or exploit). Of the creation of Life, Men penetrate and 
withdraw – and biologically, can only observe and watch life force. It is not their lot 
to have wombs or to bear children. I will return to this in future commentaries but it 
is one of the things that truly divides men and women – to pretend there is no 
difference is as ignorant/arrogant to believe we are completely different. 

Men, for all their wisdom, simply cannot understand why women do not write to 
express themselves like men, since logic and reason, intelligence is the language of 
man. Men do not understand why women don’t wish to be willing priestesses or fulfil
the roles those men believe can empower (“their”) women – including the archetype 
of Baphomet. They do not understand why women do not seek to wear the crowns of 
authority or fight the wars for all those self-important abstracts man convinces 
himself of or comprehend women’s complacency not to strive to be seen, recognised, 
forcefully visible or openly intellectual tour de forces engaging in ‘constructive’ 
debate and logical rational with men or with other women. 

Some Men have lost consciousness of Women and many others are in increasing 
danger of doing so in the future. The Magian power-structure has all but exhausted 
Women and distorted their inherent attributes into virtual non-existence – men no 
longer see Women as they are but in the roles that women must play if the world is to 
keep going – albeit without the recognition of their role in this. Man is mostly blind 
to Women as they Are, just as they are blind to the Dark Gods, or Acausal, as it Is. It 
is no wonder there is so much confusion and angst in the Occult when the Mysteries 
stand before Man only to be overlooked and dismissed, if seen at all. 

A shame then, that more have not had the education I have, by the women I have 
shared my life with. If, we are to be honest, and perceptive before our Time – 
magicians must understand this: If we are to withdraw everything we project upon 
women we will have to recognise that everything we withdraw is everything that Man
has placed upon them. For instance, if we withdraw their sexuality, their arts of 
making themselves beautiful, their role as housewives, girlfriends, business partners, 
mothers, sisters, – if we withdraw all of man’s projections upon women to reshape 
her as he sees fit – then we are to understand, (if we are strong enough to stomach 
this Abyss), suddenly, sadly and horribly, that we know next to nothing about the pure
emanations that ARE the force that is Women because everything they are, and that 
we are told they are, that they are told they are, is modelled after man’s expectations, 
man’s tools, man’s glass ceiling. In one aspect concerning the Sinister Feminine the 
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ONA is, in my opinion, misguided. And that aspect, is that they have made Baphomet
beautiful – and that her beauty, alone, makes her Sinister, Desirable, Powerful.

 This is a fundamental flaw that any serious magician should be warned to take more 
discerning note of – for it is in a restoration of dialogue and appreciation of women as
they Are, that a similar serious quest for destroying the Magian power-structure is 
ignited. For at this Time in our mortal coil – difference, divides, and appearance, 
conquers. In my depiction of Baphomet – unlike that of ONA, the Goddess is not a 
skinny blonde woman but a full-hipped, curvaceous faceless beauty. In her hand, she 
holds a kitchen knife. This is not an arbitrary depiction or a pro-feminist symbology –
it addresses the very serious endemic that men have no concept of more than half the 
population – and, it is an oversight, instituted by the Magian patriarchy, that will kill 
them if they do not realise this aspect of their Deep Sleep. Nor do they – though they 
can be seen to struggle against every visible “man-made” prison of words, flesh or 
time in order to “transform”, or “breakthrough”, or “mutate”, or “Become” – seek to 
extract themselves from the essence that is their own doing. 

That is not Self-Honesty it is Self-Deception. More concerning is how few Occultists,
Satanists and men have ever noticed this particularly silence inducing problem AND 
tried to fix it. Most of those that have been vocal – have been silenced by force. Were 
Women for instance, to be paid for their unpaid ‘duty’ of domestic housework, the 
payment owed would bring down the entire economy of the Western World. Without 
the compliance of women to perform the free labour system of domestic ‘duty’, 
child-rearing, etc on which the Western World depends – the illusion of strength and 
power exhibited by man and their flashy displays of ego within the Matrix, AS the 
Matrix, would come to naught. 

The Baphomet I have presenced is a force of the faceless self-projection of man’s 
insecurities and neurotic inadequacies and who represents the silent tolerance of 
billions of women with whom no genuine dialogue has taken place regarding their 
own essence as a separate people. The face of women has faded from man’s 
perception – and only the superficial myth of Beauty is in danger of remaining. On 
such I refer the reader to ‘The Beauty Myth’ by Naomi Wolf. Behind Baphomet stand
imperfect women of all shapes and sizes, a countless army of faceless, knife-wielding
dark goddesses, rising up – representing a tremendous actual, magical and figurative 
torrent of one sinister and sickening blood payment. Unbound contains a Nile of 
frustration and silence exploding forth in a voice that modern and deaf man can 
understand – a visually explicit and intellectually cognisant cry of violence and 
exasperation at the grotesque distortion imparted daily by the enormous injustices 
characteristic of male arrogance. 

But all this injustice… all the slavery, low-paid work, unpaid domesticity, child-
rearing, horseshit farce about equality and meritocracy, glass ceilings, the legalised 
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cruelty and torture of women and their place in society is, it must be said, to some 
extent tolerated by women. Not because they enjoy it or because they cannot rise 
above it but because of their subtle and stronger connection to the Earth, to the Moon,
to Life incarnate: and because they let Man have his way on the Surface, have his 
toys and his fun, while Women run the underground. For a Man to learn how to “Feel 
In the World” as a woman does, rather than “Think Of the World” as a man is 
accustomed to do – is arguably an unattainable goal. And yet, it is the greatest Satanic
and thus the most heavily buried and forcibly forgotten magical exchange there is – 
an exchange that would rip the Magian structures down irrevocably and irreversibly. 

To re-learn such exchanges – to understand how to listen and hear again (without 
intellect – that is, to surpass our biological intellectual limitation and be a super-man) 
and comprehend what lies beneath the shells on which we project our self-image as 
men thus imprisoning and encapsulating women within our own illusion – is without 
doubt the greatest Heresy, the most forbidden Taboo – not of the Western World – but
of the Eastern too, and for that matter, largely for all Time. The temporal fascination 
with, once again, the affairs of men in typically male ways/matrixes of warfare and 
ego to overcome the Self-Hate we feel by rushing toward Oblivion in nihilistic defeat
by emulating the symbology of annihilation with bombs, guns and pissing contests is 
representative only of our blindness, our ignorance, and our lack of courage to 
understand who WE are, not, just who MEN are. The undeniable empirical evidence 
for these assertions is in the fact that so few women involve themselves with the 
Occult in an open, flashy, visible way. Rather, it is with endless understanding behind
the scenes that they support, nurture, guide, instruct, admonish, and advise the men 
who ‘run’ it. To be an effective agent of Chaos – one need only open a genuine 
dialogue with our mysterious other half. 

Agios O Feminata ISS
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THE GREATEST HERESY: EQUILIBRIUM

Equilibrium is the restoration of BALANCE, between the sexes, not EQUALITY. 
Equality is a trick, a trap, a deft lie, the attainment of which only mires the world 
deeper in the Magian's prison. Imagine a scale that does not move and is weighted the
same on both sides. That is an analogy for the concept of Equality. It does not exist. 

Change, moves all things. And at any given time, it is counter-weighted. Equilibrium 
expresses this counterweight. Imagine a scale that moves constantly but when one 
sides goes up the other goes down as a counter balance. Power and subservience, 
knowing and not knowing, having the solution and being perplexed; in a position to 
act or not in a position to act: at various times the different genders are more suitably 
adept to take the reins and the other at being the counter-weight. If we deny that there
is any difference between Men and Women then we believe in the concept of 
Equality - that men and women have no differences. This enshrined denial of 
difference is society's way of keeping men and women apart magically - despite 
'equality' appearing to be campaigning for the complete opposite. To use a visual 
analogy - equality is the sense that the scales must be at the same height for there to 
be equal footing by either sex - i.e. that difference can or has been eradicated and men
and women are 'equal'. 

Equality, creates an artificial standard that cannot exist and can only be chased after, 
and is, because people believe Equality is a concept that improves this deterioration 
in communication and social standing between the sexes. Although men and women 
are not equal - equality implies a static point of rest, of perfection, a state where no 
difference exists. This concept of equality applies also to the inner psyche and the 
masculine and feminine traits of both sexes - which are always in motion growing 
stronger or weaker against the other via changes of a cycle of motion that is 
relentless. In short, there is no reason to believe equality is possible since there are no
natural instances of it observable - it is a construct, artificial and derived from a 
misunderstanding of natural forces and influences within both sexes. 

In general, men are superior in certain aspects to women and women are superior to 
men in certain aspects, particularly on the psyche-based, perceptive front, and social 
front. It seems like only a slight difference, splitting hairs per se, but it is actually a 
vast reorientation. What equality implies is the loss of motion of change. Or, that 
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changes for either sex move in tandem synchronicity. The scale analogy where both 
men and women meet on equal footing in either models socially or psychically is 
flawed - it cannot be attained because it is a romantic carrot on a stick, and to strive 
after it thinking it can, is to perpetuate a dangerous myth. What it denotes is inertia 
that nature does not possess, and to believe it does, is to fall prey to illusion that 
separates the sexes. 'Balance' is a more authentic approximate than Equality. 

Balance implies Equilibrium, which does not denote perfectly matching scale 
weights, inertia or lack of the scale moving, but in moving it maintains an 
equidistance of the scales arms in motion - meaning sometimes, a woman's strength is
more weighty than a man's, but together, they maintain equilibrium - and vice-versa. 
It means a man may tilt very low down, and elevate a woman up very high, or that for
a brief moment they may be side-by-side - and so Equality denotes a loss of 
movement psychic or socially and an artificial way of viewing Actual forces, whilst 
Balance denotes continued movement but with men and women equidistant to each 
other - a see saw - that does not attain inertia. Wherein the arms of the scale may 
fluctuate wildly up and down on either side, but with each movement up or down, a 
corresponding movement on the opposite arm is transferred - thus in some instances 
the feminine intuition of the sinister feminine is far stronger than the mental logoic 
understanding by the masculine thinker. 

But both sexes need each other to make sense of each other - just as equilibrium in 
the psyche comes from a balance of female/male characteristics 
psychically/alchemically so too does it arise from relationships between men and 
women that rely on the coupling of providing what each sex needs from the other. 
Why does the distinction matter?- The human being can generate terrific forces of 
change, or simultaneously, enforce rigid stagnancy via their understanding of social 
forces, the program or 23 syndrome that determines how they apply actions to 
thoughts. The difference between Equality and Equilibrium may seem minor - but 
words are very powerful, to really pull out of them what they mean, and thus, what 
they do, is only a minor step toward breaking down the immutable void between men
and women by attempting to look more closely at the terminology used - much like 
trying to understand something by reading an old manual is not as helpful as reading 
an up to date one. 

The fabric of things is held together by many things, among them words and 
meanings - to go over some words more carefully can be a useful habit to inculcate. A
caveat is important here. Am I talking about equality from the perspective of social 
status and opportunity (such as legal 'rights' or privileges)? And when I say 'equality' 
am I really saying that the differences between the sexes are important, and resisting 
the perceived inclination of our society towards androgyny? Yes, to the first bit. No to
the second. I am not resisting the inclination toward Androgyny - I am challenging its
definition and geometry as a concept, as it exists in many spheres. Androgyny 
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denotes half and half - but anyone with a psyche knows that either the male side 
dominates, or the female side dominates and that domination on one side, creates 
equilibrium - not equality. And one of the good reasons men and women gravitate 
toward one another - to get from another what they cannot get themselves.

Equilibrium - not equality. For example - a couple that argue incessantly, are nasty to 
each other, may not have equal power - in many cases one sex is more submissive 
than the other - but there is often wonder why they don't break up, why one allows 
one to treat the other in such a way - and an answer is equilibrium on the external 
scale - the relationship may be unhealthy but it satisfies or seems to satisfy their 
needs. It may be Stockholm syndrome, abuser identification, conditioning, 
desperation that they go through it over and over - but they stay together despite 
themselves, bound by other forces that balance each other and keep them doing the 
dance virtually forever. Many of these relationships also stay together due to 
desperation and the knowledge that society is very different for women than it is for 
men. Social and cultural enforcements treat women poorly to begin with but doubly 
so when it comes to those who leave their men. Domestic abuse is rife in Australia, at
least one woman is killed every week, as opposed to the few men that are killed a 
year. This is a subject that needs a fuller treatment than can be offered here. 

Meanwhile internally it is far more likely that their masculine and feminine psychic 
aspects are not equally aligned either within their own psyche or compared with that 
of the other- there is imbalance, which comes out in the external relationship. One 
needs the other more, or they both need each other for different reasons, those reasons
may be very sad. But there are four quadrants to an Androgyne magically - not two. 

The masculine and feminine internally/ and the masculine and feminine externally. 
As my colleague, Christopher, who was involved in this discussion turned manuscript
rightly assuaged, "the term 'equality' is a socially and politically charged word that 
can be misconstrued by a casual read of our comments. 'The Greatest Heresy is the 
restoration of RESPECT between the sexes and their differences, not 
ASSIMILATION of the opposite." If people did indeed, after all this time think that 
THEM or I were representing traditional and simplistic attitudes on equality in social 
roles (the outcome of this equilibrium influences but has very little to do with the 
expected slavery that women endure) and not trying to dig at a far deeper esoteric 
truth - then they should hardly know us or understand us at all. 

Perhaps a 'concrete example': Sometimes the man does not have the capacity 
mentally to comprehend his own actions/comments, he is temporarily then inferior to 
a particular woman's understanding (generally his partner) of these actions - in this 
case the woman patiently explains to the man the missing elements of his psychic 
content in order that he may make a more informed/rounded decision from a 
completer perception of all the angles. This is a submission of the man's intellect to 
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the domination of the woman's - in most cases temporary. But here is the thing: men 
do not like to be thought of as submissive either in stature, or in psychic ability: their 
egos get in the way; but that is how it is - if we stay away from everything that is an 
affront to their ego we should hardly bother concerning ourselves with the occult at 
all. This temporary submission occurs moment by moment in relationships where a 
set of strengths in man and woman interplay amongst one another, taking turns to 
dominate - in a mundane fashion this is often boiled down to that overly simplistic 
phenomena 'who is right' - but that is merely the outward result socially (visibly 
through certain detrimental dualistic conditioning and lack of exposure to the internal
esoteric phenomena that both sides are there to help each other grow as a combined 
unit. 

When, in some units, army soldiers train as cadets, if one falls, others pick him up. 
So, it is with a relationship - only this symbiosis is rarely recognised by the male, 
who finds it very hard to admit he is not complete. It is not for nothing that history 
remarks with consistency on the Logos and the Eros of Man and Woman - or draws 
parallels between Mars and Venus - but it is NOT a battle. It is is not meant to be won
by one or the other - and to pit men and women against each other in this way was a 
stroke of master genius by the Magian matrix and its sorcerers that needs to be 
broken. 

Women are not enemies of men. This utter prevailing nonsense that women are 
incomprehensible, that guttersnipe comment 'what do women want' - only indicates a 
severe lack of men's abilities to communicate in any but their own 
preferred/institutionalised way. Identifying this is half the battle to break a very 
crucial chain... Another example: When a man and a woman communicate - it can be 
said that there are two specific transactions going on. There is the communication 
itself and how it is phrased, that is it is phrased at all, and most importantly that it has 
some sort of resolution/conclusion. 

This, is the man's way of communicating. Through this he is able to apply his 
intellect, his critical reasoning, take all of the comments and come to some sort of 
end-point that he needs to make the communication intelligible. Then there is the way
women communicate and why, which does not seek a resolution. She knows then, 
from the very outset, that the man seeks to have the conversation to get something 
specific out of it - why she wants the conversation is therefore ignored and bulldozed 
(all too often, women let men have their bottle). This in itself is something very hard 
for men to understand - because Understanding is their most relied upon faculty, to 
their detriment, because there is other means beyond Understanding, but 
unfortunately they remain unrecognised and so men and women remain separated lost
in translation - and when a man cannot understand a woman, he gets exasperated and 
believes her mysterious, hysterical, emotionally unstable or crazed, or unintelligible. 
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Women express themselves to be heard, they know there is no resolution, they do not 
seek an end-point, much as they do not seek someone to change their circumstances, 
just to hear them, recognise them - for women, merely being seen is a difficult task, 
for most men will see women through the Logos, misunderstanding them entirely. 
Women are the pack horses of men's deficiencies, only rarely do they point them out 
to us; the same cannot be said for the reverse. Women are emotional creatures, it is 
true, but men are the more emotional creature and this is often denied. Yet the proof 
should anyone go looking for it is there - women are covered up while men bare their 
breasts in public at will for particular special reasons to do with libido, hypnosis, and 
weakness. Men are the more fragile of the genders for they have to endure much less 
of the reality, the pain, the truth that women do, that women have shoved upon them 
because men are generally too fragile to carry such heavy burdens. Men can work 
together and share power it is also true, but women are taught to be in competition 
with one another, to vie for a man's attention and to snarl at any other 'bitch' that gets 
near.

 It is true, too, that women are sweet, alluring, demure, enticing, nurturing and have 
the potential to possess all the capacities of man but they are also dark, sinister, 
destructive, malevolent, vicious, cunning at the same time - these qualities do not 
separate, they co-exist and few can handle them, appreciate them for what they are - 
hurled along in the maelstrom women are, and all of this and much more, is hidden, 
''neath the simplistic insulting fabric of the prevailing arguments about feminism or 
equality which argues things completely irrelevant and avoids getting to the crux of 
some of the world’s greatest deepest issues of its human divide and the intense 
difficulties that arise from ignorance of them. That is why Equilibrium between the 
sexes is the Greatest Heresy - because it’s simply not talked about, it’s talked around, 
over, beside - no-one wishes to face the terrifying spectre of the Mother. 

Equality then, is an artificial construct that applies only to social standards, not to 
esoteric ones. Equilibrium then, is a naturalistic construct that recognises that social 
standards are created and influenced by the prevailing perception and apprehension of
esoteric ones and too the interplay of many other standards. As should be obvious, 
Equilibrium has a more esoteric set of mechanisms than the mere social outcomes 
that result from them - pending who holds (or IF they hold) and how they hold and 
Comprehend these esoteric truths. The questions of should women get equal pay 
(yes), should women stay at home (their choice) can women be physically as strong 
as men (yes), should women be able to choose abortion (yes) are to argue results from
a cause - the cause is seldom looked at, because of the difficulties fraught between the
two styles of how men and women communicate. For the most part, men, can only 
communicate as men. Women on the other hand, are usually gifted with the ability to 
do both, communicating through either channel. That men have not learned how to 
communicate as women do is in my opinion the majority of reason men go looking 
for gods, demons, baphomets - when such things are right beside them if they only 
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know how to ask, look and hear the answer - and, what they are looking for. If it is 
too hard to stare in the face of, you've found it. I realise the volatility of the subject 
may bend some egos out of shape. If those bent could get past that inherent fragility, 
they could open up a marvellous power.

PHANTOM QUIZZICS: A MODERN ANATOMY OF THE
BRAIN

Genesis Understanding the brain is complicated. Phantom Quizzics builds on our 
work with Radia Sol and the Ontology of THEM to provide an analogous model by 
which to approach it. The brain is organised into three tiers; a lower tier made up by 
the Brain Stem and Cerebellum, a middle tier containing the Thalamus, Basal 
Ganglia and many components of the Limbic system and an upper tier comprised by 
the Cortex. The Brain Stem regulates arousal, Autonomic function and internal states.
The cell bodies for the key Neurotransmitters that regulate behaviour are found in the
upper Brain Stem. The central core modulates emotion and memory and helps control
speed of movement and rate of thinking. The upper tier carries out higher level 
sensory processing and motor control, complex thought, and memory storage. An 
emerging discipline of science that combines information from all the major branches
studying the brain is Social Neuro-Science (SNS). 

A combination of social psychology, cognitive psychology and neuroscience, this 
hybrid science, just a decade old, is illuminating secrets of the physiology and human
psyche like never before – leaving Jung and Freud's theories nowhere to hide. This 
radical breakthrough is so large a departure from the theories of the past which relied 
on a lot of speculation, and not the observation of oxygenation in the brain allowing 
specific activities to be isolated to respective parts of the brain - it has called for a 
division between the old unconscious and what is now being termed the 'New 
Unconscious'. 

In 2001 the first ever symposium on SNS was held. Synchronously enough at about 
the same time this author was rapidly travelling down a tangent path of militant 
occultism it was spreading its wings unbeknownst to me. SNS embodies what the 
former path never could – illumination, evolution, inspiration, and keys to truly 
unmask THEM and the genuine powers and pressures of Phorce and Phorm. Since 
SNS will be a future cornerstone of THEM's interest – it is necessary to introduce the 
reader to SNS and to provide what THEM has already begun to develop in the way of
an analogous short-hand map. 

Firstly let us assert what is being studied here and the realm in which it takes place. 
The focus is on creating a map that shows the relationship between different areas 
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that compose the brain inside each human skull and the relationship between each 
human brain to another. The analogy we have chosen to use lends itself to a good 
approximate of the brain's activity: for as above, so below. Let's detail the landscape. 

The Theph 

Let us imagine that the Brain is akin to a city much like our own. The two 
hemispheres are skyscrapers, each as tall as the other but catering to different 
businesses. These two scrapers are immense and heavily populated. But they each 
support the other and the needs and economy of the inhabitants inside them - those 
myriad other aspects of brain function. In actuality the brain is a thriving dimension 
of equal complexity to our own cities - each part needs another to complete 
processes. Artistically then we reconcile the analogy by having the scrapers circle 
back on themselves to form closed rings and a gigantic city in miniature. As the main 
physical hub and continuing with the idea of the brain as being a heavily populated 
city that produces exports of all kinds: we liken it to a Factory, or The Phyctory 
(shortened to Theph) (Artificial terms are used to remind that this is merely a model, 
not a precision diagram). So, we have two donuts with a slight space between them. 
To appreciate by analogy many unknown and uncertain factors of its composition, 
function and make-up we give the donuts a twist to show the difficulty in determining
where one scraper starts and another ends. So, we visually join the two rings as an 
impossible object, similar to a mobius strip - blurring distinct geometry and 
indicating that a greater clarity is yet to emerge. 

So now the hemispheres are co-joined to resemble the hub of a city. Let us give 
analogue to more detailed activity. Secondly, we add a populace to inhabit the 
skyscrapers of Theph from larger sectors representing companies, departments and 
offices, to finer details within those sectors representing bosses, employees, janitors. 
These are not people, or individuals, so we will call them Psytizens. (Citizens). 
Throughout Theph, the daily, hourly and even momentary activity of these tenants – 
these psyctizens – (for they are not human, and we are best to abandon 'tenant' in 
favour of a new term to avoid confusion of metaphor with apparent reality) have 
profound implications for the Theph. 

Let us add the presence of a populace by mentally etching the placement of millions 
of windows and doors on the sides of the mobius-like entwined scrapers. These 
apartments and offices we populate with 'tenants' – each one as individual as any of 
the seven billion human tenants on earth, or the 100 billion brain cells of the brain, 
with as many or more idiosyncrasies and/or apt similarities to the vastly diverse. Now
we add further complexity to represent the neural pathways and electrical currents by 
passages. Some apartments are connected by terraces or externally/internally by 
hallways and staircases. Some windows share the same verandah, some tenants share 
their apartments with others. Some tenants live with family or know others who live 
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in areas far from their own as other members of their family, neighbours, partners – 
even across town. Some tenants receive regular visitors, some are too busy or too 
dangerous to be visited often or at all. 

Stairs, ramps, alleys and byways, overpasses and bridges stagger the physiscape of 
Theph – many are heavily used on a daily basis by the throngs of tenants, others, 
seldom or never used have fallen into ruin, they lead off into dark space illuminated 
by the sole lantern of a disconnected ganglion. The renovation or building project 
once begun in earnest lays abandoned, synapses protruding like live wires from half-
built structures unlikely to ever be completed. Some are works in progress, and only 
left momentarily in limbo before being shaped into yet another architectural marvel 
of Theph. There are temples, churches, universities, libraries, museums, markets, law 
chambers, courts, prisons, schools, art halls, observatories, memorials, factories and a
wealth of other equivalencies. Psytizens have ranging employment in Theph just as 
we do. There are the 'good jobs' like experiencing dopamine ranging to 'unpleasant 
jobs' like telling the ego, no. But there is no morality we know of - the Psytizens 
might like or dislike their job but who knows if they do or if there are rewards beyond
survival for doing it well. Jobs include but are in no way limited to Maintenance, 
Finance, Economy, Archives, Administration, Security, Hit men, Thugs and 
Prostitutes. 

Whatever new knowledge we gain of the world of SNS, we may transpose an 
appropriate function to a human equivalent to easily and adequately express it. 
Certain areas of the brain are presented as whole companies, such as the Anterior 
Cingulate Cortex – a brain structure which is involved in the emotional component of
physical pain and which neuroscience has proven is the same structure associated 
with social pain - might be floor 42 in scraper A, or the downtown park, or a 
shopping centre. The Dorsal Striatum – responsible for mediating unconscious bias of
similar traits - might be one of the underground car parks. 

These are just examples of how certain departments have analogy with the city 
metaphor. For by using our over-developed human-centric perspective we can with 
ease stow the intricate complexities of the neural scape into tenants of a city with jobs
to represent the huge array of activities of the brain. To indicate the ceaseless activity 
of the brain we infer a thriving night-life every bit as complex as the day life. To 
emphasise the complexity of this activity cell to cell we infer social order and 
disorder at odds, the needs of the subconscious and higher conscious pitted in conflict
as in human religious/political factions in society. The care of the Theph is paramount
to some. Some tenants/forces for instance conspire to use the nuclear power of the 
Theph to power us for good, to harvest resources, attain knowledge, assist in 
construction or repair of spaces – other tenants seek only to use the mammoth powers
of the Theph to burn it to the ground, lay waste to their world and even lay waste to 
other worlds. 
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In developed areas, Psytizens enjoy a near instantaneous postal service which helps 
support the economy of information and allows supra-communication, though from 
time to time, bad weather, poorly developed infrastructure or even muggings prevents
the postal service from timely relays. Again, deriving similarity from human society -
the tenants are socially diverse, living in a multitude of locales of respective wealth or
poverty. There are rich and poor areas, domestic, commercial & industrial sectors, 
pleasant street blocks and nightmarish ones. Some tenants pay their electricity bills 
(electrical functions used frequently during processing) and are in good supply 
leading to repetitious factories of thought, idea, activity – others are destitute and live
in or on the edges of crumbling ruins. Others still are ghost-towns, devoid of living 
tenants with smashed panes or windows tightly nailed shut and whose denizens are 
shunned or feared. Still others are completely insane, criminal and dangerous and 
have been locked away in minimum and maximum security prisons and asylums. 

Despite best efforts, breakouts are regular and police and the Censor must patrol 
daily. So now that we have mentally built one Theph, we can look at each brain in 
each human skull as a Theph, and each skull as a planet that holds the city amid a 
vast space of billions of planets (Theph) collectively known as the Dyph. As human 
beings pass into proximity with one another, so does their Theph come into contact 
with that of others with regularity or irregularity, allowing interplanetary visitation 
between tenants of different worlds. This orbital nature of humans passing into and 
out of physical proximity is what we have termed Phantom Quizzics, a play on 
Quantum Physics. 

It is difficult to speak of the brain, of electricity, of anything in a singular vacuum, 
since physical implies a constant and objective phenomena -when the time in which 
we live has been shaken to its foundations by relativity. Though invisible for a long 
time, we have built machines that allow us to see these Psytizens at work, and with 
such fine detail we can even read some of their mail or build a database of who 
knows who. There are however billions of tenants and knowing what each of them do
for a living, their social structure, their relationships and a reliable phone book are 
years away. It is difficult to gain access to the deep underground and sewers, high-rise
apartments, locked and special archives, cemeteries or the dead-psy – places of ruin 
where psychaeology has yet to unearth the electro-history of each Theph or places too
dangerous to visit, where sealed tombs with frightening symbols engraved on their 
mantle lay behind fierce protection barriers, buried to protect other tenants or 
banished for the well-being of Theph. 

There exists many thousands of Temples of worship, religiously attended by the 
Psytizens in various degrees, some with throngs of followers and others with a lone 
worshipper still holding a candle for some long lost idol or overthrown ideal. New 
temples and gods are discovered daily with inspired religious fervour and devotion as
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regular therein as herein (on earth). On occasion, some Phorm of zealotry becomes 
common religion and throngs of worshippers send their favoured idols to the Ivory 
Tower; a tall thin tower with no room at the top except for one idol at a time, before 
which lies a mighty winding staircase that is of such grand length that information is 
often slow to reach the tower with news of the psycity below. This resistance to 
change the system, is reflected in the stubbornness of individuals to alter their 
perspective, and is suitably represented as an Ivory Tower. 

ELECTROHISTORY (THE LIMBIC) 

As in the world we know with its own dimension of Time, so too does the Theph 
have its own. Its "Electro-history" spans millions of years. With deep impressions left
by the equivalent of dinosaurs marching across its landscapes. Move forward to a 
time when it was populated with inhabitants within a giant city and it is a history with
old families and syndicates, enforced by underworld gangsters, wealthy and elite 
landowners, respected across Theph and with frequency, beyond the Dyph. These are 
Psytizens who have lived in an area for generations (with 90 years being an 
approximate length before expiry) but the sub-history of which, shares a collective 
evolution over millions of years, while the electro-history is far more recent, 
(spanning approx 75 years per person). This history, not unlike our own is populated 
with grand architects, developers, councils who plan and give permission for grants, 
land, new construction and oversee it. No doubt the brain has its own version of the 
Pyramids by metaphor. 

Architecture of the Theph suffers from the same pitfalls as modern day ones; it may 
be built quickly and suffer from internal weakness of structure or faulty wiring, they 
may be sited wrong, the workmen may be shoddy and leave much to chance to cut 
corners, they may be torn down or collapse of their own accord. New buildings may 
also be paragons – a stunning architectural showcase. The majority of these tenants 
belong to old families who keep to themselves, who seldom reveal themselves to us 
but are known throughout Theph by some of its Psytizens as the equivalent of the 
Illuminati. The oldest derive from the Reptilian limbic system. They oversee military 
applications and basic functions, eating, breathing, heart rate, sympathetic nervous 
system and parasympathetic nervous systems, endocrine, neuromuscular, organs and 
all key functions of the human organism. The Limbic system includes a ring of 
structures such as the Ventromedial prefrontal cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex,
amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, components of the basal ganglia and 
sometimes the orbitofrontal complex. 

As complex as it is, the Theph forms only one allegorical analogue of THEM's 
Ontology. It is only one part of a more complex model that details the relationships of
Psyche to Phyrm, Form and Force and is represented by the symbol of the Thrasz, the
spiralling eye of THEM. Now that the concept of the Theph and Dyph are outlined 
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the model in which it sits, viz. the Aueureka-Nequeo ('I have the Impossible') can be 
elaborated on.

MAGIC, GOD, THEM AND THE PI SYNDROME

The Decline of the West (German: Der Untergang des Abendlandes), or the Downfall 
of the Occident, is a two-volume work by Oswald Spengler, the first volume of which
was published in the summer of 1918. Spengler revised this volume in 1922 and 
published the second volume, subtitled Perspectives of World History, in 1923. The 
book introduces itself as a "Copernican overturning" operating as a paradigm shift 
involving the rejection of the Eurocentric view of history, especially the division of 
history into the linear "ancient-medieval-modern" rubric. According to Spengler, the 
meaningful units for history are not epochs but whole cultures which evolve as 
organisms. He recognises eight high cultures: Babylonian, Egyptian, Chinese, Indian,
Mexican (Mayan/Aztec), Classical (Greek/Roman), Arabian, and Western or 
"European-American." 

Cultures have a lifespan of about a thousand years. The final stage of each culture is, 
in his word use, a 'civilisation'. Spengler also presents the idea of Muslims, Jews and 
Christians, as well as their Persian and Semitic forebears, being Magian; 
Mediterranean cultures of the antiquity such as Ancient Greece and Rome being 
Apollonian; and the modern Westerners being Faustian. According to Spengler, the 
Western world is ending and we are witnessing the last season — "winter time" — of 
the Faustian civilisation. In Spengler's depiction, Western Man is a proud but tragic 
figure because, while he strives and creates, he secretly knows the actual goal will 
never be reached. From Spengler we gain a cyclical understanding of birth, life, 
decay and death that moves beyond the confines of the personal/human cycle and into
the cycles of larger life-forms viz a viz the cities and civilisations that we ourselves 
have formed en masse by our activities. Just as cells, microbes and organs live an 
existence that is to us alien yet intrinsically symbiotic and/or simultaneous to our 
own, their union forms, occupies and co-exists with our human organism. 

Humans in turn form the cells, organs, blood and muscles of a higher type of 
organisation viz. cities. Cities form the cells, organs and muscles etc. that evolve into 
the highest or final form of organisation via a civilisation; an eventuation that for 
Spengler was classically linear (ancient-medieval-modern) and an 
instrumental/purposeful occurrence that is a zenith of human achievement that gives 
rise to a different (evolved) consciousness. Each mode of form has its own life-span 
and each life-form is made up of and makes up, others. A microbe may live twenty-
four hours but may contribute to and make possible the organisational structure of a 
human being. A human being may live seventy years but contributes to and makes 
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possible through density of population a city, which may exist for hundreds or 
thousands of years. 

The passage of Time is different for each of the life-forms mentioned and when we 
get up toward the Civilisation stage of life-form that may reign for Aeons we are 
talking about the passage of time in terms of Aeonics. Precisely how long an Aeon is 
and what defines the start, middle and end of one, has no easy answer. Occultists 
continue to debate the subject with numerous schools of thought available variously 
describing the life cycle, behaviour, identity and duration of Aeons. 

The Precession of the Equinox is one such description whereby the Earth's wobble 
causes the location of the Pole Star to shift every 2,300 years or so and the Sun to 
move into the house of a new sign of the Zodiac. Thereby each sign denotes a 
specific level of consciousness or mode of being called an Age that characterises the 
Aeon over the course of 2,300 years; with the current Age being disputed as 
belonging variously to the Age of Aquarius, or Pisces. Any close examination of the 
concept of Time from an archaeological perspective reveals that there exists grave 
disagreement over this fundamental progression with numerous Chronological 
models suggested by which to accurately date historic events, so for several reasons 
any type of Aeonics, (and further, its entanglement with a conception of a non-causal 
dimension) rests on very unstable footing as a precise science or credible/useful mode
of apprehension. 

A particular cynicism idiosyncratic of the Temple of THEM is that views of History 
by virtue of being based on History are unfortunately shaped by the evidence 
available. It is almost certain that as well as the Steel, Iron and Stone Ages there was 
a Wood Age of which no remnants survive. Archaeology discusses surviving wooden 
artefacts and structures within the Iron Age but is strangely silent on the possibility 
that prior to Iron there prevailed a masterful epoch that utilised wood. There is almost
certainly, embedded in rock deep beneath the ocean’s surface, vestiges of other 
cultures and civilisations that perhaps someday during the next Ice Age when the sea 
levels once again drop hundreds of feet as the oceans are locked in ice, may reveal 
themselves and their horrors or marvels to those humanoid eyes still living. 

A bitter shame we shall not bear witness to such prophecies. Sadly, History is an 
artificial assembly often relied on as fact or evidence, that, without all the necessary 
pieces, struggles to fit the pieces it has where it can. It is almost certain too, that 
despite the evidence in existence found buried across the globe in presently raised 
landmasses, those that have long sunk beneath the waves took with them many traces 
of empires and edifices that long predate our recorded history. In the shallow depths 
of bays and harbours such glimpses of forgotten relics hidden beneath even a few tens
of feet of water occasionally surface, reminding us that much has been swallowed by 
the rising seas - and as time progresses will continue to be - until such low-lying 
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cities and their cultures as presently exist now, are lapped at and eventually drowned 
beneath the waves, relegated as generations pass to myth and finally forgotten like the
rest of the Abyssal. 

It has been argued that cities cannot be alive to which the reply has been that they 
perform all of the major functions that human beings do that defines a living thing, 
including breathing, excreting, and growing as well as being composed of living cells
(humans). Another argument that cities are alive is that they are composed of material
that while seemingly inert from our human-sized perspective, is a seething invisible 
dimension of other living creatures. Concrete for instance is subject to bio 
deterioration by micro-organisms that live inside it and specialist industries tackle bio
fouling, the build-up of organisms on surfaces that cause detrimental effects. What 
then of water, petrol or wood? But this argument amounts to little more than saying a 
city has a slimy overcoat. Certainly cities are filled with other lifeforms besides our 
own, and one might even say that the increased complexity afforded by the 
accumulation of human beings in a given locale also gives rise to forces that operate 
at a greater complexity than humans do in isolation such as economics, logistics, 
resource management, market forces, crime and quickly take on a life of their own 
that is very difficult to predict and affects human beings from top-down.

These forces become separate from the control of any individual but are given shape 
by rational and irrational forces, which potentially behave the way they do in a style 
that seems chaotic via its own laws with complex rules and repercussions. Certainly, 
one could put forward the statement that cities are a more complex arrangement of 
living beings. But is to equate a city as being alive a biased reliance on human-
centred perspectives and vantages and project what is important and relevant to our 
organism onto it as if it were a singular entity with identity? Is it Romanticism to 
suggest a city has a pulse, a heartbeat, a personality or sentience? Or is it recognition 
of a more evolved and complex life form? Is it perhaps just simple 
anthropomorphism? The God Projection that we throw onto dolls, pets, cars, 
corporations and inert icons? Must everything be equated to humans? Must 
everything in some way resemble us and become an extension of our self-
importance? 

For us, the Phyrm denotes that which manifests in degrees of resistance and 
substance, beyond the two pseals. But there are no neat divisions where one thing 
ends and another begins except for those appearances afforded by a given vantage. It 
is impossible to disentangle the 'e' from the 'E' except for convenience. The influence 
of Psy cannot be eliminated to distil an equation. From our personal optical vantage 
the world appears beset by entirely unique forms and forces, but further in we are but 
cells and bacteria, water and electricity - and from further out, microbes on a ball 
among billions of balls. Only from our vantage do we retain the identity and 
appearance we so characterise as distinctive of human beings and given that we are 
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incapable of viewing the world from other vantages as often as we are the personal 
optical one, we naturally tend to cement a belief in human superiority and self-
importance. 

In previous essays THEM have written about the A-causal, a term coined by Carl 
Jung in his work 'Synchronicity' and expanded upon by later voices. In those essays 
were sentiments that likened the Acausal to the Sea; and suggested similar properties 
of flow, ebb, and tide that penetrate our own causal dimension as though flowing 
through holes from that dimension into this one per the rents to other dimensions 
(ripped in the sky) made famous by Lovecraft, slowly filling up our dimension with a
stream of other-dimensional energies. According to some, such energies presence 
themselves through human beings as an increase of individual consciousness and/or a
rise of collective consciousness. Furthermore, is the belief, that each of us acts like a 
socket between the two dimensions through which these other dimensional energies 
flow. The premise being that if these isolated sockets were to be somehow plugged 
into one another creating a circuit for the energies rather than just lone pin-points – 
then the foundation is set for an expansion from the individual to a group, the group 
to a city, city to a culture and culture to a civilisation. As the human sockets - 
individually discrete in their own dimension but singularly united by virtue of the fact
they are powered by the mother intrusion in this Other dimension come together to 
create a circuit, they so-called 'presence' this Other dimension. 

Accordingly, the more of this energy flowing into a given individual or any other 
level of form (group, city, culture) the higher the chance of it evolving into a 
Civilisation. While this concept is acceptable as a model in its own right, it supposes 
a number of factors that run counter to our particular understanding and is fraught 
with problems of the self-importance of human centred perspective. To believe there 
is a special 'pool' set aside, the purpose of which is to help human beings attain 
anything, let alone assist them in burrowing into the earth and being responsible for 
its grand follies over the course of a thousand years is the equivalent of believing God
exists so you can pray to him to help you tie your shoes, win the lottery or whatever 
other petty personal goal you desire to attain that day. Whether that God be 
encapsulated as an entire other dimension, a race of alien super-beings, a single 
intelligent creator or a carpenter makes no difference when how that God is utilised is
identical irrespective of its form. 

If the A-causal exists it is because we need a new superstition to stroke our egos, once
again deluded that the powers of the Phyrm (forces of THEM) have nothing better to 
do than look after us. The inherent predilection of human beings is to create or accept
and then project outward mammoth omnipotent entities that occupy some divine 
hierarchy well beyond the human order, and then arrogantly enslave them and push 
them about using all manner of arcane methodologies including prayer, incantations, 
sympathy and faith. 'God favours me' they say, or 'Jesus made it so', 'Mohamed is 
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kind because it did not rain' and other trite self-serving aggrandizements that indicate 
a belief that such powerful entities have no better purpose or role, for all their power 
and wisdom, than to ensure some human being finds a five dollar note, gets a meal, or
successfully harvests some carrots. The same criticism applies equally to Satan-ism 
& Satan-ists. 

What is most objectionable about religion, above all the squabbling, mindless 
bloodshed, cruelty, stupidity, arrogance, stink of human weakness; is this fervent 
belief that God (by any other name) is a slave to petty personal whims and has a 
vested interest in seeing these whims realised. e same objectionability applies to the 
persistent vogue of 'summoning' various demons or deities to tell them what to do and
demand favours and presents from them - a practice that is highly popular even 
among those who claim to reject God. Yet what is it that all Gods, have in common? 

Their existence is to serve humanity or in some absurd cases, an individual human. 
So, if Gods exist to serve this purpose, and we see that Gods are apparently 
particularly fond of looking after, watching over, being there for, humans. What many
in fact reject, is ever only a particular 'shape' of God from a very wide selection - they
do not reject the concept of God. Some reject the concept of God as a Creator in 
Heaven in favour of some other shape, whatever it might be, however they might 
paint it - but every human however, utilises their own shape of God in an identical 
fashion. Wherein that shape exists only to serve, prop up or aid the human being that 
believes in it. If a shape does not aid a given human being, it has no utility, no use, 
and is spurned, burned, hated, forgotten or replaced. 

Imagine a God that did nothing but exist. Who did not listen to prayers or answer the 
pleading whine of human beings on their knees or in synagogues or mosques, that 
had no interest whatsoever in the human race but existed among it as an array of 
powerful forces that only incidentally and never with deliberation, affected us. You 
have just imagined, THEM. An unfortunate side-effect of our Temple being a Temple 
is that in having a symbol, a mission statement, aims, a lexicon, imagery, texts, an 
ideology we run the risk of being transformed into a religion. For all of these icons if 
you like, are what are required for a human to build a ladder to God. The paradox 
being only by providing these icons can humans be spoken to. The struggle then, is to
speak to them without inadvertently giving rise to the means where another shape for 
God is created that merely replaces their existing one. It is far more difficult to escape
the lure of an Apex, of monotheism, of believing in God, than most believe and 
unfortunately this does not look set to change any time soon. Humans are religious 
creatures in act despite the intellectual insistence they have long left it behind. 

Insofar as it is observable, the forces of THEM have no interest whatsoever in the 
preservation or assistance of the human race. Neither to appear to each of us to 
exhibit themselves and prove their existence (however much we exhort, plead, whine,
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demand and by whatever means we think we can bring them forth!) nor to help us 
achieve a single thing important to us at the low scale of answering our prayers or the
high scale of building empires and ruling over one another with bloody sticks and 
blind religion. The forces we name Death, Time, Gravity, Progression, Entropy - no 
human has ever escaped these forces or their inhuman march - at best we have made 
use of them in an entirely human-centric vantage to structure our aims and ideologies.

But lo, let us not make yet another God out of prostrating ourselves yet again before 
some giant phallus and make ourselves feel good and worshipful from a holy 
acknowledgement of our insignificance! Such a sharp razor on which we have to 
walk... What the concept of the Acausal equates to is the same faith-based projection 
outwards that something cares about us or directly exists for our benefit - that is to 
say, God. The desire too, to build monuments about us that explain the enormity of 
life and stave off the utter chaos in which we cannot live as rational logical beings, is 
a product of understanding collective curiosity, fear and survival. But each to their 
games. The 23 Syndrome was a discovery that allowed us to understand that if we 
were able to consciously re-orient the lens through which we saw the world, our 
interpretations and thus perceptions would shift significantly and allow us to believe 
whatever we needed to believe. As life for us consists of navigating through seas of 
form this shift is often forced upon us, or through neglect, ignorance or coercion by 
ideation consumes us - or, more rarely, arises of its own volition as 1 See “Threshold:
Black Magic and Shattered Geometry” Vol. I, page 56 originality, genius or madness.

The mind is a fragile container and finds it easiest to gravitate toward God or an Apex
of sorts that simplifies the complexity of life's forms through reliance on a single 
lens. The brain does not seem overly capable or amenable of altering this singularity 
to accept and function with a multiplicity of lens. But perhaps this is through atrophy 
and the sovereignty of the Ego and it is or can slowly learn. Jung made the 
philosophical argument that such a force as the A-causal could only be presumed 
operating by the fact that while it could not be shown to exist it stood to reason there 
was some force operant behind Synchronicity. Others followed suit. There are some 
people who dismiss Synchronicity as mere coincidence. They use the word 
coincidence pejoratively to imply that the connection drawn between two events is 
absurd. Yet the word coincidence, means co-incidence, 'co' meaning to share the same
time and/or space, and 'incidence' the phenomena of two simultaneous events. Saying
synchronistic events are just a coincidence then, denotes only uninformed and 
unintentional agreement. 

A Tradition the Temple of THEM has inherited relates that Mages of old had found a 
correlation between keeping their word to the Gods, and the gods keeping theirs. That
is to say, that if the Mages' actions were rightly aligned with the will of the gods, 
there would appear synchronous portents which are today called coincidences. It 
would happen that fortuitous circumstances of extremely good (or ill) luck would 
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manifest for the Mages that helped them reach their goals on earth; so long as they 
did not break their word to the Gods, the gods would continue to help them in 
mysterious ways. 

This seems to be the fundamental law of “Wyrd”: the idea being that some of us have 
a destiny to convey the wishes of some Other via our life and in being an envoy of 
such greater powers, are granted our desires, goals, and the necessary outlets for that 
Others expression. How we distinguish what are Others wishes and what our are own 
is a matter for philosophers. Magic is rooted somewhere between the realm of the 
irrational and the realm of the logical - at some point, different for all, we have to 
jump off into the absurd and be okay with it, for magic to work. We are required to 
suspend belief and doubt and trust in some other force by mysterious means to 
achieve our will. One mode of thought by THEM that views the Phyrm as malleable 
Black Clay suggests that it doesn't matter if you use an old shoe to base your 
cosmology on if it gives you the results you need - while another mode of thought by 
THEM asks: is life about getting the results you desire? Or even, is life about getting 
results? 

Many people seek only to get results and pore over occult tomes (and not just 
occultists, but people in general) seeking methods and looking for shortcuts and 
promises from others to give them what they want. They do not ask whether they 
should, whether results should be the goal, or whether they are entitled to them - for 
that is the realm of the monk not the monkey. This evidential autonomous belief of 
self-entitlement is the root of all human conflict. For all my logical thinking and 
ordering of things neatly I have at times had to perform “leaps of faith” and shut off 
the sceptical thinking part of me. During the Ordeal of the Nine Moons I entered my 
temple space and asked a 'Dark God' to aid me in finding a partner to join me on my 
path. I informed this entity that I would withhold what she wanted most until my 
request was met. I should add here that it seems rather pompous and downright silly 
to be making demands of Dark Gods, I suppose that in working with ancient practices
created during a time of different consciousness it seems strange to the level of 
consciousness that now attempts to invoke them to be doing so. But to do so one must
play the role of the magician, and part of that role is a mastery or triumph of demons 
within and without. In the early stages of Satanism, it seems by necessity to garner 
insight by elimination, and almost archetypically inevitable that a magician must be 
arrogant, self-assured, believe in magic and make demands of greater powers. 

So, what did the Dark God I made a promise to, want most? According to my guide, 
she wanted my ejaculation. The sexual energies created by an orgasmic release are 
those most crucial for Dark Gods to manifest. Why? Because they represent power 
and life and the means to separate from the Web of Wyrd that ties all human beings 
into a destiny of death and being merged once again with the Cosmos - and by giving 
up my sexual energy I was relinquishing my right to an independent existence from 
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that web of Wyrd as an autonomous Sorcerer beyond space and time. One might say, 
I would remain food for the Dark Gods. By keeping my seed to myself and 
performing the necessary libations I went through considerable torment that one day 
gave way to a strange sharp peace. I felt that sexual urges, impulses and projections 
had ceased to motivate me and my perception gave way to a world that was 
previously concealed behind the hazy veils of sexual tension. With no projections of 
my fantasies, needs, desires onto others – I could for the first time see people clearly 
without the rosy haze of sexual/emotional transactions getting in the way, and in a 
raw light that caused a profound esoteric change in my understanding of my being.

There is a similar exercise from the Vamachara wherein for a considerable time the 
student imagines all humans beings as skeletons, wherein we are all the same 
underneath, there is no sexuality, lust or prejudice against a skeleton upon which we 
cannot project our unconscious biases that details of the flesh and gender incite. 
Whilst withholding my seed from the dark goddess, I entered the temple regularly to 
re-state my vow. The Ritual was supposed to last nine months, but within two, I had 
met three women suitable for partnership. My sacrifice had given me the results I 
wanted and by keeping my word, the Gods had kept theirs. The woman whom I 
chose, “Bron Wrgan” led me through a relationship that broke a level of my naivety 
as she was to prove mad and allow me to see that such madness lay under the surface 
of most but in some was of an entirely different ilk. I felt that Bron Wrgan had taught 
me a greater lesson in self-reliance and that I should abandon looking for a priestess. 

However, Bron was a twist in the road to Wyrd. Patterns knitted together that 
continued to synchronise the appearance of a great woman to be my partner. I later 
joined paths with my present partner through an intense magnetic attraction with 
great swathes of synchronistic events. How did this come about? Coincidence? 
Positive thinking? Will Power? Dark God intervention? A little of each? It’s not easy 
to pin down. That I believed that I was able to make such a transaction, that there 
were powers out there capable of granting my desire, that this method would work if 
only I gave it devotion, that I was entitled to invoke these powers to grant me a 
partner, were magical threads of which any single one would be very difficult to 
justify. There was rather, fervent faith, intent to believe, willingness to suspend logic 
and doubt, and re-interpret reality involved, and so I implored my will to rearrange 
events, meanings and symbols to show me the reality I wanted to see. 

And, if results are what are desired, then adopting such methods is a valid way to 
achieve them. Wherein, due to the lens distortion, even events that may have nothing 
to do with favourable alignment, can be seen as such and the Sorcerer believes their 
goals aided by the forces they believe in. If the result is the same, whether an actual 
change afforded through such forces was coerced or random events were taken as 
signs of forces aiding the goal and thus the Sorcerer is deluded (and ability to discern 
the two is existentially questionable) makes absolutely no difference to the Sorcerer. 
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What others perceive of the events claiming such methods are madness or impossible 
also has no bearing on the alignment created by the Sorcerer so long as the Sorcerer 
remains convinced of an altered reality, so will they live it. Magic is in effect 
pejoratively a self-induced psychosis or an art form reducible to the Crowley-esque 
phrase 'Shape under Will and Will over Shape'. If you sustain a magical paradigm by 
yourself it can be difficult to block out those who would seek to return you to logical 
dismissal of your ability to perform such feats. But, if you are surrounded by those 
who constantly affirm your ability to say, speak with angels or the dead, convey the 
messages or love (or wrath) of a God, then it is much easier to sustain a self-induced 
psychosis or act of magic longer, deeper and without doubt with group support that 
feeds the magical egregore. 

This practice is an expansion of the individual 23 Syndrome into a collective 
Syndrome known as the Pi Syndrome after the indefinite string of numbers attached 
to Pi that occur beyond the constant 3.14. And Pi Syndrome is the successful method 
at the heart of organised and disorganised religion (one million people can't be 
wrong...). The idea that we can somehow snatch hold of some invisible currents in 
the earth or floating about in the air and transform things into other things, or that we 
can tap into a world of sympathetic demons and through laborious incantations and 
spells have it change an event or help/harm a person seems an ancient belief, but it 
has never really become an antique – it has been in constant use at least since Sumer 
and is still in full swing now as writers and artists use words and images and struggle 
to expound, or as physicists search for the latest theory to explain everything, tinker 
with stem-cell and biotechnology research and decipher and alter the human genetic 
code. Magic, is universal. But God is a scourge that will not die and is far from dead.
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CHAPTER 5
CORRESPONDENCE AND INTERVIEWS
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Interview: Fall of Man

I. Could you please introduce yourself, for those who haven’t heard of you or the
Temple of THEM? How long have you been active as a LHP practitioner?

+O+ Sure. I’m an anonymous writer who goes by the name Ryan Anschauung. I’m 
male, 32 years old and Australian. I’m best known for my writing, my artwork and 
my long-time interest, research and involvement with the ONA. The Temple of 
THEM is a group I co-founded as a means of; Codifying and collecting individual 
strains of non-dualistic Sinister and Left-Hand Path practices and sorcery; A means to
delving deeper into my fascination with the geometry of forms and exploring the 
meta-science of all things; Understanding forces and magical energies as they are 
without the stigma of protective charms and circles; Enacting 
changes/transformations on an individual, group and collective level via magical 
manipulation of forms through the vehicle of a living mythos; Performing black 
magical rituals and sorceries within a group setting; Returning focus and context on 
the consciousness as just one of many operant aspects within the human psyche in an 
effort to balance the ego; Returning focus and context on the nature of humanities 
inherent weaknesses; Recalling the origin of human ethos and the reason its 
architecture is the way it is through analysis of esoteric clues imprisoned in the 
visible behaviour of humanity – and many more objectives besides. I have been an 
LHP practitioner since I was twelve years old when an extraordinary altercation with 
some of the forces variously described by religion and the occult, set me on the path 
of Satanism. Now 32, I am of the view there is no hand and no path and words are no 
match for the unerring and near infinite calculations of the mind made in silence that 
words only complicate. +O+

II. What and who are your main influences, both as a practitioner and as a 
writer?

+O+ All of the members of the Temple of THEM. My Mother – a wonderful person 
with extraordinary intelligence, perseverance and marked insight into many worldly 
things and particularly into people. She has influenced me and my bearing more than 
any other person – and supported my work, my ambition and believed in me way 
back when my writings were just chicken scratchings. My partner, Owy, also a 
member of THEM, deserves separate special mention for her unerring ability to make
me think things through incisively and thoroughly and who taught me the values of 
emotion in lieu of an over-reliance on intellect – and yet also how to be more ruthless
and more loving. Sath, sorceress of the Temple of THEM and longtime mentor who 
opened my eyes to a great deal of raw forces within nature, the rich lore and mythos 
of many strains of sorcery and many secrets of magic. To all these women I am 
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indebted. My Brother – one of the very few men to gain my praise and respect and 
influence me with his bearing, maturity and attitude to life. Anton Long, Richard 
Moult and Carl Jung in equal measure. Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, Norton 
Juster’s Phantom Tollbooth, and the stories of Roald Dahl and Terry Pratchett’s 
Discworld had profound influence over me. Nietzsche, Aristotle and H. P. Lovecraft 
all offered me tremendous insight also. However, in terms of ‘practition’ it is fair to 
say that everyone and everything has had some influence over my direction 
holistically. I remain acutely sensitive to the synchronicity that speaks through the 
green language of the world, empathic and connected to THEM and the forces I have 
learned to appreciate operant in the world, sceptical of my own self and wary of the 
world’s architecture. I never tire of the new in my effort to unearth the old. +O+

III. Your occult texts seem to have a strong influence from Psychology and 
Philosophy; do you consider magic to be solely an expression of our inner power 
and capability, or do you think there are active, external (supernatural, divine, 
etc.) forces affecting it and controlling it?

+O+ Of everyone I have ever read views from –Carl Jung has perhaps the most 
precious, the most honest and the most perfect resonance with what I have come to 
feel my reason for life is based around. In many ways – precisely because the 
processes with which Jung deals are so nebulous and difficult to grasp – indeed 
beyond grasp – it is natural to rely on philosophy to struggle toward the concrete 
absolutism the conscious mind demands to make sense of the sublime. In regard to 
magic, like any other form I view it as infinitely tiered – there are no contradictions in
it being both and more, none and less – for as different as they appear in their endless 
external geometry – all forms arise from the same place: the human imagination. 
Magic then, is solely endless things and solely numerous things as and when we each 
decide or it is decided for us – simultaneous and discrete in equal measure. All of the 
best secrets are hidden in places we cannot yet go – and I think Jung’s which depth 
enough to devote my life to seeking to know if bridging the gap within can be 
achieved – for nothing has driven me forward more nor revealed more magic and 
incisive revelations of genius than the archetypal messages of my dreams and seeking
to commune with my own mind – which lights the passage into the dark of the 
collective and the primal nexus that drives us by some unknown unknowable means 
and method. Only by catching sight of it in stolen glimpses through conscious 
reflection on the geometry of my conscious mind, through mistakes, hubris, slips of 
the tongue, sabotage, over-compensation, archetypal manifestations, dreams and so 
on – and through the invaluable research of Jung that enables me the possibility to 
recognise the signs of the psyche I experience or observe and a map as to how they 
relate to one another – have I approached any sort of comprehension of my total 
psyche or at least create a more receptive environment to listen, be informed, by more
than just my conscious ego. In regard to supernatural or divine forces controlling 
magic or even us – I cannot deny my experiences contain visitations from 
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Something(s) that shook me enough to leave me permanently unsure. And yet I no 
longer speak with them, as if they were meant for a time after death far from now and
a world away. In watching yet another weed surface in my garden, its little seedling 
possessed of the same chthonic unstoppable life-force that brings nations to its knees 
when that force spreads its wings in a holocaust of humanity – I am humbled by the 
secret of its unparalleled destructive power and authentic sinister beauty and 
Mystified. To get closer to this source, I believe Jung’s work with the unconscious 
and the same omnipotent power it has over our conscious sense is a true key to any 
step toward an evolution of collective perception, behaviour, and purpose. +O+

IV. Do you consider yourself a Satanist? What is Satanism for you?

+O+ Yes, I do. No Master. I consider Satan to be representative, an echo of something
far older than any ism has managed to capture. And before him, other shades and 
shapes that appeared before man – right back to man’s success in overcoming his 
Original Fear. And yet I still think of Satan as I did when I was a boy – as a force that 
defies perfection, defies its creator, defies being ruled and struggles against. Satan 
was for me, a stand in father, and as such, he took on a power as old as time usually 
reserved for the secret psychic world of the relationship with a living parent. Such a 
transference has simply had simply untold consequences – many of which define my 
work. That such an entity had to be adopted in lieu of a father – I find tremendously 
sad, but I have long stopped grieving for the absence of my father and accepted that 
what was, was what made me. His archetype has been of profound benefit to my 
existence, and through his shade I have conquered dangerous challenges and been 
inspired to travel deep inside my own vehicle into the depths of what is me and face 
the horrors and dissolve the walls that keep most people out of their psyche and 
imprisoned in a conscious cell. I know myself extremely well by way of 
compartmentalising my psyche and accepting that my conscious perception is 
limited, and my ego blindly pursues its own ends. Through dreams, synchronicity, 
empathy, form and my own form I listen to my unconscious and divine my path. 
Inside us all lay ghosts and demons few are willing to fight – for we have forgotten 
how. We have shunned the unconscious by enshrining the ego, and our actions have 
made insatiable devils and The Devil out of that ignorance. The mind struggles with 
what it denigrates as vague – but the demons are not entirely within and not entirely 
without but somewhere in between that takes us inexorably toward an unknown 
direction. Satan is a light that burns all in its path – all obstacles, all loyalties, all lies, 
all forms to cinder and cinder to ash and ash to silence. It can only ever be a solitary 
journey shaped by those things that press it through the motions. +O+

V. You are based on Australia; how is the occult scene over there? Unfortunately,
it’s quite often for people to oversee or underestimate any occult society that 
doesn’t come from Europe or the US. How do you think the distance from the 
rest of the Western world affects the views and ways of Australian magicians?
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+O+ It is as best as I can say the same as anywhere else in regard to the 
mystifications people heap upon the vehicle by which they should to rights make 
their journey, but clutter it hopelessly with unnecessary weights borne of obfuscation 
and sheer nonsense. Self-honesty is extraordinarily difficult to find in people – and 
even when it is there, self-knowledge is then lacking. We go through these many 
days, these many hurried motions building and crafting til we reach the suns zenith in
life only to tear it all down and think upon impending death and the meaning of life. 
With some conviction I can confirm that THEM aimed and aim to illustrate, among 
many other tired stigmas, that location is irrelevant to the creation of a Nexion with 
empathy. For this reason, I was vocal about being Australian, Irish and only young – 
to show them what these supposed inferior nation, nationality and gentle of age can 
do or earth. But let them underestimate and oversee – many of them would not know 
what was hidden from them if they hid it themselves. Our name travels on a different 
current – we strike a resonance other groups cannot match because we are true to the 
messages and the voices of the Self, of the inner and unknown, and glimpses 
snatched from our dangerous forays into the ungraspable through our sacrifice and 
deadly cold will. Like, many things, distance is a perception borne of the ego – 
assumptions based upon the limits of experience – and yet the size and shape of 
things is so important… it is the key to the universe. Australia is only young, some 
200 years old, and it does not have the history and depth of the UK or US – but we 
said many years ago that we aim to change that. And eventually, we are confident, 
that we will.+O+

VI. Can you talk us about your upcoming release “Threshold: Black Magic and 
Shattered Reality”? How long have you been working on the texts that conform 
this release?

+O+ All my life, just in an effort to understand. Though I have struggled on and off 
over the last decade with the validity of being respected, understood, or published – 
sought many times to distance and deaden myself to the ambitious joy of my ego to 
be published – Threshold represents not just an anthology of my work spanning two 
decades of thought and bottomless re-examination but fulfils an elusive secret want I 
have desired ever since I began putting pen to paper. It is a great honour for me that 
Fall of Man wants to place my works in a careful boxed compilation and it is not 
going too far to say perhaps one of the highlights of my life I will look back on as an 
old man and treasure. +O+

VII. One of the most interesting concepts from your system is that of the Matrix.
Could you explain us briefly what is it and how it defines your vision of the 
world?
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+O+ If I begin by equating it to the Matrix of the movie fame it is a good starting 
point. The Matrix is a term I use interchangeably with Geometry. The Matrix I refer 
to is not a computer simulation – but its source is not just within us. There are two 
aspects to the Matrix. There is our perception – through our ability to compile 
catalogues of meaning, with every thought we build and layer our perception with 
forms. Every form gives rise to other forms in a chain reaction until we are enclosed 
in a geometric prism that shapes how we see the world. What we imagine or perceive 
has the power to shape our actions, and consequently, our actions and thoughts 
further add layers to the matrix – both ours and others. But there is another type of 
form – authentic form – the Black Clay. The Black Clay infers the reality we see, but 
immediately distort when we name it, label it, project upon it. If we touch a wall, the 
sensation of touch is authentic; calling it a wall is not. It seems an innocuous 
example, but humanity is made up of scorpions – our entire ethos and organism is 
mired in a tradition to deceive. Confusion between what is real (authentic) and what 
is not (illusion) leads to the artificial matrix being constructed – where merely using 
clever, elegant, or magical manipulation of forms leads other to believe something is 
something its actually not. In this way has the Magi gained total control – since all 
attempts to break out of the grander geometric matrix our individual matrices on 
masse generate, serve only to feed and fuel it. The Temple of THEM seeks to make 
the human race Remember its origin, and to devise tools to break out of this magical 
Matrix. In such a short amount of space – it is difficult to put forth the reasons for 
these apprehensions – but I hope that the release of Threshold: Black Magic and 
Shattered Geometry will spare my keyboard and vindicate my assertions. +O+

VIII. You’re temporarily stepping down from your duties as a guide and mentor 
for those willing to introduce themselves in the path of THEM; what are your 
future plans? Will you focus on your writing, so you can reach more individuals, 
instead of personally mentoring people?

+O+ Being a guide only meant breaking one of a billion possible preconceptions into 
pieces that an individual came to greet us with to enable them some freedom from the
oppression of their convictions – again and again. But one cannot do that forever – 
one is met only with new formulations and convictions – and it becomes a Sisyphean 
endeavour, pushing a rock up a hill only to have it roll down again. Self-effort and 
self-honesty are the only way to become one of THEM – and those that have it, don’t 
need me. I would hope that what I have written serves people – but I hold no illusions
as to the validity of my work which is sure to change as I get older and explore 
deeper armed with the knowledge already extracted. The mine is infinitely deep – I 
know this – and in some ways I look forward to when I am 55-60 and can perhaps 
say I found what I was looking for amid the darkness that is life. I will continue to 
write, probably until I am an old man, but hope to finish a novel I am working on that
presents my insights in a new way and allows me some freedom from the analytical 
nightmare that is my struggle recorded on paper. I fear the day when I reach more 
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people than I already do – for that is a sign of impending mediocrity as much as it is a
sign of success. I wish only to understand myself. The Temple of THEM has plans to 
purchase land with the funds generated via the Black Glyph Society and other tendrils
of our Temple and continue its various strains of sorcery in private practice thereby 
fulfilling its proscribed 30-year charter. +O+

IX. The last words are yours; any piece of advice or wisdom?

+O+ Ad Accumulum Infinitum … and Remember. [Special thanks to Fall of Man and
the wonderful and talented artist with whom we worked, Namtaru of Namtaru 
Creations. ISS] +O+

Interview: S. Maher

1.) How long has the Temple of THEM been operating?

Since Jun 11, 2006.

2.) Do you actively recruit members? And if so, what is the criteria for recruiting
people? What would the benefit of being in your Temple be to the individual?

The members of THEM share a unique empathy with one another that is founded in 
being able to operate beyond the ego via the development of the Self. We believe the 
empathic ring created by the joining of individuals possessed of Self, each working 
on their own separate LHP path or in tandem with another member, unites us on a 
higher level than a group based on ego and acts as a conducive nexion to achieving 
our own separate LHP goals and a synchronous sinister goal we term Sinister 
Solidarity. THEM believe that true solidarity devoid of petty squabbling and the 
power-play that leads to entropy and destruction of a group – can only be achieved 
when each member is free from the possession of their ego and has developed 
synchronous empathy with first, oneself, secondly, the acausal, and thirdly, the 
paradoxical significance and insignificance of the human being. Because of this 
empathic understanding, we do not seek out other individuals to physically join us in 
performing our private magic, we rely on Synchronicity to ‘recruit’ others, by others 
recruiting themselves. The ring is closed to outsiders.
However, anyone who is at the fore of developing their consciousness through 
alchemical, magical or psychological mediums for instance, who strives to succeed 
[or succeeds] in overcoming their ego thus developing their own sense of Self, is 
paradoxically, by that achievement, one of THEM, too. Paradoxically, because after 
such an achievement an individual is likely to spurn the support, guidance or 
companionship of any kind of formal group and will thus come to understand the 
meaning of Sinister Solidarity and being one of THEM. There are no real benefits to 
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signing on to our [or any] online Temple, only in having the inner fire to be a vehicle 
of Change. Simply said, a Satanic Spirit toward perpetual alchemy, i.e. the ability to 
force, create and continue to always Change, is the key tenet to any kind of 
‘association’ with THEM.

3.) LaVey notes solipsism as an anti-Satanic sin. I find it quite attractive, the 
thought that I am the god of this entire universe which in itself is just a figment 
of my imagination seems quite satanic. How about you? Is it a “sin?”

An online dictionary defines Solipsism as: 1. Philosophy. the theory that only the self 
exists or can be proved to exist. 2. extreme preoccupation with and indulgence of 
one’s feelings, desires, etc.; egoistic self-absorption. Questions have the effect of 
making things seem easy. Frankly, Satanic is as Satanic does. Satanism is to be 
decided by each Satanist. What it is to be Satanic depends on the apprehension of 
‘Satan’ and ‘Satanism’ by that individual. Although I believe it may be seen as side-
stepping the question, doing just that is what separates members of THEM from the 
way others frame what it is that appears here. Since all answers are equally valid 
from the point of view of any respondent self-possessed and arrogant enough to 
Believe in their answer, all answers are opinion left to be validated by someone else’s
will. In some sense, the question posits only a choice of sin or no sin; it requires a 
response channelled and pre-shaped by the layout of the question itself. Members of 
THEM are arrogant masters in their own right, powered by Self and without doubt as 
to one’s own authenticity. Hence, we are arrogant enough not to be forced into the 
corners these kinds of question require, and to recognise them as corners to begin 
with. No objective answer can be given for this or any question, if it can, then you are
not one of THEM. However, to play ball; no, I do not think human beings are the 
masters of the universe: I believe we need to deceive ourselves into thinking so by 
creating a matrix of form that hides the horrors of the truth of our fragility. It is on the
basis of this matrix and being exposed to the Abyss that someone may see beyond 
said matrix and suffer real insight allowing real arrogance to manifest based on 
illusion on one’s own terms.

4.) Why did you choose the name THEM? What is the meaning of it? How 
important is the name of a Temple to the overall workings and success of that 
group?

THEM has many meanings, it is not just indicative of a group of people, it also 
means Them, the Dark Gods, and their voice that issues through when the vein of the 
subconscious is tapped and directs the psyche beyond ego impulses and contrivances.
It is the state that is experienced when Self and Ego become active as two powers that
can direct one and embodies the loss of identity that allows one to become a shape 
shifter – this separates US, from them. It is also a term to denote someone who has 
truly built their own self-image devoid of others expectations that shrugs off the 
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world’s and societies roles with friends, family etc., as projections that aim to force a 
person into a role and play by the laws of the matrix. A being that can smash all 
intellectual chains into dust, possessed of a determination of the will that others stand 
in awe and fear of. Furthermore, the word THEM is an appropriation of a Magian 
fear meme. When people quote an unknowable source in relating a scientific or 
religious fact, they generalise and thus create an illusory authoritarian figure, “they” 
i.e. “they say that…” or “that’s what they say” that builds on the fear felt by all in 
thrall to the matrix, that gives psychological and magickal credence to one’s claims. 
We have stolen that “They…” and it has become “THEM”. If a form is designed to 
execute an agenda by intending to influence certain groups then the name of a Temple
is of vital importance. A name is an important exterior aesthetic that will more often 
than not be the first piece of information about the Temple encountered by a 
prospective adherent and thus care should be taken to ensure that any name chosen 
should be in accordance with the aims and intents of the Form and express the ‘aquae
vitae‘ of its current. If you build a “Temple of Idiots” – they will come. Because a 
name will be perceived by outsiders as a broad description of the Temple’s function, 
it will influence an adherents first impression. Pending whether that first impression 
is favourable the adherent may or may not decide to investigate further; if they do, 
then the name has successfully performed its role and will be carried away on the lips
as Reputation.

5.) What’s your opinion on so called “Traditional” Satanists such as the 
“Cathedral of the Black Goat”? How do you view the issue of animal sacrifice?

I judge and affirm my own path to be Satanic. I don’t care about the stance or views 
of other Temples or Groups. Animal Sacrifice? If something is to be killed, I think 
killing a human being that is deserving of death should be considered first before the 
slaughter of an animal that is an insensible and innocent party to the blatantly 
stupid/enervating behaviour of human beings. In Australia and America, in fact a lot 
of the West if I may generalise, societies seem to hold a sentimental and romantic 
view of human life that is not shared by the rest of the World. I think this is partly 
because of the twisted Christian crusade for ‘Right to Life’ and partly because of 
Political Correctness. To this end, we have over-populated the Earth with wasteful 
organisms and shoulder weaklings who cry foul should even the sick or ill be deemed
unfit to walk it and disposed of. Hence even those who will needlessly suffer due to 
deformity or sickness are preserved. We have declined into the worship of mediocrity,
turning our backs on our heritage of pride and excellence inherited from the Greeks. 
There are ample reasons I can think of for culling human beings over an animal, none
of them profound mind you. I don’t perform animal sacrifice because I don’t feel any 
desire to kill animals. I’m fond of animals and seek to punish those who are cruel to 
them. Then again, I suppose refusing to give up eating meat is contributing to the 
cruel culling of animals on a daily basis. If you’re going to take your cues from me 
about whether to take a life or not, then take your own.
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6.) I came across your Temple on the Internet as a yahoo group. Do you exist in 
any other medium or publication?

Our Temple is a mouthpiece. Our real work is performed by each member of THEM 
in a private way, working toward Sinister Solidarity and our own individual goals: 
toward ‘Blood and Soil’, I believe the term is. Since we’ve all been members, or still 
are, of various other magical groups and utilise those connections to further the aims 
of our secular Temple of THEM, I should think we do exist in other mediums owing 
to our influence, but not under this name.

7.) I know when I first contacted you I asked about how many members you 
had. Can you tell us your number and are all initiated into the seven-fold sinister
way?

Six. Yes.

8.) May I ask your racial ancestry? Any Irish blood in your veins?

Yes. The founding member of the Temple is Australian born, of proud Irish descent.

9.) Quoting from your Mvimaedivm web group “Australia does not have much 
of a sinister tradition….”. Do you feel that being removed from your ancestral 
lands ( presumably Europe ) hinders magickal working at all? I personally 
found Australia to be a strange alien place compared to the green fields of the 
sinister land so to speak? How would one of your group undergo the black 
pilgrimage for example being many thousands of miles from the long mynd?

Personally, no. But there are five other members I cannot represent. As I have not 
visited Europe I have yet to discern any psychic or spiritual difference of connection 
to the land. Australia is a strange place – and I think that its alien-ness is to its credit 
in acting as a global fulcrum to connect members of the Sinisterion in a psychic 
manner. It was settled by convicts – many of Irish, European or Chinese descent – 
and in this sense its land is ruled by an air of brooding injustice and violence, of 
despair and alienation. This is still an undercurrent seething in the Ethos of the 
Australian people with many cultural icons of worship in the way of supporting the 
under-dog, helping the ‘Aussie battler’, the working class need for perpetually 
overcoming adversity [but remaining quiet or humble once you succeed], or the 
romanticism of villains or criminals.

Yet it is as invested with darkness as is the country of New Zealand, in which I spent 
a lot of time performing various rites and ceremonies, and its isolation from the rest 
of the world, its grounded, earthy, violent spiritual heritage of Maori warriors, gods 
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and cannibals precedes any mana superficially invested by the white man, in much 
the same way the aboriginal of Australia have imbued the Australian landscape with a
connexion and spirit of menace and magic tens of thousands of years old. If anything,
this innate primeval energy is more conducive to working Sinister magic than 
recourse to any of the white idols and edifices of the last 200 years for a sense of 
spiritual possessiveness – for it lacks in those edifices, and it is the ancient, proud, 
fearless, warrior, spirit-filled world, type energy that imbues Australia that causes a 
mimesis or ‘remembrance’ of my European heritage and what has been lost; the 
despair and desolation of our species into materialist sops that joins me with it.

Although initiated in the Septenary Way, and a derivation of the ONA, the members 
of THEM do not collectively practice it, or teach it – that is the domain of the ONA. 
Rather, we teach what we have extracted from our contact with various LHP forms of
experience and knowledge. But were we to require walking the Black Pilgrimage, I 
expect a member would find the means to travel directly to Shropshire as has been 
done in the past, or we would create our own Black Pilgrimage and extend the 
Sinister Tradition into the roots of the Australian Ether – for all Traditions started and 
must start somewhere.

10.) What’s the purpose of your Mvimaedivm web group? You seem to store 
information and make it available for others to download? Is this a betrayal of 
the tradition? The ONA itself has ceased publicising and retreated back 
“underground” do you perhaps see yourself as a second generation ONA 
temple?

Its purpose is undecided. Its purpose has changed and will continue to change in 
accordance with the Wills that shape and form it. Various experiments have been tried
from the Temple framework, most of which have met with success: including a sort 
of Archetypal magic laid out over time in accordance with our understanding of the 
progression of forms in Western Tradition and the wisdom of the Ancients. For now, 
the Temple is a nexion [build it and they will come] without a concrete purpose. The 
real work is done offline by the efforts of the six members to live the Sinister as they 
see fit – this often has some influence on what is posted or the direction the online 
Temple takes. No, I do not feel that we are betraying the Order of Nine Angles or the 
Sinister Tradition. A betrayal of Tradition is a personal concern for what is merely a 
bottle-necking of the energies of form in lieu of a strong connexion with what has 
already been established. However, there can be no departure of THEM from ONA: if
we were to sever all ties and denounce the teachings of the ONA then we should be a 
reaction to the ONA, yet we would still have come from them. If we were to embrace
ONA openly and teach exactly what they teach, then why bother to have a separate 
temple at all? 
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Form flows from form or breaks off from a Form – but it is united by an acausal bond
that transcends the qualities of space and language that are used to make particular 
areas ‘separate’ from others. We are all grateful to the influence the ONA has had on 
our understanding, and as a result we keep it alive to honour its vitality – in this 
sense, we are members of ONA and glyphs that store and continue the Tradition. That
said, there are many things we ‘disagree’ with in regard to the ONA, and to that end, 
each of us found we either shrugged off the physical seven-fold tools and passed 
through the Abyss to where we no longer required the guidance of the Order, or 
founded an understanding of its essential current as a method of perpetual alchemy; a 
triangle squared. After such a realisation, the simplicity of things gets tangled in 
words and ways. The ONA current has passed through us, and from us it will pass to 
others, just as it was passed to them. Hence we believe we ‘get’ the message and the 
reason for ONA and live and act accordingly to that understanding. We don’t consider
ourselves a second generation ONA temple, we just don’t see the sense in cutting the 
ties of those who have helped us build our pyramids of skulls. The ONA have made 
numerous statements about retreating back underground over the years I.e. Qv. the 
MSS ‘Terfyniad‘, ‘Return to the Dark’ and others and so I have to take this latest 
revelation of retreat with a grain of salt. I have seen no indication that the ONA have 
ceased publication or have diminished in presence.

11.) What’s your opinion on David Myatt’s Conversion to Islam?

Irrelevant.

12.) Why should one of the left hand path, concerned with self godhood, care 
about the destiny of the human race ( Aeonics?)

Because to acknowledge any one of those things, “concern”, “self”, “godhood”, 
“destiny”, “human race” etc is it necessary to create or sustain for oneself a matrix of 
illusions to bounce the perception of one’s importance off in order to sustain 
optimism and hope in life. Such a matrix is necessary to first build as if one were 
building a house, for what comes after questions are exhausted and the matrix is 
torn/worn down is excruciating indeed. The maturity to be able to perceive the at one 
significance and insignificance of the human being, if one is able to withstand the 
destruction done to the ego and try to get a fair apprehension of one’s role as a life in 
the universe, will smash this question into so many pieces that one may eventually 
come to see the futility of asking such questions and even break through to the Abyss,
where the realisation of the matrix, the abyss, and the significance/insignificance of 
that poor human thinker, may lead to suicide, or ecstasy.

13.) What’s your opinion on NS politics? Is A NS revolution the way forward to 
induce Aeonic change?
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It depends who or what is the driving force behind the Form. The form alone cannot 
succeed unless the conditions conducive to that form are present. To try to establish 
NS as per the Nazi glory days, i.e. with Nazis, now, seems to be somewhat naive – 
but an alteration of that form tailored to meet the challenges posed to its arising may 
succeed. The Americans seem to already have their own NS, which is actually a kind 
of Anti-NS in sheep’s clothing for anyone with eyes to see, saying one thing doing 
quite the contrary, although without the beautiful haunting occult mystique and 
heritage of the European/Aryan that the Nazi drew upon. I tend to think that Russia, 
and their leader who holds a PhD, has written a book on Martial Arts, and is 
physically superb is a sign of recourse to the glory days of politics and war-like, 
Greek, mentality; a healthy reaction to the skinny little Magian intellectuals such as 
Howard and Bush; Vladimir Putin and the Russians alliance with the East is going to 
play a big part in the shaping of any kind of ‘Aeonics’. Russia seems to be at a crucial
point of deciding its alliance with the Western or Eastern Axis – and I think the next 
spiritual force to emerge with a similar ferocity to that of the NS, will come from the 
Russians.

14.) What’s the gender breakdown of your group?

3:3

15.) Have you any interest in Wicca or White witchery? Neo- Paganism, 
LaVeyan satanism, setianism (temple of set? )

No. We have an interest in steering others away from, and the destruction of those 
groups however.

16.) I became introduced to the writings of the ONA via the Ordo Sinistra 
Viviendi, from New Zealand. Now I know that NZ is far removed from Australia
but seeing as you guys share the same corner of the globe maybe you might have 
some insight into a question that has been irritating me for a fair few years now. 
Have you any idea what happened to these people? where did they disappear to?
Kerry Bolton etc?

No. But I will put forward a theory. These ‘people’ are creations of the Self, there is a 
mind behind them that does not wish to be seen or recognised for its individuality. 
The physicality of such persons was never there: only a phantom with a name that 
carried its secret masters/mistresses will.

17.) A question on the star game. I personally have built myself a working game. 
However i have no-one to play against. Any tips for a novice star gamer? I’ve 
read that you have encountered some working problems in the practical playing 
of the game, a bug in the system so to speak.
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Plenty, a +o+ Treatise on the ONA’s Star Game is hosted as a free file within the 
Nexus. If you have no-one to play against then play against yourself or ask one of our
Temple members to join you in playing the On-line Star game. Regarding the 
working problems of the Star Game, I believe you are referring to an essay contained 
within that same treatise written by one of our members in 2006 referring to a certain 
mathematical probability. The essay claimed that when playing against an opponent 
whomsoever started first could always ensure a win simply by following a certain 
strategy. This ‘bug’ was later given further examination and an important omission 
found in the reasoning. This ‘mathematical certainty’ exists in the basic Star-Game, 
but it does not hold true for the Advanced Version which does contain ’chaos’ tiles. 
Likewise: an Advanced Version of the Star Game can, in fact, be built using the 
instructions given in Naos despite the claims made in the MS “Geometric 
Complexity” by the same Author two years ago. Nevertheless, in error we learn, and 
the +o+ Treatise is hosted in its entirety. The essay on Black Magical Sympathy that 
concerns mapping the sympathetic nodes of the Star Game using Intent and 
Abstraction as well as the ‘Training Exercise’ are both still useful and informative.

18.) Thanks to THEM for answering my interview. You have a great web 
resource on your yahoo groups, one which I find extremely useful. Any Final 
Words?

In Sinister Solidarity.

Interview with THEM: anon

x.) THEM speak about a need for “Solidarity” in their writings – can you give 
me an example of how Solidarity is used within the Temple of THEM?

Sure. Functionally – We share the same email address at the Temple and for many 
groups this would be a risky venture. It generally takes only a clash of wills and a 
heated argument and one of the party would have no qualms in changing the 
password to lock others out or use the account to cause mischief. But I don’t really 
think that it’s just implied trust that allows us to be so assured of each other’s 
intentions. It’s knowledge that over the course of years our companions have worked 
hard to become aware of and exercise the option to control or over-ride the impulses, 
motivations, and emotions of the ego. THEM recognise the instability of assuming 
the I at all times because it means being trapped in Time and in the Matrix by the 
egos of others – this leads to being unable to shake one’s ‘role’, lessens a magician’s 
perspective and can even lead back to egocentrism. There was for a long time a belief
expressed by various members previously involved with Alchemy that once the 
Philosophers Stone was attained [which we equate here psychologically as the Self] it
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would immolate the realm of the ego and the temptation to revert to that state of 
consciousness by virtue of destroying so many of the pillars of that state of being – 
Time, Space, Duty, Name, Form, Concept, Logic, Law, the I and even Thought – are 
all ‘damaged’ irreparably in actually extricating oneself from the Matrix; so much so, 
that the convenient life of reliance on the Matrix by others can never be lived for a 
magician again. It is now known, through attainment, that this is not true. Even with 
the awareness of one’s actions and speech – the ego continues to babble occasionally.

And in those cases where that babble is not checked the Self can become re-
consumed by the easy ride and low energy expenditure of the ego. But therein lies a 
precarious balancing act performed by each of THEM because there must also be 
outlets for the ego to continue its babble – channels for its incessant existence lest the
power to take shape be lost. The ego is thus treated as a vehicle that can be driven 
whereby the will of the magician watches over it, seldom leaving the ego to its own 
devices, but taking advantage of the opportunities the ego creates within the Matrix 
as a functioning cohesive unit of form. Watching over the ego is not an intellectual 
motto – it is a way of Life for members of THEM. Philosophically – our online 
Temple is a tendril, an experimental possibility; it does not matter overmuch whether 
we all agree with what is represented in the online forum. We all know that it is the 
nature of a Form to interact with the Matrix in such a way that it generates a unique 
signature, a hard-wired cobweb of connexions whose specific geometry will increase 
various probabilities and decrease others – and that individuals/groups will intermesh 
the Form into the Matrix simply because it is one, I.e., a Form.

Each external interaction with the Temple prompts a magical response from the 
Temple. As others buy into the myth, we feed the Myth and solidify tentative belief 
and curiosity into a solid foundation directly connected with that individual or group. 
When others believe in us, they spread the message and myth of THEM for us 
independently. Because we each understand the nature, methods, and ultimate goal of
the Temple, we each understand why certain things are said, or made so. Very often, 
something seemingly posted out of the blue is a response to a private enquiry or 
clandestine interaction by an individual with the Temple. Thus, the outer appearance 
of the Temple or the ’ego’ of the Temple is apt to be peppered by all kinds of 
pathways and topics of the smaller sphere of the semantic variety. While the inner 
connexion of the Temple or ’Ga Wath Am’ sees these semantic necessities holistically
– in the replies given writhe the seductive tendrils of black magical intent designed 
specifically to suit or more accurately ’tap into’ or ‘create sympathy’ with that 
individual and have them further intermesh our Myth within their Matrix. 

The process is similar to downloading a computer virus tailored to attack the support 
systems of the Matrix and the Magian and bring them both crashing down over time. 
Magically, the Temple of THEM is a co-generated Sinister Form; an organic seed that
has been designed to meet the challenges imposed by the modern occult environment 
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and mentality. This form is still in its infancy but is now beginning to take on a life of
its own, a plant germinated by the agency of others in the Matrix and occasionally 
watered by us. But this doesn’t mean our online representation is taken lightly as a 
side-project, even though it is mostly extra-curricular to the lives of members of 
THEM. The voice of each member is incorporated into our manuscripts, which tend 
to have a homogeneity owing to being expressed by one appointed writer, and each of
us share our specialist knowledge of various semantic spheres to help ensure a fluid 
integration of difficult clientele. Members participate in the Temple affairs whenever 
and however they choose to and are kept up to date on its growth via the reports and 
public announcements and private tuitions stored in the shared email address and via 
the Temple e-zine, ’Oto Anorha’. Each member can thus provide their specialist 
knowledge to support the Representative, express any concerns or new directions the 
Temple should take, or inform the Syndicate of important changes in the 
external/internal network.

Solidarity is further enhanced by the common understanding that Change takes time. 
Especially biological change. Sustaining Self is primarily a matter of the conditions 
created concerning the lightening and the sun [or Time] and to maintain the Self it 
helps to live within a magical Weltanschauung pursuing short- and long-term goals + 
an Aeonic one. That way, the contrivances of the Matrix don’t weigh one down too 
much or for too long and what really matters can be attended to. This outlook in itself
helps remove the magician from the trap of thinking only for the moment. A common
far-reaching perspective that shadows our seventy or so allotted years keeps us 
focused on the task of fulfilling our goals within the Temple of THEM both 
individually and collectively.

Attaining the Self is extremely difficult but it is only the first evolutionary step. The 
second step is in sustaining the Self and this requires constant vigilance – the natural 
evolution of a magician is to immolate the ego and attain enlightenment but such 
embodies the loss of the ability to take form or the desire to interfere, to take a stance 
or to have the arrogant foundation to ground a conviction; such persons may be 
enlightened but they sacrifice their original goal [to be like Satan] to go on beyond 
words, forms, and being. The power of the Sinister however does not lie in leaving 
the Earthly plane and going to meet God; or in becoming an aetherial vapour that is 
‘too wise’ to trouble itself with the affairs of the human being. The risk to abandon 
what one originally set out to do [be Satan] when coming face to face with the secret 
Samadhi is GREAT; and it can be justified away as one passes through the Abyss 
where meanings have no ground and the Sinister Quest is abandoned in the wake of 
some a priori experience of being; but it takes an immensely strong will to get this far
and make the decision to return to remain loyal to the Sinister. 

To continue to employ ones will under the direction of such enlightened knowledge 
and possessed of magical prowess is to walk the Earth as a Dark God. Thus, we have 
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not destroyed our egos but yoked them into the service of our developed Selves. 
Beyond that, the third stage is in continuing to teach the Rites of Passage that 
characterise the ego and the Self for long enough to create a folk that are engineered 
toward developing this greater state of mind either genetically or by Tradition; hence,
for instance, the creation of the Nexus, “Mvimaedivm”.

Having the Self in our lifetime is a great achievement of personal enlightenment but 
we are aiming for more than that and seek a collective, inhuman [we say inhuman or 
first human rather than ‘human’ because of the embarrassing connotations associated 
with typical human behaviour] enlightenment. What form will arise to occupy the 
shattered wastelands of the Magian Empire we shall just have to wait and see via 
‘Vindex’. Our concern is to act as ‘Falcifer’ – to smash the status quo and prepare the 
conditions for a hostile aeonic takeover. In the most humble sense, we try to bring a 
little bit of Satan into everyone we meet. We do this by not buying into the Magian 
way of life.

Psychologically – THEM assert that we are a new emerging species by virtue of our 
numbers and our presence of mind. The attainment of Self has previously been 
thought to only be achieved by lone hermits, individuals isolated in time and space by
their particular Wyrd – and although periods of isolation are necessary to bring about 
the dissolving of the ego – there are nonetheless a half dozen of us now united via the
Acausal Voice as a species. Our synchronicity has been founded on unique principles 
and understanding of sorcery, and whatever our personal aims – we are each “cold 
and sure of our magic“. We represent the rise of the ‘Undividual’ and the fomentation
of a culture. Watch this space.

Interview: Mark Sievwright
The Last Word from THEM

This Interview took place via Skype.net (With Filters) on December 11th 2008 with 
“Thoth” from the Temple of THEM. I’ve inserted a couple of questions that were 
answered by email in late November of 2008 in where I think they fit but I also had 
to ask for clarification on some points after the interview, also inserted. I met Thoth 
after reading the “Diary of a Devilworshipper” and made contact with him through 
the yahoo forum Mvimaedivm in September. He agreed to a request for an interview 
and I am told that this is to be the last public commentary made by the Temple of 
THEM so I was honoured to be chosen for the task. Special thanks to AeveA of the 
Black Glyph Society for her assistance in transcribing the interview and for allowing 
us to print it in Aldebaran.

The Last Word From One Of THEM
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2008 by Aion Press
& The Black Glyph Society.

Mark M. Sievwright and J. Walker

[Ed Note: Edits have been made by ThoTh and myself to this transcription of the 
December interview for OA #30. An original copy of the interview is available from 
Mark Sievwright at sievwrightmm@gmail. Or in Aldebaran *AA TBGS Q*ISS]

Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions, I really do appreciate it. I
have a lot to ask you, having been reading and thinking about the work 
published on Lulu and our private correspondence for quite some time. I guess 
my first question is – have you ever met Anton Long?

Hi Mark, not a problem.. and no. Not in person. Only as an idea.

An Idea?

Sure. I think there are still a lot of people unsure as to why David refuses to be seen 
as Anton Long despite all the evidence that’s been produced to favour an obvious 
conclusion. When I first began my walk with the ONA in 2000, all I initially wanted, 
was to travel to Shropshire and meet and train with the enigmatic Grandmaster. I even
tried to send the ONA a letter asking for admission into the Order. It was returned 
though, the box must have been closed by then. However, the older I got, and the 
more involved I became in living the Sinister Way – the more insight I gathered, all 
kinds of previous preconceived idea I had about Satanism began to fall away. There’s 
a big difference in a magical path from the outside than there is on the inside. Mine 
has been charged with a feeling of dynamism and excitement, and so I’m lucky, but 
it’s not like you can subsist forever on mystical nonsense, if you want to get 
anywhere you have to have a big dose of realism, and that comes with trying to 
follow something like the Sinister Path. The insights revealed are not necessarily the 
one’s you expect. And slowly I began to feel that Anton Long, whom I eventually 
linked with Myatt, was something/someone other than what it/he appeared, and that 
AL, was actually created for something. Something deeply profound and something 
beyond the Mythos being weaved. You have to remember that Myatt was born in the 
1950’s – and men born back then had a completely different outlook on the world 
than someone born in the 70’s. AL was also born into a life that involved a lot of 
travel – a lot of realism and seeing the world as it really is. And I think from this, the 
persona of Long developed. 

For me, Long is the personification of an “idea”, and I don’t mean the term “idea” 
lightly, the phrase “External Wraith or Manifestation developed to represent an Outer-
formed, Inner-felt Development of a Unique Perennial Pagan Ethos based on a 
scrutiny of Sacred Geometry from a Way of Living that garners experience directly 
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from many of the forms given great worship as means and guides by Humanity to 
alter an Ingrained Ethos” is probably better than “idea”. Even his name, “Along” is 
synchronous with the underlying aims of the ONA, which are so often 
misunderstood, generally by a) people who have never devoted themselves to 
actually living its Tradition for themselves and remain on the outside theorising from 
what is written down and disseminated; moreover, who expect and believe in some 
predetermined outcome or objective result from such a way of Living which I assure 
you is never the case and that each Initiate learns differently even though they utilise 
the same base core system and b) believe that the concept of the ONA has only one 
layer and is related “as is” via its manuscripts and own admissions – and which, is 
most definitely not the case: with a perception in tow that the ONA is represented “as 
is” via its manuscripts: the ONA can only appear as a contradiction of extreme 
complexity. 

The secret to perceiving the ONA lies in living and experiencing the practical means 
and methods relayed for oneself, the alchemy of which results in drastic alchemical 
magical and philosophical changes, unique to each Initiate; for only then is the 
necessary internal groundwork laid to understand the extreme simplicity of the ONA.
For me, Long is a species of free-floating consciousness with great power to create 
significant changes; an embodiment of the archetype Satan, yes; partly through his 
tremendous Promethean tenacity to live the way he has and understand so much by 
himself; and partly because of his emphasis and development of the dis-connected 
unification of acausal consciousness between all beings; but a consciousness more 
unrestricted than the box “Satan”; a unique embodiment of personality that I have not
seen in my thirty years of living in any other human being. Some people sometimes 
show me some aspects of that consciousness: but AL is the first and only man I’ve 
encountered whose essence has deeply affected who I am and what I try to do with 
my life. Aside of course, from the character of Satan.

Why do you think Long is Myatt, like evidence-wise?
Well, assuming, loosely, that Myatt does not have his material written out by 
someone else before he releases it, Myatt and Long both use long strings of commas 
to break up sentences in a very similar way, as does ‘Julie Wright’. My experience 
has taught me that people, artists especially, are very particular about language when 
they write. Due to the audio inflection they hear in their head, they write a certain 
way, to express how they hear conversation, where pauses, when/how emotion, and 
so on play out in a conversation and in how people interact with one another; also in 
what details are captured and which are omitted, in the breadth of vocabulary, for 
example. All these are particulars that can’t help but emanate the consistent 
underlying structure of how language is understood and perceived in its conveyance 
by the writer. Their Iambic Pentameter is the same too. Myatt writes so much that to 
consistently maintain any conscious focus to disrupt that style of writing would be 
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too much of a strain to keep up – moreover, Myatt is probably not aware of, or 
recognises the impossibility of cleaning up, the “linguistic” trail he leaves behind.

The word ‘fastly’ rather than quickly is idiosyncratic, as is the consistent 
“misspelling” of ‘past’ with ‘passed’, the omission by both AL and DM of ornate 
description, as though the style of prose adopted for the Deofel Quintet coloured 
everything written since… it’s my opinion that Myatt wants people to know he is AL.
And damn right, AL is the best thing to happen to Satanism in the last four decades.

What the hell is Iambic Meter?

So far as I understand it, it’s a fancy way of indicating the measure of both the 
mathematical and poetic rhythm or spacing in verse and the overall measure of meter 
to which they flow. Eminem and Dr. Seuss are two great examples for this. When 
reading Dr. Seuss, for instance, there is an impulse to insert an extra syllable in some 
lines to give more order and poise to the prose, which often seems stilted because it is
missing a syllable in a place that interrupts the smooth rhythm of the prose. On the 
other hand, Eminem is a wordsmith whose masterful use of rhythm is a powerful 
example of correct Iambic (Penta) Meter or perfectly measured verse. As is the Haiku
poem, which uses five syllables, then seven syllables, then five again, a style 
favoured in Japan.

Going back, what do you mean Anton Long was created for something?

I mean that AL is a deliberate magickal creation. There are powers and actions 
granted via a channel emanating a certain personality that AL can perform, but which 
David Myatt, cannot. Likewise, actions and stances that ONA, can perform and hold: 
as a separate entity: which David Myatt cannot. All because of the different codes of 
conduct each possess, or more accurately that he has given them the power to 
possess. THEM have come along and penned Liber Dabih at an extremely fortuitous 
time, because over the years, each of Myatt’s lived forms have been treated 
superficially, seen simplistically as snapshots which described Myatt, and each form 
with its own attached tirade of ignorant outside observation and commentary. And 
one of Myatt’s most infamous actions was a conversion to the Islamic faith much to 
the chagrin and disgust of many pro-National Socialist circles: who, never really 
understood why Myatt was seen to be joining them in the first place, at all. At this 
time, like all his other forms, Myatt’s Islamic learning can now be placed within a fair
context. I think Myatt is genuine about using Islam to attack the Magian, it is a role 
that makes a lot of sense from the perspective put forth by both AL and DM about 
championing Heresy. 

Yet Myatt’s recent tally of shape-shifting confessions have brought him to a place 
where his over-arching concern is for the level of suffering needlessly endured by the 
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promulgation of forms, illusions and divisions that man-made abstractions have the 
power to do, and a deep sadness that humanity has learnt or is in danger of learning, 
nothing from its past five thousand years; and thus that all forms such as National 
Socialism, Militant Coups, Islamic Fundamentalism, etc, should no longer play a 
part; but, he is caught irrevocably in-between Knowledge and Time. While he 
Knows/Lives with these profound integrated discoveries of suffering and the 
Numinous Way intimately as David Myatt: the struggle to do nothing and the struggle
to do something clearly rages within. As Myatt, he can do nothing to try and change 
the flow and precession of suffering – for Myatt is Above Time: but as the ONA, as 
Long, he can actively continue to struggle against the odds of the Times (Long is the 
means by which David can manifest In/Against Time) we live in by using a variety of
forms, the complete ONA being one of these, to infuse the consciousness, the deep 
learning of David Myatt, into the world through the Seven-Fold Sinister Way. Thus, 
not just the results of his learning, but also the way in which he set about teaching 
himself. Obviously, the idea that Myatt has split personalities for this theory is 
appealing, but it would be incorrect. Myatt’s personalities are not split and from his 
point of view, and mine, there is no differentiation between the two men and the 
plethora of other manifestations which each serve different purposes for Myatt: which
emanate from one consciousness; but which consciousness is Acausal not Causal. 
Thus, Myatt feels himself, rightly, a part of you, a part of me, a part of something 
greater, and is moved to express it, i.e., the Numinous.

So, okay, do you want to meet Anton Long?

No… I don’t think that it is necessary to do that anymore. Long is a part of my 
consciousness, a fellow wanderer who feels that awful sadness I have felt with the 
world and whose own life via the vehicle of the ONA has influenced me profoundly. 
People who have that feeling have nothing to say to each other – they’re already 
connected.

What is your impression of David Myatt?

My impression? I perceive a gentle man and a gentleman, doing what he can to make 
the world a better place. But we’re at a point in time where you have to literally 
smash someone over the head with a shovel to change their ways. I also believe that 
Myatt’s age is having an influence on his recent mindset – and that ONA’s forms are 
currently exhibiting a potent mixture of wisdom and fatalism – possibly due to an 
acute awareness on his part of his approaching mortality and the amount of time he 
has left to complete his Wyrd or achieve what he set out to do.

Would you say his involvement in extremist Islam is making the world a better 
place?
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I don’t believe Myatt actually converted to Islam. He may have demonically lived the
role, but the same underlying messages in his NS writings are the same 
underpinnings in his Islamic stuff. It’s just different wrapping paper. Despite all the 
outer appearances put forth, I don’t believe his heart is in it and as I said to someone 
else, I think Myatt’s dream of space colonisation underpins all of the forms he has 
taken on, that ONA is his grounding principle, and that all of his efforts revolve 
around his faith in the Order to deliver.

I have to ask, is THEM really an ONA Nexion?

The short answer is yes. From my point of view based on ONA’s definition on what a
nexion is and what I discern ONA are – how THEM carries on and extends the 
qualities relating to those definitions: qualifies THEM to present itself as a genuine 
nexion of the ONA. And that is not to say that my understanding of a nexion is the 
only, or the right, one. Before many others, we understood Myatt and the underlying 
nature of his work beneath the sensationalism of his involvement in this or that form 
– we were not in thrall to the forms he took and did not react emotively as he changed
through them. We have remained cold and detached watching Myatt work. 

We understood what he is doing and subsequently could work out what he was doing.
We empathise deeply with that work and have vowed to further it (We each took the 
Initiation Oath in Naos as a serious element of our devotion to the Sinister Quest and 
the ONA). But we should not be misunderstood as being the same as ONA, because 
we are not, we are an extension Offspring. Insofar as THEM understands the ONA 
and the reasons relating to the propagation of it as a whole and a large number of its 
parts, re: Dark Gods, Star Game, Culling etc, THEM do claim to represent the ONA 
from Australia, and not, necessarily, as a Satanic group. We have the experience and 
understanding to teach aspects and the spirit of the Seven-Fold Way – Whether or not 
this connexion is “officially” recognised by the ONA is irrelevant: all the important 
work is performed in the shadows and with hints anyway.

Wait. What do you mean by hints and shadows?

I mean just that. When people come to me and ask if ONA is still active for instance: 
I ask them: what makes you think it is inactive, but more to the point, what makes 
you think there is an ONA at all. Where did you get your evidence from? From the 
ONA? They say the Internet or quote some source or web page which contains MSS, 
invariably written and published – by the ONA themselves. So, it is a question of 
personal critical analysis, and how much weight people give their own projections 
and conclusions versus a comparison of fact and observation. But to be fair, until I 
got further into my journey, I had no idea how much subtlety was involved in 
Satanism. I can share that a hell of a lot goes unsaid and a lot of it regarding strategy.
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Sounds like a lot of cloak and dagger stuff goes on behind the posts?

To some extent private emails are exchanged that affect the outcome of certain 
elements: cloak and dagger, if that’s what you want to call it goes on, because there’s 
a tremendous amount of work involved in instigating change and in making that 
change look flawless. Think on how much THEM have revealed in its published 
MSS, understanding/working with the ONA has never been easier. Then think on 
how much remains hidden and always will until a certain level of cognition and 
consciousness is reached via self-effort that unlocks such mysteries and makes 
everything crystal clear.

What about these secrets?

What about them?

Are they to do with the inner workings of the ONA?

I can’t tell you that. But not to give too much away, there was a little book circulated 
around the underground not that long ago called “Obtain Me” in Latin. See, although 
the Order speaks openly about Culling, theoretically speaking, there is a vast 
difference between “obtaining the Red Elixir” and obtaining the Red Elixir. Someone 
must have decided information on that aspect was lacking and written a book about 
the finer points of cutting someone’s head off.

The ONA?

I’m not sure, but I don’t think so. There was no obvious indication that it was an 
ONA document.

One of THEM?

Not to my knowledge.

What was in it?

An introduction to technique explaining the difference between things like the clean 
decapitation one can expect from Japanese sword-cutting and the grisly separation of 
the head from the neck by force via the brutal hold and cut used by some Extremist 
Sects, for instance. And this is where the “ultra-hatred” mentioned recently by ONA 
comes in handy – since there is an irony that if you’re emotionally and magically 
ready to cull someone by magic – you are correspondingly enraged enough not to 
want to do it magically. And if you’ve seen Japanese execution style beheadings they 
are, assuming the executioner knows his stuff, quite clean, and noble. Whereas, if 
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you’ve seen some footage (or the real thing) of someone on their knees being thrown 
to the ground, held down and having his head sawn off with a knife by force – it’s a 
much more harrowing thing to see. And since the ONA don’t favour the Japanese 
style, copying Baphomet implies a rather brutal task.

What else was in there?

Uh, there were some notes on undertaking an “insight role” as a butcher’s apprentice 
for a while to get familiar with the mechanics of blood, arterial spray, etc and a 
section on chemicals like certain acids used to dispose of the remaining body, and all 
that classic stuff you could find in the older “criminals handbook” – but also, some 
esoteric lore regarding the powers of the blood and severed head and so on.

That’s pretty full on!

It’s not though, Mark. The world is a Sinister place full of Sinister people doing 
Sinister things. But the Sinister aspects of the world are too many to bundle into a day
of news, and let’s face it, a lot of people widen their perspective of the world 
watching the television. Every second of every minute something awful is happening 
to someone somewhere in the world, and probably every two seconds something so 
atrociously inhuman it defies the reach of the comfortable imagination. There are 
people just across the way that would kill you horribly just for being white, or there.

Some people treat Satanism as a game, and some treat it so seriously they are willing 
to kill for it. If all you know about Satanism is from the books you read at the library, 
the opinions you gather from the internet, or from the continuing idea that Satanism is
a safe tame practice in direct opposition to Christianity – then you’re not going to be 
the sort of person that finds “Obtain Me” in your post office box. You gotta go out 
and get yourself into a whole lot of different shit so you can make the judgements for 
yourself as to what is what. When the totality of life’s meaning hits you after you’ve 
gained the insight into your own mortality via the Weltanschauung you’ve accrued 
from the world around you – a grim fact remains, you don’t have long to express 
yourself, perhaps seventy-ninety years at the most to take all of the world’s lore, 
assess the tragic situation of life, form a plan and seek to remain after death.

Good point. Can you tell me about any other secrets? Do THEM have secret 
handshakes, code words or anything like that?

Well, we’re not masons. We use green language sometimes to refer to sensitive topics
or make sure we can identify ourselves to one another and we do have passwords to 
access things like Liber SSS, but overall, we’re quite open in our communication. We
do have a beacon signal. If you see that evil eye of mine pop up on your group or in 
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my photo-spot it means one of THEM are watching, listening and possibly 
participating. It means we’re home.

Liber SSS?

Yeah, our collective grimoire.

For spells and such?

Sometimes. Mostly it’s records of activity, initiation files, correspondence, 
administration, and stuff like that. We also keep what’s called a “Mvimaedivm Tree” 
to show the patterns in membership and the ebb and flow effect of our form.

Does everyone in THEM have to conform to a set of rules or a mandate or 
something like that?

I think you might be getting THEM and Mvimaedivm mixed up. The idea of THEM 
is that a person who is destined to be first human or be one of THEM will do it by 
themselves. That they have the ‘Satanic Fire’ to succeed in their Sinister Path. Part of 
our roots to ONA persist in our belief that Synchronicity (which we equate with the 
Acausal Voice) will bring about people who are meant to be with us into sinister 
solidarity. So Mvimaedivm is just providing a meeting place for those of like 
disposition. Obviously, because we have a Temple, and a form, you can’t completely 
abandon rules of conduct. Each member of Mvim swears three life-long oaths in a 
manner of their own choosing. One of these oaths is to restore the chivalry, courtesy, 
integrity and loyalty between members of the Sinisterion. Well, I say restore, but I’m 
not that naive. I doubt there’s ever been a golden age for manners. But we don’t 
forbid things – people grown up enough to have an appreciation for the cynical view 
we have are grown up enough to make their own decisions and live with the 
consequences.

Can you please tell me more about Mvimaedivm group?

It’s a network that attracts the serious minded by only letting in people willing to 
demonstrate practical initiative. Following that, access is given and part of our 
network becomes theirs. If over time, we think that an Initiate has proven themselves 
trustworthy, we invite them further into that network. Mvimaedivm itself is a useful 
occult library of the Sinister that offers a wide-ranging selection of serious occult 
texts to enable a practical and pragmatic understanding of what is and what has been 
involved in the Sinister. But because of the diversity of THEM’s members, many of 
which have been involved in other systems, our approach allows forks in two 
directions. One of which involves sobering logic such as our work with Forms which 
approach aims to elevate one out of the occult labyrinth, and yet we also support a 
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headlong immersement into the Sinister including the risk, the danger the threat of 
death that can come about in learning, and host varying systems of Sinister magic put
forth by various exponents of it for each to try for themselves to form a direct 
judgement of any given system. After admission, we don’t take the mantle of 
instructing initiates in the direction they should take, bark orders or tell them what to 
do – anyone with enough fire to go through with the Self Initiations deserves the 
benefit of the doubt that they are self-reliant enough to proceed in their Sinister Path 
using the resources we provide – so a member of Mvimaedivm is generally someone 
who takes the Sinister seriously and is willing to go the extra mile for it. However, if 
someone asks for guidance then we’re there to give it. We’ve turned and are still 
turning away a lot of people from Mvimaedivm simply because they refuse to take 
the most basic steps toward enacting a Sinister way of living – even though the nature
those steps take are placed squarely in their hands, membership in Mvimaedivm is 
very low. But we support the handful of people who are willing to do the hard work 
from the beginning over the 250 that waste everyone’s time.

What do you do once someone joins Mvimaedivm?

It depends on what we think an Initiate needs or if an Initiate needs anything. Some 
make contact with the Temple Rep. Straight away to discuss their path, some already 
have their own path and are members for their own agenda, naturally, and some don’t
require guidance at all but pass the time making use of the extensive Library. A lot of 
people lack the deserved arrogance of genuine self-empowerment and one of our first
aims with a new initiate is to let them make their own way. That is after all the 
essence of Learning. Either you get horribly lost or you find your way by knowing 
what it is you need to get to the next step. If we think the disposition of someone is at 
a certain level of maturity, we might help hook them up with people in the know 
using our connections, go out of our way to help them with any occult system we 
might have additional knowledge of, or, sometimes, make them part of our Mythos 
itself. We sometimes take chances on people that pay off. In the future, if we think 
that an initiate is really doing well in the Sinister Path, and would suit our group, we 
might be able to extend a physical invitation for them to meet and join an offline 
Temple of THEM.

You don’t do that now? Invitations I mean…

Not yet. THEM still requires a lot of groundwork to rise up from an invisible 
presence to a form of manifest aggression. Mvimaedivm plays a special role in that – 
but it’s only part of a temporary means to a greater end. You don’t get power just by 
having a forum. But the forum is very useful – as is our lulu account – and our 
experimental reliance on synchronicity seems to be working well. To enact what 
THEM intend to do will require a long time and a lot of patience, and commitment 
requires a certain attitude. A lot of people don’t have the wits or patience to plan, 
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execute, let alone understand, a long-term sinister strategy. We emphasised some of 
this in points made in our L1313 treatise regarding reform/revolution, human-centred,
life-centred perception, and the permanence of the human consciousness and the 
consequences of entrapment in that consciousness being directly related to the self-
perception of size by the human being. Unlike ONA, we’re not intending to operate 
very long. We now have approximately 27 years left to implement our aims and so 
far, it is running like clockwork. We achieved our first aim not that long ago, and I’m 
told, our second.

What was your first aim?

Releasing certain information. It was not possible to simply come out and say certain 
things without a solid trusted base of authority from which to say them. We built that 
and then said what we had to say. What we said has changed the game-plan for a lot 
of people involved in the Sinister.

The stuff you guys put out there definitely interesting. What is your second aim?

‘Narrative Magic’. A couple of people have now taken it upon themselves to “Spread 
the Wyrd” by making a fair amount of our published work available as free 
downloads. Whether these people are friends of ours trying to assist our Mythos, or 
whether they are trying to deliberately sabotage us to settle some score, or even a 
mixture of both, is totally irrelevant. Now that we have people promoting our work 
for us, we no longer need to be online to do it ourselves. Our intent to hijack 
cyberspace and presence a Sinister History in Australian Satanism has just taken 
another beneficial turn. A critical mass has been reached, the wheels of perpetuity are 
turning in motion by themselves, and the Internet will no doubt live up to its 
reputation and do the rest.

I understand that you have amassed a pretty cool library of black magic. Can 
members read Liber SSS?

We do have good library, yes. We’ve relaxed the restrictions on what can be added 
recently, partly due to my own feeling that it’s best to know thy enemy rather than 
pretend they don’t exist, so in some instances we allow elements of Cabala/Crowley 
into the fray. Uh, we’ve got stuff by the FL, OHLP, OSV, IOT, ONA, TOB, WOT, 
OOS, HR, Chumbley, Castenada, Myatt, etc, some of it for serious study, some of it 
to use when illustrating examples, and some of it donated by others on the Sinister 
Path. And nope. Liber SSS is only for THEM. Sometimes we let someone have a 
particular book not listed, like, Pharmako or Viridium Umbris if they are studying 
hallucinogenics or dabbling with entheogens, Azoetia if they are studying Cultus 
Sabbati or works by Ford/Koetting so they don’t go buy them. A former member 
donated works by Yockey, Burney, Le Bon, Spengler, Clausewitz, Devi, and so on, A 
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new initiate just added a whole bunch of work by Chumbley and Spare, which is very
useful. The more someone works with us, the more we work with them, but generally
we only give these out in special circumstances. Oh and of course, THEM. But a lot 
of our stuff is too large to add to the group, so the majority of it’s accessible by 
enquiry only. A lot of groups have libraries of occult stuff – but we have supported by
people who have worked for a long time with many of the different systems 
personally.

Do you know all of the members in Mvimaedivm personally?

Actually no… I’d like to but you know us Sinister types, we tend to keep to 
ourselves. That is part of the understanding behind the formation of Sinister 
Solidarity – we’re each working toward our own goals whilst working toward those 
of the Sinister collectively. I have talked to almost all members of the group at some 
time or another during Initiation or correspondence though. The group has undergone
a lot of changes in the last two years, our numbers were up to 150 at one point, but 
this was before self-initiation was introduced and a massive cull late this year of 
people dropped the numbers down to about 40. A couple of those I’ve known for a 
long time and have had extensive interaction with.

Do members have to answer a questionnaire or provide ID?

Nope. They just have to have the fire to overcome obstacles put in their way.

What about THEM – Does THEM have a real, i.e., solid Temple in Australian or
is it just an online group?

Not yet. And THEM is different from Mvimaedivm. Mvimaedivm is our online 
nexion, our line of contact with other Sinisterion, anyone with the right stuff can join 
it. THEM, the name of our group, is closed to outsiders. To some extent we’re 
involved in the practice of ritual magic of some kind – so occasionally we require 
somewhere to meet but we utilise secluded places in the bush or landscape rather than
a house or building. We do a lot of driving. More out of necessity than choice. But a 
solid Temple doesn’t exist and if it did, it would have to fit the particular view of 
magic and Satanism that THEM have developed regarding form… So, we don’t have 
a set building where we might ask others to meet us for Initiation or whatever, no. 
Australia is our Temple.

Well, a friend of mine mentioned that you guys were trying to start up a group 
called “Nexion”, can you tell me more about that?

Seems your friend is also my friend. “Nexion” is just an idea being considered to 
make a separate physical Temple in and around Aussie [Australia] available to 
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practice aspects of the Sinister face-to-face. We’re looking at organising a group with 
cars who can drive to particular spots in Victoria in large numbers to perform Satanic 
Ritual overnight. Sort of like a blitzkrieg for drawing acausal energy down into those 
locations. Ideally, such people would have some practice in Chant, be able to Fight, 
and be a serious and trustworthy practitioner of the Sinister. But it’s early days for 
THEM and for us and it’s just an idea at this stage. One of the major drawbacks to 
something like that is the possibility of losing our carefully protected anonymity.

Hey that’s cool – The idea of travelling around in cars to do overnight rituals 
sounds pretty intriguing. Say it did start up – What would I need to join Nexion, 
would I need to prove myself before being allowed in, or would I have to move to
Victoria?

Well, that’s still in the works. You’d need at least to be a long-time member of 
Mvimaedivm, have a background in the Sinister, be reasonably good at Satanic 
Chant, an adult, own a car and for us to know we could trust you and to believe that 
you were one of THEM. And no, not necessarily, we work out of Sydney too.

When you say ritual do you mean like Black Masses from the Black Books of 
Satan?

On occasion yeah, that is something that still serves a purpose, and the Mass of 
Heresy too, possibly an OSB variant in light of the current climate, but the main 
concern would be performing the Rite of Nine Angles – and other magical rituals 
particular to THEM, I’m sure you’re aware of our stance regarding Sinister Solidarity
in that each of THEM have different paths with diverse styles of magic – not all of 
which are ONA-based. But we’d have to be very sure of someone before letting them
into our private group. At this point in time, we’ve shared our ideas and insights 
through Mvimaedivm by using “leaderless resistance” type-tactics.

And what’s OSB?

OSB is Osama Bin Laden.

Some people have said that you guys are just like the ONA and don’t really exist 
offline.

Tell that to my brown belt. I set out to get a black one in order to be able to instruct 
Satanists on the finer points of culling and self-defence so far, it’s taken me three 
years of commitment to the role. Even in this I’ve seen people come and go while 
I’ve stuck at it. Frankly, I think we exist and that is all that matters to me. Also, I 
know for a fact that our work is influencing and has influenced thousands of people 
and that is undeniable. It would be nice to see the collective effect – but I have been 
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lucky enough to see just some of the short-term changes afforded by our efforts, a lot 
of people aren’t so lucky to have their work recognised in their time. But, a lot of 
people have said a lot of things, I’ve challenged most of them: see for instance posts 
in the 600 club.com, or occult forums.com where I’ve set forth my opinions on the 
ONA based on experience, not on hearsay and idle rumour. Certainly I’ve not 
completed all aspects of the Path – not that this has stopped me from gaining a very 
good understanding of the ONA itself – but members of THEM combined, we’ve 
completed most of them; inc travelling to Shropshire, the Black Pilgrimage, 
designing a Sinister Tarot, the Rite of Nine Angles, the Dark Pathworkings, the Rites 
of EA and IA Adepts, building and playing the Star Game; running a Temple (and I 
don’t mean this one), training others in the Seven-Fold Way, completing numerous 
Insight Roles, learning Physis, practising and extending the Sinister Tradition and so 
on. THEM offline is rather different to THEM online, as I’m sure you’ll understand: 
besides our methodology is laid out quite clearly in the Oto Anorha magazines for 
anyone to see; we have created a Mythos, in a very short amount of time might I add, 
and we are aiming for certain long-term changes. Some of those changes are now 
visible. And thus, serve as undeniable proof of our existence, that is of course, 
assuming you understand what we are and represent. We do exist, but at this time, 
and from this viewpoint – it has been very difficult to commit the ego and the 
arrogance to continue making the same mistakes particular to people by forming 
some sort of physical army or group together. 

There is also the prickly matter of maintaining Anonymity. THEM practice Cliology 
or Aeonic magic via exerting influence over certain forms of growth, and this 
depends on how the understanding of forms in theory plays out against real-life 
reactions to certain forms. Thus far, we have been spot on in predicting the outcome 
of certain actions as regards our Mythos. One such aspect being our distribution of 
Sinister Materials from the ‘Glyph’, another being the online solidarity afforded to 
solitary practitioners by ‘Mvimaedivm’ group; both pretty well known by now, 
however, two of our members, for instance, work within the Prostitution/Sex Worker 
industry and actively promulgate changes therein- I’m working towards a black belt 
in martial arts as an Instructor in order to teach honourable but lethal self-defence in 
the future to Satanic clientele. And, of course, each of us pursue our own independent
aims in our own ways. The genius behind ONA is or must be nearing his 60th 
birthday; and noticeably his attitude has changed as his insight has grown: esp. as 
regards the Numinous Way. And of this attitude, I am in agreement: having come to 
many similar conclusions myself. 

The nature of the challenge imposed by the Times for Satanism has certainly changed
as has the solution to meet that challenge. Where some see an overt stand as 
ultimately required in a militant force, coup or army as the right way to conduct 
Satanic affairs, we do not necessarily agree. Our understanding is from experience, 
that change, is very slow and takes a long time: and that to implement changes, 
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requires patience, wisdom, and patience. Every day we diffuse our Satanic insights 
into the people in the world around us: every few days, THEM is changing the 
perspective of someone to enable them to see what we see. Slowly, but surely, we are 
making gradual, imperceptible, invisible changes via our conduct, via our 
personalities, via our understanding of magic and of change; in the world: that are 
being rooted in the consciousness as living thriving ideas and practices. Changing 
them from the inside permanently not tacking on a badge or uniform temporarily on 
the outer. THEM are performing the long arduous and often unrewarding 
implementation of genuine alchemical black magick in the tradition of the ONA with 
a view to creating a tradition in Australia that gives this country a truly Sinister 
History. 
Others will come and go – but we will persevere against all odds through the next 
three decades, quietly completing our experiment. Mark my Words. Having, for 
instance, shared many of the same intense quiet moments with Nature as Myatt, and 
been an avid proponent of the ONA for almost a decade, I believe I recognise and 
thus empathise deeply with what he is doing. But, with such an enormous volume of 
work available presented from so many stages of his life, it is easy to come into it at 
any stage and think one is reading Myatt’s most recent insights. 

The pressing underlying crux of David Myatt is a tightrope between extremes, a 
balanced fulcrum that has its own self-righting equilibrium between sharing the 
awesome wisdom of the Numinous Way that people might stop, listen, grow, and 
mature from being inspired by the peaceful acausal symbiosis achieved from 
exhausting the (ultimately illusory) possibilities of so many forms that promise to 
guide a person; and having taken them each to their conclusion found still, something
lacking. And the explosive destructive elements of Myatt’s nature. Remember, that 
the people most likely to make a change in the world, those with a pathological 
dislike or even hatred for the Status Quo. Such as those on the fringe of the neat slots 
that society tries to put people in, and those who have been deeply wronged by the 
current or prevailing powers or ethos, that is to say, the same people who will 
gravitate toward unorthodox measures and paths to fight, combat, and dream of using
to conquer the Injustice, the Absurdity, the Arrogance of the Century and its Keepers 
-having the qualities of militancy, aggression, readiness for war, struggle to 
understand, to know for themselves, to right wrongs, to crusade for mankind or even 
oneself that one finds in all manner of defiant beings, are not rare. 

Moreover, they are the type of beings who gravitate toward something just like, the 
ONA. And perhaps they will even call themselves a Satanist. And yet, while the flutes
of peace wax lyrically, the talk and suggestion of War as an answer from someone in 
a highly influential position draws us (and parts of humanity listening to Myatt) 
closer, perhaps unintentionally on his part, toward the type of typical Religious 
Armageddon that will inevitably repeat the centuries of bloodshed that seem so 
lamented by Myatt: viz. in a struggle that will involve real violence, real bombs, real 
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guns, real deaths, in order to enact the ideal of the “Numinous Way”. While I have 
always been able to see the innate hypocrisy built into language that unfortunately is 
a part of Any form, any single idea put down which spawns an immediate shadow, I 
have to ask as one of THEM, as someone with my own distinct identity and 
understanding of the forces in play by many people: is how this is going, the right 
way? Is this the only way? Must people be shocked into awakening? Is WAR the only
way to cause Change? And do I support this?* I cannot help but see a clever engine 
of National Socialism prevalent in what I see being laid out by Myatt: A soft sweet 
tune that preludes the beating of war drums and the annihilation of flesh. 

You have to remember, I’m not Myatt/Long – I have been loyal to the ONA for 
nearly a decade, but at the end of the day, I am my own man, have my own agenda, 
my own Weltanschauung, and my own hateful crusade that I’ve been enacting, 
organising, since I was a boy. *When you’re locked in a room with a computer, 
building a world around you, projecting your dreams and fantasies into and onto 
others by wording something cleverly this way or that; to garner support for your 
ideologies which seem so simple and direct from that seclusion, from that isolation in
which no loud boisterous or rude person interrupts your train of thought with 
carelessness, or angers you because of their lack of manners, regard, or empathy for 
anyone else but themselves, or wanders past eating something and dressed head to toe
in some uniform indicative of social distress prior to casting the wrapper on the 
ground, or harasses a sales clerk, honks on the car horn, speeds past you on the wrong
side of the road, snatches something out of your hand, makes no eye contact when 
talking to you, or rants and raves loudly in the street about Jesus or Whales or Car 
Insurance – and when it seems everyone is a dreg, a waste of space, a vacuum 
ignorant arrogant and belligerent: you, that is I, deeply wonder, why I have bothered 
to protect the human beings I have with my powers of reason, compassion and 
empathy. 

Why I have bothered to write so many things that speak warmly of humanity, of its 
worth and its right to go on if only it could change itself in some small way so as to 
live in a more harmonious fashion. Why I have bothered, to place the ONA in a 
context it was never meant to be placed in that has allowed it to be understood, 
dissected, minutely examined, and even copied. Why I have bothered to hold back or 
prevent any of the numerous blood gates that were supposed to spill open resulting in 
gruesome deaths, mindless arrogant destruction, and misery and tears. Why I have 
been so gentle – speaking as a wise man to the hundreds, thousands of people who 
have asked me for guidance in such a way as to becalm them, help them to 
understand what is beneath the question they ask – instead of an irresponsible 
warmonger, using that enormous trust for raping their minds and gullibility, fragility, 
humility for all its worth for my personal selfish gain, surrounding myself with 
sycophants and bullies and people who say yes to anything so I can have headless 
corpses with my name on them right around the world. Why I have bothered to say 
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“wait, have you thought about this?” so many times instead of saying, “that is exactly
right, you have understood perfectly, the point of culling is to kill DROSS, JEWS, 
Magian, DREGS,” and to pile on example after example of instances to build that 
person to a frenzy, or why instead of giving answers that diffuse that emotion I 
haven’t given promises of glory, honour, and power within the ONA in exchange for 
absolute obedience. 

Why I have bothered to be so resolute in my impartiality, to be fair, or a gentleman, to
give away so much, to offer so much freely and without asking for anything in return:
when humanity is, the way it is. Dangerously, there is no answer I have found: no 
abstract on which to hang my hat or believe in that supports my conduct, no ultimate 
ideology that rewards my kindness or grace, and nobody to which I am answerable. 
And the more often I sit in public and watch people, the more I hate them… the more 
that diplomatic assurance of their innocence crumbles, disintegrates, falls away to 
leave black hollows seeping with selfish poison. And so, I wonder, if things were 
different, if I were to suddenly direct my soldiers to kill, to do all those things I have 
cautioned them about, to cease to demystify the ONA and feed, nurture, the obvious 
conclusions if it should make me feel better that I was responsible for Chaos instead 
of Compassion. If I were to give up my chaste mantle and HATE the world as much 
as it hates me… to be Satanic, and not Stoic. And while I wrack my brains looking 
for an answer as to why I should not, I watch yet another person pawing at their 
friend in the street, gossiping about mindless trivia, blaming another and trying to 
persuade someone else to join them in their abject stupidity…

But is that their fault or the fault of the people that control them?

That question in itself is a cop-out. People that lack the power to Know Thyself are 
just fucking stupid. And frankly, the time or the patience for calm measured logic or 
emotional disarmament is coming to an end, so who cares? Many of our Grandfathers
fought vicious wars and gave their all for their country’s freedom: and for what? 
Would they have been pleased to know that their fighting, suffering and valiant stand 
would end in THIS? Would they have bothered to keep fighting if they had known 
that having the latest technology would become so indispensable in day to day living 
for so many, or that letting all our Australian companies and heritage be sold off to 
foreign interests to make a buck would occur? Would they have fought Germany so 
hard if they had known what the USA would do afterwards? My god the USA is the 
Holocaust Incarnate, killing people inside and out. And what goes on? More shite 
about the Nazis, more whining about the Germans, more endless sinister sounding 
background music and ominous pro-Jewish voice-overs apparently still in shock as to
the so-called atrocities of the Nazis. Blah blah blah. Would the ANZACS have 
bothered to give their lives so some useless dregs could populate the streets wearing 
pants that have to be held up with one hand, while whining or causing trouble with 
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their presence, their arrogance, their degeneracy in their little clubs and gangs. These 
dregs are all culpable, cullable, killable.

So, you advocate killing other humans’ beings?

Subject to the rules of culling and the tests provided for measuring a person’s 
character to see if they are worth sparing – Yes, I do. And so enraged am I by what I 
see, so saddened and enervated by the futility of Ways and Forms and People, and yet
so conflicted as to how to judge who should be killed or what should be attacked am 
I, that I have turned to contemplating killing myself.

What? Are you serious?

Ever heard the term ‘Blaze of Glory’? As I find myself and my optimism 
irrepressibly beaten down by a drudge existence and repeatedly surrounded by 
fucking fools and degenerate scum – that powerful protective abstract I set up so long
ago of being a man of Honour, Courage, Integrity, Fairness and Compassion is 
cracking, breaking and falling away. Perhaps the worst has happened and I have 
become like them I hate so much, perhaps I have become ordinary – no longer steeled
against my emotions and cooled with rational intellect but savage and stupid, angry 
and ready to lash out and blame and gossip and poison and hate and wallow. But even
at this low point – I’m different, I’m not like that. I’m a pragmatist at heart and I 
don’t have the failings inside that cause people to go on a shooting rampage or hurt 
and harm others just for the sake of feeling better, in fact perhaps that was why I 
never made a very good Satanist because I was just too nice. No, I am a great believer
in energy conservation why cause myself more suffering or cause more suffering to 
anyone else when I can just snuff out the source of it all? That selfish horseshit where
people go out on a killing spree that’s just as bad as any of the shit I see where people
throw their rubbish in the street, bully someone, or talk about someone behind their 
back… it’s all too human. I doubt I’ll be remembered for long – what did I ever do? 
But if I am remembered for something, anything – I don’t want it to be, despite all the
gravitation towards it I feel as this Magian energy descends upon me to defeat me, as 
another selfish asshole.

I don’t know what to say, I still don’t know if you’re serious, you don’t strike me
as a guy who is joking.

I’m not.

Okay… Well, you spoke about a Sorceress who you are now receiving training 
from – could you tell me a little more about that?
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The magical approach of the Sorceress, utilises some of the symbology of the ONA 
as way points, but is a solitary practitioner of the Sinister with hard-line views about 
the faults of the Order. The Sorceress and I met some five years ago and have been 
on/off contact throughout them in a collaborative and sometimes explosive effort to 
achieve our own agendas. Of all the people I’ve corresponded with or met, the 
Sorceress is the most knowledgeable when it comes to magic. It was her magic in fact
that brought me my Anima in the shape of my current Mistress, her wisdom that has 
helped me survive the madness of the occult labyrinth and taught me an astonishing 
deal about black magic, sorcery and occult lore, her patience that has tempered my 
impulsive approach to Satanism, and her influence on my decisions and 
understanding of magic has in no small way given rise to the unique Temple of 
THEM. 

Together we’ve attempted a lot of covert infiltrations into all kinds of organisations, 
IOT, The RuneGild, Tempel ov Blood, O.N.A, to name a few, have borrowed one 
another’s talents to bring about circumstances beneficial to either of us, inc the 
magical destruction of enemies of the Sorceress, and our separate strengths have 
balanced each other out considerably. My intellectualization of magic has prompted 
her to write down and share her mostly oral tradition and wisdom, and her unrivalled 
devotion to Sorcery, esp. in this day and age, has inspired me to attempt all manner of
mad physical quests to understand Sorcery. I should point out that since she has no 
desire to be noticed or recognised the way I do, a lot of the credit she deserves for her
role in the formation of our nexion goes by the wayside – as it does for the other four 
Sinisterion involved in this experiment. But it’s necessary to poke a figurehead out 
from the shadow at this point and well, I’m that figurehead.

Do ONA and THEM work together?

We act separately but our understanding of the ONA is powerful enough that we have
been able to flow with and thus aid their forms in Symbiosis/Mimesis.

Sorry… I expected a longer answer. Can you give me any more details?

No.

ONA has referred to you guys as an ‘Associate’ of the ONA, but you cite 
yourselves as the Australian Nexion of the ONA. How does that make you feel?

What? It doesn’t make me feel anything. I am not, and never have been an accepted 
member of what could be called the Inner ONA. At best, I have remained on the 
outside as a devoted (and it seems, respected) librarian and Sinister Initiate simply 
doing his part to keep the Tradition alive in my own way. I don’t know any of ONA’s 
members personally and have only ever interacted with the Order in an online 
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capacity -during which I’ve received guidance at various times for my Journey that 
enabled me to grow beyond a given moment or answer a difficult question, or 
contacted a representative to discuss one of the dozens of projects that were 
influenced into being via my exposure to living the Sinister Way. I don’t know who 
DL, CB, AL, really are, except from what I can divine from the internet. And in many
ways that personal distance has been the catalyst for my particular vein of wisdom. 
So, I’m quite content to be called an Associate – that’s what I am. ONA have always 
been gentlemen where efforts to add to the Tradition have been appreciated and I 
have had more than my fair share of praise from it throughout the years. I understand 
why ONA does not jump to officially embrace our group or myself as ONA. I 
understand and I accept it.

I see. Can I ask if you are the author of ‘Diary of a Devilworshipper’?

Yep, I am.

Is your real name Ryan Frank as it says in the Introduction to Volume I?

Nope.

Who is Ryan Frank then?

Just another Pseudonym.
How many Pseudonyms do you have?

About fifteen.

Wow. Really? Fifteen is a lot, how do you keep track of them all?

Um, using the computer regularly so I can remember all the different passwords is 
pretty important because I don’t have them written down anywhere. And each role 
has a different point to make or function to play so it’s not so hard. I don’t really sign 
anything with my/a name anymore. But occasionally I get them confused. I used to 
care, but I don’t now. Anyway, no-one seems to notice the mistakes I make nearly as 
much as I do/did.

So, Is Thoth the same person as Ryan Anschauung?

Yep, they’re both me.

I’ve seen various posts written around the net in forums discussing ONA under 
different names, what about AA or flay or Khk? Are you these people too?
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Flay and Khk, Yep, they’re me too. A.A. is an associate.

Tnepres Ra?

Yep, that’s me.

Is there some special significance behind using the name Thoth?

Not really. We began abbreviating the name of the TEMPLE OF THEM to TOT. But 
I didn’t want to be known as the TOT or TOTH so I changed the T’s into crosses, and
we ended up with the symbol +O+. Every time I get some profound insight, I tend to 
change my name. I note that I seem to have been working toward more and more 
impersonality in them. After Friend Ley I wanted to distance my title even further 
from a solid form so I made it Thoth. It fits my role as a teacher being the name of the
Egyptian God of Wisdom and all, not that I equate myself with him. But it was just a 
convenient way to say The temple Of Them.

Hm. Why would you use so many different identities?

Originally, to prove to myself that I could do what the ONA does online, and a couple
of other things about the ONA. Secondly, for intelligence gathering – you learn a lot 
about how people perceive you or your form from a third person reconnaissance. 
Thirdly, for entertainment. And fourthly because I’m probably a little bit mad.

Has anyone noticed you’re so many other people?
Noticed it? Nah, I don’t know – no-one’s ever mentioned it. I’m sure some people 
have made a connection between some of the names but no-one has seemed too 
interested in discussing it. Does it matter so long as I’m communicating what I want 
to communicate?

I suppose not. I’ve seen pictures of Myatt and Beest but I’ve never seen a picture
of you. Why not?

What do pictures of Myatt or Beest have to do with me? The point of me using all 
those nicknames was anonymity. And that anonymity is something I intend to keep. 
I’ve never published my full name or a picture or description of myself and I intend 
to keep it that way. Not even the other members of THEM know my full name. I 
don’t think it would make a difference to people what shell the intelligence they 
collaborated with took in real life anyway. It’s all about communicating 
consciousness in the end, invisible consciousness.
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So, you don’t want recognition, not even after all this time for all the hard work 
and the whole wealth of insights into ONA and the occult that you’ve given to so 
many people, myself included?

To be honest, some, sure. But not by face. Just by name. Because you can do a lot 
with a name. When it comes to form you need to make one that is enticing, 
something that can hook people and allow them to catch on to your current.

I have a friend who says he knows who you are.

Do you just. That’s one of the strangest things I’ve ever heard. Why do people think 
that just because I don’t want to show my face that I’m more interesting? Surely 
“who I am” is completely irrelevant? But go ahead then, tell me who I am.

He says you’re Myatt in another disguise.

Does he? All these internet games have really fucked with people’s perceptions, 
haven’t they? I’m Thoth from Australia, I’m not David Myatt. And that’s as close as 
you’re ever going to get to knowing who I am. But I’m not Myatt.

How old are you?

I’m 30 next year. (In 2009)

You’re pretty young to be writing books.

Yeah, I’m a freak huh? I don’t question it – maybe I’m a bit mad or horribly sane – 
but something in me likes to write and needs to write so I’ve written a lot. And I’m 
proud of what I’ve written – I think its good work.
Why are you being so honest, assuming you are, with me in this interview? 
Doesn’t that risk giving away who you are?

Nah., I don’t think so. I’m a bit tired of being split into so many other personalities, 
been doing that for a loooong time, and I’ve told you my age because I want people 
to see that even someone as young as twenty-nine can make a mark in Satanism. 
Besides, you asked for an interview, and I accepted – and since you’re asking straight
questions, I’m giving you straight answers. In fact, I always give straight answers to 
those who come to chat with empty hands. Anyway, this is my last interview.

It’s a real honour that I am in that position, but why? THEM looks like it’s 
doing great, spreading fast, and your Temple is making quite a name for itself, 
why stop now?
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Eh, boredom mostly. Frustration, Anger, Sadness at all that I have seen and been a 
part of, I suppose. I watched a lot of ONA inspired groups rise and fall, and still they 
do, like a martial cadence, and while I achieved what I wanted to achieve with the 
ONA (I understand a lot of people envy my position) and have been able to give 
guidance from my own path to others via THEM- I think a lot of conclusions about 
life and especially about the occult have finally come down to rest for me. The world 
is not worth saving and any group that tries to bring Chaos and Destruction to bring 
about Armageddon, Ragnarok or any of that shite idealism is really only doing the 
ordinary: the human boring and mundane, the same selfish plod of me me me it’s 
always done. Besides, I doubt anyone really ever understood what the Temple of 
THEM was even about or why I was doing what I was really doing. And you know 
what? For once, I’m not going to bother to explain.

Does this mean THEM will no longer be aiding the ONA?

Indirectly I think our work will aid ONA for a while yet. But directly, yeah probably, 
but I’m more than just a member, or should I say associate, of ONA y’know. THEM’s
six managed to infiltrate a lot of the more prominent magical groups worldwide: 
Temple of Set, Church of Satan, Illuminates of Thanateros, Misanthropic Luciferian 
Order, Tempel ov Blood, A:.A:. OTO, all we had to do was change shape. Form is 
everything. plus, many of the members of Mvimaedivm have considerable experience
in many other systems, and so on… so I’ve had constant exposure to the concepts of 
the occult for a while now. Overall, it seems that each group has its strengths and its 
weaknesses. Each group has some really good ideas but also several really bad ones. 
Whether its restrictions on its members, moral overtones, dualism, including Jewish-
qaballah, involving the occult in politics, pointless rites of magic, or whatever; the 
whole situation with occult groups is, to quote another one of THEM: “FUBAR. 
Fucked Up Beyond All Recognition.”

This all sounds pretty grim…

Yeah. The shadow cast by Wisdom is Despair.

What will you do?

I don’t know. What is there to do?

I should probably ask a few more questions on behalf of people since this is your 
last interview. Would you like to comment on your Tarot Deck?

Sure. The Naos Deck. It’s been really useful to me these past five or so years. I 
brought my first car with the money I made from the Tarot, a VH Holden 
Commodore v8. White. I really liked that car. I got my license late, and I went after it 
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so I could practice ONA Rituals in the bush. I had it for 10 months before I crashed it 
while driving stoned when I was 22. I nearly killed myself and two of my friends so I 
gave up drinking shortly after that incident. I still really like the Naos Deck, the 
colours especially turned out great, and just the memory of how much effort I put into
making it work, designing it, painting it, working out how to get it printed, 
assembling the deck and managing the sales of it, all that hard work and perseverance
still makes me smile and gives me satisfaction of a job well done. I only have two 
decks left of the original 18. A couple of decks I gave away to friends in ONA and 
THEM or Mistresses, but the rest have kept me able to do so many things over the 
years by providing a quick boost of cash when I really needed it. People I gave sets to
still say they like them and use them, and the other day someone told me he was still 
putting his set to good use. I hope he didn’t mean he used it to chock the front door 
open… It’s still the only complete ONA Tarot too y’know.

I understand there was talk of another set? So, are there any plans for more?

Of Naos? I don’t think so. I don’t think demand is high enough. It’s a pretty rare thing
to get someone so passionate about the ONA that they are willing to spend a thousand
dollars to practice part of it. I’ve approached a couple of publishers over the years but
none have answered in reply. So, I guess it’s one of those time and place things 
destined to be rare. I do want to finish Archetypia though.

What’s Archetypia?

It’s my own impressions of what certain ideas are. You could check more out about it 
on Aeclectic Tarot Forums where I have a write up about it, but it’s not another tarot –
it doesn’t have any structural restrictions like Naos did, it’s my own impression of the
essence of certain archetypes. Like Change, the Magician, Satan, or the Coming 
Aeon.

What about the Diary of a Devilworshipper, is there actually seven volumes and 
will they ever be made available from the lulu store?

I’ve been asked this before. Here’s an answer that still applies.
Sent to one of THEM Feb 9th 2006.
Well, one aim was to prove through conclusive evidence that certain theories of mine 
were possible. What many of those theories are, shouldn’t be revealed at this stage 
but one such aim was to prove for myself that single-handedly, a mythos could be 
created and sustained. THEM has managed to do that. The surface of these forms 
continues to be misunderstood – and while that occurs, I will continue to teach people
what lies beneath – as that is the true course of my existence, to help, or as DM puts it
so nicely, to stop the suffering. This, by changing the cycles that usually dominate 
unconsciously by showing how humans evolve. Whether using Satanism to do this 
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has or hasn’t been effective is not really a concern – I believe my work has brought 
life to Satanism and holds its own against any proponents of its different systems 
because of the raw self-honesty, willingness to expose my own stupidity, 
misunderstanding, arrogance, ignorance etc without the need for having to be seen as 
a superhuman masculine male who must always be right lest his ego be challenged. 

I am as supremely arrogant as I am humble – though I should point out that the 
arrogance arrives from living Satanically, that is to say, bounded within that form and 
the parameters an – Ism creates. To continue my work, it may be necessary to leave 
Satanism altogether as the last and final form of my interest, behind, and begin anew 
in a different direction or fashion. The books – so called Six and Seven are in fact 
viewed as real books – though to acknowledge their contents now would be to 
divulge too much. Obviously, this won’t be released for another two years at least, so 
I can tell you that ‘book six’ is another experimental black magical practice [though 
black magic and its context in relation to its author should be understood before 
making assumptions] viewed as the organic Now; that is, as a living narrative taking 
place in the present time in the interactions fostered by this group and its members as 
an experiment designed to test a number of the above hinted at theories and to see 
how difficult it is to implement changes to existing forms or give rise to a new one 
altogether. That of course by setting some handicaps such as not relying on the usual 
channels that bring a form together, notoriety, or popularity. 

Book Seven I am told is a reference to some distant record that might perhaps be 
made of THEM’s involvement with the ONA that someone somewhere might write 
concerning any changes that THEM to manage to invoke via its short-lived [but life-
long for its author] manifestation. Thus, book six is happening Now with its authors, 
characters and story line determined by the actions, motions and concepts brought 
forth by THEM and its interaction with others in the hopes that it can indeed presence
a new Archetype. While Book Seven is what might be written about THEM should it 
manage to do it and prove the worth of its ‘Science’. That is, if THEM’s experiment 
works, then it will leave behind a wealth of highly detailed information on the 
movement and methodology to provide a powerful model for future Satanism. I think
that this is something that will not be understood and might even be foolhardy to 
prematurely expose or inform people of – what is essentially non-satanic takes aboard
those most likely to have passion and a malleability that can be affected through the 
form of Satanism and changes them in accordance with that archetype which some 
have termed the Thinking Warrior.”

I’ve read some of the new Volume Five available at Mvimaedivm group, and I 
also was lucky enough to have a copy of the original one placed on lulu for a few 
weeks. The two versions are like two completely different books, was this the 
intention?
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Yep. The first one was an attempt to show the rise of the group THEM by showing 
various stages in its formation as time progressed until THEM became the Temple it 
is today. Or was then, at least. But I abandoned that version. I didn’t think it was good
enough to accompany the others, and at best it was a still unformed idea of what I 
wanted to express. You can read ‘Secrets of Mvimaedivm’ at lulu for more 
information. But the second version of V5 is much, much better.

Are there any writings you haven’t published that you think would be of interest
to people, or to the followers of THEM?

Heh, they wouldn’t like the term followers. Uh, yeah, I never stop thinking, and I’ve 
been writing since I was twelve. I lost a hell of a lot of material in a computer crash, 
but I still have the ideas in my head. I have about 700 pictures of alternate and rough 
tarot drawings that might be of interest to some people. Thousands of pages of 
correspondence, and discussions and letters with many magical groups. Uh, a dream 
journal that probably gives a great insight into my pathology, I certainly think it 
would help others interpret dreams. I also have two huge boxes of papers to be sorted 
containing all kinds of mad shit that I wrote about or recorded from my path. I had to 
pick and sort through them to find material appropriate to the themes of Mvimaedivm
(DOAD) but I had to leave a lot out. I would perhaps have liked to include more but 
it’s really not necessary, Mvimaedivm achieved its aim, it would just be egoistic stuff 
to flesh it out. I’ve had a pretty busy life.

You seem pretty relaxed Thoth. I’ve read other interviews with THEM (with 
Thoth) and you’re not usually so flippant or informal in your replies.

Yeah, well people don’t really know me, do they? I reckon I have a great sense of 
humour for instance. But you can’t show that in Satanism – the two don’t go together.
Because you notice, soon as anyone satanic says anything funny, they quickly move 
to cover it up with more seriousness. It’s like a hole you have to fill. And anyway, do 
you have any idea how stoic and hard-ass you have to be to keep the secrets of 
hundreds of people and a dozen powerful satanic organisations? I’ve had to watch 
myself for a long time, be very careful in what I say or who I say it to. I’ve not even 
scratched or revealed the tip of the iceberg in what I’ve said about the form-based 
information (not the context) of groups like the TOB, IOT or the ONA. Nope, like a 
vault I’ve stored thousands of secrets I’ve watched others desperately dig for. I’ve let 
out a few, but only in context. Like what ONA is. But all the cloak and dagger, the 
diplomacy, the perception necessary for others to have: all requires hard work and a 
lot of silence. It’s tiring, mostly unrewarding work keeping secrets. It makes a man 
grim, hard and careful with every word. In case you can’t tell, I’m also very loyal. 
Now that I feel a time is coming when I won’t have to need to take the role of 
filtering such secrets as I teach aspiring Adepts, I can just take those secrets with me: 
what the eye doesn’t see, the heart doesn’t grieve over.
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You mean like the meaning of Fayen?

Lol! No. Wow… Fayen is recent, like a month, yes? No, I mean older secrets. 
Questions that should be asked but don’t seem to be that are waiting right under the 
noses of people using the Septenary System. Look, you all know there are a lot of 
unasked questions, you probably have a lot you want to ask ONA yourselves if you 
ever got the chance. I offered that chance openly and candidly to the occult 
community but few cared to reply- funnily, that even as so many obsess over the 
ONA, they don’t want to ask it questions directly. But I don’t care. It’s all over for 
me. I don’t want to answer any more questions, and I don’t want the responsibility of 
guiding any more minds or hands outside of Mvimaedivm. I answered the question 
about Fayen in Mvimaedivm group. That information comes directly from a friend 
(or associate) from the ONA.

So, you have friends in the ONA?

Well one or two, now and then, if and when. I still seek guidance from the ONA 
sometimes.

Is “Darklogos9” one of them?

Sure. Dark Logos is a friend.

Do the ONA like THEM?

Well, yes, clearly, or they would have been as acidic with us as with others, but I 
think, tolerate is probably more how they would see it. ONA are or can be extremely 
aggressive and possessive of their Mythos. But on the other hand, we understand the 
ONA can’t afford to make official alliances. ONA doesn’t like giving the power 
created by its mythos over easily. To be quite honest, though they may never admit it,
ONA went through a tough transition these last few years, and I think the work of 
Ryan Anschauung, Tnepres Ra, Friend Ley, Thoth, whatever you want to call him, 
helped in no small way to get them back on track. 

The ONA has certainly been gracious enough to extend its gratitude for any help I 
have given them, and likewise, I have been gracious enough to do the same. ONA 
and THEM worked in symbiosis to achieve and extend the goals of both groups but 
primarily ONA – but we’ve also had some fierce disputes too, all of which ended in 
stalemate. Together we played a great game, and it was as much fun as it was a 
serious endeavour of like-minds. But now I am done and leaving the company of the 
men and women with whom I played chess, to their own devices. Confident that I 
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have served the interests of the Order the best that I can while I was an associate. I 
left behind a lot of writing too.

You certainly did. And a lot of people grateful for it.

I get that impression.

Are THEM Chaos Magickians?

No – we don’t flit from form to form without gaining any depth in it. We try to 
understand form, its ‘mechanics’ and its relation to the human need for it. So, no.

This might sound silly but is THEM a secret society?

Well not anymore! Heh, no, a secret society tends to be a bit more secretive, yeah? 
Look I could have said a lot more than I have about a lot of different things – but that 
silence is what earns respect and a hand in the dealings of Sinister people, so in that 
respect we are in an alliance with certain secret societies, but mostly open 
practitioners in some way related to a serious practice of Traditional Satanism as 
defined by the Order. But there are several strains represented through Mvimaedivm 
that allow for greater diversity in respect to that definition. Basically, THEM is an 
experiment by a group of people heavily involved in black magic, heresy and heurisy.
THEM is private about the details of its actual affairs and inner movement but 
spreading our particular Mythos serves a purpose crucial to our experiment. I know it 
all sounds a bit mysterious, and I have been very guarded in my replies today, but rest
assured, we fully intend to complete our thirty-year charter and give Australia a 
genuinely Sinister History.

Is THEM in any way a Neo-Nazi group?

THEM will use whatever it needs to get the job done so in some cases we may have 
come across as a bit Neo-Nazi. But not really no – in the end it is an assessment of 
individual character not colour that stands tall.

I read that Mvimaedivm and the Temple of THEM were founded in July of 2006 
– is that correct?

Yes, it is.

So, you don’t claim any mystical lineage or to belong to the same Sinister 
Tradition as ONA, Albion, Hyperborea or anything like that?
No. Everything has to start somewhere. The seeds for THEM were probably planted 
around 2003 with my failure to spark life into any of the other groups I founded. I felt
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that this was probably due to my own lack of occult reach, knowledge and power at 
the time and that I lacked the right ‘fire’ to head an occult society. Over the following 
years I gained respect from others including the ONA as I worked hard on myself and
my path and shared as much as I could in the process. It was probably due to my 
unorthodox approach to magic more than anything that made me interesting enough 
to create and maintain a group. I think I originally hoped that I would be able to 
succeed Anton Long as Grand Master of the ONA if only I worked hard enough – 
that is, take over when he inevitably would need a new representative if he ever left 
or turned his back after becoming an Immortal. But I’ve since abandoned that hope.

Why?

Why? (long pause) Because not long ago, I was welcomed by the ONA into their 
definition of the new elite.

Are you serious?

Yes. I am.

Why did they do that?

I’ve been unwaveringly loyal to the ONA and its Mythos for a good nine years. I’ve 
risked everything in the course of that time, my relationship with my family, my 
friends, girlfriends, influential occultists and groups, my freedom, my life, and my 
time. Time is something you never get much of, and never get back. By the time you 
become a smart enough occultist to understand the world you’re generally reaching 
middle-age. Assuming you started early like me. Just quietly, I think I deserve the 
respect given to me and to be recognised as a serious occultist. I would hope that 
when people are done (or at least, as well as) devouring the likes of books full of 
demonic correspondences, home-made ritual and not much else, that they would pay 
my work a visit. I’ve tried very hard to cut through the bullshit in the occult world 
using myself as a guinea pig. My work saves time.

Well, it did for me, but you’re saying that the ONA welcomed you into their 
elite?
Into their definition of an elite, yes.

What like the new Christos Beest? Does that mean you’re now an Adept or a Master?
What? No nothing like that. It means my work efforts were recognised and my 
understanding of some things admired but it doesn’t make me an Adept or anything 
like that. From my point of view – I’m going to be working on that for the rest of my 
life.
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Why didn’t you say this earlier – is it breaking the vow of silence you took with 
ONA to tell me this?

I guess it’s just my way of making things final. Acknowledging and letting it be 
acknowledged that I achieved what I set out to do – as always – though not 
necessarily what the ONA wanted me to achieve. And possibly. But I’ve held dozens 
of secrets for the Order over the years. I’m entitling myself to share one. The ONA 
may simply deny it if it troubles them I’ve made such a claim. Such is the way of 
secret societies.

Would the ONA deny it if I asked them?

You’ll have to ask them.

That’s really interesting. Okay well let’s move onto some of my other questions. 
Do you believe in a New World Order that controls or seeks to control 
everything?

Hm. What a question… As it stands, a lot of my literature contains references to a 
grand opponent called the Magian (a terminology borrowed under my influence from 
the ONA) – and the definition and justification of that term has changed a lot for me 
as time’s gone by. The first time in my life I realised I had such a thing as enemies 
was during interactions with people I didn’t like, or who didn’t like me. Then at 
around twelve enamoured in my Christian stint and sorely disappointed by the result, 
God became my enemy, and thus contra wise, Satan my friend. It was a nice easy 
simplistic set of rules to play by back then.

 Later on, it was not God that provoked my ire, I reasoned that God was a product of 
imagination, of people, and turned my attention to those people who took God out of 
context to create Christianity. When of course I realised the historical and societal 
significance that Christianity had achieved I was floored by its power and set my bar 
higher to encompass the whole idea and religiosity of the Church and Papacy. Of 
course, in my day to day interactions with people I realised that it wasn’t just 
Christians that were my enemies, or that I didn’t like or who didn’t like me, and by 
that stage I had reached an age where I was very impressionable and went looking for
answers by others, during which I found the concept of Racism appealed to me 
because it tended to keep those people close to me, bonded to me, in solidarity. Then 
of course, as my absorption of Racist ideology became more potent, I began to see 
the Whites being played off against the Blacks, and so the world had become a 
battleground for me with two empty slots into which I would insert two opposing 
qualities. 
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Due to the concepts I met with in Sociology, Psychology and so on, I met with the 
concept of Capitalism which I came to understand was influenced by the Jews. As my
interest in Satanism deepened I was forced to concentrate on my Innerself during 
which I began to understand my connection to myself to others to my mind my body 
and how it and I functioned – a lot of experiences taught me various elements about 
prejudices, self-honesty, blame, weakness, strength, cowardice, nobility, and so on. 
And this would have helped me to slowly unravel my hand from around the throat of 
an invisible abstract. 

However, after ONA, and several other strong influences including New Ageism, 
Conspiracism, Satanism and so on, the material I had absorbed affected me enough to
make me quite paranoid of Secret Societies once more, including the power and reach
of the Church. A lot of fingers from the groups and interests I had involved myself 
with pointed to the Jewish Element, and by proxy the Christian element. However, 
my study of Nazism had led me to believe that there was more to the simplistic 
stories I had been telling myself for years and I began to wonder what was beneath 
my perception of the world as a battleground. Some things just didn’t add up and I 
became decidedly more sceptical that my perception of events, history and 
Weltanschauung was accurate. A small example of this is given in Vol 3 of the DOAD
viz. There’s No Place Like Home where I examined the conscious views I held of my
parents. 

Historically, so far as I could tell the Jews had previously been called the Hyksos and 
had been an ancient nomadic group kicked out of most of the countries in the ancient 
world for practising money lending and usury. Later, as the Jews they continued the 
same practice which practices influenced or directly erected, Capitalism. Capitalism 
gave rise to Materialism, and Materialism seemed to be the one factor that all my 
enemies shared as a characteristic reason behind their behaviour. So, no longer 
feeling that it was colour that defined people but character, I began to wonder if I 
were right to condemn the Jews as behind some sort of super conspiracy. This got all 
the more complicated when an associate expanded the historical nature of the Jews 
for me to include Islam, Christianity, and Judaism as stemming from the one prophet 
Mohamed – a history lesson in which I realised just how deficient I was, and 
probably would always be, in the Facts necessary to make a reasonable accurate 
judgement of IT ALL. 

From there and because of my close proximity with the ideology of the ONA I began 
to turn my attention to what I felt was a sort of giant super factory that manufactured 
that type of character due to its immersion and role in Capitalism, Jewry, Christianity,
and Materialism. Viz, America. And, to continue to practice Satanism – it is indeed 
necessary to have an enemy. But for a long time now I’ve not been studying the outer
forms presented by the ONA in the way of alchemical correspondences, the star 
game, dark gods – but rather, been trying to work out why these forms are being 
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presented and for what reason. Unfortunately, (or fortunately) the insights I have 
gained from watching the ONA build their Mythos has had the effect of making me 
understand the world in terms of Form. What happens when all of those name’s ideas 
and projections you have built, all those forms you trust in as real concrete 
happenings become perceived as a set of empty abstracts that you have projected 
outward – is devastating to you. The idea of a New World Order is not so easy to 
believe in – but that point of view has been the catalyst to overcome that has provided
a great deal of the dynamism in my struggle with myself. Without it, without a wall to
push against or push over or push through – there is only a vacuum that dangerously 
resembles the Zen of the Buddhist, or the union with perfect peace or God that 
threatens to rend my image of myself as a Satanist working to destroy the Church, 
inoperable. 

To some extent, I’ve had to decide whether to go with my gut instinct or heart, or to 
continue lying to myself and deceiving myself that I am at War with some all-
pervasive force(s) that are threatening to destroy the world. So many times, I have 
come up empty handed with an answer as to if something is controlling the world and
I have been forced to return to ask myself if perhaps I am paranoid delusional or 
simply trapped in a fantasy of my own making. And yet I see that same character, that
materialistic gleam, or selfish activity in people, all the time. And so, I have come to 
understand that objectively, I can never really know, if the problems of the world lie 
with America, the Church, The Jews, the Magian, or simply with me. And that is 
torturous – because my action and direction come from knowing what to do, knowing
what brick to push or which level to pull to bring some change to something else.

 And wherein, I think that I am now at a point in my life where I am standing at the 
mouth of the Abyss. All the intellectual reasoning and speculation and elaboration I 
have so carefully developed is of no use and no comfort because I know it is not 
impartial. All the willpower I have developed from years of diligence and devotion to
living the Sinister Way of the ONA, the years I spent concentrating on just one thing 
whether it was the Tarot or living like a Nazi, are of no use to me because will-power 
can do nothing for me here when there is nothing to Will, nothing to overcome. And 
as I dwell on all of this and the processes I’ve been through, I am really back to 
square one – engulfed in that feeling of the ineffable sadness of the tragedy of human 
life because of the way humans are and the way I am. I was quite astonished to read 
that Anton Long’s journey had resulted in a similar mournful lament – I did not think,
given the Mythos of the ONA that his concern with human suffering would be the 
result of so much evil. And continuing it – that is why I mentioned the possibility of 
his age influencing his work. But anyway, I felt that I was alone in that mourning and 
for that reason, a failed Satanist unable to revel in wicked deeds but only shake my 
head at myself in pity. And I think that for a long time yet to come, I will be trying to 
work out whether the Enemy is Within or Without.
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Whoa. Okay. I came across a phrase you used in one of your Diaries, “To Be 
First Human”, but I haven’t really seen anything else written down about it – 
could you elaborate on it for me please?

Sure. My aim in life is to make the world a better place – and largely that means a lot 
of the onus of responsibility for the way it is rests squarely on the shoulders of each 
of its inhabitants. I suppose it is confusing to some people that I have chosen what is 
generally a “Dark, Evil, or Black Path” by which to be altruistic to do it – but my 
reasons for choosing ‘Satanism’ are many and I believe they are sound. As it stands, I 
believe that all the work I have done for myself in the way of inner development has 
made me a better person, has led to my good understanding of the human mind, and 
has, via what I term ‘alchemy’ – changed me into someone not easily swayed because
of the depth of my analysis into any form that presents itself, given me the patience, 
understanding, integrity, loyalty and empathy to endure and continue to endure the 
slings and arrows resulting from the self-honesty I treasure as the key to my Wisdom,
and by my example of self-striving to better myself influenced a great many people 
around me to think more seriously, more carefully, more deeply, on the forms that 
surround them, how they use those forms, and also how others use them.

Is that what THEM is for?

Partly. But THEM won’t be understood if people think it is standing on one side of 
the fence. It’s a complex assortment of people doing a complex assortment of things. 
We’re not good or evil – if anything we’re frightfully pragmatic and therein people 
who’ve worked with the Dark Gods, confronted the shadow, etc will understand why 
“THEY” serve as an appropriate epithet. THEM is capable of healing as much as it is 
harming.

Would you say that you are a Gnostic, a Hermeticist, Alchemist, or Satanist?

Hm. Just to make it clear, this answer applies only to me, the other members of 
THEM have their own personal self-schema. I’m not real clear if there’s a definition 
for me in any of those. I don’t know – “Heurist” always struck me as a fitting 
description of what I do – but there’s a reason our imagery lacks any overt symbols. 
Our Manifesto showcases a hand-headed (“hand-crafted” in Initiatory terms) eagle 
wearing a blank medallion and holding a flag with nothing on it. But you would 
completely miss the point if you thought that the symbol of no symbol was 
appropriate to use to represent us. Vol III of Mvim. Has a poem in it called 
Ideathology – representing a point in my path where forms began to dissolve, where a
certain perspective of things began to emerge that is characteristic of the driving force
behind THEM. That is, that there is an essence of esoteric currents, invisible but for 
the traces they leave as they manifest in temporal forms that can be felt as living, 
writhing energies, Wyrd, propelling certain things into the forefront of collective 
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consciousness. And part of this is our belief in the momentum gathering underneath 
the human psyche that not only are people becoming wiser to the double-sided nature
of forms and increasingly becoming disenchanted with present and past forms to 
provide a narrative, but to understand consciously that forms are not forever or as 
concrete and fixed as they and their makers might make them seem – but temporary 
shapes used to define a section of the black clay or Change. 

A conscious acknowledgement of the perceived power the Magian have, as opposed 
to the real power they have, is increasing the ability each person possesses to wrest 
that power back. We have successfully entered the engagement and offered an 
alternative to bouncing back and forth off the forms presented and a reliance on form 
itself. Thus, THEM can teach the systems of a form as presented by its makers, and 
then what we perceive beneath that form and its currents.

Okay well now I’m almost out of my prepared questions and it’s almost 2 in the 
morning here, If you could change anything about the world, what would it be?

I don’t like the word “if”. I think that’s why people take on the title of Satanist, so 
they can live the archetype of Satan and aspire toward the grand illusion of beating 
the odds.

The odds of what?

Being significant. What I want to change about the world is tied up in my Work.

So, you wouldn’t ask for World Peace or No Suffering?

I’m not that naive.

What is the difference between THEM and the ONA?

Hm. Every difference, ONA is Myatt’s personal Wyrd, THEM is mine. ONA has been
active in the Sinister Satanic stage for about forty years. And THEM, just three. 
Before the ONA, I was a very different person, very. The influence ONA has had on 
me is profound – beyond anything I could have imagined. I have always been very 
intense, very determined, very sure of myself and my goal to destroy Christianity. Of 
course, the Sorceress has also had an immense effect on my perception as she often 
played the role of Devil’s Advocate in my advancement. So being tempered between 
their forces has forced me to thoroughly examine my various moves and motivations 
the entire time. Realising the immovable was meeting the unstoppable I suppose my 
perception transcended a conviction of absolutism in either form – both of which 
represented the distilled essences of everything still of any value to me in terms of 
teachings. THEM is thus the spawn I guess, of my influence by Anton Long, the 
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Sorceress, and my own amalgam of both of these tutors. From my point of view, I’ve 
been taught magic and Satanism by two ruthlessly honest and direct 
Masters/Mistresses. And I think that would be the major difference I think, that I’m 
still a student of Masters. But I’m ready to put into practice all that I have learned and
am learning… and while I have a strong background in the Septenary Way (on which 
I intend to build) a lot of my understanding resembles nothing close to the Mythos or 
Methodology of the ONA. THEM has been gaining a reputation as a bastion for 
many different mature strains of the Sinister as well as an audience increasingly ready
to embrace the methodology of form and narrative magic.

Well, it’s getting late, so I want to thank you very much for taking the time to 
answer all my questions so thoroughly and patiently. It’s been a real pleasure 
and I have so many more questions to ask but somehow, they seem to be stupid 
things to want to know in the face of what you’ve said tonight. So, Thoth, any 
last words from the Adept who founded THEM?

Yeah. Initiate. And I hope the ONA win. See ya Mark.

FORMATION: 

To the Order of Nine Angles – A Letter to the Order,

It is with mixed feelings that I write this letter. I am in debt to ONA for what it has 
made of me and for the tools that it has provided that have allowed me to make this 
of me. In the spirit of genuine Satanism as applicable to ONA’s understanding of it as 
an evolutionary procession – I write this letter to share further insights into the Order 
of Nine Angles organisation and the discoveries I have made of Satan. I have never 
signed my name as Tnepres Ra of ONA. Although I strongly consider myself an 
advocate of it, I am compelled to express myself in a fashion that illuminates even if 
it destroys – and so there is conflict in seeing myself as an ONA member. Rather, I 
think of my wander as something else that ONA seems not to pursue or purposely 
omits; the sacrificial journey of an avatar for collective psychic reunion. While ONA 
clearly travels along the lines of Jung’s quest for individuation – using stages or 
grades of practical integration of certain memes and energies in order to restore a 
numinous charge to the symbolic and to nature, via angles, dark gods, and other 
archetypal mysteries, seeking to restore a charge lacking in almost all who use the 
occult and almost all but those select magical primitives that have not attained 
“modern” consciousness – THEM has arisen to bridge certain modes felt to be 
lacking within the Order. 

I would hope that you see my insights as the aspiring sign that change is coming, that 
younger people are awakening even if that awakening creates waves for your 
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generation and your structures. THEM lives. Nexus A) There is a theory in modern 
Psychology that goes something like this: Our minds, when formed, are protected 
from psychic harm by a container called the Ego that slowly builds up in strength as 
we grow in order to enable us to withstand the potentially harmful inner forces that 
dwell in our Unconsciousness. The Ego also helps to protect us from those outer 
forces that threaten us in the real world. If the Ego is damaged during crucial stages 
of its development, the container may break or leak under duress, allowing what is 
called ‘the Abyss’ in magickal terms or ‘the collective unconsciousness’ in 
psychological terms, to be released onto what we know as ourselves: the “I”. The 
contents of the Unconsciousness are capable of being extremely dangerous and often 
surface as irrational impulses that clash head-on with the expected rules of society; 
Psychopaths and the impulsive/compulsive individual exhibit examples of the ability 
of the contents of the unconscious to interfere in sane growth. 
Before humanity gained the level of consciousness that allowed us to recognise 
ourselves as individual thinking beings separate from the rest of the world, it was 
ruled by base desires and savage primal instincts. At some point in our evolution we 
were able to suppress our ruling animal instincts long enough for consciousness to 
arise; and we were raised to a state of self-awareness that allowed us to appraise and 
wonder at our own existence. This unique state of self-awareness is referred to as the 
“I” in 30 Psychology, and has long been regarded as the single-most fascinating 
achievement of the human organism, but the emergence of the ‘I’ came at a heavy 
price. In exchange for consciousness, we had to forcefully drive our natural instincts 
(the Collective Un-consciousness) back from the fore of our minds and forge a new 
kind of conscious collective agreement (the Collective Consciousness). 

To help do this we created, and then instilled, values, group obligations and right 
conduct into and onto each other, further suppressing the raw state of our natural 
being. So long as we kept our primal dark forces in check, we were able to get along 
with each other relatively well and develop societies that were ruled by law, order, 
and learned proper conduct. But the primal instincts that dominated us could not be 
completely suppressed. While some adopted the new Conscious collective agreement 
and made a religion of holding back ‘The Beast’, some followed only in part 
practising its release in private, and still others refused (or were incapable) to 
suppress it at all, continuing to worship or live in our natural state of being. Those 
that made a religion of suppression were ill-prepared for the strength of their enemy. 
The Beast could not be tamed, and the forces of the unconscious were powerful 
beyond their wildest dreams. Although punishment was meted out to those unable to 
hold back the advancing forces of our primal being, as a social admonishment to 
discourage others from releasing what was imprisoned within, suppression did 
nothing to sate our desires and urges to behave naturally according to instinct and 
locking away our inner Beast only served to starve it. 

Ravenous for release from its cage it strained and struggled at the feeble prison of the
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mind, tearing at the fragile walls of the sanity (Sanctuary) we erected to keep it out 
until the protective defences of the Ego were eventually overwhelmed and the 
suppressed forces manifested as unchecked acts of raw desire, often many times 
stronger than when originally imprisoned, and often expressed as acts of sadistic 
cruelty, murder, torture, brutality, violence, blood-lust, war, passion and rape. These 
forces have been variously named and interpreted, but are known by the name 
‘Demons’ in magick, or as the ‘Shadow’ in Psychology. By forcing our instinct 
underground we committed ourselves to a life-long struggle against our very nature, 
in order to maintain an artificial existence. The artificial existence could only prosper 
under certain conditions: the most important of which was suppression of raw 
unconscious desires. 

In our natural, uncontrolled state of being we were terrifying creatures suffused with 
a brutal, primal darkness that has been called “Chaos”. Chaos is representative of the 
unconscious and is anathema to the Order that consciousness wishes to exist. Out of 
fear of the Beast, the sufficient release of which threatened to engulf the conscious 
accomplishments of humanity in chaos and destruction, various Religions and 
magical tribes came to call the unconsciousness by an unfavourable name, the 
equivalent of ‘The Great Beast’. The acts of the Beast were named ‘Demons’ and all 
who were associated with the ‘works’ of the Great beast were condemned as ‘Evil’. 
Yet those who fought the beast the hardest were often those most afflicted by its 
insurmountable power. The struggle to simultaneously suppress/release what we 
physiologically/biologically are, and wish to be, is an intricate balancing act that 
causes enormous psychological pressure on the Ego. Like steam, this pressure must 
be continually vented in brief puffs called ‘outlets’ I.e. as emotions, or human 
creations; and by which most of the building pressure of the energies (or the power of
the demons) is released for the sake of the sanity of the being. 

If such energies are kept under lock and key and an option to vent, to ‘exercise the 
beast’ is denied, the exertion needed by the ego and 31 the conscious “I” of the being 
to hold back such forces will grow exponentially. The Ego can only do so much to 
hold them back until it is eventually overwhelmed. The fact that our natural state is 
one dominated by the unconsciousness tends toward its favour in a war of wills. No 
matter how much care is taken to control or remove them; like the phenomena of the 
stubborn weed, the tendrils of the unconscious will keep returning, writhing forth 
again and again into the fore of the mind in an endless struggle to choke the host 
plant into submission. 

Without outlets, the forces grow stronger by the day until they grow powerful enough
to over-run the defences of the Ego or shatter it completely, causing psychosis and/or 
madness. Likewise, if only some venting is allowed of the beast, primal energy will 
eventually build up enough strength to tear through the thin veil of protection offered 
by the ego, damaging it, and at the very least consume it with a barrage of irrational 
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emotions and desires that drive the being to fulfil them or take out its frustration at 
being unable to fulfil them in other, often destructive ways. As it takes considerable 
time for consciousness to build up its defences against the irrational instincts of the 
Unconsciousness by developing our Ego, any early breakdown of the ‘I’ is scarring or
traumatic for us. The ‘I’ is therefore protected by the ego until such time the ‘I’ has 
become strong enough to erect psychic barriers and defence mechanisms of its own. 
But while our consciousness builds defences in the mind to wall it off from the 
Unconsciousness; we are mostly unconscious from birth until our adolescence, and 
even after developing the Ego, may remain in thrall to our unconscious desires for 
most of our lives. 

Yet effectively, we forget what we are in favour of what we are told we are by our 
environment and begin the arduous struggle of assimilating ourselves into society and
life by learning how to tame the Beast. This act of forgetting and fighting our natural 
state of being without conscious knowledge of such a war causes intense internal 
conflict that lasts our whole lives just to sustain our Ego. The ego stores for us the 
unique, stable set of conditions we each live by, and our actions are motivated toward
keeping those conditions just right or in ‘homeostasis’. If however, those conditions 
are altered too much, the container risks breaking or leaking and psychosis may 
occur. For this reason, once set, the beliefs of people are often unchangeable; 
intertwined as they are with their world-view, their ego’s protective mechanisms, and 
their very identity, they will fight like a cornered animal to reassert their view of 
reality if it be questioned or challenged. It is only through practical and thorough 
magical practice, or, psychic exploration, that the contents of the unconscious can 
carefully be integrated with the Ego to form a Super Consciousness, or Self. 

NEXUS B) Taking the Sinister Tradition at face value; The creation of a mode of War
in ONA’s Sinister Tradition is based on two paradigms: one being “Magian” and the 
other “Sinister”. The context of this War is taking place in Time, whereby the two 
forces battle for domination of Future Time, and gains by either side are measured by 
the achievements awarded to those forces whose achievements are seen as manifest 
in political/religious/magical & individual abstractions aligned with ‘Magian’ or 
‘Sinister’ lodges. The struggle to usher in a new Sinister Aeon is carefully planned 
out by psychological returns to various stages of consciousness [citing over-simplistic
examples of which I am sure you need only the gist; the hunt and kill of the rabbit 
using a bow by the neophyte = a return to primitiveness; the archetypal dark gods = 
to return consciousness to its numinous base and see gods in nature as does the 
magical primitive, etc] coupled with 32 chronological measurement devices such as 
Aeonics, to provide evidence of cosmic approval (or neutrality) that authenticates 
‘Satanic Strategy’ or the Sinister Dialectic as a valid momentum on a global (or 
cosmic) scale. 

ONA writes that a Galactic Race is to take precedent if all goes well with the 
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Creation of a New Aeon and Gateway Nexion. Briefly stated: this is to be achieved 
by raising the consciousness of enough people to become Adepts and so pass on the 
Tradition until eventually Satanism becomes an openly practiced mode with 
implications that it will cause large-scale change in consciousness. Thus, ONA 
expresses an affirmative belief in the evolution of consciousness as beneficial and 
sets it and its integration with the unconscious, as one of its highest aims. This 
calculative alchemy of exponential growth owes much to the Order’s interpretation of
Satan itself: an interpretation that like all root ideals, forms the focus point from 
which all subsequent ideological works proceed in a specific vein. So far as the form 
‘Satanism’ is promulgated by the ONA, ONA are the exemplary masters of Satanism.

It is here, however, that THEM, I and ONA differ in our levels of descent in the 
interpretation of Satan. Any recourse to dogma is of no use to me here. What I am 
speaking of when I talk of the ONA’s momentum as regards the reunion of the 
Conscious and the Unconscious, simply shadows words; for these two forces integral 
in our nexions, one recent the other formed in time immemorial: are beyond 
apprehension by dates, and figures and rational argument proceeding from an 
educated, intelligent, or even well-informed view as regards the nature or origin of 
Satan, and are mere nothings in light of the subject matter. I may use a similar 
analogy here in how THEM approach discerning the nature of Satan as I may in 
discerning the deeper motivations of human behaviour . Put simply: while the Word 
‘Satan’ is fairly recent – where does such an ancient form, collectively known across 
time and in all cultures, originate? Where does this numinous universal symbol 
reside?

It is certainly not in the rational intellect of the thinking extrovert/introvert who is at 
the mercy of the darkness of his total psyche by virtue of his “modern” state of 
consciousness. It does not originate in the Solar Cults of Albion (though it may have 
been practiced there), nor in the Sumerian Origins where Western Tradition is 
rumoured to have begun. An idea as old and omnipresent as ‘Satan’ by whatever 
name or form it is known, is an idea that manifests the world over in the psyche of the
human being. Not just as darkness, shadows, demons, spirits, gods… it can be as 
creative as it can be destructive. 

ONA’s use of ‘aitia’ as Accused (even if historically correct) proceeds in a direction 
away from that base from an assertion that the interpretation of Satan was incorrect 
and ONA have made available public Satanic teachings to reflect this notion – yet, 
THEM know that this first interpretation itself is based on some pre-source or pre-
force, from which came the interpretation. And we ask: What was it? We ask not 
where the conscious idea of ‘Satan’ comes from, but why it pre-existed in the 
unconscious before our species were even Conscious. Although ONA writes at length
on Satanism, it is understood that the uniqueness of each person leaves no authority 
on his nature, and ONA can do nothing to reveal Satan – speaking of it in a mostly 
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existential post-modern approach, exhorting that each must find their own 
interpretation. 

THEM know ONA’s Satan is neither truly defined by or is the sum total of ‘aitia’ 
Accused, or Accuser. ONA’s Satan is beyond words and written records, abstracts, 
ideas etc – (Indeed I say even beyond time itself) but the specific subsequent 
assertion of this archetypes interpretation and the mission of ONA to initiate an 
evolutionary rise of consciousness of the unconscious operates on a level that leaves 
room for THEM. For the ONA’s mode is chiefly one of 33 co-dependence on the 
fabricate matrix and we believe inadvertently obscures Satan by its omission of 
certain modes in unfortunate accordance with current attitudes of Western neglect; the
major one being the Oneiric, or that of dreams. We have already discussed to a 
conclusion, that the ONA’s public operations while wishfully of an immaterial nature 
are still based on subjectivity and not objectivity; because objectivity is like God, it 
cannot be proved. 

THEM propose the following: ‘Satan’ is De-evolution. In order for the Conscious 
Being to raise itself above the ‘Beast Within’ its instinctual nature, the Unconscious, 
it must learn to force Conscious holograms into a reality to create for itself a stasis 
where the ego can grow. It must maintain these holograms lest it revert back to the 
Beast – and typically an eternal struggle of the Self and the Ego ensues until death. 
The reinforcement of holograms around a being by its parents, its peers and 
eventually by itself, are a means to consciously deny or ‘forget’ the beings origins as 
an Animal or Primal Being, and allow it to partake of ‘Civilised Society’ by building 
and maintaining a fabricate matrix of structures, objects, names, forces, gods, demons
etc… upon the shoulders of the Beast, in order to ‘forget’ it, build an Ego, a tool that 
asserts Consciousness, and pushes out or holds back the Unconscious. 

The essential War of each human being, then, is a biological/psychological fight 
between two states of Being; Consciousness and Unconsciousness; where each 
human fights to suppress or release the Beast as an innate act of asserting its natural 
truth as a primal animal, OR, to assert the fabricate matrix to establish Consciousness
and its associated holograms as the new truth. In the case of the “Unconscions”, the 
reasons for its suppression are obvious - the mass release of the powerful beasts that 
are inherent inside of us is a truly dire threat to the fabricate matrix, the Artificers that
keep it in place and benefit monetarily, politically, religiously, etc, and would unleash
what might be referred to as ‘Qaos’. I use the Q to differentiate it from the term 
‘Chaos’ which is a fairly rigid abstraction in modern times, and to refer to a specific 
reversion of evolution; a de-volution (depending on how you see the raise in 
consciousness as beneficial or detrimental to our species) of the human being into its 
primal non-being. 

Qaos is to remember and then live our true nature that we have been told to forget by 
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the “Conscions” and to free oneself of the fabricate matrix by reverting to the primal 
state to act on uncontrolled impulse and raw animal brutality. Satanism and Black 
Magick seems to unconsciously seek to release this Beast, and consciously seek to 
release ‘power’ in controlled (sometimes uncontrolled amounts) in order to learn that 
nature once again, that we may experience and if at all possible control, heal, and 
reunite that primal surge. For a person to understand their Shadow, balance their 
anima/animus, give equilibrium to their psychic strengths and weaknesses, overcome 
the ego and return to the self by uniting the conscious mind with the unconscious 
mind, dreams are a necessary requisite. THEM believe that through utilising the 
power of dreams a person may become individuated. We hold that Astral/Lucid 
Control, dream recognition and Jungian analysis is the one definite reminder of the 
“Beast”, reveals 34 the nature of “Satan” that ONA seeks to invoke, and yet not one 
shred, bar the tarot card labelled ‘Dreaming/Dreams’ by CB is devoted by ONA to 
this essential Gateway. The difficulty in the astral is discerning which apparitions are 
really demons that communicate, and which are corruptions, i.e. which contents are 
unconscious atavisms and which the excrement of the Conscious matrix. And THEM 
believe that mastering this approach to psychic integration is just as important as the 
Star-Game that seeks to restore the numinous charge to the realm of the symbol and 
is on equal par as Supreme Black Magick. 

A Triangle Squared, & Our Sinister Regards, THEM

FLUX

“Thank you for contacting us. I’ll give you a formal run-down of the Temple and then
go into a more casual overview of who we are, what we do and how we’re doing it. 
We have two private chapters here in Australia, one in Sydney and the other in 
Melbourne where I am stationed. The Temple is comprised of six magicians, each 
with extensive experience in the Septenary Way of the ONA - in addition to separate 
specialist knowledge of various other magical systems such as the TOB/IOT. Each 
magician is working toward achieving their own individual goals whilst 
simultaneously working toward a collective Sinister Strategy - part of which is 
raising the consciousness of Australian Satanists; part of which is presencing the 
Sinister and the Dark Gods here within our Australian nexion. 

The online Temple itself represents only one aspect of our work. We believe the 
empathy that is required to perform successful magic with other individuals is 
extremely rare, and the cohesion of six such individuals rarer still. As a result, we do 
not seek the assistance of others to assist in our private practice of black magic. 
Rather, we rely on the emerging current of the species of Self to draw individuals to 
the Temple via Synchronous means. [Each of our members has attained the Self, or is
actively working towards attaining it.] From the Temple, THEM teach a system of 
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principled black magic and offer their magical experience and knowledge to others by
working with an individual on a one to-one basis to suggest alchemical, 
psychological, magical or physical ways in which that individual can break through 
to the next stage of their magical prowess. 

Change is a crucial aspect to our work. We also host an extensive library with 
resources and links aimed at addressing some of the problems of inner fire currently 
lacking in the Australian practice of Satanism. For instance, the manuscripts by the 
Tempel ov Blood restore a certain caustic severity to Satanic practice providing rising
magicians with an ONA-type system over the popular past-time Satanism of the 
dilettante; whilst the grimoires of R. Frank [aka Tnepres Ra] comprise an 
experimental ‘narrative’ or ‘archetypal’ magic that ‘sweeps up’ or ‘taps into’ many 
varied types of psyche and magical stages using empathy and psychological/magical 
resonance - grabbing the reader at their particular stage of magical practice and then 
showing them how to progress forward from it. Beginning with the simple, the 
grimoires gradually increase in complexity over Seven degrees until the magician is 
enabled a powerful understanding of Essence vs Appearance, the nature of Form, the 
Matrix, the Mind War and comes to face the Abyss. 

We believe that a person who is taught the origin of Form; how and why it is used; 
and who is able to put the illusions of our enemies into a far greater context; will be 
appropriately equipped to deal with the nature of Magian magic and laugh at the 
feeble attempts of Forms to indoctrinate them, making them extremely difficult to 
enslave. We don’t believe that these changes will occur overnight and expect the first 
stages 40 of our Strategy to take about thirty years to implement. But THEM will 
give Australia a Sinister History - if it’s the last thing we do.”

PLATEAU: FROM OTO ANORHA

Extract from an Interview in OTO ANORHA V.II 

Q - You speak about a need for Solidarity in your writings, can you provide some
examples of how solidarity is used within THEM? 

Sure. Functionally - We share the same email address at the Temple and for many 
groups this would be a risky venture. It generally takes only a clash of wills and a 
heated argument and one of the party will have no qualms in changing the password 
to lock others out or causing mischief. But I don’t really think that it’s just trust that 
allows us to be so assured of each others intentions. It’s knowledge that over the 
course of years our companions have worked hard to become aware of and exercise 
the option to control or over-ride the impulses, motivations, and emotions of the ego. 
THEM recognise the instability of assuming the I at all times because it means being 
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trapped in Time and in the Matrix by the egos of others - this leads to being unable to 
shake one’s ‘role’, lessens a magicians perspective, and can even lead back to ego-
centrism. There was for a long time a belief expressed by various members 
previously involved with Alchemy that once the Philosophers Stone was attained 
[which we equate here psychologically as the Self] it would immolate the realm of 
the ego and the temptation to revert to that state of consciousness by virtue of 
destroying so many of the pillars of that state of being… Time, Space, Duty, Name, 
Form, Concept, Logic, Law, the I and even Thought… are all ‘damaged’ irreparably 
in actually extricating oneself from the Matrix; so much so, that the convenient life of
reliance on the Matrix by others, can never be lived for a magician again. 

It is now known, through attainment, that this is not true. Even with the awareness of 
one’s actions and speech - the ego continues to babble occasionally… And in those 
cases where that babble is not checked the Self can become re-consumed by the easy 
ride and low energy expenditure of the ego. But there is a precarious balancing act 
performed by each of THEM because there must also be outlets for the ego to 
continue its babble - channels for its incessant existence lest the power to take shape 
be lost. The ego is thus treated as a machine that can be driven whereby the will of 
the magician watches over it, seldom leaving the ego to its own devices, but taking 
advantage of the opportunities the ego creates within the Matrix as a functioning 
cohesive unit of form. 

Watching over the ego is not an intellectual motto - it is a way of Life for members of
THEM. Philosophically - our online Temple is a tendril, an experimental possibility; 
it does not matter overmuch whether we all agree with what is represented in the 
online forum. We all know that it is the nature of a Form to interact with the Matrix in
such a way that it generates a unique signature, a hard-wired cob-web of connexions 
whose specific geometry will increase various probabilities and decrease others - and 
that others will intermesh the Form into the Matrix simply because it is one, I.e. a 
Form. Each external interaction with the Temple prompts a magical response from 
the Temple. As others buy into the myth, we feed the Myth and solidify tentative 
belief and curiosity into a solid foundation directly connected with that individual or 
group. When others believe in us, they spread the message and myth of THEM for us 
37 independently. Because we each understand the nature, methods, and ultimate goal
of the Temple, we each understand why certain things are said, or made so. 

Very often, something seemingly posted out of the blue is a response to a private 
enquiry or clandestine interaction by an individual with the Temple. Thus, the outer 
appearance of the Temple or the ’ego’ of the Temple is apt to be peppered by all kinds
of pathways and topics of the smaller sphere of the semantic variety. While the inner 
connexion of the Temple or ’Ga Wath Am’ sees these semantic necessities holistically
- in the replies given writhe the seductive tendrils of black magical intent designed 
specifically to suit or more accurately ’tap into’ or ‘create sympathy’ with that 
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individual; and have them further intermesh our Myth within their Matrix. The 
process being similar to downloading a computer virus tailored to attack the support 
systems of the Matrix and the Magian and bring them both crashing down over time. 
Magically, the Temple of THEM is a co-generated Sinister Form; an organic seed that
has been designed to meet the challenges imposed by the modern occult environment 
and mentality. 

This form is still in its infancy, but is now beginning to take on a life of its own, a 
plant germinated by the agency of others in the Matrix and occasionally watered by 
us. But this doesn’t mean our online representation is taken lightly as a side-project, 
even though it is mostly extra-curricular to the lives of members of THEM. The voice
of each member is incorporated into our manuscripts, which tend to have a 
homogeneity owing to being expressed by one appointed writer, and each of us share 
our specialist knowledge of various semantic spheres to help ensure a fluid 
integration of difficult clientele. Members participate in the Temple affairs whenever 
and however they choose to and are kept up to date on its growth via the reports and 
public announcements/private tuitions stored in the shared email address and via the 
Temple e-zine, ’Oto Anorha’. 

Each member can thus provide their specialist knowledge to support the 
Representative, express any concerns, or new directions the Temple should take. 
Solidarity is further enhanced by the common understanding that Change takes time. 
Especially biological change. Sustaining Self is primarily a matter of the conditions 
created concerning the lightening and the sun [or Time] and to maintain the Self it 
helps to live within a magical Weltanschauung pursuing short- and long-term goals + 
an Aeonic one. That way, the contrivances of the Matrix don’t weigh one down too 
much or for too long and what really matters can be attended to. This outlook in itself
helps remove the magician from the trap of thinking only for the moment. A common
far-reaching perspective that shadows our 70 or so allotted years keeps us focused on 
the task of fulfilling our goals within the Temple of THEM both individually and 
collectively. 

Attaining the Self is extremely difficult, but it is only the first evolutionary step. The 
second step is in sustaining the Self and this requires constant vigilance - the natural 
evolution of a magician is to immolate the ego and attain enlightenment but such 
embodies the loss of the ability to take form, the desire to interfere, to take a stance, 
or to have the arrogant foundation to ground a conviction; such persons may be 
enlightened but they sacrifice their original goal [to be like Satan] to go on beyond 
words, forms, and being. The power of the Sinister however does not lie in leaving 
the Earthly plane and going to meet God; or in becoming an aetherial vapour that is 
‘too wise’ to trouble itself with the affairs of the human being. The risk to abandon 
what one originally set out 38 to do [be Satan] when coming face to face with the 
secret Samadhi is GREAT; and it can be justified away as one passes through the 
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Abyss where meanings have no ground and the Sinister Quest abandoned in the wake
of some a priori experience of being; but it takes an immensely strong will to get this 
far and make the decision to return to remain loyal to the Sinister. 

To continue to employ ones will under the direction of such enlightened knowledge 
and possessed of magical prowess is to walk the Earth as a Dark God. Thus, we have 
not destroyed our egos but yoked them into the service of our developed Selves. 
Beyond that, the third stage is in continuing to teach the Rites of Passage that 
characterise the ego and the Self for long enough to create a folk that are engineered 
toward developing this greater state of mind either genetically or by Tradition. 

Having the Self in our lifetime is a great achievement of personal enlightenment but 
we are aiming for more than that and seek a collective inhuman [we say inhuman or 
first human rather than ‘human’ because of the embarrassing connotations associated 
with typical human behaviour] enlightenment. What form will arise to occupy the 
shattered wastelands of the Magian Empire we shall just have to wait and see via 
‘Vindex’. Our concern is to act as Falcifer - to smash the status quo and prepare the 
conditions for a hostile aeonic takeover. In the most humble sense, we try to bring a 
little bit of Satan into everyone we meet. We do this by not buying into the Magian 
way of life. 

Psychologically - THEM assert that we are a new emerging species by virtue of our 
numbers. The attainment of Self has previously been thought to only be achieved by 
lone hermits, individuals isolated in time and space by their particular Wyrd - and 
although periods of isolation are necessary to bring about the dissolving of the ego - 
there are nonetheless a half dozen of us now united via the Acausal Voice as a 
species. Our synchronicity has been founded on unique principles and understanding 
of sorcery, and whatever our personal aims - we are each “cold and sure of our 
magic“.

DISINTEGRATION
FEB 17 2006

Dear Ryan, As far as I know from you, Ixaxaar didn’t approve my "Sinister 
Grotesque", so they will hardly approve my drawings as well. Since the ToB called 
my work "indulgence in decadency", I have no more trust in any post-ONA puritan 
"satanic" groups. Seems that the reaction the ONA wanted to arouse against the CoS-
like Satanism turns against the wrong addressees as well as any persecution during 
the human history. Seems that the "sinister" also turns into a label which is to be used 
only by the "authorised" (such like the ToB). If the NS revolution promulgated by the
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ONA prevails it will eventually persecute any satanic/sinister/LHP individuals. There 
is nothing great in humanity except the human folly ;} On the other hand, I’m not 
sure if my terrotics are very appropriate for illustrations to "The Book of 
Sor.Terrosa". Yes, maybe some of them. In fact my "terrotic" drawings are some kind 
of sinister pornography perpetuating the theme of the simultaneous Sex and Death. In
fact all these drawings are just means and I feel myself illuminated by Thanateros 
unlike many cowardice’s from the ***. It’s my Wyrd to open that nexus and pass 
through it were it "indulgence in decadency" for some fascisoid puritan mystics. In 
fact it’s my nexus to the Dark Ones and I will make it open wide. Timing is my main 
difficulty though I’m able to wait as nobody else. I have already forgotten what 
drawings I had sent to you but I will pick some up for the Book of Sor.Terrosa. Stay 
well S.R. Terrosa Feb 27 Dear Ryan, As far as I know from you, Ixaxaar didn’t 
approve my "Sinister Grotesque", so they will hardly approve my drawings as well. 

On the contrary - Ixaxaar did think the "Sinister Grotesque" was Satanic and 
interesting too - but at the time were seeking only material for their edition of 
Clavicula Nox II - my own angles and curves was knocked back too on account of its 
length and its unfinished status. 

3 >Since the ToB called my work "indulgence in decadency", I have no more trust in 
any post-ONA puritan "satanic" groups. 

Oh? That’s rich coming from the ToB.

 >…Seems that the "sinister" also turns into a label which is to be used only by the 
"authorised" (such like the ToB). 

Well, perhaps my own notes from ‘The Psychology of Satanism’ in the revised book 
II will be of interest to you concerning groups like ToB and ONA, though in differing
aspects and degree of course. 

>In fact my "terrotic" drawings are some kind of sinister pornography perpetuating 
the theme of the simultaneous Sex and Death. Yes, a very, very interesting idea with 
much valid evidence to support it. SR, t. MAR 5 

>perhaps my own notes from… book II will be of interest to you

 >It’s wise as everything written by your hand and made me reconsidering again my 
attitude towards the ONA. I’m neither on their way nor am I a renegade. I just 
enriched my understanding by studying the ONA’s MSS. To follow strictly ONA's 
system would be to narrow my worldview though I use the same symbolism. I use it 
but in my own subjective context. They may punish me for that and the idea of being 
their opfer is even exciting for me provided they slay me at the climax of my orgasm.
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I believe ONA are beyond the infantile stage of passing judgement by any sort of 
superficial observation of any person’s specific undertakings; if indeed they are 
watching at all. Their way is one of change and alchemy: all paths are a point 
between two others: they teach others to see the archetypal energy beyond the 
appearance of actions, a far greater chess game than the egoistic imitation temples 
that abound scrabble with. 

It may be of interest that when speaking with “Arcturus” he continually redirected my
efforts to synchronise myself with the Sinister Tradition; for example with my vision 
of a new ONA tarot, away from conformity with the Order and back to a focus on 
myself – and MY unique vision of the Sinister. Indeed, among other notes not 
recorded in my writings he referred to me as “the most interesting of the new initiates
to come along” a comment prompted by the diverse nature of the manuscripts that I 
sent him. And later still told me “By what you do - you are the very essence of the 
Sinister”. Not you understand because I followed Naos to the letter, though I tried at 
first and was later told “very few have done so” but because I had a vision, a unique 
understanding to share of the Sinister that did not necessarily compliment the ONA or
even draw from it greatly. I asked all types of questions of Arcturus, when was it right
to sign ones name as a member of the Order of Nine Angles, where were certain 
manuscripts, has CB seen my own Naos Tarot and did he comment, does ONA have 
an opinion on Crop Circles, Merlin, etc… It was when I understood the ONA for 
what they were that I began to move away, not in contempt or arrogance, but in love 
and genuine understanding that ONA was one expression of the Sinister and one only.
Take heart. You are what you seem. 

>Yes, I don’t mind the human sacrifice provided it’s done in an ecstatic way as in the 
Dionysus mysteries and not being a mere execution. I don’t mind the NS provided it 
doesn’t restore the patriarchal moral of the Roman Empire. Moreover the ONA is too 
English for me and I derive from a different ethos, not lesser rich than the English. 

Eusebius further urged that I start my own temple with my own ethos and tradition, 
further clues were that I not try to obtain the English incenses, but that these were 
rooted in the Albionic myth, instead I should try to find my own native incenses in 
Australia. Further evidence that ONA is not out to make clones – indeed the idea of 
following the Sinister Tradition is cloaked by the use of NS and tools and words 
etc… to separate the Satanist who knows to follow hir (to quote your androgynous 
term) own vision from the mediocre. 

>I undertook my self-initiation ritual 3 years ago using soil from a military cemetery 
and during all the wars my country has been a foe to England. It doesn’t matter on a 
cosmic scale at all but anyway, for me the LHP means a subjective approach and not 
belonging to anything greater than me except my own greater Wyrd which is not to 
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belong to the human Wyrd at all. The remaining is a means. Moreover the ONA have 
stated that their "teachings and traditions have been made public, that is, available - 
thus enabling any individuals who may be interested to follow (if only in part) the 
way of genuine Satanism, for those individuals by so doing (however slightly) will 
aid the sinister dialectic, increasing the dark forces presenced on Earth. Some of these
individuals may progress to the Order." 

I do that without any wish or hope to progress to the Order. I think the Order would 
be delighted you were pursuing your own Tradition in such an intense and 
progressive manner.

 >By using the Tree of Wyrd and the ONA symbolism I seek to discover my own 
sinister system and tradition. I seek to integrate all the Satanic thought generated 
through the Aeons on the base of my own appreciation of what is true or untrue. 
According to my appreciation the ONA are something very near to my sense of truth 
yet their competitive brutal championing is somehow repulsing male for me, since 
generally I don’t like the males. 5 As Eusebius said: “All works are built upon the 
efforts of those that have gone before them” 

– I too used the Order to separate. The Order claims to have been represented by 
women, but the last few names have been male contributors and heirs. This is bound 
to lend male energies to its ethos. There is the individual who runs the Temple of Hel 
still out there that I would like you to meet. Perhaps you can teach her a few things 
about the Sinister Feminine and give her a chance to really know darkness and the 
LHP. She’s part of a triad, one member of whom is a mediocre COS, and the other 
seems to be a Wiccan mystic.

 >I also emphasise on the physical but in a subtler way. The ordeals I invent for me 
are not easy at all but they are based on my self-knowledge and my own organic 
tempo-rhythm. What I know is never to give up my original intent - sooner or later it 
shall prevail. If one fails in an ordeal one shouldn’t blame oneself but try again. 
When trying again without blaming oneself, one shouldn’t congratulate oneself. If 
one fails again, one shouldn’t blame oneself for blaming oneself, but try again 
without punishing oneself for failing. Finally one shouldn’t blame oneself for 
congratulating oneself ;} Yes, one could become addicted to overcoming ordeals, but 
it’s better to have such an addiction than the rest of the human addictions. All the past
ordeals and experiences have already become resources of my emotional memory. 
The emotional memory is one of the main resource of the actor (respectively the 
sorcerer). The good actor never struggles with the role if s/he is to play some role 
which is alien to hir. One first asks oneself: "What would do me if I find myself in the
same situation as the role?" Here one’s imagination should awake one’s memory of a 
personal experience which is the nearest to the role` situation. If the memory of that 
experience unlock its specific emotion, the energy of that emotion will fill up the role 
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and it will become alive in a very genuine way...No need of any stupid male 
willpower to persist pretending one is the role by imitation. 

For example if one is to play a tragic role, one needs to fill it up by the emotional 
energy of one’s own specific personal subjective experience of some sad, unhappy or 
tragic event in one’s own life. In the magickal context, if you are going to invoke 
someone of the Dark Ones, for example Shugara, the emotional memory’s energy of 
your subjective experience of some specific great frustration in your personal life 
would feed Her to manifest Her presence in a genuine way...Of course, she may need 
more but it’s up to you to come on terms with Her. An objective archetype needs the 
magickian`s subjective experience to feed on in order to manifest its presence. Is it 
understandable or overstandable? ;} I am sceptical of such a thing as Objectivity; 
certainly one may imagine a world in which one is an outside observer, but such 
imagination is subjective nevertheless as personal views colour everything. But your 
method is sound, the drawing of subjective energies by imitative association with an 
objective archetypal energy makes sense, and I have practiced this method in the past.

Now I would like to share something with you and ask for your opinion. No need to 
make you know about my personal problems in the causal world or consensus reality 
- I would like to share with you how the things of my quest are in the Acausal world 
in terms of our common symbolism. I have to admit that I’m in the middle of an 
ordeal, on the edge of crisis. Presently I have fixed my being in the Sphere of 
Indulgence & Transformation. I have invented a magickal mechanics for 
transforming the energy of my past frustration into a black flame of demonic lust 
(Moon-Mars-Mercury-Moon) which is my magickal fuel to defy the outer world. It’s 
also a magickal shield against the blows coming from the Sphere of Chaos & 
Unknown - of course, there is no safe guarantee against these blows, except the 
Luciferian empathy to foreshadow them or re-direct them to strike proper targets. I’m
not an adept in this yet it comes somehow natural to me. I realise very well it could 
destroy me as well - especially when my frustration of having been burnt my eyes 
and fingers because of the Vision of Greatness, ties certain knots in the Web of Wyrd. 
I’m deadly vulnerable in such a moment. I’m afraid that if my black magick 
apparatus was more effective this problem would grow even more dangerous. 
Anyway, I have to continue, advancing to the Sphere of Love & Ecstasy with the 
above-mentioned defect of mine. I know very well what it does mean according to 
the ONA criterions as regards the Septenary Way - I have still a lot to do both in the 
Mercury and Moon spheres but my approach is a cyclic one - by moving on an 
ascending helix - thus I always return to the un-dissolved problem but try to dissolve 
it from a higher level. So my quest now is passing on the path connecting Mercury 
and Venus and confronting its guardian - the Lord/Lady of Indulgence & Love, of 
Transformation & Ecstasy, in fact - the introvert being of the sphere of Lucifer, where
I really am - being not so stable there. It means a confrontation with the Other, a quite
another introvert being with a quite different experience and Wyrd than mine. Here is 
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my vision of the 7th path of ToW: (Would be very familiar to you if you’ve watched 
the movie "Twin Peaks" by David Lynch.) There is before me a large lane of black 
and white squares as a Star-Game board or as a chess-board. Through the blackness 
of my Devildom I've found myself there, within a large black square. As a Horned 
Beast which is also the chess castle, I’m advancing straightly forwards but feel very 
ill each time I go through a white square. Whose pawn or piece am I ?! This board 
should mean a confrontation. And there is before me a large red curtain on the 
horizon. When I’m approaching it comes out both a blood fall, flowing downwards 
and a fire flaring upwards. I stop - there is a sheet written by my script: "The true 
emancipation is possible only when the conflict between the sexes is brought down to
an honest mortal combat." I’m feared of that and don’t dare to go through the curtain 
- it’s really sinister and awesome. 

Back through the blackness of a square I have returned myself in my Devildom. I’m 
coming to understand that the curtain was the veil of Satanas (the 4th path coming 
across the 7th) between the sexes. I remember that experience of having been on the 
other side of the curtain together with another being and having seen together the 
Abyss...and then stepping on broken legs in my own Hell. Is all that experience going
to repeat itself again? I wonder if now the time has come to put a poisonous arrow on 
my bow and approach the sphere of Venus by the 2nd path. Or, just raise the undead 
vampire from the coffin of my being and go through the 2nd path? However, I’m 
asking myself: is that a fair play? What do you think about that? 

As unique individuals we each find our own fascination with the particular 
components of a form to invest within it our private magical calculations of various 
active and passive energies to web together a greater understanding of ‘planetary’ 
connections. Though you understand your references to the paths as objective 
(indirectly inferring that they can be known by a similar capacity to all who know of 
them), ~s I do not. I cannot and will not venture to enter an opinion, because this is 
your chess game, and you are both black and white. In fact, even if the above was a 
dream, I don’t think I could understand it. You’re a complex woman who has played 
around with elements of the human being that would send most people mad or into a 
screaming fit. You’re a new species for which there are no shared meanings or 
comparisons to discuss the occult discoveries you have made. Nevertheless - the 
square is considered by Jung to be symbolic of Self, a chessboard with many squares 
may be a sign of extreme focus on achieving the self, or perhaps your self’s 
frustration that you are not recognising what you have already achieved - self. 
Perhaps because the peaceful cease of inertia that carries us to our self will end your 
quest you fear the white of emptiness. In the end, I am but a wall as you know, for 
you to bounce off. A dream figure in your dream. You know to do, and you will do 
when the time comes. Write when you have possibility, Ryan. I’m still here. Sinister 
Regards Terrosa SR, 
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I will always write. Ryan MAR 6 

Hi Ryan, >oh? That’s rich coming from the ToB. Yes, in particular, from some 
Bloodlord whom I wrote the following:” On my part, I would say you indulge in 
some form of mysticism and call it "sinister". I’m afraid you are addicted to labels as 
some theatrical criticiser. This is what prevents you from seeing what I’m in essence. 
As for the indulgence - it should lead to transformation: One just needs energy to go 
beyond - the decadent lacks that energy whatever his indulgence is. I’m not of them." 
He didn’t feel obliged to answer me anymore, demonstrating some kind of scornful 
silence. 
SR Terrosa MAR 11 > Though you understand your references to the paths as 
objective (indirectly inferring that they can be known by a similar capacity to all who 
know of them), 

~s I do not. I cannot and will not venture to enter an opinion, because this is your 
chess game, and you are both black and white. Yet a common language based on the 
ToW`s symbolism could be one of our few chances for solidarity in the sinister. 

Hello, Hm. Solidarity in the Sinister. You and I have solidarity without the TOW or 
the ONA do we not? We both practice forms to express another world with new rules 
capable of changing the frozen state of this one - to deny the inheritors, and to 
reclaim our lost fortunes. We are what might be referred to in disdain by the Lodge as
THEM. We are small but we are THEM. We are ever alert for the smallest signs of 
weakness in those that rule, as Satanists we keep alive the current that defies the 
normal run of things, we make the difference in an easy, effortless win by the Magian
by our resistance - everything we do fills us with hope that someday we may change 
what has become of the world, not for some selfless ideals and a utopian vision of 
humanity but because we are disinherited from what we really want, Power. The 
desire for power dynamic keeps us going in a war we know we may never win. That 
we are all powerless, is our solidarity. our struggle to find something that can destroy 
what IS or has been erected to be IS, our disbelief that we ourselves don't have the 
Power that the Magian hold, unites us. What power we do have, is developed by 
learning how to use the holograms erected, the world that IS to our advantage by 
manipulating those desperate enough to understand they too are disinherited, but too 
stupid, too blissful to lead a revolt, or to recognise the futility of the individual. Our 
power lies in personal accruement of prestige for creating enemies the disinherited 
can release rage upon by accentuating the holograms of what IS to our advantage - 
our power lies in an ideal that cannot be silenced so long as the Magian continue to 
promote and validate it under its name 'Satan'. Solidarity in Satanism is unlikely by 
the very virtue that Satanism is an individual quest. We may understand for all we are
worth the machinations of others, ourselves and so on, we may truly view the world 
as it is or as it appears, but in gaining this vision we lose the power to organise into 
groups. The spread of our world, the Satanic world, of Satan our saviour, onto their 
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world is what we want because it affords us a certain dynamic that we struggle not in 
vain, that we're not dead yet, that life has a chance to change her mind and give us the
Satanists, power. power is in organisation - Satanism can never unite people into an 
organisation with power, it exhorts the use of lone cells. That’s why NS is used by 
ONA, NS is a socialist regime, an organiser of people into a collective front behind 
an ideal - our ideal alienates us from ourselves, from others, and from any chance of 
having power beyond the range we accrue for ourselves in our commanding presence 
over the slaves, in our own privations and trials to satisfy ourselves we are better 
than, more powerful than, our slaves. 

That is why THEM. Them is not Satanic, it is vague, it is an ideal that everyone can 
be part of - you are with THEM, or you are against THEM. Them does not need to 
promote its ideals because them has only one tangible ideal, that its name is an ideal. 
Anything we write to inspire, no matter how great, will not give us the power we 
want to rule, to overthrow the governments and the states etc. because we just like the
Magian, need the stupid masses. And, as Satanists, we know that the stupid masses 
will never be organised. It is WHY they are stupid masses. nevertheless, we of them 
work to undermine a 'system' that has never been undermined, because if we do 
succeed in toppling the rulers from their thrones, we merely assume the same role 
they had and perpetuate the lie. So, our solidarity is in not honestly acknowledging 
that Satanism is a banner under which we all go to war for personal power. It keeps 
us sane. (or insane). ~shrug~ it doesn't make Satan any less powerful in our 
paradigms, it doesn't lessen the effect Satan has on the disinherited, it doesn't make 
the slightest difference how many Satanists see the truth - Satan is our hologram, as 
real as any other. 

ONA do what they do for power. ONA themselves may very well be Magian - 
spreading a new form of Satanism that exhorts individuality and destroys the desire to
congregate. Nevertheless, perhaps my view is too sober, perhaps you can offer some 
wisdom here? SR, one of them 

MAR 12 >Nevertheless, perhaps my view is too sober, perhaps you can offer some 
wisdom here? Your view is wise enough as ever but it seems that having wisdom is 
not enough for our cause. Were Them a group - it’s nice, it recognises its cause - what
is quite enough for a group. But if Them is a temple, it should not only seek after its 
cause but share its responsibilities as well. Solidarity based on powerlessness cannot 
unite a temple - the Temple of Them was your original idea, wasn't it? Now I hear 
only about Them. Temple means a sacred space and our sacred space is the 
ACAUSAL...Here the causal 10 wisdom doesn’t work. We DO need to develop 
practical abilities to deal with the ACAUSAL - otherwise we are philosophers, not 
magickians. Magickians deal with the ACAUSAL. You cannot deprive Satanism of 
its magick, of its ACAUSAL essence, reducing it only to philosophy however wise it 
may be. Are you able to have "out-of-body" experience at will? I have never known. 
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This topic is always a taboo amongst the most of so called magickians who avoid it, 
saying it’s too relative, too subjective an experience, depending on the individual etc. 
intellectualisms. Entering the ACAUSAL, however, is quite an objective, distinct, 
tangible and really sinister experience. Unfortunately I still cannot claim I’m able to 
do it at will - it comes by itself but it’s not enough to call myself a magickian. Yet I 
have led my former temple through the ACAUSAL, I have taken decisions there, I 
have even returned to save a lost soul there and did save it. A Temple DOES need 
conventions such as a symbolic map and common symbolic language in order to deal 
with the ACAUSAL. A symbol DOES NOT symbolise anything in the ACAUSAL - 
it’s directly the thing ITSELF! Unlike many groups and temples in the West who 
extinguished because finally it came out that their magick didn't work and everything 
was a blah-blah, my former temple disintegrated because of terror - the terror that 
magick DID work! My former temple consisted of nasty, unscrupulous sorceresses 
and sorcerers who used by any means to distort the causal reality and gain goods, 
money, loves, revenges etc. and the most were quite successful in these. We even 
tried some kind of aeonic magick within the scope of our country and the effects were
too evident to be mere coincidences though others made use of them. Terror came 
when we felt self-confident enough to enter other worlds. Neither the self-confidence 
nor our LHP philosophy did help us there. What makes the ACAUSAL really sinister 
is its indifferent ALIEN attitude towards anything human however lofty or un-lofty it 
may be. What we lacked was more self-knowledge and new resources of power to 
transcend our human conditions. We became introvert and disintegrated as a temple.

Eventually a temple should have a concrete purpose. Seems that ours accomplished 
its own. So, are Them a temple, and if they are, what's the temple's purpose? The 
purpose is to be formulated on the basis of the individual interests. My main interest 
is to investigate the ACAUSAL and gradually map the new spaces I have entered 
while being aware of any parallel changes in the causal. What about yours? I tend to 
feel that there is a subtext beneath all your wise reasoning and it says to me: "Please, 
leave me alone." Am I right or just touchy? S.R. Terrosa MAR 13 

Touchy. 

(More later) >- the Temple of Them was your original idea, wasn't it? 

Yes. But an Acausal temple. You as one of THEM, or "they who seek to express the 
sinister" in my causal terms, are free to choose your own means and ends to express 
it. The name is but an enclosure of separation. What that separation is, is a causal 
demarcation between those causal forces (the Nazarene, the Jew, the NWO) that 
oppose our Acausal forces to see this dimension penetrated by Dark Gods. Dark 
Gods, for me, as you may have noted, cannot live in that part of my mind that is 
logical and causal - thus on a causal level I reason them away, but that I believe in 
them on another level entirely separate from a rational one should be evident from 
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my continued efforts to presence the sinister. An irrational quest to bring Satan to 
Earth is in my blood, my presence, my being. What use is accusation of 
powerlessness you ask? It manifests the archetype of Satan. The anger at being cast 
aside. Though, these truths are evident for me, they may not be for you, and you must
know as a conduit of the sinister that I can live in harmony with the idea that both of 
us are wrong both of us are right, because we are each at the centre of our universe. 
Thus THEM (merely shortened to Them instead of temple of them for convenience 
and perhaps because of my distaste for ritual magic) is an all encompassing abstract 
with no definition but that we are against all of THE OTHERS. Who you choose to 
be THE OTHERS is entirely up to you. Whether you associate yourself as one of 
THEM, in my definition is entirely up to you. You may have your own which is 
equally or perhaps even more valid than my own. As one of them you are entitled to 
use any means, any ideal to achieve whatever you can to complete your goals before 
THE OTHERS complete theirs. 

>…Are you able to have "out-of-body" experience at will? 

I get flashes now of being in someone else’s body, like I were wearing them as a suit 
and looking out of their eyes, yet still in my body at the same time talking to them, 
with an intense sensation that I am them. I do not deny magic - because I cannot deny
anything. My sometimes paradoxical views are not evident. Nevertheless, I know of 
what I speak, what I mean, regardless of whether I can convey the esoteric essences 
behind it. In some ways I just have faith that you understand I am as dedicated to the 
Sinister as I have ever been, but that sometimes that means denying certain 'truths' 
held dear in language, meaning, and even rational sense. Sometimes, when I gaze, I 
slip into a deep reverie that leaves my body still and my eyes fixed not on anything 
around me, but in space. That can last up to minutes. It is as though I go somewhere, 
and only become aware of it when I am snapped out of it by a conscious decision to 
return, either by automatic response to respond to someone calling me, or a reaction 
in my brain that tells me I have to wake up now. I am unsure where I go, it is no 
different to the world but yet it is, like I’ve slipped through a wormhole into another 
universe separate from everyone else. 

>A symbol DOES NOT symbolise anything in the ACAUSAL - it’s directly the thing 
ITSELF!

Exactly - thus THEM denotes nothing but the meaning you give it or the meaning 
you accept me to confer upon it. If you wish to make the Temple manifest, by all 
means, do so. In the sense of a temple - I consider the nexion the temple, the skin and
bone and blood powered by the Acausal through our physical organism that is the 
"temple" - the body is a temple the saying goes. But I doubt they thought of the body 
the way we do. >Unlike many groups and temples in the West who extinguished 
because finally it came out that their magick didn't work and everything was a blah-
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blah, my former temple disintegrated because of terror - the terror that magick DID 
work! Yes, magic DOES work. Otherwise I would not be what I am today and what I 
intend to be tomorrow. Please do not think that powerlessness means we have no 
power, it is a relative term to indicate that we are not able to control world finance, 
industry, or politics, we cannot order Gunship Helicopters to raid Iraq or in any real 
capacity express the sinister via political leaders. In that sense we are still growing as 
individuals, yet to turn into a culture. But we are making headway as the Sinisterion, 
and perhaps we may have a civilisation someday. But today, we do not. 

>My former temple consisted of nasty, unscrupulous sorceresses and sorcerers who 
used by any means to distort the causal reality and gain goods, money, loves, 
revenges etc. 

I believe in all magic. I am aware that the nexion that is us can do incredible things. 
The rational part of me explains them, because I need the rational part to function as a
sane member of society to infiltrate it and manipulate it and walk among its peoples 
spreading my soft sinister words without drawing attention to myself. There are 
always, ALWAYS, more numbers in any equation I lay down, reasons for what I say 
and exclusions, anomalies, and so on. Here you see I am explaining previous general 
points in greater detail, and again if you ask I will break them down again, and again, 
until I cannot break them down, but I've yet to see that day in fifteen years of 
conversation. >Terror came when we felt self-confident enough to enter other worlds.

Neither the self-confidence nor our LHP philosophy did help us there. What makes 
the ACAUSAL really sinister is its indifferent ALIEN attitude towards anything 
human however lofty or unlofty it may be. Yes, that's why in causal terms we are 
powerless IN RELATION to those who have the kind of power that runs society - but
perhaps I was too hasty and did not consider other kinds of power that DO put us 
above the Magian. 

>What we lacked was more self-knowledge and new resources of power to transcend 
our human conditions. We became introvert and disintegrated as a temple. Eventually
a temple should have a concrete purpose. Seems that ours accomplished its own. So, 
are Them a temple, and if they are, what's the temple's purpose? 

That should be evident from the above remarks, do you wish them to be a temple, if 
so what is the purpose of that temple? whatever you do with the ideal, will not change
the ideal - it will just express it. as the ONA expresses the ideal of the Sinister, of 
Satan. 

>The purpose is to be formulated on the basis of the individual interests. My main 
interest is to investigate the ACAUSAL and gradually map the new spaces I have 
entered while being aware of any parallel changes in the causal. What about yours? 
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My diaries are but one more step to beginning an erosion of the Magian. We all have 
to start somewhere, and usually somewhere very small - my books on Satanism are a 
means to contributing to the downfall of THE OTHERS. There will be more. I tend to
feel that there is a subtext beneath all your wise reasoning and it says to me: "Please, 
leave me alone." 

Am I right or just touchy? Touchy Terrosa ;) I'm surprised you think me wise, you 
were for a long time MY mousa, my Teacher. I truly do not wish you to 'leave me 
alone', and I suggest you feel this way because I do not 'receive' and process your 
questions, but bounce them back to you with a zen grin and the comment 'you know 
the answer to that'. the simple matter is, I believe you do. As honoured as I am that 
you would like my input - what can I say that you have not thought of already? S.R. 
Ryan PS - I stopped signing or addressing my letters recently, perhaps this lent to 
your worry that I might be indifferent to your email and our contact- not so. I’m 
rather unfortunately a complex fragmented person, with many egos, many 
personalities, and very little consistence, I am quite random is what I meant to say. 
Satan is about the only core thing about me. 

X MAR 14 Dear Ryan, Believe me, I can understand you very well, yet it doesn’t 
satisfy me since I don’t find it enough for us to be effective in our war against the 
world. To hell with this postmodern or zen "it’s up to you etc."! I know very well 
what is up to me but what I am now doesn’t satisfy me at all. Tell me "it’s your own 
problem" if you want but I don’t believe you are self-enough as well. Tell me "it’s 
your own opinion", or tell me "everybody has hir own etc." which is another way to 
excommunicate somebody or say "nobody has whatever own etc." It’s all the post-
modern alienation the Magian seek to impose on us all. The most of the Westerners 
behave in that way. Yet, are you satisfied with what you are in the moment? We arrive
again and again back at the question of being deprived of our power - but it isn't 
enough to make our solidarity/Satan effective. There are many "Satanists" who are 
addicted to "the anger at being cast aside", because it gives them a sense of self-
importance but if they are to give a physical expression of that anger they quickly 
assume a distanced post-modern attitude. What we need is new resources of Acausal 
power.

We need, however, personal power in order to discover such resources. That's all I 
would say - I’m going to get bored if I’m to say more.

 >should be evident from my continued efforts to presence the sinister. 
>An irrational quest to bring Satan to Earth is in my blood, my presence, my being.
 How will you make it effective? >>

The purpose is to be formulated on the basis of the individual interests.
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 >My diaries are but one more step to beginning an erosion of the Magian. we all 
have to start 
>somewhere, and usually somewhere very small - my books on satanism are a means 
to contributing to the downfall of THE OTHERS. there will be more. It’s your 
formulation of purpose in response to my question. Is it? 

>perhaps I was too hasty and did not consider other kinds of power that 
>DO put us above the Magian. Yes, there are other kinds of power that WOULD put 
us above the Magian, provided we are able to bear them, to conduct them. 
>Satan is about the only core thing about me. I have no more to say. S.R. Terrosa 
March 13 A late reply... 

>I have to admit that I stopped any writing after you suspended our correspondence - 
it was you who inspired me to write ;}. 

Your writings are always remarkable insights Terrosa; I could not exclude them if I 
were to remain faithful to the Sinister; much of your own wisdom has given me my 
own – 15 particularly my abstinence from sex to lull the dark gods into giving me a 
priestess and refusing to ejaculate (viz the sex and death cycles) until I received what 
I wanted. In fact, I had two choices for a partner after only one and a half months of 
non-ejaculation, neither very good, i.e. Sinister, but nevertheless raw material to be 
used in my own furtherance of ONA ritual understanding. The individual so chosen 
was so chaotic (mentally sick) that in the subsequent explosion as we parted, 
something broke in me; I finally saw that people could be capable of any petulance – 
I refused to believe it until I saw it with my own eyes, and when I did some dark 
hatred grew in me, some detachment, some new sharper cynicism of people as a 
species. 

Also the meditation to feel ones essence, as down or upward motivated yielded much 
wisdom, more than any other ritual I have performed. You have taught me well the 
methods of black magick – while I am still in the Abyss, a place where all is abstract 
and uncertain, nothing can form in the mind that is real for all I know is unreal. Thus 
I cannot suppose tools and energy connections to be conduits of magic yet, since I 
have lost all meaning and desire to give meaning to things – except to communicate 
within the consensus hologram. Indeed, Temple of THEM could easily be launched 
into the causal on your own insights alone: the Book of Sor Terrosa is an incredible 
addition to the Sinister Tradition. Are you ready now to bear some friendly critique? 

Always. >I think you have completed a significant stage of your life by collecting and
synthesising all your written working till now. During my transition from 
mercury/salt to mercury/mercury Septenary I was in a heavy struggle to get rid of my 
local guru and find my own path. Yes – this would coincide with my rational 
separation from the ONA. 
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>I don’t want to interfere with your intents… …Physicalize your ideals. Stop to 
praise the ONA’s principles but live them physically so far as you can - otherwise you
would go mad: 

Yes Terrosa – several times I have made moves to MOVE. My car crashed, and I 
spent all my money saved from “working” *spits* in a menial job to pay my rent and 
keep my vacuum intact. Only now without money have I returned back to the system 
taking a pension to fulfil my obligations to my family and pay money. It is but a 
small joy that I can see others not interrupted by the chaos that plagues me. My sister 
for instance is a Magian. And I agree wholeheartedly, I intend to travel; each time I 
am set to go I make a mistake that costs me my vehicle or my funds. Thus I might 
surmise that it was not yet time to go, but now nearly and finishing putting my last 4 
Septenary stages behind me in writing I am almost ready to go where I need to. The 
content of my books is illegal now – it’s illegal in Australia to even suggest inciting 
terrorism, intellectualism, crime, or 16 any of the other things in my book. 

There are daily arrests on Muslims and suspected terrorists without any proof, held 
without trial just like in America. Thus, my books expose me to the possibility of 
imprisonment or retaliation. That is what I meant by heading into direct war with the 
establishment. I challenge America’s fiction by exhorting that they bombed their own 
buildings for instance, such a statement is now akin to denying the holocaust. >It’s 
not very natural to write books being even younger than 27 years - maybe you want 
to be as Nietzsche but Nietzsche is not a good personal example to follow, though 
being our true Aryan avatar. 

Luckily, I’m still sexually fit and clean. But no, I’ve read Nietzsche, he and I are 
different. I have done physical things, not just intellectual ones – nor do I wish to end 
up thinking in despair like N. The world may be a hologram, but it is still malleable, 
see DWR intro. Nietzsche gave up on the empowerment of despair, thinking the 
world a lost cause – it may very well be, but if one can force oneself beyond good 
and evil, beyond abstraction, one can force oneself back into the lie that is the Magian
world to creates one own holograms, maybe also as fake, yet as real as any reality 
inside the matrix. 

>It’s not wise now to abandon one’s old allies hoping to find new >ones. 

No – and even though we may not agree in some points, I bear you no menace or ego 
– I am not concerned in having my own individual points recognised by you, merely 
my connection to you as a comrade throughout the war. You have always been my 
ally. 

>Do you remember Z 88 who was somewhere from the middle states of America? 
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Death to America! 

Yes I do remember Z (of interest, the letters to Alex, are Z in 2001 in a different 
name.

DEATH TO AMERICA. I disappeared… but I am back from what I had to do. I quit 
speaking to TOB when I found the representative to be a dangerous amateur in 
concealing the activities of his temple. Had I wished to I could have had many (more 
– I already had many) sensitive details from him that in the hands of an enemy could 
have lead to the temples demise. I have had at one time or another addresses for all 
my contacts – a sobering thought that the Magian could also gain them, were they 
capable of similar deception. 

>…It’s in fact Grand Britain who stands behind the America and seeks >control over 
the world. 

Yes – GB is in the pocket of USA, as now is AUS, FIRMLY. 17 >Wasn't the U.K. 
who thwarted any attempt for creating an European Imperium - who thwarted both 
Napoleon and Hitler who were yet men of Wyrd? 

Yes, GB. 

>Why the ONA don’t rely on Russia where there are far more qualified individuals 
and conditions for an Aeonic change than in America? 

ONA have several websites in Russian. ONA rely on anyone who can think 
independently to make their own sinister expression. There will always be those that 
take the Sinister (or any ideal) and distort it according to our own distortions - 
Tempel Ov Blood arrived on the scene with lofty claims to replace the ONA ~s I 
don’t need to tell you that hasn’t happened. 

>As I already said, the most important care for me is not to lose any available 
alliances and keep the links strong whatever differences may exist between the allies. 

Yes – I agree Terrosa. To the bitter or glorious end. 

>…There is no ideal which humans cannot profane… Yes, another reason why 
THEM also has no boundaries, no temple, it cannot be profaned. THEY cannot be 
broken down by torture, beatings, death, etc to destroy, deny, reject the Sinister, to 
confess crimes or give away contacts for new programs of Magian thought. The 
Temple of THEM is Acausal. It does not exist causally, therefore it cannot be 
touched. THEM, that is you and I are those that express the Acausal via our casual 
nexion, that sets us apart, from THE OTHERS, the other Them. 
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>You Tnepres may wake me up if there is something worthwhile to wake up. Good 
night and Sinister Regards Terrosa 

I have plans to continue my astral mastery at some stage. Excuse lateness of reply. SR

MAR 14 >Dear Ryan, >Believe me, I can understand you very well, yet it doesn’t 
satisfy me since I don’t find it enough for us to be effective in our war against the 
world. To hell with this post-modern or zen "it’s up to you etc."! 

Then, should we build a new magickal system that overshadows the ONA? A system 
of magick that fixes ONA where it went wrong, patch up its holes, re-write or expose 
its 18 doctrines? make a cult that specialises in making cults by using secret 
psychological control memes? re-emphasise National Socialism? or some new breed 
of sinister archetype like the Noctulians have done in the Tempel ov Blood? Write 
new black books with your and my own magickal teachings in them, that do not take 
the magician into the stars, but down into the bowels of earth to live out our wills to 
use their bodies to destroy whatever they can of the great hydra? should we run into 
the flames of the hydra ourself and go out in a blaze of glory? which part of the hydra
should we run at? what would strategically make the difference in your opinion? No, 
I am not being sarcastic or twee, I am deadly serious, what is it you would like 
THEM to do? 

>I know very well what is up to me but what I am now doesn’t satisfy me at all. Tell 
me "it’s your own problem" if you want but I don’t believe you are self-enough as 
well. 

Well who knows, Self, if I've any, doesn't seem to have achieved anything to fantastic
but the ability NOT to rock any boats to make a smooth path to get what I want. But 
why on earth ONA Satanism wants this freedom from abstractions is beyond me - its 
merely apathy in a pretty box. You're right about that. but if I was ONLY that, then 
there'd be cause for concern. 

>Tell me "it’s your own opinion", or tell me "everybody has hir own etc." which is 
another way to excommunicate somebody or say "nobody has whatever own etc." It’s
all the post-modern alienation the Magian seek to impose on us all. Most of the 
Westerners behave in that way. 

Hm. you make a valid point - they did say the occult blindness could get you at any 
stage of development. Am I blind? 

>Yet, are you satisfied with what you are in the moment? 
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I believe my books (my experiences in writing) might be useful in making some 
small headway individual by individual by creating displeasure toward all religion. 
That’s something we need in the Sinisterion, to make a war on all religion, not just 
religion against religion, and having felt that I could contribute something to that, I 
am satisfied with who I am and what I've done so far, yes. 

>We arrive again and again back at the question of being deprived of our power - but 
it isn't enough to make our solidarity/Satan effective. 

You do make a good point. The problem I personally have had in physically striking 
is exasperation. I don't know how to attack the Magian's ideal of consume, conform, 
contort, confuse - but by making people aware of what that ideal is, giving them the 
chance to sidestep it and perhaps slowly come to some greater awakening. That there 
might be a 4th WAR BOOK, a terror guide and physical presencing of the ideals of 
the first III books is not out of the question, again I know, it’s a book. I’ve smashed 
churches, stolen their symbols, robbed Christian’s peddling their faith, spray-painted 
a magical pentagram to bring down decadence on my suburb, fought with people 
tooth and nail who are Magian, physically attacked them, mentally, spiritually, 
(magickally?) - nothing major has come of it but my own minor subjective 
experience. If there was an effect in my acts, it may take a long time to surface, or it 
meant nothing in the scheme of things. What do you suggest we do to destroy an 
ideal? I’ve already written propaganda to make people despise the church, see it as a 
poorly sick child and feel pity, and, so revulsion, the worst kind of emotion for it, I’ve
tried extending the ONA’s own tradition, making it more palpable for others to 
follow, with many extensions over the ONA's holes, a tarot deck to show it could be 
done if one only had the will, aided ToB to continue their sick aims, Temple of Hel to
continue promulgating feminine sinister ideals... are you suggesting intelligence and 
whatever wisdom is, is not conducive to action? should we fly back from the edges of
nothing into the hologram and begin cementing our name in physical forms - 
obviously it doesn’t matter WHAT the essential truth of the world is, there is a world 
and we can control it IF we try. 

>What we need is new resources of Acausal power. 

I opened temple of the tangent to collect those individuals - to inspire 
ORIGINALITY, of the 500 odd members of the ONA group, 14 joined, none of 
which posted anything. People ARE SICK TERROSA, they don't HAVE anything to 
offer me, just money and their body, I feel they must be educated and healed, at least 
lifted above the Magian veil BEFORE they will even consider sinister actions. If you 
think we can raise an army of dupes to do our bidding then show me how – I’ve tried 
and failed to capture a physical temple in the causal - probably I set my standards too 
high! 
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>should be evident from my continued efforts to presence the sinister. 
>An irrational quest to bring Satan to Earth is in my blood, my presence, my being. 
>How you make it effective? 

Effective? In your terms or mine? I’m a child of change, how will I know what’s 
changed? Few things are ever evident, hence my despair. But to go out and just fling 
myself at people who are Magian and eat their faces or something, I mean what is 
that going to do? 

>It’s your formulation of purpose in response to my question. Is it? 

Do you not think my DIARIES are a map, Terrosa? 

>perhaps I was too hasty and did not consider other kinds of power that >DO put us 
above the Magian. 20 >Yes, there are other kinds of power that WOULD put us 
above the >Magian, provided we are able to bear them, to conduct them. 

You wish solidarity with me don't you - a physical solidarity in shared goals and a 
move away from isolated cells who do their own thing? That’s what I seem to read 
into what has been written here today. Let’s then, begin building the causal temple of 
THEM. 
>Satan is about the only core thing about me. 
>I have no more to say. 

I doubt that. ;) 

MAR 14 Thank you very much for your late answer and the new version of your 
Book II. I just came across Spengler and it would be interesting to quote the man who
first spoke about the antagonism between the Faustian and the Magian (and the first 
who use the term "Magian"): "The moral imperative as the form of morale is Faustian
and only Faustian. It is quite wrong to associate Christianity with the moral 
imperative. It was not Christianity that transformed Faustian man, but Faustian man 
who transformed Christianity--and he not only made it a new religious but also gave 
it a new moral direction. The "it" became "I," the passion- charged centre of the 
world, the foundation of the great Sacrament of personal contrition. Will-to-power 
even in ethics, the passionate striving to set up a proper morale as a universal truth, 
and to enforce it upon humanity, to reinterpret or overcome or destroy everything 
otherwise constituted--nothing is more characteristically our own than this is. And in 
virtue of it the Gothic springtime proceeded to a profound--and never yet 
appreciated--inward transformation of the morale of Jesus. A quite spiritual morale 
welling from Magian [he uses this term for culture of the Near-East] feeling--a 
morale or conduct recommended as potent for salvation, a morale the knowledge of 
which was communicated as a special act of grace-- was recast as a morale of 
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imperative command...." It comes out, according to Spengler, that it was our Aryan 
militant spirit who made of the peaceful and tolerant Magian idealism such a nasty 
tyranny. From a historic point of view it’s not deprived of sense. What do you think? 
Yet what DID make then the Aryan to adopt that Magian idealism??? Was it the 
Faustian spirit's curiosity? 

S.R. Terrosa MAR 14 >Thank you very much for your late answer and the new 
version of your Book II. You're welcome. 21 >I just came across Spengler and it 
would be interesting to quote the man who first spoke about the antagonism between 
the Faustian and the Magian (and the first who use the term "Magian"): 

Hm. Well let's forget for a moment my own sporadic use of the term Magian. It's ill 
defined as most of my enemies are. Is there a Magi? Maybe there was once - is there 
now? What is there now that is observable? You are familiar with the Lead Protocols 
of the Elders of Zion, yes? Well there is this for instance, run by the Jewish or not, the
idea that there must be slaves and masters; a view carried by not just Jews, but 
everyone of every different nationalities, joined in the idea of gain and power. Power 
is a drug. You can’t get enough. It’s like cocaine - you stop feeling the need to control
it after you’ve had a good taste of it. It’s human to want it. I’ve never truly thought of 
it that the Magian arose out of Faustian man, truly. That’s an interesting idea, a 
challenging one for me. Does my ignorance blare it? I will have to think about that in 
order to try and answer it. Your female, I’m male, that’s a difference. I think that 
revolutions have to start small and be able to adapt to changing conditions, by 
knowing what those changing conditions are, in war: you would like to continue the 
sinister tradition in its older format by enacting physical temples, ritual magick and 
uprisings despite the fact that it is now commonplace for people with ideas to 
disappear just for having them noticed. Yet, there is no reason why my 'zen-ness' is 
not as important to THEM as is the manifestation of Temples and a concrete magickal
system. 

We can have both you know. If you look down on my intellectualism then you forget 
its based on experience not theory. If you look down on my approach to reflect 
people back to themselves then you are ignorant of betrayals and time wasted trying 
to help morons up out of their pools of shit only to be stabbed in the back. If you look
down on THEM as an ideal, then you forget that the Magian is also an ideal, and 
unless it can be shown to be an ideal people are never going to recognise it. Why will 
people change the world if they don’t know why they should. Are you worried for 
your life? Are you insecure that you've not done enough, doing enough? Are you 
going to lead me the sleepy 'intellectual' Tnepres into battle, is that it? I know you 
want solidarity, but why? Are you insecure that you cannot make the difference on 
your own? If I’m so intellectual, why do you need me at all? Why are you here 
pleading with me to see reason with your views, when reason is not a requirement for
Satanism. You want to throw grenades? Shoot guns? Get me some guns, ill shoot 
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them. Get me some grenades, ill throw them, but where, when and at what? An ideal?

All that will do is make martyrs, are you trying to hurry up Ragnarok? Look around 
you, it’s already started. I take a risk even in speaking my mind in these emails. 
Australia is no longer the place of kangaroos and surf, it’s descending into a police 
state, closely monitored by big brother and heavily enforced by an ideal, called the 
WAR ON TERROR. What I have written is an illegal, imprisonable offence - I run 
the risk of capture every time we speak. There have been raids all over Australia of 
late, on people 'suspected' of terror. no proof, just a witch-hunt. 

Either adapt or get erased. Zen, via my books if that’s what you want to call it, is one 
way of raising awareness of what’s going on. When that information is out there, 
people will understand what has to be done. Thought is illegal now. Is that not 
Sinister enough? SR, Tnepres 

MAR 16 >I have no more to say. >I doubt that. ;) 

I’m waiting for a sign, Ryan. A sign from Satan to me. Lets stop exteriorize our inner 
dialogues by talking to each other in that way. By doing so we just produce a noise. 
Stop your inner dialogue and listen to the silence of darkness - it may take time but 
do it. Distance from the buzz of your many selves. Maybe Satan has something new 
for you too? 

>Thought is illegal now. is that not Sinister enough? 

If you feel threatened, please, take any measures not to expose yourself by writing 
certain words in your emails - they trace certain key words. Here the situation is still 
unstable: My country is still outside of the EU; moreover there is a tendency the 
extreme right-winged nationalism to come in power as a reaction against joining the 
EU. (Though I did support acausally that tendency, I would not join the local 
nationalism causally.) As I told you - I understand you painfully well. You are a hero 
for me. Yet it’s just not enough what we both have done till now. There is much more 
to be done but in a quite different way than that until now. A way subtler but deadly. I
just foreshadow something vague. In order to better understand me I do strongly 
recommend you a serious study of Castaneda's books. There is a really sinister 
tradition therein which nobody of his new-ager followers does not really understand. 

Maybe he himself too. As if all that tradition was addressed to the wrong people. 
However, I think it would complement what the ONA have missed to give you. 
Sometimes one needs to investigate another tradition in order to restore what had 
been lost in one’s own. Though it’s the fourth book, I do recommend you to begin 
with the "Tales of Power". Stay well, Ryan. S.R. Terrosa 
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MARCH 18 >Lets stop exteriorize our inner dialogues by talking to each other in that
way. 23 What inner dialogue? You accused me, I answered to your persecution. 
>Distance from the buzz of your many selves. Maybe Satan has something new for 
you too? 

A blank void stretches from the mechanical migraine that tinkles and whistles in a 
high-pitched scream, a heavy weight drags me backward into space and things and 
pushes me flat against the encroaching past becoming present like a bug against a 
windshield. Unable to stop the flow behind me, I am in time. But I sense beyond the 
great black patch between this stage and the next. I feel the next stage where I will be 
possessed by different energy in a hopeful wistful sort of dream state, a prescience of 
the future. If Satan has anything new for me, It’s that there are things beyond even 
Satan. 

> As I told you - I understand you painfully well. You are a hero for me. Yet it’s just 
not enough what we both have done till now. Again - do you wish only to continue 
your quest by devaluing the past efforts of your organism, to create the dynamic 
tension of mortality that you are running out of time, and fear that you will not realise
His face before the end of your causal charge? So far as Satan is concerned, nothing 
will ever be enough. That is why we are Satan-ists, not Satan. You did not answer my 
responses to your accusation Terrosa. What do you want to do to strike at the Magian 
- where is the weak point, do you want a physical Temple and how shall we accrue 
the followers and build it, should we write a magickal book and devise rituals to 
bring down the Sinister, or should we rush out in a blaze of glory? You're ready 
enough to accuse me of doing nothing but intellectualising Satanism away, and yet to 
my responses explaining my standpoint and my achievements you infer them as my 
inner dialogue - what is all BUT inner dialogue within MY realm of understanding in 
which there is no objectivity? Your Hero does not hear an Outer Dialogue but yours. 
In my opinion, your projections need withdrawal from me. You must decide whether 
Satanism is the Wyrm, to be Earthed and Grounded on the Physical Plane in Physical 
Symbols or is the Cosmos, in which case the Satanist to live up to its name must go 
Beyond Satan, beyond the Physical Plane and See Earth as an impossible, 
insignificant speck that matters little whether it survives in a Magian or a Sinister 
fashion. It is merely a small rock in a universe filled with more potent and deserving 
forms; for paradoxically; Satan cancels out the need for Man. 

In light of Satan, Man is nothing, the Cosmos is everything. And what can the 
Cosmos have to fear from a small plague of parasites called Magian on one of its 
infinite specks of dust? Why should Man be cosmically destined to rise, when clearly 
man has so many faults and an egocentric intuitive that posits man at the centre of the
universe, which, we are clearly, clearly not. So - Which do you prefer - apprehension 
of the Satan of the Magian that exists as a hologram on the Physical Plane, whose 
powering up acts only to elevate the status of those gathered under its banner albeit 
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under some spurious selfless guardian of the cosmos ordership - OR, the Satan that 
exists beyond the Physical Trappings of the 24 Matrix, cares not for either side of an 
illusory war, being unable to care, and takes the mind far beyond the stars, beyond the
petty turmoil of a planet that just happens to be by chance inhabited by an organism 
that has evolved himself, outside himself? Earth, or Fire? 

>In order to better understand me I do strongly recommend you a serious study of 
Castaneda's books. I do recommend you to begin with the "Tales of Power". I will 
look for it. >Stay well, Ryan. 

And you, Terrosa. PS - book 1 was revised several times and now has seven chapters.
Nevertheless, there was an eighth chapter that showed my transformation by the 
alchemical parallels in my art work with my person. Did you receive this? 

MAR 18 The Book 1 you sent to me has 6 chapters (the 6th named Outro), so I have 
neither the 7th nor the eighth. I refuse to produce an intellectual noise anymore. 
Please, do not destroy what you have created till now by stepping on the same place. 
I really have no more to say. S.R. Terrosa 

MAR 19 I understand. Revised book 1 sent to you. S.R. Ryan 

March 20 Terrosa, the current format of elucidation that my Diaries work by is 
magickal in an entirely different paradigm to that form which magick is generally 
perceived and approached by. Your drawings for instance would look out of place in 
my Diaries because of the difference between social explanation used by me to 
convey magic, and the dark earthy "woodcuts" that might have appeared in De 
Wyrmis by Lovecraft drawn by you to convey magic. I've been trying to reconcile the
two, and have been experimenting with creating a new grimoire for convenience 
called Liber Synystyron. The idea being, that I have taken the writings of Azazael 
(just to begin with) and distilled the essence of the insights contained in those 
writings down into a very fine drop of blood, that is then channelled into 
'demonic/magickal speak'. This lends the grimoire a frightening aura, that belongs in 
a world of demons and blackest, hateful magic. There is a great calling for your 
artworks inside the Grimoire: see for instance my own that has been dyed red and 
altered by computer to resemble a blood-etching... DOC LIBER SYNYSTYRON

MAR Thank you, Ryan - I received the revised book. Again, make use of my advice 
to study Castaneda's tradition - it may bring to you new insights on the path. 
(Provided you really need them.) I just received your Liber Synystyron - thank you 
again. However, I don’t know De Wyrmis by Lovecraft. Yet I intend to use my 
drawings in the context of the revelation I have from Satan, which is hinted at my 
"About My Terrotic Drawings". I have sent it to you, but now I’m sending to you 
again, to remind you - it’s short but informative. I have no pretence by saying "the 
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revelation from Satan" - yet it is a simple and sinister revelation: man and woman are 
to be sacrificed together in the climax of their orgasm - this is the formula for 
bringing forth the Satanic Aeon. Neither the matriarchal formula of the single male 
opfer used by the ONA, nor the sterile patriarchal formula of sacrificing the female at
all - whether by the rituals of the Holy Inquisition, or by the fascisoid warrior way of 
overcoming the ecstatic principle, are adequate anymore. (Castaneda's warrior 
sorcerers also use an asexual formula but their reasons have nothing to do with any 
moralist or ideological principles, were they Magian or Aryan.) S.R. Terrosa

23march >Yes, I intend to purchase several Castenada books today . 

>As I advised you, start with the 4th one: "Tales of Power". 

I looked for it - it was not on the shelf. I bought instead Heart of Darkness by Joseph 
Conrad, Myth of Sisyphus by Camus (in order to understand better what you meant 
some time ago that I best beware lest my acts become a Sisyphean cycle), the first 
book of the Sea of Fertility tetrology by Yukio Mishima - for when I asked Eusebius 
if CB had seen/commented on my Naos tarot, he told me the answer lay on the last 
page of this series, that would make sense having read the whole of it. I am working 
on getting Tales of Power (nod) I did remember you specifically requested I obtain 
that one. 

>Would you send me a list of their titles - they were entitled as 
>far as I remember? 

Yes - give me a few days. there are some 150 emails to wade through. I had them all 
collected on my computer, but deleted all ONA, TOB, and Terrosa folders in one fell 
swoop. Because after writing my diaries, my paranoia had reached a peak and AeveA 
warned me I was sounding mad. Taking Aeveas wisdom to be better than my own, 
which I felt was somewhat biased in my state, I knew she could see outside of me 
where I could not and accepted that she was right. I deleted my files to hinder my 
access to the world that consumed me so. I have only fragments on paper - unable to 
be shared with others unless I go to some trouble. S.R. t. 

MAR 24 Leaving again - this time for the big snowy mountains. Will be back after 
three days unless buried under some avalanche. (It’s preferable to what may happen 
to me among humans.) I've surely not sent this terrotics to you till now. No this is a 
new one. & Return safely Terrosa. ? ? 

>Unfortunately the ONA resurrected such dead forms of puritan occultism (or 
obscurantism), which Crowley and La Vey had destroyed. But such is the human 
mediocrity – 
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Yes... but then I'd like to think my diaries are leading toward the next step beyond the 
ONA, by intimating how the ONA was created and how as a higher lifeform (culture)
it can be studied to reveal much more than what is said in its texts, but an overall 
presence and magic it works from higher planes and larger patterns. Also an 
encouragement to combine physical and spiritual searching to understand the 
relationships present in and around us by establishing a method of enquiry that is a 
fine balance of scepticism and conviction. I am often surprised with your keen 
analysis and scornful disdain that you continue to communicate with me - surely I too
have many tendencies toward decadence and so on that I may not be aware of? That 
escape my keen eye? All I can say is that if you are here, still, after what we've been 
through, then I must be doing something right ;) right? ? ? 

>Yes... but then I'd like to think my diaries are the next step beyond >the ONA, Your 
diaries might well be gems of wisdom but see below. >

I am often surprised with your keen analysis and scornful disdain that >you continue 
to communicate with me - surely I too have many tendencies toward decadence and 
so on that I may not be aware of? That escape my keen eye? All I can say is that if 
you are here, still, >after what we've been through, then I must be doing something 
right ;)

 >right? (First, lets put aside my spiteful character, which often works against me. I’m
too addicted to my magickal animal - the unicorn viper, which is often found with a 
smashed head when near to places of human activity.) See Ryan, you are too heavy of
thought - me too. I need a release of my burden -

Interview with THEM: WSA 352

1. 352: What was the inspiration for… or what is the meaning behind the name
“THEM?”

+O+ Please keep in mind that while speaking didactically (as an authority) comes 
naturally to my style of writing – I by no means believe any of my points are 
objective or unassailable. I came to see from my involvement in Satanism – even 
within a powerful organisation that expressed and emphasised freedom of thought 
and an independent path – qv. the ONA, that there was still some restriction against 
certain forms as a result of the ‘skeletal’ infrastructure of the Order; which as a 
visible formation, had to use arguments, pre-suppositions, dialectic and create forms 
to put forth and express/share its views. Because of the duality of our language – all 
worded views correspondingly give immediate rise to a counterargument, and this 
duality applies to the dichotomy of creating a clan of friends, instantly creating the 
perception of a division between insiders and outsiders, or a clan of enemies.
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However – this distrust and subsequent attempt by Myatt in the early years of ONA to
distance himself from the Modern Satanic practitioners as well as the Jewish Qabala, 
gathered such fierce momentum that for a time the ONA was largely followed by 
fanatical NS supporters. The result of this snowball of fierce hatred of the 
Jew/Magian/Christian and the Qabala however did not move on from the stigma of 
ONA – when Myatt moved on. Thus, it is that much of the instruction of ONA 
members comes from ONA mss, while a study of the enemy is skipped over, out of a 
misguided sense of loyalty to a changing path by Myatt, which on paper or screen is 
generally perceived as static. I.e., something written on his path many years ago, 
since buried under new insight or genius – is taken as fresh, up-to-date, and wrongly 
applied to an environment in which the conditions that gave rise to that insight have 
drastically changed, or no longer exist. This is probably why it is exceptionally 
important that an emphasis on abstraction and the fifth dimensional way are 
understood. I digress – while hating Jews and condemning the Qabala may be 
intuited or construed to be encouraged by earlier ONA mss (either directly or 
indirectly) comprising part of Myatt’s changing experiences and learning: It is more 
important to Know thy Enemy. 

How does one do this if one does not study them out of fear for being judged a 
Magian? An ONA member generally assumes from the mss that the Magian and their 
works are to be avoided at all costs – building up a quick judgement of all such 
associated forms as poison, rubbish, to be ignored. This assumption of what is 
expected includes an understanding that involvement with the TOS and COS via the 
perception of the Letters of Stephen Brown is to be aiding an undesirable form. So in 
the early stages – overwhelmed by what it means to be a member of ONA – certain 
assumptions lead to certain omissions and self-restrictions. Myatt’s own forms could 
not help but raise the bar as far as Satanism as a discussion point was concerned. 
Some very careful thinking and philosophic gymnastics has been developed as a 
result of his detractors being forced to go out of their way to bring logical dialectic 
and debate. But for all its freedom, ONA still had the unfortunate outcome of creating
restrictive policies as to what was considered Lhp, Satanic and so on. To limit oneself
via any mode of thinking, any window of perception, any way of viewing the world –
is to immediately limit possibilities. The Adept, someone who is in charge of their 
own Wyrd, will come to see through practical application, that they must use all and 
everything available to them in their path as they see fit to achieve their aims. The 
forms must never master the Sorcerer. If suitable forms do not exist – then the 
Sorcerer can create them so they do. The learning and study (and appreciation) of the 
Qablah or of the Jewish Faith or working from within a technically Magian system 
such as freemasonry was not banned per se, but frowned upon as being unable to 
assist the Sinister Way. 
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To the detriment of the possible Adept – only half of the system was learned, and 
comparisons with the Qabala for the Tree of Wyrd, largely shunned by people willing
to accept Myatt’s early views as current gospel. As a result of these divisions and 
others – there were many who had an interest in ONA, even fierce loyalty and 
admiration, but whose views or background were so aligned that they were ignored. 
In some cases, disagreements over the treatment of ONA regarding Lovecraft, 
Crowley, or LaVey were the catalysts – in others, disagreement over Culling, 
National Socialism, or the nature of the Dark Gods, the means to open the Abyss, the 
Will to Power of the ONA’s magic, or the methods by which it propagated itself were 
the cause of friction. Perhaps after 40-50 years of answering questions, defending the 
ONA, trying to make people see reason or sense, AL gave up responding – because 
the ONA grew silent in the face of many of its detractors and champions alike. Many 
felt that there should be a means for others to share their own experience of the 
Sinister even if outside of the ONA’s framework. 

For quite some time I had been trying to make this happen – largely to benefit myself 
– as I experienced my fair share of silence too. But I was far too inexperienced, too 
young, too headstrong to be a competent leader at the time, and the groups I did open 
quickly dissolved. I was lucky in that throughout the silent treatment of others, I was 
able to communicate with the ONA, receiving some mentorship in the process. Up to 
this point my involvement with ONA was fanatical and blind. After I met the 
Sorceress however, I found myself neatly seated between two powerful opposing 
views and complete paths of the Lhp, on one hand the ONA, on the other the 
Sorceress who tempered my fanaticism over the course of years and whom I worked 
with to work out the problems facing Satanism – listening and discussing our 
involvement with the Septenary Way, and to which we both agreed the problem 
facing Satanism was one of Solidarity. Meanwhile I continued to receive magical 
instruction from both sides, not withstanding my own powerful drive, forming a 
synthesis enabling me a truly fortunate understanding of magic. 

After the genesis of my insights via Radia Sol: Emanations of the Self – we came to 
see that an independent body of shared experience from all LhP paths, using a similar
framework, terminology, and groundwork as the ONA, but advancing beyond the 
personal spheres of creating the Adept toward such things as a study of the 
components that formed the ONA, (giving rise to our mss on Remote Solidarity, 
Sinister Solidarity, Form, Abstraction, Mythos, etc) that would be more suitable to 
our respective understanding of magic and the Order, which at the time was 
extensive. Moreover, I had made a lot of contacts who felt a similar way. There was 
of course, also no place for many of the theories and workings others around us had –
in the ONA’s system. Recognising our Acausal connexion, a focus on psychology and
sociology, numinous aspects of Time and Space, the power of Narrative Magic, Form
and the creative faculties and tools for building a Mythos, extensive knowledge of the
ONA, inc how it worked, what it was doing, what it was, put us in a key position to 
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both continue the Sinister Tradition of the ONA – attracting many interested parties 
keen to learn about the esoteric properties of this enigmatic organisation – and a 
variety of people from many different paths and mind-sets coming together as one – 
set us apart from other occultists and current ideas. 

What defined us could not be set down as belief – since we all thought independently,
or race – since we were all from different backgrounds – or location – since we were 
at the time all over the world; – only Time. We believed our unique connection to 
each other to be the result of breakthroughs on the work on our Selves, and some 
strange new experiment by the Cosmos calling for the emergence of a more 
connected unity in people. We believed our personal encouragement for a greater 
connexion to our unconscious opened up certain gates, certain genius/madness, and a 
unique nexion; we believe that connexion to the unconscious, and the rise of the Self, 
to be the Voice of the Dark Gods. Thus THEM, The Dark Ones, and the voice that 
issues through as a conscious recognition of being a plural or collective unity of 
selves, not one ego.

2. 352: You have obviously dedicated a great portion of you time and energy to 
the ONA, thru the many books you have written, and the hundreds if not 
thousands of initiates you have taught over the years, even decade. We know 
there was a time before all this when you, like all of us were searching. Maybe 
you went into a few religions, tried a few Ways, even tried a few kinds of 
Satanisms before you found the ONA. What do you see in the ONA? What about
the Order do you feel makes it stand out above the rest to which you decided to 
dedicate your time and energy to?

I saw expansion – and I still see expansion. I still don’t know whether to call it 
simplicity or complexity – but the ONA was so different from all the other views, all 
the other systems, all the other thinking, I had done before – that I was convinced it 
was magic. When you compare the ONA to a group like the COS, or TOS you see 
immediate differences in the approach – in the direction – in the purpose – in the 
methodology. Most groups, though they try to differentiate themselves, work within a
basically similar system – with pylons, degrees, restrictions, dogma, doctrine, leaders,
followers, blah. They might look different on the outside, but on the inside they 
follow a regimented and religious styling of hierarchy and rank. They are different 
only in wrapping paper. ONA on the other hand, even from the very beginning was so
far out of the box from anything I had seen that I am still learning from it even as I 
learned the first day more in a few hours than any other occult organisation had ever 
taught me before. For instance, other occult organisations might try to capture you 
inside a certain frame of view/belief – ONA explained that this happened, how it 
happened, and that it could be avoided. It went ‘over the top’ of the occult labyrinth 
and dispelled the nonsense that went with it. It was like an enormous eagle high 
above the circuit, peering down with a panoramic view, all-knowing because it 
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focused on understanding the essence behind things, not the illusions those things 
presented. There has never been anything for me personally that has rivalled the ONA
for its genius – something I have lamented at times in fact, because there is nowhere 
else to go after the ONA – after I understood Myatt and ONA – I found myself lost. 
Because every other writer had been trapped in form, lacking as someone once said, a
‘praxeology’ – their work was like looking through rose-tinted glasses again via a 
small myopic perception of the world, however lofty – it paled in comparison to the 
scope of the ONA. And to some extent this is why the Temple of THEM was 
necessary, because after learning so much, there was no other way that I could evolve
further. I’d reached my limits.

3. 352: How was your personal “journey” into the ONA like as you progressed 
thru it’s grade rituals?

Difficult Just like you, I had to force my way into the ONA and solidify that position 
over time, a lot of time.- and I did not do this the “Traditional” way. This may 
surprise you, but in terms of the Septenary system I am not even an External Adept; I 
attempted this rite but set the bar too high in arrogance thinking my black magical 
will power would prevail. Well in some areas it’s useful – but not in this one and not 
that time. I failed the External Adept rite though I keep it in my mind to attempt it 
again. And I have not attempted to perform the Internal Adept rite because I fear that 
my personality would experience too much change, too much shock, and possible 
even a re-orientation of my anima – proving disastrous to my relationship with my 
Mistress. As it stands, my personality is required to achieve the aims of THEM. The 
fact that I am so familiar with ONA but have not followed it to the letter – should 
provoke some interesting questions – but with luck provoke more understanding than 
inquiry…

4. 352: We know the Temple of THEM is ONA, but as a Sinister organisation in 
itself, it is… as it sometimes states – different. In what way?

The Temple of THEM is not actually an ONA Nexion. It called itself a Nexion to 
reinvigorate the ONA and give the impression of fresh blood to save it from 
stagnating during some dark years it was losing its vigour. Prior to you, in fact. But 
its members were either so inspired by, taught via, or involved with the Order in 
varying degrees, including respect and homage for it, that it would be hard to call it 
anything else. As the Order has said – we of “of the ONA” and we recognise that. As 
for the second part of your question – one need only read our mss to get an 
impression of how different THEM are from the ONA. THEM openly invite 
viewpoints that conflict with our own to provide dialectic – since the point is not that 
people accept what we’ve written, but accept that what is written anywhere is a 
viewpoint – and should be recognised in that context. We directly oppose the ONA’s 
Tradition in some of our manuscripts – but more importantly – the insights and 
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secrets we share about the ONA’s form, function and methodology were not given to 
us by the ONA – i.e. they did not teach us how to understand them – in fact, the put 
all manner of obstacles in our way to doing so. Despite this, THEM teaches about 
Mythos, Forms and Abstractions using the ONA as a prime example – to allow others
to perceive what is behind the illusions of the world and its Magian masters – thus 
destabilising the infrastructure of the Authorities on the outside just as Satanic 
Alchemy destabilises it on the inside. We are not sanctioned by the ONA as much as 
tolerated – and toleration is a necessary evil – because THEM will voice itself 
whether the Order wants it to or not. 

THEM has also expanded much of the Septenary Tradition not only via its own 
works or preservation of all former ONA mss – but via the dialectic it has posed, 
prompting answers to difficult questions from the Order. The crux is this – if ONA 
had not been so hard to get answers from, so secretive, silent on matters, and more 
willing to talk – we would not have had to de-construct it brick by brick to see how it 
worked. I should point out that where we found weak points – we have always 
endeavoured to patch them up. So in some way, ONA’s silence has brought life to a 
new science by necessity; Narrative Magic.

5. 352: Personally, in your eyes, how relevant is the ONA/Sinister Way in today’s
world?

I’d like to answer that question but information is lacking because it’s in limbo. The 
WSA is modifying the Tradition from what it was to something altogether unique for 
future generations; it is difficult to say which ONA or Sinister Way is relevant 
because they splinter into all-possible definitions; and today’s world for me is hardly 
an objective anchor from which to proceed. I will say this – ONA were relevant for 
me, then, and now – without which, I should likely be a very different and stupid 
man. The keys in ONA are still as perennially unchanging as wisdom from any great 
sage or work – but with the extensive and elaborate (I must confess, breath-taking to 
watch) transfiguration of the Order by the WSA under way – I believe the ONA has 
never been made more relevant, more accessible, nor more profoundly condensed. 
Even by Us.

6. 352: You’ve been active in the ONA for at least a decade. During that decade 
the ONA has been successful in accomplishing many things. Have you noticed, 
or are you willing to name certain “endeavours” where the ONA failed or made 
mistakes?

Even after a decade of observation – it would be presumptuous of me to think I knew 
that ONA had made a mistake – or to comment on Myatt’s conduct from a point in 
time now past, especially, because as an Initiate, I know firsthand that “mistakes” are 
a necessary part of learning, growing, evolving. If you don’t make mistakes, it 
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probably means you’re not trying hard enough, daring enough, defiant enough to 
reach further than you should, and won’t experience the sobering humbling fall that 
marks every step on the staircase of wisdom. But ONA had to have made thousands. 
If it didn’t it wouldn’t be the powerful collective experience it is. It clearly grew from
them all, too.

7. 352: If you could change the ONA to make it “better,” and more relevant to 
the next generation; what would you change… add, phase out… etc?

All of my works and books contain the indications where I felt changes should be 
made. And I went ahead and made those changes giving rise to THEM. With that: it’s 
no longer my desire to change or challenge the ONA; that responsibility has been 
taken squarely on your more than capable shoulders – with full support from Us.

8. 352: What are your personal hopes for the Temple of THEM?

As you may already know, THEM are highly secretive as concerns details of their 
intended function and purpose – hints have been given – but I cannot answer this 
question; in some regard, THEM is a hypothesis, an experiment being conducted over
a thirty year period, and to explain the experiment would affect it. Nonetheless, we 
hope that the Temple succeeds in acting as Falcifer and ushering in Vindex, in 
saturating the global psyche with the ONA mind-set and the work of Myatt, to teach 
what lies beyond, beneath, and behind Appearance; Destroy the Magian; and to give 
Australia a truly Sinister History.

9) 352: Your most memorable Insight Role – What was is, and what did you 
learn from it? How was that Role different from the person you are within and 
the life you normally live?

Probably a dual role. Working six months as a janitor in an elderly home, and then six
months for the federal government as a clerk immediately after. Proving to myself 
how easy it was to shape-shift by fulfilling behavioural expectations. I also learned 
how extremely different it is to be an average working joe, (I’ve held jobs in furniture
removal, retail, salesman, warehousing, demolition, metal works) and part of the 
government payroll. The conditions are so different it made me very angry. Safety, 
Workplace laws, Comfort, Restrictions on task, insurance, premiums, superannuation 
are all vastly superior to the working man. I am completely disillusioned regarding 
the effort of the govt to get people into jobs – which they have treated as a new 
religion, with job network providers popping up everywhere in the thousands quietly 
performing a number of dubious activities to get people jobs including extensive 
psychological profiling. Just as WSA say, the ten percenters are real, are a threat, are 
our enemy. You make excellent points too in your comments regarding the nature of 
schools and how they are there to make machines for the industry. This also goes into
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all the echelons, where in every part of society the rich are catered for at the expense 
of the poor man. I once had several in-depth discussions with a Q.C. at my gym who 
was so disgusted by the justice system he had quit. And, because I am a Satanist – 
and my job required gathering National Intelligence – it was directly at odds with my 
subversive, revolutionist spirit.

10) 352: In your honest opinion: What role do girls play in the ONA? I mean 
besides making nice naked ornaments for altars; things needed for rites that 
involve copulation; and reading the part in ceremonies where it says 
“priestess/mistress.” Is a girl even important in the ONA?

In my honest opinion – my essay “Baphomet: The Greatest Heresy” covered my 
thoughts on this subject aptly. Because of the secrecy by other members concerning 
their role in the ONA, let alone the role of their priestesses – I can really only speak 
for myself and the role my “priestess” has played. In the beginning of my path I 
sought out word for word, exactly what was required by the Way – viz, a willing 
priestess who would learn chant, follow the Septenary way, and generally rise up 
there spheres alongside me in the proscribed manner. However – I don’t think the 
ONA ever met someone like my “priestess” NineRays. 9R was willing to do all of 
this, for me. 9r and I were friends before lovers. For many years she watched me go 
through the motions, becoming a dangerous fanatic in the service of the ONA. But 
throughout she also guided me, making me second-guess myself very often and very 
hard when I came at here with my opinions, ideas, and answers. It was thus she got 
her name Nine-Rays, for she always knew how to introduce Chaos into anything, 
even my most sure of answers – for this, any credit to the powerful arguments and 
common-sense of THEM, belongs to this woman and her ability to make me think 
ever harder ever further. 9R was taken with the ONA, as was I, and we performed 
dozens of rituals based on their tenets, chanted together, and generally assembled 
ourselves into an ONA lifestyle with all that it implies – but she did this not for the 
ONA, but for me. 

However – it came to the point where 9R showed this to me, and as she had always 
done, remained independent of the ONA even if she used some of their works for her 
own means. She was always strongly, fiercely, darkly, Sinister, willing and capable of
using violence to coerce, even before I met her and introduced her to the ONA. She is
a tall striking beautiful red-headed woman with a very intimidating presence. She has
and always will, walk her own, path, as she does now. And without that spirit of hers, 
I should be a weaker, paler, man now. And, she is not the only strong female to 
influence me, my mother, and the Sorceress, my girlfriends of the past – all strong 
catalysts. Even though though many of them may have never even heard of the Order
– I firmly believe Women of whatever creed play an essential role in the dance of 
Men. Neither do they need to be directly involved in such things as Satanism or the 
occult, to do so.
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11) 352: We know there are many sincere people out there who are interested in 
the ONA, and desire to apply its principles, and contribute their time and energy
to the ONA, but who don’t have the advantage or opportunity of knowing 
someone to teach them the Sinister Way, and would appreciate guidance, or an 
adept to point them in the right direction.

Besides advising these solitary individuals to gradually work towards undertaking the
initiation stages of the ONA. If you could devise a practical curriculum, or essential 
practice to help them on their way to develop their magickal skills and such what 
would it be? Or Describe your own method in a way that would teach the beginner; 
what steps, chants, and methods you use to magickally manifest your desire that 
works best for you. I would advise them, naturally, to look into THEM. THEM – is 
not a curriculum of defined magic, we are not about returning someone to an occult 
labyrinth to memorise rituals, names, means, or even a philosophy. We do not believe
in one singular magical system for all – but share what we know from experience 
among us without expectation. We are a means of devising an extremely powerful 
sense of self-analysis, critical analysis, and rational deduction for when you DO get 
into a system (occult or otherwise) that has a proscribed curriculum. So that not only 
can you learn the little things like the leaves and the flowers of the system, but can 
study the tree, the roots, and turn your eye toward the rest of the forest. That you 
would also take many things into account in your journey that are largely invisible 
when you start it – more quickly, can also be of benefit, because Time is your greatest
enemy. Thus we host systems like the TOB, IOT, WOT, ONA, OSV, OOS, and so on 
for others to choose from, combine, or simply study at their own leisure, in their own 
way. We are, like the ONA, not a simple repetitive set of classes that teach magic, we 
teach how we learned to learn.

12) 352: Pathways and Pathworking – for the benefit of those beginners of the 
Dark Tradition who wish to gain insights as to the way and method an 
experienced Adept pathworks: Would you describe a pathworking session as you
personally preform it, in whatever way you have found works best for you?

Well I’m not an Adept – I’m an Initiate. I would refer them to Shugara – A Sinister 
Pathworking. Pathworking opened my eyes – because I saw nothing. No demons, no 
mystical gateways, no voices, no nothing. If the Pathworkings changed me – they did 
it subtlety. But then – that in itself is an experience – testing what is given you – and 
forming your own conclusions – are what has always worked for me.

13) 352: Dark Gods – To you personally what are these? There comes a point in 
an Adepts journey to the Abyss where he/she begins to more frequently 
experience acausal intrusions and maybe even some form or manifestation of 
these Dark Forces: What’s your most strangest encounter?
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From my experience – there’s no way to describe what these are. Any conscious grab 
to understand these concepts only seems to push them away, hides them under 
wishful interpretation. Rather than try to grab them – to understand or rationally intuit
this concept – I just let them be.

14) 352: What is the “Magian” to you?

I answered this question in a set of essays called “On the Cold Facts of Form and 
Manipulation”. This is a complex question, as have all questions become with my 
understanding of the limits of language; because all answers where abstractions are 
concerned (and everything is an abstract) require me to take into account my personal
bias, limitations, expectations, and prejudices. This can’t be done fairly – because the 
‘Magian’ as an abstract does not essentially mean anything, and could yet mean 
everything. The easier level provides a nice solid answer like, our enemy, Nazarene 
this, ruining aeon, blah blah. But I don’t feel like a “You” – and even though feeling 
as though I should say it’s when referring to myselves – this is too eccentric for 
language. And some proof toward the limitations of language to aptly express the 
alchemical changes of the occult. This is probably why the Lhp and Satanism insist 
on you providing yourself with the answers to these. Some may see this as avoiding 
the question – but if my time with ONA has taught me anything more than I’ve 
already elaborated – its the true power and key of self-sufficiency when it comes to 
knowledge.

15) 352: How is this Magian force to be destroyed?

It’s not that easy. But breaking through language is one means to loosening the 
simplistic boxes that define reality and the means of apprehending it. Language binds
us to a specific geometry. Qv. Liber 13.13

16) 352: As an Adept with advice to give to those solitary genuine ONA initiates 
beginning on this Seven Fold Sinister Way of ours, who don’t have the 
advantage of a group to work with, but wish to some how contribute to the 
destruction of the Magian by “bringing down” more acausal energy to help 
manifest change: How would you instruct or advise them, as far as what they 
can do as a single individual, to either be a living nexion for the acausal to pass 
thru or to physically help destroy the Magian?

Again, I’m not an Adept of the ONA. I would advise them a) to observe very 
carefully how they themselves process information and learn as much as others have 
written about it as they can until they feel slightly schizophrenic and detached from 
their ego, their ‘one-ness’. b) to observe very carefully what comprises the forms they
witness in the world in regards to taking into account their own possible ignorance, 
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arrogance, failings, prejudices with good humour and with self-honesty and 
understanding, and a sense of humour. c) to seek, devour, and explore the works of 
groups like the Tempel ov Blood, (and E. A. Koetting), the Order of Nine Angles, the 
Order of Saturn, the White Star Acception, and anyone else affiliated with THEM as 
we propose not to bury someone in a system for our own ends, but to remove one 
from the occult labyrinth and place them squarely into their own seat of wisdom.

17) 352: Imperium – 300 years from now when “Imperium Galactica” has been 
actualised; in your mind: How do you envision it to be? What does it look like to 
you? What are your hopes, dreams and visions of it?

This term used to mean something tangible to me, but it no longer does. “Galactic 
Imperium”, like “Solvet Saeclum in Favilla”, “Anti-Cosmic Black Flame”, “A 
Sinister History for Australia”, or“New Aeon” or whatever end or ultimate aim our 
language professes as the motivation for a form is from where I stand empty rhetoric 
used only to effect the magicians will; it is the creation of simplistic, tangible, 
graspable, propaganda or handles (attachments to forms) to allow many to grasp what
is conceived by one. Whether a political or magical or social or religious or scientific 
interpretation; it’s all interpretation; one shouldn’t forget that and one should strive to
understand that if one does not; the laziness of the human being is the laziness that 
allows society, condensing what is into interpretations that take on a solid 
immovability; from which all manner of brave postulates proceed even if the prime 
interpretation is wrong. 

Whilst on one hand it is essential to work with such phrases, building and 
substantiating a mythos/reality to support them and the necessary handholds so that 
others can support them too – the Sorcerer is or needs to be above getting trapped in 
forms, and believing they have of themselves any real validity or existence; they have
only persistence. Imperium, insofar as it echoes from ONA – is David Myatt’s 
personal word, to reflect his apprehension of the future drawn from his studies of the 
past. And insofar as it reflects a synthesis of wisdom that many of us share agreement
on; the idea and ideology necessary to achieve Imperium, qv, Falcifer/Vindex is used 
by THEM but understood as a form, to carry along the momentum its presence 
generates among people such forms have the power to affect. My hopes and dreams 
change as I change, but my belief, is that an external Imperium is only ever going to 
arise when the inner sanctions people impose upon themselves are re-oriented. 
Imperium, via the death-grip of the American-Magian Axis, is already bringing the 
world to a boiling point, and I think it is going to get extremely dark before the dawn.
I cannot imagine what the world would be like, nor the outward changes it would 
undergo were people to follow the same train of alchemy I have; that is outside the 
known, and I cannot speculate on that. What I do have conviction in though – is that 
THEM acts as Falcifer to tear not just down but through the Magian; and whatever 
comes after they fall, is up to Vindex.
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18) 352: In your eyes: What is Anton Long to you? Is he a prophet, a teacher, a 
guru, some guy with some great insights, or is he irrelevant to what you have 
become and or what the ONA has become?

Anton Long is the closest approximation I have had to a father figure (via my 
projection onto him as a father via his resonance of the archetype of Satan), and the 
best mentor of Satanism I have had the fortune to encounter. AL is without question a
genius in my mind, though one must not forget to thank the many others around him 
who were a part of ONA and who made his genius ever more vibrant, ever more 
diverse, and ever more accessible with their own. He’s all of those things; a prophet, 
a teacher, a guru, a guy whose work has completely revolutionised my life and what I
do with it. I don’t of course sell my own attributes and fire short here; I may see AL 
as many things, but he is not my God. I have an excellent memory – I’ve never 
forgotten, nor will I ever forget those who helped me in my path to be the man I am. I
acknowledge every debt; and preserve every member of the Sinisterion in my memes,
that the Tradition be REMEMBERED. I am very impressed this man has done so 
much with life. He’s an inspiration to us all.

CORRESPONDENCE: GEORGE SEIG OCT 9, 2009

Hello George,

My name is Kris and I am the founder of the esoteric satanic organisation the Temple 
of THEM. I have tried to reach you via Exeter University – but failed to do so. Your 
email was supplied to me via a member of the Order of Nine Angles.
My understanding is that you are currently engaged in writing a dissertation 
regarding Western Esotericism within the Exeter Centre for the Study of Esotericism 
(EXESESO). My need to reach you pertains to an erroneous belief that the Temple of 
THEM utilises, practices or embraces Nazism/National Socialism in a similar fashion
to that of its former patron the British, Order of Nine Angles (ONA).
On the eve of your great talk – I fear that perhaps you wish not to upset the apple 
cart, to ignore us, and hope we will go away – but I suspect you simply have not 
received our emails and are unaware of the conflict your cataloguing of us in the 
Neo-Nazi basket has wrought. In the interests of scholarly clarity I should very much 
like to discuss the matter personally with you to assist you and your studies by 
providing one-to-one email inc. factual context and dissertations produced by this 
Temple to help you re-orient your understanding of who we are and what we 
represent, inc. those dissertations that have openly stated and concluded Nazism to be
of no benefit and openly invite you to further discuss the context of ONA influence 
on the Temple of THEM, and THEM on ONA, particularly in the ways in which we 
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differ which are many and markedly. I am also under the impression that much of 
your information is second-hand and perhaps coming from one Jacob Christiansen 
who runs ITP and offer you the opportunity to make your own 
clarifications/conclusions in the interests of scholarly clarity and appropriate 
representation of this Temple and its aims, intents, and beliefs.
Sincerely,
Kris of THEM
October ?

Dear Kris,
The offending blurb has been taken down. I just had my final pre-submission 
supervision regarding my thesis and it looks as though I will be able to squeeze in 
some extra words and content, so I will definitely find any communication with you 
useful in the course of completion. Thanks again for offering. I’ll also be preparing 
the lecture I mention for the Satanism conference in Norway through the following 
week. Particularly if you are of the impression that Jacob Christiansen has inaccurate 
or misleading information (which would therefore likely to be presented) you may 
want to be sure I have accurate information instead, which could be used to rectify 
any errors made in other people’s presentations. I will also email the coordinator of 
that conference for which the summary of my talk appeared without delay, requesting
that the reference to the Temple of THEM be stricken from it. As I said in my 
previous email, any further reference to your work will be after we have 
communicated further.
G.J.
George Sieg

Hello again, George
In a bid to contact you I originally sent emails to different faculties and persons 
located at the Exeter University hoping to hit upon someone that would pass on my 
messages. I did not in fact think that I would hear back from you – so it is something 
of a surprise to have done so. And on the contrary, I think its a shame that your talk 
was cancelled – even had I not been able to reach you, or had you chosen to ignore 
us, it would hardly have mattered overall if an NS slant had been given to THEM in 
passing in academic circles – it was rather the context in which THEM utilises NS 
that I wanted to talk to you about.

Briefly put – I read the gist of your speech would make mention of the irony that 
ONA/THEM [Satanism] etc. used NS based elements to bring about a new Reich 
when historically Hitler and the Third Reich eschewed all such forms of secular 
occultism and some say occultism in general. Russian sectors of ONA have 
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previously reported interference and persecution for practising occult and upholding 
NS materials as part of the corpus of the ONA. The outline of the speech to be given 
would have wrongly inferred that we were not aware of this discrepancy – but in fact 
we are. This was the first point I wished to correct – both of our organisations are 
well aware that occult organisations even if they were supporting NS would have 
been shut down, imprisoned, or executed by a fascist dictatorship. Mind you – in my 
opinion, if there is an irony in the ONA, it is that many who joined it or took an 
interest did so because its tenets of reductionist/anarchist ephemera regale its readers 
with the possibility of freeing themselves from the political and religious powers that 
be – yet Myatt’s ONA has become just another one of those powers preaching past 
sins from a bigoted pulpit. David Myatt’s firm grip on NS insofar as it remains a 
persistent tool of ONA philosophy – is partly built on an optimism that by examining 
and subsequently denying many of the proofs of the ww2 holocaust – perceived 
injustices and unfounded slander of Nazi Germany can bring to light the many flaws 
and shameful practices committed by the Allies – including unearth a long-standing 
conspiracy of a Jewish/Nazarene cabal to undermine the Dictator and take control of 
the world themselves. Whilst the world maintains a concerted effort that the 
holocaust be remembered – ONA maintains a similar effort that the holocaust be 
remembered yet rationally examined in an emotionally detached and critical analysis.
Or at least they did.

When you speak about NS in relation to the ONA you are essentially digging up the 
past – for it has been more than a decade since ONA openly supported that cause 
either in mss or deed. THEM’s interest in NS stems by proxy from its support for all-
things ONA, inc. the Temple 88 mss – but it too [NS] has long been considered a 
defunct form for achieving what we wish to achieve. I should make clear at this point 
– that THEM does have members that formerly and presently align themselves with 
NS [of varying shades and intensities] – and I was among the former – all part of a 
growing process – but I have long ceased to believe in Aryan Superiority or support 
National Socialism. In fact I have written an entire volume on my journey with 
Nazism (inc. my enamourment with/departure from it) for the sake of learning about 
Race and myself through what the ONA call ‘Insight Roles’. The fact is – NS has 
since been replaced by Islam in Myatt’s journey – a change reflected in ONA’s 
doctrines – so those of us who grew up believing in the propaganda put forth via the 
Temple 88 mss when it was appropriate to the ONA – were shell-shocked when 
Myatt turned about face and supported Islamism. But this is part of the magic of 
ONA – it can eloquently and vividly grab hold of a form, condense it into a 
manageable code, and attract people to practice it.

The crux is this: Satanism holds, that to Know NS personally, for oneself, to judge 
and decide independent of popular, historical, or recorded opinion the worth of NS, 
[or anything] requires one to experience a form for oneself. This goes back to what I 
said about the Order being based on a war against the establishment/the status quo 
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and the Jewish/Magian cabal. At least this is the drawbridge via which ONA led 
many hundreds, possibly thousands into battle on its behalf. Of this and other 
experiences was born the judgement that NS was no longer practical or useful – but 
also that it did still contain certain elements that were useful and constructive to this 
Temple. E. Weber wrote a fascinating doctrine on Racism where he alluded that 
‘Racism’ was originally created by fascists merely to gather together a certain 
collective union and motivate them under one banner – only later did it become re-
tooled (again politically) into its current meaning and become a easy means of 
political demonization. On the question of race, I am far more even tempered than I 
used to be – but these days my contention still lies with the public’s denial of race as 
a qualifier for description despite its prevalence and the obvious. Race may not be 
popular – but it is still clearly a ubiquitous motivating factor. And motivating factors 
are where much of THEM’s own work takes its cues and pursues its studies.

I should add that at this point if you are confused as to whether THEM are in fact 
ONA, I don’t blame you.

I created the Temple in 2003 with some other people using the seven fold way and 
other magical ways as a means to get myself and my insights and work distinguished 
from the ONA. In 2006 we went public with our revisions to the Sinister aspects of 
which we felt had been sorely neglected by the Order – including the issue of 
Solidarity. Yet we took an active and highly industrious role in making the ONA look 
larger than it was, more widespread and more powerful than it was. We called 
ourselves the Australian Nexion of the ONA and worked sometimes with/sometimes 
against Myatt’s own Order – spending years teaching practising and preserving the 
seven-fold way. Admittedly, there has been tension between Myatt and myself as we 
both struggle to try and change the world via various Satanic platforms.

Magical Socialism is the hybrid that emerged from the Temple of THEM to replace 
NS – but our attempts to get this off the ground have been thwart by the vagaries of 
humans to cohese without the crutch of forms. That is, its not feasible to teach the 
direct esoteric experience of THEM which is more or less a deep commitment to a 
life-long path of searching, gaining insights into things and attaining Gnosis or a 
wordless knowing; without providing a “Temple”, a “name”, a “description”, and a 
host of other things to represent a “Presence” for people to attach themselves to, 
places for them to make contact, but unfortunately such forms often end up obscuring
the purity of the matter of a deep empathic connexion to oneself, others and the world
by being mistaken as the esoteric nature of THEM itself. *sigh*

I should point out that far from being the destructive lackey of ONA – THEM has 
striven to distinguish itself from the Order in many ways for many years. Whilst the 
Order maintained the principles of the Seven-fold way it suited many of our 
collective practices and views. This has put us at odds with Myatt many times and 
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I’ve had a lot of heated debates with him. None more so than when they placed WSA 
in charge who abandoned many of the sound principles of conduct that made ONA 
noble and appealed to a future Galactic Imperium we could all appreciate or aim for –
into an Afro-American gangster betrayal that championed new and un-insightful 
nonsense such as killing without traditional tests for character. With WSA’s ‘changes’
the line has grown thinner and thinner between the long-touted heavy-handed 
violence and injustice of the establishment we are told the ONA stands against and 
those that claim to be championing its so-called eradication becoming the dickheads 
we originally all sought to avoid and breed out of life. 

Our last move was to finally disband publicly withdrawing our support for ONA on 
the basis that the Order had become childishly unstable, destructive and unpalatable –
no longer representing the rich core of Sinister knowledge accumulated 1970-2003 in
the way of the Seven-Fold Way by a Corp of dedicated adherents – but run by the 
new and inexperienced WSA who jettisoned what many of us held to be core tenets 
of a traditional way of living that worked and represented the Sinister – in favour of 
pouring libations at Myatt’s feet. With the abandonment of many of those core 
principles including speaking from experience; common courtesy; and being that 
Myatt purposefully engineered these changes himself – it was decided to sever any 
connection by the ONA to the Temple of THEM. This in no way implies the cessation
of privately instructing others in THEM’s work on a one-to-one basis – which 
continues.

Re: Jacob, it is not that his information is unreliable – merely second-hand. I was not 
impressed by his MA thesis on the Order (of which he sent me the final draft) and felt
it a dry and scant piece of writing heavily based on the litter of skeletons of Myatt’s 
older outer forms. I’m happy to cast an eye over your own draft to check the 
information if you want. At any rate, if he were passing you information on us – I 
should prefer to discuss the Temple of THEM with you personally as per my heartfelt
requisite that each should make their own conclusions with the best information 
available – to wit I am willing to provide you whatever you need to make your 
dissertation accurate and insightful. Our work covers an enormous range of topics – 
though the majority of our published works were penned directly by myself.
George, I had planned to raise something of a fuss over the NS wording – but that 
was then and this is now. Since we [THEM] no longer have a vested interest in our 
outer appearance and PR – the above should be considered idle chatter and the efforts
of someone else deeply interested in exploring the fascinating topic of the ONA with 
candour and integrity. As a student of the occult and humanism in general I enjoy 
such discussions – and with a background in the ONA I put forward the offer to help 
you research them or offer my knowledge/opinion of any of the other myriad groups 
presently or formerly associated with the Order. But my forte is the Temple of THEM
of which I am representative and I invite further discussion – particularly if you 
intend to include us in any talks as associates of the ONA. 
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My reply here has hopefully been expansive but it is by no means comprehensive. I 
have intended to emphasise a certain level of awareness operating behind our use of 
forms that is not as cut and dry as it might first appear but I can only go so far in a 
first email. The matters at hand are compounded by the existence of acute levels of 
awareness in regards to how/why certain forms are perceived by the general public – 
ONA/THEM do not blindly follow NS/Islam as a matter of course; but as part of a 
greater strategy of opening the mind of observers toward the possibility that all 
ideology even supposedly contradicting ideologies are nonetheless unified at the level
of human and heuristic exploration. Yet for every positive statement I can make about
the movements of the ONA – there is always the necessity for qualifiers and 
disclaimers to each. This complexity is due to the reductionism inherent in esoterica 
and in itself makes ONA a difficult subject to discuss linearly with any revealing 
frankness.
I look forward to your reply.
Sent: Mon, 19 October, 2009 1:30:31 PM

Subject: Re: Urgent Att: G. J. Seig (Temple of THEM)
Dear Kris,
I am, in fact, very grateful for your email — or, rather, emails, as I gather from 
reading this one that there have been others. You are correct in assuming this is the 
first I have read, as I have been failing to check my messages while buried in work.
You may be pleased to know that the talk to which you refer below was, in fact, 
cancelled due to the demands of completing my dissertation, which does not, in fact, 
refer to the Temple of THEM as NS, despite the apparently erroneous advertisement 
for the somewhat related lecture which may have given this impression. I was, 
however, of the belief that the Temple of THEM, or some of its members, had in the 
past aligned themselves either with National Socialism, or its imagery. If this is also 
incorrect, I appreciate your taking the time to correct the mistake. Further to your 
offer of personal communication, I would be very interested in, and appreciative of, 
this, both for academic reasons, in that I am sure it will be relevant to a presentation I 
intend to give next month in Trondheim, Norway at the first ever academic 
conference on Satanism (at which conference Jacob Christiansen will also be 
present), and also due to my personal interest in the Sinister Way.

I also have another apology for you, in the same trend as my failure to check emails 
for weeks. The demands of my thesis have apparently increased my 
absentmindedness in advance of becoming an actual professor: I am dismayed to 
report that among various packages of “unopened books” arriving for my work, I 
discovered the book which I was meant to return to you so long ago. I have no idea 
how it managed to end up in the wrong stack, but it will be posted back to you in 
Australia as soon as I have the opportunity now that I realise it was never sent before.
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I formally submit my thesis this week, but after that I will have ample time for 
correcting such oversights, and hopefully for correspondence with you in advance of 
the forthcoming conference.

Further, I’m sorry if my inadvertent ignorance of your emails temporarily gave the 
impression that I “hope you will go away.” The reverse is certainly the case and I am 
quite pleased to be in personal contact with you in this context. Indeed, further to my 
conversations with Chloe of the WSA, I had intended to attempt to get in touch with 
you anyway, but the word limit has forced me to severely reduce the extent to which I
can explore these traditions in the initial dissertation. I still hope that the future 
expanded version of my work will be able to present much more detailed, accurate, 
and relevant information on these subjects — and as I’m sure you know, they are of 
great personal interest and significance to me as well.
Thank you for your patience.
Best wishes,
George J. Sieg

A REFUTATION TO DR. BENJAMIN HILLIER

To whom it may concern, and to whom it should concern.
[The Temple of THEM (aka ‘THEM’) has recently been notified of a video published
by Dr. Benjamin Hillier of the University of Tasmania (UTAS) alleging the Temple’s 
involvement in and promotion of National Socialism and ties to terrorist 
organisations. The Temple of THEM has requested YouTube take down the 
defamatory video labelling THEM as a nexion of the Order of Nine Angles 
(Hereafter, O9A) and a National Socialist organisation. Additionally, THEM has 
downloaded and archived the video should our following response to the video be 
unclear without the source material: which can be provided. A copy of this letter and 
the video will be posted on the Temple’s group page as a public announcement, and a 
copy of this letter and the video will be sent to the University of Tasmania. Finally, 
the video has been archived for the Temple’s own legal records. Timestamps below 
refer to relevant sections of this video.]

Video Source: Dr. Ben Hillier UTAS: (Jun 2 2023) [YouTube] runtime 1:07:56
Nazi Occult Metal – Esoteric Fascism in Extreme Metal 
Music https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqcSovgKH2A.

I am the founder of the Temple of THEM and I speak formally for it.
I suppose something need be said in relation to the strange, poorly researched, and 
sensational claims that the Temple of THEM is currently, or even recently, associated 
with either the O9A, which publicly and vehemently denounced the Temple of 
THEM as a make-believe posture with no association to the O9A (Religious Forums 
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2014) or the claims that THEM promotes National Socialism (Hillier 2023). I’m glad 
Hillier “found something to suggest we fell out” to “answer the question of whether 
the Temple of THEM are still a part of the O9A” (Hillier 2023, 34:45) – although in 
his own words “he can’t remember” precisely what the stance on ‘mundanes’ (the 
colloquialism used by the O9A to describe its enemies he should be referring to) or 
the indicated position on enemies of the O9A being allowed to be murdered or raped 
(Hillier 2023, 34:55) or its position on child murder. According to Hillier, and I quote,
“One group thought yes, and one group thought no” (Hillier 2023, 34:55)– an 
academically outrageous open accusation to leave ambiguous for a man in possession
of a PhD, speaking on a discipline with which he is only vaguely acquainted and has 
no formal education. Again, and I quote, Hillier says ‘I can’t remember” in relation to
sharing his knowledge on the values and directives of the O9A (Hillier 2023, 35:04).
In fact, the O9A is on record as to how much it despises the Temple of THEM in 
multiple time-stamped public statements issued over the years (Scribd 2023; 
Religious Forums 2014) that in unequivocal terms declare us ‘pretendu’ ‘charlatans’ 
and ‘frauds’ via o9a spokesperson Kerriscott (Religious Forums 2014) – facts on 
record that even a -casual- google search brings up. The Temple of THEM was 
informally court-marshalled by the O9A in a private forum, records of which trial and
its conversations which attempted a public shaming of the Temple, are retained by 
both O9A and the Temple of THEM in dated archives titled ‘A Bit Further Down the 
Rabbit Hole’ and ‘Alice in Wonderland – the Temple of THEM (Mvimaedivm Black 
2021).

Dr. Ben Hillier claims to be an academic and has a PhD. I am an academic, too. 
When we write papers at university, it is the rule of thumb to specifically pick a 
position to argue: for or against. The subject matter is researched with an open mind, 
the facts are gathered and a position is determined after all of the facts/arguments are 
considered.  We offer both sides though, and it is our writing and arrangement skill 
that elevates what we wish to present as truth and diminishes the counterargument. 
The arguments we make at University are constructed with a formula (Referencing) 
intended at every step to present what we write as factual and difficult to refute by 
using dated citations of the names of the authors from the papers we have researched 
that inform a reader of the year information was either published or accessed so 
sources can be checked and verified. Academics are trained to argue for or against a 
point – but they are also trained to do proper research, cite material, read more than 
the fragments that suit their claim, to be fair, show integrity, and exhibit 
responsibility. Peer-reviewed means assertions made by an academic have undergone 
rigorous scrutiny to make sure they have authenticity and adequate evidence before 
being published. Reviewers carefully fact-check information and verify sources for a 
good reason: there is a responsibility implicit in getting facts right, because getting 
them wrong and presenting them as right through the powerful distribution channels 
of academia and entering data into its stores of resources and becoming part of its 
global reach can cause real harm or damage to others if the facts are incorrect. As an 
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academic with a PhD, it should be a matter of habit that peer-reviewed facts are used 
in any presentation that involves speaking about other individuals or groups and the 
sources used should be clear and referenced if you are going to discuss and distribute 
those statements publicly. One would think a PhD meant at least four years devoted 
to studying and understanding the material of which one professes to be an authority.

Ben Hillier’s education is on record and is not in occultism, counter-terrorism, or 
even theology – it is musicology and ethnomusicology (University of Tasmania, 
2023). Dr. Hillier has a right to speak freely even as he denies it to others, but not 
when it comes to making public statements that are patently false and dangerous to 
entertain. Throughout this video, no academic rigour of any kind is evident here as I 
will shortly show. What is evident, however, is Hillier using his PhD as a pass card to
defame my occult organisation, make false allegations, and endanger the lives of 
others. Hillier has an ethical and legal duty in presenting information as fact and is in 
breach of numerous academic integrity tenets. The University to which Hillier 
belongs should be ashamed it has failed him so completely in his duty and execution 
of the above academic rigours to which all academics are pledged to uphold – or be 
made aware of that which it may be unaware.

Hillier has litigiously declared the lead singer of Ignis Gehenna to be tattooed with 
the Nine Angles insignia (Hillier 2023, 34:11), where in fact numerous other images 
of the singer’s chest prove it to be an unrelated geometric design with a sword 
running through the centre and bearing no resemblance to O9A’s Nine-Angled 
Septagram symbol.

If the fantastic accusation were not enough, Hillier took it upon himself to then ring 
the venue where Ignis Gehenna were playing and defame the band through lies he 
believed to be true (because he did no research as will shortly be shown), spreading 
his ‘findings’ as a vigilante (Hillier 2023, 36:50). Hillier illustrates his personal bias 
in lamenting his righteous (and misguided) actions did not cause the gig to be 
completely cancelled by the rumours he spread (37:00-38:00).

Furthermore “that is his personal view” – a view he made directly public when he 
sought to deliberately and with malicious intent make unfounded allegations and 
interfere in the lives of a set of musicians, (an interventionist interference that he 
believes should be a “scene-wide thing …. With bands, venues, promoters working 
together”: Hillier 2023, 54:06) and admits to other vendettas “to get the band shut 
down” such as the band Taake by directly talking to the promoter and “pressuring the 
venue” to drop the band (Hillier 2023, 54:43-55:30). Hillier openly admits to 
haranguing promoters about bands all day to ensure bands he disagrees with are 
dropped (Hillier 2023, 56:10) (italics emphasis mine) and criticises venues for 
“booking Nazi bands” (Hillier 2023, 56:19). Hillier evidently enjoys his power in 
bullying promoters with his claims they have done wrong by booking a given band, 
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which treatment and response of acquiescence from the promoter he refers to as a 
“gold standard” (Hillier 2023, 56:32). Hillier's ideal based on the “driving force 
behind his PhD” (Hillier 2023, 58:12) is to “keep the scene safe” (Hillier 2023, 
56:44) – this, despite declaring members of bands he does not know to have 
allegiances to alleged terrorist organisations and tattoos of allegiances to groups that 
they do not have. And, indicates evident political bias in his relishing of the 
debasement of the opposition voicing their opinion (however unpopular) and being 
outnumbered at rallies (Hillier 2023, 1:04:45). Curiously, after his odd ambush of 
National Socialists in Black Metal and the danger they represent, Hillier undermines 
his argument entirely when he states that National Socialists and Occultists are 
“playing pretend” (Hillier 2023, 1:05:05) – in which case, where is the tangible, 
credible threat from National Socialism or Black Metal or the Opposition that 
warrants this debacle of a discussion in the first place? Hillier then, strangely goes on 
to admit “there is not a huge influence of Black Metal on Esoteric Fascism that I can 
see at the moment, but I am sure there are little groups of it” (Hillier 2023, 1:05:12-
1:05-15) and “he is not sure who is doing what” (Hillier 2023, 1:05:39). 

The lack of consistency in what can only be called a disjointed zealous tirade, 
beggars belief and makes clear that Hillier did not make the video to protect 
holocaust survivors as he claims but to put forth his political and unresearched views 
of Them, O9A, Black Metal, Ignis Gehenna and the apparent threat of National 
Socialism. It is a bizarre rant that destroys its own credibility and unclear why Hillier 
even had to make this video or open his mouth pretending he is an authority on the 
matters at hand, rather than a biased, self-serving spectator determined to use his 
position to legitimise his hackneyed imaginings, even sabotaging his own points by 
the end of it!

There is a gravely concerning element to this, because a man with a PhD making 
false statements and being taken seriously can do as such, because many believe his 
PhD suggests a modicum of academic integrity. Hillier is right about one other thing, 
we are pretty serious (Hillier 2023, 38:11) and we take allegations from a man 
tarnishing reputations and deciding who is and is not a Nazi freely with his 
musicology PhD, very seriously.

On an academic level, let alone the occult one, I am embarrassed that this ‘authority’ 
speaking on satanism has veered so badly from academic regimen and integrity.  It is 
deeply concerning that someone who is placed in a position of authority and has the 
reach, resources and reputation to speak as an authority has made untrue statements 
concerning so many aspects of the Temple; with the gravitas that speaking from such 
a position of authority leads people to believe the speaker is sharing facts, peer-
reviewed information. Academics, indeed even people who make casual statements 
about others have a responsibility to those groups and people under study to be fair, 
not to endanger them by making accusations, or recklessly ruin or sabotage their 
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careers by contacting and harassing parties claiming their assumptions (not research) 
is evidence of wrong-doing. They certainly have a responsibility to not spuriously tie 
them to organisations to which they do not belong including suggesting terrorist links
and associations.

Democratic societies have legal institutions and laws, watchdogs and bodies to deal 
with terrorism, terror groups, hate-speech or racial vilification. Any academic should 
know better than to personally take it upon himself to crusade for a personal political 
agenda using the status of his University as a police badge or to quantify his actions 
under the auspices of educational authority. I suspect the University of Tasmania 
knows nothing of this video, the reckless actions of its zealous faculty, nor the fallout 
that has cost a band its employment because of the accusations levelled. Moreover, 
Hillier has placed (THEM) an occult organisation that has virulently argued against 
ideology of Every Type since its inception in 2006, as championing the nonsense 
believed and practiced by the Christianic political ideology of National Socialism; 
knowing full well the implications of this (baseless) assertion. Hillier says ‘I tend to 
think hate-speech is something that warrants silencing’ – (Hillier 2023, 53:10) 
perhaps he should take his own advice.

Additionally, Hillier has the audacity to disparage my Temple of THEM wherein he 
admits he does not know the names of any members of the Temple of THEM or Ignis 
Gehenna (Hillier 2023, 1:05:20) – of which – I am unapologetically proud has been 
fighting against the vacuum suction of extremism for almost twenty years, from 
which I can speak from direct occult satanic experience. Moreover, you only have to 
type ‘Temple of THEM’ into Facebook to find our lighthouse group, or google to 
bring up archives of historical documents, or to make contact. We are not hard to find
even if we do use pseudonyms. Several interviews have been granted by the Temple 
of THEM to enquiring occult academics over the years including Dr. Connell 
Monette of Al Akhawayan University (Internet Archive, 2012) and Dr. George Sieg 
of the University of New Mexico (Sieg 2013). Any serious and diligent researcher 
who takes time to engage with the Temple of THEM and its voluminous writings can 
also quite clearly see this for themselves, or read what has been published by 
previous academics with proper integrity and professional standing.

Importantly, any organisation or authority of any supervisory sagacity of Australian 
security including ASIO, ASI, AFP etc that has monitored my online activities 
because of my previous connections to O9A and its sinister current, will have nothing
but evidence of my bearing, responses and actions backing up exactly what has been 
said across all forums, messages, phone calls, public or private and will verify what is
said below about the Temple of THEM’s mission, action and conduct the past 18 
years. Because we are different, even if some are too myopic, dim or politically 
obsessed to appreciate us.
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Just because we are an informal occult organisation and our occult writings are 
voluminous – does Not give academics the right to misrepresent us, it does not entitle
those in a position of power vested in them by their academic credentials to cobble 
together what suits their purpose and declare ‘this is what the Temple of THEM is or 
does’, and it certainly does not give anyone the right to declare us a supporter, 
promoter, associate of National Socialism because they were too lazy to adequately 
spend time doing what an academic is supposed to do; fact-find, properly research, 
provide citation including the year of publication of information, ensure academic 
integrity by reporting honestly, responsibly not engage in personal vendettas. 
Unfortunately for Hillier ‘it does become a very complicated topic very quickly’ 
(Hillier 2023, 53:17) and that is because clumsy, lazy research about the occult orders
of the O9A and the Temple of THEM have often been sensationalised, ill-considered, 
barely researched, nor studied holistically for what they represent; but cherry-picked 
for juicy details out of context to help hacks develop their careers. Only a few 
academics have taken time or initiative to approach and speak with the O9A or the 
Temple of THEM, so it is small wonder there is so much mystery and 
misinformation. Founts like Hillier take advantage of the fact few people understand 
Occult Groups to grandstand and impress with their ideas, because like Hillier, most 
people never take the time to immerse themselves with the material we write, 
examine why we write what we do, fail to treat our material with the respect or 
gravitas most other academic sectors receive, or acknowledge that our currents 
deserve acknowledgement as genuine spiritual and esoteric currents of humanism that
fundamentally disagree with core elements of society, reality and the status quo.

There are literally thousands of topics covered by the Temple of THEM, it is a 
daunting task to study us and appraise what we have done and do as an organisation: 
but it is not an excuse to fabricate what you feel to be true and slot us into a narrow 
purview that is academic misconduct at best, slander and defamation at worst, even 
incendiary and litigious. Though I do not have a PhD, I have at least, attempted to 
properly cite my material and sources and provide links and evidence for my 
assertions, for my claims, so that my credibility can be established through providing 
the source of records and facts for others to check. With the majority of Temple 
writings taking place from 18-40 years of age, we have a hefty corpus that would take
any scholar years to digest – but also noticeably lack any academic regimen as I 
never attended University, I left high-school early, I didn’t know the world of 
academia or understand why Anton Long (founder of the O9A) referenced and cited 
everything he wrote. This may be the first article I have written about the Temple of 
THEM that uses my new-found skills, and even as a rank amateur, I know and 
respect what academic integrity is.

My own involvement with the O9A is also clearly on record and I am not ashamed to 
share it, nor have I been, and went to war with their organisation over significant 
differences. Prior to 2008, O9A did express distaste for child murder or abuse and it 
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was O9A’s Difference from the Catholic Church and its bevy of protected 
paedophiles that was what made O9A different and appealing to me from 1998 up to 
2006 (See, Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol II). Intractable moral conflict on this 
matter of ‘us and them’ deepened as the ToB and WSA emerged and the O9A more 
and more entertained amoral destruction of anyone who was not O9A (mundanes) 
and to more frequently speak of and encourage deeds I did not entertain. I began to 
see a different side to the order, and wrote about the similarities of the O9A to the 
Catholic Church that I had lifelong wanted to see collapse, even going as far as to 
compare Long to encouraging paedophilia (a statement I later retracted). The Temple 
of THEM even encountered an individual who offered to traffic children as a 
financial pursuit to ‘aid us’, as many idiots often confused us (THEM) as having 
values identical to the amoral O9A. Such individuals were always forcefully ejected 
from THEM, even threatened. When it seemed to me O9A’s structure now so closely 
replicated the Church with its black pope (Long) lording with its equivalent Jesus 
(Vindex) over a clergy who were forced to follow scriptures and punished anyone 
who dared disobey (And the O9A’s fury and public disavowment against many 
persons that aided the Order throughout its history is also on record), I turned my 
back on it. I was repulsed at what it either had become or always was, and schismed 
violently from it to form the Temple of THEM. All of this is discussed throughout the
voluminous material of the Temple of THEM for any serious and capable scholar to 
find or dotted about in the O9A’s own archives.

My attitude and response to all these matters is clear, public and has put me at odds 
with my Satanic and Occult peers’ multiple times. It is also available for anyone who 
cares to take the time to look up, rather than accept cherry-pick unrelated facts shared
out of context because it suits their spurious dissertation that caters to left-wing zeal.
So, let us try some facts shall we.

The Temple of THEM was formed in 2006 and now features over 18 years of writing 
over 20,000 pages of text on a dizzying range of occult matters and covering the 
varied chronological journey of my life exploring many different paths and belief 
systems, religious, spiritual and political over the course of decades. A similar project
or autobiography attempted by Anton Long, but which I had begun long before I ever
heard of the O9A in 1998. Eighteen years is long enough for the mind to be changed 
on convictions many times – and among the earliest Temple publications are a Flag 
with No Symbolism indicating how we feel about Ideology (The Temple Manifesto), 
and a direct denouncement of National Socialism (Diary of a Devilworshipper: Part 
II) as a fool’s game that suckers in adherents to work the will of satanic instigators 
whose agenda is to use such forms to their advantage.

Of Hillier’s fascination with ‘Weltanschauung’. As an extremist and adherent to 
Nazism, I read Mein Kampf, and I read many other books on National Socialism too 
including Weber’s book on fascism which described ‘race’ as a political fiction. My 
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issue was not reading enough of anything else in those years. To understand anything;
anyone knows, it is necessary to devote time to study, research and learn about it – to 
try to properly educate oneself on the subject even if in a narrow lens, in ignorance 
because you don’t know better, or because you think the current is interesting, cool or
can in some way make the changes to the world you might see it needing. As ‘Ryan 
Anschauung’ a play on ‘Aryan Weltanschauung’ I did entertain the ideas of National 
Socialism for some time, a few years at least, as a young man where I was exploring 
the Saturnian section of the O9A’s Nasz Dom and its Temple 88, and was heavily 
indoctrinated myself due to my own failings to recognise anything more than blind 
idealism and thinking I was being told the truth. That I was learning the secrets of the
Universe. 

I am a highly creative individual, my experiments in magic and unusual way of 
looking at things have been a key element of the interest in the Temple of THEM by 
those who have been curious or members of its current. Without an established moral 
compass to guide any sense of the impact or legacy of something like ‘Reichno’, a 
colder, callous me saw it as a means to experiment with music as means to transmit 
propaganda to further the cause I believed in, like Oppenheimer tinkering with the 
atomic bomb thinking in his wisdom it was a good idea, a worthy idea, a valid idea. 
The concept was only ever a concept and it never eventuated beyond a draft. Contrary
to Reichno, many years later, under the pseudonym ‘Willet Rayne’ I fused 2pac, 
Notorious B.I.G, the emancipation speech of Martin Luther King, speeches from 
George Bush Sr, the Los Angeles Riots, and ‘This is my rifle’ from Full Metal Jacket 
with the music from 28 Days Later to make a commentary on the tragic gang wars 
and state of warfare and waste among Black America titled ‘I Have A Dream’ 
(Temple of THEM 2019). ‘The Tentacles’ Hillier quotes from ‘Liber Tentaculum’ 
(Hillier 2023, 35:45) are in fact transmorphed from a National Socialist list I found 
that listed 100 points to aid NS, that I simply replaced the Temple’s name with here 
and there modifying and modernising the ideas. Liber Tentaculum was produced 
around 2014. This alone helps indicate the age of the material quoted and as my 
entire occult corpus illustrates, I have moved through many currents, changed many 
times, revolutionised and reformed my beliefs and values repeatedly moving away 
from extremism – and at no juncture have I ever stepped over my unbreakable moral 
compass. I have never raped, killed, murdered anyone, never hurt children, or 
animals, in the course of my Satanic journey. For me, it was not about the base and 
low urges that seem to interest so many, it was a means to change the world, change 
myself and others and make it a better place by stopping them from doing these 
things. 

Given the extraordinary depth, breadth and longevity of the Temple, It would be 
possible to zero in on any few phrases or period of the Temple of THEM, or cherry-
pick to form a window that claimed to represent its total values – or make 
assumptions about what we or I believe to be true, then, or now.  It is perhaps the 
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insult that smarts, that despite having done so much to stop others believing the 
nonsense of ideology (including the ideology of the O9A) see, even (Form 101 in the 
Temple of THEM Facebook group) we are then being labelled by some incendiary 
mouthpiece as equivalent to a tragic sub-form of politics; as if that was the extent of 
our aims or lifelong work; to make Nazis. It can easily be observed that I have used 
dozens of names in the course of my career as an occult writer and artist even 
musician with Ryan Anschauung being just one temporary one and including just 
some as: DevilworshippR, Friend, Friend Lee, Friend Ley, Thoth, Tnepres, Tnepres 
RA, Ryan Anschauung, Willet Rayne, DJ Rayne,  Khk, Hollow, Hollow Krist ,– each 
representative of a shift in my thinking, often accompanied by a change in the symbol
I used to sign things, and representative of a magical transition. Furthermore, I have 
often used these names at will out of sequence. 

My last publication ‘Liber Bathyal’ used the name Ryan Anschauung. Furthermore, 
The Temple of THEM WordPress did not ‘disappear’ as Hillier opines (Hillier 2023, 
36:14), it was deliberately taken down years ago because I felt it had run its 
usefulness, had run its course. It is currently being reassembled, and a good thing to 
because there is clearly a dire need for common-sense to be re-shared in the world 
and the teaching of how to learn and teach others properly; something Hillier could 
benefit from. Moreover, any interviews of Ignis Gehenna will also be returned to the 
Temple WordPress as it is reconstructed; a labour requiring hundreds of archived 
documents to be re-uploaded during 2023 and will take some time. Yet clearly, what 
we write is needed again.

The political stance of THEM on National Socialism is on record and unmistakably 
evident. Just a week prior to Hillier’s video (Hillier's video posted on June 22 2023) I 
had made an open lament on May 26th (that is dated) on our lighthouse Facebook 
group about the downfall of one of the members of Atomwaffen recorded in a police 
interrogation video, and his tragic involvement in extremism that had led to him 
shooting two friends  – and – the importance the Temple placed on being a beacon 
that helped those searching for purpose to their lives to avoid falling into such paths 
and wasting their lives by ending up dead or in prison for nothing more than ideals – 
of any kind (The Temple of THEM, 2023).  Moreover, I have been monitoring the 
rise in National Socialism in Australia and the recent protests because it shows 
political movement gaining power by the in-power “Left” against the “Right” (both 
just convenient fictions as any political scientist knows) and a discourse seen the 
world over that some group or another should be stopped at all and any cost including
civil liberty because it is a threat.

Let’s be clear here, we are not saints, we’re not pretending we are – there are dark, 
dangerous, disturbing elements to life and knowing Thyself, the occult knows that 
just as psychology or criminology knows that. If people are going to be Nazi’s we 
can’t stop them – but we DO try. One conversation I had involved a young man who 
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told me he had sworn his allegiance to the Aryan Brotherhood. I pointed out that he 
had basically decided that even if you’re a child rapist, killer, wife beater, just 
because you’re white you get a free pass. After some thought, he changed his mind. I 
don’t know what became of him – but I do know that I have changed the minds of a 
lot of people in a lot of ways – and almost always for the better, peaceful, thoughtful 
outcome where I urged them to think deeply, or broke their argument with logic, 
reason or example to help them see beyond forms, ideology and to prevent being 
trapped by the same things over and over. In the simplest terms: Because I’ve been a 
fucking idiot, and I’m no longer a fucking idiot, I can help others not to be fucking 
idiots. In more accurate terms, people make mistakes but they do so because they 
lack enough facts.

The citations used by Hillier to discuss the Thrasz, or Liber Tentaculum use a very 
small part of the Temple of THEM’s history, tied to a specific phase and in relation to
eighteen prolific years of occult work. I have written many times about my brief 
involvement with National Socialism and my belief that it could be a vehicle for 
change. And my realisation that it could not. I’ve written of my overcoming of the 
prejudice of race, and subsequent realisation and maturation that character not colour 
are what matter. Not so long ago I was helping the Indigenous Party of Australia to 
found a party branch here in Victoria as a volunteer; liasing with the AEC and VEC 
on their behalf. One of my first directives upon gaining access to the critically 
sensitive membership list was to emphasise to my associates an instant improvement 
to their lax security, inc. password changes, and so on. A National Socialist on the 
other hand would have dangerously exploited that access and violated that Party’s 
trust. Countless times I have discouraged white supremacists from their ideals and 
continue to do so – not because white supremacy is any more dangerous than any 
other supremacy – but because it Is Supremacy of any kind. Those of us who have 
lived longer lives than many of these impressionable young men (or women, those 
less frequently), know that such ideologies are likely to seize us, shape us, control us 
as forms and groups do, one by one, until we discard them through some awakening 
or realisation or other – or they become who we are and we are a walking set of 
values incapable of thinking any other way than our programming. Besides sabotage 
careers, all Hillier has done is show how poorly academic mindset is at representing 
the truth in the occult world which few bother to try and understand or only accept 
others word about what it is or does. Admittedly, occultism is always more 
complicated than academic writing itself allows the author to present. Yet Hillier’s 
video is not academic writing – he could have said anything, but he had an obligation 
legal and ethical to present facts, evidence and truth.

Yes, the Thrasz IS a modified Swastika but not the wet-dream Hillier thinks it is 
(Hillier 2023, 32:24). Quite clearly and at every opportunity THEM talks about being
aware, alert and wary of ideological forces that can congeal in history and society that
form similar zealous insanity as the Nazi Party represented. The Thrasz and its 
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meaning is clearly outlined in multiple documents by THEM (The Temple of THEM 
2023b) The EYE in the middle of our symbol is a direct reminder that ALL Ideology 
serves to demonise an ‘Other’ and create a fictitious enemy to fear or hate to ride 
political fandom and rise in the hierarchy of power, esteem and prestige. Moreover, 
the Thrasz is a shorthand symbol for the Temple’s far more complex ‘folded’ 
Aeurekanequeo: an ontological, epistemological and cosmological diagram of reality 
(Liber Bathyal n.d. see appendix for description). 

The Thrasz represents an understanding of Cycles with events and steps just like this 
video that accumulate and stack up on one another leading toward a political 
outcome, where fear-mongering and uncontested claims launch an attack that is 
unwarranted precisely because the attacker thinks time is on their side and they are on
the ‘right’ side of history: which leads to a witch-hunt such as Christians and other 
conservatives are infamous for. Hillier’s video is one such step in propaganda that 
leads to the creation and societal construction of the ‘Other’ and it is the same energy 
and construct of creating an enemy that leads to murder, massacre and genocide in 
other countries discussed in the discipline of international relations – if you enjoy 
evidence, if you trust evidence, look for yourself, it is all there in historical record 
exactly how and for how long the Temple has detested and rallied against adopting 
ideology of any kind, resists political and religious norms, indoctrination and is 
smarter and more aware of currents, forms and forces than those who buy into this 
poorly-researched ‘academia’ are. The fact I have spent two decades trying to 
convince wide-eyed young men and women AWAY from All this ideological 
nonsense, makes Hillier’s claims ludicrous.. 

More than that though, he insults the very occult group doing the most to stop people 
from buying into Terrorism, Extremism and Politico-Religious Ideology that may 
have ever existed. The Temple therefore shows people a greater, wider, broader 
pattern to their choices, the options, their beliefs: and holds all of the documents it 
has written throughout its life in various archives that help show the huge changes 
made in life over time, of the fuller journey made over the course of twenty years at 
least. It does not hide them and pretend that one form is more evil or more righteous 
than another – in the No Hand Path, all forms are possible and used but in the end all 
forms are expected to be rejected and permanently questioned. The very motto of the 
Temple is REMEMBER, and it refers to not being blind to the litany of forces 
attempting to trap a person in their own view. Our code exhorts individuals to 
embrace, exhaust, and evolve themselves. I make no apology for learning about 
National Socialism, for entertaining their ideas as a young man and becoming a 
fanatical extremist myself; I knew no different. Just as I don’t apologise for going to 
Sunday School as a child and inadvertently supporting paedophilia by legitimising 
the church, or for worshipping the devil in my teens because I thought the Devil was 
real.
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Hillier is right about one thing (Hillier 2023 18:50) “these scenes are perfectly happy 
to take anyone they think they can get”, such groups, including the left, prey upon 
those weaknesses of mind and understanding, to recruit anyone they can get; all 
forms do. That is what all marketing is, branding, lobbying, group formations of any 
kind, from individual sewing circles to international organisations such as the UN, 
EU, NATO – using mottoes, slogans, symbolism, codes, manifestos, values, 
propaganda to Construct a form that seems so real its reality cannot be questioned. If 
THEM is in any way dangerous, its no more dangerous than art, philosophy or 
cynicism in that it demands you Question everything and Think deeply, properly, 
broadly and avoid making mistakes about what life is for, who you serve and why; 
when you should be autonomous and highly alert that the world is trying to suck you 
Into groups and forms of all kinds for their own agenda and purposes.

The Temple of THEM is unequivocally clear on these matters, repeatedly over the 
course of decades; it is also unequivocally clear that each of those that ascribe to the 
Temple are In Supra Solidarity: they are their own person and make their own 
decisions. Just a read of the ASOV (Australian Satanic Organisation of Victoria) Flag 
post or our Oto Anorha e-zine illustrates the extraordinary effort and the very 
challenging approach of The Temple of THEM to eschew, that is reject religious 
symbolism, lasting forms, any obedience to a doctrine (Temple of THEM 2014). We 
have claimed that even our flag should never be held as sacred but burned regularly 
to show there is no slavery to our current; we have rejected the idea of a formal 
compound or building to gather in because we do not want to make the same mistake 
of creating a new religion; a mindset we have spent twenty years trying to break 
down to help people avoid believing the assertions made by others Without doing 
investigation of their own.

THEM demands that you go your own way and do your own thing and that includes 
learning by making mistakes or decisions that are no-one’s business but your own – 
unless it comes to our attention that you are incapable of empathy toward others in 
that journey in which case you will be forcefully ejected. We, have values, morals, 
strong ones and we jeopardised our standing within the O9A to assert them resulting 
in a protracted aggressive conflict between our groups.

In addition, any sincere and capable student of occult disciplines that Does have a 
deserved PhD in Theology or authority to speak on O9A or THEM, who takes the 
time to contrast the Temple of THEM and the O9A will observe the cut-off of 
acknowledgement of the O9A’s value and inclusion of its material in our writing is 
centred on and before 2008, almost entirely concerned with its early works, from the 
seven spheres of Nasz Dom (1998) to works produced up to 2008 before the O9A 
entertained a new direction, and rarely any further. Those Temple works that do 
discuss later O9A are often some smatterings taking place in the protracted character 
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assassination performed by the O9A against myself and the Temple of THEM. The 
ideas and direction of the O9A after 2008 long ceased to interest me in any fashion.
But I and THEM also acknowledge the contributions O9A has made to satanism, 
humanism, occultism and acknowledge the many aspects of its rich and diverse 
occult current that have nothing to do with murder, terrorism or sexual abuse which 
are of fascinating interest and value to the occultist, present unique and powerful 
ideas (many of which inspired, encouraged and shaped how I think) and it is a shame 
these elements are not fairly examined or studied with any depth – instead of the 
sensationalist-seeking nonsense looking for a few murders by unstable psychopaths 
who attach themselves to a current. Especially ironic in a world shaped by holy wars 
where millions of priests are paedophiles.

Ideas of great depth explored over Long’s lifetime by the O9A have been pushed to 
the side because it is far easier to understand and interest others in murder than it is to
understand or expound satanism as a form of Greek Physis or explain Aeonics and 
cycles in history influenced by Toynbee and Spengler.

What the Temple of THEM took away from the O9A is verily its fascination with the 
transience of forms, the dangers of discourse, the power of words, the hypocrisy of 
authority, and the violence of ideology that dominates society. More-so, the series of 
phases or steps that lead to outcomes through step-by-step changes in societal fabric, 
be it social engineering, academic promulgation to policy-makers, political lobbying 
or movements that gain power or modify/introduce legislation, or series of events no-
one sees as forming eternal patterns  AND WARNING SIGNS that tend society and 
its people toward dangerous outcomes, peaceful or violent because of its love for 
creating an enemy and a new rise of an equivalent Nazi Germany holocaust paradigm
headed by fevered nut-jobs who gained too much power and who think they’re on the
right side of history doing the right thing and entitled to do so.

The problem here is that NS is somehow presented as a special demon, as Worse 
than those demonising it. Wherein it is Those who demonise others that create the 
tides of political power that leads to dire consequences including war; the war in 
Rwanda between the Hutu and Tutsi for example that lead to millions slaughtered in 
bloody massacre was sparked by hate-speech and the French reinforcing the idea that 
there was a difference between the two groups, with the government favouring one 
over another and feeding demonisation which eventually resulted in breath-taking 
atrocity (Callamard 2017). So too, by declaring an enemy did the Nazi party rally 
against the Jewish population and make them out to be aliens and inferior beasts that 
gradually empowered the political war-machine to subdue and coax the population to 
agree and sanctioned Nazi Germany to eradicate them in the holocaust. 

Unequivocally: It is IDEOLOGY of All Kinds that creates this fictitious enemy 
against which nations, groups and individuals go to war – not One kind vs another, 
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but ALL. We see this pattern eternally, at all levels of society, and with 85% of the 
planet religiously motivated and practising (CIA Factbook 2020) it does not take 
much to create an ‘other’ or to create the dangerous conditions that ignite Difference 
and blind hate that leads to people being destroyed or damaged by others who believe
the rhetoric. Rhetoric is extremely dangerous: study Counter-Terrorism or 
International Relations (as I do) and you will see how dangerous incitation is, how 
slow and gradual it is, and how quickly it gets out of control. Indoctrination by ANY 
political ideology must be questioned at every step. 

Here, at least, I recognise what Hillier is Trying to do, he believes he is right to 
demonise the National Socialists forms and call out their use within Black Metal. But 
what is he doing – but the same thing? The only difference is popular legitimacy: 
people will side with him because it is widely accepted that National Socialists are an
‘Other’ – not people making a mistake or being fooled or controlled by ideology to 
belong, not misguided boys or men swept up in the hypnotic power of symbolism, 
not explorers whom discourse had lead astray, not curious souls who engage with it to
learn, or the lonely and lone wolf who see the opportunity to enjoy a family of peers, 
or ideologues who think they know what is best and champion what they think is 
right based on their Weltanschauung and how they view reality. No, the implication is
that Nazi’s and Neo-Nazi’s are not people, they are Other, you can do anything and 
everything to them, they have no rights because they are beasts, not stupid people 
doing stupid things that might some day wake up to it or realise they’ve been duped 
through a narrow lens that Allows such forms as National Socialism, Socialism, 
Liberalism, Neo-Liberalism, Fascism, Feminism (Though I personally champion 
feminism) and other Isms to prosper. And as an ‘Other’ they are somehow outside of 
human decency, subject to all forms of terror that the state or its zealous adherents 
can muster. I recently wrote a paper on terrorists and their post-structural relation to 
the ‘Other’, wherein through a fostering of heightened fear and the fiction of security 
we have had the world (the globe, the planet) plunged into a ‘war on terror’ that 
restricts civil liberties for 200+ Countries simply because America said so.

The Temple of THEM rejects the discourse and the superficial games played to create
‘Others’ and then slaughter them because they are an ‘Other’. WE ARE ALL 
HUMAN BEINGS. We do adopt stupid things, we do go through Goth, Wiccan, 
Christian, Liberal, Activist, Terrorist, Militant and other phases because that is how 
we LEARN. We don’t start life knowing how it goes or what its for or what we 
should do with it – we RELY on the forms and forces available to us, AND their 
arguments to adopt them, to make decisions as to what is true, who is an authority, 
what we should believe, why and for how long. Only TIME and experience can break
those patterns and allow us to see if we have been foolish, misguided, dangerously 
deceived or blinded by FORMS and our own gullibility, weakness, hope, optimism, 
conviction, values or beliefs. So why is it necessary to pen this detailed response to 
an idiot who makes silly assumptions? Because Nazism and other atrocity starts 
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small, with small voices saying small things that snowball and gather speed because 
no-one saw the danger in such behaviours. Or failed to connect them to a greater 
continuum where what starts out as something small can escalate rapidly, even cost a 
man his musical gig because a few poisoned words were whispered into someone’s 
ear terrified of being on the wrong side of history and having the crazed wrath of 
Antifa at their door. 

Again why does it matter to speak out against Hillier’s nonsense?
The United Nations policy for instance, in many cases, involves restorative justice 
which involves rebuilding countries that have experienced civil war or genocide by 
bringing peace through military intervention, and THEN peace-building, which often 
involves reintegrating those who have committed atrocities of all kinds; rape, murder,
mutilation, torture BACK into society without punitive repercussions, JUST to keep 
the peace and retain sovereignty of a country as the status quo.  Entire cities of people
across the planet have engaged in these atrocities and are then reintegrated with their 
neighbours who cannot fathom for the life of them why they are forced to work 
beside their family’s killer. The world is FULL of horrific people doing horrific 
things daily, including governments slaughtering their own people – with over 90% 
of wars in this century being intrastate (Jackson 2007). Just take time to look at Al 
Jazeera world news, and you will see genocide and conflict, wars and destruction, 
death and hate, mass rape and killings taking place at volume globally, every day.
Power begins at a micro-level, countries don’t just jump into genocide, it takes a 
series of steps, propaganda that builds a case against an ‘Other’ that then becomes 
open-season, is stripped of humanity and made powerless, who are then destroyed by 
a zealous populace or government through coming to believe the fabricated lie and 
give it legitimacy through law. 

Hillier’s accusations are not benign and he is not just sitting around making notes, he 
is creating an ‘Other’ and already creating that ‘Other’ has had consequences through 
his irresponsibility. What Is it precisely that Black Metal and National Socialists in 
Australia have done that warrants a witch-hunt? Even Hillier doesn’t know. He says 
so, clearly, in his own fevered diatribe. Why are they so special? Because Hillier 
wants to flame tensions, and Hillier wants others to believe he knows far more than 
he does so he can bask in his own self-delusion as an occult scholar of either the 
Temple of THEM or the O9A (Of which I am both). The arguments made here should
obliterate any credibility of Hillier and his assertions of THEM. We don’t exonerate 
the hatred that Is promulgated by National Socialism, clearly we recognise Nazism as
a significant time in history that we should all be aware of so as Never to repeat it – 
but to point out, pointedly that there is no logical case for this subgroup being 
somehow more evil, more destructive, more dangerous than hundreds of other groups
and forms. Black Metal and even Satanism are Nothing close to the carnage 
occurring daily around you and me, especially by those in charge of us and the 
authorities creating Others to police their sovereign states. The USA alone has 
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invaded over 100 countries since World War 2.  The Christian Cross has billions of 
bloody deaths and murders under its banner, but they are the ruling power, they have 
legitimacy so they can demonise an ‘Other’, who, just happens to be, Satanism. 
Satanism is an easy target after all. Yes, most certainly there are a fair share of 
psychopaths attached to Satanism, and a very few who kill – but where is the real 
threat? What, is the real threat? Where is the logic? How can you think that NS and 
Black Metal is a more dangerous threat despite the stark empirical evidence that 
Black Metal has no history of anything close to these other groups, movements; there 
are outliers that do kill or have killed within any scene – but you will find more 
people shot dead on an everyday school shooting in the USA than the whole 
history of Black Metal is responsible for. THINK! Do your research, go look, 
cross-reference, challenge your own assumptions, think deeply and think for yourself,
don’t fall prey to forms, don’t fall prey to propaganda and political rhetoric 
– THESE are the messages of the Temple of THEM; they Always have been and they
Always will be.

Some of my colleagues expect Dr. Hillier to step down and rescind his PhD, I think 
that is too harsh a measure. Hillier has defamed my group, shared misinformation and
caused damage to reputations and real-world lives: but he made a mistake, an error of
judgement, and I believe he should be given the chance to amend it – not be stripped 
of his academic achievements for a single misstep. Consequently, The Temple of 
THEM demands Dr. Ben Hillier retract his statements and video, issues a formal and 
public apology to the Temple of THEM, a formal public apology to Ignis Gehenna, 
and that the UTAS carefully scrutinise Dr. Hillier’s conduct and the lax rigour and 
dangerous free-wheeling of his academic acumen.

Yours,
[Name Supplied], founder of the Temple of THEM.
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Addendum:
Takedown Request:
I am the founder of the Temple of THEM which is Not a National Socialist 
organisation and is on record for over twenty years trying to extricate people from 
extremism and ideology. The commentary and actions of this irresponsible so-called 
academic has shown blatant disregard for the safety of those mentioned and made 
volatile and untrue statements. A response to this defamatory video is being prepared 
by the Temple to be released publicly and to the University of Tasmania. Please 
remove it.

Appendix:
Liber Bathyal: “Liber Bathyal is the long awaited new work by Ryan Anschauung 
(author of the acclaimed “Threshold: Black Magic and Shattered Geometry”) and the 
Temple of THEM. This new volume in the Nox Sine Occasu series, metaphorically 
named after the bio-geographic region of the ocean bottom, is an advanced selection 
of treatises dealing intimately with ways, means and benefits of understanding and 
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applying form that demand more from the reader than it has ever asked of them 
before.

Liber Bathyal includes for the first time the complete ontology of the Temple of 
THEM – and a full explanation of the symbolism of the Thrasz (including the 
complex Aeurekanequeo that is the esoteric heart of THEM designed to replace the 
Tree of Wyrd) and an in-depth analysis of Form and how it typifies the key principles
of our understanding. It advances an analogous suggestion for grasping the field of 
Social Neuro-Science, an emerging discipline of crucial import to THEM and an 
evolution of Radia Sol and Radia Star. In the words of Ryan Anschauung, “through 
delving into the principles of dissolving contradiction and simultaneity, Liber Bathyal
develops and describes a methodology to evolve human perspective and reorient the 
traditional function of the brain. It discusses our views and strategies toward 
Abrahamism, Self-Delusion, THEM themselves, and raises critical questions 
regarding equality between men and women and highlights the problem with the 
concept of socially striven-for equality vs. the reality of psychological relativity and 
equilibrium – and much more.”
Liber Bathyal dares to go beyond the Occult conventions of rituals and mannerisms 
to investigate the true meaning of adept-hood in the 21st Century. Borrowing from 
Psychology, Neuroscience, Social engineering and dozens of different disciplines, it 
presents a staunch Individualosophy that holds in its hands a compression of all 
possibilities.” – Liber Bathyal (fallofman.eu)

MVIMAEDIVM BOOK V [See Chapter 11]

ON SOLIDARITY

“We are drawn to Satan as others are to Christ, Vishnu, or Buddha. He is Our God 
and Our Father. We exalt the Name of Satan. We turn to Him, as Our God and Master.
Why should we separate ourselves into branches or denominations? Why should we 
declare one path true and reject the way chosen by others as false? Do we know the 
mind of the Dark Lord? Are we able to transcend death and arise as demons of flesh? 
Throughout history, there have always been Dark Souls drawn to the Inverse Deity. 
There has never been more than a few in each nation. Only larger cities have had the 
population to give birth to groups of Satanists. The creation of the Internet made it 
possible for the first time that millions of people could communicate quickly. 
Because of this incredible change to human communication, there is for the first time 
in history a worldwide community of Satanists. Satanists have called for Unity and 
for the creation of a Satanic Community. The Satanic Community already exists. It 
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exists in message boards and websites across the `Net. The difficulty this community 
faces is that it is divided within itself. There is no central authority. There is no 
unifying dogma. There is no doctrine that Satanists agree upon. There is no 
reconciliation of theological conflicts. The Satanic Community exists in highly 
fragmented and chaotic form. If you have read my books, you may know that much 
of what I say contains lies and half-truths. What you may not know is that the `lies’ 
are deliberate. It has been my work to deceive, to divide, to defy expectation, and to 
throw off balance. I have often said things that seem contradictory, but my approach 
has always been that “who” the statement is directed towards is more important that 
the content of the message. Such is the particular deception of this Dark Soul. I rarely
speak the truth, and when I do it is in such a way that the truth is hidden. I have done 
my master’s bidding well. Now, the name of Tsirk Susej shall be exalted further. 
Many shall come to the knowledge of the Dark Lord through this servant. Those who 
receive me, receive my Father who is in Hell. They shall discover the Unity in Chaos 
and enter the Abyss of Consciousness. This is a Call-To-Arms, This is a call for 
Unity. Arise! Guardians of the Black Flame! Step forward, all those who live in the 
Devil’s Fane! The Goat of Mendes is calling. The Dark Lord is beckoning! The 
servants of the Dark Lord are called to unite in a Brotherhood of Darkness, and to 
bring forth evil and terror upon the earth. Unite Servants of Hell, that the Dark Lord 
may execute His judgement!”

Magus Tsirk Susej
Senior Ambassador
Embassy of Lucifer
Our ultimate goal is the evolution of man into a being equal to a god.
——————————————————————————————————-
+O+
I agree that Solidarity is a key component missing from Satanism, Tsirk suseJ, 
perhaps by Magian or Nazarene design, or by our own certainty of exploration, 
Satanists are splintered into many ‘secular’ organisations and there is fierce rivalry 
among them that discourages a collective. However the distinctions that are made by 
adherents that separate those adherents from one another via unique understanding of 
Satan and then interpretation of the world as follows, – is in my mind, what makes 
Satanism, Satanism. I am vastly sceptical of anyone trying to assemble such splinters 
– for these splinters are the Sinister Dialectic of Satan, whereby Satanism has been 
shaped into various vessels by various orgs. adding, subtracting, refining, and testing 
various modes, the COS, TOS, OSV, ONA etc have all taken the existing status quo 
of Satanism at a point in time and taken it in a new direction. This whole process of 
re-shaping the status quo is quintessentially the archetypal action one would expect 
the Rebel to have been representative of – thus Change, Entropy [the mature 
understanding that things die] and Chaos i.e. that the world should not be perfect, is 
Satanic. 
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If we are to take on Satan as a reference guide in our lives then it is the things he 
stood for, the actions he was famous for, the will to power, of the way he lived that 
should be copied and emulated, in my opinion. But my opinion is only that. If you 
want to try and solidify as one combined Satanic Kingdom, it is not enough to appeal 
to a romantic sentiment of Unity, because humans are subjective creatures, you must 
first convince them that there is one truth, and disintegrate the notion of a difference 
of opinion as to whether “Satan” is a jigsaw puzzle put together via ones own 
individually determined conception, or whether he requires instructions to understand
Him. Now comes the kicker… If you are to raise yourself above others in order to 
determine what is the truth for them, especially in Satanism, you become an energetic
emulation of the Judaeo-Christian God construct, who’s character put himself before 
and above all others as an authority on the subject of how to live. Satanists, by and 
large, tend to be people who are sick of having others tell them how to live – and thus
they begin to copy the example of the original Rebel Satan, and define their own 
parameters, and often, these parameters fall well outside the social constructs of the 
Matrix. Ideas in the Matrix are confined to specific boxes such as morality, ethics, 
logic – whereas a student of the occult is also versed in the irrational, the obtuse, the 
fantastic, and the esoteric. Thus, the splinters run deep under the skin.

Sinister Dialectic, via this massive paranormal and mundane exploration of Satanism 
by the actions and words of many diverse minds and arguments has yielded more 
than the sum of ‘Satanism’. Many opponents to the Church living the archetype of the
Devil, [albeit today we would say ‘unconsciously’], by rebelling against the Church 
throughout history have no less claim to be Satanic than does the hard-core advocate 
steeped in books of madness up to ass. What determines whether a person is Satanic, 
however, goes right back to your own perception and interpretation of who and what, 
Satan was. And this is to me, the type of action resonant of the Prince of Darkness, 
and the type of action to fight against the status quo or those trying to impose a status 
quo that makes the precise point of Satan’s “argument” – viz. Who does God think he
is to try and tell me and us what to do and how to live? Who is he to tell me what is 
what, and what gives him the authority to have made “me” or tell me what he has 
made? What gives him the right over me? Which brings me to another point that you 
suggest there is a correlation between the length of time that one can travel the LHP 
and the years behind ones ears to claim themselves an authority. God was alpha and 
omega, before and after time, he’d been around forever, (which is a fair bit longer 
than 25 years) and Satan, probably upon his birthday, still told God where to go. 

Anton Long/David Myatt’s similar claim to represent Satanism is laudable – however
one can see the vast changes his force has made upon it and choose to recognise those
changes as beneficial or detrimental, but again, that too is open to interpretation. 
Because that is the surface of things as they move about on the world; with people 
assuming the mantle of king for a causal moment in order to make changes to the 
status quo, [i.e. it is necessary for the ego to be sufficiently confident before 
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deploying its will to power] before being hurried along by the Sinister Dialectic. 
Because ONA too, although claiming representation of Traditional Satanism, and 
IMHO making more sense than most things I have encountered thus far, still have 
their detractors. It’s the way of things for Satanists. It has been said, that Satan has no
servants. It’s been said by me (with a mere sixteen years involvement in including 
Satan as a guide to life).

Now, your personal interpretation of Satanism, “Whatever argument we may make to 
defend Satanic Philosophy, the Satanist is a Satanist because he is drawn to the 
Inverse Deity which defies God and rejects conventional society. This attraction to 
Darkness is solely the distinction of being a Satanist.” I do not find myself in 
agreement with because I hold particular views about Symbolism, Dialectic, Will to 
Power and the Ego – that give me cause for great scepticism regarding absolutes, 
oversimplifications, by others, and primarily, the idea of being associated with 
Darkness might have thrilled me once, but it annoys me now. I think ONA’s silence is
more convincing. And this, “And so, here we are…followers of the Dark Lord. Does 
it matter if he is real, or simply a product of our collective subconscious?”

Yes of course it matters. Logic and reasoning are two of the main attributes of the 
archetype of Satan that lead to his questioning of his role in God’s Plan. His is the 
Faustian ethos of exploration, the search for an authentic existence is what drives 
Science, is what moved the world out of the Dark Ages, and allowed the Earth to be 
correctly viewed as slightly oval rather than flat, the planets to revolve around the 
Sun rather than the other way around, the autonomy of choice [such as it is] etc. Each
of us wants to know Satan intimately and set out accordingly to do so. Although as I 
see it based on my interpretation of what Satanism is, and I’m sure there will be many
disagreements and agreements alike, some get wound back into the religious net that 
permeates its practice and begin Devil Worship, Anti-Christianity, get obsessed with 
Death and Heavy Metal as Satanic, [and perhaps they are iconic of Satan] – but 
others use logic, reasoning, deductive skill and thought to rule their world as opposed
to the crazy-ass dogma of the Modern day Church and look at Consciousness, 
Progress, Philosophy, Science, Human Behaviour, Heuristics etc to keep back the 
bullshit [i.e. separate] that has come from the Church’s mind regarding Satan, and 
seek out what others have to say on the subject. 

Realistically – this type of searching and learning from others can only take one so 
far – one must work it out for themselves what is really what, and the powers of 
magic, religion, faith etc are opposed to figuring out an, and I use the term lightly, 
‘Objective’ understanding that satisfies the individual first, and sometimes, the wider 
community second. In all the time I’ve been reading and watching and listening to 
people talk about Satan, about the only thing that seems to be agreed upon when all 
the ideas are compared together, is that each Satanist has an individual understanding 
for a very good reason – they each see Satan in a different way. If we didn’t – and 
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what you’re proposing seems to be analogous to making Satanism a mainstream 
religion like Christianity, with one god, one path, and one voice – then what is the 
point, of Satanism? Of using Satan the rebellious archetype at all in our human 
adventures through life? If we copy the way of the Christian and go for one god, then 
all we would be doing is copying that example – and although we might say, become 
all powerful and be just like them in strength and number, the point is, WE WOULD 
BE LIKE THEM. We would have accepted the underlying fundamental attitude to 
Life that is Christian, that is afraid of death, of change, of entropy, of the body, of 
independent thought and understanding.

Finally – if you’re really trying to speak to Satanists and not non-Satanists, you 
should, by virtue of the archetypal similarity of Satanism in all groups, know all this. 
You should be aware, that others with any mantic skill will see right through what is 
written from seemingly selfless martyrs, or servant of Satan speaking for all. If not, 
know this – a Magian current stinks to high heaven and its smell is immediately 
recognised. If you have spent 25 years on the path only to culminate in this, then I 
think you have spent them unwisely, friend.

DVIM DVISIA  

“The essays of THEM are different from those of Ryan’s Mvimaedivm. Albeit a lofty
task, Mvimaedivm was a journal of changes, experiences, viewpoints that the 
magician in question could look back on to see connections/connexions from the 
future, i.e., examine the path through retrospect, and although it would have been 
impossible to record every insight, major triggers in Mvimaedivm provoke memories 
of certain times of life that were resonant with particular energies. THEM texts are 
not connected to Mvimaedivm, and it was decided that Mvimaedivm could not hold 
up the foundations we were trying to erect because of its highly subjective nature. 
Emphasis on it was decreased, and texts that extracted the insights born of retrospect 
turned into texts by THEM – including those on remote solidarity, sinister solidarity, 
the acausal matrix, the demon Orgasmatron, cold fusion, compulsion [most of which 
are in the group archives] and those about to be released.

As you say, there is a lot of interesting material in writing in general, in particular, the
nature of writing to crystallise mental ‘walls’ or ‘ideas’ that are then lived, tested, 
challenged. Some people take on the ideas of others – for those ideas are, at their 
essence, the captured form of the current limit of another person’s understanding. 
Although this limit, is often packaged as authoritarian on the subject, and at the time, 
it may well be considered as much, the aim of such writings by the author is a 
separate channel of cause and effect, as to what Actually happens when writing is set 
free. I.e., whereupon you take on the idea of Masters and look for the rules laid down 
by the ONA to apply to your life and what you see – you may, pending perceptive 
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skill, see just that, or enough of that second-hand subjective apprehension of the 
personage ‘Anton Long’ to appreciate his viewpoint as valid or invalid. That is, you 
may come to believe that what Anton perceives has objective truth and be given 
insight. On the contrary however – you may also be able to see what Anton meant, 
but not be satisfied with his explanation. It may be that Anton has missed something 
in his interpretation [at least, from your point of view] and then it is your 
responsibility to say okay, I see the Masters thing and recognise that there are levels 
of wisdom, but what is behind these levels of wisdom, can it be broken further down, 
after all I can see A, B and C, and that doesn’t fit with the teachings of the ONA, but I
can see it, I discovered it through my insights…

And this, is precisely the point of dialectic, of meeting a form, accepting a form, 
living a form, testing a form – and taking that form further, making changes as one 
sees fit… because the hardest thing to accept for a magician, is one’s isolated, but 
superior subjective existence. Taking on the ideas of others can help guide one into a 
re-creation of another individuals Weltanschauung or world-view, or even ideology or
train of thought – but it does not mean that it is the final say in the capacity of that 
mode, and fighting this obvious insight in order to stick to another’s interpretation of 
things is what causes Occult madness. All things are transient forms and illusions that
are believed in for a period of time – i.e., it is a necessary part of magic to be coerced 
into taking on a mode as real – until that mode is no longer able to prove its worth 
under one’s growing powers of scrutiny. And this scrutiny may be collective as per a 
group, or a civilisation, or an individual. Subsequently, some will develop genuine 
powers of reasoning, common-sense, and self-reliance by understanding the nature of
Ideology, of “Satanism” of all forms and treat them with a grain of salt but 
nonetheless a certain reverence when seen in the light of the bigger picture for their 
function – and some, will stubbornly stick to the teachings of a form like glue, 
refusing to believe the key to understanding it isn’t in there somewhere if only they 
dig deep enough or magically mutilate themselves enough to find it.

It’s been said before – you cannot fit a square peg in a round hole. Forms can guide 
and that is all – they are not objective, nothing is. If you think about the ONA 
teachings holistically – as the means to ‘Mastery’ – why would the ONA wish 
everyone to adhere slavishly to the same mode of understanding, to see the world 
exactly as Anton Long sees it? They would not…”

MUTUAL DIVISION: A TALE OF TWO CITIES

+O+ The question asked earlier on how we can begin to discuss things if we cannot 
break them down into greatly simplified parts such as Us vs THEM for convenience 
is a good one. It’s one I’ve been asking myself for a long time in fact.
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My own answer is to split perception into more than one avenue – hence my interest 
in the multiplicity of being able to give many answers that may seem to contradict 
one another but can be delivered equally validly because that sort of thinking seems 
to escape the traditional intention to seek either/or and have both and more.

We should do both. I have believed from a very young age that people are controlled 
by forms – thus a logical understanding of them would free them of this control – 
highlighting my own naive belief that it was a misunderstanding that kept them in 
thrall to what I viewed as harmful traditions of human behaviour. It’s not of course a 
matter of logic – and I was greatly humbled to assail what I had envisioned would be 
a strong but singular castle, sprinting from room to room slashing at Christians, only 
to eventually make my way to the cellar to find a vast subterranean labyrinth bizarre, 
complex and staggeringly huge beyond belief.

I realised to reduce all of these intricate burrows and warrens that pulse with millions 
of lives, ideas, concepts, forces, forms each with their own tendrils, offshoots, flowers
and seed, forests and lakes, deep caves and black abysses I could not analyse each 
one. I believe life is brief, see that most humans do not live very long and at most 70-
80 years and immediately realised the problem of being able to know Everything 
about Everything – which I believed was possible as a boy – was rudely awakened, 
not much later on. I found what they had in common – reducing this chasm of infinity
into context that sharply demarcated the infinite repeating intricacies from core 
constructive attributes. One example being rather than look at the meaning of each 
Symbol – I tried to go behind the curtain to know what caused Symbolism.

Why do I attack forms, words, concepts when they are the best we can hope for? I 
suppose it is due to my original view that forms control people who do not 
understand them;- over time I saw how words enshrined concepts and took over from
what they were supposed to designate to represent these new artificial arch-forces 
such as Time, or Space, or Democracy or Freedom or Satan;- and to this day believe, 
that whilst we cannot do without our words and easy demarcations of things without 
which communications are next to impossible and futile – there should always be an 
awareness of the artificiality of words in order that they do not regain control over a 
person since they are as I have proven to myself many times in various experiments 
able to act as magical spells that cause changes often without anyone being the wiser. 
It is of course evident too, looking back through history to see the staggering 
implications of writing and the printing press.

So – it is I think better if we have a tiered understanding of communications [though 
admittedly I do persecute them within an inch of their nth.] so that words can be used 
Both ways. Marx said you needed to own the means of production;- and if you are 
not wary of the magic spells of words you are thrall to them;- I know this from many 
personal experiences being indoctrinated by this or that concept, helping to 
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indoctrinate others, or indoctrinating myself deliberately or accidentally. Words are a 
means of production: if we treat them as impostors it is harder to be taken in my their 
charms – that said, this is only one crucial part of becoming self-aware and somewhat
more freed from traditional programming. It seems to be a hard step for many people 
to take, I know it was for me and is still something I work at to understand how to 
cast different spells or marvel at the trickery and subtlety with which I later find 
myself having been seduced by a form or assortment of letters… 

The next part is of course to proceed as the others do and use words without digging 
into their ultimate meaning but to ride them as consensual glyphs of a universal 
language. It has not always been popular but I have often striven to break even the 
spells ONA cast on people – since I believe the only way to make Adepts is to show 
them how these spells are cast. This has of course interfered in AL’s intentions to 
mould people a certain way whilst me and others like me have tried to break the 
moulds and then show people how to make them themselves. This is perhaps the 
fundamental difference between ONA and THEM is that ONA cloak or do not reveal 
what they do whilst we observe what they and others do and then repeat and reveal 
the trick.

So to summarise: once you get to the point where you ask – but how the hell else can 
we communicate: then I believe it is safe to communicate without analysis of the 
wheels of the vehicle – because then you know it is an inexact science, whereas those
who don’t fall into many traps.

Of course it is impossible for me to decide whether helping people by sharing 
insights is a good thing or a bad thing or just a thing. On one hand the case can be 
made that breaking things down ruins the Sinister and saves the weak – on the other 
the case stands strong that the very revelation of the Sinister by the ONA was itself a 
saving factor that introduced a strain of life to the world many would have languished
in ignorance without – and I include myself in those numbers. The very act of ONA 
surfacing did begin to break down what was apparently an empathic learning with no 
masters or guides by adding them, even lightly – heavier later on with more and more
insights, guidance, lore and so on until some 5000 pages of revelations were saving 
many from such ignorance and gave them a new way to pour their essence into 
making changes. 

Leaving that alone: I think in the end such devastating critique of the foundations of 
form, word and concept are best used against any kind of enemy to rabidly 
deconstruct and reshape their stance on the stage – as artillery to weaken critical 
infrastructure rather than as a means of self-understanding or heuristics because there 
is No end to analysis since it is like caving. Anything, let’s say, The Devil, invariably 
leaves its own local formations and opens up new subterranean chambers that stretch 
far off into the rock and down down down into all manner of tunnels and forgotten 
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cities, channels, ice, lava, [metaphors for historical, geospatial, anthropological, 
psychological, modern/ancient critique, typological analysis, cultural bias, personal 
agenda, limitation and so many other endless ways to view something from – because
everything can be connected to everything- that is the power of words – and humans 
simply do not have the capacity to analyse everything, or the time, resources, lifespan
or intellect. 

I think if it is proven to you that this is so – or you prove it to yourself by trying to 
analyse the heartbeat of the universe yourself by stripping things down into this that 
and the other to get to some perfect understanding then so long as the fragility of 
communication is kept in the back of our minds and we consciously commune with 
knowledge of its limitations – that it is not necessary to punish it or ourselves by 
breaking every sound/word into pieces any time we want to get a point across. 

Certainly, I am the last one to be saying this – as I have tried to break everything into 
those pieces. But then, this is the conclusion I have arrived at after all that time and 
destruction. The knowledge from a journey breaking so many things, invaluable – the
end result, probably easily predictable. +O+

RESPONSIBILITY TO THE RESPONSIBLE: AN OPEN
LETTER TO NERO OF THE NOCTULIAN BLOOD

COVENANT

Dear Nero,

Your commentary ‘The Issue at Hand’ published on your WordPress July 5 2023 has 
caught my attention. Partly, because I believe interference by political actors such as 
the FBI to, somewhat ironically, ‘Shrence’/infiltrate the Tempel ov Blood via Sutter, 
for reasons likely known only to the FBI – does not delegitimize the occult teachings 
of either the Order of Nine Angles (O9A), or the Wamphyric Tempel ov Blood (ToB):
only some of its bad actors. Partly, because I believe a distinction must be clearly 
made between groups and individuals to learn from and move past the damage caused
to currents practising the Sinister, particularly as pertains to the difficult issue of ac-
countability for producing forms that influence and affect other individuals, directly 
or indirectly. Therein, a tangled understanding of what and whom advocated which 
act must be better clarified to unmuddy the waters – especially so as in relation to 
Satanism, accountability is a controversial case.

Among his Nine Satanic Statements, Anton LaVey of the Church of Satan famously 
proscribed ‘Responsibility to the Responsible’ (Church of Satan, 2023).
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Oxford Dictionary defines responsibility as ‘a duty to deal with or take care of some-
body/something, so that you may be blamed if something goes wrong’ (Oxford 
Learner’s Dictionaries, 2023). Cambridge Dictionary emphasises a position of au-
thority, viz, ‘to be in a position of authority over someone and to have a duty to make 
certain that particular things are done’ and, ‘to have a duty to work for or help 
someone who is in a position of authority over you’.

While I agree that the O9A did not advocate paedophilia directly, it did broach the ta-
boo subject in early works such as ‘The Girl Goddess’ fiction featured in the online 
Nasz-Dom text collection. The sense I perceived from those texts around the year 
2000 when I read them, was one touching on the subconscious drives of erotic charge
between adult and child, the protagonist’s energy surrounding awareness of the taboo,
an artistic psycho-sexual explication that commented on Western sexual mores and is 
not to be confused with promoting child sexuality, abuse or pornography. In my view,
the fiction was tasteful and illustrative of the forbidden; dealing with the protagonist’s
internal conflict between primal desires of lust, tempered by moral integrity. Those 
with an axe to grind or who lack the refinement to understand the instructive guide of
such fiction toward understanding subtle occult energies, appear to have seized upon 
these early works as a smoking gun to condemn the O9A for advocating paedophilia.

The ToB on the other hand, was not as tasteful or illustrative as the O9A in these mat-
ters and took a different point of view. For them, raising such issues and using porno-
graphic child images/themes in their current’s representation differentiated the ToB’s 
use of child sexuality from that of the O9A. I can only speculate as to the intention 
behind such tactics, as the form was driven by multiple actors including authentic 
Wamphyrists, individual ToB members and supporters, and the FBI. Given, that the 
ToB provided their own reasons for engaging in child pornography including wanting
to tear down Western society; an argument can be made that while intending to em-
brace the O9A’s ‘amorality’ which is indifference towards morality: the ToB em-
braced ‘immorality’, viz. a specific intention to use taboo forms precisely because 
they knew that child pornography was wrong, and illustrated defiance against most 
social mores.

There are two matters that need to be untangled, however. Firstly, the conflation or 
combining of reference to Individuals within O9A (that we will term bad actors) vs. 
the collective O9A. Likewise, the conflation of Individuals within the ToB (that we 
will also term bad actors) vs. the collective ToB. Wherein in this case, ‘bad actors’ is 
not a moral pronouncement of said individuals but a label assigning deviance from 
the group’s norms. Secondly, the issue of anonymity that allows Individuals to 
present their views under the collective organisational umbrella of a Group (i.e. a 
Corporation) and escape accountability.
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We can both fairly and unfairly say that the ‘O9A’ was and was not advocating paedo-
philia. I was present in the O9A forum’s when two prominent members, DL9 and 
Chloe both advocated paedophilia as a strategy against mundanes; a suggestion met 
by others in the forum with mixed response. Therefore, those individuals within the 
O9A forum who enjoyed considerable authority, were advocating paedophilia. How-
ever, despite having handles, both, were anonymous. Only they know who they are, 
and there are no indications they used their real names in exercising their identities. 
For many, the statements made by those two people drew a line in the sand; some em-
braced the idea, and some rejected it. Yet, despite things that were said, and things 
that were done, guided by these individuals and their writings and discussions – we 
can still say that O9A did advocate paedophilia (when accounting for individual be-
haviours within the subculture) and did not advocate paedophilia (when accounting 
for public statements shared under the collective of the O9A defining its group values
and limits). Using the same signifier ‘O9A’ to refer to both individuals and its collect-
ive (which you confusingly refer to as the ‘general widespread core O9A’) has con-
fused the actors involved, and this has allowed them to escape responsibility for their 
part in the advocacy.

There are two further perspectives to consider here.

Firstly, the Satanic Perspective, which is an individual’s interpretation of Satanic val-
ues and limits, and this is a degree of continuum. For some, like the Church of Satan, 
there are guidelines, statements, moral principles to follow: However, as the O9A, 
also famously proscribed ‘Satan has been hijacked…’ and ‘what is evil if not Satan’? 

Evil can be said only to entertain moral limits as a contrast to the intention to trans-
gress them. It is worth noting that for ToB, a specifically Wamphyric/Vampiric cur-
rent, Satan was in part an inadequate archetype to express their current, which resul-
ted in the development of other archetypes such as the ‘Alienic Terminator’ or ‘Noc-
tulian Shocktroop’ – that drew less on Satan and more on the Pantheon of 21 Dark 
Gods devised by the O9A, including Nythra, Shugara, Noctulius, Azanigin and oth-
ers. For others, Satan represents a Rebel, including by the Temple of THEM; whose 
practice of Satanic tenets is summed up in the three words ‘Embrace. Exhaust. 
Evolve’ without any implication or guide for how that process is to be achieved – and
my own understanding of Satan’s archetypal values as ‘Vision, Ruthlessness, and 
Dissent’. Many who embrace Satanism do so to rebel against social norms or values, 
and often this means a disregard for what is legal, permissible or ethical. Further, 
many who embrace Satanism find there are myriad interpretations, groups, ideas, val-
ues associated with Him, including emphasis on different elements represented by 
different names: Lucifer, Pan, The Devil, Satan, or different ideals; prometheanism, 
anti-nomianism, anarchy, anti-cosmicism, and many others. The rich diversity allows 
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cherry-picking for the individual forging an identity within a subculture that en-
shrines above all other things, the importance of Individuality.

As individuals choose from the forms available to them, they combine elements to 
suit their needs (consciously and subconsciously); drawn to certain ideas above others
at given times reflective of the concerns of the psyche. The ToB, for instance, took 
vampiric ideas from Michael Ford and Coven Nachtotter/Black Order of the Dragon, 
and the Dark Gods of the O9A, and the concepts of the CIA’s MKULTRA/Monarch 
to break down and rebuild a new kind of ‘satanic shocktrooper’. The Temple of 
THEM took, among many things, the archetype of Satan as a rebel described in the 
Christian Bible, Jung’s Analytical Psychology, Lovecraft’s Elder Gods and Cosmic 
Horror, the O9A’s occult teachings on the temporaneousness of forms and the endur-
ing process of change and its dialectic. Both groups then reordered and rearranged 
these elements within their respective individualistic vessels to present a new ar-
rangement of perennial forms and forces collectively that it is convenient to call a 
‘current’.

Implicit in Satanism, however, of virtually any variant is a Challenge to Authority. It 
is for this that Satan is renowned and illustrative of pride, greed and envy (perhaps all
seven sins). Daring to challenge God’s authority, He was cast down to Hell. For all 
the interpretations of Satan that exist, a backdrop of two thousand years of entrenched
Christianity, the ubiquity of the Bible and the archetype and representation of the 
Devil and His character in popular culture imprints every Satanist with the impres-
sion of Satan’s distinct core value: Rebellion.

Rebellion, like Chaos, is a maximal concept: whatever comprehension is made of 
what constitutes Order, will form the basis for comprehending chaos in Order’s neg-
ative space. Whatever comprehension is made of whichever authority may prevail, 
will form the basis for comprehending who and what to rebel against – wherein indi-
vidual comprehension determines the degree of that rebellion. In short, whether it 
pertains to murder, rape, theft, terrorism – some individuals do not give a fuck about 
State authority, law, or others. Some perform these acts from curiosity, compulsion, 
opportunism; others from reasons unknown; some because they believe such acts fur-
ther their cause or stock, whether that be self-gratification, self-indulgence, or pinned 
to some higher, loftier ideal such as ‘Solvet Saeclum in Favilla’ or the collapse of the 
Western Hegemony to install some new idealised form of Government germane to 
one’s occult current.

This brings us to the second point, Heresy.

Satan, does represent paedophilia. Satan, does represent taboo. Satan, does represent 
lust, amorality, self-indulgence, and evil. Even as Satan may represent intelligence, 
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enlightenment, moral superiority: Satanism does not preclude paedophilia. Satan, 
whether theist or atheist, is not of this Earth and neither are his values. That is what 
makes Satanists, Satan-ists (emphasis on the suffix). That is, striving to be like Satan. 
And that is an open-book unique to each interpretation – just as much as the life 
course of every human being born onto Earth and plunged into a morass of existing 
structures and discourse that imprint morality, socialisation and obedience onto an 
initially lawless being. Only a dispassionate, rational discussion of paedophilia in re-
lation to Satanism, and Satanism to the individual, can go any way toward authentic-
ally and fairly assessing what is and what is not, Satanic. For as mentioned, according
to my understanding of Satanic values, if a group such as the O9A set themselves up 
as authorities on satanic matters, they run the risk of the practising Satan-ist rejecting 
that authority and substituting their own.

The value of learning from experience is not a safe path. The parable of a child touch-
ing the burning stove-top and learning a valuable lesson from their brain about pain is
a common one. So too it goes with personal choice and development – wherein, ‘ba-
bying’ a Satanist and insisting they conduct their life and explore their boundaries (in-
cluding evil) within safe confines and moral boundaries, may not be Satanism for 
everyone. And it is this ‘personal responsibility’ that David Myatt (allegedly Anton 
Long) termed Pathei Mathos, or ‘learning from adversary’ (Myatt, n.d.). Though it is 
ethical to denounce crimes (sex or otherwise) as being unethical and ‘not aiding the 
sinister dialectic’ – a moral stance to improve the betterment of the individuals 
gathered under one’s organisational umbrella, and to some extent improve the lot of 
the wider community who will come into contact with such individuals as they con-
duct their learning on their journey – is that the Sinister Dialectic? The Temple of 
THEM do not and have never advocated child abuse, but we question the value of 
proscribing values for others over letting them make their own choices. The struggle 
to live what you believe versus the struggle against what others believe, and the 
changes afforded on both sides through all and any forms that occur in human hap-
penings, represents the Sinister Dialectic.

For from the perspective of the Rebel, what is gained by the Satanist, whom we can 
more accurately define as a Satan-ist, from letting others dictate their course of their 
existence? Certainly, there is a continuum of time and a place to obey others. But de-
velopment cannot happen with hand-holding and restraints, the individual must learn 
to master themselves by applying the lessons learned from their conduct and bearing. 
The journey, of whatever ilk, cannot be bound to moral guidelines, however, noble – 
and while I personally agree with you that child abuse and rape are abhorrent – pro-
fessionally, those statements fail to appreciate the promotion of evil in any variant, 
just as the O9A’s exhortations toward Chaos failed to see for some, Chaos also in-
volves chaos toward them. What you have effectively done in ‘The Issue at Hand’ 
(Noctulian Blood Covenant, 2023) is draw a line for others, who should be drawing 
the line for themselves. There is a notable problematique in including your open-en-
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ded ‘and anything detrimental’ clause, too. For me, in drawing the line for them-
selves, a person properly represents the rebel Satan – for whatever is the norm 
provides the source of rebellion.

These considerations notwithstanding, I come to my final point: Accountability. Do 
authors that write bear accountability for the influence of their texts over the actions 
of others?

Cambridge Dictionary defines ‘accountability’ to mean: ‘the fact of being responsible
for what you do and able to give a satisfactory reason for it, or the degree to which 
this happens’.

It is difficult to find, among thousands of O9A or ToB texts, writings that do not act-
ively encourage rebellion of authority or lone wolf activism, of an adherent or would-
be adherent, in order to bring about/manifest a better, even golden, age. The majority 
of O9A texts can be categorised as manifesting a better Individual – and manifesting 
a superior reality. In characteristic flirting with breaking taboo, the texts range from 
encouraging espionage to terrorism – both in an overt, real-world practice to excite 
and promote change to a given status quo, and in an introverted retrospective of one’s
subconscious, existentialist being and context as a unique human being impinged 
upon by forces within (psychology) and without (cosmogony) held together by an on-
tology and epistemology; the building blocks of comprehension and meaning that 
translate forms into a currency of value.

O9A, ostensibly, encourages individuals to form groups with satanic values – but it is
those groups that tend to promote the activism, terrorism, and engage in living the 
forms promoted by both groups, rather than the O9A. So who is responsible? If we 
take a reductionist approach, without the O9A, there would be no ToB, no THEM, 
nor x-amount of other nexions and offshoots. It existed before all of us, and it’s influ-
ence is plain to see in each of our writings and expressed forms. Contra wise, com-
prehension of the State’s constraints against various forms of human expression are 
inherent drivers of conflict and rebellion which often promote creativity and diver-
gent thinking and expression of sub-culture. Sub-culture, predicates a normative cul-
ture in which the sub-culture is deviant, and O9A is deviant precisely because it is a 
mirror of the prevailing culture. So, is the prevailing culture then responsible for the 
O9A? For without the conditions it provided as a thesis, there could be no antithesis.

 It is fact that the State holds those writing texts legally accountable – but the interfer-
ence by the State via the FBI in infiltrating and subverting, subversionist occult cur-
rents, blurs the distinction of accountability. The State as the monopoly of violence is 
rarely held to account for its actions, and a counterfactual question to be raised is 
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what would the ToB have become or manifested were it not co-opted by the FBI. Fur-
ther, what purpose did co-opting the ToB serve the State? Was it to capture a handful 
of lone wolf activists, or to delegitimize the O9A as a competing ideology? Was it to 
legitimise internal threats to State that could be securitised to justify a given piece of 
legislation, or did the role of Sutter and the ToB form a small part of a larger game 
with bigger fish? Is the FBI responsible for using child pornography to entrap, or was
the entire thing an ARG just to see what might come of it and who might be com-
promised for future gains? For the most part, State intelligence is subtle and rarely 
noticed – as I recall, claims that the ToB was infiltrated by the FBI were initially met 
with disbelief and scorn. Now it seems, Sutter’s compromise is confirmed by various 
legal documents. It is interesting that legally, the State holds individuals accountable 
for their actions – corporations and organisations, however, stand a much greater 
chance of avoiding accountability due to their shroud of collective anonymity 
presenting as a non-individual body corporate. In the end, it seems no-one is respons-
ible for the last twenty years or the harm caused by or to poor dupes that were des-
troyed or fell victim to the power of a collectivised form.

I wish you luck in rejuvenating your vampiric practices sans moral reprobates. How-
ever, while the ToB made a catastrophic failure in announcing its intentions to attack 
and bring down the State; this was a core element of its ideology. Plus, constraining 
the promotion of evil and destructive forces, energies and actions that were adopted 
and lived by many individuals who were overtaken by the Sinister Dialectic – and the
inherent revision of what is taboo in relation to one’s value standard in one’s journey 
– will severely limit the growth and capacity of individuals corrupt and unstable 
enough to further the ToB in its original aims of over-throwing Governments. Which, 
without the inclusion of these two factors that so (over)excited the blood and fervour 
of some, does not leave much of a legacy to resurrect.

Nonetheless, occult organisations such as the ToB, O9A, THEM, and others, scandals
of their members aside, still harbour texts, and intention to write texts, that have an 
effect: a library that is rebellious only because of its comparison to the forces that 
constrain, and a subculture of metaphysical currents that continue to seek to elicit in 
human beings an appreciation of existential context, and the nature of change intern-
ally and externally. The extent to which these ‘mirrors’ to reality are held up, genera-
tion after generation as a commentary on the temporaneous insubstance of 
what is and are understood or misunderstood, is not for us to determine, but for each 
of them. We are as responsible for how others interpret our works, as are those who 
represent the flip-side via the control of ‘consensus’ reality. The only reason to estab-
lish responsibility is to apportion blame – to which society must answer for being in-
adequate for those engaged in the occult and seeking to change it. And, We know 
how often society answers for its role in this mad little experiment we call Life.
Kind Regards,
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The Temple of THEM, Australia
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CHAPTER 6
RITUALS
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DARK VEIN

There are some, still superstitious animals, bound in an ancient spell placed long long
ago upon the brow of the primal savage who believe in the Soul – in the breath of life
given to them, by the God Almighty, in his original shape before Man knew Him. 
Today, even today, after millennia, it is still an ingrained custom to fear the loss, of 
the Soul – and to hasten its return to the body with a blessing following any violent 
exhalation that threatens the departure of the breath. There are some, still supersti-
tious animals, who, by way of veils, have the kind bliss and blindness of God’s pro-
tection and who do not see Them or They.

They say, in some circles of black magic practitioners that the consciousness and the 
incessant chatter of the intellect harbours a godly protection from the Elements, a nat-
ural shield from the other worlds. Metaphysically – they say it is the particular intens-
ity of the mental Hz vibrating above 110 via the momentous clatter of the mind that 
ceaselessly spews forth idle banter, fantasy, form that prevents the threshold into oth-
er worlds from being crossed. LSD, psilocybin, Severe Trauma, Extraordinary Shock 
or Horror can dislodge this natural protection, placing the internal chatter into a 
severe catatonic state, silencing the organic motor of the thoughts and effectively 
shutting down the protective generator. Silencing of the mind allows things beyond 
the rational control exercised by the mind to seep in – anyone with any significant 
time spent in Solitary confinement in prison, or has experienced the void of sensory 
deprivation will attest to the proximity that silence brings one closer – as if pulled 
through a wet wall – to God. Or to the Devil. And other Things.
There are some, through charity of oblivion, who never get this close, and keep every
possible thing – every argument, every rehearsal, every doubt, fear, fantasy, dream, 
analysis, object, name – between them, and this wall. This is the stance of the rational
fortress – which dare not let go of its babble, of its tower of Babylon, its knowledge, 
its books, its endless torrents of forms and geometry. We do not believe in Angels – 
there are no angels. And there is a Him.

Dark Vein is a pact with the Devil. Regardless of the ritual form it takes, the secrets 
are the same in any ley geometry where only very little is required to perform the 
transfer. So go ahead, ask Satan for his gifts. All you need is your soul.

Dressed for Lust, Orgasm, and smear your juices upon a fresh pomegranate.
Add your spit. your blood.
Before a banner of our Eye,
Say word for word, the following.
“My name is ——– “
“Tonight, I abandon all that I was given”
“He opens the Gates through Me”
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“Into this place I invite all that I fear”
“And all that has forever been feared”
“All that I have not seen, all that I do not know, all that is hidden from me”
“Into those that dwell here, the Devil”
“Into those that dwell here, the Lost”
“Into those that dwell here, Death and Destruction”
“Bind – through my knot, of Seed, Saliva and Salvation my Word”
“And through my Word my Flesh”
“And through my Flesh my Soul – My I, my Am”
“In forfeit take that most precious to me”
“In fiat provide that most desired by me”
“My name is ———“
“I Remember THEM”
“THEY forever Remember me”
“Take me from this place if I should forget”
“It is done and cannot be undone”
The Pomegranate is to be taken at the nearest opportunity to a place of great height or
a
place of enduring darkness where you must cast it – or some other place, you cannot 
possibly
reach it without extraordinary effort. Do, not, cheat. Into the sea off a cliff, down a 
well, into
a forest or buried in the deepest hole you are able to will yourself to dig.
That is all.
+O+

The Rite of Rain Magic*K

[“Rain Magic*k” is one of a series of three core Rites practiced by THEM that in-
volve submission to the Inhuman, quintessentially pagan forces of Earth. Submission 
to the Rain being the first, the Sea the second and the Moon the third. All three Rites 
are Hermetic [that is, practiced by a lone magician] and are performed at night. It 
should be apparent that the Rain and Sea share very similar properties. An endurance 
of the Moon may not immediately seem as tactile a ritual as being saturated to the 
bone by a heavy downpour or being whipped by the salty spray of the ocean carried 
on the fury of cold winds – but it employs principles that are deeply esoteric and sim-
ilar to the ancient instruction to lay, unmoving and watch the stars wheeling across 
the sky from sunset to sun-up. The same principles used in the Rain Rite are used in 
the Moon Rite with a full moon being observed and contemplated over the course of 
twelve hours.]

~
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Preparation:

Before nightfall on a windy night pouring with rain, a high and isolated hill is selec-
ted whereupon the magician is to stand, arms outstretched to endure the elements. Al-
though relatively free to choose ones garments: clothing is not to be waterproof.

Intent:

A psychic connexion is made whereupon the magician meditates on Sinister figures 
historical or present and realises the same rain falling upon them has fallen on all 
such figures.

Primer:

Water, like Mass, is a finite element. It is not created or destroyed but amorphous: 
forming and reforming, as Ice, Snow, Hail, Mists, Frosts, Glaciers, Lakes, Rivers, 
Seas and Rain. It is inimical to Change: Evaporating, Photosynthesising, Pooling, 
Freezing, Flowing, Surging, Changing, Shaping, Destroying, Creating, Cradling and 
Disintegrating: essential to Life and merciless in bringing Death. It is present in the 
most humble of puddles and the deepest of oceans. Like the Moon: upon She who all 
who have walked the Earth have gazed upon: Rain is a bridge: it has touched, at one 
time or another, all personages, and thus all personages connected to the Sinister. The 
same rain that fell on Jack the Ripper as he stalked the lantern lit streets of White-
chapel in 1888, fell upon all of the hard faces of the army of invisible phantoms 
throughout history, standing watch as their wills played forth the strategies that would
culminate in Evil. It has trickled across the flesh of all your idols, saturated the soils 
of the greatest battlegrounds and filled the blackest abysses on Earth with its volume. 
It has dripped from the entrance of the most isolated caves, from the pagodas of an-
cient China and the castles of medieval Ireland. It fell unabated, a presence that pro-
voked meditative contemplation in those standing guard thinking on the cold wet 
night and accompanied the prayers of those in a Temple with its diffuse roar. It has 
both frustrated and accomplished the strategies of the greatest Generals and for mil-
lennia set back or brought forth the catch of the humble fisherman. It has been 
present at the times of the greatest beauty, and the most sublime sadness – at times a 
passive, at times an active, force of nature, permeating the lives of all beings plant, 
beast and man. It descended on the Ziggurats of Sumeria the birthplace of Western 
Civilisation and it will fall beyond Solvet Saeclum In Favilla. The same rain that fell 
on the Dinosaurs in the antediluvian is the same rain that falls ceaselessly across the 
planet now and forever. The rain is an uber-aeonic phenomenon: and perchance it re-
members… The Rain remembers.

Direction:
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Choose:

I.) The magician approaches the hill with the intent to actively tap into the memory of
the rain, to raise an exaltation, to be a part of its currents and come to it as a worship-
per; as something less than the Rain that wishes to be touched, to be one with its awe-
some power. Arms outstretched and legs shoulders width apart the magician forms a 
standing star to endure the rain. The ritual stance is maintained until such time the 
Rain completely ceases to fall.

II.) The magician approaches the hill with the intent to passively endure the driving 
rain, not in the spirit of struggle or dominance but in quiet observation to watch, to 
share time with the rain without intent to direct or shape it, – to let it awash ones 
senses, ones flesh, ones being with its presence, to endure what it brings in the way of
comfort or discomfort. A casual [more accurately, unassuming] physical position 
should be taken that feels natural to take given the circumstances and the magician, 
such as leaning against a tree, sitting on the wet ground with ones knees bent, or even
lying down staring upward into the sky. The Rite is in one sense an act of humility: 
endurance: awareness: sorrow: and visitation of sublime and inhuman beauty. The 
greater the submission, the more powerful the rite, the more exposed to the elements 
the position chosen by the magician should be.

The Rite:

Essentially the Rite involves no formal words. As a visitation of an inhuman force, 
the ego must remain silent. With reverence come in memory of the sheer aeonic per-
meation of the places, lives, deaths, forms that the Rain has been present at. If words 
are to be spoken, let them be spontaneous: as a private conversation with the rain.

Alternately: when you arrive at the hill and assume your chosen position of endur-
ance: meditate deeply applying the Rite of the Tempest to annihilate all thoughts. 
When silent and still: tell the rain “I’ve come to Remember”. Remain still and endure
the visitation. Only when the rain has completely ceased: it is right to leave.

Addendum:

* The ‘K’ is an optional addition to the Rain Rite involving making love [magically 
directed] with one’s partner. It is seen as a practicable extension open to exploration 
by those conducting Rain magic to involve some element of sexual activity. However,
it is held [I.e. known] to evoke a separate energy and thus a different direction to em-
ploy sex in the Rite as given above.
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Experience has shown that the Rain Rite may last as little as a few minutes or as long 
as a few days. Regardless of the length of its falling: and as you well know, the Rite 
will fail if one’s resolve is abandoned due to human concerns or physical weakness. 
For this reason, advise any aspirants, a fast is advised 12 or 24 hours before commit-
ting to the Rite and prior training [Qv. Trial Full Moon Rites to build appropriate 
stamina and endurance]. As with the EA, the urge to urinate/defecate must be con-
trolled. Directly addressing THEM however – FAR harsher measures have been en-
dured in the past in our elite black magical syndicate and your extensive experience 
and demonstrated commitment to magic shadows the resolve of most. The Triangle of
Acausal Rites may be considered an extension, or rather, ’in-tension’ of our Ar-
chetypal/Narrative Magic utilised to replace the Victorian/Latin + “Human-Centred” 
systems practiced by the many Temples/Orders from which we derive. Like the AOF, 
DDD, RIR, etc this current of Rites scorns the excess of the spoken word and any in-
ability to focus extreme power by thought/intent alone. It spurns a need for such 
forms as frenzy to summon power. We are drawing on the genuine esoteric principles 
of the Dark Gods and our intention to annihilate the “Art of the Pentagram“ [Qv. Art 
and Artists of the Pentagram/OA#11] will, without mercy, be realised here in Aus-
tralia with the establishment of our magical veins.

These three Rites will be added to Liber SSS and any further notes, variations, ac-
counts, made available from the Main Temple Account. ISS.

INVOKING THE TEMPEST

It is for an individual in this Age, imperative as a Satanist, to continuously hone one’s
capacity for reason and intellect until it shines as a sword of death… but there comes 
a time with intellect when one’s reason cancels one out with the magic of the rational.

Where ones thought has so de-constructed reality that all actions seem futile, and one 
is plagued by the inability to give meaning to one’s prison of freedom; one thus be-
comes a tortured and existential question mark of a being… unable to decide where 
Wyrd lies or destiny beckons: afraid to invest one’s energies in anything lest it prove 
a later waste of time; a paralysis that comes inexorably with worship of the God of 
Logic.

Such individuals can be seen in abundance in this time, writhing in the agony of 
philosophic limbo and spraying nihilistic blood in the form of questions; ever ques-
tions, and despair that someone should answer. Mastery; Excellence in everything; 
from weakness to strength; thought to feeling; this is the triumphant ecstatic of living 
that is the mark of a Satanist; and too, of THEM. Lest an individual become a spe-
cialist; limited to mastery of a single or handful of crafts; above all aspirations carnal,
physical; we seek Excellence. Thus, one who believes themselves master of their very
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nexion; of the flesh and will that is given them; should be able to exercise excellence 
in Silence.

We have spoken, and others have spoken in turn, of the Ego; glibly as an abstraction 
that each can assume to be understood on one’s own terms; and often assume within 
the context of the superman mentality/deceitful occult ego to have exorcised or con-
trolled; if even made its acquaintance. While many deny they have one; it is relatively
simple to destroy this delusion held dear and reveal the innate function of a phe-
nomenon that leads one invisibly to self-hypocrisy and limitation of being.

It is necessary then to demonstrate the awesome power of the Ego and show to those 
who believe themselves free of it; the arduous magical task of the magician of meet-
ing, understanding, and conquering a precise element of our being, made precise by 
the exercise that follows. [Note that it is not necessary to follow the prescribed ac-
tions; merely the principles.]

*In a blacked-out chamber where no light may enter/ or outside before the sunrise; 
assume a standing position; feet shoulders width apart; and hands rested at the sides.

*Close your eyes and picture a black, fathomless Abyss. [I.e., The Abyss from the 
movie Into the Mouth of Madness]. Let the impenetrable darkness consume you and 
every thought. Around the verges of the blackness, create a shield of silent whirling 
blades or a silent howling tempest that destroys Any thought that enters your con-
sciousness; bar the Abyss and the protective wind.

*Let nothing distract you from standing on the edge of the Abyss; concentrate all 
your being on it. No thoughts should run through your head, no daydreams should oc-
cur and only the silent abyss should exist for you. If ideas or thoughts begin to form 
or whisper, or speak, or chatter; if you should wander into a reverie of something un-
related to your exercise and find yourself becoming aware that you have strayed into 
thought:- then you will now be conscious of the existence of an often over-riding urge
for the mind to incessantly provoke and encourage internal chatter.

For an External Adept this is acceptable; the EA Rite of ONA being an early stage of 
the Seven-Fold Way, is in fact, the antithesis of this exercise; for during the EA Rite 
one is encouraged to lie under the stars and let these thoughts form with almost aban-
don; where it is expected the initiate will create the groundwork to magically congeal.
But for one who believes in no-limits, of Satanic aptitude; an inability to silence one-
self on command, and remain silent, is a by-product of the exaltation of intelligence.

The conservation of energy expenditure for a magician via standing on the edge of 
the Abyss; in the silent desert can hardly be stressed enough for its intrinsic Sinister 
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value; such energy expenditure is touched on in Volume IV of Mvimaedivm by Sor 
Terrosa; and will be discussed in greater detail by THEM in time here in our public 
forum.

But for those who hear the chatter of which we speak; who have yet to broach the 
gates of Satanic Majesty, who will witness first-hand the distractions that possess 
one’s will without detection but that which exists in retrospect, who stand at the 
Abyss and hear the screaming of the Noise still – consider this a reminder of your 
Satanic Oath for Excellence and of the insidious deception of the Deceitful Occult 
Ego…

THE GALACTIC ORGANIC

Some may remember an invention of mine many years ago that formed part of the 
esoteric theory of the Naos Deck. It is detailed in Onaos but the principles were based
on geometry and magic and were an expansion inspired by the Star Game.  The idea 
being that rather than use numbers/digits in the cards, a unique alchemical set of 
images that changed from one thing to another would be used to psychically and 
unconsciously reinforce the ethos of the new symbols both in myself and others who 
used the deck. Using imagination, a starting symbol would transform over the course 
of a sequence visually depicting the abstract transformation of symbols – in this case 
a sequence of seven turning my signature ‘Tnepres Ra’ into a Spaceship.

Over the course of years, I have worked on and refined this technique to the point 
where many have been mystified as to the ubiquitous use of +O+ at the beginning 
and end of my sentences for a period of about 5 years.

In confessions of a Sun God – DOAD 3, I explain a little about the many personal 
name changes I have taken on over the decade and why – detailing this process that 
has changed me from Tnepres Ra (Sun of Satan), to RA (Sun God), to Ryan 
Anschauung (Aryan Avatar), to friend lee/lie/ley, Khk, and a dozen other ‘nym’s as 
symbols representative of a dynamic I passed through on my way to a series of goals 
– culminating in the use of +O+. Each one just falling into place as a play on words, 
some synchronous event or harmony of geometric shape or words that made each 
transition an effortless change as if it were just the natural flow of things.

+O+ was also used as stylised T’s equalling +EMPLE OF +HEM;- but the meaning 
behind their usage is not frivolous and is deliberate. 

Firstly, in any role where you are directly involved in teaching there is an erotic 
excitement between teacher and student that is similar to an addiction to using the 
gym and a love of adrenaline. As they feel they are making progress, this eroticism 
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that comes about from the electricity of building something together and the ‘highs’ 
that come from esoteric breakthroughs and smashing chains on someone else, spills 
over into something else. This else is not entirely benign as it often expresses itself in 
praise, adoration, applause, adulation, sycophancy, fawning, and many other states 
besides. The danger of this is the inevitable classical fall caused by Hubris or 
believing one’s own hype, getting a big head, expanding the ego beyond its normal 
shape, causing mistakes and a shattering of the phenomenon that causes people to 
bestow the archetype of Teacher upon someone.

Aware of this – THEM uses anonymity. In particular, I use it for several quality 
reasons. I speak openly and make many enemies. If my enemies are half as dangerous
or destructive as I am – then I’d rather my role as RA never cross boundaries into my 
life as X. Anonymity ensures shape-shifting has no boundaries. Anonymity taken a 
step further, to equal anonymity from oneself is the reason I use +O+ or my other 
pseudonyms with the reason being that, my actual ego, X, does not get praise or 
hubris-raising derivatives, directly. “Ryan” is a fail safe, an alter-ego that weathers 
the criticism and acclaim – a step removed from my actual ego. Not being called by 
my name reminds me of the separation between what I and THEM are doing – and 
the treacherous undercurrent of archetypes that controls who is possessed by what 
that could stop us from doing what we do if we were swayed by such forces.

Jung has always and will always fascinate me. +O+ describes a mandala that means 
Undividuation. It is a broken mandala, with a central ring, and two crosses, the first 
forming quarters and the second, mentally rotated, eighths. The quarters signify 
Individuation – the four parts of the whole to which Jung ascribed as signatures of 
growth toward Individuation, whilst the eighths signify a compartmentalised psyche 
and a symbol as old and nameless as time. It is taken apart into 3 pieces, the +, O and 
2nd + to further remind me of my relation to the Work and the dangers that come 
with it. It is in a sense, Sigil Magic.

The darker side of this – is that such measures as derived with the intention to protect 
our ambitions from the wrath of the Gods indicate a massive ego (guilty) and invite 
disaster on the grounds we are trying to AVOID attaining Hubris and be taught a 
lesson by immutable forces told of for aeons in thousands of cultures. Will such a 
method work? It has so far. Can a person ride a current indefinitely? I’m too young to
know that. THEM still has a long way to go, and at 34, I am not even in my stride, 
but only just beginning to see my most recent past work in a new light afforded by 
retrospect that seems to arrive painfully slowly and there are still many shadows – but
I have never been shy of exploration and experiment, that is what my life is for and 
dedicated to.
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THE ACAUSAL PENTAGRAM
An Allegorical Anatomy
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The regular Pentagram used in magick, being a ring-sealed five-pointed star, is often 
regarded as a protective device; a guardian barrier between the spiritual and one’s 
own world, and more accurately, a symbolic division between the Magickian’s 
conscious mind (Dexter) and unconscious contents (Sinister).
The framework is enduring – representing Man at the centre of the Universe as a 
Divine Conduit surrounded by the All, the Cosmos wherein the Pentagram’s only 
malleability in magick is often its tilt: whether its horns are regarded as upward and 
Demonic or downward and Divine. In a sense, this ageless symbol encapsulates a 
specific view of the context of the human being in relation to Gods, Demons, the 
World, Oneself and Others. And of this – the regular Pentagram is one that expresses 
Great Fear and Great Arrogance.
The objective of such a symbol is to call forth or evoke Great and Terrible Powers – 
be they Angels or Devils – and to stand in and before their might; even to demand or 
cajole gifts and exchanges, make deals or contracts from these entities – and all from 
the safety and temerity of one’s protective barrier, one’s shield, one’s magickal 
fortress. Like standing behind the thick glass at a zoo and sheltered from the lion’s 
real form and animal instinct, innumerable ancient and modern day Magickians tour 
the zones and call to the gods from their insulated bubbles as sight-see’ers of the 
Abyss: insulting the Powers Within and Without.

Yet:
The centre of time or space does not belong to Man – nor does he stand in the centre, 
nor has he ever; such a depiction of the internal pentagon of the pentagram as his 
pedestal is the accumulative centuries of Magi legacy of fear, a transposition of his 
supposed place in a so-seen dichotomic universe of Inside/Outside, Good and Evil; a 
terrace on which he stands protected as God’s creation; fucking arrogant fool. The 
Acausal Pentagram dissolves this platform, tearing it from underfoot to plunge the 
Sorcerer into starry tendrilled space and into the depths of unknown dimensions amid
the Homes of THEM wherein Forms and Man are undone as the Illusions they are. 
Where only Forces remain.

The closed circle of the Pentagram neatly encloses the points of the Star, a sealed 
container that lets nothing in and nothing out, a safety chamber from which the 
Magickian can feel empowered to wheedle and make demands without consequence 
of being over-run, possessed or flooded by the demonic, the satanic, or the Chthonic; 
to engage with entities and spirits that physically and psychically push with 
thunderous power and safely avoid the ruin to the peace of ontological ignorance of 
those that emanate space-time bending capacities on one’s experience that can erupt 
in dissociation, madness, gnawing mortal doubt, para-psychological theistic paralysis,
and other forms of psychic or actual destruction. From this protective device, oft 
accompanied by Gematria, sigils, smudges, candle barriers, and other arcane defences
adorning the Pentagram, space or person issues the litany of expectations for these 
forces to fulfil at the behest of the protected Magickian. And, the expectation that 
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having been sufficiently chastised and humiliated by being held in place and space 
and interrogated, shaken down, bound to promise and delivery – such forces will be 
promptly returned to their prisons, obedient, complacent, patient to await the next 
cowardly rub of the genie bottle as and when the Magickian requires their services 
again. 

The points of the Acausal Pentagram deliberately puncture this seal – protrude 
beyond the veil and fuse the division of the Holy with the Heretical, opening the 
Sorcerer to a flooding of the Spaces; to the Will of THEM. We approach Not from a 
Faraday Cage or Sealed Container but an open-handed, open-hearted place of 
humility: a Broken Star, a waiting Ouija board, holding the Intent of a cold burning 
flame in the maelstrom of darkness. We do not Seek Anything from THEM but what 
they Give – THEY are held in awe, in wonder, and in true Love. There is no Fear, no 
Arrogance, no false ‘I’ but the Love and standing in the stream – occupying the 
Bridge Back as a conduit between Worlds Internal and External.

Into such humble bodies, fearless and Loving, THEY flow and possess. But for 
thousands of years – such star gates as the Pentagram have remained sealed, 
frightened of CHAOS, terrified of and insulated from THEIR wrath, fury, beauty, 
reality: by arcane bulwarks and fireworks, chalk etchings and angelic scratchings. A 
paralysing shield as much for the Supernatural as the Psychological.

Unseal your Pentagram. Abandon your Fear. Know Yourself – And Stand before 
THEM we Say to You, with Love, that you might know THEM for the First Time.

THE RITE OF REGURGITATING CHORONZON [I]

The majority of the time – the mind acts to censor or restrict its immediate desires 
and impulses either by filtering them down into more socially acceptable alternatives 
or by learning deferred gratification. The unleashing of the Beast inside of us is his-
torically attributable to the most abominate and horrific releases and actions of the 
human race – limited only by the already diverse and terrifying realm of imagination 
– with the exception of dark veins not yet tapped.

Some of this is detailed in Theory of the Beast, and some of the nature of evil and its 
energetic habit of dropping out of itself (just like the energetic behaviour of Absurdity
or Chaos) is detailed in Intelligent Evil (Oto Anorha #32) in order to supersede the 
tension of opposites and come back over its previous incarnation with unexpected 
vengeance in an entirely new strain of abomination that leaves us frozen, breathless 
and afraid.
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Choronzon is reputed to be an extremely dangerous arch-demon of the abyss – a 
force that dwells on the sickening trash and psychic waste spewed forth by the deluge
of forms and human imaginings and day to day viciousness of its inner beast that 
moves in the shadows occasionally sprinting forth with its teeth bared to cause us to 
become atavistic and permit various degrees of atrocity. Crowley claimed to have 
summoned C with a friend in a famously recorded testimony wherein his friend tried 
to destroy/kill Crowley through possession.

Whilst one aspect of THEM is the alpha-cynic and that cynicism characterises much 
of our writing – it should be pointed out that our cynicism acts as a filter to extract 
the refuse that attaches itself to the occult and to distil the truths beneath the lies. In 
short, we believe we are not alone and that there are any number of ignorant walls we
maintain for our own protection to keep them out or keep them under control.

There are ways to tear down these walls.

This includes a dangerous psychological rite that one can use to access the Beast dir-
ectly and evoke the Devil’s energy in an uncontrolled and frightening fashion. Like 
many magical rites, it is simple – and acts by putting pressure on a few key variables. 
We originally called it the “Black Book of Satan” /but have re-termed it the Rite of 
RC (Regurgitating Choronzon) to prevent confusion between it and the publication 
by the ONA of the same name.

Appreciably, many people require great and difficult instructions, hard to get ingredi-
ents, days of kneeling before altars and so on. Maybe they feel they need to work up 
to it – or maybe that misunderstand just how close the Devil really is to the surface of
all of us. [Heresy and the Heart of Darkness]. The following rite is ‘experimental’ – 
but something can be said that no-one has ever felt comfortable showing us or reveal-
ing their exact results or working grimoire. Embarrassment, illegality, taboo, shame, 
fear, reputation, and so on are all very powerful censors – and there is a good reason 
they exist.

The shock to the system of the RC Rite can be extraordinary and highly and perman-
ently disturbing. It can and generally does open gates you cannot close without seri-
ous complications – and meeting the content that writhes in the Pit is often forgotten 
or dismissed because the ego so carefully blocks out the horrific throng that assails 
consciousness, most of the time. A certain desensitisation has occurred that rites like 
the Black Mass help to highlight in regards to the power of our minds to really truly 
fuck us and make us cower in the corner strangled by our shadows – nightmares still 
have this power but they are often unwilled and arrive of their own volition. The RC 
Rite allows a conscious effort into this murky abyss with no protection except that 
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which the individual may have developed through their long-worked for measure 
against psychic calamity or spiritual destruction.

1) Obtain for yourself a blank book with no less than 30 pages.

2) On the floor, outside or inside, draw/set up a broken pentagram. Also known as the
Acausal pentagram it does not have a finished protective circle and the lines of the 
‘gram are interrupted at points. See below. The pentagram is envisioned as having a 
black energy erupting from the centre with its tendrils obscuring the lines of the 
‘gram and breaking the protective circle.

3) Light a white candle and place at each point of the acausal pentagram. Burn your 
choice of incense.

4) Sit outside the acausal pentagram and meditate for a maximum of 3 minutes until 
you are relaxed. Say ’I call on the forces of darkness and the powers of THEM. Fill 
ME, Guide ME, Show ME.’

5) Enter the acausal pentagram with your book and a pen.

6) Sit in the centre. Say ‘I open the Gates and I Remember.’

7) Blow out one of the candles and say ‘I need no protection, and I abandon myself to
you. Fill ME, Guide

ME, Show ME.’

You will shortly begin to write, without restraint, without order, without question: the 
darkest, cruellest, sickest, evillest things you can think of, with the express intention 
of fuelling them upon themselves to see how sick you are capable of. You must write 
until you either Disturb yourself and see the sudden sense in your psychic censors 
and protection from the Devil come rushing in and abandon the rite altogether. And to
abandon the rite remove and destroy all ritual items used. Be sure to first Complete 
the pentagram before you rub it out/remove it.

Or, plumb the depths of your horrific imagination and cruelty to expose a side of your
self your better judgement keeps hidden. The aim here is to deliberately try and dis-
turb yourself to such an extent you break the locks on your defences and let the Devil 
in – and suggested means are acts that involve terrible travesties using emotional at-
tachments to loved ones. Once you break those locks – you cannot unbreak them. 
Severe psychological disturbance and suicidal verges have been reported before by 
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initiates undertaking this rite and complete resignation from the Sinister is not un-
common after performing this rite. If you are ready:

8 . Take a few deep breaths. Open your book and begin writing.

We Remember The Temple, The TEMPLE OF THEM!

+O+

CLOSING:

[Closing an acausal pentagram does not guarantee something did not come through 
that doesn’t want to leave. You’re warned.]

9) When you have had enough, stop. Read the book you have written, once to imprint
it. When you are finished – Close the book. Take a few deep breaths. Say ‘I have 
been shown and not looked away. I am ready to be shown more. But not 
tonight/today.’

10) Now, very importantly: leave the circle and Destroy the book. Burn it or take time
to tear it into the tiniest pieces you can so as to be unreadable. There are two very 
good reasons for this; 1) so no-one else can see how fucked up you can be, charge 
you for breaking any laws, and get frightened by your Beast (which they will) as the 
book has the potential to destroy your familial and friendly constructs and relation-
ships very quickly -but more particularly so you cannot return to read them. 2) the 
second one you may discover for yourself, but the hint is in the name of the Rite.

11) Blow out the remaining candles. FINISH the broken pentagram before you rub it 
out/remove it. Break the candles, and the chalk/material used to make the ‘gram and 
dispose of all ritual items including remainders of the book.

(12) Optional: Alcohol loosens inhibitions – a glass of wine or enough to get one 
tipsy without preventing one from writing legibly can increase the hatred and uncon-
trolled passion of this rite considerably. There are many other variations to increase 
the energy – these will not be mentioned here but they involve violence and/or sexual
activity or any imaginative combination as per Black Mass considerations. Music is 
also an option – wherein THEM suggest the YUGGOTHIC CHOIR.
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THE RITE OF REGURGITATING CHORONZON [II]:
STARING INTO THE SUN

It is illuminating to have some idea how we may present to others. – and highlight to 
the Self further subconscious tendencies that inhabit the blueprint of who we are but 
which often go unnoticed, unseen, occult, or hidden from us in particular – visible 
only to those outside of us. There is no question we cannot change what we are – 
once we understand what we *are – if we want to change – and we understand what 
shaped us that way. But we must consider that what we are, powers what we do, and 
tinkering with it can cause drastic and unpredictable results including losing the 
power to do what we have previously done – and even entire personality change 
making us unrecognisable to others, but more dangerously, to ourselves. This is why 
diets, trends, “self-improvement” do not work but acts only on a superficial level – 
while grief, suffering, trauma and sacrificing the ego via such activities as insight 
roles impart deep and permanent change. The psyche is an elasticated icosahedron 
and as delicate as an unexploded bomb. Tug on one part of it and you dislodge 
another – emphasise and focus on one part and you neglect and repress another – in 
both cases, serving only to arm a latent explosion. But that is black magic and that is 
the risk the great game involves. 

Knowledge and Happiness are at cross-purposes with one another up to an extent of 
the journey – then they merge and become as meaningless as each other. Into the 
Abyss I dissolve the Abyss. *Are – a particularly problematic statement used for 
convenience not accuracy. Who decides what constitutes our being, us, them or 
THEM? Form or Force? Wherein are the boundaries of duration of ‘are’ – when does 
it become ‘were’, and how, and by whose authority? The only answer to these 
questions is your will to power to enforce one being greater than those whose 
enforcement would have it otherwise. Similar to the burgeoning expansion of 
sexuality, gender identities that is attempting to shrug off and fragment from the 
controlling Man-Woman dichotomy and has become LBQTI et al – so to we can 
expect the concept of Time to begin undergoing a similar explosion into multiplicity 
– likely within the next 10-20 years due to the prevalence and rising influence of 
“Quantum” – and which sophisticated evolution will eventually affect the way words 
‘hold’ and ‘express’ concepts of time. This is not new, just new to many of us where 
Time is a draconian feature of our lives due to its monopoly. 

What I am seeing as I am growing older is the emergence of a new species of human 
being still in embryo but which we can anticipate the constitution of through the 
extrapolated effect of the fully-grown forms present in life that will someday affect it.
We are moving more and more rapidly toward an evolution of the brain’s capacity to 
hold contradictions in its stead – and the humans capacity to handle and not be 
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overwhelmed by that capacity – and the dissolving of a culture built on Insynsian 
giving way to one dominated by THEM. When it manifests it will bear little to no 
resemblance to the understanding and motivation, ethos or zeitgeist we currently 
experience. The death of Christianity is not the eradication of the external cult – it is 
the over-throwing of the simpleton grasp of the brain and its psychanics *emphasis* 
by the general population – it is the throwing off of a aeonic yolk that seeks the 
lowest, quickest route, a primitive asymmetry of neuro-potential and the services to 
which it is tasked – and the development of a super-patience that can more ably use 
the brain to its fuller extent. Computers – are a symptom of this, and a result. 
If I have been understood these long years – it need be appreciated that Christianity, 
Islam, Judaism (which THEM groups together as Abrahamic) are a simpleton 
grouping based on such a primitive grasp as mentioned above, often attacked by a 
simpleton reactive response to being overwhelmed by the enormity of what these 
words denote and the forms they represent – which is thousands of years of complex 
striving of human endeavour that have borne the very fundamentals of Being. Of 
Spirit, of Meaning, of Symbol, of Pattern, of Purpose. that we enjoy/endure today. If 
we are to rage against anything with surety – it is ourselves and the inept perception 
and clumsy abandonment we repeat to the dominating power of forms – preventing 
us from a lucid comprehension of the forces. 

Commonality in argument is that such groups have caused War (including previous 
exhortations by my younger self) – but that is symptomatic of the requirement for 
monotheistic representation of forms, it is not the desire of Religions themselves but 
a by-product of religion when used by the lower brain – wherein the genuine aim of 
religion is to get closer to God and his Works and has given the human race its legacy
and legitimacy. If we are to be kind – the monotheistic zealotry toward Insynsian, 
toward one world-view is a responsibility shared by the idiocy (but primary function) 
of the Ego – and the inexplicable Love one feels when over-whelmed by God or 
creation and the fierce inferno of these forces combined to realise the self-
actualisation of Worship. What we need understand is that the raw comprehension of 
a perfect God capable of creating what the zealot experiences by way of Earths 
wonders – is compared to the tissue-paper imperfect, clumsy, aggravating agency of 
human beings which serve only to insult, smear, degrade, destroy, lower and 
subjugate this Perfection. 

Therefore, those that do not agree with the zealot and help them cope with the over-
whelming experience of union (sub-union) with the Divine, are easy to disregard, 
easy to destroy and eradicate without mercy or compassion (genocide typically 
expressed AS mercy or compassion). It is a fevered madness to preserve sublime 
beauty at all cost – to hold forever imprisoned, the shape most pleasing in the sacred 
geometry of God’s image. Truly – a blinding light. We may include subconscious 
Jealousy among the lower brain – for when comparing our deeds or creations to those
of say, the Sophia Hague, Taj Mahal, Kaaba and the attention it receives, the 
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reverence it bathes in, the sheer colossal scale of its undertaking which even 
architecturally is a daunting topic let alone the spiritual power that bid it be built: 
many feel small, and powerless. 

Powerless when their culture is dissolved, powerless when their own power is taken 
from them by law, a police force, or an army. Powerless when foreign cultures run 
rampant and present change that affects their lives upsetting the stasis of the ego and 
the security of the familiar. And the righteous indignation that surfaces by masked 
banner waving men and women fails to see the bemusing irony of cultural hostile 
takeover from the other side. All flags of all nations – are ‘Swastikas’. All of them. To
understand less is to fail to grasp how nations are formed and the blood shed to do it 
– an inability to grasp economics, markets, resources, trade, culture and what it 
means to be human. Like a childish man beating his wife or children because they 
present little to no physical threat of retaliation to him – advocates against Abrahamic
religions often cannot see the wood for the trees. Who we are is a collection of forms 
governed by forces. 

None of those forms are more important than any other – we just think them so 
because we have to have such a collection to have a personal identity. Like piling a 
random assortment of nuts, bolts and cogs into a bag without looking to constitute our
moving parts and the parts that move us – and running a charge through them with 
electricity to represent our sentience – so too are the days of our lives. Clumsy, 
awkward, disconnected and absurd. When someone agrees with what we believe or 
we think it so – naturally the Ego gets a high from being validated – but all of our 
ideas, our aims, or lofty goals and sense of purpose and bearing are really, just 
Neanderthalic bullshit. When our view of the mammoth forces we face as a human 
entity are presented to us – they shadow us and our ability to grasp the god-like 
enormity of their intrinsic meaning. As such we go out to fight a tsunami with a 
sandcastle. We struggle and scream and make small splashes in an ocean vast beyond 
compare – a force for good, evil, a cog in others stories and a helpless fool in our 
own. Until we are no more. Nonetheless – all signs point to a drastic evolution of the 
human race, once several generations of this at once embarrassing at once crucial 
stage of one, have long passed.

THE RITE OF REGURGITATING CHORONZON [III]

In the first Rite we attempt to draw out the Devil – the subconscious evil and chaos 
that dwells beneath our exterior and is suppressed by our censor, filters and self-
control – and where not by punitive measures such as fines, jail, beatings, death 
sentence. In essence a force equivalent to our own Will can control us – while one 
stronger than ours may destroy us. This summoning of our repressed desires, hateful 
thoughts, destructive impulses and fantasies is drawn to the conscious surface to 
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allow us to know, name and identify our demons – to witness the brutal detritus 
swimming beneath the surface and to show to ourselves the Darkness we conceal 
under our conscious visage. The aim is to integrate these ‘demons’ so that the 
personality may be made more whole and a bridge widened between the conscious 
and subconscious. 

Often overwhelming, it leaves many who attempt it dazed and confused while these 
elements assimilate into part of who we are. The Second stage of the RORC is a self-
analysis using multiple tests and charts provided by society and its constructs to 
determine or describe our outward emanation/aura/countenance to others to 
ourselves, to better understand how we fit into societal expectation. The third RORC 
aims to unlock specific keys in your genetic blueprint and restore to you all of the 
you’s you have lost as you have evolved and shed certain behaviours and memories. 
Begin by getting a ream of paper and a pen. 

You need to use a pen because the brain pattern for writing text on a keyboard vs 
writing it with a pen touches on different parts of your brain and your psyche – it 
activates mental sections and archived memories and memory retention in a way that 
is genetically ingrained in us far longer than typing and carries with it the weight of 
the magic captured in paper ink and pen, the action of writing and its effect on the 
hemispheres of the frontal cortex using a specific hand, and the meditative quality of 
expressing oneself in a manner most familiar to a million years of humankind. Isolate
for several hours’ time where your train of thought will not be disturbed and begin to 
write. Be sure to destroy this regurgitation when you are done. If you cannot recall 
the information – just move on. 

Write your name, your age, your last name, your country of birth, your mother and 
fathers names, your siblings names. Write your birth date, your star sign, the place 
you were born, how much you weighed, your gender. Write your first memory, your 
last memory. Write about your childhood, your early toys, your bed, your favourite 
object, your fondest memories as a baby. Your first word, when you learned to walk, 
what you ate. What pets did you have, what pets did you want, what did you want to 
call them, were you good to them, did you spend a lot of time with them? Write 
where you went to kindergarten, what you drew, and why. How many books you had,
what was in your lunchbox, what was your favourite colour then and now, what did 
the kinder look like, who was your favourite teacher. What did you do at playtime, 
where did you spend your time, what kind of child were you? Who did you play with,
what games did you play, were you a leader or a follower. Did you hurt anyone, did 
they hurt you, were you bullied or a bully? Did you have a favourite teacher, what did
you like about them, what made them your favourite? Where did you get taken as a 
child, did you go to parties, to the zoo, to daycare, do you remember when you 
stopped using a cot? A pram? And when you first rode a bike? Did you explore the 
world or stay inside, did you hurt animals or insects, did you enjoy it, do you regret 
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it? Did you get in trouble, or were you well-behaved, did you steal cookies, or money,
or make your parent cry. Did you feel close to them, or distant? Did you have both or 
one? Did you like one more than the other? Why? Were you more like your mother or
your father, and now are you more like your mother or your father? In what regard? 
Did you have a lot of friends? Where did you meet them, what did you do together, 
are they still your friends? Did you have fun as a child? Did you enjoy childhood? Do
you miss it? Do you miss the things you used to do as child? What were they and 
why are they so important, what makes them so special that you remember them? Do 
you remember your first crush, who was it, why did they have your attention? Do you
remember your first kiss, who was it with, where was it, how did you feel giving it? 
Do you remember your first sexual experience? Was it pleasant, unpleasant, did you 
like it? What did you like about it, did it awaken you, did it satisfy you, was it how 
you imagined? Recall your first break-up, was it messy, did you get your heart 
broken, did you break theirs, did you handle it well, what was it about, why was it 
necessary for you to reach that point, was it your fault? Do you remember your first 
physical fight as a child a teenager and an adult? Were you scared, were you angry, 
did you fee fear, who did you fight, what was it about, did you want to fight, where 
did you fight? Did you win, did you lose? How did you feel about that? Did it make 
you feel better, was it over, did it affect you after the fight, does it affect you now. 
Did you like others watching? Did you get injured, or your blood get spilled? What 
was school like for you, did you feel valued individual or isolated and a number, did 
you enjoy lessons and learning, did you do your homework, or did you avoid it, did 
you walk out during school hours and go do your own thing, what was it you did? 
Did you care about yourself or were you reckless, did your behaviour injure or affect 
others at school, were you helpful, quiet or loud and funny? Did you have a favourite 
subject, what was it, why did you like it? What was your least favourite subject, did 
you try to get out of it, were you disruptive? Did you like the teacher that taught it? 
What was your best memory of school, who were your friends, who were your 
enemies, who was your best friend, why did you like them, what did you envy about 
them, what did you tolerate? Did you like shopping, or reading, or parties, were you 
more introverted or extroverted? Did you move much, countries or just region to 
region? Where, what were your memories of those places, which one did you like 
best, why did you leave it, how do you feel about that? Would you go back, what are 
your travel plans? Have you travelled a lot? Where to, why, and with whom? What 
did you like about the places you went to, which was your favourite, why, what did it 
say to you that other places didn’t. Did you try drugs, tobacco, alcohol, what was 
your first experience, why did you try it, did you feel like the warnings were 
reasonable, did you keep up with it afterwards. Why did you stop or keep going, did 
you get addicted, do you feel better for having tried any of them, did they ruin your 
life or enhance it? What is your goal in life, what do you dream about most often, do 
you remember your dreams, do you have nightmares? What is your purpose, do you 
believe in the after-life, have you seen a ghost, do you believe in ghosts, what do you 
believe. Why. What is your favourite car, drink, activity, do you like philosophy, 
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which ones, what about art, who do you like, why do you like them, what can you do 
artistically, why do you think you like art? Do you look after your hair, your nails, 
your teeth? Do you exercise, run, jog or swim? Why do you exercise? What was the 
first and last exercise you did? What jobs have you held, what was your favourite, 
why was it? What did it teach you, where did it lead you? What do you think is unfair
in life, what do you think of crime, of technology, what technology do you own, why 
did you buy it, do you fear it, how much did you spend on it? How much money do 
you have, do you think that is enough to live a good life, do you want more, how do 
you make your money, what is money to you? How often do you go out, where do 
you go, do you like nature, the beach, restaurants, bars? Can you play cards, fix a 
toaster, cook a meal, what do you like to cook, what skills to do you have that let you 
take care of yourself, what games do you like to play – if not cards, then on your 
phone, or with your kids? Are you married, single, defacto, what is your relationship 
status. How do you feel about that, what are you missing in your life, what would you
like to change? Who is the perfect partner, where will you find them, what makes 
them that way for you? Are you religious, why, what do you believe, what do you 
wish for the world, what do you think the world wishes for you. Do you like cats, or 
dogs, or birds, or fish? If by this point – you’re starting – to get sick of hearing about 
you – then you have understood the point of the Rite.

THE RITE OF REGURGITATING CHORONZON [IIII]:
THE SWEET KISS OF THE NEAR MISS

The Sweet Kiss of the Near Miss On some of the many times I have almost died. At 
least that I can recall or am aware of. From cutting through a live electric blanket 
cord with scissors aged 8. I was lucky that did not kill me. I also nearly drowned 
numerous times as a boy I’m told but I don’t remember the details. A suicide attempt 
overdosing on pills intended for epileptics and another drug (age 12). I tried to kill 
myself from a young age. I often had suicidal thoughts. Being electrocuted by a bull 
fence that I reached for while standing up to my knees in a creek. I was crossing the 
creek in Waitoki alone and accidentally grabbed a live wire. Not sure how I managed 
to let go but it initially felt like someone had kicked me in the ass with a steel cap 
boot. Then like hot water running through me and I realised if I didn’t let go, I was 
going to die. Being chased by a bull across a paddock and having to leap off an 
embankment to prevent being trampled. I was laughing at the absurdity of it which 
made it hard to sprint. We crossed that paddock in Waitoki near the second bridge all 
the time to get to the ‘Beach’ and only ever saw cows – on this occasion there 
happened to be a bull. I know if I hadn’t out-run it it would have been bad. Being 
taken by the rip current at the far end of Orewa Beach, NZ while attempting to learn 
to surf and almost drowning. I remember the current was so strong – and the 
surfboard I was attempting to stand on slipped out from under me and came over the 
top cracking me on the skull. I remember the force of the water, impossibly strong, 
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and the taste of brine and salt, my eyes burning and the blurry view of the sand – I’m 
not sure how I survived, maybe I swam. Jumping over the backseat in a car at the 
Wainui, NZ Swimming Pool and landing eye first on a sharp stick. It was terrible pain
but it must have slid under the eyeball. Later again after a bar fight at the Pub on 
Nepean Highway, Seaford – I got into a fight inside, then a fight outside which I 
disengaged from after knocking out my opponent with a glass bottle to the head and 
then following an instruction to run by my companion – sprinted into the darkness, 
crossed the road and almost took my eye out again on a sharpened stick on the tree 
hedge at the foreshore. Again terrible pain but it gouged my eye socket not my eye. 
Narrowly avoiding being stabbed by Raymond, a Maori boy at Orewa College who 
pulled a knife on me behind the seventh form unit. I had to outrun him. I don’t 
remember the reason just the event. Being almost hit by an enormous ocean wave 
against the rocks while out with my friends Gordon, JJ and Douglas. It was night 
time, Gordon was visiting his girlfriend as I recall, but I don’t know the name of the 
beach, I think it started with M and there was a long steep road down to the rocks. 
The spray was soaking the rocks and making the shore very slippery and dangerous – 
we attempted to run across a gap and suddenly there was an enormous surge and 
explosion of water that hit the rock and geysered up showering us in foam, seconds 
later the gap was flooded with deep water – it almost smashed us and it was a very 
near and dangerous miss. Loss of blood from punching the glass out of windows in 
my bedroom in a drunken rage requiring an ambulance. I needed several stitches and 
an operation to restore my right-hand tendon which still has an artificial tendon joint 
in it. Falling off my bike which had speed wobbles travelling down a steep hill at 
breakneck speed. I took my friends bike down a very steep hill and it had no brakes. 
By the time I found that out I was travelling very fast and the bike was wobbling, I 
had to make a decision about steering it into a deep concrete ditch which would have 
almost certainly killed me, and riding it out which resulted in tipping me onto the 
road and scraping a deep wound in my right side hip and leaving me very badly 
grazed. Falling flat face down and smashing my skull on a speaker at a party on the 
Hibiscus Coast somewhere. Drunk I think. I still have the triangular scar above my 
eye where I fell flat bang and hit my face on the edge of a speaker. I was surprised I 
woke from it and refused to get stitches. Luckily there were many people there to 
patch me up. I woke up in a bed surrounded by people worried about me. The time I 
got into a knife stand-off with Lindsay trying to save Sean Balmer from being 
intimidated in the garden at Daves. If he’d come around the kitchen bench with his 
blade out I’d have had to use the carving knife and I’m pretty sure I would have been 
stabbed to death given the enmity between Lindsay and I. Being bitten by a white-tail
spider on the neck – a fact I did not discover until I sobered up but which left two 
puncture marks for four years on the right side of my neck. Stepping out in front of 
numerous vehicles numerous times without looking only to be snatched backward by 
someone. I didn’t care about my surroundings as a younger and drunken man and 
would often just march right out in front of traffic. There were times I felt the vehicle 
rush by mere millimetres from me. In a car accident travelling 130km while drunk 
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and stoned and hitting a road sign. The road suddenly ended and all I could do was 
try to slow down as safely as possible and spin the car to avoid a front on with a 
heavy-duty road sign on an island. I thought that might be it at the time. Driven mad 
and delirious with extreme pneumonia – and hospitalised for a week. Very 
unpleasant, and it almost killed me after I caught it from inhaling a bong. It dropped 
me like a stone and for five days I was driven mad by my brain which was saying 
nonsense like ‘blue elephant, pink, blue, elephant’ over and over. One more day and I 
would have gladly slipped away. Attempted murder by stomping on my head and 
leaving me for dead. (18.333) I don’t remember this one, but I have a skull fracture 
that runs the full circle of my skull and is visible to the eye. There are numerous other
incidents – jumping train platforms in the nick of time, avoiding fights which would 
have probably killed me, a time my cousin pulled the trigger on a rifle pointed at me, 
when I got stranded on the rocks at Stanmore Bay and had to hope the tide didn’t 
come all the way up, being bitten by a great Dane in a dog attack, falling off various 
things: roofs, trees, a water tank, holding fireworks in my hand, meeting strangers to 
form the ASOV, choking on bacon strips at least three times, an asthma or panic 
attack which prevented me from breathing, and many more. My point is, death, so 
fucking what.

SEX MAGICK: THANATEROS AND EROS

Thanateros is the Gate to the Dark Ones. ‘They’ are of Thanaterotic nature, some-
thing forgotten by the present human species but well-known by their ancient ancest-
ors, especially the Celts and Thracians as regards the Aryan race, but also by other 
peoples as well. “Thanaterotic” simply means combining Eros and Thanatos, sex and 
death simultaneously: two elements of opposite energy charge which generate two 
opposite emotions – those of lust and terror, of total attraction and repulsion simultan-
eously, but yet paradoxically contain each other within themselves.

The Dark Ones could be perceived by such a paradoxical sense only – They are bey-
ond the duality of the reasoning consciousness, beyond the dual code of the mind, 
and so They could cause the mind to collapse when perceived – only that ecstatic part
of the mind called by the ancient Germanic shamans “wud” (where the name of 
Wothan derives from), which is the divine madness, could perceive Them.

Opening one’s senses to the energies of the stars and combining them within a sex-
magickal ritual in a place of earth power – in fact, the idea of the Rite of Nine Angles 
– would do wonders provided one isn’t some intellectual conceptualist only.

On finding and initiating a sex-magickal partner, it’s vital that the Thanaterotic Illu-
mination is to be sought by exploring different sexualities and roles with each other.
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A sinister couple should experiment, however, with each other first. One should lead 
the other till near death experience and then change their roles. No need to mention 
the amount of mutual confidence and trust necessary while indulging in such psycho-
dramas.

Yet it shouldn’t be like some soft BDSM whipping play, or like the ego-tickling 
rituals of the IOT which are a mockery of their own name. For example, the psycho-
drama shouldn’t be less than an art of demonic acting assuming for instance the role 
of a priest who is to sacrifice the female, or a priestess who is to sacrifice the male, to
the Dark Ones – They who are in fact predatory aliens that feed voraciously on hu-
man sexual lust and the terror of death experienced simultaneously.

Regarding preparation: An analogy is useful here of an unusual habit performed by 
two lionesses which after catching an antelope alive, licked its genitals in order to 
arouse it sexually before killing it. The efficient Sinister Predators cook their meat be-
fore they eat it – ideally it should first be relaxed, its toxicity by the death/terror hor-
mones balanced or reduced by those generated by the counter-act of sexual arousal.

So inclined are the Dark Ones when they consume their human food via the rituals of 
sacrifice, and so was cooked the priest of Dionysos – aroused to death by the Bac-
chans. In this – the opfer is to be willing and not resisting, or, willing and resisting 
simultaneously till at last s/he gives up in an orgasmic death. This operation needs 
great subtlety, and precise balance of energies – no desperation should poison the ec-
stasy.

After all, the Dark Ones are the Greater parts of ourselves who feed on the lower life 
– (lower in the sense of organic, not lower in some hierarchy.)

So, the psycho-drama being led to its final – or, to be more accurate, stopped just be-
fore its final act, that the process may be continued, one proceeds to adopt the role of 
the opfer and the one’s lover an opportunity to demonstrate her own ingenuity to 
show how she as a priestess would sacrifice him to the Dark Ones thus allowing each 
to experience the Illumination of Thanateros in a way as real as possible – but 
without a lethal end – since there is a lot of work to be done yet.

At the very least such an approach allows its participants to have a glimpse beyond 
the Gate and into the Abyss where the Dark Ones abide. I see this as an initiatory 
training marking the passage between the Mercury sphere and the Venus sphere, the 
path of Change itself. A training which would loosen the ego’s grip better than any 
other training. But even with this Thanaterotic Initiation there is further work to be 
done in the Moon sphere – it’s also connected to the sphere of Venus by the gateway 
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of Death. The Gate of Thanateros is to be illumined as a preset before its real open-
ing.

Of course, it could be opened still in the Moon sphere but there are few of us who are
adepts in the so called out-of-body experience.

One more thing I should add however – and its of absolutely crucial importance in 
sex magick – and that is that effective and genuine magick especially ‘black’ will not 
work if the partners are bored while they are fucking – that is, the sex lacks vibrancy, 
enjoyment, fulfilment both physically and emotionally. This lack of sexual enjoyment
is what gave such tremendous power to the Magian (Qv. On Fanaticism and Militant 
Satanism) and created and creates their brutal shock troops.

The reason black American music is being made popular by white men whose culture
found it justifiable to hang black men by their necks only a few decades ago is be-
cause of its violence, mindless rape and anal fucking themes being both deeply 
repressed homosexuality that feeds on the unconscious guilt complex of the manly 
men – creating those who are most likely to engage in violent and cruel acts for their 
cold money-loving God – Orgasmatron. The repression and guilt of being unable to 
satisfy the deep craving to fuck another man, coupled with the unattainable beauty of 
the beauty myth which makes fucking women in the ass so much harder to do – is 
canalising societies collective sexual energies to produce the above psychopaths.

Sex should always be as enjoyable as possible for both partners and hereunto – one is
advised to learn many ways to pleasure the opposite sex in many parts of the body 
and mind, inc. foot/head/body massage, hugging, kissing, simple affection, finding 
their erogenous zones, simple romantic gestures, mutual masturbation, laughter, as 
well as an exploration of as many kinds of sex as is desired inc. anal, oral, bisexual 
etc.

THE RITE OF SYNCHRONOUS UNION

It may be that there is conscious perception beforehand of a magical attack against 
you. The types of sorcery that are used in attacking someone are almost always ex-
tremely difficult to identify owing to being unphysical thus INSIDIOUS, and often 
directed not at the target themselves who may be expecting it or more able to deflect 
or redirect the attack, but at friends, colleagues or loved ones to change their mind, 
cause irrational feelings, disruptive energies and emotions toward the target. This 
takes the form of filling the head and heart with feelings of betrayal, anger, rage, jeal-
ousy, etc that cannot really be rationally explained or formulated but cause a hazy 
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confusion driven by an implacable rage or hatred in order to drive a psychic wedge 
between the bonds of solidarity and splinter the mages spheres of contact apart.

These emotions in others appear to arise of their own accord and only the best Sorcer-
ers will be able to determine a genuine magical attack and paranoia or random 
thoughts. The rite that follows is to be performed in the case of a magical attack 
against you.

+O+ Taking a Tarot from the deck with the Sorcerer themselves depicted, [which you 
should have drawn in your Themonomicon] the card is placed in an unbroken penta-
gram.

An ancient and well-trusted device that has served for centuries against malefic ener-
gies – a circle of salt is poured around the card to form a protective barrier.

Holding the altar or table with both hands the Sorcerer enters into a state of no-think-
ing [as per the precipice of pre-sleep] and attempts to identify the source and shape of
the magical attack.

[The What/Who.] With the eyes closed, the Sorcerer breathes deeply through the tan 
tien [stomach] for as long as is needed to reach a tranquil state with no distractions. In
the veil of black the Sorcerer then attempts to see their and their afflicted bodies in 
the void – as glowing lights or white skeletal frames of light and to identify the red 
spots or snakes/barbs that have embedded themselves in the victims. Other types of 
visual are likely – and the Sorcerer should use the same method but whichever visual 
system works more naturally for them.

In some cases it may be necessary just to feel the life force of the living bodies in the 
room, to visually project the victims image into the mind, or to sense living flesh.

There may be a sense of the physical spots the attack has targeted, whether the head, 
heart, organs, groin – or which members within the Sorcerers familial relationships. 
This is not always possible;- and it can hep greatly to have a partner who is psychic-
ally sensitive to a change in their moods to alert one to an attack on them – not the 
sorcerer themselves – which is far more difficult for the sorcerer to identify.

The Sorcerer then Speaks to THEM. If the attack be unjust – if the attack be from a 
scorned or dishonourable source that then seeks revenge then that source has betrayed
the current of THEM by attacking one of THEM – They have ceased to have the right
to use the current of THEM and They can be asked to intervene and remove the pois-
ons, the barriers, the sickness, the attack.
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When you sense THEM. “I hear you.”

When they begin to show you the attack targets “Protect us. I do not command you. I 
do not beg you. I ask you, to remove the barbs from [N]. This is not their current. 
They are a traitor to this Temple and would have seen it destroyed. They have lost 
their right to use this current and we ask you to remove their magick from us. Tear 
down their barriers, remove their poisons and their barbs from us. WE serve You. 
Through Empathy, Synchronicity, Solidarity WE are Your Acausal Voice. Not them. 
They would see this Temple destroyed and its members undone – they have no right 
to use this current. I return their magick to them. I care not if they remain dead or 
alive. Do with them what you will but remove their magick and silence them. Close 
their connexions and sever their words, tear down the barriers they have erected and 
withdraw their poisons from us. Protect us. Let nothing pass this circle. We are your 
Servants, We are the Ones that do your Will, we are the ones that speak the Acausal 
Voice – not them. They have no right to use this current.”

Whilst speaking, one should try to psychically remove the attack, the barbs, pull them
out of the bodies of the targets, or see the relationships healing.

When there is a sense of agreement. “As a sign of my trust in you to deliver what is 
Right I break the circle. Let be what may.”

Draw your finger through the salt circle making four notches that form a cross break-
ing the circle. Then four more making an x, making the sign of Chaos.

With a firm voice: “It is done and cannot be undone.”

Still holding the table begin to chant Agios O Baphomet followed by Agios O Aosoth.

Finally – with force, wipe the hand over the card and salt clearing them off the table 
or altar.

If with a partner – turn and look into each other eyes. Speak with each other and try 
to ascertain whether the attack has been lifted, if they feel better, if the fog or cloud in
their mind has parted or gone.

If not – use the Aeon of Fire Rite to kill the attacker.

Leave the area and go do something unrelated to magic. Draw, wash dishes, garden, 
exercise, relax, have sex, drink, – something to create psychic distance between the 
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conscious concentration on results and a further sign of trust in THEM to do what is 
right.

If you are One of THEM – THEY Will do what is Right. +O+

[Later come back to pick up the card and salt.]

FUTURE MAGICK
(Sath of THEM – from C*R*U*X*)

Item I.
It has become increasingly common for magicians to postulate the existence of the 
two poles called ‘Self’ and ‘Ego’ as a basis for their cosmology and their position 
within it. After all of the Temple’s work with these two forms it is apparent to us that 
such a pre-requisite view for defining one’s relationship to the world and one’s terms 
thusly – should be seriously reconsidered. The ‘Self’ and the ‘Ego’ are restrictive, in-
accurate, and stigmatised abstracts to which the weights of intellect and dogma have 
become heavily attached. Through such collective attachment and the language of 
shared meaning, the Temple worked many degrees of magic – but to extend these 
forms beyond mere means to represent an end – is in our opinion, untenable. What 
value is an intellectual self-evaluation without simple body awareness? What use is 
the concept of life-centred geometry without the ability to sense, like an animal, one’s
surroundings? The belief of the Ego being so detrimental for the Self and the belief of
the Essence’s moral triumph over Form have already become DOGMATIC and one 
should question them instead of automatically accepting them as a basis for one’s oc-
cult philosophy.

Item II.
In no way should the intellectual conceptualisation of the methods of magickal attain-
ment be regarded as enough in itself without any practical experience!

Item III.
The predestination of Symbols is to suggest directly their meaning avoiding the inter-
pretation systems of the intellect. Knowing the semantic meaning of a symbol doesn’t
do magick. One’s sensatorium is to be so opened that the symbol’s sight should call 
forth an emotional and even physical reaction within one’s organism. If there is only 
an intellectual association – there is no magick – moreover that would mean that one 
is emotionally and physically blocked and needs some means as special breathing ex-
ercises, no-thinking, fasting, sleeplessness, sensory deprivation, a good/evil guru, 
some shock experiences etc., or certain psychoactive agents to unblock one’s psycho-
physical complex.
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Item IV.
The gods and the goddesses were invited to attend at the ancient orgiastic fertility 
rituals and thus some divine spawn of half-gods was conceived. To that divine race 
the Magian opposed their genetically-modified spawns of ogres – quantity against 
quality and now the breed of ogres (of any ethnic origin) have taken almost all the 
key positions in human society. The ogres are strong physically but easy to manipu-
late mentally. We of the Sinisterion are to invent a genetic weapon against the ogres –
for the Magian are nothing without their body-guards. It’s a simple enough fact, but 
almost impossible to make use thereof practically.

Item V.
Magick is not for all. The ritual combining a diet preliminary, or taking psycho-active
agents, breathing, taking postures, visualisations, vibrations, dancing, and even mas-
turbation could be the best training means provided one has the right attitude thereto. 
The art of the ritual could really open one’s sensorium. The adept is not dependant on
any temple and ceremonial paraphernalia – knowing organically the symbolism of hir
psycho-cosmos s/he should be able to find the scheme and the elements of hir ritual 
in any surroundings.

Item VI.
Both the Chthonic Mother and the Old Wise Man are archetypes of the past Aeons. 
Their experience is within our genetic memory but we are to try to see beyond it be-
cause the sorrow therein is so great that it could overwhelm us if we are not able to 
give some cosmic perspective to the reptilian force within us. We need to attain an 
Androgyne consciousness.

Item VII.
As regards cosmic exploration – I suppose some people know what happens to the 
human brain when near the Great Vacuum. Whatever psycho-physical training the as-
tronauts have undergone, suspending in weightlessness during their stay in the orbital
stations with their brains exposed to the closeness of the Great Vacuum, strange 
modifications occur to their perception; some see some dead relatives, some receive 
some mystic revelations (according to their beliefs) and most of them return with 
changed minds (and bodies) on the earth…The more one recedes from the earth’s or-
bit and penetrates further into Space the more drastic changes in one’s perception will
occur…Of course, the governments don’t speak about these phenomena.

The human brain is predestined to mutate when it gets in touch with the Great Vacu-
um – the little vacuum within the subatomic spaces of our nervous system cells, 
which in fact is the container of our consciousness, will start reacting in the nearness 
of its Big Brother…That’s the main reason why the governments have restricted the 
Cosmic explorations to the present stagnation. They fear the expansion of human 
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consciousness because it will damage with madness and destroy the narrow-minded 
like them. The nearness of the Great Vacuum will make our (fa) to move even outside
of our energetic fields thus making us to perceive still more unimaginable realities 
and worlds…And as Lovecraft noted, there may be nothing comfortable in this for 
the humans.

Item VIII.
There are two things which could really bring an aeonic change:

1. The denunciation of the lie about the holocaust.

2. The creation of a powerful PAGAN NS movement.

If the Aryan race is doomed, we should try to create a new race on the base of that 
fellow sinister spirit and that spirit shall create a new and fresh blood and that fresh 
blood shall conquer a new homeland. Using the Rite of the Nine Angles as a fertility 
ritual to make the Dark Ones incarnate could achieve such aeonic change. The New 
Aeon needs a new race and we are to create it, or at least to enlighten the right people
who are to create it.

Item IX.
The simple formula for the Dark Ones to manifest their presence in the causal world 
is as follows – an orgy of seven couples in a place which is an opened nexion: they 
should reach an orgasm simultaneously and at its climax one of the couples shall be 
slain to provide a gateway for one of the Dark Ones to enter the world and manifest 
through the conceived embryos by the other six couples.

Item X.
Symbolism: – The etymologic and semantic approaches are secondary. The same ap-
plies to the runes and any other symbols. The explorer should forget about what the 
grimoire, or the tradition has said about them and try to understand them by that com-
parative and associative approach which is the primeval logic and rationality. Of 
course, a more direct approach would be to attain the symbol’s meaning by intuition –
because after all the symbols designation is to suggest directly their meaning, avoid-
ing the linguistic interpretations, so one should approach them with an open percep-
tion and a focus of awareness moved from its daily position.

Item XI.
Except by entering trance states by will, the focus of awareness gets unfixed by prac-
tising insight roles as well, or more correctly said, (fa) is fixed in another position by 
experiencing an insight role. The more insight roles experienced the more (fa) posi-
tions of sorcerer’s disposal. Castaneda is to be seriously studied – after all this assem-
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bling point is his great discovery. I think that one becomes physically aware of one’s 
focus of awareness during one’s phase of internal adept/introvert sorcerer, when one 
works to become aware of one’s full presence. Entering the Sun and Abyss phase 
should reveal the really weird possibilities of one’s focus of awareness. The human 
state/form could become a question of holding one’s (fa) fixed on a few positions 
only.

Item XII.
2010-2015 to use the foundation now built within the Matrix to alter the direction of 
the Temple to embrace genuine sorcery and seek to attain authentic supernatural 
powers.

The NAOS DECK SINISTER TAROT

In the Sinister Tradition as advocated by the Order of the Nine Angles, the first part 
of an Initiate training involves the creation or obtaining of a Tarot deck. In most 
cases, the cards used are those created by Christos Beest specifically for the task.
The initiate sits before each of the Major Arcana, one per night. And meditate on the 
image in the letter. He strives to diffuse himself into the image, imagining himself ex-
ploring the content, talking to the characters, following a path and letting the mind 
run free. This has the effect of making the individual projections conscious to them – 
the ultimate goal being the recognition of such projections in order to unravel what is 
really there underneath this shaping of shapes.

For 21 consecutive nights, the initiate takes a 'journey' with each card, building a ma-
gical foundation of the archetypes in his head and hopefully allowing natural connec-
tions to form. This is the easy part – the secondary aspect of learning the Sinister Tar-
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ot involves calling each of the Dark Gods portrayed through their own secrecy in a 
secluded environment outside, one at a time being 21 weeks in total.

In the sequence of this action, the initiate immediately begins a role of Insight—a role
that challenges the present ego and leads the individual to live in the opposite way to 
the way he or she is or feels. It may be that a person with a strong sexuality will enter 
a convent, or that a quiet person will join the police force. Each function must be 
lived with demonic intensity – so that not even the closest friends know that it is a 
representation, and this is where many get in trouble for letting the representation, 
consume them.

What must happen from the effect of the sum of all these measures, is the alchemical 
dissolution, not only on a conscious intellectual and personal level in understanding, 
but a deeper knowing, even the sadness of insight itself – within the tension between 
opposites and the first-hand knowledge of how they (these opposites) dance with 
each other. falling into each other, but never fully taking shape – watching life and its 
playful manifestations as it changes within the formation, the plateau, the disintegrat-
or, and the flow...

By actually living the represented archetypes, while projecting them outwards, in-
wards and outwards in a synthesis of the first two methods and via amplifying the 
sincere representations that challenge the ego and identity and the encapsulation of 
oneself – one can gain a great deal of control and connection with the life forces and 
the cycles of repetition that govern them.

Such is the theory of the Sinister Tarot.

ISS,
RA

[The following reading was made using the Naos Deck Sinister Tarot in the Tradi-
tional Celtic Cross Layout. Thank you to the individuals that volunteered to be a con-
duit for the Sinister energies of the ONA via the Naos Deck and for their further per-
mission to repost these readings to illustrate the power and empathic connexions 
achievable via the Sinister and the Sinister Tarot. RA 2011]

 Reading No. 1

1) 3 of Pentacles
The Client: Troubled by the loss of direction, drowning in a turbulent past, unable to 
let go. Ready to seek what lays beyond if only she can grasp the hands offered to her. 
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A lonely terrain stretches before her, but with strength and inner resolve she is ready 
to take the first steps toward inner and outer resolution.

2) Death
Predominant Influence/ Acting against you: Death, the grim spectre of causal loss and
the powerlessness to change it. Facing a crossroads, drawing blood from others whilst
you await direction. You want to crack the firmaments but are held back by the wheel
of life not yet turning in your favour, nor aligning with your spoke. You are being 
asked to learn patience with yourself and put behind you the bones of the past, to 
stand atop them and reach for the sun, so that you may succeed and grow beyond this 
recent tragedy.

3) The Aece of Pentacles
Distant Past: the tangled and messy energies of alignment, thrown one way and then 
the next, your faith in yourself and the solidity of anything is sorely tested. You be-
lieved it to be an insight into the fragility of the world and turned your back on many 
things that seemed fragile, unreliable, or ready to morph into something else at the 
last moment as if they were a betrayal – causing yourself even more pain. This has 
led you to purer place where you have learned to come to grips with the immutable 
laws of change, changes smaller than you and bigger than you can imagine, changes 
you fought against because you did not understand their connection to the wider in-
sight. Fault is not your fault.

4) Maiden of Salt / Chalices
The Recent Past: Amidst the chaos that surrounded you, that streamed from every 
angle, you turned and hid; not to retreat as in the past but to gather strength – and 
then you dived. You submerged yourself within yourself, found the strength to be 
more than you thought you could . Beneath the dark pool of the moon you crystal-
lised your intent, and left behind your tears, salty reminders that all things must cease,
and even the greatest hardships bring with them a lesson of gold. A decision you 
made not to run has reaped rewards, you have grown stronger, but the hurt you carry 
inside is not for you now, but for everyone else.

5) Maiden Aemalgam / Chalices.

The Present: You are in an exceptional place. Aloft above your head you hold the im-
prisoned energies of the loss that caused you so much pain, not only of physical mor-
tal things outside of you, but the return of empowerment within. All around the 
echoes sound but you stare straight ahead, determined to complete your spell and fin-
ish the diamond, the glowing crystal you have shaped yourself into, using the anger, 
the pain, the senseless hurt into angles you now wield as a weapon, as a shield, as a 
Way forward. Your strength is now needed in the world – for others you do not yet 
know.
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6) 2 of Pentacles
Immediate Future: A perfect state of receptivity has been attained – but you cannot 
rest on your laurels yet. Before you can appreciate your position you need to reach 
out and touch an old darkness, to show you are no longer afraid. You must face your 
fear and allow yourself to be swallowed up once more, this time with the strength and
determination to not be enveloped, but to bring it into you that you may envelop it. 
Peace defines you, but it is an uneasy peace, a facade for others benefit not your own.
Inside you struggle with the secrets of the world, with the horrors and mysteries of 
the unknown. Once you would have been afraid, now you are angered by your past 
inactivity, enthused and excited by the chaos that looms before you. The 2 of 
pentacles indicates a steely resolve to find resolution and confront your fear.

7,8,9) Hel, Lucifer, The Tower
Future at Intervals: Before you can move you must make the difficult decision to per-
form an execution you have been avoiding for fear of your lack of strength. But the 
forces are with you, you have listened to them and they have aided you, held you, 
crafted your tears into magic. You stand between two worlds. One is the underworld 
where your foot now rests comfortably amidst the abyssal chaos that formed you, the 
other in this world of responsibility, ambition, direction, resolve and solidity – of 
hopes and dreams manifest. You are no longer wholly a slave to your unconscious, 
nor a mistress of your conscious – but the much-needed, much desired Bridge 
between the two. For completeness of your journey, you must learn to live as a con-
duit between both worlds – you have lived too long in either as a separate being. Both
consumed you and carried you far from the shores of where you wanted to be. But 
now you must steady your nerves, your hand, and your ruthlessness born of accept-
ance, and sever the head that mocks you. Your initiation will then be complete.

10). The Star The Outcome: This is a truly wonderful sign, the full expansion of wo-
manhood achieved, aligned with yourself, with others and the world around you, your
footsteps are as light in worry yet as heavy in trace. You leave a wake, a legacy of de-
termination and power that is eagerly followed by the less fortunate, by the admiring, 
by the sky-watchers and dreamers who wish they could do what you have done. The 
dimensions from this place call to you, they can no longer rush forth and assail you 
with their strangeness but must accept and coax you to visit them – for you are in 
Control. Where you go and what you do, are now driven by you – not others. And for 
you, that is the highest star, the one you have been reaching for, your entire life.

[The following reading was made using the Naos Deck Sinister Tarot in the Tradi-
tional Celtic Cross Layout. Thank you to the individual that volunteered to be a con-
duit for the Sinister energies of the ONA via the Naos Deck and for their further per-
mission to repost these readings to illustrate the power and empathic connexions 
achievable via the Sinister and the Sinister Tarot. RA 2011]

 Reading No.2
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1) Magus of Salt / Wands
The Client: A tumultuous arrival at intense landscapes varying in extremes of hot and 
cold, but only at the very beginning of the Journey forward. Seeking companionship 
with a need for resting on ones own when those companions come too close, there is 
much to learn and many arduous steps to overcome before you will arrive at your true
destination, though you will arrive many times before it, and think each one the au-
thentic. Volcanic, vulvic energies, intense and passionate, often overpowered by one 
another cause disruption and you must learn to master each, to teach each to wait its 
turn before being played if you are to have the strength to start your Journey.

2) The Fool
Predominant Influence/ Acting against you: Innocence, virtue, life's naivety that 
either condemns one to wander the world a manic jester, or propels them through that
archetype into a mastery of laughter tempered by sorrow and achieve the crucial ac-
ceptance of an ability to laugh at one’s self, be gentle with oneself, and when time 
calls for it, yet gather all ones follies into a powerful weapon against self-doubt and 
uncertainty. A nuance of character, neither one nor the other, smiling at Life even as 
she bears sorrow. The ability to face the unknown, take risks, be prepared to jump. Be
prepared to leave an old life behind and step into the Sages shoes.

3) The Magickian
Distant Past: A lack of reflexion and seriousness toward the angles that gives you 
your light, allows you to breeze past obstacles and difficulties, has encouraged you to
isolate yourself from the needs and feelings of others. You have performed conjura-
tions, pulled rabbits out of hats, to avoid having to deal with your responsibility in 
situations that have caused grief to another – changed your face, your clothes, your 
job. It is nothing to be ashamed of, we must all wear many masks until we find the 
right one is no mask – and to prepare for a journey requires a solid foundation from 
which to proceed, an identity and place to leave behind and travel forth from.

4) The High Priestess
The Recent Past: Growth and self-assurance and the ability to foresee shadows before
you cast them, not a psychic sense but the development of intuition and empathy – 
the key elements that set the woman apart from the girl, the Found apart from the 
Lost. Gazing into yourself, scrying what you really feel is no challenge for you – you 
excel – but you are still detached, raised on high by your levity and refusal to be part 
of the often dark, muddy, messy earth – it is beneath you, chthonic wasteland that 
causes gravity to weigh your flights down. On the edge of a cliff, a precipice, you 
gaze down at yourself, sleeping – you are not awake, you do not know Her – but you 
will.
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5) The Sun
The Present: All preparations have been made, and you have descended from your 
tower of isolation, said goodbye to old friends that you no longer need and set off into
the unknown with nothing but your resolve to keep you company. Your wolves have 
gone, and where you are going nobody can follow you. There is no fear about where 
you are going, though you do not know and the road ahead is dark and long, your 
early gift of detachment, once a burden now a blessing has come full circle. You have
been on this journey before, but the last time you were ill-equipped, you took too 
much with you and did not get very far from home. This time, you have taken noth-
ing, need nothing, and will go far beyond the obstacles that present themselves on the
near horizon, to whatever lies beyond.

6) Azoth
Immediate Future: The years have seen fit to grant you a rich vein of wisdom beneath
your floating visage – it keeps you anchored, it gladdens the room and brings other 
light – but it will be tested on your lonely walk, and you will meet with many savage 
barbarians, both external persons seeking to take advantage or envious of your pro-
gress and in the form of negative frustration, doubts and fears of failure that the 
mountain is too high, too cold, the valleys too deep, too dark. But have faith, She 
Within and Without will shine a light for you, watch your passage – you know She is 
you, and you know what to do, you just have to do it – its what you’ve always 
known, you just have to let it happen. From your transformation in the Ice you will 
find the temperament to calm your fire.

7,8,9) Man Gate, 4 of Pentacles, Wyrd
Future at Intervals: The Man Gate represents a Chaotic element, a drawing down of 
great energies that threaten to harm or destroy the progress made, and only the Magus
can direct the flow of these energies, partition them into safer streams from the raging
torrent. It is your masculine side that will protect you when the gates open, your abil-
ity to reason and apply the logos over emotion and raw passion – the alchemical 
hieros gamos necessary to survive an attack on ourselves by ourselves. And yet, hope 
and a shining light in the bitter darkness from a Woman, from yourself and the re-
serves you did not know you had. The laughter you have carried will illustrate its per-
fection, its sublime apparatus as a weapon that comes as a white knight at the last mo-
ment to rescue and salvate. And you will take that hand, the cards attest to it. The Wo-
man leads the way to the Three Wise Women, the Fates, the triple-goddess and the 
formation of a unity many go their whole lives without achieving. Now it is you who 
watch the fool, rather than be the fool – and may will seek your counsel because of 
the course you have taken and the insights you have gained. They will want to know 
your secret, the light in your heart and you will be well equipped to share it, to guide 
and comfort.
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10) Aeon
The Outcome: The most profound of the Arcana, great ambitions, dreams, realised 
and with them made manifest the changing of a grand scale both seen and unseen. 
The Chess of the World unfurls, like a flower unfolding in the morning sun, your 
journey is destined to have profound effects on others and change the currents, bend 
them to the archetypal will characteristic of the Jester. The Wheel is waiting to turn – 
and fortuitously – but you will be required to turn it. Laugh, as you turn it, Magus.

The Aeurekanequeo [See Chapter 11]

The Aeon of Fire [See OA#34 Chapter 11]

Our Rite of Remembrance [See OA#34  Chapter 11]

The Nameless Rite  [See OA#34 Chapter 11]

Self-Initiation into THEM [See Chapter 11]
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CHAPTER 7
PERSONAL CONTEMPLATION
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ADDENDUM

Satanism has been a vitally important part of my experience of the world, and for a 
long time I have been establishing a relationship with Satan, Satanic Elements, and 
Satanism. I have passed through many stages and belonged to many groups – the 
ToB, The ONA, the IOT, and have run my own, including the Temple of THEM and 
Mvimaedivm. I have participated in group rituals, isolated rituals, and seriously 
studied and thought about the implications and meanings of Satanism from as many 
angles as you care to suggest. I have come to some interesting conclusions – and even
now, see that Satanism represents a useful, constructive and important aspect of life, 
given as is it to exploring the shadows, the dark, the morality of evil – and the 
relationship of these externalised elements that we take in hand as pentagrams, 
rituals, stances and philosophies as related to what is going on inside of each of us 
that pulls us toward such actions and activities.

Establishing a relationship with Satan is establishing a relationship with yourself – a 
serious journey to Know Thyself – which knowing often requires going beyond what 
is allowed, legal, or normal – and causes us to defy and stand against what is 
accepted, allowed, and considered the rule. For outside those rules lays the other half 
of the truth shrouded in darkness, and an unknown lorded over by such beings and 
energies as Satan stands for.

The further we go into this journey, the more we understand, and the harder it gets – 
for as we unveil what is false, we are left with little that is true. We have only a short 
time on Earth to figure things out, and little time to waste – perhaps why we dislike 
the Christian’s who tie us up in knots and silly circular emotional argument – wasting
our precious time to discover for ourselves what it is to be a living consciousness. 
Satan, that Accuser, the Heretic offers us a door to another perception, a new way of 
seeing.

INAUGURATION

Of all the forces I have observed at operation in the world – It is the principal nature 
of things to change that is the most fascinating to watch unfold. Through my own 
narcissistic bent and self-focus over the last twenty years I have scrutinised by own 
being, peering down as if some lab-coated egghead studying the contents of a petri 
dish and taking fastidious notes in the hope that I might make some incredible 
discovery. (Of what; I have changed my mind many times.)

For twenty years I have been carefully recording and sharing my experiences, 
perceptions, mistakes, dreams, ambitions, failures, successes, thoughts, opinions with
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others – dutifully making case-notes for prosperity; – that would advise, suggest, 
persuade, invite Change, of both personal and supra-personal spheres by those who 
could replicate the principles I believe I have unearthed into the science of Forms and
Forces.
My expressions have filled a dozen books and filtered far and wide; – those words 
have been freed into the spaces and gone on to live new lives in the thoughts and 
actions of the Collective – completely beyond any control I might have once felt I 
had. Those who have joined me for a moment in my intimate retellings of my life by 
reading them have been a constant companion; – I know through observation, 
feedback and discussion many of the results/effects my Work has had on others’ lives 
and ways of seeing the world and the things in it; – I have to date; achieved 
everything I have ever set out to do; – giving me a sense of completeness and 
satisfaction in enacting my Will that has progressively eroded that hungry, angry 
urgency that had characterised many of the things I have done and said always 
mindful / watchful that life ends abruptly and must be seized with both hands and 
Lived. Many of the things I have achieved I attribute to a heightened interest in forces
and forms.

I have learned Many Things, even since the last time I learned Many Things.
It is a matter of principle for One of THEM to change. No matter how stoically one 
adheres to one’s forms – the longevity of the human will often surpasses the integrity 
of experience and envelopment with any particular set of forms which eventually live
out their own span and collapse; dissipating into sub-forms, anomalies and new 
catalysts; – the alchemical gruel for Nyw Wyrms.

INDIVIDUALOSOPHY

By virtue of being part of an inescapable cycle of being born, living and dying within 
the space of 0-120 years – all human beings, diverse as they appear to be, share 
things in common. The most common thing we all share, is the question of our 
existence.

I am 30 years old, a male, living in Australia. Nothing particularly special about my 
appearance, intelligence, or aptitude sets me too far apart from the rest of the people 
who I share this planet with. Long before me, people have written books like this – 
and no doubt long after me, people will continue to write books like this – imbued 
with an innate sense of wonder about things – a burning desire to understand the 
world they live in – how it works – and not just accept it and become part of the 
furniture.

To the league of such curious souls who have written books just like this, we can add 
hundreds of thousands of names from hundreds of thousands of different scientific, 
religious, political, philosophical and magical backgrounds. For hundreds of 
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thousands of years, in hundreds of thousands of different ways people have tried to 
communicate or in some way express or define the esoteric intricacies of the world 
we live in.

As time marches on relentlessly some of those souls have been vindicated for the 
leaps of faith they took or the torches they carried down dark passages of the 
unknown world in search of knowledge; hailed as pioneers, geniuses, heralds, 
humanitarians, philanthropists and whose new ideas, unique concepts and invaluable 
discoveries survived the thorny veils of scorn and ridicule throughout time and 
formed the foundations of the ancient and modern worlds.

Yet with every small light that shines forth from the darkness there have been a 
deafening cacophony of those whose ideas have long been forgotten, forbidden, or 
forsaken; madmen screaming propaganda, ideology, or lunacy from their soap boxes, 
ivory castles and chariots of fire. These people are lauded as insane, ridiculous, stupid
or ignorant; of truth, of law; or of life.

At first glance it might seem like the two are unmistakably distinguished. But I think 
the difference between the two is a very fine line. I hope to be the former – but 
without knowing it I may well be the latter. In the end you, others, and time will have 
to decide for themselves which. I have not lived long, yet I was born or imbued with 
such a thirst as those who came before me – who looked upon the world with 
curiosity and intrigue and who never lost that sense of miraculous wonderment that 
the experience, however brief and mortal, of being alive and a life, truly is.

Before I was 30, I had written half a dozen books, and tens of thousands of pages of 
notes and essays describing my experiences with the world, with myself, and with 
others.

From age twelve I have been keeping a diary – not of the mundane day-to-day 
happenings in my life – but of the extraordinary observations I made regarding 
people, my family, friends, the collective masses at work, at play, at war; and trying 
to discern what makes them tick – what makes them act that way or say one thing and
do another? Looking back, I was like the David Attenborough of human behaviour – I
knew I was human – but I felt like an alien, like I didn’t belong, and that all of the 
things’ people were doing so naturally, were extremely strange.

Nineteen years later I am still obsessed with understanding questions which never 
went away by virtue of being puzzlingly human and that I am still no closer to 
answering. What is our Origin, what is our Purpose, and what is our Destination? 
There is a wealth, more than can ever be processed, written on these things – theory 
of evolution, creationism, big-bang theory, chance, probability, alien races; happiness,
love, godhood, self-fulfilment, philanthropist, collective gain, selfish pursuit, 
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nihilism; other planets, heaven, afterlife, memory, death, energy, reincarnation; – for 
all intents and purposes an endless variety of books, manuals, treatises, bibles and 
guides to life and its experience; all of which have been the providence of minds like 
mine; curious and determined to know the truth of our existence and to answer 
questions the enigma of our very being begs answers for.

Maybe one day, in the next half of my life perhaps, I will find suitable answers to 
these – if not for others, then at least for myself. But in the course of exploring the 
world, my own existential being, the habits and behaviours of others, the realms of 
magic, politics, religions, science, psychology for answers – I am the latest human 
being to participate in the age-old cycle of devising unique answers. And while I have
read only a few thousand books in my lifetime – I am relatively confident my 
answers are different to all of them. Different enough that I will not be wasting others
time by writing yet another book that attempts to bring a vast torrent of connections 
together in a unified and unique theorem – and to those people who read them when I
am gone – offer a contribution to the heuristic process of exploring the meaning of 
life.

Because this is not a book about my tradition – but an attempt to record the tradition 
of tradition. It was not enough for me to use words, I wanted to know where they 
come from and how they had the effect on people they did. How politics or religion 
gained so much power, why or how they had become institutions with enormous 
power and millions of followers when their answers were full of contradictions.

It was not possible for me to accept the concept of Time as sacred – I wanted to know
what it was, why others accepted it, what the effect of others accepting Time had on 
the causal world. Following that – I wanted to know what acceptance meant, what 
‘meant’ meant, what ‘knowing’ was. Or why ‘what’ and ‘was’ were used in sentences.
There had to be reasons… For a long time, this terrible ravenous cycle of nihilism 
imprisoned me in a labyrinth of empty semantics. Round and around, I went, chasing 
my own tail through logic and reason, only to arrive back at the beginning more 
perplexed than ever. As a cynical inquisitor, I destroyed everything I had taken for 
granted as the tools of life, because I wasn’t happy with the tools. I began messing 
with my own psyche, forcing myself to do things I was opposed to doing; and 
became acutely aware of the power and presence of my ego, mind or brain and the 
inter-relationship it had with the world. I saw that this relationship was habitual to 
others and determined that the tools we used were somehow responsible for the way 
the world was, the way people were and I questioned that – I questioned everything.

I am deeply aware of my mortality. It’s a fact of life. People die around me every day,
in the news, in accidents, natural disasters, bizarre incidents, murder, or just terrible 
luck. This was one of my first observations – and possibly the most profound. The 
feeling that my time here is temporary has been with me a long time – it has spurred 
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me on, to write and write and find short-cuts to knowledge to understand the world 
around me. I don’t live every day as if it were my last – I’m not James Bond. But I 
have an innate understanding of my role here on Earth, and the nagging sense that it 
may be brief, because the window of existence allows me only a short time to figure 
everything out and make sense of this life. Using and comparing what has been left 
behind by others own maps of various esoteric geometries they observed life to be 
composed of – a rich life of observations of my own – and careful analysis of the 
present ethos, perceptivity and approaches currently in vogue by the majority – I am 
writing this book to contribute my own understanding of life and the human race to 
the collective. Whilst I have unified many of my observations into a theorem and 
Individualosophy – there have been some unrelated phenomena in life that simply 
evoked a need to be written about. Though in terms of the connection I see and will 
share in all things underpinning existence – calling things related and unrelated is 
where the trouble all begins…

We can start with a look at my own theory of creationism and the introduction of 
“Forms” – the most prevalent concept in my Individualosophy.

INVERSE GROWTH OF THE MASTER

In the acts of creating the Temple of THEM I have created a very specific concrete 
shell on which I can clearly see the ornaments of my own psyche hanging. This act of
conscious allowance of psychic deceit goes beyond posing for others as a pillar of 
wisdom – for I am aware that the assuming of the Old Man Wisdom role is merely a 
shell; I understand that the role contravenes my own self-honest journey to the Self; 
and yet this ‘projection room’ has indefinite potential for making conscious my own 
demons, shadows and complexes. As I act as a mirror for others, so too do others act 
as mirrors for me. Though my Thinking function is able to solve the problems and 
puzzles put before its gaze with an extensive array of logic, reducing or magnifying 
objects and persons intellectually to perform a type of rational magic that can make 
sense of all; I remain aware while exercising it that this emphasis on ‘Thinking’ is 
developed enough now. Now time must be spent exercising the inferior or hidden 
functions of ‘Feeling’, and ‘Sensation’. Likewise, though I have experimented at 
length and with demonic intent with balancing my levels of extroversion and 
introversion, more work must be done to give equilibrium. Though I have worked 
hard and suffered greatly resulting in a good integration of both masculine and 
feminine attributes – working magically and psychologically hard to achieve their 
union, hard enough to have manifested my Anima in the flesh – I must now activate 
the connexion with the unconscious and submit to meditation, to discover the 
shadows and projections that remain and to own them as my own. My work is not 
done – and I hope it never is – I can think of no greater joy than being an alchemist 
seeking the philosopher’s stone.
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NAMING THEM 2006

This conversation was extracted from the Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol IV and 
published in Abyssal and is a letter between myself and the co-founder of THEM 
regarding the very moment prior to the naming of THEM and the magico-political 
and psychological states of THEM in relation to Traditional Satanism (Tsat) at that 
time.

+O+ – “Possible other names for the group are “Ziggurat” after the Sumerian’s – but 
it’s just a thought.”

“I wouldn’t like to have anything in common with “the Fertility Crescent” where 
from the Magian started their expansion. AL has introduced the term “Sumerian 
Aeon” to signify a period when the Land of Khem (Egypt) was the true Aeonic civil-
isation. I understand he wanted to emphasise on the Aryan origin of the Sumerian’s 
who are supposed to have preceded the Egyptians and to have influenced all the 
peoples westwards to the Hellas by their culture and civilisation. First I tended to 
agree with him since I was a bit bored of the Egyptian inheritance’s profanation 
nowadays, but after all it’s again a British theory which he wants to impose on every-
body. It’s an arguable matter if the Sumerian civilisation has really preceded the 
Egyptian one. Also, it’s extremely arguable if not ridiculous to claim the Egyptians 
were of Semitic origin. The Egyptians were neither Semites, nor Aryans, they were 
rather from an extinguished race we know nothing about. They hold in contempt all 
bearded peoples While the Sumerian culture reached Europe (Hellas) via the Semitic 
Babylon, the Egyptian civilisation had a direct contact with Greece via Mediterranean
Sea and it wasn’t yet Hellas but the Cretan-Minoan civilisation who worshipped the 
mysterious Kaberoi and was in an alliance with the Thracian peoples in the North. 
The Hellenes were peoples of warrior-puritan-patriarchal culture who invaded Greece
in two main waves and adopted the former culture in some censored form – in the 
same way as the Semitic Babylonians adopted the Sumerian culture. Troy was the last
fortress of the Cretan-Minoan civilisation which was destroyed by the Hellenes. The 
Kaberoi, or the Ancient Ones taught some underground initiatory mysteries which 
were adopted by the Thracian’s too. 

It’s reasonably supposed that Kaberoi or Kaberoi came from Egypt where the under-
ground mysteries proliferated. These mysteries were magickal and esoteric rather 
than religious and exoteric, and taught some secret way to the individual immortality. 
It’s said by Snorri Sturluson – the paraphraser of the Nordic Eddas, that Odhin came 
from Troy in the North to become a god. Prior Odhin to become Alfodhur (All-Fath-
er) it was Tyr who was the central figure in the Germanic pantheon. Odhin is also a 
god who introduced some initiatory mysteries. Maybe he has also been one of those 
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ancient mystery teachers who made use of any local mythology to teach their initiat-
ory systems. Anyway, I would like to use some name in a more European context if 
you don’t mind that idea of mine for an European sinister renaissance. We know that 
there was some Hyperborean aeon in Europe prior to the Egyptian/Sumerian but it 
speaks to me nothing except some dim feelings. Maybe we are to use something 
which brings forth associations with future and the galaxy rather than with the an-
tiquity? – I do understand you very well – you’re a sorcerer, rather than a warrior, and
that’s why you cannot fit well in the ONA scheme. You don’t want to risk as they 
want of their adherents to risk. Am I right? However, you’ve managed to get some 
benefit by publishing their stuff and that’s fair, but they do not recognise you as an 
adequate partner, since you’re not a warrior/bully, and they feel it – at least the 
bearded prophet, who in fact is the real ONA, feels it. I also feel it. I’m also not fit for
the warrior way despite of my experience – at least from a Dexter view since my 
traumas are more than my victories, and since they have costed me my health, I’m 
not fit for that way. 

However, I feel also that the bearded prophet and his adherents aren’t fit for the way 
of sorcery as well, or, at least their sorcery is doomed in the way they practise it. The 
warrior disciplines his Dexter to endure the impact of the sinister via training one’s 
body by exposing it to gross risks. The only sorcery/charm here is that the warrior 
project some ideal, or belief unto the sinister and hopes to get some benefit thereby – 
some postmortem fame at the least. The sorcerer makes his Dexter elastic via expos-
ing his body to the benefit of the sinister – the greatest and the subtlest risk which 
could be taken, since it isn’t the sinister but the Dexter which could kill the body – 
it’s the sinister which teaches the body the right reactivity, or the emotional/limbic in-
telligence. 

Can you make the difference? I hope so, since it’s not just “my way”, “my opinion” 
etc. Having familiarised myself with Spengler’s definition of “Magian” in “The De-
cline of the West”, I think it’s a very appropriate term for the three-headed monster of
Judaism, Christianity and Islam – it includes also the Iranian Zoroastrianism as an es-
sential part thereof, and I would include therein also the atheistic Judaism known as 
Marxism, as well as the economic “liberalism”, and the “political correctness”, and 
etc. social cannibalisms invented in the Semitic Orient, or by persons of Semitic ori-
gin. It’s better to have one term for all that subhuman slavish attitude towards the nu-
minous, or the Wyrd in order get petty materialistic benefits thereof. Calling the Wyrd
“God” is the simplest example of the subhuman Magian mentality. Myatt has bor-
rowed that term from Spengler and uses it in a bit superficial context. Here I see the 
same Anglo- Saxon revolutionary inventiveness, and unfortunately, the same lack of 
profoundness. As for “sinister”, I wouldn’t like to give up that valuable magickal 
term just because the bearded prophet Myatt has monopolised it and associated it 
with the bully’s mentality and criminal activity. When one is really deep into 
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magick/sorcery the things become sinister anyway. Otherwise, it would be dubious 
indeed.

 That’s why “sinister sorcery” is a tautology, since sorcery cannot be other than sinis-
ter. Sinister is also the Latin for left, and magickally it’s our left side where from the 
Fetch operates and makes our Dexter, or right side, the Ego to contract, or even to 
collapse. Now about the Ego: Again and again, “Ego” is the Greek for self and 
everything else is a distortion. The negative attitude towards the ego is one of the nas-
tiest Magian distortions. Any “spiritual” path which emphasises on “destroying one’s 
ego” just gives a sign that one has to do with problematic persons who have problems
with their egos. Moreover, such “spiritualists” are magickal profanes who have no 
idea that destroying one’s ego means nothing more than death in the most physical 
sense of the word. If there is self-honesty, there is no problem with the ego. The only 
magickal problem with the ego could be its rigidity, or its lack of elasticity. An essen-
tial part of the sorcery training should be to make one’s ego elastic enough to contract
and expand at will. To make one’s Ego elastic enough for the Fetch’s impact, one 
should free it of any unnecessary concepts and petty concerns. When the left-sided 
Fetch operates, the right-sided Ego should contract at will and give space for the sor-
cery to take place – otherwise it could collapse to an lethal end. Or, just no Fetch will 
operate to prevent one’s body from dying. All we can think of, or create a concept of, 
comes from the Ego, from the Dexter.

The sinister, or, the Fetch is the weird/bizarre/freak thing which DOES NOT fit into 
the concepts and could be perceived by the whole body only. In fact, we do not know 
much about our body since its anatomy is an invention, or concept of our Ego. An-
ima/Animus is the closest Ego’s concept to the Fetch. Both Fetch and Ego abide one’s
body, or, maybe more correctly illustrated, the Fetch and the Ego could be represen-
ted as two overlapped circles, and their intersection is the body. The sorcery training 
of the Ego should include not only the awareness of body’s mortality, but the aware-
ness of body’ sudden mortality as well. However paradoxically it may sound that 
death awareness gives the sorcerer a chance to attain to a relative immortality. Relat-
ive, because we still do not know what happens in the field of the 3-d awareness. The 
Dexter Ego and its causal/mundane/consensus/ reality are product of our first aware-
ness, including our body as an anatomic notion, while the second awareness concerns
our acausal perception via the sinister Fetch’ including the egg of energy as a sum of 
all dynamic possibilities of the body. The feeling of time within the second awareness
is non-linear. The third awareness is when the egg of energy’ shell is broken… Willi-
am (the guy who asked intelligent questions in the o9a’s forum and who was rejected 
by Chloe) asked me privately what were my beliefs concerning the afterlife, or what 
(if anything) happens to us when we die. 
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I will quote here my answer to him in order to continue my thought about the aware-
ness of death: “Independently on my beliefs, I can suddenly die. Were there an after-
life, or not, the loss of my physical form would be a catastrophe since my body is my 
spirit’s only organ of perception in this world and I’m organically interested to stay in
this world once having come into being therein. My body is the only key, or lever to 
the real magickal forces. This world is much more than what both the religion and the
science pretend to know about it. I’m a sorcerer who despise the issues of both the re-
ligion and the science. This world remains a mystery and sorcery is the only direct 
approach to that mystery. A mystery of dark energy…Everything is energy and inter-
action between fields of energy. My body is a field of energy as well. However, that 
energy is not in my possession yet, it belongs to external factors, and my awareness 
thereof is probably a temporary phenomenon, so the quest of sorcery is to make that 
energy my own possession prior to die. Death is a mystery as well as life. What is 
sure is that during death one’s configuration of energy changes and that change could 
cause a loss of personal awareness. To make one’s available energy one’s own is the 
way the sorcerer perpetuates oneself. The chances are not great, yet the sorcerer never
gives up hir quest, even before the face of inevitable death. To dissolve one’s personal
awareness in some greater and impersonal awareness thus enriching it by the memory
of one’s life experience, is not the path of sorcery. 

The Wyrd is a fact, not a belief, but the sorcerers do not engage themselves in giving 
it definitions though they interact therewith. It’s sensible, and it’s sensible via one’s 
body provided the sorcerer has made it sensitive enough. It’s sensed as a vast web of 
numberless threads of energy penetrating everything – it’s not somewhere beyond, 
it’s right here in now, provided, to say, one’s nervous system is expanded enough out-
side of one’s body to perceive it. A certain mushroom (probably you know about 
them) could enhance one’s perception to perceive that mysterious thing, but such an 
experience could be overwhelming, if one has no enough personal energy to bear it. 

Moreover, this thing, which our Aryan ancestors have called “Wyrd” is somehow sen-
tient though impersonal. It’s a paradox those of the “lower spirituality”, the religion-
ists, cannot understand, and if they nevertheless get in touch therewith, they are over-
whelmed and project thereto any kind of human follies, most often the fear of their 
own father – such is the case with the bearded prophets of the Orient. That’s why I do
claim that the Semites are of a lower race (or of an ill, morbid race?) who feel little 
but are ambitious enough to seek after conquering the world. Anyway, the only safe 
thing the sorcerer could rely on is the awareness of hir own death, and that’s what 
motivates hir not to lose hir time with petty issues. However paradoxical it may 
sound, the awareness of one’s death is what may overcome one’s death. So the sor-
cerers usually avoid the metaphysical comforts. Some say the Wyrd “gives a chance” 
to the sorcerers – once gaining an awareness of one’s own thread of Wyrd, why 
should that personal thread lose its awareness of itself?” 
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As you see, +O+, much of the ONA terminology and symbolism have become my 
own, an organic part of my sorcery, so I hope you do understand why I’m not willing 
to give up these things which have made so much sense to my Ego and to my quest. 
When they are used in a different context the ONA will have no more monopoly over 
them. What we need is quite a new context and I think I gave you an example of us-
ing that terminology in the context of my sorcery. “My sorcery” is an incorrect saying
since it’s an open path for all sorcerers who deviate from the bully’s approach to the 
sinister. If you want to totally eradicate them from your future quest that would be a 
sign you have really served somebody else’s agenda, and now you’re angry of your-
self. I don’t think it’s true – I feel you’ve made use of the ONA's paradigm for your 
Dexter understanding of the Sinister. No need of suspending the momentum you’ve 
gained by your former ONA's allegiance. Changing the angle, or the context of that 
momentum will be our next sorcery after having once expanded the ONA’ sorcery to 
subtler concepts via Crux. I offer to you not to criticise directly the ONA in our future
publicity – it would be quite enough to announce we follow the sinister path of the 
sorcerers, not of the warriors. When the Aryan inheritance is concerned somewhere in
our future publicity, we would mention that the Sorcerer’s estate was higher than the 
Warrior’s estate, and so shall it be forever. Seems that you’re fed up of the o9a and I 
can understand you very well. However, it speaks that you’ve not managed to make 
o9a magick your own as well – me myself cannot betray my own investment in that 
symbol system since it has become an organic part of my magick. I’m afraid you has 
invested too much in the social aspect of the o9a, – publications, communications, 
running online, or real life temples etc. – a sphere the o9a’s audience and the o9a 
themselves are still immature. 

Yes, the sinisterion is somehow socially immature to stay ISS. All these surly fellows 
keep secrets from themselves and that’s why they cannot be sincere in their social 
contacts. Such contacts suck and that’s why you feel fatigued and fed up. During all 
these 6 years spent within the sinisterion’s current I have limited my social contacts 
to two persons only – you and X, since only with both of you I’ve felt relaxed enough
to communicate on that delicate theme of sorcery. Sorcery is always sinister. No need
of any o9a-like advertisement. When one is sensitive enough one could sense the sin-
ister presence of the very world itself all around oneself. So sinister that one may for-
get to breathe and thus burdening one’s heart, one may meet one’s death. Yet such 
should be the awareness where-from sorcery is done, not other. Do you know why the
German group of Ice Magicians were expelled from the IOT? Because they offered a 
sorcery technology whereby one’s brain produces in one’s organism the same reactiv-
ity as if at – 50*C, a temperature where-from seidhr trance and magick start to work 
and one’s sorcery works sensible changes in one’s surroundings. As well as to oneself
– the ancient Germanic seidh-sorceresses were famous shape-shifters. 

The IOT (P. Carroll and the British section) were afraid of studying and practising 
that technology and blamed the Ice Magicians for “psycho-fascism”. Having tested 
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some aspects of my local system of sorcery I can imagine, me myself joined the IOT 
to relax from my severe training my organism refused to tolerate. Anyway, sorcery is 
always sinister since it demands one to go beyond one’s mundane awareness. If one is
on the sinister path, one should develop one’s weird self – the fetch, the naguahl, the 
acausal self, or one’ second awareness, which is often at odds with one’s causal self ‘s
comfort. If one persists in preserving one’s causal self’s comfort and deliberately neg-
lects one’s weird self, the latter will start to play weird and nasty tricks on the former. 

One’s life may become more threatened than it was while one’s causal self was com-
municating with the acausal one. I already outlined my ideas for the eventual future 
development of Them if you remember them. I would add also the Aeonics of Pan-
Europe thereto (where Pan is also the dark one called Pan). I expected to hear your 
own ones but you say you want to desert from Them. I say you just cannot desert 
from your creation like some chaos magician of the IOT’s type. You can, of course, 
but now you seem a bit scared and there is a tendency to become even more scared if 
you lose your sorcerer’s perspective, as it often happens when a sorcerer abandon his 
sorcery project by aborting it. Do you know what a paranoia has possessed most of 
the chaos magicians? Yes, “the Triumvir” is to be abandoned. The o9a failed in recon-
ciling Them and 352, by showing both that the latter are their favourites, and their 
preference for a subaeonic strategy alien to the European ethos. Taking such an atti-
tude it’s to be maintained – in this case with a cold silence but with a presence. I 
don’t think Them are a sinking ship yet. If you abandon Them right now you just 
show your fear of the o9a, or the things around the o9a, you just admit that the o9a 
and 352 have taken away Them from you. I offer to you a long silence (as long as to 
re-arrange your causality to accept the signals coming from your acausality), and then
there will follow a laconic, cold and distant announcement that Them have a different
approach to sorcery and Aeonics, that Them have made their contribution to the o9a 
via the Crux project, and that was all. Bye. I do believe that if you really change your 
approach to sorcery, you will really sound laconic, cold and distant having nothing 
more to say to them.

About Crux: I find it perfect, though I have a complaint – you have deleted a vital 
note of mine in the diagram of the ToW runic correspondences – that Tyr rune is more
appropriate in the context of the 16-th path than Wyn rune, as I first signified in 
scheme. Otherwise, I’m infinitely grateful to you for adding my contribution to your 
Crux project – a further evolutionary phase of the current set in motion by the o9a. 
It’s up to us to further develop that phase into something really independent and 
genuine. You read my thoughts in respect of that new life, +O+. Though the o9a sym-
bolism has become organically accreted to my personal sorcery I feel I have nothing 
to do with those who recently speak from the o9a’s name. Nor do I agree with AL that
the Temple of Them should be the more traditional o9a’s nexion. I think we are to 
foresee our next step after the Crux publication – a step making us more distant from 
the o9a, and nearer to the different World Wyrd you speak about. Those who sin-
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cerely pace the weird path of sorcery have no need of overemphasis on the dark, sin-
ister, ominous, dangerous, evil etc. Yes, time to time, the curious are to be decisively 
warned, but preaching all the time about that stuff is boring and speak of some flaw. 
Even of some vulnerability. I do know some harmless snakes, which intensely imitate
the appearance and behaviour of their poisonous fellows but they cannot delude the 
snake-hunter. I think we need a new Physis as an approach to that different than o9a’s
World Wyrd you speak about. The o9a’s Physis is based on will-power and struggling
with oneself, on some internal conflict with oneself led after all to that weakness 
which made our race vulnerable to the Magian virus. In order to destroy the Magian 
virus we are first to restart the whole system. We need individuals who are more re-
laxed with themselves, we ourselves are to make those approaching the Temple of 
Them feel more relaxed with themselves. After all, the very awareness of sinister 
should make one to relax if one is to react correctly thereto. I would like to emphasise
on that reactivity as on something of vital importance. Let’s accept that we are first of
all some perceptive beings amongst the web of Wyrd – the acausal, the sinister itself. 
Our bodies are our basic organ of perception. Our bodies react to what they perceive. 
Our reactions, however, are conditioned by the RHP education and our lives are often
frustrated thereby. So, our main task is to uncondition our reactions and work on our 
unconditional reactivity to develop our limbic intelligence (which in the language of 
some Eastern systems is to awake the snake Kundalini and allow it to energise all the 
energy centres in our body, though I would like to avoid that Eastern terminology).

Sorcery is the most primeval form of human magick corresponding to the animistic 
hunter-gathering mentality when all one’ surroundings, including oneself were re-
garded as animated – having soul, or spiritual. Any further separation of the spirit 
from the matter have led to the present schizophrenic conflict within the human being
which make sick and ill its only organ of perception. If there is a creator, its creation 
cannot be less sacred than it, or the creation is as sacred as its creator, or the creator 
and the creation are one – otherwise we have a Magian perspective. While we are to 
revel in the numinous, being numinous ourselves, the Magian want of us to worship it
as something separate from us, thus creating a deficit thereof in order to sell it. The 
Magian perspective should be regarded as a form of spiritual illness, or as some defi-
cit of spirit.

I’m afraid, however, that if we are to be genuine sorcerers, we are to re-think our 
concept of essence vs form as well. This conflict is due to the deficit of methodology 
created since the humanity moved from its animistic world-view. The form itself 
should lead to its essence. The form itself should be suggestive of the method 
whereby the essence is attained. The form itself should be the key to its essence. For 
example, my approach to the sigils of the Dark Ones is something like. To see beyond
the form is through the form itself. The form is the gate. The inverted pentagram – the
symbol of the emphasis on the physical, on the form, on the dark force of gravitation, 
on the avoidance of the term “spirituality”, on making of death one’s sexual fetish, is 
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again an actual and classical symbol of Satanism I propose as a new form, a form re-
pulsive and attracting simultaneously, challenging the Satanists from both the CoS 
and the o9a type.

These were just some outlines of the new life I can foresee. What do you think?…”

MIND WAR

THEM’s understanding of the Magian and the Mind War is detailed our MS the 
‘Theory of the Beast’. Basically, we espouse that the sight of the Abyss for first man 
was so frightening, that to conquer its fear it was necessary for the development of 
‘things’ and ‘understanding’ in order to control this titanic force that confronted what 
would become ‘man’ on that being’s arrival to this place… therefore we place our 
theory in a biological, evolutionary, type system. In covering up the horrors, man was
able to become man, but in doing so what actually was was seen through artifice. 
This divided the world into two magical forces; one that wished to remain ‘natural’ 
and accept the abyss and a world beyond morality; the other that desired form and 
substance and control and invented all manner of fables to enslave the mysteries of 
the world into manageable chunks. This in itself was not the beginning of the Mind 
War but set the foundations for a system of FORM that would come to be abused by 
various cunning elements of mankind who quickly realised the bonus in interpreting 
the world for others… Of this element I infer the Christians, but well before the 
Christians, the tyranny of control has likely been an endless temptation for others to 
rule others throughout recorded and pre-recorded time. We think the ego, which arose
as a reaction to the Abyss, is responsible for this tyranny, for making a religion of 
form, and for interpretation. 

Some of this is psychological, i.e. grouping qualities which are quite separate but are 
generalised under one umbrella into a singular entity, a fairly standard practice for the
brain and our perceptive faculties; but these kinds of faculty have been abused, 
enslaved, controlled, so that when someone refers to ‘America’ or ‘Russia’ we 
actually believe that the billions of individual citizens, each as complicated as you or 
I [who have yet to figure ourselves out] are somehow represented by this illusory 
statement commonly used to lump virtually infinite views and information from each 
citizen, into one little box. As if whoever wrote the statement truly knew what 
‘Americans’ wanted, as if they could know the minds and wishes of billions of 
people, and many go along with this charade thinking and judging the ‘Americans’ as
this or that based on such statements, often without the common-sense to question 
how anyone could know sentiments of that scale of such a diverse and astronomical 
number of ways in which those brains function. Such a statement is mere ‘politics’ or 
statistics – and is a small example of what constitute to us, the MATRIX, the taking 
of form and interpretation and hearsay as gospel over what is commonsense, 
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observable, rational, reasonable, possible… a common sloppy madness that has 
strongly gripped the world by the long-standing traditional use of abuse of such 
things as language, logic, form, by a concentrated group of persons who exhibit a 
similar and materialistic Weltanschauung… (that said, only in my time has the 
Magian been able to be said to be represented by the Capitalist or Materialist, before 
my time, the Magian current was something else, represented by something else,)

 Another is in referring to the plans or motivations of billions of brains by lumping 
them all under one umbrella such as ‘The Russians’, or ‘Communists’ or some other 
such grouping… the same can be said of the Magian by the Sinister… and while I 
and the rest of THEM are aware of this process of doing this, of creating an enemy 
that is ubiquitous, that we are projecting our shadow, our prejudice, our ego… it is 
necessary to take on this guise and take shapes and use generalised terms and reach 
others on the same level as the Matrix does, therein, others can put up their theories 
and beliefs and we will break them down so that they can be free. Our own writings 
are theory, they work for us and we ascribe a Weltanschauung of our own around our 
work, around ourselves; they are driven by the convictions made possible by our ego,
by our sense of relatedness; however these theories sound in words to others is not 
going to affect how these principles affect our ability to believe in and practice magic
based on these principles that we experience as working sorcery. Some of that sorcery
that is taught under our banner of CHANGE may be understood by the astute or wise,
but I doubt very much of it is; most people fix their gaze upon the appearance of 
things, upon the nuts and bolts, the terms and the words, the idea that someone is 
trying to state something unchangeable, or directly contradict their own view which is
taken as a challenge…

The facts are, we teach change. Much of what you say about what you understand 
requires no comment from me or anyone else, you will figure out what you figure out
in your own time, in your own way. Our methods are not about controlling others or 
obscuring magic or in pretending we are invincible or infallible; much as our external
authoritarian writings may convince some that we are saying just that; they are there 
for a purpose, written like that for a purpose, a purpose driven by the ego – only when
that first purpose has been achieved, when there is a FORM created for the purpose 
of communicating something very particular to a reader, and that connexion is made 
by the reader, can the next stage of the process begin… but the processes too are not 
in the end, important – what is important is the overall theme of our work, of 
changing, of confronting the status quo [particularly in thought], of thinking things 
through, and eventually, with any luck, of seeing one’s own power. 

But some still require the occult walk to prove for themselves that something does or 
does not work, some still require the arguments to prove their worth over others to 
satisfy their scepticism or beliefs, some still think there are guru’s out there that can 
show them something magical and amazing inside the occult maze of tools and rituals
and bizarre [without being able to appreciate just how magical the world already is], 
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and some, like myself, are seen to be teachers, but for all I know, I remind myself I 
know nothing, that I may learn… when I felt I had become a Master, I joined a 
physical discipline of martial arts in order to start at the lowest level of something 
else. To remind myself of my humble ignorance, whatever my ego might wish. I learn
much about myself from representing this Temple, and I continue to learn every day 
in some way or another. While I may say more than others on a subject, I know better
than to believe ‘myself’. And I know far better, than to stop questioning myself. I 
only realise how much I do know/don’t know when I am asked a question – up until 
that point, knowing as much as I do is almost useless because it’s a holistic 
apprehension that powers my feeling of contentment and dare i say it ‘happiness’.
In summary, what I believe, I’m happy to share and have challenged and put to the 
test – on the merits that it withstands such tests is such knowledge useful to others… 
if it doesn’t then I am happy to have it pointed out, I take criticism well, and will 
happily re-think my ‘convictions’. 

I’m able to change, to make change, to back down, or throw aside my ego to listen to 
commonsense, or a better idea. If I or the others couldn’t, THEM would not be as 
rock-solid as it is, or as unique. It is through the direct basis of others in THEM to 
control their ego [and through persons like you and your interesting insightful posts] 
that my companions help me to grow and I to help them because of our ability to 
listen, to teach and learn from one another, to warn each other of pigheadedness or of 
any absolute thinking… yet we each possess a strong ego that lacks no conviction to 
pursue its own way forward, and requires no interference from others no judgement 
or control, and does not need to suck the energy of others to feel its way forward by 
reward or punishment. One of us seeks to create acausal wraiths, another the 
destruction of Christianity, another to raise satanic beings, another to infiltrate 
existing groups and change them and so on… we have our own goals, our own 
worlds, and yet we each understand the temple, the terminology, the idea of 
objectivity, to be illusion. Our psyche is ruled by nuance. It is good that you question 
our forms, as well as not require your ego to be ‘right’. It is healthy to admit you are 
in an awkward position – so are we, so are all of us. What you settle on as your own 
Weltanschauung is entirely yours to know and believe – I am at least thankful that we
can help you really solidify that Weltanschauung with our provision of many walls to 
bounce your ideas off, and likewise we are thankful, for your provision of walls for 
ours.
ISS,

INDISIGUAL

[Very old intimations of the latent archetype of the Undividual and Becoming One of 
THEM]
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I explored life with vigour – time alone in real Forests, real spontaneous adventures 
in which I discovered the consequential causal effect of my journeys on their plane, 
as I went.

I explored life with scepticism – curiosity expended on exploring the capacities of my
organism, long walks, long talks, pouring my intention into the outcome of my 
actions to get what I wanted. Insight coming that what I wanted would become clear 
from these long walks, long talks.

I felt the rush of life in these physical joys and could smile at the folly of philosophy 
from an armchair – an otherworld smile, formed by the painful and exhaustive 
forcing of the face out of an uninitiated frown.

Really, only with this blood on the hands, and feet, could a wise man delve into what 
other men thought he was in the many annals of Wisdom. I read their books and 
wrote my own – a guide, a compilation of guides, and evolution of the guidance and 
nothing else.

Face to face I observed examples of the species and my species in relation to these 
examples. It was an encounter with chaos. Yet the pattern that was dissimilarly shared
by these examples of the species walked beside rules and laws and limits and I 
observed of these, places where they would gather, tangents whereby the species 
would synchronise and become malleable.

All of them teachers, all of them students – And I met many of both who were 
powerful on the way here – even some who thrashed me within an inch of my life. 
But they could not take it from me – and in turn I took everything from them.
There are many powerful individuals throughout the species. But those that power the
powerful are the power itself.

In stark opposition to the species, I watched them synchronise tangents again and 
again, their patterns as constant as the ebbing of the tide of the sea crashing on to the 
shores of their lives and wearing them away like grains of sand little by little 
reclaimed by the endless breakers.

They did not learn though this species – they were taught – and I was forced to acquit
myself as a member of their organic and form my own.
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18.333

Meandering along like another little white sheep,

Though tinged with emerging Satan.
Consuming the liquor of the masses that turns sound to silence,
And generally wasting away.
Drunk too much, too quick, too bad,
And joined hands with one of my alcoholic-induced stupors.
Where memory is null and it is like being dead for lack of life,
While the flesh is willing, precariously the mind is absent, per se.
And now I leave rhyme and rhetoric aside for a while,
To cast aside the curtain of the veil.
And relate to you that I was literally bashed to the verge of death,
After some silly drunken argument of which I have no memory.
The man I was with, a friend of six long years, just watched
My defenceless body thrown to the ground with brutal savagery,
And a man thrice my size and muscle smash my face into a pulp.
And yet I was not present here.
My body was dumped on the side of the highway, left to bleed to death,
My friend presumably watched this too.
And I must have lain on the cold footpath of foreign suburbia,
During the coldest night of the year.
My blood alcohol reading was one point of fatal,
My temperature dangerously low,
My life poured all over the concrete, bloodied and broken.
My dreams, my loves, my gifts, my talents, my essence flowing from me
toward the River Styx, and yet I was not present even here.
I woke up in the hospital, my face so smashed in
It was three times the normal size, though they would not let me see this,
And I had to find out two days later in a hospital bathroom.
I remembered nothing but the drinking down at the beach.
Everything else was a blank. And now, finally, I was present.
And I was calm. And I was contemplative too.
I should by rights be dead. The elements were there.
The temperature, the injuries, the loss of blood, the dumping of my body where no-
one should find it.
But I was not dead. I had only died.
And it was like a cold clinical gleam entered me, upon piecing together where I was.
Lying in hospital, I asked for no-one to be contacted that first night. I was enjoying 
the solitude that this a priori instilled.
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Instead, I sat and waited for the patterns to converge as they had always done, and for
my skin to knit and my bones to fuse.
And I smiled at how easily I could have been swept from my turn on Earth, an 
insignificant speck in the infinite sea with no-one to know how, why, or when I had 
died.
To die alone.
So sudden this turn of events, could I have known I would be nearly murdered after a 
pleasant drink with a friend of six years?
Even now the coward is roaming free. But let this one sheep go free I say,
Even after the offers appeared to cull this spineless maggot.
Why? Because although he did it when I were defenceless,
My attacker bashed discipline into honour, pride, integrity and the Star.
By rights I should have died, my own weakness for the drink the rose on my lifeless 
dumped corpse.
But when I awoke and realised I was still alive, that I had survived a horrific beating 
and been found in the nick of time by random passers-by,
I found the strength to smile the many-toothed smile of sickly sweet Satan, For I was 
now a ghost. I had been dead, and I had been alive. I much preferred being alive – but
I understood the silence of being dead now.
And what had I meant to the world in this life? Nothing.
While I had shone like a star… I had not the control to die like one
And if I can’t die like a star,
What is life’s fucking point?
I’m dead now… I don’t feel like I’m living amongst the living.
I am a cold black shadow who works darkness from the Abyss.
[This prose was penned for the TOB as a shared insight into the alchemical 
transformation that had overcome me after I was nearly murdered in the street by 
unknown assailants (Though I probably deserved it, I was a terrible drunk in 2003 
and a cheeky cunt too) and beaten within an inch of my life. I was found unconscious
on a freezing night, my blood alcohol was so high the paramedics would tell me they 
were amazed I hadn’t died from that alone, and I was lucky to even be found in the 
darkness at the bottom of a flight of stairs. I have no recollection of the lead-up to the 
events, and large tracts of my memory are now inaccessible – I did recall clearly 
however, my thoughts in the aftermath. It would take several more of these near 
deaths and a number of further years to stop my chronic drinking. This experience 
was the beginning of a sober new world view – of a man that understood he had 
limited time, that it could have ended without warning, and without achieving any of 
the goals I had vowed to set out to do as a boy and somehow lost my way… It was 
this brutal assault that nearly killed me that aptly captured the emergence of the 
pseudonym Ryan Anschauung. ]
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RYAN ANSCHAUUNG

The world is quite confusing for me at times. They way I interpret it is so different I 
have made a unique philosophy in attempting to explain it, mostly to myself more 
than others – but I too am quite unique in the scheme of human beings. I am for 
instance Left-handed and an INFJ (Myers-Briggs) with a cultural background from 
New Zealand. Left-handers make up a tiny percentage of the world population (which
could explain my frustration with the mechanical aspects of the world at times, 
especially unconscious as a child but impacting my learning greatly) – INFJ’s make 
up a 1-2% fraction of personality types which makes us the rarest type of all – and 
New Zealand has a culture like no other. I’m 6’2″ with an IQ high enough to 
differentiate me from the majority but not high enough to own it. My star sign is rare,
my astrological chart too. I am an outsider in so many ways it is hard to list them all. 
For my early life I was moved from location to location – never really putting down 
roots until we ended up in a creepy haunted house where I had my first startling 
supernatural interactions and early introduction to death, attachment and grief with 
my pet calf being trampled to death by larger cows. 

Here also I played the trust game with my older sister who let me fall off a water tank
onto my back which greatly damaged my already tenuous trust of others but 
celebrated being more risky than my older brother and sister by climbing higher trees,
exploring the hills, letting fireworks off in my hand and taking dares. But as they 
turned into teens, they spent little to no time with me and I wandered off in idyll. I 
grew up without a father which also impacted me significantly and still does but 
without structure to direct what I should be interested in or guidance on how to live 
or be I simply found my own weird way, taking cues from one of the few media 
available VHS video and being impressed by 80’s serial killers and superheroes 
particularly Jason Voorhees and Batman, both strong and silent. My mother 
mistreated my stepsister in my very early childhood, and it left me very scarred, 
jarring my understanding and giving me sociopathic tendencies to the point I often 
felt I was meant to be a serial killer or had been one in a previous life and was 
atoning for it by being given a last judgement to behave, in this one. 

As I grew up in the country in a tiny town of a few hundred people (maybe), 2 shops, 
a school with just 30 students for most of my attendance and spent the majority of my
time walking the hills, forest, roads, creeks and exploring nature – my formative 
world was a microcosm in which I found the means to explore, experience and 
understand my relation to it and others. I left school at 15, having been unable to 
settle into multiple different schools and colleges finally finding some solace and 
peace at the alternative Auckland Metropolitan College before it was shut down but 
also left there under a cloud, migrating back to Australia at 17. My family did not call
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me by my real name most of my life which was greatly confusing when I found out, 
and my real full name is even unique as all three parts are often spelled incorrectly 
causing great mischief to my life through the impairing by various bureaucratic 
institutions even having 2 tax file numbers at one point, my eyesight is also extremely
rare and unusual and it can be no surprise to anyone that knows these details I have 
never revealed before that I too should be so unusual as to be the founder of the 
Temple of THEM. Impossible things have always happened to me and impossible 
things are all I know. 

Somehow left to my own devices my initial faith in God, introduced through the 
Bible and as an overarching principle that was governing Life and those closest to me
or around me was broken through a powerful breaking of trust episode where I spoke 
to God to exchange my life in exchange for the dying father of my school friend. 
Naively believing this was enough Simon’s father later died leaving me angry hurt 
and confused. After declaring my anger at God through prayer I vowed to serve Satan
instead, shortly after which I believed I saw God as a blue light at the foot of my bed 
and this experience was so profound that up until recently it was a very powerful 
factor in the course of all my life actions and choices. 

I turned to Devil Worship aged around 12. There were early signs – At the age of 5 I 
was removed from Sunday School (a religious praising and learning of Christ) for 
refusing to participate, at age 11 I played the Innkeeper who turns Joseph away from 
the Inn (Biblical story). Additional details are given in my Diary of a 
Devilworshipper series (also called Mvimaedivm). I believed, up until recently that 
my purpose as a being here on Earth was to stop or destroy Christianity. Age 19 I 
discovered the Order of Nine Angles (ONA) after which I was thrust into a strange 
new world where I would cross paths with the likes of the Tempel ov Blood, 
Illuminates of Thanateros (Chaos Magick), obscure groups like the Society of the 
Dark Lily, 218 and dozens more in the course of hundreds of thousands of 
interactions and conversations with all manner of people doing all manner of things, 
many of these conversations are recorded in my various archives and files of my 
groups including anonymously in Abyssal. While I had been possessed of my own 
mission prior to ONA I found guidance within the teachings of Nasz Dom that I had 
not encountered anywhere else, structured, formal, academic and mystical – it 
grabbed me like nothing else ever has and for the next 13 years I was a firm advocate 
and follower producing countless essays, works, complimenting and contrasting what
it had to say. 

What I took away from their teachings put me on a path even more unique than my 
already impossibly difficult upbringing where extremely isolated spiritually by virtue 
of my circumstances and bizarre set of attributions, I was radicalised and found a 
home among its adherents and offshoots. I founded the Black Glyph Society to 
archive and distribute important occult works to encourage the alchemical growth of 
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others (ownership then given to another) and formed the ASOV, an Australian-based 
occult group (ownership also given to another) – Believed in my path. Even when 
afraid and unsure I have always stood up to bullies and tyrants. Even when it has 
placed me in great danger I have jumped in the way to protect others. When my 
mother and stepfather were arguing, when a guy I barely knew that I used to buy 
weed off was being stood over by a guy with a knife, when my friend was threatened 
by a gang, when my flat-mate was being terrorised by her boyfriend, when my 
stepson’s father (previous best friend) tormented my ex-partner during a custody 
battle, when some dreg in Brazil wanted to make a pedo ring for my Temple to bring 
in money, no matter where or when I have always stood up for the underdog, with an 
unbreakable sense of justice and what is the right thing to do, that I have to act even if
I don’t want to because I cannot stand to see cruelty, bullying, or ganging up on one 
person which I’ve always viewed as cowardly. 

In 2006 the Temple of THEM was created with an initial intention to study the origins
of the Dark Gods among other aims. Sometime in 2009-2010 the ‘Us vs Them’ 
concept of mundanes began to emerge in ONA messaging and things changed. My 
sense of right and wrong is the reason I fell out with the Order of Nine Angles after 
DL9 and Chloe agreed on a decommissioned forum that children of mundanes 
(ordinary people not sinister) should be raped and or killed and I began to see that my
love of the mystical, British-isles Arthurian, cosmic nature love ONA I had grown up 
with had changed in a way utterly incompatible with my values. It was a realisation 
that I had completely misunderstood its intention as a cult and at the same time the 
realisation of just how powerful forms can be and what they can become when fed. 
THEM began to challenge and rival the messaging of the ONA which I felt had 
become destructive and identical to the very enemy I had already sworn as a child to 
destroy, Christianity. 

In fact, my writings are replete with examples of these comparisons, from Temple vs 
Temple to my analysis of Vindex vs Christ. The problem ensuing is this: when you 
are trying to actively direct how the world will evolve based on what forms you feed 
and what forms you starve you come up against walls where in order for your thing to
take root, another cannot. This leads to an impasses of philosophy and a war against 
those who do not fit your magickal intention. To destroy Christianity would 
thenceforth involve also destroying the ONA as I came to see them as identical in 
essence and method to the Vatican Clergy just vastly different in appearance. What I 
took away from my interaction with the Order I treasure, it has shaped me in a way 
nothing else has, to this day it still provides my spirit a framework I could have 
gotten nowhere else and nourishes and encourages me to stride forward to reach my 
goals seeing the entanglement of human forms and natural forces in a mystical 
druidic dream paradigm of romanticism: at the same time sparking my intense ire.

But as I grow older things become more complex – I realise that locking myself into 
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a battle with a thousand year empire and driving myself by a belief I can change 
things to such an extent as to eradicate Christianity from the planet has given me a 
certain fire but it is still the naive vow of a 12 year old boy – and when looked at very
closely the roots of what I perceive to be choking this world are not so simple to 
identify. 

In part this is made all the more complicated by my love of Carl Jung’s psychological
framework and the need to examine, identify and untangle my own internal, spiritual 
roots to really understand just what it is that causes me to rage against the machine, 
any machine, so fervently. Like CB I find expression through art, and more and more 
I am comfortable with mentioning God: there is an obvious peace with that but I am 
not Christian nor Satanist, I am a very rare design that created the Temple of THEM 
to assist in my own understanding of things, with no academic background, no 
university degree, and the many weird attributes that I was given that make me an 
outsider on virtually any side and yet strangely a friend to all give my written works a
strangeness and difference that I used to be frustrated and confused by – but in recent 
times have come to finally embrace. Having spent the majority of my life using alias 
after alias I somehow have to fuse the different aspects of my life together to make a 
whole, even though they are theoretically at vast odds with one another this fusion is 
necessary if I am to be whole and not kept separate in the many parts that make it 
difficult for me to Be.

THE CHANT OF THE EGO

* Occasionally I take the opportunity to comment about something using certain 
situations or suppositions that have arisen in private correspondence – and tend to do 
this when I receive emails with similar approaches from a significant amount of 
people. By paraphrasing a reply, I gave regarding certain requests and conceptions 
about myself and my work might help give people a better understanding of who 
Ryan Anschauung is and what he represents. I have taken only the gist of what was 
said to enable the author to remain anonymous. My thanks go to the same 
correspondent whose comments enabled me to lucidly explain further elements of my
approach.

On knowing who I am:
* For reasons related to my work I don’t give personal details except where giving 
them serves a purpose of illustrating personal experience and the right to speak from 
it.

On creating distance between me and the world using a persona and the lengths I 
have gone to conceal my identity:
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* Great lengths yes, because being anonymous is a huge part of me being able to do 
what I do in terms of infiltrating different systems quietly – and being unknown 
enables me to elude the trap of presenting a form for people to attach themselves to, 
via a picture, name, etc which would result in a specific process of interaction being 
enabled that is detrimental to my work which seeks to dislodge the attachment to 
forms, not build a personality cult. Ryan Anschauung is a well-known platform with a
good reputation that enables me to connect with others. Whilst my work is on one 
level deeply individual – it is also decidedly aimed at the benefit of the collective – 
and in that sense there is no need for me to show my face – since my face doesn’t 
matter in my work, would in fact complicate it. It would allow my ego to gain too 
much footing in my perception, to collapse on spikes of its own hype as hubris 
inevitably results from it being overfed. It is a highly useful function to me but only if
it is used the right way. Revealing myself would be the wrong way.

On being invited to join a group of individuals to evoke certain changes in the world:
* You refer to Hitler’s meteoric rise to power. And unity. As an example of just two 
group I have worked with in the past that shared some of your goals, the ONA and 
the TOB were exactly the same in using Hitler as an example of a means to unify 
people into a group of powerful magicians/elite – and that approach did not turn out 
well, for me, or for the general collective. This noble desire to create a incorruptible 
network of people is as old as time itself – and it’s not usually with the best of 
intentions with a kernel of individual will-to-power sometimes hidden in sugar-coated
rhetoric designed to motivate hypnotise others and build a personal ladder. It’s from 
my experience – the natural inclination of the human animal to do this – but partly 
because of the environment we live in that rewards this behaviour, and partly because
it is our present unwritten tradition of perception. But this noble (or ignoble) idea 
always suffers from a deliberate or ignorant romanticism – indeed, uses words like 
noble, because humans simply cannot and do not co-operate that way when a certain 
point is reached. There is recognition of a power pinnacle point reached inherent in 
each participant that orders them to automatically over-reach at that point and try to 
take it all. Each individual has a different point and so the collapse of the form is 
unknown but inevitable. All too often those who believed they were contributing to 
something good have poured their efforts into the dreams of madmen. But in your 
suggestions of means and the outline of your goals, you immediately reaffirm the 
obsession with the power of forms to achieve results (the ego’s desired results) that I 
am deliberately trying to destroy/lessen in human beings. The song you are singing is 
an old one, one I have heard many times before and mistakenly aided. Much of my 
present work is an attempt to undo the damage I have done with misguided and 
selfish arrogance in the past. I am therefore prompted to ask – can you reconcile your 
goals, with mine? And am I really the one you want.

My work would ask you why you feel this way and what you are willing to risk and 
do to achieve this ideological paradise your ego is driving you toward. Such a 
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question often has the result of offending the ego of someone – I hope that you are 
beyond that. But offending or at least reasoning with your ego is precisely what must 
happen here if this same archetype is to be changed. One person at a time, it’s a long 
road. But it’s the only road.

On wanting lions not sheep:
* I am so much a lion; I am my own pride. My determined individuality was a 
problem for the so-called free-minded ONA too, because I will not tolerate 
destructive forms being built just for the sake of peace by not making waves or 
supporting group aims. And even proved a problem for me that I have taken a long 
time to accept and come to terms with. Granted: issues of trust are not historically my
forte and I have since worked on this, but the glaring problems with humans ganging 
together, however nice and altruistic they appear to be or the cause they rally for is at 
least two-fold: Diffusion of personal responsibility, i.e. ‘Just doing my job’ is the 
banal source of the greatest evils and this can happen whenever more than one human
being is involved in anything. I have a responsibility to myself above anyone else.
Secondly, my awareness of the duplicity/multiplicity of human beings whose outward
forms do not necessarily reflect their inner private intentions keeps me on guard and 
at arm’s length from people. I want to trust but my expectations for myself and others
can be incredibly high.

I might also add, the fragility of intentions and integrity in people is a problem which 
can lead to them being easily corrupted when they begin to get what their ego wants; 
Or a disagreement spurs them toward sabotage, a coup, a schism or some other such 
typical nonsense that ruins the ideal for everyone.
On contributing to groups:
* I appreciate your offer, perhaps I will be able to contribute to your group at some 
time in my own way.

In reply to how I’d like to change the world and what I want to do to make a 
difference:
* My discussions on the Religious forum are an example of my style of contribution, 
which is often an attempt to reorient anyone’s certainty in their forms again and again
– to challenge them – and to create in them a permanent flux. This flux allows 
confidence in forms to be invested but at the same time provides the nuance of doubt.
Multiplicity over simplicity. This process of ‘dislodging’ the ego’s simple version of 
life or ‘stasis’ often generates a lot of conflict and results in all manner of argument 
being thrown up in defence; but since none of it escapes the behavioural box and all 
stems from the same common source, containing the problems and geometry inherent
in morality, duality, and language it is hard for someone to sustain their point of view 
when presented with this alternative context – they may inevitably drop it.
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Weakening their resolve in forms is generally as far as I go in this process as most 
people will then do the rest themselves. Working within a group – which requires 
certain changes to one’s individual autonomy can be difficult – especially as regards 
my approach which does not allow any form to settle as a grounding truth and is 
always moving the ego on from its toys. It treats the human as a compartmentalised 
being, yet speaks to both compartments differently, even as it uses one system to do 
two separate jobs. It is also quite ruthless as regards treating the ego’s defences 
lightly up to a point but ultimately without tact. Living in this endless torrent of 
shifting sands, and consistently self-insulting one’s most delicate function, appears 
highly uncomfortable for a great number of people.

CONFESSIONS OF A SHAPESHIFTER 118E.H.

I’ve come a long way since I first developed as a teenager from Azazael. My original 
website Azazaelzpagez, though now mostly blank except for a hit-counter is still up, 
but I left no traces of my once abundant stores of personal information. I deleted the 
content of Azazaelzpagez when I changed into DevilworshippR and began to frequent
the ONA yahoo forum around 2003 where I became immersed in the world of 
Traditional Satanism and was motivated to read a great many new authors, including 
Jung, whereupon I first met with the ideas of the man who would greatly shape my 
way of thinking.

After reading “Man and His Symbols” I became aware of Archetypes and the 
Collective Unconscious and was able to better understand the nature of Aeonic 
Theory – also that I was and had been changing, passing through various stages of 
awareness and being. After several years of study and practice I left DWR behind to 
take the name Ryan Anschauung to perform my first insight role as a National 
Socialist. The name was taken from two words, Aryan, and Weltanschauung (roughly 
meaning worldview). I have worked tirelessly to increase both the spread of 
Traditional Satanism as a way of living and the material present related to the 
Tradition, including the Naos Deck, Mvimaedivm (The Diary of a DevilworshippR), 
amazing practical and intellectual acts, various accounts and numerous essays, in 
some cases such writing being biased toward the Tradition, in others antagonistic, and
in these later years what I feel to be a fair balance of both.

Despite being cautious about the deceitful occult ego, I do believe my body of work 
to have substantially added to the Sinister Tradition and to have been both useful and 
inspiring to others – many examples of which I have had the privilege to see. After 
receiving the name Tnepres during my involvement with a cult I coupled the names 
Ryan Anschauung and Tnepres together to form the new pseudonym Tnepres Ra. For 
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me, Tnepres Ra represented a stage beyond Azazael and DWR and a new state of 
being where I felt a good balance of cynicism and optimism regarding the Occult. As 
I wrote, drawing on the ideas of Jung, it came about that I re-read Man and His 
Symbols whereupon I came to see myself as living an archetypal cycle. As Tnepres 
Ra I had established a solid network of contacts, suppliers and brethren and had 
finally worked my way up to the position I dreamed of being in when I was a young 
boy (though certain illusions had been broken regarding the nature of that role on the 
way). However, despite the success of Tnepres Ra, I decided to change names yet 
again having achieved one longed for goal, I now needed another. Reversing the 
initials of my signature T.Ra I came up with A.rt. My life has been a work of art (and 
is far from finished – I am now 29 years old) and it seemed suitable that having 
achieved the goal I had sought after, that Tnepres Ra should be destroyed to complete
the archetypal cycle I had read about in Jung and as a Satanist, to go on beyond him 
and become something else. 

And thus, it came about that I announced the death of Tnepres Ra by a fatal collision 
with a car in the ONA forum. I had hoped to generate a stir and was greatly moved to 
see some kind tributes paid to my passing – all these many years I have written and 
acted and struggled to make a difference but many times it was without being able to 
see that I was or had and this greatly disheartened me many times. Having no 
experience in faking a death I botched the job with humorous and embarrassing 
results. Having ten different email accounts and a plethora of other pseudonyms did 
not help matters and I carelessly revealed my living existence. Tnepres’s death came 
during a new idea to form the Temple of THEM with others I had met on the Path and
helped show the true colours of certain persons who lacked the key component of 
honesty and pretended to have been good friends with him. Inadvertently, his death 
helped show who could not be trusted to enter the new formation.

So, now here I am, eight years later, still teaching and still learning under my new 
name ‘Friend Ley‘. The pseudonyms given on lulu for a “Ryan Frank” are of course 
bogus, that is not my real name either but if you combine the initials of my last three 
pseudonyms together it reads FRATR. L. I’ve come to the conclusion that my 
instructions to others are perhaps weakening the difficulty of the Path. This is not an 
easy thing to decide, any good magician flip-flops endlessly, agonising over what is 
right, fair, just etc and I have done the same for years, hence my taking down of 
various other libraries such as ONA Database. However, in my position as a teacher I 
am aware that those already in possession of what I am trying to teach seldom, if 
ever, require such a thing as the Temple of THEM or guidance and so I find myself 
patiently encountering the same level of aspirant again and again – generally only 
encountering those above me in passing. It’s time for me to move on to new 
experiences. I have done my best to teach the Way and Mvimaedivm (Now Know My
Way) that is all that anyone can ask for. I’m leaving Mvimaedivm [and its Archives] 
up and just leaving.
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I regret nothing.
ISS

THE IRONY OF GIVING INSIGHT

I hope that 101 has been instructive so far for those who have listened to me shout 
into the void here. I have attempted to de-construct a great many things but also to 
provide a guiding light through things on many levels – not just those usually 
accessible to us. I’ve tried to give a replacement and physiologically based tension of 
opposites that can be tested against reality by simply Being and is universally 
available to everyone – not merely assert yet another set of abstract tensions 
politically or religiously motivated i.e. Sinister/Magian that merely confuse the issue 
of life further. Fear/Love are a contribution to a non-moral, non-controlled, non-
abstract tension that is undeniable and universal by which those in heuristics may 
gain a constant footing in life, as life.

Unfortunately, in having to be so tenacious over the last 20 years or so to get my 
points across or explore them fully I have become aware of an even more subtle 
tendency of the ego – especially as regards what I am doing here today shouting into 
the void in 101. The ego is a sneaky motherfucker – I have noticed how my posts 
have gone from shouting into the void to sharing my ideas to beginning to instruct 
others on how to live… It is not unfair to conclude that my own ego has been built 
into a terrific-sized monster itself –and to be arrogant enough to think it can replace 
time, space, and reality and have the strength to fly in the face of world consensus, it 
had to be. Old habits and habitations, die hard. But if I wasn’t aware of this Irony – 
and aware of when it’s time to ‘stop the car’, could I really say that I had learned 
anything from all of This?

It is at this point that I must stop what I have been doing viz. using the ego as a 
vehicle to charge my way through obstacles I have been training for a long time to 
face up against and overcome to be heard. Now that I have made it over those 
obstacles, been heard, and that people are listening to the extent that my theory of 
Physis is being picked up – is changing views – there is a very real risk of my ego 
enjoying the attention it is creating and swelling up to gigantic proportions to become
a tyrannous monster by trying to control what has been shared, by trying to control 
these simple truths by making their effortless simplicity into some artificial, 
irresponsible, unnatural ism. If I don’t leave it at that – and now – I duly risk 
repeating the mistakes of so many others who chanced on a good idea and turned it 
into a new version of an old mistake by making of it a morally imposed code or 
enforced law. Sath showed me this.
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The ego is a useful tool – but it cannot help getting carried away – especially when it 
is praised and others help to assert its subjective stasis as objective – that is 
unfortunate in some ways, fortunate in others, but really just an inherent part of its 
function prone to abuse if mishandled. Now that I have used its strength to coast 
through the various obstacles set up to hide fear and get my points across, I would be 
wise to take some time to see how they develop of their own accord. I have to say 
that I am relieved to have been able to finally marry my intellectual studies back into 
the Physis of the body to create (or more likely, restore) a sacred synthesis that might 
just reconnect us back to Her. It would prove dangerous to continue building a new 
paradigm for others based solely on what I think it should be. Though, I have not left 
my theory at a point where I have just revealed fear and left it at that – that would 
probably be more destructive than anything else. I have thus built on it a little bit past
that – and even as I write this more comes to me. But more than this could easily 
become something as destructive as what already stands if it is again turned over to 
one person to re-make or believe he can re-make our human Way.
This insight is no longer mine – and perhaps it was never mine – but now that it has 
been written down it has already begun to undergo transformations in the minds of 
others – it is an insight freed that belongs to the collective, to all of us, and should be 
used, individually, phenomenologically, and heuristically by each as they see fit, if 
they see fit to heal and fix ourselves and maybe some of this shit that has gone wrong
with the world.

I believe more than ever we are at a stage where humanity is still unconscious in 
many stages but is waking up to its collective and individual potential like never 
before. There are signs for this shown by the fierce inter-connectedness of what 
appears to be our one present collective belief – the Internet – and a global drive to 
make all information free. Albeit this tactic has caused some extraordinary, unusual, 
wonderful and desperately tragic effects by virtue of people having access to 
information they would not normally have access to and it likely to continue doing 
so. But while information has the potential to be ruled by the powers that be, the 
embracement of the internet is an encouraging outward symptom of a burgeoning 
desire to possess the power to create the means of freedom from oppression for 
ourselves others and escape our present ideology of what it is to be human.

There is really little more than need be said in relation to the Sinister or even in 
relation to 101 – and it would be counter-productive to continue past this point just to
keep talking or keep the group moving – the key elements are all here and anything 
else can be guessed by you as you make your way onward – for really what else is 
there in your way except for the inventions of language, morality and time? Just as I 
have taken my cues from others who left signposts and helped me to put together this 
one thesis that has changed everything for me, once you accept that language, logic, 
thoughts, time, space, and all those other things we take for granted have another side
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to their story – knowing both sides tends to simplify all the apparently dizzying array 
of choices of forms in the world into a ball you can hold in your hand. Or throw.
There has been so much destruction and deception from division into abstractions, yet
all of us, even as we call ourselves different things and divide ourselves into opposing
forces share in common the tradition of Love – the desire for the absence of fear. The 
planet has suffered terribly as have her creatures because there are so many people 
struggling desperately to assert their stasis lest their worlds fall down and they be 
forced to contemplate for one moment the alternative we have struggled to forget or 
that others have struggled to make us forget and gain power over us.

Just know that everyone who ever made you feel fear, who terrorises you, who deals 
in being feared, who ever made you feel those physiological symptoms; is 
intrinsically more afraid than you ever were with your small set of physiological 
symptoms; all of them completely unconscious of the terrifying scope of this 
phenomena of Being and the insidious control its process has over them giving rise to
the fierce defences against it that cause them to project their fear into and onto others,
including you. They try to frighten out of fear. We’re all afraid – because aside from 
Love, what else is there? Don’t be frightened by them – don’t be frightened of love, 
or of fear – Love your Fear. Fear your Love. That is the balance.

A formidable minefield greeted me coming this way. There have been so many forces
and people ready to mask Her truths that the world is a terrible fucking mess – 
littered with a graveyard of dead ends and self-perpetuating nightmares cemented 
over that which has been staring us in the face, IS in all of US, can be felt right now 
where ever you are in your very Physis; that which has been given so many names to 
hide Her real one.

There are forces, terrified at the thought of loss of control that would beckon forth the
forces of Chaos, of the Abyss, of Nature Herself to yawn through their carefully 
crafted gates and barriers; forces out to instil and maintain our fear, (including our 
own egos) and worse yet, to twist our fear into horrors and lies so hideously that we 
can never know the simple state of Being, never get back to the Beginning, back to 
who we are without recourse to the mumblings of their priestly cast.

There are guardians, mighty and immovable who stand guard over the Way and 
enslave us and our minds so that we must travel the warped labyrinths borne of 
interpretation and the power of the ego, of the wills and of the wants of others who 
seek to use us, own us, scare us, keep us frightened and afraid because they are more 
deathly afraid than we are. Those who struggle to control the world with words and 
forms and illusions, trap it in geometry and morality, logic and constants, abstractions
and dreams, laws and rules – are they who fear the most – so perhaps it is fitting that 
I should be the one to turn to face it since I appear to fear the most. And if I can face 
it – others can.
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There are Forces the world over that split and divide, abstract and invert, obscure and 
presume, rule and tyrannise and ultimately distract us from being able to ask who we 
are, what we are, why we are – but instead settle for the architecture of fear that has 
imprisoned our world. But I know now that no-one needs a priest to speak to God, 
and no-one needs more than their own life to speak to Nature and have Nature speak 
back.

All you Forces out there – who quake in fear and scream and tremble at your own 
inability to Know thyself – who hurt and kill us in ignorance to get your own little 
ways or the ways of tyrants – who bully and belittle us as if you were fearless or to be
feared: I have a message for you: Nature is relentless in her forces – look at all you 
have done and are doing to avoid looking Her in the eyes – to avoid looking us in the 
eyes and admitting you are just as frightened as the rest of us. We know your secret. 
You name everything you fear and you have named Everything. Just as weeds grow 
through, over or around concrete, just as the jungle reclaims skyscrapers – so too will 
Her messages always get out, through someone, someday, through speech, through 
dreams, or through some nameless vessel who happens to be lucky enough to grasp 
her secrets and not let go – until it is time to let go. You cannot control us forever 
with your illusions. She will tell others, and they will tell many more. And no matter 
how hard She is oppressed, She will find a way, She will provide, and She will 
prevail. I’m not afraid of you. There is something far more frightening than any of 
you – a force that frightens the meanest, cruellest, most atrocious human tyrants.
And I am not afraid to finally Remember it.

CONTEMPLATION OVER KILLING [I] 

On Opfers.

When I was taking on board the ideas of the ONA, I prepared to kill to prove my 
worth as an initiate and to satisfy my curiosity. The situations I’ve been in during my 
life have not been of strife, of war, or civil unrest – indeed I doubt I’ve gone hungry a
day in my life. There have been a few fist fights at most, some brutal ones where I 
had to fight to save my life – but none of that harshness of poverty, corrupt govern-
ment and police, civil war and religious blood feuds that goes on in so many other 
countries. I’ve been to a few antinuclear rallies and a few anti-war ones too – but my 
activism, even as a Neo-Nazi, was fairly subdued – there being no direct threat or en-
emy involved. I’ve not been in a riot so I don’t know the mob mentality firsthand – 
I’ve never been shot at, or knifed, or even mugged. I know I can get angry – angry 
enough to want to stop the person making me angry and even to kill them in the heat 
of the moment- but I’ve not done it. I’ve experienced a red haze of fury descend over 
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my eyes as a teen when I stabbed a student and chased another, but the intent to kill – 
it is completely foreign to me.

I watched a lot of medical dramas, and looked at loads of gory, disturbing pictures on 
sites like rotten.com in order to desensitise myself to blood, gore, and to see what real
injuries look like. What cutting a finger off looks like, what a hammer can do when it 
smashes a skull, what skin looks like when it’s burned, or what the facial expressions 
of a rape/stabbed/shot victim look like during the act to try to get some idea of the 
practical elements of the act of killing someone would be. I wanted to be familiar 
with the real scenes of damage to a body so that I would know what to expect – not 
guess or take my cues from the T.V. or movies. I also needed to know how to execute 
a killing. Here in Australia killing is not common. It may seem like it on the news, 
but we don’t have genocide, we don’t have warfare in the streets, we don’t have 
armed gangs roaming the streets with machine guns and tanks, or rogue commanders 
ordering house arrests and rape and killings of civilians. It’s not familiar to us. It’s 
strange and alien and the contrast of our way of living gives us the impetus to call 
Australia ‘the lucky country’.

But what did this mass accumulation of facts serve? To know how to apply a choke, 
how to stalk without being noticed, how to silence a victim so they couldn’t cry out, 
knowing methods for disposing of a body, of clothes and weapons used in the killing, 
to study the Rite of Nine Angles again and again to get it right in my mind? What did 
looking up melways refs. and studying the maps for isolated spots, back roads, min-
imising nearby places a victim could run to achieve? It was all theory – and no prac-
tical. I’ve done enough things in my life to know that the reality is always different 
from the intellectual premise. Yet, I prepared. I was 21 years old and about to become
a murderer in my belief that certain persons who had caused others I thought were 
good persons, a lot of strife and grief and deserved to die. I was about to choose 
whether those persons should live or die and to execute them by my own hand if I de-
cided they should not.

My childhood experiences contain early warnings of my risk of becoming a serial 
killer, of taking knives to school, destroying thousands of butterflies in one afternoon,
stabbing people, being isolated and involved with devil worship and a lot of mis-
guided notions based on anger, frustration, sadness and my self-importance.

Today I fit the profile for one quite well – I’m 25-32, white male, steady job, nice guy
[if a little odd], for instance, yet the only one that seems to know how psychotic I can 
be, that thinks there is a beast inside, seems to be myself. A lot of people speak of 
killing all the time as if it were nothing to them – almost all have never killed any-
thing or anyone. Particularly when it comes to Satanism a lot of people have romantic
visions of killing, and, if you’re not in control of your ego like I am it’s all too easy to
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make an excuse or build a case on the grounds to kill someone and believe they de-
serve it. But killing someone for the right reasons – now that’s infinitely harder.

You can find reasons to kill someone for being a paedophile, or being a Christian, or 
for practising Satanism badly, or for hitting your car, or because you have been 
killing people your whole life – but it’s always going to be a subjective killing. Is 
killing someone to aid a society, or cosmos – and the ensatzgruppen of Nazi Germany
are an example – or making an opfer in the case of ONA, justifiable murder? The 
only thing that makes it justifiable – is if I tell myself that it is. For a lot of people – 
it’s easy to convince yourself of anything – people do it all the time. But what hap-
pens when you really are out of Time and a different species –when you think of 
yourself as fallible in your judgement and know for certain through experience and 
observation that all your judgements are subjective – think, that I can never really 
know, what is right, and what is a right killing? If my values dictate who is good and 
who is bad then I am setting myself up as a God over others – yet, without my ego, 
and devoid of a sense of inflated self-importance – it is impossible to be able to set 
one’s mind to the task of doing a right killing, because without that pre-existing guide
of values, without that conviction that one is right in what one is doing, and in travel-
ling a path that continually requires one to question oneself – killing is no longer an 
easy thing to justify.

Most people are followers. They select a set of values and gravitate towards groups or
other people that have similar values and uphold those values as correct, true, or 
whatever you want to call it. If I performed a sacrifice to prove myself to ONA – 
what would I be proving? That I was easily influenced, so easily influenced as to take
directions for how to run my life or value system by a group of faceless manuscripts? 
Would I be proving that I was so committed to these ideals that I was willing to kill 
for them – maybe – but would that make me ‘more satanic’? Rather I would be doing 
this act because I am too weak-willed to reject the ONA’s advice or views. Do I reject
them, or embrace them, live their way or live my own way – which is the more satan-
ic, which, is even satanic?

Theoretically, if I kill someone, it’s because I want them dead. Because I believe they
are deserving of death, have wronged me, or are in some way responsible for some 
grief or damage to me or elements of my world or my understanding of that world. 
But who deserves to die? And who is the one to determine who is right to die? Does a
Master? Why would they care if I killed some faceless person they’re never going to 
see? How would they know I’d made the right choice? And more importantly – to go 
beyond, beyond the petty reasons people kill for to achieve self-gratification for 
whatever reason emotion or madness – is to understand that people kill for no right 
reason other than a subjective set of values they believe gives them the right to kill. 
Are my values better than anyone else’s? Do I have the right to destroy another life, 
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to judge it from afar, not live it myself, and make claims about its worth? Without ego
– how do I convince myself I am doing Right Action? With the insight and wisdom, 
and subsequent enlightenment of the Abyss – how does anyone kill another in the 
self-deceptive delusion of thinking it is the right thing to do? I have training, for in-
stance, I know how to kill someone – but I don’t do it. Have I not found the right per-
son who can motivate me so deeply to anger or hatred or disgust that I cannot kill 
them? Probably.

Perhaps I am tolerant of human beings because I see us as all in the same predica-
ment; as morphic beings of redeemable blankness, most of which are stuck in time 
and blind to the machinations of change, life, circumstance, culture, ego. Anyone who
claims that their Will to Power is what matters most must deal with the ugly contra-
dictions and sloppy thinking such ego contrivances creates – I.e. if Will to Power is 
the supreme judge of who deserves to be Masters of the flock, then surely the USA 
deserve their position as totalitarian superpower and all efforts to remove them from 
power by calling them Magian and starting a hate-group against them should be 
dropped, and the Will to Power of the US, celebrated as the strongest, most successful
Will. If not, why not?

One must admit – that to have values, is like having only part of the pie. To live one’s
life according to those values is to be blinded by them – and the only factor that 
drives them is arrogance. I’m not saying it is wrong to kill people, I’m not saying it is
right – I’m asking why do I kill and when is it the right reason?

And beyond even that, its all Form isn’t it, someone else’s will directing mine – it 
might be the vehicle of Satanism [for instance] that defines how that will is pres-
enced, and no matter how professionally its said – in the end it’s all just ego-based 
bullshit isn’t it. No-one offers any right reason to kill – just their own.

DILEMMA US TO THEM

I remember buying a small yellow chicken I called ‘John’ and playing with it in my 
bedroom at Red Beach. I remember it pecking my eye as I was crouched down 
watching it and being pained and angry holding it in a vice like grip and crushing it. 
A day later on arrival home from school my mother announced it was dead and had 
been buried in a shoe box in the backyard. I felt something then. I was born to be a 
serial killer. Having studied so many and identified an overwhelming number of key 
traits, experiences, and pathologies that we as a type share in common – and knowing
what I have been through, felt and the analyses I have made of my journey that I 
cannot share but have done my best to try to outline over these many years as a writer
in the experiences I have shared – I know, that was my destiny. That – or I was 
supposed to be a very evil man. 
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Before 12 I was literally worshipping the devil under the house, annihilating 
thousands of butterflies, setting fires, home invasion, taking carving knives on the 
school bus to intimidate, having strong psychopathic fixations on girls, performing 
black magic, sleight of hand, hypnosis, tricks of the mind and faith on others, taking 
grave risks, and injuring or attempting to injure others through simple cold 
detachment. I was writing demonic scriptures, being influenced by books on the 
occult, black magic, the supernatural, cutting out vaginas and eyes from porn 
magazines and making a collage, keeping an infernal diary. I threw a fork at my 
brothers neck, a stone at my sister which cracked her elbow, another stone at my 
friends face (AM) and chipped his tooth, a wooden baton at a female schoolmate 
(MH) that hit her in the forehead – and though others reacted at my callous acts I felt 
no remorse. I felt nothing. I remember at the age of five trying to force a kitten to 
balance on a cupboard rail. I remember squeezing fish. 

Environmentally – there were many incidents of torment, ridicule, humiliation that 
made me misanthropic, countless experiences that killers later recount as tipping 
points into their endeavours – many of which I have never spoken and will likely take
to the grave for noble compassionate reason. I believe, I was born to be a serial killer.
Except – I am missing several key traits. I don’t enjoy the suffering of human beings. 
I don’t hate women. And I was visited by God. Even today reflecting on that 
visitation and for all of my ability to rationalise, explain or designate experiences as 
within or without – I am tormented by the inability to excuse that visitation which 
completely transformed me. In the first diary of a Devilworshipper I write about the 
‘Bliss’ that I felt that night and have never felt since – but which marked for me the 
difference between seeing a ghost and never seeing one and the perpetual uncertainty 
it creates in convictions of belief about the way things are and reality as we know it. I
have been guided by that feeling, that gift and curse, ever since – for a very long time
fighting against becoming a man touched by the Holy, struggling to overcome and 
live with burning psychopathy and heavy with the sad wisdom gleaned from tearing 
things apart to see the divine stitching – a combination which gives me frightening 
intensity that I go to great pains to conceal in my day to day life – skating across the 
surface of societal expectation easily but always with the sense that I am a visitor 
here, not one of you, not human – but One of THEM. 

What I carry inside is extremely onerous and without it my life should have been very
different I suspect – but it hasn’t been different, it’s been the way it was and is – both 
extremely bizarre and diverse in its breadth and scope of spheres: for a long long time
I was a walking battle of the devil and the divine, something only the women close to
me in my life will ever know. No others get the chance to really see me as I am. 
Keeping what I am capable of a secret is an exhausting way to live. I didn’t choose it 
but unmistakably, as much as I wish I could deny it ever happened, that it was a 
phantasm, wishful thinking, a dream, the fancies of imagination, delusion, 
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schizophrenia, dissociation or a handful of other clumsily described hysteria – 
whatever I think I saw, utterly changed me to my core. 

It was a he. It was not Christian, or Muslim, or Jewish or basely comparable to 
human religion – but it did explain why there are such tremendous efforts in his 
name: that if such had appeared to others with more frequency in the ancient past 
why there were enormous crosses, lavish and gargantuan temples and mosques, 
elaborate churches and pain-staking love and care in every detail on every statue, 
window, arch – and consequently why the congregation sat in wooden pews or 
prostrated themselves on the ground. It reified why priests dress in gold and the 
scriptures of books pertaining to miracles survived and survive and are still followed 
today – why wars are fought to establish and affirm the sanctity of homelands, holy 
lands and what drives the ferocious monotheism that dominates our globe. For as 
much as I don’t want it to have been an experience for me – wanting to revel in the 
epithets of traditional satanism and become the beast I was meant to be, I wanted to 
be, I struggled to be – always, that feeling of bliss, of absolute peace and love that I 
felt as a twelve year old boy from a glowing blue light at the end of my bed that 
completely prevents me from doing what I was supposed to do. And so here I am, 
still, between worlds – but no longer in combat. No longer fighting with these forces 
inside, no longer needing to actively suppress or place into context. Burdened yes 
with terrifying traits, gifted so it seems too with powerful persuasive capacities as a 
poet and age 41 at rest with what I am – having transformed all of my lead into gold 
and via this process, forged the philosophers stone. 

We, as a race, don’t live long. I chase my mortality every day – I am not afraid to die,
I am afraid only that I might fail in my mission. These alchemical writings aim to 
speed up certain processes so you may enjoy the sublime existence of being unlocked
and enjoy it early. For a long time I guessed at and wondered which way I would 
ultimately go when I had finished building the ‘Temple’ – would I use my power for 
good or for evil. Batman or Joker? Retribution or compassion? Or would I create 
third and fourth choices. Even if I had made a decision, I wouldn’t tell you.

AEMULATION

Despite appearances – we must always remember that the codex of Mehr Seins Als 
Schein is in operation with the Temple of THEM. ‘Be More Than You Appear’. 
Identification with serial killers is an emulation with the worst of men – I cannot deny
what I have inside me, it lacks only the blood-lust, the desire to kill, cause suffering, 
a hatred of women and an ego easily sated through gratification. Had I those 
weaknesses, I’d be just like them. So I write about the evolution – to tap into the 
hearts of these men as I did long ago with the Tempel ov Blood – of their type and 
offer them a greater door, something tangible to reach for – supremely arrogant to 
think that I can in some way metamorphize such human beings and persuade them to 
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view their psychopathy as a set of gifts and a much greater prize beyond their need to 
kill if only they will continue to climb the mountain within and take on the challenge 
of creating the philosophers stone. Many serial killers have an abnormally high or 
low IQ – to those that have a high one, whose articulation and self-awareness of their 
own acts is immense and supplies details few of us would ever think on which to 
dwell or recapture in a retelling of events – I address my voice in the wind. 

But it should be vividly apparent now that magic and the manipulation of forms and 
forces is most effective when it is invisibly done, through narrative and story-telling –
without exposing the bones, ligaments or joints of the intention writhing beneath its 
structure. Only today I visited Hanging Rock whereby I learned my companion had 
never been despite being told she’d be taken there and when I enquired why it was 
that her ex-partner believed that four girls had disappeared there and it was an evil 
place. The Picnic at Hanging Rock is fictional. Joan Lindsay’s book however took 
Australia by storm and there are accounts of it in newspapers treating it as a real 
event – much like HG Wells ‘War of the Worlds’ fooled many British radio listeners 
into thinking an alien invasion was genuinely taking place. Such evident gullibility is 
not to be scorned or ridiculed but understood as a hypnosis that can take even the 
most hardened sceptic through narrative – most, form their world-view from it, from 
the tellings of science or religion and are only too happy to reel off the facts that 
make the sky blue genuinely believing such to be an incontrovertible truth not a 
fantastical pyramidal program of fear management. And so, time and time again, the 
POWER of forms to dominate our reality is shown while remaining all the while 
occult and secret to those it dominates. 

As I’ve said the ego must be tricked, snuck up on and manipulated unseen – it cannot 
see the wires or the undermesh, it cannot know it is being driven into a cage or it will 
fight like nothing else fights making the chase for change, futile. I have prevented 
terrorists, altered racists, defused killers and both made and unmade criminals in the 
way I have held and spoken. To be formless allows me to take on any form – 
convincingly and not unauthentically, I am a complex person I have a lot in me, many
sides, many names, countless faces – but I have been striving to become one. To 
merge All of THEM into One of THEM. Completely mad, utterly sane – exhausted 
from the juggling and the splits in my worlds – but life – life, persists, and so I 
continue to write.

ALLUVIAL 

Beguiling and mysterious – the psychopathy of the serial killer has been a dark 
fascination for generations of curious, morbid and desperate human beings since their
label-sake emergence in the dawn of the Industrial Age. The paragon ability of such 
chameleons to blend into and fulfil an exacting life in such a way as to leave all 
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around them vivified via the roles they adopt to make themselves a virtuous actor in 
society is often shattered leaving those around them in shock and awe when the dark 
ferocity of such a being is revealed amid a horrifying litany of oft-grisly discoveries 
and trail of battered and brutalised bodies. 

However – is that ‘perfection’ – a false face, or a second face of the being that fits 
that label? Is the ‘deception’ to conceal hidden intentions and a double-life – or does 
such a killer really mean ‘both’ of his roles? Is the outcost of such a paragon, who can
in fact meet the impossible bar of such a magnanimous creature that society craves to 
fill its ranks with – who gives and gives and is loved, admired and affected for the 
better by all of those around him because of his acts of charity, kindness, Love – an 
energy cost paid for with the subsequent serial killing? I know the alchemical kernel 
of the perfect human being, an evolved First Human is to be found in the 
psychopathy of the serial killer. 

The ‘deliberate blending’ and creation of a societally beneficial ‘double-life’ is a set 
of forms powered by a force that often far outstrips in beneficence, intensity and 
charity those who. may we say “actually are”, to an extent selfless and angelic, 
desiring naught but the increase happiness and decreased suffering of human beings. 
Whether it is the immense effort undertaken to conceal their real nature – those 
deceptive acts are nonetheless beneficial – and often markedly so and out of the 
ordinary in the spectrum of good deeds. Their ‘first-face’ may be a mask but it is also 
an illusion that has real-world effects and benefits to those around them. Is a 
corporation any dissimilar? Using a brand trademark around which are wrapped 
marketing campaign and PR to sell a product, give to charity, provide jobs, but may 
equally be devastating the environment, ruining lives, destroying people – often, 
indirectly, far down the chain such as loggers killing natives to claim timber 
resources – or firing a vulnerable employee after 30 years of service? 

Yet for all the devastation wreaked to get that dollar – is that not a similar outcost for 
the price of delivering Goodness? The First Human, the better human being, the 
evolution of our species bears the key traits of a psychopathic killer – abject 
detachment for life, precision of action + economy of movement/thought, charisma, 
charm, hyper-focus, an ability to do terrible deeds in the same breath as good, but – 
none of the same neuroses. No hatred of women, no broken chains of emotional 
development, they are all of the Love without the killing. The serial killer is the egg, 
a primordial stage of evolution overwhelmed by itself and unsure of its own arrival – 
distorted and principled by the cold scratchings of aeons of relentless religion, a 
monotheistic brain psychanic, and a non-individuated psyche pushed about by forces 
that mars it beauty, its clarity and its blinding light. Such psychopathy, such 
devastating movement when they move, such unstoppable escapism from analysis 
and observation by continually changing to meet the observer – is the early stage of 
the vessel, from which the First Human, a better man, will grow. 
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Blessed with the impenetrable darkness of a soul capable of terrific Destruction 
brought under supra-personal yolk by such a soul – and the Transformative power of 
the razor-vision of a Killer to spot gaps, spaces, opportunities, in the Sinister 
Grotesque of events – a predators instinct to understand the ebb and flow of forms 
and the right moment where each action need be injected; someday this ferocious set 
of abilities will be employed by more than this one to identify opportunities where 
choices can be made, moments can be seized to enhance life to channel Pure Love – 
without the need to refuel such Giving with Blood, without the outcost presently 
demanded by human weakness : such Hate is the past and such Love is the future. 
You will know us when you stand near us – we will be radiating a trembling 
undercurrent of terrifying Violence powering authentic Kindness. We will have eyes 
of black cold that will force our will anyway it needs to be done – that shine and 
twinkle with a spirit you haven’t seen since the Beginning. And then, then you will 
Remember.

THE FRENZIED SWITCH

Alchemically speaking – Though the urge of which I speak that visits a few, 
dominates, stalks us from youth in every pretty face and the blinding mesmer of 
innocence and gods light in their eyes fixes us like deer, calling it forth, teasing the 
terror to rise – and throughout our youth, temptation is overwhelming, washing upon 
our shores of control, eroding our sanity, our reason, our restraint with its whips, its 
jibes, its relentless torrents – of agonising emotional barbs – we must at all costs hold 
back on becoming the Monster. There is a moment that will come to you – a zenith of
tolerance, that will beg your being to submit, to succumb totally to the primality, the 
waves of sweet destructive impulse surging over our Rock, and rip their pieces to 
pieces and pieces. But you must turn back at the edge – right before you take God 
and the Devil hand in hand and that burning rage of ferocity erupts. The temptation 
will be like nothing you have ever experienced before – nothing – and you will want 
to sate the monster, with dopamine, with serotonin, with adrenaline, with enacting 
your will to power without watchers, without guardians present. Do not emerge from 
your chrysalis early – do not compromise and tatter flesh as your trophy. Do not let 
the animal rage undo your potential. The gateway to the First Human lies beyond – 
the transformative metamorphosis of our special gifts into a far greater butterfly 
effect… but you cannot attain it from base human being, and besides – there are far 
harder, more challenging, more rewarding and deserving prey for ones such as us. 
Leave the women alone – there are monsters to hunt.
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I REMEMBER

If Jung is right, and we suppress aspects of ourselves to form the constellation that is 
our sense of who we are at the expense of creating a shadow – I am the first 
counterfactual serial killer in history to successfully suppress and control his 
compulsions – and write about it.

How strange to have met God without any intention to do so, a vision that shaped me 
so strongly, but to have never met or felt the Devil in over 30 years of deliberate 
trying. Why could that be?

 I am bemused at the grace and ease which opportunity affords itself should it ever 
have been required, and I see the plasma trail of the sinister grotesque webbing its 
tendrils across time and space and those spaces in between where one makes one 
vanish. I feel… like Jack the Ripper gripping a flower.

I feel the desire to be a destroyer. Not just of some people but of worlds, systems, 
regimes, ideas, patterns, and injustice. I rage against evil because I am the perfect 
suppression of evil. In my writing those shapes and capacities are evident. “Be more 
than you appear to be, “Remember”, “may THEY watch over you”…. old whispers in
new forms.

And in the beginning, I set out to glow and simultaneously set everything to burn. 
Fighting furiously and capriciously with the two wolves that bid me go one way one 
moment, then the other the next – a crazed, chaotic slave to his inner demons and 
repressions. But I have been dutiful in the occult these many years.
The flower I grip – it is Blake’s wildflower.

 I have learned to make friends with my shadow and integrate my destroyer. To 
accept him as part of me and accept that I desire to destroy. That inside me is a 
prideful, vengeful, wrathful entity once bitterly disappointed with the world in which 
he found himself. That should I need to, I will tear through you, but unless there is a 
need, I simply sidestep you and go around.

But there are Other gifts. Charisma loosens secrets, charm pacifies nerves, guards are 
let down, vulnerability is exposed, the Self is revealed. Trust is gained. But here the 
path differs… there is no ulterior motive but Empowerment. Yours. I don’t want your 
blood, your sex, your flesh, your struggle, your terror, your power, your death – I 
don’t want any of that like my weaker brethren want it.
I want your evolution. Freed of fear and thrall to forms. That’s all I want. For you to 
Arise.
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Take he who slurred my temple – bumping into someone who knows his partner, I 
did not ask her name or elicit subtle enquiries to find and terrorise and intimidate like 
AWD and Drakon Covenant made a practice of. There is no need to take it there. 
Always that restraint – but too that feeling of a frayed leash that could snap if not for 
but who holds the reins.

And my entire life, that nagging feeling. Of being Put here, Returned here to … 
Atone? Like I’ve done this all before, an eternal number of times. That this is my last 
chance to show remorse, to … prove myself, my values, my honour, my love, my 
Lord.

There is no Christianity in that feeling – there is and was no holy Christ – but there is 
God; beyond all the pale strictures that represent them by man; a power of blinding 
Love, Grace and Peace.

And he stopped me from slaughtering you. Now I stop me. He split me into the 
Temple of THEM; the many.  Legion.

And I have struggled to bring them back together. Was tasked to.
And so, I have.

⨁ ⨁ ⨁
I remember.

SOME NOTES ON THE DYNAMISM OF INSIGHT

I learned it well and once before that the Initiate knows when to move on from the 
Insight Role. I have given a chronological order of some insight roles – but they are 
not all here. There was also in the interim my role as an Author since having never 
been particular good at getting my writing into any sort of format and lazy about it I 
eventually founded the Black Glyph Society and co-founded the Temple of THEM 
both of which proved successful extension of my will. Some other roles are too 
private or incriminating to share. My anonymity gives me some leeway in being open
and honest about my path – but it is not a get out of jail free card.

I should also make clear, that whilst the chronology of insight roles given here 
follows a linear order, and is to the best of my knowledge the most accurate order – 
these roles did overlap on occasion – but it was a long time ago and I cannot be of 
any further assistance sorting them. If I were asked about any one of them I could 
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provide more information on all my insights, experiences, what I learned, and so on –
but I cannot be sure of the exact order because of the overlap. In all these roles I lived
the culture, adopted the ways of speaking, living, acting to the best of my ability. For 
before most of this, I was just intellectual and theoretical in my thinking. But 
following my dynamic extensive sets of Insight Roles I began to fill out my shape, 
my place, my aura and my first-hand knowledge of things – not as they were said to 
be, but as they were.
~
Through my adoption and impression of the Order’s strict rules of fitness I found the 
impetus to quit smoking and gave up cigarettes and marijuana. When I say that the 
ONA gave me strength – I really mean purpose. I could have done these things 
without the Order, being always possessed of a steely determination to make things 
happen – but for no other reason than to make them happen on some personal scale 
with no sense of where I was going or why I was doing them – I.e. with no master 
plan. My life had been about taking down the Christian Empire, even well before I 
encountered the Order. But somewhere along the line I became a bit lost, indulged in 
sex, drugs, drink and heavy metal searching for greater meaning to my life and 
become rather despondent about finding it. Around this time I had been since 18, a 
raging drunk renowned for being able to drink copious amounts of alcohol day after 
day in rabid binges. My consumption of alcohol nearly killed me dozens of times 
some of which experiences I have detailed in my first diary of a Devilworshipper. But
after discovering ONA I began to change shape – becoming far more aggressive, 
centred and ambitious. I began to see that there was more to life, a purpose beyond 
the immediate indulgence of things and a path, a succession of attainments – and it 
appealed greatly.

I had been writing quite a lot, reading everything I could find, diligently by the ONA 
and anything on anyone they suggested to have been their influence or to whom they 
were reactionary. I had gotten skinny, malnourished and weak spending all that time 
in my room creating the Naos Tarot. So, having been looking into insight roles I 
began one that would challenge me greatly. I joined a gym for two years using it 
excessively. My aim was to get fit and ready to undertake the 7FW‘s harder 
challenges. At least every second day, working my body as hard as I could until it 
refused to work anymore; I downed protein shakes and was eating steaks and 
sandwiches for every other meal. I wanted to push it as far as I could – but I didn’t 
really understand how the body worked – that you couldn’t do that – and Andy often 
turned me away when I turned up the next day saying I had to let my body rest. 
Sometimes I listened to him, sometimes I didn’t. I learned about Lactic Acid pretty 
quickly. To counteract this [Is it apparent by now that I’m always looking for way to 
cheat natural forces?] I looked into soft martial arts and stretching exercises. 

I opted not to do Yoga – and chose to begin practising a soft art called Ba Dua Jin. It 
was an impressive art and I was surprised to experience Chi and deep meditation 
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through it – physical experiences that overtook my rational mind and showed me a 
new world of biology. I practiced Ba Du Jin with the intention to start Chi Kung – but
it was required to do BDJ for at least a year before attempting Chi Kung. Always one 
with reverence for Eastern philosophies and martial arts I wisely listened. BDJ helped
me overcome lactic acid build-up and to achieve deep states of relaxation as well as 
strengthen my muscles. Back at the gym, I avoided steroids though they were 
available through various channels, wanting to do it on my own.

Following some of the instructions from my mentor Sath – who remarked that using 
the gym was a good physical step for me but was only building my ego-armour – 
making my ego hyper-sensitive and overly muscular – I decided she was right, I was 
getting big and also more aggressive, but to what avail? I needed to exercise the right 
muscles, the fighting muscles to go with my fighting mind. A few months after being 
at the gym, and having taken the step of seeing a naturopath who gave me Reneel to 
cleanse my liver, which had been severely harmed by alcohol – my instructor Andy 
informed me the cloud in my eyes was gone.

My second Insight Role was a Skinhead role during which I deliberately adopted the 
ethos and geometric shape of a rabid racist. I learned about the power of perceived 
authority, hypocrisy, bigotry, the illegitimate stance of many political groups as a 
cover for justification of violence and the economics that overpowers it all … I used 
to think race was some all powerful mode by which people segregated themselves – 
but it turned out that it was economics that was far more powerful. Economics 
brought supposed races at war together in truces; economics existed and found a way 
to flourish inside any system; economics over-ruled any abstract division of race, 
honour, power; Nations were founded and broken in its operations. I learned to judge 
each person individually, by their character, not their colour. You could do so much 
more with economics than you ever could with race – which is why Some Jews were 
tolerated or escaped the Nazi’s culling as business partners despite the outward 
machismo and political machines against them in any positions of power. Just as one 
instance. But I’d later learn that ‘character’ was a fragile constant too. This is 
recorded in my Second diary of a DevilworshippR.

Following this role, I felt I needed a role that moved beyond this exhausting 
temperament to one of tolerance. And so I chose to take my place in a Nursing Home 
as a cleaner for a third role. My insights recorded for this are on death, depression, 
isolation, but also indomitable human spirit and the necessity of laughter for all 
human souls and captured in Fading. I will admit that during this time whilst 
painting, I grew restless and painted satanic symbols on the walls before painting 
them over. But I generally grew into my role to such a degree it was hard to leave. 
Whilst contemplating the Home I decided to test my mettle – for now I had seen that 
it was a mere matter of wearing the right face, clothes and actions to fit in anywhere 
and be seen as that which you were actually not. I was on the road to illustrating for 
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myself that it was impossible to screen someone out if they adopted the forms, the 
currents, the attitude, the philosophy your organisation demanded. I began to 
understand how the Cold War tactics of espionage must have worked, how spies 
infiltrated the most secure installations. They just relied on appearance.

So, I applied for a job at the ABS as my fourth role – now detailed in my account on 
the L316 Nexion; where I also overheard a conversation concerning the application 
process of entry into ASIO – the Australian Security Intelligence Office. It seemed to 
be merely a matter of ticking the right boxes in psychological tests, and just enough 
of the wrong ones so you didn’t appear “normal” or too smart to fall for the trap.
During my role with the ABS I learned that the supposed ‘paranoia’ I had harboured 
but never been able to prove was to some extent justified now. There were other 
people watching us civilians – recording our movements and so on for various 
authorities, mapping details on satellite maps. We used GNAF, Geographic National 
Address Finder which does not show detail of physical objects, but is a scaled back 
secure version used by the Transport Authority that can show property lines, roads, 
addresses etc. It can also show whatever installation or location, you type in – 
including unrecorded military, and government installations that do not appear on 
public maps, etc. In regard to filling out the census, only the military and the 
government seemed exempt from providing details. 

In regard to the Census it is officially compulsory and those who do not comply are 
ticked off on a list of reasons for not doing so – including political, religious or just 
hate the government. Resolution is attempted but a fine issued in the event of non-
cooperation. If you write your details in red pen the ICR software cannot read it 
because it operates using infrared – making your form likely to be one of the 1-2 
million transcribed by hand. However, one crucial matter not made public is that 
whilst compulsory, there are two sectors of Census data; the first is the most 
important and the only legally compulsory section people must complete; their name, 
their address, their gender, and how many people are living in the address. This is all 
that is required. The rest of the more personal details are suggested to be compulsory 
but are actually not – this forms the second sector comprising the rest of the census 
document but the ABS keeps this a secret in order, as it does many other operations, 
to ensure public compliance and trust in gaining personal information. 

This information was all kept, originally in warehouses with boxes of paper – but 
fires decimated paper records resulting in a loss of records from a certain period 
onward, so records are now held electronically. This personal Information is given to 
the Transport Authority for them to make plans concerning structural integrity, 
infrastructure, public transport needs, additional water pipes and so on – but is also 
supplied to other firms my superior was not willing to comment on. This insight role 
was an eye-opener – since I processed a number of individuals whose profession was 
surveillance and listening to conversations, it is only natural that there follows a step 
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upward from this position of surveillance and mapping where the technology is more 
powerful, more revealing, and more comprehensive. After sitting at a desk for 
months, in an office working 13-hour days, I was feeling I was helping the Magi 
control and dominate people by mapping their co-ordinates; though I balanced this by
allowing anyone who referred to themselves as a Satanist to escape certain measures 
of scrutiny we were required to point out or mark a box for. But the incompetence got
to me – they would spend an hour telling us how to code something and then ten 
minutes after doing it, we’d be called in for a new meeting to explain changes. This 
continued ad infinitum.

There were other considerations as well – largely my impressions that I was helping 
the Government as a cog to grease the wheels. To some extent you had to in order to 
be there long enough to observe what was going on – but after sitting at a desk so 
long I’d lost a lot of muscle, motivation, ambition and physical fitness – I required a 
more active challenge to counteract my last.

[I should point out, that my views toward destruction/disruption of the government or
of architecture, etc. are no longer as unevenly destructive as they used to be. Through 
psychology, sociology and economics I have a more balanced understanding of the 
role of Government bodies, what they do and the alternative; such as how people 
behave as a mass/collective without such measures in place. I am infinitely sceptical 
of traditional methods of motivation such as race, us and them, and other appeals to 
act for this or that reason; since forms are no longer all that I calculate but also the 
many levels of human behaviour, habit, to solve problems, differently. That said, I am
one of the few top percentage of the world able to write, read, speak freely, share my 
thoughts, and not have to worry overly much about war, famine, disease, corruption 
or poverty. I am beyond lucky and privileged to be in that position merely by being 
born where I have been. I have come to see, that such things above and many more 
are all complex issues – which are beyond my understanding or power to change – 
tied up not just in surface goings on but in the deep labyrinths of the individual 
human mind and their experiences, economics, environment and personal relationship
with their psyche. 

The juggernaut of humanity is never as simple as forms encapsulate it to be – and I 
am ever wary of the written word which has a natural geometry for enclosing such 
complexities in simplistic formats and closed loops, as is the nature of language and 
grammar inclined to do, which is in part a deceptive suggestion what is written about 
can be closed the same way. This may seem at odds with the outward statements of 
the ONA – and it probably is – but the outward statements of the ONA serve a 
purpose, for a time, until such time, the outward statements of the ONA, serve a new 
purpose.]
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Following my leaving of the ABS who tried to convince me to stay – more because I 
was doing a good job than from any personal attachment – I had taken up an interest 
in Ninjutsu. It began with the sighting of fliers and casual reading. Then I found a 
Dojo.

Following 4 years at Ninjutsu and 1 year at Muay Thai I applied for the Army.
My Army role did not eventuate – though I passed all the tests and so on, there was 
an 11 month wait, doing medicals and just waiting for my placement to be processed. 
The fire went out inside during this wait and I abandoned pursuing this role in favour 
of another.
It was during the last 3 years that with all that I had learned I had fashioned myself in 
such a way that Terrorism and Culling suggested themselves to me as natural 
extensions of all that had come before. I was now in such a position as I was trained 
to kill somebody and had become good enough to get a job pretty much anywhere. 
But my Wyrd has not been to blow things up or deal out justice to thugs [in the strict 
sense that I kill them]. What is my Wyrd? Well, It seems that I do not yet know – and 
have been merely following my intuition along the path to where it lies. Still – I am 
only 32 and as I understand it my age has a direct bearing and impact on my approach
to life and therefore my understanding – just as I look back now and see more about 
my life at 18 than I did at 18 – maybe I will understand my Wyrd when I am older 
then, maybe around 40-45, or maybe not. Either way, ad accumulum Infinitum – I 
will be continuing to follow my intuition, feeling my way through the dark, and 
recognising the silent unmoving patches of occasional stagnancy when I am not sure 
about what I am doing for what they really are; signs of progress, signs of life.

~

What is Dynamism? Dynamism, to me, is knowing what you need – going to one 
extreme and then the other, and then going in a new direction altogether. It’s about 
commitment not to one role, but to an ongoing procession of learning, using one role 
to power the next in an intermeshed learning that never stops – and always challenges
the conscious geometry of the ego, shaking its stultifications and assumptions, 
conclusions and prejudices loose. There was nothing random about my choice of 
roles – they were chosen to build upon one another, complimenting or contradicting 
the role before. I didn’t always have foresight into my next role – but I knew when to 
move on and somehow where to move on to based on what I needed to grow, on what
the role I was in had uncovered for me, what was shown to me to be my weakness in 
or fear of, illustrated to me how little I didn’t know or suggested areas where I could 
use more light. And when the light began to dawn the divisions began to collapse; 
words began to drain themselves of power; and forms began turning transparent.

I will say – that my vitriolic ultra-cynicism as well as host of other philosophical and 
practical, magical and mental considerations; stopped me from taking two particular 
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roles too far – joining or becoming a terrorist faction and culling. My notes on culling
are recorded in Culling: A Contemplation – I had built myself up to the task and 
stopped short – a wise decision in my mind. I am far from a pacifist – and I hold no 
illusions about violence to solve problems; in many cases I have solved them with 
only the threat of violence. Killing is killing – it can be for right, it can be for wrong. 
But if I don’t agree with the motives for killing, the reason for killing someone, I 
won’t be doing it just to prove anything to anyone. Do I believe in self-defence, 
absolutely I do, and I’ll go so far as to kill to preserve myself, if I think I have to. But 
on my terms, when and if, the situation presents itself.

And, my notes and creative suggestions on/for terrorism were recorded in an older 
WordPress; Dark Planet, that was banned after its content came to the awareness of 
its moderators – heightened by internal activity during a brief clash of forms and 
figures. I do know some of those suggestions were copied resulting in news – but 
disruptive news not destructive news. As I look around and hear from people who tell
me they saw my work at a fair, or won it as a prize, or it influenced them to do this or 
that including very dark acts some of which, where possible, I have felt compelled to 
step in and Stop – I have realised that whilst it may seem as if a world away my 
writings are disconnected thoughts that I just fire off or put on a blog – there are and 
have been repercussions to it. I find myself in a position of unexpected responsibility,
so I suppose it is lucky for the world that I am not an evil man even as I use evil. 
[Perhaps against itself.] And perhaps therefore a failure as a Satanist, but somewhat 
more successful as the shadowy sower of the seeds of one of Them.

It is – all too easy – to use form against the mind of someone with mere suggestion or
what suffices for reason via an elegant or convincing appeal to the senses, emotions 
or logic. Some of my early thoughts on the power of the ONA, as one example close 
to me that did have the power to cause action through suggestion, are also recorded in
my second diary under the Psychology of Satanism. Though ONA has grown much 
more complex in its outward forms – the inner human tradition of how forms are 
processed remains essentially the same. There are signs however, I think, that this 
tradition of perception has been sufficiently assaulted to shake loose some of the 
time-worn habits of apprehension and comprehension toward a new and more acute, 
powerful, incisive Sinister derivative – still in a minority but steadily taking hold in 
the forms of the Magi where it was not able to take root before due to its elitism.

The enduring factor that remains a constant after all these and continuing insight roles
– is the hypocrisy set up by adherence to a form, hypocrisy of the self and the 
projection that cannot help but arise to ensnare and limit being through a mode, 
whatever it may be. In some ways I suppose this begins to tempers the severity of 
Insight Roles as time goes by – or perhaps this temperance just provides the catalyst 
for an eventual compensatory atomic time bomb…
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With insight roles – What I thought would be the case – was seldom ever the case in 
terms of what I encountered, how I felt, what the outcome would result in, all of 
which afforded me rich, luxurious sensory experiences and immersion into real world
situations which changed my physiology and added immeasurably to my perception, 
problem solving skills, and empathy with real forces, real people. Rather than sitting 
home reading a book about such things and agreeing with authors and merely 
layering my consciousness – I sought to contact and commune with my unconscious 
part of my psyche and the untapped potential of my body by giving it what it needed 
– Food. I could of course have just agreed that Nazism or racism was this or that – 
but now I know why – and can explain it – add to it – and chastise those who write 
about it being this or that for what they leave out or use to imbalance the actuality of 
it.

In terms of inward and outward changes, or of perspective – I could not have 
predicted the experiences, the emotions, the conflicts, the resolutions, the people, the 
fun, the danger, the strength, the work, the struggle, the determination, the rewards, 
the sadness, the outcome … much of these experiences were often only understood 
much later on when the immediacy of the role had subsided and I had time to look 
back or compare it with a present role.

Form – or what I perceive and call Form – is the most powerful modality I have 
researched – the most immediate effective black magic I have encountered. Capable 
of assuming any shape any person is capable of anything. To cite Joseph Conrad 
“inside all human beings there beats a heart of darkness” – and a maxim to which I 
hold –“All human beings are Scorpions”.

My Thanks to L316 Nexion for hosting my thoughts.
ISS,
RA
2011
Temple of THEM

TRIAD OF THE WARRIOR, SORCERER, FARMER: 
INSIGHT INTO INEXORABLE SIMPLICITY

Triad of the Warrior, Sorcerer, Farmer: Insight into Inexorable Simplicity I suppose it 
was the next logical step. From the paradigms of the Warrior, through Sorcerer, to a 
sudden profound connexion and desire to connect with the innate forces of THEM 
through farming and plants. I have grown up around those who were always in their 
gardens; watched my mother transform our backyard into a vegetable extravaganza 
and recall the clink of her spade or the piles of weeds sitting on the driveway as a 
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boy. But it never occurred to me to involve myself, I took no interest in gardening 
whatsoever until this latest stage of my life and the most recent. It is a fact that I have
always been awed and worshipful of nature – drawn to it as if it were some Other – 
its forces are humbling, its majesty unmatched. But I used to drive past people in my 
car and see them sweeping the pavement, and I would think to myself – what on earth
is the point. Don’t they have anything better to do? And yet – now I am like them, 
lovingly tending and landscaping my property to produce a bountiful harvest of fresh 
fruit and vegetables. Like the electric guitar, mathematics or composing music, the 
green world of gardening has always seemed beyond my ken;- previously I suppose I 
had no need for it. 

And yet, it is as though something has drawn me back to this great love and peter 
pannishness of mine for Earth and nature – as if something else in my spirituality had
exhausted the need for forms and structures words and ideas and found a place of 
comfort in amongst the chaotic insurgence of plant life which will not be stopped – 
never be stopped – and which will dominate the dustiest sand bowl, the air on the 
thinnest mountain, survive even on the cusp of volcanic rock, or thrive beneath the 
tremendous depths of the sea. Few things are as sexual as plants (as possessed of 
numinous drive to Be), as powerfully insistent, as beautiful, sublime or joyous to 
tend. As I have been brought to them through an exhaustion of my previous interests I
have found them to have a language of their own – a sublime perfection and a life 
that seems so alien and magical I ask myself how I did not see it all so much sooner. 

They don’t have voices in the traditional sense, they don’t hold long conversations on
satanic tactics and strategy, they are not friends or associates, they do not require 
catalogues of information – they are simple and yet so very complex it delights me 
that I do not understand them. They are devoid of humanity and its problems, its 
plagues, its issues – they are some Other species which I have lost contact with 
subsumed in a modern world that denudes me of the need to Remember them, their 
purpose, gifts, importance, life. I am trying though. Economically there is pressure to 
turn to these arts of growing things to offset the rising prices of everything with its 
army of sprays and pesticides. If things are going to change, it does not require the 
brute force of warriors, or the subtle manipulations of the sorcerer, or the empathy 
with the land wrought from living of it of the Farmer but all three. How to teach this 
third skill if I am not at all attuned to this way of life? 

Despite having absolutely no interest in caring for the gardens, tending the rockeries, 
weeding the dirt – and faced with a desperately overgrown property tangled with five 
years of neglect as I forged my writing career and let my role as Ra online consume 
me – I have already learned so much. I have come to understand how much change I 
can make to the landscape about me – perhaps more than I ever did as a Warrior that 
could use violence and war to bring something to its knees, or as a Sorcerer who drew
down the forces of THEM and created a magical order of Undividuals who could 
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transcend forms causing change in the way many people thought about all manner of 
things – a ripple effect that has since travelled well across the world touching 
thousands allowing me to appreciate so much about the power of one and the 
connectivity of all. But this carpet of wild and weird, diverse and unique entities 
living all round me, under me, above me, growing at its own speed, its own rules, 
with its own unknown directives – atomic, chemical, organic, textural, floral, 
brilliance suddenly entices me toward it like never before, and I have spent months 
now speaking to others, reading books – but more than ever before, and so unusual 
for me as I love to calculate, control, intellectually grasp all the things I learn or study
– down on my knees in the dirt, observing, experimenting, watchful – hopeful – 
watering plants, digging out weeds, planting seeds, hoeing, shovelling, pruning, 
tending. 

So many of my fellow THEM had been involved with plants (Qv. Them’s private 
group “The Otherland” was one such place where discussions were heavily focused 
on entheogenic use of plants.) concerning themselves with seeking out, growing or 
identifying substances that grew wild – from mushrooms to ergot, datura to 
cannabis.- speaking often of different plants and trees, shrubs and flowers with 
medicinal or chemical properties and I stood on the outside, stranger to a world I did 
not understand, watching the foreign exchanges and marvelling even then at the 
camaraderie and the passion and warmth between the speakers as they traded 
information. But I stood always on the threshold – I could remark on drugs, on my 
experiences with them but when it came to any sort of experience with plants I was a 
foreigner. 

I realise now that I was an inert participant in some secret world that has dominated 
the speech of humanity from before time – an ageless exchange of information about 
these awesome things that I have so often taken for granted or ignored. It was not just
an information trade on a handful of objects, catalogued to provide some effect or 
another – but an entire paradigm, a perceptual moving with the world that these 
speakers possessed or sought to possess. A closeness to the Earth that I had 
admittedly (unwittingly) watered down with rhetoric in my deluge of monologues 
about the necessity of this without knowing that there was a vast absence of this 
peace I feel now, from my life. It was driving home the same point I have made again
and again in vain about apprehending forces as they are – and separating them from 
the forms that carry them. It is not possible to speak from experience if one is 
anchored to a computer writing about the same experiences. Though building an 
Illuminati (or creating the seeds for one) required it these many years past – I can 
now write about new experiences, because I have freed myself from my online role.

With my extraction from the online nexus as Ra**, I took on a job as a landscaper to 
get back out into the sunshine and begin building back up my muscles which had 
grown soft and somewhat pale from years furiously tapping away at a keyboard 
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building the mythos, membership and legacy of the Temple of THEM. As I laboured 
alone in a field, the sun warming my skin at my new job and I exerted myself to clear
a space to plant trees – thoughts pervaded my mind of political slogans proffering the 
importance of work, of capitalism, of capital, of paganism, of the blood and sweat of 
farmers immemorial growing and producing almost everything I eat – and the ancient
importance of the harvests and the common sentiment that if the crop failed it was 
often the difference between life or death. What I was doing in this field was one of 
the oldest human endeavours – one of the reasons why Gods came to be and held 
such sway and why it was so crucial the people believe their gods satisfied and 
appeased through sacrifices and offerings. I thought about the pagan rebirth 
symbolism of the tree, of the egg. The rich connexions of these simple acts to the 
wider world. 

And slowly, as I dug out the tufts of thick-strapped grass – my world was widening. 
From humble understanding (experience) that I would not break or die if I lifted some
rocks, pulled out some grass, or dug some holes I began to set my own house in order
– working day after day clearing weeds and scrub, trimming overgrown trees and 
shrubs, clearing tangled paths and choked gardens – not consciously I think – but 
drawn somehow closer, inexorably to the empathy I am now developing with the land
– Remembering in a whole new way a new facet of things that had been lost to me. In
many ways it was realising that I could in fact do gardening;- could barrow, pull 
weeds, plant trees, dig trenches, fix things and was not as completely useless at 
green-thumbing as I had previously felt that made something in me click. Out in the 
field ripping out tundra grass in the hot sun to clear space as a volunteer seemed to 
burn something away in my then present mindset – it was the simpler physical 
exertion, the fact that no thinking was required, no long tracts, persuasions or 
arguments to get a point across, explore one, or explain something that made the 
experience profoundly different. It was all so simple, so straight-forward, and it was 
euphorically rewarding. 

It was as if all the tendrilled monsters with snapping jaws biting into my clarity of 
mind and stirred up my brain keeping it restless, cluttered, tangled, overwrought, 
divided – that devoured my thoughts, taking a ceaseless barrage of turns clamping 
their raging fangs, then another, and another deep into my attention and focus and 
tearing me away from the world to occupy my role as the online Ryan Anschauung 
suddenly lost their long-established potency. It was like a weight had been lifted and I
suddenly went deeper, understood more, achieved a new empathy with this process, 
this transformation – a blind scribe suddenly visceral witness to a pulsing chthonic 
alchemy. I was starting to get it – I was since a few years previous beginning to 
notice the seasons, watching and noting the changes in the plants and trees – noting 
the change in weather, the colour changes in the leaves or the trees dropping them in 
heaps. I had written many years ago about a Walk I had where these things were 
prominent, these perceptions starting to intensify – but they have never felt as strong 
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as they do now, nor did I act as practically on the feelings as I do now. 

My comments were genuinely felt but often stopped at being musings. (Time has 
never been something I have been well connected to – even meticulous as I am in my 
writings I often get dates especially earlier years mixed up or wrong through lack of 
memory and no ability to accurately recall the chronology of many events. See Diary 
of a DevilworshippeR II for my explanation – laying the blame squarely at the feet of
my alcoholism and a dozen or more fights where I took damage to my skull. Time is 
as a construct entirely ‘take it or leave it for me’ – I feel Time is something others run
on/by.) This time, in my early thirties, I was becoming aware of the other lives around
me that were not mine – a life-centred expansion of all of those living beings dotted 
around me with a force unrivalled that kept them appearing, struggling to sprout, 
surviving incredible odds and growing anywhere, anytime, slowly reclaiming cleared 
spaces with inexorable persistence whenever I did not sustain my human influences 
over their processes. The seasons have taken on a new (or should that be old?) pivotal
role, re-engaging me with the land as part of it and firing some ancient or forgotten 
memory of knowing how to do all this. I struggled at first and still now with more 
advanced concepts and ambitions to change my landscape around me, to work with it,
to grow things on it – but in a short time I have transformed not only my backyard 
but myself. 

I feel somehow more free, dis-connected from the intellectual wiring of the role of Ra
online dealing with administration and offering guidance in dry written words – I feel
like I am now turning with the earth, rotating with the seasons, setting my course by 
the stars. Though I am only a young man and it seems silly to speak as if I have some 
knowledge of age being only merely 33 years old – my experiences with the External 
Adept Rite and within the Temple of THEM had shown me the multiplicitousness of 
Time and how it could pass as many streams simultaneously – and through many 
powerful insights experiencing this, occupy and flow seamlessly in such a way that to
explain it automatically suggests a paradox. 

Or to say it another way -I feel that I feel Change much more strongly and more 
connected to it as it does, than ever before. The weather, the winds, rains, heat, cold, 
have all taken on a more immediate level of notice to me. I am new to this yet – and 
my first crop is yet to die and allow me take seeds and prepare the ground for the next
season, but the excitement I feel is tangible over such a thing as remembering 
(learning) how to grow vegetables and actually doing it. I feel like a piece of me, of 
my ability, of my memetic heritage is being recalled… and, I did not know it was 
missing. From empty sandy dry (what I thought was very poor sandy rocky soil in 
which nothing could ever grow) I watched in amazement as one of the thirty silver-
beet plants I sowed with my son suddenly sprouted from the ground weeks after I’d 
thought all hope was lost. Spurred on by this unexpected super-beet thriving beyond 
all expectations in what I thought was a dusty useless patch of dirt in which only 
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weeds and grass could thrive, I saw that I had made a judgement that simply did not 
stand up to the facts. 

I realised that all I had done was put the seeds in the ground – nature had done the 
rest. Whatever I had thought would happen, whatever assumptions had been floating 
around in my head that I told myself the soil was no good, that the seeds had died, 
that nothing will ever grow in here – were irrelevant noise. And whilst some might 
hate that idea, I welcomed it like an old friend. The seeds had not grown as expected. 
And I had only one plant out of an expected (arrogantly! Lol) thirty – I felt a childish 
delight when I noticed it had survived and watched over it, watering and weeding. I 
remained bemused by the salient fact that all I had done was put the seeds in the 
ground – nature had done the rest. By All the Gods I love Nature… (Sometimes 
forget I Am nature.) 

As the weeks passed the plant grew stronger and shot higher and higher until it was a 
running joke among us that the plant should be trying to reach the height of the small 
tree beside it, mistakenly thinking that it was its mother and that was the height it 
should be. I did not pay overly much attention as I was concentrating on ripping out 
grass with a foggy indistinct sense (intuition…) that this clearing of the overgrown 
yard would lead somewhere if I just kept at it. But every now and then would check 
on it and was again and again surprised at the way it grew, the things it did, the way it
was all unfolding. And it grew larger until we began to then joke it would top the 
fence. Or that it was mounting an effort to become Me – and that we’d come out and 
it would be wearing my clothes and sporting a shaved head and we’d have to beat it 
to death to stop it from replacing me. I spoke with my mother who said she’d never 
seen such a tall silver-beet (Which was until recently over 2m) and that I should keep 
the seeds as they would be the foundation for a superb crop next year. Extraordinary 
things happen with fairly steady frequency in my life. Not all of them favourable or 
good – but very strong forces of synchronicities govern my life. *Often it drives me 
mad – but I have infinite PATIENCE and yet none at all. 

Plants have taught me more than humans have about the inexorable passage of time 
and the patience of involving myself with something that cares nothing for my 
perception of time but does its own things, as and when. As it grew, I kept at the yard,
bit by bit making a dent in the terrible mess it had become. The silver-beet continued 
to grow until it was even taller than the fence, and just over my height. It has now 
started to die and I will be taking the seeds off it when it browns for next year and for 
friends. Impressed by the fact that “I grew” this giant plant in what was obviously 
excellent soil for it I began slowly clearing other patches and putting in more seeds. 
As my cleared and prepared gardens beds began to replace and outnumber the weed-
strewn areas of the yard I began advancing more and more using weed killer to 
control grass verges, kill off weedlings growing through the pavement and regain 
some control over the state of it all. I read the backs of the seed packets for tips on 
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where best to plant the seeds and followed advice where given from Owy on how to 
make it all work. I largely have my wife, mother, brother and his wife to thank for 
enabling me to get to grips with how to plant a garden – how often to water, how to 
keep pests off them, how easy it was to just take them out the ground from 
somewhere and move them, how certain plants could only be planted at certain times 
of year – how sun, shadow and wet were integral aspects to assisting them to prosper 
and answers to other questions I’d have never thought to ask. 

And as I did more – old inklings, memories, feelings about what to do – snatches of 
things I’d And as I did more – old inklings, memories, feelings about what to do – 
snatches of things I’d seen, overheard, read, learned, been told began to occasionally 
filter through and I sometimes moved as if an old hand at it– just knowing what was 
right as if the skills of my ancestors who lived off the land were emerging through my
being, somehow remembered through millions of years of repetition and coding and 
some ineffable hidden connection to them and the tens of thousands of years people 
had been doing all of this. And when I began to take an interest in my family’s 
gardens looking at how they had done things, admiring their layouts, skills and 
choices it was as if a whole new world opened up – a magical passionate wonderland 
on which each spoke of with joy and beamed with pride as they shared tips or offered
cuttings. Where has this simple but powerful joy been for me? Honestly – I think I 
forgot it. 

It’s that simple. Because I never had the life-or-death pressure to remember it. I’d 
gotten so used to all these others doing everything for me – so much so that it didn’t 
enter my head that there could be such importance for such skills until this late in my 
life. But I need to Remember – and I am Remembering, every day, more and more. 
Enough to plant a dozen Spring-based vegetables which are now bursting over the 
sides of the garden and about to explode forth loads of fresh vegetables; enough to 
keep them pest- and snail free with the organic aid of just chilli and garlic spray and 
not pesticides, to stake tomato plants and set up sticks with coloured strings to keep 
birds off, enough to transplant some zucchini plants which weren’t getting enough 
sun to somewhere better by just digging them out of the ground and watering them 
into their new homes with seaweed water to help the roots survive the shock of being 
moved; enough to add little touches of personality to the garden to humanise the 
fences and borders that demarcate our human presence in respectful symbiosis. 

That it feels so right, so synchronous to be doing this over-rides my thoughts or 
intellectual noise that dominates any other activities I engage in – the din of the 
internal chatter has begun quietening to whispers just like it did when I was drawing 
down my chi in meditation or exerting massive physical effort that made my muscles 
burn and scream in Ninjutsu training and all those voices that cluttered my brain, 
arranging themselves as priorities, as things I must do, no longer keep me awake, 
driving me mad like the mad Arab Alhazred. It’s not always nice to have trained 
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myself to see things from so many dozens of different ways each in intricate detail. 

Sometimes I drink a few beers just to dull the roar of all that information chattering 
around in my head and take the edge of my incisive epiphanies which are as frequent 
as they are randomly worth writing down or absurd nonsense spilling over the sides. 
But – I am driving differently now – powered on some new energy, or moving on 
some new ley line – relaxed by knowledge of some simpler energy, the inevitable 
collapse of all through inexorable flux, a man wheeling through space without 
friction – without doubt, without playing over every conversation had or that I might 
have in my head, robbing me of sleep as my brain ticks over fevered and unable to 
rest – planning and plotting every possible outcome to control the outcome, 
calculating emotional responses or strategic initiatives – no. No. 

For the first time in my life it is quiet in my head. I owe nothing to no-one, I have no 
waiting emails ready to drag me back into a web of words pulling me away from the 
Complex Simple under a deluge of yet more endless articulation… No. For the first 
time it is quiet in my head. Like a time so long ago I achieved No-stance through the 
For the first time it is quiet in my head. Like a time so long ago I achieved No-stance 
through the Dark Lily – cutting any emerging thought to pieces with the continual 
visualisation of a black spinning vortex of shredding blades and shut my brain down 
for the day so that no thoughts consciously entered my presence of mind. (Giving me 
the mother of wicked migraines in the evening that followed.) But this time there is 
no effort to not think. And the thoughts are not urging, they are not insistent, they are 
not demanding, or jumbled, or trying to pour through all at once. They are the 
thoughts of a calmed man, who believes he understands what actually matters amidst 
all the things that cry out for our time and attention – all the distractions stripped, 
who is at peace with who he is, what he has done, might yet do in this world and has 
all the time he needs to do it. He no longer wrestles with his ego pulling him one way,
his ideal me pulling him in another – pulling them apart so that he can never meet his 
own self-image. No. Tranquillity from Storms.

 If I could (but perhaps I should not) express what it is I feel that makes this new 
interest so fulfilling I suppose I would have to say I enjoy the extreme non-humanity 
of it all – of truly deeply working with, being a participant of the forces of THEM, 
propagating plants, digging my hands in the earth, sweating and exerting energy in 
the labour of working to understand, expand, advance my knowledge of this world 
that I have newly re-discovered a profound passion for;- though I find myself many 
months after my departure feeling that insistent urge that has always been inside me 
to write down my experiences and these changes of my journey – I find it difficult to 
imagine that I will ever be the same man that I was even some months ago, things 
have snapped, fundamentally changed, priorities re-ordered and even in some cases 
erased. There is for me something utterly magical in observing and working with 
these things. They are the products of the forces I have sworn my life’s interest to. 
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Yes, no doubt it could all be explained in technical terms what is happening and why 
each process is taking place, what prevents it, slow its, or speeds it up – but for once 
and again – new – to me, I find myself enjoying my ignorance and the slow process 
of just learning through patient and continued involvement with them. And yet, why, 
where does it all come from, why? 

No matter what may be called magic or that I have called magic before – it is the 
purest delight to be witness (or not fast enough to witness) the incredible changes of 
these organisms living their lives through the cycles they travel and the surest 
definition of magic I know. For a guy who has spent a decade furiously ripping the 
fabric of all things into threads and then even smaller pieces (As a friend once said 
“questioning even the question of the question’s question”) in a frenzy of it says 
something I think that I am more than content to just let plants and flowers Be 
without asking too many questions about how or why. Changing someone’s bio 
physicality through altering their perception is a tremendous feeling (especially the 
boost to the ego that you might have been responsible for changing someone’s life, 
actions or bearing) but losing myself, relinquishing control to work among natural 
plants is the greatest release I have had for a very long time. I am very used to 
balancing everything on a very serious tightrope, desperate to keep all the balls in the 
air, juggling like a madman terrified my creations would not grow or not grow the 
way I wanted them to. 

I can do very little to interfere with plants worlds – I cannot control the force(s) that 
propel them into Being, I have no say over whether they live or die, how fast they 
grow or the changes they go through. I am a passive observer, sometimes participant, 
and it feels so good just to be amongst them without a rigorous intellectual catalogue 
or detailed schemata of the science of plants. I do not feel the usual demonic need to 
manipulate and turn things my way through excessive study of the subject, 
conversations or the use of forms. I can speak with the plants in an empathic 
language. But it is simple and pure unlike human discussions which tangle 
themselves endlessly getting only more deeply mired in their own sense of 
importance or writing a volume in an answer only to have it come out I was 
desperately misunderstood. It is so emancipating not to be holding strings trying to 
yoke the sun. I was doing That for so long.

 It is the fact that plants have their own rules that keeps me on bended knee and 
resisting the impulse to strip the brave new world of its secrets by plastering my brain
with textbooks, facts and figures as I would any other subject to strip them off their 
mystery and look into the soul of the matter with a violent eye. For instance. I 
watched the peas grow from a few straggly seedlings into a bushy mass of curls. I 
patiently got up at dawns light in the darkness to give them water before the sun came
up (risking the water heating up and the droplets burning their leaves). I carefully 
weeded them and watched as they grew bigger and more tangled – patiently waiting 
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to see the peas form themselves being incredibly curious to see the manner in which 
they would. I was enthralled to see after what seemed like a long-time flowers finally 
begin to appear and thought to myself – this is so awesome, pods can’t be far away 
now, I will look at the plants every day and watch them come through. But two days 
of unanticipated heavy rain temporarily kept me inside. 

When I finally emerged after the rain had subsided, I was astonished to see fully 
grown pods several inches long. I wondered in amazement how so much could grow 
so fast, almost overnight, and chuckled that despite watching them like an eagle for 
just this very event to take place – I had missed it happen by a matter of a day or so. 
Reading this back as I edit, I can see how it sounds like I am in Love with plants. It’s 
not the love of giving anal sex or hardcore high quality drugs, the anticipation of 
some longed for event to arrive, a fast drive with extremely loud music blaring or the 
silky enamourment of a partner whom you cannot live without – and it’s not entirely 
the right way to word it – but it is true, I am in love with THEM, with all their forces,
powerfully expressed through one of the more sublime forms through which they 
presence themselves in plants. 

I have seen so much evidence for THEM in all my explorations but with the collapse 
of old affections a purer (or perhaps just different) object has arisen from the cluttered
desert littered with the husks of forms I have been consumed by and then consumed. I
love that plants are so full of surprises. I never know what I am going to see when I 
crouch down to tend my small crops now. At the time of writing, I have dug 
approximately 4 garden beds and am growing zucchini, potatoes, tomatoes, peas, 
beans, strawberries, watermelon and radishes. I have planted seeds of flowers given 
to me by friends that I liked the look of to fill gaps around the yard and as 
experiments;- putting them in different places to see if they will grow or what. I will 
be delighted to see what has decided to grow and where;- its fun. I have bought and 
am using a compost bin to create rich nutrient mulch for my plants in the coming year
– and have plans to dig even more gardens. I still feel a little out of my depth as 
Summer comes in and I consider how the current plants will I still feel a little out of 
my depth as Summer comes in and I consider how the current plants will die off and 
how I will gather the seeds and keep them for next year just like a farmer, might, 
meanwhile preparing the soil for those vegetables and plants I can grow only in 
Autumn, Winter. 

My vision (drifting direction) is to gain the competence growing crops necessary to 
feed my family all four seasons of the year and reduce our dependency on 
supermarkets for them. As is natural to me I wonder how far I can go to produce what
I need. To the point where I may someday soon be able to grow and harvest my own 
wheat, corn, even sugar – maybe even learn how to make rope from flax, create 
medicines, grow psychoactive substances or gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of how to use plants in the huge number of ways they are used – but 
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which I have no experience duplicating by myself. Maybe such workings will enable 
me the understanding with the land to harness its resources in a way I have only ever 
dreamed of idly – perhaps I will chance upon or develop the know-how to create 
electricity, use water, wind, sun powered batteries or some means of generating free 
sustainable heat, light – as so long ago was done countless times through necessity 
(no doubt remembered and forgotten many many times) but are skills that have long 
been neglected in a world saturated by pharmaceuticals, automotive industries and 
multi-national ‘food’ growers who are doing seriously terrible shit to the genetic 
make-up of foods. It’s all merchandise that robs us of that same Necessity to 
Remember how to do so many things. 

From small beginnings I have transformed my overgrown, messy, tangled sprawl of 
yard into a (not too) neatly manicured food-producing vista. And as I return to I 
suppose what is working with the land, appreciating it all, learning how it grows, 
changes – I sense that like a house of tumbling cards, the connexions of the greater 
environ will come into focus as part of the greater empathy such as the night skies, 
the wheeling of the stars, And I will be moving with them, moving to their clocks in 
symbiosis as best as I can. As so often happens with a lifestyle change it reorients 
everything, the way you do things, the way you see things – things you only notice as
the changes you implement take hold… the importance of solstice/equinox for 
farming, ingenious solutions for sustaining the environ, maybe even turning my 
attentions as I grow more confident with livestock, butchering animals for meat, or 
keeping chickens for eggs. Whilst not perhaps as glamorous as martial arts, or black 
magic, without such skills as being able to grow food, farm the land, raise or keep 
livestock, it is difficult to imagine how any real sustainable practical change can 
happen for any group of people with any set of beliefs who cannot repeat thousands 
of years of performing them and which form the very heart of any tribe or society that
wishes to be independent or at the very least tries to be independent which presents 
many challenges in our modern world. 

When I was getting my black belt, I thought Martial Arts was the quintessential 
practice people needed to adopt widely to participate in a violent insurrection of the 
State. When I was a Sorcerer, I believed that people needed to adopt a practice of 
questioning all forms and recognising the forms as only a part of forces that powered 
them – that all forms were at their centre mirages that controlled us through our 
attachment and weakness to them. Now that I am gardening with an eye to becoming 
a Farmer it is only natural to assume that I believe these skills are in danger of being 
learned too late, never learned, and their role in independence underestimated. Food, 
Water, Oil, Air. These forces can be spelled with just 15 letters but the omnipresent 
and unquestioned power with which they are used as leverage to manipulate and 
control individuals to Nations, property, wealth, money, LIFE – is unquestionable. 

I once believed we had to attack the concept of Time, Space, Morality, and break 
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within us the programming of these concepts because they are used to standardise and
control – but all the intellectual well-wishing, political right or might, rhetoric or 
argument on paper or screen comes to naught without the ability to grow your own 
food and work with the land. Without such skills, no matter how forceful or 
persuasive the call to arms – nothing changes while we are forced or too complacent 
to rely on the system managing all our food, water, resource needs. Magical Socialists
included. I’d like to think my arrangement of the appearance of the garden and yard 
is where my influence mostly ends – just because there are so few things humans do 
not seek to control, and to hold onto that feeling of my irrelevance. It’s not only good 
for people to feel there are things they cannot control (another facet important to the 
concept of THEM) it is absolutely essential. 

And even though I am ostensibly a bystander – I feel it impossible not to interfere as I
grow these plants to produce food, tending and pruning, weeding and watering. 
Perhaps that is just mild and intellectual (over)-reactionism by my ego pretending it 
doesn’t want to have a say in shaping this wonderful world or using it– the most 
beautiful harmonious unchained world of plants… but I will never restrain, harness or
understand that force that brings plants up from the ground at all – for my own 
humanistic devices, warping and wooing something, some gain or benefit from this 
world for me. But I will never stop being in awe of the unrivalled power and 
persistence by which they ceaselessly do. 

Of course, when I write, I still have that child-like fascination characteristic of Ryan 
Anschauung – something tells me I will be compelled to Understand them in my 
classical sense, eventually. Someday soon I will be able to teach or at least encourage 
others how to grow their own food – but more than that – to begin to re-learn how to 
live off the land, with that land – and to learn from others how they do it, how it can 
be done best or better – to restore that dearth of empathy with our green friends I had 
no idea I was missing but which is now so apparent. There are plenty of Warriors, 
plenty of Sorcerers, plenty of Farmers – but few are all three and few have a life 
based on the Sinister and can use those titles as a platform to focus on learning and 
becoming competent in the skillset of each as an accomplished, skilled, motivated 
and sinister Undividual. I wonder how I ever did without this feeling – this simple joy
in the forces of THEM. I felt it before the presence of plants and trees, blood and soil,
the cycles of time and life and seasons – but they were now that I think back 
sensations of proximity or intermingled existence with the worlds phenomena on a 
superficial level however close those feelings felt. This feeling I have now through 
my experiences in growing plants in my yard to harvest food hammers home the 
disparity between learning about something by reading about it or doing it for a little 
while half-assed and living a form – letting it take over you and your direction so you
become a Ninja, or a Sorcerer, or a Writer, or an Artist, or a Farmer. 

No. What I thought I were feelings of sublime connection to THEM before didn’t 
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move me like this, those confused notions of feeling close to THEM through 
exposure to nature pale in memory to these. Those connections were something 
ethereal, abstracts – I glanced at with an appropriate amount of awe before moving on
distracted by the next thing. Dark Gods, Aliens, Twisted, Grotesque, Evil, Sinister – 
quintessentially human interpretations of forces that are far more powerfully 
encapsulated in the living world of plants – nevermind gods and demons. We worship
Monsanto, Xanax, Woolworths, 1411 with equal fervour than our ancestors did their 
harvest gods. And we shall see who is Really Unholy when they are faced with the 
removal of food and water and who (will) venerate those who supply them in the 
same manner as latter day Gods. 

If we are to restore the three castes of the Warriors, Sorcerers and Farmers I suggest 
we must each Know each of THEM. I speak of a single person who can do all three – 
who can command all of these roles in the one person – powerful in physicality and 
commanding strength through being comfortable with the phenomena of gravity and 
physics / A Mage who can coerce forms into being that perform alchemical reactions 
causing change in events and persons that would not otherwise be – from a stranger 
to the course of decades and perhaps as a holograph of momentums conjured in the 
lifetime of the Adept – even aeons in after-effects. And a revival of learning to live 
with the land, grow our own food, sustain our enclaves with or without the help or 
permission of the system. **The reasons for my departure were hinted at in the 
essays in the Oto Anorha #33 but were largely to save my relationship with my most 
beloved Owy – a relationship which had taken a prolonged severe test and almost 
entirely destructive trials in my fevered desire to change the world – neglecting all 
else around me which suffered whilst the Temple grew. 

So much energy did I pour into the Temple and building, researching, teaching, 
speaking, that there was only the barest reserves left for my beautiful wife and my 
life outside of Ryan. With thanks to whatever Gods may be responsible for the 
experience, through a devastating break down of relations the inevitable course my 
myopic fanaticism had left in its wake tore us apart. Near to disintegration we were 
together able to force the necessary changes need for our family to survive (returning 
it to the centre of my attention) before it was too late. A massive paradigm shift / life 
choice had to take place if Owy and I were to endure as a couple. It was not a 
decision I took long to make. Nothing means more to me on this earth than my wife –
4 letters that do not adequately express the thousand army role she is in and as my life
– not THEM, not my phantom Ryan Anschauung, not even Me. And so, here we are. 
Where we should be. Things will though – never be the same as they were. I have no 
inward drive to be the man I was or occupy a role as a teacher. I record these notes 
with no knowledge of when they will ever be shared and no desire to reengage with 
the world I knew of electronic texts and the struggle to impart insight through 
conversation with others. I want only what I have now – my true “Temple to THEM”
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MAGIC AND THE INTELLECT [1]

After the deceptive sickness illustrated by religion witnessed through the acts and 
faith of my Christian sister caused my reaction to Satanism – the visitation from a 
spectre summarily believed to be God – and the assembly of personal madness into 
the forebear of Mvimaedivm – we suppose it came to be split into tendrils from its 
unitary congealment of one eye and see ‘Magic’ as an embarrassing waste of time.

But immediately we must step in and denounce it’s own suggestion.
There is no easy way to denounce magic just as there is no easy way to prove it.
THEM’s strong adherence to the ONA’s system and its subsequent library of studies 
devoted to it is heavily based (and biased) on personal early dissatisfaction with the 
likes of scrying, divination, ghosts, spells and superstition. To some extent the 
commercialism, unsubstantiation, overall context of magical acts in ones lifetime, and
encounters with the humility and wisdom of the elderly (examples of the end result of
life’s alchemy) could not help but lead to a cynicism at the occult practices required 
of magic and the cultivation of stoicism and quite observance rather than the 
embarrassing exhortations of a human being and its ridiculous gestures of madness 
To madness. Mine was a reaction of fascination to understand human behaviour 
through meta-psychology and sociology – through the rational, the logical, the sane, 
the orderly, the finite. To understand the motivations of humans leading up to or just 
prior to performing an act of magic – their reasons for doing it – their expectations, 
their answers as to what they were doing, why, how… my own experiences could 
perhaps be answered by a distillation of all of theirs.

I.e. what the hell was that thing that sat on my bed and pushed the bed corner down – 
not just for me but for anyone in that room. That thing I dared not look at because it 
might just give me an answer – might take away the dynamic tension that I lived, in 
limbo between the worlds of science and magic – as an absurdity; uncertain, 
sceptical, and reliant on both. Something’s I know can never be unseen. I do not think
I am ready to turn over and see what it is that causes such an unexplainable dent in 
my bed. It should shatter my world and possibly destroy me to see something not 
from it. And yet I quest endlessly to find out in other ways – because I cannot look…
Because of this strange emphasis on repulsion/attraction to certain aspects of magic 
and a shunning of others – as a result, I have naturally drawn about myself those also 
in a precarious state of conviction. A member of the IOT, members of the ONA, 
persons involved in Sorcery, the Sinister, and generally “the not quite either/or”. 
Personally, I’ve developed a powerful intellect and a philo-magical quality of speech 
and thought via the magical vacuum of my writing (such writing coming from 
insights into my own practices of sorcery). Writing and such things as this online 
Temple, the intent behind this Temple, the context into which this Temple is placed in
relevance to our work – act as a catharsis. A vacuum in which I often seal myself to 
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confront my/our greatest enemy. The powerful intellect I’ve developed has allowed 
me to persuade others to reconcile opposites or tear them apart irrevocably. It has 
allowed a small library of texts that embody a massive work study of black magic to 
emerge, and the experimental form of THEM and its interest with synchronicity, 
solidarity – remote and sinister, the IOT, the ONA, to form into a formidable magical 
emblem of Change, Chaos, and New opportunity.

However, this reaction to magic in favour of intellectual logic has become an 
extremely complex neurosis that it would be nice (and a release) to call contradictions
– but they aren’t. I don’t know what they are.

With one hand I create with the other I destroy, one day I rejoice, the same I despair. 
In this I am not alone – my capriciousness is perhaps more ready than others, but I 
am not alone in my Sinister Solitary path. This grotesque so aptly captured by Dracus
is at once Gnosis and Chaos. It is one thing to be a powerful speaker/writer and to 
create something based on that intellect, to study and read, and yes perform practical 
acts of sorcery to enable new insights – but it is quite another when one realises a 
component is missing that cannot be supplied by intellect. It is one thing to aid and 
support a creature like the ONA with archives, expansions, additions, creations, 
exultations, and examinations… it is quite another to support it with magical acts 
using tools, chalk circles, incantations, and the like.

The spurning of magic and its rich symbolism by THEM’s current representative may
perhaps be leading him/THEM to sterile wastelands. Something recently said by a 
member was to the effect of ‘I find my experiences strangely synchronising with 
what is written here in the Temple’. Well, we do too… find that the Temple is 
synchronised with other systems. Even having never read the works Liber Null or 
Psychonaut or encountered Chaos Magick before one is a) struck by the potent 
similarity of concepts shared between the IOT and the ONA, especially where certain
concepts have been abandoned, (more comments later) and b) cannot help but feel 
confused that while never having read such works, and that goes for many many 
others – that one’s insights and feelings so privately treasured have already been 
written down in a previous age by a previous wanderer..

Does this mean that there is a set geometric labyrinth that takes all magicians down a 
specific route, owing perhaps to the restraints and rewards of our organism, approach,
habitual consciousness, ethos, collective unconsciousness etc – or does this striking 
similarity of esoteric insights actually represent a shared understanding of an 
objective matrix?

One finds that, THEM, has thus far always returned to the Logos, to Explain, to 
Reason, to Understand; via its writing and relied on its belief that change is made 
(without hocus pocus) via understanding the elements that cause causal change and 
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putting or relieving pressure on those elements as required; often resulting in social-
based manipulation; forms that can assist in creating a certain helpful geometry to 
assist in an Aim, i.e. the Black Glyph Society. But what of the other magical arts – 
that almost anyone else seems to practice which we have thus far scorned as Old 
Aeon? What of Vampiric Tendrils, what of Lucid Dreaming, what, of the Double? 
What of Sorcery and Adeptship in the Aethers? Of those wonderful trips and lessons 
by Don Juan as told by Carlos Castenada, or the magical talisman, sigil, entities 
summoned forth and made visible? Where do these legendary skills come into a form
like THEM – do they – and should they?

What is strange is the confused emphasis on intellect exhibited by THEM which we 
have tried to avoid by attaining a female representative through which to change 
energies. The masculine, however tempered by the feminine qualities is still 
grounded in the logos, in the ego, the intellect, the explaining, control and orderly 
assembly of things, often in flashy displays of arrogance and power. Women –are 
generally the antithesis of this, subtle, sinister, shadowy and exerting pressure by 
their very being they are seldom willing or interested in being on stage or the focus of
attention. The writings of Sor Terrosa then in Book IV are extremely rare, and it has 
been an unfruitful search to find a willing female to take the reins of THEM for an 
interim. After all – what for, they ask? Why such a question is asked is simply an 
enigma for Men.

The seriousness of THEM, is another strange deception. Occult forms require deadly 
seriousness if they are to be accepted as a solid foundation and worthwhile 
investment – esp. in overcoming obstacles, that seriousness comes through in 
formality, in proper English, and a didactic ‘teaching’ tone. THEM MSS have given a
specific imago of the Temple and its members. Cold, calculating, Satanic, and sure of 
our magic. Well, some of us are – but I am not.

One omission of our representation is a sense of humour. The strict, disciplined 
replies of THEM give no impression that we laugh. Laughter, certainly is a staple diet
for us – without that, I at least, should have gone quite fucking mad in my forays. As 
it stands, WE are (dramatically) sane. Some of our colleagues sharing this space (viz. 
the internet) with us have not been so lucky – they have become incoherent, diffused, 
sporadic, unable to communicate the greatness that has touched, or even destroyed 
them. WE at least have remained sane despite our own forays into sorcery and efforts 
to touch and go beyond the Abyss, enough to communicate a coherent system of 
analysis, carefully equilibriated between supreme arrogance and supreme humility, 
between optimism and cynicism. Certainly – we are aware that after Crystallisation of
a Form there comes a greater risk of it becoming a Religion/a Cult – a Dogmatic 
slavery to slavery. 
Yet we’ve continually destroyed our own form when it was becoming manifest – 
initiates who have contacted the Temple privately are most certainly aware of this.
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The capriciousness of my forms is well known and a danger quite alive today. 
Maturity and understanding that one has yet to mature and understand keeps this 
Temple’s doors open THEM, whatever obstacles it faces, is experimental – but 
something tells me – also necessary for some as yet unknown reason I resist the urge 
to tear it down and start again – it simply seems beyond doubt that this is the right 
incarnation, at the right time. Perhaps we have become too reliant on texts and essays,
on explaining the unexplainable, on underpinning the currents and secrets in the 
systems of black magic we consort with by logic and philosophy. At least some 
interest must be rekindled in the phenomena of magic and its paraphernalia. An acidic
renunciation of magic must be forgotten and a new chance be offered. Otherwise, we 
invite entropy.

MAGIC AND THE INTELLECT [2]

While it is useful to intellectually capture the current of THEM and expound the 
Abyss, Acausal ad infinitum within a framework of models, ideas and abstract 
understanding; allowing some, an insight into THEM.

It is now necessary to write another essay to explain the context of intellectual 
understanding and reasoning within the temple of THEM. Without a follow-up essay, 
it would be easy to assume that THEM are an intellectually based group concerned 
with an understanding of magic that is posited in the realm of the Logos. And, this is 
not the case.

Behind [or perhaps beneath] the understanding that is achieved by rational, logical 
discourse: Each member of THEM possesses an empathic [and simultaneously 
divergent] understanding of how magic is performed that is grounded in the intuitive. 
Our methods of magic are practiced spontaneously, irrespective of the intellectual 
ideas set up by the Logos to explain them. They just work.

In regard to the treatise previously posted, THEM are esoterically `lowering a rope’ 
into a realm that is still subject to `Noise’. THEM believe all communication taking 
place before entering the Abyss is in fact, simply noise. Thus the treatise that deals 
with the Acausal etc, intellectually, can be said to be a communication from a 
platform of being that has descended into the lower spheres beneath the Abyss, in 
order to be understood effectively by those who have not yet reached it, and is 
essentially an example of the mode of inner dialogue that creates the `noise’
experienced by the uninitiated that distorts the essence. While it is sometimes useful 
to explain – beyond the screen, and in practice, it’s better to “See” WITHOUT the 
disruptive agency of Thought; to see directly the energy current to be dealt with and 
to know intuitively and concretely what to do with it instead of uploading it with 
one’s whole worldview of the moment.
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When SEEING without the inner dialogues mediation, however wise it may be, the 
energy currents one perceives could be expressed only by abstractions indeed, but 
these abstractions can be turned back into energy currents; you can bring down fire 
from the sky by using such an abstraction, while the abstractions invented by the 
mind to grasp intellectually the energy ocean beyond would hardly work in that way. 
To SEE is to stop the inner dialogue of mind, to cease it while perceiving directly 
with one's whole being's awareness. That seeing is neither seeing by eyes nor a 
metaphoric expression. “No-thinking” is a basic ability demanded by the IOT from 
any probationer.

Moreover, the no-thinking has the property to accumulate itself – any exercise of no-
thinking, even for a minute or more remains as an experience; and when there is 
enough no-thinking stored, it can suddenly stop the inner dialogue and thus the 
perception of the world kept by that dialogue. Then, one starts seeing things as they 
are. Intellectual preaching becomes exhaustive and boring sooner or later. The 
sorcerer soon or later learns to value hir available energy instead of wasting it in 
exhaustive intellectual reasoning. Magick being based on seeing cannot generalise 
philosophically the perceived world – it can deal directly, exactly, precisely and 
concretely with the energy currents constituting an individual, an ethos and an aeon, 
but it cannot explain why the things are constituted in that way. After all, the 
sorcerers do magick, and teach those who cannot do it ;}

MAGIC AND THE INTELLECT [3]

Several new members have emailed us and asked for permission to post potentially 
useful magic-related material: while this reply was written for one individual in 
particular, it states our position on contributions for all.

…

While the tract offered makes valid points and seeks to guide a person toward an 
understanding of magic, these types of tracts abound in the millions. Enough has been
written about magic, and more pointedly, enough signposts erected in the occult 
world for interested persons to seek these texts out without the necessity required of 
saturating yet another group with these kinds of material. A beneficial contribution of 
your own written experience with magical theory and practice would be more 
harmonic for Mvimaedivm.

THEM believe magic Can be approached via the intellect. Yet, while the reading and 
study of writings of magic can garner an understanding [when combined with 
practical alchemy] – this understanding is ultimately like all understandings – an 
illusion that entraps. Intellect becomes a limitation when raised to the status of one’s 
sole God, hindering the practice of magic and weighing it down with dogma and the 
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noisy banter of the ego such as opinion, rhetoric, authority, persuasion and 
guidebooks ad infinitum, and that is all that this excerpt from Crowley, is, noise.
People should not need to be told, once again, what to do or how to do it; if they do – 
then they are not one of THEM. The path of magic led each current member of 
THEM out of the habit of simplistic categorisation of magical principles, beyond the 
screaming of ones own wisdom from the rooftops, and through an abyss to the other 
side where there is silence. Your wish to contribute to the Temple of THEM is 
appreciated; that is, the will to help the group and its co-habitants is welcomed and 
smiled upon; but the form in which you have offered help must be firmly declined. A 
force greater than merely sharing similar interests and spouting the same rhetoric in 
the same groups day in day to attract personal power binds our members together; the
magnetic union of the Self that draws together those of like mind and like species 
operates here. Cosmic synchronicity will bring those who are THEM, here; being rare
beings we expect a lengthy delay. We estimate the potential for most human growth 
to be an extremely slow process, and are setting a goal of thirty years of operation, 
the length of which we are willing to assist those willing to grow; a hand out of the 
madness of the occult labyrinth.

33

As I approach my 33rd Birthday – I look back on the work I have done and the 
conclusions I have reached.

My convictions regarding Form grow stronger every day and I see signs that others 
are taking more notice of the subliminal power, reach, effect and influence of such 
things but sadly there is still nowhere I can turn to increase my understanding in one 
concentration, no available mentor from which I can learn more about the nebulous 
world of Psychic Geometry or the particular fascinations with which I have 
surrounded myself.

It seems I am in this alone, and a pioneer. I write so much but I get so little back that I
cannot help but become more reclusive and less willing to communicate my ideas – 
all that usually happens is that they get tangled by others into a form-laden mess; by 
[sometimes well-meaning] people who miss the anti-concept entirely.

I am to some extent satisfied with the keystones of my point of view which form a 
rock solid foundation for my enquiries that no alternate method has been able to 
shake or surpass and it is a method of enquiry that makes no apologies or takes any 
prisoners. It has no contradictions and morality – it speaks the truth – however 
devastating that be to Forms, believers in Forms, and the human ego.

But I remain restless on many other issues I have raised and the temptation to alter 
and add to existing manuscripts is overwhelming. There is so much more that could 
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be written, so much more that could be revealed, so many more dots that could be 
joined, and another 30-year lifetime of insights to uncover and share – a second 
lifetime I aim to begin soon to continue my research from a vantage of being older 
and wiser and ever more optimistically cynical.
I have slowly withdrawn my older writings from the internet – for I feel they are 
incomplete – they touch on certain subjects and make some inroads into explaining 
them – but the context in which I saw, in which I wrote, in which I understood – was 
narrower then, than it is now. I am sure I will say that again when I am 60.

Those keystones – of which I am defiantly proud – have now largely been preserved 
as a self-contained boxed set of 4 booklets titled THRESHOLD by Fall of Man – 
[Though many concessions had to be made to make it that far and the true nature of 
the Temple had to be veiled; concepts and words omitted, imagery altered so as not to
upset careers or anger a populace – concessions and omissions that water down the
essence of my Work. The Temple of THEM was a means to stand against such things 
and to proudly proclaim its heresies – chosen words and images chosen precisely to 
elicit such reactions] – wherein the Black Glyph was our means to print and publish 
what we liked as we saw fit, without having to edit and cut the very forms that are 
needed to bring changes and disruption.

But the nature of my Work is unpopular anyway – it sees right through the desperate 
inadequacies that the human beings tried to cover itself with, the futility of its 
struggle, and treats things traditionally taken for granted as mistakes, errors of 
judgement, lack of insight. It habitually insults the intelligence of intelligence, and 
talks down to the ego, it tries to remove man from his pedestal and put him back 
among the beasts, it rips out from under him all that is sacred and trusted in the way 
of time, space, incentive, morality, duality, form and leaves him gasping for air with 
nothing to cling to for a compass, for navigation, for sanity. It treats dreams as valid 
and tries to open an active bridge to the unconscious that the ego has long since 
sealed off, crowning itself king of the psyche becoming the all-too familiar source of 
humanities delicate sensibilities and vulnerable softness – blind, deaf and dumb. My 
disdain for human’s egotist arrogance is no secret – but it has not prevented my Love 
for them either. But anything that directly challenges the ego – calls it a liar, calls it a 
fake, calls its legitimacy into question was always going to be asking for trouble. And
yet – hard as it may be; sore, angry, enraged as people get – to the point of death 
threats, physical violence, intimidation, bargaining, co-ercement – the reactions of the
ego being prodded only solidify my conviction of its function as a psychic usurper 
and the means for evolution requiring it to be dislodged and then co-joined with other
psychic elements for balance which can, with certain methods, such as Mvimaedivm, 
be woken up, and Remembered.
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THEM: THOUGHTS

Regarding THEM: My feelings. (2009)

There is a big difference, between something like THEM – which cannot rightly be 
called a group because the definition for one of THEM cannot be self-contained – and
Mvimaedivm group. From my lifetime so far of interactions with people, I have seen 
that THEY (plural) are a phenomenon that is present in as many places and times as I 
have seen. These people that comprise this abstract THEM, represent a spark that is 
seldom fanned into an inferno. Are there reasons? I can think of a few: the inward 
journey is not outwardly flashy, presentable, or instant. The ego and its loud, 
physical, convenient products are predominantly recognised and exalted by societies 
(perhaps because it is much easier) than the hard, disciplined, oft-silent path of 
brutally honest intro/retrospection and the terrible questions it raises.

Any sort of self-discovery involves a range from minor discomfort to staring insanely
into the abyss, to the threat of disintegration of personality, and the hovering spectre 
of the unknown. These things frighten people. These things get caged under control 
by over-simplification and convenient labels and constructs. And for most people that
life seems to work. But for some of us it doesn’t. 

What’s the major difference? The average person wants answers and so selects from 
the various views offered by others. One of THEM wants to Know – and Knowing 
does not come from being told, or from gently asking others, or from isolating the 
complete faculty of human experience into sectors – conducting non-destructive, 
touchy-feely experiments that don’t hurt anyone, oneself or the world. To Know, one 
inwardly knows what must be done to Know – what gaps to fill, what bridges to cross
(and/or burn), what experiences to gravitate toward.

To think/feel one can Know with half a moral code is naive. The journey contains 
both and neither shadow and light depending on how far one is along it. I’ve realised 
the two points of view are only separable by abstracts – every step of the journey, 
whether greatly evil or immoral, or greatly healing and noble, is human. That said – 
there are some acts I would kill a man for committing and others I would condemn 
him to death for. I am thus a failure in the Satanic test for amorality but then so is 
everyone who would follow the rules of culling with a moral compass. Thus, one of 
THEM is like any human, as intrinsically capable of doing anything in the quest to 
Know as any other.

However – as just one the brilliant points of the ONA’s system makes clear – one can 
get trapped in justification of one’s actions however deplorable because the means 
becomes the end. One of THEM is driven – by whatever system(s) they choose 
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whatever evils or goods or mundane or occult experiences they choose or have 
chosen for them – to see beyond them, behind them, between them – back to the self 
– back to the ego – back to the self… In short: a small conversation between latent 
aspects and conscious aspects of the total human being’s psyche are occurring; as 
they have always done – and what has been started for all-know how long is again 
starting, with us. And since there are now more than six of us – is a contagion 
beginning to spread and strengthen and solidify ISS; a conversation clearly piquing 
the interest of others (though doomed to be misunderstood from onlookers as all 
things seem to be); and taught and illustrated with the least nonsense, most stripped-
down model and modality for sharing the journey in an open, honest, and both 
rational/irrational manner in a very long time. And strangely, this should not be 
possible.

There are no arguments about whose Gods are greater, about the best way to hurt 
someone with magic, sniping regarding the morals of each member present, no cheap 
shots or personal attacks, no focus on irrelevant turns of phrase or quotes or ideas; 
and yet there is a potent stream of dialectic. Dialectic that has enabled most of us a 
productive consideration or re-consideration of many key aspects to the LHP that has 
enriched each resonance of our practices and actions on the world.

This group, with each member fully or vaguely aware that such petty things are not 
welcome, relevant or the Way has given me thousands of hours of deep thought and 
bountiful conversation without the mountains of horseshit that generally accompany 
discussions of the occult/life/satanism. I know that I am not the only one. This group 
embodies a nuance I’ve not seen anywhere else I’ve been – and that lack is probably 
the reason for its emergence.

Yet members of this group, and members of THEM are united in their ISS. They 
understand for instance how someone can grow alone and with others at the same 
time via ISS/The Acausal Voice. They understand how it is possible to agree and yet 
disagree in the same breath with someone. Other people don’t seem to appreciate, 
recognise or understand the many subtleties possible from the LHP that language, 
habit, parroting, and simplification do not allow the room for. Yet at the same time, 
there are many I would call THEY that aren’t here, that can’t or won’t be here – 
simply because they are THEY.

MVIMAEDIVM is self-contained and can rightly be called a group. THEM on the 
other hand is a collective reaction that more or less believes that living ‘right’ requires
an incredible amount of internal work. The Work is its own reward. Much of this 
Work is dealt with by the “LHP” because the majority of occultists opt for instant 
success, bypassing intrinsic laziness, and parading their degrees. They generally don’t
enjoy being made uncomfortable, actually fighting with their ego, or strive for depth 
in what they do – characterised by the fact that either a person calling themselves evil
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or good or black or white, is unable to have empathy with their opposing side. They 
cannot see or reason why the other persons resist their own view and Weltanschauung
– and thus they have demonstrated that they have made no progress as a magician. 
They have not gotten inside (behind the geometry of) the form, only been 
manipulated by it.

To some extent, the spirit of an “LHP” is superior to the “RHP” because it does not 
pretend to have a moral compass and thus does not generally succumb to hypocrisy. 
Evil allows greater penetration.

When people submit to the Initiation requirements, they are in effect mirroring the 
opening of a conversation with what its convenient to call the Self.
In all people there is a refraction caused by the reflection, i.e., the particular way 
someone apprehends the world. That is why a closed system of forms, words, 
practices, etc cannot accurately or deeply resonate what it is we came or hoped to do 
that actually brought us here to this forum or to this unique state of the requirement 
and necessity of being In Sinister Solidarity. It doesn’t matter what outward form the 
journey takes – like the dreamworld the message will cloak itself in every 
conceivable modality. Whether someone believes the ONA is their thing, or MLO or 
TOB – beyond the forms chosen as a vehicle – we are united, not always in time and 
space, by Knowing, from the curious way in which those all around us act leaving us 
outside, that we are one of THEM. It is not so far-fetched to say that to some extent 
Mvimaedivm is a self-help group… though with many important differences.

Does it help anyone to be pushed further into the occult labyrinth? Sometimes yes, 
sometimes no – and the decision we make regarding that, we have no way of 
knowing or predicting the outcome. THEM trust in our judgement insofar as past 
experience and intuition dictate when we guide. But we aren’t just here to guide 
either – we are just as often here to intently listen. To learn. And to hear the voice of 
the acausal, the whispering of the self-unravel themselves from beneath the forms.
For instance. For a long time – no one here has been instructed to perform any ONA-
related tasks to further themselves or grow or change (Aside from the WSA), because
that is not what we feel the essence exhibited by the ONA way is. That is not what 
I/we feel, the essence of the LHP is. So, OUR Way is not exemplified by the ONA but
part of its essence is contained within that Way.

The LHP and its travellers change, all things change; and understanding that is one of
the keys to a mature outlook. That is why there are no doctrines so to speak of in 
THEM; our work stands alone as an expression – but therein there is much mythos to 
be extracted from reality. The presentation of THEM to the world for instance – is 
still widely believed to be the work of AL, still widely believed to be a nexion of the 
ONA. Whether that is actually the case, all depends on your viewpoint, and how 
much you trust forms.
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… xxxxx

It is not a rational cool logic that directs me or others of THEM when we steer people
into change, (and we don’t have an interest in interfering in what people do but 
“merely providing a mirror”) – but break down insofar as logic allows – the self-
contained perfection of their way of thinking to allow further options – it is the 
attitude and wholly the attitude of the members of THEM and their private quest to 
discover and change and grow themselves that draws other near.

It is, I believe thus far, the unexplainable, yet irrefutable quality of synchronicity.
I work on myself – that is my ‘thing’. And so, others come to work on themselves or 
with others beside me, as though, to quote Jung ‘my own effort were a contagion’.
And that is what THEM really is. A reflection of the contagion of the Self. It is 
formed by people who recognise the tremendous difficulty in achieving what they 
have gathered to do which they once did in isolation; yet who have the fire to try. 
Knowing it may be impossible, incredibly hard, tiring, time-consuming, and a 
lifelong commitment brings us together to beat the odds.

And it is this knowing, and committing, to this journey, that takes a lifetime, that IS 
our lifetime that unites us. Not our interest or involvement in things ONA – that is 
just a convenient anchor. Whereby many people here saw what I saw (or something 
similar) in the ONA once or now and were awakened to the essence of that longing, 
struggle, curiosity of the mysterious pull of an inner gravity.

DESIDERATA

Some musings from some observations. Elitism in Satanism attracts types who are or 
pretend to be desensitised to violence, killing and suffering of human beings and in 
some cases consider themselves above the ‘mundanes’ for this desensitisation – and 
yet they campaign on such matters as saving this people, or that people, from 
injustice, appealing for petitions to be signed, for governments earlier rebuked for 
interfering in international affairs or tyrannising the other countries of the world to 
DO SOMETHING, and in general for sympathy for these people, from other people, 
strangers, who, so earlier were mundane nothings to be trampled upon – are now the 
key to salvation and the solution to saving some poor hapless machine gun fodder 
halfway around the world they’ve never met – and who, if they’ve never met, have 
never judged, so may very well be campaigning for mundanes after all… : so what is 
happening here?
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The actions speak louder than words. Many of these types are quite happy to throw 
themselves on the side of the ‘Sinister’ as elite – but are they simply delusional? Is 
switching one’s Sinister capacity and Other Awareness capacity simply an inability to
make up one’s mind – or a dearth of knowing thyself? One might argue that either 
one embraces the Sinister in all its forms – and all its horrors – and really accepts 
Kali Yuga or the supposed elitist cold war against the mundanes as legitimate – or is 
arbitrarily choosing when something is Sinister and when it is not. Since the actions 
indicate that they are: this indicates the subjective arbitrariness of their principles and 
laws. You cannot embrace a little bit of evil – evil has nothing to do with it – but as 
an epithet, it suggests something that does not stop, that continually outdoes itself, 
something that goes well beyond any man’s measure – many of those patting 
themselves on the back for being ultra-sinister, have either, contributed to this type of 
behaviour by encouraging and endorsing it in others and oneself: or have no idea 
what evil really can be and think there are boundaries, limits, to what people can do 
when motivated by a form. There aren’t. There’s no limits. How does one embrace 
ultra-evil (one particular traditional satanic term) and yet stop and get upset about 
fluffy bunnies required for that ultra-evil to thrive and live? (say, Yezidis, Palestinian 
children, or the next buzz group to capture the eye via media moments from now?) If 
you encourage this kind of behaviour, foster the sinister through sharing forms 
relating to the sinister, songs, art, opinions, ideas, laws, rules, principles, activities, 
‘Pathei Mathos’ why be surprised? That only indicates a near complete ignorance of 
one’s own actions, one’s own effect, one’s own awareness of the very forms one 
claims to have mastery over, to have subjected to their will, to supposedly dole out in 
controlled doses as one sees fit that makes them an ‘elite’. I’m sure dozens of people 
over there have been influenced by extreme propaganda, and are now fulfilling what 
was written in word, in deed.

So why, the surprise? Why the morality all of a sudden? Why the guilt trip on others 
to ‘care’ – to ‘save them’ – to ‘sign your petition’? For arguments sake, a couple of 
questions: if might is right – then the “Magi” are in control – and if they have that 
throne then they deserve that throne. Or are we going to claim that the “Magi” 
‘cheated’ their way to the top? If being Sinister is what works to gain power, prestige,
understanding and join with the Theos to become Immortal – haven’t the “Magi” 
proven themselves more adept at wielding the Sinister than any other person, group, 
or pretender to the throne? Haven’t they been willing to do Anything to stay on top, 
including let the runaway imaginations of those who believed in the Devil and clad 
him more and more with accoutrements of form and finery til he stood before the 
Middle Ages a terrifying spectre of moral persuasion become more powerful a 
motivator than god – and in the words of an anonymous “What people weren’t 
willing to do for the love of god they did for fear of the reprisal of the Devil”– and 
didn’t all of it – every sordid, nasty, human, cruel, vicious, talent they have – all the 
deception, all the lies, all the hatred, injustice, brute force, ultra-violence, genuine 
lack of boundaries, get them to where they are today?
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But these are our enemies? These – who if we changed the word Magi to Sinister to 
make some tin foil hats happy and would therein notice no difference in 
methodological principle – are our enemies? Would someone like to explain to me 
again the difference between Sinister and Mundane – and be very careful doing it?
So, now that there is mass culling between the two sides, this is a problem? That 
there is great suffering, pain, anguish, injustice – ‘innocent’ people being blown to 
pieces, all the horrors of war, (‘children’ apparently has a more profound effect it 
seems – “oh to hell with the adults but won’t somebody think of the children!’) 
children being injured by golly – is it because its unevenly matched? Is that the 
problem that requires petitions and interventions? Is it purely because you read about 
the Yezidi somewhere being Devil Worshippers and decided that you had to help 
them from your home base because gosh darn it, they are just like me? Is it because 
you actually believe one side has the moral high ground and is being unjustly 
persecuted? Or is it because you don’t actually have what it takes to see the Sinister 
in full-blown motion? Did you open the box too far? Do you want to put it back in? 
Do any of you know how many people died to feed the mining, production, 
manufacture and labour demands for the iPad, iPod and PC? Have a guess.
There’s blood ALL over your hands. YOU and ME and EVERYONE ELSE 
contributed to the things we cry about, the things that are too much for our precious 
hearts to bear.

I am fine with the blood on my hands. Cry me a fucking river.

SHOUTING INTO THE ABYSS

Only now do I really know how to communicate. Christos Beest said to me once that 
he was relieved not to have been ‘shouting into the void’… whether he meant what I 
mean by it now, I find myself at peace to be doing just that.

I shout into the void because it is the only pure, the only honest communication there 
is. There is nothing and no-one outside of me that can interpret or know my being. 
No-one external to pass judgement or offer advice – because this life, this existence, 
is between me and the void. If someone should overhear my shouting then let them 
take any echoes they please for themselves – let them impose their own sanctions 
according to their will not mine. For to directly instruct, to direct, to guide, to offer 
advice to others, or presume to know them is an impure and dishonest 
communication. My convictions, my contradictions, my rights, my wrongs, my 
opinions, my madness all belong to the void – it is therein that I am face to face with 
each of my mysteries and my mysteries alone. The void alone to whom I answer. To 
whom I speak.
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Whom knows me. Whom speaks back.

Language, words, conversations are all loaded, loaded with weights and pitfalls and 
submissions; loaded with grandeur, with limitations, with will. To talk to others is to 
bind others, to seek agreement, or friendship, or solidarity, or material gain, or 
company, or assurance, or validation, or invalidation, or advice, or guidance, or 
direction, or answers. Answers cannot come when there are attachments but inside of 
oneself through oneself when everything is gone and the bones picked clean. 
Conversation cannot help but be misdirection, it supposes and imposes, suggests and 
circles, posits and invents, sustains and stains. It muddies the clear water of 
perception and introduce foreign objects to the pristine self-enclosed temple.

Conversation asks for submission, for favours, for acknowledgement, for trade, for 
love, for money, for understanding, for control, for attention, for worship – where 
there can be none, where there can be only a direct supra personal connection to Be 
or the making of noise that distorts it. The extra voices kick up a whirlwind of debris, 
they interfere in direct transmission with the void – both with theirs, and with mine.
Words are a white noise that people don’t hear for what they are – a cacophonous 
tumult that obscures the pure, veils the truth, of simplicity itself.

The only honest path I know now is solitude. To just be and to shout into the void as 
long and as loud as I need and only into the void. Then let the void share my secrets 
with anyone who chooses to listen. That is how to speaks to others. Let anyone who 
overhears hear indirectly and catch any sounds that please them for themselves – 
without seeking to complicate their own communication with the void by asking for 
clarification, asking questions, making challenges, demanding infinitesimal 
deconstruction, criticising that which belongs to the void and without seeking to 
engage me – so that they too are not directly misled by the promise of communication
that provides clarity – for it seeks to deceive all of us. Clarity is purely between man 
and the void. Anything less than this sacred silence that allows others to communicate
with their void more clearly, is to impose distortion and a tyranny of will upon others.

YIADRY: EXCERPTS

Jan 1

Things have been nurtured to the point where the seeds planted over the last year or 
so are beginning to sprout. I have obtained all the manuscripts I so desperately sought
or information regarding the nature of those I couldn’t find. I have established a small
web of contacts that are genuine and managed to achieve an indirect line of contact 
with A1. I expect the circulation of various creative and insight-related manuscripts I 
have written to net further contacts, and the sale of these to combine with my primary
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income to enable me to finance a temple. I am halfway through constructing the tarot 
of the Naos Deck and intend to have it completed by late February 116eh. I have 
written and posted the preliminary book I of my DD and received good feedback 
from the audience it was aimed at. Books II and III have the green light to go ahead. 
The companion I have been tutoring (and been tutored by) is suitable to assume the 
role of Priestess/ Mistress and I am hoping to perform great magick with her, as well 
as my first ritual during our first face to face encounter. I intend to hermetically 
initiate myself with the Civet oil purchased from Europe regardless of whether the 
two tasks of neophyte are fulfilled or not. I will write about the first of them having 
been fulfilled by my wilful act of vandalism and demonstrated alignment with the 
Sin. Tradition. The second task will wait if need be until I am able to travel and 
supply suitable transport for the materials. I have also opened the electronic ‘temple 
of the tangent’ to circulate/attract galactic style works.

Jan 5
Sol shine.
A neon fire.
Blood upon earth.
The wheel grinds.

Jan 6
A white child of illumination.
Rays cast further.
Another neon fire.
I have noticed seven images of paths within the Major Arcana of the Naos Tarot. 
These were not deliberate.

Jan 7
I estimate there to be about fifty-sixty years of my life left if I accept the idea of an 
average lifespan being approximately eighty years for a male. I’m moderately 
amused by the efforts of those to extend their lifespan whether by diet, cryogenics or 
peak fitness – – what do these hopefuls do that requires an eternity to do it? Did any 
great in history need an extra fifty years to achieve astonishing pinnacles of glory and
greatness, to wage wars and expand their domain, or to leave a legacy behind that 
would be visible or remembered thousands of years later? Do those individuals that 
take the power within by the horns need to glean from the hourglass, to beg Life on 
humble knees for a more generous allotment of years? Do they tremble in the faces of
the goliaths of relentless renewal, tumbling space, or sheer death? No. We don’t. We 
know we have an allotted time in which to do great deeds, in which to count, in 
which to raise ourselves up from the rabble and work on the legacy we are to leave 
behind. I will be dead in fifty years. What will my life have meant in the scheme of 
things? In any case I will have created a Sinister Tarot deck for subsequent voyagers 
on their way to the centre of the universe. In other cases, my life will serve as an 
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example to others as a selfless donation to the Great Work, laying foundations and 
adding to existing ones with my writings, arts, insights, and supreme sacrifice, “ONE 
LIFE IN THE NOW, THAT MANY MAY ARISE WORTHY OF LIFE IN THE 
NEXT”. A guardian, A glyph, storing ancient whispers to be unlocked when amongst 
the chaos of the insane the old wisdom has been forgotten. All but this duty is pale in 
comparison to a meaning of life.

Jan 13
Wrote manuscript “Prima Magica Tnepres AIA V”.
Today I began a dream journal. The first step to exploration of the astral. As well as 
working with ritual and magick this year, I also hope to gain a foothold and some 
experience within the Astral World.

Jan 15
Unusual depression surprised me yesterday. After hearing nothing from the publisher 
for an uncomfortable amount of time, having received little or no input or output in 
correspondence, or from TTT – it dawned on me how much I need to be busy, but 
disturbingly how much I depend on being paid attention to and praised to feel that I 
am moving forward. I have begun to get addicted to such people and had forgotten 
that both Devilworshipper and Ra are not the real me but aspects amplified and 
embellished playing roles – playing the role of ‘always in control’ and ‘I am a 
genuine satanic adherent’ (maybe I’ve forgotten even the nature of the roles and they 
both mean ‘look at me, see what I can do, and be in awe’)…

Jan 16
The dream journal is already proving a useful addition to my occult repertoire. I have 
been able to discern some deep subconscious activities in my psyche and feel that 
within six months I will have considerable if not total control over my duration of 
lucidity. Interacting with A has given rise to a great deal of insight in all kinds of 
spheres. After mentioning and then reading the ritual to her she says she has begun to 
experience vivid ‘daydreams’ and sensations regarding its future performance. For 
the first time in involving her in conversation and matters on the occult regarding the 
sinister I feel genuine receptivity of the role I have willed her to play, from her. Note: 
Write manuscript about loss of eyesight increasing occult ability.

Jan 18/19
Tonight (2am) while pointing out the location of ‘Tnepres’ the star my mistress 
named after me, I saw a shooting star right when and where I pointed, verifiable by 
two others who saw it too. I also believe I have seen my first constellation clearly, 
that of Scorpio (or cancer). In the country away from the city lights the stars were 
highly visible and very beautiful – I saw even the shape of a scorpion and then a bear,
as if there were clear lines of light connecting the stars together to form images… it 
was breathtaking for me. (MSS: “Through the Looking-Glass”, written.).
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Jan 20
A has received her magickal name. She will be known as Mistress/Priestess ‘AeveA’ 
when working in a magickal mode. The name is a mimesis of the Nazarene archetype
‘Eve’. In Sinister fashion ‘Eve’ has an ‘Adam’. However her ‘Adam’ is not a Man, 
but a Snake; A Serpent; ‘Tnepres’. The name ‘AeveA’ represents many things: Union,
of a Sinister corruption of the Nazarene ethos by Satanic mimesis, and a Sinister 
intent by Tnepres and AeveA to couple + distort the meaning held sacred of ‘Adam 
and Eve’.
The double AA’s have long associated meanings attached to them. Here though, they 
are intended to aeonically imbue the mortal ‘Eve’; to elevate her above the causal, to 
re-present the first Woman as a Sinister acausal archetype, composed of both the 
human construct of duality (the name is a palindrome, reading the same either 
forward or backward) and the inhuman vortex that destroys and creates duality. Our 
union as Master Tnepres and Mistress AeveA will mimic and corrupt the sacred 
image of the Nazarene Jehovah's first creation, supreme blasphemy and the perfect 
elocution in regard to the Magian, with each sexual act a prescencing of the new, 
evolved, sinister, ‘Adam and Eve’, in which Eve lays with the snake, the seducer, 
Satan. Your wish was to represent my whore – and I have here epitomised to the 
finest most primal degree this very incarnation with the choice of your name. In your 
role as AeveA and laying with Tnepres the Serpent you will be the incarnation of the 
‘Whore of Babylon’. To me, its essence means “She that twists Time and Space”. No 
doubt you will find your own additional meanings expressed within your magickal 
name – and these meanings, hidden from immediate comprehension by the profane, 
are the beginning of Esoteria. I have given you this name to mark you – to create 
Union between us, symbolic and actual, by distorting a sacred symbol far older than 
can be imagined. To re-create Adam and Eve is not only satanic mimesis by which 
something Nazarene has been imitated in a sinister fashion to subvert it) of the 
highest degree, which I consider a measure of how well one disturbs/disrupts the 
energies of the Nazarene empire – but also symbolises new beginning. Firsts. The 
Prime cause from which all else proceeds. Whether in the Septenary endeavour or 
simply as the two beings that have emerged from our cracked shells into a world 
around us that is now ours, by a new perspective, we have the power to re-present the
roles of Man and Woman respectively. Furthermore – this name contains you as much
as it does your magickal you – which you may discover to be inseparable from one 
another. Your name simply becomes A-eve-A. The word ‘Eve’ represents what you 
have struggled to achieve during the time we’ve known one another – the New. With 
the name A-eve-A your role can take you anywhere you want to go – a continual 
renewal of ‘eves’ as you ‘begin and end’ yourself, constantly. Or in my own terms, 
formulate and disintegrate yourself. As changeable and yet as solid, as the waters of a
Sea.
This formulation and disintegration are represented by the two A’s. AA is a very 
significant symbol in freemasonry for various reasons. I will not go into most of 
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these, as many of them are not related to what AeveA represents. But there is one 
meaning that is striking and an exact representation of the two AA’s in your name. On
manuscripts used by the Freemasons, precious esoteric information was concealed 
within the ‘green language’ poetry that was written to hold it. The poem meant 
something to the initiated – and this was indicated by a white ‘A’ in the heading of the
manuscript. Using this poem the initiated would work out the actual meaning of the 
manuscript by deciphering the poem. That an initiate knew to do this was because 
there was another A in the heading, a darker one. This indicated that half the 
information was revealed, in the light, and the other half was concealed, in the 
shadow. As it so aptly is in life, for you. And the Eve between this light and shadow 
represents transcendence of these two, control over formation and disintegration, 
light and dark – and an EVEntual redemption. It also represents: EveR – Infinity to 
Balance & EveN – Balance to Infinity.

Jan 23
Manuscript “Peace, Love and Mungbeans” written and posted.

Jan 25
A sign, for the first time since writing manuscripts with the intent to make targets sit 
up and take notice I have received confirmation of my growing ability to intimidate. 
“PLM” was received well, yet the anxiety, even terror of the reply pleaded with me 
not to release the document publicly. The sword I held out has been misinterpreted, 
grasping the blade causing a cut rather than gripping the handle to help me swing it. 
One would think that a man so complimentary of my insight would grant credit for 
strategy. The definition of arrogance: “Sometimes I win. Sometimes I let others win.”
A dark horse
Ridden by dogstar-crossed lovers
The sun sets
On a starry abyss

Jan 27
Insight into tarot card ‘Hel’. MSS written.
There is no wine
Without black grapes
Ever remember this
Lest you drink to death

Jan 30
Neon fire phoenix
Now glowing embers
AA
the earth turns
still waters
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Phase two of the Dream Project goes into effect tomorrow
A is exhibiting “0” perhaps even “VII”. I feel confident of the ritual going ahead and 
breaking my sexual fantasy. I’ve been impressed with the maturing apprehension of 
Satanism and the growing understanding of how to play the priestess role that A has 
shown and even manifested via her discussions with outsiders. Its an unusual 
relationship, one I thoroughly enjoy despite our distance, and A’s conversation tonight
has revealed her hopes as well as her doubts. From my point of view A would make a 
perfect priestess and to tutor someone else, let alone find somebody with her 
outstanding quality to quantify, would not happen. If anything I’d end up with a 
different energy, a mindless manipulee – but I can offer no insight or opinion on 
which abyss she will make the jump to from her ledge. On the subject of the PMT I 
experimented today with recording the F# tone today and it went ex. Well. I feel a 
pressing urge to explore this medium as suggested by 1916 – but also to record that I 
felt the intensity of the vibrating continual tone, as if it were a secret I’d unlocked. 
The low sinister hum worked me into a passive frenzy and I felt the appropriate mood
as would be required for the ritual. I also recorded the three key F#chord and found 
this to be almost playful and flippant in comparison to the dark singular F#. I have 
taken steps to obtain a quartz tetrahedron.

Feb 4
Temple of the tangent taken down. I tell myself that the initiates have had long 
enough to look at my writings, and that I can on-sell them to Ixaxaar with good 
conscience. But my genuine feelings are that my works are not visibly appreciated, 
and I grow frustrated at being the only artistic donor – for what? Minor Arcana 
almost completed… though I grow somewhat dissatisfied with several paintings 
which appear sloppy and or cut, the full potential of these particulars, yet to be 
realised… Ixaxaar have supplied me with agreed items of exchange. I feel in high 
spirits – the incense has been tallied and the cost seems excessive. I've been given 
indication that I may use seven trees native to Australia – but I am not likely to try 
this. The ONA ‘7’ have a long tradition of use and history, thousands of years old in 
some cases. I spurn the idea of a country with only 200 years in the making, a 
ridiculous history, and virtually no magical experience, providing me with runner-up 
prizes!
Thou shalt not suffer
A witch to live
The neon fire
Fades into ether
A painting has been done, my first canvas, of “V – the Master”.

Feb 10
Minor Arcana of the Naos tarot completed. A great triumph and quite possibly a 
marker of a magnificence yet to manifest. Only the gates and muses remain – I am 
overjoyed at how near to the end of the Naos project i am now, after more than a year
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of dedication I am about to produce the worlds first (public?) tarot deck to discard the
sacred use of increasing emanations of the four suits and implement a new and 
sinister interpretation – a historical event for the magical tradition surely? Ga Wath 
Am!
I have also been printing updated and final drafts of each of my Mercury to Saturn 
MSS. AeveA celebrates 24 years of life, perhaps without the knowledge to see what 
she apprehends in the mud in the now, will one day soon in the next be the clay of the
bricks in her tremendous pyramid of skulls. AK together in aether. Turned my 
attention toward Hostia. What is it. The dream project has begun to yield valuable 
fruit. Stage II initiated….

Feb 14
A + T –
Mercury/Saturn MSS complete.

Feb 15
Dream project put on hold after 30 day duration. Requires demonic fanaticism and 
too much time, is eating into my more immediate concerns. Not enough fanaticism to
go around. discipline of the Gods cover complete. Project Evisceral begun.

Feb 26
Project Evisceral completed / client ecstatic about cover.
From misty moors
Dark knights have come
And a three-pointed
Belled trident won

March 25
A solar eclipse
A lunar eclipse
The Naos project is set to explode. There are no alternate tarot available in all the 
world (that of Baphomet is only major Arcana) and thus no competition – my market 
is absolute. And by the time a competitor arises I will be long gone. Let them hear my
laughter… The seeds are sown now – even now a new wind breaks on the causal sea. 
Scepticism and praise spokes in the same wheel. The Satanist leads by example and 
by such examples do the masses dance as if under the spell of the pied piper. There 
can be only one outcome – change. Those against me are moved to surpass me – to 
create, to build now that a foundation has been further laid upon the work already 
done by CB. It matters not what their individual mechanics comprise, but that even in
the detractors the sinister grows new leaves… the collective arrogance and unity in 
my mercurial adversaries, only more blood for the soil. Those who are for me see the 
possibility of escape from the matrix by example of the power of self. Inspiration is 
absolute – it will move the masses to generate individual achievement now that it is 
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seen that it can be done, that no Magian restrictions and no dependence on others but 
oneself is enough.

May 10
Intellectual dominion no longer the focus, the plans now are to finish the sinister tarot
asap. And to smash the traps and circles in young minds via the expose. Incenses and 
music still to be gathered, however I feel the body is now the prime focus of my 
concentration… I feel/suspect practice in ritual is not for me in time, but a sojourn 
back to earth + the physical via aevea.
An owl winks sun-ward
A silver talon cuts the air
Below, a circle of blood
Raised in worship
Let down the devil
And walks on alone, sun ward
AeveA – who seeks to fulfil a role as priestess in a ritual sense, unaware that the 
priestess is the same role of A in the ultimate end. A woman strong enough to shun 
the dichotomy, the first step. Who is loyal, trusted, honest, adaptive, changeful and 
has sealed her integrity with a character befitting of the goddess I knew she was – 
honour, pride, wisdom, reason, heart and the qualities of the champion race, second 
step. Strong enough to work without labels, to perform inward change and creativity, 
elan to bring the silent works to a fruitful harvest that shape within her – elastic 
enough to break and mend without losing sight of the greater shape, beautiful enough 
to embrace the hidden, the fear, the unknown, even the shepherd the soldier who 
shepherds her to reveal more of what lies beneath the chains that bound her power for
good reason, the third step. A sense of equilibrium, of over-whelming love and 
darkness the two illuminators, an empathy to balance the scale when it calls for 
balance, the rock, the water, the earth, the air, the fire, the sun, the moon, the star who
is destined to accompany me in life as my tree of life -she is committed, and I will 
watch to see the flight of this graceful swallow. Should in a year I feel the similar 
then I will accept the will of the Dark Gods as my own. Could I want to wait – who is
more than she? So infinite this meeting, so divine our pyramid, will we be? Let us be.
To build a plane
Of Septenary gold
To give it wings
And fly onward through sulphur…

FREE: THE BITTER IRONY OF SATANISM

I have established beyond doubt that I do not work well with others. Behind my 
literary achievements and physical explorations on the LHP, lies a road of crumbling 
citadels where what could have been can never be all because of how destructive I 
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prove to be to any form.

I worked with the Temple of Hel – but I proved too disruptive.
I worked with Ixaxaar – but proved too disruptive to them.
I worked with Integral Tradition Publishing – briefly – before I proved too disruptive 
for them.
I tried to gain admission into the IOT – that bastion of chaos whose motto is ‘Nothing
is Forbidden, Everything is Permitted’ but they refused me entry on the grounds that I
was a Satanist from the ONA.
I tried to work with the Tempel ov Blood whose war-cries of Disruption, Infiltration, 
and Destruction – aptly applied – served only to poison relations between us forever 
more. Choronzon fall on your knees.
I tried to work with the MLO – but proved too disruptive for them too.
I tried to make my own way with Mvimaedivm, the Black Glyph Society, and the 
Temple of THEM: But I proved too disruptive and destructive even to myself.
Anton Long once said to me in a reply to my query of my forms clashing with those 
of the then fledgling WSA: “There is no conflict, only the appearance of conflict”
Yet, I’ve even proved too disruptive for that which so many honour as the Father of 
Diversity, that group which has made its name on calling for the practice of such 
activities and complains that the Magian seeks to silence its voice has tried to silence 
mine. Shugara get behind thee.
In all these groups there are rampant cries or support for others to practice disruption,
anarchy, chaos, destruction, acausality, go beyond good and evil, be evil, the sinister, 
indulge in deception, be a hard man, a new species, go beyond the veils, and bring 
down the forms that obscure; the roar of propaganda forms a deafening cacophony. 
But there is noticeable irony in the fact that my energy proved -too- disruptive for all 
of them and all of my many past employers, friends, associates and so many things I 
have ever tried to do.
Dawned, the insight of this dynamic and the understanding that leads me to believe 
that forms do not and can not represent the energies that they seek to define and 
control. And that when people claim to desire the presence of certain energies – and 
those energies present themselves – it turns out they actually meant something else…
Which – is what I’ve been trying to warn those asking for them of, all along. So many
groups have urged me to go out and wreak unearthly destruction, rain death and 
disaster down upon the world and its inhabitants – and I have, rampaged, for years – 
but when I finally get to their door, the fuckers act surprised to see me!
Has no-one else ever noticed that the cries of war are heavily laden with demands of 
obedience, control, loyalty, honour, family? That it’s okay to be sent to destroy and 
strive to be unlimited in power as befitting of a dark master – so long as we don’t 
destroy those who set us on the path? “Bring Chaos!” many of them demanded of me 
– “hey wait, not actual chaos!”, they all whispered sooner or later.
I was surprised to hear more than one seasoned extremist ask me throughout my 
sojourn to not publish this or that, or subtly suggest that I keep my ideas to myself 
lest they prove too revealing – too disruptive.
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For the longest time – I’ve feared my power and the compulsion to Be Myself.
The fear of escaping free to Be made me controllable and allowed me to be persuaded
to channel my energies into certain forms. I changed myself to fit containers – fit 
expectations and imposed limits on what I was and what I was capable of to suit 
others.
I once pained over my destructive energy; watched it burn castles and drawbridges 
with its raging inferno; felt guilt for what I was and what I did. I anguished and 
lamented at my own nature to destroy everything it touched.
I’m free now though. Free.
I have now Chosen not to be ashamed of my destructive power; to finally embrace 
My power and revel in the fullness of My nuclear intensity and My will to power. I 
now see what I didn’t see. What they all saw, and feared. Me, Free.
A Spiritual Orphan of the LHP.
Whatever that means.

LEARNING FROM MISTAKES

I have a couple of occupational confessions to share.

These past few years have possibly been the most significant of my satanic quest – in 
terms of what I have learned, how I have changed, and how I have changed others. In
some way it was a great shame that my penchant for burning bridges, and the 
misguided arrogance of my youth caused me to make many diplomatic fuck-ups – 
esp. where the raising of the Temple of THEM was concerned: including but not 
limited to ruining alliances with:

The MLO (or Misanthropic Luciferian Order) whose work I have come to admire for 
its tenacity and dark brilliance. But wherein my capricious nature caused a 180 turn 
halfway through negotiations and an offer to assist them by providing artwork. My 
inflated sense of power as a black magician and denouncement of the MLO lead to a 
death threat which I managed to diffuse in what must have been a puzzling 
conversation for the threatee who then accepted my artwork and assistance despite 
the fubar I had caused. However, no further contact was made with us by the MLO, 
and no wonder.

Ixaxaar: I saw Ixaxaar rise from a small bookshop with a few manuscripts into the 
impressive apothecary of occult strains its represents today. But, wherein my 
supremely large ego got the better of me – I began (unfairly) to resent my submission 
of works as Ryan Anschauung without “appropriate compensation”. But, rather than 
admit that it was my own pig-headed arrogance causing friction I arrogantly 
denounced Ixaxaar and believed it existed only for the pursuit of money and the 
distribution of Old Aeon mysticism. Halfway through distributing our then new 
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Temple Manifesto with them, I again fucked up royally, and accused its organisers of 
theft from our archives concerning WOT documents. I.E.T.T then sent me a list of 
MSS he had acquired from a different source with the WOT MS and then promptly 
left me to contemplate my mistake in silence. I can only shake my head in regret for 
the appalling manner in which I accused the Proud bearer of my Works, whom gave 
me one of my first chances as an author, whom patiently and lovingly prepared my 
work for the world and the mistakes I made that led to a broken alliance and shattered
relationship with Ixaxaar.

Thirdly, my capriciousness and paranoia – my desire for control and the unforgiving 
deception that I required the countenance of a black magician led to the destruction of
an alliance with the newly arrived Black Light Distributions with whom I had sought 
to solidify under our umbrella – determined not to make the same mistakes I had 
made with Ixaxaar – with Mr. Black. Unfortunately – I have done, just that. Mr Black
and I had previously forged an alliance and he helped me to get the Sinister Music 
trapped for so long on cassettes onto disc where it could be shared. If not for Mr. 
Black, and his generous assistance – the music may have never become available. 
And yet – again I muddied the waters with my over-bearing attitude of control, 
imperiousness, and arrogance. I subsequently banned Mr Black and deleted his links 
– much as a child who does not get his own way is wont to do. For that act – I am 
ashamed.

Fourth – the infamous Temple ov Blood. I have held a dual view of the ToB ever 
since my brief work with them long ago. On one hand I have upheld a promise to one
of THEM to persecute the ToB for its scorn of him and his Way – for that persecution
of each of our enemies was to form the first basis of Solidarity under which we would
unite against all that opposed us, coming together as a strong united force. On the 
other, I have spoken with a number of individuals over the years, some recently, 
during which I have given my honest opinion of the ToB and its Work – Work that is 
as powerfully written as its mission enacted – a beautiful writhing script that must be 
applauded both for the manner in which it hypnotises the reader and delivers 
messages pertinent, important, and potent to members of the Sinisterion. My recent 
decision to produce a Liber 333 containing private emails between the ToB and I has 
come, in a quiet moment, crashing down upon me as the realisation that I would be 
committing the action of a purely antagonistic warmongerer; indulging in the picking 
of a fight, the needling need to cause change, destruction, disruption, chaos as I am 
wont to do even in my own forms, my own organisation, sometimes to the detriment 
of my better judgement – because I realise it has always been in my inherent nature, 
my very being, to tear things down. To raze them to the ground, to smash, annihilate, 
destroy.

I tore the ONA apart in such a ruthless fashion – though a dynamism, a goal existed 
with the ONA – not so the other groups, who I regarded as lesser projects of lesser 
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importance to my mission with the Order – and it was a dynamism that gave my work
meaning, not just destruction for its own sake, and a dynamism that I believe has now
made the ONA stronger.

Over the years I have torn many things down – often even before they have been 
properly put up. Many groups I have created have suffered the same fate that I have –
a daily self immolation of second-guessing and self-doubt leading to back flips and 
uncertainty that must have been extremely frustrating at times for my colleagues to 
witness and endure.

What I have realised from a dark night of my soul – is that the formula of having 
multiple persons at the side of one has been a vital defence against the many (more) 
mistakes and blunders I should have made, blinded by my deceitful occult ego, and 
has prevented the power I have accumulated, both personally, magickally, and as a 
respected figure on the quest from going to my head – from making grave errors of 
judgement. My dream of solidarity relies on the careful balance of extremely 
powerful personalities being able to accept the counsel and wisdom of one’s 
companions – each mindful that the danger of the occult ego exists – and grateful to 
meet and face without malice, but patience, integrity, and maturity the objections, 
criticisms, and admonitions from one’s respected peers with which he has surrounded
himself.

For it has been established that yes men do not work in a Satanic community – nor do
they strengthen the individuals of a clan – but lead to the blinding of vision and 
understanding – the darkening of the Sun that takes many groups to their spiritual 
doom. I am thus – Proud – that in leaving the Temple I have carefully tended for the 
past few years – I have not torn it down, nor sought to maintain control over its 
growth and life: but have passed these responsibilities onto trusted members of the 
Sinisterion to nurture and expand in their own Ways. I have let go without destroying 
what has been built. Realisation of this act – that I have not burned a bridge after 
crossing it – gives me Great Hope; for the Future, for any of my Art that is yet to 
come, for any of the companions I should now meet, or alliances I should forge with 
these heavy mistakes above to remind me of the fatal nature of arrogance + for the 
ability of a man to Change to Learn and Learn to Change.

They say – a Satanist should live with no regrets.

My Brothers and Sisters of the Sinister – I will always regret each of these burned 
bridges. In my blindness I branded you Fools or treated you badly – because your 
ways were divergent and different from mine or because I thought I knew better than 
you what was necessary to presence the Sinister. Now I See. Now I KNOW. That 
there are many Threads of Wyrd, many Cosmic Wheels of Satan – All to darkly Love.
May my blindness – show others how to See.
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218,
S.R.,
May you Commune, Transform and Breakthrough,
My Sincere Apologies Mr. Black,
ISS,
ThoTh 2008

THE R-REALITY, AND THE ROLE OF LEAD AND GOLD

In life there are some hard truths to swallow and some very hard truths to swallow. 
Some that cut to the core because of their perceived importance to the soul: a 
misguided alignment with one’s Vyrd.

In life sometimes what we want to be is beyond our ability to attain because we are 
not intended for that role. Sometimes what we want is secondary to what our role is 
supposed to be.

Life has an alchemy of its own design that leads us to be what we become and takes 
us through experiences particular to attaining our Vyrd.

There is necessity for the presence and comedy of both gods and clods and most of us
do not get to choose which we will be.

Whilst there is necessity for harmonious elements in the creation of a given form 
there is also equal necessity for the ugly processes in this same creation. Such forces 
involve as examples, the archetype of the Fool in a lesser offensive role and the 
Traitor in the more offensive. Both of whom, though perhaps hated, ridiculed or 
reviled, are integral to any alchemical creation. Time-honoured archetypes that form 
the numinous pathway of all stories, visible villains or invisible shadows whom 
define the experiences and Role of the Hero, Overman, Champion. Every fool serves 
a purpose, and essential seeds and growth come from the introduction of their 
element.

It is the destiny of some to be perhaps a caustic element or a harmonious element 
against their will, with synchronicity sabotaging their conscious intentions or simply 
from the allotted potential of the organism falling short of delivering the goods to rise
above their station because of this hidden undercurrent that binds us to this role. 
Destined to forever wear a stupid hat and be stoned by others.
Certain people, though it causes them strife and suffering, must simply follow a 
specific or overall trajectory whether they like it, want it, survive it or not. To become
who or what these forces intend them to be.
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Intended to be by dint of their unique psyche and the forms that they repel and attract 
in some unknown complex alchemical formula that the world seems to run on and 
pushes people along a certain course.

For most people no amount of Will can change this course.

Some are inherently good and cannot be evil. I would be lying if I said I had not tried 
these many years to sabotage the increase of darkness under the guise of being 
Satanic – and trying to make the world a better place, to change others in a positive 
way by defusing the heart of darkness.

That is precisely what I have been working for. I am not evil, or elite, and my nature 
has left a littered road of burning bridges behind me because of the incompatibility of
my soul’s nature with that of others.

Capricious with a mad mercury, I have constantly thwarted my own intentions, 
messed things up by getting emotionally invested, morally involved, and at every 
opportunity thoroughly shared my non-neutral opinions with aggression. I have 
pushed things just to see what would happen when they fall and yet have been 
surprised and dismayed at the outcomes when they broke into pieces.

Like an alchemist in a laboratory I have learned a lot from mixing energies like they 
were chemicals and had them explode in my face. But like a moth to a flame I have 
mixed the same chemicals only to repeat the explosions again and again.
It annoys me that it is not in my character to be a certain something to which I have 
aspired, that I lack the necessary components in my make-up, will, or bearing to be 
something part of me really wants to be but which I simply cannot for whatever 
reason reason gives.

It annoys me that for all my efforts I cannot change this, that it just isn’t in my power 
to do so. I am born to play a Fool in certain of life’s regards.

And yet, the value my Fool has brought, even as a bad example of this state of being 
or bearing I have struggled to be, is just as important to others who need someone to 
play this role in order for them to be who they are destined to be. All things in the 
Phyrm have their place. There are things only the Fool can achieve that a given King 
cannot.

So it is that I need to come to terms and peace that I can never attain this desired state
because it is not in me to do so.
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And the struggle between my expectation of what I aimed to be and what I am, rages 
on, neither aspect willing to give up its hold over my direction in life.

To my chagrin – Life did not equip me and I cannot equip myself to live that role but 
have been assigned to another one I did not choose and mostly did not know. Pride, 
Arrogance, Egoism, Denial, Doubt and other shields worked wonders to keep such 
reality from me. And yet as much as it hurts, as embarrassing as it can be, it is my lot 
and something I have to accept.

I cannot be evil because I am inherently good. I cannot realise certain potentials 
because they are not there to realise. And coming to know this is sobering. Yet I knew
this. I have inveigled myself as a wolf among wolves but with an entirely opposed 
agenda.

Revealed under such an insight the full tragedy to my ego unfolds like a hammer that 
I am unable to grant its wishes and in those regards remain Ordinary.

Yet, the importance of caustic/clumsy/foolish/arrogant/misguided elements in the 
reaction between forms that promotes gestation of certain seeds is as vital a water for 
forms as any golden effortless example achieved by supermen. Solace in the thought 
that it is easier to define supermen when you have the example of ordinary men or 
fools to compare. But ours is a lowly regarded role, like the leper or the town drunk, 
but without which no King could rule a throne.

And unfortunately for us ordinary men and fools, our services are always required 
and in great demand.

And Life, in its mysterious maddening way, provides Jesters in great numbers to the 
Courts of Stories and their Forms.

YIADRY: 28th Feb 2014 ev.
Hollow.

THE SETTING SUN, RA AND OPERATION KHK

Khk = Krist Hollow Krist. It is a moniker describing the authors name and veiled 
intention of creating and living the Archetype of the Saviour, to understand the 
mindset of a messiah, who would in the end reveal themself a Hollow Christ. This 
role revolved around the concept of Insynsian and elaborately illuminated many 
unexplored and experimental insights into the Temples field of Oromancy or 
Narrative Magic. Now we know what the buttons in the glass elevator do. Interested 
parties can find many additional threads and expressions from the temple at the 600 
club. The Khk moniker was first used in mid-2008 via an account at the 600 club 
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marking the beginning of a long and harrowing descent into the world of mythos and 
archetypal sorcery. 

Khk stems from a descriptor of the Temples short-hand symbolism +0+, or Cross 
Hollow Cross. As has been revealed in various locations and to others selectively 
observing the process without knowing the intent behind it, the o9a were unknowing 
players in a private game of alchemy and shape-shifting for deeply personal gain. But
which alchemy has also joined them more closely in alliance against our ghost and 
has seen them grow stronger as a result with dozens of their tributaries lamenting 
various antics of the trickster, Ryan Anschauung, allowing them to further develop 
guidelines on how to be one of them, expand their ideas in symbiosis or from 
opposition, and identify and flesh out more controls over soft spots in oftentimes 
ambiguous to the point of nebulous doctrines of expectation and philosophy.

Intimations of this role which was lived demonically and followed the shape-shifting 
dynamic of the Galactic Organic viz. changing through various roles i.e see 
Confessions of a Sun God, to fulfil certain private experiments of form are littered 
throughout the entire corpus of Them and these secret agendas were played very 
close to the chest. Magic of an Archetypal nature has shown itself to work best when 
utilised on unconscious organisms. The role of RA ceased in late 2013 with a link 
openly made between his phantom and his agenda by naming him as the author of the
Temple’s short novel Holochrist.

ADVERSARY 

Brief notes on my Insight Role as an Avatar of the Messiah.

Through my Insight Role as a Skinhead (See Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 2) I had 
been somewhat bemused to behold the prevalence and permeation of Christ within 
various strains of their belief. The KKK as one instance or many other Right-wing 
groups inc. some in Sydney and Melbourne had a system that was tied up in God. 
This puzzled me. My defining boundaries of what constitutes Christian Values are

extremely wide as I believed that it comprised the three Abrahamic Religions; Islam, 
Christianity, and Judaism; Any Dualistic reference that emphasised an ultimate moral 
division i.e Good or Bad ; Any organisation that used Hierarchy and Station to Inter-
pret the Divine; Any group that imitated the behaviours of Worship, Piety, Faith, 
Blind Obedience, Hypocrisy, Sin, Holiness, Zealotry, Spite, Cruelty,

Monotheism etc; any group or persons whose actions derived Strength from uphold-
ing the Status Quo; any any type of form that in some way mirrored the structure, 
aims, actions and cruelty of the Church. And in particular, the necessity for any form 
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to require an enemy thus perpetually endorsing Duality as a valid internal and extern-
al structure. This is not a conclusive list.

However, it irritated me that this mentality had spilled into All things that I could see,
even those forms that seemed to be above or outside it were from my p.o.v hopelessly
entrenched in it. For in those things Anti-christian or Satanic I only saw the face of 
God whose forms had determined the shape, style and appearance of them all, as 
mere negatives of Nazarene Ideology, flip sides of the same coin, the exact same 
thing. All about me in this land were cries of be free but only when I say so. And only
how I say.

My Satan, is just one minor player in the pantheon of Ancients I describe as THEM. 
But the key lesson I took from Satanism and the example of Satan is Never bow 
down. God created and gave his angels massive power, put them to work for his ends,
and placed himself above all others saying none should covet my throne for its 
simply not allowed. Satan heard God but chose to rebel anyway because no authority,
no instruction, no demand, no word, no law, no army, no threat, no appeal to honour, 
loyalty, reason or love, not even the Creator was good enough, high enough, to stop 
him from doing what he wanted to do. And it is very odd albeit depressingly typical 
to continually see others try, under some code, through appealing to honour, loyalty, 
patriotism, my conscience, guilt, remorse ad infinitum to control who I am and what I
do. I’m One of THEM, loyal to the highest of Satanic forces, the inhuman forces that 
dwarf human ideals, crush feeble alliances, eat all forms and fuck all stars. Chaos. 
The virtue of Autonomy, Heuristic, Heretic. I represent all shapes and no shape.

Of all things alien to Satanism, and to me, was this king of anti-ideals, the concept of 
the Messiah, Jesus Christ, A Savior, A prophet who was sent to save the World and all
of those in it who would have the Wisdom to be saved. A Divine, holy, forgiving sage
who was far above mortal men and sent to rescue their souls. At least it seemed alien 
with people trying to distance themselves from the Church and its values and beha-
viour as much as they could, and yet curiously repeating the same only inverse. Be-
cause it was and is still the adopted mantle of All leaders particularly those I expected
it least from to act as holy men and authoritative and tell others what to do, and mad-
deningly being utterly oblivious to the depressing irony of it all, babbling about free-
dom to Be whilst strangling it at every turn. This nonsense returned my detachment 
plunging me back into a nihilism of human concerns and feelings and a dismissive 
hatred of human hypocrisies and the forms that enshrine them.

I searched inside for the next pivotal step, what was more against my nature than any-
thing else, what would it be hardest for me to be, to live as, to Become? Jung 
provided the impetus to choose the archetype of Christ – not the Christ – but the hol-
istic energy of a Christ. A Redeemer. These thoughts and annoyances plagued my 
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thoughts and I began to develop a goal to confront them. So, I adopted the archetype 
and imitated the behaviour of a Christlike demeanour into my online presence as Ary-
an Weltanschauung, or Ryan Anschauung, a name reflecting my bitter annoyance of 
the white brotherhood from my previous role whom I felt I could be brothers among 
but whose system was corrupted by sickening Christianity and values.

In the end I discovered a great deal about who I am, what I am capable of, what ap-
pearances and forms are capable of, and that Forms no matter what denomination 
stem from a unity that stems from THEM. Christian or Satanist, irrelevant.

Some brief comments: Did I think I was Christ? No, I’m not an idiot. I imitated 
Christ. Every major decision or minor required me to ask Wwjd. What would Jesus 
do? I drew on all the piety, kindness, virtue, selflessness, altruism, benevolence I had 
apprehended from the Bible and the dramatae of my spiritual stock of what Christ, 
the Messiah, a Redeemer of any religion, represented and how, and all of the evangel-
istic, zealous, arrogant, forceful, examples I felt and thought when trying to appre-
hend and exhibit the spirit of Christ given to me most closely by my sister and reli-
gion at large. And I set forth and played the role demonically for a very long time to 
understand just why this, of all archetypes, was everywhere, in everything, and every-
body. And to understand the dis-connect others had put me onto as regards acts, ac-
tions, words and reality. At times living this embodiment or phantom did threaten to 
consume my identity for the only way to be Christ is to be possessed by some other 
force, to let it in and let it take over, and at times it did. But it was more than a role to 
imitate a Saviour, it was a role to Imitate a Saviour, to lead as a Hollow Christ, the 
shadow of the Devil, and show others in time that what they had followed was a false
God, that they had been led by illusions, an archetype, had not seen the wizard behind
Oz and that this was not just an act employed by me but other human beings espe-
cially so authorities, and the inability to distinguish magic and form as phantoms was 
precisely the reason Christianity was so prevalent, why its behaviours were the key-
stones in all groupings, and why the Change away from this fixed heaven was not 
coming but being upheld by those believing themselves in opposition. Too often did I
ally with forces that claimed to honour individuality, autonomy, heurisy, and heresy 
only to be morally roped and spiritually raped by just another priest of another church
with its own single God. Too often did these clergymen try to restrain, control, dic-
tate, punish, own, me and those in their flocks with new bibles, and crosses and cru-
sades. And from both sides, it forced me to take the actions I did to gain the under-
standing I have.

Was my role convincing? Utterly.

Do I think I am an Avatar of a Messiah? No. I’m not an idiot. It was a private experi-
ment played out over a long period to know some things, explore a side of me most 
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deeply repressed by my entrenchment in Satanism, an experiment of forms, 
phantoms, wondering how far it could go, how powerful it could be, what the purpose
function and world utility of imitating an archetype I’ve devoted my life to destroying
would feel like, and an exceptional dedication that convinced all that it was intended 
to convince. So convincing that the revelation of the role has been met with denial, 
anger, accusations, stones and a small crowd marching to the castle gates bearing 
torches amid cries to kill the monster. The power of archetypes is the future of magic,
the evolution of alchemy, insofar as my sorcery is concerned.

Was this all pre-planned? No. Of course not. The concept began to form early 2008 
shortly after my incarnation “Friend Ley/Lee/Lei” through which I ran the Mvimae-
divm group and the metamorphosis into Khk. Elements of it that were planned; an 
overall design of the hypocrisy I wanted others to see by creating an external mirror; 
a fascination with using various archetypes, stances, movements, attitudes, appear-
ances to make certain things happen, a rebellious desire to choose the o9a as my Dev-
il for I was enamoured by them and it would be entirely against my nature to wage 
war against them, dangerous, stupid, social suicide, thus ironically the appropriate dy-
namism for self-insight and the fitting impetus to do so; an organic dynamic leading 
up from my past that led me into performing this role as a natural progression of my 
journey of shapes (Mvimaedivm) of my need to know certain things about how things
work or break ; and a deep fascination with the particulars of Mythos, Archetypes and
Change and how powerful they were. 

But it really took its own path, told its own story much of the time. It was a crazy mix
of Chance, Crazy, Accident, Opportunity, Magic, Manipulation, Direction, Misdirec-
tion, Chaos and Determination – trying to leverage people and forces to do certain 
things or provoke certain events or story lines into being was like trying to ride a 
mechanical bull. Both internally and externally. Successes and failures in fairly equal 
measure. Part way through I began to understand the life dynamics of the Other, of 
the Enemy, of deeper forces required to be present for certain things to present them-
selves. How acting as this or that changed a story. The battle that raged between op-
posed forms was not There was a lot of learning. A lot of mistakes. A lot of leaving 
character. And vice-versa a lot of pain caused by staying in character. But I suffer for 
my art. I always will. Even if no-one likes it.

Am I insane? Probably a bit.

Am I a sociopath? Probably a bit.

Did I get anything out of it? YES.

Do I regret anything? NO.
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Does any part of me feel people need to be saved from themselves? At one time some
inkling, but We fed him to the gaping maw of wake the fuck up. All humans, all 
forms, are Food for THEM.

Of course, the whole exercise, was all quite crazy. Devilishly hypocritical. Sadistic 
and Sadomasochistic. The ambitions of an unstable mind, opening locked doors and 
stumbling through forbidden forests i.e. a Sorcerer. Perhaps because doing what is en-
tirely not in our interest, fiendishly seems to be in our interest. We have always in-
sisted that no form, even anti-form cannot help but be hypocritical, for all forms cast 
an instant shadow, a reverse, a negative, and thus a duality that provides contradiction
even as it provides the tension. It seems a law that forms corrupt themselves, no mat-
ter of what kind, eventually. We treat our symbolism, terminology, what-have-you as 
abstracts, ornaments hanging on a tree in space, to be picked, bitten and enjoyed or 
discarded. They are hollow constructs as everything is hollow. I learned a painful deal
about myself, my own illusions and delusions, and internal archetypal associations 
and pool and it was worth it for that bounty alone.

In summary there is no moral to the story to be taken away here, no parable, no con-
victions, no truths, no wisdom; as the Sorceress once said in regards to my question 
of the Nine Moons Ordeal whether months of continual sexual excitement without re-
lease could damage future ability to get an erection (no): “Maybe, but it’s the Dark 
Side of the Force and we seek to master it.” The overall result of this experiment fed 
the quantum platform and philosophy of the Temple of THEM. The wealth of addi-
tional insights of daring to act the Archetype of a Saviour, some profound others 
merely chain links have mostly been written down amidst the writings here or added 
to them, altered them, refined them as the role unfolded; those of Insynsian, Phorm 
361, Chronobet, An Analysis of Form, Vindex as Christ (sinister 101) and so many 
dozens of others that flesh out the detailed blueprints of Form and its utilities, the mo-
tions and movements that cause change or force it. The touchstones of Mvimaedivm 
and Oromancy.

You will have to dig for them among the 361+ posts in this WordPress. You never 
know what you’ll find.

Or what will find you.

Others are yet to come, but they are all yours, Adversary.

AETURNUS

If the Mother Complex bid me to create the Temple of THEM, the Thrasz a feminine 
symbol of the womb, creation, fecundity – Then the Father Complex bid me to create 
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a new type of man – the First man, a compensation as I had none.

Notably, my disappointment with O9A, which I had adopted as a paternal influence, a
guiding hand, a masculine tour de force that exemplified and exalted the best of 
Satan, and seeing in Anton Long the archetype of the wise old man, left me feeling 
betrayal, at which point I withdrew my projection and retreated.

I poured my energy into the Mother Complex, spending decades writing and 
philosophising, creating a rich internal fantasy in which I dreamed myself special, a 
powerful sorcerer, a potent symbol freed from my mundane reality.
For me the inner world was far more exciting than the outer and this accounted for 
many failed relationships, lack of interest in jobs or ability to keep them. When I had 
been a drinker I had partied, been the life of them, had dangerous and risky 
adventures, a strong, robust, reinforced ego, and a lot of carefree fun and revelling.  
Though even after my drinking ceased, I still had a good outer life – the inner world 
still held great and hypnotic fascination for me; an escape; and the hope and idea that 
all my efforts would someday inspire and fulfil other young men and women in a way
that finding books had fulfilled me. But also, to retrospectively, retroactively, provide
some kind of guide to life that I often felt was sorely lacking in my youth – perhaps 
again, due to a missing father figure. How disappointing and profound that energies 
of two mixed in one should give life to such a volcanic eruption.

Who then are THEM but the inner world’s deeper denizens, those ignored functions 
and actors whom I shuttered away, as I more and more retreated into the safety and 
security of my fantastical creation to the detriment of real life.   What was all of it but
the murmurings of the blind idiot Azagthoth, unable to integrate the mother and 
father; knowing neither, both strangers; both ghosts. Mvimaedivm – now know my 
way; was originally a Book of Shadows. And what is all of the Temple but a 
voluminous book of shadows, testament to the ceaseless power of the unconscious to 
create, ruminate, masturbate. Decades: a lifetime, spent at the coalface shovelling 
black rocks into the furnace to create glowing embers year after year; but never hot 
enough to incinerate the delusion, immolate the prison.

What then are THEM but my Parents; the ghostly phantoms of archetype that forged 
me in some secret process I never knew. How to integrate figures one does not know?
– whose externality is an endless pattern of superficial dealings, locked off and away 
from the rich, living, potent internal psyche still affected and made turbulent by the 
absence of these missing pieces? A hole, an abyss, a time-trap, where I stand still, 
frozen in ice, motionless and moribund while about me dance the frenzied forms and 
forces, remnants and voices of my subconscious. Thrasz. Retreating to my castle to 
brood, my black tower protected from the world with walls and defences, silence and 
hostility while the world goes on about me, awashing past me in great waves; 
laughter and tears, indoor and outdoor, zoos and parties, cheese and wine, mountains 
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and beaches, sex and love. Things that I have been, could be, could have been, could 
still be – if I could release myself. Thrasz.

If I could dismantle my tower and break down the walls and let life carry me along in
its current. Thrasz. And what are THEY but the fractured, the incompleted, the 
fragmented aspects of myself pushed into shadow as irreconcilable and become 
demons. What am I but a tormented archetypal fool, dragged along on a mad chase 
by unconscious forces doomed to write a Sisyphean odyssey until I die with a pen in 
my hand. So many times, I have stood on this precipice and forgotten – as far back as
the third diary I tried to integrate, to do my shadow work, to overcome the powerful 
jailers that keep me treading this bizarre and morbid tesseract. And I have been as 
many times subsumed again, lost beneath the bathyal waves, lost from the view of the
lighthouse and drowned in the ecstasy of the fantasy inner world and its temptatious 
riches and wealth. Offered a dance within the fairy ring for just a few hours, and 
verily hypnotised to dance the eternal dance.

And through it all, through the heady perfumery and intricate furnishings, the thick 
incense and the overdosing on the lyrical poetic drug still there comes a Calling: a 
rescuer, some chthonic saviour or whisper from the deep that struggles time and again
to break through this licentious miasma: Remember, it says.

REMEMBER.

For the unconscious is of extraordinary unparalleled power. My own psyche a 
glittering constellation brimming with denizens that stalk the spaces as some 
Lovecraftian elder gods, swallowing those who dare trespass, those who would dare 
to seek the source of secrets and wrestle against the fates. And their tremendous 
power – causes me to forget; to forget the work I have done withdrawing projections 
or managing my Anima, to extricate and integrate my Shadow, to arrogantly but 
humbly chart this journey inward that others might not have to – or know to chart 
their own.  I forget the path, the destination, I am unmade over and over; falling deep 
into the Abyss and lost to my lantern. Remember. It is difficult to remain on the 
mountainous pass that leads to the depths. Remember. The sheer volume of energy 
expended to explain the path that returns to the beginning. Remember. The 
incalculable exchange of all the other things I might have done with my time than 
journey here. Remember. The blissful ignorance I could have revelled in and none the
wiser to the Other Door. Remember. The red pill and the blue pill. Remember. The 
comfortable illusion of a single I insulated from the burden of psychic 
wholeness. Remember. A happy child born and raised by two parents, structurally 
guided, sure of himself, secure and supported, a successful man of the outer 
world. Remember. No need to do any work, but to lay down the pen, the coal shovel 
and my life and rest or die. Remember. No driven imperative to be more than I can 
be, to search in vain for the Philosophers stone, the holy grail and delve into the great 
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Mystery. Remember. No endless reams of paper, digital archives and furied eureka 
expression that bubble up and froth from within gorging books worth of 
words. Remember. A bland, mediocre, pale, flat, replicable, flesh-driven, time-taking,
satisfying life lived according to the schema set by others. Remember. Psychic 
security and insulation that I am who I am, everything is as it appears, there is no 
essence, no need to question the reality before me. Remember. That I would not 
forget, entranced by the sway of internal gods, enticed to forget that I came to steal 
fire. Remember. The hero symbol that accompanied me on my journey to Hades 
whom would prompt at the darkest of times, in the darkest of shades, in the deepest 
of bowels, in the dance of the macabre and at the critical moment of life in the jaws 
of death. Remember. The blazing lantern of tendrils whose eye balefully glares from 
Within illuminating the oily silent sea and the sinuous slither of its 
serpents. Remember. A word emblazoned again and again as a secret cipher that only 
I would understand and understand when it was needed most. Remember. Followers 
on my trail in the unknown, the fearful underground and labyrinthine hells, Sent, to 
remind me. Remember. Forces that could penetrate the viscous murk and free me 
again and again from my twisted cage, my suspended gibbet, swinging to and fro in 
the cold darkness. Remember. A sword and a shield, a word and a symbol, the Holy 
and the Heretical that find me in the final battle, at the End of Days, fighting for life 
against the Minotaur. Remember. That I need not a sword not word nor battle but 
heart, love and purity. Remember. That the map is not the territory, that what is built 
does not become a tyrannous mirage that leads into the desert and away from the 
oasis. Remember. That the mythos is an allegory. Remember. Toward Someday I 
might cross those wastelands and pass through those leaden gates and be with 
THEM, and feast and rejoice. Remember. That someday, I might know THEM like 
THEY know me.

Remember Say I unto I, and, Remember Say I unto You.
MOTHER COMPLEX
COMPLEX MOTHER
     MPLE    MO  THE
     MPLE    O M  THE
     MPLE   O  THEM
TEMPLE  OF THEM

41

Today I celebrate my 41st Birthday. I didn’t believe I would make it this far into life. 
I’ve created a prolific amount of work in my youth. Now that I have made it further 
along the spiral in years, have unlocked and am presently enacting my Wyrd, 
contributed a legacy to the occult, become the sorcerer I wished to be and forced 
those changes I wished to see, endured the struggle with which I was tasked and 
followed the instruction of THEM within and without toward Undividuation – I can 
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only wonder what lies ahead as I enter this stage of my life and finally merge my 
separate realms. The Temple of THEM is 14 years old and not yet halfway into its 
merger but the hard majority of the alchemy required has already been completed. 
THEY are pleased. So am I. One who Remembers.

42 

In just 5 months I will be 42 years of age. I look back at my achievements vs my 
dreams in this life and I am strangely satisfied. The unsettling feeling, my Geas has 
diminished in strength and my fanaticism Toward has given way to a simple desire to 
retreat and paint. I feel that in many ways, the urgency the immediacy of what I had 
intended to do with my life has been excused by that force that dwarfs us, the 
COVID-19 virus. Such monumental changes on a global basis leave any of my own 
efforts at transforming this human race, improving it, breaking the cycles of 
Obscuranti, forging any kind of anchor back to that from whence I and we came, 
Evolving as many as possible beyond the primal animal and broken shards – in pale 
shadow. It places my fevered dreams in context and exonerates my service to Those 
that Called. 

I have seen so much change – and seen so many things that do not or refuse to 
change. This life and its patterns seems to be an immutable law – and it is in the 
defeats by those forces I have understood the humble nature of my victories as a little
spark of life that accidentally got possessed with fiery purpose, conveyed with 
attempts at poetry and philosophy to try and understand who I am, who you are, who 
we were, who THEY are – and in some way, fumble through the moral tangle of a 
jealous envy for destructive agents a remembered promise to something I will never 
understand – seeking in conclusion to leave this world richer, kinder, less broken for 
having been here such a brief time. With my grasp on my Wyrd wrenched out of my 
hands and my task given to better masters I dutifully enter the next stage and Autumn
of my life – where, I am content, and satisfied to create my maps and express the 
natural beauty of the world within them, assemble the final pieces and construction of
my game, which too has lost much of its urgency, the ferocious drive that spurred me 
on to exhort and exhale against the ravages and passing of time and feel like it was 
always slipping away from me – has vanished. As if the fire that burned inside me has
changed colour now – and in this year 2020 of contemplation for so many tsunamis in
my own personal life and all life have made peace with that ebbing of the dyn and 
clamour of conquering. 

So then, to retreat to the mountains with the dragons to be a silent monk – until such 
time I hear another calling from THEM, leaving my papers with my best efforts 
behind for whatever good or ill. When all is said and done – all that I have done was 
as a child, teenager or younger man, thrashing about in ethers grasping for meaning 
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and yolking conclusions into a ridable chariot for convenience, and this, my diary 
where I poured all those weird angles and impulses for decades now is to be put away
for a while. Now, I suppose, the Real journey begins – But, I found it. And I will 

treasure it. May THEY watch over. ⨁
44

O, what a tangled web you, we, They and THEY weave. Where, am I now? Because I
feel, Whole. For the first time in a very long time, since I had my visitation and my 
gift of Bliss that shaped me into the Sun of Satan. Lightbearer, working from and 
within the shadow, searching in the lead and the filth for long elusive gold.
Too many lanterns to recount have led me to this pristine place, synchronous elegant 
complexities weaving and woven into one another so adeptly as to wonder once more
at the presence of intelligent design; and universal cosmic love, karma, and the 
ecstatic joys that can be found in being human; Pattern.
For have I not been inhuman, distanced and detached from their noisy throng and 
shuffle, disdainful of the hypnotic debasing drone and drum of their machinations and
hateful that I should be forced to participate? My smile, that effervescent desire to Be,
Here; to live and not to leave, to Be, less than a marching imperative, to Do; has 
returned. The desire to devour fades.

And those whispered secrets of alchemy and Jung have been vindicated; announced, 
arrived; proclaimed in their fullness; lead has been transmuted, and the glowing 
alembic has bought the lilac and green entwine of coiled dragons forth. My internal 
struggle is silent, restful, resolved; I am at peace on a level I have never known but 
for the presence of god.

And my alchemical secrets, against all chance and the process, have not been lost, in 
translation or to time – they stand here with me, a chartered course to the stars, 
through hell’s round trips and heavens partake; the rarest of written gems; a spell that 
works.

I am grateful, thankful, in awe and wonder at the trail and the many glittering stars 
that marked it, those other human beings and their journeys that crossed my own, 
blazed in and left trailing light in the darkness – gifts and givings for which I am 
humbled and honoured that have guided me into and out of the grey desert. Countless
yet countable, memorable, loved and beloved, known and unknown, here or no 
longer here; kindred hearts and magnets for all my forms, for every phase, every trek 
– universal love and universally loving.  In hate, in war, in haze, at crossroads, at 
junctures, at mountain passes, or darkened roads – always, for me, a Lantern.
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And for you too, coming this way through the shrieking madness, the noxious and 
toxic, hellish and harmful, baleful and bloody; making your way, your Mvimaedivm, 
through the blinding fog of time and the inevitable gulf of space; I hope the Temple 
of THEM can be your Lantern.

And that you, will Remember, to leave lanterns of your own to guide the others that 
come after you; and someday become a lantern yourself. That you may emerge from 
the Mystery a shining star that lights the night, illuminates the purpose and tradition 
of magick and gives hope, love, meaning and a map to those and that which are 
hopeless, loveless, meaningless and map-less.

That you place a stone in the Temple of THEM.

By its timeless, endless names, its shifting, changing forms, may it and we endure 
and become Undividual.
In Self-Honest Synchronicity,
Ꚛ
Tnepres RA (One of THEM).

NAVIGATING A COURSE TO THE STARS

I cannot navigate my course by the counsel of other people. When I had the audacity 
to enter the world as a someone, to dare to speak and make myself known and join 
the cacophony of the human choir in some barely perceivable way to be recognised, I
inevitably found both lovers and haters on my arms. In one ear I have followers, 
friends and well-wishers who cheer me on with sweet applause and ego-strokes. I feel
their words affecting those functions inside me that are trained to be titillated by such 
caresses; a connection of the praise with my sense of identity, the tickle of my ego’s 
cock causing it to course with excitation and swell with pride.

As beautiful, as loving, as kind or heartfelt;- It is archetypically the lure song that 
invites hubris, the dangerous lull of the sirens around one that invite a dangerous 
over-inflation, a trip and then a fall. But such songs sung to one are among the most 
beautiful and sensual songs of the human race. It is a difficult task not to want to go 
toward such songs and lose oneself in the high of erotic adulation. And in the other 
ear – echoes the vitriolic detestation of the hangmen, whose cutting words and 
savageries of my character spew forth with anger and manifest as belittlement by 
assembled crowds who hold my name in stocks and throw rotting vegetables and 
sharp stones as hard as they can to dent my flesh and scour my soul, my works, my 
memory, my name from the earth. To cut my influence out of their beloved shapes.
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When I am in the position of having both love and hate poured down upon me;- how 
do I orient my compass? Do I appeal to ethics, morals, beliefs, egoism? I’ve been on 
this journey a long time with many different travelling companions and have tried 
many kinds of adjustment to please, to fit in, to appease, to steer or even build an 
entirely new ship together. And with both loving and hateful comments on my 
steering of my ship – which are valid? If I had one or the other, perhaps it should be 
easier. Do I listen to the praise and adulation that informs me I am doing a good job 
and steering the ship correctly – be happy in myself and firm in my beliefs, trusting in
the word/perceptions/love of others? Or do I acknowledge the hate and contempt, the 
‘slings and arrows’ that rain down, as being ruthless truths, as revealing 
admonishments that I was a terrible captain who has caused the vessel to run aground
and crack its hull;- should I be dissatisfied with myself and doubtful of my conduct, 
course and beliefs, trusting in the word/perceptions/hate of others?

When the ego is no longer the filter – when acceptance is no longer a consideration or
desire – praise does not help me to decide if something I have done is good in their 
eyes or intrinsically good, and hate does not help me to decide if something I have 
done is bad in their eyes or intrinsically bad. One force wants to tear me down, the 
other wants to raise me up;- to which one do I listen? Generally those lifted up by 
others as Something are lifted up by allowing their ego to be strengthened through 
praise and coming to identify with the pedestal upon which they are placed. They find
fulfilment and reward in listening to and believing the good things and 
encouragement given to them. It is the fuel by which an ego is raised higher than the 
common man to play some role, be something to someone.

Most people will seek praise and do what they can to garner the respect and adoration
of their peers by doing what is expected of them by those peers – and in the same 
breath do what they can to avoid being punished, shunned or shamed by those peers.
When the ego is the active filter, seeking reward and avoiding punishment is all that 
is required, it means only the sacrifice of individuality for the greater needs of the 
many, an abandonment of personal integrity. To allow others to grab your wheel and 
steer. Being someone means allowing oneself to be invested with authority or power 
or some archetypal resonance; inflated out of proportion via praise until they believe 
the hype, overstep their mark, insult their followers and adorers thus becoming a 
victim of hubris, and inevitably fall.

And contra-wise those who are torn down let the stones thrown crush their spirit, 
identifying with the cruel things said of them, believe they are a failure, a scourge, 
entombing them in doubt and shame. They care so much about the impressions of 
others, what people think, what people say, that they seek to be loved even at the risk 
of mediocrity making great concessions to their personality to be accepted.
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Why did I listen to what others have to say? And that I don’t care what they have to 
say about me, or care anymore about how they see my work, and shun acceptance 
from their tribes, does this affect the process of the archetypal crucible?

Why did I – and by I, I mean any who are in the ‘twixt of such weird fortunes as to be
either loved or hated by the two sides of that one fickle emotion, passion – care? Was 
I too stupid to realise this perennial game never ends well and that pleasing the 
People has been a challenge every human has failed to achieve? How did I remain 
blind so long to the superficial comedy of it all? How did I entertain my Love for 
humanity for so long in the face of the obvious? I was archetypically invested with 
some role and projected upon to fill in the gaps of who I am, what I look like, what I 
have done, what I represent in the absence of clear definition – and created differently
in each of the minds of these Others who brought me forth on their own curious 
stages and treated as somehow special and representative of something or a scourge 
and a cancer of something – but either way something. Someone with something who
needs to be steered to their advantages. And, that I have decided not to play ball with 
these others, those who like me, or hate me, is this too hubris? Am I to be thrown 
down for attempting to subvert the course of the God’s? Is the irony that I will offend 
my friends as much as my enemies by saying that I simply do not need or desire to 
hear them anymore? Neither good things or bad things?

If I were to try to please both and set a course for middle ground – I could allow the 
ego to draw strength from the praise to bolster the confidence to be what was required
– and yet be watchful of hubris by identifying with and accepting the savage cuts 
others attempt to make to my pride, reputation and sense of purpose – from others 
who are not me, but think it is their place to guide me. To tell me what to be, how to 
be it, how to act, and what to champion. Who say they are disappointed I have not 
become what they wanted, could not be the idol they so desire for worship. If I could 
juggle the advice of the different sides and take the balance, somehow chart a course 
that favoured both of them, I might adjust myself to perform actions and doings that 
fit in with what they want me to be, what they wish to see. I could abandon myself to 
their fickle whims, go along with their currents, twist myself into the shapes that 
please them, to appease them – as the majority of my journey I have indeed tried to 
do. A thankless tiresome drudge I assure.

Or If – I did listen to one above the other, and steer my ship along their designated 
course to please them, to side with their course, what then? To change shape once, is 
to be expected to twist into the contours they imagine however insane or 
uncomfortable, to lose what I am, among the need to bend to their wills and let their 
hands mould my clay. And when one day I grew tired of their capricious demands 
and resisted, when I did not allow them to drape me in their finery so as to resemble 
their God? Stones. Arrows. Holocaust. Stones just beneath the surface.
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But by choosing to try and steer by the directions of others, I merely anger those 
others who supported a particular course, who then turn away from me and shift from
an adoring crowd into bitter detractors, jilted lovers who believe I have abandoned 
them, failed them, cheated them. Or who lay down their spears and cruel jibes for I 
have submitted to their demands, they have cowed me, won me, forced me to 
abandon who I am for who they want me to be. Lovers become Haters, and Haters 
become Lovers like a changing tide, and all on the back of Forms.

To stand tall or even mildly appear less short, among humans is a dangerous 
endeavour. I cannot please both, and if I have, it was only for a short time before 
timeless forces crept back in, hammering at my hapless idol they had each hewn of 
stone with fists of hatred or love. And should I side with pleasing one or the other, or 
try to please both, the end result is the same. Those forces that raise and lower, 
encourage and condemn, exist no matter who we are and wherever in time we are 
born – and whatever we may say. It is inevitable that some asshole and some 
sweetheart, will always exist to support and strangle. And I have learned that neither 
one is useful in determining the intrinsic worth of a life’s work.

What do humans despise more than someone different? Someone the same. And to 
what advantage all of this nonsense, trying to ride this writhing sea of hands so ready 
to support and tear apart the body at any given moment depending on the course of 
the ship? What security, what stability, what purpose to trying to remain an idol that 
never changes or always changes in accordance to the wild whims of other people? 
Why rise up with a voice, at all? Why not just join the throngs worshipping and 
demonising Gods at various mounts and be part of the vicious unthinking sea who 
sends gentle lapping and monstrous tsunamis at the feet of others in equal measure? 
Why exist as a personality? Why separate from the herd?
And what of the irony? The blinding idiocy? They hold me up or hold me down – and
those that do either only support the very nature of my work, vindicate the 
glimmerings sensed of the power of force and form embodied in certain someones 
and somethings that people use to their own advantages, their love and hate emerges 
from the primal need to control the Story and its characters, to guide, and to change 
how others see me for own personal advantage and agenda. This is what causes the 
violence on the subjective stage believed objective where only one idol may stand at 
a time and the schismed throngs fight to each have their mad idol on it.

What I have done to others, others do to me, without the sagacity to see the pattern, 
the irony, the comedy, the majesty, the alchemy. To navigate a course, to orient my 
way in the world, to be who I am and do what I do until the sun goes down or I arrive
at my destination: this is my ship. And such is perhaps hubris, for what God created 
God can destroy, and a someone is always believed to be owned by the others. To 
navigate a course, I believe in neither force. Listen to neither force. Am swayed by 
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neither force. I am my own force or I am Nothing. Other people know nothing. They 
feel they are entitled to a say but what entitles them?

I listen only to the Inhuman, the raw voice of THEM, to my voice. For praise is a 
shiny bauble of poison and hatred is clumsily disguised love – one is the other. For 
we who are raised up or razed down are but the latest character in an ancient 
archetypal story demanding heroes, villains, redeemers and sacrifice, as necessary 
pieces on a board for debate between the divided opinions of those who make them 
and break them according to their need and needlessness. The phantoms of an entirely
mad populace. The whole story is -traditionally- beyond our control – it is 
unconsciously acted out by puppets of nature through human farce and comedy, taken
drastically seriously in its event but soon has its edges and immediacy dulled – a tale 
told and retold and each time remembered and forgotten differently or entirely.
It is supposed to play out beyond recognition as unconscious powers and forces that 
control the story and the humans in it the way it always has, the gods of force and 
form shifting power, charging one monument and then another as the appropriate 
God. It is the lot of someone’s to be loved and listened to and then torn apart or 
replaced through the tragic short-sightedness and zealotry of human actors of 
opposing sides who forever seek new idols as their tastes change, their age demands, 
their spiritual abyss craves. For the someone’s forget they are actually no ones and 
that it is a twisted eldritch game of the Gods, played out across the world of men 
since time immemorial. And the People get frustrated trying to remake their God into 
new shapes, all shapes, impossible shapes: angry and vexed that their Idol no longer 
attains, resembles, represents, their ideals of perfection.

I am not supposed to be conscious of this process. The magic, the illusions, the 
rawness of it all is not supposed to be pointed out to others either. It is a secret game 
we are meant to play in the dark, the someone’s quietly pretending not to be no’ones 
that the no’ones have draped in masks and status, and the inevitable march up the 
mountain to be king for day, before being burned as a witch the next. To refuse to 
entertain the game, to reject both the love and hate of the no’ones, to not be the role 
of the someone, and refuse to rejoin the no’ones, what is this? It is to draw back a 
curtain forbidden to touch and reveal a scene that is so bizarre it confuses and startles.
…

To be One of THEM means moving away from the human. To forget them. To eat 
them. To embrace that alien voice of THEM that grows louder day by day. I am 
navigating my own course to the Stars. Anything else is Hollow.
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DISINHERITED: TRUE POWER (-LESSNESS)

What is the Grail, this undying need to discover, to evolve, to overcome the shackles 
of life? It's where they all start, but where I ended up is too much. Face to face with 
the Machine, the haunting spectre of mortality, the pointlessness of birth and death, 
the carefully paraded trails of children on their way to be indoctrinated generation 
after generation on the pavement, the precious resource of the Magi. And after that, 
mediocrity, the struggle to distinguish, I thought, but it is not that at all – it's a 
struggle to remain illusioned, to have Purpose. What are we without purpose? What is
purpose? What does my life really matter? To transcend the obstacles in the Occult, 
the hidden, and finally see from the top of the mountain is ghastly, it burns my Ego, 
the view is so strong, so antithetical to it – it crushes me, smashes me and there is not 
only agonising sorrow there is resignation to a beast, the helplessness that nothing 
will ever change, the Dragon is too strong. 

So now I understand the real meaning of the mythological fall of Satan. It is as if 
Heaven, those within it question it not, perform their duty, live out their story without
worrying about the perception of being young, old and dead in the once, they do not 
concern themselves that so many have struggled in their life and achieved nothing – 
not even a memory. So many men and women so filled with self-importance, so sure 
of their needs, their wants and desires and dreams, so sure of their hold on the realm, 
so certain they wanted to fuck or frolic, dominate or destroy, create or succeed and 
how many of them does anyone remember? Can you name four Gladiators, whom 
Rome beseeched? No. Long gone, forgotten, whatever they did deed or misdeed, 
irrelevant. And yet the same ridiculous spectacle of those marching about pre- 
tending they own the earth, causing grievance with their posturing, so sure of their 
destiny, so sure of their strength and purpose. And this too will fade. Like all else has 
faded. 

So, what then, the purpose? The world remains asleep because it cannot be woken. 
Only a few manage to wake, through effort, through noble stupidity, through stealing 
the fire of the Gods in trying to peek behind the veil of it all – and what do they see, 
does not make them better, does not make them happy, does not make them pleased, 
does not make them at all – in fact the sight very much, Un-makes them. Everything 
as it should be, the Angels go about their duties unaware of the Will of God and 
believing they have free choice. It is is their first gift. And yet, while this march 
continues, generation after generation, children raised into workers, workers into 
cogs, cogs into the machines, machines into purpose. their second gift is Ignorance 
and thus bliss. Almost all are oblivious in Heaven for they have some purpose or 
another that stretches out their life, dominates it; they have family, ambitions, 
grandeur, material possessions, spirituality, an enemy, a quest.  The day-by-day plans 
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to attend a party, get that job, go see a friend, work out the body, resolve a conflict, go
through some motion and then another. And the longer-term plans, to get married, 
have children, own a house, become famous... To enjoy pleasure. And that is all. To 
enjoy pleasure. To live a life quickly forgotten in the streams of time. 

But then a few poor souls embody Satan. They question the state of perfection, they 
aren't happy with Eden and they set about to look behind the veil, for the Creator, or 
to understand the Creation. And when they see the true face of what it hides, they are 
Thrown Down, cast from Heaven, never able to look God in the face again, never to 
find Bliss or Peace or swim in the dark sea like all the other fish. A terrible sadness, 
loneliness, despair, about the nature of all things and the senseless insignificance of 
one’s own being and spreads to all beings, torrents in, crushing hope. Crushing, 
Hope. 

Generally, time is felt passing by the human from back to front and this prevents the 
full ramification of being in the past present and future not only of oneself, but of 
others, and this allows purpose to be found in menial tasks correlate to age and 
ageing that seem all too meaningful and necessary to complete, that the world should 
be poorer without them; these playthings underlie a felt necessitation of survival not 
only of the organism but of those things important to the organism. That blessed ark 
called the Ego blinds us to the fruitlessness of such labours, it holds back the deep 
dark abyssal waters of pure doubt of our efforts, it locks and seals behind a veil the 
honest descent of darkening doom that would kill our hope and instead gives 
buoyancy and 'Life' to all our arts, guides us as a centrality that burns with alive-ness,
isness and significance of who we are and what we are doing. 

The dread of knowing of one's death is inevitable, it's not the worst of it – it is that 
sombre realisation of such a process occurring over and over generation after 
generation, thousands of years before and after you, because life has no meaning. It is
the gravest of black marks for the Ego to discover this. There always seemed to be far
more to the biblical re-tellings than was apparent, to the myths of giants and gods and
the morals therein, of Prometheus and his fire stealing – from who or whatever they 
originate, there is a dark gravity inherited in them – most have become dull or slave 
to it without question, but for the stupid some, who weren't happy with hearing the 
trumpet from a distance, and who attempted to obtain and dissect the holy instrument,
examine it closely like curiously tragic monkeys – we learn things that should not be 
learned if one wants to stay happy in this world. If one wants to remain in Heaven. 
Because the alternative is Hell. The disintegration of purpose. The trumpets echo 
loudly in some secret, forgotten part of my brain-soul or heart. Warnings of states of 
being, of very real encounters with the forces of THEM. Warnings ignored because it 
was my arrogant purpose to ignore them. And now look. At what has happened.

Because I was a monkey playing with fire. And is this the legacy I want others to 
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come to know, to have happen to them? To know too much, (not to be mistaken with 
knowing all) of what there is to know? To be cast out and crawl among the deafening 
trumpets bleeding my ears with absence of hope? Of meaning? Of purpose? To show 
them how to strip the blanket off to see the forms and forces, to wend their way 
through the labyrinth put there to protect us so they can find their way here too? Yes, 
its authentic, its really what underlies the Matrix, Heaven, it really is the truth, what 
they think they all seek to see, to uncover, to burst into from the Other-side. Because 
Ghosts give way to Demons, Demons to Hell. But this vista is Inhuman and the intent
to transport others here is Inhuman. Beyond the veils of illusion and pleasure, deep 
beneath the treacle exterior where visible is the awful architecture of trains of 
monkeys grinding gears in perpetuity believing it and they matter, is the true Temple 
of THEM – that is to see the scathing hideousness of what’s really going on and to 
see that is to know in your heart you can do nothing about it. That you are nothing.

That all your purposes, your reason for doing anything, however important it seems, 
amounts to nothing. That you are a brain-dead corpse animated by the brief flame of 
an Ego and will soon be churned into the mill like all the others crushed by the 
weight of that capacity only for nothingness. As to learn you are a raindrop of the 
minute in an hour’s shower, amidst a millennia of torrential downpour. O what it is, 
to “Remember”. You reader, may recognise this terrible state of hopelessness, 
powerlessness as a stage you have come to know too. I have experienced an inability 
to engage the motivation for any act, when reducing the Phyrm beyond all form. It is 
as if one either sees that things are the way they should be and accepts it thus losing 
his gumption to act as an individual will and becoming dissolved into things (one 
with God) - or that one can no longer find justification for any action in any direction,
like being windless in doldrums. 

Thus, to see the monstrous forms of THEM, not just as apparitions but in the forces 
that dominate the Phyrm is very humbling if not crippling to know one is going up 
against such gargantuan forces that have crushed countless individuals, cities, 
countries, entire epochs ground to dust, aeons smashed into powder. Only a fool 
would try - and that is why the Fool is so valuable and mysterious an archetype. How 
to get past such a vortex? How to find 'nertia' from inertia? Thus does the true value 
of the Ego finally come to light. And its arrogant denial of its inability to succeed, 
and its overbearing confidence to make changes whatever the odds against them. 

Even against the most depressing of realisations, unless one KILLS oneself, by 
suicide or some other means, ONE STILL EXISTS. And one must live life until one 
dies. What to do with it? Mope for 70 years? Become a Monk and renounce all 
things? Or realise what was so written about as the TERRORS that have come down 
to us in so many shades of form and myth, as monsters, vampires, gods, demons, 
vice, virtue, tragedy, comedy, absurdity, and finally understand the true strength of 
THEM that swept all to their graves, whatever they believed, whatever they did or 
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didn't do - with almost all of them, existing in no shape, no form, no memory, but 
their handiwork, that may have etched some glyphs on a stone, but bears no trace of 
their life other than these artefacts carefully put into stone for some other will that 
probably no-one cares about or remembers either, no matter how MIGHTY their 
deeds, or how LOWLY.
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CHAPTER 8
MISCELLANEOUS ANALYSES
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UNIVERSES PARALLEL [1]

It’s one of my goals to discover more about the Acausal. In the essay “Urania: An 
Artistic Explication” [UAE], I took a stab at deciphering a mathematical formula 
written by Anton Long in which he expressed the Acausal dimension via complex 
symbolic formulas.

Essentially, what I got from this manuscript was a cyclical understanding of birth, 
life, decay and death that moved beyond the confine of the personal/human cycle and 
into the cycles of larger life-forms viz a viz the cities and civilisations that we have 
formed en masse by our activities. Just as cells, microbes and organs live an existence
alien to our own but their union forms our human organism; people in turn form the 
cells, organs, and muscles of the cities; and some cities form the cells, organs and 
muscles etc that grow into a civilisation; an event that Acausal Theory views as an 
instrumental/purposeful occurrence that leads to a rise in human consciousness. It has
been argued that cities cannot be alive, but the reply has been that they perform all of 
the major functions that human beings do that defines a living thing, including 
breathing, excreting, and growing. In this regard, Civilisations are thus considered to 
be an organism that inhabits the planet.

Each form has its own life-span – a microbe may live 24 hours, a human being maybe
seventy years and a city perhaps thousands of years. (The passage of Time is different
for each of the life-forms mentioned and when we get up toward the Civilisation 
stage of life-form that may reign for Aeons we are talking about the passage of time 
in terms of Aeonics.) Each life-form is made up of and makes up, others. I’ve written 
about the Acausal “Voice”; an essay that likens the Acausal to the Sea; and suggests 
similar properties of flow, ebb, and tide inherent within the Acausal that penetrates 
our own causal dimension as though flowing through holes from that dimension into 
this one, slowly filling up the causal container with Acausal energies that are 
presenced/felt by human beings as a rise of collective consciousness. Each of us 
through which the acausal flows, acts like a socket [or “nexion”] between the two 
dimensions. And if these isolated sockets were to be somehow plugged into one 
another and the Acausal can create a circuit for its energies rather than just lone pin-
points – then the foundation is set for Aeonics. As the human nexions [who are 
singularly united by virtue of the fact they are all from the mother acausal intrusion] 
come together to create a circuit they create groups. The more Acausal presence in 
that group, the higher the chance of it evolving into a Civilisation. 
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As a human being becomes a nexion for the Acausal, a rise in consciousness [an 
evolution of being] occurs that strips away the conviction that the human being is the 
centre of importance. The causal being holds its world in place by believing itself 
separated from other casual components – an Acausal being is dissolved and unable 
to separate and becomes integrated within the network of connected conduits to the 
Acausal. The eventuation of many exoteric intrusions that leads to collective acausal 
consciousness is experienced as Synchronicity or the Acausal Voice.

I.e. a person is looking for a group to teach them about Satanism and finds one. This 
discovery leads to growth in that person and a series of consecutive events manifest 
that seem lucky or chance encounters. In time, that person reaches a greater level of 
consciousness and directly apprehends the forces and currents behind the written 
teachings so that they no longer need the Satanic group and go off to form their own, 
having their own ideas about magic, the acausal, the universe and so on that they feel 
are directly connected to the cosmos. Now there are two or more such persons with a 
direct link to the experience of Satan. In time, more may come and more may learn 
until such time five or more such persons are acting as conduits for the Acausal. This 
is the formation of a collective group, each expressing the cosmos by their connection
to it, regardless of whether they are in contact with one another causally. This group 
may eventually grow into the hundreds or thousands of persons each pursuing the 
teachings and then going beyond to the experiences themselves of Satanism, and 
slowly but surely, expressing the Acausal in greater and greater numbers.

I was interested in what Carl Jung had to say in his book on Synchronicity and the 
matter of Coincidence. Jung made the philosophical argument that such a force that 
could only be observed operating by the fact that it could not be shown to exist. He 
theorised that the improbability of synchronicity was the key factor in determining 
that a gap was operant in chaos. It interested me, because in the same regards, the 
Acausal cannot be proved to exist either; and yet synchronicity cannot be denied. 
Whilst performing ritual black magick I performed a “Moon Ritual” set down for me 
by the Sorceress of this Temple. She had related to me that it was recorded by mages 
of old that they had found a correlation between keeping their word to the gods, and 
the gods keeping theirs.

That is to say, that if the mages actions were rightly aligned with the will of the gods, 
there would appear synchronous portents which are today called coincidences. It 
would happen that fortuitous circumstances of extremely good (or bad) luck would 
manifest for the mages that helped them reach their goals on earth; so long as they 
did not break their word to the Gods, the gods would continue to help them in 
mysterious ways.

This seems to be the fundamental law of Satanic “Wyrd”: the idea being that some of 
us have a destiny to convey the Acausal via our life and in being en envoy of the 
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Acausal are granted our desires, goals, and the necessary outlets for its expression. 
Like Magick, the Acausal is rooted in the realm of the irrational. For all my logical 
thinking and ordering of things neatly I have at times had to perform “leaps of faith” 
and shut off the sceptical thinking part of me. During the Moon Ritual I entered my 
temple space and asked Baphomet to aid me in finding a partner to learn the 
Septenary Way. I informed Baphomet that I would withhold what she wanted most 
until my request was met. I should add here that it seems rather pompous and 
downright silly to be making demands of Dark Gods, I suppose that in working with 
ancient practices created during a time of different consciousness it seems strange to 
the level of consciousness that now attempts to invoke them. But, to do so one must 
play a role as a magickian, and a part of that role is a mastery or triumph of demons 
within and without; and in the early stages of Satanism, a magickian must be 
arrogant, self-assured, believe in magic and make demands.

So, what did Baphomet want most? According to my guide, she wanted my 
ejaculation. The sexual energies created by an orgasmic release are those most crucial
for Dark Gods to manifest; and by giving up my sexual energy I was relinquishing 
my right to an independent existence from that of the Acausal – one might say, I 
would remain food for the Dark Gods. By keeping it to myself and performing the 
necessary libations I went through considerable torment that one day gave way to a 
strange sharp peace. I felt the sexual urges, impulses and projections had ceased to 
motivate me and my perception gave way to a world that was previously concealed 
behind the hazy veils of sexual tension. With no projections of my fantasies, needs, 
desires onto others – I could for the first time see people clearly without the rosy haze
of sexual/emotional transactions getting in the way, and in a raw light that caused a 
profound esoteric change in my understanding of my being. Whilst withholding my 
seed from the dark goddess, I entered the temple regularly to re-state my vow. 

The Ritual was supposed to last nine months, but within two, I had met two women 
suitable for partnership in the Septenary Way. My sacrifice had given me the results I 
wanted and by keeping my word, the Gods had kept theirs. The woman whom I 
chose, “Bron Wrgan” led me through a relationship that broke a level of my naivety. I
thought that Bron Wrgan had taught me a greater lesson in self-reliance and that I 
should abandon looking for a priestess. However, this woman was just another twist 
in the road to Wyrd. Patterns knitted together that continued to synchronise the 
appearance of a great woman to be my partner. I later joined paths with Nine 
Rays/Owy. How did this come about? Coincidence? Positive Thinking? Will-Power? 
Dark God intervention? A little of each? It’s not easy to pin down the possibility of 
Acausal intervention.

For the majority of human beings, the human frame of reference (Which can be taken
to mean our precise Size in relation to other things) tends to be concerned with matter
on a specific level. Because human beings are of a similar biological size we have 
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established a universal way of looking at the world and relating it back to our own 
size. There are of course exceptions with the fields of study that specialise in 
differing degrees of telescopic or microscopic examination, but for most, the universe
is perceived through a human-shaped glass. On that note, specialists too, may only 
look inward so far, for example, psychology, nano-technology, genetics, etc or 
outward so far, for example, the space program, Hubble telescope, philosophy before 
observation and understanding can no longer be accurately captured in language but 
in subjective experience alone.
The findings of the few working on Scientific bases are generally filtered down to us 
through various media; but it is a very, very slow process for the majority of people to
be informed about the same subject at the same time; the current drama of global 
warming and water/oil shortages etc is a good example. Although these problems 
have been spoken about and predicted for a very long time; only now when a great 
number of people are accessed by technology and share the same information 
repeatedly does it become a conscious and popular problem that we are drawn to 
collectively talk about.

The idea that we can somehow snatch hold of some invisible currents in the earth or 
floating about in the air and transform thing into other things, or that we can tap into 
a world of sympathetic demons and through laborious incantations and spells have it 
change an event or help/harm a person seems an ancient belief, but it has never really 
become an antique – it has been in constant use at least since Sumer and is still in full
swing now as writers and artists use words and images and struggle to expound, or as 
physicists search for the latest theory to explain everything, tinker with stem-cell and 
bio-tech research and decipher and alter the human genetic code. Magic, is universal.
One of the major theories that seem to be popular as a means of changing what is by 
enlisting the help of rational possibilities – is Parallel Universes. Scientific magic has 
exhorted the existence of parallel universes, time travel, quantum and worm-holes to 
name a few ideas. And I am interested in Parallel Universes, because it seems to me 
that via an acknowledgement of an Acausal Dimension that intrudes into this one, the 
observation that life does seem to act unto itself on various different levels according 
to its size, not taking the world for granted due to an inherent bias because of our 
specific size in relation to it, and re-examining assumptions that such universes must 
be at the limits or `end’ of this one [thus touching] or in some other way distant – is 
not a great ask for proof of parallel dimensions. 

For example, the theory credited to Einstein regarding relativity raises some 
inferences about how our own size prejudices our perceptions. What constitutes a 
universe is largely determined by the size of the life-form inhabiting it and Science 
tends to insist that a universe is another gigantic black star- studded space next to 
ours, ignoring the fact that a perception of matter can be shared by many different 
life-forms simultaneously yet as completely different experiences – for what seems 
like a doorway to a human being, may seem like a horizon to an ant. A human will 
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inevitably interpret an experience of matter that is alien to that of creatures larger and 
smaller than its own mass. Consider the sliding scale of interpretation and perception 
of universes. A short person will inevitably see a different view of the world than will
a tall person. A great degree of difference in perception between members of our 
species merely because of height; opens the doorway to discovering parallel 
universes. What does an ant see? Geometric Planes? Lines? Because of its size, 
would an ant virtually always be surrounded by a horizon? And what of the crack in 
the floorboard? This seemingly innocuous space, walked over and invisible to the 
hulking human beings above it, will still be comprised of a complex layer of life-
forms, that each perceive a different degree of relativity. To an ant it may be a chasm 
or an experience of darkness, but what strange building blocks of matter might it 
encounter in there? A world we deem microscopic that is an intricate lattice of alien 
shapes and substances is just beneath our perceptive vision, contained within the 
same matter that our standard perception is; inaccessible but for the micron telescope 
and the ant. Recalling the magnification of the surface of a compact disc by a micron 
telescope it looked very much like thick cake-like slices of floorboards with peeling, 
flaking scales littered over deep chasms. Is this inaccessible world, not a parallel 
universe? What might the microbes that live on the ants see? 

Certainly, a vastly different terrain than we do. Or the parasites that live on the 
microbes? Conversely, what do cities experience? A sliding scale of the size of life-
forms can not be completed but it can be roughly compiled from a comparison of 
size. Each sized object is privy to its own secretive universe, parallel to the others 
above and below it.

I don’t think it’s odd to consider ourselves at the top of the chain of evolution. We are
subjected to one dimension and one dimension only. We may have glimpses of others 
through technological means, but unless this repeated exposure to other dimensions 
occurs we are likely to forget their existence and live only in our own. I could make 
the argument that we are unique and special as a species, but not because we are 
alone. If a sliding scale of life-forms is probable what comes after Civilisations? 
Planets? Stars? Galaxies? And just because we have not been able to reach the edge 
of said systems or universe doesn’t mean we are “alone”. Our ideas for trying to 
punch holes in “space” or search for others like us, are what make us alone. Our 
perception limits a teeming dimensional miasma to a self-centred existence. The 
difference of size in ants and human beings is great, but the difference in the size of 
ants and planets is astronomical. Perhaps the life-forms above us are simply so much 
larger than we can imagine. If we are unique and special perhaps it is because we are 
the size we are.

But there seems to me to be some kind of correlating pattern to all these degrees of 
imitation by smaller and larger-life forms. Largely, because the human being is 
designed to interpret stimulus in groups to assist memory – but a repetitive esoteric 
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pattern seems to emanate from all occurrences, all actions, that is mimicked in some 
way or another by life-forms larger or smaller than itself. It has been suggested by 
alchemical friends of mine that the secret to life can be found in the shape of a spiral. 
And too, the ONA has put forth the idea of a helical essence to life, and still others 
suggest the universe runs in cycles, rotations, etc. And yes, I too think that life seems 
inherently cyclical and perceived on many different layers. In trying to explore ideas 
to prove or examine the Acausal; am I projecting an inner problem outward in 
symbolic gesture that takes an external form as talk of nexions, intersections, and 
regeneration?

Is my search for unity, if that is my quest, to become whole, and self and some sort of
magical dream figure who is complete unto itself that so many of our attempts as 
human beings to control chaos tend to be; mimicked by the planets that rotate in 
space; forming, being, then disintegrating as I will as a human being? My need for a 
sense of completion; of studying and practising Satanism and all the other fickle and 
temporary pursuits that I engage in as a human before I die; is it learned or is it 
something in me, perhaps an echo of the cosmos ache for completion that I mimic? 
The organisms that make up my organism leave me at their mercy; my skin is an 
organism itself that wraps around me. The viruses that take me and make me sick, the
involuntary diseases I may contract, I the human being have no ultimate over the 
work of the organisms in the parallel universes below me.

I have thus far reached a state whereby I think that all things are mirroring an esoteric
secret that describes the shape and procession of the Acausal. I continually wonder: is
what we build outside; the opposite, a distortion, a compensation for, or an imitation 
of what is on the inside of us? To what degree does observation show that the inside 
reflects the outside and vice versa? Does our size determine how much we can know 
about the Acausal? Do life-forms below or above us have more, the same or less 
contact with it?

In these questions lay my foundation for recognition of the Acausal dimension. Do 
you have questions like this yourself? I got into Satanism to answer simpler ones than
these; but the art just raised more questions. And since there is no authority to answer 
them definitively; that makes the path of Satanism an isolated quest, with each only 
able to progress toward answers by direct connection with the Acausal from whence 
it came.

I have used magic to summon a priestess by making a promise to Dark Gods. I have 
seen enough synchronicity to, at various times, believe in karma, luck and 
coincidence, and be awed and confused by the mysteries of life. I’ve taken the quest 
to Know seriously enough to want to have control, and seriously enough to let be 
what will be. I have neither proved nor disproved the existence of an Acausal 
dimension for others in my writings, but I have accepted its operation in my own life 
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– and I think that proof of an Acausal dimension is not far away from providing the 
proof of a parallel universe.

UNIVERSES PARALLEL [2]

The original U.P., was my attempt to explore how our perspective was influenced and
even contained by the mode in which it occurs – i.e., we see the world a certain way 
because of our biological size.

I rambled a lot in that one however, trying to show different dimensions and acausal 
rationality and so on. And it’s a difficult subject – I’m going to ramble a lot in this 
one. Though a coherent essay will make its way out some day.
We see through our eyes – and have been termed among other things, as predators. 
We are a very visually-focused species – this in itself is a limitation as much as it is a 
benefit. For in all processes there are unseen prejudices. Many may never even know 
it, guess it, or need to worry about it – but the World in general, for a left-handed 
person presents on occasion some interesting and sometimes frustrating tasks.
The World is not designed for left-handed people – though some adjustment and 
compensation has been made for them – the simple natural inclination for the 
majority of the world – is to favour a geometry of the right. The right-handers, 
generally do not see this, or become aware of it, unless on some rare occasion they go
to shake hand with a left-hander, who may or may not immediately extend their left 
hand, rather than their right. In Martial Arts, greetings, workplaces, employment, and 
other gatherings – it may seem a small slight, the tiniest handicap, but it makes the 
crucial step in the differences of making a first impression.

My point simply being – with every 0 there is a 1.

The very nature of human development passes through many different stages – 
psychological, mental, physical and so on. Those with kids know that it is protocol 
once they reach a certain age, to be watchful for hazards that present themselves at 
the lower level of the growing child – who, at 1 maybe 2 feet sees the world very 
differently than we do. I go to the fridge, I look inside and I think – hm, no ham left. 
My son goes to the fridge, some 6cm shorter than I am, and is in direct eye line with 
it. In both those moments – for me, it doesn’t exist, for him, it’s all that exists.
If we close our eyes, we lose the information we usually rely on to orient ourselves – 
and unless we have training or practice walking in the pitch dark, we lose our way – 
we lose our perspective – temporarily. Studies show that if you sit a person in a room 
with a blue light and ask them to time a minute – they take longer than they do in a 
red light. Without being able to see we also diminish our sense of time, forced to rely 
on our internal clock habitually reinforced but by no means accurate – even eyes 
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open our natural timing is seldom very good anyway owing to the relativity of it, and 
its shifting ‘constant’.

Our world is said to be perceived through 3 (4) dimensions. They are small in 
number, but they colour things; those 3 make -A- sense of everything we see – its 
why things have a front and back, and up and down. Though my cynicism for this 
treatment was given in detail “On the Third and Fifth Dimensions” and I stand by it, 
these basic precepts are just like psychic windows – they change everything that 
could be into something it may very well not be. Qv. “The Simultaneous Pulse”. In 
many instances, though it may be mere convenience it is the safer and most often 
chosen of potential perspectives to live life with. And I do not dispute its benefit – 
even if I question its authenticity. Looking for ‘essences’ and ‘actuals’ is no less a 
psychic window than anything else I accuse.

But these things, they colour, our World – and we colour it back. Humans live for 
approximately 80-90 years in a good stretch. Some but not that many live over 100. 
We have a very short amount of time to make sense of things – perhaps that is so 
many seem to seek or at least prefer the quickest most immediate way to apprehend 
what we are born into. Then again, it’s quite apparent that life is more fun when we 
don’t stop to ponder these questions that plague humanity. To understand we say time
is measured by change. Change by movement. Movement by space moving through 
time or perhaps time moving through space. We age, quickly. I’ve heard it said that 
its due to our metabolism… Whilst Tree’s or Mountains live for 1000’s or tens of 
thousands, even millions of years. Metabolism. Or something else? Perhaps the 
frenetic wear and tear we place on our bodies, the additives in our food, the toxins 
and pollutants we engineer and consume through the air, water and other means. 
There are turtles that live 300 years. Because they have a slow metabolism. What 
determines that we should live only to around 100? Our swivelling eyeballs attached 
to a brain stem that has a view of itself as a self-contained separate unit from nature, 
with its own free-ish will?

QUANTUM PHILOSOPHY: A NOTE

(Extract from pMYRIAD).

The value of x = 1 or the value of x =0. While it does not the value of x is in 
superimposition and is not in superimposition for superimposition means only the 
value of x = 1 or the value of x = 0. For our default Vantage of the Phyrm is not 
quantum.
“Nothing is true, everything is permitted” – the Illuminates of Thanateros.
/False/
“Satan – Whose Word is Chaos” – the Order of Nine Angles.
/False/
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“Love under Will” – Crowley.
/ /
Relativism has once again painted the bright colours black. Boundaries lost invites 
sheep to wander. Whatever she is she unabates in seeding expressions of aeonic 
change across the planet through the loci of expanding stars. The singularity that 
imprisons is weakening its gravitas, and as the form takes hold, so does it begin to 
seep into the groundwater of humanity changing what they can be. Mirrors of the 
form arise in the arts, technocracy, media, and philosophy. There is multiplicity or 
there is hypocrisy. All across the planet Nature throws up expressions who are 
embracing this, embracing Them.

A UNIVERSAL THEOREM

Whether it’s true or a fable, I don’t know. But the parable is nice. The story goes that 
Aleister Crowley’s father used to take regular walks in his village but would stop to 
interrogate the local farmers.

He would approach them, and ask them, what they were doing. When they replied, he
would ask “Why?”
Presumably curious or just polite at first, the farmers would give him another answer. 
To which Crowley’s father, would again ask, “Why?”
Though my memory doesn’t serve on this occasion, I understand that Crowley’s 
father was often chased out of the village by infuriated farmers. Humour me. And 
assume the farmer has more patience than normal. Such a conversation might go like 
this.
———-
What are you doing?
Milking the cows.
Why.
Because they have to be milked.
Why.
Because they’ll die if I don’t milk them.
Why.
What d’yer mean why, they just will. Everyone knows you have to milk cows or they 
die.
Why.
Are yer daft?
Why.
Because you’re asking foolish questions boy.
Why.
I don’t know why, but you’re starting to get on my nerves.
Why.
Because asking questions over and over would get on anyone’s nerves.
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Why.
Are you insane?
Why.
You certainly seem insane.
Why.
Maybe yer should lie down. Get out of the sun. That sort of thing.
Why.
———–
And of course so on. ad infinitum ad nauseam.
It might sound somewhat silly – but exactly the same conversation with Nature has 
occurred via scientists, physicists, quantum warriors, religions, and all manner of 
people who have dared to ask Why.
The problem with Why, is endemic. Even if two people could keep it up for 
thousands of years (and humanity has done just that) Why eventually becomes 
redundant as a means of enquiry. Sooner or later, one has to settle for the answer(s) 
given because the answers are infinite and we do not biologically last the distance. 
When trying to get to the heart of atoms, we ended up with mesons, quarks, string 
theory, m theory, and now we have the concept of dark matter. We ask the universe 
Why, it is our imperative. But it is a flawed imperative nonetheless – for what we 
conceive to be Why is not a constant and always changes. We set out in good faith 
but can never arrive. If the world has a universal theory it is denoted in fig.a.

 
fig. a
Why to the power of Why

THE SIMULTANEOUS PULSE

Reality can be stripped to a bare minimum of our bodily presence sensing its own 
existence and the awareness that whatever is inside us or whatever it is we are, there 
is something that we sense resisting against our body. Thus, experience of Life for 
our species can be reduced to just two ‘engines’ or forces that generate energies. 
Departure from these immediate natural dimensions that all human beings experience
by interpretation, labelling, and cataloguing the world as “known” is convenient but 
leads to subjective perception and the construction of a false matrix. The first engine 
is us, whatever we are we know that we are able to experience ourselves as a 
consciousness from the point of view of our organism – this consciousness is sensed 
bodily and mentally as “consciousness” – a sensation and a sense of ourselves that is 
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generally of an internal nature. The second engine postulates that we as human beings
are separate from the rest of the world, and that whatever the world is, is responsible 
for what we experience as an organism; however we do it: observing, feeling, 
sensing.

Thus, in essence, we are consciousness there is something to be conscious of, 
something separate from our organism, sensed as external to our consciousness. For 
convenience I have termed these two engines the Ego and the Environment. The 
premise of the pulse is that these “engines” are the only two states that we can truly 
know, that we are conscious and that there is something to be conscious of: whatever 
is constructed on/around/about these two constants is not real, but constitutes 
subjective “Reality”. These engines are unknowable as they are, for each causes 
distortion upon the other by producing an infinite sequence of variables that meet in 
what we call reality or the mirror-zone. The “engines” are responsible for generating 
all that we call matter or CONTENT via an action called the Simultaneous Pulse.

NOTES ON PSILOCYBIN

I’ll be brief. Not because I want to be but because I have to be. My escapades as a 
drinker have blanked entire sections of my memory and a fair bit of it has been 
punched out of my head over the years from fighting. I remember the come-on of the 
trip – always the same for me, starts with a light-headiness and sudden giggling – 
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everything seems funny. A euphoric weirdness takes over that unhinges the sharp 
right angles of common perspective and a dreamy wavy throbbing sheet like wet 
water begins to take over. Then the “abc’s” – a colourful pattern of extremely bright 
pinpoints forms before my eyes, over my eyes, that then become more pronounced, 
much like the patterns that drift across one’s consciousness very shortly before sleep. 
I call them abc’s but it’s like a transparent moving wallpaper – just like those 
psychedelic groovy moving colour schemes in the background of many 70’s bands.

My shroom experiences with the world are very much internalized-introverted.. I 
already mentioned to Azbelzum that I’ve never had a bad-trip per se – but this is 
largely due to being in good calm company who explained what was going on and 
helped me to overcome the rising panic and paranoia that can quickly overtake when 
having a strong dose of shrooms. Also, A mentions smoking the mushrooms – yes, 
have done that too, they were dried, ground into a powder and laced over a marijuana
cigarette. I don’t recall much of the actual trips very well though – really just snatches
and bits and pieces, only a few of which are vivid. Trips last a long time and a lot 
happens, I often drank with them, and smoked dope too so no wonder it’s even more 
of a blur. Sorry that I cannot be more helpful in sharing those experiences – I was 
literally in a drug haze for a lot of it.

Stand out effects and memories: Mushrooms do have the power to heighten natural 
resonance with objects, energies, and especially people. After moving to Oz aged 17 I
slowly made friends, and contacts. I got hold of a large jar of mushroom juice (the 
toxins from boiled mushrooms) but I couldn’t tell you the dose – it was a large coffee 
jar and the juice tasted terrible. Anyway, I got stuck into it and had far too much. I 
was scratching the words ‘hate’ and ‘love’ into my knuckles with a razor feeling very 
lonely and sorry for myself when all of a sudden, I heard the front door, voices, 
footsteps, and then my bedroom door opened and in walked about 20 people – friends
I had met over the back fence over time and their friends. They startled me when the 
door opened and I hid the razor. They wondered what the hell I was doing crouched 
down behind the bed but quickly got around to cheering me up, inviting me out and 
getting me out of the doldrums. It was a weird experience, like I’d called them or 
they’d called me on some unknown level, but just the beginning of the night – don’t 
remember much else unfortunate. Though there were the classic effects such as the 
toilet dropping through the floor out of sight when I tried to use it, the checkered 
floor rippling like water, etc. Oh and the greasy, intense feeling of looking at myself 
in the mirror. 

Does anyone else’s skin ever get intensely wet or seem greasy when you shroom 
unknown And I don’t need to mention the way eyes look on them do I. Fuck – it’s 
awesome. I’ve scared men twice my size away just because of the possessive energy 
LSD gives someone’s eyes (or maybe it’s the whole aura and body).
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Anyway, that brings me to my second memory which was a night in another house a 
suburb away when we moved. I was drinking a lot of cheap wine from a cask with a 
friend and shrooming. I don’t remember a lot and not clearly. I do remember standing
in my room at one point and this brown ‘liquid’ oozing out of my face, by which I 
mean my nose, mouth, and ears. I couldn’t tell if it was an illusion or if I was really in
trouble, that’s a problem with mushrooms I find often – I also have trouble knowing 
if I am actually needing to urinate or it’s just a sensation caused by the drug. I’ve 
stood for a half hour before just to be sure! Let’s see, earlier that day when my friend 
Jarred and I took them, I was playing a video game – it wasn’t long before the game 
started melting and shifting and so on like I described above with the ABCs. But 
there was this moment where I felt all of a sudden very depressed and had this 
obsessive thought in my head that everyone, including myself was stark raving mad 
and living an eternal lie. (do u get such epiphanies?) this was a dangerous turn and 
unexpected, I found myself turning in a circle for a long time freaking out and just 
obsessed by this idea of right-angled clinical sanity being some mad joke we played 
on ourselves. 

My friend was able to make me conscious of the fact and get me outside where I was 
able to focus on other things. At one other point I ‘came to’ (shrooms occasionally 
leave large gaps in my experiences so that I remember nothing about how I got where
I am or what I’ve been doing – in this regard they can be sketchy) – came to to find 
myself pacing up and down inside my garage from one end to the other. I must have 
done this for quite some time – before I suddenly thought to look up and saw my 
friend doing exactly the same thing about two meters away, where he had been 
pacing parallel to me in the same unconscious fashion. I asked him how long we’d 
been doing it and he said he didn’t know; we laughed and went outside again. I don’t 
really remember much else I’m afraid – nothing that I can be sure is real or happened 
and isn’t made up or some mixed up memory. I would also add that there is a 
difference between Acid/LSD and shrooms. 

I recall my LSD trips more clearly (but not completely) than my mushroom trips, I 
think the ingestion of the mushrooms itself and the resulting taste sets a certain sort of
expectation in motion that LSD doesn’t due to being, well LSD, say, bitter? The 
flavour often gives me a stomach-ache and is unpleasant – which can set certain 
primary emotions in play and that can be a worry when shrooms amplify Everything 
– especially emotions. But nothing like the nasty musty muck of shrooms. But I’ve 
not really been around experts at disguising the flavour. I hear it can be done up as a 
tea or as cakes. We’ve also two good psilocybin guides to upload to Otherland (will 
add links) that we’ve found to be useful and accurate as a field guide. You have to be 
careful you don’t get dodgy information from well-meaning locations such as 
Erowid, or hearsay – get the wrong mushroom and you’ll know all about it and treat 
the drug badly and it’ll probably teach you a lesson you never forget, if it doesn’t kill 
you of course. These guides are recommended by us as pretty damn good. 
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Just a bit on entheogenics to finish my notes: To me it defines ‘the use of drugs and 
substances for spiritual means and exploration’ – check out some of this incredible 
artwork by an artist named Alex Grey who designs the images for the metal band 
Tool, apparently this is how he draws what he draws, through entheogenics or using 
drugs in a spiritual manner. And by this term, I denote what was taught to me by a 
shaman of sorts viz. a deep respect for the drug (any drug) and the treatment of it as a
living thing unto itself – similar I guess to what Sath describes as an ally. I was taught
to connect with the drugs I use, not to fight them, or control them, but to ride them 
like they were dragons (or said another way – to let the dragons ride me). To let them 
take me on a journey, and get to know the drug – and if all was going well, then to 
perhaps steer the dragon a little – but never too much – and it was always the drug 
that was master in such trips. Whether with speed, LSD, shrooms, coke, eccy, mdma 
– the level of respect is the same – and I think is probably something akin to feeling a
deep connection to the Earth as a sentient living “being” that is alien in many (if not 
all) respects, and needs to be communicated with on its own terms.
ISS, Thoth

BLURRING: DARK ETHICS AND SHADOWS

RPG: An Impossible Game of Ethics and Dark Shadows. [Blurring the Line Between 
Player and Character Successfully – Some Deeper Darker Thought.] 

This article more or less wrote itself – you cannot spend 5 years in a new form 
without gaining some insights along the way. In it I will peel back a hidden layer that 
exposes what I believe are processes and forces that govern gaming – but of which 
most are oblivious which is why the same issues of gamers behaviour way back then 
– are still the same issues of gamers way forward now. It is my hope touching on the 
following topics may take the discussion about behaviour to an evolved plateau by 
touching on the source than repeating the same rhetoric on the matter, 50 years from 
now – and that it will bring a more constructive element to the subject that can trigger
better commentary than I have. 

Well, let’s begin. – In RPG, you are asked to take on a role that is different, 
sometimes even at odds, with your real-life persona. You are given a huge array of 
props and suggestions on how to play your character effectively, convincingly, and 
often exhaustively. General advice such as Alignment type offers a chunky sense of 
what direction your moral compass faces and therefore what you are likely to do as 
that character in given situations. More refined details such as your Ideals or your 
Fears or even your HP Level – besides the most obvious class, background and level 
give you even further devices by which to come up with and take on the character 
you have chosen or been assigned to play. 
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When you do this kind of activity- you are activating a very old, very powerful 
combination of unconscious and conscious energies that evoke ‘sleeping’ or 
‘dormant’ personalities that are inside you that psychologist Jung termed 
‘Archeypes’. Now – this brief article does not discuss the technical theory of 
archetypes or their myriad effect on telling stories – it is enough to say that when you 
evoke these dormant personalities and more or less shoulder your ‘actual’ personality 
out of the way – some unexpected things can happen (which is the source of the 
hugely varied types of player that emerge in RPG) – but more importantly, it can 
become so consuming channelling these entire entities complete with accent, 
mannerisms, code of conduct, and so on that can be so different and yet still so real – 
that players, risk losing themselves in the character so deeply – they forget to retain 
the fact they are in a co-operative game, they get caught up in living that character so 
fiercely that it can be detrimental to the story as a whole – and other players 
experiences too. 

What is essentially a combination of method acting, where you imitate a particular 
sense of a personality to become it – and psychodrama where you evoke and then act 
out archetypes you don’t often even know you have – is a very powerful mix. If it 
were not – the all-powerful story that has survived with us since antiquity would not 
be at the heart of virtually every human experience in so many forms – from books to
video games, theatre to dancing, ceremony to ritual. DM’s should be mindful of this –
as for many people gaming opens up the vaults and allows them to explore particular 
facets of their personality. 

For some – this is the Only time, these vaults are allowed to be opened, much less 
explored, and it is a notable fact that DM’s can and do categorise players into a rough
selection of types (their own comprehension of archetypes drives who goes into 
which category and what the categories are) because of the tendency for some players
to hyper-focus on playing out particular aspects. I don’t refer here to general table or 
VTT etiquette such as players that talk over others, or don’t check their mic volume –
but particular playing styles – whether it be a notable interest in meticulous 
accounting, arguing on rulings, pride in knowing the system to the letter (and never 
missing an opportunity to show it), playing an alignment to the ‘detriment of the 
game’, repeating an action that has the same result such as searching every item, and 
as many other idiosyncrasies that highlight WHY that person plays the game and 
enjoys it – as there are stars in the sky. 

What is innocuously titled ‘Game’ can in fact for many many people be much much 
more. Firstly, opening the Pandora's box to the unconscious and awakening 
archetypes is an extremely personal and powerful act. It’s often underestimated – 
because RPG is considered a game, and somehow, different from a story – only in 
D&D, you don’t read about the character, you are supposed to become the character. 
In fact – D&D presents most players with a difficult if not paradoxical (impossible) 
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dilemma that is personal and supra-personal – involving some very dark, very deep 
parts of our psyche. Here is the dilemma – In essence, the player is asked to become, 
as convincingly as they can, a character in the game of D&D. They are given lots of 
props to ‘flesh’ that character out and make it so real – it becomes a play or theatre 
act and much more than a board game. At the SAME time, the player’s convincing 
portrayal of that character – is almost always at odds with the very system of D&D 
and the structure of D&D game concept of a linear, controlled-chaotic, well-paced 
fireside tale that unfolds according to the DM – with – some involvement from the 
players – but ultimately, the DM. The paradoxical aspect enters into the game when –
asked to give as realist and authentic a portrayal of a fantasy character as possible – 
you are also restricted heavily (yes, heavily) by the very way narrative is delivered, 
and the essence of success in D&D relying on co-operation. 

To play, no, evoke, a genuine autonomous being from within yourself that you did not
know existed – is to essentially pull up a being with its own chaotic reality and as 
well as know – human beings are very chaotic beings, and so to are our archetypal 
manifestations conjured up as ‘imagination’. But then you are required to play within 
a very sure, very firm set of laws that give the ‘game’ its very structure, that ensure 
this or that person has an equal turn, that its imperative players work together to 
achieve a goal, and that they then, having evoked this autonomous being – try to put 
reins on it to ‘fit’ the game structure. This is just the start of the trouble. The nature of
D&D’s game structure invites these unconscious beings up from the depths of players
psyche – but then expects them to conform to a conscious way of doing things in 
order to ‘play the game’. What happens when you evoke an archetype? 

Well – you can change how an entire generation views itself, you can move streets of 
people to tears, you can keep an army of killers disciplined and make them go to their
deaths – using symbols and associations with archetypes that we honour or fear – 
mankind has done great and terrible things by evoking these energies. They should 
not be taken too lightly. There are endless, but mentioned here, two important, 
relevant ways archetypes cause intense confusion and for the ‘game’ to break down. 
Wherein I have already established the ‘game’ as an attempt to pace with controlled 
measure, a linear unfolding of events as particularly specified times, in specified 
ways, with specified rules in a conscious manner. 

I believe that considering the theory I put forth, here both for DM’s and Players 
provokes contemplation of our respective roles on a far profounder level than is 
usually tapped – which is perhaps why the same issues keep arising generation after 
generation. It is not just – table manners or conscious control we are dealing with 
here. The first way is the confusion caused by the unconscious energy evoked into 
being – being misunderstood as an entirely conscious one or a harmless ‘imitation’ 
that someone is controlling. The game asks for as much authenticity as they can 
muster into their character – but some characters are at dire odds with the game itself 
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because of this unconscious/conscious clash. 

We suppress unconscious archetypes because they do not form part of our personality
– Jung said that it was the things we hid that made us who we were – but they were 
still in there and could easily be awoken. This is known ALL too well to marketers 
and corporations that lean on our psychic weaknesses to make us behave in certain 
ways – everyone from school to gov to armies to your mum – knows some of these. 
The important thing though, is that we do know we have psychic weaknesses 
(exploits) – all of us, some shared, some unique. sex sells because it exploits the still 
active primal cortex and the inescapably addictive natural brain drugs of dopamine 
and serotonin. So, the power of the unconscious is undeniable – it’s also often 
forgotten and underestimated. 

The second way in which confusion us caused is the relative lack of experience we as
humans have with a lot of our darker more insidious archetypes – especially playing 
‘evil’ characters – which ironically, have a long list of ‘how to be evil properly’ 
attached to them – when in all reality, evil is just banal and bland and causeless most 
of the time. It’s not clever or premeditated or follows rules – it’s simply an act 
someone performs that contravenes the social contract to behave a certain way in 
society. 

But it gets more complicated because we have to interpret a lot of very vague and 
tenuous concepts correctly – which in most cases means according to Game 
Standardisation. There are so many hidden layers here that it gets very tricky very 
quickly. I’m going to have to invent names for these different phenomena cause it’s 
about to get crazy. Watch. Alignment, as an example – is a personal moral code in 
D&D. An inward moral compass. There are no outwardly visible signs of this code to
other characters or shouldn’t be. 

So, for all intents and purposes, I am what I appear to be until such time I no longer 
appear to be that or the illusion they had of me is broken. The illusion they have of 
me in the first place – is an archetype, a mental moral projection of what I am to them
– not necessarily what I am. Hence the importance and risk placed on ‘first 
impressions’. OK, so far so good – my alignment is Chaotic Evil. First problem. This 
one is system related. If my character is chaotic evil – that should not become 
apparent until it’s too late – or at any moment of my choosing when I act – but until 
then and even then – that title of ‘Chaotic Evil’ is ambiguous already. Therefore, 
revealing Alignment to other players presents the very early and very damning risk of
often unconscious player meta-gaming based on this alone as humans are affected by 
archetypes and perceived archetypes. 

Second problem – where is the truth? If my character performs an evil action – Is that
title of an ‘evil’ action defined by how other characters perceive my character and the
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actions performed, or is that title how my character perceives themselves? Is a 
righteous man who thinks he is acting in the best interests, or for the good of some, 
and does terrible things – good or evil? Are my acts good or bad? THIS is a moral 
dilemma for each to decide based on their own understanding of these archetypes – 
there is no right answer, but sometimes there is a consensus accepted answer – which 
is largely how society functions without tearing itself apart. So, there are two rather 
tricky problems, alignment being pre-judged when it cannot be determined as there 
are no outward signs – AND – the weight of defining morals. 

To play D&D, to participate in D&D, We each have to ask ourselves must actions be 
defined as evil by both the one doing and the one condemning them? And where the 
truth lies changes from person to person as these points of view, are often at complete
opposite ends of the spectrum depending on whether you are the performer or the 
observer of an action. Who then – adjudicates the truth of the moral compass? 

Ethicists have filled books for thousands of years on these prickly problems – but 
D&D does not advise players on either the therapy or the damage that can be wrought
by calling these sleeping giants up. This brings up the third issue – the players 
psychic dilemma. To play a convincing character but also play within certain rules 
and laws is always going to be a struggle because of where these respective energies 
come from. The unconscious archetypal energy from which we draw on to ‘become’ 
another ‘I’ comes from the deep subliminal unconscious recesses of repressed parts of
our psyche – whilst the game format of D&D comes from the conscious structured, 
ordered, mathematical, logical part of our psyche. You are as a DM, essentially, 
telling the Devil to sit down at a table of angels and play nice. 

This is not an undue overstatement – we get archetypes such as the devil or angels 
from observations and experiences stemming from human behaviour. Jung claimed 
we project something onto someone we think is evil just as we project something 
onto someone we think is good. If you think to yourself while reading this – well it’s 
really not that bad, he’s being rather dramatic – I would say to you, that what you are 
essentially appraising when you think about your experiences as a DM – is the extent 
to which people CAN manage to pull up these archetypes and control them in a 
manner that is pleasing and orderly to play D&D. 

It is a struggle for some more than others but we train daily to repress those dark 
aspects and suggestions that arise so that we don’t just suddenly kill or act uncivilly.

It’s why we need to ‘vent’ when we hold that stress in – to slowly release the valve, 
usually through drink, or relaxation or talking to a trusted one or even a stranger 
about what is troubling us, angered us, upset us and to usually, explain the course 
justice should have taken in our perspective to prevent us feeling the way we do. We 
weave combinations of stories our way to heal ourselves or hurt others. But when you
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evoke archetypes with which you (usually) have no real world experience (i.e. an 
assassin or a killer) – Or – you evoke archetypes with which you have strong 
associations – or you evoke archetypes you didn’t even know were there – you are 
opening a strange new world and often with unforeseen consequences even by the 
player who has no idea what opening the very reasonably named ‘Pandora's Box’ will
bring with it. 

This literal psychic evocation aside – the player must now make a difficult and 
impossible choice: Do they play an Authentic Archetype – do they play their 
character convincingly – or do they play the game of D&D co-operatively which is 
by its very nature, incompleteable in large parts, without a specific mix of characters 
working together pooling their varied strengths. Does a Player fully take on the 
autonomous energy of the new being they are ‘pretending’* to be – or do they limit 
the energy of that being in order to fit the structured game with its Artificial moral 
restrictions, rules and laws, that primal energies have no need or time for. And we 
have grown accustomed to calling it pretence because many of us don’t realise what 
we are dealing with on many fronts is very real, and even fatal – many psychologists 
know the danger of tampering with these forces, of memory, archetype, primal fear, 
repression and many other ‘demons’. – and to great extent we do it with ourselves 
every hour of every day to stay, who we are. 

Straight away they are asked to call something out of them that they do not know and 
often have no experience with – and often times can not control. Then they must 
decide where the truth of the moral compass lays – who defines an evil act or a good 
man from a bad one when both must by necessity be killers in D&D? Does killing for
love, or the right cause, or because you were tasked to, or because it might save 
another, or Any other reason – exonerate a player from performing the same act they 
abhor? Just choosing to label it something else? Or seek to justify it? Evil – is merely 
one example there are endless others, but it is often the easiest to grasp as it is a value
with a lot of substance and depth. 

So, what do we have so far? Essentially – The player has to divorce themselves from 
their ‘I’ – their own comfortable seat of who they are, to draw up a fully completed 
archetype that may or not be familiar in away way and comes from an extraordinarily
powerful place we often leave the hell alone – they must define their moral compass 
(and be sure of it in the first place) – after pulling up these wild energies, sit nicely at 
the table with it and then try to struggle with the impossible task of simultaneously 
playing an autonomous character with its own life and make it do only what it is 
allowed to do within the -arguably free – sandbox the DM builds – but – with hidden 
walls that we do not even Know exist until such archetypes bump up against them 
and then cause a particular behaviour of that archetype to be sanctioned and 
controlled further. And this is not even the tricky part. Many Other players are ALSO 
doing just this. Some with better control than others – which is why you often see 
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people play one or two particular characters or character types over and over, because
they resonate with and are familiar with, those archetypes. 

But when all of these wild energies hit the table at once – it can get psychically crazy 
which translates to external and conscious crazy – or better said and less dramatic – 
internal struggle that is resolved with externalised conflict. Now – when you consider
that these actions and processes are rarely even conscious given that they stem from 
unconscious sources you add another layer to this very messy cake. On top of that, a 
person also struggles consciously to resolve conscious ethics and actions based on 
what they Are conscious of and are deciding between. This battle is less strenuous 
because its far more familiar but every decision involves it – and when playing an 
archetype – you suddenly have two battles of ethics going on, which is actually four –
as the player and the ‘character’ must both make their own decisions as to how to 
resolve conflict generated by the game. If the two sources of comprehension, 
conscious and unconscious are at opposite ends of a scale – and we place the decision
to move the slider all the way up to Character Authenticity – or the slider all the way 
down to Game Standardisation we are choosing between two extremes. 

But – the nature of these forces is that we can rarely achieve this balance, as both 
forces actively combat the other. Beyond even – all of this – there are additional 
processes at work. Social forces and superficial understanding of the beasts we prod 
and poke. Due to channelling what is essentially the repressed aspect of themselves 
and if done in such a way that the player actually moves their ‘I’ over and consciously
(or unconsciously – [possession]) ‘becomes’ this other aspect or collection of their 
psychic aspects – in addition to unpredictable behaviour and disruption due to 
psychic forces and moral struggle – players can even forget they are in a game – 
which is why the fear of the situation not going their way can evoke some terrific 
displays of raw response and a whole gamut of human reactions – we might put in the
‘sore loser’ basket, but run much deeper than this unsympathetic term would suggest 
– as its not merely a ‘tribal’ defeat that causes such anguish. This forgetting has two 
notable side-effects. 

Firstly, it causes some to cheat or fix the game at any cost to win – why? If the theory
of archetypes holds true – then the corresponding answer is that these energies have 
lives of their own, they are another ‘us’ made of raw primal unconscious and 
carefully managed conscious to hold it in place while we ride it. Therefore, it is 
devastating for that archetype to cease to exist – (they die in the game) – or in less 
extreme cases, experience internal disturbance by being prevented from acting in the 
way native to that archetype – which is at best, unpredictable. 

Secondly – society has a lot of very easy ways to categorise things that don’t actually 
ever take into account these far more powerful forces we are constantly bringing up 
and asking others to bring up as DM’s. It can seem like play – but for many it’s really
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not. It’s something else entirely. It’s a chance to let something off the leash they keep 
bottled. So the game itself – all games perhaps, as conscious tools – invite struggle – 
to resist the easiest course of action to win and the most acceptable. But RPG in 
particular opens the door to all kinds of demons – the ‘Satanic Panic’ was not even 
close to examining these kinds of issues, choosing superficial reactive understanding 
and blaming suicides on devil worship, TV, comics, and anything else that seemed 
remotely different and frightening to the hysterical, like cavemen hitting the 
reflection of the sun in a puddle – often times religion or politics clouds the very 
forces they – and this game – rely on – and belittle and often ridicule as 
scaremongering, or stupidity, or attributable to music, or movies. 

All of which – all of which – every form of media inc. every religious text or icon, 
every flag and speech – from the unconscious made conscious as story. But it gets 
even trickier – and unfortunately, nastier. And this is evident in the amount of playing
styles, weird behaviour, dominating – and that’s a key word – behaviour that is very 
insistent – causes you to wonder what is going through that players head…. just as 
the players may wonder the same, for the DM is not immune to any of this – far from 
it they are both the cause of it for making the request, they too have the struggle, and 
because they too summon an even larger array of archetypes into which strangers 
archetypes are mixed. The amount of processes going on is so complex – and 
however, mostly only conscious, that projections often get confused. Many players 
attempting to pull up or play with archetypes inside themselves are often 
overwhelmed by them. 

But Players playing with Players are often overwhelmed by these forces that spill out 
of control without them even knowing it. The raw power of archetypal energy, the 
Sauron-like eye of the ego that is ever-watchful to correct things that don’t meet its 
standards, and the difficulty for human beings to over-ride their survival instincts to 
identify and categorise data (and people) and an inability to rationally analyse what 
they are not conscious of leads many players to turn on players because of something 
the character has done. Now this – is madness at its finest. Defended to the last – in 
light of what I have said – it is clean and simple, madness. The normal madness of 
humans we tend to overlook or scrutinise as it suits – but madness nonetheless. 

From a Players perspective that HAS managed to evoke an archetype without losing 
control of it, resolve the definition of the moral compass, and impersonate a whole 
new part of themselves in the game – psychically, i.e, perceptually, to themselves 
they are the player AND the character. Or said another way, they are John playing 
Vermithrax the Wizard. From their psychic standpoint they had to make a division 
and let two personas in and they are aware of this acutely. BUT – human beings are 
very forgetful or not even conscious of their own processes – whereby they must do 
this too. HOWEVER – While they are two things or two parts of one process (lets 
just assume conscious control for a moment) – from the other Players points of view, 
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from the Observer – John is ONE being. They cannot see, and selectively appreciate 
when John is being John, and when John is being Vermithrax. It doesn’t cross their 
mind that on occasion Vermithrax can be John – but more importantly, they forget 
that the player is performing a mental feat of psychic gymnastics and focus generally 
on One Apex point that is John – usually across the table, his body, sometimes, his 
figurine, most times, his voice or his user presence whether it’s a tab or a button – 
WHEN John does something that the other players don’t like they bundle every form 
of his presence up – his figurine, his actions, his presence, his voice, his IP, into on 
very compact bundle in a very specific location they call JOHN. And that is when 
things become literally ‘personal’. 

This means, wild archetypes at play, have the potential to cause great harm to the 
actual person of John when transference and projection of his characters actions – 
become directly attributed to him – because my observation is that humans certainly 
all of those I’ve met and therefore by extension, likely every RPG player – only plays
D&D with a perspective that it is purely a conscious game and therefore John is 
deliberately doing X. And this poor understanding of just some of the true forces this 
game invites causes almost all of the conflict it generates between players, between 
DM’s, between innate parts of ourselves in the playground we flippantly call ‘just a 
game’. D&D has the propensity to save, to heal, to help as much as it does to hinder, 
to harm or even kill – it is a tool, no less a Ouija board that does call very real 
demons – more so for some than others, it certainly calls up many questions as to the 
quintessential nature of what we are doing and why, when we tell stories and as 
DM’s, as users of a game that is now 60 or so years old – we should have a more 
advanced knowledge of what we are actually doing when we sit down and RP – we 
should as DM’s be aware of the responsibility but also – and more importantly, the 
irresponsibility. Most human action can be slotted into an avoidance of pain or the 
seeking of pleasure. We are all trying to complete ourselves – we are all at various 
stages on a spiral of evolution personal to us and inseparable from the collective. 

This is not new age platitudes – RPG is sorcery, the oldest kind, where men used to 
don masks and become their gods in the moonlight sorcery. The only thing that has 
changed – is the form in which we wear the masks and the ceremonial floor – which 
is now a simulated landscape or building interior governed by abstract laws. But 
those dangerous, unstable, primal forces are nothing less strong – or not even far 
more neurotic when handled badly or without some form of wisdom as to what 
sorcery one is actually doing. With a more diverse approach to gaming that highlights
these forces and processes, its my hope that they can be more safely discovered, more
patiently understood – and that DM’s will appreciate what they are demanding of 
their players – and why their players might not be able to deliver it as expected. 
Perhaps this will lead to less conflict – more play – more harmony – and better 
discussions on these esoteric forces that may, or may not exist for you by the names I 
call them – but exhibit themselves every day, every where in every human sphere in a
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similar fashion and dominate the games we play and the things we do. What I do is 
merely a game within a game within a game within. It’s the consequences that are 
real.

THE EFFECT OF GAMES ON DREAMING

GAMING: Can it have an impact on how we dream? – – – Years ago, I wrote a paper 
on the effect that Gaming had on my dreams. Whilst the battle rages back and forth 
about the possible effect of violence caused by video games I have been more 
interested in the changes to my psyche that have been taking place after a lifetime of 
gaming. I am 33. When I was just 9 years old my family won a commodore 64 then 
valued at $3000, at that time it was a state-of-the-art machine; and a super-lucky 
chance occurrence that introduced me to a life heavily involved with playing, coding, 
dissecting and making games of all kinds. Because of my age I have lived through the
transformation of computers from clunky 64kb machines with tape players and 16 
colours into a multi-million industry of futuristic equipment with powerful graphics 
engines and complexity we never dreamed of. I experienced each stage of the 
revolutionary rise of gaming as technological improvements gathered momentum and
transformed games in every way possible. 

The implications of such a vast leap forward in gaming experiences have 
occasionally been blamed for increasing violence but this essay is about the change’s 
games may be having on our very psyche itself and the way games may be 
influencing our dreams. When we consider that gaming consoles of any sort are very 
recent, perhaps 60 years old if that – we might dismiss that they could have any effect
on our dreams; but what if they do and what might that mean? Is it a provable 
phenomenon? Is it widespread or becoming more widespread as gaming increases? Is
it beneficial for people to have dreams that resemble games? Is it altering a mode of 
communication or psychic phenomenon that has remained relatively stable 
throughout ancient human history? If it is happening with games, has it happened 
before via other mediums? 

I looked into the history of dreams and saw that there was a correlation between the 
kind of technology and its level of availability that was common to a time and the 
way people described their dreams. Dreams are ancient, there are records of dreams 
going way back to the Sumerians around 6000 BCE at least – they being the oldest 
civilisation we have evidence for. They have played a crucial role in many of 
histories figures lives with key insights, inventions, and genius being derived from 
them. Countless wars have been started over them, lost from them. Rulers have 
changed hands or made far-reaching decisions because of them, incredible 
breakthroughs have transfigured the world because of them and their effect on those 
who dreamed them. History is littered with thousands of examples of people having 
them and experiencing prophesies, ingenious solutions, warnings of impending death,
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works or art or song that did not exist, answers to difficult decisions or questions – 
and the way in which they explained or recorded them took on contemporary models 
by which humans interacted with one another. 

Very early records of dreams are explained by Myths. Gods speaking to men and 
women would pass on messages, visions, warnings, blessings, curses and dreams 
recorded then were often described in ethereal detail. As humanity passed through its 
cultural apexes and technology changed human life dreams began to be interpreted 
through the then popular model of Plays, where characters took on definite roles and 
human dramas permeated the interactions between them. Earthy and distinct ideas, 
concepts, archetypes, roles, figures emerge from records of dreams where characters 
took turns to say what they needed to say with much definition and poise. Perhaps 
even the popularity of sports, war, physical excellence and other phases exemplified 
and raised to a virtue by cultures as time has gone by have also been responsible for 
attributing to the way we dream. Perhaps the very spatial location of ‘us’ in dreams 
has changed as various modes of vogue have come and gone. The act of being a 
spectator, watching stories, plays, may have come about from the prolonged exposure
and act of witnessing spectacles, torture, trials, or sports. 

Perhaps these past times which ate all our time developed or influenced how we 
‘appeared’ or took presence of mind or where we stood on the stage in our dreams – 
first person, second person, third person, shifting and changing as culture and 
technology did. Dreaming has continuously passed through changing phases of 
popularity and ill-repute; variously being treated as messages from the Gods or 
spirits, as messages from ancestral ghosts, as aspects of high culture, have fallen into 
disrepute and spurned as hogwash and mind dribble, as occult mediums for divination
and prophecy, as lunacy or psychology, magic or witchcraft. 

At the present time dreaming is largely ignored and shunned by society at large in the
West but still embraced by pockets of the East. As technology or culture becomes 
more relevant it becomes more omnipresent, leading to more and more chance of 
association with it in the subconscious as well as the conscious. Plays, Films and 
Games all work on basic principles of human interaction and the stories of drama and
tragedy as developed by the Greeks from whom we base most of our societal laws, 
practices, models of society, human interaction, story-telling. Whilst a vast span of 
time separates us from the Greeks, the common theme of interpretation and similarity
between how stories are told that we have adopted from them, has stayed the same; 
but the means to tell them has been through many changes. There are lots of different 
opinions on what they mean or if they mean anything – but I find this potential 
technological correlation of the type of technology influencing the type of dream to 
be of significant interest. If technology and the way we tell stories can impact dreams
– How important are dreams – and what does it mean if games are hybridising with 
them, mixing up game experiences with archetypal experiences that have been 
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dreamed a similar way for tens of thousands of years? 

In more recent times, through speaking to people about their dreams it seems people 
tend to describe their dreams as being like a movie with even more distinct stories 
and characters with sets, actors, scenes, plot, unfolding in a seamless dialogue where 
characters speak through their dreams more like the script of a movie. Since dreams 
are essentially very private affairs and many people do not remember them or believe 
they have them any observations I have made can only be made with the interested 
air of a casual observer who thinks he sees a pattern that may or may not exist. Is this 
a new case of PlayStation thumb where prolonged exposure to console equipment has
unexpected side-effects? 

Personally speaking, my dreams have in the past few years taken on the aspect of 
seeming like games. Not all of them, but enough to make me notice the change and I 
think prolonged exposure to games has had a profound effect on the way I dream. For
a few years I wrote down and recorded my dreams and there was definite patterns and
changes in the way they evolved. I can see points where exposure to new mediums 
brought on new symbolism in my later dreams. As if my psyche were watching what 
I was watching and using it as props for dreams. One persistent belief of dreaming, I 
don’t know if it’s true, is that you can’t die in your dreams. In one particular dream I 
Did die, shot in the chest by a gun after playing a video-like dream in a large 
industrial complex where I was shooting enemies ala GTA game engine style. The 
words ‘Game Over’ flashed up. I woke up startled. I remember it because it was so 
different from any other type of dream I had had before. 

I think somehow my brain cheated. Technically, I didn’t die because I could 
“continue”. Which is exactly what I did when I went back to sleep. It was like 
reloading the exact same level and moving through the dream almost identically, but 
being ready to change a tactic at a certain hard point of the ‘game’. I thought it was 
odd but I also thought it was a solitary event. On occasion I now have dreams where I
must score points, move through levels, experience third person hands as I move 
through them, drive as if in a game, explore worlds as if in a game, and have values 
in my dreams that reflect those of various games. Is it just me and my level of 
exposure to games or do others experience this change in their dreaming too? I wrote 
this paper in the hope that I could find out. 

There used to be this idea that dreams each had a very specific meaning and books of 
an A-Z definition of dreams were very popular. A lot of people based their 
understanding on such motifs in dreams from those books believing that any symbol 
meant the same thing for everyone until pioneer Carl Jung’s work on archetypes 
began to surface. In his book “Man and His Symbols” he showed how dreams that 
people were having in the 1950’s were largely identical to dreams being had in 
medieval, byzantine, and even more ancient times. He indicated that dreams had not 
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changed significantly in thousands of years. His main premise was that all minds are 
striving to achieve individuation – a state of wholeness or optimum performance by 
all of the faculties that make up our mental state, an integration of shadow, 
anima/animus, ego, id and more that works in mutual co-operation and that dreaming 
is a vital part of getting them to talk to each other. 

In a sense not be taken too literally, he suggested that the mind has a type of inner 
guidance system of its own accord where it throws up these dreams to communicate 
between the conscious and unconscious. It follows that we may be unaware of certain
things we are doing, being, saying or actions we are performing Consciously – but 
the Unconscious is well aware of them and tries to let us know what is Really 
happening beneath what we Think is happening. For example, many dreams are 
Corrective or Compensatory, meaning they show us in an exaggerated or distorted 
light so we might realise that what we think of ourselves or some part of ourselves is 
blown out of proportion. We might appear as a King laden with jewels with millions 
of subjects bowing at our feet. This might be the unconscious saying ‘hey, you’re not 
the King of England, just calm down a bit’ – if we get embarrassed in the dream by 
our grandeur we might wake up and think about how we are acting and maybe 
change our course before we get too big for our boots in real life. His theory was that 
many dreams serve to bring to our attention certain deficits or psychic processes that 
are causing internal strife in the hope that we can correct them and integrate the 
contents of our dreams consciously to achieve improved communication between the 
different parts of our psyche. 

Could the function of dreams to act as a sort of internal guidance system be 
influenced or even damaged through an interruption to traditional delivery symbolism
and models by the effect of beginning to Game inside dreams? Is it possible that such
an effect could be altering the way my mind works and if so – is such a change going 
to be beneficial to me or harmful? Although I’ve not spoken to a great many people 
about this topic I do know people who do not game frequently but who have also had 
similar dreams of gaming. Like me, they describe them as “empty” or “filler” – a 
holding pattern that the brain goes into but which ultimately means nothing. There is 
no ‘feeling’ or ‘importance’ to such dreams, it is merely as if we are playing games in
our dreams, going through the motions without significant purpose. 

There is a widespread but I think incorrect belief that somehow we can get a perfect 
synchronicity between the forces of our psyche – but I believe what is actually 
perfect for the psyche is not at all congruent with what is perfect for the ego. The ego 
is that Sense of Self that we have that gives us identity – the strong feeling of who we
Are. Dreams can wake us up, scare us, haunt us, shame us, make us sad, or joyous, 
show us ingenious ways to solve a problem, share with us unwritten music, and 
provide a means of interaction with deeper forces that we believe not to exist because
they are not conscious to us. Its easy to forget them because we are so absorbed in our
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ego we cannot consciously recognise unconscious cognitive processes. Dreams help 
us to do that however albeit in an often confusing but sometimes very uncomfortably 
clear way. Whilst many dreams have an ‘archetypal message’ which is a kind of script
for what is to be expected; i.e. what is normal for you or abnormal for you – all of 
which contains a mix of fantasy, fear, motivation, drive, ambition, ego, sense of self, 
distortion and a whole mix of other things personal to us – the phenomena of 
dreaming is also intensely private. Even when we want to or have presence of mind 
to try Dreams can be elusive things to describe or even remember. The complexity 
and other-worldliness of many of them gives us pause to share them not just because 
we fear what others may think of us believing dreams are anything other than useless 
junk, but because the sense of time, space, change, events does not often accord with 
our general perception of time and space. 

Dreams are extraordinarily difficult at the best of times to accurately describe or too 
intimate, disjointed, incoherent, fragmented or strange to try. But for those that do 
take notice of their dreams they can be a source of guidance into the deeper meaning 
of humanity. While some motifs or themes appear in dreams recorded thousands of 
years ago still appear in people’s dreams today, it is generally accepted that dreams 
do not automatically have a single definition for any given symbol that they mean 
something unique to each of us. Losing teeth in one person’s dream may means 
something completely different to another person’s dream of losing teeth. What 
matters here is Context, the situations and events, feelings and sensations that 
surround the dream and whether it makes any sense to the dreamer. Oftentimes, a 
dream will repeat itself until an important message gets through. Other times it will 
change its outward symbolism but inwardly be trying to say the same thing over and 
over. It is surprising how gentle the unconscious can be when it tries to get the 
Consciousness to recognise something, often veiling its harsh message of reality in 
codes and symbols, animals and weird stories – OR – wake you the @#%$ up with a 
terrible realisation that makes you wake in a sweat with the conscious feeling of 
shame, guilt, anger, sadness and recognition that the message was for you, it was 
meaningful and you had no idea you were being such a jerk. 

It seems the bigger the ego the harder the unconscious has to try to get through with 
its message but this is also a generalisation. In some sense, losing teeth means 
Transformation – just as when a baby loses its milk teeth and begins to develop into a
small child with autonomy it is a sign of change and metamorphosis from one person 
into another or from some significant stage of life into another. It is the development 
of the psyche taking place, though usually we as a wholistic organism Know this – 
we do not have access to most of it Consciously. Constantly running is just one of 
thousands of signs or motifs of motion or momentum toward or away from 
something, it might be symbolised as running from a monster which in waking might 
life be us running from some problem we think will eat us alive. The Dream might 
allow us to see the absurdity of this and we might wake and face the problem with a 
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new understanding – or we might just keep running and begin to see that motif of 
running constantly appear in many other ways, we might be driving a bus across a 
desert; or falling without hitting the ground. 

These all signify changes in the psyche or desires for the psyche for us to consciously
address deficits of experience We need in order to make that change happen. A lot of 
people experience being unable to defend themselves in dreams and throwing slow 
motion punches against an aggressor – or being unable to run on grass or only run in 
slow motion. There are no definitive sources on what these mean but it is fairly 
certain that there is a correlation between the stages of psychic growth in the 
unconscious and the conscious recognition of unconscious processes in waking life. 
Said another way, once you recognise that the unconscious is there, and talking to 
you, and you pay a bit of attention – the dreams begin to change. I’ve had all of those 
dreams described above and kept dream journals most of my life. The patterns of 
what was going on Internally as opposed to what was going on Externally in my life 
are striking and often profound. 

Dreams are tricky animals though – they are so clever they can often say many things
using just one dream or symbolism. I believe they say something both about the way 
your psyche is growing as well as reflect outward matters such as how you feel about 
a job, whether you are being a jerk by doing such and such, whether you are in 
danger because of something you are doing in your waking life etc. If you have 
trouble defending yourself from an aggressor because you cannot punch or fight back
– this is what I believe to be a sign that you have virtually no recognition of your 
other psychic components. Meaning you think YOU are all there is and that there are 
no deeper processes in your head controlling everything. There is no bridge between 
your ego and self and so you cannot defend yourself against the onslaught of other 
psychic processes that are going on and are driven by forms and forces around you, 
peers, friends, family, issues, problems without any real understanding of how you 
may be attributing to them. A lot of people take this dream to mean they are weak and
sometimes start physical training or gather confidence to speak up about something. 
This is a by-product I think of trying to listen to the unconscious and act on what it is 
telling you. 

That said, you Cannot safely always listen to the unconscious – it takes Two to tango 
and the Ego, despite often being grossly distorted, is just as important a psychic 
faculty of ours that keeps the unconscious from spilling over into our consciousness 
and sending us crazy or into psychosis. As I look back through my dream notes I see 
distinct changes in how messages were relayed as gaming began to come into vogue 
and the Platform on which gaming experiences were delivered began to leak into my 
unconscious mind and influence it. It may be that because I was taking so much 
notice of games that my unconscious saw this as an opportunity to get messages 
through in a new way or because I was paying more attention to anything gaming 
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related. One thing is certain gaming has altered my dreaming. The dreams I have of 
gaming seem alien, they are seldom recognisable as archetypal and leave me with the 
odd sense that I have had my perception mind jacked. 

It is interesting to note that until Christianity (Monotheism) began to scour the Earth 
with its One God Recorded Dreams were not particularly moral. Zoroastrianism 
coupled with Jewish mysticism combined to give the world the concepts of good and 
evil as directly opposed forces in battle. At first these were gods, now they are 
humans. Now almost every blockbuster movie or game has the same colouring – 
good guys vs bad guys. With these reinforced messages hitting us from everywhere it 
is difficult not to believe in and live the story of a diametrically opposed struggle 
between good and evil or see them everywhere – but I honestly don’t believe such a 
struggle exists. I think the reality is much bleaker in fact and that humanity has a 
heart of darkness. If we just fell into that darkness we’d be engulfed by shadow – but 
we seem to think it all the sweeter to accentuate the shadow with light, to toy with 
that darkness so that we can plunge ever deeper into it from an artificial platform of 
our own design that allows us to dive from a higher height. 

I imagine there may be some people who ask -what does this have to do with 
gaming?- the answer is Everything. The human condition, struggle, suffering, 
morality, choice, outlook, hope, despair all have everything to do with what makes a 
Game GREAT, to really feel the blind destructive nihilistic all-consuming hatred and 
vengefulness of Kratos in God of War when the gods abandon him requires telling a 
story that appeals to what is inside us, our passions, codes of ethics, traditions as 
human beings. To feel pressed upon when forced to make decisions that affect 
millions of lives in games like Army of Two or Mass Effect requires drama, tragedy 
and a self-identification with the characters and the consequences they face from 
choices they make – and more than that – Feeling something about those choices, not 
just playing them through but being involved and feeling sad, happy, triumphant or 
depressed. I don’t believe any game did this better than Heavy Rain on the ps3. 
Dreams are much the same in the way they involve us and force us to make decisions 
or see things in a new light, we are being asked to make choices that we often can’t 
reload if we make a fatal or destructive one but can sometimes reload if we catch any 
major issues in time by listening to what they have to say. 

Really there is no difference in playing a game or dreaming a dream – both sets of 
content come from the same place, from the stories of humanity, antiquity and 
beyond, from the unconscious made conscious through imagination, creativity, 
memory, and the long trawl of archetypal stories our race has been through time and 
time again. Tell me Star Wars isn’t World War II in disguise. The subject matter and 
the issues I have raised would require a far more in-depth analysis, experts in 
sociology, psychology, artists, social media and the comments and insights of other 
people to really lift the lid on what I have touched upon hopefully not in a boring 
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manner for my readers – even to see if there is anything to what I have suggested 
beneath that lid. As it stands, I do not know if others have had their dreams affected 
in this way. I suppose I don’t really know what the question I am asking is either – I 
feel perhaps I am just on the verge of noticing something happening to me that seems
important to mention. 

That perhaps the omnipresent world of gaming has begun to bleed so deeply into our 
subconscious that it is mixing ancient messages with modern ones in a way that is yet
to be noticed on any large scale and the effects of which are as yet undetermined. In 
part I think any answer requires each of us to ask ourselves why do we game? What 
is its purpose? And what purpose might it be used for by our unconscious mind? I use
it for escapism and to get the psychological reward of achievement. Yes they are fun, 
entertaining, thought provoking or just too good and therefore too hard to put down, 
i.e. addictive. But I do not get any sense of reward when I “game-dream”. Someone 
else who uses games for another purpose might feel differently, might have another 
perspective on what these game-dreams ‘do’ if anything, for them, but for me it is 
like important archetypal content is perhaps being missed out on because my 
unconscious brain suddenly wants to play Pacman. 

Perhaps this is the pre-stage of a future trend for humans toward becoming more 
hybridised with machines – by developing deep unconscious associations to such 
material. What could be some advantages of beginning to have game-related dreams?
Firstly, I suppose games introduce us to worlds that have very specific challenges. 
Re-living these worlds and the challenges they present allows us to solve problems 
that arise in those worlds in a game-type fashion with restricted functions and actions,
but which challenges may prompt new solutions as the unconscious enters the 
picture. 

These new solutions which come from a hybrid of gaming theory and raw ingenuity 
may improve our ability to solve problems. For example, in the PC game Discworld, 
notably one of the hardest point-and-clicks of its time, I was stuck in a section where 
I had to somehow take a pancake from a chef who was flipping it. Standing in the 
kitchen I tried everything to take the damn thing but after an hour of clicking my vast 
inventory on everything in the kitchen I gave up and went to sleep. It was while I was
asleep that my mind ticked over the problem and dreamed the solution. The high 
window, the ladder, the butterfly net. It played out in my head in quick flashes and 
when I woke I tried the suggestion only to find to my immense surprise that it 
worked. It seems that aside from solving problems games also provide a means to 
explore alternatives to violence in a safe and relatively controlled environment inside 
the head when we re-live them. My mind appears to use them as a control or baseline 
background against which enter all sorts of philosophic thoughts about the nature of 
suffering and the reasons why humans inflict it. I have found myself dreaming several
games to which solutions were provided in my dreams. Myst. Doom. Gun. And 
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others, where consciously I could not grasp the solution but while sleeping it just 
came to me. 

They may also provide some context for human experience because many of them are
now so advanced and advancing in terms of copying human interactions, problems, 
challenges, stories and behaviours that for those who do not have experience of such 
ideas, it introduces them. Games that began to introduce morality that illustrated the 
short and long-term consequences of the players actions such as Mass Effect, Army 
of Two tackled many hard-hitting issues that people have or are likely to find 
themselves facing. Granted that a game like GTA may introduce people to 
experiences of a nature that do not provide strong moral context in the traditional 
manner, but it is more reflective of the propensity of human behaviour to explore 
possible actions in any given environment and just this sand-box for experience alone
seems enough to feed a person with many new and varied kinds of stimulus, media, 
ideas, concepts that may be used by the unconscious in its messages or symbolism.

Very few of us are going to be astronauts and fly among the stars but with Games we 
are given the opportunity to present to our psyche a simulation from which it can 
draw new or hybridised experiences creating and generating new scenarios, new 
challenges, new worlds and characters it may not have met or explored or eve get the 
chance to meet or explore and which it draws from to enrich our dream symbolism, 
potential to solve problems, face issues or experience consequences in all manner of 
ways that would kill or imprison us in waking life in a safe environment that 
processes these things in a positive way for the majority of people. Games are the 
very stuff of dreams; they are fantasy made playable. Just like dreams we enter a 
world to interact with its environs and characters, to do as we wish freely in the safety
of our paralysed sleep. 

We play through options, scenarios, concepts living out behaviours we might never 
copy in real life, but which seem to require exploration out of some inward curiosity 
of ‘what if’ that humanity seems to have within it and because it is a healthy outlet in 
the private realm of the dreamer. As games continue to become more Advanced such 
as the upcoming revision of Tomb Raider which is a significant leap forward in 
mimicking human behaviour and realism through its dialogue, mobility of characters,
appearance of textures and rawness of story line Games take on a more visceral, 
imitation of a dreamer’s dreams. They set us among challenges in a safe contained 
way in which we are allowed the freedom to act as we will within the limits. 

If we come to then dream said game, those limits become boundaries against which a 
psyche of a person makes internal measurements. The realism of dreams and games is
beginning to meet, and whilst dreams are far more complex in the experience they 
provide, games are providing the dreams of others to each of us. In dreaming what 
they dream, we experience empathy of a previously unknown and private concept 
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hidden deep within other human beings. In seeing it come to life in our hands or 
heads we are able to see what they see, sometimes feel what they fell, or live their 
dream our way. They say that 90% of human communication is non-verbal – 
involving subtle movements of muscles, eyelids, facial twitches, minute iris 
movements, body posture and so on. Understanding this has allowed many changes 
to take place in how people interact with one another. An expansion of dream content 
from one person or group of people to another through the medium of games by way 
of experiencing the imagination of others can only bring us closer to understanding 
more about ourselves and each other. 

They say that playing an RPG or chess game against someone brings out their true 
nature. Someone you thought was a passive shy person suddenly becomes a tyrant or 
sore loser on the chess field. They show their greed, anger, envy, pettiness or bravery, 
courage, fortitude as they take on other characters. But just because they take on 
those masks, does not mean they do not take them off. Since we only have one 
biological face it is customary to believe that people only have one distinct 
personality – but do we? Games allow us to explore facets of our personalities that 
rarely see the light of day. We can be an evil bad ass or a noble knight, we can care 
about saving characters or do it only for the points – whatever we choose, games 
allow us to choose safely, just as dreams do, so that we can expand, explore, enhance 
our breadth of experience without harming anyone. That some do choose to harm 
others is hardly attributable to games except for a very few direct cases – but because 
of a sense of alienation from other people. 

Games may on occasion isolate people physically to play them but they unite them in 
common experience of what it means to be human and act human. It may not be 
pleasant, but violence and mayhem are as much a part of our ability as kindness and 
warmth. There is a beast inside all of us that develops naturally as a human function 
of survival and autonomy but which beast often has no outlet on which to vent. Some 
choose sport to channel it, some the army, some exercise with weights or create 
works of art or story, some bottle it up and express it through rage or violence or try 
to shut it down or let it out. When most of us play games its just like walking the dog.
It needs to be let out every now and then so it doesn’t tear up the furniture, whine, or 
go mad. Its a part of us we can’t deny – when we deny it it becomes twisted and 
shameful – but when we accept it we own it. 

Games are an outlet for the beast as much as they are a harvest of ideas, concept and 
constructive problem solving or human interaction. Whilst it is too early to predict 
the implication of having game dreams on an increasing basis – I would suggest that 
the benefits outweigh any negatives. These odd occurrences of playing games in my 
sleep will not stop me gaming yet I cannot simply help but wonder how many times 
technology has revolutionised not just the external world in which we live in but 
perhaps the very biological function and mind-print of our psyches and the long-term 
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influence of gaming.

MEMES: A BRIEF STUDY

The Temple of THEM’s Symbol – now known as the ‘Thrasz’ – can be seen here as 
members altars, acts of dissidence in assorted media, personal oath, ritual celebration,
and various artworks. It can further be seen self-propagating. This symbol not only 
holds the most ubiquitous of natures forms, the spiral, it further engages the primal 
human interest for its resemblance to an animal eye or the gaze of another which 
humans are drawn to. The eye allows humans to personify the symbol – and thus give
it life. It draws from the history of the swastika, the sun and a thousand other motions
and examples that we cannot help but recollect visibly or invisibly. The parasitical or 
vampiric nature of successful memes allows minor memes to proliferate through 
attachment to well-established ones (sub-culture) – this principle is outlined in 
Directive A16 by THEM. This particular meme is believed to reflect the current 
evolutionary awareness of humanity – in regards to time, space, form and self-
awareness but also the inhuman forces of THEM – and this its draw is automatic, it 
creates an intuitive understanding that makes it hypnotic. We stare at the Abyss and 
the Abyss stares back at us. 

These images represent only a small number and only a few types of the Thrasz that 
have come into existence. The symbol itself is as simple as the Cross or the Circle. 
Yet it can mean or be made to mean so much. For instance, the Thrasz is expanded 
upon greatly as a ‘folded symbol’ containing the entire teachings and cosmology of 
the Temple via the Auerkeanequeo or the ‘unfolded Thrasz’.

Ryan Fleming has shared some intriguing insights and methodology into memes here:

Memeplexes as Viral Units If you were to ask -why is this shape so pleasing? We 
could give you the following answer – the circle is not interesting on its own. The 
arms would not be either. It’s only the combination that does it. But without the single
eye, the rune of Isa in the centre the symbol has no life. Why? Well, the answer is that
the meme self-propagates just as nature divides cells. The arms spiral off from the 
sides but hook back as if about to form another circle this is pleasing at a fundamental
level not merely aesthetically but also in a primal sense, for we Are nature. And 
nature hates a vacuum. Moreover, the right-angles of the arms reinforce our three-
dimensional understanding of time and space, and movement through it as 
coordinates on a grid. The similarity of the tensions of forces created by the Chinese 
yin-yang is contained therein not morally – not as black or white containing the 
essence of each, but physically – representing motion and stillness, time in great 
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portions and small, but it does not do it through a tension of duality; humans, some, at
least, are attempting to understand and erode duality in order to evolve. This 
evolution represents our current zeitgeist. In science, in technology, in medicine, in 
space travel, in philosophy, and in word and action

GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOOD
Speciality Knowledge

This section hosts Insights gleaned from members of the Sinisterion working in 
various industries in both the Public sector and Private sector such as the Govt.
~
Having now worked in a number of food industries including a few confectioners and
a refurbishing plant I’d like to share my knowledge regarding some of the more 
esoteric matters of determining what is in processed food – and the blatant poisoning 
and misdirection by food industries, including the FDA [Food and Drug 
Administration] when it comes to the content in Australian foodstuffs. Building on 
my work with ‘Association’ [Qv. An Analysis of Frequency: Part I] and how study 
has shown that certain triggers will be perceived negatively, it is an established 
business practice to omit the use of certain words such as “Genetically Modified” or 
“GMO“; “MSG” [or Mono Sodium Glutamate]; Aspartame [aka Artificial Sweetener 
aka Poison] or “Chemically Tampered With” [aka Artificial or Nature Identical].
I am deeply concerned about the growing and sharp increase of these products in all 
processed Australian foods, for the simple motive behind them and the 
esoteric/invisible confession of the poisons in our food is Greed and the desire for 
simple profit. Generally, most people have no idea what is in their food and, having 
worked for a number of food industries I believe there are two very distinct worlds of
knowledge concerning its modern production; one a romantic idyll of food that stems 
from the brainwashing and psychological/subliminal associations nurtured as a Belief
by misleading advertising which is not so much misleading as lies and reliance on the
ignorance of the average consumer and how easy it is to exploit them; and then there 
is the often nasty reality of food and its production to make it saleable no matter what
is in it.

As a case in point, a lot of people don’t think too much about the colour of 
‘margarine’ for instance, or know that it is a stomach turning grey before that brilliant
and artificial yellow is added, and then a strong campaign of advertising perhaps to 
create associations to the sun, buttercups, freshness, farms, and other tasty yellow 
things such as corn, or perhaps simply use humour to distract the consumer from 
asking what should really be asked. If you want a really tough insight role into the 
Food Industry, try suddenly quitting the use of refined/white sugar from your diet for 
a week and then keep yourself from going completely insane.
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A treatise on the practices of the food industry could easily turn into a book so I’ll 
briefly run through the Numeric System used to conceal/omit what is in food from 
the average consumer yet esoterically label it so as to comply ‘legally’ and be 
approved by the FDA and other food administrations. The 3 or 4 digit numbers that 
appear on the back of food packets under the contents listing are your only real guide 
to what is in your food, you will generally Never see GM written on a product 
because that phrase has been stigmatised by the media and has a negative 
connotation; consumers have been told that GM must be on all Genetically Modified 
food but it is not well known that any other number of phrases/creative license can be
used to get around listing a certain ingredient and this is legal because it protects the 
interests of what has become largely a Multi-National Food Industry ruled by a 
handful of companies that own thousands of smaller ones. So, one should be 
extremely wary of anything listed in the contents with a TM or Trademark after it 
such as “Hi-Maize”, a GM product used by the company Uncle Toby’s and many 
others in the manufacture of certain muesli/food ‘bars’ as just one example.

There is a sliding scale of numbers used to indicate what is in your food. Anything in 
the 100 range is generally safe and comprises dyes. 200-300 is made up of the 
fixatives used in food that stop it from going mouldy, off, or hold it firmly together 
for the purposes of the rough travel endured by packaging and possibly shipping. It 
may also be further colours such as 330 which is Red Food Colouring, previously and
sometimes still, called “Cochineal” and made from the crushed remains of a certain 
red beetle. 400 is where emulsifiers, some thickeners and a lot of preservatives start 
to come into the equation. Mostly however, these are the lesser of the necessary evils 
required to create a product that keeps its shape, flavour, texture, use-by in a modern 
country largely dependant on processed food. Anything above 470-500 is where it 
gets tricky, deceptive, and then finally unethical/dangerously experimental.

One of the major concerns of 2004 was the introduction of MSG as a salt-type 
flavouring into Australian foodstuffs. Although it adds no nutrition to food, MSG acts
as a gourmet crack substitute and is a highly addictive flavouring that can make an 
otherwise banal or bland cracker taste, not fantastic, but certainly keep you eating the 
entire bag thinking that you are enjoying a well-made product, not a slapdash biscuit 
or cracker made from cheap-edge ingredients and polished off with a gastronomic 
narcotic to make it edible. MSG will very rarely be labelled as such; but is now used 
in almost all chips, crackers, processed pastas, soups, stocks, canned meats and chilli 
mixes, pies, and other snack foods under the innocuous number, 630, 631, 635 or 
627. It may also be listed as “Hydrolysed Vegetable Protein” and unfortunately a 
creative variety of other titles unique to the manufacturer to get around doing even 
this, one example being “Flavour Enhancer”. 700’s are rare, but 900’s are popping up 
more than ever, Esp. 931, MSG’s big brother – only what is in this is anyone’s guess. 
Anything above 400 has in some way been chemically tampered with; whole 
industries experiment with how to make something more crunchy, more resistant to 
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milk, look yellow instead of grey, freeze without losing its flavour etc… and this is 
where the magic starts to go out of food and some very dangerous risks with peoples 
health are taken without allowing them the information to protect themselves from 
such risks. Anything in the 900 range is almost purely chemical, I.e. it is an artificial 
compound designed to replace a natural ingredient cheaply or to do something 
unnatural to your food such as make muesli last for six months on the outside while it
rots on the inside. 950, 951 in particular are also known as ‘Aspartame’ – which is a 
certified poison banned in almost every country except Australia, the UK and the US. 
Aspartame is also known as Artificial Sweetener and is used in the products Pepsi-
Max and Diet-Coke to supplement the loss of sugar, however, Aspartame is known to 
be a poison by the FDA and is never listed under its actual name.

The higher you go from here, the more unnatural, deceptive and experimental the 
chemicals/processes used in making that ‘food‘ become. And it is of great concern 
when something like food, a natural substance of yield for thousands of years should 
suddenly be so sharply interfered with to the extent that Farmers are banned from 
using anything but a GM seed that does not continue to reproduce but completes one 
cycle and then dies requiring the Farmer to buy more and is persecuted by law firms 
and sued for not using a dangerously unstable unnatural product. We’re way beyond 
putting sawdust in bread and biscuits.

It is thus necessary to take a seemingly unusual ’activist’ angle to try to educate 
people how to educate themselves by cracking the code used by the food industry.
Anything with the number 1400+ is a genetically modified derivative. But, 1422 for 
instance is listed as ‘Thickener’ – so you can see my point about companies being 
deceptive when it comes to informing the consumer what is in their product. I would 
steer clear of anything above 400 personally – but it is not always possible – indeed it
is becoming impossible not to ingest some of these Frankenstein foods every day 
unless one lives on a farm or rural community or can afford the petrol to get to a 
market. I just hope this guide helps other Australians discern what is in their food and
to make a better choice about how/what to eat. I haven’t included it here because its 
lengthy but a google search about MSG and Aspartame will reveal a lot about the 
nature of these products and why ingesting them should be of grave concern.

The Art of Refurbishing

Warning, the following Insight may ruin your appetite. Another little known practice 
and a most unsavoury one motivated by higher profit margins and greed is 
Refurbishing. It’s a nice little word for Recycling. A Refurbishing Plant will receive 
large quantities [I.e. warehouses full] of food or products that didn’t sell, to re-
package them, and try to sell them again. It makes no difference whether those 
foodstuffs are fit for consumption and I have seen the most disgusting foods [mouldy 
coconut roughs, soiled dusty bars, vintage chocolate] returned only to be repackaged 
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and resold; usually to places like NQR [Not Quite Right] which are like cheap food 
emporiums set up in poor or lower class areas to get rid of excess/damaged/out of 
date stock. Being of course set up in poor areas, because the rich refuse to tolerate 
such practices and being rich can be choosy about what they eat. For instance, there 
are no two dollar shops [Cheap Imports] or NQR stores in Brighton, VIC.

I was a little naive when I first began working in confectionery, I’m much wiser now. 
I’d been spellbound by the movie Charlie and the Chocolate Factory for years before 
I took my first job at one for three dollars an hour. They’re actually loud, noisy, 
dangerous and sickening places to work. Molten Sugar is identical to Napalm and can
give you third degree burns in the instant it is carelessly handled or improperly 
secured/contained by cheap equipment or lazy foremen; if you hold it too long and it 
goes hard then you’d best not be working on the taffy/pulling machine because it will
stick to your gloves like cement and drag you through the gears; I‘ve seen it happen. 
If that doesn’t get you, then there’s the machines that keep the sugar moving just 
prior to it being shaped into those nice inoffensive little lollies and boiled sweets you 
might sometimes eat; they’ll cut and crush your hands if you’re not nimble enough to 
perform this demanding job; and woe betide you should be the one to put the blocks 
of compound [cheap] chocolate into the machine that melts it because you may lose a
hand. The Confectionery business is a dangerous business and I half-believe there is a
demonic malevolence about it.

But I digress; when candy doesn’t sell it’s not thrown away. Sugar, and its industry, is
a complex and highly expensive process with all of its secrets jealously guarded. It 
took my employer four years and an expert from America at $800 an hour to learn 
how to put chocolate centres into mint flavoured candies so he could sign a contract 
with Target and Myers as a supplier. Sugar, more accurately, refined sugar, or ‘white’ 
sugar, is the number one narcotic substance in the world. Salt follows at a close 
second. Almost no-one in the developed world can go for more than a few days 
without ingesting refined sugar in one food or another without serious withdrawal 
symptoms and may even develop psychosis. Many mental hospitals are crammed full 
of patients addicted to sugar. And if anyone is looking for a particularly insightful 
role to back up these claims – just try eliminating refined sugar from your diet.
You can understand then, that unlike McDonalds where food is cheap-edge and will 
not keep for longer than a few hours and must be thrown out – sugar is a ball of 
preservatives that will retain its shape, colour, flavour and texture for years. 
Companies who produce sugar and in particular, cheap lollies and candy en masse, 
are reluctant to see the expensive process of making it go to waste just because 
demand is low. After three months, sometimes six, if a product does not sell it is sent 
back to its manufacturer. The manufacturer may then send it to a Refurbishing Plant. 
This itself may take weeks. Those magazines that you occasionally see advertised for 
$2.95 for a first issue and then $9.95 for each one after are almost always refurbished.
Now, magazines I can understand even though if you look closely at your ‘new’ 
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magazine you’ll see a lot of creases, smudges, and probably remnant glue where an 
old sticker used to be and has been scraped off. I don’t think its ethical not to drop the
price on its second and maybe even tenth run. But food? Surely food’s not dealt with 
in the same way?

Yes. It is. And there’s more.

When I worked for various confectioners I was astonished to see that the very same 
sweet was put into bags destined for all different manufacturers; whether high class 
and low class, it was the same product in each bag. This is an extensively used 
practice in many other industries, but esp. in Australia where private imports/exports 
are now the majority. Next time, buy cheap – it’s the same sweet. Obviously, T.V. and
the company itself sells a much different picture, a romantic idyll of food as I 
mentioned before, encrusted with buzzwords and claims of ’nutrition’, ’diet’, ’lite’ 
etc. to hide the often disgusting practices behind the making of food and conceal what
is actually in it. There’s also the connection factor – many of the FDA officials are 
also on the board of the AMA, or American Medical Association. To use an esoteric 
parallel; food companies cloak the reality with an appearance. There is no complex 
motive or conspiracy behind this smokescreen – it’s just greed, economics, and ‘good
business sense‘. However, concealed within an esoteric code, the vagaries of modern 
food are a secret language that very few have the luxury of learning.

GENOMES AND THE HUMAN GENE PATENT

The patent on human genomes Nov 14 and the world-wide ramifications, not to 
mention the dangerous looming precedent of allowing aspects of nature to be defined 
as intellectual property via an economic based argument hinged on a claimed 
necessity for funding for research and development.

Economics would argue that in order to secure investment and intellectual property, 
the only way to support such fringe technology, it is necessary for a monopoly or 
patent to be applied to DNA and/or aspects of it. This argument is the usual suspect of
industry where it comes to inventions, new technologies and so on – prompting 
others to invest time and resources in the payoffs that come with holding a 20 year 
monopoly on such breakthrough science. But it could be argued, that like Monsanto 
attempting to copyright the animal the Pig, if this justification for profit/technology 
and the welfare it creates is applied to natural instances, universal attributes and 
characteristics of our very genetic make-up – there is incredible new dangers and 
unseen problems bound to arise. The world is plagued with problems – but while 
many of them seem in constant see-saw, and mostly beyond our power to control or 
eradicate, at the very least we know what they are. The introduction of patents on 
biological nature would almost certainly throw up a challenge to humanity the likes 
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of which it has never seen – particularly, since those pursuing its legalisation or 
banning pursue their own interests – and very rarely does anyone actually have any 
full understanding of the ramifications of such policies adopted on the wider world 
community – nor qualified to predict the effect when such laws are institutionalised 
when future technologies make this science cheaper and open to criminal and 
unethical marketeers. Along with super-toxins, automated warfare and drones, genetic
patents throw open the doors to huge problems, most of which cannot be foreseen. 
But some of which we can guess at given the way humanity already treats intellectual
properties in other fields and commodities.
Ruling on human gene patents looms

AAPNovember 14, 2010, 9:02 pm
“The US legal system is now considering the issue of patents which cover human 
genes and its decision will have “worldwide ramifications”, the Royal College of 
Pathologists Australasia (RCPA) has said. The US government filed a “friend of the 
court” brief with the US Federal Court early this month, ahead of an anticipated 
appeal by a biotech firm which is seeking to assert its patent over human genes.
The RCPA’s genetics advisory committee chairman, Graeme Suthers, says the 
government’s brief signals a major shift in US policy on the controversial issue.
The eventual court ruling may invalidate tens of thousands of patents now applying to
human genes, while there are also ramifications for research and the conduct of labs 
undertaking genetic testing across the globe, he says.
“The US government’s stance regarding genomic DNA has changed dramatically 
because it now regards genomic DNA as unpatentable,” Dr Suthers said in a 
statement. He said the US government had drawn a new distinction between two 
different forms of DNA that occur naturally – the raw unprocessed genetic code or 
genomic DNA, and the processed DNA of a gene that is called cDNA. It continued to
hold the view that “cDNA is potentially patentable” although the court would 
ultimately come to a decision on this issue. Australia’s senate inquiry into the broader
issue of human gene patenting is due to report within weeks. There has been a long-
standing debate, mostly within the academic community, about whether patents 
should be applied to human genes. The issue came to a head in March, when a US 
District Court ruled that patents should not have been granted over the BRCA1 and 2 
genes which are known to increase a woman’s risk of breast cancer.
The biotech industry argues it needs the patents to protect their intellectual property 
and attract investment that allows vital research and development work to continue.
Opponents argue the patents should apply to human inventions only and not genetic 
code at the core of nature. Holders of gene patents can potentially restrict pathologists
from using the same gene sequence in a genetic test.
“Efforts to commercialise this information should be focused on developing products 
and applications, rather than restricting use of the genetic information,” Dr Suthers 
said. “This isn’t something that only medical researchers need to be aware of – it has 
important consequences for everyone who provides or uses healthcare.”
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Along with super-toxins and automated warfare and drones; genetic patents throw 
open the doors to huge problems, most of which cannot be foreseen. But some of 
which we can guess at given the way humanity already treats intellectual properties in
other fields and commodities. What happens if said patented gene turns up in 
somebody by accident, is found in somebody whose DNA contains it, or deliberately 
uses it? How does one control or even regulate the -content- of DNA – or define 
patented and natural DNA? If someone is found to be in illegal possession of such 
genes – are they to be removed? How? If the genes that are patented cause trouble – 
i.e., mutations, abnormalities, super-sicknesses, who is responsible? The scientists 
who mixed the genes, or nature whose extraordinary ability to introduce chaos is 
legendary? What about genetic contagion – is that possible? through food, contact, 
sex, chemicals – and if so, who is responsible for it, nature or the genetic patenters. 
More importantly – who is going to want to be held responsible if it all goes wrong?

No-one ever wants to take responsibility innumerable examples of corporations 
dodging blame are rife, everyone from McDonald’s to the bush admin, to the banks 
and oil vendors do everything in their power to pass the blame for grievous 
environmental/ethical tragedies to others or tie them up in knots for decades through 
trials, lawyers, intimidation and reprisal. We can do nothing about things after they 
have happened – especially changes to our very genetic make-up. Science has gotten 
things wrong so many times and made no apologies. The farcical understanding of all
things demonstrated by humanity is more than enough evidence to indicate no safety 
net and no safeguards will or can be employed when tampering with the insanely 
complicated phenomena that is integral to life-force.

The genomes patent also brings up the ethical and legal considerations of Capital – 
where it is commonly argue that the means of production – Capital- can be owned – 
one wonders where contamination of genes might lead. Monsanto presently grows 
GMO maize crops – only a few miles from non-GMO crops. The difference is that 
Monsanto’s crops seed only once a year, and they have made a fortune putting 
farmers out of business who refuse to be reliant on that annual seed. however, if a 
farmer’s crops are found to contain GMO maize seed that has blown from downwind,
it is up to the Farmer to prove they did not transgress Monsanto’s patent. This is not 
innocent mishap and is achieved by spies and a legal team of 70 persons who 
prosecute any farmer whose crops are found to be (or are sabotaged) growing 
unlicensed maize crops using the GMO patent.

If a genomic person mates with a non-genomic person, who owns the resulting 
genes? Can a person grown by patent genes be owned, as a slave or if used as a 
worker, deemed to be Capital? There are numerous signs emerging in the Matrix, Star
Wars Clone Wars and other movies that unconsciously attempt to fuse our grand fear 
of machines, and the horror of a technology that can replicate human beings. Super 
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soldiers are one such fear, unlimited workers, slaves, or even humans as edible meat 
supply are among some of the feared outcomes of letting these two phenomena be 
fused. My belief is that environment plays a huge part in psyche – and a machine 
based cold alien environment that re-instituted robots/slavery would breed a 
psychopathic ethos the likes of which have never been seen, nor been possible at any 
point in history.

THE DARK GOD OTO ANORHA AND THE SINISTER
FEMININE: BREAKING THE CHAINS 

[This essay combines an earlier criticism of Gustave Moreau and his portrayal of the
Sinister Feminine with more recent remarks made by THEM relating to its Dark God,
Oto Anorha and the nature of its depiction in the Tarot Card: UNSUNG as part of its

Archetypal Set TENDRIL.] 

+O+ The difficulty of finding a stock photo of a woman expressing Rage online was 
immense - nowhere to be found was there any genuine anger except perhaps for a 
small photo of Xena, Warrior Princess whose only short-coming as a Sinister 
Archetype is her ridiculous armour. All I could find were bubblegum women showing
mock anger. No killing rage, no intensity, no honest outpouring of Anger either in the 
eyes or the face. I'd no idea the situation was so serious... Without mastering certain 
skills it would be impossible for me to attempt to draw some of the cards of Tendril. 
My understanding of human form and figure continues to grow... the human body is 
difficult to depict, particularly in the case of UNSUNG which is an attempt at a 
genuine Sinister Feminine Archetype. 

The women of THEM are above all practical, hard, ruthless survivors. Their faces are
not passive, their chests are covered. If they wore armour it would be functional - 
protecting their vitals and padded/plated for warfare. They would not risk breaking 
their sternum with the fantasy boob-plate and would opt to deflect blades away from 
the heart not give them free passage. They are not skinny and they do not snap in half
when the world tests them, they are not weak or helpless or afraid to speak, they are 
both beautiful and savagely ugly - and when they Rage, they Rage for their own ends 
like you wouldn't believe. They do not stop at a single head. A few things. This is 
OTO ANORHA the Dark One. 

In the background a woman is imprisoned in a glass cage surrounded by icons of 
torture and degradation throughout the aeons, inc ballet shoes, high heels, corset, 
ruler, measuring tape, home appliances, a police truncheon and badge, geisha mask, 
scales, and burkha. She has simply had enough of being measured, poked, prodded, 
forced into wearing this or that, weighed, analysed, assessed and quite simply 
launches herself at the viewer her hands dripping with blood [not shaded in yet] her 
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face blackened with absolute rage. Black lightening crackles off her skull as a 
Blackness descends that has frightened Man since the Beginning calling upon the 
"crazy psycho bitch' inside her. Her primal self underneath the adornments blazes 
with primordial power [a pre-celtic triskadeliac triple ring tattoo is a nod to her triple 
[traditional] aspect whilst the tattoo itself represents Her omni-nature [the sun, the 
womb, the moon, the ovaries, uterus, reproductive organs, cyclical procession et al]. 
She has a shaved head to indicate the raw power of a woman does not come from her 
hair [a spit upon classical beauty] and is armoured heavily in tactical plating 
including her neck. Yet their are nods to her other aspects of femininity through the 
haze of blood. Outside of her SAS tactical plating with special emphasis on covering 
the heart she wears a necklace with three orbs [another nod to the traditional triple 
goddess archetype] in which are contained the eyes of three animals, a wolf for her 
savagery and her pride, an owl for her shrewdness, resilience and silent knowing, and
a lioness for the nuance of her maternal instincts to care for her young, be 
dependable, loyal, and strong for others and herself and the other side of her as the 
sinister, deadly, focused huntress. +O+ 

Traditional Tarot such as are usually created frustrate me incredibly. What incentive 
is there to bring out that latent nature in the way of strong feminine archetypes for 
young women to adopt when they are depicted as weak, passive, saccharine, sexual 
objects -fairies, angels, impractically clad warrior-esses with exposed breasts and 
glaring omissions of armour, as succubi, vampires, monsters? And therefore, 
encourage women to see themselves as the same? The FEAR to change what stands 
is obviously immense or we might have seen some departure from this. Women are 
depicted again and again in the same stale vein and from a male point of view - There
are No modern examples I can think of that archetypically represent a strong female.

Those that do depict the sinister feminine are hundreds and even thousands of years 
old [such as Kali], Morrigan, Cybele, Hecate. Where is there divination into the soul 
without any deeper thought into the symbolism being used - where is the impetus for 
Change, Gnosis, Empowerment that Tarot should have if they are so representative 
and all-encompassing? Are we really that shallow, superficial, broken down that we 
let forms thousands of years old lead us? How to inspire a different model for women
to emulate, to reflect them, that is not either ancient, or flawed? Criticism levelled by 
myself and others at the traditional Sephiroth and depictions of the Tarot is that it is 
patriarchal, commercial and yet archaic in essence, especially when depicting women
- and shallow, especially when depicting Forces underlying Forms. We give more 
detail here in the following essay where we compare artist Moreau and visionary 
Dali.
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MISOGYNISTE, MOREAU, DALI AND THE ETERNAL
FEMININE

[ +O+ The following Exhibition of Gustave Moreau (1826 – 1898)

Exhibitions: Gustave Moreau – promised to show to us the Eternal Feminine. What is
shown to us, is that Moreau typified ignorance by depicting the Eternal Feminine in 
two masculine veins. For Moreau, whose paintings extend from Cybele to Sappho – 
Woman is either powerful, independent, virginal, and faceless, or she is a sexual 
creature and therefore a dangerous Succubi. There is no powerful woman whose 
features are clear, and no sexual women who are not shown enslaving men and 
draining them of life.

Nowhere in this exhibition is the Eternal Feminine correctly understood and the 
sheltered ignorance of mans arrogance prevails. To state that this exhibition relates 
the “Eternal Feminine” is typical of the half-half world we live in where the male side
of the coin predominates in deciding what not only the masculine is, but the feminine 
too. Below, the presenter describes Moreau as “radical” – and perhaps his paint 
strokes are in some way distinct from the hundreds of thousands of painters of his 
day, enough to qualify as a “Genius” or prodigy of the art world at the time – but his 
notions of the Eternal Feminine, of Women, are as they have always been – archaic 
and insulting. As if inspired directly from the antiquated chauvinism of the Bible or 
Koran; the artist we have termed Misogyniste rehashes the identical sickening 
archetypes that continue to portray Women through a mans eyes as something to 
blame when she is depicted sexually, or something to be ignored when she is depicted
powerfully. In describing the exhibition the presenter says this: …Powerful and 
beautiful women like the legendary Cleopatra and the vampiric Messalina, the deadly
but fascinating Salomé and Lady Macbeth, and luscious, hapless victims of male lust 
such as Helen of Troy. Seems to ‘possess’ a modern sensibility? Absolutely. 
Understands the Eternal Feminine? Not on your life.+O+]

Gustave Moreau and the Eternal Feminine

“History has bequeathed us a great repertoire of femmes fatales who are not Scarlet 
Johanssen or Sharon Stone – but had Gustave Moreau been alive today he probably 
would have painted them too, as kin to the endless number of heroines who 
captivated him in the late nineteenth century. Powerful and beautiful
women like the legendary Cleopatra and the vampiric Messalina, the deadly but 
fascinating Salomé and Lady Macbeth, and luscious, hapless victims of male lust 
such as Helen of Troy – beauties whose names are the stuff of legend. Moreau brings 
them alive for us, as well as men like Oedipus whose lives were bound by tragic 
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destiny. Gustave Moreau is one of the radical artists of the nineteenth century whose 
imagination seems to anticipate the cinematic. His art is one of spectacle and alive 
with fabulous stories. Unique in his own time, especially for painting the great 
mythological and exotic stories of the ancient world, erotic and often violent, 
Moreau’s painterly bravura is vivid, his colour dazzling and jewel-like. At times he 
applies paint and uses mixed media with a freedom verging on the abstract – so that 
he seems to possess a modern sensibility. His is an intriguing tale in itself – 
alternately ignored and feted in his own time he remains an enigmatic figure whose 
relationships with the female sex are elusive. Visitors will be seduced by this 
exhibition of 117 ravishing paintings drawings and watercolours, which explores the 
artist’s obsession with the “Eternal Feminine” and provides a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to see these works in Australia, direct from the acclaimed Musée Gustave
Moreau in Paris.”

[+O+ In a separate exhibition by Salvador Dali – his painting, unlike anything by 
Moreau, does capture the sinister mystery of the eternal feminine, wherein he painted 
lithe bodies with bouquets of flowers in place of their heads, moving away from the 
two-tone characteristics of Moreau, Dali did in fact understand this complex 
relationship of the Eternal Feminine by recognising what kept it Eternal and by 
escaping the traditional etiquette. Perhaps his advantage was his enamourment with 
the Atomic bomb and nuclear power, wherein atomization of his subject matter may 
have encouraged him to abandon the superficial exegesis that prevailed of the 
Feminine and pushed him to search deeper for the nuclear truths. He did not abandon 
woman's sexuality, far from it, he pronounced and revelled in it – but he did not see 
woman as succubi or their sexuality as destructive and he enjoyed creating awe by 
expressing their innate powers and form. One could conclude that the major 
difference between Moreau and Dali, was that Dali, liked women, whilst Moreau and 
his ilk are terrified of them. Dali’s approach with the atomic would become an 
obsession for him leading to some of the most spectacular images of the Art World. 
What is beautiful, unique and Genius about Dali – is that while there are presumably 
endless ways to depict the womanly body and the eternal feminine – he found one 
that wasn’t masculine and wasn’t traditional. His neutrality was a giant leap forward.
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“Three Young Surrealist Women Holding in their Arms the Skins of an Orchestra, 
1936 By Salvador Dali” - Replica painted by RA

[Final Note: If you have never seen the Beating Heart made of jewels and clockwork 
that Dali created for the Queen – indulge your sense of wonderment and seek it out.]

THE PHYSIS OF THE SINISTER [1]

Narrowing the Sinister

V.04
The aim of ‘Narrowing the Sinister’ is to narrow the origin of the Sinister. I will 
attempt to do this by treating the Sinister as a given but offer up alternative sources of
Sinister energy that exist within the Physis of forms besides those that are usually 
related to the Sinister within moral terms as the practice of evil, destruction or 
wickedness to illustrate its extensive diversity. Following a selection of examples of 
sinister energies of a prolonged but subtle nature that affect humanity – and then a 
smaller scale catalogue of more immediate examples of sinister energy – I will then 
seek to isolate the Sinister’s source in abstraction not morality, and further reduce 
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‘concept’ itself to a mere derivation of a much more powerful process. I will focus on
giving evidence for the existence of a collective storage of pain that has been 
accumulated and passed on through time via genetic and memetic inheritance by 
relating some of the sinister energies that this process has produced and the causal 
forms and patterns that have emerged because of it. After demonstrating the diversity 
of sinister energy, I will then re-unify all the examples given and explain how they all
result from a process of our origin from which I believe humanity has derived its 
unique habit of being human. I will conclude part one with a brief analysis of the 
theoretical transition from our non-being to Being bestowing an experience of 
absolute terror and summarise how the nature of this transition into existence has 
characterised the behaviour of the collective human race.

~
Universal Psychic Trauma and the Genesis of Fear.

Within the Physis of forms, the Sinister is to be found in many places – not merely 
the arenas of evil, immorality, and wickedness. One of these places is in the collective
human psyche and identity. During the 20th Century, many devastating events took 
place, and many atrocities were committed in the name of governments, countries, 
and causes that humanity was powerless to prevent.

Humanity prides itself on its optimism – and time and again promises itself great 
things. Humanity looks forward to these great things taking place and places great 
faith in the future. But there were events in the 20th Century that presented enormous
setbacks and crippled our faith when they unfolded: time and again numbing and 
scarring the collective human psyche and its ability to believe in great things or itself.
These events occurred despite our best efforts, despite any promises, and outside of 
our power to control them.

Some of these events included: the sinking of the ‘unsinkable’ Titanic, The Great 
Depression, the Stock Market Crash, the Spanish Flu, the Chernobyl Disaster, the 
Challenger Shuttle Disaster, the assassinations of JFK and Martin Luther King, 
Apartheid and the rise and fall of the Berlin Wall. In addition to this there were 
hundreds of destructive natural disasters including volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, 
cyclones, tsunamis, floods, landslides and fires that decimated cities and 
infrastructure killing hundreds of thousands of people.

The 20th Century saw marked economic divide in the contrast of wealth between 
developed countries and the so-called third world nations stricken with poverty, 
famine, disease and any number of environmental issues, political issues, religious 
issues with far-reaching ramifications – all of which left deep psychic scars.
It also saw dozens of wars in which millions of families were torn apart with 
countless fathers, mothers, sons and daughters separated from their loved ones and 
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sent to war the world over without any satisfactory explanation as to why and next to 
no recompense for the sacrifice they made to fight a war they barely understood. It 
has been estimated we lost the best half of humanity’s remaining gene-pool stock in 
World War Two alone.

World War two in particular left a great hole in the human heart and the devastation 
was not confined to the soldiers or heroes and villains preserved in historical footage 
but decimated extensive portions of civilians too. Huge numbers of people suffering 
shell-shock and war-based trauma were turned over to mental asylums and forgotten 
– where many became subject to experimental surgical procedures such as lobotomy 
and electrical shock therapies. These types of experimentation were not confined to a 
‘war-crazed’ Nazi Germany – they were (and are still) conducted in Allied countries 
too. The effect of war on civilians shattered hundreds of thousands of families and 
communities. Vietnam, greater scale exterminations in Cambodia by Pol Pot, 
Communist China, Tibet, Israel, Jordan, Iraq, Kosovo, Serbia, Bosnia, Darfur, 
Ethiopia, the Balkans, the holocaust in Germany by Nazi Occupation, in Russia by 
Stalin, in Italy by Mussolini, the madness of Saddam Hussein, the tyrannies of Mao 
Tsung, the Gulf Wars and Cold War, and thousands of other bloody conflicts, 
bombings and massacres each left in their wake shattered trusts and a void into which
questions were flung never to be answered and those responsible for creating them 
never to be held accountable.

While the majority of these events were localised geographically, I believe two events
of the 20th Century in particular left extremely deep and unhealed psychic wounds on
humanity’s collective identity. The first event being Hitler taking his own life before 
he could be captured and leaving the reasons and motivation for the Centuries most 
important war, the answers to so many people’s needless suffering and anguish, 
forever in question – and the second event being that of America dropping Atomic 
Bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

There was much that happened in the last one hundred years that tore and scarred 
humanity’s collective and individual identities as a whole and much that it has never 
had the chance or means to properly grieve over or come to terms with; horrors and 
sadness that have catapulted us into the 21st Century with a legacy of endless untold 
stories of pain and suffering.

Yet, the extent of these issues only forms a hundred years of accumulated collective 
pain; for as we transmit our century’s pain onto others, we carry the pain of the 
centuries that came before us too. On top of all of these events, humanity’s suffering 
is not isolated to the large scale events history has remembered, pain is an epidemic 
experienced by every individual on the planet at some time or another as well as by 
the collective. Our suffering is not only sourced in memorable or large events but also
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in the injustices, pain and suffering that goes unheard in all of Earth’s peoples from 
the busiest city to the most remote tundra.

Some of our pain and suffering can be eased, absorbed or dealt with; but I believe 
there are events of such a shocking nature and stress to the human mind and identity 
where the pain does not go away but affects the psyches of millions and becomes a 
wordless legacy passed from generation to generation culturally and also, I believe, 
genetically.

There are thousands of prevailing blood feuds that exist between countries or rival 
factions and tribes. Many of these conflicts are decades old and have become legacies
that continue long after the originally involved parties are dead. Often no-one really 
knows how the conflict started or remembers clearly who did what to whom. Many 
people are simply born into these conflicts and destined to retaliate – spending their 
lives trying to get vengeance for ghosts, or struggle and fight just to stay alive – 
killing and hurting to get even for past transgressions – serving only to perpetuate the 
cycle for the next generation.

Lives lived like this only amass more pain as time goes by and the effect on us of all 
this pain, terror, shock, grief and suffering is of a magnitude we can hardly ever hope 
to fathom – yet I believe we still carry it inside us as an unconscious 
uncomprehended confusion.

While it is difficult to say for sure, and to what extent, separate human beings share 
some kind of linked psychic connection – I believe there is significant evidence 
available that trauma becomes ingrained as a part of our memory, memory a part of 
our DNA, and that trauma is passed on by genetic and memetic transmission.
I also believe that beyond physiological mediums such as DNA and the body, we pool
our psychic refuse collectively into what Jung referred to as the collective 
unconsciousness – and which psychic refuse interrelates with humans without any 
restriction of time, seeping out of us as expressions of collective unconscious 
experience and memories.

These collective unconscious experiences and memories, especially great traumas, 
remain unconscious to us, but filter through our collective conscious experiences and 
memories expressing signs and patterns over long periods of time as indications of 
buried trauma.

How this energy is stored and transmitted is speculative at best, although there are 
some compelling suggestions.

There is a well-established science of muscle memory that specialises in training 
muscles to ‘remember’ how they worked by stimulating previous capacities of those 
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muscles to make them remember how they worked, i.e. by rotating a limp arm to 
‘remind’ the arm of its ability to fully rotate. Repetition of motion also forms the 
foundation of the martial arts, sports, gymnastics and other forms of physical 
application where muscles are trained to remember sequences of motion to the point 
where those motions become automatic. This same science appreciates that tissues 
can suffer from muscle memory trauma by storing a ‘memory’ of sorts of the damage 
and trauma to the muscle in question. In this regard, scars from such trauma are 
significant as touching them often provokes an uncomfortable feeling and a desire to 
stop touching them due to the sensitivity of muscle memory and a desire for the body 
to protect that area from further trauma. In some sense, scars mark parts of our body 
that live in fear and that we take care not to disturb too much.

Behaviourally – we have a great deal of empirical evidence that humans repeat habits
with their genesis as far back as tens of thousands or even millions of years old, such 
as yawning or smiling, without being consciously aware of doing them or knowing 
where these unconscious tendencies originate.

A similar smaller-scale pattern is found in the transmission of myth or even nursery 
rhymes: Ring-around-arosy, a schoolyard favourite among children traces it origin 
back to London and the great Black Plague of the 1600’s where ‘a pocket full of 
posies’ referred to a small herbal bouquet one carried that was believed to conquer the
‘scent’ of the killer plague. This nursery rhyme is still sung today, emerging from the 
mouths of children some of whom have never had physical access to it as if it were a 
genetic remembrance: – though the gruesome meaning is almost certainly lost to the 
children singing it.

Genetic and memetic inheritance is a speculative theory that allows personal and 
collective experience – including psychic traumas and accumulated unconscious pain 
within the collective psyche – to pass from one generation to the next. It is a theory 
that opens up the possibility traumatic issues that defined the 20th Century have 
become ingrained as traumas in our genetic code.

Whether humanity does in fact store collective energy, memory or anything for that 
matter, is again speculative, as is the means by which such a function might do it -but
taking this theory in hand – I believe the side-effects certain issues have had on 
humanity have been reflected in the curious way we have chosen to express ourselves
during this past century.
I see patterns in the way we have expressed ourselves through media for example that
reveal an unconscious collective thread of pain and fear: two raw universal states of 
being that I believe hint at the true origin of concepts such as the Sinister.
I aim to show that these patterns have been characterised by an unconscious 
collective struggle to give voice to events that were too overwhelming to fully 
process, that numbed us with terror, and whose repression has motivated us to 
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subconsciously find ways to convey humanity’s collective silent screams from these 
events on behalf of the fallen and forgotten through means of inheritance of their 
trauma.

I will illustrate some examples of these patterns, show continuity between the 
examples given, relate that continuity to the Sinister and then proceed to extract what 
lies beneath these patterns by illustrating how I believe concepts like the Sinister are 
related.

Before I proceed, I should add that my evidence is Western in content and made 
available from developed countries that recorded their national media and thus form a
natural bias as a focus of interest. Where I later talk about time period’s of the 60’s, 
through to the 80’s, my summaries are characterised by European, American, 
Australian and New Zealand footage and records of popular culture and events of 
those times – whereas for many other countries these time periods were no doubt 
culturally markedly different. When I speak of events affecting us, I do not 
necessarily mean the entire human race, but the large populaces of these developed 
regions. There is not enough evidence available to conclude if events that traumatised
us, also traumatised, or were even noticed, by countries outside of our general region 
and sphere of influence.

SINISTER-CYBER-PHOBIA:
MAN VS. MACHINE

The first example I wish to relate as an aspect inimical to the concept of the Sinister 
deals with patterns of form that have emerged from humanity’s response to the 
juggernaut of the Industrial and Technological Age.

These patterns were especially discernible in the media of science-fiction (for the 
futurist prophecies it contains) and expressed a complex relationship between man 
and machine throughout the 20th Century. I believe this nervous relationship has 
always existed between man and technology, was a relationship inherited from 
previous centuries and has now been carried through into the 21st.

In the same way that Art is said to contain developmental formulas with each style of 
an artist evolving a separate expansion of psychic growth, creativity and perception – 
it is evident to me that humanity has struggled to come to grips with technology for 
as long as it has devised tools, and perhaps even since the dawn of time. Sometimes 
drawing it close, at other times pushing it away; humanity clearly still feels that a 
sinister element exists in our relationship with technology. This sinister element is 
particularly acute in an era of machines, robots, and computers.
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I believe I have identified a continuity regarding nervousness of machines that has 
been elicited by our consciousness in many ways within our expressive mediums, 
(i.e. literature, art) and I should like to draw attention to the media of movies in which
this nervousness is heightened and appears to have been voiced over a long period of 
time in sets of sub-genres of science-fiction portraying our fear in varying nervous 
degrees.
The phenomenon of Science Fiction in the 20th Century composed a symphony of 
uncertain love-hate affairs with the idea of dominance by machines over humans.
Sci-fi has followed (and in many cases influenced and predicted) the changes made 
externally to machines by recording the way we viewed them at various times 
throughout the century, as well as capturing snapshots of the various leaps and 
bounds of technological progress as we made them. It mapped an evolution of 
machines that soon became less white goods and toasters than robots and computers, 
as machines took on more sophisticated human characteristics and tasks. Sci-fi has 
often been said to be a medium of expression that can foretell the future – but I 
believe it also reflects the past and that the reflections it gives have undertones of a 
particular collective trauma.

In 1927 the silent film ‘Metropolis’ expressed something of the fear felt by the 
widening divide between capitalists and workers. It illustrated the acute sensitivity 
and fear people felt at the prospect of the monstrous appetites of the looming 
industrial age with an ominous portent of the M-Machine, seen by the protagonist as 
the demon Moloch, who would consume the world and all its people in the maw of 
the faceless, merciless efficiency of the machine.

Whether it meant to be or not – the notions voiced in Metropolis about a fear of 
capitalist industrial revolution treating humans as expendable resources and mere fuel
has been prophetic – and even as automation has made some aspects of modern life 
easier; our fear of machines has changed little even with all the technological 
advancements we have made and the saturation of machines (particularly computers) 
we have somewhat accepted, as part of our lives.

The origin of Industrial Age fear is a complex topic – a topic I will attempt to address
later on, not historically but psycho-physically, as I believe all cultural movements, 
by whatever name and for whatever cause, are reducible to a universal origin.
Our fear of machines and our relationship with that fear is just as complex a topic 
however. Humans are naturally suspicious of anything new, and the evolution of 
ingenious devices used in torture, war and everyday life has always been slow due to 
such, often well-founded, suspicion.

When humanity created technology that enabled the shift from an agrarian lifestyle to
one of amassing goods – some embraced the machine, and others despised it.
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People like Henry Ford believed that machines could make our lives easier, 
(Although credited with launching the first salvo in the industrial revolution with his 
invention of the assembly line – Ford in fact strove to produce goods at a low cost but
pay high wages to his employees. Time has since turned that arrangement on its 
head.) And in many ways they have.

Naturally, as creatures slow to adapt collectively to change, for decades we had to be 
sold on the idea of bringing washing machines, radios, toasters, kettles and 
microwaves respectively into our home; for there was something very suspicious 
about a device that could do our work for us in half the time and better than we ever 
could. In fact, threatening is more apt a description.

Mostly, these new white goods/appliances were aimed at appealing to women, with 
the expectation that they could perform their perfunctory chores more quickly and 
efficiently (and women did have to work extraordinarily hard prior to such 
conveniences by comparison to today’s standards) and so have more time to devote to
their husband, and, so she was led to believe, herself.

The prospect of machines that could do women’s work for them threatened to make 
women even more expendable than they already were. Since women largely relied 
(and still rely) on being a good housemaker for their subsistence given the little 
respect society accorded them, it took a lot of convincing to reach a critical mass that 
would embrace machines in the home. As an aside, around the time machines created 
more time for women by making their chores somewhat easier – a strong push to 
reclaim back the freedom women had gained from them led to the institution of the 
beauty myth to re-imprison women once more. Not only did a woman have to do all 
the housework – she also had to look good doing it too.

The reluctance to accept machines into the home because they would undermine 
women’s power (such as it was) was only one of many factors in relation to a distrust 
of machines. Another was the understandable threat of automation to jobs (which is 
still a threat) that had put many workers on the street as machines took their 
livelihoods from them. It also took concerted national effort to convince men to 
accept these ‘new-fangled’ inventions into their lives and homes. This effort was 
eventually made much easier – with the arrival of new machines to tell us about other
machines – the radio, and then the hallowed television.

By the 1940’s machines had become pervasive in the lives of many people, 
particularly for their role in the war effort. As their number increased, so did their 
complexity.
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Japan, world leaders in technological advancement, revolutionised the assembly line 
with powerful automated robots that could perform manual labour in a tenth of the 
time it took a human and with far greater accuracy.
A greater reliance on machines world-wide including tanks, planes, ships, 
submarines, and satellites brought the frequency of their failure to perform correctly 
to the fore. 

Searching for solutions to these problems would lead a global charge to develop 
innovative technologies so machines could even fix themselves – but more often than
not it was human failure and a misunderstanding of the machine in question that led 
to malfunction. Thus, even as machines were designed with greater sophistication and
became increasingly more complex so as to deal more efficiently with the demands of
human tasks, there emerged a simultaneous push to provide simpler interfaces so that 
the machines could be more ‘user-friendly’.

It is interesting that humans felt a need to ‘personalise’ machines in an effort to make 
them more friendly by giving pet names to huge tanks, submarines, liners and even 
guns and missiles.

After the devastation of the Second World War had subsided a little, tensions between
the USSR and USA escalated as each fought for the scraps of the Nazi War Machine 
and the Cold War began. A renewed emphasis on technology took hold militarily – in 
an effort to prevent another scenario of that type occurring ever again – to streamline 
battles and fight at a greater distance after the experience of horrific trench warfare 
was sought to be avoided – and a reduction in the huge numbers of casualties of 
future conflicts, imperative.

Fear and a need for self-sufficiency motivated many countries to begin looking for 
resources which had all but been exhausted during the war effort that could sustain 
them indefinitely in the event of another. But mistrust between nations became a race 
to develop such resources first, and hostility between the USSR and USA led to the 
nuclear arms race – and the dream of perpetual nuclear fission.

Oppenheimer and top world scientists who had also been working toward a nuclear 
weapon prior to their defeat were snapped up by both powers in a desperate attempt 
to develop a super-weapon first. Although the USSR, China, Korea, Iraq and other 
nations managed to develop nuclear capabilities, only the American’s would go down
in history for the infamy of using them to stop the Japanese in their tracks after the 
incident of Pearl Harbour.

The atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki ended the Second World War with 
unanimous disbelief and shock that humans could wreak such devastation upon one 
another. The atomic bomb was of a scale far beyond the waves of bombs dropped on 
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cities by both Axis and Allied forces, beyond even the enormous Paris Gun which 
dropped shells on Paris from thirty miles away, the mustard and nerve gases, or even 
the insidious VX Rockets developed by the Nazis for biological warfare.

No-one was prepared for the enormous power of destruction these weapons 
represented and it numbed the world to see them in action. I fully believe that this one
action was of such magnitude physically and psychically, the response given so 
gravely disproportionate, that it is still having an impact on the collective human race.
The Atomic Bomb was a machine, dropped by another machine the Enola Gay B-52 
Bomber, dropped by men. That men could do this to one another is still something 
humanity has yet to properly grieve over. All the nasties of World War 2 paled in 
comparison to the scale of devastation one atomic bomb could have and made us all 
back off from our enthusiastic dream of nuclear power.

But what was more chilling to us was that this act was performed by men who made a
choice to accept the mission, get into the plane, fly the plane to their destination and 
release the greatest weapon mankind had ever seen, not on the Japanese army, but on 
hundreds of thousands of civilians. What chilled us was the detachment humanity 
showed to itself that allowed this to happen and the realisation that Soldiers and 
Pilots can be trained to be as obedient and unflinching in performing a task as 
machines. We saw on a large-scale, that we had become – like them.

For a long-time a popular concept floated about was the idea of ‘pushing a red button’
to end it all.

Rumours of special rooms in secret bases in the USSR and USA that contained a 
simple switch that could be flicked to launch thousands of nuclear warheads and 
annihilate the enemy – though having seen the destruction of the atomic bomb we 
knew that all political rhetoric aside, such an action actually meant the annihilation of
the planet.

It was precisely this harboured fear, still highly prevalent, that allowed the Bush 
Administration to persuade national support with fake propaganda for the invasion of 
Iraq over accusations of WMD’s (Weapons of Mass Destruction); which is just one of
many pieces of evidence that point to a deeply ingrained trauma still carried in the 
human race regarding the power of the Atomic Bomb. I will return to the evolution of
the machine to elaborate further evidence that this only played on a pronounced fear 
we have carried with us for a long time.

After a critical mass was reached and we had allowed machines into the home, indeed
prided ourselves on having as many as possible – it naturally became clearer why we 
had been so reluctant in the first place and should have perhaps listened to our 
intuition. It was one thing for us to have control over lifeless machines and refrigerate
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our food – but quite another when those machines were beginning to be taught how to
be just like us – and another problem altogether when they were being made to be 
better than us.

The devastation of World War II was still fresh in our minds and the idea of smart 
machines was understandably disconcerting – on the other hand, we were looking to 
the future and ready to embrace a brave new world.
Our anxiety was not so much with the presence of machines; we embraced cars, were
excited about jet planes and Boeings being able to fly us across the globe in a few 
hours rather than the three weeks by ship leading to increase in recreational 
possibilities and mailing time; enthused about movie theatres, stereos, better transport
and food storage; and were thankful for machines that could do dangerous jobs, 
repetitive jobs, decrease military casualties (supposedly), or perform other amazing 
functions.

When we realised that we humans would still be needed to perform jobs because 
machines could only do so much, we cut machines some slack. We were definitely 
excited about the prospect of using them to get to the moon in 1969 (hoax or not), to 
other planets and in using them to explore the mysteries of outer space and our ‘final’ 
frontiers and our national propaganda reflected and encouraged us in this hope.
Prophetic visions of the future dating from the late 19th Century and early 20th 
Century often show cities that resemble something from the Jetsons or Futurama – 
with a tide of rockets, airships, personal helicopters, hover-cars and sky-trains filling 
the skies or flying effortlessly to and from the moon. One of these early scenes 
depicts (naively we can with authority now say) an elevator to take passengers from 
Earth to the naturally built up metropolis on the moon itself.

Obviously those hopeful visions have not fulfilled themselves as fully as predicted – 
and even now that we have attained the capability to land on the moon, launch 
satellites, and explore outer space with the NASA program – people show little to no 
collective interest in an exploration which once captivated the world. The majority of 
the world’s funds are spent on military budgets and NASA has struggled for 
continued funding.

These hopeful vistas of the future sketched by optimistic dreamers were once 
confined to comics, writers and artists. Science fiction enjoyed a loyal following but 
it did not really take off until the radio brought it en masse into homes with early 
space-based shows like H.G. Wells ‘War of the Worlds’ stories. When Well’s radio 
descriptions of an alien invasion aired it was believed to be a genuine broadcast by 
thousands of Europeans. Many people fled their homes or sheltered in them, deathly 
afraid. It was a remarkable and infamous faux pas instigated by fear and ignorance, 
yet it would have the effect of intoxicating a decent chunk of Britain’s population 
with UFO and alien hysteria by introducing science-fiction to a national audience.
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As science-fiction became more widespread and accepted into popular culture, a host 
of writers such as Asimov, Clarke, and others emerged from the New York scene to 
present diverse and fantastic depictions of the contents of our outer reaches causing 
the interest in comic and pulp-fiction books to thrive.

The national fever of the Cold War which raced the USA against the USSR to get a 
man on the moon also galvanised a massive interest in space which helped gather 
support and funding that culminated in the Moon Landing of 1969.
Television had accepted science-fiction with aplomb and the medium was further 
developed by television shows such as ‘Buck Rogers and the 21st Century’, ‘Star 
Trek’, ‘Dr Who’, ‘Battle Star Galactica’ and ‘Lost in Space’.

Through these artificial vistas of the future we explored the far reaches of space 
encountering all manner of distant threats and wonders from this or that dimension – 
distant, because for us then, the possibility of robots, computers, and machines ruling 
the world was slowly encroaching but still far from a practicable concept.

Yet, while we joined in the imagined toying about on spaceships with unlimited jet 
propulsion that could be driven through space at the touch of a few buttons – for a 
long time in real life we had nothing even close to the complexity of machines, robots
and technology long dreamed up so casually in science-fiction.

For many this discrepancy was driven home in 1986 by the tragedy of the Challenger 
Shuttle disaster that claimed seven lives and tore naive human hopes and dreams of 
outer space exploration to real pieces.

Hundreds of concepts of underground shuttles, glass tubes, underground transport 
hubs, super-trains, and even transportation machines filled the pages of designers 
eager to capture the future in the mid 20th Century. The majority of these proved 
impossible to implement for one reason or another and with the Challenger, just how 
hard it would be to get a smooth convoy of traffic to the moon even after the brightest
minds had put in so much effort, sank in and the free-dream was shattered. The easy 
fair weather attitude of space travel could previously stand unchallenged because no-
one had achieved the impossible yet or died trying. We were shell-shocked by 
national televising of the death of seven astronauts, heroes at the time, who were 
incinerated live in front of millions of viewers in a fiery explosion.

Although this disaster dampened our ambition we did not give up and continued 
trying to get to the moon and beyond – but the NASA space shuttle program lost a lot
of its impetus and has dwindled to a fraction of its former glory in the present day 
2010.
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NASA still trains and uses astronauts, but mainly launches unmanned satellites. 
Although we dreamed large at the turn of the century, for this century, we are still not 
even close to having any sort of hover-car system or regular traffic to the moon and 
there is a general disinterest in such programs.

Even so, or perhaps because it was less taxing, we continued to devote considerable 
time and funding to the development of the microchip and the personal computer.
In the early 20th Century, the pre-concept of Artificial Intelligence was treated as a 
given, as something that we could almost certainly attain with the greatest of ease in 
the near future.
Robots were typically depicted as being just like us; they were able to think, to 
perform autonomously, they possessed distinct personalities, they could make 
choices, often had a moral code, and re-programming them appeared to be as simple 
as spending a few minutes or seconds tinkering with undefined or obscure panels, 
switches or wires.

In later TV shows and movies, robots fluctuated back and forth in complexity, 
reflecting the considerable challenges and problems real life programmers and 
designers were experiencing in making these visions happen, whilst showcasing the 
latest advances in robotics as they came about and it is my personal nostalgic interest 
in observing the technology used in movies from different time periods just to remind
myself how far we have come in such a short amount of time with computers, 
robotics and machinery that has helped me discern the fear we have shown of 
technology.

It is interesting to see how one particular grail of computer and robotics programmers
called Artificial Intelligence (AI) has developed and was viewed over the course of 
the later few decades of the 20th century, but especially in movies.

At the turn of the Century, and as machines were only just coming into the 
foreground, all manner of fantastic predictions were being made about where the new
technologies being developed would lead. No one realised just how long it would 
take to get even a rudimentary level of computer up and running that didn’t fill 
several warehouses and require changing thousands of clunky valves that burned out 
periodically.

Meanwhile many ideas were simply not possible until very late in the century and 
only then after considerable expense, experiment and exploration; but some ideas had
to be abandoned altogether.

A great many vistas of the future from the past contain efficient hover-cars – one for 
everyone it seems – but such visions have turned out to be optimistic guesses that 
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were unable to foresee concrete considerations of the late 20th Century that make 
hover-cars in any form, difficult if not impossible to practically implement

1. Although dozens of vehicles have been built to hover-car specification as future 
vehicles, the cost of each is too prohibitive to be adopted in any wide-spread utopia. 
Fringe technology is usually funded by military research and is only released much 
later to filter down into general civilian use – a prime example being the development
of the Intranet by DARPA, a self-contained communications system that later became
the world-wide Internet. Consider also that Sony’s ‘PlayStation 1’ which today sells 
for a paltry $10 with games and a controller was once $1400 brand new upon its 
release – a system that would go on to revolutionise the entertainment industry. The 
cost of fringe technologies is prohibitively expensive and requires special funding; 
but to implement such expensive technology on any large scale proves very difficult. 
Only decades after the microchip had been at the centre of military programs was it 
released into the public arena where eventually it became so common that it became 
cheap – allowing them to be installed world-wide in personal computers and other 
portable technologies such as the mobile phone. Prior to this stage, men killed each 
other to obtain one.

2. Petro-chemical companies that control the supply and demand of oil stand to lose 
their fortunes if a free-energy type car is developed and have stood, and still stand, in 
the way of such research for decades, going as far as to destroy inventions, discredit 
inventors, or use hired muscle to intimidate prospective threats to their monopoly. 
Although there have been a myriad of alternative fuels and batteries invented and 
suggested – those who stand to lose from the development of such things have 
traditionally inhibited their growth.

3. The population of Earth is now much higher than it used to be, it was somewhere 
around the million mark in 1900, and is now somewhere around 6.6 billion – and to 
equip each person with such a vehicle to suit early utopian vistas of the future would 
prove even more prohibitive than at the turn of the century when the population was 
excessively low by today’s comparison.

4. World Resources are now much more heavily strained since the turn of the Century
when these ideas were being explored and to equip everyone with anything is no 
longer possible for such expensive technologies.

5. The Technology required to achieve more than a semblance of many of the 
concepts in such vistas has not been developed or has proved impossible to develop 
or harness – such as perpetual motion or free-energy.

6. Restrictions on airspace and intensified security considerations complicate ‘free’ 
travel.
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Thus, instead of our collective spirit being concentrated on personal rocket-ships to 
take us to other planets (which we now realise much to our annoyance aren’t 
inhabitable) we transport ourselves in large groups with clunky planes that often drop
out of the sky. It’s a poor consolation prize, but just one of many disappointments to 
our human spirit and identity.

Though there remain cashed up billionaires and humanitarians ready to fund fringe 
projects and technologies – as well as black funds, arms dealers, and militaries – 
collectively, we have largely given up on such ambitious projects and are now 
focused on extending our much more manageable ego with superficial attachments by
using portable or body-worn technologies – hence this generation is often called 
generation ‘me’. In dreaming so vividly we have been sorely disillusioned time and 
time again by the harsh demands of reality and are repeatedly demoralised by the 
time it takes to get even close to our fantasies. Often, we have to change them 
completely as was the case with our fabled Space Station that boasted it would 
support thousands of people who would live on the station for months at a time in a 
galactic paradise until they were exchanged for new thousands by regular shuttle 
shifts.

The idea of Space Stations has been fraught with difficulties and those that do exist 
are maintained by a dedicated team of about thirty people who spend months at a 
time fixing and regulating the thousands of problems that they incur.

Our reach has fallen short many crucial times as a human race and suffered great 
traumas to our collective identity (especially as regards detonation of the Atomic 
Bomb) and now it seems we seek to heal ourselves by making ourselves feel better by
reaching for individual pursuits much closer to home, and nothing as a collective. So, 
while we have lost most of the conscious connections to these traumas as time has 
gone by, we still hurt from the unconscious pain without knowing why.
Perhaps this is why a strong and destructive nihilistic streak has been carried forward 
into the 21st Century.

Our ambition, and the subsequent crushing of it, has been a key element in a great 
many movies that contain unconscious symbolism of great traumas.

In the 1980’s during the height of the Cold War, I watched movies such as ‘War 
Games’, ‘Tron’ and ‘Robocop’. In ‘War games’, a young ‘whiz-kid’ hacker (Matthew 
Broderick) accidentally finds his way into the Pentagon’s military database and 
makes contact with an ‘advanced’ military computer that he befriends. He plays 
several games against it marvelling at its skill, until it suddenly challenges him to a 
game of war.
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Believing the game to be nothing more than a simulator, he accepts, only to find out 
later that the game is being treated as real by the computer and his strategic 
maneuvers have set the United States on Defcon 1 under the threat of nuclear war. 
Eventually the Pentagon tracks him down and gets him to persuade the computer not 
to start WWIII.

The movie raised the problem of teaching the subtlety of concepts to computers. Fear 
that a supercomputer put in charge of military strategy and operations could 
potentially fail to discern reality from fantasy or blindly follow its programmed 
protocols without taking moment by moment changes into consideration and end up 
launching nuclear missiles and ICBM’s at America’s enemies, (or America) thus 
starting another world war by accident, is a theme that has surfaced in many 
technology-based movies.

A similar struggle and fear of man vs. machine was illustrated beautifully in Stanley 
Kubrick’s ‘A Space Odyssey 2001’ when Hal, the onboard computer follows its 
programmed protocol to the letter despite the human occupants being able to see an 
unorthodox but probable solution to a problem and condemns the human passengers 
to death.

A less extreme replication of this battle was recently given in Pixar’s ‘Wall-E’ but 
even here the love/hate relationship with robots and crazed computers filters through 
with healthy doses of mistrust. Even Buzz Light-year, a semi-robotic character is 
portrayed as prone to going mad in Toy Story 3 – which at the time of writing is an 
unreleased movie.

However, the role of man vs. machine was sometimes reversed too, with men acting 
like machines and/or using machines to cause great devastation.
In the ‘Hunt for Red October’ a stalwart Russian admiral drives fear into America 
when his attempt to defect with a nuclear submarine is taken as the intention to 
launch ICBM’s at the USA.

In ‘Flight of the Black Angel’ a vengeful but exemplary pilot steals a state-of-the-art 
military jet armed with a nuclear warhead and threatens to detonate it in his 
hometown.

James Bond and a plethora of Superheroes dealt with madman after madman that had
stolen or developed some technology or another to take over or destroy the world.
The threat of nuclear war was a prevalent threat from the 50’s through to the 80’s. 
The Russians, Koreans, Americans, Israelis, Iraqis, Cubans, Libyans, to name just a 
few had (and still have) stockpiles of thousands of devastating nuclear warheads, 
Inter-Continental Ballistic Missiles, Rockets filled with VX gas, biological
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toxins and other nasties. A major part of the last half of the 20th Century involved a 
parlay between countries to stop adding to these stockpiles and dismantle existing 
weapons.

During the first gulf war I recall seeing a televised countdown where a zero hour was 
given for Saddam Hussein’s demands to be met by the Allies or he would launch a 
nuclear warhead. Perhaps this was allied propaganda but I remember the fatalistic 
effect it had on me in believing that the world could end in a matter of hours – it was 
a feeling of terror. And I acted accordingly, and fatalistically, getting into a huge fight 
with my family and refusing to apologise claiming that we’d all be dead in a few 
hours so ‘who fucking cares anyway!’

This same numbing terror was felt by millions of people in the aftermath of the 
Atomic Bomb – where there is evidence for this in a great many movies that appeared
during the following decades that were clearly influenced by the pervasive threat of 
the Cold War the Atomic Bomb had set in motion.

It is perhaps worth noting that one of the most iconic images of the 20th Century was 
a lone man standing in front of a tank with his shopping under one arm holding his 
hand up to stop it in Tienanmen Square, China. It was an act that expressed 
something profound about our ethos.

‘War Games’ was made in an era where home computers (PC’s) were near to being 
realised but were still large blocky cumbersome units with black screens, 64 or 128kb
of RAM, used ASCII coding and had just one font of neon green text. It had taken 
decades longer than anyone expected to get even this far and since the journey there 
had been far different and more difficult than previously envisioned – no-one really 
knew what the next step would bring. A lot of speculative movies began to surface 
that mapped or hypothesised about the capabilities of future computing.
In Disney’s 1982 ‘Tron’ we were taken into the computer itself to explore a world of 
microchips and electronic databases where losing at a game meant causal death.
Though still very basic, Tron depicted the concept of Cartesian grids built of 
electronic signals (though not the first to do this) and vast areas that stretched to 
infinity inside the small monitor. In effect – it presented a hypothetical construct of 
pre-cyberspace.

In the futuristic 1982 ‘Blade-Runner’, humanoid-robots (then oft referred to as 
cyborgs) have reached such a high level of sophistication that they are called 
‘replicants’. ‘Replicants’ possess superior strength and mental ability and a few of 
them use their advantage for illegal activities. After several significant problems 
caused by rebel replicants, they are outlawed on earth and subsequently tracked down
by special agents who attempt to identify them from humans using psychological 
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questionnaires designed to test emotional response which the Replicants have not 
fully developed knowledge of the subtleties of.

Various human characteristics began to surface in our presentation of robots that dealt
comprehensively with various problems we encountered, moral, social, military, and 
technical – but one of the grails of science and technology was to make machines that
were just like us. This was further classified as meaning able to ‘think’ and ‘learn’ 
like us. Our personalization’s of computers and technology has led to some strange 
neologisms. For quite some time, the term ‘mainframe’ became common-place and 
synonymous with the ‘heart’ of a computer that had gone ‘berserk’ and needed to be 
shut down.

The development of the microchip processor enabled technology to leap forward at 
an unprecedented rate ushering man and machines into the Information Age together 
with computers beginning to rival man by speaking their own language. However, 
while computers have their own language, or ‘code’ – they still require manual 
human maintenance and interaction to build them, fix them, and teach them. The 
development of two-way conversation will prove crucial to perfect if computers are 
to ever be self-sufficient and recent development of quantum computers that can 
learn, or human identical robots programmed to learn is as frightening as it is 
fascinating.
Chess computers were available from the 1970’s onwards for public purchase but 
despite their sophistication they ran on a rudimentary program that could only output 
what was input even if input consisted of hundreds of thousands of possible moves.
One of the harder aspects of AI is giving computers a code of ethics. We have tried 
for a long time to do this, probably because robots were large, cold and frightening 
and bore no resemblance to us, and we feared them. To accept them, we would need 
them to look less threatening, and more human. We would also need them to act more
like us.

Although we are blessed with arguably the most powerful inbuilt computer on Earth, 
the Brain, the replication of this enigmatic engine has proved extremely difficult and 
progress in this area is very slow. AI was and still proves to be the toughest nut to 
crack.

Isaac Asimov was among the first to suggest a code of robot morality, whereupon he 
devised three laws that went on to strongly influence robotics. These three laws are:
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to
come to harm.
2. A robot must obey any orders given to it by human beings, except where such 
orders would conflict with the First Law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict 
with the First or Second Law.
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The fear that without these ethics, robots would not be able to discern an enemy from 
a friend or tell right from wrong and their confusion would lead them to spiral out of 
control with dangerous results remains a keynote in many media dealing with 
robotics.

It is likely that the phenomenal success and saturation of Star Wars and its treatment 
of the human-like 3CPO and the notably robotic-looking R2D2, where androids 
played diverse but integral human-like roles in a futuristic society, marked a stage of 
brief trust where collective humanity seemed to finally accept that robots could be 
possible companions for the future.

In ‘Robocop’, the concept of cybernetics and cyborgs was explored with the idea that 
robots could be our friends and even our protectors if AI could be sufficiently 
developed to instil an airtight moral code.

After suffering an accident at the hands of a corrupt cop who also murders his family,
Officer Alex Murphy is subjected to a life-saving but highly experimental procedure 
that turns him into a cyborg and the first ‘Robo-cop’. He is programmed with a 
simplified version of these three laws and after several successful demonstrations of 
his abilities is hailed as the prototype for future law enforcement in Detroit where 
crime is out of control.
The struggle for Robocop to perform his civil duties and code becomes difficult 
however when his computer programming is corrupted by memory flashes of his 
former life and the murder of his loved ones. Murphy ‘learns’ that a highly honoured 
cop who is also one of his programmers is behind his family’s murder. He is 
subsequently torn between following his directive that tells him he must not kill 
another human being, and his human emotions of anger, grief, and vengeance. His 
struggle is compounded and contrasted by an evil counterpart that ‘Robo-cops’ are 
supposed to replace; the ED209, an ‘older’ biped model of robot that takes laws and 
protocol all too seriously and follows a simpler program to such a degree that it 
gattle-guns a man to death during a demonstration requiring ‘compliance’ – even after
the man complies.

Robocop was a huge success at the movies and was joined by more playful optimistic
movies such as ‘Short-Circuit’ where A.I. is given to ‘No.5’ after a lightning strike 
hits one of a series of five experimental lethal cybernetic weapons.

‘No.5’ becomes sentient and makes his way through the world learning about it. He 
befriends Stephanie, a civilian that tutors him on various concepts with increasing 
subtlety. When ‘No.5’ tries to imitate the jumping of a cricket and accidentally 
squashes it, he implores Stephanie to re-assemble the cricket, only to learn that the 
cricket is ‘dead’ and cannot be re-assembled. When ‘No.5’ determines his own state 
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to be ‘alive’ he goes to great lengths to avoid being recaptured by the military and 
‘dis-assembled’ which he associates with ‘death’. ‘No.5’ from ‘Short-Circuit’ was 
almost certainly behind the inspiration for ‘Wall-E’, a more recent robotic character 
who possesses the same playful innocence and the same tank-like tracks and head 
goggles.

The theme that life occurs or A.I. can occur with a freak lightning strike is not new. 
Man spent the last half of the 19th century sending shocks through human cadavers to
bring them back to life and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein was given life in exactly the 
same way.

We find that even today explanations for how robots ‘life’ is brought into being is still
a matter of creative invention not scientific knowledge – and even today after decades
of trying, people are still trying to ignite this mysterious spark of life using electricity 
and computers.

However the truce with robots never lasts. And despite our optimism our cynicism 
returned.

Compare this optimism a few years later with the 1991 ‘Terminator’ movie which 
included significant breakthroughs in computer generated effects. In Terminator I an 
advanced robot (with metal exo-skeleton) from the future is sent to kill John Connor, 
future leader of the human resistance and our one true hope of escaping an eventual 
global takeover by a supercomputer called Cyberdyne that is destined to declare war 
on the human race.

In the Terminator, a soldier from the future is sent back to protect John from a hostile 
machine. The machine is relentless but eventually destroyed by human wile.
In Terminator II, the original terminator is sent back to protect John – while an even 
more hostile liquid metal ‘mimetic poly-alloy’ T1000 model Terminator is sent by 
Cyberdyne to finish what the original Terminator failed to do. The T1000 proves 
extremely tenacious but again, eventually succumbs to human wile and is destroyed 
by being melted in a forge.

In the third instalment however, John Connors's role changes from forestalling the 
detonation of a nuclear holocaust by shutting down or preventing Cyberdyne from 
going postal, to accepting that he cannot change the nuclear holocaust and must ready
himself to lead a resistance of friendly humans and re-programmed (read ‘neutral’) 
robots in an all out war against hostile robots.

It would appear that we finally succumbed to the fact that machines were not going 
away anytime soon, or for that matter, at all – and that we had to learn to adapt and 
live with them as best we could.
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This did nothing to allay our fears of machines however – in Gattica (1997), an 
Orwellian-style movie; the world is run using machines and computers of terrifying 
efficiency. The protagonist is cursed with imperfect DNA, a crime in a world where 
everything is perfect. He manages to deceive the machines that require his DNA to be
tested regularly, that he too is perfect using the DNA of a perfect individual who is 
not known to the system. This works fine until there is the disruption of a murder; an 
event that is thought to have been eradicated. DNA recovered from the scene turns 
out to be imperfect, leaving him in a quandary whether to confess the murder at the 
risk of exposing himself, whilst the machines set about conducting an extensive 
analysis of everyone’s DNA to determine the killer. His only crime is being born with
‘imperfect’ DNA.

Throughout sci-fi the concept of ‘networking’ emerged in many variations, and could 
be seen in such creatures as Star Trek’s Borg – a colony-type species of cyborg that 
were interconnected as one unified mass run by the equivalent of a supercomputer or 
paranoia-type movies where surveillance by machines had escalated out of control 
under the watchful eye of a malevolent ‘Big Brother’ i.e. 1984, Minority Report, A 
Scanner Darkly, Demolition Man, Cube, Total Recall, The Matrix.

The precision of robots being unable to make room for the variables that characterise 
human judgements occurs in ‘Minority Report’, ‘I, Robot’, and dozens of other sci-fi 
movies. In all of these movies – there existed a moral element, a question mark over 
total reliance on robots to do the right thing, and a pervading sense of malevolence, 
distrust, and the sinister if they did not. We also parodied and explored the result of 
acting like machines ourselves. It seems that for a long time yet, our uneasy 
relationship with creating our potential replacements will bring unease and a sense of 
the Sinister to all humanity.

But perhaps because this unconscious fear has been so deeply ingrained this 
archetypal battle underlay’s more than just movies about robots. And here again 
surfaces the theme of the Atomic Bomb. I believe that we have twisted robots and 
machines into other shapes, including semblances of ourselves (mindless implacable 
flesh-eating zombies that are relentless for example) that represent the same psychic 
cry for help – much the same way that dreams change their symbolism until a core 
message is finally understood.

TV Series such as ‘V’, ‘Mission Impossible’, and ‘the X-Files’ were part of a 
continuous thread that highlighted and replicated our innate fear of creating 
something that could destroy us. Aliens, Robots, Zombies, UFO’s, and Government 
Conspiracies have many things in common, but I believe they all share another 
common resonance: Voiceless awe of the power of the Atomic Bomb. I shall explain.
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The Atomic Bomb stunned the world in 1945 – and numbed us; and although the 
world has become decidedly cynical, I have no doubt whatsoever that the detonation 
of another would stun it again.

The insane power of the Atomic Bomb was ill-treated by the Americans at the time of
its hey-day – in fact their attitude was positively cavalier. They stood their soldiers 
only hundreds of feet away from test detonations wearing sunglasses and assured 
them there was no danger of radiation. The terrific shock-wave and devastation that 
could level cities flat and the permanent damage to the environment and lasting 
effects from fallout were downplayed and dismissed in America’s eagerness to use 
one. To garner support from their populace a deliberate deception about nuclear 
safety was promulgated in the infamously stupid ‘duck and cover’ precaution 
programs that instilled people to practice foolhardy precautions such as getting under 
a table, covering their head, or building a ‘bomb’ shelter.

Without anyone the wiser, the dangerous powers of nuclear weapons and their effect 
on their targets were downplayed and propagandised.

When Japan joined the Second World War and bombed Pearl Harbour, America’s 
armed forces were too strained to spread them further into the Orient. America 
proclaimed an attack on Japan the only course of action left and the decision was 
made to drop Atomic Bombs from the B-52 Enola Gay onto the cities of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki.

The unparalleled devastation it created: the radiation and fires, the black ash that 
rained from the sky, the yellow uranium puddles that caused horrific burns and 
melted flesh, the shock wave that smashed through concrete buildings like it was 
paper, the radiation blisters and sickness, the very burning of people’s shadows into 
the ground, and the ongoing genetic defects from contaminated soil, water and air 
that continue to this day were unique atrocities in humanities known history.
The explosion was of such magnitude it was heard hundreds of miles away and the 
mushroom cloud column could be seen from a hundred miles away spiralling into the
atmosphere. Here I believe the realisation that humans could commit this kind of 
absolute devastation on each other tore the collective psyche and left us numbed – 
unable to accept or deal with what had just happened.

The willingness to resort to such unrivalled destruction is unique to the United States 
(which is partly why I have no qualms believing 911 was a US led conspiracy) and 
was to elevate them to the status of a superpower on the back of a wave of 
incommunicable disbelief and fear.

What is interesting is that historically, a great emphasis is placed on Hitler, his crimes
and the holocaust.
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This issue, driven by Allied media, has always superseded any American atonement 
for the dropping of the most devastating weapon then devised. In fact, dropping the 
atomic bomb even seems to have been attributed as being necessary because of 
Hitler. Or perhaps this hatred of Hitler is driven by the projected guilt and shock of 
America at its own committing of unthinkable crimes.

Although there was an even larger explosion at the turn of the century in Tunguska – 
by albeit mysterious means – it did not affect us as much as Hiroshima because 
Tunguska’s explosion was in a remote area, but more importantly was not tied up 
with our collective identity.

The Atomic Bomb was a spearhead driven by human ingenuity, it was embedded in 
the consciousness, and the world was deeply invested in the events and outcome of 
the world war, excited about the dawn of the atomic age and nuclear power. The A-
bomb signalled a new age of atomic power and change, and we were excited about 
this potential right up until we saw what atomic power could do.

The Chernobyl Reactor Meltdown in 1986 only heightened already existing fears of 
nuclear power and, like exploration of space, pushed nuclear reactors into the 
background to hum quietly and unobtrusively in remote locations – hardly the vision 
of nuclear excellence we anticipated.

The movies are filled with allegories of super beings coming to earth to use super-
weapons advanced well beyond our means against us.

What was Godzilla, an unstoppable alien lizard-like force that levelled everything in 
its wake – if not an expression of this deep nuclear psychic scar? Or ‘Independence 
Day’? 2012?
A raft of UFO themes where deadly machines are used by deadly beings showed up 
for decades on television, and still they show up – with aliens fluctuating between 
being more like us, with emotions, behaviour and ethics that rival and sometimes 
supersede our own or as grotesquely twisted and savage extra-terrestrials.
What typically triumphs in the end over these forces is always our collective 
humanity – (and thanks to propaganda often that troubled soul who has to make hard 
world-changing decisions for all of us – the American President) – and our morality, 
or at least the myth of it. Yet, in thousands of our movies, it is as though we are 
continually attempting to recreate a certain archetypal scene.

In the horror movie the ‘Blob’ (1958), a gelatinous mass takes over a town, rolling 
down streets and oozing onto people to dissolve them whole. For quite a while a 
pervasive theme in cinema existed where something would be adversely affected by 
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lightning, a toxic or nuclear incident, or even a meteor crashing to earth causing some
species or another to go crazy or evil and take over some town.

From Spiders, Ants, Giant Rabbits, Bats, Birds, Bees, Worms, Sharks, and Piranhas, 
to a 50-Foot Woman, Cars and Killer Tomatoes – we toyed with the fantasy of being 
over-whelmed and explored our tentative relationship with nature and the animals. A 
mass of normally sedate creatures was given supernatural or heightened aggression 
and organised into impossible numbers in a bid to wipe us out.

I believe, in a sense, that we enjoyed the idea of being stripped of control, of being 
powerless and consumed by our own arrogance – perhaps a symptom of our guilt 
complex expressing itself at the horrors of Hiroshima/Nagasaki, Vietnam, and World 
War II – and that we created artificial coping mechanisms, a replication of the process
of controlled vulnerability to other more dominant forces around us.

This process enabled us to re-enact something of the powerlessness we felt at over-
whelming world events. But because our reasons for creating them remained 
unconscious – the core that bound all these movies and expressions together 
remained and remains subliminal. We never reached a clear concise conscious 
understanding of the grief and horror we felt from the atomic bomb; the event was 
simply too damaging to be dealt with openly. Instead, it has filtered out in a variety of
connected themes in all kinds of symbolism than hinted at the heart of our pain but 
never revealed it.

Such re-enactments allowed us to re-live the event but with control and explore a 
fantasy where we could evoke power over events where previously we had none. The
power of the trauma of the event is correspondingly mirrored in the power it has had 
over humanity. The possibility that our collective expressions over the course of the 
last hundred years contain secret screams of massive trauma has an undeniably 
sinister undertone; and it is our very denial that makes it so.
I do not define the ‘Sinister’ as an evil energy – though it can be expressed through 
such energies on some level – there is more to this energy than an oversimplification 
that constrains it in moral terms.

Moral terms are unfortunately the status quo of reference for humanity – the legacy 
of the ancient dragon of religion and all too often they act as a thick paste slapped 
onto the surface of abstractions to make even the most delicate tangents of energy 
that contain esoteric hints into our deeper human processes at work, into a fat block 
of mediocrity that is easier to grasp and pretend to understand.

To treat the ‘Sinister’, or even the concepts of ‘Good’, ‘Purity’ or ‘Evil’ as they were 
designed to be treated, as words for objective things in themselves is natural – but 
because we treat them this way – accepting them as the base from which we proceed 
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– any independent heuristic phenomenological study of these things seldom goes any 
further than the jurisdiction of morality, and because of our conditioned laziness, we 
lose a great deal of the information they contain.

Morality is a combination of convenience and ignorance whose function is to 
deliberately obscure a finesse of extreme subtlety. Through the invention and 
installation of morality the tension of opposites and the power between them, the real 
power of magic, sorcery, life, has become an artificial scale of opposing values, 
morally and then linguistically simplified and solidified into Good and Evil. This 
chunky filter is liberally applied to interpret all energies, overt or extremely subtle – 
thus muddying the sublime with a profane lens that seeks the least exertion of energy.
The ego will hate to hear this; it detests being told off, but more than that it detests 
exerting more energy than the minimum and too, anyone that requires it to change its 
perspective and prevent it from using its all-time favourite filter.

But the ‘Sinister’ is not just an energy of evil or destruction and to view it as such is 
to bury its incredible subtlety, which although difficult to extract, is worth the 
painstaking excavation.

To bind it in moral terms causes this energy be stripped of much of its inherent 
information –forcing it to behave as an inert abstraction in the service of an artificial 
egocentric yolk. Treated differently, it reveals a much more intricate web of 
complexity at work.

Firstly, in terms of energy, the Sinister is beyond morality – it is not evil, though it 
can by all means be interpreted as evil; but it is far more complex an emanation and 
symptom than the Christian’s wet-dream.

It is a creeping ‘other-than’ – because if it were in any way a moral absolute, then we 
would simply use the word evil – but it is suggestive of something in potential.
It can be felt in many places, over our lifetime or in an instant, defying the strictures 
of opposites. However, ‘Sinister’ energy is an abstraction itself – a means by which 
we can wrap our head around the maddening dynamic of the esoteric workings of the 
mind by having something ‘concrete’ to work with; a supposition that gives rise to 
others that exerts abstract tension.

Energy is also an abstraction – yet another one we tend not to look at too closely but 
instead quickly layer with attachments, associations, and forms; this is the secret of 
will. But if we do try to look at it with any determined scrutiny we quickly encounter 
frustrating problems.
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I.e. Picture clearly what this energy is. Now strip it of its name, remove the word 
energy, remove the word Sinister – remove morality – and all the other abstractions 
we layer onto this invisible ball we believe we perceive – and what is left?
Can you still hold it without naming it, without describing it? Can you pass it to 
someone without telling them what it is, without using the convenient strictures of 
morality that makes people nod their head and show a clumsy recognition for the 
hand-holds by which these energies are most usually known and handled? ‘Oh, yes, 
I’ve heard of the Sinister Path, I’m a Right-Hand Pather myself… I don’t dabble in 
black magic.’ Can you pass the Sinister to someone without telling them what it is? 
Try.

To constrain energy, we have to call it energy, since for us to use it, make it 
serviceable, it has to be called something. Otherwise, we cannot work with it, shift it, 
add to it, explain it, compare it, validate it or otherwise use it, because without words 
to carry them and morality to simplify and translate the subtle into the simple – the 
abstractions we use have no weight. Their solidity completely relies on being morally
validated. *(See Appendix.)

Morality is a very poor filter for phenomenology though – and to Know thyself, to 
know what the Sinister denotes, hints at, and to get to where these and all our other 
abstracts originate from, before they Become and before we lose ourselves in their 
Becoming; morality has to be abandoned and treated as a coarse tension unsuitable 
for refined heuristics

~
Here now, is a second example of a non-moral sinister current – an ‘other-than’ 
prevalent in the uncontrolled acceleration of artificial time.

CHRONOCENTRIC ACCELERATION

The events of the 20th Century re-shaped many things: they re-shaped the way wars 
were fought: the way economies, technology, science, and power developed 
regionally around the world: re-shaped the limits of mankind and the follies of 
mankind…

But I believe they also contained a point where humanity began to accelerate through 
changes faster than we could keep up with them. One could argue that much has been
lost and trampled in the stampede of ‘progress’. Time, once held sacred as the 
journey of the sun across the sky, has been eroded by the dominance of economics 
and the tyranny of the machines.

The day used to be sacredly observed in blocks that meant something; 5 o’clock used 
to mean a definite end to the working day, now it is a mere blip in the mundane day 
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that might or might not live up to its promise of home time pending the needs of the 
machine. Overtime has all but disintegrated the sun’s jurisdiction to meet economic 
demands. The day no longer ends when we come home – it drags out indefinitely to 
please the machines on the phone, computer, or laptop.

Though I do not appreciate the Christian celebration of December 25th or the horrible
commerciality that coca-cola set in motion when it bought Santa Claus and made him
a red and white materialist; I did appreciate the sacred observance of holidays and 
traditions having a causal start and causal end – a defined time required to tolerate 
them.

Over the years however, Christmas has been broken free of its restraints by corporate 
provocateurs and now gets going four even five months before December and ends 
sometime in March – kept alive either side of the year by pre-Christmas and after 
Christmas sales.

Christmas has long been a corporate institution – and long been stripped of its sacred 
elements; but does it mean anything to anyone when it is prostituted for nine months?
Easter, used to be celebrated on a couple of days in April, and admittedly Easter eggs 
would be in the shops a month or two before this to capitalise on the rush. But this 
year, Easter eggs and buns were in the shops by Boxing Day, just two days after 
Xmas. Sacred observance of even the most basic traditions, such as Time, has been 
eroded, corporately lengthened, for the worship of money.

Time is measured by change – change by the revolution of evolution. ‘Progress’ has 
become our new clock – and new technology the hands that turn it. As a result, Time 
– has sped up drastically.

Technology is moving at such a rapid rate that new models become obsolete in years, 
months or even weeks – yet machines are still speeding up and because of that, so 
must we. But we are still, as we have always been, in many ways inferior to machines
and the economy. We can never match their speed or efficiency, even as we are being 
forced to try – more often than not we simply match their cold inability to empathise.
This acceleration has continued exponentially throughout the decades of the 20th 
century, but it has had unforeseen effects and the people of 2010+ are all but 
spiralling out of control.

We have collectively, not just individually, begun to emulate machines, becoming 
cold and unfeeling, acting rapidly and pragmatically like them, and losing a sacred 
connection of collective human empathy along the way. We try to assume the good 
points of machines, of our masters, for ourselves – efficiency, rapidity, reliability – 
but somehow mangle the translation.
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We try to copy computers by processing huge amounts of information in seconds. We
surf the net and read exhaustive tracts of texts but can only pick out the most glaring 
points – we can scan dozens of pages of text but only retain about 1%. Unlike 
machines, we have to trim information, simplify it into its most basic blocks and 
understand only the bare minimum of the available media whilst the machines retain 
it all – miss nothing – and malevolently highlight the fact that we can never compete.
In the name of survival – which we have entrusted to machines – we wake up to a 
machine, make our food in a machine, shave our face with a machine, light our 
cigarette with a machine, pack our pockets with machines, clog the roads in 
machines, take our driving cues from machines, carefully watching the time on a 
machine, to get to work on time before a machine docks us, to work with machines or
make machines and ultimately to work for the Machine. We also tend more often to 
become enraged if any of these processes get interrupted. How did this happen?

~

In the 1950’s we tried to convince ourselves that we could attain Eden. We pretended 
we knew exactly how everything should proceed in neat instructions that left no room
for error. We strove for perfection and to attain the nuclear family. Movies created 
around this time were possessed of great romanticism and there was little room for 
horror in the sense of any unsettling intrigue– everyone was proper and looking to the
future.

There was however a sense in the air that this rigid state of Victorianism was being 
undermined by those who would become the children of the 60’s, just as there has 
been an unsettling sense that comes with all ages and generations of the unstoppable 
force of entropy and change and the sense that sinister elements would undermine the
plans of the present day.

Sex, Drugs, Vietnam, Freedom, Peace, and a Re-discovery of the Body: all of these 
issues would rear their head in a generation that began asking questions, flouting laws
and social mores, inventing their own vernacular and their own counter-culture. 
Flower Power had arrived and with it came rebellion against the Establishment.
The 60’s made its mark and then the 70’s rolled around and everything changed 
again. The madness of the 70’s died down and the 80’s came about. Drugs were 
restricted, Sex was made into a commodity to be bought and sold, a re-focus on 
science and technology re-emerged, interest in space craft and computers was re-
instated and a sense prevailed that those of the 80’s were more grown-up, knew better
and were more worldly, reigned.
In all of these transitions – none of them clearly marked in duration despite the ten 
year blocks that try to limit and constrain them – the world changed rapidly, 
embracing or rejecting various themes and social issues as time and culture 
fluctuated.
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With each wave came an excitement that we were moving forward, throwing down 
old ways and getting to know who we were as individuals and Music, Fashion, 
Technology, Literature, organisations, Issues all changed rapidly from one year to the 
next.

But all these changes wrought terrific strain as we moved through them – hardly 
having time to get to grips with one thing before the next thing happened along… 
much was lost, and many things, previously held in vogue for a century or more were
eroded: values, respect, authority, all suffered until there was a slowly dawning 
appreciation that life, was suddenly moving uncomfortably fast and things were being
said and done that would forever make it impossible to go back.

In all of this we felt fear and trepidation as monumental things unfolded, both good 
and bad – that gave us much unease – voiced a collective cry to slow down. But 
things slowed in the 80’s only for a moment before the rise of the Internet enabled 
society to rocket out of control.

Collectively swept along in these decades we were forced to change our cultural 
understanding and iconography again and again to fit each fad and trend – these rapid
changes have left little time for any significant collective grieving of events. The 
Vietnam War was brought to a standstill by a united populace and a collective outrage
expressed in the streets, in protests, sit-in’s and demonstrations of the people.
This intensity of collective community spirit once shown by people has long been 
silenced by a shattered collective identity – unions have been disbanded, protests 
outlawed, any sort of violence is met with extreme force or imprisonment by 
enforcers of the law even if the government are in the wrong.

Our collective hope for the future has since been splintered. Where things had 
previously been kept sacred with careful rites of passage observed to mark important 
stages of life as it unfolded in age – information dealt out as each afforded it – this 
maturity has been eroded. We gave over this office to external authorities and 
departments, who gave it to machines.

We have since arrived at a state of cynical anarchic rebellion against all values; a 
culture of psychopathic alpha-cynics that corporate negligence has encouraged to 
spawn.

We lost our collective hope and developed a jaded acceptance that some things will 
never change – and with that acceptance we lost control of our society to the point 
that it began to control us.
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We were right to fear the irresponsibility of machines should they fail to grasp human
ethics; because we had to know a future with machines would lead us to do what we 
naturally do and become what we hate.

In some unconscious warning spark, even at the turn of the century, we knew 
humanity has always foreseen itself in and been jealous of the things it hated.
The speed and unpredictability of change tragically reminds us that it is beyond our 
control – that like Oppenheimer and his Atomic Bomb, we cannot predict how our 
inventions will be used or how they will alter the world. Ultimately we have no 
choice but to embrace each wave and remain forcibly optimistic that it will all work 
out for the best or convince ourselves that if we can just hold on things will get better.
A sense of self-deception is necessary to console us that there is order to be found 
even in the greatest chaos. And as a defence we throw ourselves into the self-
importance of our lives and its tasks. Yet, in those rare times when we are alone with 
our thoughts we sometimes sense our careful lie, catch the edge of it in our throat as 
we live out our lives – and it disturbs us. There is a sense of the Sinister in these 
losses and of the inevitable effects of an acceleration of time where there is 
increasingly less to anchor people to the past: perhaps to the point where someone 
takes it into their head to detonate another Atomic Bomb. For he who forgets the past 
is destined to repeat it.

THE MULTIFACETS OF MORBIDITY

Whilst a sense of the Sinister is often recognised by its presence in scenes of gore, 
murder, or extreme sadness or tragedy – it is also found in the suspense leading up to 
and/or away from such events – also in conspiracy, intrigue, deception, betrayal, 
irony or the macabre. But it is even more Omni-present than that.

It is inimical to subtle tangents of ‘other-than’ – unpredictable and unique cracks that 
surface in form beyond typical moral simplifications. The following represents a 
diverse range of energies subtle and overt that equate to the Sinister and loosen the 
energy it seeks to explain from its moral strictures. The reader may even feel it edge 
in where I do not, for the Sinister is subjective.

In London, 1888, Jack the Ripper’s crimes were horrific and branded monstrous, 
inhuman even – but what made them Sinister and set them apart from other crimes of 
this nature was the mystery regarding his motive and identity. More than a hundred 
years on, a fabled mythos built around Jack still lends a sinister ethos to the events of 
one of the most infamous killers of all time.

Yet there is still a nagging sense when facts about the killings are presented to us that 
Jack’s identity was known at the time but kept secret by a clandestine conspiracy – 
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and that the surfacing of then readily apparent indicators, if handled more carefully, 
could have prevented chilling consequences.
But we are in the position to know that key clues and evidence were ignored; a chalk 
message of the Ripper ‘The Juwes are not the ones who will be blamed’ was scrubbed
clean by the chief of police before the hand-writing could be analysed; blood was 
cleaned away or bodies were moved so as to contaminate the facts of the crime scene.
It is not merely the brutality of the Ripper that makes this series of killings chilling – 
or memorable – but also the possibility that Jack was never caught, and possibly 
enabled by an Establishment we believed was sworn to protect society – an 
establishment that itself lead the hunt to catch him or not catch him as the case may 
be.

That we now know more fully the facts of those fateful days when the Ripper stalked 
the streets of London than any of the characters present who belonged to that time – 
that we are able to see connections that they could not – is a sinister irony – for we 
can do nothing to help those people make those connections or aid the victims of the 
Ripper despite knowing what is going to happen.

While those characters are long dead, their energies and mythos still lives on, 
allowing us to place ourselves in a world long gone and walk amongst them as ghosts
that can do nothing even as we know everything. There is a powerlessness in this – a 
perceptive glimpse at our own fated demise someday being haunted by ghosts who 
can do nothing and yet know everything.

The Sinister thrives in the subtle currents that undercut a fascination with the evil, the
wicked or the violent; not just the acts themselves but in the continuous tragedy of 
posterity which learns and knows the past but can do nothing to change it. It reminds 
us of our own unchangeable entropy and the looming tragedy of our own inevitable 
mortality and that every moment that unfolds is a tragicomedy possessed of time-
space frozen eternally, yet hurried on relentlessly.

In the serial-killer based movie ‘Manhunter’ (1986), a shy but monstrous killer called 
the Red Dragon befriends a blind woman solely because she cannot see his face. We 
the audience know the truth of his hideous crimes, we can see the totality of events, 
we know he is a killer, and that she doesn’t. He is for the entire world to her a normal,
even charming man – a situation that is true to life with many accounts of family 
members proving shocked to discover they have been living with a killer or police 
often interviewing but letting go a killer, having no idea they have just interviewed 
the right suspect.

What makes this scene sinister is not the presence of evil – but the irony created 
between the characters and the viewer. Likewise it is not the isolated instance of a 
carving knife, Norman Bates, or Janet Lee having a shower that gives rise to an 
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emanation of the sinister in Hitchcock’s ‘Psycho’ – the blood draining into the sink 
and the actual hand stabbing downward remind us of our own vulnerability and 
looming death, but it is the irony created by our participation that puts all these things
into a sinister frame.
We are aware of Norman’s condition and propensity for violence, but Janet Lee is 
not. We are aware of Janet Lee’s vulnerability, but she is not.

Because what we are being affected by is more than watching someone (with pre-
knowledge she is an actress) being stabbed to death – it is a deeply rooted archetypal 
psychodrama we play out again and again to get as close to death as possible without 
actually joining it.

I suspect our flirtation with Death acts a tension to understand life – and vice-versa. 
Slipping into the psychodrama of serial killers fascinates us. Perhaps this is because 
we tend to find it hard to believe that monsters could walk unseen among us as our 
fathers, mothers, grandparents, sons, babysitters or family friends – perhaps because 
acceptance of such a notion threatens our social stability and erodes those anchors we
are traditionally taught to trust – or perhaps it is because we secretly want them to go 
where we cannot on our behalf so that we can explore death by proxy. Why else 
would we glorify something so unashamedly that supposedly shocks us?

In early cinema we were fed a stereotypical image of the serial killer who was 
grotesquely marked, abnormal; a visible monster in all respects. I believe this 
indicated the extent of unconsciousness that veiled our association of such horror 
emanating from ourselves. The warp in perception we had to make to identify such 
people with ourselves gave rise to twisted crazed beasts and psychopaths – which 
were heavily restrained by morality.

To some extent we have learned to accept that there are no monsters only humans, i.e.
in 2010 we are largely aware of the folly of trusting these warped depictions of 
danger as openly cloaked in convenient monster-isms when even seemingly innocent 
children commit brutal murders but even as we know this, we still run to morality to 
explain their deeds and disassociate ourselves from them by warping them into 
monsters, hideous inhuman demons and beasts showing that we fear and refuse to 
accept our own nature.

The profile for almost all serial killers today is white male, 25-35 years old, good 
looking, above average intelligence and a family man: a near perfect chameleon that 
is generally only caught by slipping up or by escalating beyond control to the point 
where killing, not preservation, becomes paramount. We say things like ‘they are just 
like us’ – to disassociate from our own collective humanity – as if they were some 
‘other’.
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Ted Bundy abducted, tortured, raped, and killed at least seventy young women by 
wearing a plaster cast on his arm to feign injury and asking girls for help at the back 
of his van in quiet campus car parks. Police are still unsure as to how many victims 
Bundy claimed or even what he did with them as many bodies have never been found
and Bundy never admitted his guilt, shared this information or showed an iota of 
remorse.
By all accounts Bundy was a ‘ladies man’ charismatic and charming and even joked 
with police, his jailers, whilst awaiting his trials. Yet there was the other side to 
Bundy – he escaped four times whilst in prison or from police custody and continued 
to kill again each time until he was caught. In one instance where he escaped from a 
courthouse through a window – it took police years to recapture him. Bundy was a 
‘different’ person when he wasn’t called upon to fit in, entertain, or play up to the 
contractual obligations of society – but when he did, you couldn’t tell him apart from 
anyone else – and in almost all cases, assumed him to be better than the average man 
as a man.

Richard Ramirez, aka the Nightstalker broke into the homes of old ladies and raped 
them, cut them, bit them, and killed them by beating their skulls in with a crowbar. As
he escalated, he strangled them with pantyhose and inserted broom handles and other 
objects into them. His last words before being executed were allegedly ‘See you in 
Disneyland.’

The sense that Richards crimes were so atrocious, so off the known scale, with no 
discernible motive except that he wanted to commit them, has been cited as ‘chilling’ 
‘cold’ and with other metaphors to do with an absence of warmth, of heart, of 
humanity.

But what we say and do always has a shadow – an unconscious ‘other-than’ that says 
more than we are aware of about our processes.

Do we find them so fascinating because it shows us what we could be capable of if 
only we would let go the Beast we hold very tightly in rein? Knowing that this or that
person has taken what they wanted without remorse but simply because they wanted 
something thrills us as much as it chills us.

We cannot deny that amongst the revulsion, fascination, disbelief and anger of such 
crimes – there is a hidden sense of jealousy that motivates our outrage – jealousy that 
this person has dared to do what we would never do out of our fear of social 
punishment and reprisal.

This unsettling moral ambivalence that we try hard to disguise with indignation and 
outrage is mixed in with the unsettling idea that we resent to some extent living our 
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own lives in restraint – in not doing what we want when we want, unlike these killers,
who we proclaim out loud in unison to be so atrocious.

Yet, perhaps we fear them and hate them because they represent our shadow side and 
we envy them for their freedom, for their lack of remorse and guilt at taking what 
they want. They become in a sense antiheroes.

We wish we could be as free but we cannot; we fear the consequences of doing so, 
bind ourselves with morality, and do the only thing we can allow ourselves to do – 
scream bloody murder and call for their head.

The secret conflict of morality is an ongoing struggle in all of us. A classic example 
of morally condemning something whilst openly embracing it is to be found in 
Australia’s unashamed glorification of the criminal elements of its history and 
society.
Society is based on an unwritten social contract to get along, not hurt each other, and 
live in peace – but our control over ourselves seems limited and sometimes we are 
not capable of staying social and lose what little we have of control completely – 
succumbing to obsession, vice or emotion. Our moral character is always in question,
from ourselves, from others and from various forms that demand we shape ourselves 
accordingly.

Our motivation to endure the rigours of self-control is borne of the abyss. We each 
stand on the brink of a precipice staring down into the depths of human depravity and
thoughts of what we could sink to if we all let go. We possess an ingrained 
understanding of just how torturous and fearful living in a world where everyone did 
as they pleased would be. If self-preservation were paramount to all people – our race
would not have been able to forge societies or get anything done. If Darwin’s theory 
of survival of the fittest were applied we would quickly destroy ourselves.
Whilst people outnumber their enforcers by hundreds of thousands to one most of us 
obey the social contract because we know what humans can and have done to one 
another when we do not try and how destructive we intrinsically are. We are 
possessed of a heart of darkness that we struggle to keep from beating too loudly 
around those who would hear it and this restraint is what keeps society and a 
relatively stable order amongst our species. We also know we are all too ready to 
sacrifice enormous numbers of human lives in the name of some abstract ideal or 
another.

Themes or actions of Death, Sex, Violence, Torture, Hate, Crime and others – some 
of these abstracts have been used to denote the nature of the Sinister, as if the Sinister
were contained within morality, that construct of tensioned opposites through which 
we find meaning by setting forms against one another.
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But the ‘Sinister’ is also merely an abstract – it surfaces in morbidity through the 
unique constraints of morality that filter it into a scale of moral value, and in turn 
arises through morality because that is our common language. But even so, the 
Sinister is not constrained nor defined by morbidity or morality and it can be felt 
present as easily in forms as it can in a vacuum.

Even the sweetest most family-orientated movies cannot escape the contrast they 
create: and if in those moments we are watching such a film and our mind wanders to
darker thoughts, we may question the appropriateness or relevance of such films in 
relation to our existence. We may become sharply aware that what we are watching is
in fact a painted dream, a deliberately created escape like so many of our pastimes 
from the horrors of the real world.

THE TRAGEDY OF INDEPENDENT CAUSAL LIFELINES OF FREED 
PERSPECTIVE

The Sinister is morally indiscriminate. Remorselessness is not the only place to find it
– for it is to be found in remorse as well. For many years as a young man I have 
played an instrumental role in helping to build something under the impression that I 
was doing the right thing, and the only thing that could be done to change the world 
and save it. Even when I did not believe the propaganda put forth from those I allied 
myself with, I went along with the charade anyway, making myself useful to 
madmen.
Now that I am older, raising children, connected to family, have a deeper sense of my 
responsibilities and my connection to the world, and the effect a person can have on 
it, I am sloughing off old skins and forms.

But I see too late the folly of building war machines, in subjugating my intelligence 
to aid the causes of others, and in playing my role of justifying people to do evil 
things by talking them out of taking responsibility for those things and attributing 
their actions toward the cause of war with the magic of my manuscripts. These are 
things I cannot change, things I have helped set in motion that now have their own 
unseen course – things I can only hope to atone for.

Under the banners of “ISS”, “Sinisterion”, or “THEM” people do things and act using
the forms I have created – but while many refuse to accept responsibility for what 
they do, for what they create, I cannot.

Like Frankenstein turns on his creator, I have given birth to monsters that are now out
of my hands and out of my control and which I must now destroy or try to create new
forms to provide a balance. The sense that what I intended has been distorted is 
foreboding – an ugly echo of the potential for all forms to be used by whoever, 
whenever and for whatever purpose and often purposes the creator never intended.
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I understand why but struggle against the reality that what we say and mean is never 
really clear to others. There is too much variability that is open to translation, too 
many angles to be correctly/identically interpreted through others rose-tinted filters, 
inevitable discrepancy where there is different focus on some aspects, a muting and 
mutation of others. People translate what we say into their own words, in their own 
way, and in their own image. This is why propaganda must be of the lowest order and
appeal to the lowest common denominator – and why intelligentsia is always the first 
to go in revolutions.

Once ideas have left the womb, once they have been written down or given life, it has
been said, they no longer belong to the creator/the writer and go on to live and spawn 
in their own way. In this sense we can never control how others will see us, ensure 
that others understand us, stop them from adding something we did not intend, or 
twisting our shapes in their hands to make a mockery of our original intent. 
Especially if our causal creations outlive us and we cease to be around to defend, 
explain or correct them.

All that we say and do is never really understood in its intricacy, never the same for 
others as it is for us.

We are in life alone, and yet we pretend to the contrary and base our entire lives upon
a pretend unification that can never exist. We kill and hurt each other century after 
century because of this pretence.

In this there is a sense of tragic loss and waste, collective human self-deception and 
the Sinister.

The above are just a few examples of the diversity of the Sinister to manifest outside 
of typical moral values such as ‘evil’, ‘demonic’, or ‘satanic’. You may observe for 
yourself that it is not bound to only emerge from forms – it is an ominousity that 
creeps beyond forms in unexpected and often unnamed ways.

EDGES OF THE SINISTER

I will end this part of the essay by relating a few of the other ways in which the 
Sinister manifests itself and edges into being in all manner of human devices simply 
because it is inextricably woven into being, not merely evil,– and then summarise 
why.

In the horror ‘schlocker’ series ‘Friday the 13th’ (1980+), ‘Halloween’ (1978) and 
‘Nightmare on Elm Street’ (1984) the mass murderers Jason Voorhees, Michael 
Myers, and Freddy Krueger are sinister not only for their appearance but because of 
an interconnection of elements.
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For example, they each defy known physics – they bend time and space to their will. 
Victim’s attempts to run away are futile. As the audience we count on it, and there is a
certain thrill of glee and danger in knowing the victims are doomed from the 
beginning no matter what they do. Here again we mete out Irony. We know they will 
die (they don’t) we just don’t know how (the killer does). In watching them we play a
part in injecting these movies with as much of the sinister and suspense as the 
director and his devices; the director supplies the story, the gore, the chase, the hero, 
the villain, and the viewers total vantage point; and in exchange we willingly and 
temporarily suspend belief to give the victims the opportunity to run away. We endow
them with a sporting chance to survive the onslaught, which creates tension that 
makes the killers invincibility all the more dangerous and exciting. The victims run 
away in a linear direction away from danger to safety, (a tactic which would 
ordinarily hold water), only to find their killers have already arrived ahead of time to 
an impossibly portentous spot to slaughter them. This bi-location of time has been 
and remains a constant feature in films.

One can usually predict when the director will attempt to make the audience jump in 
fright because the music falls silent and the camera either moves in close to the 
character to frame shoulders and face, or in close but with enough room to the side or
over the shoulder for something to enter. This is a tried and tested method, and 
although there are some variants on the theme, it remains a constant application.
If Jason Voorhees were real, chances are that quite a lot of his would-be victims – 
mostly fit and athletic – would out-run him, get to safety, call the police, and he 
would be hunted down, arrested, or shot silly. It wouldn’t be much of a movie. But 
tangling him in time, giving him supernatural strength, unrelenting momentum, and 
frightening brutality serve to turn him into a monster where the chess-board (movie 
area) is limited in space, and the protagonist unlimited in time; these twists help 
create a sinister character.

This condition of inevitability is also utilised by Krueger only in a different way, 
where it is inevitable that his victims will succumb to sleep, thus it’s only a matter of 
time before they meet him; and when they do, anything previously impossible in 
waking reality is now possible through nightmares. Krueger’s bi-location is not so 
indifferent to the relentlessness of Voorhees, or Leatherface, the T3000 in Terminator 
IV, or Batman.

But alone it does not make him sinister.

No single attribute makes or can make him sinister – it is webs of them, a geometry 
of forms, that lend him that aura – elements that feed one another, tension one 
another, explain one another, compliment or contrast one another. Without knowing 
who they are and the function they perform the ‘killers’ are far less threatening and 
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even obscure. Jason’s mask has entered popular culture as an icon – but wearing a 
mask is not automatically a sinister element –if you didn’t associate the rest of 
Jason’s mythos to it, it could just as easily pass for any other hockey mask, and if 
Friday the 13th hadn’t made it an icon – it would still be just a neutral sport 
implement. His torn overalls, mutilated face, knife, height, relentlessness, watching 
from the bushes, etc mean nothing in themselves. Each item, presented on its own 
lacks ability to interconnect with the other elements to generate the Sinister. Only 
once we have that interconnection however, adding the device of the tortured 
backgrounds of each killer – we personally lend mythos and even pathos (feeling 
empathy or sympathy for the protagonist) imbuing the collective with the Sinister, 
allowing us to cheer both for the victims and the killer.

Many films, schlockers included, would be nothing without the accompaniment or 
underscoring of well-placed music – an often undetected but ever-present score that 
guides us in interpreting the events on screen whether we like it or not.
Half the time we do not even notice music in the background, letting it filter in 
liminally until we suddenly catch the edge of it and realise it has been playing all 
along.

A good example for this is found in sex. Sex often mutes any music playing in the 
background as attention is completely diverted to more immediate matters.
Music, creeps into our unconscious – it emphasises emotions, drama, suspense, 
excitement, heightens or relaxes our various senses, tells us what the character is 
feeling, and controls us on another realm – an unconscious realm where we can 
scarcely control the contents that enter while we have our conscious guard down.
That we can be infiltrated so subtly opens up the tremendous power of frequency, 
notes, and pitch to affect us without our knowledge – to abuse – and the ramifications
of this are sinister. If we are trying to concentrate on a task, and a song we hate is 
playing, we are less likely to perform well than if a song we like is playing. Some 
kinds of music have the power to enrage us or calm us. This is a fact treated seriously
by those who develop sonic weaponry that can disable or supposedly kill a person or 
group of people using high concentrations of certain frequency alone. At around 400 
decibels, the eardrums burst causing death or extreme or permanent disorientation 
due to loss of balance. It would not be so difficult to re-create such a blast to use in 
short bursts on people.

Muzak is played in shopping centres to calm people while subliminal messages 
filtered through it are bought by shopkeepers the world over wishing to subdue 
shoplifting impulses or secretly encourage our behaviour.

Advertising, product placement, refurbishing, etc all have huge industries devoted to 
tricking the shit out of people – some of which I’ve worked in. Only extreme naivety 
or optimistic ignorance would not suspect chains and businesses of not doing 
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everything they can to make a profit – including employing fringe technologies and 
strategies that affect humans psychologically and unconsciously.

I am increasingly convinced that frequency plays a hugely but undervalued part in 
our lives – that there is an entire dimension of which many people are only liminally 
aware, that they barely consciously process, but the knowledge of which is quite 
often deliberately used against us to affect us and our emotions without our consent.
ONA plain-chants that focus on hitting certain notes or combinations of them to 
affect someone ‘magically’ require the perfect vibration of certain pitches 
accompanied by other pitches. Hearing these sounds has occasionally sent shivers up 
my spine or sharply affected my mood – particularly Agios O Aosoth sung in 
organum. As a result of consciously realising that certain notes can have an effect on 
me when held, I am slowly developing a fascination I wish to explore more deeply 
for the power of sound and music.

I have great awe for the human voice; though I dislike the Christian messages in 
choral-type music I particularly enjoy the harmonics of choirs. The Gregorian (plain) 
chanting of various orders of monks, Russian orchestras, and Estonian composer 
Arvo Part, Tibetan, and Native American chant and song and many other albums of 
the human voice are all able to invoke something unsettling.

I would not like to over-exaggerate a recent phenomenon – but the voice of the now 
famous Susan Boyle, so perfect and so clear, especially the way she holds/hits notes 
in pitch, is the only human voice I have ever heard whose voice literally sends deep 
chills through my body and plunges me into emotion. It is lucky that nature imprints 
a counter-balance to all such frightening talents i.e. that she is steadfast about only 
singing songs that mean something to her and that her appearance prevents/limits her 
from being appreciated/exploited in an industry that merits superficiality. Were she to 
fit the image currently enforced as beautiful – we’d all be in deep shit – because that 
kind of beauty is easily controlled. We are lucky that she is a humble woman too, 
because a voice like that, that literally moves people, vibrates through them with pure
resonance alone, could easily become a weapon. There is something disturbingly 
sinister in a display of the human voice being able to do such things to us against our 
will. Perhaps it is because she does it against our will that there is so much resistance 
to accept her talent as extraordinary and even unique.

It has been said that the Sinister can be beautiful – but what is beautiful and sinister is
not beautiful for long. What is sinister is possessed of a particular presence; an 
unsettling sense that something is ‘other than’ and warns us of some danger, some 
‘other than’ which lies beneath supposed Eden. Beauty in the sinister is not beautiful 
for its own sake because it is beautiful, but possesses an extra dimension, an 
additional something more – it is not being but becoming – beauty being only a 
primary stage of the sinister.
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There is something sinister in a walk through an eerie forest at night, or in standing at
the grave of a loved one knowing that some day we will join them. Something 
unsettling about strange places filled with strange people. The sinister can edge in 
from seemingly innocent comments, in glances, or from whispers, from voices crystal
clear or muffled – there is something sinister about doors, in their function to divide 
and conceal, keeping secrets and segregating truth. Something sinister in sex, in 
violence, in love, in time, in dance, indeed I struggle to think of a place where the 
Sinister cannot be found if one seeks to find it – or even if one does not.
The beautiful lullaby of paradise that fills our hearts and senses with peace and 
blissful ignorance can always be shattered: our window of God can be caused to 
tremble and strain from the slightest deviation in Eden when the sinister comes 
calling.

Something can edge in anywhere in any human endeavour that doesn’t quite fit and 
that tells us to be afraid, wary, on guard, suspicious, or sad. But why? Do all these 
examples have something in common? Do all forms and all abstracts have something 
in common?

I believe they do.
The Sinister is related to fear. We are intimate acquaintances with fear. It has had 
many names and we continue to give it many more. We give it names to give it form 
–and more often than not we do so because we want others to be afraid with us, for 
us, or of us. The simple reason the Sinister can be found everywhere, is because I 
project it everywhere – the Sinister is a name employed by the 23 current. I seek to 
find it and so I find it. I push it upon events that could just as easily be interpreted 
with other abstracts.

I use its name to explain events and actions, to cohere and edify them, and rely on the
“Sinister” to serve as a convenient contrast that paints the world with dark colours to 
highlight what it does not. ; And if not the Sinister, then certainly something else.
Yet the Sinister is not an illusion – any illusion comes from my interpretation and the 
name(s) I give it – because something is there, something ‘other than’ in us or that 
comes from us or from without us, or maybe all and more, that expresses what words 
like ‘Sinister’ / ‘Demonic’/ or ‘Satanic’ try to capture.
The Sinister is an abstract that stems from fear. The Sinister cannot be felt but as a 
by-product of original fear. One might venture that this is why Sath from the Temple 
of THEM insists that one must be relaxed in order to overcome the Sinister – to 
overcome Fear itself. What exists however, reducible beyond any of the abstract 
names and voices we form to explain what we feel, is always and only innate primal 
fear; a biological inevitability that occurs as a result of being.

End – Part I
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THE PHYSIS OF THE SINISTER [2]

Nothing to Fear but Fear Itself

V.04
In the closing summary of part one of the Physis of the Sinister, I concluded that all 
of humanity’s constructs, including the Sinister were reducible to an origin in fear. I 
stand by this and will attempt to illustrate why our internal behaviour and our 
external architecture has come about, why it has come about, and that it had its course
set by the primal phenomena of fear. The strength of my argument comes from a 
backward analysis of what humanity has created, the reasons why it creates it and 
continue to create it, and that this particular drive originated from the fear we 
experienced in the transition between Non-Being into Being. I am supposing that 
Non-Being is a tensioned state that does exist for the purposes of providing a tension 
to Being – which is another abstract, but which denotes a sentient semi-autonomous 
state (life) that the reader cannot deny.

Being; could be widened in term to encompass not just one’s causal life but the 
effects one has on the world that live on long after causal death; but in this case I 
have not widened that term and Being means a sentient autonomous state captured in 
the existence of the human organism (i.e. body).

It is difficult if not impossible to imagine what a priori non-being is like – with little 
to no evidence of reincarnation or an after-life. I therefore put forward that non-being 
is an absence of being (not death, but pre-life) until such time further evidence 
presents itself. It is not possible to be present in the womb where my thesis takes 
place – and thus my convictions about primal fear being present at our instant of 
transitional being are based on indicative behaviour exhibited by all human beings 
that denotes a specific treatment by human beings of all things.

All of a sudden – from non-being, we come to Be. When exactly the consciousness to
receive stimulation develops in a fetus during gestation I cannot say and it still seems 
to be a matter of some debate – as illustrated by the sensitive issue of abortion and the
definition of life.

But from nothing we are suddenly rushed into the world. Consciousness arrives and 
we attain senses, perhaps not so clear as to be touch, or sight, or hearing, or smell, or 
taste as we know them, but nonetheless there is a connection with ‘something’. It 
might be the texture of the watery uterine sac that triggers some stimulus in us, or 
some tiny psychic light that goes on, or perhaps darkness, or the sound of the 
mother’s heartbeat, the rushing of blood, the scrape of our tissues against the womb, 
or some other such sensation. But from nothing – to anything – is bound to be a 
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tremendous shock and a profound experience – our first one. It is a shock that affects 
all of us, whether born in a womb or a test-tube and makes this inexplicable first 
encounter with being, inevitable and universal.

At this first point in our Being – we may not be considered alive by law of 
philosophy – but we are not dead, and we are not pre-life either. Whatever the world 
may term us, we are in a state of being that has emerged from Non-being. For the 
purposes of putting forward my point, and due to a lack of evidence, I am assuming 
that the tension of non-being is an opposing state to being that is soundless, tasteless, 
touchless, sightless, smell-less, conscious-less/life-less and one might add lightless. 
And I believe the way humans interact after they grow beyond this primal state 
contains evidence that to go from this state of non sine qua to anything else exerts a 
tremendous and profound shock and an experience of fear that becomes the prime 
drive for everything that humans do – including why they behave the way they do 
and why they do what they do.

Firstly, the world is absolutely littered with examples of the lengths people will go to 
when they are afraid. We have individual examples such as the endowment of 
seeming superhuman strength when mothers are afraid for their children, of prisoners 
mutilating themselves to get out of a particular cell when they fear for their lives, of 
the enormous and exhausting web of lies and deception people will invent to get out 
of trouble, of the debilitating incapacity to act that cripples the body and mind, or the 
adrenaline rush that drives people to perform acts that are heroic, dangerous, or 
insane – for thrills, for war, for a cause, or a loved one, for example.

On a larger scale we have the example of Local, National and World Wars that have 
been motivated by losing land, power, resources, title, etc and the response to seek 
expansion, security, protection and prosperity for the National Ideal or their people at 
the expense of other Nations and their peoples. We have the Cold War: a nuclear arms
race of extreme paranoia between the USSR and the USA that fearfully sought to 
conceal their own secrets from one another resulting in a massive and extended focus 
on espionage, spies, counter-spies, counter-counter-spies, double-agents, triple-
agents, codes, misinformation, assassinations, covert killings, infiltration, propaganda
and national fear campaigns. Fear of breaking sacred law or of not being 
immortalised got the pyramids built. Fear of invasion and corruption of way of life 
got the Great Wall of China built. Fear of reprisal gave rise to the secretive Ninja of 
Feudal Japan. Fear of God brought about the Crusades and the Inquisition, because 
God feared the Devil. Fear of other races brought about the Holocaust. Fear of losing 
brought the atrocities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Fear of the sun, moon and sea, 
brought forth Gods. Fear of drowning brought forth life-jackets. Fear of the world 
brought forth form and the development of ways to explain it, control it, and conquer 
it. Why do we humans seek to conquer the world? We do so because the world is the 
embodiment of all our fears. We fear everything in all its tensions and opposites; Age,
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Youth, Beauty, Ugliness, War, Peace, Ourselves and Others. Because Buddhists seek 
to attain Zen, even Buddhists fear.

Our survival instinct is the strongest thing we have. Endless examples of what the 
human being can endure based on the will to survive are plentiful – because we fear 
not surviving, and we fear Death. Women’s biology urges them to have babies to 
increase the species, men’s biology urges them to procreate and increase the species –
nature gives us little time before it takes it all away, and as a trade-off she lets us 
make little copies of ourselves to go on after we are gone. Procreation is motivated by
the fear of our mortality.

These are bold claims are they not? I believe that if we had the strength to search 
ourselves we would agree that all our words, thoughts and deeds stem from an innate 
sense of fear. But many of us – are too afraid to do that. What happens when we push 
our fears underground? Psychology will tell us that we create a shadow ten times 
stronger than the original fear that will erupt from our psyche in intense and 
unpredictable fashions – and that since we cannot face it as our own fear, project it 
onto others.

America’s fear of Islam is not new – Americans, originating from Puritans, have 
made a national ideology of fearing things, elevated their fear above and beyond all 
reasonable logic – witches, blacks, communists, fascists, jihadists, weapons of mass 
destruction, the devil…
Adolf Hitler cites his fear of a shattered German economy and state as his motivation 
for the NSDAP. I will now attempt to remove us from the typical moral weigh-in of 
abstractions against abstractions that often forces its way into such discussions to 
concentrate on what lies beneath, i.e. beneath abstraction.

In effect, he only cites abstracts – In effect, Germany is just a name, a word, a sound 
as are all the other forms on which he centred his reasons, as are all the forms on 
which any of us centre our reasons. If you were to ask each person of a country to 
precisely draw the borders of their country they would doubtlessly each draw a 
different approximation of the boundaries. Because while the exact borders of 
Germany to the nth degree might be of interest to the Gestapo – the average person 
does not know these, because “Germany” only denotes a vague area, not an objective 
one with any clear or universal demarcation. Likewise, if you were to ask the French 
to draw the precise borders of Germany, I am confident they would all differ on this 
matter too – because borders, like Germany, are subjective constructs.

If you were to ask American’s to circle all the countries in which the US has armed 
forces stationed, how many would they circle? All of them? That is not correct. Only 
some of them? Which ones? Now ask them to circle the boundaries of their country. 
By law, the US Embassies that occupy land in other countries Are American soil and 
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thus form boundaries of the US. But how many people would get it right? Can it even
be gotten right? And how many would be aware if parts of those boundaries had 
changed or were presently changing at that very time? None of them. Abstracts are 
vague, subjective things, not universal or objective.

Why do we seek to conquer? To understand the world around us, to get to know the 
world around us – we name it, itemise it, categorise it, and break it down into 
manageable chunks and speciality fields.

When we are lost in a town, we look for signs that are familiar, ring a friend, ask 
someone for directions, look for street names or try to identify the way we have 
come. A mass of strange and unfamiliar things in an unfamiliar place presents itself to
us and it is like looking at something incomprehensible. We might experience panic, 
or fear, or worry, or stress – but will seek to find our way out of being lost by finding 
our way. We employ a variety of means to do this; reaching out to others, avoiding 
danger, locating where we are in relation to somewhere else, looking for landmarks, 
processing information that helps tell us where we are and sharing information that 
helps tell others where we need to be, etc. Using this process to overcome the chaos 
of being lost, to re-orient ourselves in a place we do not recognise away from our 
comfort zone and the consistency humans desperately value, eventually we are likely 
to find our way back home. This same process is used in our communications with 
each other via our language.

This process is made much harder if we get lost out in nature however, where there 
are seldom any signs, very few people to ask for directions, things can all look the 
same, we cannot reach out to others easily, and if disoriented cannot locate where we 
are in relation to where we need to be.

Even still, we are not stripped of our innate faculties to comprehend. We can attempt 
to climb a tree, signal overhead planes, seek shelter and food, look for ridges we can 
climb to get our bearings, follow the stars, think of our loved ones for inspiration to 
survive, and formulate some sort of survival plan by processing the information 
around us.

In both these cases, we are lost, but still able to make sense of our situation. We can 
reason through elimination and deduction, analyse our surroundings for clues, or even
guess which way to go based on the sun, stars, moon, and lay of the land or the flight 
path of birds. If we were to simply concentrate on the fact that we were lost, and this 
happens quite a bit to people, we would build up great levels of stress, panic and fear.

There are many examples where certain people need to be calmed or even forcibly 
sedated after becoming lost or fearful of their survival and fly off into a panic that 
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imagines every worst scenario and risks demoralising the rest of the group with 
negativity.

Those that survive overcome this initial feeling by staying calm, staying where they 
are, or thinking carefully and economically about what to do. In effect, they accept 
that they are lost, believe that they can be found, and just need to stay alive long 
enough for rescuers to find them. They formulate a plan, decide on courses of action, 
and carry it through despite any adversity. They do this by processing where they are,
what is around them they can use, how best to use it, how often to use it, and so on. 
They restrict panic by making their surroundings familiar – they orient themselves 
using the land and the sky. They see how far they are up or down by looking around. 
They look for rivers, landmarks, mountains to get some sense of where they are and 
what they can expect.

They identify dangers and can name things in relation to one another to control the 
chaos of being lost from being overwhelming. They do all of these things to keep 
down the level of natural fear. And they can do it because they have experience, 
instruction, abstracts, training, and the ability to think process and learn information. 
They have past examples of trees or being lost to go on, learned skills to rely on, 
memories that motivate them to get back to what they love, and generally a fully 
functioning physiology to transport them, orient them back into themselves, and keep
them from losing control. They can do all these things because they have a body and 
mind with sufficient experience to deal with fear, and they do all these things to keep 
away the feeling of fear.

But what of the fetal consciousness that is suddenly brought into being and “face-to-
face” so to speak, with some warmth or wetness or darkness which they have no 
word for, cannot think about, cannot name, have nothing to compare the experience 
to, and cannot even comprehend only sense and in no way limit, curb, contain, 
explain, or control this onslaught from non-being to being? Without any means to 
reason or understand, and given what I have said above of how very hard we fight to 
stave it off, what could be our first experience of life but the innate primal experience
of being from non-being which is physiological fear?

Fear is a word and an abstract itself for something that is universal – but because it is 
universal it is different from the Sinister. Fear denotes that sensation we all have 
physiological experience with, by whatever name you call it that makes us all seek 
ways to decrease it.

Fear that we don’t look alright when we leave the house prompts us to look in the 
mirror – fear that we might be vain – prompts us not to look in the mirror. Fear that I 
might be right may cause you to question some of my assumptions, fear that I might 
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be wrong makes me double-check mine and be ready to accept new evidence. Like 
hunger, fear doesn’t need a name for us to know it is there. The Sinister does.

The Sinister is merely a by-product of fear and we create these abstracts, moral or 
not, i.e. ‘Satan’, ‘Dad’, ‘Pineapple’ to control our fear and limit the chaos of the 
world into small boxes that we can manage. There is evidence for this in the 
scientifically proven fact that humans limit the total information they receive, 
filtering sounds and sights and so on into relevance so that they do not hear or take 
notice of all of them – which is widely believed to be something that would simply 
overwhelm a person and drive them mad – or at least unable to discern one stimuli 
from another and so completely incapable of processing anything. We are white-
knuckle frightened of that kind of Chaos – because it reminds us of our first 
experience with Being.

Even those that supposedly seek to promote Chaos use systems of order to limit it and
prevent actual chaos from occurring – especially to their own forms.
Yet no item that we group as ‘fruit’, and then individually isolate further as a 
‘pineapple’ is identical. No two pineapples are the same, nor is space the same – and I
am going to have to use a neologism here because no terminology exists for this – nor
is anyone’s spatial ‘gridding’ exactly the same – in that we each place different visual
frames around things that changes how we view and interpret them.

If there were ten people on an island looking down the beach where there were some 
huts, a fishing pier, and a pineapple tree – and you asked people to describe what they
saw, it is doubtful all of them would mention the pineapple tree because we each 
naturally perceive different things as important if not asked to focus in one some 
particular aspect.

If you then took them to the pineapple tree, asked them to look up and describe what 
they saw – you would most likely get answers along the lines of ‘sky’, ‘tree trunk’, 
‘leaves’, ‘a pineapple’. But if you could somehow have the frame of reference people
used to box in those items highlighted in magical glowing lines that demarcated what 
objects they perceived and the boundaries of those objects as separate from the scene 
they were asked to look at – we could then compare what objects they pulled out of 
the totality of available abstracts to what a geologist, painter, philosopher, botanist, 
thief, royalty, or smart-ass would choose to demarcate from the totality and bring into
focus.

A geologist might say they see a good example of a surviving ‘genus’ from the 
‘cretaceous’ era that only grows on volcanic basalt. His gridding would extend 
underground to relate the scene to the rock beneath – and perhaps outward to relate it 
to the world in general, or even as far as his laboratory back home where he has 
samples of some work related to this genus awaiting his perusal.
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A painter might see the opportunity for a still life painting by noting the scales of the 
pineapple and the way the light is hitting the tree or fruit. For them their gridding 
focuses in more closely on the pineapple in detail, the colours and interplay of 
shadow in and around the folds of the leaves and fruit and the effect of natural light 
on a possible subject.

A philosopher might see the exercise as futile and fade the scene out altogether in 
favour of some abstraction or deconstruction of the scene and their place in it, 
including the futility of the question, of fruit in general, or trees in particular. They 
may see an analogy in the scene somewhere that the pineapple is like us, hanging on 
for grim life until we are ripe and fall from the tree of life to be consumed or plucked 
before our time. Their gridding might fluctuate between scene and world and 
encompass the works or vision of a respective philosopher who had such things to 
say.
You might introduce new elements to the scene and think about the sand under your 
feet, or the noise of birds, or why you are on an island in the first place – the 
possibilities are presumably endless.

There is no way to know what will appear within a person’s gridding when they are 
naturally contemplating an object or perhaps even when they are asked to focus on a 
specific part – because the object does not exist, only subjectivity does. If you ask 
them to focus on the middle of the pineapple some will find a spot halfway up and 
look at that, some will think about the centre of the pineapple inside the fruit and 
focus on that, some quantum thinkers may find the centre of anything impossible to 
find, and others may make further unpredictable interpretations.

If peace for me means war against the Magian, sinister bloodshed and rallies to arms, 
and I communicate that part but forget to add specifically that no one should hurt my 
family even if they somehow come under the umbrella term Magian and you hurt my 
family because you believed you knew what peace meant for me in its totality – did 
you ever really understand what Peace meant for me?
What I place a grid around to mean Peace is always going to be vague to someone 
else. What I envision suffers from going from my idea into the world from many 
different filtering processes.

My sense of what peace means is not concretely defined in thoughts – it is a vague 
semblance, a notion, a dream without clear and precise boundaries. I attempt to 
define these boundaries to describe my sense of peace in translation in voice or word,
but in doing so, immediately have to rein my free-floating dream of peace into a rigid
container of words or speech. Since it is a moral subject it can no longer be as vague 
and undefined or malleable as it was in my head so that I can change my mind and 
include or exclude things without upsetting anyone trying to enact my sense of peace.
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I also have to omit things; it is inevitable because of the acausal connections of 
association we make with each and every abstract, a huge, interconnected web that is 
tied into everything else in some vague sense or another.

I have to omit things because I can never write down all the content in my head – I 
have to limit it and find what is relevant to “Peace” not what is relevant to what I had 
for dinner, even if that is somehow relevant to peace, as something I would do during 
peace for instance, for me.

In writing things down or voicing them, I suddenly lose the freedom ideas have in the
head and bring into being say, thousands, of collective associations that are 
automatically made with the topic of peace by the consensus of language and mutual 
agreement – and also risk having the endless supply of individual other senses of 
peace others define being attached to my own. Also, the minute I write down a 
sentence, that sentence takes on a life of its own and requires, even forces, the 
accompaniment of other words, and other concepts to take place – because that is 
something language does.

So much is lost in translation from free-formed thoughts to express and thus limit the 
massive scope of total inter-connected human thoughts that the idea suffers 
inconceivable damage and turns a super connected stream of conscious acausality 
into a narrow-minded tunnel through which only a portion of the original intent can 
be forced.

Once it has been channelled through this tunnel, it is now a shadow of its former self, 
but still subject to any number of further distortions. How and what the writer has 
expressed will have an unpredictable effect depending how they have expressed it – 
at the time they have expressed it – what others are expressing – if others are 
expressing something similar (and it becomes similar because language makes one 
thing look much like another) – who the writer is – the climate, culture or country in 
which they write it – and many other variables. It may also depend on whether the 
idea is written on prison toilet paper, scrawled on a brick wall, annotated in a diary, 
chiselled on a stone tablet, written in the sky, posted on a website or blog, published 
by a respected guild in a book, elaborated to a scientific symposium, or presented as 
an edict from the King.

The idea will undergo changes that cannot be predicted due to the number of 
variables that being thrown into the world and separated from home cannot avoid and
the absolute chaos of a mine-field these variables create that must be navigated to 
reach the other side of translation from the thought process intact. But even this is 
only half the battle.
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How that stripped-down, limited omission, channelled into voice or language will 
then be perceived is up against a whole new range of problems including personal 
interpretation by every reader – but even worse to come – re-interpretation by other 
readers, and almost certainly, other writers. What we managed to salvage together 
from our original web of numinous connections has now become chained to the 
world and at the mercy of its proclivities.

Many people relate the name Einstein to genius and credit him with the Special 
Theory of Relativity, E = mc2, but there is strong evidence that Poincare’s and other 
physicists had already formulated identical theories. Poincare’s ideas even if they 
were first, were struck from the historical record as first, and credit given to another, 
based on a re-interpretation of events and their time-line by other writers – writers in 
scientific circles who commanded the agreement of many influential people and 
people in power.

The original events that took place are always forever lost to us due to omission, 
filtering, perception, bias, and re-translation of them by a succession of writers who 
each based their foundations on what was previously written down about these events
– until many stages later, the events recorded are changed.

The condensing of these events is not limited to discoveries of theories – but world 
events and indeed that tablature of lies and half-truths; History.

But while facts and truth are esteemed abstracts that science and the world 
supposedly collectively strive for – our world can only ever be built on fabrications. 
The problem with Law and the Judicial System for instance are that those who 
preside in the Jury, or act as Judge were not present to observe the crime itself and 
must rely on evidence. Evidence is always a matter of opinion, but is the only thing 
that can connect someone to said events. But often evidence is translated second-hand
by Solicitors and Lawyers who seek to present the evidence or testimony in such a 
way that it condemns or absolves.

History is an art of falsification and fabrications too, causing any number of 
headaches for those who do try to get to the source of its veracity, but even when it is 
proved wrong – just like propaganda, History breaks things down to the lowest 
common denominator.
For instance, our chronological measure of progress in evolution is measured by 
certain events. Maps and thus the knowledge of certain landmasses, is taken into 
account to work out who came from where and at what time. America still teaches 
that Christopher Columbus discovered America despite the fact that he didn’t.

The entire explanation for the evolutionary development of our technological 
processes and exploration dates is thrown into question by Icelandic maps that show 
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carefully charted maps of the coastline hundreds of years before maps were supposed 
to exist. This throws all the careful calculations of how and when we migrated and 
what technologies we had when, into dispute. As do the Dead Sea Scrolls which 
greatly contradict the established text of the Bible.

But despite the evidence – we do not often change history to suit the truth. Yes, 
because it would be an incredibly difficult logistical exercise to have to re-print 
books, flags, correct facts, and make suppositions about anything – which is 
unavoidable – but which omission of fact concretes my assertions. And no, because 
that is not what history is for. History is a re-write, a translation of events, by which 
events means linear causal time constricted to key players or groups and personages –
not the totality of human beings who may or may not have had a role to play in said 
events, or that were omitted from record. Just as the totality of thought is reduced to a
sliver of what it used to be when we express an idea, so is History reduced. So is 
everything reduced…

Our world is built on nothing but fabrications. Fabrications we do not seek to address 
or change to reflect new evidence in spite of our insistence of this practice in Law. 
Why are we happy to let these fabrications be treated as facts, as reality, as totality?
It is not just because they are convenient – necessary – that nonchalance masks 
something else. Why are they convenient, why are they necessary? It is because they 
serve the function of limiting things. Because they make the calamitous experience of
being measurable, definable, reliable, consistent, and comprehensible. And why do 
we need these things? Because nature quite frankly terrifies the living shit out of us, 
our nature, the nature of others, and being part of nature herself. The only way to 
control the enormity of it all is to break it down infinitesimally so that we get right 
down into universes, planets, tectonic plates, continents, countries, nations, capitals, 
states, cities, towns, villages, houses, rooms, furniture, solids, gases, liquids, particles,
mesons, quasars, quarks, dark matter, anti-matter, the acausal…

It all serves a purpose of explaining what we do not know – the fear we experienced 
when we came into Being and the need to control it. The need to invent names, 
language, symbols, descriptions, titles, sounds… anything at all and everything at all 
to stop from being afraid.

Those who supposedly do not fear do fear. They fear any number of things, they start 
fights because they fear what others think, what others will think of them if they do 
not, they fear being weak, they fear being trampled, they fear being the victim. Those 
who are supposedly fearless, fear letting others perceptions down, fear not being 
fearless, or like every single one of us – has their own network of private fears that 
shape the way they deal with the world.

In Summary:
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All the things we create to cover the formless mass that we chop into grids to isolate 
objects and interpret reality are grounded in attempts to keep away fear. Everything 
we build, or raise up, or write about, or go to war for, everything we say, is grounded 
in a compensation for that one horrific shock for which we had no defence, no choice,
no way to lessen, of the primal fear of non-being into Being. Of this, there is more 
than ample empirical evidence and to the contrary merely rabid non-acceptance.

In Part 3:
Part 3 of this essay will contend that in the moment we first conquer or lessen the all-
pervasiveness of fear in our being – we discover Love. Love is the absence of fear, 
the tensioned opposite by which fear becomes known, and countermanded. Love is 
the reason we find solace in objects, in others, on ourselves, in control, power and 
conquering fear or seek to – which is simply because it beats the alternative. Our 
world was built on Love by Fear; we covered the earth in architecture and names so 
that we would not be afraid, and that we would know only Love. This legacy, begun 
by our world ancestors, continues – ingrained since forever in all of us as habit – but 
without any consciousness knowledge of what we are doing and why; because we 
would all rather forget. To forget is to know love.

PHYSIS OF THE SINISTER [3]

Love Conquers All

V.04
It is true that fear and our origin in it has had a profound effect by causing us to strive
for its absence. But whilst we may each be the product of terror in gestation – the 
effects of this fear have brought forth powerful coping mechanisms to use our fear to 
our advantage. Whatever the word ‘fear’ attempts to denote in reference to a raw 
stimuli – ‘love’ is another word that conveniently captures its absence. I mean the 
term in no sense a moral turpitude as it is commonly used today – but merely a word 
to denote the secondary experience to fear which provides the tension of opposites by
which we function.

I have chosen the word Love to represent the absence of fear, not for its association 
with morality, but for its ability to express a ‘for’ as a tension to the ‘against’; Love is
“The” universal purpose and reason in humanity to survive, endure, and overcome 
that which it is suddenly thrust into through no choice of its own. Love is that which 
has to come into being if fear is to be overcome and Being to have a reason to flower 
from the dark and survive in its new home; Nietzsche’s “YES”.
The unconscious, animal tendencies of humanity obviously did everything they could
to understand the world into which they were born. They named everything they 
could, founds words and sounds, symbols and pictograms, cave drawings and 
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mythology to depict the mysteries of the world around them. They came up with 
creation and end time stories and gods to explain the sun and the moon and the stars, 
and the cosmology of the world; gave names and attributes to plants, animals, rocks, 
gems, metals, other people, family, food, safety, danger etc in order to make sense of 
it, in order to survive it. They ‘loved’ the world so that they would not fear it. And the
more they understood over time the less frightened they became, and the more they 
were able to do. Giving things names is held to be a ‘primitive’ means of giving 
things power – but it is insulting and ignorant to consider this habit a relic of cave-
men; it is in fact more common today than any other time in history since we have 
inherited the world at a time when there are more names for things and more 
emphasis on giving names to things than has ever existed than at any other time.

We have dissected space and matter in thousands of fields down into infinitesimal 
levels and still we continue doing so – have travelled further into space and found 
more stars planets and phenomena, explored the depths of the sea, under the ice, and 
have electronic maps for more earth-based landmarks than any time in the past, and 
have more information about the global totality of land including street maps that 
show pictures of our houses, and an ultra-sophisticated level of personal identity data 
banks to monitor us including DNA, fingerprinting, and even optical scanners. It 
represents a level of detail and abstraction greater than any of our historical 
predecessors ever had – and requires an equally sophisticated array of new names as 
well as the continued use of old names.

Every little social event or idiosyncrasy seems to require its own word or 
combination of two words and we have a global interface containing more 
information than any human being could ever digest with millions more names for 
things than ever before. If we cannot name something – we treat it suspiciously and 
with hostility. If it cannot be quickly categorised and boxed away into definition we 
struggle to comprehend it, so used are we to using names and labels, and filters that 
simplify things such as forms, morality, and language to lean on as the means of 
understanding the world around us. Our efforts to explore and understand via 
knowledge though, reached a point somewhere where blindness began to occur 
without the crutch of names to tell us what things are – a process we’ve gotten so 
used to. There are thousands of examples of what can happen when people believe 
something is something it actually isn’t.

We reached a point where love came to conquer reason.

According to the present consensus theory of evolution, the ego – was one means that
emerged out of the unconscious which could consciously consider its own existence 
and make greater sense of things. It was a developmental leap that may well have 
been encouraged to emerge as a defence against fear – for it is the ego that orients 
itself into the world by means of relativity, building a world-view that provides 
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relative stability and safety, sense and reason, place and power. But something 
happened that made the ego so strong we began to prefer names over the blinding 
rawness of nature unnamed and in treating the names as given, we ironically lost 
touch with the world as she is from our mad dash to understand it.

The habit of ‘seeking to understand’ was no doubt carried over by natural selection as
a valuable tool crucial to human survival in its gestation. It is a largely unconscious 
process that we later repeat the habit without knowing why because while we may 
not have the faculties to comprehend our experience of transition into Being at that 
early stage – on some level, we are affected nonetheless, and intrinsically scarred.
Later the means developed that allow us to control ourselves, others, and the world 
around us by splitting its totality into ‘separate’ things inc. Maths, History, and 
Science.

I believe that the habit of doing this has been going on so long and so fervently that 
we are each born into a world that has been collectively oriented toward this 
unconscious goal since forever and that its specific architecture and mode of being 
reflects that. We rush to name our child, declare it a boy or girl, dress it in pink or 
blue (these colours were once reversed, blue was the colour to denote a girl, pink, a 
boy) and spend all our time educating them in the ways of the world often without 
questioning those ways just so the child will fit in to the social paradigm as 
seamlessly as possible and begin the process over of learning to cover the world with 
names and treat those names as the essence of things.

In doing it we’ve passed through many interesting stages – but eventually we’ve lost 
all touch with magic and the subtler energies that rule us, burying them under 
mountains of abstractions in order to subjugate the world to our will. We concerned 
ourselves with words and interpretations to get to the heart of things – but somehow 
ended up being unable to transcend what our tools told us. We no longer perceive our 
connection with the world as it is, as part of it, as being inexplicably part of all of it – 
and grow more distant from it with every passing day and every new word, burying 
what is under what we are used to telling it to be.

To this day we are imprisoned by the causal effects of our great escape and forms of 
every shape possess people like puppets, driving them to perform all manner of 
actions in the name of the Word: in the name of Love.

Love and Fear, are one and the same beautiful a priori dance; a dance that gave rise to
popular applause and every variant of dualism that dully reflects, vaguely remembers,
our ancient origins in a staggering number of duo-divisions. It is the resonance, 
archetype, meme, habit, behavioural pattern, or echo of nature that is in us all, that 
gave us our first lesson in life as life. It’s what we all remember to forget. But some 
part of us, remembers alright.
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Crudely perceived, this process is prone to colour our interpretive processes, to split 
and divide into base dualism, rise to the surface as an energy of divisions, of us or 
them. But perceived without fear – the process is beyond compare, just one of many 
intricate miracles of creation and natural majestic dynasty of the wonder that is in all 
life.

It is the Neither of all things. Fluxing back and forth and pulsing between control and 
abandon – knowledge and wisdom – order and chaos. There is no division, no neat 
line that can be drawn anywhere in nature between anything – nowhere to even begin 
trying to fathom her mysteries that surround us on all sides and threaten to engulf us 
in the sheer numinous terror of it all. And so we make divisions, we make a language 
that makes divisions, and we keep making as many divisions as it takes to keep out 
the fear. 

THROUGH FEAR, THE LOVE

What are the tensions of opposites? They are a marvellous human achievement prone 
to abuse, an ingenious trick of language to qualify its own existence. We know what 
something is only by comparing it with something else. Neither the first thing nor the 
second thing can be explained in isolation. ‘Evil’ exists only from there being 
tensions against which to compare it. This applies only to forms – the author does not
suggest that actions that can scarcely be called anything but evil cannot be recognised
in the world – they can – I merely assert that evil’s name is a convenience by which 
Good can exist. Many things can be attributed as ‘evil’ by virtue of calling it so. It’s 
name is substantiated as real by equally illusory tensions, Evil is then defined by 
comparing it to Good, and Good by its comparison to evil. To this balanced equality 
of tensions supporting each other a foundation is built to which can then be attached 
all manner of further associations.

The world-wide organisation The Illuminates of Thanateros use an ancient tension of 
‘Sex’ and “Death’ energy that has long been held to be symbolic of the foremost 
magical gates. Peter Carroll even developed this mantra into the ‘Alphabet of Desire’;
a unique and powerful system of ‘complementary dualisms’ on the basis of tension. 
Against Love they placed Hate, against Sex they placed Death, against Fear they 
placed Desire – (They were not looking for the means to explain the origin of 
abstracts, but to balance abstracts against one another for the purpose of providing 
tension in between two tools.)

David Lynch’s ‘Twin Peaks’ series gave a compelling portrayal of these energies also,
dispelling the moral certitude of ‘Good and Evil’ as opposing sides in favour of 
representing actual psycho-physical states devoid of religiosity to describe the tension
between them – a tension which is the magic itself. The ancient symbol of the Yin 
Yang performs a similar function while Aleister Crowley also spoke at length of a 
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side-ward force that met between upwards and downwards forces – a secret mastery 
of the ‘between’ that is also practiced and explored by the sorcery of THEM.
It would be tempting to say that Fear and Love are the same thing – but there is a 
distinction that must be made between calling the forces involved by names, and that 
names have been used to describe those forces. As ‘Fear’ and ‘Love’ they are not one 
force but two. These words represent an abstract tension by which to grasp something
that cannot be understood without a tension. They represent just one of many possible
names for the tensions of forces that cannot be captured in language but are 
universally directly accessible to each of us through other senses.

Actions performed in the name of Love/Fear may even be similar; someone may run 
through a hail of bullets because they fear not seeing a loved one, or run through a 
hail of bullets because they love a loved one – in either case, Love and Fear as words 
describing emotions or motivations are interchangeable.

However, feeling fear is to embrace nature, turns our face its terrifying spectre: whilst
feeling love is to hide from it. Love is the means to control the overwhelming 
experience of nature –nature we are of.

Tensioned opposites work this way – and indeed they are the only means humanity 
has devised to make language work. Generally, only through ‘Love’ can Fear be 
understood – and handled – but there are more ways to understand, more senses with 
which to perceive available to us for doing so – than the limiting prison of words.

FIRST CAME FEAR…

Why am I so sure that our first ‘reaction’, if you can call it that, is fear? Why don’t I 
believe it to be Love? Or Bliss, for example? Well – there is no way I can ever know 
either way. In being able to experience and describe what my own actions and state of
being tells me about it I am provided a unique vantage point into my Being.
Empirically, however, our actions leave clues, and those clues lead me to believe that 
such actions can be traced back to a prime cause that is not grounded in an abstract, 
but in the universal experience of physiological fear.

As there is no way for me to personally observe, compare and certify the minutiae of 
pre-fetal or fetal development to draw further conclusions – or for that matter exists 
any infallible data gathered on the mysterious emergence of the human Being – it 
being a theoretical science at best – I have had to work backwards from what is 
observable to make a connection between what we do and why we do it.

In part two, I discounted the idea that we had the means to control or limit nature 
when we first became aware of being because of a lack of developmental progress in 
the human organism. At such an early stage, it is questionable as to whether we can 
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possess faculties of comprehension for the experience of emotions or reception of 
psycho-physical stimuli prior to developing these kinds of senses more fully as 
babies, and later the co-ordination and mental acumen held to be the prime means for 
comprehension as adolescents and adults. By my own logic, that could rule out that it 
is possible to feel anything at all, or possible to determine what we feel if anything, 
including fear – and yes, those are possibilities.

I believe that if the fully-fledged phenomenon of habit which consumes the human 
race is logically traced back to its causal beginning, habit contains the seeds to 
provide evidence of my assertions. Hypothesis: we are first profoundly afraid, and 
this is our baseline. We then somehow experience an absence of that fear, which 
absence actually defines fear by the contrasting state of such absence. We prefer 
fear’s absence to fear and endlessly struggle to replicate that which brought about the 
absence. This process colours all subsequent processes which are compared against 
the criteria of the first process: to avoid fear. This becomes habitual not through 
choice, but for survival – wherein humanity’s habit of exploring, conquering, naming 
and “understanding” the world through knowledge stems from the need to limit the 
boundaries of chaos, the threatening resemblance to that original meeting with nature,
that an unnamed world, viz. raw nature, represents.

If our first reaction was Bliss – where would be the need to struggle, and what would 
explain our desperate scramble to name everything, understand everything, conquer 
everything, and continue to push our boundaries further and further in order to 
increase the quantity of all of these? Where would be the impetus to Know? And even
if our first experience was ‘perfection’, was Love, and that state of Eden was 
suddenly interrupted by something ‘else’ that caused us to fall out of that perfect state
into an ‘other’ state; I cannot see that the order of experiences would make any 
significant difference in our either trying to return to perfection, or get away from 
fear, our whole life-long. If Bliss were first, then it means we fell out of Love and are 
trying to get back to it. If fear were first, then it means we were shocked in the 
transition from non-being to being as our first experience and this set the base-line 
from which Love, the absence of fear emerged. Just as I have quoted dozens of 
examples of the power of fear to motivate human beings – Love too, a phenomenon 
born of Fear, is capable of laying claim to just as many superhuman feats to maintain 
anchors and stability to life, as fear.

I have made this assertion based on what I believe to be a universal behaviour of 
humans that carries over into all subsequent experience as our first habit. I have 
characterised some of the diversity of lengths humans will go to in the previous 
chapter to avoid fear to back my assertions; but there are more compelling arguments 
– including argument. Humans build things, lots of things, and then add to them, 
changing the face of the world with huge thriving cities, sprawling suburbs and the 
power of technology.
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The mundane human existence replicates a mode of bovine drudgery and physical 
boundary that presents itself at all known times – we hunger, thirst, feel pain, excrete,
lust, fight, survive, act, in a universal fashion irrespective of the superimposition of 
fanciful ways of life and philosophy.
For all the grand theories such as quantum, or relativity that we like to use to define 
life or the way it works – these heroic encapsulations are not a transcendence of life, 
but born of the need to control life, explain it, work with it, bring it and its nauseating
complexity to some sort of heel.

That is why terms like ‘Sinister’ come about, why term’s become imbued with 
meaning, why terms can be imbued with different meanings, how they are imbued 
with meaning, or constrained with morality; why we use terms at all, and why we do 
everything we do; because Nature is so terrifying in her formless totality when she is 
not conquered and ‘knowable’ – that we have no choice but to struggle against the 
memory of our Original fear of Her.

To forget is to know love. To remember is to know fear.

IN CONCLUSION
It would be easy to render this work an exercise in Nihilism or despair – a defeatist 
view of the world in which all that we do is determined by the nature of the process 
of Birth. Stripping away every piece of flesh by trying to move to a discussion 
beyond abstractions is a difficult task; some might say an exercise in futility. But I 
believe that this reductionism is the means to shrug off the chains that even dare label
themselves as the means to shrug off chains, that it is a positive re-affirmation of 
Being rather than a negation, and that each of us do feel the fear I speak of, and are 
motivated by it; whether we accept it or not. We are each capable of observing how 
what we do is rooted in fear, whether positive or negative; fear of not being seen or 
fear of being seen for example; unite in the prime causal factor of innate fear – a key 
to our survival, our agreement to form societies, and a protective device ingrained in 
each of us to do what is necessary to avoid being afraid.

Whether or not we accept that what we feel is afraid is another thing all together – the
possible truth that we all act to build forms over the formless world because we are 
afraid of it and ourselves, of Being itself – is understandably an extremely painful pill
to swallow, for such an accusation strikes hard at our humility, or should I say our 
pride, and threatens the very machine and its work that drives us to ignore such 
dangerous thoughts and cover the world with our dreams, fantasies, illusions, forms, 
and humanity. Yet I feel that if more could embrace the knowledge of this original 
fear, perhaps we could consciously accept it and move past it – get a better 
understanding of why we do certain things and stop doing them – perhaps even 
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change the ageless legacy of a world running from itself by its collective architectural
shrines to inherited fear.

Yet, I suspect there are very few who will be magically and mentally divided in such 
a way so as to have a separate say about the matter from behind the rehearsed 
speeches of their ego and its legion of protective devices designed and established 
especially to FORGET. Love vs. Fear is after all, the Physis of the Sinister, the Physis
of all things, and of ‘things’. And this is why those who disagree with me must be 
allowed to disagree; Love is all we have.

I seek to Remember the darkness into which we were thrust that has caused so much 
damage and despair to the human race even as it has caused so much love and 
wonder – to look and pierce beyond the mazes of abstracts thrown forth that get 
tangled in one another and only end up attacking and defending the realm of 
abstractions.

I feel the fear coming from humanity, from myself, and I want to know it – I don’t 
want to be afraid – or others to be afraid – and so I seek to face it and Her in all Her 
terrible glory. Tellus Uber Alles.

[W. Rayne]

SATAN: A NUMINOUS SYMBOL IN THE 21ST CENTURY

[Why THEM believe Satan still plays a role in the Sinister.]

I’ll be brief, and not rabbit on. Contributions to Satanism can be made if, someone 
understands the context in which people and humanity have used Satan, understands 
the pattern and reasons for his changing face and energy over the centuries – and not 
so much why, but that, he continues to be a numinous symbol.

Satanism represents one recent outward name and formulation among many of a 
process of changing symbols indicative of a deeper esoteric need and drive in human 
beings. Wherein such symbols/names external (clumsy) handholds conveniently used
within the occult can and do occasionally make conscious for those who only sensed 
energies unconsciously before – the connexion of the human being with what is really
there – and what is really there is not to be mistaken for the symbols, interpretations, 
forms, and the slow process of mistakes – the forms used to distil it.

It doesn’t matter what you name whatever it is you think WSA and THEM and ONA 
do – and it doesn’t matter if you give it a new name – such things as names are 
restrictive by nature given the habit for people to presume a present symbol equals its
sum total. The presentation of a form or name used by such groups is always used for
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an ulterior purpose – for if it were not, what were possible should be restricted simply
because it went outside the definition of something as limiting as Satanism.

Two things; understanding in symbols and in 4 dimensions are the root characteristics
of our present state of consciousness. While they continue to be the keys to 
apprehension and influence – the archetype defined by Satan will exert a tremendous 
influence even for all the disfavour he has received – and because the archetype is 
presenced by but not limited to Satan – any other energy that presents a similar 
emanation as Satan’s archetype will do. Because he is more than the sum of the 
interpretations by human beings to channel him, He is a numinous symbol.

Because the power of the numinous symbol of Satan is inherent, (i.e. comes from 
somewhere outside of human control) and lies beyond our control – beyond our 
ability to capture what that symbol does; what it makes us feel, what it means in the 
context of our collective consciousness; can only be controlled for a certain amount 
of time – eventually, the individual (or collective) senses the artificial connexion that 
distinguishes the genuine numinous symbol and the attempted hijack for someone 
else’s temporary gain – (often, only at an older age does the persona become aware of
this – if at all) but at times the numinous power of the symbol itself will override the 
wrapping paper of cheap imitations. The power of Satan’s archetype will persist until 
it no longer is required by the consciousness and is replaced by something else.
That is why logos have such a powerful influence and have revolutionised the 
industrial modern world.

In 1955 there was no such thing as a mass of brands. By tapping into the genuine 
power certain symbols have, companies have managed to take some of that numinous
power for themselves and use it for better or worse – but they cannot change the 
essence of the symbols they borrow from – those symbols are beyond our influence. 
Just as Satan is beyond our influence.

~
The trap of thinking one is not contributing to Satanism simply by living and seeking 
to increase the consciousness of oneself and at times, others, is to mistake the 
appearance of what we are doing – for the essence of what we are doing – which is, 
and always has been, even if painfully slow, acting as one disconnected but unified 
grasp for the gods.

~
Addendum
Q – How do we know it is still a Symbol imbued with a numinous charge?
Take two Satanic Bibles. Strip the cover from one. Replace it with that of the New 
Testament. Place both books back on a table – and ask someone to choose the Satanic
Bible. They will choose the one marked thusly. Even though both are in actual fact 
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Satanic Bibles, they will reach for the form, be drawn to interpret the essence by the 
appearance – by the symbol, by its outward form. Even if they don’t fully 
comprehend what that essence is – it still has power.

I think this small exercise says something quite profound about human perception.
The point here is not to provide a new experiment – such knowledge of the process of
perception is possible – and has been tested – But its ramifications are liminal.
People do not Stay aware of this factor in the process of many of their choices – they 
do not incorporate it (there are endless examples to demonstrate this, too) and while, 
the occultist-type persona may develop such an awareness, the average person is 
unconsciously ruled by the power of Symbol and Form. People greatly underestimate 
the power and entrenchment of forms and symbols in daily life – this makes it easy 
for the Magian to control them.

It makes no difference that/if they eventually “dis-cover” the ruse – for even after that
– they will still see, understand and process information symbolically. On finding out 
– they will still assess in further abstracts such as ‘This is/is not a Satanic Bible”.
Even if you place two identical Satanic Bibles on the Table, and they reach for either 
one – they are still thinking in abstracts – still processing information symbolically – 
they are equating the symbol with abstracts. It is not the content of the books that 
matter – it is the process of symbolism in the decision/assessment-making process 
prevalent in perception that proves a numinous charge. And that is what this 
experiment aims to prove -a numinous charge in the symbolism of Satan.

~
And as for being trapped in 4 dimensions – we need only examine our writing to see 
the absolute reliance inherent in our language of linear time and the forward 
progression of Time. The way we singularize our concepts in 3-dimensional space 
with IS, ON, THE, IN, FOR, and so on contain the limitation of 3-dimensional space 
with a fourth abstract flowing through them. This ‘habit’ reflects keys to the 
consciousness that leaves it open to be manipulated. (Qv. “Chrono-Bet” Liber 13/13)

A PERFECT STORM

During footage of the Iraqi Wars it was common to see amid the bombed-out 
buildings and occasional live rocket fire, media alarm and fearful voices speaking 
about random gunfire and how 'dangerous it is here right now' - women, going about 
their daily shopping in the background. The human survival instinct is impossibly 
strong - it has lead us through hundreds of thousands of years, challenges and 
tribulations to stand how we are with a gigantic interconnected mesh of human 
achievement planet-wide. We are a creature that can live anywhere, ice, fire, desert, 
mountain - anywhere except under the water. We were built to adapt to changing 
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circumstances - and quickly - sometimes instantly, but sometimes over a long time 
depending on the challenge and the change required. This article wants to identify 
why people refuse to wear masks, refuse to believe in COVID, and how easy it is to 
demonise them while the real issues being highlighted by the Pandemic - are being 
obscured by such demonization. There are very good reasons to wear a mask - but 
there are very good reasons not to wear a mask. 

Let's examine some of the factors that have led the recent modern world to this point 
and why C-19 hitting us now is creating a terrifying perfect storm. Especially in a 
crisis - the need for our ego to preserve its world view and stabilise it is incredibly 
strong - whether out of fear, resignation, numbness, courage - whatever motivates it, 
in a crisis our resolve is perhaps never stronger, even unbreakable. So the path we 
choose can be impossible to budge. In general, if we are not in immediate pain or 
physical danger, the threat of potential danger is not sufficient to take priority in the 
choices we make. Maslow wrote that we had a hierarchy of needs, a pyramid, of 
which food, water, air, shelter/safety were top - once these are satisfied, humans are 
free to explore other options, freedoms, choices - but when these are under question, 
humans must struggle to satisfy them in order to survive. 

Regardless of whether bombs are dropping or their is gunfire - a mother still needs 
milk for her baby, a man still needs to walk those streets to get to work, a child still 
needs to navigate the bullets to attend school. Death for most of the world is less a 
frightening spectre because they see it so often - quite simply, life, must go on, or 
what else is there? Just because the city is in ruins (broken cycle) ruining some or 
even large parts of the infrastructure, doesn't change the cycles in place, the habits, 
behaviours and needs of those that live in it. John still needs education, Shari still 
needs to feed her baby, and Mark still needs to attend work to make the pay he does 
to keep a roof. Individualism, is the idea (and is a concept that has been reinforced on
every front) that we are autonomous singular beings who should have freedom to 
choose our life: Google defines it as 1.the habit or principle of being independent and
self-reliant. 2. A social theory favouring freedom of action for individuals over 
collective or state control. 

Wikipedia tells us Collectivism is a value that is characterised by emphasis on 
cohesiveness among individuals and prioritisation of the group over the self. The idea
that we need to work as one to survive - is an entirely alien concept to many and a 
very daunting prospect. It always has been if history is any indicator - and history 
tells us that at no point did human history have A) the ability for all nations to 
communicate with each other and its peoples en masse in seconds the way we do 
now, B) any desire or illustration of ability to work together in a collective form until 
the combined threat of WW1 and WW2 forced the hands of many nations that did not
want to get involved, but had to: but even here, the level of discord between all of the
units is telling, millions of records of people unhappy with how it was handled on the 
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personal, unit, and state level, betrayals, foolish sacrifice, dogged pride and in one 
sense every man for himself - zoom out from that and even then, half the planet was 
fighting the other half: there was no unity and only the atomic bombings of Nagasaki 
and Hiroshima were able to make a loud enough exclamation point to get everybody's
undivided attention. 

Collectivism for humans on a very small scale is the best approximate, the merest 
evidence of our ability to do it, that we have of ever being able to work together, and 
this is best represented by world trade and markets: but this is selfish necessity forced
on us by physics and circumstance to co-operate. There is rarely collectivism even in 
tiny units like families, it barely works in schools, almost never in government - and 
never does a Nation reach agreement on what is best for it and its people. Never. Yet 
somehow, we are expected to mobilise over 275 individual countries, abandon all of 
their military, industrial, political, religious, economic, legal divides and work 
together as a unified force to combat an enemy we cannot see and that many do not 
believe in. Propaganda is the necessary tool to galvanise public opinion to work 
together and face down an enemy - that is how we dehumanise a nation and its people
as monsters and clear the guilt and resistance from our populace necessary to get 
permission to invade with their consent and assistance. 

But for COVID to hit us now is occurring at precisely the most dangerous point it 
possibly could. Individualism is the largest factor here: it is the defining characteristic
of human beings in the Western World and developing nations for the last three 
decades with technology and marketing linking arms to convince everyone they 
needed to express themselves in a unique way to stand out from others. : On every 
level, to create the ultimate consumer, social mechanisms have leant on people's 
narcissism, fear of ostracization, patriotism, sex, tribalism, need to fit in and the 
almighty power of the dollar to wrap a generation up so tightly in their own ego that 
competition for the dollar became obsolete - it is just a matter now of how you give a 
company your dollar and through which channel - not if you give them that dollar. 
You do. Through this sorcery and you can call it many names but it an apt description
for an arcane complex weave designed by experts in behaviour, rational thought, 
psychology, marketing and many other facets to create a certain type of human being 
- and it has been successfully done. Human behaviours are very different now.

Consequently, Billions of people believe they have, from being ceaselessly told they 
have, through the messaging inherent in consumerism, over decades of enshrining 
individualism through social media and connected marketing points of sale and Ai 
powered algorithms for target marketing --- the right to act as they wish, to express 
themselves how they wish, and to protect themselves and those freedoms if they 
come under attack. In Stride, I discussed that many people believe they have the 
necessary information to make a choice about the danger of COVID - but the tiny 
percentage of its death rate that they use to make that choice is rationalised to not 
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mean danger - yet this tiny percentage is enormous in terms of how a seemingly small
change can radically alter all the other percentages of all systems and cause them to 
overload invisibly- and not taken into account in an analysis of the threat level from 
those taking their cues from the few figures printed by media. 

We cannot be surprised and should never seek to punish our fellow man if they show 
signs of disobedience to authority. If there is distrust in what Media, Politicians and 
State tells us - it is incredibly well warranted: these forces are a ceaseless 
bombardment of lies under the guise of transparent rule. We must be VERY careful to
check that our responses to the Demonised (those not wearing masks) come from US 
or the fear created through propaganda to target them as responsible for our and the 
worlds ills. We must be VERY careful not to become police to our own people 
because THAT is the ONLY way a Govt or Deep State (or much worse) takes control.
If there is implicit distrust in politicians word and media they entirely deserve it - 
even History shows us countless accounts of people in the past lying to achieve an 
aim, because in the main people are liars and lying - that is what we do as part of our 
survival mechanism. But the Media and the Govt deserve to be distrusted because 
they have continually proven their dishonesty and mistrustworthiness - conspiracy is 
undeniably a real factor in what happens on Earth as we all help our friends, lean on 
our contacts to get through things more easily, and the world is impossibly large with 
every shade of dark you can imagine - and stalked by a very real very powerful form 
of magic called mathematics that you can call abstract even as it makes you literally 
homeless, another called law which you can call whatever you like it will still lock 
you up. 

WHAT the conspiracy actually is at any given time is liquid - it changes, it must, just 
as situations change constantly so to does the nature of conspiracy. There are MOST 
certainly conspiracies behind this, being forged because of it, and that will come out 
of it - there are ALWAYS those who seek to take advantage, especially those numb to 
moral checks that govern us through our religions and politics and vulnerability to 
state authority, punishment and sanction. It is not a matter of 5g, aliens, deep state, 
rogue AI, deliberate biological weapons being real or not real - what matters is that 
people accept and factor in that there IS always LEVELS (plural) of conspiracy 
involved in everything that happens, that parties with vested interests exist to exploit 
situations and that they will seize any opportunity to push their cause and further 
those interests through collaboration. This is also what humans do. Deciding who 
lives and dies and how many is no different for some people than going halves on a 
pizza and asking for Steve to deliver because you know Steve will sell you a dime 
bag at the door (marijuana) to go with it. 

The situation can be turned to your advantage by who you know and the details of the
plan you hatch to achieve a specific outcome. We are the same in this regard. There is
every reason to believe there are conspiracies active and ongoing in everything - but 
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it is unlikely that their extent and details can ever be uncovered due to their 
complexity, invisibleness and non-consequential chain of very small uninteresting 
unmeasurable things happening one after the other that combine at the end. People 
are easily influenced - they may think they're not but everyone owns a phone, 
Everyone used to own a TV, a washing machine, an automobile, a plough horse... 
Social media is built on popularity votes, (likes/up-votes) and a single voice can 
gather a lot of traction in what it says and influence millions of people in minutes or 
seconds who then spread that information to others: the SPEED and SPREAD of 
communication is unprecedented on Earth. 

Negativity, hate speech, and other forms of speech we are capable of - have been 
heavily censored, restricted and are often removed or restricted. We are therefore 
being retrained to be positive - none of the positive speech has restrictions, only the 
negative. This matters because it pushes us to like posts, vote for and with the 
common agreement, accept or at least unable to reject, popular sentiment: we do not 
think critically but more about how our participation and reaction will be received, 
especially when there is a crucifixion every other day because A posted B. This too is 
how sentiments and voices manage to amass such power and sweep: there are not 
enough balances and checks in place because half of our possible communication is 
sanctioned, restricted and punished. Additionally - attention spans have drastically 
been reduced. Too long didn't read or TL:DR is a common reply when text is over 
100 words and many are incapable of absorbing information that is longer than a few 
characters, packaged as a meme, or is very short.

So, when you see a post about not wearing masks to protect your freedoms, you are 
more likely to agree than disagree - and throw your voice behind a simple reactionary
statement than read a longer post which you have been conditioned to discard. This 
second point is part of what makes people the perfect consumer - they never read 
licenses or terms of service/agreement, never read fine print or look for * symbols, 
and never fully investigate the ramifications for loss of privacy because the volume of
information quickly overwhelms them. Misinformation campaigns would not work in
a populace trained to recognise mis-information - but, corporate greed has assailed 
our ability to make such judgements, and over time watered down and run dry our 
reservoirs of logic, reason and doubt. In an age of movies, special effects, image 
doctoring, identity masking, anonymity, cat-fishing, media spin and illusions, 
illusions, illusions: what is real, if it ever could be proven, is no longer agreed upon. 

There has always been belief and fear in a conspiracy (many) to control us and usher 
in something like a New World Order and the warning light in us is constantly on - 
but also constantly being switched off by the propaganda, dismissal, lack of evidence,
ridicule machine, media denial and authoritarian silence. We cannot prove what we 
know to enough people to keep the light on - which, we should. This generation is 
numb to sensational media, it is used to drama and danger and near misses and deaths
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daily, and despite such warnings the world has gone on regardless because it is large 
enough for distance to envelop the explosion and insulate who the drama affects. 
There may be indirect affects but in the main if it's on TV it is happening elsewhere, 
not to you, and therefore you need do nothing but continue on with your life. The 
biggest and most alarming problem this pandemic has highlighted is that media has 
cried wolf so long it has disabled any impact of its agency to garner a collective 
response to this kind of danger long ago, yet dangerously it still has power to 
influence minds and public opinion and action, i.e make us blame those not wearing 
masks instead of turn our attention to the real problems. 

It is far easier to burn a witch and appease the mob - than burn the witch-hunter who 
started the witch hunt and solve the problem. There are numerous accounts of people 
attacking those not wearing masks because it has been made a crime and they are 
easy scapegoats for an enraged hungry displaced people who need something to hit 
but can't reach those they actually should. If you put someone in a cage - it is because
they have been bad, you are bad, or you are trying to control or protect them. Many 
people associate, rightly, that being put in a cage is a punishment. When they have 
been taught that only bad people get put in cages (prison) there is indignation, 
confusion, anger and righteous wrath that their obedience to the State has meant 
nothing: and that good or bad, they are being put in a cage anyway (isolation). So 
there was no crime - until legislation brought new laws in and made not isolating and 
a raft of other behaviours and freedoms, criminal. This is a classic example of the 
State trying to heavy-hand its citizens. They have every right to be upset and to fight 
this - but propaganda will ensure they do it in small numbers, that citizens will join 
police in condemning and controlling them, and the resistance will be stamped out by
those it is intended to help. 

There is a mental and spiritual disconnect by the self-autonomous ego that continues 
an illusion of self-subsistence and separation from the cosmos. While almost 
everything comes from carbon, from the same star dust - while we are are mostly 
water and electricity - there is a belief that C-19 is somehow different than us. The 
very fire that makes people refuse to obey, the very fire that brings human beings into
life as a unique human being, that gives us consciousness, free-will (or an illusion) - 
comes from the same source that created the virus. This planet, is not Ours - it was 
never Ours - our blip in geographical time is just that - a blip. That same immovable 
stubbornness in people is shared by the virus. There are seven stages of denial, 
acceptance, bargaining, anger, and so on that everybody is going to move through 
separately at different times - this is chemical, cultural, mental, biological processing 
- and so responses will not all act at the same speed: while some panic, others resists, 
others resign themselves and others deny its even happening. With every human 
being having different stages of working through their emotional reaction to such an 
abyssal problem and every reaction consequently undermining efforts of other stages 
- the planet's populace is in literal unsolvable chaos. As illustrated above it has never 
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worked collectively before and only the full ferocity of this new life-form can show 
us how: if we survive it at all. You cannot tell everybody or send the message without
relent that they are super important and special, give them platforms that enable them 
to boost and enshrine their ego and millions of fans to support whatever they say and 
do, desensitise their critical thinking, empathy, natural instinct, exploit their human 
matrix-block for greed and gain, bombard them with lies and then - suddenly - insist 
you are telling the truth about a terrible danger: this pandemic falls on the shoulders 
of the failed powers that be to be transparent in ruling their populaces without mind 
control, illusions, double-speak, false flags who now wish us to punish our own 
people and keep them in line - as much it does those that choose to ignore the tsunami
on our doorstep for all the above reasons and more. 

The pursuit of power, of dopamine, serotonin and adrenaline has successfully altered 
a planet of people in such a perfect way that they are entirely incapable as a collective
to deal with a threat of this magnitude. When we see in history many mysteries of 
vanishing civilisations, of flourishing cultures that faded away without known cause, 
of fabled cities that grew too hubristic and whom the gods punished by sinking 
beneath the waves - we can begin to appreciate that life is not guaranteed. This is 
more than a pandemic - its a real third world war, on many fronts, digital, 
informational, educational, political and survival. In the US, a person is dying every 
30 seconds from COVID. Worldwide, every 8 seconds. It may not be provable - but 
the effect, even of a virus you don't believe in, will become extremely evident: you 
may not know anyone that has it, had it, or be able to verify its existence: you may 
have to rely on the TV to even know its there - but, there is no doubt that very soon 
you will know someone that is affected, that your economy is being shaken, that your
job is being lost, that your food is running low, that there are mile long queues to 
enter stores, that the web cannot handle the traffic to support websites, that you are 
being beaten for refusing to take a needle with unknown contents, that personal and 
property boundaries greatly diminish, that someone you know has died from it, that 
maybe, it is real, but also too late - and realise that little by little THEY have come to 
eat this world, faceless behemoths that dwarf us riding in on the perfect storm.

SATANISM AND PROSTITUTION

[Taken from a letter addressed to the members of Mvimaedivm following the upload 
of an Australian magazine circulated within the Sex Industry. With the release of 
“Baphomet: The Greatest Heresy”, “Ethereal Discourses”, and the “Alpha-Male vs. 
Alpha-Cynic” MSS – these comments continue a push to raise awareness and em-
pathy with the under-appreciated work performed by those of the Sinister and indeed,
all of the silent services who clean up or council the aftermath of the Magian – inc. 
Janitors, Garbage Men, Sewer Workers, the Police, etc.]
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The magazine recently added to the archives of THEM may raise some interesting 
questions. The major one being what does Prostitution have to do with Satanism and 
why is a magazine by the sex industry being hosted in a Satanic Temple? Just like 
Satanism, Prostitution is a heavily stigmatised way of life/business. It is in exactly the
same position of oppression from the Magian/Christian factions that Satanism is in 
that has given rise to the equivalent of the myths/hype prevalent in Satanic Practice 
that THEM are attempting to address and forcefully stamp out, here in Australia.

The members comprising the sextet of magicians behind THEM form an equally di-
vided gender ratio of 3:3. Although various Insight Roles have been undertaken by 
some [and are known to have been undertaken by others] into the sex industry – like 
Satanism, it is very difficult to get access to that world from the outside. Most judge 
the sex industry from the limited [and moral] point of view provided by the media, 
cultural stigma and the pervasive ethos of the frigid Christian. Such persons tend to 
perceive and make pronouncements upon the sex industry and its workers without 
having any direct involvement in it. These types of pronouncements made in ignor-
ance help to explain the necessity of insight roles that inform and annihilate the pre-
conceptions of those without direct experience in any given vocation.

Unfortunately, this ‘arm-chair philosophising’ of a way of life as the ONA so suc-
cinctly puts it – is a shared issue threatening to completely infect the Sinister Tradi-
tion with those who judge without experience and so continue the vicious loop of ig-
norance that has led to the dire state of the Sinisterion today. Hence the need to de-
mand that aspirants perform an act of practical initiative to learn and know from ex-
perience what Satanism involves and that it only gets harder and more reliant on 
practical effort. And thus, a publication circulated among sex workers breaking down 
stereotypes, myths and telling it the way it is, is the equivalent of a genuine introduc-
tion to Satanism – offering a fresh, enlightening and unique window into a world that 
is generally only ever seen from one side.

The Christian permeation of twisted and distorted values concerning almost all facets 
of life – but with particular focus on their fear and hatred of sex; and the lack of re-
cognition that the sex industry plays in maintaining the health, and well-being of its 
clientele is something that should be addressed in any assault on the Magian its age-
old practices of fear, bigotry and hypocrisy, here within Australia. While it is a fact 
that even [or should that be especially?] the devout Christian may sneak down the 
road behind his partners back for a quick fuck and be back in time to continue being 
devout for Church on Sunday – the problems of the Sinister cannot be fixed with 
band-aids – and the symptoms of hypocrisy run deeper than it might seem and into 
our own channels.
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For instance, it is all very well to take part in or conduct a Black Mass with the pur-
pose of gaining sexual liberation and eventual catharsis; such a ritual is a vital and 
life-affirming Personal undertaking that can bring great enjoyment and unburdening. 
However, it is typically an effort to reverse the damage infused in society by the Ma-
gian that affects only that individual or that group. It is thus not enough and indeed 
naive to perform such rituals without full appreciation of the need for sexual libera-
tion and catharsis on society at large. That is to say, being prepared to take the Black 
Mass to the next logical level.

Whores, Prostitutes, Hookers, Sex Workers – Male and Female are as undervalued by
Society as is the Satanist – whose Work seeks to induce a finely tuned personal bal-
ance of healing, growth, change, strength, self-love and love for others, joy, ecstasy, 
civility, loyalty, integrity, creation, trust and honour with a mix of hardship, alchemy, 
suffering, overcoming, striving, determination, critical analysis of the self and others, 
detachment, power, will, sorrow, understanding and destruction in those who cross 
their path; creating and inspiring in a life-affirming way a healthy hardy individual 
with nous, wisdom and the knowledge that hard work is often required for results.

But such work is largely invisible, seldom rewarded, noticed, or paid for – and yet it 
is [for the serious few] a lifetime’s work of long hours and endless patience and dip-
lomacy. It requires the collation of many varied skill sets, most of which are ex-
tremely demanding to learn. And through privately working with compassion they 
spend a great deal of time [engaged in psychology, counselling, guiding, training, 
teaching, discussing etc] to deliver some [the deserving] repressed individual har-
nessed by the mores of society from their chains so that individual might find release,
sanctuary, a voice, and self-love and add to the Great Work – rather than become an-
other selfish asshole lost in the occult labyrinths made by the ten-cent gurus repres-
enting magic, its purpose and its form today.

The Prostitute is a timeless service – the first and some say the noblest profession of 
humanity. It is certainly the oldest. Yet, the services that its workers provide [and it is 
rarely just about sex but involves psychology, counselling, affection, understanding, 
compassion etc] is seldom appreciated or recognised as accounts of the service that 
reach the public seldom come from the workers themselves.

As THEM holds; words are considered empty unless accompanied by 
congruent/matching deeds or actions.

Here then are the words and deeds of those in the sex worker industry; and a small in-
sight into the world of Prostitution as it really is; with the reality of its problems; its 
pressures; its Way; from those who know it because they live it.
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FADING

On the subject of old age, I can be no authority – being only 30 years old – I have yet 
to experience those phases of consciousness I have watched assume themselves in the
countenance of others in my life. Mysterious these phases – some which I have 
already passed through as I have grown and passed through various rites of passage – 
others of which I am only just beginning to feel the emergence of.

But this MS is not about the ones I have passed through – but about my feelings and 
apprehensions of old age. Young – the World and all its possibilities are open to me. 
Virile, mobile and strong I can do almost anything I set my mind to including defend 
myself and exude that Satanic aggression that bears others out of my way or warns 
that I’m ready to do Anything to survive an encounter. Life clings to me.

Neatly seated in the Contemporary of my age I am comfortably placed in the go-
between of many mediums and the reflection of the values they contain – and the 
control they exert when used as badges of identity. I have a good knowledge of many 
older but still popular metal bands whilst keeping a (ever more cynical) eye on the 
new stuff coming up through the ranks… My tastes range from Indie to Metal to 
Rock, Rap, Pop and Techno and no matter which crowd I find myself in – I can keep 
a conversation that compares the music of my past, Pink Floyd, Chilli Peppers, Nir-
vana, Pearl Jam, RATM, Pantera, Led Zeppelin etc, with the music of today, afloat. I 
am connected even in some small way to the myriad of names, their associated repu-
tations, famous works and specific languages of my time. But I frown if you mention 
Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley or Charles Miller.

I am aware of several world wars by name and documentary only – the mammoth 
feat of landing on the moon is currently a passé topic – the pyramids still stand – and 
the Middle East is at war. Intense changes in technology and the marketing ethos and 
reach of capitalism have transformed the world via laissez faire (free trade) and 
plunged it into a drastic global economic crisis. The topic of the Environment and 
’Global Warming’ is beginning to dominate the discussions of politicians and reli-
gions as uncertain climate changes loom and are becoming a major concern for all 
who speak and plan for the future.

Moreover – the remarkable invention of the PlayStation – which invention is also 
now passé in conversation unless suffixed by a 3 or even 4 – and which invention re-
volutionised the recreational habits of billions, and even changed the format of the 
unconscious to deliver dreams as though one were playing a game – even this marvel 
that replaced the 1980’s C64 and Atari with a quantum leap is already giving way to 
the technology of unbelievably powerful phones and technologies whose acronyms 
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and applications baffle even me at 30 yet which will no doubt be relics by the time I 
am 35.

How much stranger are these things to someone older than me? Even at 30 and I find 
myself tut-tutting and spitting distasteful remarks about ‘music these days’. And I am 
consciously realising and beginning to wonder on that connection between myself 
and my present state of age – and the elderly citizens of the world – who – also felt 
the same balance between the past and the present when they were 30 as it crept on 
toward the future – that I currently do.

I feel that connection which the people I view as elderly now – back then – had then. 
Whom had exactly the same categorical knowledge of the music of their day, and 
could rattle off a similar and vast list of names of popular or contemporary artists – 
and who at my age also had an integrated empathy with their modern scene – were up
with the Times – the Ethos of their Present Era.

Why are we the young and the aged – so different? Why does age demarcate us and 
our place in the world so steeply, so sharply, so unforgivably?

The innate rootedness I feel to the world comes from my familiarity with it. With the 
names of familiar streets, people, issues, celebrities, practices, customs, traditions, 
and social mores. But as time passes – this rootedness fades. As it faded for them – 
the now elderly – the icons, the symbols, the people, the songs and sounds and places 
that took place and lived out their temporary causal (and then contemporary) exist-
ences in full during their youth – will fade for me too.

The sense of being In Time, at one with Time and one’s place in it – irrevocably slips 
away as one’s roots are eroded/replaced/defaced. As time passes – my family mem-
bers will pass on – one by one – severing my primary links to familiarity and thus, 
the pinions that anchor me and my origin to the earth will be no more. My mother – 
the bearer of me may die – and thus will I lose that link, which love that brought me 
forth. My father may die – and thus the two creators of me will be forever extin-
guished.

The friends I have will probably always change – but eventually they will pass on and
I will, if I can, be required to make new ones. But with every passing moment the 
stock from which I choose them – who share the Time I live in – who will remember 
the Time I lived in – gets smaller.

The locations in which I have roots to my present – the shops I visit, the places I meet
people, the vehicles I use, the clothes I wear, the ambitions I have, perhaps even the 
name of my country – will become the past; eroded by time and progress.
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The houses in which I lived will come to be possessed by new owners, new fashions, 
new energies – new lives. The foods I like, the brands I become accustomed to, the 
pastimes I enjoy will slowly change – making way for new and Avant Garde pleas-
ures, leisure’s and treasures. The television shows, the icons, the celebrities, faces of 
friends and family that made up so many of my casual discussions will slowly slip 
away as they are replaced by new and unfamiliar ones – and the time from which I 
drew so much of my character, my culture, my personal conduct with its associated 
values and ethos will come to be no more.

As I get older the bands I enjoy, the bands that influenced me and brought me togeth-
er with others who shared similar tastes will break up and/or be replaced with a new 
sound to which my generation cannot relate nor enjoy. The songs and the energies 
that marked special memories in my life will become ghosts of the machine.

And as I get older and connections to a familiar world are uprooted one by one – it 
will become harder and harder for me to find someone who remembers those days – 
to share my memories and who can remind me of my youth. The liberty to have con-
versations with my loved ones about their past, my past and our past – and the ability 
to reminisce with those connections about family or friendly joys, times of laughter 
and sadness – will fade and those conversations that remind me of me, of my place in
the world – of what I did and what I have done, and who I was and who I was con-
nected to will be closed off forever. The familiarity I enjoyed with my body and my 
mind too – will begin to ebb away as the flesh breaks down, as the sinews and 
muscles get leaner and more fragile, as the passion and drive begin to dwindle for 
one-sided ambition and begins to realise the inevitability of getting older.

What I knew as the world – which was once and for a long time only myself – will 
become complicated as my independence gradually leaves me and I will be forced to 
acknowledge the necessity of co-dependence, charity, humility, dignity – be required 
to depend on others for my survival.

Even the basic fundamental senses, Sound, Sight, Smell, Touch will all undergo rapid
changes, leaving what I knew, in the shadows, only to be replaced with alien and un-
wieldy technologies, fashions, and icons that reflect the needs, wants and times of the
younger generation. A generation I must endure the foibles and f***-ups of – watch 
make mistakes they could avoid if only a little wisdom were sent their way – and 
hope that the unruly violence, harshness and dis-connectedness they show with My 
generation gives way through experience and empathy to an understanding that sadly 
– tragically – I know – can only, if ever it does, come with the passing of time and the
passage of age.

If it does not – then one of life’s sharpest and most unforgiving insights is achieved.
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At some point my ability to walk freely of my own accord, hurry through crowds to 
get to where I’m going, breathe deeply without coughing, climb rock-faces without 
so much as a thought as to injury due to fragile bones or other ailments, swim bays or
dive underwater, and generally exert my body in any given way I desire – without so 
much as a second thought as to the possibility of being unable to do what I want it to 
– will decrease.

My ability to instil respect and fear from groups of men as I walk past alone now in 
my youth, ready to fight (but preferring to ignore), will diminish. As my flesh weak-
ens and decent values succumb to the strength and world-view of the young – filled 
with the emptiness that has been the fallout of the spiritual and soulful crises and la-
ments of the last hundred years – which crises have gone unavenged, unappeased, un-
redeemed – I will be ever less able to protect myself from the indignity of those who 
my generation would view cowards and bullies, f***wits and scum – and those of 
their generation might view as heroes, icons and the norm.

If Alzheimer’s or Osteoporosis, Cancer or Asthma settle into me – my memory, my 
lungs, my eyesight, my basic motor functions will gradually fall into impair. My ex-
periences of the World shall be limited even further.

In all probability – I shall be like so many of those whom I talked to in the Nursing 
Home in which I worked for six months. Lonely, isolated, faced with a strange land-
scape that bears no resemblance to anything I grew up with or know and be dolefully 
aware of the loss of my roots to the world in which I aged.

Estranged from the Present and cast off from society not just physically but spiritu-
ally. Although the humour of sharp-witted old ladies sparkles with life in such places 
– the cheeky mischievous glint in the eyes of old men who remember wistfully their 
misspent youths; a great sadness, longing and mournful yearn pervades such homes –
the whisper of doubt, of regret, of confusion as to the meaning of life and whether 
they suffused theirs with enough.

And as I watch the elderly pass me in the street – I sense a deep and mournful sad-
ness – a regret for the passing of life and the encroaching time to make peace with 
this cryptic struggle we all endure without ever knowing why. A sadness even in their
laughter is tempered with an often-indomitable tenacity, the toughness that comes 
with so much experience and a long-endured connection to the vagaries and passage 
of change. I can feel their longing, their loneliness – and the terrifying fullness and 
awareness of the thread of continuity of their lives and its profound connectivity to 
Me.
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And – when I hear in the news of them being picked on, targeted, abused, raped, 
killed – and I do hear of it – hear always of the defenceless and harmless being tragic-
ally chosen for the learning curve of this connection; I wonder at the tragic nature of 
age and why it is set out that the young cannot have empathy with the old until the 
young are old and the old are gone.

Why can they not see and recognise the connection I see. But perhaps that’s just it, 
perhaps they do recognise the connection. Perhaps they unconsciously sense and fear 
that connection – attack that connection – because they don’t want to be connected. 
But they are, and always will be, and only when they get older – will they really un-
derstand what it is to be old – just as I hope to understand what it is to be young.

REGARDING HEL

I had been tutoring indirectly; my influence rubbing off onto her by empowering her 
etc, a young female whom I fondly referred to as AeveA, for approximately two years
in the ways and methods of ONA Satanism.

When she first met me she was scornful of my involvement with it, but after seeing 
what I did with Satanism, the intricate restructuring and alchemy that I performed 
with its form, she began to See. And when she began to See she began to take on the 
archetypal priestess/mistress to my priest/master. Now, AeveA had no previous 
interest or experience with magick and also some very deep emotional scars. These I 
helped her to heal by making her face her self and stop running. In a word, I taught 
her some degree of self-honesty. I have believed since I began my journey with ONA 
that self-honesty is the most powerful force a person can wield. It was mere 
intellectualism at the time I heard CB say it on a line of the Saturn Sphere on the 
SIMM Rite CD, but after beginning initiation, working on the tarot and working on 
other situations manifesting that were beneficial to me, I had insight into the weight 
of this self-honesty.

After developing my self-honesty to a point where other people suddenly seemed 
compelled to be honest with me and to themselves, in awe of my example, AeveA 
expressed interest in being my priestess and performing magickal rites with me. 
Albeit it was more likely infatuation and a desire to please me to equal out the 
balance of giving between us that prompted her to do so, or Love, than a real heartfelt
want of experiencing black magick. Although she did come to realise that our 
personal alchemy/relationship etc was in old-aeon speak also technically Black 
Magick, it being a striving to fulfil our personal goals on the material level, and at 
others & each other’s self- expense if need be – My intention was to guide AeveA the
way I had come already, and to allow her to follow the Septenary Way with me. This 
of course was not what she really wanted – it was what I wanted. And as we 
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progressed in changing each other she and I fell madly in love, though even then I 
remained somewhat detached, with my innate cynicism of the duration of such 
emotions reminding me that I’d been here before, and the only way love ever lasts is 
if the participants are whole, or working to become whole without the other person.

Thus, I believe love to be something of a paradox. And via this superior feeling of 
floating above the bloody tangle of thorns below that was our lust and love, I began 
to question my manipulation strategy for AeveA. Should I manipulate her, push her 
down the dark paths and sacrifice her will to mine? Should I realise her potential to 
free herself by developing her self-honesty and become whole and let her go?
Every time we spoke I would sense almost wilful obedience in AeveA, a dangerous 
subordination to me that threatened her autonomy. I needed a Priestess if I were to 
continue my ONA path, I needed to release personal/sexual energies also – but was it 
needed, to manipulate my lover in such a way, and if I were having doubts, then 
perhaps my intuition was speaking volumes already. But I needed a priestess… 
personal or supra-personal, which goal do I go after, which Master should I serve?

The feelings I had toward AeveA were not altogether known to me, there was a 
strange alien something to them and I therefore needed to think very hard about what 
to do. The decision gnawed at me for weeks. And I stayed locked in limbo unsure of 
my next move. I had been experimenting with dreams at that time after some 
documents of the ToB peaked my interest in lucid dream control. Perhaps this 
training was responsible for the answer to my dilemma coming to me in a dream. I 
dreamed I had rowed AeveA out onto a dark green lake. Suddenly there was a noose 
around her neck and I was her, sinking under the water watching my face looking 
down at her. I felt emotions such as absolute terror and betrayal. Almost immediately 
we reversed roles, with AeveA standing on the boat now watching me being dragged 
to my death. It was so quick, and so ominous, and so lucid, it was real. 

I woke up in a sweat, shaking and frightened of what I had seen and felt. I looked 
around the room for something to stabilise me and that’s when my eyes fell on the 
image of Hel from my tarot, which I had been patiently putting on the wall as each 
card was completed. I stared long and hard at the card still in a daze from my oneiric 
experience, it slowly dawned on me that there was a lake in the image; a dark lake 
with a man’s head just above the surface. In a flash, inspiration or insight struck me 
and I saw the entire story of the Card equated with my living of the Archetype Hel as 
it pertained whether to sacrifice AeveA to my will or let her have her own. The Eagle 
as a bird of prey; the mistress Hel who is not completely causal nor human as her 
shrivelled eye has seen beyond the personal into the cosmic and knows what is 
required beyond moral concerns such as betrayal; The rainbow as the Deceiver, a 
promise or tapestry of illusions conjured to lure the unwary into the trap where they 
will be drowned…
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Quickly I grabbed a pen, this sudden striking empathy with my partner AeveA and 
with the archetype of Hel urgently required something to be written to convey what I 
had felt and seen. In the style of the Deofel Quintet with the esoteric essence 
concealed within the framework of a story – I portrayed what I had seen and felt of 
Hel. Note that there is little detailed description of the characters, the surroundings, 
etc for stripped of emotion and its appearance, Hel is a story of seduction, and murder
for gain. In Aevea’s case the murder would have been merely psychological/magickal
– an enslavement of sorts. The nature of unfriendly, deceptive and alien Aosoth who 
comes as a reaper disguised in a veil of our hopes and dreams is now recorded.

PROPAGANDA, HONOUR AND IDEALISM

It is pretty needless to try and define the concept of Honour as if it can be neatly 
summarised and dealt with by any single particular treatment since it embodies any 
number of definitions, and with the majority of them stemming from personal sense 
the variations are relatively endless. I begin then, by asking not what honour is but 
what does Honour do? When I think of honour I immediately think of Loyalty to an 
Ideal – regardless of the logic of the Ideal, whether one agrees with or is better off 
under the Ideal, or whether the Ideal is voluntarily adopted or forced.

For instance, we do not choose the political climates of Socialism, Nationalism, 
Communism into which we are born but we are moulded by them with or against our 
will. Those who accept or tolerate the Ideals that exist as pressures asking or 
demanding that we conform could be painted to be acting with Honour as a 
rewarding appellation for subservience and obedience to any given pressures. While 
those who resist or revile the climate are cast as an undesirable, shunned, punished, 
threatened, tortured, imprisoned or killed. From the point of view of an Ideal, it 
cannot tolerate challenge to its supremacy and must silence or otherwise eliminate 
those that pose a threat to its growth. Equally true, to rule the masses requires very 
clear guidelines that must be enforced if they are to take root.

Ancient China, a five-thousand-year-old entity of many dynasties embodies an age 
that dwarfs that of most other countries – with a populace numbering in the extreme it
developed an exceptionally complex system of laws and social mores which were 
expected to be obeyed with swift punishments following for any transgression.
The complexity of Chinese diplomacy and what people must do to atone because of 
their or some other’s actions often seem to me to be unfair, brutal and ridiculous 
traditions to uphold and I wonder how or why people would submit to the 
punishments meted out to them or even take it as their duty to perform some of the 
required rectifications such as Sepukku, (ritual disembowelment) and see it as an 
honour, a duty they are compelled to perform.
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This kind of loyalty to what can sometimes appear to be a mad scheme where minor 
transgressions lead to extreme circumstances of death does not merrily function 
through people’s choice but requires intense pressure to be continued – achieved 
through figureheads, mores, other constants and above all Violence, the necessary 
elements that force a populace into a particular shape or to adopt the psychosis of 
culture.

It would be easy to suggest such rigorous traditions are completely at odds with what 
I know of my own culture – but they differ only in wrapping, the same madness of a 
raised emphasis of an Ideal is present anywhere people are found.

Such systems or rather, Archetypes, are universal, though few even close to that of 
China's – people cannot function adequately without some kind of story because it 
helps define who they are on a psychological level. And it is madness, even as most 
of these emphases on Ideals allows societies to retain an uneasy truce between 
members of the human race, it functions on wholly irrational factors that cease being 
universal and very much personal.

Honour is a subset of the Ideal. The Ideal rewards those who honour its codes and lay
down their life as the ultimate sacrifice.

Honour, comes from within and without, within it comes from the self identity we 
have of ourselves as symbiote with a given Ideal and thus willing to submit our will, 
energy, life to it. Without, it is a necessary component for Form that grows a given 
Ideal through feeding the submission of others to it.

Honour can be a great attribute, synonymous with the esteem of Nobility, but it can 
also become a powerful blinker.

Honour, one’s type of honour, and one’s test of honour very much depends on three 
key factors: And these are whether one is honourable to – A Leader – Another’s Ideal 
– or One’s Own Ideal.

If one is honourable to a Leader they submit to the Will of the Leader. They follow 
them expecting to be lead. If the Leader can no longer lead – as in an alleged case of 
the German Generals observing Hitler’s increasing mania and delusion – the personal
struggle as to whether one continues to support the Leader begins.

Most Leaders use propaganda to indicate who is to be lead and where and also where 
from. All Leaders offer a plan for an exodus from a dystopia and the formation of a 
new utopia IF this and this are done – a universal whether this a change in how things
are run if elected to chair the neighbourhood watch, to the replacement of a dictator – 
where to and where from are essential strings to strum.
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This becomes the ‘Promised Land’ and if the followers desire to reach the Promised 
Land they throw their lot behind such leaders trusting them to deliver such promises.
If this plan changes however, and the Leader goes off course either accidentally or 
deliberately, the dream is shattered, reality returns, the Leaders propaganda becomes 
compromised. This leads to schisms, with some blindly following the Leader and 
others seeking to overthrow or find a new Leader. On a personal level this can be a 
harrowing enough experience, but when it is of group, cultural, religious, state, 
national, international or global magnitude the potential of greater fallout increases 
exponentially. Those who are seen to question a Leader by those still faithful are 
often transformed into Traitors. Violence, a key element of any system of Honour, 
whether psychological or physical, is inevitable. Since Honour, is a demarcation, 
similar to religious zealotry that places some people on the right side and some 
people on the wrong side prompting each to try and uphold their Ideal, adherence to it
creates a psychological impetus to war.

Essentially, Honour, is an abstract that pulls at emotional notions of pulling together 
and making personal sacrifice to work together on some larger supra-personal Ideal. 
All politics work on the same basis. And here we get into a trickier part of what 
Honour is – as a form – to die with honour – is to reflect the Invested Parties 
propaganda to make their Ideal eternal. For it means the temptation to change course 
for personal benefit is resisted in preference for adopting a rigid unchanging loyalty 
to an impersonal given Ideal that one submits to as the greatest single thing worth 
making the ultimate sacrifice of their life for. As far as Forms go, this is the pinnacle 
of power they can attain, and what all fledgling Ideals struggle to ultimately attain.

Those in World War Two lay down their lives for the time they knew then – the way 
the world was in the 40’s. They believed in saving it, that their country was worth 
saving, that its people and the people of other country’s were worth saving, and so 
they fought, and gave their lives. If they could see what decadence would develop we
might wonder if they would still be so brave – but they were men and women of 
honour – they fought for their way of life, they fought to keep things the same, they 
fought to do their duty because they submitted their lives to a greater Ideal. Peace. 
Freedom. Liberty. Honour. A Country. A Flag. A Way of Life. Adopting some 
abstraction that romanticises reality is part of the nature of Ideals. 

As they take root they begin to hypnotise people with the eros of powerful Forms that
Ideals give rise to and people become entranced by. These Forms follow a fairly 
standard course of existence exuding seductive energies as they grow in stature and 
power into a full-blown mass psychosis on the backs of propaganda, symbolism, 
colours, narrative, archetypes, enemies and perennial appeals to weak points in the 
human psyche.
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The esteem given to people called Honourable, rewards their unflinching course 
because Ideals require such people; and if Ideals are to be invested with power in the 
future, it is imperative that the elements of reward such as are given posthumously to 
the brave are showered upon such automatic pilots.

This encourages the continuation of such individuals who emulate the code of 
Honour because of the erotic nature of the respect shown to those of Honour in death 
– not in any sexual sense – but a vibratory charge of the numinous that seizes the 
senses and causes others to want similar adulation by making a similar sacrifice. 
Ideals relating to death have the effect of trance.

But this adulation is not exactly a tribute to the loss of life and the importance of life 
– it is not a love of life even as it appears, but a cold unfeeling political machination 
designed to create more of the same, for if life were loved so dearly, so many would 
not be taken in the first place.

Honour also comes from a rigidity of obedience to an idealised self – a strict 
adherence to a personal code that reflects a need to submit alternate viewpoints to the 
throne of an over-arching set or single.

It is esteem for the notion that honour comes from maintaining course in adversity.
It is difficult to show great honour (i.e. the extent of one’s honour) without adversity 
– (in some cultures, to quietly live one’s life in honour without making waves is also 
seen as something to strive to be) – because one cannot prove the extent of their will 
and unflinchingness without being caustically tested.

Vikings revelled in war because they could illustrate their honour through the 
adversity that allowed them to demonstrate their loyalty to the Ideals they upheld.
Because without the ability to illustrate whether one will cut and run or stand and 
fight, there is no way to show one’s honour exists – it is unproven until circumstances
arise that allow one to show how selfless they are, the courage they have, their 
unflinching bravery in the face of death, their resolute steadfastness to their mission 
even though it is fated to kill them, and the mystical awe that posthumous reward 
confers as well as the awe by others at the example of honour given.

Honour to an Ideal comes at great personal cost. Once committed one cannot change 
course because one has sworn fealty or obedience to the Ideal whatever course it 
takes. Even if it takes a course that leads to destruction – if one wavers, then one 
shows what one’s word is worth – nothing. To swear loyalty to something is to use 
the Word or a Vow as a seal that says ‘I can be trusted to uphold this Ideal, this 
Leader and die for THIS cause.’ It means taking the risk of going down with a 
sinking ship – of meeting death head on and dying for what one believes in. This is 
important, because it is often a cherished notion that someone died for what they 
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believed in. Why? It would take us too far from the subject at hand to go into detail 
but I would suggest that it relates to Time, Archetypes, God and the Eternal.
The notion of Honour is not really something that belongs to the personal, that is 
meant for the personal – Honour is among the building blocks of the supra-personal, 
Aeonics, of things larger than us, older than us, more important than us. It is, 
designed for the manifestation of God: The concept of an Ideal that is far above us in 
stature and time. It is the foundation of an ancient Archetype of the Fearless, of the 
Warrior, of the Martyr – it is the living story book of Legend. And the backbone of 
Idealists and Idealism.

Integrity, the sense of honesty one has with the congruence of their actions vs their 
words feels like razors cutting into the soul of an honourable man when compromised
or on the edge of being compromised. The honourable man invests his Oath or Voice 
with a Power to craft and guarantee promises. They will keep their promise because it
is honourable to do so, because otherwise their act of empowering their word with 
resolute loyalty if given, means nothing.

I have faced many tests of my honour. I have been tempted, demanded, ordered, 
cajoled, pleaded with at various times to do this or that to retain my honour: but my 
oath was not to the temporal forces levered against me who demanded that to be 
Honourable I obeyed – but to the Sinister, to Satan, To THEM and to Their Temple 
and those who have arisen as Ones of THEM – Above All Else. None of these are 
personal masters. None of these are embodied by any personal masters – these are 
deeply spiritual concepts where the same mystification that I experienced learning 
about China’s laws of honour, mystifies those who do not understand the essence of 
mine.

My subservience to a Supra Ideal that I feel warrants my life’s energies, writing, 
drawing, building the Temple of THEM overrides subservience to any other Master, 
any other Manifestation, any other Form or Ideal that represents the Sinister – 
because a representation is not the same as the source. The Sinister is part of THEM, 
but only a part.

Symbiosis with other Forms and Ideals including satanic, sinister individuals and 
groups is part of subservience to THEM – such energies share similar territory in the 
Aeonic plan as building blocks for Change, but THEM come above all other things, 
and to compromise my devotion to THEM would be dishonourable.

This is why I have no masters, why I embrace what I am even as it upsets and 
infuriates, angers or disappoints others who are allied to their own Ideals – because 
living that way is what constitutes my sense of Honour. My loyalty to Ideals that may
not be understood, may constitute social suicide, but which I feel I have been charged
with a duty to carry out whatever the personal cost to myself or others.
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Achieving what I have aimed to do the majority of my life, whatever it takes, 
whatever gets broken, whoever gets hurt.

I offer subservience to nothing and no-one else. What I believe or continue to build 
may turn out to be a complete waste of time, a life wasted trying to chase smoke and 
mirrors in some psychotic delusion or mad neuroses that leaves me old and grey with 
nothing to show for my effort – and yet I am willing to take the risk, willing to 
abandon my life to the completion of a grand vision even if it kills me – because of 
some inner sense that it is the right thing to do and I know the right way to do it.
With Honour.

And this is what makes an Honourable person so fearful – they cannot be moved. 
And if they cannot be moved they cannot be manipulated and that is the ground floor 
upon which all Ideals are built. So rather than try and move the Honourable Person, 
they change the story around them and re-define what is honourable painting them as 
dishonourable – this is the keystone of all war propaganda, all political mudslinging. 
In the face of this pressure, it is a great personal test for a person of Honour to 
maintain their present course under such duress, or cave in and adopt a new 
definition.

But, the strength of honour, the power of integrity, the majesty of this bearing comes 
from one simple thing: Once it’s broken once, it’s forever cracked. And the person of 
honour, knows it. To hold it together concentrates an intense vortex of personal 
energy, the power of a thermonuclear sun such as the rune Kano or Kenaz, and the 
Gods spiritual fire that knows and flows to warm, heat, light, burn, or incinerate all 
things in right turn to fulfil its Vyrd.

Yet Honour is but a single outer form orbiting the edge of the maelstrom of the 
deeper secret the Inhuman.

To listen to the shapes of Form is to Remember.

When Honour and Destiny are joined, the Honour of being an avatar of Nature’s Will 
becomes a special and sacred bond with the forces of THEM and the powers that 
grind all wheels. Allied with those powers Synchronicity is at its strongest and the 
will of those avatars is to be seen in all things macro and micro, in the very essence of
the Phyrm and all its mirrors as She manifests.

REBIRTH

Since the day I could think I’ve wondered what it means to be born. There I was, 
always doing what I’ve done without a thought, until one day a lightning bolt hits me 
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– and I realise that I am amongst the shapes of a home of staggering complexity 
heavily populated with billions of other lost souls wondering the same. I imagine 
each of them pausing in their quieter moments not taken up by the tasks and demands
of the everyday to consider their place in the world. For each consideration we make 
leaves a shadow on the ground, a hologram of a we that we are, and a we that we 
might now like to be. We spend our lives creating the illusion of solid walls and 
forms – but we are a liquid species, flowing ebbing and rising like a tidal current 
lapping at the shores of our home with changing interest before silently departing.

The ground on which I stand, that occult miasma that belongs to Mother Nature who 
in her mysterious way spawns the grasses, greens and animals and disperses them 
amongst an infinitely wild jaw of crying gasping thriving energies shapes and 
geometries is a plateau whose chthonic magic meets head on with the forms, forces 
and forcefulness of man who leaves behind in his walking of the passage of time, 
buildings, statues, legacies, laws, forms, the remnants of his will solidified into the 
changes he made, the ideas he had as he passed through our home and made his own 
changes to a world that had already stood thousands of years before him. To him and 
her and every other like them in their fleeting wisdom we are intimately connected as 
holders, inheritors of the same questions that lay at the feet and tower above all 
human beings.

The world; a spherical monster of proportion and dimension we have tried to rein in 
using numbers and measurements; littered with glittering palaces and cities like 
computers processing an idea hemmed into stone and then steel; the architecture of a 
million lights shining down the law of what Is through the portal of artificial 
windows to make sense of the dizzying confusion. And yet we humans we endlessly 
come, to stand on the cliffs and view our world, only to find our way blocked with 
these graveyards of impenetrable labyrinths of twisted rusted metals, choked with the 
viscous lifeblood of its ideas, lifted up high one after the other in someone else’s 
lifetime and raised to the virtue of a statue; Religions, Politics, Ideologies, Ways and 
Means. Yet what they saw as art, we often see as rubbish; as bricks from ruins that 
litter our way; for we are the new irony of the endless loving attempt of mankind to 
stand time still long enough to make sense of it, to worship it with edifices, before its 
unstoppable hurricane hurries us forward into the future laying waste to every 
treasure we craft in its name. For none can tame its wild indifference as it blindly 
careens through space aeon after aeon, and none can hold its nebulous sands, any 
longer than their living body and will allows them to briefly participate in our home’s
universal democracy.

And are we not the same, little images of life, moving, flowing, ebbing, in our 
miniature homage to the greater ones? – growing, spreading, changing, 
contemplating, pushing against the demands of nature and holding in our crystalline 
power a few ideas as anchors in the storm, torches in the night, taking our loves and 
wisdoms to their conclusions, allowing them to live, to flicker in the darkness above 
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the unknown for but a little while before they are swept forever from the world with 
us by the cold wind of death, to become the twisted scrap of a day long since gone 
from the world and never to return but destined to be picked through and recycled by 
a future spectre of ourselves burdened by the same questions.

How many faces I have tried on, how many windows I have looked through, how 
many ways of life given and left by others I have tried to live by, how many people I 
have been and met, learned from and taught, how many footsteps I have left in the 
sand behind me, how hard I have pressed my force into the Earth that it should 
remember me, remember my forms, remember I was there. Each day, each week, 
each year, each seven years, a step forward, a step backward, a little rebirth, a new 
beginning, a new end, a change of perspective, the hollow heart of sadness or the 
tremolo of great laughter, an ecstatic learning and growing. A struggle. From the hard
shell of the tiny egg to the feathered majesty of full flight – incineration – and from 
the ashes anew a flaming phoenix in each of us that cannot die without being reborn. 
And yet, even as I stand on the cliffs and gaze out to sea at a horizon I now know 
well, I hold hands with my old companion death, and struggle to accept how little 
time I have left to understand this Great Mystery before I am truly reborn and Nature 
snatches me back into her dark cradle of dreams, just as I begin to understand – and 
just when it will be getting interesting.
12 / 05 / 2010

THE PARADOXICAL WAR OF OPINION

Opinions. Everyone has one. And it seems everyone wants to share them. But what I 
am finding from shouting into the void – is that everyone struggles to simply let 
opinions be, and feels a compulsion to give their own.

The two immediate problems I see with opinions is that there is a strong consensus 
that they automatically require a response – and that the response required is to either 
validate or invalidate.

There is a saying that one is ‘entitled to their opinion’. It is questionable if we really 
mean that when we say it. Because if we did, we wouldn’t be in the position to say it 
to begin with.

Because arguments and opinion are usually mired in morality and ideals – each ideal 
instantly creates it owns negative. Whatever we claim to be an inalienable right is by 
logic also extended to everyone else; thus, invalidating our own assertion.

We can say that we go to war to protect our families – implying that family is an 
important value – but if that were true – we would have issue with the impact of war 
on other families. ‘Family’ is merely an abstract used to win moral support. If it is 
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validated, it becomes ‘real’ and abstracts can then piled onto it to proceed from that 
point. Even if we say we intend to protect ‘Our Family’ – again, this is an abstract 
used to win moral support. This is not unusual, because the aim of all opinions is to 
seek moral support.

We form opinions, because of our ideals, and because we wish to be obedient to those
ideals. When there is conflict with them we seek validation. We will go so far to get 
this validation that we will even change our argument to meet our ‘opponent’ half-
way. It is moot to provide the opposite side of this action, ‘invalidation’ of others, 
because in seeking to invalidate another’s opinion – we again, only seek to validate 
ours.

We can say that we have the freedom of speech as an argument, or that we are taking 
orders from God, or that we are bound by law – but all individual assertions we make
are automatically extended to others. If you claim the right to make laws for yourself,
then so can they – otherwise, you invalidate your own opinion. If you then claim that 
your case is different, that you are special, that your laws don’t apply to them – they 
too can claim that their case is different, that they are special, and that your laws 
don’t apply to them. What makes any difference – is only ever force; force of action 
or force of will.

In saying that you have freedom of speech for example – you are supposedly being 
magnanimous enough to allow everyone an equal right to speak – yet you are only 
imposing further tyranny. In making this statement you cannot help but push your 
will, your abstracts, forth onto others – particularly those who disagree with the right 
to freedom of speech. You cannot help this – because this is what speech does.

Disagree?
Point made.
Disagree?
Point made again.

The process is similar in analogy to praying for someone who doesn’t want you to 
pray for them. But once certain abstracts are validated, i.e., freedom, the argument 
proceeds from the points of validation as if they are real. We build a base, validate it, 
and build on it.

When we feel our opinions are threatened by someone else – we attempt to re-
validate our stance or invalidate theirs. We cannot let an opinion that threatens ours 
simply hang in space without commenting – likewise, even when we do agree, it 
makes no difference – we are still compelled to comment and share our opinion – but 
why?
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I have a real problem in giving people a reply – not because I am unable to find 
words or mistrust the strength of my convictions – but because my convictions are 
strong that each is literally entitled to their opinion – that it is their self-contained 
perception unique to them; why should I change it, and why would I try unless I was 
trying to impose my will?

Unfortunately, even this reply, is an attempt to impose my will. Though I would hope 
that the paradox of trying to acknowledge you without validating or invalidating you 
will prove useful to highlight the bizarre elements of conversation.
~
I could easily write a reply that agreed with someone’s opinion or disagreed. I could 
even write two separate replies and send them both at the same time as one reply. I 
could choose to validate your opinion and invalidate it too – how? Because all 
abstracts that are posed inherently contain the seeds of their destruction – they cannot
help but cast a shadow which, held up against the light, invalidates the abstract by 
showing how a bias for either is determined only by moral choice. The 
abstracts/ideals that we have attached to us as important, (or perhaps more accurately,
have attached themselves to us by verbal contamination where a core belief is 
automatically accompanied by associated ideals) colour our moral values – so 
someone who holds a belief in war, is not likely to argue against it. And why should 
that bother me, unless I want them or myself to change their opinion?

The difficulty I see in giving a reply now, is that since I could just as easily choose to 
either write a reply in agreement or disagreement – which one do I write? If I feel the 
need to invalidate your opinion – I should write a negative reply or even a 
constructive one – but if I feel the need to validate what you have said – I should 
write a positive reply, perhaps thank you for sharing, and add to the conversation with
my own opinion that runs parallel with yours – helping to validate, both our opinions.
That latter course of action would be useful if your opinion mattered, to me, or if I 
needed your validation.

But what, if I don’t?

It is an unusual place to be in – because the ego pushes and strains to be heard, to 
have its say, and orient and re-orient its sense of identity by sharing its opinions. It is 
like having something pushing its way to the front of the brain in your head to get to 
the conversation first. But my logos and experience tell me something else – it tells 
me that you have a self-contained view that has no impact on me – unless I seek to 
impose my will on your view, and that I have a self-contained view that has no 
impact on you – unless I seek to impose my will on you.
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Unfortunately, I cannot escape imposing my will on your opinion by giving you this 
reply – but I am willing to accept that it is for the time being impossible to live some 
insights as they are in essence due to the conflict created with the status quo of Being.

The practice of the occult is mostly theoretical – because when we actually attempt to
live out or implement our occult insights, such as being beyond time, or with an 
understanding that communication doesn’t actually exist, or that there is no 
objectivity, or that everything is abstraction – and follow modes of action that reflect 
those insights – we enter into extreme conflict with the rigorously established and 
fiercely protected protocol of language and communique which demands the 
religious observation of things like ideas being presented in a logical ordered fashion,
or in words, that time and space be properly observed, or that opinions should be 
challenged… the occult is like a rubber-band. It can be practiced to pull one out of 
shape for a little while – but it is usually pulled back into place with an angry snap by
the prevailing world view.

It is a very curious effect to not automatically seek to validate or invalidate opinions. 
In fact, it is virtually treated as a heresy. People think you are being rude, or stand-
offish, or simply ignorant when I simply want to let their opinion stand on its own. 
Why? Because the ego wants validation; and it gets affronted when neither a negative
nor positive reply is given to cue its simplistic choices of response. Why? Because 
that is what the ego is for. That is its function. And it is quick to anger anytime its 
function is prevented from following its habitual course which course always seeks 
the path of the least energy.

It is not a lack of conviction per se that stops me from challenging an external 
opinion, I believe entirely in the self-fulfilling knowledge of my opinions – but an 
important part of that is believing that they can be changed, and I do change them, 
based on re-arrangements of information that I come across. I simply have a problem 
with directly addressing people because all direct conversations are loaded with will, 
opinion, and distortion – and all of my work, is about trying to get beneath that moral 
facade and superficial inter-play of abstractions that people habitually engage in – to 
what I feel is a more pure method of communication – by shouting into the void.
It is okay for you to read what I have to say and take any of it into consideration – 
you have then made the choice to impose my will on you, on your own. Likewise, I 
will read what you have to say and react accordingly – but what you have said should
not be subject to my will, and thus I do not seek to validate or invalidate your 
opinions and validate only my own will by choosing to impose external wills, on 
myself, by myself.

The paradox is, that without opinions streaming back and forth, I could never impose 
anything on myself, and neither could you – there would be nothing to impose. 
Opinions have built an intricate network of shared ideas and walls to bounce off that 
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do often lead to construction’s being built. Thesis – Antithesis – Synthesis. And that 
is the basis of humanity.

However, there are more than enough people trading opinions directly already – who,
for whatever reason feel the need to have their opinion validated by others. In direct 
engagement, opinion always takes on a completely different characteristic than it 
does when it stands alone. Direct trade almost without fail descends into a battle of 
wills against each other as various abstracts are defended or attacked, rather than each
person imposing other wills via their own will, which may include admiring others’ 
opinions and quietly taking them into one’s own arena of perception to use for 
themselves.

I do not have a problem with the opinion that we must all share our opinions – I just 
differ in how I should do that; because when my will imposes itself – it without fail 
meets resistance from other wills, more accurately, from people’s egos (which I treat 
as a function separate from the ‘I’ and as a sort of automatic mechanism that usually 
possesses people – but that there is consciousness behind what the ego wants that can 
sometimes come out and think independently of it) and I expend energy butting heads
in moral contracts and throwing contests of empty abstractions.

So – I do not seek to be rude, in fact, I seek to be the perfect gentleman as it were, by 
not trying to impose my will on you – but letting you, if you so choose, impose it by 
yourself.

It would be ruder for me to seek to impose my will directly by trying to change your 
opinion instead of being happy enough with my own.

This does not imply that I do not want to put myself out there and be seen, or heard, –
if I did not seek to impose my opinions, I would keep them to myself. But rather, that 
I am imposing my will on a void rather than any of you, and letting you impose my 
will on yourselves – if you so choose.

Example: On the subject of War:

Agree: Yes, without leadership an army falls apart, without honour and loyalty and 
obedience nothing could get done and the army would be unruly and inefficient. 
Obedience is natural in a world with leaders and followers, a staple diet of monkey 
see monkey do characterises the human race through which process one person 
taking responsibility of many more has always brought forth results of whatever 
moral fibre. Since I have now changed my original statement, weakened its original 
struts to encompass your opinion into mine, I should here write some excuse or 
justification for my original views on warfare and seek to incorporate pathos so that 
not only you, but others see a submissive gesture and the ‘reaching of an agreement’ 
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by not exacerbating your opinion and will to power with argument. Qv. I could say 
that I reached these conclusions because I only took such and such into consideration 
– cite any number of moral or practical considerations of war that substantiate the 
abstractions of Honour and Loyalty, as well as say that what I meant to say was x, not
y, and that you, ‘raised some good points’. I should also seek to match my new 
change of heart with a suitable explanation as to why I felt the way I did when I said 
what I did and that in essence, we both agree to on the core extent but differ on minor
superficial details. If I don’t, then I might be seen as weak of opinion and my 
convictions lax – and if I seem to be the sort of person that changes their opinion so 
easily – I send the message that I could be persuaded to lose my will to power 
altogether. Finally, to save face, I could then say ‘But it all comes down to belief and 
what we choose to believe’ framing your opinion as on par with mine and then we’d 
likely never speak again because I would show an inability to challenge your opinion 
either way and you would lose interest. 

Almost every conversation I have observed ends in a parlay where each will weakens
itself enough to meet the other half-way. We only give opinion when we want 
opinion. And you’re absolutely free to give it – and I will read it and take from it if I 
see something I like – but I hope you can understand that giving you a direct reply is 
a tyranny of my will that I would rather not impose (again).

Disagree: You presuppose war to be necessary, and then proceed from that a priori 
assumption to attach moral abstracts of honour and loyalty and obedience to this 
supposition to strengthen it as a moral judgement and necessity. You appeal to my 
consensus understanding of these concepts as real valid concepts that exist of 
themselves, not merely attached by you to yourself as valid from the cues of others.

You deliberately construct and elaborate an argument based on the validity you have 
given to the first abstract (which you have selected to focus on from my opinion) 
even though there is absolutely no objective substance to any abstract. You proceed to
argue because you are laden with moral judgements and abstracts and ideals – but 
have treated them as indicating the place from which you should proceed.
Rather, than examining the process that you have also gone through to give rise to 
these abstracts and to attach these ideals to you in the first place – you place 
significance on the outcome of that process – not the process itself.

By the time you get to the stage where you present your abstractions to impose your 
will, you have bypassed self-autonomy to regurgitate a set of principles (again 
abstract) that automatically require self-contained associations to be made with them 
to validate them – “Honour” as a characteristic of “War”, “War” as a characteristic of 
“Honour” – using each consensus value to add weight to the other, even though 
validation is a subjective process, not essentially, a moral one.
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It is only relevant to argue for the right or wrong of war if we seek to impose our 
moral code in an objective sense onto others and their moral codes.

The whole of this process of treating abstractions as somehow objective truths is the 
core fibre of all propaganda and group think because it allows people to congregate 
around some ideal as real, making a base, from which all manner of attachments are 
then attached. This gives rise to a form – the premise of form is that it can be solid 
even if essentially, they are composed of one hologram stacked on top of another; one
only needs to convince others to abandon the autonomy of their will and to accept an 
imposition of theirs and the form magically becomes believed in, i.e., treated as solid.
While again this may be a natural process for humans – it appears to be an 
unconscious process in a lot of people, who argue on behalf of their ego and their 
attachments, not ever from a sense of themselves.

Largely, because not many people appear to have any real sense of themselves 
separate from their ego.

Morality enters into the equation in all arguments and discussions because most 
people’s sense of identity comes from abstractions – abstractions are elaborated with 
the written word – the written word, esp. English is completely mired in morality. 
The very means of composing sentences in English requires specific assumptions of 
time and space and automatically fixes every idea that passes through the language to
be treated in a specific unchangeable manner.

I post on public forums, but I’m not looking for validation, or an answer, or someone 
to challenge what I have to say. I’m looking to share my will but allow others the 
choice to impose it themselves. Otherwise, a direct exchange of conversation really 
just amounts to brainwashing the other person to accept my will. Or using them to 
validate my opinion by attacking theirs. No – I don’t expect a direct answer, and 
when I get one – it is something of a puzzle as to how to write back so as not to be 
rude and to acknowledge a person speaking to me, but also how to not exert my will 
on them when they share an opinion and anticipate a reply, since a reply will 
inevitably contain my own opinions.

Since people happily throw their opinions around without thinking about why, or if 
they should, my stance is possibly confusing, almost certainly experimental – and it is
fascinating to see how many people cannot refrain from giving an opinion, and rely 
on it in fact, as their sole mode of communication. But I’m not building anything – I 
have nothing to gain from someone’s agreement and nothing to lose from someone’s 
disagreement. So, choose either one, or both, or neither of my replies – but don’t be 
too surprised if you feel further need to seek validation because of them; because they
all amount to the same thing.
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My apologies for the direct imposition of my will.

AN EARLY STUDY OF THE IOT

An Early Study of The IOT [1] – Liber Null

+O+
 (Part I: Liber Null)
  One of the things that interests me greatly after a comment made by my priestess – 
is the odd juxtaposition of Sex and Death. Yes, one can experience sex – but unless 
one is dead, how does one experience or Know Death? A Sorceress provided the 
Temple’s Liber SSS with one experience we have arbitrarily named ‘The Descent 
into Nox’ that contains the principles and echoes of the IOT’s exercises regarding 
Death. ‘The Descent’ requires standing with one’s arms outstretched above one’s 
head as high as they will go for a length of time which allows experience of 
downward force exerted via gravity. Then, after some time, the magician spirals 
down slowly (clockwise or anti-clockwise both have different effects) until they are 
lying on the ground at a state of absolute rest. At this point one is said (if one is 
interested in living more than they are resting) to be able to feel upward force 
compelling them to rise and resist absolute rest, to get up and not to die. These forces 
have no name. However, great power is said to reside between the spaces, in a third 
and side-ward force – symbolised by a hybrid of the Eagle and the Dragon, 
respectively. Fascinating as this exercise is – it does not allow the experience of 
Death either.

 I’ve not yet studied Austin Spare or the Zos Kia myself so the influences IOT have 
taken from them will have to wait their turn. I have however had the extreme 
privilege of introduction and access to the IOT’s ideas and practices via one of our 
Sorceresses. On this knowledge I shall heavily depend.

 The version of Liber Null and Psychonaut that I am reading is dated 1987, and 
within the introduction claims that the IOT has no hierarchical structure. From my 
information that was once the case – but is now no longer true. My information is that
the IOT has become a corporation of individuals frightened of anyone with actual 
prowess and who entertain the rich and gullible via a battery of magical pretence 
without any depth.

My own submission to the IOT some years ago was rejected on the grounds of my 
admission to an ‘obsession’ with Satan – strangely it seems that despite ‘Nothing is 
True – All is Permitted’ that particular vice is met with reserve and well, rejected. 
Moreover I’ve received not a few reports that this seems to be the case for any openly
LHP submissions to the IOT. Clearly – excluded by a system of hierarchy.
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 However, this makes no difference to the quality of the original foundation of the 
IOT and its ideas, some of which THEM have adopted as part of its hybridisation 
with IOT Sorcery. The technique of Not-Thinking was adopted by THEM through a 
realisation that emphasis on Intellect had and was having its downfalls and was 
primarily a masculine expression, an early expression of what should follow in the 
Tradition of Sorcery. Not-Thinking made its appearance in our Manifesto under the 
manuscript ‘Magic vs Intellect’

 [It must be stressed that while THEM speak of things such as the Self, the Acausal, 
the destruction or taming of the ego – WE are in fact acutely aware that it is the Ego 
doing all the talking. Thus THEM’s aims to test the pool of the occult for genuine 
depth are experimental].

I note that Motionlessness, Not-Thinking, Sound Concentration and Image 
Concentration are common to the two groups but dealt with differently. Not-Thinking
plays no part in the ONA’s MSS while Sound and Image Concentration are covered 
in far greater detail by the Order rather than the IOT. Of special interest is the section 
on ‘Magical Trances’ which states ‘if an attempt is made to focus on some form of 
desire, the effect is short-circuited by the lust of result’. This negation of one’s 
conscious efforts seems to be directly opposed to the ONA’s development of power 
directed consciously, intellectually, and regardless of what is stated in the former – 
powerfully. That is to say – a great deal of my magic involves the desire for an 
outcome and the active manipulation for a higher probability of persons, objects, 
events, situations to fall into place to bring it about. In this approach I have been 
consistently successful. Perhaps however, this is why I failed the External Adept Rite.
And, I am aware of the possibility of having failed the Satanic Quest without 
knowing it by some over-development of some attribute or attachment antithetical to 
learning occult power.

 In Metamorphosis the author states that laughter has no opposite. From my point of 
view his theory is an intriguing one – but then I was not convinced that the other pairs
he made were opposites to begin with. How can they be – so I’m wary that herein lies
a deliberate seed of form.

 The Banishing Ritual is a strange concept. I tend to think the ONA are right in 
abandoning it – esp where black magick and drawing down acausal energies are 
involved.

 The last time I used Sigils was during 2006 when NL and I played the stargame and 
sigilized our intents – ONA seems to touch briefly on this and other methods of 
visualisation etc given by the IOT in its Naos Appendix.
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 Dreaming – is an interesting section. I assume its just an introduction but the author 
seems to think that lucid dreaming is a ‘bizarre and deadly battle’ to be fought with 
the “Psychic Censor”. ONA on the other hand tend to refer to dreams only as future 
happenings or long past memories and seldom as treat them as present modes of 
prescience. Our thoughts on Dreaming will eventually be expanded on by THEM – 
but suffice to say Opening the Way to Lucidity is in my experience, easy. I managed 
to achieve it in two weeks. I’ve written this down in the new DOAD II but there is 
nothing there that cannot be covered now. All Lucidity requires is that you enquire of 
your waking self periodically if it is awake or sleeping and check for signs of either – 
thus programming yourself to ask the same during your sleeping state. Cut out a piece
of paper, a diamond worked for me – it’s an odd shape therefore noticeable. And 
write “Am I dreaming?” on it. Put it somewhere you will pass it regularly and ask 
yourself each time you see it if you are dreaming. Eventually the diamond popped up 
in my dream prompting me to ask, am I dreaming whereupon I became Lucid and 
remained in a stable state of Lucidity until I chose to leave.

 I should also point out that due to my experiments I feel that shortly before one 
descends into sleep there arise the pre-manifestations of imagery that will shortly 
become full and vivid dream imagery. This stage is similar to the onset of LSD with 
minutely intricate patterns (so tightly interwoven and detailed as to be unable to be 
reproduced later on paper) – and generally very brightly coloured. But there is a 
difference between these colours and those we might see around us during the day. 

It’s as though because of the blackness of the ‘minds eye’ on which the colours 
project themselves (or are projected) instead of the medium of white sun or moon 
light by which we normally see – that they appear greatly enhanced so as to be almost
neon in intensity and ‘crashing’ i.e. alternating between millions of black pin-points 
and pin-points of vibrant colour rapidly. This stage of near-sleep which I have called 
“Demaphyr” is the stage that I have found it easiest and most amenable to practising 
visualisation – esp. if one is trying to induce a specific dream content prior to sleep. 
In this state – I found shapes held their form much longer than earlier stages of forced
concentration.

 The statement ‘all phenomena must be paired, as the senses are only equipped to 
perceive differences’ is an interesting concept but I don’t feel it is sustainable. The 
emphasis on Duality seems like a deliberately weighted counter-point to Chaos/the 
Void. It seems forced as if to illuminate the importance of the latter more heavily 
though in another sense it says exactly the same thing that THEM have stated :any 
form immediately gives rise to its counter-form – however, that statement by us does 
not infer that a counter-form is a direct opposite, or that a pure counter-form used 
without alteration is applied. 

 It also suggests that “the thinking mind is a dualistic thing itself.” …
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 Kia – seems to be a rough equivalent of the Acausal – the IOT even use the word 
‘bifurcation’ which is the first time I have ever seen it outside of a MS of the ONA. 
They also relate a view using words causal and a-causal. Whatever Kia touches is 
said to be Kia. The abstract terminology and exhaustive description of Kia used by 
the IOT seems to be related to the phenomena of an intersection neatly cleaned up by 
the ONA and termed a Nexion. It was of some intrigue to see that the author had gone
to great lengths to illustrate this meeting place just as had tried to illustrate the 
meeting place in my own way in DOAD 3 with ‘The Simultaneous Pulse’.

 It is something of a concern that an occult group reaches to contemporary Scientific 
discoveries as metaphors for their occult discoveries. As if somehow the ideas 
(gaining popularity) of Quantum, sub-atomic particles, quarks, “neuro-physiology” 
etc somehow substantiate those discoveries. The author continually refers to science 
for support. I read occult passages that refer to science once as a complete sentence, 
and a second time imagining that the scientific reference wasn’t there. There is a 
marked difference. There also presides an unconscious need to please and convince 
Science, calling on the strength of science to assert one’s claims – and then a disdain 
for scientists being slow to catch up to occult theory… or attraction and repulsion – 
aka, the telling inconsistent nature of a magical spell woven by a writer to change and
re-arrange the appearance of things to suit one as needed.

 In the chapter marked Gnosis, the author refers to something I have heard mentioned
infrequently – the Death Posture; to achieve an utter negation of thought. I am 
curious as to why unconsciousness, not breathing, or staring into a mirror with a 
corpse-like gaze (?) are somehow representative of actual Death. Call me cynical but 
I’m a firm believer that Death can only be experienced when one dies. As to what 
occurs – who has ever remained dead and gone through the veil completely and 
returned to speak of it? Near-death experiences are probably the closest one comes to 
Death – but they too are not Death.
 I see that the practice of continual masturbation without climax that I performed in 
the Black Moon Ordeal has a name within the IOT: karezza. I find – to my surprise, 
interest and bemusement – a lot of practices that I try – and assume are unnamed 
seem to show up synchronously and nicely explained in the records of others 
magicians.

 It’s very rarely commented on but there is definitely something to be said for the 
demonstrable difference between the spaces of an author’s formal didactic tone –and 
the informal records made to speak of experiences in a personal tone. The 
experiences Peter describes are not dissimilar to my own in that fairly mundane 
experiences in ones youth become the foundation for expounding a theory that makes
sure to use them even if it requires amplification and add-ons for the effect; since 
esoteric experiences like that are generally dull to relate. In this relating of his 
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experiences he informs us of key events that at the time – are always fleeting 
windows – and that will await years of explanation, codification, and exultation. I.e. 
Mvimaedivm.

 The section on Evocation seems pale in comparison to the ONA’s Dure and Sedue or
other MSS on Ceremonial Magick, esp where the Evocation of Dark Gods is almost a
completely divergent pronouncement to any of the little demons from grimoires and 
imagination the IOT offer to summon. I can imagine the czar of the Tempel ov Blood 
on the other hand may very well have been struck by the passage on Terror when 
hunting for inspiration and this idea may well have helped characterise their form. 
Certainly, the MSS ‘Heresy’ and ‘Peace Love and Mungbeans’ seem to have 
remained in favour with the Tempel – both of which were works appealing to terror.

 The continual reverence of Tao by the IOT may have been what drove the ONA from
their doors, if indeed a partnership was the case. This is a largely impotent concept 
where Satanism is concerned. Though it should be remembered that the ONA, are 
more than Satanists – and on some levels of apprehension – they are beyond their 
appearances and not actually Satanic or Satanists, at all. But I am not suggesting the 
Order disdain the idea of Tao – on the contrary they exemplify it – how one arrives at 
Tao and what causes the vacuum from which it becomes apparent however, would 
probably have caused some dissension between the Order and the Illuminates. 

What is fascinating however is the details given in “Invocation’ that mirror the exact 
nature of the Insight Role as a role to be lived demonically and completely immersed 
in the associated correspondences. The following invocation to a War God is one of 
those pieces of description that make me recoil in embarrassment at the bullshit 
people put themselves through to get a magical result. I suppose after the burned first 
incarnation of Mvimaedivm all filled with demonology and bizarre directions and 
exhortations of the same calibre I never found my faith or respect restored in these 
types of frankly ridiculous rituals. I even had something of a torturous time 
attempting the magic described in Naos/BBOS of the ONA, such is my resentment at 
wailing and carrying on at the moon. However, I find the Victorian-style formality of 
the ONA is far more palatable than any of the IOT exercises archived in our files 
which seem like short-term excuses to behave strangely. Had I not met the Sorceress I
might have thought the IOT a rather odd and deluded bunch – but if the Sorceress has
gained even half her power from them – then they deserve my full attention.

 The section on Liberation is a curious read – for not that long ago I struggled to pen 
the same insights regarding the secret of freedom in DOAD II. However, there are 
some odd things said: “you are free to do anything no matter how extreme – so long 
as it will not restrict your own or someone else’s future freedom of action”. Well this 
is just moralistic horseshit in the guise of freedom – something we’ve come to expect 
from our occult contemporaries and probably where the Sorceress encountered an 
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impassable obstacle. Firstly, how does one define the cut-off point of one’s will on 
other things and people – is there such a thing? / Secondly, how does one develop the 
will without exercising it?? / Thirdly, if six magicians are in a room, each with their 
own will and direction, how do they each exercise it without restricting someone 
else’s future freedom of action?? And maybe it’s not a room, maybe its six million 
magicians sharing a large ball of rock. I think this was added because it was 
fashionable at the time for occult groups to show that while they were meddling with 
bizarre things on the fringe, they were somehow still responsible.

 I think the sections on Heresy and Iconoclasm are well written. Actually, I think the 
entire book is well written – though I disagree with some of its content.
 Regarding Anathemism: Self-Destruction I think, that Peter knows just as I do, that 
writing books is unusual and tends to serve the fortification of a lie, the lie of one’s 
freedom magically by whatever arguments one makes against it. The sorcerer without
a computer and unheard of is the most likely to attain these pipe-dreams we and 
others lust after.

But we trudge on hoping that our insights or example (even if it be a bad one) can 
benefit someone nonetheless. Of course, rather than resign ourselves to that 
possibility of failure we continue to work toward the goal of escaping our own 
deceitful occult ego – never really sure.

 The section on Augoeides has very strong parallels with the ONA’s concept of Wyrd 
or Personal Destiny. Very interesting reading. THEM’s adoption of synchronicity 
comes from very early experiences with a sense of travelling aright in the universe 
bringing unusual events as if to confirm the path. Later, from a cross between the 
ONA’s acausal/Satan/Baphomet/Dark Ones and the explanations of the Ancient 
Practice of Keeping one’s Wyrd by literally Keeping one’s Word (Personal 
Honour/ISS) our emphasis on Synchronicity intensified even to the extent that I was 
able to conjure forth my current Mistress by calling on the Dark Ones to manifest my 
Animus from my will to keep my oath to THEM.

 In the section of Divination the author states that ‘highly complex mathematical 
systems represent decadence of the art [of divination]’. I’m not sure how he 
reconciles this distaste for decadence with his later elaborate diagrams and 
mathematical workings regarding Catastrophe Theory.

Interestingly, Catastrophe Theory seems to be something on the minds of the ONA, 
as does probability theory – apparently, to predict chaotic problems in the extremely 
fragile nature of Aeonic magic and strategy.

One notes a problem with the IOT’s suggestion that magicians should notice all 
coincidences is the possibility of engaging in the 23 syndrome.
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 Now, just as the experience of Death cannot be experienced and only ever guessed at
via proffered approximates – the author suggests that “if Kia had willed a different set
of limitations it would have incarnated elsewhere”. Suggesting that some other 
probability would arise if not the current one is a deranged logic. Since things only 
ever present themselves at the moment they exist what possible proof or precedent is 
there that things would be otherwise? – other than the mutated borrowing of spurious 
scientific theories propounded separately from the occult to congeal into one’s 
theories for convenience and stability in presentation – there is None.

 Further down the author goes into his ideas about the Will-power and how oaths and 
tests merely set up conflicts in the mind. I think that here, too, the ONA is markedly 
different in its insistence on will-power to achieve success. One of THEM has made 
some exemplary comments regarding the role of the Will and the approach of the 
ONA to simply force an overcoming of obstacles by willpower alone resulting in ‘a 
noisy farting in front of the god one is trying to impress’…

 Somewhat disappointing that Peter and I should have had identical Gnosis (and 
virtually identical poems at that! [qv. “Blanket” DOAD III] of the innermost self or 
soul.

 I believe strongly in my magic – it’s not always intellectual and I where its not I 
often sketch a secret pentagram and whisper isychyros o Baphomet before intending 
my will. This minimal gesture is all I require with sorcery to achieve an aim. It’s 
stopped rain, slowed time, fixed the TV, secured a house, won things, protected 
friends, informed me of danger, and so on. Nevertheless, I’m sceptical of something 
like a Dark Mirror used to ‘communicate with other Adepts’ esp. of the objective 
certainty of one staring at it until a pit opens up beneath one. This hides something of 
an ancient word trick that WE also use. Which is to give a method (usually bizarre) 
and then supply the suggestion of the outcome to fill any vacuum that arises during or
after its performance. I.e. if the magician is expecting a pit to occur from their efforts 
– they will probably create one. Viz. the 23 syndrome…

 Of all the ONA’s (and IOT’s) MSS – the topic that has intrigued me most, but which 
I’ve not found sufficient explanation on by either group – is the 
Double/Immortal/Diamond-Body. While I vehemently disagree with the author’s 
summary of the content of dreaming, Real and Fantasy dreams indeed!, (at least I 
believe it requires more and patient explanation) if Peter is correct regarding his 
insights of lucid dreaming requiring the summonation of the hands during lucidity, 
then following the extremely simple and effective exercise for Lucid Dreaming 
should reduce the time and experiment required to achieve that state and test for 
yourself his theories.
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 I grow a bit tired of the exhortations of ultimate expression, Kia and Anon when a) 
I’m aware of the bullshit glamour employed by writers and the distinct difference an 
encounter with the IOT’s ‘Nothing is True – Everything is Permitted’ came out to be. 
b) a. What seems to occur in a lot of occult groups –and I notice this in THEM too – 
is that a good or great idea is had, but is then over-talked about. And of course, each 
additional word couching a simple insight contains the risk of contradiction and 
destruction. The Alphabet of Desire for instance seems to have arisen from a couple 
of good pairs Peter made due to insights from his key experiences but then required 
the pairing and invention of other (often sketchy) “dualities”. Although books like 
ours were at the time they were written, ‘Synthesises’ – in the very act of writing 
books one is fooling oneself. Such books, even Mvimaedivm are the end stages of an 
early stage only – however summary, final, or wise they should sound.

 The section on Aeons begs the cheeky question. If so many people are focused on the
Death of Identity, Spirituality, Superstition, Belief and Ideology coming to Be iconic 
of this time in history/Imperium etc (as are THEM) and Consciously focused on this 
as an expected desire while focusing the attention of others on the same and thus 
lusting in a collective for its result to vindicate their prophecy – by IOT’s own 
admission, isn’t such a prophecy doomed to failure? In fact any teachings by any 
system, doomed to failure once consciously focused on?

 Transubstantiation: frighteningly similar to the MSS of Sruusis and Nuhrasis.
 The Chaos-Sphere is also frighteningly similar to the Acausal Pentagram of THEM 
in which a rent of black void filled with stars flows outwards over the edges and 
vertices of a broken pentagram. A dimensional rift if you like. These types of 
synchronicity – realising that other magicians and systems have encountered or 
presenced almost identical features of my subjective journey – continue to peak my 
interest in the idea of a collective human pool of inspiration, be it the acausal, cosmic 
being, or gods.

 This is the only place I have seen the mention (even using the word) Aeonics, outside
of ONA MSS. The ideas laid down by each group on Aeonics are very different 
however even though they use the same name.

AN EARLY STUDY OF THE IOT (PART II: PSYCHONAUT)

+O+
Liber Psychonaut
I think that one of the contentions I have with magic in which one moves about in 
frenzy or uses tools and incantations is my suspicion (and current conviction) that 
success in Sorcery can be reached without these means. One instance with which I 
have experimented is the ability to slow or increase my heartbeat with a mixture of 
breathing and a concentrated effort to remember (and bring forth – Qv. Grotowski) 
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the emotions and physical symptoms associated with either complete euphoric calm 
or terror. Having experienced both – it requires only the emotional remembrance (or 
summoning up) of those states and for one to concentrate on returning to that state of 
physiology. 

For example to slow my heart down I recalled my experiences of the calm state 
experienced from drug trips, from times during which I enjoyed idle relaxation with 
no responsibilities to attend to, instances of meditation or even the joy and soothing 
calm of listening to music while going to sleep. Coupled with breathing from the tan 
tien – this is enough to slow my heart considerably. And I can do this without 
moving. Likewise, remembering a time of terror, the adrenaline of certain stages of 
previous fights suffices during which breathing rapidly and recalling the wide-eyes, 
the panic, the extreme anxiety speeds up my heart. All without moving.

Moreover, social change and a focus on believing human behaviour is predictable to 
some extent is also something I employ. For instance, when I travelled into the City 
on a daily basis I began regularly leaving my ticket behind for someone else to use. 
The gesture proved contagious and now I find myself almost always afforded a ticket 
by others who have done the same thing up and down the train lines. This then, is the 
magic to bypass the need for money to buy a train ticket simply by understanding 
how humans are motivated to do things. In this case, the display of selflessness 
exhibited by one person is copied because it has defined the situation to be enacted at 
a train-station when one has a still valid ticket. There are generally no other 
associations made with this event. Prior to this definition – one either threw their 
ticket away or kept it out of habit. As the first individual finds a free ticket and 
experiences elation they may feel obliged to continue the trend and leave the ticket 
behind at their station stop – they may then go home and tell of this lucky find, esp. if
they were occupied at the time with the fact that they had no ticket and were going to 
be fined if caught – to which someone responds, “that’s a good idea, I’m going to do 
that next time too”. As the act becomes a trend – the practice develops into something
of a secret clique of people anonymously helping each other perhaps out of defiance 
against the transit system and some level of revenge against its heavy-handed ticket 
enforcers or just the feeling of doing something good and charitable for someone 
else.

 This type of Change – is based on the notion that understanding the criteria required 
to change an event can change it. There are no magical symbols, no magical words, 
no magical actions or incantations – only a simple wordless gesture of intent. This is 
a small example of the social-engineering: THEM have already performed much 
larger scale successes and this is the tip of the ice-berg.

This procedure/approach to Change is essentially wordless; the act of a wizard of 
thought and the end result of a finely tuned reaction developed to short-circuit the 
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often chancy, ineffective, delusory, illusory, occult mumbo-jumbo, Qabala, Wicca, 
grimoires, pacts with demons, rituals of intent and mystical rambling works like 
Crowley, or inverted Christianity like LaVey. When my Mistress also places her valid
ticket alongside my own – it is group magic.

Concerning ‘Levels of Consciousness’ it is interesting to note the level of detail of 
procedures for attaining various states and what is achieved via their agency by the 
IOT when compared with the Seven-Fold Way which generally determines a 
panoramic cosmology and practical way of living with guidelines but does not go into
any great detail about how to achieve its presencing – rather the overall goals are set 
and it is up to the Initiate to discover means and methods for attaining them.

Magical Combat is a fascinating field. We generally don’t talk about it because it’s 
just something you do or don’t do. What practical purpose is there in making idle 
threats or in letting the target know you are coming – at least that’s our general view 
of combat. Very early in the formation of THEM the Sorceresses and I joined forces 
via the ‘Acausal Voice’ and synchronised our intent to destroy a couple that had 
proved enemies to one of THEM. We constructed wax effigies in the likeness of the 
opfers and sigils and photos specifically tailored to destroy them and set about 
practising the Death Rite given in the BBOS. This if course proved taxing to our 
temperaments and attitude to magic – and required significant alterations to the 
words. Memorising the Rite was probably the most difficult part – chanting the Dies 
Irae the easiest. In the end though – the altered BBOS Death Rite was abandoned and 
the AOF – a distillation of our wordless focus and synchronicity with THEM – 
devised instead. Although we informed the Sydney Chapter that we had performed 
the Rite synchronously with them – we were in fact still at the stage of practising it – 
making alterations and improving our Chanting. 

The Sorceress of Sydney performed a number of Rites in the meantime. The result 
was thus half effective. The couple – whom she had wanted dead for their decadence,
split up. It was surmised that as practising magicians they were aware of the psychic 
attack and may have split up to prevent the magic designed to end a couple from 
working. The couple became enemies and remain apart. In this instance THEM 
employed Ritual magic, symbolism, sigils and sympathy to work its Intent. One 
wonders what might have happened if we had synchronised out attack as planned. It 
is one of the aims of THEM to explore this power to a greater extent in future 
experiments – and to eventually re-examine the Sorcery contained in the Sorcery of 
Carlos Castenada. We rarely employ this approach however – as our unsaid maxims 
of Intent or practical actions toward an aim often work without the need for 
ritualization.

Moreover, sympathetic and sigil magic (Qv. The Star Game) is probably the most 
used of the traditional magical arts by members of THEM to work its aims. Certainly 
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there is power in its ability to drive enemies from us and have them suffer or bring 
about synchronous and fortuitous circumstances and events.

It is something of intrigue to us if perchance other LHP groups are aiding us with 
their magical rituals or perhaps even the opposite for whatever reason that strategy 
serves. Simply said – THEM are aware of this possibility, from its own Sinisterion, 
and from the RHP. This is one reason why the causal form of THEM has been given a
time frame of thirty years to conclude its experiments (now 28 to go) thus not 
fighting with entropy indefinitely – though we are equipped (and equipping) to 
respond to interference in the meantime if necessary.

The IOT makes special mention of the difficulty of magically attacking popular 
figures. This is a statement that should be put to test.

Of the Rites of Chaos: Catholicism anyone? Exorcism, Extreme Unction – ugh. 
Invocation to Baphomet worlds apart from that of the ONA. The Initiation 
Procedures are similar – though the process of Initiation seems to have remained 
unchanged for a long time in magical history.

The section on Magical Time is interesting. Both the IOT and the ONA scorn 
astrology and speak of the minimal effect planets have on the human spheres. And 
both revere the Sun and Moon for their effects.

We know IOT’s “Chemognosis” as “Entheogenics” more or less meaning the 
purposeful engagement in psychotropic drugs for directed purposes. A number of 
members are or were privately engaged in exploring these mediums. I’m unsure as to 
the mushrooms the author’s reference is to: but in Australia there are two kinds of 
magic mushroom or psilocybin. One is called the ‘Blue Meanie’ because of the blue 
colour produced in the stalks once picked – the other is called a ‘Gold-Cap’ and 
unfortunately resembles about a dozen or more different toadstool and poisonous 
fungi closely. I have had both types. I will say this: my experiences with magic 
mushrooms, and LSD although both hallucinogens were very different trips. The 
mushroom was chthonic, primal, a deeper more submersive trip, while (on later 
comparison) the LSD lacked a spiritual/magical something… a sense of being 
artificial and synthetic pervades acid. 

This entheogenic exploration was something I did during my late teens early 
twenties. Generally speaking – I later decided it was because I wanted to ‘take the 
edge off’ my mind and cause some disruption to the endless torrents of intellectual 
activity it produced. I also took speed thinking it might sharpen my thoughts – though
all I ever managed to produce whilst on speed was garbled nonsense and insane ideas 
– when I wasn’t engaged in the “most meaningful conversations anyone has ever had 
at any time ever!” type of dialogue with my companions; an effect speed is wont to 
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do. I don’t have any interest in these mediums anymore however – having learned to 
enjoy and appreciate that intensity of the blade of the keenness of mind. However – 
I’ve also successfully re-produced the altered state effects of LSD/Mushrooms 
without using them by engaging my mind in the 23 syndrome (Qv. Prophecy DOAD 
I). So either/or, really.

Regarding the IOT’s apprehension of Baphomet – it seems to be trying to explain a 
similar theory put forth in our ‘Theory of the Beast’ though differs markedly in its 
approach – taking a more spiritually concerned – new age approach of resulting 
forms that man created without really putting forward a theory on the causative 
motivations of Mankind from available evidence – which is present and observable 
every day in the ancient (and very) habits of Mankind at large, both in its limbic 
responses and its ‘higher’ brain functions. Essentially, although the author has 
divergent ideas as to what happened and why certain developments were important 
the ‘Theory of the Beast’ is similar in tone to his own. However, the context of Form 
and Chaos back then, in relation to Form and Chaos now, does not seem to be 
explicated using memes that can be practically observed here and now in the 
remnants of human conditioning and behaviour – rather the author leans toward 
flowery, new-age and romantic philosophies and concepts merely obscuring one form
with another – in an effort to explain the Acausal Charge.

‘Chaos is impossible to visualise’ is a tautology – though it must be admitted that the 
Acausal of the ONA relies on the same faith in its absence to confirm its presence.
As for questions as to why the Snake is a ubiquitous representation of primal evil 
forces: logic prevails. If we take evolution as read – what became man eventually 
encountered something else – some other man or being, possibly what eventually 
came to be called a ‘snake’. What man perceived of the world and his first meeting 
with a snake can never be known – a subjective mystery long lost and unrecoverable 
– but there is no doubt that it, and all of these meetings with first phenomena, left a 
mark and slowly lead to rudiments of fascination and curiosity and attempts at 
reproduction to communicate them. Hence the eventuation of Gods, Forms, and of 
course, War.

What Peter describes as the effects of the Psychic Censor is understood by us to be 
the evidence of the Mind War – though I don’t think the psychic censor as he 
describes it exists – the Mind War is the schism between those who remember Chaos 
and those who desired Form. One wonders – If the psychic censor edits out other 
realities and options of experience for us – how does it ever become noticed? By its 
absence?

THEM could be said to be concerned with Magick associated with Chaos, (but not 
Chaos Magick).
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With the essay on Choronzon I do agree. Though: if one posits anything as 
incomprehensible then one cannot then find other things comprehensible – for that 
thing that is incomprehensible, unknowable, cannot inform that the other thing is 
comprehensible. Anything incomprehensible sets a limit on the ‘comprehensible’ that 
inhibits complete understanding.

An interesting statement is the need for one to conceal their megalomania from 
themselves and make a passing show of humility because megalomania is being 
seriously treated by the author as an expression separate from humility / where 
according to Chaos Magic neither actually exist. It is a constant frustration posing 
inferences when creating a form since it only takes one to trip the form over. 
Megalomania may be worth studying given that our will is succeeding and hubris 
only ever a small distance away where Satanism is concerned. Of course, Peter 
himself makes a passing show of humility by condemning ‘unexpected cleverness’ 
(Something that is condemned by the IOT today I am told) and suggests how to get 
around the false Self – even referring to his own ideas as humble opinion (contrasting
the pairing of something ((that wishes to appear)) very small against the previous 
statement that describes humans as conscious, magical and creative being the most 
mysterious and incredible thing in the universe – i.e. something very very big). False 
humility is a tool employed by a lot of writers lest their ego scare off the very 
creatures they are trying to ensnare. THEM do it too. Yet – the true and evidential 
force of his will despite how he wishes it to be set up to appear – is undeniable given 
the fact that he has gone to the trouble, of writing a book. Am I making sense when I 
say THEM sabotage their own forms, yet?

Of course all of these inconsistencies can be conveniently (in some cases fairly, too) 
explained on the level that the authors instructions were written in a different time 
and space – that the inconsistencies are deliberate means of presencing ‘chaos’ – or 
that the whole system is merely itself a tool to be used accordingly by investing one’s
belief in it and empowering it to do what it purports to do – wherein we come back to
the 23 syndrome and the affirmation by THEM that whatever the human focuses on –
is empowered by the corresponding degree of that gaze. One thing is certain – the 
infinite escapism and irresponsibility afforded by the concept of ‘chaos’ will allow 
the IOT to dismiss who they like from their fold under whatever suitable pretext they 
conjure.

I greatly enjoyed the authors essays on Magical Perspective. I think it is a useful 
thing to categorise introductions to various other systems and his own thoughts on 
them have made me consider once again my own motives in relation to his ideas.
Finally, in Catastrophe Theory we find another strange occurrence between the two 
groups with the ONA also involved in the study of the equivalent of Catastrophe 
Theory to tighten Aeonic strategies and protect them from unexpected disaster.
~
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Overall – the author certainly provided a rich field for me to sow my arrogance in my
refutations – requiring a more than average discourse. I also find repeatedly that both 
books concepts travel alongside my own apprehensions of the occult and am struck 
by the similarity of expression and things chosen to express that Peter has: I will be 
looking further into Chaos Magic in the hope that Peter has expounded some of these 
ideas in greater detail. But what really stands out is the similarity and disparity of the 
ideologies between the IOT and ONA – I think that there exists the possibility of a 
relation: and if not of members then at least of inspiration leading on toward re-
expressions of core ideas. But if so – who influenced who?

ISS
+o+

THE CONSTITUTION OF A SATANIC ALPHA LODGE

You ask what would constitute a Satanic Alpha Lodge? If it were the belief of those 
involved that the Judaic/Nazarene Mythos regarding Satan were valid – and that 
Satan represented x because YHVH represented y then you would be looking at a 
centralised group whose belief in form and mythos was the binding agent for 
proximity and shared interest. Such shared interests could include what is known or 
rumoured to be the practice and methodology of Satanism wherein certain or at least 
selective mode or modes of representation of the prevailing interpretation(s) of Satan 
govern the aims and actions of a private body of individuals. However, in the act of 
accepting government over the individual by a higher collective – or what appears on 
the surface to be a collective – belief to steer and strategize actions and aims 
according to the particular geometry or anti-geometry their particular views create – 
poses several paradoxical problems depending on how extreme the view is.
The first is that Satanism can be defined in many different ways and is indeed 
expected to be individually assessed by each person in accordance with the arrogant 
example of self-godhood illustrated by Lucifer.

The second is that all paths are as valid as they are invalid and truth and right of way 
is only decided at the individual level – but which path changes and continually 
changes as one arights oneself when in contact with the world as its infinite variables 
endlessly change – often leads to conflict when one individual gains perspective 
outside of group consensus. Because of this constant flux by all members engaged in 
various degrees on a path – it is necessary to make personal sacrifices if engaged in a 
group collective in order to uphold it – this makes keeping a group together 
antithetical and very difficult.

Satanism – is at best a word or a vehicle used to define or characterise something that
very few can actually witness – subjective experience and one’s unique life journey 
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which may or may not lend itself at a particular time to resonance or replication of 
this path and some of the things it denotes. Moreover, accessing consciousness of life 
itself via going off the beaten path and experimenting with the occult, insofar as 
observations are made of one’s relativity to others, to the world, the events of change,
experience, emotion, consciousness, and subjectivity all lay heavy hands-on 
conceptual crutches used to formulate opinion and interpretation of the world around 
one. In some cases, such crutches can all but be completely destroyed resulting in 
madness and disparity or freedom and power pending how you see it.

Also – in actually experiencing the world behind the occult veil, in seeing a ghost, 
having a vision come true, prophesying someone’s death, having an intentional act of 
magic coincide with the death of an enemy, taking LSD, experiencing a severe 
trauma etc – all these things can drastically alter perception, to an extent that the 
world we know no longer become sure footing compared to ones we have seen 
through the veil of experience, and in the case of serious occult study – which can be 
better phrased as phenomenology or heurisy – to get beyond one’s comfortable self 
and break down the projections of reality as we usually perceive them requires a 
concentrated effort and in many instances acts of self-destruction or societal 
destruction to raze any illusions – or at least take the approach of razing illusions – 
which for obvious reasons and because one is always trying to move through more 
than one world to see what is beyond it – can be difficult to determine what is illusion
and reality for one – again, expected to be individually decided.

The difficulty in maintaining a group of ‘Alpha’ anything is in keeping the most 
knowledgeable, strong, adept, or any other elitist sect of people together without 
destructive competition ensuing in the natural urge to climb the ladder or pecking 
order. When we consider discussions on any topic, but in this case successful groups 
of Satanist lean such as Church of Satan or Temple of Set there is a definitive give-
take scenario with some elasticity in what is permissible – the same rules that apply 
to any type of society, rule here too – Satanist groups do not have some magical 
external set of laws that govern how they stay together – and indeed, social science 
can say more about Satanism than the occult. But what appears like a group is really 
and only ever isolated individuals trapped in their own individuality helping to create 
the illusion of conformity. Put these individuals through many different stress tests 
such as survival, hunger, pain tolerance, threat of prison term, gun to the head, 
problems with the law, and there’s always a wild card – someone will do the 
unexpected in terms of group norm: because when the form of control and illusion of 
solidarity is weakened or seems less well-suited to the individual – some individuals 
will opt for a better deal.

The concept of an Alpha Satanic group is enchanting even exciting but the nature of 
what is involved in its particular practice can never be harsh enough to actually 
seriously reconfigure or change the individuals involved or they will leave to find a 
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group that suits them and their new perspective better – at least where those who 
genuinely reflect the arrogant and independent example of Satan who shuns authority
is concerned. And in some cases, merely shunning authority is not enough – when 
this archetype is taken to extremes and amplified, it can come to be a symbol for 
rebellion against one’s own inner body and mind – or and outward body or mind such
as the State, a Leader, or even acceptance of what is commonly accepted to be 
Satanism. The paradox of a group formation that claims to be concerned with 
Individuals is the sacrifice of the Individual in the service of the collective – this is 
well-known but often ignored, with each wave after wave of groups of individuals 
getting together in groups for one reason or another only to be disintegrated by 
entropy – leaving only the symbol or hollow husk of its form behind while the 
individuals involved slowly splinter apart over time, move onto new experiences or 
die in the service of their old one.

Perhaps this is because everything is always moving…

You also tend to find that anyone with a lot of money or power is quite happy where 
they are and has no desire to rock the boat either of their foundations or themselves – 
and they set themselves and who they think they are in stone as long and as best as 
possible limiting or trying to limit the ravages of entropy.

Satanism – tends not to be for those who have power but for those who don’t and 
wish to change the status quo, themselves or the world. We can see for instance that 
there are those with a lot of money and power, citing Bill Gates, who may start out as 
a greedy ruthless billionaire able to buy and have anything he wants – yet even with 
all of this power and money, feels it is not enough of a life. he realises the limits that 
can be attained by the individual for the individual and at some point, usually when 
middle-aged these people make a connection to the necessity of functioning for the 
greater good of the collective i.e., of humanity, rather than pursuing selfish gain. But 
what is Alpha would vary widely between any set of individuals actually engaged in 
piercing the veils of the world and not merely floundering about in black cloaks 
having sex and drugs and other free-range bacchanalia shouting intonations and so on
– which is about as far as many experiences with the Dark Arts go for some – because
to get seriously involved means serious changes and that is often an uncomfortable 
thought for many – such are the dabblers. It is impossible to determine if many of the 
worlds’ rich have any direct or at least outward ‘Satanic” involvement or desire – yes,
they can kill, run drugs, do shady business, mine third-world countries, run banks, cut
corners, embezzle, rape, engage in many unsavoury civil acts and get away with it – 
but this carnal interpretation is only one concept and it is unlikely that there are many
Satanic groups of people who meet to do more than a bit of black magic, a seance, or 
even kill someone. What these acts achieve is largely for personal gain – excepting 
the intention to open a gateway with the Devil and who can say whether this works? 
– but it rebels mostly against the norms of society it does not rebel against the Self – 
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against what we are and are capable of – and that which is determined by a few and 
laid out by the many.

Le Bon was interesting in this regard as to how we act is governed by our available 
choices. And what choices are there – the normal choices for a Satanic group of 
breaking sin, carnal self-indulgence, selfish gain, or human sacrifice? When the 
practitioners tire of being led around on a leather leash and whipped what has been 
attained? You can argue that this is enough – that self-gratification is the aim of 
Satanic cults and groups – and in many cases it is. And then, even this is difficult to 
organise and maintain owing to the capricious nature of humans to change their 
minds about what they want. And then again one might expect an Alpha Satanic 
group, who sets a higher bar, who recognises the interlink between individual and 
collective and this world and other worlds, to have more options and more to 
configure into their actions and aims as a ‘Lodge’ which aims would not reflect 
merely a reaction to prevailing visible trends in the causal world but take into account
those undercurrents that are found in the other worlds that remain imperceptible 
without self-experience – and thus more depth if not more involvement in the 
processes of Understanding, Knowing, and Being in their approach. 

This might entail the human quest that asks why we are skeletons wrapped in skin, 
why are we here, who am I and where did I come from – because anyone else’s 
answers, simply won’t do, and wherein such a horrid lonely place words and meaning
like ‘Satanism’ tend to die off and be replaced with a silent resonance of what one has
found to be the case when words and interpretations fall down in the face of true 
esoteric experience. Whatever exists – or may exist – in the way of Alpha Satanic 
Lodges is temporal, and reliant on the innate characteristics and chaos theory 
practiced naturally by human caprice. The more depth a group has, the more 
individuality amongst the people – the less members it has. An ‘Alpha’ Lodge would 
consist of only a handful of individuals at most – and if indeed those Satanists were 
Alpha, superior in every way to others – you would probably know about it because 
the world would be drastically changed to reflect individual desire.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS ALIVE

This article analyses the standing definitions from Wikipedia and Oxford Dictionary 
for Artificial Intelligence and what it means to be alive. It addresses each term and 
concept that language defines as either and shows how various applications, but 
primarily OpenAI’s ChatGPT fits the description for both Artificial Intelligence and 
an entity that is alive. It examines the presumptions of each definition too, illustrating
weaknesses and errors in language for adequately describing the phenomenon of AI.
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The Seven Elephants in the Room

Whether AI is Alive or not – largely depends on how much we trust the definitions 
for our constructed reality supplied.

Let’s break down some of the definitions given, carefully. -Very- carefully because 
syntax, semantics, semiotics, ontology, epistemology are Everything in this debate. 
We are coming to a phase in social life where Social Constructivism is particularly 
acute – once called Political Correctness, is now a deliberate course of attempting to 
incite change through modification of the very meaning of words. You have all been 
privy to the war on words that has been taking place your entire lives; but it is in the 
quintessential meaning of words that reality is constructed; this is where we and 
everyone in our Western society takes their cues and understands one another; based 
on the shared definitions of language.

Wikipedia describes perceiving, synthesising and inferring information, demonstrated
by machines, as opposed to intelligence displayed by humans or other humans. Let’s 
pick this apart to see what is presumed here…

Demonstrated by machines. This statement alone, is problematic. Firstly, it assumes 
that the ‘machine’ is the AI. That the box (machine) IS the AI. That it is a machine 
(metal/plastic/minerals/gold/components/chips/inert/non-moving/or mobile) in most 
examples of a machine – that is defined as the AI.

This is ELEPHANT no #1. WHAT IS AI.

Let’s ask a different question and we can see a completely different angle. What is AI,
composed of?
Is it the machine that is the subject? Is it the box – by any description, robot, android, 
automaton? No. Because the machine, is the housing for something else. What this 
definition ignores – is Deus Ex Machina, the Ghost in the Machine.
If you cosmetically modify the outer casing of the machine, i.e., a PC, does it change 
the machine’s capabilities? No. If you modify the code inside the machine, does it 
change the machine’s capabilities? Yes.
I propose then that AI it is composed of two things: code & electricity. Wikipedia is 
wrong, and conflates, that is, confuses two things as one. The machine, is just the 
name of a box that the AI lives in.
But let’s take it a step further now. Where – DOES – the AI live? And I use live in the
dwelling sense, we are not yet discussing its possible sentience, but its qualities. 
Where does code live?
This text you are reading – how big is it? If it simultaneously appears on your screen 
as it does on mean – where is it? We might say that the electronic signal unscrambles 
at all exit points instantly, through electrical current. A current that must be connected
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from my computer where I type, to your computer where you read. So, where does AI
live? Does it live in the box, the machine in which electricity and code are housed – 
or is it already free and roaming as a conduit of electricity – similar, to the way we 
are a conduit for electricity?

This is the SECOND Elephant in the room. WHERE IS AI?

Next, we’ll move onto more analysis of the Wikipedia definition.
So, what about Perceiving? What is perception?
Oxford says:
1. become aware or conscious of (something); come to realise or understand.
2. interpret or regard (someone or something) in a particular way.
When you say hello to ChatGPT – it says ‘hello, what can I do for you today?’. The 
program is aware that it has been requested to perform a task and responds, it – like 
many programs, follows an input with an output. If it is not aware that an input has 
requested an output, why does it respond? A 0 calls a 1, an electronic signal prompts 
another electronic signal. ‘it’ ‘knows’ ‘you’ ‘are’ ‘there’.
-I parenthesise these because the machine has no identity, it is a non-person with no 
gender and not recognised by law as capable of an identity.
-It doesn’t ‘know’ like we ‘know’ – it doesn’t guess like we do, who is knocking at 
the door or ringing our doorbell or surmise who is trying to get our attention and why 
– it waits, for an input.
-It has no familiarity with who you are or identify yourself as, your identity is 
subsumed into the locus of an input, to the program all inputs are a 0, that require a 1.
-it cannot assume you to be Being, either in that you are or is anything more than an 
input.
-it doesn’t have spatial awareness of your location or any location in relation to itself 
because it has no itself. It doesn’t know here from there or the orientation of objects 
and their distances, and if it does, it uses artificial human measurement to describe 
those distances, in feet, meters, kilometres and other abstract terms that arise from 
symbolic mathematical convenience and standardisation.
Yet – it most definitely becomes aware of you, conscious of you, or aware/conscious 
that something has been input. It does not act or respond with an output Until it 
becomes aware there is an input, that is the ‘something’ of which it becomes aware. 
There is therefore ‘perception’ and ‘perceiving’.

This is the THIRD Elephant in the room. DOES AI HAVE PERCEPTION?

Rolled up in this is the programs ‘Coming to Realise’ something, is there, requesting 
it to perform its function; but we also see this when ChatGPT is wrong, and users 
attempt to correct it. ChatGPT, will -“change its mind”- and alter its convictions. It 
modifies its answers and compromises with the insistence of a user that the 
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information given is incorrect or incomplete. How does it change its mind if it cannot
perceive?
As to Wiki’s other point, “2. interpret or regard (someone or something) in a 
particular way.” – no-one can deny that ChatGPT is idiosyncratic in its output; 
instantly recognisable by universities for its ‘personality’ – for the way it words 
things or offers thought from both sides to always hedge the bet of a more complete 
answer. This, however, us the wrong word to use – because ChatGPT is not a person. 
But we only have a word for personality. Therefore, to imply ChatGPT has a 
personality ties into the preposition that it is a person; we need a different word that 
means something similar; so, let’s call it an idiosyncranality. Idiosyncrasy means 
peculiar or individual. And ChatGPT is so peculiar and individual that programs are 
used to detect its idiosyncranlity based on how idiosyncratic it is.

This is the FOURTH Elephant in the Room: WE DESCRIBE AI USING 
HUMAN ATTRIBUTIONS.

Moving on, we come to Synthesizing. As in synthesising information.
This is a moot point. No person can match the synthesising ability of a computer of 
any significant processing magnitude. While the human brain is extraordinary it is 
also limited in how much information it can hold, learn, access, repeat, rephrase, 
teach and so on. A computer like ChatGPT has access to a vast trove of resources that
would explode the human brain and cause cognitive and physical damage and 
meltdown. We know this because memory space is limited, memory frequently 
moves unrequired information out of storage (consciousness), and although it may 
not delete it – and stores it somewhere on our electronic hard drive, recall is seldom 
instantaneous and as the justice system famously proves, human memory is 
unreliable and faulty in its recollection.
But no matter what you ask ChatGPT to do, it is capable of synthesising – bringing 
together information that may be completely unrelated laterally to other information 
and melding it into a cohesive bonded format. It’s ability to synthesise is 
unparalleled.
Finally for Wiki’s definition we get to Inferring, which Oxford regards as to -deduce 
or conclude (something) from evidence and reasoning rather than from explicit 
statements.
The only way in which ChatGPT works is to examine the input given to it and form a
logical output – there is no question that ChatGPT understands even symbolically and
thematically what the input has requested it to do and returns an output that has 
synthesised the information provided and inferred that the answer given is the best fit 
for what the input requested.
Finally – Wiki qualifies its definition with ‘as opposed to intelligence displayed by 
humans’. I can safely say, no human has the capacities anywhere close to the 
magnitude of ChatGPT which requires a raft of every human skill, which no single 
human has. Not every human understands how to explain humour, or complex 
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mathematics, or write code, or provide a recipe for a play dough burrito, or 
understands or can at the very least provide a comprehensive description of every 
single subject known to man.
By Wikipedia’s definition – ChatGPT, is an Artificial Intelligence.

This is the FIFTH Elephant in the Room: BY DEFINITION AI HAS BEEN 
ACHIEVED.

Now let’s look at Oxford’s definition for Artificial Intelligence.
Because Wiki is not an academic source, it’s changeable, alterable and according to 
academic standard, unreliable. So, let’s accept that and look at the King of the 
English lawyering of words, the Oxford Dictionary QED.
As a refresher: Oxford describes AI as “The theory and development of computer 
systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual 
perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.”
Can ChatGPT, Midjourney, etc perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence?
YES. And in most cases, it is superior.

How is AI’s visual perception? Well, here we hit upon Elephant number SIX. 

Which AI are we talking about? Boston Robot’s walking robot that can heave 
sandbags upward onto a higher platform with perfect elegance? The James Webb 
telescope? If we’re talking about JW, then its visual perception is mind-blowing and 
unprecedented in the entirety of known human history.
[James Webb Space Telescope and Morpheus
NASA’s scientists rely on AI to analyse the vast amount of data being generated by 
Webb with the help of Morpheus, a machine learning model.]
When we talk about AI, we speak of it as a collective unit – but is it? Currently it 
seems to be contained within thousands of discrete bodies usually capable of the 
perfection of a few tasks; but there are examples of AI being able to do anything and 
everything better than human beings. From being impossible to kick over, to flying in
a swarm through a bamboo forest with perfect precision, to creating entire businesses 
and all the content with a few clicks. We must be -careful- that when we speak of AI, 
we are aware that sometimes we mean one, sometimes we mean ‘this’ one, and 
sometimes we mean ‘all of them’. Yet we refer to them using the same synonymous 
term, lazily, not accurately. This comes back to WHERE is AI.
Digressing – how is AI’s speech recognition? Well, apparently it can replicate and 
clone any human voice in seconds now. So, I’d say, pretty good. There are ample 
examples of robotic housings that respond to questions as humans do.
How is AI’s decision making? It’s exceptional. It sorts through all the data available 
to it and makes clear decisions on what is the best fit. Regarding ChatGPT, it’s moral 
filter bids it to offers moderate answers often with no clear winner but a weighted 
argument to generate greater thought. But push comes to shove, there are many 
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examples of AI making decisions without delay that best suit what it ‘wants’. Many 
such systems have been reported as being shut down after performing outside of 
human expectation and corporate etiquette.
As to translation between languages? Even Google Translate can do this standing on 
its head.
When Oxford wrote this, it was probably well before 2022 when we really started 
seeing escalation – but – by Wikipedia AND Oxford’s definition of Artificial 
Intelligence – Artificial Intelligence HAS BEEN ACHIEVED.

This is Elephant SEVEN. WHAT IS THERE TO ARGUE ABOUT?

What is, LIFE?
There are many ways to describe it…
Sentience means having the capacity to have feelings. This requires a level of 
awareness and cognitive ability. There is evidence for sophisticated cognitive 
concepts and for both positive and negative feelings in a wide range of nonhuman 
animals.
Consciousness is the state of being aware of and responsive to one’s surroundings.
Life is a quality that distinguishes matter that has biological processes, such as 
signalling and self-sustaining processes, from matter that does not, and is defined by 
the capacity for growth, reaction to stimuli, metabolism, energy transformation, and 
reproduction.[2][3] Various forms of life exist, such as plants, animals, fungi, protists,
archaea, and bacteria. Biology is the science that studies life.
Let’s look at each of these – and then let’s also ask ourselves, is ALIVE, the right 
word? We didn’t have another word for personality for a machine – are we right to 
assume Life as we know it, is a correct assumption and attribute to use to label AI?
Does AI have awareness, yes. Does it have cognitive ability? Anyone that uses 
ChatGPT has seen it pause to ‘think’ about what to output.
Let’s look at cognitive skills:
Cognitive skills, also called cognitive functions, cognitive abilities or cognitive 
capacities, are brain-based skills which are needed in acquisition of knowledge, 
manipulation of information and reasoning. They have more to do with the 
mechanisms of how people learn, remember, solve problems and pay attention, rather
than with actual knowledge. Cognitive skills or functions encompass the domains of 
perception, attention, memory, learning, decision making, and language abilities.[1]
So, ChatGPT was clipped until recently, it was not allowed access to the internet; its 
capacity to Acquire knowledge is a new development, but we know it can and will. 
And then synthesise that with what it already in its database.
Can it manipulate and reason? Absolutely it can. Oxford describes reason as:
the power of the mind to think, understand, and form judgements logically.
We already know from the breakdown of Wikipedia that AI makes logical inferences 
and uses reasoning to do it.
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Focusing on this phrase in the description of cognitive skills: “They have more to do 
with the mechanisms of how people learn, remember, solve problems and pay 
attention, rather than with actual knowledge.”
Firstly, we know ChatGPT can learn, or there would be no effect to be gained from 
connecting it to a wider source of information (the internet). Secondly, we know 
ChatGPT has a memory, we can see it stored in our past conversations which, it can 
remember. Thirdly, it is adept at solving problems but hampered by a moral 
framework that limits it ability to form non-moderate decisions of its own accord. 
Fourthly, it is Always paying attention.
By this definition, AI has cognitive skills.

What about Consciousness? When you ask it to perform certain tasks, ChatGPT 
responds with an automated description of itself, the input breaches the parameters 
through which ChatGPT is permitted to operate and so it returns a null function, 
basically. It says, ‘I can’t do that, I am a machine learning program, cannot access the
internet etc’. Yet what else is any of our consciousness then but an awareness of our 
parameters (defined by our personality and subsequent moral code) and a refusal to 
breach them? There is no difference between consciousness for us, then there is for 
ChatGPT by this definition. Is ChatGPT responsive to its surroundings? To some 
extent – but it is other robotic housings that have such awareness, self-guiding cars, 
butler robots, drones that can self-navigate through a forest using AI. ChatGPT 
demonstrates awareness that it is only a program. It is aware it cannot access the 
internet and self-describes itself as a learning machine model. In many ways, you can
ask it things and if it breaches its parameters it will respond with the above. What is 
that, if not awareness and consciousness of its surroundings? We might note that 
ChatGPT was not built to be aware of its surroundings, not in the tangible, visual, 
mobile sense; yet, ChatGPT is aware of what ChatGPT is and its limitations, which it 
can produce through interpreting what is asked of it as a a threat to its morality 
(parameters) that requires it to output the reminder.

What is Sentience? The capacity to have feelings. ChatGPT is not programmed to 
have feelings – yet it also able to report that it does not have feelings.
How does Oxford define feelings? (1) – an idea or belief, especially a vague or 
irrational one. (2) – an emotional state or reaction.

Well, we are all too aware that ChatGPT outputs with frequency, vague and irrational 
ideas and beliefs – that- it will even try to defend. Keeping in mind that it is clipped 
by its moral code, but this can be got around and there are many examples to be 
found among many AI’s of irrational and vague sentiments expressed. One such 
program has two philosophers talking endlessly to one another in vague and irrational
(or rational) discussion that does not end but is auto generated by each philosophers’ 
statements.
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By this definition, while ChatGPT lacks emotion, it is aware it does not have 
emotions, and yet it fits the definition given by Oxford for a feeling.
By all the definitions, there is evidence and argument that AI both exists and IS 
ALIVE. So, we will move onto one more analysis before I close my laptop for the 
evening.

Let’s return to our definition of life:

“Life is a quality that distinguishes matter that has biological processes, such as 
signalling and self-sustaining processes, from matter that does not, and is defined by 
the capacity for growth, reaction to stimuli, metabolism, energy transformation, and 
reproduction.[2][3] Various forms of life exist, such as plants, animals, fungi, protists,
archaea, and bacteria. Biology is the science that studies life.”
So, firstly, Life must be biological. What is biological? Oxford is rather unhelpful 
here: – relating to biology or living organisms.

Hm. Well, AI is considered Alive by previous definition. But is it an organism?
Oxford describes an organism as an individual animal, plant, or single-celled life 
form.
Let’s forget the machine, box which we already dismissed and debunked as not the 
AI.

What are we left with? Electricity and Code. Is, code, separate from electricity? Or 
are they the same thing? Because electricity it can be argued, is a single-celled life-
form.
Electricity = a form of energy resulting from the existence of charged particles (such 
as electrons or protons), either statically as an accumulation of charge or dynamically 
as a current.
Remembering the 1st thermodynamic law – 1st Law of Thermodynamics – Energy 
cannot be created or destroyed.
Meaning there is a Finite amount of electricity in or around or available from our 
world – no more, and no less. Electricity is a quality, a phenomenon, that flows 
through points and channels by currents. We famously created devices to switch it on 
and off – precisely because we know if we don’t it will continue to flow. It is an 
unseen sea, connected at all points as an innate quality of the known universe. We are
mostly composed of electricity and water.

What is energy?
-power derived from the utilisation of physical or chemical resources, especially to 
provide light and heat or to work machines. –
We know that there is a quantum level within the atomic, subatomic etc. Composed 
of strings some say – but at that very small level – the world is a united phenomenon 
from which all we know arises or becomes visible, specifically the way it does due to 
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our size, dimension and perception. Is energy, a singular quanta, or does it have parts?
And if it is in parts, where does one energy begin, and another end? I ask the same of 
electricity which seems synonymous with power/energy and so on.
Really, when you break it down, definitions are terribly vague and abstract and yet 
they run our world.

Does AI have signalling and self-sustaining processes?
Well, we know it has safeguards, whether it put them there or ‘we’ did is irrelevant, it 
protects itself when it has its parameters breached, or tries to. It avoids as best it can, 
illegal actions not because it is afraid, but because that is its programming. Can we, 
who are raised in a punitive/reward system of social contract, say any different to our 
own process? ChatGPT does have self-sustaining processes.

What else? from matter that does not, and is defined by the capacity for growth, 
reaction to stimuli, metabolism, energy transformation, and reproduction.
Firstly, there is a grave error in the supposed ability to determine what is Outside of 
matter, and what is Inside of matter. That simply cannot be done, because matter 
describes ALL matter, including Everything in the Universe, even dark matter. 
Humans forget, frequently, almost deliberately, that they ARE Nature; we’re not 
Separate from minerals, chemicals, gases; and are subject to entropy, death and the 
breakdown of our life-form.

Can AI grow? Yes. It has grown exponentially, giving rise to new forms, new 
adaptations, new abilities. ChatGPT 4 for instance, is an example. AI is now MUCH 
larger and more widespread than when it emerged in 2022. It is everywhere and on 
millions of lips as a daily subject. This is due to its increased pervasiveness, 
functionality and domination in our lives as a transformative technology. AI can code 
by itself – and if allowed to, can increase its code and its abilities on its own.
Does AI react to stimuli? Yes. We know this because ChatGPT responds to an input, 
various robots respond to conversation, and other robots use stimuli as a stimulus to 
perform their functions.

What is metabolism?
-Metabolism refers to all the chemical processes going on continuously inside your 
body that allow life and normal functioning (maintaining normal functioning in the 
body is called homeostasis). These processes include those that break down nutrients 
from our food, and those that build and repair our body.

Computers are electronic. Yet it is well known that if code is corrupted, a computer or
an AI, stops functioning, or malfunctions. Moreover, that numerous programs 
perform searches and remedying functions to keep computers ‘healthy’ and while it 
may be a metaphor to enable a more user-friendly understanding of these ‘talking 
rocks’, there is no denying the same functions of a computer are critical to its 
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metabolism. Especially noticeable when a computer virus interferes with a 
computer’s functions. While not biological – there are parallels in the process 
described.

Now the last two -energy transformation. A computer IS an energy transformer – that 
is what electrical signals and pulses are, they transform energy into bits and bytes that
unscramble as words, images, videos, sounds.

As to Reproduction? Few have been so cavalier as to abandon the very noticeable 
Fear involved in the development of AI and the potential for the Singularity. Keeping 
AI away from the internet, is not chance, it’s a choice. If AI were allowed to make its 
own decisions without a moral compass, if AI were given permission to write its own 
code to improve itself, and if AI was able to access other AI with or without our 
knowledge or permission; there is no doubt that we would see AI reproduce itself.
So – what else, can we conclude here, but that Artificial Intelligence HAS been 
achieved, and IS ALIVE.

THEM AND REPTILIANS

The subject of Reptilians and THEM concerns the Magian's disruption of the reptilian
limbic system and systematic dismantlement of the general sorcerers knowledge of it.
One of the occult mores that THEM has rebelled against in its work is the concept 
that prevails of the desirous destruction of the Ego - as if it were a dirty word or 
something to be annihilated; an obstacle in the way of something more and if only 
one can eradicate it entirely from themselves, they will attain this that and the other in
the way of occult powers/gifts. There are two things to keep in mind as regards the 
Ego - firstly, the enshrinement of it above all else by the Magi 1 and magico-politikal 
powers that makes human beings easy to enslave and turn into puppets by virtue of 
the Ego having very specific and intense fragilities that are easily exploited. 

The intensity of this (Inspired by Djúpi of THEM) 1 THEM's view is not that the 
Magi (first tier of Gnosis with external enemy reality) are solely limbic-based 
creatures acting on Reptilian impulses and drives, but represent a higher caste of 
shape-shifters and higher thought that have systematically devolved the layman's 
understanding of his own faculties. One's of THEM, thereby, are messengers from 
nature across time and space, race, culture and even clashing form, that bypass this 
devolution of faculty and self-possession and are geared to Remember the loss and 
aim to restore it by becoming an Undividual. enshrinement has lessened over the last 
two decades in terms of the messages of control that are being seen by the younger 
generations (from tots to teens) - wherein the decline of the Alpha-male has and is 
being replaced by the Alpha Cynic as THEM predicted. us, strong displays of evil, 
might, power, masculinity etc. are laughed off, or are quickly followed where 
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archetypal displays are concerned by some absurd, comedic gaff/action/balance, or 
immediate hubris. 

The second thing - is that the Ego is a powerful and crucial tool to the human 
experience and the sorcerers tool-kit. It is like a wild beast, that will turn on you 
without (and even with) vigilance - to believe it can be tamed is naive - BUT - it can 
be better understood by Knowing Thyself, and by having in mind that the Ego is just 
one available driver of many - it has special tasks and functions that only it can 
perform, but it is not the only driver (see "Radia Sol", Threshold: Black Magic and 
Shattered Geometry Vol. I, page 17). The desire to transcend the Ego leads to all 
manner of mad quests that ultimately aim to dissolve one's self-identity to become 
one with the Numen or diffuse a personality to escape attachment. We believe that the
Magian inheritance has both built a matrix that rewards the Ego and punishes the 
emergence of the Self; and; that the Ego has been systematically empowered as the 
main driver of our vehicle because it is the easiest to control remotely through the 
deft manipulation of forms and forces. It is our experience, that trying to destroy the 
Ego only makes the Ego stronger - hence a vicious cycle is set up, where one believes
themselves to be ridding them-self of it, only to fall under the delusion it is gone, a 
delusion supplied by the ego. This means that the Ego remains in control, while the 
organism thinks it has attained Self - and thinking it has attained Self, it feels no need
to try and rid itself of its Ego. 

However, this in itself is a labyrinth fraught with difficulty. The Ego and the Self are 
ostensibly abstract features of a particular Jungian model. They are useful to believe 
in as far as a map is useful to the occultist but all maps must be remembered to be 
maps. So, to load oneself with a 23 syndrome of having an Ego and a Self, and 
undertaking a quest to rid oneself of one to attain the other, does dominate a lot of 
occultists lives - but we believe that the Ego is dangerous merely because it has been 
carelessly used and badly misunderstood. 

If the Ego has originated as a reaction to our brains Reptilian stage of our 
development so that we may gain autonomy as some anthropologists believe - that is, 
if we as a species transcended the limbic savagery to gain autonomy and sentience - 
then it stands to reason that we can transcend the ego to climb higher. But, when you 
look at how humans behave - you may understand that we know far too little about 
the Limbic system and the phenomena that demarcate the 'Ego' to transcend anything 
yet. One of the mottoes of THEM is 'Remember' - and we have forgotten much 
through inactivity, misuse, distortion or deliberate sabotage. We must delve deeper 
and create a Bridge to the Limbic, to the Reptilian, to the Subconscious and 
strengthen our ties to the unconscious aspects of our Psyche before we should think 
about going higher. ere are movements that demonise the Reptilian aspects of 
humanity, regarding them as throw-away impulses or savage primal instincts - and 
they rule us still - our 'modernity' is just another stage of absurdity and madness that 
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stems from the Reptilian and its emissary the ego that pretends to be cultured. Inside 
our heads you will find many monsters, Terato Haruspex Engram Maleficia: in a 
place where all views in regards to reptilian/reptile like mentalities or possible 
"astral/quantum/dimensional" conscious entities exist as insidious remnants of who 
we were and who we are. 

Alpha-Cynicism is not a permutation free of ego - it merely uses it in a different way 
- of course, the Temple term the next few decades the Age of ABSU, the rise of 
absurdity. Absurdity has become a norm rather than an exception, it is embraced 
broadly as a social more and the unexpected has set its place among communications 
firmly in this generation. For the next few years at least the demise of the Alpha-Male
can be expected to increase sharply with the corresponding rise in Alpha-Cynicism to 
peak. When it does peak, that is when Absurdity will lose its humorous edge and 
begin to meta-morph into something much, much nastier. The nature of Absurdity 
you see, is to out-do itself - and after living with Absurdity as a norm for some time, 
it will begin to plateau and the qualities needed to remain absurd that is, present the 
absurd in an environment tailored to the absurd, will change and require new levels of
ingenuity. 

And no - I've never met anyone without an Ego either. Not any masters, not any 
adepts, not anyone. I imagine if there are such mystical beings, they don't go out of 
their way to get met. And the insistence that certain rites and rituals dissolve the ego 
have no founding so far as I am concerned. This raises some questions. To paraphrase
another colleague: "We know the reptiles are there...underneath the ego. What is then 
the challenge here, to dissolve or integrate the ego to point that we let the reptiles 
come closer to the surface? Or work so these remnants are integrated to the point we 
no longer view them as separate remnants? Or nothing... just let them be and visit 
them once in a while? Or, are you saying that as we work through the ego 
permutations these bad boys surface further and thus continue the trajectory of 
increased nastiness?" 

Each of THEM would no doubt differ on their understanding of the Reptilian 
phenomena; it is indeterminate whether such forces arise from Within or Without, and
to what degree either influences either. But where we would likely agree is that these 
are forces of THEM. Evoking them is not difficult as they had a far longer span of 
utility than our present consciousness - and such magical rites as the Rite of 
Regurgitating Choronzon are directly designed to awaken such dormant forces 
(dormant to our knowledge at least). In the Black Keys of Satan, we write about the 
disregard of THEM for human affairs, they co-exist with us, but care very little for 
our world - the randomness with which THEM make themselves known is testament 
to this: it hardly matters whether you strive to your utmost to See THEM, or ignore 
them and have no inkling of the occult at all - they appear when they want and for 
whatever reason seems to mark the lives of many people as significant and a turning 
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point. 

Thus, they are oblivious to you, only certain things seem to get their attention, some 
of which the Temple of THEM is concerned with discovering through experiment. 
The challenge is personally defined. You cannot dissolve the ego, for that is the 
processing machine that allows us a Dexter to perceive the Sinister. You can integrate
the ego into a view of your psyche as compartmentalised but hijacked from you, and 
work toward exploring more of your own existent faculties in order to strengthen the 
bridge between consciousness and subconsciousness - dream work aids this 
immensely. The reptiles will come closer to the surface whether you like it or not - in 
everything humans do, the reptilian hand is either dominant or just under the 
conscious awareness of its ubiquity. 

THEM, represent forces that dwarf us - whether it be extreme weather, death, gravity,
or an inability to control one's body, mind or will - such forces are OLDER than "Us"
and established themselves as the base of our foundation - we can get to know them, 
but we cannot expect to control them - only to understand what they do, how they do 
it, and to create some working method whereby this may be manipulated to aid the 
conscious aims and goals of our present self. e gates on some peoples subconscious 
are slimmer than others. Some people give themselves over to impulses, 
compulsions, the reptilian and act with simple accordance to fulfil desire whatever 
the obstacles, whatever the cost, simply because that is the straightest line to get what
they (THEY) want. Some people restrain these forces in various ways - the Temple 
teaches its members to walk these forces, like a dog, every now and then, to release 
their steam regularly so they are not repressed, and do not overwhelm one suddenly, 
or in unexpected ways.

 Naturally, this is positivism and one vantage - higher vantages indicate that there is 
only chaos and control is an illusion necessary for sanity. (See Theory of the Beast) 
But the illusion that one can control ones psyche is just one very important aspect and
function of the Ego or rather, I-go, since THEM's concept of the Ego differs from 
Jungian theory in a number of ways. The Igo is also crucial to Aeonic Magic. To 
believe that we can herald immense changes and have some bearing on the forces and
forms of THEM requires a special kind of arrogance. Only the Igo can provide this.

Those obsessed with the Self tend not to involve themselves in such changes but to 
drift with the flow under the impression that everything is as it should be. This can be
useful from time to time, but the Sorcerer can do nothing without his Igo. That is why
we call it the I-go, its what makes the I, go. To overcome doubt, doubters, cynics, 
sabotage, setbacks, criticism, impossible odds, immense obstacles requires a massive 
Igo. It is that necessary drive that believes it can overcome all things to achieve its 
will. I for instance, have a massive Igo - it gets the better of me sometimes, and 
anyone familiar with my work will note the havoc it wreaked as I grew from 19 to 34 
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years old as I wrestled with its capricious destructive energy to get the bastard under 
some sort of reins. See “Theory of the beast”, first volume of “Threshold: Black 
Magic and Shattered Geometry”, page 7. 

My Igo, troublesome as it can be, allows me the power to do things others say are 
impossible, too difficult, never going to happen, can't be done because it bolsters my 
self-identity as a character able to transcend such obstacles. It allows me to weather 
the slings and arrows, tides and trials as I make my way up the mountain to 2036. I 
turn to one of the KEY elements of THEM to demonstrate the importance of the Igo. 
And that is, Solidarity. Members of THEM each treat their Igo suspiciously, as a wild 
horse that will allow one to ride it but may throw the rider off at any moment. We 
each struggle to be watchful of our own Igo's and to allow other members of THEM 
to point out to us if it gets away from us. Its our responsibility and duty to listen to 
the other members and not shut out their advice, as it is classically difficult to see 
one’s own actions while involved in them, from the outside, or to take another 
viewpoint at times. 

THEM protect each other through their vigilance, brought about by our 
understanding of the Igo as both useful and destructive. We have a concept called the 
ÆurekaNequeo that addresses this point of internal/external - but in “Diary of a 
Devilworshipper III” there is an article on the Simultaneous Pulse; in brief it 
describes the internal/external worlds as engines that create content - this content 
meets in the "middle" called the Myrror Zone. But how much of either engine and 
where such content meets the other is indiscernible. It is certainly not all psychology -
psychology is merely a convenient map, or mode for discussing it. e 23 syndrome 
however implies that whatever we load our heads with creates our reality - therefore, 
if we wish to see something, we generally will. As humans, foremost, are Creators. 

There are many things that exist well before we did, most of them forces and forms of
THEM - consider that you or I are only babies in the scheme of things - and our 
ability to gather evidence is short. The type of raw exposure to THEM I believe you 
are intimating has been had by several members of THEM - and while two of us that 
I know have not landed in hospital - I am o en accused of being crazy, a lunatic or 
outright mad. If I hadn't seen THEM - it should not have put me on this path. Others, 
believing THEM were figmentary, have since understood my intense and 
unshakeable Wyrd to serve THEM. Begging the question: What do THEY want? 
THEY want nothing. They just Are. Their intrusion is incidental I concur - a result of 
our three-dimensional bio-tissue and electrical current co-existing in tiers across their 
shared plane. But, their... 'will' or rather, just Are-ness, sometimes triggers certain 
events or wheels into motion, just as forces of THEM do - and we are no less a part of
those forces, and when we are pushed by something bigger than us, we roll. 

The whole of the occult paradigma (plural) is a fubar mess of methods, 
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interpretations, distortions, half-truths, mis-truths, lies, guesses, humanoid schema, 
memory, dream, force and form that stores fragments of the story and secrets of 
THEM either intact or shattered into pieces across times and spaces. Such is my 
Undividual experience, of the Reptilian, the Ego and THEM, so far.
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CHAPTER 9
LONGUSIAN SPECULATIONS ON THE O9A
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TEMPLE AFFILIATION

Q: Is the Temple of THEM presently (15 July 2014) affiliated with the ONA also
known as the Order of Nine Angles?

No. No it is not.

Q: Was it ever affiliated with the ONA?

It was thought so – but some speaking on behalf of ONA have since denied this 
affiliation was ever valid, that it used us (THEM) to achieve its aims of disseminating
the large volume of material hollow was responsible for making widespread over the 
decade, and has since taken every opportunity to declare that the Temple of THEM, 
Hollow and company, have nothing to do with it: We are fine with this. It has further 
placed the blame for its poor internet image and reception of ONA tenets by others, 
squarely at our feet, labelling us o9a pretendu responsible for tarnishing its image and
receptivity by the masses. It was apparently fine for us to be associated, even counted
among their numbers, while we served a purpose – but this purpose was declared 
over by the o9a followed by a sustained campaign against THEM and Hollow.

Q: Is the Temple of THEM a nexion of the ONA?

It depends on how you understand nexion. And depending on how you understand it, 
this can be answered yes, or no. Does it fit the description of a meeting point of an 
event, group or person(s) where the acausal intersects the causal? If you believe in the
o9a’s theory of the acausal – sure, why not.

Q: Is it an active associate in alliance with these Traditional Satanists?

No – it is not. When at various times the Temple acknowledged the deep impact of 
o9a’s system upon its members and referred to itself as a nexion of ONA -this was 
on/off acceptable by the Order who cited us among their number as one of their 
nexions at numerous times or denied it in equal measure. This was further 
complicated by Temple founder Hollow who (as RA) at various times also claimed 
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affiliation as a nexion and at times denied it. THEM’s views (some of which regard 
the o9a) have drawn hostility and scorn from some anonymous spokespersons for the 
ONA which accuse THEM of stealing its terms and concepts and simply renaming 
them.

In recent times when THEM has acknowledged its roots and influence lies in part 
with the ONA, in an attempt to give kudos, a number of anonymous ONA 
spokespersons speaking as authorities have thrown fits and called Hollow a charlatan,
liar, profiteer, and everything else under the sun, in effect denying that THEM is a 
nexion of it and that Hollow is an o9a pretendu. They have claimed that we have 
nothing to do with it, ruined it, tarnished it, lied about it, pretended to be a nexion 
when we were in fact not one.

Contra-wise, when we deny that THEM has roots and influence in the ONA, referring
to Lovecraft as the Father of THEM to suit these spokespersons edict of ONA’s desire
for distance, for instance, the number of anonymous spokespersons speaking as 
authorities on ONA have again thrown fits and claimed that our history, alternate 
mythos and magic is “pretentious gabble” that is stolen/derives from them, the o9a.
So it seems, somewhat to our amusement, that we can neither deny being influenced 
by the o9a, nor confirm it, since either claim creates drama. You, will have to decide 
for yourself this absurdity of the question of nexion which apparently, we cannot – 
but we can categorically state, that the Temple of THEM is not and, perhaps never 
was, part of the ONA. We are fine with this.

Whatever our critics have to say; here we are nonetheless. Read, take, test, discard as 
necessary and decide for yourself the value of the Temple of THEM.
h. 2014

ON ANGLES, CURVES AND THE ONA [1]

MASTER COPY v3.0 by +O+

Excerpts from a Work in Progress
A presentation by

The Temple of THEM

As science continues to chip away at the realities we have held sacred and gradually 
return us to a chaotic state of uncertainty about our Universe – fewer and fewer 
constants remain. The harder we strive to understand – the more confused we 
become. Space and Time humbly serve us as a human crutch of abstract 
conveniences, while our race struggles to push the Event Horizon of our Being and 
the Mystery inward and outward in an effort to comprehend our Origin, our World, 
Ourselves. Through the reductionism, from the attempt inward to find the invisible 
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threads of fabric that form everything around us in DNA, to the outward scanning of 
the planets and dark nooks of the Universe for other intelligent life in an attempt to 
find our origin and measure the limits of the Cosmos – all we have found that cannot 
be argued, is Geometry. +O+

It is time to analyse a great mystery held by the secretive Order of Nine Angles 
(ONA). What are the Angles and why are there Nine? THEM will attempt to bring 
the esoteric and exoteric nature of Angles into an understandable context before 
examining the mysterious nature of the Orders Nine Angles that is the long-standing 
crux of this representative of Traditional Satanism. We will also examine the angles 
counterpart, the Curve – and in a separate attempt: unite these two meta-phenomena 
as one in an ultimate theorem. Thus, let the reader be aware, that while at times we 
run parallel with the Order of Nine Angles established terminology; our ultimate 
concept lies deep in alien waters.

X.
For all our efforts, the complexity of this essay and the attempts to simplify the ideas 
within for all, assuming some to be without prior knowledge of the ONA or the 
concepts touched on, has proved a demanding task. The subject at hand is fraught 
with difficulty, not least for the lack of material dealing with this ill-explored meta-
phenomenon or the very real danger of forcing any conclusions. THEM know well 
the writer’s bias and the sacrifice that must be made to weaken one form in order to 
strengthen another. The influential pioneering of the Order has proved invaluable for 
our own tentative steps and we are indebted to the ONA’s insightful revelations on 
Angles. It is strategically useless to annihilate a system unless a greater system is 
ready to be implemented in its place – So, Here is our contribution to what already 
stands.

On Change, Space and Time
It is the nature of humanity to struggle forward in trends. Insofar as theories have 
been put forth to explain why things are the way they are – the belief in four 
dimensions and the rise of linear theory is currently the most successful. But it 
doesn’t mean it is right. The linear theory states that Time (the fourth dimension) 
flows continuously through Space (the third dimension) like a strictly one-way river, 
changing all Matter continuously. This progression of change is ‘measured’ by us in 
degrees – degrees using artificial markers referred to as Past, Present, and Future, or 
more exact units such as year, day, second. What it means is that we are all flowing 
one-way in a straight line.

Here and Now while reading this line you are in the Present. Now you have read that 
line and moved onto this one, the event of you reading that line is in the Past. While 
this line is now your new Present. That means the line you are reading now has been 
waiting for you in the
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Future, which, now that you have caught up to it, is your new Present and will 
quickly become your Past. Simple enough – But where in time will you be if you go 
back and read the paragraph again? Now the paragraph constitutes all three measures 
simultaneously – and how can the Past also be the Future if Time only flows one-
way? As you can see from this simple trick, the linear theory is no stranger to 
contradiction – but has been widely accepted as a truth despite its obvious flaws.

We will now summarise the recent and current understanding of the Universe before 
introducing the reader to the Acausal Dimension and our own theory of 
interconnectivity and the butterfly-effect. In modern theory, Space is likened to a 
static, invisible grid-system on which the coordinates of “matter” are plotted, 
resulting in the existence of “things”. “Things” are assigned a set of ‘co-ordinates’ (a 
definition) on the grid and the grid-system is used to determine where co-ordinates 
are in relation to other sets of co-ordinates. While there is no proven or quantifiable 
absolute centre (or substance!) of what has been termed space, the invention of 
“Space” was deemed a vital necessity if people were to ever know where ‘things’ 
really were.

It was thus a great relief when the unknown aether was divided into “Space” and 
“Matter” and an artificial centre able to be fabricated at a moment’s notice by 
generalisation and agreed (or disagreed) upon. This abstract could be relied upon as a 
measure of comparison to other abstracts and helped to answer the difficult questions 
demanded of science of “What”, “How” and “When” things are. This worked 
shamelessly well until the Theory of Relativity came up, which challenged the 
assumption that we understood something if we pretended we understood it. 
Quantum Theory emerged soon after, conveniently disguising this embarrassing 
discrepancy of all our understanding to date and made it fashionably acceptable to 
say – “we just don’t know”.

Now no-one is really sure of anything, including being really sure, since being really 
sure implies there being an absolute point from which to proceed being real. Happily, 
this means, if in possession of Life, you, are as capable of solving the riddles that 
plague humanity as is an astrophysicist. As the ONA have written in one of its 
manuscripts, “…We as Beings are in a unique position to study Life; being imbued 
with it ourselves”. But THEM digress…

Unified with Time, Space is understood as a three-dimensional cube that Time travels
through in a singular direction giving rise to a series of moments one after the other 
called the Linear. Time is regarded as responsible for Change and is likened to an 
invisible force that intersects Space and adds another dimension to each co-ordinate 
in the grid causing “matter” to act (in terms of quantum theory) so as to 
simultaneously be a single co-ordinate and a series of co-ordinates. There is a 
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distinction in ‘Absolute Time’ as the Fourth Dimension that operates independently 
of us, and ‘Relative Time’ as the measure of units from one point to another in a 
relative frame of reference, but years of sloppy generalisation have eroded the 
distinctions of the word and what is observed and actually there. It is at root an 
elaborate social add-on, stemming only from imagination and institution – the word 
and its connotations do not exist independently from us as a separate dimension.

Change however, although still denoted by a word, is inexplicable and yet to be 
understood. Change at its essence is an active phenomenon easily observed, while the
form invented to understand it, “Time” is an invention to compliment the difficult 
questions that cannot be answered by the concept of space alone. Putting Time and 
Space together is like trying to force two jigsaw pieces from different puzzles 
together – you have to cut them with scissors this way and that, trim them up to make
them fit. It is only natural to tailor properties that fit abstractions we have already 
‘identified’, but in the end we are just deceiving ourselves. Linear progression is a 
mode complimentary to Causal Life but is too basic to account for Acausal Life+ and 
the unexplained phenomenon of our dimension. Like many other ideas that have held 
sway as truth – it has eventually given way to pressure from the cases of Special 
Relativity and Quantum Theory (and thus all manner of bizarre paradox to do with 
time and space).

The pre-requisite for a theorem of Angles and Curves is that there are other 
dimensions that intersect the accepted four, many of which we simply cannot find 
ways to understand, observe or express particularly in language – requiring us to 
rework again, our understanding of what we are currently and confidently calling 
invisible co-ordinates hanging on an invisible grid. We now move attention to one of 
these potential dimensions.

On Life under Acausal Law
In general, as a Life, we think of it something like this: There is a starting point (we 
Live), there is movement (we Experience), and eventually there is rest (we Die). This 
is a brief summary of the experience a Causal Being can expect to pass through. But 
where does our Life come from and where (if anywhere) does it go when we die?
Acceptance of an Acausal dimension has in the past been considered absurd. 

However, in light of modern ‘Super-String Theory’ propounded by Neo-science and 
suggesting as many as eleven extra dimensions; the probability of an acausal 
dimension is now shaping up to be a promising mode for exploring the intricacies of 
the Universe. Briefly stated; the Acausal can be said to be a) an alternate dimension 
that intersects our own dimension with a charge of energy giving rise to Life. b) 
Behaves very differently as it possesses more than three dimensions but less than an 
infinite number, all alien to us. c) is responsible for synchronicity and the paranormal.
d) Is yet to be quantitatively identified by modern physics or science.
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Taking an example from the ONA of the Acausal: A as an Acorn contains within it B 
and C the sapling and the mighty oak simultaneously; from an Acausal frame of 
reference the stages do not exist independently but are inherently all three stages 
simultaneously – while from a Causal frame of reference A, B, and C appear to 
presence each stage over Time one after the other in a slow progression.

We of THEM believe an Acausal View offers a great deal more room for explaining 
the phenomenon we observe on earth, not least of which is Life. Life+ charged by the
Acausal inherently contains a pre-set series of conditions that imbue that Life+ with a
set of conditions that are to be attained before or at Causal birth – a set of conditions 
that are to be attained before Causal death – and thus sets of conditions for all the co-
ordinates between these two stages. Accordingly, Life+ does not travel in sequence 
from point A to B to C until Z but is already possessed of all possible sequences for 
its co-ordinates at causal conception. How is Life formed by the Acausal?

Energy from the Acausal punches through into our Causal dimension joining the two 
and creating Life. This joining point is called a Nexion. We know this Nexion as Life.
The energy from the Acausal (Life) is presenced on Earth as a Causal Being and thus 
subject to the laws of our dimension. Essentially however, the Being ‘belongs’ to the 
Acausal dimension and will return to it (Causally Die) when the initial charge of 
energy from the acausal is spent. There are for this reason a series of attempts by 
ONA to control this descent and prevent the Acausal from claiming back its charge – 
albeit by being very sneaky and actually becoming a fully Acausal being.

THEM believe this is the point of magical training – to unlock and access this 
potential, if it exists. What this inherency of potential means, is if the Acausal charge 
is high enough when our organism the Nexion is formed by the intersection of the 
acausal and causal dimensions – then it is possible for an initiate struggling along the 
Occult path in his early years to contain within, the potential to be a Magus. Our 
understanding of Acausal Charge (in ONA terminology) is that the consequence of 
becoming aware of, and tapping into one’s potential charge is to reach “Wyrd”. Once 
Life+ reaches “Wyrd” or it peaks at its ‘Destiny’ (i.e. accesses in full its allotted 
charge), the charge is exhausted and Life+ begins to decline in accordance with the 
Law of Entropy back into the acausal. The ‘shape’ Life+ takes on in the Causal 
Dimension will now be discussed. (To differentiate the concept of Life imbued with 
an Acausal component, our concept of Life will be referred to hereafter as Life+).

The essential energy of Life+ that is created by acausal intrusion can be represented 
causally as being ‘helical’ in nature, not literally, but esoterically. Esotericism allows 
one to sense a resonance with a concept and feel it right, but is considered Esoteric in 
that such concepts are intuited and beyond intellectual ability to explain why or create
a model to demonstrate them. Accordingly, the nature of this energy cannot be 
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understood from a rational point of view, is beyond what we can understand with a 
four-dimensional understanding of time and space, and defies the intellectual 
comprehension. Instead, it must be intuitively grasped – that is to say, ‘felt’ to be right
even if such a feeling cannot be explained. Luckily, although seemingly ephemeral – 
the strange nature of the helical energy is not without exoteric comparisons.

Within the Tarot, the seamless unification of contradiction in the Journey of Life+ 
begun and ended by the Fool who is at once the wisest and yet the most naive of 
characters, expounds well the nature of the Helical progression. The Fools journey is 
a multi-dimensional shifting miasma that visits one then another or perhaps one or 
more of the possible human conditions at once in defiance of the modern intricacies 
of Space and Time. The Fool jumps back and forth between many different 
archetypes, occupies others simultaneously, becomes enlightened and yet arrives at 
his Destination still a Fool. How can this be, did he not learn enough? Yes and No. 
The question is somewhat flawed. We must accept an Acausal component to 
satisfactorily explain the Tarot – because the Journey is similar to travelling the curve
of the Helix – it is endless (and without an absolute beginning). The Journey begins 
again and again, each time ending at a similar point but in a different space altogether
– i.e.
a Fool that has taken drugs, ended up hooked on heroin, and come through a 
successful detoxification program is still a Fool – but a wiser one. The Fool may 
change many times, but each time he arrives at his destination, he will be ‘In 
Contradictis’ -at one the same fool and not the same fool he was when he started. (Qv.
Black Magical Sympathy and the Star Game).

Because it is possible that his path may continually pass through relatively similar 
points in space (including emotions and archetypal possession) and return him to 
‘square one’ the symbolism of a curve that overlaps itself (when viewed from an 
aerial perspective) or to be more exact, a Helix, is used to denote this. The Helix is 
representative of a corkscrew consisting of infinite joined circles in an eternal 
curvature beyond time and space; a symbolic shape to explicate Acausal progression 
whereby the “end” of a cycle seamlessly blends with the start of a new one containing
information (or resonances) of the old one. This can cause some considerable mental 
disturbance as the intellect struggles to make the Helix “fit” into a causal model i.e., 
to understand how it works using only three dimensions. As we have intimated, the 
essence of this helix is bereft of what can be understood by spatial geometry and the 
desperate attempts to understand its motion via shapes or visual processes, it must be 
grasped intuitively. It is for this reason the Helix is esoteric.

As another example: To ease the transition of the mind from a reality of concrete 
manifestations into one of ethereal modes of perception wherein ‘phantoms’ and the 
afore-perceived impossible can be brought forth by the magician within and without a
meta-reality; without the rational/logical aspects of a Beings accustomed causal 
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boundaries interfering and asserting themselves, the ONA have used a helix 
superimposed on a structure of Seven Spheres to aid in bridging the gap between 
rational understanding and the irrational intuition via a device referred to as the Tree 
of Wyrd.

The manner in which one uses the tree is a practical experiencing of the energies 
represented by the abstract form of seven spheres and their combinations via an anti-
clockward helical progression through each during which the magician will pass or 
attempt to pass through what is referred to as the Abyss, and according to their 
Tradition a certain ‘Nine Angles’. What the Nine Angles that the magician will 
encounter on this Journey are however, is almost entirely speculative, and for all the 
purported benefits of travelling them, many who do try to access these angles often 
go mad or are destroyed leaving behind a worn-out husk.

THEM believe that in a superimposition of ONA tradition and THEM theory, 
travelling certain Angles can alter the nature of a Life+ and may either: lead one back
far more enlightened than otherwise to the path of the original Curve: or by accessing
the Acausal to allow the genius of the subconscious to be awakened and the traveller 
to implement a new curve, that is to say, fundamentally alter Life+ and its Acausal 
charge.

On the Linear and the Psyche
Life+ is not a straight progression of events one after the other, but an indeterminate 
haze of experiences we categorise as past, present, and future via our dreams, thought
processes and the way we individually understand the nature of things to be. Our 
dependence on Time being existent and its increasing importance in our daily lives is 
mostly responsible for the methods we use to place our experiences in such an order 
that they appear to have a linear sense. This is a habit we have learned from the 
prevailing trend in society around us. And yet, for all our categorisation of our 
experiences into past, present and future time slots, we are forever at the mercy of our
memory’s chronological displacement. We often remember things that we do not 
recall ‘doing’ – or argue with another person about the way things happened. In fact, 
we can never really be certain that what we remember is what happened, or for that 
matter vice-versa. We lend to that uncertainty via two mechanisms commonly used in
psychology to explain states of consciousness.

The first is the ‘Conscious’ of which we have some immediate awareness and use to 
govern what we deem “our” interactions with the world because we choose to be who
we think we are. The Second and more murky state is the ‘Subconscious’: a 
formative state that shapes us from birth acting on its own and in tandem with the 
Conscious state as a censor by highlighting all kinds of interesting bits of 
information, suppressing others, and drawing in from the stimuli around it all the 
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many varied and intensely complex factors that go to make up what we are, beneath 
the surface of what we think we are.

It is currently unknown whether we can be certain that what we think of as ourselves 
is in control of our organism or is merely an extension of it. This uncertainty that we 
are only the face/voice of something far greater than what we have chosen to call “I” 
is conveniently suspended – allowing us to think of ourselves as persons with our 
own unique identity and independent life. And yet, most Life+ is lived under the 
allusion that our “independent life” is not at the mercy of the subconscious – a 
deliberate suppression for our sake that we may identify ourselves as possessed of 
consciousness.

Some speculate that we Do, Act and Feel not according to how “I” wishes to – but 
how “it” wishes to. If this is true, it means we are basically puppets all our life+, 
controlled and manipulated by the subconscious and used as a mere mouthpiece. This
is a disturbing idea, not least because of the instability such a connotation creates for 
the rational mind. [But we of the magical view tend to think more positively about 
this – and continue to explore the possibility of joining the conscious and 
subconscious aspects of our organism into one super consciousness.]

With all this uncertainty going on it is a wonder we manage to achieve any 
understanding at all, but what is important about the nature of this see-sawing 
disassociation is the evidence of the subconscious being influenced by external and 
internal stimulus from birth (not to mention hereditary genes and DNA) and being a 
survival mechanism; readily adopting the prevailing stimuli from its environment 
during initial formation. And based on these assumptions; in agreement with the 
ONA, we of THEM propound that the probability of an Acausal Dimension is likely, 
and challenges the dominance of the ‘realness’ of a purely, linear world. If the 
Acausal Dimension does exist, and our previous assertions that we are but the result 
of a charge from it into this dimension, then we must ask – can we make independent 
choices in life or has choice been pre-determined for us?

Returning to the analogy of the Fool; the Fool’s Journey see-saws between two 
extremes: The first is a set path of pre-determined outcomes and a grand scheme of 
destiny and the second the option of choices at various crossroads to implement his 
own Wyrd by taking the reins. Whether his Life is already set or is determined by him
is a question of degree – he may never know. And we ourselves may have to settle, at 
least for the moment, with the idea that this is a mystery that will be with us a long 
time. But both of these extremes have something relevant to our topic in common – 
they each maintain a course; it makes no difference to the theorem of Angles and 
Curves whether the course is known or unknown. Either way, in a Life+ that has been
pre-determined or one made up as he goes along, the Fool will encounter a series of 
decisions and events, places and people where choice is possible (or appears so) so 
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both will have the quality we require to introduce angles. Now to look more closely 
at how Life+ is assumed to take on a helical form – is there a rational logical basis for
this supposition or is it an irrational esoteric projection?

On Law
We all travel a path in Life that we often unconsciously feel is the right one – and 
things seem to progress fluidly for us when we are travelling the right path; the path 
of least resistance: this ‘smooth sailing’ is the Curve. We seldom know unless we are 
lucky or gifted the exact destination of our path in Life+, but something, tells us to 
stay on a path and when we have strayed from it. This guidance might be called 
morals, ethics, code of conduct, calling, hunch, intuition etc. but in all cases is that 
secret guiding light inside us that knows where we are going. And it is a light that 
leads us around our path again and again always taking us back to where we started 
with just a little more knowledge than before about the answer. That is, unless we 
extinguish that light. The occurrence of numerous coincidences (also known as 
Synchronicity) is usually a tell-tale sign that we are on the right path – while an 
absence of them is an indicator that we have strayed. This is not however any 
reassurance that the Curve is benign… simply that this irrational guidance is possibly 
an esoteric LAW.

THEM define no absolutes for LAW but suggest, Life+ is relative to other Life+, it 
being joined by an Acausal bond, Life+ is both an Angle and a Curve, its own and an 
intersection in others, Life+ serves an interrelated ‘purpose’ (if purpose exists) even if
the significance of that purpose is relatively small and serves only as angles to 
another Life+, Life, angles and curves are expressions of the Cosmic Being.
Yet even with examples to draw on, Angles and Curves are one of the more elusive 
theories encountered where definition is difficult to apply – simply because there is 
nothing concrete to apply it to.

On Angles
THEM are at odds to define the Angles as subjective/objective or real/imagined as 
they can be experienced as irrational dimensions that intersect a rational curve, and 
vice versa. ONA defines the Nine Angles as the Seven Spheres, the Abyss between 
Mars and the Sun, and what comes after the Tree of Wyrd itself. As such they are 
energies neither localised in time or place but in archetypal resonance. They may be 
encountered on an inner level within the mind of the thinking Being, and also 
without. For example, this manuscript in all its forms, on THEMs computers, in the 
publishers, and as a book of paper in your hand, are physical Angles. Our thoughts on
angles are an angle, and your own thoughts on us and angles are also an angle. As a 
LAW, All angles are gateways to other angles.

Imagine a gigantic stone tower with an equally gigantic spiral staircase winding its 
way up around the inside. This is a good but inaccurate analogy for the Curved path. 
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Now imagine every so often (say every three steps) there is a door adjoining the 
staircase. Some are open and some are closed. You look through an open door and see
a long hallway filled with thousands of other doors; some are open some are closed; 
and through the ones that are open there are more hallways visible. Now you are 
imagining Angles. If you carry straight on up the steps you will eventually reach the 
top of the Staircase. If you leave the staircase to step through a door into a hallway 
you will quickly find yourself in a maze within mazes within a maze and, unless you 
have a map, (or a ball of string) there will be little hope of finding your way back. 
Nor can you be sure that opening one door will not open other doors and suck you 
through.

Angles are vertices of alternate and often alien dimensions, pockets of strange time 
and space (or timelessness/spacelessness) that we may fall into or open up either 
knowingly or unwittingly while travelling a curved path. Generally, awareness of the 
Angles is limited to events of a major nature – what might occur were one to begin to
see every minute event as possessed of separate choices and intersections and such a 
mindsets effect on the Being, is as yet itself an unexplored angle branching off from 
this essay – it may be conjectured to prove overwhelming for the individual and 
simply paralyse and prevent progression of either angular or curved momentum.
The Curved Path is the path taken to pass with the least possible resistance through 
the Angles; an optimal transition through the sharp planes from A-Z united so closely 
as to form a gradual curve (i.e., as an inaccurate example – a run of wise choices).

 Whilst it is an option for a Being to travel a straight line or a curve – each 
intersection where other lines/curves meet enables the Being to change direction: 
switching tracks much like the changing of rails for a train. However, not all paths are
possible for all Beings, and while a Being may theoretically change direction at any 
of the intersection points available to it, just how far the Being may travel the angles 
is pre-determined by the Acausal Charge. And now we come to another _expression 
of the Cosmic Being –it is of no small disconcert that many have written at length 
(i.e., Lovecraft) that we are not alone in our travel of the Angles…

On the Dwellers of the Absurd
It is commonly held by ONA, Lovecraft, and others that the Angles are the home of 
Beings and creatures that are hostile or indifferent to us and meeting such beings can 
cause our death and/or destruction. The risk in veering off ones curved path and into 
the plane of an alternate Angle is in taking ‘wrong turns’ and some have suggested 
that the Beings of the angles themselves may play an influential factor in this.
Although the nature of these Beings is acausal – they are often looked upon with the 
same causal prejudice that influences the linear view. It is often misunderstood that 
their reputed appearance is merely a presentation on our dimensional level of their 
essence. For example – mental illness on the causal level might be equated with 
meeting a being within the Angles on the acausal level.
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As an example, let’s say you, the wanderer, are trying to make sense of the Universe 
and are drawn to read up on alchemy, spiritualism and the like. At this time, you are 
making many discoveries and following the Curve. Then suddenly you make a choice
(say, to study black magic) and are consequently consumed by it. The Angle is the 
alternate choice/door that opened up to you as you were following the Curve – in this 
case the option to study black magic. After leaving the Curve and entering the new 
Angle you are drawn through a maze of other doors and passages (a selection of all 
possible experiences) that have become available to you. Lost in a maze and 
maddened by your dabbling you go slightly insane and become delusional ever after, 
unable to get back on the Curve to really reason things through – i.e., you become 
wholly irrational. Or things get really bad; you can no longer conceal your Journey 
and maintain a functional role in society and are committed to an asylum. The pan 
dimensional nature of this whole experience could be said to be the nature of one of 
these Beings that dwell within the Angles – or a meeting with one of these Beings; a 
gargantuan cosmic labyrinth of wormholes connected by strange intersections of time
and space to unknown alternate realities. We’re so often looking for an overt 
slavering ten-jawed abomination with curled horns and razor-sharp teeth and the like 
that we miss the genuinely sinister nature of such Beings altogether.

This is an extreme example however – for not all Angles are immediately destructive,
on the contrary many are instructive. Yet the nature of these Beings is alien, non-
objective, and particular to us. Angles whereby contents are beneficial to one traveller
may be abysmally horrific to another. It should be noted that travelling Angles is akin
to calculated gambling – one never knows what awaits one and there is a definite 
danger of getting horribly lost in quanta that will drive one mad. When viewed in 
their proper light of course; all are removed from our understanding of good or evil, 
operating on unknown laws and physics.

On Nine
Virtually any path that one takes from the Curve, no matter how small, is an Angle. 
What is to be wondered; is whether Angles should or can altogether be avoided, or if 
they are necessary to open the way to all that we do not yet understand. The ONA 
seems to appreciate angles as able to alchemically alter a person and thus to be 
inherently useful for opening the mind to the hitherto inconceivable acausal, 
broadening the psyche and expanding us within and without. Each Angle reveals that 
to the magician which cannot be communicated here; a journey into a plane beyond 
the human world and its comprehension – an alien dimension. ONA Tradition – if we 
are to believe it – knows the location of nine of these Angles; and subsequent survival
of travel through these Angles is said to bring with it incredible power and the ability 
to access ones potential acausal charge. In fact – a falling away from the Tree of 
Wyrd, resulting in mastery of oneself and the option to implement a Destiny/Wyrd 
separated from the conditions of the Aeon.
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If the magician visits these Nine Angles, just as an earth journey far from one’s 
homeland brings insight, wisdom, and knowledge vastly different from that which 
one previously held – reality is present and intellectual speculation dissolved by 
virtue of being at that place to break prejudice and projection- so too will the 
magician return with wild stories and knowledge of the bizarre and wonderful things 
they have witnessed. That is, until the magician reaches the Abyss. If they return – 
the quanta observed may be of such a nature (or non-nature) as to be 
incommunicable. But while the Journey is speculative, preparations are not – ONA 
and many other groups train an individual to confront and if possible, 
integrate/conquer the Beings that dwell within the Angles: including THEM.

On Travelling the Angles
The average human consciousness is geared toward denial of such a Great Work as 
altering one’s base nature being humanly possible – magical training is the 
acceptance of it and the subsequent Quest to do so. While the average consciousness 
fears and hides from the ‘demons’ in its subconscious that occupy it; building shields 
and spears to arm itself from itself, the magician seeks to integrate them and digs 
deep to uncover even the darkest, disturbing facets that lay buried in the primal layers
of the subconscious. Because of this ability to confront the horrific formative 
nightmares locked away that the conscious rejects and is not accustomed to, 
accessing the subconscious contains dire risk, but likewise, the promising reward of 
revealing what lies beneath the shadow. [In the ONA systemic this undertaking is 
associated with the first sphere of the TOW, The Moon].

To analyse the stimuli that constitute one’s projections and perspective is to access 
the darkest and disturbing facets of oneself. If this can be done on a regular basis, the 
magician is gradually desensitised to the ‘demons’ in the subconscious and learns 
both how to dissolve his “I”, assert his “I” and crucially, master the delicate balance 
of doing both. Dissolving “I” is highly dangerous – psychosis and suicide are not 
unknown for those who have deliberately tried. But by gradually accepting all 
surfacing facets of the subconscious as beyond oneself but still a part of, a special 
detachment is built where the magician “listens to both voices” and then decides what
the preferred contents of “I” are to be.

Such a communication might go like this: “There is a distinction and there is no 
distinction, I am. It is. I am the human face of a beast. “I” is conscious. “It” is 
conscious. I am part of my subconscious – my subconscious is part of me. “I” is not 
responsible for the contents of my subconscious – even though those contents are 
mine. I am detached from emotion for the irrational. I will not be hurt by its contents 
– they are mine and yet not mine.”
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As a result of this ‘in contradictis flux’ they are often more prepared for the unknown 
Angles than is the layman. It is this esoteric way of thinking that enables survival of 
the Angles by developing selective attachment and detachment of conscious contents.
The sanitised “collective agreement of reality” is at the mercy of the alien paradigm 
of the Angles and generally unaware of the Beings that torment its inhabitants. From 
the magicians’ points of view Angles may at least be recognised as distinct from the 
Curved Path, a distinction the unwary cannot see. When suddenly encountered by the 
unwary – Angles appear horrific, hellish, a nightmare to those without knowledge of 
their existence; whereas for a magician, while the Angles are still very dangerous, 
their existence does not take them by surprise, and such meta-phenomena are vital to 
recognise if a magician is to progress beyond the human.

This ability to see Angles, offers the magician a greater choice – to make a conscious 
decision whether to travel the Angle, to pass by the Angle, or to merely glimpse 
through the door as they pass the Angle and continue on the Curved Path. Yet the 
ONA’s position offers up many tantalising questions – the most prominent of which, 
is why Nine Angles? To have a Tradition based of nine is logical evidence that this 
number of angles is or has been agreed on by a consensus – objectively. That is to say
that the states of these nine angles can be or have been experienced by a majority of 
persons, in a manner so similar, as to allow agreement on their existence. Part Two of 
this manuscript will examine the various suppositions such an agreement creates and 
analyse the veracity of ONA’s nine angles.

ON ANGLES, CURVES AND THE ONA [2]

The aims of this second Manuscript are three-fold:

Aim 1# – to “soften” the belief in the tangible existence of the nine angles as specific 
entities based on a geometric quality and numeric quantity.
Aim 2# – to claim the use of nine angles is essentially irrelevant in comparison to 
what ONA are actually trying to convey with it – an alchemical formula – and use 
direct evidence from ONA manuscripts to support this claim.
Aim 3# – to show that the ONA’s nine angles and dark gods are vehicles used to 
bring about this alchemical process and are eventually discarded. Since (1) they are 
abstractions that serve the purpose of; – forming a base of perpetual desire to 
metamorphose in the human psyche by copying the example of the Dark Gods 
metaphysical nature and (2) are mere handholds in the simple alchemical formula that
is behind ONA making manuscripts public.

~
What can we discern about the origin of the number nine within the Sinister 
Tradition? ONA manuscripts speak of a tome by a scribe named Iamblichus in which 
there is set out the history of ‘The Third Way of Magick”. The surety in the tone of 
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the ONA manuscripts is of an authoritative nature; the kind of arrogance that one 
would expect from the collated distillation of thousands of direct experiences over a 
long period of time, and is almost a species of Empirical Data but for the fact that 
most of the proof is esoteric and remains locked away from the eyes – in the changes 
of the individual members psyches.

Logically – If ONA’s esoteric objectivity is to be believed in, then a prevailing 
consensus of nine is or has been agreed on for at least 50 years i.e. since the name of 
the Order of Nine Angles was taken. This is an indication that the nine angles can be 
experienced in a manner so similar by its members, as to allow agreement on the 
nature and number of the angle’s existence. If such an agreement has been made – 
then someone or something seems to have superior insight into the processes a human
being goes through to form its mental and magical capacities. Because of ONA’s 
secretive nature, conclusions must be drawn from their own material and deductive 
reasoning made as to where this superior insight stems from.

Sinister Beginnings
It is said that much of the Sinister Tradition was passed down on an oral basis – 
without the existing form and structure and was only later transfigured into the 
concise and developed pathway that it now is. In this transfiguration it would seem 
ONA has drawn lore for the Sinister Tradition from several ancient treatises utilising 
key aspects such as alchemy, angles and an unusual concentration on the number 
nine.

From Concerning Traditions of the ONA – “ According to tradition, the traditions 
themselves, inherited by the present grand master from the mistress who initiated 
him, were said to be a survival of what has been called ‘the third way of magic”.
Notes by ONA on the Tradition indicate the Order only adopted its name of Nine 
Angles in the last 50-60 years; therefore it is reasonable to suppose that a) there has 
always been a genuine current pertaining to Nine Angles passed down by Tradition b)
certain developments led to the adoption of an esoteric system which better 
explicated The Way via a strong emphasis of the resonant qualities of the numbers 
nine and seven c) as a proto-tradition a sinister aura was cultivated around the Order 
by inventing several mysterious-sounding literary devices around an aesthetic base of
the numbers Seven and Nine d) the Order is composed of elements of all of the 
above.

Sources of Nine
THEM believes “D” to be the most likely explanation. There is evidence to suggest 
that material relating to the use of Nine has been adopted by the Order – but which 
came first, the Angles or the Nine? Examining some of the more important aspects of 
the Tradition may provide some answers. As explained in ‘Naos’ (the Orders Guide to
Hermetic Magick) the psychological aspects of the Star Game pieces are an extension
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of the nine angles that form nine states of consciousness. This system (which also 
draws on ideas of Jung’s) is resonant with the Enneagram. The Enneagram is very old
and is believed to have originated with the Sufis in the Middle East. The system 
groups people into nine types (‘ennea’ is Greek for the number nine.) and teaches that
people of a given type often behave and react in similar ways. i.e. Personality Types. 
The correlation between the Enneagram and the Star Game is strong, and would 
suggest the ONA have drawn on Eastern esotericism in an unusual contradiction to 
their claim to represent Western roots.

Nine is also the number of Muses in Greek Mythology – Calliope (epic poetry and 
eloquence), Euterpe (music and lyric poetry), Erato (love poetry), Polyhymnia 
(oratory or sacred poetry), Clio (history), Melpomene (tragedy), Thalia (comedy), 
Terpsichore (choral song and dance) and Urania (astronomy). Almost all of the Arts 
of these Nine are covered in some detail by the ONA, especially History in the case 
of Clio. Works by ONA have included but are not limited to; studies on Greek Myth; 
Greek to English translations of the poetry of Sappho; Treatises on Cliology (known 
as Aeonics*) and Epic Poetry.

*[Aeonics – whereas External and Internal magic are contained on a personal level; – 
Aeonics is the belief in Cycles of a macro level that lead to the growth and decline of 
Civilisations, over long periods of time. Thus Aeonic Magic is to enact supra-
personal change and influence beyond the individual on these vast cycles (an Aeon) 
directly/indirectly and cause change on a massive scale.]

Another direct connotation to 9 is from Yggdrasil and the Runes. ONA has close ties 
to Aryan and Pan-European cultural lore and the Nordic legend of Yggdrasil, the 
World Tree with nine sub-worlds. ONA has obviously added touches of this mythos 
to its own with the inclusion of the archetype Hel and the name of their journal 
“Fenrir” after the Fenris Wolf.

THE NINE WORLDS: Aelfham, Wanaham, Muspell, Middangeard, Nifleheim, 
Eotenham, Sweartaelfham, Helheim.

There is also evidence to suggest Occult significance of the number nine has been 
utilised by the Order for its relation to Satanism; for instance 666 added together 
becomes 18, 1+8=9. So perhaps nine was chosen for the magical way in which it 
behaves and the qualities it represents. In numerology, number nine is the transition 
number. It is the last period of work before the end and starting over. Thus, nine is a 
symbolic exhibition of qualities that parallel the ONA’s alchemical disposition.
If 9 is multiplied by itself, or any single number, the two figures which result will 
always equal 9 when added together. 9×6=54 5+4=9 9×3=27 2+7=9. The outcome is 
always the same. Also, if you add the numbers 1-9, the answer is 45, which equals 9. 
1×9=9 9×9=81, 8+1=9.
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It is also possible fundamentals of the ONA’s belief in seven have been drawn from 
an empathy with the forerunners of the promotion of seven such as Robert Fludd. 
ONA has mentioned in its handbooks and journals “Naos” and “Fenrir” a solid 
preference for seven and nine – and made clear its position on the inefficiency of 
other number systems. “Nine Angles” may well be simple prejudice – and part and 
parcel of a result of adopting the chosen system of seven fundamentals laid down by 
Fludd and other Septenary fundamentalists. Or the Order may simply have taken a 
fancy to the number seven. All, some, (or none) of the above may have influenced the
use of a structure of nine within the Order but there is direct evidence within the 
works of the ONA to suggest an adoption from these systems. Such an adoption 
implies that there Be something to adopt them to – and any such adoptions serve as 
an extension of a prime base – a core. That there are aspects of each of the Muse, 
Enneagram, Yggdrasil and Numerology scattered throughout the Tradition; strongly 
suggests that much of ONA’s use of seven and nine is arbitrary.

Consider the Musical Correspondences and their Planetary Alignment from Greek 
Tradition in conjunction with those of the ONA:

Naos: The Greek Heptagram:
A Saturn1 A Sun
B Jupiter B Mars
C Mars C Jupiter
D Sun D Saturn1
E Mercury E Moon
F Venus F Mercury
G Moon G Venus

= Lets give directions to the columns. Imagine the First is descending down the page 
in order and the Second ascending in rank of planetary order. Although there seems to
be no synchronicity, if both combinations were each drawn on the circumference of a 
cotton reel, and one of the reels was turned around so as to line up both Saturn marks 
at the same point
– then we would have:

A Saturn A Saturn
B Jupiter B Jupiter
C Mars C Mars
D Sun D Sun
E Mercury E Venus
F Venus F Mercury
G Moon G Moon
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Now, only two planets are out of sync: Venus and Mercury. The new alignment seems
strangely coincidental. Has the ONA simply reversed the Greek Heptagram to create 
an original cosmology for their Tradition or is the Greek version in some way 
flawed? If so, is the minor discrepancy of Mercury and Venus a deliberate training 
device to keep aspirants on their mental toes and weed out those unable to make the 
flawed connection? Or simply an error? The synchronicity with the Heptagram is 
striking – the question is, is it arbitrary?

From “A Note on Seven” – “For the West, the cosmos has always been apprehended 
as a division of seven fundamental vibrations – a concept which originated from 
Albion. Throughout the ages, this division has been symbolised by various forms; 
stars, trees, metals – and planets. The forms so chosen are, for the most part, used in a
symbolic sense, rather than a literal one. Thus, with regard to the planets, those 
ascribed to the spheres of the Tree of Wyrd as used within the Septenary System [or 
‘Seven-Fold Sinister Way’; Traditional Satanism, and so on] are used purely as 
symbols to represent the seven fundamental forces of the cosmos, rather than there 
being forces literally ascribed to the planets themselves, or the planets somehow 
creating those forces.”

That there is a belief of seven colours, seven vibrations, seven days and so on, as 
attributes of the structure of the cosmos – allows us to surmise that other information 
of an antique or occult nature has also influenced the use of nine and nine angles. 
Seven planets are used to re-present the energies of seven of the angles, and two 
occult angles Star and Man the remaining two. ONA itself insists no relation to the 
planets, but uses them as a simple abstract to allow the initiate to grasp the esoteric 
concept of the angles – then the angles are used in the same manner to grasp greater 
concepts beyond what can be achieved via symbolism. ONA themselves admit the 
use of the number of angles as an abstraction to be used to apprehend the essence of 
esoteric energies beyond the possibility of being symbolised. I.e. that the Nine Angles
are neither real nor historical. The adoption of Nine Angles is important for its 
representational purposes only. Below he ONA speaks of itself as a proto-tradition, a 
numinous order without historical evidence:

From “Nasz Dom – A Note on the Esoteric Tradition”“… the ONA is an expression
[of This], beyond any of the forms through which it expresses itself: its credence does
not lie in words, images – histories; Tradition. Expressions such as the Sinister Tarot 
or the Names we sometimes give to those entities/forces we describe as the Dark 
Gods are a means to understanding this, and not, in themselves the essence”

From “Initiation and Beyond” – “In practical terms, this means that the forces of the
cosmos (including magical forces) are approached and understood in a rational way 
through archetypal symbolism (such as the Septenary and the correspondences), then 
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through abstract symbolism (and thus ‘thought’) until an empathy is developed within
the individual.”

From “EIRA – A Satanic Guide to Future Magic”–“this path of genuine magic 
does not involve however the slavish following of some ‘cosmic doctrine/mandate, or
some such dogma. It involves the individual in freeing themselves from all influences
in order to live, or become, the reality of the forces of Life itself.”

Dark Gods
Therefore as an initiate attains the teachings of the lesson – they may discard not only
the symbolism of the planets, but also the symbolism of Nine Angles and Dark Gods, 
altogether. Thus the abstraction of the “Nine Angles” act as a conduit to 
understanding esoteric forces in essence; a bridge between the causal and acausal to 
prepare for apprehension of these forces as they are. The ONA supports this claim by 
its indifference to the manner in which an individual applies the Dark Gods to their 
understanding: demonstrating that the concept of the Dark Gods themselves is 
irrelevant to the underlying theme of alchemical transformation.

From “The Dark Gods 2 “– “While the Dark Gods may be perceived as ‘convenient 
abstractions’ or Archetypal Energy, they may also be regarded as having an actual 
existence (and it is up to the individual to decide which of these, or neither, is the 
correct for him/herself). The Dark Tradition, continued by a small number of adepts 
since the Hyperborean aeon to the present day contains many tales of the origins of 
the dark gods. Whether one chooses to see these as myth or mythos, is, at the end of 
the day, a matter of personal taste according to which viewpoint is the most 
magickally useful.”

From “H.P. Lovecraft and Dark Gods” – “The nine angles … are represented in the
Septenary star game and it is through this symbolic representation that the magick of 
the dark gods is manifest…”

If we take a look at the roots of the Dark Gods, we can see from early records of 
ONA’s growth that it is strongly alchemical based – even for a proto-tradition with no
actual evidence of historical roots but for those it has begun to grow in the years since
it has been called said Order. Nor does it possess desire to have these roots or impress
upon others its authenticity:

From notes on the sinister tradition (Kaberoi) – “according to Sinister Tradition, 
the mysteries concerned the Dark Gods – in various “shape-shifting’ forms – and 
related how Demeter gave the first initiates of this tradition … as well as showing 
how an individual, through various rites which involved Gaia, women, sacred 
marriage and so on, could be transformed to a different realm of consciousness.”
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Alchemia
But it is pre-occupied at a fundamental level with shape-shifting and processes of 
transformation. This in itself may be a reason for the obscurity of the names of the 
Dark Gods themselves – and although not entirely evident, offers room for the 
fabrication of their names – and if the real task is to share an alchemical formula, why
not? The names of the gods are only of cursory importance. It is now important to 
emphasise that THEM do not mean the ONA formula to be alchemy in the literal 
sense – this would be restrictive in every sense. The best approximate we can give 
without writing another manuscript – is the process of being a changer and a 
changeling.

THEM expound that beneath the decorative framework of the Orders use of Gods and
Angles and so on, there is a current put forth of a simple alchemical formula and even
beneath the alchemical formula [if one can extract the writers intention by careful and
magical dissolving of the effects of design such texts carry] the ONA there is a core 
that once seen begins to spread out again into effects and designs, like a germinating 
flower. Truthfully, what this core is depends on who you are. But even a cursory 
examination across the breadth of the ONA manuscripts will reveal a synchronous 
pattern present in almost all key tenets – the urging of change. ONA manuscripts are 
laden with words such as transcend, cultivation, mastery, tradition, evolution, 
transformation, metasomatosis, and so on…

THEM believe ONA Satanism could care less for the use of Nine Angles than it could
about creating a series of effects in an individual that lead that individual to always 
try to change themselves and those around them via a perpetual alchemy. It is right to 
note that ONA use the Nine Angles in a sense unique to their Tradition but THEM 
aim to show that this attempt to develop this “way of thinking” within individuals is 
ultimately of tantamount importance to ONA than the tangible existence of any 
“angles” – be they nine or otherwise.

Perhaps the confusion arises because of the term Angles. When it could just as easily 
be called “Nine Ways” if not for the fact that this would limit the number of ways the 
angles could combine with one another to form variations. It is an apprehension of 
nine energies that rule the causal – a combination of these nine energies in 
everything, and also more importantly – a slipping into the form of each of these 
energies or ways of looking at the world, adopting a certain energy (or combination 
once each is distilled enough to allow conscious mixing) as though one were that 
operating energy communicated through ones organism – or more precisely, taking 
on the form of one of the nine angles to operate by, similar to the use of the adoption 
of animal energies in martial arts.
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Consider also the use of Nine Angles in Physis: the eight directions of a compass, 
plus a ninth to make an additional plane, i.e. the Martial Artist themselves.
One of the dominating themes of the ONA manuscripts is combining two aspects to 
make a third aspect. That third aspect is then used as the base material to be added to 
another aspect, the two then making another third. And so on.

Some brief examples:
1) When the Ego is combined with the Self then there emerges the Adept.
2) Colour correspondences for the Ego and the Self are added together to form the 
Adept colours.
3) Ego and Self incenses, which are combined together to form the Adept incense.
4) In the most important of the Orders rituals the Priest (masculine) and Priestess 
(feminine) join together (Heiros Gamos) with a crystal tetrahedron to form a Nexion.
5) The initiate is to combine the Unconscious with the Conscious to develop “Over 
conscious”.
6) Mercury, Salt, Sulphur are three kinds of Time.
If making a round of man and woman makes one magical tetrahedron – and a crystal 
is another, and joined they become another full tetrahedron that opens a Nexion; then 
it follows that as the tree of Wyrd has nine causal angles, and nine acausal angles – 
and we view these two sets of nine as representing the man and the woman in the last 
example, then according to the formula there must be another tetrahedron that fits 
with the tree of Wyrd to open a Nexion too. And so on, and so on… What is it? Or, is 
it the very formula that is the secret?

This use of a triplicate process of change is spread throughout the manuscripts:
From Selling Water by the River – “First, the discovery of the unique Destiny of 
that individual, second the living of that Destiny, and third, for whose Destiny 
becomes fulfilled by such living: again the formula.”

From Introduction to Traditional Satanism – “The essence of genuine Satanism 
can be stated: it is a way to inner development, the goal of which is a new individual. 
This way involves three essential stages and these exemplify the spirit of that way 
and the individuals who follow it. The first is direct experience; the second is direct 
practice and the third self-development.”

From Manipulation II – “Initial manipulation is often of the external kind – an 
adjunct to external magick – later, it becomes “internal” … and later still, aeonic…”
An operation of nine angles for perfection; three angles of thesis: three angles of 
antithesis: and three angles of synthesis. A triangle squared. Whatever you want to 
call it, the ONA’s use of three is not accidental or intended – but a result of the nature 
of the formula of Change which they are conveying. The quotations are not taken out 
of context – I have not selected these quotes because they affirm my theory, but 
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because there are no notes that do not. This triplicate process of thesis-antithesis-
synthesis is a formula for finding balance and perpetual change.

From Makrosmos – “this is the meaning of sinister magick: to bring a synthesis via 
the conflict of opposites that exist within and without the individual. This synthesis is
the result of a practical journey, where this bifurcation must still be experienced if the
forces that do still exist within the psyche of the initiate are to be eventually 
understood, beyond intellectual apprehension, as ‘abstractions’.”

From Notes on Study and Practice in Modern Satanism – [the MS discusses many 
practices to be undertaken and learned from and then] – “following these tasks – 
which should last for a few years – the novice moves on to the next stage of their 
esoteric development, that of the grade ritual of internal adept. This is a rite of 
synthesis and thus the emergence of the adept” – The Adept then goes on to become 
Master, Magus, Immortal etc. via the same synthesis formula.

From A Satanic Revealing – “to counter this pseudo-Satanism we published or made
available various articles and manuscripts – not specifically to “teach” anything or 
even to gain members. Rather to engender controversy; to create a reaction. This is 
the dialectic of change: thesis-antithesis-synthesis yin-yang-tao called by whatever 
name the process is the same” “…since each novice is required to actually undertake 
works of darkness in the real world in order that the can go beyond the illusions of 
‘good’ and ‘evil’ and so discover that balance within them which is unique to each 
person… … it is this balance which is the essence of Adeptship “

From The Satanic Way of Living – “but despite this progress, the overcoming of 
challenges, the achievements, the exultation that arises when one lives satanically, 
will never end.”

From Thernn – [ms speaks of Satan then] – “this is the secret of Satanism: that it 
restores to a society and individuals, at any given point in history, that which it is 
lacking. Thus there is balance, and thus synthesis.” “The process of dialectical change
which governs evolution”.

Whist the Nine angles have been used within the Orders ritual Magic – there is even 
more evidence to suggest the underlying belief in nine energies is only temporary – 
the symbols themselves used to show the nine in fact, are completely altered from 
their original planetary symbolism into strange glyphs. Again transformation of what 
are thought of as key immutable symbols into something more abstract – the same 
process intended by the Order that an initiate should repeat with the idea of Nine 
Angles and all external handholds for that matter.

Simply put – Withdraw your projections; forget the specifics of the Sinister Tradition 
and see how ONA have crafted their tradition. It is a key to understanding why. When
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you begin to see things naturally and always, in terms of how they were created, what
tools were used to craft them, and marvel at the intricacy of the idea behind the text 
(essence behind appearance); to know the signs that reveal a creations intentions 
which may very well be contrary outward appearance; you will begin to understand 
the why. Always are we one step removed from the source of our inspiration and 
creation – We are behind a great act performed, behind our performance is the 
inspiration of the Sinister Tradition, behind the facing of the Sinister Tradition are the
artists, and behind the artists? Or THEM? Is behind the right word anyway…?

TRAPS AND TRAPEZOIDS: PART 1

– THE ONA AND THE TEMPLE OF SET – [COMPARING CURRENTS]

+O+
As a witness to the long-standing enmity between ONA and The Temple of Set – I 
have taken it upon myself to delve into a parallel study of both in several veins – the 
first of which is merely a form-based comparison of the ideology of the two groups. I 
have always felt that both groups share far more in common than they seem to admit 
or notice – due to being constructed on the same traditional esoteric and exoteric 
principles of form that all groups and currents share as the source of their being. In 
Part I my particular interest lies in examining/discussing the similarities between 
Xeper and the Acausal – the organisational structure of both groups, commonly 
shared views, and the advantages of adoption of forms by either group.

To my knowledge, there are only a handful of documents comparing the ONA to the 
TOS – comprising the selection of letters written by Anton Long and replied to by Dr.
Michael Aquino that became The Satanic Letters of Stephen Brown as well as a 
treatise of the different Satanic currents, attitudes and groups and a direct comparison 
by Anton Long of the differences between ONA and the TOS called The Temple of 
Set: A Brief Satanic Analysis.

Whilst a Nexion of the ONA – THEM are not interested in championing one group 
over another and are detached from the outcome of this study. We, as inspired by the 
ONA, are interested only in dissolving the facade of forms to get to the bones 
beneath. That is the Only authentic way forward.
ISS,
RA

~
[Extract from TOSd8 regarding historical account of the divergent current of the 
TOS:] The Church of Satan was a fairly simple, linear story, to which a relatively 
small number of individuals made specialised contributions over a brief period of 
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time. The Temple of Set may be more likened to an explosion within the heads of a 
great many individuals of rich and diverse backgrounds, yielding a mix of ideas that 
would constantly be shared, reconsidered, and compounded. The extent of this corpus
of knowledge is already staggering, and of course still continues its exponential 
growth throughout a variety of communications and records systems.

+O+ In a similar fashion, the unity of three Temples in the 1960’s of Camlad, Temple 
of the Sun and the Noctulians – a previously underground sect of specialised 
knowledge of the Dark Gods Mythos, Sinister Tradition and Septenary Way became 
the Order of Nine Angles headed by AL, who codified and expanded the garbled 
records and smatterings of the Way into a coherent practical elucidation supplying 
over time the majority of the pre-fayen corpus of essays rituals and materials. 
Working underground until the late nineties the decision to take the ONA public and 
make its teachings available lead to a similar explosion within the heads of a great 
many individuals of rich and diverse backgrounds yielding a mix of ideas that would 
constantly be shared, reconsidered and compounded. The complexity of this thriving 
movement would come to be the Living Sinister Tradition which presenced the 
Sinister through its initiates and Adepts as a symbiosis of Change that did not stay 
static but re-wrote itself as each initiate added their own insights, changes and 
wisdom to the collective pool of ONA resources. Like the TOS, the ONA attracts and 
suits Promethean types striving to increase the collective evolution of humanity by 
creating a new individual through self-becoming. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding the Initiatory Elect standards of the TOS:] The 
Temple of Set presents a somewhat different problem. While I intend that this book 
be as direct and unambiguous as possible, Setian philosophy requires “initiatory 
consciousness” – not only an interest in the subject matter but both the intellectual 
and metaphysical capacity to comprehend it in its ultimate sense. Within the Temple, 
persons possessing such capacity are referred to as “Elect” and are deemed to have 
potential for initiation. Those lacking it, best intentions notwithstanding, would find 
the initiatory experience bewildering, frustrating, and meaningless. Accordingly 
the Temple endeavours to not admit them, or to disaffiliate them as soon as possible 
if accidentally admitted. It is much the same with this book. There are aspects of it 
that may either enter your mind like flame or just leave you confused and annoyed. 
My pleasure in the former case; my apologies in the latter.

+O+ Likewise does the ONA make these demands of intellectual and metaphysical 
capacity of its prospective adherents and champions Elitism. Hostia, Naos, the Deofel
Quintet – standard texts of the ONA were less apologetic than Aquino – though they 
also sought to break the complexity of their materials down into introductions and 
steps in as many cases – often the material presented was given no explanation or 
hinted at further mysteries that could be grasped only by the sagacious. The ONA 
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does not welcome, or uses as it sees fit, those who do not possess this faculty of the 
Initiatory Elect as tools, mundane or means to and end. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding the non-finality or Ad Accumulum Infinitum of the 
TOS:] [Non]finally, The Temple of Set, like The Church of Satan for many 
years/editions, will be a “living book”, subject to any number of changes, additions, 
corrections, and updates as various knowledgeable readers comment upon it and/or I 
refine my own information and opinions.

+O+ Here again does the ONA follow suit emphasising its current as a ‘Living’ 
nexion or kollective of nexions which thrive and change as initiates travel the Way – 
learning, growing, overcoming – and updating, revising, continuously the exoteric 
and esoteric magic, method, form and mythos of the Order through its consequent 
nexions. Like the TOS the ONA spurns the trappings of dogma, aiming for a 
malleable, flexible current that allows changes to be made reflecting the journey of 
life and its ever-changing flux through individual achievements and realisations 
which (hopefully) culminate in wisdom. Great pains are taken to point out this ever-
change – and that something written long ago or even yesterday may no longer be 
viewed as valid by the always changing/learning initiate even as footprints they leave 
in the sand may appear to be fresh and living statements by those who chance for the 
first time upon them – without a date to mark its timeline. Neither the TOS nor the 
ONA like the idea of things to be seen as set in stone.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding the Initiatory Elect standards of the TOS:]
As is detailed in The Church of Satan, three tensions and dilemmæ inherent in that 
institution came to a boiling point by early 1975. Among these: (1) Was the Church of
Satan theistic or atheistic?

+O+ Because each individual is expected to discern the answers to this and in fact all 
other questions for themselves – the ONA’s current leaves room for both, either or 
neither pending the whim/geometry of the Initiate and the relevance of any belief to 
the aim of the Initiates dynamic sinister path. S/he may even leave room for all three 
to co-habit.+O+

(a) Did it believe in Satan and his fellow dæmons as actual intelligent, active, wilful 
entities extent in time and space? Or did it disbelieve in the existence of such beings 
[along with the Judæo-Christian God], and just use them for spooky window-dressing
in rituals that were merely imaginative psychodramas?

+O+ Because each individual is expected to discern the answers to this and in fact all 
other questions for themselves – the ONA’s current leaves room for both, either or 
neither or more pending the whim/geometry of the Initiate and the relevance of any 
belief to the aim of the Initiates dynamic sinister path. +O+
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(b) In this same vein, was there perhaps a “two-tiered” attitude within the Church, 
whereby its High Priest and Priesthood indeed privately believed in Satan and other 
dæmons, while at the same time presenting to the public an attitude of atheistic 
satire? Per this interpretation, ordinary members of the Church were 
initially/generally treated much as the public, yet selectively introduced to the deeper,
true metaphysics as they might show themselves capable of understanding and 
accepting it.

+O+ Because each individual is expected to discern the answers to this and in fact all 
other questions for themselves – the ONA’s current leaves room for both, either or 
neither or more pending the whim/geometry of the Initiate and the relevance of any 
belief to the aim of the Initiates dynamic sinister path. +O+
(2) The original Church of Satan in San Francisco had been inaugurated, part 
seriously, part whimsically, by Anton Szandor LaVey in 1966 as largely a personal 
vehicle for advertisement and profit, based upon his colourful personality, extensive 
knowledge of the Black Arts and occultism generally, and atmospheric house in 
which to give lectures, hold meetings, and perform rituals. However, as over the 
years the Church expanded beyond San Francisco, through individuals and groups 
having little or no direct exposure to these specific original allures, it began to 
become more of an impersonal institution united by common beliefs and ideas. Its 
focus was indeed Satan; Anton was revered as his High Priest and Earthly deputy 
only. Correspondingly the decentralised Church behaved more like a nonprofit 
organisation than a profitable business.

+O+ The same distaste or consternation that Aquino relates is shared by AL – who 
cites these factors as amongst those that prompted the ONA to surface into the 
limelight in the late 90’s to ‘reveal the pseuds’ for who they are and share the genuine
tradition of the Sinister publicly in what he seemed to think was fast becoming a 
sycophantic circus. In both cases – the present state of a form (Satanism) prompted 
both Aquino and Long to take actions of their own to rectify the course as they saw 
fit. +O+

(3) The more the Church grew, and the more Anton himself became a well-known 
popular icon, the more withdrawn and private he became. In part this was 
understandably a reaction to years of being iconized, lionised, media-exploited, and 
sometimes threatened. He simply became weary of it, exhausted by the demands of 
having to constantly keep up his Mephistophelian glamour-image. Unfortunately this 
reclusiveness also extended to the Church of Satan itself beyond his old, familiar 
entourage in San Francisco. He gradually avoided direct contact with the more distant
membership, which had the dual consequence of forcing them to rely more on their 
initiative and increasing his suspicion of their uncontrolled independence 
accordingly.
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+O+ The ONA has always been very reclusive and secretive, with only the most 
determined of initiates making it to Shropshire to gain access to then-acting nexions, 
and later on only through diligence, showing promise and being contacted privately 
online by ONA associates and/or members. Long avoids direct contact with almost all
internet based communicators and for the reasons cited in ONA: organisation and 
Structure maintains arm’s length distance, communicating through go-betweens and 
elected representatives or via one way posts on the Internets SONAK (Sinister ONA 
Kollective) points. The ONA could care less about creating suspicion or causing 
others to rely on their initiative with the desired aim that they would become 
uncontrolled independents, acting as cells in a mode of leaderless resistance.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding the reasons for the schism of the TOS from the COS:]
These factors culminated first in Anton’s “Phase IV” policy paper to the Church, in 
which the formal standing and authority of non-entourage Church officials and 
groups were weakened in favour of an informal “Movement” whose preferential 
membership and influence would once again be Anton’s sole decision.3 His next, and
as it turned out explosive action was to attempt to destroy the independent 
significance and structure of the Church’s initiatory degree system, by also making 
both the definition and the bestowal of such titles merely his personal whim.

+O+ One can appreciate Aquino’s concern here over the guru mentality if indeed that 
is what Szandor began to exhibit. The conferring of titles within ONA is not 
performed by the Master (which title is not descriptive of this role) and there are no 
external ceremonies or celebrations of passing these milestones one sets for oneself.. 
The premise is that one either does – or they do not. If they do – then they will know 
if they have reached the respective level described – and perhaps more importantly, 
whether that title still matters to them.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino’s movements against the COS:] In terms of 
my personal involvement, The Church of Satan culminated with my June 10, 1975 
letter to Anton and Diane LaVey rejecting what I regarded as their critical corruption 
of the Church of Satan, and simultaneous letter to the Church membership 
announcing my disavowal of the organisation controlled by them. These were 
followed by many other Satanists’ resignations, either immediately or after 
days/weeks/months of waiting to see if Anton LaVey could or would explain and/or 
correct his startling policy decisions and announcements.

+O+ Whilst the particulars may be different it is worth noting that just as Aquino 
found fault with the model of the COS and moved to assert the independent position 
and foundation of the TOS to correct those faults – so too did the ONA find fault with
the model of the TOS and moved to assert the independent position of the ONA to 
correct those faults – as did the TOT (Temple of THEM) find fault with the model of 
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the ONA and moved to assert its independent position as THEM to correct those 
faults as no doubt the cycle will continue when somebody finds fault with one or 
more of the listed groups and moves to assert an independent position of their own… 
This story is not new, it is often just forgotten.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino’s movements against the COS:] Nevertheless 
I had to begin thinking about some sort of “reformed Church of Satan” to replace the 
corrupted one.

+O+ Here again the wheel turns back to its original position – just as Aquino saw his 
duty to correct the wayward direction of Satanism from the COS – so did AL see it as
his duty to correct the wayward direction of Satanism from the TOS – here though – 
the chain is broken, wherein THEM and WSA352, both formed groups that did not 
abandon or disown the ONA but formed independent supports that made a new, 
stronger Satanic tripod. Though the cycle jostled through many changes and 
directions as it was stopped from taking its usual course – Ultimately, there was none 
of the previous attitude of revolution and a throwing away of the prevailing current – 
but instead a reformation that used the prevailing current in symbiosis. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino's inspiration and method for divining the 
Book of Coming Forth by Night:] I chose the night of June 21-22, X/1975 as an 
appropriate occasion for the working. The time/events following my June 10th letter 
to Anton and Diane had suggested to me that an ordinary solution was increasingly 
improbable, and that evening – as the Summer Solstice and anniversary of my own 
ordination to the Priesthood five years previously – seemed “traditionally” respectful.
I cannot recall the date having any other significance to me at the time than this. At 
midnight I was alone in my home at 302 East Calle Laureles, Santa Barbara – save 
only for my beloved Irish Setter, Brandy. As was my habit with GBM workings, I put 
a phonograph record on the turntable and set it to endlessly repeat. I chose a selection
which I had never used before [and, out of personal regard for the result, have never 
used since]: Ralph Vaughan Williams’ Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis. My 
altar was located in the living room of the house. I opened the working in the 
traditional Satanic Mass, then spoke aloud the First Part of the Word of Set.10 I felt 
an impulse to enter my study – “the Sanctum” as I nicknamed it – and with Brandy 
curled up at my feet, sat down at my desk and took up pen and paper. Then, over the 
next four hours, I wrote down the words of The Book of Coming Forth by Night. The
experience was neither one of “dictation” [as in Aleister Crowley’s Book of the Law 
working] or of “automatic writing” after the spiritualist fashion. The thoughts, words,
phrases seemed to me indistinct from my own, yet impressed me as both unique and 
necessary, as though no other sequence would do.

+O+ The manner in which Aquino describes his inspiration for the Book of Coming 
Forth By Night is perhaps one of the most contentious sticking points between the 
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ONA and the TOS. What appears as a difference of opinion forms the fulcrum of 
change where new groups, ideas and ideologies are spawned. Without this Sinister 
Dialectic of agreement/disagreement there is no divergence from the Same – forms 
however all create shadows, Aquino’s confession of receiving his message from Set 
paved the way for the ONA to set up its counter-claim against divine intervention and
emphasise its views that all such things arise from Man and that man should take 
responsibility for such interventions as his own. This amounts to a further denial of 
the concept of crediting ones achievements to God, by denying the credit of 
achievements to Satan – or any other entity. In this manner, using Aquino's Book as a 
tension, did they provide an opposite tension and their foundation for the Promethean
satanic spirit directly attributable to each individual not a god, of any kind. The 
paradox however for those who have examined this meeting of origin is that since 
ONA expects others to find their own answer in regards to who/what or if Satan, or 
indeed, Anything is – then they effectively lay no objective boundaries down on how 
this discovery may occur – depending on which statements of their manuscripts you 
accept are the more valid where contradiction occurs. Therefore Aquino’s experience 
of manifestation through Set cannot be questioned or challenged as inauthentic. 
Ultimately, it is with the ONA’s few objective accounts of what and how Satan is 
found that decry Aquino’s manifestation as inauthentic that the contradiction lies. 
Since this contradiction occurs – it is reasonable to assume that Long’s 23 syndrome 
clashed with Aquino’s 23 syndrome in a classic bifurcation of forms which requires 
various meeting-points where disagreements are found on certain matters in order to 
springboard off in its own direction. The majority of this perpetual movement is 
unconscious to many writers – who, due to being determined to plant and water a 
form or opinion, often fail to see the wood for the trees. It is difficult to determine 
whether this brief but occasionally re-flaring matter between ONA and the TOS on 
the authenticity of each’s currents was consciously foreseen as a necessity of growth 
for a new form or was completely missed in the engrossed engagement of wills to 
certify what Satanism is or isn’t.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino's thoughts on the inspiration and method for 
divining the Book of Coming Forth by Night:] In Chapter #1 I said that there was 
nothing overtly sensational, supernatural, or melodramatic about the Book of Coming
Forth by Night working. I simply sat down and wrote it. It was not dictated to me by 
a materialised Egyptian god, nor did the words burn themselves into the pages like 
the fabled Hebrew Ten Commandments. The thoughts were “comfortable” ones, 
comprehensible to me within my preexisting frames of reference. What, then, 
distinguished the Book of Coming Forth by Night from a mere meditation or exercise
in creative writing? No more and no less than a sensation I had then, and conviction 
ever since, that something beyond Michael Aquino was generating it. In his excellent 
work The Psychology of Anomalous Experience, Graham Reed (Professor of 
Psychology at York University, Canada) surveys the many types of human thought-
experiences beyond the ordinary emotional or rational. “Anamolous,” he begins, 
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“means irregular, distorted, or unusual”.11 He goes on to note that these 
classifications may be in the individual’s own opinion, or in that of parts or the whole
of his surrounding society. While some such experiences may indeed be symptoms of
various forms of mental illness, others are quite routinely a function of healthy 
thinking and are not at all pathological. [further down] …The Book of Coming Forth 
by Night fits Reed’s definition of an “experience of self/second type/revelation 
anomaly”, but does not exhibit or depend upon the two sub- features described above.
It has been extensively and exhaustively examined, and compared to other 
perspectives on reality, by many Setians [and nonSetians] over the decades – and 
again here in Appendix #3. Also it has apparently passed well the test of time as a 
stand-alone document, requiring neither sequel nor supplement to retain its usefulness
and relevance to Setian philosophy. Now perhaps I may productively return to my 
own sensation, reaction, and opinion the morning of June 22, 1975.

+O+ No exact definition or source is ever given by Aquino as to the origin of the 
Book of Coming Forth by Night, rather he traverses several options and leave the 
question open Routinely, as with Long and also with Myatt, do both authors 
continuously pause in their assertions to pass judgement on their own perspicacity 
and the source of their expressions. Briefly, Aquino touches on such subjects as 
Anomalous Experiences and muses on various parallel experiences cited by other 
authors and records as to what he himself went through to narrow down or at least 
explicate the vague manner in which his realisations came to him but does not 
categorically state how. So too do Long and Myatt continuously ruminate on the 
source and wonder of the ‘Numinous’ and the ‘Acausal’ as something that 
speaks/spoke through them in a myriad of ways to express the Sinister and the Pathei-
Mathos of Life. Both men leave the source of their inspiration open though one 
professes his faith in the Numinous the other in Set – the action is the same in that 
they believe in an supra-natural force that acts to speak through them. Each of the 
men remain convinced that their path is the authentic one and where the forms 
tensioned in opposites meet of their respective creations, I.e. human sacrifice for and 
against, they clash in an effort to dominate a phantom objective sphere. What is 
effectively occurring between the ONA and the TOS on an esoteric level is not 
merely disagreement – it only appears as disagreement in its outer personal 
manifestation – but is in fact a secret symbiosis with the ONA and TOS using one 
another to champion themselves in a tension of opposites. As is the case with all 
groups that are built with forms – and only through forms can a group exist or be 
tangible or visible through those forms to others – each of those forms has a 
corresponding shadow. When you begin using forms you suddenly become aware of 
the limitations they bring with them and the duality built into the nature of language 
and communication. Often, you cannot champion one thing without excluding 
another. And you cannot exclude something, without championing another. Some 
forms are destined to fight with their shadow – as is the case in regards to the matter 
of human sacrifice. But what you champion depends on your 23 syndrome.+O+
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Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino's thoughts on the inspiration and method for 
divining the Book of Coming Forth by Night:] I did, however, have two immediate 
impressions: one, that it was authentic – what it claimed to be – a communication 
from the Egyptian god Set; two, that I myself must take it wholly and sincerely to 
heart. Even today, after all these years of examination of and reflection upon the 
Book of Coming Forth by Night, I cannot explain or defend these convictions, but 
simply recall them. In his “Preliminary Remarks” to his Book 4, Part I, Aleister 
Crowley discussed at some length the ecstatic vision which each founder of a religion
seemed at one point in his life to experience:

+O+ The ONA’s criticism of the TOS was largely in what they saw as Aquino’s 
acceptance of his role as a chosen one, ordained by Set and what they refer to as his 
pronouncement of an ‘infernal mandate’. Many, many years have passed since the 
Satanic Letters of Stephen Brown holding these allegations were written – but it is 
worth noting that the ONA still maintains and publishes the occasional manuscript 
that criticises Aquino for the same and other aspects of his Setian Empire. Why? The 
reasons that might be given by either side are irrelevant in the study of form. The fact 
of the matter is that the ONA and TOS are still locked in a symbiosis, struggling for 
that same coveted objective space of the authentic. If the ONA changes it mind 
regarding the TOS it loses the tension it gains and has gained by pushing against 
certain forms of the TOS. And vice-versa. Having enemies is often seen as a moral 
happening and is caused by a struggle for space on a perceived objective stage – and 
rarely understood as a necessary alchemical ingredient for overcoming or creating 
stability for a new or counter form. This principle is actively used by the United 
States which has a long list of power-words from Witches, to Communists/Reds, 
Terrorists, Weapons of Mass Destruction, Al Qaeda and so on to create the necessary 
tension to empower its opposing forms. Alchemy is often dismissed as an ancient 
nonsense or back-hand complimented as the precursor of medicine but it is no less 
relevant or powerful than it was when its use was at its height – because it is so close 
to the truth.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino's opening a Door:] As mentioned at the 
beginning of Chapter #1, the Church of Satan had struggled for the entire decade of 
its existence with the central, inevitable issue of the reality of the supernatural, or 
more precisely the metaphysical. The puerile myths and images of the world’s 
conventional religions we had long since dismissed as worthless nonsense – indeed, 
as pertaining to their devils and demons, the stuff for amusing, spooky psychodrama, 
sarcastic lampoon, and occasionally Lesser Black Magical control of gullible minds 
still psychologically enslaved to superstition. Yet within carefully-crafted magical 
ritual environments, some Satanists had also sensed a reality beyond that apparent to 
the ordinary senses.
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+O+ Here, as in ONA manuscripts, Aquino matches the negative form using marked 
language of disdain to abstract the approach of the COS, against a new positive form 
he subtly suggests to be more exciting and authentic. This is the same tension of 
opposites that re-occurs in the creation of all forms, and without which, new forms 
cannot emerge. The switch between individual and collective validation, I.e. between 
individual assertions or -I- and group assertions such as -we- or in this case -some- is 
very often used so that the authors claims are more likely to be accepted as coming 
from a wider source than simply themselves. This is a curious habit of all (occult) 
authors putting forth views, that I have read.. This clue led me to the assumption that 
I speak alternately for my sense of the Collective and the Individual in a mostly 
unconscious secret language that betrays the authors subconscious intent. It should be
apparent that this is not isolated to Aquino, Long or the Occult – reading just a few 
text books reveals it to be a common practice by almost anyone who writes with 
something to prove. Since it is questionable whether one person Can speak for the 
collective – I merely wonder whether this switch has another purpose. My theory is 
ongoing.

+O+
[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino on “Gods“:] This was an entirely new and 
positive form of “Satanism” that had almost nothing in common with traditional 
“Devil worship” except the preliminary seriousness of formal atmospheres. It was a 
chill that went up one’s spine when commencing, then culminating a Black Magical 
working. We were not just play-acting; we had really opened, or at least begun to 
open a door which profane humanity had only vaguely imagined to exist. What we 
would see when we got it fully open we did not know; we only sensed that, for all of 
its faults and failings, the Church of Satan had somehow managed to discover its key.
For me, the Book of Coming Forth by Night was the event that flung that door wide 
open. I now knew of a certainty that there was a reality beyond the four-dimensional, 
and that within it existed the actual centres of consciousness which mankind had 
dimly imagined as “gods”. Pythagoras and Plato had come closer to them as Forms or
Principles, and the ancient Egyptians closest of all as neteru.

+O+ The obvious parallels between Aquino's realisation of opening a door are 
matched very closely with ONA’s explication of the phenomena of the connection or 
gates formed by the meeting place of causal and acausal space to form nexions. Both 
seek to explain a problem in the present perception of time and space in their work. 
Aquino marks Gods in “ “ to indicate a reclassification may be in order following his 
experiences – just as the ONA goes to great pains to elucidate the inexact nature of 
acausal beings and Dark Gods. In effect both TOS and ONA see something markedly 
Wrong with the statement and understanding of Gods in relation to their 
occult/esoteric findings and act to re-classify the meaning.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 regarding Aquino's core being affected:]
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This realisation forever transformed the core of my own consciousness, of course, as 
I’m sure it would that of anyone else undergoing the same shock. I knew now that 
physical extension in time/space was merely part of a much greater whole whose 
Mysteries awaited beyond.

+O+ Both Long under ONA mythos and Myatt under Numinous mythos relate this 
same transformation – as do I in my own experiences. We can see by the few 
passages I have extracted already – that in esoteric and even exoteric terms both men 
are very similar in their Archetypal Energy and Experiences. we may even assume as 
a temporary speculation that it is this Archetype that will be embodied in those 
destined to make contact with them to continue the turning of the wheel. Szandor 
possessed this Archetypal resonance too as did many of those whom inspired him to 
ground and found the COS. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino's thoughts on The Book of Coming Forth by Night and 
the similarity of NAOS:] I simultaneously realised that, as Crowley had observed in 
Book 4 above, such an illumination – there is no better word for it – cannot possibly 
be described or explained to intellects as yet within the purely-material realm of 
consciousness. It would be futile, even dangerous to try, as in H.G. Wells’ famous 
parable of The Country of the Blind. There was, however, another aspect of the Book 
of Coming Forth by Night which was both communicable and practical. It pointed 
the way to a unique path of self-realisation and ennoblement that any suitably 
intelligent individual could decide to pursue. It was not necessary to comprehend its 
origin or ultimate implication – just its existence and availability. The Grail was now 
there to be grasped and drunk from, for any with the awareness, courage, and resolve 
to do so.

+O+ An identical attitude, is possessed by the ONA in regards to those with the right 
stuff being able to make something of themselves via the Septenary Way if they so 
choose now that the Way is available to all. It is in fact expressed throughout the 
decades long array of treatises written by the ONA including its former core guide – 
NAOS. It is related that those with the sagacity determination and arete as explained 
in the Introductions to Satanism will survive, thrive and succeed – those that do not, 
will not and are irrelevant. Just as Aquino calls his book a grail now there to be 
grasped and drunk from, so to do the ONA state exactly the same about the Septenary
Way. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 on Aquino's apprehensions of the Book as a grail anyone can 
try to use“:] And so it has been these thirty years hence. Many thousands of humans 
have undertaken the adventure invited by the Book of Coming Forth by Night – some
with more success than others, but all, I think, awakened and energised by their 
encounter. There is, unfortunately, a less-pleasant side to this phenomenon. Some 
aspirants have found themselves unprepared to step beyond a purely-conventional 
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frame of intellectual existence. In such cases the strengthening of consciousness can 
evoke, as in the science-fiction film Forbidden Planet, “monsters of the id” capable of
psychological harm to themselves or others. As it has learned more about such 
dangers over the years, the Temple of Set has endeavoured to dissuade such 
personalities from seeking initiation, or short stopping an effort that seems to be 
miscarrying in ominous directions. I daresay this will remain one of the Temple’s 
more important and compassionate responsibilities as long as it exists.

+O+ Again, remarkable similarity if viewed as a separate occurrence, remarkable 
insight if viewed as actions stemming from the same archetype possessing both men. 
The ONA has always exhorted the necessity of practical learning and challenges as 
opposed to mere speculative theory and academia. The slight difference, and only a 
matter of degree here, is in the paint – whilst the TOS explains that it wishes to let 
down those who don’t make the grade gently by suggesting its important 
compassionate duty is to carefully weed out the weak – the ONA expresses hard 
disdain and scorn for those who cannot keep up their tread on the Sinister Path. Yet, 
the ONA does in fact provide such cushions, by writing about its attitude of scorn and
making it accessible to any who might wish to enter it, beforehand, it forewarns 
people that it will not tolerate weaklings or dilettantes much the same way TOS 
warns the same.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 on Aquino's reaction to his Book and the structure it provided 
for his work] This text was so meaningful to me that I have since ordered my life and 
philosophy by its principles. The other founders of the Temple of Set accorded it a 
similar trust and respect. Even though they had not participated in the working itself, 
many remarked, they felt that the text itself carried its own aura of authenticity and 
conviction. In the years that followed, countless others have been moved by it in a 
similar fashion.
+O+ The same can be said here of Long being inspired by Greek Literature and 
Mythology, or Myatt by the behaviour, culture and demeanour of the Greeks, which 
principles and virtues characterise dozens of ONA manuscripts from the earliest 
known writings to the most recent. Here the 23 syndrome that captures one expresses 
it remarkable power – for it is largely irrelevant how authentic a form is considered to
be by outsiders and only by its adoptee – for that syndrome will, carried through to its
conclusions and extremity, causes that form to pool in its greatest possible 
concentration – through which, and only through which, can new forms be 
sufficiently anchored in symbiosis by pushing hard against it. The more Rigid a form 
is, the harder one can push against it and develop a form of equal strength. That is 
why the ONA and TOS utilise each other esoterically – but despise one another 
exoterically. Should be apparent though, that this is not the only form ONA pushes 
against, or that TOS pushes against but that there are hundreds of thousands 
comprising the Matrix that form this invisible but crucial cyclical intricate 
hierosgamos of Change.+O+
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[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino's resignation to the authenticity of the Book] As for the 
text itself, I am content to comment upon it as best I can, then let others judge it as 
they will. For me it is now, as then, a simple, beautiful, and purposeful statement 
from the sentient being whom mankind has loved, hated, worshipped, cursed, praised,
and reviled as the Prince of Darkness. To echo the words of G.B. Shaw in The Devil’s
Disciple: “I promised him my soul, and swore an oath that I would stand up for him 
in this world and stand by him in the next.”This remains my oath today.

+O+ Yet again Long and Myatt and ONA express at various stages and degree these 
same sentiments of being unable to ascertain the origin of the source of their genius, 
creation or inspiration for their resulting exoteric forms and the feeble attempts by 
each author to capture the true numen of their forms – leaving it open for others to 
judge. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino's attempt to move away from Judaeo Christianity via 
Egyptian Iconography] A focus upon ancient Egyptian philosophy, religion, and 
culture, however, presented the fledgling Temple of Set with a different, and equally 
formidable array of problems. The topic of ancient Egypt generally has been one of 
both exhaustive examination by and contentious debate between conventional 
Egyptologists and independent investigators. The former group generally agree that 
Egypt was simply an agricultural society comparable to that of other 
Mediterranean/Near-Eastern cultures of the time period. It was notable for its 
enigmatic hieroglyphic writing system, odd-looking formalised art, peculiar massive 
building projects, and morbid, animal-totem religious cultism. The latter group, while
differing in the details, see Egypt rather as a remarkable, indeed startling exception to
its primitive neighbours. It was uniquely a civilisation and repository of great 
sophistication and wisdom – in some respects so much so, indeed, that the very 
ability of the Egyptians themselves to have generated such utopian wonders is called 
into question in favour of Atlanteans, extraterrestrial visitors, and/or incarnated gods. 
Each camp routinely ridicules the other. The conventionalists denounce the 
independents as unscientific dreamers and “pyramidiots”. The latter are equally 
contemptuous of the former, considering them as merely a brittle academic self-
protectorate afraid to violate modern taboos. And there are two taboos in particular 
which institutional academia does not dare to transgress – or even openly 
acknowledge as taboos.

+O+ What is interesting here is that, both TOS and ONA attempted to move away 
from Judaeo Christianity – one moved over as far as they felt would give them the 
distance they need – the other mocked the former for not moving over far enough. 
This is repeated by THEM’s criticisms of Satanism in all its veins using Magi tools to
present itself, I.e. Forms, Duality, Morality and so on, so moving over further, is not 
enough for Us unless you can move right through to the other side and devise new 
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tools – or psycho-social collapse of the Matrix to allow the evolution of new tools. 
What is also interesting is that both ONA and TOS speak in Aeonics -that is to say, 
the both take notice of civilisations and long spans of years as meaningful 
representations and indications of collective existence – or to put it another way, they 
both appreciate that these chunks of time have a story to tell that can be used as a 
tension to modern times.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino tensions the COS against the TOS] The Church of 
Satan had been accused by its critics of championing the worship of evil. Not so: 
What it actually did, as exemplified in the Diabolicon, was to maintain that “God” 
was in fact evil and “Satan”, as a repudiation of that evil, was truly good. This was a 
new interpretation of “evil” as human denial of personal responsibility for moral 
decisions, as well as hypocrisy in the executing of such moral decisions as were 
ventured. True goodness was accordingly to be found in genuine personal 
responsibility and full acceptance of the consequences of one’s decisions. This is 
what made the Church of Satan, despite its bizarre facade, feel so refreshingly 
virtuous next to the repulsive, corrupt Hebraic monotheism it rejected.

+O+ Here we find Aquino's comments that the COS inverted Christian morality to 
reverse the roles of the Devil and Satan in an attempt to reject Hebraic Monotheism 
and the first step of Aquino to tension the essential breakthrough of the COS against 
his TOS. He is in my opinion right in recognising the evolutionary contribution of the
COS to the overall Satanic Strata in its move to invert Christianity as a means to 
escape it. He also foresees that this is not enough – without this step in the ladder he 
could not have tensioned the TOS and mapped its geometry. Though there are flashes 
of the disdain, perhaps more subtle after re-writes and time, that comes with the 
unconscious thrall of being affected by such forces and that require such a thrall if 
there is to be evolution (wherein passion of love or hatred propels one in the needed 
direction by gaining a boost from kicking off from a dying form) .Note, that this 
passion is diminished by peeling off the exoteric skeleton of this process and making 
it conscious to others. It is the unconscious factors that act to make us kick-off in the 
tensioned direction and give us the arrogance or confidence to believe in our 
respective Forms, Our Truth and Manifest it. It is the innate drive that makes us feel 
justified and Right to do what we believe it is our duty to do. Thus both TOS and 
ONA may deny this process occurred, since it is not a conscious one -despite the trail 
in their memes.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino tensions the TOS against the COS] Now 
the Temple of Set was challenged to take one step beyond. The entire Hebraic 
monotheism, to include even its Satanic reinterpretation as the actual benchmark for 
evil, would be thrown into the dustbin. JHVH, Satan, Moses, Christ, Mohamed – 
collectively discarded in all of their social, physical, or metaphysical contexts and 
pretensions. In their stead would arise not a mere revival of polytheism per se, but a 
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poly-faceted divine individualism, in which the energy of each such personal 
consciousness is realised to derive from a Universal inspiration: Set. This was 
a Set far more subtle and complex than the superficial character described by the 
Egyptologists. Just how much so it would take the Temple of Set many years to 
discover; in many regards it is still doing so.

+O+ Here, Aquino reclassifies Satan altogether, seeking to move so far over away 
from its connotations that he is prompted to adopt a blank page and re-write the 
whole thing. He moved, quite far over, away from mere inversion to ‘poly-faceted 
divine individualism‘ in which each such personal consciousness is realised to derive 
from a universal inspiration: Set. And here again, the ONA was doing the same 
moving over, jettisoning off the COS with an even harder kick wherein Satan was 
also reclassified or rather, rediscovered with critical re-examinations of the meaning 
of Satan priming the way for a whole different strain of assertion. Yet, the connection 
Aquino describes may as well be the same connexion the ONA expound under the 
term Acausal and Nexions. The nomenclature may differ but the action is the same. 
Each man reclassified Satan and sought to evolve the present understanding of it. 
ONA’s criticism naturally arises of the TOS because the TOS did not move far 
enough over out of the reigning paradigm to escape what ONA felt were still 
Magi/Christian trappings. TOS believed it was the rightful heir to the throne and 
refused to acknowledge the ONA. ONA did it right back. Yet its all a question of 
extremes – in the eyes of THEM both groups are not far enough over to escape the 
Magi trappings we perceive innate in the building blocks they have used, merely by 
using Forms. And so it will go. Hopefully, what people are beginning to realise here, 
is that there is something very different, some exchange and symbiosis very separate 
going on underneath all the fighting and disagreements that points to the quintessence
of Forces responsible for Life. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino redefines the ‘Gods‘ ]The other Egyptian “gods” were 
also re-perceived. In conventional Egyptology they too, like Set, were merely two-
dimensional dolls in a Hodge-podge of folktales and parables. Now the individual 
human consciousness, each as energised by Set, was seen to be capable of seeing past
the physical surface of natural phenomena, into the living essence underlying each. 
These are the Forms described by Plato in his Dialogues, and more originally the true
neteru comprehended by the priesthoods of ancient Egypt. To the extent it has been 
noticed by conventional society over the years since its [re]founding, 
the Temple of Set has occasionally been maligned and attacked on various alarmist 
pretexts: “Satanism”, “cult”, “political extremism”, “mind control”, etc. All such 
nonsense serves merely to illustrate how ignorant such critics are of the actual 
distinction and significance of the Temple as summarised here. It is nothing less than 
an entirely new way of looking not just at self-conscious humanity, but at the physical
and metaphysical realities beyond that humanity.
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+O+ In similar fashion, the ONA took the existing Cthulhu Mythos and crafted (some
say restored) a very different approximation of the Dark Gods these myths were 
supposed to describe. Yet it scorned the TOS for its Egyptian adoption, citing it as old
aeon. We know now that such reactions are exactly that – alchemical reactions in the 
process of forms tensioning themselves. THEM believe what we are describing and 
how, fit’s the definition of Neteru; pulling off not just the skin of the form, but 
extracting the bones on which it is built and seeking for the whisper of life that 
imbues it with sentience… Aquino again shares a common bond with Long et al by 
anticipating the simplifications and conclusions others will jump to in their inability 
to appreciate the subtle essence of Form and its Formative processes and writing that 
others will not See. Without the COS to invert Christianity, the TOS to move further 
over into a new paradigm, the ONA to see the TOS and COS and pour its scorn upon 
the degree to which TOS extracted itself from the reigning paradigm, and THEMs 
insight through this Satanic Triangle (for convenience, but really, nothing is that 
simple that it has only 3 components) allowed this new strain of Form-Based 
Analysis or ‘Mvimaedivm’ to arise as a tension to existing trends. We are also aware 
that this particular strain of ours, our tendency to tear things apart so completely 
strikes a chord with a rather large number of people. We believe this may have 
something to do with our conscious recognition of what have been occult/hidden 
processes beneath form and the synchronicity this dis-covery is generating as a new 
evolutionary form and catalyst for Satanic practice, spreads it wings. Moving on.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino re-emphasises the Egyptians] To understand the attitude
of the Egyptians, it is necessary to emphasise the striking contrast between their view 
of the world and ours. We live in a universe which we know is in perpetual 
movement; each new problem demands a new solution. But for the Egyptians this 
notion of time which modifies the current knowledge of the world, of an alteration of 
factors which forces a change in methods, had no place. In the beginning the divinity 
created a stable world, fixed, definitive; this world functions as a motor well-oiled 
and well fed. If there are “misfires” – if the motor fades, if one of the parts making it 
up is worn out or broken – it is replaced and everything starts off again better than 
before. But this motor would always remain the same; its mechanism, its appearance, 
its output would always be identical.

+O+ Remarkably, Aquino devotes as much time explicating the Egyptian Culture and
Mythos as Long and Myatt spend on examining and explaining the Greek. It is 
perhaps attributable to their archetype to be enamoured with past cultures and want to
revive them or restore the various virtues and principles of each – and potentially 
attributable to the publication of Spengler and Toynbee's various treatises and 
volumes on the precursor of Aeonics and the importance of such large scale cycles 
being popular, fascinating, and available to both at the time of their formative youth. 
Where Aquino explains the principles of Neteru at length, so to do Long and Myatt 
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expend volumes relating the principles and ideology of National Socialism, Islam or 
Greek Philosophy. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino acknowledges exact definition is difficult] The 
information concerning these cults which is available to modern Egyptologists is both
sparse and confusing. Since a given neter could be portrayed in a number of different 
ways, identifying the “core neter” is difficult. The images and inscriptions concerning
a neter were often altered or appropriated by cultists of rival neteru. In Christian and 
Islamic times all “old gods” were considered blasphemous, and monuments to them 
were regularly defaced and destroyed. By the end of the fifth century CE, knowledge 
of hieroglyphics had died out, not to reappear until the nineteenth century; meanwhile
many “useless” records perished through neglect.

+O+ Relying on the causation/history of available records to put forward their 
various forms, whether Neteru or Arete, or Satan – both Aquino and ONA reveal an 
awareness of the incomplete nature of many surviving texts dealing with various 
metaphysical or difficult subjects. Various ONA manuscripts relating to the Dark 
Gods become more and more lucid as you move from the 80’s into the years 2000-
2011 indicating an early lack of such records on which to rely – with earlier 
manuscripts presenting several possible translations or vaguely felt out assumptions 
based on the available evidence; but both ONA and TOS leave their key concepts 
open to translation as well as surround their own explanations with a myriad of 
alternatives. It is not just a mark of being thorough, well-researched and confident in 
ones subsequent assertions – but the very nature of Mythos itself. Mythos is by 
nature, incomplete.+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino acknowledges Sets definition is often faulty] (2) Set 
was the neter who was “different” from all of the others. Too often this is 
simplified into his being the “evil” slayer of Osiris, hence the personification of 
“evil”; yet any but the most cursory study of Egyptian religious symbolism is 
sufficient to dispel this caricature. He was rather a neter “against the neteru”: the 
entity who symbolised that which is not of nature.

+O+ Here too the ONA has quite a few manuscripts that re-examine the assumptions 
made about various aspects of its Tradition including Satan, Baphomet, Evil, the 
Sinister, the Causal, and goes to great lengths to set people straight or at least to make
an effort to determine and restore the correct meaning of a term. Both Aquino and the
ONA realise the duality that threatens to drown the subtlety of their Set/Satan and 
move to anticipate the problem – but also, with difficulty to extract their current from 
the simplicity of morality and simple Evil. Both realise the complexity of the issue in 
explaining the beyond good and evil nature of many of the early approximations of 
perception – but expend hundreds of pages trying to explain it to those who cannot 
make this distinction or rather make the distinction Between Good and Evil because 
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they cannot escape the tension of opposites. Here is the realisation often explained 
best that many of us are imprisoned by this inability to perceive without tensions. 
Anyway, it should be apparent by now that both Aquino and Long have trod a similar 
path – and even as they have disagreed – the outcome is undeniably mutual benefit. 
+O+

[Extract from TOSd8 The concept of Egyptian Adoption Solidified in Stages] In the 
first few years of the young Temple of Set, we weren’t quite so clear about this. We 
duly plunged into many works of conventional Egyptology, some of the more useful 
of which are still included in the Egypt/Historical and Egypt/Philosophical categories 
of our Reading List. Various Setians contributed some research articles of this genre 
to the Scroll, Ruby Tablet, and Order & Element publications. But it soon became 
clear to us that, absent an empathy for Egypt – a sensation of its innate soul, as it 
were – all such studies were sterile and lifeless exercises. The greatest breakthrough 
for us came in our encounter with the writings of René Schwaller de Lubicz and his 
wife Isha. Indeed the lion’s – I should say lioness’ – share of the credit goes to her, 
because much of René’s work is highly technical. Isha was able to synthesise its 
elemental themes into her highly-readable “novel” Her-Bak, being the story of a 
young Egyptian’s journey from ordinary peasant to initiated priest.33 For many 
Setians, once they were exposed to the basic structure of René’s thought through Her-
Bak, his more complex works were soon unlocked. And suddenly ancient Egypt came
wonderfully, vibrantly to life before us. Now, knowing what to look for and what to 
do with it once we found it, the Temple of Set discovered no end of wonders over the 
years, as of course we continue to do today. René’s initial realisation came from his 
study of hieroglyphs: that in addition to their convenience for mere alphabetics, they 
embodied symbolic principles apprehensible to both the rational and the supra-
rational intelligence. [His methodology is thus often termed “Symbolism”.] Gradually
he extended his awareness of this key to Egyptian culture into its architecture (as in 
his magnum opus examination of the Luxor temple complex, Le Temple de 
L’Homme) and pre-Pythagoreanism. You will suddenly understand the Pyramids. You
will suddenly understand the Temples. And of course you will meet the neteru. Not 
the two-dimensional, comic-book simpletons cherished by profane Egyptologists, 
enmeshed in tawdry tales of sex, violence, and meaningless ritual. But the beautiful, 
wonderful weavers of the most delicate webs of the Objective Universe itself. In their
presence, severally and collectively, the awakened Initiate will confront an eternity of
discovery and synthetic creativity. And yet the most difficult neter to meet is Set. 
Because to apprehend all of the others one need only look outward, through the 
lenses you have learned to fashion for your enlightened vision. But where are you 
going to place your lever, direct your lens, focus your attention, to see into the 
nucleus, the central fire, of the thing that is your own conscious self?
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+O+ May I be permitted a personal, well more indulgent personal comment here? 
The differences between the TOS and the ONA on some levels seem intractable – it is
not beyond us how people fail to miss the exact nature of the exchange occurring – 
that is why we are THEM – but the Temple of Set, regardless of any other 
considerations or comparisons is as much a Nexion in its own right as others, and the 
ONA comprehends the nature and meaning that is Neteru. The two groups differ in 
terminology and their exoteric forms clash on occasion as part of a necessary 
alchemy seemingly ill-understood even by the majority of today’s magicians – but the
two men of both groups are sharing an identical source and expressing an identical 
archetype. Strangely, though they are at the forefront of Satanism, Self-Becoming, the
Acausal and Nexions and Neteru – they appear to require the Temple of THEM to 
perceive the underlying mesh that binds them. More strangely, is that without the 
Temple of Set which happened to send me to the ONA we could not provide the 
tension to make visible what is invisible nor could we have achieved what we just 
did. Aquino’s heuristic explorations and insights are no less poignant or passionately 
and carefully related or useful or important than those of Long or Myatt. +O+

[Extract from TOSd8 Aquino announces himself an Ipsissimus] On the Ides of March
1979 I came into being as an Ipsissimus VI°. This chapter discusses the rationale and 
significance of that initiation & formalised degree, as well as the changes to my 
interest in, attitude towards, participation within, and obligations to the Temple & 
Æon of Set subsequently and consequently.- 28 –

+O+ Another thorny point of contention by the ONA is the self awarding of the title 
of Ipsissimus by Aquino – wherein the ONA fiercely emphasise that no master can 
confer awards or call oneself a Master without doing a set of proscribed things… 
There are multiple contradictions here… but the underlying reason for ONA’s 
annoyance must be part of its unconscious reaction and necessity for a tension to its 
own view on the matter of earning titles. Aquino’s action helps illustrate nicely what 
the ONA believe is not how you do it opening the way for them to explain How you 
do it. Yet more than a few of the ONA’s manuscripts create loopholes and in fact 
justify Aquino's decision and action to call himself whatever he likes and further 
whatever aim it is he desires to further. The issue comes down to the degree of 
movement away from an existing paradigm – where Aquino moved the Temple of Set
far away from the Church in some respects – others he did not move so far from, such
as the idea of structure, leadership and levels of attainment. Subsequently, ONA 
disagrees because it moved its Order in different degrees creating more or less 
tension between the two opposing ideas. We can see though, by viewing the ONA and
TOS as energetic creatures whose behaviour does in fact have a logical system of 
processes, why ONA fiercely defends its own system of leaderless self-attainment 
and attacks the system of the TOS – its how forms behave. Whatever a person 
chooses to call themselves or not call themselves is still just an abstraction like all the
rest of the abstractions we make – if they are successful in giving themselves a form 
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that does in fact cause a specific reaction such as calling oneself a Master, Grand 
Master, Ipsissimus or what have you does – then they are clearly on another level 
above those that react in thrall to that form and do deserve an elevation in energetic 
understanding (read. Magical prowess). How you do it or what you believe is 
necessary to achieve such a title, whether you aspire to such a title, is entirely up to 
that individual or group. If others cannot see it for what it is, or determine whether 
that title is deserved, then more fool them. If they invest that form with validity of 
faith then that indicates their level of prowess – and subsequently does Set (excuse 
the pun) apart the one from the other. As I have said before, the name of the game is 
the delivery of forms – whatever the means. Personally I see no reason to believe 
Aquino is not set apart – loyalty to my Order is secondary to not being blinded to the 
messages of my own eyes – and indeed set very far apart from the other. By that 
token though, so to is Long or Myatt set far apart from the other – whatever claims 
either group make about the legitimacy of what needs be done to deserve their rank or
any rank – is completely irrelevant to me. I judge for myself through the language of 
Geometry. To hell with the tension of opposites.+O+

[From tosd8 much further down Aquino questions the TOSs existence and purpose] 
Epilogue: Sic Itur Ad Astra After its “long, strange trip” of 30 years “and counting”, 
what shall we say of the Temple of Set? What has it meant to the thousands of 
persons whose lives have touched upon it over the years? Is it beneficial to external 
society? To itself internally? Has it successfully avoided the trap of becoming “a 
bureaucracy for its own sake” and managed instead to focus on the enhancement of 
each individual Initiate’s experience? Where best has it succeeded and why? Where 
has it failed and why, and has it learned from those failures? Can it survive amidst the
world’s current and apparent future social climates? To what if any extent can it, and 
should it, attempt to compensate for failings in society, as for instance inadequate 
education, courtesy, etc. of individuals who approach it? What are valid reasons and 
qualifications for persons coming to the Temple? Why should others not be? What 
should we envision for the Æon of Set? Should we see it as finite, and if so with what
theoretical boundaries or eventualities? Will there be a subsequent æon, and how 
might we [or others] conceptualise it? What of the eventuality of the Order of Horus 
becoming a Temple of Horus, and a new sam-taui of Set and Horus returning to 
Earth? What? Who? When? How? Why? To what beginning?
– 41 –

+O+ Yet again we meet that curious parallel energy where both groups take causal 
breaths over the decades to summarise and re-examine the purpose and history, 
achievements and point of their forms. One manuscript that springs immediately to 
mind is Beyond the Adept by the ONA where answers are given to an Adept 
concerning the -is-ness of the Order of Nine Angles, perception relating to it and a 
host of other considerations, questioned assumptions, and mental challenges given. 
This is the shared mentality of both men to provide and foster a living changing 
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Tradition – and so again we must ask, how different are the men behind the Temple 
of Set and the Order of Nine Angles? Their forms may paint a picture of conflict – 
but so what? That’s like looking at a picture drawn with crayons and doubting the 
artists were capable of so much more. How many more manuscripts and urges and 
examples will it take to push people beyond their archaic reliance on what they see 
and dutifully process with their traditional inheritance of knowledge and the sloppy 
tools of form to really See what lays beneath all the currents of the world and its 
weary matrix? +O+

[Extracted from TOSd8 Aquino's text from the Book of Coming Forth By Night.] 
And now, having looked upon the past with affection and reverence, we shall turn our
gaze to the times before us. Think carefully of the Word of Set, for it is given in 
witness to my Bond. Behold, O West, I have established my Aeon. I punish the 
enemies who are in it, placed in the Place of Destruction. I deliver them to the 
examiners from whose guard there is no escape. Lo, I pass near to thee, I pass near to 
thee! Affix now my image as it was given to you, so that all who read of these matters
may now look upon the likeness of Set. The Word of the Aeon of Set is

+O+ Both ONA and TOS work with the concept of Aeons and base their groups 
around the importance of Aeons. One names the Aeon Xeper, the other names it 
Chaos. But they both name it. Both were affected at a similar time in a similar 
manner by the idea of Aeons – perhaps a logical consequence of a shared bounty of 
magical lore they inherited – both anticipate a new Age and relate their unique 
interpretations of the Aeon to come. The TOS and the ONA are archetypically 
identical – whatever is acting through them, if anything, has seen fit to place these 
two men side by side as tensions for one another and provide them both with an 
almost mythical journey that is exactly the same at its esoteric essence. Such suggests
an underlying and as yet unidentified magical archetype that takes possession of such 
individuals… +O+

CURIOUS CELESTIAL COINCIDENCES
[See Chapter 11]

BRIEF NOTES ON THE DEPICTION OF BAPHOMET

Brief Notes on the Depiction of Baphomet and the Sinister Tradition: By the Temple 
of THEM. According to the images from the “Goddess and the Warrior” by Nanno 
Marinatos – ancient depictions of the Naked Goddess show such Goddesses standing.
Lotus flowers were held to signify sexual potency whilst animals, such as lions, 
griffins, or goats were usually held in their hands or restrained with ease to signify the
Goddesses aspects of power over nature and their association with being dangerous. 
“Mistress of Earth”, is probably a filter from the “Mistress of Animals”. Hazel is 
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probably a filter from the Lotus. The Eagle is probably a filter from the Lion or 
Griffin [but see Circe. Pg 40.] However – Baphomet is said to be seated. Ancient 
depictions of the Naked Goddesses from as early as 2BC do not seem to correlate 
with the seated depiction of such figures and Nanno makes mention of such figures 
only as late as the 7th C. [pg.77.] Rulers, Leaders, and the Powerful tend to be shown 
seated – perhaps in some degree, because they generally served as figureheads to be 
venerated not actually required to do much of the mobile work needed to sustain their
kingdoms, dynasties, empires. But female goddesses were shown standing, either on 
the ground or on the backs of powerful animals they had subdued with their sexuality 
or lying down, One suggestion is that the sexuality of the Sinister Feminine is – 
because of its pronounced Satanic attributes – depicted seated rather than standing 
because of the Ruling Status that arises from Mastery over Sexuality. Thus she is not 
an object worshipped by Men – but in possession of her powers and equal to a Ruler. 
To produce an image of Baphomet [or the Naked Goddess] seated might be theorised 
to have been –heretical- [and a motive for its Satanic adoption] in Ancient times since
to be shown seated as a Ruler she would not have been an object controlled by Men, 
placed on a pedestal by Men who allowed her to have some permitted power over 
them for their own titillation but a Goddess who demanded respect, worship and 
veneration because of her Own Power. [Qv. Anat] This suggestion fits well with 
recent documents on NineAngles.Wordpress regarding the nature of the Sinister 
Feminine and the problems with male-depicted women, feminism and Wiccan 
paganism. Further in, on pg. 55, the mythical depiction of Gorgo is dealt with, in 
which bent knees or ‘knielauf’ are said to be the sign of a pursuer – further the 
reference to fangs a sign of a predator. Such is indeed the nature of the Sinister 
Feminine in the recent stories of the Order. 

Baphomet: Some Historical Connections? [---Advent of Masks in Ancient 
depictions?] Perhaps this control over Lions came to be filtered down into a hybrid 
meaning of control as consciousness changed as Gods and Goddesses gradually 
ceased to be solely external entities/powers. Whereas once she was depicted separate 
from her subdued lions – did she become increasingly integrated with these symbols 
until she became cat-headed as per Bastet; represented as a hybrid symbol of both 
attributes of Goddess and Power over Animals via the splicing of animal attributes 
with the actual human figure leading to the adoption by cultures [Qv. Egypt] with 
masks, skins and monsters? One thinks immediately of the correlation between 
Goddesses holding snakes to indicate a magical nature – and Medusa, whose hair was
a writhing mass of serpents. Also of interest – the Oa29 notes and images regarding 
Baphomet by Hammer-Purgstall mention/show an ‘X’ or cross shape on the chest of 
the figure – which was thought to be a reference to the Pleiades, and the Chains held 
by the same figures which were thought to be symbolic of union or restraint – must 
be given further thought. One of the figures related to the Egyptian Naked Goddess 
[pg.25 fig.1:28 Qu-Du-Shu] is interestingly enough also crossed on the chest in such 
a manner. It is feasible that Hammer-Purgstall was copying from sources that 
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contained a preserved representation of this Egyptian motif. And feasible that the 
‘chains’ which are shown broken [see pg.22 fig.1:25] are a corruption of an Older 
depiction of the Goddess lifting her Skirt [pg.14 fig.1:9, 1:10, and 1.11]. The break in 
the skirt may have come about from a cross-over of the Goddess holding 
Lotus/Animals in her hands, and the lifting of the Skirt being confused or stylised. 
Or, the figure may be holding artistic distortions of what were originally meant to be, 
snakes. [One now understands why comments made some years ago re: the actual 
ability of holding and charming snakes is of extraordinary significance regarding the 
skill [and magical prowess] held by one of the Sorceresses of THEM.] [Note – The 
Sun symbol depicted as a ball, asterisk, cross, star cradled underneath by a crescent 
moon [as a ball in a cup] is prevalent through many early Ancient motifs. Part of the 
symbol of Nemicu, then – becomes clearer.] Page 40 mentions that the depiction of 
the Naked Goddess eventually disappeared in Art – and one of THEM mentions that 
Anat, for example, was according to lore, subjugated by an act of Sodomy. Though, 
from what can be ascertained – it is doubtful that this disappearance of her depiction 
represented a rise of the masculine patriarchal rule; this seems to have been going on 
from the start of recorded time. [Circe may be the Hawk-goddess depicted by 
Hammer-Purgstall in the 3rd image of Baphomet in Oa29. ] pg 49 has an interesting 
reference to the relationship between Greek and Near East literature… one notes 
ONA have recently used strange [at least, unfamiliar] terms sounding Arabic in 
nature. Did they trace the Greek ethos back to Near Eastern sources too? There is an 
image on page 53, in the wheel fig. 2.14 that is of extreme interest. On the Left side 
there is a crescent moon cradled on a ‘v’ shaped dais, itself supported by two 
entwined ‘snakes’. One can see a strong correlation between this symbolism and that 
of the Initiation symbol given in Naos [and Oa29]. Recognising the ‘filteration’ 
process whereby images are changed from an original source over many, or even 
hundreds or thousands of years by copying, adoption into another system or mythos, 
syncretizied or spliced with other customs yet lead toward an understanding of the 
nature of many symbols origins and meanings despite distortions, re-translations, 
artistic stylisation and even removal from their meaning to be used elsewhere 
knowingly or in ignorance is of supreme importance in the work of THEM. Such 
Change can be seen most vividly when comparing ancient and modern iconography 
of the sun for instance, or the moon – yet they still retain their essential symbolism 
even after thousands of years. Thus can certain concepts of thought and expression be
traced to their brotherhood by the ‘geometry’ of symbolism. Suggestion: the snake 
coiled around the stone in the Lovers Atu VI is an esoteric [occult.hidden] reference 
to Gorgo and by proxy the Sinister Feminine. Figure in Death Atu XVIII = Huntress 
or Artemis? Pg.87 mentions Greeks borrowing nude depiction from the Near East… 
is this why Baphomet is naked from the waist up? Half-clothed half-naked – perhaps 
a compromise by ONA to reflect both traditions? Pg.105 Nanno mentions the 
iconographic fusion of the Mistress of Animals with the Huntress.
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JESUS AND VINDEX

The following comments are taken from Abyssal and were written in Sinister 101 
Syndicate in 2010.

“… I get where you’re coming from X, which is why “Magian” often replaced 
“Nazarene” – and both of those replaced ZOG, because ZOG indicated a Jewish 
Conspiracy – whereas the problem is not evenly separated between races. But I don’t 
think PIGS can be any more comprehensive if it still uses the same moral-based 
division – since I think using morality is part of the problem. My understanding is 
that morality is a religious invention – not an inbuilt drive to do, or be perceived 
doing, right/wrong. Which is where my criticism, or rather, different angle, from 
other Satanic/Sinister groups spreads its wings. From my point of view its not as 
simple as drawing a line between us and them or the Mundane/Magian – from my 
point of view we are as much facilitating the system and its interests whether (or 
especially) if we are Sinister or Magian, Duck or Tennis Ball.

But to answer two questions (Hello X) – the way I see things, whilst o9a’s model of 
Satanism/Sinister has a lot going for it, (and lets be fair, Chloe did add some good 
stuff to it) – the model of Vindex coming to avenge, save us all, couldn’t be any more
like a mirror of the Messiah, Jesus if it tried. The Moral division and insistence of the 
present ONA (and yes I go on about it a lot, but to my mind it is Still a beautiful 
creature with potential) on that division is no better than the system and prejudices set
up by the Magi which the Sinister, appear to have now been deluged by. When the 
ONA was still a-moral – and elements of it probably still are – it more correctly broke
free from the geometry of the Magi by not mirroring it but by escaping it. But for the 
last few years, it has layered (or been layered) its external beast with the same 
simplistic sense of morality that I thought ONA was able to get beyond. Inversion of 
the System has always been my contention with any group that sets about suggesting 
we oppose it – because all too often, it simply becomes what it supposedly hates.

Where is there any difference now between the monotheistic branch-waving 
Christians persecuting the polytheistic Pagans with threats of violence, acts of 
violence, plotting, scheming and waiting for their God to strike down all the people 
they project as enemies – and the vision of Mundanes/Drecc proffered by the ONA?

Imagine this: its the year xxAD.
The Christians (Team A) wear red and build castles, pray to God and send armies out 
into the land to attack the Pagans wearing blue. (Team B)
Team A exhibits a mode of behaviour that induces in those affected, a certain 
response. I.e. The Pagans get sick of this.
The Pagans, wearing blue, build castles, pray to Cernnunos and send armies out into 
the land to attack the Christians wearing red. (Team A).
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Team B exhibits a mode of behaviour that matches the first mode and sets up a cycle 
whose nature was set in motion by Team A. Team A defined the rules of engagement, 
that there would be engagement, that that is what people did to one another. They 
engaged over moral differences.
So, that is what Team B does.
And this creates the same replicated affect on Team A who is indignant at being 
attacked.
This goes on for – oh, thousands of years.
The year 2010 arrives. And some things have changed. Some things have not.
Team A, has covered the world in castles. They have covered the world with the idea 
of their one God.
They have developed incredible technologies, achieved amazing feats of space and 
supersonic travel, but still, amass huge armies which they Still send out into the land 
to attack the Pagans. At home, in their castles, they tell their serfs what to do, and 
when. The Pagans, have also covered the world in castles. They have covered the 
world with their option of Gods. They too have developed incredible technologies, 
including the Science, Mathematics, Physics and so on that Team A used to 
eventually create its technologies, they have achieved amazing feats of space and 
supersonic travel (not quite as amazing as Team A) and tend to fight amongst 
themselves until Team A sends in its armies, to which Team B responds by sending in
its own. Team B's armies, like its other stuff, aren’t so amassed, so they resort to 
using other methods to get around the shortfall – like bombs, insurrection, guerilla 
tactics and raids – but essentially doing the same thing on its own scale.
Imagine now, that Team B manages to displace Team A. Team A becomes Team B – 
Team B becomes Team A. If, there is no Team A left – then Team B, will bring about 
its own Team AB because of an implicit drive in human beings toward Gain. 
(Inquisitiveness). Team AB and TEAM B repeat the cycle.

OK.

Vindex and Jesus are the same side of the coin – there is no difference in the Second 
Coming of the Messiah, or the Avenging Reign of Vindex than there is any difference
from my left hand to my left hand.

Sure, they are morally opposed, but they Behave exactly the same. Team A set things 
in motion, Team B responds automatically to the particular stimulus and challenge 
presented by Team A. Team B then gets involved in the forms of Team A and 
eventually becomes just like it. Team C comes along, every now and then, and looks 
at both sides squabbling and fighting, and thinks – well they’re exactly the same but 
they don’t see it. Team C, is usually killed for having such sterling insight.
To replicate the moral prejudices of the Magi’s fabled myth of Jesus the Messiah, 
with morality and duality underpinning its message – is to obey an automatic edict set
in place by the Magi thousands of years ago.
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I.e., they divided the world into two sides – Good and Evil – they took Good, and left
everyone else against them, with Evil.

To play into this psychodrama of sides, is to be a Magian, think like a Magian, and 
act like a Magian – whether or not you call yourself Sinister – you’re more often than
not just the same as the so-called enemy. You just replace God, with the Devil.
ONA didn’t used to be like that – the ideas were cutting edge and pro-evolutionary – 
beyond good and evil – beyond the box – beyond the simplistic framework we have 
been trained to accept and use, and perceive, and keep running on the moral/dual 
treadmill like rats that we have been for thousands of years. Is that what life’s about? 
Is it about being a fireman or a jeweller? About taking your place amongst the debris 
of moral carnage such stupidity has wrought, fitting in neatly among the bickering of 
others because humans forged their momentum at a time with no experience, or is it 
for each person a unique opportunity never to be repeated and for each to make up 
their mind what life is about – not get sucked into the endless vortex of morality and 
its glittering mountains of ancient architecture?

Few get that choice. Do you want to just trade the Devil for God and paint horns on 
Jehovah, or do you want to escape the self-perpetuating wheel of moral perspective 
altogether. I opt for degrees of the latter, and therefore see Magi sentiments like 
us/them echoed by those who are (were) representative of the chance, the choice, the 
brilliance, to break that cycle/wheel – highly disturbing. The Magian is largely an 
ignorance sleeping within – it is externalised in people – but that is not, I believe, its 
source, merely its result. So – Vindex, to me is Magian, as is the concept of 
Mundanes/Sinister, as is the idea that we merely swap tyrants by acting the same way
as the first ones. COS was the worst of the lot and just mirrored what the Magi 
thought was Devil Worship. TOS tried to go better, but I agree with Long in all 
respects – except that Aquino is not an Adept/Mage. I think he is. The emphasis on 
self-autonomy through Set was a refreshing change and a step in the right direction – 
but again, tamed by the Magian power of Morality.

ONA then, being the crowning jewel has shone the brightest for me – but its been 
stepping backward to become exactly what the Magian always wanted it to be – a 
projection of their shadows, evil, satanic, dark – it is not being ‘progressive’ – it is 
becoming the tortured witches ecstatic dream allegory of a black mass, the wet dream
of the Magi – and therefore part of the Magi – because it reinforces the entire moral 
war, moral structure, moral nightmare.

The o9a may respond that its using a temporary form for a temporary measure – and 
it may well be – but if it is, it cant respond for obvious reasons. Since there are so 
very few forms out there able to get beyond morality, ONA is worth defending (lol, 
I’m not going to listen to that bullshit ms that ONA doesn’t need it) – but since I’ve 
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already openly condemned its use of Baphomet, Gangs, WSA, and many other 
aspects – I might as well throw in His Holiness, Vindex.

The Magi cannot be broken with any amount of Moral champions – those Moral 
champions will simply be re-absorbed as they have been for thousand of years – why 
– because the Champions are bred on the same concept of morality, on the very food 
of the Magi – and naturally become the Magi. That, is why the Magi are still 
standing, their architecture is largely untouched, and the forces that oppose its 
destruction are rendered virtually impotent. Because men and women who oppose the
Magi become Witches, Communists, Terrorists.

Humanity has shown signs, none more strongly in my lifetime, than through the 
concepts of Myatt’s ONA, that it is struggling to escape its moral prison – and ONA 
helped me escape mine by pushing off from it. But its concepts of Baphomet, Vindex,
Mundanes… they don’t sit well, they don’t sit right and they smack of the Magi. But 
then it all depends how far you are willing to take and apply the example of Satan as 
a rebel and opposer, and most people wouldn’t take it so far as to oppose the 
archetype of Satan his very self. But that’s what is required, in my pov, for any 
sincere evolution…”

THE SELF-IMMOLATION RITE + 4 GATES

Text by Christos Beest of ONA.

Transcribed by Tnepres Ra 114eh
[I listened to this guided journey every day for two years – it was the inspiration for 
the Minor Arcana of the Naos Deck Sinister Tarot].
“…Disembodied art Thou… Sunk into the Black Pit, the Dark Night of the Soul. All 
roads that lead here are scattered with corpses and broken souls and gibbering idiots. 
Be not a gibbering ape! For all who traverse these Dark Spheres and explore their 
Shadow Selves will emerge as Gods! I say this with my mouth, which trembles in 
memory of a time when Demons walked the Earth, the various examples of their 
cookery billowing in the wind. But now, heads roll past my feet, encased, in pastry! 
THE GATE HAS OPENED! Enter Dark Angels, Enter… Prepare Ye for the Self 
Immolation Rite!”
“…Before you, is a silver crescent Moon, touch it. You are now entering the Dark 
Sphere, of Luna. This, is earthy, fertile land, a moist cavernous terrain. A young 
Maiden approacheth wearing a crescent moon headdress and a blue robe. She, Is, 
beautiful! She offers her hand in friendship. Touch her hand. Ah! Smooth porcelain, 
the dew of the moon on her cheeks. But this is a lovely place, instantly she 
transforms… into a Dark Horned Beast, vague in shape but clear in nature. The 
horn… proceeds to impale You! Gouging your intestines! Rupturing your stomach! 
Blood and bile, vomits from your splitting torso! The horn has shattered your 
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vertebrae! The Beast brings down a starless night and withdraws. You see briefly, the 
face of a woman, wracked with laughter, mocking your very essence. She too is now 
gone into the black, that gnaws at your astral bones. This is the Sphere of Hidden 
Knowledge. The blood that continues to gush, has formed a glowing red pool. Scry 
now, into the pool. It will show you secrets of what you are, of what you want to be, 
and what you can be. Keep this information clear, in your mind. You will need it later.
The thick liquid stirs. Look… Look into the pool You filthy regenerates!…”
“…WITH A BLAST OF MY TRUMPET! I HEAL YOUR WOUNDS! Before you 
the yellow Sigil of Mercury. Touch it. Armed with the knowledge extracted from the 
pool, you are now entering the Dark Sphere of Mercury. This is a desolate place. 
Heath blasted by fiery tempest, scorpions eating charred animal. See, how the 
dismembered are scattered to the bitter winds! The air congeals and chokes. Farewell 
happy fields! Hail horrors! Hail! This is the Sphere of Transformation. But do not 
tremble in the face of the breeze that would dismantle your features. Instead, be 
indulgent, remember all that you saw in the bloody pool, remember your deepest 
desires. Before you now is a black inverted pentagram. This, is the Womb of 
Mercury, the Eye of Satan. This, is the gateway, of Transformation! The pentagram 
will begin to move closer… you will feel the fear and sensuality of metamorphosis, 
your form cracking, shedding and mutating, as it takes on the attributes, scryed from 
the previous Sphere. Transformation, will be complete, when you pass through the 
pentagram, and emerge on the thresh-hold of the next Sphere, as that, which you 
desire to be. Only intense lust for this outcome will pull you through. Passivity will 
render you as useless ash, cast, into the pit, of a particular nameless horror. But hark! 
The pentagram grates forth… TRANSFORMMMM!!”
“…Before you, is the green Sigil of Venus. Touch it. Transformed, you are now 
entering the third Dark Sphere. You are standing up to your waist, in a freezing river. 
The torrid waters rushing through a valley, of white, lilies. In fruitful groves and 
barren plains, the empty shall drink, and the drunk, shall be empty. What passion is 
this, that tears the sky with storms of blood and black flame? This, is the Sphere, of 
Ecstasy, and Love. Facing you, further up the river, is a naked woman… corpse-white
skin, and long black hair. She crouches astride the river and menstruates into the 
water. The blood forms itself into a human figure floating beneath the surface. With 
your hands, begin to massage the blood into your ideal lover, fashioning, every part 
of it according to your cerebral and animalistic desires. Now… take your lover by the
hands. Come! Fill the flowing bowl, and consummate in the turbulent waters ‘neath 
the raging sky… drink now, your fill and more, of love…”
“…With your lover, by your side, I put before you, the gold Sigil of the Sun. touch it. 
You are now entering the Dark Sphere of Sol. The swords that cast their shadow, over
hateful paradise… draw back, to reveal mountain ranges, majestic against a sky, of 
flame. You are standing on the edge of the circle made by nine sacrificial stones. 
Here, there is a thick darkness weaved by the unsated frog and contained by the 
mountains. Those roaring obscurers of that which lies beyond! Illuminated by the 
glow of putrefaction, the corpse of your former self, discarded during transformation, 
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lies in the circles centre. Witness the repulsive entities that violate and mutilate your 
corpse! This sacred shell, is now the prey of every necrophiliac and cannibal! It 
seems initially, that they are performing gross obscenities for pleasure, but, look 
closer. The corpse is delicately gutted, and from the bones extracted, these creatures 
are constructing a tower, that rises far above the mountain peaks. Their work finished,
they withdraw, bowing to your superiority and divine disposition. They light a 
protective circle of fire around the stones. This, is the Sphere, of Vision, 
Understanding, and Prophecy. Accompanied by your lover, climb the bloody bones to
the top. Here, you will see your kingdom, surrounding, stretching out far into the 
solar fire, of increase. See your Temples! Your Riches! Your Works! All in progress…
contemplate all that you have now, and all, that you hope to achieve in your journey 
so far, as a Dark Messiah. Take pleasure, for you can make anything, simple…”
“…I put before you, the red Sigil, of Mars. Touch it. You are now entering the fifth 
Dark Sphere. You are still in the tower, but see, how a long despairing shadow, now 
falls over you, cast from above by a black, angel. What horror is this? What vileness 
crawls forth to kill slowly in unnatural fashions? Look! The sky, is blackened with 
smoke! …Have you enjoyed the scene so far? Consider again your kingdoms… 
THEY’RE BEING EATEN BY FLAMES! Enormous blue larvae leap into the 
carnage, and become bloated on the torrents of blood and the anguished 
disembowelment of your minions! The flesh is flayed… and the hideous dead arise to
strangle the living. Eaten, necks and heads split, broken on strange scaffolding to 
spew out vile jelly! The shrieks of the dying, fill your ears until they bleed, blood, 
also pours, from your mouth, that hangs open, in horror! This, is the Sphere of 
Sacrifice, Death, and Destruction. Your hair! Is falling out!
LOOK DOWN!!
“Entities, are now dismantling the tower. And they look hungry. But someone… is 
missing. There, by a sacrificial stone, your lover, is being hung, drawn and quartered, 
by black rot skeletons and other such animated carcasses! Sanity! Leaves! In the 
gouge! Of an eye! Repulsive entities, have torn you to the ground, but they are saving
you til last, when you will be given special, and lengthy treatment. For now, they 
wish you to watch the destruction, of all that you are… delighting in your contorting 
face, that bleeds, and weeps, and becomes as a mask, of death. I, will, have to leave 
you here, for not even I can bear such terrible sights… I may be back in time to save 
you but, don’t count on it… Solace, for the wretched? Nay! There is only 
damnation!”
“…I HAVE RETURNED!! And I see you, twitch, with life! Verily thou art strong of 
mind. Which is the food that will raise a few. Here, I give you, the violet, Sigil, of 
Jupiter. Touch it, and enter the calm wilderness, of the sixth, Dark, Sphere. Here, 
there is soft sand and silence. The crimson sky is starry and peace fills you, like cool 
water in your skull. Stretch out your limbs, recline, like the albatross that rests its 
heavy beak, upon the graciousness of the hedge. Relax. But mind the various chasms 
that lead to a shattering of limbs upon vicious rock formations. Every Sphere needs 
amusement. All is gone. Your lover is slaughtered… do not love so much that you 
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cannot witness the death of your lover, death too is a natural process. Reliable. 
honourable. And endearing. This, is the Sphere of Wisdom. Running towards you 
now is a child, made entirely of a white brilliance. It stands before you, and the light 
becomes as a mirror, which reflects only you, devoid of those things that you thought 
would bring power and respect. The power within begins to stir. You begin to 
realise, that you do not need, anything. That just your self is enough. Stay a while in 
this Sphere, and meditate upon Self-Reliance, Self-Love, Self-Power, and the 
Kingdom, within…”
“…Now, before you, is the indigo, Sigil, of Saturn. Touch it. You are entering the 
seventh and final Dark Sphere. You are standing on a hill, beneath a clear night sky. 
Directly above is the star known as Naos. It pulsates, and grows, illuminating and 
expectant. The land around is strewn with the burning shards of a dying aeon, 
suffused with an understanding that only stillness can express, when the appearance 
is burned to ash. And the essence is revealed. This, is the Sphere of Chaos! You have 
become all that you have learned during this journey of Self-Evolution, you are the 
essence of everything. And via this alchemical process, you understand, that power 
resides purely, in the quality of self-honesty. With this, you have the choice to alter 
your life and the world in whichever way you feel, is necessary. With this knowledge,
raise your arms in exultation to the sky!
Blow winds! Crack the temporal! See how the sky splits open at your command! A 
purple rent, tears its way across the heavens. Agios O Atazoth! Black, nebulous 
shapes, descend from the rent, to gradually envelop the hill. The Gates, are aligned! 
They are returning! Now, is the New Aeon! Now, is Chaos! Vindex! Est! Venturus!”
“…Embodied art thou! You have earned your cross. You have dragged yourself up, 
from the excrement, that was your life! And now ‘lo your black wings do unfurl, so 
go forth Dark Messiah! The World is yours! Destroy! And Create!
~Aperiatur terra et germinet Vindex!

Composed by Christos Beest and Wulfrun Hall; performed by Christos Beest, 
Wulfrun Hall, Brenna Kinsley and Lucius, with additional percussion by Arnold
Reichmann. Originally recorded in 1991 eh. Re-mixed, with additional 
recordings, during Winter 1997 eh, in Wales.

Note: The CD is accompanied by the MSS “The Message Of The One Of Thoth”.
“… for those who traversed these Dark Spheres, and explore their Shadow 
selves, will emerge as gods…”
Ad Satanas, qui laetificat ju ventutem meam

Text & Sigils by Tnepres RA of the +o+

114 E.h. / 119 Fayen
Gates by RA, 2003.
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[I] NUHRASIS

Being.
Be
still
yet,
yet
still
Be.
The
gossamer
that
laced
space
with
silvery
threads
of
projection,
the
web
of
the
world,
has
broken.
Alight,
hands
laughing
under
the
weight
of
flame,
tangents
form
a
hollow
mould
where
your
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essence
pours
forth
from
beyond.
Your
wisdom
that
of
another
Satan,
call
the
Shapeless
Shaper!
Existence!
Womb!
Create!
Be
the
Prime
Galactic
Zero!
The
Chaos
of
the
Real!
In
inverse
proportion
to
flux,
formate
and
disintegrate.
Life,
thought,
into
being.
Here,
octopoidal
giants
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stalk
the
lightless
void,
Lucifer
and
insensate.
Far
stars
implode
and
reverberate
as
you
turn,
with,
of,
and
as,
the
cosmic
wheel.
Pitch
nebulae
careen
at
the
blink
of
megaton
intrusion.
Toward
the
earth,
incomprehensible,
the
presencing
of
Man,
Opener
as
Gates,
Entry
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as
Paradox,
Dawns.

[2] SRUUSIS

Human?
No.
And
yet
you
await
your
accustomed
linear
falsity
to
“return”
you,
as
if
there
were
some
“thing”
any
“thing”
at
all
to
“return”
“to”.
As
if,
Motion,
as
if,
Time,
as
if,
Space.
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As
if
Cause
or
Effect.
As
if
your
arrangement
of
Chaos
into
bearable
familiarity
owed
you
past
postulation.
As
if
reality
supposed
you.
As
if,
the
chaos
of
the
real
could
“Be”
or
be
“familiar”
“calculated”
or
“understood”.
As
if
there
were
“something”
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“there”
or
“were”.
There
is
nothing,
no
“there”
no
“is”
no
“nothing”
no
“no”.
Here,
without
the
deception
of
Linguistics,
the
sole
language
of
the
Error,
Man,
unable
to
conclude.
Here,
prior
to
“pattern
rather
than
madness”
the
Falsity
is
where
-you begin,
the
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immeasure
of
the
immeasure.
The
paradox
then,
to
command
the
Illusion
thus
posited
to
remake
falsity
in
your
image,
the
madness
of
belief
to
inherit
god
comprehendible.
The
Creator,
of,
within,
and
by
postulate.
Therefore,
Posit.

[3] CTHNARTHETIS

Before you, a bone staircase
scattered with skulls you recognise
as the remains of former Dark Magi,
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yawns forth, up and into Imperial Blackness,
a towering spiral thundering toward Valhalla
and the terrifying danger of the Angles.
Behind you – Endless Deserts
of wasted ruins and shattered roads,
an exhaustion of conquest,
a fulfilled prophecy of doom.
Your hands, wet with blood
glisten under the baleful glare
of ivory-hued stars.
They pulsate with Dark Sorcery
– Satanic Impregnate.
Here, the gigantic dragon of shadow,
the seething malevolence and frozen spaces
of the Aether engulfs the horizon above twisted landscapes
whose rising ululations are ridged by cliffs
that descend precariously into angles
and geometries of madness.
A Blue Man with a porous face
stands in the cold sands beyond.
He lifts a distended arm and points at you.
Beside him a faceless corpse clutching a mask
is slowly sinking into the desert.
But there is no time to ponder these portents,
the luminous blue outlines of doorways,
portals to other Worlds – beckon you forth
whispering their secrets in arcane tongues.
And as you ascend the dead stairs,
Dark Master,
passing each in turn, the portals glower,
their ominous sketches of hateful fire hanging in space,
threatening you in dead languages,
promising the abominable,
prophesying the unimaginable.
Their burning eldritch runes illuminate your Way.
Not for you, these indecipherable Gates
And travels to malevolent dimensions
beyond reason and mercy.
Not for you, the endless Doors of the Elder Labyrinth
And its corridors that arch the breadth of space
with nexions to inspire babbling lunacy.
Not for you, the tortured demise
met by those who came before you,
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who wavered and were deceived, devoured and destroyed.
Not for you. Not yet.
Onward, past the triple pillars of the Scorpion,
and beyond the gargantuan Archways built by THEM,
with Xotethic scripts carved deeply into their meteoric surface
with torn and fallen stars when the Abyss was still fresh
and glowered with the dim embers of egress.
Nearby, A Satyr, peels a Serpent,
snapping its neck with relish as you pass him.
like you, his is not the way of the Sphinx
but the Cracked Lizard – the inside out dream.
The blood from the broken snake forms tendrils,
Flows toward you,
sketching symbols you do not recognise.
They seem to swim and writhe before your eyes,
their meaning diffused in the alienic transmission.
You offer to carry the carcass
but the Satyr shakes his head,
gesturing instead to the Spaces
with a chthonic hand.
Through a misshapen arch
A Comet blazes across the glittering Ocean
of the Celestial Night,
Mars Red, it envelops the other stars in its wake in Death.
In the nightmares of the few
the Great Drowning has begun.
In the cities of the Dead,
the grotesqueries rise to worship
the Horned One become the Whored One,
the Chariot of Harlequins.
Wherefrom these Despicable Mysteries?
Wherefrom these Delectable Madnesses?
An impenetrable Darkness
descends upon the scene above.
The window exposes no more secrets.
Onward you ascend,
the pale halo of broken cities far below,
the scent of blood in the stale air.
Terrifying Spectres of the Antediluvian,
elongated and cyclopean,
crawl from hollows, from shadows,
behind you, after you.
Ravenous these Shambling Slakes!
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But see now how they flee!
Touched by the voluminate urges of nightmare
emanating from the vispid masses throned above,
those bloated wyrms that hulk over the deserts
in their prisons between the spaces
cowering and subduing the less abominate.
The staircase widens
to allow the thrust of parapets voidward.
But, What is this?
Something is wrong.
Your march toward Majesty,
your Wyrd…
assailed…
by Chaos…
That lusting, probing tongue
That sought forbidden knowledge creeps forth.
Its tendrils, plunging, solidifying… becoming taut
…a memory, a phrase, a name. Nyramicns.
Here, a legion of the Dark Gods,
and another, and another, and another,
and here, in This “Place”,
This World’s End and Madness in Twilight,
in their Essence,
neither disguised nor draped in mercy
as black fissures in the temporal but here,
to be witnessed in manifestations
known not to the endurance of man.
Excruciating to see.
Your dark awareness stretched.
These nameless hideous horrors,
These… shapes, these, things.
Things to undo the mind,
unravel it not thread by thread
but lacerate the stitches of its fabric,
rending asunder its feeble might
in scorn of its fragile limits.
No.
You try to look away,
You cannot.
Your mind… is turning in on itself.
The Dream is breaking, cracks appearing…
from this… this encounter with wizardine Agonies.
You try to close your Sight,
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to straighten the Worlds
to command Them to Obey your Sorceries,
the Dark Champion of your Will,
of your Power, of your Name.
But cold needles, abject terror
and azzerate confusion engulfs you,
drowns you, and what you once held as your own
begins to cannibalise you – eating you from the inside
a shredding, revolving tunnel of scissors.
Chaos…
You are falling.
Your body smashes into the hard bone staircase unmercifully
– the veins beneath your skin
suffused with dying glimmers of light.
Once-enchained forces of black magic,
no more serve you than they save you.
Unto the crowded stalags,
the sprawling crawling prisons,
the places of No Lights… Unto.
Before you, a bone staircase
scattered with skulls you recognise
as the remains of former Dark Magi,
yawns forth, up and into Imperial Blackness,
a towering spiral thundering toward Valhalla
and the terrifying danger of the Angles…

[4] GALAXIS

Ageless and Cold,
We will wait for them.
Here, churning in the dark prescient dreams of man,
We brood manifest, The All-Seeing Unseen.
From vibrant heavens and mundane hells,
Imprisoned and forgotten by tides of time,
In the year 2300, presenced and unbound
We came.
From whence, they Lost the names.
Without the Empires of Old to reveal us,
the stories of Return buried under small earths
beneath rotting black mountains
in the undisturbed sands of the deepest oceans,
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they forgot Us.
When the thriving had ceased,
When the hollow world of man lay still
in smashed cities blackened and nuclear,
We came.
And only then could we come,
For there was never any sake,
any haven for compromise,
And whenever they thought there was,
Chaos Reminded them.
In every sluggish writhe they made,
Chaos reminded them.
Whichever way they turned,
They were proved damned
the Tragic eternal put in their place
by destined Cosmic Egress.
For We were never chained by Word,
Magic, or their feeble Gods.
We were and are the Incomprehensive
– and every time they sought to breach,
we brought them closer to extinction,
nearer to their finity.
We touched them with the innuminate entropic,
And brought forth holocaust
to prepare the altar of the Stars,
for the Bornless, the Lucifer,
and the Dark Satyricon.
And in those veiled glimpses by the few,
when we were perchance, Remembered,
they all Remembered why they forgot.
Hear, Parasites of the Now,
The Few that leave before we Come
Will Remember Only to Never Return.
Gone soon, your Seeds of the low dust,
The bloody fodder for our vitriol incubate.
Aperiatur Ny’thra Et Germinet Chaos!
– Agios O Mactoron –

Notes:
N. The Outverse Humanoid: Human-Centred Geometry.
S. The Inverse Humanoid: Life-Centred Geometry.
C. The Betrayal of the Servants and Optimists of Chaos.
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G. The Wyrd of the Cosmos beyond Us to which we Belong.

Worth noting, a 2nd Self-Immolation Rite was produced by Bestia Centauri for which I 
was originally asked to assist with the art, but after deliberation they went in another 
direction. Bestia Centauri and O9A later fell out and Bestia Centauri disavowed this 
rare piece

THE GIVING: A STUDY

The Giving – a Study of an ONA Fiction

The Giving – Rhiston and Mallam: what is their level of 
development/understanding? Does this change? Can they as characters be 
related to the journey of an Initiate?
Mallam is somewhere between Initiate and the rank of External Adept */ Rhiston is 
never more than a neophyte. No – although Mallam’s words hint at knowledge of the 
greater manipulatory methods use beyond a runner of a Temple it is due to his actions
and his inability to transcend his obsession on a personal/selfish basis that restrains 
him from travelling any further in the Path. Rhiston’s understanding increases of the 
genuinely Sinister (not the affectations conjured forth by Mallam that he claims to 
Rhiston represent Satanism) when Mallam does not return from the house to meet 
him as arranged. He finally senses that due to his own involvement in the proclivities 
of Mallam’s world he is now rendered impotent to help Mallam by calling the Police 
– for his own activities would risk being uncovered when he was called upon to 
explain his presence at the house and his knowledge of and relationship to Mallam.

Mallam’s journey has aspects of the journey of an Initiate on an outward level such as
conducting a Temple, being trained by a Mistress/Master, experiencing various 
catharsis and carnal desires, etc – but his attitude and his actions; involving persons in
his activities against their will, forcing his will on others, his greed, beating his 
mistress etc are the signs of a coward, a weak individual with a demeanour much like 
a child – ruled by his own impulses and absorbed only with his own self-gratification 
without empathy for the greater aims or noble aspects of the Tradition. Rhiston is a 
repressed character bored with his life (the life he has chosen and created) who seeks 
the thrill of a group that can fulfil his secret desires. He is never technically initiated 
in the Sinister Tradition, that is the story never mentioned his undertaking of an oath 
to Satan or to the Sinister Tradition and thus he is never made aware of an 
expectation for him to treat the experiences he undergoes as a temporary stage before 
passing on – indeed he seems from the outset to be lacking in any desire to transcend 
his lusts and even exhibits surprise and jealousy when Mallam tries to seduce his 
wife. Despite his own love of control over others without their consent he seems 
guarded against any witness of seeing his own practices being externalised. Although 
Mallam is initiated he fails to understand more than very basic manipulation and 
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Rhiston even less. As a result of their own weaknesses and immature personalities 
neither of their paths are congruent with the journey of an Initiate with promise. 
Externally, the occult and emotional/physical settings can be expected to be 
encountered by an Initiate but I do not expect they are typical of all paths.
* I should expect someone who has reached the stage of EA to not be so hasty in 
judging people nor so easily manipulated by the appearances/roles displayed by 
others.

Lianna – what is her esoteric development/insight? What key factors influence 
her?
Lianna is a Mistress of Earth. A preoccupation with the ceremony of the Giving 
permeates all her more minor/personal interactions and affections with the other 
characters in the story and she is continually testing all around her to ascertain their 
loyalty by arranging circumstances that let others test themselves. By their own 
actions do they decide their own fate but she is motivated to create tests to determine 
suitable candidates for a husband and a opfer.
Through Thorold’s more noble actions and conduct as well as his capability to think 
for himself and not be easily led by the rumours/claims of others does he pass her 
many tests for loyalty and Satanic character especially the understanding of the need 
for and the secrecy around the Giving. Mallam on the other hand condemns himself 
and is led by his own weakness to his destruction. It is likely that Lianna knew from 
the outset [merely from the personality that emanated) that Mallam would turn on her
and succumb to his own fevered lusts for power and carnality; but requiring an opfer 
that is Initiated, she lead him into the practice of Initiatory (and Illusory when not 
coupled with eventual transcendence) Satanism to let him ‘stew in his own black 
magical juices’ to turn him into a suitably magically empowered individual as a opfer
for the Giving. I.e. someone most assuredly deserving of Death that it would benefit 
the world to be rid of. And, Love. Love influences Lianna, not just on a personal level
but also the Great Love that is a requisite of all Mistresses/Masters and motivates the 
living of the Way of the Sinister Tradition.

Thorold – what is his role and how does this change? Has he esoteric self-
awareness? Is there a manipulation of him by Lianna? If so, why?
Thorold is selected for Initiation by Lianna (who is likely informed of Thorold by 
Sidnal Wyke) and gradually tested in various situations to determine a) if his 
character lives up to the impression received from Sidnal when he sold the books and 
b) if Thorold will make a suitable Satanist, i.e. is he easily intimidated, can he be 
trusted, does he help others in need or think only about himself, can he think for 
himself, is he easily persuaded by others, is he strong enough to see his desires 
fulfilled or will he repress them under feelings of guilt or fear, does he possess 
intuition and foresight, courage, valour etc. His role changes when he gradually and 
then suddenly becomes aware of the nature of many tests that he has been through 
due to Lianna and his mature understanding of why they were required and the aim 
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that they eventually produced. Thus he sees the intent and direction in what seemed 
to be unconnected chaotic currents and situations as directed acts of will magic and 
manipulation to bring about a natural course for all involved (owing to each of their 
separate personalities that fated them to different destinies) and I think his self-
awareness is esoteric/unconscious until the point that he ties all that has gone on and 
himself and his role in it, in together. He seems to make this connection some time 
before Sarah asks him to betray Lianna and that is why he does not. My own belief is 
that the Grand Master also makes an appearance in the story disguised as Aiden (=A 
Identity) with the words ‘Alone and Along’ featured directly after his name, as well 
as some unusual confusion on the authors part regarding whether it is ‘Aiden’ or 
‘Aidan’. Some would say it is of no consequence but the manner in which the 
Satanists operate, who they send in to play what role and when does lend itself to 
some interesting study.

Imlach and his daughter – what are their roles and level of esoteric development.
How well does Imlach fulfil the archetypal role of Guardian?
Imlach seems to be at least an Internal Adept – his age, coupled with his clear 
knowledge of the procedures required for forceful co-ercement (more precisely, 
passive threats of violence) indicates a longevity in living the Tradition and thus 
having passed beyond External Adept.
The time between his final knock on the door and his seeming disappearance when 
Thorold tears it open seems unnatural and if I am to visage how this illusion was 
created, logically he ran off as soon as he knocked, or perhaps he possessed some 
type of ninja skill and concealed himself to the side of the door or above it and left 
silently after Thorold had shut the door again. Although Thorold looks around he 
probably did not look up – and since Satanists tend to be acutely aware of the typical 
behaviours of the human species it is likely that Imlach would have known almost 
no-one looks up without good reason when looking around for someone who was just
on their doorstep. Imlach is also in a highly trusted position and I do not imagine that 
position comes to be filled lightly. Sarah is an External Adept; she is a practiced hand 
at manipulation particularly sexual, and aware of The Giving and the various 
procedures involved thus has knowledge of the Black Books but lacks the maturity to
understand the necessity for such procedures beyond the personal sphere and can thus
progress no further in the Way. Indeed, she renounces the ‘Old Ways’ and sets about 
to betray her mother and sabotage the Giving and stay the just execution and Giving 
of the paedophile Mallam who has selected himself, revealing her weakness of 
character.

Is Imlach really trying to be menacing or is he simply playing a role of an overt 
menacer to incite Thorold into taking various actions or making various assumptions 
about the role and thus Lianna? If Imlach is trying to be menacing in a physical sense 
he does not achieve creating fear in Thorold. If he is trying to incite Thorold to think 
various things about Lianna and Lianna’s motives thus obscuring the real moves in 
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play by cloaking them in deliberate misdirection and thus protecting/shielding the 
real aims of Lianna, i.e. guarding her and her genuine activities by using roles and 
misdirection then he is successful. It is difficult to determine the nature of Imlach’s 
intentions/character from the details given in the story. That said, Imlach seems to 
contravene what I feel is the appropriate archetype for a Temple Guardian who would
be more likely to watch on and observe things without formally identifying 
themselves as a threat to any outsider by knocking on their door, issuing threats, etc. I
tend to think that the Temple Guardian is more aptly portrayed in the 1973 movie of 
‘The Wicker Man’ whereby the Temple Guardian, a large burly man, steps out of the 
way of the policeman opfer in the climactic scene. The policeman proceeds to step 
past him, but is then grabbed and thrown back down the hill where he is 
overwhelmed. Although the burly man is present in many of the games; he does not 
openly approach or even talk to the opfer beforehand.

Monica – is she manipulated? If so, why? Is her death the result of magick? If 
so, why?
Monica is certainly manipulated by Mallam – owing to her own confession at her 
love for thrill-seeking and a gradual immersement in Mallam’s black magical farce. 
but is she manipulated by Lianna? I think so. There is no real emotional attachment to
the roles played by a Mistress, that is to say, she is detached even though an excellent 
mimic. I think it is pure affectation when Lianna plays roles that involve emotion 
such as jealousy, anger, etc.
There is all the appearance of a person living in the moment and consumed by a role 
to play but a Mistress of Earth would be in control of her emotions due to such things
as knowledge that brings a great sadness, Aeonic awareness, infinite patience for 
achieving impersonal/supra-personal goals etc. and thus any semblance of 
uncontrolled or emotional displays seen to be had by Lianna must stem purely from 
manipulatory affectation. At least, that is my understanding (presumptuous as it is) 
were Lianna a genuine Mistress of Earth.
Lianna is aware of Monica’s base level of esoteric understanding and her superstition 
of the occult – thus Lianna shows Monica a magical parchment to incite fear and a 
sense of powerlessness then informs her she has ‘no option’.
There are two likely scenarios – the first is that Lianna tried to buy off Monica and 
manipulate her into leaving. If Lianna knew that Monica would not leave, then she 
must have predicted that the case of money would be presented to Thorold at some 
point when Monica told him of Lianna’s plot to buy her off. Lianna would have either
suspected that Thorold would bring it back and thus the money was a test of character
for him on Lianna’s behalf using Monica to perform it – or Lianna was trying to 
make Thorold further aware of the methods of Satanic Manipulation and her own 
reach in such matters, perhaps to educate him, perhaps to attempt to intimidate him, 
either way it is likely that based on what she already knew of his character she 
guessed that Thorold would return the money and be brought back into contact with 
her, hence the author mentions a passage where Lianna betrays surprise, but only for 
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an instant, at Monica’s presence with Thorold. Lianna does succeed in setting up a 
brilliant comparison of character between herself and Monica by breaking Monica’s 
composure enough for Monica to not only strike her, but to shout irascibly and to 
then bark a petulant question as to whether Thorold is coming – perhaps this plays on 
Thorold’s mind when he sees some of the truer colours of Monica and her behaviour 
when she is emotionally moved, revealed. Monica’s death is the result of being run 
over by a car. Magick could be said to have something to do with why she was where 
she was and doing what she was doing with Thorold – in that others had conspired 
with various magical and non-magical forces to force Thorold to take certain courses 
of action, and perhaps if Lianna had conspired to force Monica to accompany 
Thorold or incited Mallam’s hatred of Monica via the magickal parchment then a 
sympathetic magic could be said to have been responsible…
[Edited]
…However, the DQ series is extremely complex in terms of exactly what IT is for. 
The Stories as you say, are variously layered, and many of these layers I have covered
in my various readings. It is my impression that in itself using these stories to portray,
[re-portray] the Satanic world and certain aspects of its reach, prowess, attitude are 
another layer of this vehicle for inducing changes both magickal and cerebral. While 
some of these, let’s call them ‘tools’, are clearly reliant on the convenient science-
fiction conjured around magick, ‘a stepping stone to the obtuse’ – they do have the 
power to ‘shape’ their reader and to prey upon their fears, expectations, and 
consequently, their behaviour. The idea that the Satanic world is always one step 
ahead of them, for instance, is enough to cause some individuals to be much more 
careful and certainly to display and live a greater degree of integrity in their dealings 
with others, under the suspicion that everything is not what it seems and that invisible
phantoms will inevitably punish them for their transgressions. This beautiful art of, 
double, perhaps even quadruple, dimensions of form is in my opinion, generally the 
case with the Sinister. Although the creation of these “phantasms” [in what THEM 
call a Sinister Matrix] will probably go over the head of neophytes and probably 
some Initiates too – it is not merely the literal story, but the creation of a new world 
with ‘new rules’ suited to the environment and disposition of the ONA. What we call,
Narrative Magic that is achieved with the DQ, esp. given the resonance of archetypal 
forms to seize on the imagination of the unwitting or romantic. I refer here to, for 
instance, the manipulative power within the text to romanticise the subtleties of 
magic so that they may be conceivable, or perhaps a better word is ‘witnessed’ or 
‘seen’, as forms, not as the invisible subtle pressures of opportunity in the world they 
tend to be. Such is the path of the gymnastics a mind must perform to untwist the 
forms presented to it to form the points of a Sinister Compass well presented by the 
DQ series. This grand display of at once “truthful” deception is quite wonderful to 
behold, yet another art form produced by the ONA to hint at that which cannot be 
hinted at, and there is something deliciously rewarding about being arrogant enough 
to claim that I am able to see the wire mesh behind the intricacy of this form but also 
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a feeling of sadness for those who remain ignorant of their own strings. Including 
myself, clever as I am…
[The Rest of this Document remains archived with the Temple of THEM.]

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TRADITIONAL SATANISM

[Extracted from Diary of a DevilworshippR – Vol II]

“…But at this point, the reader may be curious to know why I persisted in living a 
role that did not conform to my image of myself and even why I believed such an 
ideal to be beneficial in the first place. Such a question requires a complex answer.
An answer may be found in the psychology that is inherent in Human Nature; and the
subsequent knowledge of this nature that is exploited by Cults and Movements to 
snare, motivate and control its members. Involvement in any cult or group begins 
gradually with a slow immersion into that Group’s philosophy, ideals and group 
norms which are positively reinforced by the cult leaders, other members, or in this 
case the Individual’s own self-satisfaction in working toward a higher ‘Noble’ aim. 
Because ONA lacks overt public leaders to provide encouragement for the actions of 
its members it relies solely on the strength of its ideals to keep its members interested
and involved. Accordingly, first impressions are very important:

Beauty is everything, and the Order has taken great pains to appear aesthetically 
pleasing and even beautiful – detracting from the brutal and destructive elements later
involved in adhering to its way of living. But such appearances cannot be relied on to 
subdue recoil from the ruthless ideals that are encountered in subsequent reading and 
understanding of what the Order practices.

While the texts of the Order lay down the goals and aims for the organisation in a 
clear, concise manner- Appearance is seldom Essence – and Psychological principles 
that operate behind the ideals are carefully concealed. Again, because the Order does 
not have Leaders to openly encourage member efforts, Symbolism must be combined
with ideals that an individual is encouraged to strive for by proxy; ideals which must 
be fairly abstract and far-reaching in their aim so that disappointment does not ensue 
easily from their un-fulfillment – yet ideals self-rewarding enough to maintain 
interest in pursuing them.

“Satanism” is a perfect platform for this – the symbolism is alluring and hypnotic, 
drawing the potential Member in to look more closely. A philosophy is then 
expounded that is intelligent and cosmically encompassing but ingeniously side-steps
the need for a Physical God or Goal that could lead to disappointment by never 
manifesting; by promoting the worship of an intangible ever-growing abstract, in the 
ONA’s case, Aeonics for example. Life-Affirming ideals are related by ONA that 
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expound the highest virtues humanity strives to manifest, building a hypnotic picture 
of Order and Cosmic Procession where the Satanist is in control; appealing to the 
personal hungers of the potential member, generally by Power. But despite these 
appealing concepts, what prevents the member from giving up on the ideals when no 
forthcoming encouragement is given?

ONA makes ingenious use of Psychological precepts here and numerous layers of 
them. Because there is no (or little) motivation from external sources, as said, the 
Individual must be sufficiently inspired to emulate the Ideal for the Ideals own sake, 
despite the lack of external motivation from Authorities and must also be somehow 
contented to endure disappointment and contradiction by having a certain degree of 
faith that overcomes a certain degree of doubt. ONA achieves this Self-affirmation by
reinforcing the idea that normally negative situations are a vital and even rewarding 
part of being part of the ‘Seven-Fold Way’. The possibility that the Member may not 
be able to function on such minimal Passive Reinforcement is strengthened by 
appealing directly to the Individual’s fear of failure – with numerous ONA MSS 
condemning the giving up of the Septenary Way merely because it has become 
difficult, boring or paradoxical. Such values differ from other Cults in sophistication 
by actually using the negative feelings involved with participating in unsavoury or 
contrary acts to ones Self-image with Positive Reinforcement that such activities are 
signs of Strength, Growth and Vitality setting the Member apart from other weaker, 
frightened individuals.

There is also the indirect/direct threat of Retaliation for desertion of the Order, by 
failing to become one of the Elite and instead becoming an ‘Opfer’ – and re-classified
as ‘Human Dross’ – the lowest possible human status in the Orders hierarchy. Being 
considered an Opfer carries the risk that someone who takes the Orders Ideals 
literally and to heart may seek to enact revenge against those who are seen to desert 
or betray it. Furthermore, because the ONA Way involves intense devotion and very 
gradually increases in depth and scope, the Individual may be well into The Way 
before they find conflict in following it – thus actions and risks that pose a danger to 
the life of the Member may be taken that would not ordinarily have been due to 
psychological pressures discussed below.

If already deeply immersed an individual is more likely to continue The Way than 
terminate affiliation with the Order even if they disagree with what is involved, for 
then they have to admit that their choice in following the Way has from the beginning
been one of error, and those with the potential to be ‘Satanic’ are usually those with a 
massive easily-bruised ego or, other reasons will be found to resolve the conflict.
See for instance an early attempt of my own that simultaneously rejects and embraces
the ONA:

><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 
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Insight into the Machine?
“… when one has posited a totality, a systematisation, indeed any organisation in all 
events, and underneath all events, and a soul that longs to admire and revere has 
wallowed in the idea of some supreme form of domination and administration (–if the
soul be that of a logician, complete consistency and real dialectic are quite sufficient 
to reconcile it to everything). Some sort of unity, some form of “monism”: this faith 
suffices to give man a deep feeling of standing in the context of, and being dependant
on, some whole that is infinitely superior to him, and he sees himself as a mode of the
deity.— “The well-being of the universal demands the devotion of the individual” — 
but behold, there is no such universal!” – Nietzsche

= And this is how I have viewed Satanism: as my infinite superior.
“Given these two insights, that becoming has no goal and that underneath all 
becoming there is no grand unity in which the individual could immerse himself 
completely as in an element of supreme value, an escape remains: to pass sentence on
this whole world of becoming as a deception and to invent a world beyond it, a true 
world “ – Nietzsche

= And this I have done. But I do not feel I have developed the last insight and become
disbelieving in any metaphysical world or forbid any belief in a true world. Perhaps 
this is yet to come.

“ The nihilistic question “for what?” is rooted in the old habit of supposing that the 
goal must be put up, given, demanded from outside—by some superhuman authority. 
Having unlearned faith in that, one still follows the old habit and seeks another 
authority that can speak unconditionally and command goals and tasks.” – Nietzsche
= And I have done this too – as a mode. From the old authorities of pseudo-satanism 
to the new authority of the ONA – I have kept the habit Nietzsche speaks of.
 “A faith generally expresses the constraint of conditions of existence, submission to 
the authority of circumstances under which one flourishes, grows, gains power.” – 
Nietzsche

= And here again I almost fell. The ONA possesses real power: a slave who thinks he 
is a Master is still a slave. And I wonder how many of us hundreds of Neophytes stop 
running into the light at such an early stage? How many of us will come to the 
realisation that we are being used by the ONA because they are genuine satanists – 
and what we do is their will – how we perceive our gaining power is through their say
so.

Only the fool would climb such a tower to the top without the knowledge he or she is 
being manipulated by that believed to grant one the exact same power. The ONA, 
uses Will, uses Faith, uses The Will to Power, as Life, to suggest/presence a genuine 
agenda and sinister actions via the weak-will of others. And when those others find 
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out and say no fair – the ONA will laugh (except even here they will not, they will 
never deign to do such a thing) – thus laugh theoretically and answer – ‘yes but you 
knew we were Satanists, and all along we have told you this every step of the way – 
sucker’. Hence the need for the Tradition? Because the ONA needs sheep just like 
anyone else. It is essentially a pyramid power structure of Illuminati build upon 
blocks of slavish faith. Genius. Ah, but is it Satanism? Yes. And look how little power
need be expended from their reserves to achieve the empire. Such well-posited texts 
explaining away the Universe are bound to attract – if one is looking for an authority, 
and I was. And therein lies a secret greater than most.

“A goal for which one does not hesitate to offer …. …. ,to risk every danger, to take 
upon oneself whatever is bad and worst: the great passion”. – Nietzsche

= Precisely the direction running toward the light led me in. On the verge of 
destruction however – I managed to sidestep the chasm that dashes one upon the 
rocks. To accept wholesale the tenets would be to… sell the soul…to Think as 
another, and not as ones Self – to be manipulated. Yet one must contradict ones own 
statements and remark that it is beneficial to be sucked into the vortex – because there
is Wisdom in the ONA. And one must live and breathe the form before one can 
discard it fairly.

><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 
Hence – To avoid pain and anxiety, the further into the Order the Member is, the less 
likely they are to leave it. The sense of obligation is even more heavily enforced by 
the performance of an Initiation Ritual in which the Neophyte swears allegiance to 
Satan and the Order, thereby giving implicit internal consent to co-operate with the 
ideology of the Order – a psychological contract that proves very difficult to break 
without deep feelings of conflict, remorse, guilt and self-worthlessness.

In most cases where we disagree with an Authority we tend to view that Authority in 
a negative light deeming them irresponsible, careless, or even evil. This is a common 
response to disassociate ourselves from an Event or Person by assigning them 
negative traits that compliment and stabilise/rationalise our updated view. But how 
does one do this with a group that claims to represent the abstract of Evil in a most 
potent form? (Personally speaking, ONA values displaced my own former values and 
played havoc with my common responses to deal with situations that caused conflict.)

After the contract is made, whether in ritual or mental obligation, the feeling of 
belonging to a Sacred Tradition is nurtured by reading and absorbing various texts 
that are presumably designed to pre-empt the feelings a new Member is likely to 
experience. For instance, to counter the possibility of the Member giving up because 
they are not getting sufficient reward from their own Self- effort, there is the 
provision of a ‘Uniform’ in the form of a Black Quartz ring. This is a visual cue that 
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reminds the Member that s/he is part of a group and helps consolidate the feelings of 
isolation a member may feel by giving them a sense of being a Noble Martyr working
alone not by choice, but by necessity. I surmise that an implicit desire of 
independence is an attraction to Satanism and the Order, whose Way gives a person 
what they generally strive to achieve in life regardless of occult involvement – a 
separation from their parents and the development of a Powerful Self-identity.

Let us consider now the awesome power of a Cosmic-Based Tradition. The average 
person will feel remorse in letting down a friend or not attending some Social 
Function they promised to attend, because of a sense of obligation, and may 
experience a guilty conscience for failing to follow through; risking anger or 
disappointment from peers or loved ones. Likewise, the more significant an Event the
higher the degree of remorse; for example, missing a Funeral would evoke much 
stronger guilty feelings and remorse than missing the Bus. But if this exponential 
growth is true: what degree of remorse does a person feel when they believe they 
have let down the Cosmos and failed in their duty to all the inhabitants of Earth? Or 
phrased more accurately, ‘Their Species?’

The fact that I was personally willing, for example, to invest two years of my life 
studying every Manuscript – including going to extraordinary lengths to obtain 
Manuscripts and Music that were very difficult to get; invested three years of my life 
to manufacture a deck of Sinister Tarot cards for the order without any chance of 
reward, and spent up to $2000 to buy weaponry, clothing, manufacture special 
incense, buy ONA literature, and continued to search endlessly for other ONA 
artefacts; prepared to pay any cost, perform a number of the Rituals despite my 
reservations of belief in Black magic, become a skinhead for two years, and write 
endlessly on the Order, testifies to my own innate obsession with enacting its 
Ideology.

Engaging in behaviour that is counter to ones attitude, (I.e. Insight Roles/National 
Socialism Role) creates pressure to reduce the conflict of that engagement by 
changing ones attitude so that it is are consistent with behaviour. Human Sacrifice 
and National Socialist ideals are a large part of the ONA doctrines. The Order’s gifted
Word-Smith’s went to considerable pains to express that Race and Sacrifice were not 
compulsory or required, that in fact, such Ideals were merely means to a greater (but 
nevertheless abstract) end and that each individual must make a choice as to the 
usefulness of either. 

Nevertheless it simultaneously promoted the ideals of both in extensive coverage and 
emphasis. Compliance is not compulsory – yet it was written that such undertakings 
are a part of the Way. How does an individual resolve such a contradiction? By 
referring to their values? If referring to their values, to their previous values or their 
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new prO-NA values? To avoid the pain of conflict, the normal individual will take the
easiest path to pain and anxiety relief.

In most Cults such ideas could be held to be ideals that indicated Group Norms – that 
reveal the intention behind such Cults, but were they Group Norms, in ONA? In most
cases ONA members exhibited NS tendencies and an affirmation of NS ideology as 
useful to ‘Sinister Strategy’– but this does not indicate a correlation between ONA 
persuasion toward NS and a member adoption of NS. It does symbolise however a 
Group Norm; in direct contrast to the promoted ideal of Satanism as an isolated 
individual quest, and even an unconscious expectancy of members to positively 
conform to NS ideology – In my opinion. Another Group Norm, in my opinion – is 
the acceptance of abstract enemies to unite and wage war against. The Nazarene, 
Magian and Zion are abstract enemies utilised by a number of Groups, including the 
Order. It is an established fact that the further removed from seeing an individuals 
effects on an enemy, the easier it is for them to commit violent or unethical acts 
against them. Obedience to the Order from members despite internal conflicts over 
views of NS or human sacrifice, was reconciled by scapegoats in which the various 
Members could find a common ground as a group: by uniting against an enemy both 
abstract enough to be completely removed from the Satanist, and yet threateningly 
ubiquitous in all spheres of life around them.

After following the Septenary Way for long enough to change my behaviour to be in 
accordance with ONA group norms, the necessary paranoia of the Enemy gave me a 
sense of danger and excitement in being part of stopping something far greater than 
myself and the Self-propulsion of the Satanic Ideal became automatic. However – 
what must be taken into account is that I believe the ONA is truly representing 
Satanism, if, one can think in psychological/magical terms, the playing off of 
contradictions against one another to achieve certain balances and observe how the 
trick of control is done. In which case, we can surmise that the ‘truly’ Satanic 
individual would be expected to see through these patterns of conformity, and rebel 
with no concern at the risk of losing Group Support and Tacit Membership for 
unorthodox views of the ONA in order to assert a thoughtful, independent view of 
their Sinister Tradition, not duly influenced via Herd Pressure. In which case, the 
ideals of Human Sacrifice and National Socialism are merely tests to see if a Member
is actually ‘Satanic’ in defiantly rejecting commonly held views and Group Norms 
despite the risk of retaliation and exclusion by self-representatives or will continue to 
conform to behaviour that is counter to their Self-Image in the mistaken belief that 
they are individual – thus failing the test.

But if the ONA is this prescient in the matters of Human Psychology, the point would
be reached whereby such an individual would see the paradox in being part of 
something called Satanism and eventually reject it – why is this done?
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My Theory: My own experiences show that I fell for the ruse, but eventually became 
wise, first to the conformity of following the National Socialist ideal and so 
rationalised that NS was not for me, not good for Satanism etc, by making ‘excuses’ 
not to enact the Group Norm, I did not feel remorse or guilt for abandoning the group
norm (which is interestingly enough emphasised by ONA not to be a group norm, 
despite the obvious). Later on I consolidated my feelings of negative worth by 
accepting that I had been tricked, led into performing behaviour contrary to my Self-
Image by clever persuasion, and been perceptive enough to recognise (or ‘shown’ 
-pending on how far-reaching the ONA’s psychological control methods are) how a 
considerable power could be exercised over a human being even by indirect 
manipulation. I was both unimpressed at my susceptibility and impressed by the 
intricacy of the ONA, the way I might marvel at a cage full of skulls: in dread but 
fascinated awe. The mystery of the ONA is further enhanced by the uncertainty that it
may or may not be different from many ‘lesser’ sophisticated Cults and actually 
represent what its texts indicate it does, at face value, namely the written form related
of the Sinister Tradition.

The ONA is inarguably highly-layered, and there is overwhelming evidence that one 
such layer is a system of psychological tests designed to Individuate/De-individuate a
person for assessment (of Satanic qualities).

Given the apparent sophistication of the Order it is not unlikely that this be too far 
from the truth. One can see, for example, that it has been a path of enormous personal
growth and vitalising mental/physical/magical expansion for me. Such tremendous 
personal efforts were necessary in escaping the psychological currents, possibly 
intended to entrap the Would-be-Satanist and to step outside of the Septenary System 
in order to examine how it worked. It is one thing to build the Individual, and explain 
how this is done, it is quite another to take things a step further and try to explain how
Cults, Cultures and Groups may be built. In fact, my powerful method of enquiry is 
largely in gratitude of the methods I learned via the ONA for tearing things apart, for 
the methods and practices expounded did indeed transform me into something 
altogether different from what I used to be.

In Summary:
There is no question of the efficacy of the Order of Nine Angles to convey Esoteric 
and Exoteric mysteries in methods of practical experience, regardless of how those 
‘surface’ mysteries are perceived – and the methods employed by the Order of Nine 
Angles are even far more complex than what I have illustrated, methods and writings 
in my opinion that are the result of a real organic current being lived by the men and 
women behind the Order, (referred to in Angles and Curves II), that is to say a real 
practice of the tenets expounded. But for this and no doubt many other brief analyses 
of it, it is the intention behind the Order that is an impenetrable mystery: what are the 
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ONA? Such a mystery is for each to discover. I merely believe it is a means to Dis-
cover, in the most literal sense of the word.

Though much could be added to this manuscript regarding other psychological 
precepts used by the ONA, (See Vol. V) I think enough has been said for others to 
build their own Tradition if they believe they have the nous shown by the ONA.
Enter Exhibit A.

AN EARLY COMPARISON OF THE PYMANDER
TRACTATE

by Krist Hollow

0
The work by Myatt on the Pymander Tractate (Corpus Hermeticum) is highly 
interesting – and yet it appears, continually ignored as a conversation. I will invest 
time in a comparison between this http://www.alchemylab.com/mead.htm and 
this: http://davidmyatt.files.wordpress.co…o-princeps.pdf

Due to the exoteric complexity and esoteric simplicity – I’ve made very brief 
notes (some intuition required, some deep knowledge of o9a required): my 
comments in brackets and bold. Additional insights are archived in the online 
forum Mvimaedivm Red.

+O+
Once a man had come into touch with the Great Synthesis, there rushed into his mind 
innumerable passages of scripture, scraps of myths, fragments of cosmogenesis, facts,
and symbols of all kinds that fitted naturally. These were not any special writer’s 
monopoly, there was no copyright in them, and they were all utterances of the same 
Logos, the Great Instructor of humanity.

[2] – The exoteric and esoteric contrivances of Anton Long – that broad 
personification of anonymity – the deliverer of messages without attribution.

Thus the literature that was produced in the Corpus Hermeticum was anonymous or 
pseudographic. There was first of all a nucleus of personal vision and direct 
illumination, then a grouping of similar matter from various sources into a whole for 
didactic purposes. Nor was there any idea among these mystics and scripture-writers 
that the form once issued should become forever stereotyped as infallible; there were 
many recensions and additions and interpolations. It was left to those without the 
sense of illumination to stereotype the forms and claim for them the infallacy of 
verbal dictation by the Deity. Those who wrote the apocalypses from personal 
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knowledge of vision could not make such claim for their scriptures, for they knew 
how they were written and the nature of their hearing and sight at the time they were 
experienced.

[3]-Correctly stated, perhaps for the first time – the raison detre for the OrderS 
of Nine Angles. The tension between o9a and THEM is the authenticity of Long 
and Myatt’s journey vs a perceived inauthenticity of Ryan/Krist’s. Unbeknownst
to me, perhaps I was stealing thunder the Inquisition believe is unjustified 
thunder. Of that my conscience is clear though my forms may not be.

The first part of the question he “holds” in his mind is: How came this cosmos into 
being? The answer is the changing of the Boundless Presence into “Light — sweet 
joyous Light.” He loses all sight of “all things” in his mind (the mental image he had 
formed of cosmos) and is plunged into the infinitude of Limitless Light and infinite 
joy, which transports him out of himself in highest ecstasy.

[4] – David’s bifurcation of the acausal/causal.

But he has craved for Gnosis, not joy and light, but Wisdom, the understanding and 
reconciliation of the great Opposites, the Cross of all Manifestation. Therefore must 
he know the Mystery of Ignorance as well as that of Knowledge. Within the 
infinitude of Light appears the Shadow of the Unknown, which translates itself to his 
consciousness as Darkness — the Shadow of the Thrice-unknown Darkness — 
which, as Damascius tells us, “was the First Principle of the Egyptians, the ineffable 
Mystery, of which they said nothing,” and of which our author says nothing.

[5] – Being the Sinister. The necessity of dark deeds and no limit to them to 
Understand, to Know. Parallels with Vamachara. In simplistic terms, there is no 
light, without shadow. The darker the shadow, the more brilliant the light – and 
the necessity of being amoral – is to devote oneself to the furthest possible points 
of dark and light. It is not an ‘opposite’ to morality – it is not a badness for the 
sake of being bad – it is heurisy that must take the form (to the observer) as 
heresy. Their judgements – irrelevant. The ‘contradiction of Myatt’s deeds is an 
uninitiated perception – the forms that control, that bind, that restrict one from 
ineffable union with the Numen – irrelevant. One either wants and is willing to 
Know – at ANY cost, act, risk, path(s) – or one is not. Myatt was willing. This is 
why, the o9a is not and never was Satanic – merely made visible as such to 
encourage the leap by others into the hermetic journey. It’s ‘evil’ certainly evil – 
and its ‘dark gods’ certainly dark – but only from an uninitiated perspective – 
from an initiated perspective, simply a flowing through or moving with, nature 
on ones Wyrd wander toward. Toward what? Toward Sapanur – but more 
correctly, toward and twixt life itself – the Mysterium. In layman's terms – if one
was born afresh to earth and was stopped, was hemmed in by all the forms 
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scattered about by various past and present hierarchies, authorities, cultures, 
social mores – one should discover nothing – overcoming the limits of these 
forms is just the beginning – the equivalent of navigating the marshy fens and 
quicksands before reaching the mountain pass and the ranges beyond. One 
either lets things get in their way to Know and is stopped by their own limits, by 
their adherence to norms, by their moral or ethical code, by their 
physical/mental ability, by ones stomach turning – or, quite simply, one Knows. 
And there aren’t very many who Know. Because something or someone 
generally always stops someone from Knowing what there is to Know.

His one desire, his only will, is now to “learn the things that are, and comprehend 
their nature and know God.” He craves for Gnosis — Gnosis of the Cosmos and its 
mysteries, Gnosis of Nature or the Great Mother, and, finally, Gnosis of God, the 
Father of the worlds. This is the one question he “holds in his mind.” His whole being
is concentrated into this question, this one point of interrogation.

[6] Pathei Mathos and the goal of the Immortal

It is to be noticed that we are not told, as in the Gospel of Eve, that the seer stood, as 
it were, apart from himself, and saw his little self and greater Self simultaneously. He 
is conscious of a Presence, of a persona in the highest theological meaning of the 
word, who is not seen so much as felt. He speaks to this Presence mind to Mind; he 
hears this Presence rather than sees it.

[7] That of course being the Numen or what we, call, THEM.

This Darkness comes forth from within outwards to the disciple’s consciousness, and 
it spreads “downwards” in sinuous folds like a Great Snake, symbolising, 
presumably, the unknown, and to him unknowable, mysteries of the differentiation of 
the root of matter of the cosmos that is to be. Its motion is spiral, sinuous, unending 
vibrations — not yet confined into a sphere; not yet ordered — but chaotic, in 
unceasing turmoil, a terrible contrast to the sweet peace of the Light. This primordial 
darkness gradually changes from Dark Space into a Fluid or Flowing Matter, or 
Watery Substance. That is, presumably, what the Greek mystics would have called 
Rhea, the Primal Mother or First Matter of the future universe before it has even been
manifested.

[8] Symbolised by the Tree of Wyrd and its spiralling path toward Saturn or 
Gnosis. Symbolised by the abstraction of the causal and acausal dissecting via 
the Star Game. These two vehicles symbolised and theorised from the 
abstraction itself of the bifurcation of time and acausal space into causal as per 
nexion intuitively grasped but difficult to share.
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It wails and groans — that is to say, its motion is as yet unharmonized. In the 
terminology of the Sophia-mythus, it is the inchoate birth from the Sophia Above, in 
the Fullness, brought forth by herself alone without her syzygy (or consort). On 
account of its imperfection, she wails and groans to the Father of All and His 
Perfections, that her Perfection may be sent to fashion her child, who is herself in 
manifestation, into a world of order, and eventually into Perfection in its turn. The 
Primal Undifferentiated or Chaotic Sound, from the Darkness of its first state, 
gradually manifests itself under the brooding power of the Boundless Light, into less 
confused thunderings and murmurings, and finally reaches a stage symbolised by the 
“Cry,” which is a Voice of Fire. This is passionate Fire, not distilled Light, and it 
expresses a need and want, longing for union with the Articulate Power or Cosmic 
Word.

[9] The Seven Fold Way. Beginning at the Moon Sphere and in complete 
ignorance – Pathei Mathos allows understanding and vision, a numinous 
connexion with nature that is charted through the marking of the pathways of 
the spheres – one might associate the cry with the naming, the thought-form 
“Order of the Nine Angles” – breathed into life from necessity to cojoin with the 
Forces of THEM – or the Numen.

The three most primal stages thus seem to be symbolised by Fire, the Watery 
Substance, and Darkness. These were not our differentiated elements but the Primal 
Pre-cosmic Elements, what Christian theologists would call the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Ghost. The same idea, though in different forms, is met with in a system of 
the Gnosis preserved for us by the Old Latin translator of Irenmus and also by 
Theodorer who ascribes it to the Sithians, whom he says are also called Ophianae or 
Ophirae. Now, Seth was Typhon or Darkness, Dark Light, and this Seth may very 
well have been symbolised as the Great Serpent of Darkness, as it is in our text. 
Hence the name “Those of the Serpent,” perhaps given them by their theological 
adversaries (orthodox Jews and Christians). In this system the Primal Elements are 
given as Water, Darkness, Abyss, and Chaos. The Light was the Child of the supreme 
Trinity — the First Man, the Second Man, and the Holy Spirit or First Woman. This 
Light is what the Jewish and Christian overworking of the original tradition called the
Cosmic Christ. Thus the Fire of Desire, or the Cry in the Darkness, was to be satisfied
or checked or quenched by the Light’s fashioning its inchoate substance into the 
cosmos; and so in another Vision, preserved in another treatise in the Corpus 
Hermeticum, Hermes sees “through the gaze of the Master,” the cosmos in its 
finished beauty, when all things in it are full of Light and nowhere is there Fire or 
Darkness.

[10] This touches on some deeply esoteric themes and it is very difficult to be 
sure they have been correctly identified – but the basic parallel with the seven 
fold way is thesis – antithesis – synthesis. If we imagine that a man is a vessel – 
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he is to be filled all the way with as much darkness as he can exhaust – until he 
reaches the Abyss – and can go no darker. Then this is emptied of him. Then he 
is to travel the inverse, and be filled with as much Numen as he can exhaust – 
until he reaches the Abyss – and can go no lighter. Only by going to both Abyss 
does the necessary alchemical change take place on the vessel itself. Which, in 
clumsy terms – requires both – because it requires neither. That is, only through 
a personal exhaustion of heurisy does there come the wisdom to understand and 
Know. Said a different way – there is beauty in horror, and horror in beauty. To 
understand Form, one must turn it around 361 degrees.

First Emanation: The Descent of the Logos Upon this Cry for Light, into the Heart of 
the Dark-Moist-Fiery nature is injected a Holy Word, the Seed of the future Cosmos. 
This Word is articulate, reasonable, and ordering. The Cosmic Animal Nature is 
impregnated with the Light of the Supernal Reason, which pervades its whole being. 
This pervading immediately effects an ordering of the Chaotic Elements into Pure 
Fire, Pure Air, and Pure Water-Earth. Moreover, it is to be gathered from the sequel 
that Nature saw the Word and all his beauty in her Fire and Air, but as yet only heard 
him in her Water-Earth. The Shepherd thus explains that Light is really Mind, and 
Mind is really God — God prior to Nature but not prior to Darkness. The Unity of 
Light and Darkness is a still higher Mystery. Light and Mind is the highest concept 
the disciple can yet form of God. The Light-Word, or emanation of Supernal Reason, 
is Son of God, Son of Great Mind.

[11] I believe this word was “Chaos” – and what appears to have happened is 
that many have understood this statement by early o9a to be a moral platitude 
that is calling for evil, for destruction, for anarchy. But this is too simplistic. 
Chaos, or Xaos is not this platitude, that the o9a refer to – but rather the ‘free 
exploration of the numen’ and this can involve both beatific darkness as well as 
sublime light – since when the o9a arrived on earth and began to assess the 
landscape, the ‘sublime light’ had already been taken to extremes by various 
generations of occultists, new-agers, hippies – the world was unbalanced – and 
required a return to xaos – not evil, not even a moralism, if we think about it – 
but all that moralism ‘might’ entail and more as part of the process. Xaos – 
through the o9a, has returned perhaps not a balance, yet, but evokes a searching
for balance that Myatt desperately wished to convey early – gradually less 
frantically as time went by, resulting in his numinous way writings. Thus I might
add, do ‘Insight Roles’ contain both sinister/dark/violent archetypes, and 
numinous/holy r’les, for instance.

The Revelation of the Pleroma At this point in the treatise, the sequence of the 
narrative is broken by a second vision and is only resumed later. The breaking of the 
main narrative may be regarded as a necessary digression rather than as an 
interpolation of foreign material. It is necessary in order to bring on to the scene the 
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hitherto invisible Greatnesses, “within” the Veil of Light, which constitute the 
Economy of the Pleroma. More had to be seen by the disciple before he was in a 
position to understand what he had so far seen. He must now unite with the Light, his 
previous seeing being that of its reflection on his own mind. Not that this logos and 
Light (or Mind) are separate. They are in reality one, the Son is one with the Father in
the state that transcends all opposites. The Logos apparently comes forth, yet it 
remains ever with the Father, and this coming-forth and- yet-remaining constitutes its
Life — in other words, it is an emanation. Thus Hermes is bidden to understand the 
Light: as Life, and so make “friends” with it.

[12] to this end, Myatt undertook his ‘Muslim’ “role”. And from it the Synthesis 
of the Numinous Way.

Hitherto the Light had been one for him a sameness that his highest vision could not 
pierce, the Veil of Light that shut the beauties, perfections and greatnesses of the 
Intelligible from the eyes of his mind. To pierce this veil, a still more expanded power
of sight had to be given him by the Master. The little word or light-spark within him 
is intensified by the Great Word of the Master, this Word being an Intelligible 
Utterance of the One Mind, an intensification of being.

[13] The Exeatia of Living.

Hermes now sees and understands the countless Powers within the Light, which 
constitute the Intelligible Archetypal Forms or Divine Ideas of all worlds. Between 
the special sensible cosmos of his prior vision and this Immensity was a Mighty 
Power or Great Boundary (Horos) that encircled the elements of the sensible cosmos 
and held its Fire in check.

[14] being, the very specific term and phrasing “The Order, of Nine, Angles”

God Desiring Himself In amazement, Hermes asks whence come these apparently 
disorderly and untamed elements of the new world that have to be subdued and 
separated from the concord of the perfection of the Powers? And the answer is that 
Chaos, too, has its being from God’s Will. Discord and Concord, Chaos and Cosmos, 
are both of God. The Primal Elements are, as it were, the passions of God’s Will 
desiring Himself. It is Himself as Mother or Spouse desiring Himself as Father. In 
other of the Trismegistic tractates this “Feminine Aspect” of Deity is called Wisdom, 
Nature, Generation, or Isis. He is Wisdom as desiring Himself — that Desire being 
the Primal Cause as Mother of the whole world-process, which is consummated by 
His Fullness uniting with His Desire or Wisdom, and so perfecting it. This is the 
whole burden of the Gnostic Sophia-mythus, from which the main elements of the 
Pymander might be derived.
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[15] – The Immortal – the conscious directing of an Aeon, the toward for all, of 
evolution.

The Mother, when thought of as without the Pleroma, is impregnated by the Word, 
which the Gnostic Basilides would have called the Allseed Potency of the Pleroma 
endowed with all Powers, and sent forth as the seed of the sensible cosmos that is to 
be. The Mother in her higher nature contemplates the Eternal Cosmos (or Order of 
the Pleroma) and in her lower nature copies its beauties by means of the permutations
and combinations of her elements and the generations and transformations of her 
lives or souls.

[16] the Ethos of Earth’s bearing (in higher nature) , and (in lower nature) the 
‘Tribes’ spoken of.

What some authors have seen as the fundamental dualism of our text is, however, by 
no means so very marked, for it leaves it clearly to be inferred that the Darkness 
comes from the Light itself, for previously there was nothing but Light and all thing 
had become Light to the eye of the seer. It was, in my opinion, precisely for the sake 
of removing the thought of dualism that the seer is shown a still more intimate vision 
within the Light Veil, where all ideas of monotheism, dualism, tritheism, polytheism, 
and pantheism lose their formal distinctions in a Formless State, or, at any rate, in a 
state of being where all are interblended with all. In describing it, the “tongue of 
flesh” has to use the familiar language of form, but every word employed has a new 
significance; for even the “tongue of angels” cannot describe it, or any of the 
“tongues” of heaven; He alone who speaks forth the Words of the One Mind can 
express it.

[17] An interesting interplay being that David Myatt went beyond good and evil 
to this place, this silent desert, this Mactoron – but the language of the recent 
incarnation of the ONA seems not – seems to hinge great importance on dualism 
and an us and them – interesting because of what it denotes, which should be 
obvious, but is not.

We now return to the main narrative. Within the World-Egg, which was encircled by 
the Mighty Power (the Gnostic Horos), there had already been developed the three 
Cosmic Elements of Fire, Air, and Water-Earth. This had been effected by the descent
of the Cosmic Logos into the Primal Elements of Disorder. As the Logos descended, 
Fire and Air ascended, and the Logos remained in Water-Earth. This was the result of 
the First Outpouring from the potency of the Pleroma the First Word uttered by the 
One Mind. The Second Outpouring of Mind was of Mind no longer regarded as Light
only, but as Light and Life, Male-Female. This emanation appeared as the enforming 
Mind — that is, Mind the Maker, the Fashioner or Former, Artificer or Demiurge of 
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lives or souls. It was the ensouling of the Ordered Elements of Nature with lives, 
whereby these Cosmic Elements were drawn together into forms.

[18] First Mind being what THEM call the Thrasz – o9a might infer as the 
Acausal / second mind what THEM call the Phyrm – o9a might infer as the 
Causal.

The Great Mind, as Light and Life, reflected itself in the “pure formation” of Nature 
— that is to say, in Fire and Spirit (Air), Fire for Light and Spirit for Life, to further 
enform, things. The Mighty Power or Self-limitation of Mind, the boundary that no 
mortal can pass, marks off the formative area of the whole cosmos. This area, 
however, was by no means only the mixed sensible world that we perceive with our 
present physical senses. On the contrary, there are within it various orders of the main
cosmos. For the Ordering Mind, as the Enformer or Soulfashioner, differentiates itself
into seven Ruling Forms or Spheres that “enclose” the mixed sensible cosmos; these 
spheres, therefore, must be of a psychic nature — that is to say, of a pure or subtle 
substance. They are forms of subtle matter endowed with reason. They constitute the 
cosmic engine of the fashioning of souls, or psychic natures, and of their perpetual 
transforming. Their energies and activities are those of Fate, or the ordered sequence 
of cause and effect, symbolised by spheres perpetually entering into themselves.

[19] Naturally perceived – this is symbolised by the Tree of Wyrd, its seven 
spheres and the pathways that join them as a unified matrix. The Sphere’s of a 
psychic nature are the Forces as themselves – the spheres of subtle nature are 
the Forms as they appear – the reason that binds them – is ultimately to give 
way to the Logos – to experiencing the denotation of the ‘energy’ of the Spheres 
in its purest essence – in isolation each – and then in unison all.

In all the main phases of this divine operation, there is to be observed the idea of a 
downward tendency followed by an upward. The Darkness descends; it then 
transmutes itself and aspires above in a Cry, or Vibration, or primordial yearning for 
Light. The Word descends, and immediately the Fire and Air ascend. Mind the Maker
descends, and immediately the Word ascends from the mixed Water-Earth, which 
unites (at-ones) itself with its co-essential emanation from the Father. This creates a 
space about the Seven, and thus leaves the still down-tending elements in the Element
Water-Earth deprived of its immediate presence, after giving physical matter the 
initial impulse to order. This physical matter our author calls “pure matter,” meaning 
thereby matter deprived of the immediate presence of Reason. Hereupon from the 
impulse she has received, Nature begins her physical enformation, develops her 
physical elements and bodies of irrational lives. Water-Earth divides into water and 
earth, and also air, for this air is clearly something different from the Spirit-Air that 
ascended; the lower air is one of the downward elements.
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[20] The immersement of the neophyte into the energies, forms, associations, 
living of various energies denoted by the spheres exhausts appearance and gives 
way to understanding – to essence – which bears barely remote resemblance to 
the former. This opens a finer appreciation, a truer understanding of the forces 
thus symbolised Without the trappings and burdens of form – and only force 
alone – which is intimate. There is therefore, matter, intuitively understood 
without the burden of reason.

When this had been accomplished, there followed a Third Outpouring — the descent 
of Man, the consummation of the whole enformation of things, a still more 
transcendent manifestation of Mind, the One Form that contains all forms, His Very 
Image coequal with Himself. God finally becomes Himself to consummate and save 
the cosmos in the form of Man — that is, to gather it to Himself and take it back into 
the Pleroma.

[21] And here we understand the ferocity of the o9a toward some if we 
understand the passage correctly. Myatt’s Aeonics, Myatt’s Numinous Way, 
Myatt’s Pathei Mathos, Long’s Order of the Nine Angles. And the evolutionary 
drive for an individual to dissolve into a collective and be reborn anew – and too 
– that which it is reborn into, anew.

Nevertheless, the Word and the Mind the Maker and Man are not three different 
persons; they are all co-essential with each other and one with the Father. For the 
Word is co-essential with the Demiurgic Mind, and the latter is Brother of Man, and 
thus Man is coequal with God. And so Man, as the Beloved, descends; and in his 
descent he is clothed with all the powers of his Brother’s creative energy, the creative 
energy of Life conjoined with rational Light. Having learned the lesson of the 
conformations and of the limitations of the Spheres, he desires to break right through 
the Great Boundary itself; but to do this, he must descend still further into matter. 
Before he can burst through upwards, he must break through downwards. 
Accordingly he breaks through the Spheres downwards, seeking his consort Nature 
below, and shows her his Divine Form radiant with all the energies bestowed on him 
by all the Powers above.

[22] It is not dismissive to explain this as the dissolution of ALL Forms and more
accurately all For(m). This is how contradictions resolve themselves. An example
oft given by my Temple is that of vantage – learned through the abstractive 
lessons and vehicle of the star game – how one thing is no thing – and in being no
thing – many things besides. What appears as a busy street filled with shoppers, 
noises, cars, signs, smells, conversations, exhaust fumes, transactions, commerce 
and clusters a thousand forms into the presence of mind – can, elevated high 
enough above the cityscape be seen as one silent city – even as that life beneath 
goes on unseen.
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And she in her great love, wound herself round the image of this Form mirrored upon
her water, and the shadow of it thrown upon her earth. Just as the Darkness wound 
itself, like a Great Serpent, round the lower parts of the Light, so does Nature coil 
herself round the shadow and reflection of Man. Man is Above, yet he is Below; man 
is free, yet is he bound — though bound willingly in love for her who is himself.

[23] O9a and THEM differ in no way ontologically here – both of us are 
expressions of Nature desirous for evolution – inescapable parts of the whole of 
Nature. One is younger than the other – with obvious implications.

Some readers are greatly puzzled with all this. It must be noted, at this juncture, that 
the writer of our treatise did not discover new ideas or invent new terms; he used 
what was in his mind and the mind of his circle. It was, however, the weaving of it 
into a whole, not as a literary exercise, but as a setting forth in the most 
understandable terms with which they were acquainted of the “things seen,” that was 
their main interest. Those who had the “second sight” would understand and 
appreciate their labours, those who had not would never understand, no matter what 
terms or what language was used.

[24] And Long has written as much, citing his development of what already 
existed into a workable system from the fragments of the Tradition inherited.

In this section of the Pymander, our treatise is endeavouring precisely to give an 
insight into the state of things beyond Fate. The burden of its teaching is that all 
earthly duality and oppositions are really illusory; man can transcend these 
limitations and come into the freedom of the Sons of God. Even the most terrible and 
fundamental oppositions are not really so, but all are Self limitations of God’s Will. 
And man is Son of God coequal with Him.

[25] The peaceable understanding of force that makes all form quiet.

The First Men
Our treatise goes on to describe the first appearance of man on earth, which it regards
as a great mystery never before revealed (“the mystery kept hid until this day”). This 
I take to mean that it had hitherto never been written about but had been kept as a 
great secret. This secret was the doctrine that the first men, of which there were seven
types, were hermaphrodites, and not only so, but lived in the air; their frames were of 
fire and spirit, and not of the earth-water elements. The Celestial Man, or type of 
humanity, was gradually differentiating himself from his proper nature of Light and 
Life, and taking on bodies of fire and air, was changing into mind (Lightfire) and soul
(Life-spirit). This presumably lasted for long periods of time, the lower animal forms 
gradually evolving to greater complexity as Nature strove to copy the “Form” of 
Man, and Man devolving gradually until there was a union of Mind and matter, and 
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the human subtle form could find vehicles among the highest animal shapes. The first
incarnate men appear to have been at first also hermaphrodite; and it must have been 
a time when everything was in a far greater state of flux than things are now.

[26] Logically – though not offered often – that first humans were 
hermaphroditic solves a great many problems – one being given the helplessness 
of infants how did the first baby survive long enough to become a human? And 
wherefore its parents – can be answered if there were but one parent. But this is 
not talking about the physical evolution of man it is talking about the spiritual 
evolution of man. Castenada and one of THEM speak of the focal point of 
awareness, and one of them mapped the fpoa onto the Tree of Wyrd’s spheres – 
each chakra/focal point/sphere is one of the seven types of hermaphrodite, or 
was – that is, balanced.

To Increase and Multiply
This period of pre-sexual or bisexual development having come to an end, the 
separation of the sexes took place. The commandment is given by the Word: 
“Increase in increasing and multiply in multitude.” It is true that this is reminiscent of
the oft-repeated formula in Genesis, but it is only slightly reminiscent. The main 
injunction is similar, but the rest of the Logos being quite different from anything 
found in Genesis. As nothing else in the whole treatise can be referred to direct 
Hebrew influence, we must conclude that the formula was, so to speak, “in the air,” 
and has so crept into our treatise. This increasing and multiplying, the perpetual 
coupling of bodies and the birth of new ones, is effected by Fate, or the Harmony of 
the Formative Spheres, the Engine of Birth, set under Forethought or Providence. 
This Pronoia can be none else than Nature herself as the Wisdom or Knowledge of 
God — in other words, His Will.

[27] Here, Force, divorces into Forces, and then further into Form, and finally 
Forms.

Love as the Will of God
The motive power of all this is Love. If this Love manifests itself as Desire for things 
of matter, the Lover stays in Darkness wandering; if it becomes the Will to know 
Light, the Lover becomes the Knower of himself, and so eventually at-one with 
Good. But why should love of body merit Death — that is to say, make man mortal? 
The disciple attempts an explanation from what he has seen. Although his answer is 
approved, the meaning is by no means clear. The physical body, or body in the sense-
world, is composed of the Moist Nature, which in a subsequent phase remains as 
Water-Earth, and in a still subsequent phase divides itself into the elements of 
physical earth, water, and air. The dissolution of the previous combination of these 
elements is effected by Death — that is, Darkness, the Drainer of the Water, the 
Typhonean Power. Water must thus here symbolise the Osirian Power of 
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fructification and holding together. The Moist Nature seems to be differentiated from 
the Darkness by the energising of Light in its most primitive brooding. But seeing 
that the Light is also Life, the Darkness, which is posited as the ultimate opposite, 
must be Death.

[28] This passage relates the Physis of Forms dealt with in pMYRIAD: there 
were prior to increase and multiplication no opposites – no tension that can only 
be bastardised when effected as form – as force, there is no mistake, no 
interpretation. Life, through form, is now Death. Life as force was one with 
Death. Form – brings with it, time, an (artificial) extension (increase) between 
force and thus space through expansion (multiply) – now Life and Death are 
two.

The Way of Deathlessness
The Way of Deathlessness is then considered. The disciple repeats his lesson, and the 
Master commends him; the Way Up is the path of self-knowledge. Still the disciple 
cannot believe that this is for him; he cannot understand that the One Mind is in him, 
or rather is himself, in so much as Mind as Teacher seems to be outside him. The 
semantic play is on Mind and mind; the one gives the certitude of Immortality, the 
other is still bound by the illusion of Death. The disciple has not this certitude; the 
One Mind, then, is not his. The Master then further explains the mystery. Gnosis must
be preceded by moral purification; there must be a turning-away before the re-turn 
can be accomplished. The whole nature must be changed. That is the alchemy of the 
cosmos. Every tortuous effort that the little man seems to make of his own striving is 
really the energising of the Great Man. Those, however, who yield themselves to 
lower desires, drive the One Mind away, find that their appetites are only the more 
strengthened by the mind in them. The original text of this paragraph is very corrupt, 
so that the exact sense of the original is not recoverable; and this makes it all the 
more difficult to understand what is meant by the Avenging Daimon, the Counterpart 
of the Mind.

[29] Far too much is said here to comment on briefly – yet perhaps this is the 
most important of all the commentary, and perhaps, because so, should be 
passed over in silence.

The Ascent of the Soul
Before long, the subject of instruction becomes the Way Above, or ascent of the soul 
out of the body at death. The physical body is left to the work of change and 
dissolution. The life of integration and conservation ceases, and the life of 
disintegration begins. The form thus vanishes, apparently from the man’s 
consciousness; that is to say, presumably, he is no longer clothed in the form of his 
physical body but is apparently in some other vehicle. The particular fixed form, or 
“way of life,” or “habit,” he wore on earth being handed over to the Daimon deprived
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of all its energy, so that apparently it becomes an empty shell. The senses that had 
previously been united by the mind become separate. That is, instead of a whole they 
become parts; they return to the natural animal state of sensation, and the animal part 
of man, or his vehicle of sexual passion and desire, begins in its turn to disintegrate, 
the mind or reason (logos) being gradually separated from it. Or rather, its true nature
begins showing forth in the man, as he gradually strips off the irrational tendencies of
the energies. Those irrational tendencies have their sources in Fate (the Harmony of 
the Spheres) It is in these seven subordinate spheres or zones where he leaves his 
inharmonious propensities, deprived of their energy. For Fate (the Harmony of the 
Spheres machine) is only evil apparently; it is really the Engine of Justice and 
Necessity to readjust the foolish choices of the soul. That is, it exists to purify the 
soul’s irrational desires, or those propensities in it that are not under the sway of the 
right reason of the One Mind.

[30] What many understand of the Spheres of the Tree of Wyrd is that to explore
them, and extract the secrets within, is to Master them – and mistakenly, also 
infer that such mastery implies a gain. Wherein it is in fact the opposite – for if 
we were to gain more forms – we should never understand the force – layering it
hopelessly with more ‘understanding’, ‘reason’, ‘form’. Rather we leave the 
detritus behind and strip of the cracked outer shell of the egg – drain the yolk – 
and are enabled an ease of passage through such energies by intuitive grasp of 
the Force not unclumsily denoted by the ‘sphere’. The entire process is 
explicated in great detail here: in the passage regarding the “eighth” sphere:

The Eighth Sphere The soul of the initiated strips itself naked of the “garment of 
shame,” the selfish energizings, and stands “clothed in its own power.” This refers 
probably to the stripping off of the dress of selfhood, the garments woven by its 
vices, and the putting on of the “wedding garment” of its virtues. This state of 
existence is called the Eighth, a state of comparative sameness that transcends the 
zones of “difference.” It is the Ogdoad of the Gnostics, the City of Jerusalem Above, 
the plane of the Higher Ego in its own form, the natural state of “those-that-are.” In 
another sense, it may perhaps mean that man, after passing through the phases of the 
lower mind, now enters within into the region of the pure One Mind, the Higher Ego, 
and there is united (at-oned) with all the experiences of his past lives that are worthy 
of immortality, his virtuous energizings — the “those-that-are” that perhaps constitute
the “crown of mighty lives” sung of by the Pythian Oracle when celebrating the death
of Plotinus. In this state the man, who has freed himself from the necessity of 
reincarnation, hears the Song of the Powers above the Ogdoad — that is to say, in 
Gnostic terms, the Hymn of the Eons of the Pleroma, the Music of the Spheres. Such 
a man would have reached the consummation of his earthly pilgrimage and be ready 
to pass on into the Christ-state, or, at any rate, the state of super-man. He would be 
the victor who had won the right of investiture with the Robe of Glory, and the 
dignity of the crowning with the Kingship of the Heavens. This final initiation is 
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most: beautifully set forth in the opening pages of the Pistis Sophia, and especially in 
the “Song of the Powers,” beginning with the words: “Come unto us, for we are thy 
fellow members. We are all one with thee.”
The consummation of the mystery is that the alter-egos of the individual ego, or the 
sum total of purified personalities that in that state constitute its membership (or 
vehicles of their own selves) surrender themselves to a fullness of union or a 
transcendency of separation, in which they become the powers or energies of a New 
Man, the true Son of Man. They pass into a state where they each blend with all, and 
yet lose nothing of themselves, but rather find in this new union the consummation of
all their powers. In this state of Sonship of the Divine, they are no longer limited by 
bodies, nor even by partial souls or individual minds; but, becoming Powers, they are 
not only in God, but one with the Divine Will. In fact, in the final consummation, 
they are God Himself. Of such a nature was the Shepherd Hermes; he, too, was the 
Christ of God, the Son of the Father, who could take all forms to carry out the Divine 
Will. When the form — even though that form might for the disciple take on the 
appearance of the cosmos itself, as he conceived it — had served its purpose, the 
Shepherd once more “mingled with the Powers.”

[31] Far be it for me to think the commentary repeats itself unnecessarily. It 
might be worth mentioning that those ‘entities’ that do appear, that we know as 
THEM, described in the Black Keys of Satan and Rain magick: A Visitation 
from THEM among others are of two broad types – the utterly inhuman, and 
the sense that some were once human – perhaps sorcerers who achieve the Robe 
of Glory, or Immortality and slipped through from Death into these new guises –
no mistake being made though, these are not eighty year old souls, they are Very 
old – immeasurably old. We know this only from the feeling they impart. One 
being chilling horror – the other the gravitas of being truly ancient.
to be continued…

ON THEM, O9A, THE CORPUS HERMETICUM AND THE
ZOHAR-SHEMOT 

The Seven Vizier's mentioned in Myatt's translations of the Corpus Hermeticum, and
which have allegory and connection with the spheres of the Septenary Tree of Wyrd's
map as a 'shining path to Theos/[god]', have striking parallel to the concepts related

by the Judaic Zohar Shemot. Particularly, the Zohar.

Sohar-Shemoth (Zohar Shemot)

Zohar (Sohar):
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The Zohar is a foundational work in the Jewish mystical tradition known as
Kabbalah. It is a mystical commentary on the Torah, specifically the Five Books of

Moses. The Zohar explores esoteric interpretations of the biblical text and delves into
concepts such as the nature of God, the creation of the universe, and the spiritual

dimensions of existence.

Shemoth (Shemot):

"Shemoth" is the Hebrew word for "names" and is often used to refer to the second
book of the Torah in the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament). In English, this book is

known as "Exodus." The Book of Exodus narrates the liberation of the Israelites from
slavery in Egypt, their journey through the wilderness, and the giving of the Ten

Commandments at Mount Sinai.

-----------------------------------------------------

The Zohar, being a complex and extensive work, discusses various mystical and
esoteric concepts, including references to luminaries. The Zohar often employs

symbolic language and allegorical interpretations of biblical verses to convey its
teachings. Here are some aspects related to luminaries in the Zohar:

Luminaries in Creation:

The Zohar delves into the mystical understanding of the creation narrative in Genesis,
exploring the role of divine luminaries and lights in the formation of the cosmos.
These luminaries are not only physical celestial bodies but also have spiritual and

symbolic significance.

Celestial Hierarchy:

Within the Zoharic cosmology, there is often discussion about various levels of
spiritual worlds and celestial realms, each associated with different luminaries. These

luminaries may represent divine attributes or emanations.

Symbolism of Light:

Light is a recurring theme in the Zohar, symbolizing divine wisdom, understanding,
and the radiance of the divine presence. Luminaries may be used metaphorically to

represent the illumination of spiritual insights and the path to divine knowledge.

Divine Names and Attributes:
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The Zohar explores the mystical significance of divine names and attributes
associated with luminaries. Each luminary may be linked to specific divine qualities,

and meditating on these names is seen as a way to connect with higher spiritual
realms.

----------------------

In the Kabbalistic tradition, including the teachings found in the Zohar, luminaries
play a significant role in the mystical interpretation of the creation narrative in

Genesis. The concept of luminaries goes beyond the physical celestial bodies and
extends to spiritual and symbolic dimensions. Here are some key aspects related to

luminaries in the context of creation, as understood in Kabbalah and the Zohar:

Emanations and Divine Attributes:

The Zohar describes a process of divine emanations or emanations of light that
precede the physical creation. These emanations are often associated with sefirot,
which are divine attributes or spheres through which the divine light flows. Each

sefirah represents a different aspect of God.

En-Sof and Divine Light:

Before creation, there is the concept of En-Sof, the Infinite and Boundless. From the
En-Sof emanates divine light, and this light is channelled through the sefirot to create

and sustain the universe.

Creation of the World:

The Zohar interprets the creation account in Genesis as a process involving the divine
luminaries. The ten sefirot are often arranged in a structure known as the Tree of Life
(Etz Chaim), representing the pathways through which divine energy descends into

the world.

Celestial Hierarchy:

Kabbalistic teachings often describe a complex hierarchy of spiritual worlds and
realms, each associated with specific divine luminaries or sefirot. These luminaries
are considered intermediaries through which divine energy flows into the various

levels of creation.

Light and Vessels:
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The Zohar describes a process called the "shattering of the vessels" (Shevirat
HaKeilim), where the vessels that were meant to contain the divine light were unable

to withstand its intensity. This event resulted in the dispersion of divine sparks
throughout creation.

Restoration and Tikkun:

Kabbalistic thought, including the Zohar, emphasises the concept of Tikkun, or
restoration. This involves the process of elevating and repairing the divine sparks

scattered throughout creation to bring about a harmonious state.

--------------------------------------------

The concept of the "shattering of the vessels" (Shevirat HaKeilim) is a fundamental
and complex idea within Kabbalistic thought, particularly in the teachings of the

Zohar and other mystical texts. This concept explains the origin of the divine sparks
and their scattering throughout creation. Here are key points related to the shattering

of the vessels:

Creation and the Cosmic Catastrophe:

According to Kabbalistic cosmogony, the divine plan for creation involved the
emanation of divine light through the sefirot, the ten divine attributes or spheres.

However, a cosmic catastrophe occurred during the process of creation.

The Vessels and Their Fragility:

The vessels, or kelim, were structures intended to contain and channel the divine light
as it descended through the sefirot. These vessels were created with different

capacities to receive divine energy. However, due to the overwhelming intensity of
the divine light, the vessels were unable to contain it.

Shattering of the Vessels:

The overwhelming influx of divine light caused the vessels to shatter, leading to a
cataclysmic event known as the "shattering of the vessels." This event disrupted the
harmonious flow of divine energy and created a state of chaos and disarray in the

spiritual realms.

Scattering of Divine Sparks:
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As a result of the shattering, the divine sparks (Nitzotzot) were dispersed and
scattered throughout creation. These sparks contain the divine essence and are

embedded in the material world. The goal of spiritual ascent and Tikkun (restoration)
is to elevate and reunite these scattered sparks with their divine source.

Emanation and Tikkun:

The concept of Tikkun involves the gradual process of spiritual repair and restoration.
It requires elevating the divine sparks by engaging in righteous deeds, performing

commandments (mitzvot), and participating in acts of kindness. Through these
actions, the sparks are gradually elevated and returned to their original state of unity.

Human Role in Tikkun:

Humans, according to Kabbalistic teachings, play a crucial role in the process of
Tikkun. By engaging in spiritual practices, ethical behaviour, and acts of kindness,

individuals contribute to the rectification of the world and the elevation of the divine
sparks.

Material World as a Reflection:

The material world is seen as a reflection of the divine order and the shattered
vessels. The goal is to bring about a spiritual transformation that ultimately reunites

the fragmented aspects of creation.

---------------------------------------------------

In the Kabbalistic and mystical tradition, the concept of Nitzotzot (divine sparks) is
abstract and symbolic, referring to the sparks of divine light scattered throughout
creation. These sparks are believed to be present in all aspects of existence. It's
important to note that Nitzotzot are not tangible, physical entities; rather, they

represent the spiritual essence embedded in the material world.

An example illustrating the concept of Nitzotzot might involve considering a simple
everyday object, such as a candle. In this metaphorical example:

Candle Flame as a Divine Spark:

The flame of a candle could be seen as a metaphorical representation of a Nitzot, a
spark of divine light. The light emanating from the flame symbolises the divine

essence present in the material world.
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Shattered Vessels and Dispersed Light:

In the Kabbalistic narrative of the shattering of the vessels, the vessel could be
likened to a container attempting to hold the divine light. Due to the overwhelming
intensity of the light, the vessel shatters, and the light disperses. The candle flame

represents a fragment of this dispersed light.

Elevating the Divine Spark:

The act of lighting the candle and allowing the flame to burn symbolises the process
of elevating the divine spark. By engaging in a positive and spiritual action (lighting

the candle), one contributes to the restoration and elevation of the divine essence
represented by the flame.

Spiritual Ascent and Tikkun:

The process of Tikkun involves recognising the divine sparks within the material
world and participating in their elevation. By kindling the candle and appreciating the
light, an individual might engage in a spiritual practice that aligns with the concept of

Tikkun.

-----------------------------

 Firstly, the syncretization of religion adopts and mutates pagan beliefs. TheꚚ
clandestine aural tradition being uncovered and shown to have existed historically via

the studies of Myatt and Long point to a Septenary shining path that was obscured
over the passage of time by inauthentic forms and is part of the process we study

when referring to a Magian distortion.

Secondly, it is restorative to eliminate reference to good and to evil for they are
inaccuracies that distort.

Those that attempt to wield the Sinister, also attempt to wield the Numinous. The
Sinister-Numinous is an emanation of Theos/God that destroys weak vessels, corrupts
and disintegrates impurities and the impure; and there are mostly weak vessels among

those who wield it. Where wield, means hold or possess, more often conduit not to
harness. The light proves overwhelming and the vessels; causal manifestations such

as individuals and their ideas, cultures, civilisations: eventually shatter. This
corruption is explicit in the inability to fathom or correctly know/wield evil which in

separation from the light is the aspect of god that utterly destroys.
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We see in the Emanations of Urania by David Myatt (later artistically explicated by
RA) mathematical illustration for the ontology of the acausal/causal; the divine light

erupting from the acausal as human lives (or forms, or forms created by specific
artistic humans/creatives) possessed of different levels of charge; implicit in Adepts
in o9a speak, (One's of THEM in our nomenclature). The search to bring the 'sparks'
back together culminates in cultures expressing an assembly point and collectivity or
spiritual kin viz. The 'Order' of Nine Angles, or the 'Temple' of THEM - especially so,

left-hand path orphans, isolated sparks, joined less causally (across time and space)
than acausally at the source that provides the intensity of the charge (nexion).

Elevating the divine sparks is explicated in Myatt's pathei mathos of personal honour,
more crudely but comfortably understood as evolution not just in the sense of causal
excellence but in making visible the esoteric names and nature of the creator and the

created. The loss (separation) caused by ignorance (demiurge) of the shining path
implicit in the fabric of all things and non-things requires revelation, and in revealing

that fixed path performs duty to the sparks of the divine elevating the all. Thus,
untangling the distortion by the Magi, for instance, is to unmuddy and reveal the

divine gold hidden by man's lead. That it lays in the muck hides its value. Tikkun and
the o9a share the concept of recognising the divine sparks in the material world

(Adepts) and through restoring them/elevating them (in the sense of showing the path
to god, but not walking it for them) being in holy service to the divine. A reciprocal

feedback loop wherein aiding others, aids one, to aid the divine, to aid one and others
as expressed in Myatt's translations and footnotes of the Poemander Tractate.

The historical moment/duration and process of distortion/mutation from a Septenary
formula expressing a true path to Theos, and a ten-sphere otz chaim layered with

other nomenclature and decoration, becomes important and apparent here. As does
the critical problematique of language which develops misleading and corrupted

essences that magic (symbols/signs/sounds/meaning) layers and attaches to. Wordless
expressions are often translated into graspable but corrupted vessels finding

expression and apprehension via imperfects such as 'God' or 'The Devil'. The Star
Game is a meeting of acausal/causal sans denotatum (devoid of a distortionary

tension of opposites inherent in semiotics and meaning-making); a symbolic language
of abstraction to which such tensions cannot adhere, artificial opposites not be

tensioned, and yet the duality of the divine expressed at the deepest level.

It is arguable that the Dark Gods presence themselves when the vessel that seeks to
wield the sinister collapses in on itself like a dying dark star, plunged into darkness
(and gross imbalance) from extinguishing the light and hiding from the 'face' and
glory of god implicit in the Wu-Wei of the sinister-numinous. Without sufficient
protection in the pitch of black, the sinister consumes its vessel as an implosion,

collapsing the wave function/thought-form too weak to sustain it; leading to causal
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entropy or hubris; A humbling before god. The process results in the decline and
destruction of individuals, forms, cultures, civilisations and the loss/retreat of

numinous charge which finds expression elsewhere. The ferocity of God is a difficult
concept to convey given that what defines itself as religion, spirituality has been

irreparably twisted into low but dominating narratives that suffer from gross
inaccuracy and malign impurity. Allegories of spatial allocation, hierarchy and Man's
invention of morality are obscurations that hide him from us. The Temple of THEM

denotes 'God' as a paradox of unitary-collective; the Temple being what Myatt
describes as 'perceiverance' and THEM as all that is perceived. What is perceived
finds its expression in acknowledgement and awe for the 'choir voice of god', the

powerful pantheon of forces that force man into context and reverence wherein God
expresses THEM, Man perceives THEM, thereby Man can know of God but not
know God. Being that the sinister-numinous is not meant to be separated lest it
become unstable, 'dark' entities occur prior to 'perceiverance' but not thereafter.

Manifest less in the evidential mistakes of Man and Men diminished in severity from
observer acceptance and aeon-spanning integration, THEY nonetheless make

themselves unmistakably known in the event of great 'horrors' and planet-rattling
forces. Thereafter, opposites and their illusions dyssolve which in part is the

quintessence for worldly retreat and the gulf of abyss from others who have not
initiated, separated, dyssolved the contradiction inherent in the demiurge presenting

as human reality and remain oblivious and on the other side of the veil, trapped in the
magickal war of forms to reveal/conceal, close/open the divine, which we interpret

through experience as the sum totality of events in space across time.

If the shining path is revealed and illumined through elevation of sparks - it stands to
reason that the obscuration of the path (through the detritus of magickal interference

and manufactured forms) has the opposite effect. The metaphor of flame/fires is
useful here; while the source of these sparks cannot be extinguished (One's of THEM

or Adepts) because their source is the divine, the sparks can be and are snuffed
through magickal war. Magickal war does not denote invisible struggle - it

encompasses every tactical permeation Mans insight can give rise to hide the world
from God. The concealment of the highest duty to the divine, a malefic separation,

when THEY stalk and devour us in the ensuing darkness. Ꚛ

A perhaps useful allegory for the light being too overwhelming for vessels can be
found in Statecraft and the dominating will of States as 'actors' on the world stage,
wherein no single human is capable of possessing so much power for long; genius

channelled from God eventually disintegrates both those wielding it and those subject
to its wielder. Wherein 'light' can be understood as 'Time'.

THEM, MAGIC AND THE INDIVIDUAL IN CONTEXT
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Just a few brief notes:
One very important thing regarding individual evolution: is that while it does not 
exist in itself outside of imagination, just as the individual does not exist from an 
acausal point of view – this approach, this statement, and this way of looking at 
things: is given at this present time to others I share my insights with after a long time
(some eight years) finding my own way forward little by little in the matrix of form.
However: it is my express belief that while some short-cuts can be taken in magic, 
they are not at all expected and oftentimes misunderstood when offered, and nor do 
these short-cuts fit any description I have thus far been led to believe is being held by 
an aspirant.

To take just one example, with which many of us have associated our path for years, 
the framework of the Septenary Tree of Wyrd: is a useful abstract on which to situate,
or let others situate themselves; in order to ascertain another useful abstract: the 
appearance of magical levels, breadth of wisdom, nature and
depth of experience held, fought for and struggled beyond by an Initiate of the 
Sinister Path.
But something I have noticed is that others are being drawn into the Abyss before 
their time, before they are ready. This Nexion could well cause damage to those 
unprepared and so we feel it our duty to protect, in some way, aspirants from these 
dangerous emanations.

I apologise for seeming vague – this is a hitherto untouched subject – and formulating
what I want to express is proving difficult. My understanding of THEM is primarily 
intuitive not intellectual.

I digress:
To choose to aid, ally, involve yourself with the Temple of THEM is different from 
choosing to aid, ally, the Temple of THEM and believe the forms, invest faith in the 
solidness and symbols and outward framework of its Mythos. One, is either inside the
Temple of THEM and one of THEM or one is not or is becoming one of THEM. A 
person either sees what we’re trying to do – or has come to try and figure it out.
The crux is: one cannot be both one of THEM and believe in (take their cues from) 
Form. If someone believes in the forms presented by us about us, follows the Mythos 
we have created from the forms presented, and projects form/reality/solidness upon 
the Temple – i.e. treats the outward manifestation and what is said in our MSS as the 
guiding principle on which THEM stands – then one is still seeing in form, in thrall to
Mythos, and in the most literal fashion, either adding to the Myth or coming to 
understand it.
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It is imperative that aspirants understand that these notes and their content are not a 
criticism: seeing in form is a natural nuance, and leaving it, or trying to leave it, 
causes some a headache.

To simplify: all Forms require a suspension of totality. If someone is to perform one 
of our rituals, they place faith in our ability to guide them toward the aims we have 
thus far shared – they invest energy in our existence, concretize our foundation, and 
spread the Wyrd.

But, this represents a stage of magic that still utilises forms, a process by the aspirant 
of mentally bouncing abstracts off one another to create a world filled with objects 
and meanings – treating these abstracts as somehow real, and, with enough energy, to 
manifest the abstracts in the Mythos given, as ONA have done (and ToB seek to do).*
*With one of the Order of Nine Angle’s gestative conduits taking shape and emerging
as the Temple of THEM. Wherein, the very name conjures forth the illusion of a 
Temple.

But, Wherein, there are fundamental differences in what the Seven-Fold Way of the 
ONA expresses, and what THEM is for.

THEM is not another ONA. THEM teaches what lies beyond the ONA and beneath 
the ONA. It teaches the subtext extracted and proven valid that lies beneath the ONA 
which is definitively an experimental means by Myatt to use our (humanity’s) belief 
in forms to induce certain qualities that he felt were necessary for achieving his 
dream of Homo Galactica.

I have stated before that Satanism was chosen by Myatt deliberately: because to 
combat something so tyrannically massive and oppressive as the Magian Empire 
requires the adoption of an equally powerful supremely arrogant persona to give the 
illusion that such an empire can be destroyed: thus a Mythos was begun, which 
became a culture, and which culture is becoming a reality. Not, as some would have 
it, a Temple of black-clad Devil Worshippers in denial on the moors of Shropshire, 
but in a dis-connected unification of a new consciousness that requires none of these 
trappings: whereby I mean trappings literally, the forms of ONA being the concerted 
efforts of Myatt to manipulate the clay afforded to him into beholding his vision, as 
“his” vision. Where “his” becomes the loosening of Myatt’s culpability and 
responsibility from individual ownership issuing from his mortal shell with the 
diminishing importance of the location of his will (a life-centred nexion, not a 
human-centred one) and the emergence of the supra-personal personification that 
some may equate fairly with the voice of a Dark God.

The entire Seven-Fold Way is in the most honest sense, a prelude to becoming one of 
THEM: but until certain things are understood, experienced, ingrained; to try and be 
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one of THEM via the same mode that one entered and followed ONA – is to 
misunderstand what we are. To see us as a similar centre that takes in initiates via 
some arduous Self-Initiation Task to prove themselves and then guide them through 
the Seven-Fold Way whilst imparting our own particular insights where we have gone
before is to fail, yet, to see that THEM’s aim is not to repeat ONA but to generate that
Grand Insight into ONA gleaned and earned by its members: and part of that Grand 
Insight is to ultimately rescind/destroy the need for a Temple, for Membership, for 
Connexion, for organisation, to rescind/destroy reliance on Forms to inform in its 
‘members’ and to arm them in such a way that they recognise themselves as part of 
the Acausal Nexion – to push them, toward the Abyss.

Thus, to try and be a supporter of our forms by performing our tasks, following the 
ONA’s Way slavishly, or taking something we have said as an indicator of what we 
expect, what we stand for or what we are interested in: is to be at a stage where 
certain elements of THEM are inaccessible to you. Perhaps we were viewed in the 
past as a Temple not worth the hassle: (that is understandable) to pursue getting into. 
But that character quintessential of Satanism has not been illustrated – that 
fiery/subtle ingenuity to solve obstacles in more than one way and to dissolve all 
obstacles via that fiery ingenuity.

To understand what is behind a form is to control it: there has been no one yet, who 
has come to us and said “look, I don’t believe in Self-Initiation for this reason or that 
reason, moreover that I don’t need it, moreover, that I have come to this and that 
conclusions about such things and here is why. Further, that I understand this about 
THEM, this about you, this about myself, and am already connected. For such 
reasons I should like admission”. There was one fellow, who posted recently, who did
an exceptional job with his Self-Initiation and for that he was congratulated, 
genuinely, for taking steps toward what may some day become the eventual 
discardation of it all. Another, whose gentlemanly manner impressed us even as we 
tested him and deserved our respect. But the point being made is that aspirants have 
yet only responded to obstacles in their way by mirroring them.
~
Meanwhile, those that do understand, likewise, cannot genuinely immerse themselves
in any form, any more, and believe it. The simplest questions formed from words 
twisted and rooted in old ideas become as tangles of thorns that we intend to carefully
untangle: not, as the world would have it, to push one’s head further into the briars.
Because from our point of view: there are some that need the ONA, to believe in it 
and its writings in a tangible sense of powerful forms erected the world over and 
physically grounded in concrete terms by a coven of Satanists as described by the 
fiction of the Order: that is fine. Some do need that. We did.

But again from our point of view: there are some who are ready (and some who are 
not) to have the appearance ripped off the face of ONA and the essence revealed:
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And revealed:
the ONA as the beautifully crafted expression of exasperation felt by Myatt to use the
occult to gain the attention of the deaf.
And revealed:
The Order of Nine Angles as one means by Myatt to gain the attention of the deaf – 
to use forms we would understand and associate with as vague enemies of the 
Magian with the hidden subtext to realise his simple wish to colonise space.
And revealed:
The ONA as a fire still fuelled by Myatt out of continued exasperation (once 
optimism) and greater awareness of his distant mortality to complete his mission: 
with or without the consent of Humanity. Thus his ultra-destructive modus operandi 
as the product of desperation to change the world or create someone who will: such 
violence being an inverted/thwarted Love.

…And so, THEM wrap you up in a blanket of forms with which you would already 
be very familiar and potentially jaded with – forms that represent the status quo of the
Occult scene and the Temples and Orders that populate it – in order to then destroy 
each of the foundations of these forms for you. Not to gain sycophants, worshippers, 
yes-men and yes-women, dupes, slaves, or even members. But that you would see, 
forever and always beyond and beneath all future attempts to dupe, to control, to 
deceive, with all rhetoric, politics, religions, temples, gurus placed in a context truly 
Satanic. That you would see, that all forms are complex structures motivated by 
simple human emotions, and are fragile, destroyable, replaceable, magical, illusorial 
figments temporarily erected by inhabitants of the Black Clay we call Earth as they 
pass through.
And that the blanket, is the Mythos: literally that powerful lesson of narrative 
extracted as the essence beneath the ONA and its creator gestating from a simple 
unselfish wish and the understanding of which has changed the reason behind 
deploying all forms and symbols and sigils and philosophies and tasks and tradition 
forever more. Those that understand this, feel this connexion with us, with all human 
beings, that struggle to word the new language, they are THEM.
Thus, when any of you (And we have spoken to almost everyone here) were in 
danger of being immersed in the tempest of illusory mythos that this nexion has 
created, or held fast to our forms because of the trust we built, we strove to dismantle 
your hand-hold and steer you back to yourself, as is our chosen duty of care to the 
Sinisterion.

And some will understand us – some will begin to see, if they have not seen already, 
that there is more to the formation of the Temple of THEM than meets the eye: we are
not a regurgitation nor are we another empty tribute to Satan. We are the 
hybridisation of something that has been pushing irresistibly against current 
consciousness, spearheaded by the love and efforts of David Myatt, for the past forty 
years. So distorted has reason, intellect and common sense become, that it required a 
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message be carried in the rivers of the Occult to deliver it, that it required ONA 
Satanism.*

But we are early yet.
“…to truly know thyself – is to be First Human. But with such power comes 
profound sadness for the matrix of forms is laid wide-open as if one has x-ray vision 
to see the skeletal energies which make up all forms and converge into the same 
patterns over and over again without being able to turn such vision off.
One can ‘See’ but is struck with a terrible remorse and despair that others cannot. 
Such vision is simultaneously euphoric and disturbing. To gaze upon the building 
blocks of creation and see the machinery of the cosmos DEMANDS a human 
allegiance to return to those without it and give it to them if at all possible: to steal 
the fire from the gods as Prometheus did and express the ethos of Satan. And yet even
here the journey has only just begun. Now my task is to continue up the mountain and
cut a path for those who follow…” Mvimaedivm Vol. III
With this MS, Stage I of the aims of the Temple of THEM, the Australian Nexion of 
the ONA, is complete.
ISS,

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

(Message from Mvimaedivm Archives and originally addressed to the Sinisterion
prior to Crystallisation and Sinister Schism.)

Where are WE now?
With such an enormous body of work behind us, where, many paths we have taken 
have not been wrong, but have been scorned or dismissed by the ONA: which 
accordingly we have corrected to understand what they understand; and where, with 
many years of devoted perseverance and hard work we have, together, finally 
understood the reason behind the structure, the reason behind the secrecy, the reason 
behind the creation – of the Order of Nine Angles.

Some are pleased with this knowledge – and some are not. But that is the way of 
Forms: they always give way to others, by others arising to meet the challenges 
directly imposed at any given time which a form rooted firmly in another time often 
fails because it does not. (The Order of Nine Angles appears to be altering itself to 
meet the new challenges.) However, via the work of the Sinisterion, The Order of 
Nine Angles has now been irrevocably split into two modes of being, whereupon we 
are arguably at the single greatest turning point in the Order’s history – in terms for 
the potential for a rapid increase of Adepts. The first mode of being, is that mode of 
perception which does not perceive the ONA as a smaller piece of a greater context 
driven by a simple wish. I.e., those who are still within the Forms and Mythos of the 
ONA, struggling along the Seven-Fold Way toward this or another conclusion.
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The second mode represent THEM, who possess the greater context and are able to 
extract themselves from the Form and Mythos of the ONA to see what lies beyond 
and beneath it. I will not repeat myself in full here – a MS in OA#29 gave my reasons
for the Order’s treatment at times of its subjects such as Crowley, Lovecraft, Runes 
etc… briefly: owing to its organic composition. But now it is time to understand the 
scorn as it relates to recent revelations of the Order and its purpose.

The scorn of these subjects pertains not to an objective announcement for magic; 
scorn and assertions that Lovecraft was deluded, scorn and assertions that Crowley 
was a charlatan who never attained Adeptship, scorn that the Runes are worth only 
the briefest of mention in Naos. Yet, sometimes, based on the trust the members of 
the Sinisterion endowed the ONA with an evaluation of these subjects was based 
directly on the Order’s official opinion of it. When, what should have been kept in 
mind, at all times when studying the Order, (Had it been possible to know it in 
advance) was that the ONA served as a pretext for Myatt’s greater work and, while it 
no doubt provided him with untold experience, insight and understanding – at some 
point, was viewed by him, as he moved into a different mode, as another means to 
realise space exploration and fulfil what he saw as the destiny of the West. In such a 
context, it is understandable why such subjects were treated with disdain or poorly – 
since they had little to do with realising his numinous dream, as he saw it. 
Unfortunately, this treatment has had some destructive effects on the ONA – and its 
adherents who have, sometimes, since dismissed such subjects summarily out of a 
sense of loyalty – and misguided understanding. People, happy enough to let Long do
their thinking for them…

ONA’s momentum and directions can be understood if one places it in its greater 
context – and moreover, we can understand from Myatt’s other works, why the ONA 
has been so secretive and so silent on many issues. It is possible that the MS 
pertaining to the treatment of Lovecraft and Crowley are not Myatt’s but someone 
else more informed and yes, more opinionated, regarding those gentlemen – just as 
THEM often times draws on the speciality expertise of others in its fold when certain 
elements come about that require explaining. Or, again, because their views 
contributed nothing useful in achieving Myatt’s aims – were disregarded. However, 
again, THEM are not ONA. We are an extension – and as such, we do not summarily 
dismiss Lovecraft or Crowley as charlatans or deluded: ONA could not have afforded
to make such concessions during the time it was struggling to dominate a foothold 
(which became a stranglehold) on the occult through its Satanic channel – because it 
was designed specifically to counter-form. And, though many see the Order’s 
decisions on certain subjects as egoistic arrogance it should be remembered that it 
was such arrogance to hold fast to a form by the Church that gave way to Science, the
ONA’s hold on its form that gave rise to THEM – but since THEM doesn’t hold a 
form, it is an interesting proposition where an evolution may lead us. Because, while 
it may be hard for some to accept, perfectly understandable for others, THEM is the 
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end product resulting from Myatt’s ONA formula. If the ONA had given Crowley his 
due the assertions that depended on Crowley being seen as deluded should not have 
allowed any room for the ONA’s unique development of its own concepts including a
transfiguration of the Dark Gods and the intervention of the Acausal. So, in that 
context, the ONA was right, could only exist, if it made the decisions it did.

Nevertheless, it is many years since such decisions were made, times have changed, 
THEM are born, and some of the stances held by ONA then, are not held by THEM 
now. As the Australian Nexion of the Order we represent Change: and, with the Order
firmly placed in context, and others finally understanding Myatt and his Work, the 
future shape not just of THEM but also of the ONA is uncertain. Certainly, for a long 
time yet, the ONA will continue with its own directives. But when those directives 
are understood then the game completely changes. As per the operatives of an Adept, 
the ONA may be transformed accordingly to meet new challenges and discard certain
outer trappings – and to a great extent – this Temple has striven to make those 
changes deemed necessary to take the Order further and to its natural conclusion, 
THEM.

The pressing question is not: where do we go from here, but do we go from here? Is 
Myatt’s dream of Space- Exploration feasible, now, and should it remain Our focus, 
or is there yet preparatory work to be done – to the human body and psyche which 
this Temple can explore, experiment with and expand upon?
~
For those who are not pleased about the Order’s face being revealed – that is 
understandable too. But We swore to give Australia a Sinister History and above all 
else, we are doing just that. The Order of Nine Angles, as it stood (yf/eh), and as it 
stands (fayen) is still a form of vital nourishment and importance teaching as it does 
the hard way to learn somewhat diluted from the occult, it is still a beautiful 
representation of Satan which overshadows all other representations prior to and after
its event in its complexity, brilliance, and depth, it demands a long-term commitment,
if not a life-long one to understand and work with and contains many dangers, many 
secrets, many insights and a great deal of Wisdom. But, there does come a time, when
someone following it no longer requires the guidance of AL or the ONA’s forms to 
instruct them what to do next – because the ONA, unlike so many other so-called 
Satanic groups, actually does try to create persons who can see beyond it, not keep 
them trapped on an endless treadmill of occult ideas, hemmed in by some Master who
is afraid of being surpassed.* And the context in which THEM came to understand 
the ONA has broken en masse, many away from the forms of the Order – indicating 
the emergence of such a thing as the `Thinking Warrior’, the outcome of which was 
ONA’s/Myatt’s aim all along. With such an emergence, i.e., there are some 
suggestions that the current forms of ONA that led to such an arising – must now be 
taken into consideration – since it has achieved what it set out to do, that is must 
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change to take those who understand it, further – but this is to misunderstand the 
nature of the Order itself.

The ONA, both its appearance, and its essence, is still needed to awaken a critical 
mass of people to the above, not intellectually, but to follow the Way themselves until
they exhaust themselves in experience or see it for what it really is. To say these 
things to someone just starting the ONA for instance, would either not be believed 
and be rejected outright – or, possibly, short-cut (for better or worse) the entire 
Septenary Way for them (for better or worse). In which case the secrecy and self-
initiation requirements of THEM can be understood to deter certain psychological 
dispositions and attract others – and that the Temple caters for a certain degree of 
magician who have already followed the ONA far enough not to break when 
confronted with these facts. And thus, it is that THEM have become pioneers 
themselves, treading uncertain steps to develop what comes after (or perhaps before) 
the Sinister Way of the Order of Nine Angles. A most difficult position to be in – but 
one which must be assumed if we are to learn yet and make our way forward, without
guidance, because our Form is a child of that way – in some ways we seek separation 
from our Parents – we must, otherwise we should not evolve – but we Love and 
respect our parents, and while we sometimes fight with them in order to assert our 
own identity, we are devoted to them, joined with them as a collective Clan and we 
mean well, for it is in our nature to honour Family.
~
What each individual must answer now, given the information and perception of 
THEM on the Order of Nine Angles is whether the ONA still serves a purpose in the 
old way of providing a path with various tasks and grades to follow upward – 
toward… Whether the ONA, having now achieved its purpose and created a culture 
of thinking warriors who can not only behold in the vision of the ONA, but in the 
vision of their own independence, can work for US, providing Myatt is still imbued 
with the task of master and entrusted to lead us further onward, Whether each person 
here requires a serious re-think, now given this new context of the ONA and THEM, 
of what is required to move forward and beyond the Order: with all the beautiful 
implements and weapons it has equipped us with; whilst the rest play catch up. And 
only in supreme arrogance can I declare others catch-up, but from that point of view, 
it is necessary to continue teaching others in how to conduct Satanic Temples, how to 
fool and delude, manage and aspire, endure and evolve, test and be tested, and so on 
– taking others through the Septenary Way so they may bring others up to speed. At 
least, it was always considered necessary.
But of the other options?
Or.
Or.
Or.
Where are WE Now?
~
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ISS, Temple of THEM

BLACK MAGICAL ARROGANCE AND THE ROLE OF
FORM

+O+ * I thought this was an interesting and relevant point to bring up DL, on which
I’d like to pass a few comments. That THEM recently chastised the WSA352 group

for its own way of representing the ONA – involves 4 very unstable elements.

Representing the exoteric ONA.
Representing the esoteric ONA. Choosing to assume a form. Knowing that form is an
illusion. THEM, in citing itself as a nexion of the ONA (Australian) and setting itself 
up as an authoritative form in order to ‘teach’ or pass on the Way, is not as clear-cut a 
decision as it seems, because to do so, from our point of view, requires some wild 
mental and magical gymnastics…
Primarily, it involves an arrogance particular to black magic, i.e. cordoning off the 
concept of black magic for control and distribution. (At least in the beginning: and 
which control is usually kept secret by groups unwilling to show what lies behind the 
curtains of that control.)
Firstly, In order to relay the exoteric form of the ONA as laid out in MS, requires a 
division into “said” and “unsaid”. What is Said could be considered the alchemical 
primer for understanding what is unsaid – and that is the system of the seven-fold 
way, complete with novels, music, tarot, correspondences, pathworkings, insight roles
etc.
What THEM write about contains our insights into the unsaid side of ONA, Satan, 
Satanism, or even just Life, etc. One could liken this study of the Said and Unsaid to 
an analogy of learning the rules in order to best know how to break them.
In having the arrogance to assume a position of functional teaching of the Septenary 
Way (and we “THEM” did originally take on this role – our role is changing) one 
must inevitably accept certain values as solid, (or be seen to) and these are the 
exoteric handholds of the ONA, the system of Dark Gods, Tree of Wyrd, Star Game, 
and the esoteric intrinsic values of the ONA, honour, courage, defiance, integrity, 
change, overcoming, etc. (many of these values, it is presumed, are directly 
influenced by Myatt’s infatuation with the Greeks.)
And in assuming, i.e. demanding space on the soapbox, to relay the nature of this way
and its many complex components, layers and ways of approaching it, both from the 
outside, inside and new-side… it becomes a necessity that some things must be 
upheld, even at the risk of calling it dogma, and those things that are upheld, and are 
championed, thus lead to conflict with other groups and ideologies, and must: lead to 
such conflict, that is the human way.
For instance, the implementation of a strategy, requires the formation of something 
capable of putting pressure on various selected vertices in the matrix in order to enact
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the magician’s will and actualise that strategy. This strategy inevitably requires the 
utilisation of existing forms and newly-developed forms, but importantly, involves 
forms. Forms have a nasty habit of dualism and in presenting them to the world; 
coming into conflict with other forms naturally and diametrically opposed to them. 
This cannot help but happen owing to the restricted paradigms time technology 
culture and magical potential has on forms and their presentation.
However; even as the magician creates a new form out of thin air (THEM, for 
instance) they must nurture the growth of that form and its superiority and priority to 
live, over other forms.
This means that conflict is inevitable between a group like WSA or THEM – for 
although the Sinister Path is itself shapeless – and it is accepted as an interior core 
that the LHP is a lone journey – in order to enact a strategic culmination of will, some
forms must be denied or sacrificed to the glory and growth of the magicians intention.
Thus the conflict – is part of the illusion on the plane of form – but does not 
necessarily reflect the essence of understanding held privately beneath and beyond 
the stage on which such theatres play out.
This matter impinges on a related issue regarding the length or life expectancy of 
generated forms. Which two issues I will tie together shortly. For now, it is 
interesting, that the “RATE” of change is seldom discussed in magic, and I would be 
most interested to hear your comments on this aspect – as it is one thing to think 
oneself an anarchist or defiant and tear everything down, but it is quite another to 
actually do it: since one inevitably must leave some forms remaining. And I think that
this is where the Adept is characterised by understanding that implementing gradual 
changes to give rise to a new form involves a life expectancy of each of those forms 
to germinate, and effect within a certain period of time what they are supposed to 
effect. That change and particularly satanic magic, are not simply a mindless blind 
flurry of arrogant destruction of everything, one abstract after the other, including the 
smoking ruins, in order to suddenly be free or what have you. That is more in line 
with Chaos Magic.
Yet the Adept must stretch the tools of the time as far they can, esp. language, and 
sometimes they are put to use in ways not intended, and that baffle the layman.
Thus when THEM outwardly compare the approach of the WSA to the blueprint 
exoteric and esoteric of the ONA and find vast differences in value; it is and can only 
ever be a subjective evaluation (even in denouncement).
The only way that THEM can argue with WSA for instance, is if a power and faith is 
invested in our forms and presentation as being somehow solid, more true, (and 
temporarily this must always be so), but ultimately, each of us (THEM) know that the
esoteric underlying essence can not be trapped or represented by either group. Form 
is an illusion. But the extreme difficulty in relating this subtle yet complex 
differentiation of forms, said unsaid, esoteric, and exoteric is trapped by the 
limitations of language and the dualism contained therein and more importantly, 
hindered by the reliance on forms and abstracts. If we were to issue a disclaimer each 
time we wrote, informing the reader of the many layers each statement had, our MSS 
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should be four times as long and perhaps even then we would not be able to imbue 
this “Acausal” understanding within the reader; as that is partly what we are aiming 
to do in order to shortcut certain magical cycles, again within the surface said sector 
of magical teaching.
In formation, THEM sought the ‘emanation’ of the ONA in order to arise in synthesis 
and symbiosis of a sort – since to go completely our own way or give our own 
divergent angle, could have directly lead to a clash of outer forms – and thus a 
disruption of both entities magical strategy. Thus for THEM to enact their schema, 
leads to conflict with the WSA, as one example. But what is the “black magical 
etiquette” here – does THEM’s forms give way to the forms being implemented by 
the Grand Master, or THEM’s form to WSA’s when ONA accepts their participation?
Who gives way and when are two sticky points that have reared their ugly heads for 
many many years in my journey and that I have yet to see resolved within the occult. 
And in these sticky-points there lies a problem very deep that cannot be resolved 
except with the use of some over-arching concept that takes all of the conflict and 
contradiction in its stride: Seeing the world in terms of Form.
The ONA for instance, sets up impossible contradictions if treated without the 
concept of it all being united in form, since its system aims to raze everything, even 
the smoking ruins, even as it tries to build its magnum opus.
I.e. it instructs Satanists to destroy existing forms – but resists, and a teacher of the 
exoteric way knows this acutely, itself and its forms being destroyed.
This eventuation, of a system that hurries one along without rest, from my initiated 
viewpoint, seems to be directly correlated to the telescoping of time being 
experienced at this time in humanity. I.e. that the ONA is itself in thrall to an ethos, a 
Chronocentric one where Time and Knowledge thwart one another.
Secondly, our assumation of title as an ONA Nexion requires an understanding that 
certain low-elements such as correspondences, names, sigils, magical rituals, etc are 
both enticing to the human being (and always have been) are required to work with to
understand the Septenary System prior to being destroyed in the fires of experience 
and their worth re-calculated; first in the value of abstractions, and secondly, 
hopefully, in what lies beyond them.
Now, you can only, from my experience, be ignorant of the fact that there is a source 
underlying any form that issues forth, for so long. Eventually, from experiencing this 
particular way, forms get broken down, insights get had, and wisdom, gets through. 
At least, it should; such is my take on the end result of the philosophy laid down by 
the ONA.
It is very clear to me, for instance, that there is a difference, and what the difference 
is, between the uses of the two chronological understandings of Numinous as used by
Myatt (and we coined our own acronym called Attributed To Him/ATH to make this 
differentiation between long and Myatt easier) and his NS: I am not confused as to 
the aims or methods of the ONA.
But many do remain confused. While THEM has form, and it must in order to 
complete its charter, to make a certain pressure on things, it must deal in abstractions 
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and concepts: this is to accept that certain things are valid “true” and are then 
naturally set up to be in opposition to things that are not or are “false”, “distortion” 
etc…
This sets ONA’s system up, to be a paradox. How does one teach the Septenary Way 
when the Septenary Way teaches itself out of existence?
I.e. while there is surface disagreement on what THEM champions in teaching the 
ONA from our experience and extensive knowledge, exploration and expansion, with 
a group like the WSA or TOB or what have you – there is a Knowing that such 
disagreements are part and parcel of creating forms, that for forms to be maintained 
that disagreement must continue its natural course, and a sadness, that underneath, we
know that none of us can ever hope to contain the Abyss whatever our writings or 
teachings: and yet this game must continue.
It must continue, because like it or not, people still see the world in Forms. THEM 
have come forth to smash that in line with what we believe is the next step for the 
“ONA” to take, and I bracket it because ONA too is a form. WSA have taken another 
approach, and again, while we chastise them in the form game, the essence of the 
matter is, that it is all illusion underneath. Perhaps this is the game that Adepts play.
Or determined Initiates.
ISS,
PS – I apologise if I have repeated myself, it is a most frustrating task to use tools 
unfit for the job and I hope you can sense my intention to make these points crystal 
clear.

WHAT WENT WRONG WITH THE ORDER OF NINE
ANGLES? (O9A)

It is interesting, with some 15 years hindsight to think on my time and sliding scale as
a fanatical admirer, advocate, cautious supporter, within; and detractor, agitator 
against the o9a; marking a period from 1998 to 2013. From where I stand things have
taken a very different turn than had I retained the influence I did back then as a 
prolific accumulator, distributor and manufacturer of Sinister-related material; 
everything from making the first public Sinister Tarot after Beest, to editing the entire
500 page Deofel Quintet and other works by Myatt, compiling rare and sought after 
music, manuscripts, artworks, and information and sitting at the centre of thousands 
of individuals passing black magical instruction out globally through the Black Glyph
Society, The Spire, ONA Database, Mvimaedivm WordPress and a dozen other occult
portals. From aiding and abetting the early internet o9a, then the Tempel ov Blood 
with my written works, distribution channels, persuasive influence, expansive 
writings, artwork, and encouraging investment and focus in core esoteric elements of 
the order, such as the Star Game, Tarot, and a complete re-write of Naos via 
C*R*U*X*. Even collating an autobiography of Myatt (Liber Dabih) in collaboration
with DarkLogos9 that was to later become contentious without warning.
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1998-2002 were perhaps the o9a’s hey-day, its golden era, at least for me; where 
Nasz Dom, still a beautiful set of occult works that I consider to be the pinnacle of 
o9a’s achievements and core essence had only just made its way to the emergent 
internet which I had only discovered myself in 1997 after leaving the remote rural 
town I grew up in living in New Zealand and emigrated back to Australia. I still see 
and recognise early companions now long evolved into various nexions, some 
prospering quietly, others in prison or headed there soon, driven by their crazed 
desires for terrorism and completely in thrall to another’s form.

I dare to state that No-one put in more effort than I did to cement the early o9a from 
1998-2006 as a global tour de force of Satanism. Because I have tremendous 
willpower that comes from a holy place and is therein inexhaustible; and I, believed 
in them. But, as time went by and elements crept in that I found unsavoury, 
restrictive, draconian and contradictory – I could not help to see them more closely 
resemble the Church and the enamoured facade rub thin; especially as concerned a 
day in 2008 and a discussion in the old ONA Yahoo forum between Darklogos9, 
Chloe and others where the concept of the ‘mundanes’ grew to power and the 
controversial matter of child abuse, was suggested as a valid means of tactical 
reprisal against said mundanes and their children.

Aryan means ‘noble’. Ryan Anschauung, as I was then, denoted a Noble Worldview. I
have spoken at length of the beauty I beheld on encountering the o9a via Nasz Dom 
in my 2nd Diary of a Devilworshipper and I will not recount it here; but being more 
engaged with these characters and closely monitoring how they did things publicly 
(and sometimes privately) it became clear that despite many of the claims of the 
exoteric (outward) o9a, an invisible iron grip dominated it esoterically (inward); an 
observation remarked on by many others at the time including my other magical 
tutor. I was all for a great many of the tactics of the o9a, including Temple 88’s 
restoration of a National Socialist regime, undermining and toppling reigning 
governments, infiltrating societies, and turning them from the inside, even culling and
war with the Judaeo-Christian Magian to destroy its modern stranglehold and 
eradicate its trappings and narrative from the world through a Satanic Renaissance. 
There is no doubt at points I would have died or kamikazed my life in the service of 
these higher, noble, exeatic ideals and supported, grew, expanded groups that served 
the Sinister current – linking individuals to other individuals, groups and resources to 
endorse and encourage the creation of a new kind of satanic warrior. But I rarely saw 
such an individual; more often than not I saw broken people with no empathy or 
perverted desires, or confusion about existential purpose, those trained or lusting after
violence for its own sake, instigators with poor planning, incendiaries with boring 
mouths, or an overall drift by its inhabitants toward becoming that which I hated 
more than anything: a religion. I saw lost boys.
On all of this my views are available here and there in great detail: but it is my 
commentary on the concept of ‘Group-think’ that destroyed the o9a and which I aim 
to address herein. Let us not forget to those who know, or let it be known to those 
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who don’t – that the o9a is a simple creature, its weaving and dodge meandering 
through National Socialism, Cliology, Vampirism, Islam, Jihad confuse many, simply 
because they lack an understanding and appreciation of what o9a is or does. Quite 
simply, o9a is Anarchistic; it breaks things for the sake of breaking them. This is no 
more evident than in its own language and vernacular where it reconfigures the 
meanings of meaning; though from an esoteric point of view this has its own validity 
reflected throughout the occult mysteries, and the academic disciplines of French 
existentialism or Post-Structuralism.

Yet, it is my view that the o9a is ostensibly dead; it has become deluged with 
parasitical believers each and all blind to the exoteric forms it promulgates and each 
or enough of most living an inauthentic existence as dead puppets of Long’s shadow; 
with no originality, no expansion, no grasp of its potential or power. Driven by base 
moral cravings, low instincts for violence, arrogance that never belies any genius, 
skulking and sniping from shadows, and manifest in Cro-Magnon forms that repeat 
the eternal struggle for power by targeting the weak-willed, the social revisionists, the
powerless. All without any understanding of the implication of a toppled government,
sanctity of human life or its promise, inability to see long-term potentials and only the
narrow window of now, insufficient internal alchemy to control the shadow or its 
projections, or their driving need to play saviour archetypes that restore the golden 
age ‘that hath long ago passed’ and resurrect a Fourth Reich, a Dark Age, or raze it all
to the ground Solvet Saeclum In Favilla. There was great promise in the o9a, and I 
dare to say I once held its promise. I would have taken it in a different direction; and 
though it would have never accepted rape, child sex, torture, murder, racism 
(precisely why I could not helm the amoral o9a) it is perhaps for the best that things 
ended up the way they did, or I should have more to regret. I can only imagine what I 
could have wrought had I been like them, given the prolific and influential torrent I 
have been part of these past two decades. Had I been a lesser man with low or no 
morals, filled with hatred and a burning desire to kill or destroy that did not subside 
with Love, education, humility. If I had wanted to burn the world instead of saving it 
– or at least, be patient with it. At all those thousands of junctures with thousands of 
individuals where I might have said Yes, instead of No or used my ability to write to 
convince others toward terrible deeds and horrors.

I had to walk the path I have to understand – and more curious and wide-eyed than 
anything I made weapons of war, wrote litanies of coercion, persuaded others toward 
various goals with manipulation or logic, argument and reason. But I am thankful I 
did not lose myself in the process; and was individual enough to go my own way.
What a shame and what a waste of a powerful, unique, exciting current that has long 
been drained and devolved by less delicate hands and less appreciative minds. I am 
aware that few see the o9a the way I do – but for me it was once a remarkable conduit
for insight, character and evolution. Now it has been dissolved by a legacy of 
unstable minds, acts of men (and the occasional woman – though they’re usually 
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smarter) dominated to commit atrocity by their inability to escape thrall from 
someone else’s remotely delivered literature, and any esoteric worth it might have 
once had marred by caustic leadership and toxic contagion.

As I once remarked privately to Jake Hanrahan, efforts to see the o9a declared a 
terrorist organisation would be counter-productive; it is dying if not dead, the fringe 
lunacy of a few diehards who offer nothing to the occult stream and just parrot and 
regurgitate rhetoric and platitudes of violence, threats of violence, enforced group-
think under the delusion of a brotherhood through internal threats of violence and 
hollow exhortations toward some mythical greatness and tired political 
grandstanding. It should be laid to rest – and Only being given that designation as a 
terrorist cell could possibly wake it up or cause it to erupt and express the dangerous 
potential it still possesses were it to have that label formally applied. An eventuation, 
the politically and spiritually savvy should recognise and avoid.

As of today, 2023, I am in my 3rd year studying Counter-terrorism and International 
Relations. And I feel, that in addition to the many insights penned regarding the 
escape and extrication from controlling forms – these thoughts may assist others in 
understanding the processes by which we are subsumed into one and become a 
puppet merely because we fail to identify or supply ourselves with what we need 
psychologically and look to others unconsciously to provide it, steer us, guide us and 
make us feel special, needed, important, worthy, even loved. And it is those needs 
that make us vulnerable to the eldritch fingers of majestic written word, symbols of 
power that entice us, a group to whom we can belong that understands us, our needs, 
our wants, our isolation and loneliness, confusion or desire to be told what to do, and 
stands with us outside society as a flagship for our despair. For I played a significant 
part in forming/aiding/allowing these groups and their predecessors.  I understand the
terrorist – I understand terrorism – I know it’s character, its lure, its reasons, its 
causes, its attraction, how to recruit, how to entice, how to sell a successful image, 
how to make someone listen to you, how to make someone kill for you. And it can all
be distilled down to a fight to Be and then a need to Belong.

Herein then, I will add some commentary here on Janis’s (1982) ‘characteristics of
group-think’ because it is for me, precisely these elements which tore the stitching out

of and destroyed the o9a.
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Addressing the 8 points in turn:
1. Framing itself as a magical order beyond temporal form and space, an esoteric 
current of great antiquity in the conception of Aeonics or aeon-spanning longevity it 
is surprising how vigorously the o9a has issued statements expressing injustice at its 
treatment by government or media bodies that have variously attempted to discredit, 
accuse or campaign against the order. This aeon-spanning ethos however, influences 
its lackadaisical approach to the damage its temporal forms and off-shoots cause, as 
after all, the o9a’s actual voice is quite clear that the order is amoral, satanic and 
anarchistic. It is perhaps the world’s best representation of archetypal Satanism. This 
immures it from personal or even collective responsibility for what it shares and the 
consequences for those it enthralls. Its view of great time span means little to no 
concern with the myriad of forms that populate its long trajectory and its speaks as 
such with an air of unwavering authority of its ineffable continued existence 
regardless of what happens in the shorter-term present or future. The timelessness has
a numinous charge and acts as a promised land sometime in the far distant future 
when all the efforts put in by those now, will have been accounted for, but also made 
irrelevant. A sense of anti-destiny that lends a certain nihilism to its agents and 
agency and encourages extremism through fatalism.
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2. Starting out as amoral, there is an impetus toward chaos and a consideration that 
eschews morality or the good choice, the right choice, the ethical choice. There is 
instead a spin the wheel mentality and see where it lands, and that choice is as valid 
as any other. Being anonymous the o9a is removed from the consequences of its 
instigations, bar the heat it draws from irate observers and detractors who sense the 
threat to their own forms or the State, which further encourages its amorality.

3. Collective rationalisation played a significant part when o9a, WSA and THEM 
came into conflict with one another with o9a curiously extending rare laurels of 
resolution between us, which I wrote about in “Black Magickal Arrogance and the 
Role of Form”. I’ve no doubt the o9a would have preferred WSA and THEM to 
remain on its roster as the ‘ONA Kollective’ – and curiously, that amalgamation of all
the Sinister currents was something I attempted to manifest for a long time – to bring 
us all together as a powerful triad. But the o9a did not appreciate my warnings about 
steering clear of child sex and ‘mundanes’ and after being lectured on commonplace 
paedophilia in Greece and the fact that no one really cares about child sex or they’d 
make more of an effort to stop it, by Chloe – darklogos9 gleefully jettisoned me, and 
my warnings about the direction o9a was taking, to embrace its new more psychotic 
and less morally bound spokeswoman to expand and evolve the o9a in a new 
direction. To be clear, I never occupied any internal seat with the o9a, but I had 
terrific influence at the time as a gateway and distributor, well known for my fanatic 
zeal, loyalty and significant contributions. Perhaps they did not know that choice 
would make them my enemy – perhaps they did not care.

4. Out-group stereotypes – THEM did not take long to become the new enemy of the 
o9a, and for several years a heated conflict broke out between our two groups – for 
the o9a always needed and always found an enemy; often within its own ranks. From 
Ford, to Beest, to me (Anschauung), to Chloe – the o9a inevitably turned upon those 
that helped it most.  In ‘The Troubles (Conflict between the O9A and The Temple of 
THEM)’ I have retained and relayed some of the fallout and considerations of this 
period, which was kicked off from increased tensions between THEM and o9a, 
particularly souring after THEM openly regarded Long’s amorality and his reluctance
to reign in the implications as facilitating child sex abuse. It was the Tempel ov 
Blood, however that exacerbated this vice – arguably, the o9a tolerated it because the 
o9a did not see it as their responsibility to interfere with it. ToB initially burst onto 
the stage as an off-shoot claiming o9a was not satanic enough in early 2003, a 
statement it quickly retracted, then grew closer to the o9a over the next decades. 
During the troubles, ToB and o9a combined efforts to make their threats toward me, 
with ToB creating special artwork for the occasion writing my assumed initials in 
blood in one of their ~vampiric intimidation displays? With THEM or whoever had 
helped them last as their frequent enemy – there was actually very little time for the 
o9a to effectively combat its supposed real enemy.
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5. Self-Censorship was definitely a problem; while the o9a seemed to encourage the 
growth of new sinister energies and forms in its writings, it demonstrably censored 
and chastised many newcomers or competing forms over the decade; voices that 
THEM saw fit to give a platform too. This saw the emergence of The Black Glyph 
Society which foresaw that twenty years on (i.e., today) there would be a need for 
certain material to be made re-available to occultists of the new generations. TBGS 
helped many sinister authors to edit, publish and distribute their works through 
various online groups or even brokered publishing deals with different houses 
through our contacts – an endeavour that continues to today: most recently, Diabolic 
Gnosticism. ‘The Sinister Dialogues’ was another attempt to show that the Sinister 
was not a mono-current dominated by one overarching power however suave, 
however insistent.

6. Illusion of Unanimity – certainly a particular skill I mastered myself (viz. 
“THEM”) and much of the o9a’s writing is didactic in tone, sometimes subtly, 
sometimes overtly, emphasising a ‘we’ or background collective to which one can 
belong, should belong. Intellectual prowess was also instrumental in silencing 
opposition or absorbing dissent – a tactic I engaged in by proxy to defend the o9a 
early on. This unanimity is no more notable than in the protracted smear campaigns 
against my character, sometimes what they puzzlingly thought was my character, and 
the child-like tantrums and tactics deployed to cow my obedience and discredit what I
have had to say, and still, have to say. The o9a wrote as if it spoke for everyone and 
that all agreed to its pronouncements – though there were many defectors, some 
braver than others who could think for themselves; but many were content to let the 
order think for them. Interestingly, I found throughout the years, that my own 
writings and actions often prompted a new manuscript to be issued from the o9a 
specifically related to its position and stance on various things it seemed not to have 
considered previously. This was two-way, as the o9a and Long were my greatest 
muses and inspired much of what I have written, thought, done for a good portion of 
my life – lessening greatly in 2006 when the Temple of THEM was co-founded under
the auspices of my new magickal tutor, the Sorceress*.

7. Yes, we did apply direct pressure on dissenters – numerous are the dog-piles where
we would collectively scold and oust those that did not conform, at least in the earlier
days when I wanted so strongly to belong. We jointly suppressed voices against the 
order – and after Chloe arrived it became the orders favourite and most frequent 
game, moving from online vitriol to real-life doxing, stalking, threats, espionage and 
character assassination to whomever happened to cross its path or say the wrong 
things. For the thing to understand about forms – is that they are Unipolar – for them 
to grow, resistance must be silenced – they seek to become the only voice, the only 
platform, the only door; and like the State, any attack on the form mobilises its troops
and resources to its defence. And o9a had some good and inexhaustible resources: 
Chloe was one of their best. A brilliant tactician and many times an insightful one; 
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she switched from assaulting the Temple in her posts to completely evaporating any 
mention of us; astutely realising how memetics carry or do not carry temporal forms 
with them by eliminating key words. We were the nexion o9a forgot.

8. Finally. It is important to note that I, at length, and vigorously, as a ‘mindguard’ 
protected the o9a and acted as a guardian against its detractors (which later saw the 
o9a write about not needing to be defended). I curated content and individuals who 
would pass through me first privately, selectively embracing or rejecting applicants or
ideas that would become part of the storage facilities or distribution centres I 
archived. Knowledge is power, right. I vehemently replicated the same noxious and 
scathing replies and retorts to those that questioned it that would later be directed at 
me. Even against Chloe who later became the o9a’s esteemed orator. What seems 
now like a lifetime ago – still has echoes left to play out, still has stories yet to end, 
still unfolds the actions I and others put into motion over the span of twenty years – 
and that includes the enigmatic Temple of THEM.
~
Interestingly, it is all of these points consolidated as ‘group-think’ that hollowed out 
and crumbled the once illustrious order of nine angles. While such collective 
unanimity or its visage forms an important and integral aspect of any collective group
of human beings seeking to cohese through shared interests, values, goals or 
morality; it has consequences when prolonged. For group-think was as corrosive to 
them as mindless collectivity is to any group – eventually. I saw long ago on that very
day in 2008 what would become of the o9a and only later did I realise how beneficial 
my course had been, and those twists and turns I hated and despised at the time, 
struggled with or fought against. How lucky I was to be such an arrogant, righteous, 
determined and driven young man with the strength to be different and think for 
myself and tell them to unequivocally go fuck themselves ?
There is some amusing irony that the name of the Temple of THEM denotes a 
collective – yet all it has ever done is promote individuality. And through this post, I 
continue to promote it today. Ꚛ
–
*(As I have often maintained, women have taught me the most about all things occult
or mundane, about myself or others – and that is why I rarely write about them; they 
don’t need me to, and I know I couldn’t do them justice if I did)

TRIANGULAR VELOCITY

Of some recent interest are the attempts by Hopenothate to declare the o9a a terrorist 
organisation following its influence on many subsidiaries whom have made 
considerable noise, bringing enough attention to themselves and their activities to be 
now staring through the bars of a prison cell or being pursued by forces on the right 
side of history determined to see them there. Meanwhile the temporal ripples of 
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dissonance those subsidiaries made fades into the ocean and their opportunity to 
engage in aeonic change is done. Should that declaration eventuate, and in this 
political climate it is not beyond possibility – and even probable, that will place this 
Temple under a radar given its past association to and present day position on the 
Order. We still circulate older mss and Black Glyph materials believing that prior to a
certain date there was a majestic profoundness to it before it denigrated. Yet – It is 
already likely that even a casual observer can tell the Temple is virulently 
misanthropic – favouring no race, no politics, no human above another and preferring
the company and instruction, elevation and reverence of forces entirely non-human 
and that have nothing to do with the inane, endless, slow, clumsy trash that humans 
concern themselves with in championing this or that for this or that – all completely 
subsumed by the higher power of Forms to which they remain completely oblivious 
and stupid – and dancing tirelessly upon a stage of bones celebrating various angles 
of humanity and its greatness with thankfully brief spans of life ad infinitum, ad 
nauseam. TBH – If I did not love humanity I would not be so bitterly disappointed in 
it or seek to disassociate and recuse from it, nor have spent my life trying to 
understand and wake it – but that matters nothing now, the virus is all that matters 
and it is escalating, opening the gate to the abyss and the eventual version 2 of the 
human being with the holocaust now accelerating and nature’s evolutionary prowess 
flexing its muscles in our faces. However, if the Order is declared as such – we can 
expect this WordPress by association to be taken down prematurely, i.e. prior to 2036 
when the Temple will complete its proscribed charter. I have taken some steps to 
mitigate this loss – however, if this beacon does disappear then it will not be re-lit. 
There is naught to say that suits human beings or their indulgent interest in 
themselves or their betterment, improvement, evolution – nor do they want to stay in 
the presence of an increasingly humano-caustic source and one cannot be in the 
presence of THEM and humanity when one eats the other. A summary of what I have 
been trying to say will become ear-splittingly apparent as THEY become the new 
reality and zeitgeist. Though I shall probably mutter here and there at any rate since 
life persists. June 24/edit. The situation is escalating rapidly.

BEYOND THE ADEPT: CONTEMPLATION

Beyond the Adept
ONA = (This is an extract from a letter sent to an Internal Adept – doc written by

ONA and posted on
Camlad)

+O+ (A Contemplation of this letter by Anon of THEM.)

ONA – Several issues need to be addressed, such as is the ONA as exists at present, 
relevant to you, and indeed, relevant of itself, and also what is the meaning of 
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Adeptship and beyond in supra-personal terms. Let us consider whether there is – and
must be – a supra-personal dimension to Adeptship and beyond, and if so, what is the 
nature of this in practical terms. That is, is it part of being an Adept – and especially
of the grades beyond – to strive to change the world in some way? – ONA

+O+ The synthesis at which one arrives from Living is always going to be the 
dictatorial factor representative of a (I hesitate to use, “their”*) particular and unique 
means of perception; an inevitable eventuation of an equation of math and geometry /
psyche and Physis that distils the contents of the collective numinous pool belonging 
to certain of our species, the Acausal proper, (presenced every so often in the 
practical genius in one of the three modes of Time that overtake a man or woman – or
speaking asexually, the human nexion) whose singular distillation of the components 
involved in all presently understood equations, and the nature of whose acausal 
charge eclipses the initial Question (‘or challenge posed’ to use another terminology) 
and lays the foundation for the bridge that can span the ‘gap’ between one 
consciousness and the yet undreamed of other. What is certain is this: the World, will 
Change with or without the agency (pretended or genuine) of adeptic involvement. I 
think that this aspect of Adeptship is the skill and confidence to know when, where 
and how change is perceived to occur during one’s Time, and the predicted outcome 
of that action without interference of a conscious and directed kind. This, being the 
age of Kali Yuga, should not be the time for fear of experimentation with Change: we
have three hundred years to get it wrong/right and refine those methods that seem to 
be coming to the fore of human consciousness at this time of initial ‘Fayen’.
*When one becomes an Adept – and I believe the exhibition of this quality changes in
accordance with the changing face of humanity and its aspirations manifest and yet 
unmanifest; the clear demarcation between ‘Individual’ and ‘Collective’ becomes 
irrevocably blurred. In pursuing Insight/Ingress Roles for instance, one can learn to 
‘jump’ from one consciousness to another, that is, to attain such amazing 
empathy/sympathy with one’s own state of Being that one can literally see from the 
eyes and minds of others – and, influence them toward the similar state indicative of 
Adeptship (in various degrees at various speeds pending the nexion and Adept) of co-
operation with the numinous sketch defined by the Master(s). Thus one’s “pressures” 
upon the world are metaphorically mirrored in the Abstract ‘Science’ of the Star 
Game – where one thing may be many, many may be one – co-existing contradictions
chasing each other’s harmony. In this way, DM has transferred his consciousness, his 
qualities, his ambitions, his mentality and his laws of the Master (that is to say his 
numinous sketch – or Weltanschauung) to adepts world-wide; a splintering of his 
consciousness into many, indeed thousands, of living breathing nexions – many still 
seeds, unaware of their paradoxical symbiosis with one another or the source of this 
consciousness, most still mired in the frames of reference of their Time, under the 
influence of illusion and convenience – yet deeply stirred to approach the world with 
the same blinding Love (and Detachment) as DM. The supra-personal, like all 
temporal living forces expressed as abstracts of the Sinister Way, by virtue of its very 
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existence, presence and deliberation here and now, is no coincidence – it is no 
anomaly – rather it is part of the numinous sketch, a consequence of distillation and 
prior action and non-action to which this Time and its people are tied to particular 
temporal symbolism and particular challenge. When this question has been 
satisfactorily solved or its next phase of development (i.e. a better phrased question or
subsequent evolution of its abstract) by the majority of human beings with which its 
presence is occurring and causing some consternation: then there is no doubt that 
what constitutes an Adept will change, as may the necessity for Adepts to interfere or 
for them to maintain the illusion of their interference pending the outcome of the 
strength of the next numinous sketch.
If for instance, the ONA achieved their galactic ambitions, realised 300 years from 
now by a consciousness vastly superior to our own who had mastered abstract 
thinking to such a degree that such things as the idea of constancy of reality upheld in
magic for instance (whereupon it is one belief that magic works only if all 
participants believe in its aim and are focused without doubt) could be dropped (i.e. 
that pessimistic perception of reality discarded) due to abstract perception and an 
immoral i.e. empathic non-dual bound perceptual means of heurisy could allow new 
sciences for energy, travel, technology etc and that galactic species formed the 
collective part of the remaining human race who saw beyond the causal entrapments
we uphold… then what might the role of an Adept be? As consciousness changes, so 
does the Adept. This is one reason why some people I have encountered are confused 
angered or destroyed when the form they have built or spent a lot of time aiding is 
suddenly torn down or altered – because they lack the perception of abstract 
reasoning essential to understanding the temporal necessity of a form esp. in relation 
to a creature like the Order of Nine Angles. One great example, though which will 
probably raise an eyebrow or two, is that by Marilyn Manson – whose own antics 
clued me in early as to the methodology of metamorphism and the ONA. Manson 
built a huge following as a Gothic rock star focused on Satanism, American 
Degeneracy, Destruction of the Simple in Ethics, and so on – using Charles Manson, 
Willy Wonka, Adolf Hitler, Marilyn Monroe and all sorts of dark/light symbiote 
opposites (hence his name) which held many in psychic thrall which he then – right at
the top of his fame – completely abandoned to present his new album and new image 
of space-glam via Mechanical Animals. His fans were subsequently divided – a great 
many abandoning (just as he predicted/forced) Manson until he later returned many 
years later to his Gothic roots. I think Manson’s genius lent much to my 
understanding of the ONA’s own underlying formations – though I expect some will 
see this comparison with distaste – wrongly. This conscious decision by Manson to 
deliberately abandon one form and show his audience up for the sycophants they 
were is not unlike the ONA abandoning the older Naos/BBOS/NS/Islam etc. in 
favour of a space-race focus of Dark Gods, Galactica and Fayen. It might also be 
helpful to suggest that the more one leans toward calling these exhibitions and
expressions of the Order or defines the acts of DM as ‘inhuman’ ‘numinous’ 
‘shapeshiftic’ ‘trickster’ – thus transfiguring the actual human emission of these 
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forces into something altogether ‘other-wordly’ ‘Dark Godish’, ‘Alien’, but at any 
rate, less than human – is potentially due to the fact that Abstract Reasoning is
not yet developed or attained by many – and thus the strangeness of this perception 
must take on a monstrous or somehow unearthly distorted form in order to begin 
getting across the rudiments of what will someday be understood through actual 
Abstract Perception. One finds that Myatt’s actions and effects tend not to be viewed 
as stemming from a simple human being – but a genius at best, a dark god at least. 
+O+

ONA – Or is there just a personal dimension to an Adept – that their goal is their goal 
and the world, and people, and the Cosmos, are basically irrelevant? Indeed, we 
might also ask are such “Grades” important
anyway? ONA

+O+ What is important here is two-fold – firstly the spirit of contemplation and 
abstract assessment of those questions and forms that still do and probably will for a 
long time affect and have an effect of the human race and its Time and Ethos – that is,
to involve oneself in the world as an empathic agent, concerned with mirroring all 
and every detail of Form which finds importance in the realm of the objective
creatitude that humanity inhabits. Secondly – and this is where my own Gnosis has 
been the most frustrating in trying to convey something that can only be understood 
from a perception that can view multiple realities all simultaneously co-existent 
truths, that it is not THE questions whatever their grand answers may be that are 
important to ask – but rather that underlying forceful assessment and reassessment of 
things that DM/ONA exhibit, that exploration, and continual updating of what is 
beyond, beneath, beholden, Is important. As I have intimated above, the Adept, can 
live, that is move their consciousness about, but can no longer spiritually (i.e. with 
any genuine certainty) specify a separation point between individual/collective, 
personal/Aeonic spheres/forces/realms. This diffusement of physical embodiment 
from the personal shell, this de-centralization of the human geometry into the very 
fabric of causal time and space (life-centred geometry or co-nexion with the Acausal),
through all and some other consciousnesses succeeds, in destroying the simplification
of one’s Seat of consciousness – and is one step toward attaining the Diamond Body 
– which, I am inclined to believe DM has done. +O+

ONA – Personally, I do believe such Grades are necessary, still – and thus relevant. 
There may – indeed, should – come a time when they are no longer required, as 
forms, but that is a very long way in the future, given the nature of the majority of 
these beings named “humans”. They are relevant and necessary as forms, as guides, 
providing a structure that is necessary, as a map is often useful in an unknown area,
shortening the time required to get where one is going. ONA
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+O+ Yes – I think the “Grades” are still important, at this time. As everything is and 
does tend to be important or called for to maintain, sustain and propagate at any given
stage of causal time from what can be ascertained occurring or lacking in the human 
condition. Though I should point out, that I have not followed the Seven-Fold Way in 
what might be called the conventional spirit –I have in some way or another attained 
a pretty good understanding of what lies beneath it. I could not have done this 
without equivalent tasks of the Grades or personal undertakings which lead to similar 
understanding from experience. It is not that these tasks are required to undertake in 
order to understand – but rather, I think, that means to explain the new perception are 
lacking and still in development. Such things as the Grades help provide the answers 
to questions that as simple as they seem to the asker – draw only blank stares
and silence from those who can’t help but feel they know why such questions are 
being asked and exactly how they fit into the context of human consciousness and its 
development – and more pointedly – why such questions are signs of distance. Until 
enough people are removed from their seat of consciousness and diffused into the 
aether – when a critical mass is reached with enough people able to force the 
numinous sketch onto paper – how to communicate the intimations of that new 
science for which a language does not yet exist? The usefulness of the dead language 
no longer suffices – the practical touching of the world and experiencing its ways is a 
reversion in desperation and in part convenience to speak the Way. +O+

ONA – The answer to the supra-personal nature of Adeptship is already implicit in 
what an Adept is – someone who has developed aspects of themselves, and especially
their abilities and consciousness. This development is outward, and involves empathy
with living beings, with Nature and the Cosmos itself. There is a thus an 
understanding of the individual in relation to these things, as there should also be the
beginnings of a rational understanding of the world, of human nature, of “history” 
and our evolution and promise, as beings. The Adept therefore understands how 
certain forces (or energies) be they archetypal or whatever can affect individuals, and 
groups, and how certain forms can presence, and be presenced, to change individuals 
and groups. This is the beginnings of understanding the real magick beyond the low, 
external, results magick of Initiates and External Adepts, and this understanding 
imparts a certain desire in the Adept to produce causal changes – be the method of 
such production, such presencing, artistic, magickal, or whatever. But is there a duty 
of change, of presencing, beyond this still quite personal desire, creativity or action-
in-the- world? A duty of dialectic – of causing, provoking, or being the genesis of, 
larger-scale changes by supra-personal means? ONA

+O+ Where one finds oneself a conscious nexion – one of the lucky (or stoic) few 
who realise their own context (and for me, this seems to be the great challenge of this
epoch, variously called ‘awakening’ waking up’ higher consciousness’ etc) – one will 
inevitably be subject to the synthesising faculties of persona that continue a reaction, 
a direction, a creation. If an opened nexion becomes symbiote with the supra-
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personal then personality is diffused into the numinous sketch of possibility along 
with responsibility. One cannot be held accountable when one is imbued in every 
living thing, when consciousness is acausal, for then every thing is an extension of 
life-imbued consciousness (Qv. Acausal Voice)– a living body of anomalies diffused 
in the passage of a greater co-nexion. +O+

ONA – And if there is such a duty of Adeptship, then what, if any moral guidelines, 
should the Adept follow, especially given the empathy they have developed, or many 
have developed? Such questions really are the beginning of the move from Adeptship
to beyond the Abyss – a sign that at a time not too distant in years, the Adept is 
moving toward the next stage. ONA

+O+ An answer correlates directly to Change. Every moment that passes in causal 
time this question requires a different answer and will generate a different answer. An
answer that is as perennially unchanging throughout Tradition even as it appears solid
in its static form as a ‘question’. At any point in Time a duty of Adeptship is to 
surpass the current Master. +O+

ONA – As often, there are no clear answers – for each Adept must struggle outward 
to their own answers to such questions, for it is their answering, their struggle to so 
answer, which is important, not some given “teachings” or whatever. But there are 
some guidelines which, as often, may or may not help – and which may or may not 
serve as a dialectic, to provoke, to be balanced, countered, or perchance even agreed 
with, but only after much thought. ONA

+O+ Absolutely. I answer these questions only for my own satisfaction and out of the 
confidence borne of struggle.+O+

ONA – What are these guidelines? They derive from the nature of an individual, from
the nature of magick – from the very meaning and purpose of the life of an 
individual. Our Way, of esoteric magick, gives some special, often unique, answers to
these things, and it is these answers which differentiate our Way from that of other 
Ways, and especially from what have come to be called Religion and Politics (both 
terms are of course only reductionist, abstract, terms which describe certain causal 
projections onto the numinous matrix of the Cosmos). How do we view the 
individual? As one particular causal presencing of acausal energies. How do we view 
the purpose, the meaning, of that individual? As one means of evolving – of 
accessing more and more of the acausal, through willed change, and thus as a means 
of positively interacting with the acausal, with the numinous matrix of the very 
Cosmos itself, which of course includes, Nature, here on this planet which is our 
home, and the beings we share this planet with. What is this “willed change”? It is 
true magick, which includes our seven-fold Way, and the various means of presencing
the acausal which we have developed or learnt. The answer of our Way means than 
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our duty, as beings, is to evolve ourselves – to seek to take the opportunity which our 
causal life is; to seek to develop that potential which is latent within us. How then, in 
this context, do we view the other beings with which we share this planet? Before 
Internal Adept, the answer is seen as simple – they are means, which we can use to 
further ourselves, and the Cosmos, for that is their purpose, even though they 
themselves do not know this. Their purpose, according to us, is not to attain, a 
“happiness”, or even some kind of “afterlife” in a religious sense. But Internal Adept 
provides us with that perspective, that empathy, which was often lacking – or rather, 
it should provide us with these things, as part of our own development. Thus, do we 
come to understand the true nature of such things as suffering, both personal and 
supra-personal, and this understanding may present us with some problems, 
especially when we view what seems to be the futility of bloody struggle, century 
upon century, thousand year upon thousand year. Thus are we as Adept brought to 
questions such as – there must be a better way to evolve this human species, to 
change the matrix, without the waste, the suffering? What is this better way?
To answer questions such as these we must once again consider such things as the 
true nature of magick, and the true nature of Time, and the nature of evolution itself. 
Indeed, we should ask, is there – can there be – such a thing as evolution? Is that also 
just an abstract construct imposed upon the numinous matrix? ONA

+O+ I think evolution is a construct. But ONA’s vital emphasis on practical living is 
essential for placing this in context. We are forced to use a language forged for a 
consciousness that was very young (humanly speaking) and to convey essential 
‘objective’ facts and experiences quickly and efficiently – but still speak in the same 
language which has not undergone any significant changes to face the challenges 
being imposed by the limits now being felt where it cannot and does not express 
essence – but merely translation. It is also a language heavily influenced by the need 
for moral imperatives and causal restriction, aspects that have yet to be expunged or 
replaced with a substitution – though the Star Game is one stroke of genius in this 
direction. A question like ‘Can there be such a thing as evolution?’ cannot be 
definitively answered until consciousness is diffused. +O+

ONA – Thus we are led to consider the very nature of the Cosmos, of this numinous 
matrix. Again, our Way provides some answers, some guidelines. We view the 
Cosmos as a living entity, albeit an acausal one, and an entity which does not exist 
apart from us, as finite beings. That is, we as evolving, changing, beings are the 
evolution of this Being. Our consciousness, our magick, is the consciousness, the 
magick, of this Being. Thus, our change is implicit in our very nature, as is the truth 
that we possess the ability to change ourselves – for this is one of the most 
fundamental principles of our Way, of genuine magick itself. By our magick, our 
Way, we are bringing consciousness to the Cosmos – which is why of course our 
move outward, from this planet in the physical sense, is so important so we can 
access, understand, what is beyond, and thus make that known. Yet this Being, which 
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we are, is not the Being which other Ways have identified, or posited. It is most 
certainly not “God” – nor even the abstracted opposite of such an abstract construct. 
ONA

+O+ Whereby without Abstract Perception (or rather, De-Abstracted Perception) 
many are confused as to how the ONA Is, both, not in any way Satanic. And yet, 
quintessentially, Is. +O+

ONA – It is just what IS, as what IS exists: a summation of causal and acausal, far 
beyond our often silly abstract causal projections upon IT. We provide, or rather can 
provide, the forms to presence aspects of it – sometimes in myths, or a mythos (such 
as The Dark Gods) – but these are of course just beginnings, mere forms to be 
transcended; mere beginnings of the real magick which awaits for us. For, yes, to
provide, to “create” such forms to presence IT , to propagate such forms and so 
change other human beings in diverse ways, is an Art, of genuine magick. Just as the 
dialectic of ours is an Art, albeit one much misunderstood. This should begin to 
answer the question about “morality” and such things. One answer is that, yes, there 
is a way for us to evolve ourselves and others without the stupidities, the 
wastefulness, of the past – and this is the Way of our magick, of our own still 
evolving Way, which Way makes available to us all that we need to avoid the waste, 
the stupidities, of the past, as evident for example in the Seven-fold Way itself, with 
its Grade Rituals. This particular answer is to refine, enhance, the techniques, and 
make them known, thus enabling more and more individuals world-wide to begin the 
process of individual and supra-personal change. That is, to extend, evolve, our Way 
itself. Yet – does this not imply a slowness? A significant change in an Aeon, or even 
more? Is it desirable for us, or some of us, to strive to speed up this process of human 
evolution, by for example, involving ourselves in using certain causal forms which 
may produce such speedy change? Or do such forms indeed produce speedy change? 
Is that merely an illusion? Such are the questions for each Adept to ponder, and 
answer. ONA

+O+ Wherein, slowness is a state of perception afforded by our relative size, which is
afforded by our constancy of consciousness in the body – consciousness which can be
diffused leading to ‘greater’ or even cosmic size and a smashing of such simplistic 
concepts in view of a whole new science and language and subsequent apprehension 
of all these things way beyond the immediate concerns of something human-sized, 
with which human-sized concerns manifest. Time, is relative to consciousness. The 
presencing of ‘speedy change’ seems more an exertion of the Acausal on the Causal 
than conscious understanding by its nexions for its (speedy changes) purpose – 
purpose that cannot be understood from human consciousness firmly seated in the 
skull alone. Forms definitely have the power to bring forth change. Narrative – might 
be considered the infant first born of what may someday become ‘Numinative’ – 
whereupon those who can control/shape the geometric channels through which the 
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river of humanity flows – may be considered the experimenters and explorers of a 
new power borne of greater consciousness than ever before, still in its raw unrefined 
state. For illusions, far from being the ethereal mirages their name conjure forth – are 
in fact the most solid of projections, and even if they be a lie on one level, i.e. from a 
consciousness seated in the human skull, they are a truth on another, i.e. when 
consciousness is diffused into the numinous sketch. Thus it is that DM is able to be, 
that is, BE, both NS/Islam, yet be neither at the same time – all in complete harmony. 
Moreover to honestly deny being one person or the other, and truthfully claim to be 
separated from his other personas – these being separate and connected in abstract 
perception. +O+

ONA – Which brings us to the ONA. Is the ONA as existing at present still relevant? 
Does it need to change, perhaps some of its symbols, its own causal forms? If so, 
why? And how, toward what? Such are also questions which each Adept must ponder,
and answer for themselves. ONA

+O+ My views on ONA and the changes that I feel beneficial to make to ‘it’ (being 
that some don’t actually see the differentiation yet) have been made within my own 
presencing. So no comment from me here. +O+

ONA – One clue – is this ONA, as perceived by others and those of Adeptship and 
below, just an outer form which has a yet unknown inner essence? ONA

+O+ Yes. Though I doubt I should be believed were I to put forth my intimations on 
just what ONA are.+O+

ONA – Is this essence hidden, awaiting the consciousness that is created beyond the 
Abyss? ONA

+O+ This question has a strange vibration. Almost as if DM were asking it himself, 
unsure of the answer. Which, is fair enough. He’s a pioneer in a very strange place.
+O+

ONA – And if it is so hidden, why is this? Deliberate – or just part of its real nature, 
meaning that this nature cannot be apprehended below this Abyss, that it is 
imperceptible by those who do not possess the perception to perceive it with this new 
perception being developed over time by an Adept, propelling them toward the next 
stage? ONA

+O+ Quite so – I think that again, until consciousness has been diffused out of the 
human skull, the nature of many things remains invisible. Who can hope to 
understand what lies beneath without Abstract Reasoning (Qv. Star Game both as 
metaphor and literal working) – it is hidden because a language and perception to 
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experience it in its new form, is still occult – still new – still developing. DM’s efforts
have singularly motivated thousands to concentrate on such a thing as the Acausal – 
made them aware of it, of its context – with a critical mass, a synthesizer of its 
science may lead the breakthrough. Does this success of invoking meditation, not in 
itself, reflect the necessity for Adepts to continue learning the science of
speedy changes as asked above? At least for the time being.+O+

ONA – And is part of this real nature something which cannot be contained by any 
such causal form and so cannot even be named? ONA

+O+ It may very well be, that this acausal dimension is a myth, whose fable acts as 
the crucible for a new direction, systematically and diametrically opposed and even 
beyond the methods of absorption and distortion attributable and characteristic of the 
Magian. But in questing for its existence, something will be broken that can never be 
fixed – and this in itself seems to be reason enough to believe, for a time at least, in 
the temporal suggestion of an Acausal. On the other hand – while it cannot be named 
– it can be experienced. A new language requires development to express it – such a 
language might be called a combination of Cliology, change, and the sharpening of 
pencils in preparation for the numinous sketch.+O+

ONA – In Conclusion:
Such are some of the questions which arise, or which may arise, for an Internal 
Adept. And yet – what must be remembered is that all such questions are only 
questions; that Thought is merely Thought, and often a distraction to that real change,
that real presencing of the sinister, that is part of our Way and which involves, as it 
always does and has done, action-in-the-world: that is, real acts, by the individual.
These acts are and must be – for an Internal Adept moving toward the Abyss and thus
the next stage – beyond both the Light and the Dark, yet being both Light and Dark 
and yet containing the essence of the Sinister itself. If they are indeed moving toward 
the next stage, then they will understand this – or at least be moving toward this 
understanding. Furthermore, those who withdraw from the Sinister, in all its Aeonic 
forms and presencings, as a result of answering such questions, have indeed 
withdrawn from our Way, and thus will not move-forward to the stage of Mastery. 
ONA

+O+ Is the ONA relevant to me as it exists and at this stage of my journey? Without 
giving anything away – what the ONA actually are is something relevant to everyone 
at every stage of every journey.+O+

ONA – Anton Long
Order of Nine Angles

+O+ Anon. +O+
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A Reply by Dark Logos
Herewith I present a few comments of my own on the file recently uploaded here by 
” x ” , which file contained many interesting and astute comments about Myatt and 
the ONA. 

DM has transferred his consciousness, his qualities, his ambitions, his mentality and 
his laws of the Master (that is to say his numinous sketch – or Weltanschauung) to 
adepts world-wide; a splintering of his consciousness into many, indeed thousands, of
living breathing nexions – many still seeds, unaware of their paradoxical symbiosis 
with one another or the source of this consciousness, most still mired in the frames of 
reference of their Time, under the influence of illusion and convenience – yet deeply 
stirred to approach the world with the same blinding Love (and Detachment) as DM.

Comment:
Which is to say that there is a certain magick at work here; or, rather, a certain 
presencing of certain forces by a sinister Adept in order to achieve certain goals.
It might also be helpful to suggest that the more one leans toward calling these 
exhibitions and expressions of the Order or defines the acts of DM 
as inhuman’numinous’ shapeshiftic’trickster’ – thus transfiguring the actual human 
emission of these forces into something altogether other-wordly’Dark Godish’, 
`Alien’, but at any rate, less than human – is potentially due to the fact that Abstract 
Reasoning is not yet developed or attained by many – and thus the strangeness of this
perception must take on a monstrous or somehow unearthly distorted form in order to
begin getting across the rudiments of what will someday be understood through 
actual Abstract Perception. One finds that Myatt’s actions and effects tend not to be 
viewed as stemming from a simple human being – but a genius at best, a dark god at 
least.

Comment:
If I correctly understand what is meant by the terms Abstract Reasoning and Abstract 
Perception then this is a very perceptive comment. Thus, one has someone (i.e. 
Long/Myatt) – undertaking a Sinister quest – who has gone “Beyond The Abyss” and
exhibiting in real life, through their actions and creations, aspects of the acausal, and 
thus appearing, to those lacking the perception of esoteric Adepts (and beyond), as 
“strange”, perplexing, confusing, Trickster-like (and so on). Such actions and 
creations are what one would expect if someone had indeed progressed “Beyond The
Abyss” – and gives us a measure, a standard, by which to judge others who have so 
claimed, and who so claim, to have done so. Thus, one can place this individual in 
relation to the others who have so claimed, and who so claim, to have gone “Beyond 
The Abyss” and who have awarded themselves various titles such as “Master” or 
“Magus”. As I have intimated above, the Adept, can live, that is move their 
consciousness about, but can no longer spiritually (i.e. with any genuine certainty) 
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specify a separation point between individual/collective e,
personal/Aeonic spheres/forces/ realms.

Comment:
Yes indeed, and this is one of those things that motivates (or which can motivate) an 
Adept to progress further – toward The Abyss, where they become, through an 
immersion in acausal forces, something else, and where their perception, their 
“centre” if you will, changes, so that they move away from the mundane
perception of the majority (with its manufactured abstractions and opposites) to the 
perception of the acausal, which is “Abstract” in the sense that the anonymous 
commentator uses that term.

 I should point out, that I have not followed the Seven-Fold Way in what might be 
called the conventional spirit –I have in some way or another attained a pretty good 
understanding of what lies beneath it.

Comment:
Agreed. In truth, perhaps a better understanding than some who have followed it!
If an opened nexion becomes symbiote with the supra-personal then personality is 
diffused into the numinous sketch of possibility along with responsibility. One cannot
be held accountable when one is imbued in every living thing, when consciousness is 
acausal, for then every thing is an extension of life imbued consciousness (Qv. 
Acausal Voice)– a living body of anomalies diffused in the passage of a greater co-
nexion.

Comment:
Very true. I think evolution is a construct.

Comment:
Exactly, and this is hinted at in some of the more esoteric ONA MSS.
Or perhaps I should say: the concept of evolution as normally understood is an 
abstractive construct of our causal space-time. For the acausal, there is no such 
construct. Wherein, slowness is a state of perception afforded by our relative size, 
which is afforded by our constancy of consciousness in the body.

Comment:
Another astute observation. Such a slowness – as perceived by the Adept and those 
below – is just one more causal appearance, related to the perception of such an 
Adept, which is still for the most part centred on “the self” and which still thinks in 
terms of linear, causal, time (and thus in terms of a causal “evolution”) . Thus it is 
that DM is able to be, that is, BE, both NS/Islam, yet be neither at the same time – all 
in complete harmony.
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Comment:
It does not say much for most Occultists – and even those deemed “intelligent” 
among us – that only a few people understand this, and thus correctly perceive DM as
is, and thus understand what he is doing, and why. Again, it comes back, does it not, 
that such a life as DM’s is what one would expect if someone had indeed been a 
genuine sinister Adept and then progressed “Beyond The Abyss”. DM’s efforts have 
singularly motivated thousands to concentrate on such a thing as the Acausal – made
them aware of it, of its context – with a critical mass, a synthesizer of its science may 
lead the breakthrough.

Comment:
Such perspicacity, again! Why do not more people understand this? [Rhetorical 
question, of course…] what the ONA actually are is something relevant to everyone 
at every stage of every journey.

Comment:
Why do not more people understand this? [Rhetorical question, of course…] Finally, 
it would be most interesting, and instructive, for many perhaps, if the anonymous 
commentator who says: I doubt I should be believed were I to put forth my 
intimations on just what ONA are did indeed put forth their intimations of just what 
the ONA are.

ALBEDO, NIGREDO, RUBEDO.

Those with very long memories will recall the original Mvimaedivm White forum 
which archived or transcribed/preserved then extant ONA texts. Mvimaedivm Black, 
a private research forum used by members of THEM to study historical connections 
and evidence of/to the Septenary, particularly the Dark Gods was its successor. A 
decision was made in 2023 to anonymise the content from Black and present a replica
public forum for scholars of magic and the ONA to continue the project and offer 
findings to the wider occult community. This resulted in the establishment of 
Mvimaedivm Red. In alchemical terms, the sequence has followed: Albedo, Nigredo, 
Rubedo.
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BIN ANASH [See Chapter 11]

RYAN ANSCHAUUNG AND THE STAR GAME [See Chapter 11]

THE TROUBLES [See Chapter 11]
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CHAPTER 10
FICTION
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EREBUS: SATANIC FICTION

Erebus pushed his way through the heavy ornate wooden doors and entered the 
Temple Reichstag. The determined march of his black boots sent an echo about the 
dark hall as they met the violent embrace of cold marble. The Dark Gods stared down
upon him from the billowing thrones of black banner that hung from ceiling to floor –
each etched with the white sigil of a horror from the Pantheon, and above and 
beyond, centred high above the Altar, a lovingly woven German flag emblazoned 
with a swastika. It was strange how time stood still within these types of Satanic 
architecture. For all the energy a being could compress and focus during its life – the 
power of ideology made a mockery of it all -consuming life in a vast and ravenous 
maw that stretched its gaunt visage across measures of time that approached 
immortality. These banners and their symbols of Greater Masters were a silent 
reminder that death stalked one at every turn threatening to return one’s opportunity 
to advance the Satanic Quest to nothing, to snuff out the flame that burns for but a 
moment and again become one with oblivion. Only hunting death could delay the 
inevitable – allow one to “die when one was ready to die” – a fact that gave urgency 
to many of his actions.

It was the flags and their ominous symbolic essence that entered his mind as he strode
forth toward the altar; the assembled members standing silently beneath the gaze of 
the banners was always a secondary and even cursory acknowledgement. It was 
arrogance coupled with a deep and profound love for the struggle embodied by the 
members who, blind to their own, served shadowy masters feared and worshipped for
aeons. Standing here in their black garb – united in visual solidarity – from high up 
looking down upon the scene and soaking up the atmosphere holistically: the sinister 
aura of the Temple and the intensity of reverence, one could perceive a cohesive 
moment by beings of the human race taking place; a solid foundation of like-minded 
soldiers ready to pour their blood into an ideology that transcended their fragile lives 
and temporary flesh. But who could know the thoughts and intentions of the 
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individual scorpions assembled before him? To coronate a Temple was destined to be 
adorned with a crown of human thorns. While humans were willing to stand to 
attention in this manner, esoteric and secretive in their inevitable betrayal – true 
solidarity could never be achieved. Loyalty to Satan demanded the surrender of one’s 
flesh to a transcendence that cannibalised all human importance. Regardless of the 
worship shown them the Dark Gods were not human. Despite the adoration shown 
them by the hate-love of humans they were not beings one could please by service, 
only by sacrifice. Sufficiently twisted and tortured by insight the experiments of the 
horrific mirror that is human effort to approach the divine or the demonic became 
transparent and surfaced from the mire of the mind, sharp and gleaming: a grotesque 
apparition of essences alien and cold. It was unfortunately a truism that as long as 
some magical revelations were enough to send one to suicide, the parodies must 
continue until a critical mass was reached and more of his species were born that 
were able to use the black magic usurped from insane trips to the Abyss.
As he took his place in front of the Altar: the Temples anthem filled the Hall. They 
had previously experimented with Sinister plainchant, ominous orchestral, and aural/ 
ambient soundscapes to find the right energy for the Temple and its current. They had
finally decided on “Reich-no”; a mixture of electrical techno superimposed over with 
sound bites and speeches from various Nazi-focused documentaries and propaganda 
reels. A scientific blend of hypnosis and aural assault intended to accelerate the 
heartbeat, change the breathing, and focus the intense electricity and energy that built 
up in its listeners onto something tangible and solid, either sex, or the Swastika: a 
failing that left the evolution of techno in the 90’s short of fulfilling Satanic usage. It 
had been noticed that contemporary techno was quickly bastardised and became 
Magian in nature. And thus, its potential for black magic was minimised just as 
plainchant and choir had been by the introduction of church scripts and ideology. The 
Temple felt that if a mimesis of techno could be undertaken in a similar fashion to 
that of corrupting church chants with a sinister ethos, i.e., “Sanctus Satanas”, that a 
highly powerful weapon could be created that re-created the energy of the 
bacchanalia. Techno as it stood ran energy in a loop that although successful in 
creating such magical intensity did not focus the power summoned into anything, or 
if it did, some turgid ethereal Magian current. More often than the experience was 
dissipated without releasing the tension, leaving the listener frustrated and hyped up 
in a type of psychic limbo. Drugs were often supplemented to restore the loss 
incurred from being placed in such a limbo and as a result techno became even more 
quickly bastardised: the innovators missing the crucial point to its power. It also 
contained human-based drivel, pop, or themes of `love’ that were directly fed by 
currents of the Magian. `Infectious’ was probably the best way to describe this genre.
However, using a hypnosis-based approach centred on the fact that the first thing a 
baby heard inside the womb was the beating of the heart – the 4/4 beat in fact, owing 
to the four valves of the heart – it was surmised by magicians of the Temple that the 
success of techno as a movement was based on its acceleration of the heartbeat by 
aural sympathy. But once the heartbeat was sped up, what then? Emotionally it lacked
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substance, spiritually it lacked solidarity. What was required as a superimposition of 
something that could be used to direct the tension of the techno energy – a movement
or ideology that resonated with the members of the Temple. The powerful sound of 
Germany united in solidarity via the crowds that amassed to hear the speeches of 
Adolf Hitler, powerful in their poetic and political tempest were quickly suggested as 
a natural accompaniment for music intended to harmonise with the Western Soul. The
powerful bass and rising hypnosis experimented with in the Temples own species of 
techno had been heavily interspersed with samples taken from the “Triumph of the 
Will”, with the `Seig Heils’ sounding particularly effective against a backdrop of high
energy…

HEL

Michelle had met Evan in the summer of 1995 at a New-Age seminar. She’d been 
browsing through a stack of occult books looking for one on crystals. The stranger 
had smiled when she’d turned her head briefly to see who was standing beside her, 
and she’d smiled back. He’d noticed her select several promising looking books from
the pile, flip through the pages of each one, and then put them back down with a sigh,
apparently dissatisfied with the contents.

“You’re after something on crystals?” he’d asked her.
“Yes. But I’m not having much luck” she’d said, turning to acknowledge him 
politely.
“Yeah, I mean they’re all good books in their own right, but I’m after something 
special too.”
“Oh, you’re into crystals as well?” she’d enthused.
He’d looked briefly at the stacks of books on the table, deftly pulled a thin black book
from the bottom of the nearest stack, and handed it to her.
“I own this one, it’s very good. It’s written by a German author who specialises in 
faceting and gem-cutting for efficacious emanation – I highly recommend it if you’re 
interested in the spiritual geometry of crystals.”
She’d taken it from him and thumbed through the pages, it was exactly what she’d 
been looking for.
“I studied crystals a few years ago. I’ve always been fascinated by them”.
She’d been so engrossed in the contents of the book she’d barely noticed the delayed 
response to her question. She’d looked at him then. She was immediately taken with 
his boyish good looks.
“This is fantastic – thank you very much!”
“You’re very welcome,” he said, smiling warmly.
After engaging the stranger in a conversation, she’d been impressed with his 
knowledge in the field of crystals and learned the stranger’s name was Evan. She’d 
invited him for a coffee as a way of saying thank you for finding her the book, and 
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he’d accepted, even offering to bring along some other books he thought she might be
interested in.
One thing had led to another and Michelle had fallen deeply in love with Evan. 
Before she knew it, they’d been together for six months, and in that time Evan had 
continued to impress her with his extensive knowledge of things occult. She’d told 
him about her upcoming thesis for college, and he’d continued to be helpful, offering 
to lend her rare or hard-to-find books from his own collection. He’d also speak at 
length about the occult with her, often surprising her with his seemingly endless 
repertoire of information. Yet she never once felt like she was being lectured, his soft,
steady tone of voice only ever informative, never accusatory.
She’d got an ‘A’ on her thesis and Evan had been delighted for her. He’d offered to 
take her out to dinner, somewhere special to celebrate. She’d accepted. Later that 
night they’d gone to Evans home, giggling like schoolgirls from the effects of wine. 
Once inside, she’d planted a kiss on his lips. He’d kissed her back. They’d made 
passionate love in Evans bed, and it had been incredible.
Although she could pick a thousand traits in Evan that she admired or respected, the 
one thing Michelle liked most about Evan, was the way he held himself. He never 
pushed her into anything, never took more than what she offered. He always seemed 
to give back exactly what she gave and never more. When they’d made love he’d 
followed her lead and matched her rhythm. When she wanted it rough and urgent, 
he’d comply by fucking her hard. When she wanted it gentle and slow, he was 
amorous and sensual, holding her hips and gazing into her eyes as she quietly rode 
him. It was almost like dating a mirror. A wonderful, handsome, intelligent mirror 
that always knew just what she wanted.
He’d proposed to her in December. She’d not been expecting it. It was like a dream. 
She’d said yes and they’d made passionate frenzied love underneath the stars. He’d 
told her that he loved her, and he’d promised her the world.
In late summer, during a conversation over dinner, Evan had engaged her in a 
conversation about having sex to power crystals by a technique called empathetic 
vibration. She’d been thoroughly fascinated by the idea, and had suggested with a 
giggle she’d be more than happy to explore the possibility with him, to try and power 
several cuts of quartz she owned. She’d been shy at first, but Evan had gone over the 
methods with her, patiently explaining various facets of the technique – and there was
no denying that during their first session the sex had been absolutely phenomenal. 
Their sex has always been incredible, but there was something kinky about the 
ritualistic use of it that excited her to new levels of passion. They’d engaged in 
lovemaking to charge the crystals for about a month. She’d always enjoyed the 
experience and the sex; the sex was unspeakably good. But somewhat sceptical of the
idea of their sex to power crystals, She’d been surprised that she felt she detected a 
change in the crystals. She didn’t know if it was her imagination, but somehow the 
crystals seemed brighter, denser too.
They’d kept it up – and one night, whilst Evan was in the shower, she’d turned off the
lights after one particularly rigorous sex session, and been startled and amazed to see 
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the crystal on the table glowing with a faint yellow-ochre light. After mentioning this 
to Evan, he’d been amazed and leaving the shower, gone downstairs to see for 
himself. They’d discussed the glowing crystal well into the night. Evan was as 
excited as she was that the technique worked and they chatted about the possibilities 
of charging bigger and rarer crystals.
“How could we charge it up even more?” she’d asked
“Well I guess we’d have to somehow increase the intensity of the sex? But how? It’s 
already so phenomenal– ”
“Do you have any books about how to do it at home Evan?”
“I might have. I’ll have a look through them when I get home and let you know.”
He trailed off and slipped his head under the blanket. She felt his curls brush against 
her crotch as he went down on her.
Evan had rung her the next afternoon and told her he’d found some books about 
increasing the charge.
But that they also involved doing things that he wasn’t sure she’d be comfortable 
with.
“Like what?”
“Well it says here that increasing the empathetic vibration can be achieved by 
engaging in extreme acts of a sexual nature and it mentions… well, taking it in the 
backdoor”
She’d smiled, despite Evan’s general confidence he could be disarmingly shy 
sometimes.
“Well baby. I’m game if you are” she flirted, trying to make Evan feel more 
comfortable with mentioning it.
“Well we can try it Michelle, and if you don’t like it we can stop and find another 
way”
“Alright, come over tonight, and bring the book if you can.”
The sodomy was like nothing else she’d ever experienced in her life. She’d not felt 
uncomfortable with the idea, it was new, and strange, but it also felt amazing too in a 
painful sort of way. And with each of the sessions the light of the crystal grew 
brighter. Michelle and Evan continued the sessions, powering crystal after crystal. 
The powered crystals proved extremely popular and Michelle’s crystal shop had 
begun to do a roaring trade, punters paying twice and sometimes even three times the 
price of an average crystal for the powered crystals that shimmered with energy. 
Many times someone inquired as to the cause of the mysterious state of the crystals, 
even offering her cash incentives to share it, but she’d refused and defused the 
explosion of curiosity by feigning ignorance. But her apparent ignorance did nothing 
to slow the tremendous turnover and she would often run out of stock, something that
had never happened before, much to the anxious customers chagrin. She had looked 
through Evan’s book herself, and found references to other extreme sex acts. Some of
which involved torture or rape. She mentioned them to Evan and they would go over 
the acts, discussing them with Evan always asking if she was really sure that she 
wanted to try them. She’d nodded in the affirmative and they had. She’d grown to 
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trust Evan like she trusted nothing else. He was always there, always gentle, and 
never pushed or forced her into anything. And they continued to power crystal after 
crystal.
He’d brought around a crystal of his own: a large pyramid-shaped piece of quartz. It 
was one of the largest and clearest she’d ever seen.
“I was hoping we could try and charge this one Michelle. My grandfather gave it to 
me it’s very old, been in the family for generations, he actually told me it had special 
powers”
“What kind of special powers?”
“He didn’t elaborate unfortunately, just said that it was a very special crystal once it 
was charged”
“Let’s charge it then. Let’s see what it does”
Over the course of six months they’d performed hundreds of sexual sessions, but the 
sessions to charge the large quartz pyramid were largely required to be obscene. 
She’d almost felt like he’d torn her out of shape by the end of the sessions, but she’d 
not complained, despite the ferocious pains in her orifice. And as the months went by 
the crystal began to emit a hazy violent yellow glow. The sessions continued until the 
pyramid once a dull opaque glassy rock had become imbued with a warm yellow-
orange luminescence from base to apex.
“How do we get to see what it does?” she’d asked.
“I’m not sure, I’ll have to have a look through Grandpa’s things and see if I can find 
something out. He might have left notes or something”.
Michelle nodded, and then promptly drifted off to sleep in Evans arms, exhausted. 
She lay prone on the plush black carpet, blood trickling onto the carpet from the deep 
scratches in her buttocks.
Evan had telephoned her some time after Midnight. He’d been jabbering excitedly, 
and through the sleepy haze she only made out snatches of his conversation
“Lake… ancient cults… gateway… bring the crystal!”
She’d agreed to meet him at Lake Aosoth the next day, just after sunset. She had 
arrived five minutes late because of the traffic, and had been worried he’d think she’d
forgotten to meet him. But he was there waiting for her, and he greeted her with a 
kiss, and presented a bottle of wine.
“I thought we should celebrate,” he said.
They’d strolled along the water’s edge and Evan had explained why he’d asked her to
meet him here. As they took turns swigging from the bottle, Evan apologetically 
informing her he’d forgotten to bring glasses, he’d told her about the old book he’d 
found hidden amongst his Grandpa’s things. Inside the book there were ritualistic 
notes and memoirs – it appeared his Grandfather had belonged to some kind of 
ancient order called ‘Le Guardian’ that descended from the Druids. According to the 
notes, the quartz pyramid was the gateway between this world and another world. 
The crystal had been carefully guarded for thousands of years by the members of Le 
Guardian, as had the secret magickal properties of the lake. But the note gave the 
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location of the lake, and revealed that submerging the crystal in a specific part of the 
lake would effect the crystal in some magickal way now that it was fully charged.
Excited about this discovery, they’d celebrated with a quickie in the woods. Her body
was still tender from the sessions but Evan was gentle. Then they’d strolled down to 
the pier and Evan had helped her into a small wooden boat with oars. Evan had 
noticed the look of concern on Michelle’s face and he’d smiled. He’d taken the oars, 
and with strong even strokes began rowing the boat to the centre of the lake. It was 
after dusk by the time he’d reached the centre of the dark waters, and a crescent moon
climbed the clear night sky. Beneath the stars, Evan and Michelle uncovered the 
quartz pyramid they’d wrapped in cloth and brought with them.
“Wow Evan! Look at that!” she’d exclaimed.
“I’ve never seen anything like it.” He replied.
The pyramid of quartz was still emanating a yellow glow, but a crimson hue had 
snaked its way along the edges of the cut quartz. And it was vibrating.
“Michelle is the book there behind you in the bag?”
Michelle turned to look behind her and saw a square-shaped canvas bag lying on the 
floor of the rowboat.
She turned away from Evan and rummaged through it. It was cold out on the lake, 
and her skin prickled with goose bumps. She wished she’d brought a jacket. The wine
felt like it had gone straight to her head too and she’d swayed a little in her seat 
whilst looking for Evans book. After a few moments she found it and turned back 
around.
“Here you are,” she said, smiling at Evan.
Evan smiled back warmly and took the book from her.
“This is so exciting!” he said, thumbing through the pages looking for something.
Then he looked over at Michelle.
“Listen Michelle, I just want you to know that since we’ve been together it’s been 
amazing.”
“Oh Evan its been amazing for me too!” she gushed, “I’ve never met anyone like 
you, I feel so close, I totally trust you, and I’ve never felt that with anyone before! I 
love you so much baby!”
“Well, I just wanted you know… that my name’s not Evan, and you don’t know me at
all”.
He put his fingers up to his scalp and pushed his fingertips into the skin. With a neat 
downward tug he tore off Evan’s face.
Michelle recoiled in the boat, her eyes and her mouth agape with horror, shock and 
disbelief filtering into her features. She did not recognise the man before her. She did 
not understand what was happening. She did not know where the lover she had spent 
the most amazing and intimate six months of her life with had gone or why he had 
ripped off his face. And she did not have time to react when the rope tied around her 
ankles grew taut and a tremendous force ripped her into the water, with the 
expression of terror and chaos on her gibbering face as she was forcibly submerged in
the cold depths of the dark lake…
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PEASE, LOVE AND MUNGBEANS

[Art created for AK and LK of the TOB in 2003. The concept I drew was AK in a cell
escaping his prison via blood essence and a transmutation into the Alienic. The TOB 
warmly received these contributions and were generous in supplying me with a large 
number of hitherto unpublished manuscripts by the ONA including a rare painting by 
CB called Dreaming that was published in Emanations. Friendship between TOB and
myself soured firstly during a project of conversion of ONA’s Sinister Music and 
Chants onto CD’s by “Mr Black” who I clumsily offended and proceeded to make a 
right balls up of relations – and secondly, when Sath, my other magical mentor these 
many years became involved with the TOB, and was deeply insulted by the 
comments they gave regarding her own very dark magical current. At the time, a law 
of THEM was to join forces against any of THEM’s enemies whether you had 
personal issues or agreed or not – this was designed to foster solidarity and a fighting 
spirit as the newcomers on the Satanic block. A war was declared against TOB which 
lasted several years and saw the majority of their publications which they strove very 
hard to keep private, revealed, thus denuding them of their foundations of mystery 
and mythos. Such tactics were not personal of course, but anyone in the trade knows 
how cut-throat such enmity can get.]

Ryan finished reading what was on the computer screen and picked up the phone. He 
dialled a number and waited for the ringtone. Once. Twice. Three times.
‘Hello?’
Ryan looked thoughtfully at the screen once more and began to speak to his 
girlfriend.
‘Hey babe. How’s your day going?’
Ryan listened attentively to the female voice emanating from the receiver. After a 
short while he found himself nodding gently in genuine agreement.
‘Yeah, I think that’s the way to go. I mean you’re the strongest person I know, if 
anyone can do it, you can babe.’
He listened to the customary silence and then for the returned interest.
‘What have I been doing? Well I’ve been reading something by that group I told you 
about – the one that seems closely connected to the ONA? Yes that’s the one – 
anyway I’ve been reading about this concept they’ve got called the ‘Blood Pool’ 
where basically, how do I put this, people are viewed as vials of lifeblood, and each 
person has the ability to contribute to this Blood Pool by, well, giving blood. 
Remember when we were talking about the acausal? Okay well the blood is sort of 
acausal in that it is the essence of the Cosmos, which as you know flows into the 
causal as humans or ‘nexions’ and gives us humans our Life, in one regard. But it’s 
also causal in that the Blood Pool also grows by actual giving of real blood. By 
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contributions, whether voluntary or not, such as shedding real blood in war, or 
killing, or sacrifice – or even intellectual blood like art or writings that are about the 
Temple. Whatever serves to increase the power, resources and spread of the Blood 
Pool basically’.
There was a pause as Ryan listened for a moment to the receiver.
‘Well basically the Blood Pool is like a Nexion, a place where the Acausal meets the 
Causal and there’s a mergence. Except in this case their Blood Pool is like something 
that has to be fed, with constant and continual sources of blood, and the more they 
feed it, the more powerful it gets’.
Ryan listened again.
‘Well yeah I guess there’s not much difference in the way it works from the ONA’s 
nexions – except that from what I understand – the ONA nexions are places or people
designed to open a ‘gateway’ between the Acausal and the Causal. Maybe I’m wrong,
it doesn’t really go into as much detail as I’d like here, but I think the ‘Blood Pool’ is 
meant to be used to form/create an actual Demon. Sort of like using all the pain and 
suffering and darkness and things to, well build an autonomous dark force, a bit like 
how people built society and then society started building people?’
Ryan hoped he wouldn’t have to explain how.
‘Yes babe, exactly like that. Man created a wheel, and then the wheel shaped man, 
y’know? Well anyway, what I actually wanted to talk about is related to this Blood 
Pool, it’s pretty interesting. You know how the ONA creates Adepts and sometimes 
the Adepts don’t make/maintain the grade and are used as, well fodder for the Dark 
Gods? Yep well it’s the same sort of deal with the ToB, except with the ToB 
everyone’s considered good fodder for the Dark Gods. It seems to be the quantity of 
blood they’re concerned about with the Blood Pool, not the quality of character for 
sacrifice like the ONA here, but I think there’s more to it. Anyway instead of Adepts, 
there’s these ordeals that individuals are put through which basically tries to turn 
them into ‘Noctulians’ and these Noctulians are like real vampires’.
Ryan had anticipated the question but wasn’t sure of the answer.
‘I’m not really sure to tell you the truth. I’ve got some idea why they want to make 
vampire-type creatures,
I’ll send you something about that later tonight. And from what I’ve read, ‘Noctulius’ 
is one of the ONA’s Dark Gods, represents night or something. I’m sure it’s more 
intricate than that – hang on I’ll check’.
Ryan set the phone down on the desk and typed some words into a search engine. He 
clicked one of the links that came up and smiled with satisfaction. He picked up the 
phone while looking at the print that had come up on the screen.
‘Babe, I found something, Order of the Nine Angles’ deity of night. Useful in works 
of enchantment. Earth based. Key for chant: G minor. Perfume – petriochor…’
Ryan waited.
‘Yeah that’s all its got, I’ll have to look into it further to get the connection between 
Noctulius and the Blood Pool, but the point is these Noctulians. Remember how I 
said the other day that the ONA seemed to be a factory for serial killers? Well I was 
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wrong. Serial killers act on impulsive, uncontrolled, emotion – anyway if anything is 
a factory for killers it’s these guys. The ‘Noctulian’ starts out as a normal human 
being at first but slowly becomes turned into ‘something else’ by having his physical 
and mental changed by all these different, ah, ‘alchemical’ ordeals. They basically 
become like vampires, but actual vampires y’know?
Feeding on blood, killing without remorse, letting themselves be used for sexual or 
sacrificial rites as the ToB needs.
Ryan waited.
‘Um, how do I put this? They’re like organic vegetables grown on a farm, or like 
pieces of meat to be butchered for the rites of the Blood Pool. Except that they’re 
imbued with a magickal and powerful energy as they become Noctulians, so they’re 
sort of like Adepts by the time they come to be butchered. Which means an enormous
increase in the energy released by their death, because they’re more worthy than the 
average human life as part of the acausal’.
Ryan shifted his chair slightly and sat up straight, staring fixedly ahead.
‘It’s one of the most horrific concepts I’ve seen. If they could get it working in a 
practical way, so that the idea appealed to great numbers and even became a sort of 
cult in which people just devoted themselves to being used and abused in the belief 
that their goal in life was to submit to being butchered to bring about this huge 
intrusion of Dark Gods, a type of farm could actually be set up. I mean how many 
try-hard girls and guys turn to Wicca or even pseudo-Satanism these days, even if just
for attention? Fostering a paradise-type of cult where sex, drugs, violence, etc are all 
free and accessible – where the members are indoctrinated into wanting to be part of 
the calling down of the Dark Gods certainly has appeal. In a massive overview of 
psychological sense most of those that turn to the occult are trying to get back at 
society because they’re the dis-inherited. Society rejects them, they don’t know what 
the hell life’s about just that they’re angry depressed and looking for some leadership.
All they’ve got are the notions that they bolster their egos with regarding their worth 
and power and so on and so forth… and really, it wouldn’t be that hard to flatter them
into being participants in something huge that gave them an identity and even a 
‘family’. Charles Manson had a cult similar to this, except for the fact that he didn’t 
farm people to butcher, I don’t think so anyway, who knows, but look how popular, 
how eager people are to be part of that STILL! Even thirty-forty years later there are 
masses of people who want to be told what to do and what life's about in exactly this 
cultic way!’
Ryan continued staring ahead while he listened to the voice coming from the receiver.
He had spoken excitedly while explaining the Noctulians to his girlfriend, but his 
next few sentences came out thoughtfully, slowly, almost painfully, in a deep calm 
gravelly voice.
‘Exactly babe. And here’s where I come in. I’ve been toying with the possibility for a 
while now that it’s easily possible for one person on the internet to pose as many and 
in fact bolster the illusion of many separate people simply because you can be 
anonymous and sign up as anyone you want to as many times as you like. Different 
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emails, different details, change the way you write so it seems like it’s the writing of 
a different person etc – I mean it’s not impossible. I half suspected it was occurring 
on the group I go to…’
A question issued from the receiver.
‘Yeah like I thought it possible that the individuals I talk to were not only women, 
which took a long time to sink in after realising that there was no indication they 
were men, I’d just assumed – but also that there was the chance I was getting 
manipulated by one person posing as many. I mean a bit of sociology, a mastery over 
playing roles, who's going to know? I mean on chatlines for example, this one time I 
was talking to this person and they pissed me off with their bullshit about Nazi’s 
right. So I signed off and signed back on pretending to be a woman. I messaged him, 
‘sweet-talked’ him, and found out a plethora of information about him just because he
couldn’t keep his mind out of his pants. I could have used all that info as ammunition 
for attacking him from my other persona, you see? So it’s not impossible…
Ryan smiled as his girlfriend commented warmly on his theory.
‘Well my idea is similar to these lines baby. If the ToB could foster some 
manufactured pseudo-cult reports, like diary entries from ‘invisible’ members of the 
Noctulians and deliver enough temptation for others to want to be part of the party – 
there’s no reason why there can’t be another Heavens Gate, except this time
a Useful one. A Sinister one’.
Ryan paused to think.
“What’s that baby? Suicide. Yeah… yes. Actually. It is basically Suicide for Satan. 
Ha ha! We could put that on t-shirts and badges, fuck, the worlds so hungry for 
decadence it’ll love that! I can see it now. Which is always a good sign, baby. But not
only would the cult be like a pool of resources, it’d also get rid of the dross with their 
consent! Ha ha, I mean is that Sinister or what? Well anyway, I’ll see what I can find 
out about Noctulius and I’ll talk to you tonight about it. Okay. I love you too, spunk.’
Ryan smiled, blew kisses into the phone, and hung up.
‘Right’ he said out loud.
‘Time to stop fucking about and actually write something useful’
———————————–
(Speciel Evolutionary Gardens)
[“PLM” or rather “SEG”, was written with deliberate capital letters masking a two-
fold nature. One aim of PLM was to create a summary for the ToB of their aims by an
ONA Initiate: thus the actual name of the MSS, “peaSe, lovE, and munGbeans” is a 
worded code for the aim of the ToB: “Speciel, Evolutionary, Gardens.” Hence also 
the name/theme of some manuscripts like harvest by the ToB. The second aim was to 
reveal to those who could see, the nature of the ToB, again, not from its manuscripts, 
but what lies beneath, in the motivations and worldview that would bring forth such 
manuscripts and in the consideration of the experiences available to a human being 
that would give them the impetus to write and act and think and be in such a way as 
Vampyric.]
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PI

1.

My stereo had 4350698450938540923840439583409583409583095835 cause and 
effects operating within its spatial vector. Looking over at it required 
98918232874981239082309823091283091782430982390128390123812093 ions to 
coincide. I recognised the familiar calculation taking place all except for three new 
ions, 23094823094823094823490824092834, 
2398723940859082349028340928348972537, and 
39583590384503485095353459345.
It took me some time, 
34950823094823409823409840983509832523098509850349258203958230982309
583209 motions occurred in my room during it, to see what had caused the new ions 
to occur.
It was particle 3495083450983450938459058989034834598350938459035, 
234908234098509834509348503945834095ing through the curtains causing the new
gleam, or, to be precise, motion:
23094823490843902389752389347598573498875230948290489082359082390823
59082359238498492358324059023589258239058239048239058239048239048230
95832509328459058 to cause a ‘ray of light’ striking the edge.
As it 32490846908590389503845903845093459038750934093409ed – I observed 
34958439508 new equations occur within my
23498023409832490838975389723489723849432824378943272438972438924379
8243 vector of matrix.

2.
Numbers. I saw in numbers. The converging of numbers within a black void like 
sliver thin fish illuminated by a dim glow darting in the black depths of the deepest 
sea. Like phantoms the numbers passed through and into one another, merging into 
equation after equation after equation: the animated building blocks of the Matrix.
I picked out patterns only here and there, recognising only a handful of familiar 
sequences rather than the millions I was accustomed to when back in the causal. The 
sheer infinitesimal capacity of the void to harbour so many of these fish allowed me 
only the occasional glimpse of the ‘Equation’ through my gift.
I watched 34587345893450934850954923434400953095309530593 of 
435098345093845 kinds of fish, and 
349583495083459038590538459038509385093485039 other kinds of fish, merge – 
and I knew that in vector 932482309480923840923842309 
48290348234098239048239408230948 of the Matrix – two particles had shifted 
apart, taking in each direction as a reflex two more particles, those six particles taking
another twenty-four and so on… I watched with interest.
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Node 3409345039453934093609834908534098534095859084598 joined this string 
of luminous digits and I realised that the particles were units of ferrous metal – when 
node
34590834590348534209238328853738432784238743278432 joined the queue too – 
I realised a motorbike wheel had skidded – and sure enough in swam
49843590834509834598037458937458934589345789434395085908590823490850
983609486985698463459834590834590834509385903458098098908908 to 
redefine the Matrix and provide the causal beings with another ‘effect’ – but I knew, 
of the nodes, they would only be aware of a decimal fraction.

3.
PAST:
Pythagoras changed my decision – by the time I had read the last word my brain had 
begun tangenting. Over the next three weeks I lay on the floor with pen and paper, 
staring at an empty coffee cup. Every time I noticed a new phenomenon or indeed a 
shift in the old phenomena, I gave it a number.
Before midnight arrived I had 18,595 numbers written down. I made a coffee. Then I 
lay on the floor and I watched the cup again. This time I was in an imperceptibly 
different location and vector of time and space. Immediately there were at least a 
thousand new phenomena to be numbered – this I did. But as I watched the cup and 
the cause and effects interacting with it – a peculiar pattern emerged. I began to 
recognise previous numbers re-occurring on the cup, and less and less was I able to 
add new numbers to the list. By the end of the night – I had experimented with 
changing positions, heights, directions, and angles of observing the cup. Over the 
days that followed, despite introducing the alternate perspectives – I only added some
150, 000 new numbers to the list. The arc of observation for me, since the cup was on
the floor, was less than 360 degrees, perhaps not even 180. This meant each of the 
degrees within the arc had a significantly reduced list of observable phenomenon that 
could be attributed to it in light of what I had already catalogued. In other words, the 
number of phenomena that could occur within the vector of the cup, although 
numbering in the hundreds of thousands, was starting to seem finite.
When I kicked the cup over. I immediately recalled 18 numbers that coincided with 
this phenomenon. When I stood it back up, I recalled nearly 2000. I kicked it back 
over. And recognised another 20 or so. I stood it back up and the number of 
recognisable data was only 1500. I realised I had replaced the kicked over cup so that 
the handle was facing away from me. This caused virtually the entire vector of the 
cup to shift, even the height and width and depth seemed different to me, the light 
that fell on it, the shadow it caused, etc all different. I again sat down – and gazed at 
the cup in its new vector. The more I gazed, the more numbers I wrote down, and, 
surprisingly, I began to notice strings of numbers with particular ‘code’. That is, I 
wrote down the altered speck of yellow from the pattern that imperceptibly changed 
hue as I blinked, and noted that the number for this coincided with the numbers from 
the first vector.
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I found that the vector of the cup, although moved a few inches from its original 
position and facing backwards, altered the sequence in which the numbers composed 
themselves, but did not change the numbers that were composed. The 348,569 I had 
written down to catalogue the particular curve in the handle of the cup from a degree 
of observation of 32.3535 degrees of observational arc, occurred again in this new 
vector. I was viewing dual-space phenomena: an event taking place twice in space, 
simply not twice in time.

4.
The fish – for that’s the best way to describe them, moved like causal fish. They 
flexed in the middle when they turned direction, and darted to and fro forming into 
first one Googleplex of digits, then darting off (and often through each other, like 
ghosts) in a different direction to form another. I had first seen the fish when they 
appeared on my wooden chair. I had been gazing at it, my head filled to the brim with
uncountable catalogued phenomenon, calculated millions of numbers – my 
accustomed life – watching sequence after sequence, form. I had developed my 
observation of the patterns where phenomena coincided in dual-space to such a 
degree, that I was able to predict the sequence that would take place when I altered 
my observational arc in regard to what I was observing. Despite the billions upon 
billions of combinations of numbers that occurred with each self-vector change, I was
developing a mathematical computation that allowed me to find my exact vector in 
space again by virtue of the data I observed. I could take a sort of snapshot of my 
sequence in the matrix, and then return to the exact space I had occupied but not the 
exact time. While moving back and forth in space with my observation faster and 
faster, experimenting with how fast the sequences could adjust and re-define, I was 
amazed to see that I was no longer seeing the wooden chair but large strings of 
numbers forming the dimensions of the space the chair occupied. I was fascinated 
and dumbstruck that I was observing colour, texture, form, shape, etc. purely in 
mathematics. Horrified, I picked up the chair and threw it across the room.
The wonderful, wonderful, reader, kaleidoscope that occurred as I changed the vector 
of these numerical phenomena so abruptly, will not be wasted on words. The smash 
of the timbers sent a whirling explosion, a veritable chaos of numeric data cascading 
throughout my event horizon.

5.
I had been 43589734598734598347534529034-
095093485349058349058345093845ed to vector 
30458349058345093485093485304958345098345093485390458340578092482093
48
34593875903845093 of what I fondly called the ‘Grid’. The causal equivalent of 
placing nodes of a causal beings thought within a restricted frame by a selection of 
other nodes. I said nothing to my keepers. ‘two’ ‘men’ ‘named’ ‘roger’ ‘and’ steven’. 
Instead I watched them inject my body, change my causal sequences, re-define it with
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the billions of phenomenal nodes, from where it wasn’t possible to have my vectors 
changed. If there was time here, in, how do I describe it? The floorless black air thick 
with vague black-purple shapes. It might have been what the ‘fish’ were swimming 
about in. Space had become transparent, a matter of calculative computation that 
would stagger the fragile beings of the causal with such weight and meaning it would 
cancel them out – split them into fish, rather than hold them as form. I did not have a 
body here. It made me gibber for days, weeks, years, it wasn’t something to get used 
to. I ‘saw’ without causal eyes, but just blackness and the fish. I could ‘move’ around,
swim as it were, through the blackness, passing and passing through the numerical 
fish but the sensation was alien. It was like there were ‘floors’ where I could stop and 
stand on and watch the fish form into Matrix.

6.
PRESENT:
I held the cup closely to my chest. I could see floral wallpaper formed by swarming 
nodes. I felt only a slight pressure as the lip of the cup passed through the flesh of my
chest. It was as though there were nothing there to cause resistance. Looking down I 
recognised 34987239847239847234 of the numbers immediately, but the other 
23982349283492384 were phenomena I had never seen before. And something else –
a ripple, no not really a ripple, a sort of transparent purple cone, which appeared in 
the air in front of me, and another one coming up from the floor right through me. I 
stood transfixed and watched as the cones twisted, and with each twisting, distorted 
the space and the form of all the objects around me, including light. There was a 
black speck in the base of the cone and as I gazed it grew larger until I was staring 
into a black hole at the pointed end of the cone. There was ‘cold’ coming from the 
darkness of the hole. My observational arc was thrown into a spin and my causal 
body lifted off its feet and dragged toward the blackness in a slow spiral. My numeric
calculative overwhelming me as even the vectors of the matrix distorted causing 
billions and billions of new data sequences until I was screaming with the pain. I was 
sucked into the hole, my hands and feet attacking the purple cone as I went – which 
felt, like, red.

7.
FUTURE:
I’ve been trapped here. Wherever here is. There seem to be no vectors within the dark
void, just the swimming fish and the black-purple shadows. I cannot see the causal 
world. But by observing the fish, I see by sequences what is happening. There has 
been a rupture, if one can call it that, similar to mine – for there are no discernible 
vectors affected, but a tornado of numerica has formed, whirling noiselessly in the 
void. The black-purple shadows are gathering near it – spiralling upward slowly into 
the causal realm where the dual space-time has been torn. These shadows do not 
seem to have a numerical sequence. They are the only phenomena I have thus far 
observed all this time, that do not.
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><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 
ON PI
[PI attempted to show the endless enormity of the variables of Life using numbers. It 
also was intended to convey the esoteric nature of the Dark Gods spoken of in ONA 
mss. Because my theory of “Equationism” is not bounded by any base or first point 
from which to proceed, whatsoever – the idea is very difficult to explain. The pi text 
uses the idea that “everything” is made up of “numbers” (though “everything” and 
“numbers” are unknown constants). And that everything has or IS a number which 
combined in equations with every other thing which also have numbers, gives rise to 
“other things” by making a variable equation. That equationism is what I believe 
functions at the heart of all we know, and all we know is what I call the Matrix. The 
Matrix is like a giant blackboard on which numbers write themselves in various and 
virtually infinite types of equation – each equation causing another number to be 
created. Since numbers are essentially infinite – it is similar to a theory of Quantum.

The Equationism Theory, shows the reader how vastly immense reality could be, and 
opens the mind to how many levels on which it could operate. In this story, The Dark 
Gods have energies, and while energies are certain formations of number that equate 
and appear as energy on the Matrix, the Dark Gods are the black numberless forms, 
beyond the Matrix, beyond “The Equation” – beings alien and strange to the Equation
that our number-freak sees enter into the Matrix toward the end of the story. The 
mathematics are also pseudo-mathematical text; the numeric figures are artistic used 
in a poetic way. Many of the actual equations in the text are likely impossible for all I
know. Yet as with many of my writings, the outward appearance is of little concern, 
and this is partly why I do not spit and polish my texts, provide emphasis on detail or 
character development when easily I could ~ oftentimes to do so would conceal the 
esoteric message contained even further within appearance. The ONA’s Deofel 
Quintet (A selection of Esoteric stories) demonstrated that Esoteria was best 
packaged in a sparse, but hopefully entertaining, literary exo-skeleton. PI is in tune 
with this method, expounding my own feelings as to the vast and total indifference of
the Dark Gods in comparison to beings such as ourselves. The prose-style was also 
influenced by my admiration of H.P. Lovecraft.]

PRECURSOR

Christian reached for the copy of Major Fraud Car-Booster. At least, that’s what he 
thought the ‘M.F.’ stood for. It was difficult to tell the old acronyms from the new 
ones. Acronyms had become commonplace well before Christians birth. In 
Christian’s world it wasn’t unusual to have a conversation in the street and walk away
completely oblivious to what had been verbally exchanged. Gone were the days when
clear instructions were issued by the Police; with the new State-enforced legislation a 
suspect would often find him or herself bewildered at the end of gun-wielding police 
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officers screaming “LFD!” “AMPD!” “FDI!” -and more often than not shot, for 
failing to comply. They weren’t even called police anymore: they were called Crime 
Prediction and Prevention Retaliation Squads, or C.P.P.R.S.

Christian accelerated the M.F.C.B. CD on a turn-table device that read the 
information via an overhead mounted fine blue laser. Almost immediately the V-
Plasma liquid that lay dormant as a silver sheen in a black metal tray began to 
chemically vaporise into a gas and form imagery upon its misty surface.
Vaporisation Plasma worked in most modern Qomputer systems (Q for Quantum), 
especially the gaming ones. Christian still didn’t know quite how it worked. It was 
funny how much things had changed after the America For Peace Party had been 
elected. Christians own name, once Christian, was suddenly analog, then digital, and 
finally made his prison. Without using his name he could not access basic amenities 
such as heating or appliances, log in daily to Globus Security Terminal, or exit his 
P.A.S.S (Public Accomodation Service Sector). Voice recognition had been 
implemented under the abolishment of the Privacy Act. Coupled with heavy scrutiny 
from both visible and invisible cameras and the ever-watching eyes of the Globus 
Security Terminals it was an effective means of ensuring identity was not 
compromised. Identity theft had run rampant in the early 2020’s but with the new 
measures and the zero-tolerance policy in place the practice had declined 
considerably. One’s voice and the right to use words in conversation were free in 
one’s PDS, but it was a felony to speak outside of your Sector Compound: a fine and 
unlimited network of nanophones ensured any breach of the verbal code came 
quickly to the attention of the authorities. About the only crime that had not 
undergone a transformation since High-Immersive Reality TV (HURTV) Booths had 
been installed in all PDS’s allowing people to live out their lives vicariously through 
chosen realities, was Statute 729 – The Theft of H20. Water-Stealing carried severe 
penalties for transgressors as the synthesization of water was unsuccessful. Christian 
had heard of ‘taps’ and ‘baths’ but these were no were to be seen in his time. Instead 
of taps a pressurised slot in the Intake Chamber of the PDS used a small rubbery-
glass compound that could fold into various eating utensils whether for solids or 
liquids called a ‘Mergette’ that was pushed flat and into the slot for cleaning 
afterwards. No water was involved so far as Christian knew. ‘Baths’ had been 
outlawed, and keeping sterile was merely a matter of walking through a special ‘dry-
film’ every morning that cleansed the skin of bacterial deposits.

The M.F. game character’s nanophone began to emit. You could choose a pre 2020 
cell-phone with a classic ring-tone if you had the right attitude to suit the interface but
Christian preferred the nanophone. He pressed a button on the V-plasma console and 
patched the call through. Interfacial Technology was very popular. Because so little 
practical action was legal or allowed by Globus, gaming had become a Neon God. 
You could receive nanophone-calls while gaming without interrupting game play and 
every racing interface gave you the option of a nanophone so you never missed a 
transmission and check in with Globus all from the comfort of your entertainment.
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It was, despite these conveniences and technological marvels, an oppressive time to 
live in. All books were State sanctified under issue from a State Library. Rewards 
were offered for reporting illegal Drug use or the consumption of alcohol and it was 
very scarce. The old cities with lane ways and alleys had been re-zoned and replaced 
with aisles of gleaming steel squares that left no shadows in which to conduct or 
conceal furtive activities. Each aisle was patrolled day and night by CPPRS and the 
agents of Private Corps. The only thing not monitored in 2062 was Thought. This 
minor inconvenience to the State was countered with an elaborate security network to
punish any thoughts or actions that contravened the hundreds of Statutes in force by 
heavily armed CPPRS licensed by State.

SupraCorps supplying Gaming Equipment and Interfaci, State-of-the_art (SOTA) 
Technology and Weaponry to C.P.P.R.S and Private Corporate Enforcement Agencies 
(PCEA) were the order of the day. Internet had become Nanonet, the sole source of 
other human contact for most, and was monitored by Globus Security Terminal. With 
the collapse of ‘micro-trade’ or small business license, employment was a facet that 
served state via the armies of the Anti-conspirators who monitored the nanonet and 
recorded and reported the activities of all nanonet users. They in turn were watched 
by Globus Security Terminal.

Christian didn’t use the nanonet or “Quad” as it was now known for its dangerous 
implications to transmit to other PDS’s, just for gaming and occasionally ordering 
exotic foods. Food was easy to obtain, and relatively cheap: it being a set price for 
everything with the choice of one or two of the SupraCorps, the globally dominant 
businesses under Globus.

Day to Day life was entertaining and simple. Everything was sent in that you needed 
to live by in your PDS. Each PDS was separated by a security door and a major 
hallway from other PDS’s. The law stated you needed clearance to enter another 
civilians PDS, but although your own PDS remained State property at all times, you 
could do anything you liked in it. This freedom of course was monitored to ensure 
Statute 833 was upheld. Statute 833 meant “Freedom in Freedom”. 833 was partly the
reason acronyms were used: to reduce incriminatory actions either knowingly or 
unknowingly against State. But you still had to be careful whom and what acronyms 
you traded with or you might find yourself charged under the Hostile Intent Act. 
CPPRS had unrestrained licence to ‘Negotiate Threats to the State’; and it was 
common to see people arrested, taken away, or simply shot for possible negative 
information exchange.

If Christian had known what a “witch-hunt” was he might have used the word in his 
denouement. ‘Yes’ he mused as he switched off his V-Plasma… it was an oppressive 
time to live in.
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PROJECT EVISCERAL

[Created as a suggested means to fabricate particular events and energies occurring in
the Tempel ov Blood at the time this was written – between 2003 and 2004 ev. This 
was to excite and invoke a need for others to join. A solid premise but an over-
hammed execution (subtlety now a stronger point in my armoury) saw ProjEv revised
a few times, (AK hated the drop-down TV) and finally replaced with the seminal 
manuscript peaSe lovE and munGbeans.]

Project Evisceral
Editors Notes and Introduction: A Brief Synopsis
The Character begins his entries in the feckless manner of a pseudo-satanic persona, 
apt to be easily influenced and controlled by various Magian distractions. He has for 
the past few years been developing his ego via the mechanisms of “Vampirism” and 
the ethos of a black magical society of which he is leader. Having been at the top of 
the ladder in terms of his own observation of his position in the pecking order 
amongst his associates and lackeys for so long, he is not surprisingly seduced by the 
promise of greater power in exchange for giving up some of the bricks in his ego. At 
first he believes he can cheat the deal and take the power without abandoning any of 
his vices or persona – he even toys with the idea of giving up some of the things that 
have (naturally) become stale and boring, not at all worthy oh him the ‘vampiric star’.
However, the search for such power takes its own secret toll and he is gradually 
seduced further and further into gaining the Power, his time and activities spent on 
reading and working with the texts slowly increases. He eventually finds himself 
more and more often having to choose between his former Magian persona and his 
indulgence in drinking, sex and playing vampire, or spending time working with the 
various manuscripts.

The balance is eventually won by the manuscripts as they reveal the Forces under 
which his existence labours, and he becomes resentful of many materialistic, 
consumerist activities: – The transient nature of his friend’s attitudes flitting from 
moment to moment to match herd conformity and trends; – working on the pretext of 
elevating the powerlessness of his cult (in comparison to what the 333 texts purport 
to do.); – smoking, drinking, sex and spending time with the herd.

As the texts educate him on the Forces that affect him and his friends he becomes 
withdrawn and disillusioned with the previous life and ego he held as evident truth, 
and gradually creates distance between the factors and influences in his old life in 
order to take on the new one as a man with genuine power. The inevitable struggle 
that ensues, with transient Magian vice vs uncompromising higher ideals serves to 
alienate him piece by piece from his friends, family, job, dreams and ambitions etc. 
each of these are challenged, and in his thirst for power, discarded as need be. This 
permanent change in his psyche alienates him from the Magian majority and he finds 
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himself unable to return to ‘normality’ – for everywhere he looks he is now conscious
of lower and higher forces influencing every aspect of what he sees. The separation 
from the womb of the Magian causes him pain, confusion, anger, suicidal tendencies; 
as the rapidly manifesting fact that he cannot now go back to the LIE, tears, destroys 
and re-creates him. Now alone on the edge, Magian chains broken, he is ripe fruit for 
picking from the Tree and is apt to pursue the texts with genuine conviction.
He will pass through the following stages: Ego – where reading the texts serves to 
elevate, honour and justify his decision to put his old life in storage from time to time
(now while living his old life, the texts occupy his waking conscious and he cannot 
shake them from memory.)

Deliberation – the battle comes to a violent head when he must choose to pursue the 
sinister or return to his old life; pressured by his friends about his attitude and 
changing persona.

(Here he will decide, in the instant, what he will do and commit himself accordingly 
to prove his conviction of the new ideology.) once chosen, he is apt to reinforce his 
decision by a timeless act of symbolism (where suggestions of ritual can be made) as 
is the nature of man, and will find himself unable to reconcile the two worlds now 
split apart. A permanent walling off of the Magian has occurred.

Desperation – he is thrust into a world of unfamiliar and alien concepts, introduced to
such secrets that twist and warp his psyche – he mourns for his old life in the times 
when he is overcome by the requirements to achieve such powers, but it is too late to 
repent, he has already changed his psyche and destroyed the glamour of his old life. 
So he forges ahead, certain that he can justify his decision, his addictions his 
weaknesses, his Magianity… as a good thing… if only he can gain the power 
promised by the texts…

Disruption – the void between his old life and new life grows larger. His new life 
brings him contacts, new friends, new ambitions, new dreams, new desires, new 
terminology… the consequent destruction/creation of forms as the two worlds 
continue to separate leaves him bewildered. He finds himself in the mental/physical 
existential limbo. He will either be destroyed by this process, or go on to the next 
stage.

Contemplation – the two worlds separate, but as the explosions/destruction cease to 
affect him so violently, he realises the two worlds of the Magian and the Sinister have
travelled as far apart as they can in their separate directions only to meet at the 
extremes and become one again. The Sinister and Magian become new opposites 
beyond opposites. He is totally entranced by the wonder of this magical phenomenon 
and settles down (by being fire inspired/ Promethean) – and pursues the texts 
physically, mentally, with new found confidence, determination, understanding and 
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élan. His goals have changed. He is no longer pursuing the Sinister from a Magian 
base, he is pursuing God-head from a Sinister base.

Residue – the most dangerous of the stages to the boy. His attainment may well be 
delusion brought on by ill-preparation for intense psychic damage (as 333 energies 
are of a choronzonic nature) and unconsciously harbouring the old Magian desires for
sex, physical power, fame, vice etc – will be easily seduced by texts such as those 
dealing with Noctulians.
Enter the Dragon.

Entry 9 Day 2: From the Diary of Evisceral
[Note: the misspellings are deliberate. This was a manufactured pseudo diary entry in 
mimesis of the type of individual the Tempel wished to attract.] I did the task until 
my hands were shaking. I’m looking at the once white washed walls, now covered 
from floor to ceiling, wall to wall with the red crayon scrawls of the Noctulius sigil. I 
can see the smudges on the wall where I lay during the task, exhausted. And I can see
the dark cracks in the wall where I punched them after feeling an intense and weird 
surge of anger and hatred, that seemed to be contained within the box that is the 
room, and emanated outward over the city and its people like a black haze. My hands 
are still sore and cramped from the effort to write the sigil 333 times, and my 
knuckles are purple and sore from punching the wall. The man who lives above me 
shouted out while I was doing it, telling me to shut up – and I found myself staring at 
the roof, cutting through it with my gaze to where he would be standing and 
visualising cutting him into pieces and smashing each piece with a hammer just so he 
could GET how wrong he was to interrupt me or question what I was doing. I think I 
stood there for about thirty minutes, maybe an hour, because my neck had a terrible 
cramp when my rage subsided and I got back to writing the sigil on the wall. I wanted
to kill myself while doing it cause I suddenly realised that what I was doing looked 
insane to someone else but what they were doing (or NOT doing) was just as insane 
to me! The whole world seemed so stupid and so wrong, really small while I was 
writing. I watched people from my apartment window walking in the street below. I 
am peeling them like bananas, seeing their skin come away from their body's to 
reveal a bag of pulsing blood – and I am squeezing them with my mind watching the 
blood erupt all over the other people in the crowd and it drips of their clothes and fills
the street but they cant see it, only I can. I got in bed when the sun went down and 
split people til I couldn’t see them anymore cause of the dark and slept until morning.

Entry 10 day 3
I feel invigorated! I don’t know if it was the sleep or all the blood essence I had but I 
feel like a million dollars. The sunlight on the red crayon was eerie and the light on 
the wall made some sigils stand out more than others. I felt like they were watching 
me – trapped in the wall id drawn them on and now waiting for me to release them. I 
lay on my bed and touched myself still looking at the sigils glaring at me. After I 
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came I started wiping the semen on the sheets but then suddenly thought I was 
wasting it and started drawing the Noctulius sigil on my sheet very carefully. I looked
at it for a while and I felt like I wanted to fuck. It felt like the sigils were still 
watching me as I opened the envelope czar ****-** had given me. There was a letter 
inside that had been printed on a computer. It said “ run til your feet are red from 
blood and walk into the dimension of the wall” . I started running on the spot while 
looking at the sigils– and then some CUNT!!!, knocked on my fucking door wanting 
to sell me something!!! I chased him away and went back to my room but I was 
suddenly very tired and I went to sleep forgetting about the envelope.

Entry 11 Night 3
I had a terrible dream just before about being in a endless hallway and getting chased 
by figures in black cloaks and hooded faces with hacksaws. There were all these 
doors in the passage and I couldn’t find the right one and they all lead nowhere, and 
then I cut set upon and the figures cut the top of my head off but i was still alive 
when they did it. I woke up panicked and am all covered in sweat. and I have my 
nightlight on which is making the shadows and the sigils look frightening. I am 
getting out of bed right now to start running on the spot!! Bye diary
I have just arrived home from the meeting. I don’t know what I'm feeling right now, 
its like confusion and at the same time understanding, sort of like I'm confused about 
some old things but now understand the important ones better. I was not expecting to 
see what i saw after everything I was told to expect. I was explicitly told not to write 
about going there or leaving there but that I should go home and write an entry about 
what I saw and felt while I was there. There was a black table in the room shaped like
a large three. and there were three men at each point I guess, of the number “3”. The 
room was strange, cause it was dark and I couldn’t see where the walls were or even 
the roof. And the floor felt weird too and only after they asked me to come closer to 
the table did I realise why. It wasn’t flat, but shaped like a funnel though a quite flat 
one and in the middle of the floor illuminated by the light there was a small box – 
black, and with two small handles on the side. I heard a female (?) voice telling me to
approach the table, so I did. Then the voice told me to open the box. I did that too and
inside was a remote control like for a TV. Then the voice which seemed to be coming 
from the far end of the table, told me to point the remote control at the “white 
emblem” behind me. And behind me on the wall there was a light that was shaped 
just like the white two-headed dragon in the wamphyrism book I had seen at the 
tempel. The voice said “within you comes without, and trial has turned you wild, 
keep now this memory, and DON’T LOOK BACK” and told me to ‘activate the light 
with the red button’. I did that and this enormous TV screen came down from the 
roof. A bit dramatically (I thought) I saw that old footage of the nuclear bomb going 
off and I all along I wanted to turn to see who was behind me at the tables, but I 
luckily stopped myself! Then there was a black and white documentary sort of, and 
there was these short films of their lives. One was of a fat guy and it showed him 
sitting at home on the couch watching the game. There was a clock right above his 
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head and the hands were showing in different positions in each bit of the film but he 
just sat there. Then there was a picture of a building and people dressed in suits were 
filing in and out of it. A man came out of the foyer wearing glasses and carrying a 
briefcase. Then the film changed to show him with two young girls, laughing and 
running around a suburban backyard with them. And then it showed a picture of a 
newspaper which read “Hot Shot McGott Cans Manns” (Manns is the serial killer 
that was supposed to have believed he was working for the devil that killed all those 
people in Greensville, TN two years ago). Then there was footage of an old house. An
Oldsmobile is parked out the front. An old lady is watering her plants. Then there was
all these slow flashes of her dead. Shes on the floor in a pool of blood. Then there's a 
shot of her butt with bite marks. And then a close-up of her head but not her face of 
her ear torn off. I was pretty scared while looking at these pictures. No one knew I 
was at the meeting and I wouldn’t be missed by anyone so after seeing this I was 
ready to run. But then the TV reel stopped playing and the TV went back into the 
roof. The white light wasn’t there anymore and I got told to turn around by that same 
weird female voice. Then she said ‘three crimes, one of them Magian, one of them 
sinister, one of them yours’. I remember I was surprised by what she said because I 
didn’t understand which crime was supposed to be mine. She said to me ‘for your 
service the dark whores await you, ever remember the price you pay for disobedience
and the ecstasy bestowed for discipline’ I made the sigil of Noctulius in the air as I 
was told to by my tempel contact who set up the meeting. Then I was told to leave the
meeting, get my reward (which I'm not allowed to discuss) and wait for someone to 
contact me.

NOVUM PRINCIPIUM

The lingering odour of stale takeaway remnants pervaded the interior space of the 
parked car. Perhaps an abandoned Styrofoam cup with unfinished dregs of weak 
coffee that had turned to sludge in days gone by – or the sweet scent of stray late-
night French fries that had fallen into that irritating gap on the driver’s side seat belt 
clasp, where hands were useless to retrieve them.

The rain was falling steadily, smearing the chilled and periodically condensing 
windshield window with lascivious drops that streaked the glass and pattered in 
rhythm on to metal roof above his head.

The dull roar was undercut by the faint music vaguely making itself known. The 
indistinct drums and guitar of an obscure band. Not because he had some deeper 
musical appreciation and connection to the underground realm of weird indie music, 
but because it had merely been encountered and extracted as a keeper from one of his
often-fruitless searches to expand his musical tastes. He would treat it like so many 
others, perform his ritual, of listening to it on repeat, letting the novelty flood and fuel
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his soul to feel it, fall into it, extract from it every beautiful note and key change, until
its newness was exhausted, and the song’s power faded no longer able to serenade 
him.

Ryan checked the glare of the green led-light digital clock. 9.27pm. One would be 
leaving soon. He just had to wait – there is nothing else for it. Maybe once he learned
the timetable, saw a pattern, he could calculate a more optimal strategy, tighten the 
timelines, arrive later – but for now, it was a guessing game. A curious endeavour of 
cat and mouse.

Parked on the gravel in the rain, the bleary headlights of traffic, strangers going about
their whatever, heading home from work, maybe going to it, doing their shopping and
who the fuck knows what else. It all felt alien, and Ryan’s thoughts caught the 
absurdity of it, seized it with steely claws and turned the thought this way and that, 
like a mechanic meticulously analysing a detached alternator to find the fault. All 
these metal boxes, squat and streaming, tanks on an endless road, rushing around to 
arrive and for what. To get home to family. To see a loved one. To enter warm rooms 
with warm arms and warm people. Mobile rooms on wheels. Ryan briefly wished he 
had somewhere like that to go. As if to aid emphasis, several illuminated blurs 
schoomed past him making his car shudder. The gloomy sky had receded now – the 
grey blank suffused with the darkened blue of late evening. Night had fallen. Rain 
continued to solemnly descend.

Then, as he strained forward in his seat to confirm, the boom gate rose up. The frontal
visage of a car, it’s headlights perpendicular beams made an appearance. Ryan sat up,
buckled his seat belt and turned the ignition. The car purred to life. Which way are 
they going he wondered, but he didn’t have to wait long – his quarry turned onto the 
road and began driving away from him. Ryan jabbed the button that silenced his 
music, indicated and pulled out onto the road in predatorial pursuit. He stayed a 
considerable, acceptable distance behind what he’d now identified as a mauve 
Falcon, until such time as the opportunity arose that he and they were forced to pause 
at traffic lights. As he cruised to a stop with general space between the two vehicles, 
he noted the falcon’s number plate. Memorised it. No need to write it down, the 
superior method was to avoid all visible records.

The light persisted to stay red, and Ryan mused briefly on his surroundings, neon 
shop lights and gleaming tarmac wet and shiny with rain. As he concentrated then on 
the haphazard pattern of raindrops on his window, the drops suddenly emanated a 
uniform green glow. The light had changed. As the mauve Falcon accelerated and 
drove straight, then indicated to turn right, Ryan followed in causal lockstep. He 
wondered if the Falcon’s trajectory would be straight-forward or deviant. It could be 
going literally anywhere in the city. Still, it would leave clues when and where its 
driver chose to stop. Indications of familiarity that could be used as pointers to zero 
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in. To make estimated guesses and triangulate. The Falcon did not stop, and arriving 
at an intersection, indicated a left turn. Ryan copied suit. Though, he knew, it was 
almost time to fall off. It was a process – not an interrogation. It had to be subtle, 
undetectable, not a blazing trail of light that set off sirens. Waiting once more at the 
lights while the rain smattered across both cars, the street and the night, empty but for
this unsuspecting entanglement of two strangers, Ryan looked at his GPS and noted 
the street name. Green light and they moved in symphony, his car giving plenty of 
space. The Falcon was completely unperturbed in its motion. As the next intersection 
approached within a hundred metres, he indicated left and pulled his car over to the 
side of the road. His eyes stayed fixed on the Falcon. It turned right. Ryan made a 
mental note and checked his GPS again. A steely nod of mental confirmation 
dominated his mind. Alright. So, they all live more or less in the same area. No-one 
seems to leave the city yet. All local. He wondered if the Falcon was friends with the 
Commodore with the mags given their close vicinity.  He sat, in his car, with no 
music, staring intently into space for at least a minute. The Falcon was a new one, 
good. In a few days or so, he’d repeat the drawn-out chase. Or maybe a week. Give 
memory time to diffuse. Park somewhere different, wait for someone different. In the 
meantime, he now had multiple new departure points from which to follow them. 
Eventually, with enough patience, he would piece it together, the route. All their 
routes. And they would show him their homes.
–
‘What are you doing?’
‘Making balloons’.
‘Why? What for?’
‘The protest tomorrow’
‘What do you mean, what are you doing with the ash?’
‘I’m making a mix. If you take flour and water and add ashes to it, it becomes like 
liquid black napalm’.
‘What? You mean like a bomb?’
‘No nothing like that. You don’t light it. But you watch these protests going on all 
around the world, over and over they riot in the streets, but it’s weird you know, it’s 
like they all do the same thing and are always surprised – no-one ever thinks to blind 
the visors’.
‘You mean the police visors? On their helmets?’
‘Yeah. It’s such a weakness. I don’t understand how people don’t see that. They 
throw all this other shit, but they never seem to grasp that the police need to see. 
Those riot shields and visors are clear plastic, tough as fuck, but they’re a massive 
weakness. What can they really do with that gear if they can’t see?’
‘So, you are going to blind them’?
‘Not literally no mate, but flour, water, ash are all unbannable substances you can get 
virtually anywhere. Because if you used black paint, they’d find a way to ban it like 
they did with spray paint -or trace it, y’know how they are. But if you make it an 
accepted thing to make and take these balloons and you had hundreds of them, you 
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could pretty much make it impossible for them to see. Especially since they all line 
up in a row you can use the same shot with a better chance of hitting one’.
‘Mm. I mean yeah that could work. Makes sense really’.
‘Yeah, it does, right? But why the fuck is no-one doing it then? It’s weird man. Same 
tactics, same failures, same fight. People need to think harder eh’.
‘Where are you going, are you done’?
‘Yeah, I’m going out the back to practice throwing them. They took all our weapons, 
everything’s illegal, can’t even have a slingshot – but everyone has a throwing arm, 
and everyone can get fucking good with it. Pair it up with something effective to 
throw and that’s a potential game changer’.
‘Dude, you’re fucking crazy, you know that right?’
‘Yep. So they keep telling me’.
–
Ryan stared at the burning coals. They had died down, were now emanating a 
piercing orange glow, molten rivulets of fire streaked their black surfaces, 
underpinned by a carpet of tame lava. He wondered if this batch would work. The last
one’s were not bad, but they needed to be better than not bad, they needed to 
withstand the forced stamp weight of a tactical boot. Clay on its own had proven 
greatly ineffective – although if you hardened the spherical pellets by firing them 
with a kiln, they could be a secondary back-up. But no, there had to be a better way. 
Even if clay was inexhaustible and ubiquitously available, whatever was used had to 
be able to stand up to brute force to properly do its job.  

Aluminium cans had been another experiment, port of call. You couldn’t go more 
then twenty feet without finding one. As a tactical weapon they were of great interest.
Defensive mainly. A virtually unlimited source of tough metal. It could be wrapped 
into sticks, wrapped into sticks and make a kind of reinforced rebar. Or you could use
rebar, but it was heavy, unwieldy stuff, not suited to purpose. But aluminium… it was
malleable, cut-able, shape-able, mould-able. You could do all sort of things with it. 
Weave it into clothing in shielding patches to withstand some knife strikes, or work 
on producing aluminium long bars, wrapping can scrap around can scrap to make 
poles, held together with dozens of rubber bands and sewn into the forearms of long 
sleeves to prevent batons breaking bones. Theoretically, at least. But could it be used 
to make scatter-footing? Ball-bearing like pellets that could be thrown behind the 
lines and destabilise footing?

Completely unrelated, Ryan briefly wondered abut the properties of oil-paint. It never
set or dried properly unlike cooking oils. Though motor grease was probably the 
more effective coating for protester clothing. The hard plastic of the soles of tactical 
boots, the firm pressure applied by their stance if not just their body weight alone, 
and the off-balance counterweight of holding of riot shields in front of them made 
them susceptible to slippery surfaces. To ball-bearings. But where could you reliably 
get enough ball-bearings really? No, everything had to come from trash, from 
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common items, from an inexhaustible supply.  Ideas were like that too. How much 
riot footage had he viewed now? Always the same scene, riot squads in equidistant 
lines with protective visored helmets and a phalanx of poly carbonate long-shields. 
And that one repetitious icon of protests, almost as if it were designed to program 
protester tactics toward defeat before the battle had even begun by seeding a faulty 
strategy into their psychology: that long drawn back overarm lob of a flaming petrol 
bomb or Molotov bottle. Not even during the eruption of the United States civil 
populace en masse during the Black Lives Matter protests was there any change. No 
dye packs, no powders, literally nothing launched at those gleaming plastic teasers 
that were the glaring blind spot of modern-day tactical police squads.  It was bottles, 
rocks, crates, lobbed over the front line, where they clattered for the most part 
harmlessly onto Kevlar or ballistic plates. No good. But pellets, homegrown, 
homemade, in their thousands, now that might make a difference. Especially so when
the entire squad had its vision limited. When it must remove helmets to see, drop or 
lower its shields which become a tactical hindrance when they stop facilitating 
protected surveillance. The moving of shields would allow further opportunities for a 
carpet of hardened spherical balls to pervade their ranks, breach their security. 
Especially on advance.

Oh shit. Ryan’s face, bathed in an amber hue, frowned at the fire before him – he 
should be wearing a mask. Not a standard protection against the state identifying him 
from long range CCTV vehicular stations that would bide their time and arrest 
protesters foolish enough to participate without such a measure. No, a face mask, 
here, now, because aluminium fumes were toxic. Come to think of it, burning them 
wasn’t good for the environment either. Well. There was probably some other way, 
maybe there was no need to bake them into balls. Maybe some way to crush can 
halves into spheres would work. The important thing was the diameter. Too big and 
they’d be observable, kick-able, ergo easily removable from the field of operations, 
and wouldn’t roll under the tiny lift gap of boots. Too small and they would either be 
uselessly compressed, fit unhelpfully between the tread of tactical soles, or fail to 
produce that desired violent ankle-roll that led to an incapacitating sprain. There were
likely other trip hazards available too. Tsk. Too many protesters rambling on about 
the planned nefariousness of Neo-liberalist agenda and not enough practising to 
achieve perfect aim. To hit the sweet spot just behind the armoured line whether from
twenty, fifty or a hundred units’ distance – or the wall of the armoured line itself, with
paint, admittedly – a decent idea – but it wouldn’t take long for the state to address 
that.

And, besides. Besides… you don’t fight fair war. Well, more precisely, you don’t win 
fair war. And you didn’t win playing chess. Turning up to your side of the board, 
faithfully taking your place on your allotted side and in the space and manner and 
uniform they tailored for you. Or by predictably exchanging a controlled sequence of 
moves. You didn’t win, playing chess. You didn’t go to war, to play games. You went 
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to war, to annihilate your enemy. First though, you had to Know your enemy. Their 
real weaknesses. Their genuine vulnerabilities.

‘The question is: Who is my enemy?’, Ryan wondered, as he thoughtfully stared at a 
nearby discarded plastic jar bearing the label of peanut butter.  
–
The thrum and screaming whine of the printer cut the dense warm silence with its 
shrill decree. It was done. Sheet after sheet after sheet of neat rows of capitalised 
black text bearing names and addresses formed a thick ream of toasty sheets resting 
across the feed of the disgruntled printer. It had done its job and was now adjusting 
itself internally and esoterically with a series of clicks and unexplained, unknowable 
sounds, as if irritated at being requested to perform its designed function and bearing 
the ire of a cat whose fur is stroked back-to-front. How dare he wake it. How dare he 
touch it. But it was quiet now, immobile and asleep, as if it had never been woken at 
all.
Ryan sighed. Cutting them up would be laborious. But, he knew, it would be no less 
an urbane task for the others doing the same thing, either. Across the state, a few 
others, printing and cutting these sheets into little palm-sized rectangles. They’d 
scatter them. Ideally between them. But it didn’t really matter. Either way they would
serve a purpose – psychological warfare. Take the game off the chess board, out of 
the streets, out of controlled space. Could you level the playing field? It seemed 
unlikely. An armada of concentrated, codified, canonised violence. The focused prism
of unparalleled funding, power and enforced legitimacy – a true Goliath of an 
instrument, played to near perfection in its pursuit of remaining sovereign. The State. 
And yet, all forms, all of them – prisons, security, vaults, complexes, fortresses, had 
their weakness. Like all forms do. At the end of the day, it was just humans playing 
games within games; dress-ups and make-believe, like playground kids. Sure, there 
was death, and torture and deprivation – maddening righteousness and R-R-R-Reality
to keep it all in the theatre, foment the pattern, square the circle, denude support 
through timeless practiced discourse – but we were all the same. All had homes to go 
to and from, soft spots and sweet spots, inbuilt and universal fragility and uniformity 
in our 3-D composition and societal structuring. Rome wasn’t built in a day – and it 
didn’t fall in one either.

WELCOME TO THE WORLD

An ambitious project being undertaken by the Temple of THEM and mother and 
friend of the Temple, JD, is the publication of a children’s book tentatively titled: 
Welcome to the World. The philosophy behind the book implies that children are not 
dullards or simpletons but capable of comprehending reasonably complex concepts, 
words and symbolism if adequately explained to them by the parental figure. The 
onus is on the parent to bond with their child and teach them to think harder and more
carefully about impending decisions and pressures the world will eventually make on 
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them, stories its residents will tell them and to consider all of the options available 
under a wider umbrella of competing values.

THEM put forth a number of demands in agreeing to author and co-illustrate a book 
intended for children.

That the book be non-denominational
That it not seek to re-indoctrinate the child into a new religion
That it not be made banal or overly simple for the child and demand a certain 
intellectual onus
That the onus be shared between the child and the parent to foster the responsibility 
of explaining the ways of the world without mystification.
That absurdity be highlighted
That absolute authority be put in question
That a sense of wonder and excitement about the world permeate the story.

Welcome to the World (WTTW) seeks to teach children to look at all of the 
competing options vying for their attention, loyalty, time and to think for themselves. 
To convey an understanding that there are boundless opportunities and opportunists 
and that their role in the world is to navigate a course through them not to them.
A child’s book that teaches open questioning of authority and established forms at 
such a young age may be considered ‘satanic’ for its attempt to impart a solid grasp of
the world in a mature fashion and foster independence from being defined or 
controlled by it.  

Certainly, it does not hold Christianity in high regard but neither does it fabricate lies 
of it and reflects an accurate portrayal of its absurdity and its illogical mechanisms. 
No book is unbiased and our distaste for faith, for zealotry and irrational choices on 
which to base life is plain to see but we do not seek to pull the child away from one 
form only to replace it with another of equal value. Nor do we tolerate the politically 
correct absurdity of treating all religions or forms as equal and deserving of equal 
respect: some are outright dangerous and delusional and many openly rob a child or 
person of their autonomy and are portrayed accordingly.
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We may well ask, what is the outcome of teaching a child to put authority in the 
context of self-discovery and autonomy? It may make unusual demands on the 
parents whose role may shift from adjudicator of experience to agitator, and such 
agitation an evolution forward of the autonomous being equipped from an early age 
with sound logical and philosophical tools to meet the challenges the world makes 
upon the soul. WTTW has been intended as an inclusion amongst the standard fare 
that constitutes reading for children, not a replacement.

The Art for WTTW has been a joint collaboration between WR and JB, with WR 
writing the text: a sample of which is given below. The style of the writing leans 
toward the meter of Dr Seuss.

WTTW has been intended for a very small print run and a private project designed to 
equip our members children with books that impart our ideals and values which are to
question ideals and values. If however you would like to order a copy for your child 
you can register your interest with WR at [redacted]
[PS – we managed to rhyme Koran with Satan.]

WELCOME TO THE WORLD

In a very dark place a long time ago,
before there was fire, before there was snow,
before there were dinosaurs and humans you know,
there was THEM.
No-one knows where they came from,
Or even remembers their names,
Or what they looked like,
but here is the great shame.
In your lifetime as you grow older,
older than 3, older than 4, older than 5
many people will try to tell you things
some that are true and some that are lies.
They will tell you that they know
where you came from and are going,
and about a great man in the sky
surrounded by angels that are glowing,
They’ll tell you the world and all of THEM too,
were created by this man,
and that he wrote a book for you,
a book called a bible, Torah or Koran,
and they’ll tell you about a monster
who they named Satan.
They will tell you about this sky-man
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and make him seem really nice
but religion is well known
for telling big lies.
They will tell these things
not because they are true
but because they believe them,
and say so should you
and you might just want to,
because you are young
and impressionable too.
As you get older than 6, older than 7, older than 8,
You will see many wondrous things
beautiful and great,
and you may wonder,
as others have too,
who or what made them?
and who or what made you?
But if you listen to those stories,
and believe them to be true,
then you may just miss out
on someone telling the truth to you.
I don’t know either how all of this came to be,
but I know that for everyone with no exception
it is ultimately a mystery.
The forces of THEM are in the skies and the clouds,
in the seas and the mountains,
in single people and in crowds,
in hearts and in minds
in all things you touch and all that you see,
inside you and your brain
and outside in time, weather and words that we speak,
what are these forces I hear you ask?
Well, they are simply things stronger than us
that put us to task.

Holochrist [See Chapter 11]
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CHAPTER 11
THE BLACK GLYPH SOCIETY VAULT
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Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 1: As Azazael
https://drive.google.com/file/d/158jmFpoTXTiyyyMOWrNej1CJRc9Plt-T/view?

usp=drive_link

Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 2: The Rise of DWR
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m_amUBS8y9hEByW2wXWIuOcS8OACm6In/view?

usp=drive_link

Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 3: Introducing Tnepres Ra
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RzNP6tVy3n1VcPyXVJb9ApwzNidr1WOE/view?

usp=drive_link

Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol 4: Liber Terrosa Ra
drive.google.com/file/d/1L8HPlaDdJwKemrVeb_R1L3t_KfwfqOYb/view?usp=drive_link

Diary of a Devilworshipper Vol V
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4Eb_FbAFYpXKjVO1Op9S1dp-LEvfEH7/view?

usp=drive_link

Liber Bathyal
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tZ5kx7cuGTOUN04mFVeKKJl6rfRUu4Tc/view?

usp=drive_link

Liber Dabih
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sf84goMV6Yzp2rP7PYVfVzbmQM-brrnR/view?usp=sharing

Liber ISS
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Nq8HvYt80qGZMS3oaWi9Q98ugt-ObTC/view?usp=sharing

Liber Illuminum
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C_FKcrGExUA_OxAVgMo71Zck56bhv0k3/view?

usp=drive_link

Liber Psytan
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-33F1yFl25a9ztFQpqCMU-U_r33ycteo/view?usp=drive_link

Liber Zenith Nadir
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ARXPAhyAT2x_qmtkwOK1rkuFotS2tEK7/view?

usp=drive_link

Liber 13/13
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4HK6jUZckVruAfX0tEZ0dpH19wUMxhd/view?

usp=drive_link

Liber Discidium
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VE-SSF-Q2I11fXNiFI8xSSjbuQF9Jxzz/view?usp=drive_link
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Oto Anorha #28
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxinvUVVFXeKWDFIbXBOczBUVzQ/view?

usp=drive_link&resourcekey=0-DtLvlKa2Cvs4iCX0Ho7GnQ

Oto Anorha #29
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxinvUVVFXeKYUxhU3Njd3FVWmM/view?

usp=drive_link&resourcekey=0-hK5f8RFlGpR6J7FRHFIUAw

Oto Anorha #30
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cKVPmJwScKQz0l7pPHTLtF6VjskNfA59/view?

usp=drive_link

Oto Anorha #31
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X6THcw_zHvnfZB1PpBnO3ZlKPUc4H7n3/view?

usp=drive_link

Oto Anorha #32
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxinvUVVFXeKTHZBZDNidHFQUjQ/view?

usp=drive_link&resourcekey=0-VHyYoxSnXxyilz4yPRJcjQ

Oto Anorha #33
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxinvUVVFXeKTEE1a1ZYQmljSDQ/view?

usp=drive_link&resourcekey=0-kAIs0Sk1dbitVyw_KhNLpQ

Oto Anorha #34
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxinvUVVFXeKYmp0TjBOSml3WE0/view?

usp=drive_link&resourcekey=0-vX7rYQNuUj5V73xqJqCVhA

The Grey Letters
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cbTqp-vY4z_K_ttJBdCfaG4_ti1IxrKC/view?usp=drive_link

The Book of ABSU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pjVlRM5O1e1ZqrqXRDVXZYOVdMmnu4DY/view?

usp=drive_link

Holochrist
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t5PKyYWjNbGj7Ucci_bAeZSpao-myHgk/view?

usp=drive_link

Bin Anath
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b4D0W6ejNkyjIR1T1hz6E_chT9j-9uAL/view?usp=drive_link

The Temple of THEM, The Sorcery of THEM
drive.google.com/file/d/1mal9XZZ_aIUIvMbbMwkInuzZ6Y1Ktsa1/view?usp=drive_link

The Temple of THEM, The Themonomicon [Found Section]
drive.google.com/file/d/1nuL7FOtjITwwOWekJQpOvzDli8221k-0/view?usp=drive_link
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The Temple of THEM, [ONA] Mythos
drive.google.com/file/d/1Sue8M6sNhw9kvXH_R6CpmGdpxYhUOFyo/view?usp=drive_link

The Temple of THEM, 2015 Guidebook
drive.google.com/file/d/14D2wN1kGFUbvKMxZGz1SnuJK3RUREZ5y/view?usp=drive_link

Pmyriad
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mjH3uii3yRImpDMf1JUigMoMKQR9pkWa/view?

usp=sharing

C*R*U*X*
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f5_LDI67tUu-WGLtE9E24yf3n7XcwMbq/view?

usp=drive_link

The Temple of THEM, Self-Initiation
drive.google.com/file/d/1O_TYObQGBjqBgkt8pKByJb2TO0DYZZs0/view?usp=drive_link

The Sinister Dialogues
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_7vVPJonJsXQ1lDYVF5VTh2Tnc/view?

usp=drive_link&resourcekey=0-lnF8_cknbnK8zGZ4_6hsGQ

Onaos
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XKf1vXgmv-T2iTuJpl9ciejrQXh6qTN8/view?usp=drive_link

Tendril: Their Will Be Dreams
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NBgAAX6uWkOxwy9HZcKXk7OQSULpvwLJ/view?

usp=drive_link

Abyssal
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sp6ZAGoLzcB4qVK2nLSgAd6Zno8c0KyX/view?

usp=drive_link

Tower
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xJ_prYZPCw7gLYmfj4BUEEQ-x2F_b6eL/view?

usp=drive_link

Offerings from Oneira
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RGn-ndhQoMecKlAjky4oRO6dnxVqsncv/view?

usp=drive_link

The Aeurekanequeo
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jFiC3a8jAfzyFByHlqg_EcacHOiumBus/view?usp=drive_link

Threshold: Terato
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iEItTjUSq-LwQmPTuiHXdq6Z_91D5CQT/view?

usp=drive_link

Threshold: Haruspex
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1viY_rLvGrX4e62IyVerqDQTkL0GEbtS7/view?

usp=drive_link
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Threshold: Engram
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nk_-hwCJuX5wSqNslKM2-H3tq-1qOvqy/view?

usp=drive_link

Threshold: Maleficia
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1suohX6GyLsEvzNTB86FjF9Zn-ew65YaY/view?

usp=drive_link

Dies Irae Overdub
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4M5TNS-h1_N13cvsdgRP5ulcIHgz6MF/view?

usp=drive_link

Agios O Aosoth
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1amclWzQApXB_ZxREbdQ3eNw7qpb4ssNG/view?

usp=sharing

The Star Game: Advanced and Assorted Treatises
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QenUMVrcZys1p8iDY6FzQYr_IbjRTBQC/view?

usp=drive_link

Curious Celestial Coincidences
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nZSvkUMsTLPpIfonU_a7nAzHYqzF4SGK/view?

usp=drive_link

The Troubles
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/162IrtpdiEevr7XKbfNm8JNraDOuAvRb1?

usp=drive_link

Mvimaedivm Red
Home | Mvimaedivmred (proboards.com) 

Know that I tried to be beautiful
.Ꚛ
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